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GENERAL

BABBIT
Barium ,Metal,
36 . 36
Batteries --Charging Storage, from Alternating
Supply Current, 117 , 308 ; Four-celi
Chromic
104*249
, Medical
and Coil,
407
: New Acid,
Primary
.
Battleships-- Hibernia , 292 : Sentinel, 413
U.S. Record Trip, 224;Widgcon Gunboat,
429
Battleships - Model, A Beginner's, 225 * ;
United States , 328 ; T.B.D.'s, 91*, 121*,
128 , 344 * , 467*.
Fandoin's Alloy, 36.
Bazaar Shocking Coil, 289*, 364 *, 08 *,
Beam Engine , Model, 241*, 558 * .
Bed , Horizontal Engine, 367* .
Bed , Vertical Engine, 367*
Beginner's Model Battleship , 225 * .
Beginners, Model Making for, Horizontal
Engine and Boiler , 304 ".
Bell Circuit,
Inductance in , 016 *
Bell, Electric , New , 119 , 619*.
Bell Metal, 36.
Bell, Wireless Electric, How to Make, 351*.
Belt Slipping, To prevent, 75.
Bench Drilling Machine, 292 *,

Bench , Vice, 619*.
Cast- iron , Process for Bronzing, 65.
Bending Small Pipes, 411* .
Cast-iron , Tinning, 87.
Centre for Marking-off Table , 294*.
“ Berry " Patent Water-tube Boiler, 509 *.
Bessemer Steel, 36 .
Centre Square, 295 * .
Bicycle , Motor, 110 *.
Charging Set, Electric Lighting and , 1* , 93.
Biddery Metal, 36
Charging Storage Batteries from Alternating
Bigwood Electric Tram Rail, 236 .
Supply Current, 117 , 189, 308 .
Chimes , Electrical, 12*, 165, 308.
Bi-polar Dynamo, 150-watt, 257 *.
Bismuth , 36.
Chimney, for " Model Engineer " Locomotive,
“ Bits " Drill, How to Make and Use, 152*.
Blades, Steam Turbine, Method of Cutting, Choice ofMotor Power , 135.
26 .
Chrome-nickel Steel, 305 .
ChromeSteel, 56
Blowlamp, Simple , 500 *.
Chromic Acid Battery, Four-cell, 104 * .
Blowpipe, Oxy- acetylene, 267.
Blue Gold , 36 .
Chromium , 56 .
Chrysorin . 56 .
Boats , Tug ,Model, 350 *. 610 *
Bobierre's Metal, 36 .
Chuck , Adjusting Square-shanked Dril 123 * .
Boilers --Explosions, 141; 471 ; Automatic Chuck , Drill, 508*
Feed 467, 555* ; Flash, 95* ; Water -tube, Chucking Piston of Motor Bicycle, 21* .
“ Berry," 509* ; Water-tube , Stirling, Chuck , Self-centreing, Faceplate for, 411%.
Chuck , Simple. 581*.
486 *
Boilers, Model - Construction , 499* ; Eva Circular Saw Table, 75* , 219 *, 285.
poration , 329 ; Explosions, 240 ; Firing Clamps, Two Handy, 76 *.
Experiments, 353* ; Hints on Finishing , Clams, Vice, A Pair of, 531 .
387 ; Horizontal, 364* ; Launch , 138 * ; Clipper Steamer , Model, 477* .
Locomotive, 383* , 560* : Semi-portable , Clock, Electric Shadow , 208.
352* ; Testing, 538 ; Tube Plate, Setting Clockwork Locomotive, Model, 143* , 355*.
Out, 323* ; Vertical, 352* , 516* , 519 * , | Coal in United States, 236 .
Coal Wagon , Model, Railway , 73*, 471.
554* ; Water-tube, 101 , 173*.
Cobalt , 56
Bolts on London Bridges , 531* .
Bookshelf , Fof the,.18 , 36, 68, 187, 196, 235, Coils - Construction of Induction , 308, 477,
374 397,: €18, 4415 474,.492, :534,
1988; :Iperiments with Induction , 220 ;
Seconthary, 93, 212 * , 468 * ; Shocking,
2896, 364608 * ; Tesla , Construction of
•Boring Patamel Holes in the Lathe,ʻ124
Large, 198 * ; Tesla, for X-ray Works ,
Box Square, 295 *.
284 ; Winding , New , for Induction Coils,
Brake, Marine, A New , $34 .
604 * : Wire for, 479
Brake, Railway Experiments, 412
Brass, 36
Colonial Reader , The Work of, 518 * .
Coloured Tinfoil, Preparing , 147.
Brassfounding for Amateurs, 498 : 31
Colouring Iron Blue, 282
Brazing Lamp, Paraffin , 162*, 361*.
BricketWood Miniatu' e Rails a " , 461* , 602
Combined Drop and Power Hammer, 534.
Combined Vee and Scribing Block , 530 *
Bridge, A New , across East River, 3.
Brig , Model, Old -style Trading, 529 * .
Combined Vertical and Horizontal Cutting
Briqu tte Fue', 546.
Appliance for the Lathe, 176 *
Bronze, New kind of, 483.
Commutator and Resistances, Accumulator
Case with , 247 *.
Bronzing Cast-iron , 65.
Bronzing, Hints on , 363
Commutator for Spark Coil, 419*.
Brotherhood Steam Engine Test, 593.
Compasses, Adjustable , 442*
Brown Gold , 56 .
Coinpetitions, • Model Engineer," 453, 596 .
Brush , Carbon Copper, 167.
Competition , Model Locomotive, 24 75, 114 ,
574 , 576 .
Brushes, Dynamo, Prevention ofSparking , 74.
Brush Holder , A Small, 475 * .
Competition , Model Steamer , 48, 96 , 120, 240 ,
476
Bunker for ME. Locomotive, 5 9 *.
Button Metal, 56 .
Competition , Model Steamer, Speed , 67* , 91" ,
Buzzer, Model T.B.D., 121*.
121*, 141* , 188 236 260, 311, 340, 356 ,
360, 381, 413, 475, 504, 535.
Competitions,
Our New , 24.
CABLES,
Mileage: 252.
Cab, “ Ocean;
M.E." Locomotive,
532 *.
Competitions, Prize , 20, 45 68, 187, 620 .
Cadmium , 56 .
Competition Results , 119, 144 , 168, 192, 432,
456 , 480.
Calamine, 56 .
Calcium , 56 .
Compound Engines
- Brotherhood, Test 593 ;
Cylinder and Receiver Proportions,
Ca culating Machine, 267.
245 *, 446 *, 561* ; Economical, Reasons
Caledonian Six -coupled Express Locomotive,
Why, 245 * ; Horse-power from Indicator
1979
Diagrams, 125 * ;. Model High -speed ,
Calipers, 390, 423*, 432*
Calipers, Hints on Use of, 268 * .
Novel, 433* ; Horizontal, Degn 345* ;
Candlestick , An Ornamental, 290 * .
Marine, Surface Condensing, 444 *.
Capstan Lathe Toolholder, 323 * ,
Compound Locomotives, Miel, 57* , 61*,
Captive Flying Machine, 373* .
191*, 264, 559 * .
Carbon , 56 .
Compressing Metals , 5.
Carbon Copper Brush , 167.
Connecting and Coupling-rods for " Model
Engineer " Locomotive, 208 " .
Carbon in Iron , 377.
Carbons, Manufacture of, 517.
Connex iing-rod Marine Type, 342 *.
Cargo --Passenger Boat, Model, 254* ; May . Construction ofModel Alternators, 278*, 471" ,
544 * , 0.5 *,
field , 250 * ; Steamer , Try, or*.
Carrack , Venetian , of the Fifteenth Century Contributors and Staffof the M.E. (see Supple
ment) , 19.
204 "
Conversazione, S.M.E., 98.
Castings, 24, 215, 503, 557.

:

ACCESSORY Workshop, A Useful, 531*
Commutator
and Resistances , 247* :
Accumulator New Negative Plate , 263.
Accumulators, Paper at J. I. E. Moeting, 292.
Accumulator Set, Small, 503.
“ Aeolicraft ," The, 271 , 397.
Aich's Metal, 16 .
Air Ship , Dr. Greth's, 464.
Air Ship , Model, A Novel, 271 ".
Alarm , Railway, New , 63.
Alarm , Simple Electric , 333 *, 610 * .
Alcohol, Denaturing, 138.
Algiers Metal, 16 .
Alignment of Crossheads, To ensure, 530 * .
Allan , Sir William , The late, 68 .
Alloys, Metals and, 16 , 36, 56 , 80, 109, 535 .
Alternators, Model, Construction of, 278* ,
471 " , 544* , 605 * .
Aluminium , 16.
Aluminium and Electric Transmission, 148.
Aluminium , Plating , 583.
Aluminium , Process of Welding 412.
Amalgams, 16 .
Amateur's Electric Light Plant, 66 *.
American , Atlantic Type, Locomotive, 317*.
American Tug Boat, Model, 350.*
Angle Plates for Small Lathes, 167 .
Answers to Correspondents , 72 , 96, 120, 168,
216, 264, 288, 312, 336, 360, 384, 408,
432,456, 480, 504, 528, 552,576 ,6.0,620 .
Anti- friction Metal, 16 .
Antimony, 17:
* Apex " Milling Attachment, 215*
Apprenticeship , Engineering, 528.
Arc Lamp, " L liput," 229.
Argentan , 17:
Armature, Ring, Building , 510 *
Armature Tunnels , Method of Boring, 484 *.
Armature, 3-drum , Building, 487* .
Armour Plate, 17.
Arsenic, 17 .
Atlantic Liner, Model, 323*.
Atlantic Type Locomotives, 4, 84 *, 200,
317*, 414 * 596 .
Atmospheric
Engine, Newcomen's , Old Model,
I 28 .
Australian Clipper Model, Newcastle, 397 * .
Austra ia , Patents in , 596
Automatic Boiler Feed , 467.
Automatic Signalling, 489.
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Fountain , Ornamental, 557 *.
Electric Bells, 119, 119 *
Cooper Hewitt Rectifier , 404.
Four-cell Chromic Acid Battery , 104 *.
Electric Crane, Model, 298* .
Cooper's Gold , 56 .
Four-coupled
Model Express Locomotives ,
Electric
Lamp,
231*
Cycle
.
Copper, 56 .
108*, 249* . 326*, 392* , 395*, 481*, 559*
Electricity Direct from Fuel, 249* .
Copper Lap, Useful, 219 * .
Electric Lighting and Charging Set, 1* , 93 ,
Four-cylinder, Model, Compound Locomotive
, 36 * .
TemperedInstruction
Copper,
Correspondence
in Engineering, Electric Lighting Set, High-speed Engine for,
57 *, 61*.
Frames and
Footplates for “ Modo Engi
151* , 588*
235 . , Railway, New Life-saving, 422.
neer !! Locomotive, 50 .
Coupling
Electric Light Plant, An Amateur's , 66 * .
French Locomotive, La France, 4.
Crane, Electric Cantilever, A New , 536 .
Electric Light Plant in Japan , 301.
Electric Light, Portable, 186 * .
French Model Compound 4 Cyiinder Loco
Crane, Floating , The Largest, 277 .
Electric
Locomotive,
Model,
176
*.
motive, 57*, 61*
Crane, Model, Electric , 298 *.
Electric Locomotive , Spring Motor Suspension Fretwork Machine Operated by a Herizon to
Crane, Model, Steam , 522. 609* :
Engine and Vertical Boiler, 495 * .
for
,
.
155
*
Crankshaft, Locomotive, Lining out, 341* .
Electric, Model, Torpedo Boat Destroyer Friction and Pulley Wheels , 235* .
Creusot Gun , Model, 169 * .
Frigate , Model, Old English , 203".
128 *, 344 *,
Crossheads, To ensure Alignment of 330* .
Fuel, an Impro ed , 413.
Electric Night Light, 201* , 329 *.
Crosshead for M.E. Locomotive ,579*
Fuel, Briqette, 566 .
Electric Omnibuses 583.
Crucible for Brass Melting, 490 *
Electric
471.
Pilot,
Fuel, Electricity Direct from , 249* .
Cunarder Steamship , Model, 438 .
Further Remarks on Spark Coil Construction ,
lectric Propellor, 566.
Cupro-ferro -Manganese, 57.
398* , 408, 419 *.
,
208
.
Clock
Shadow
Electric
:
Cupro-Manganese,
35 , 54 *, Electric Switches, Simple, 563 *.
Curves produced by57Harmonograph,
Electric Tramcar, Working Model, 157*, 614 * .
284
*,
81*,
164
83*,
,
78
Iron , 57:
GALVANISED
Electric v. Gas Lighting , 21.
Cutter, Tube Plate, Adjustable, 147* .
Galvanometer , Sensitive, How to Make
Cutting a Left-hand Thread with a Right-hand Electrification , L. & Y. Railway, 159.
520 * .
218.
Process,
New
Electro-galvanising,
Galvanometer, Tangent, 272* .
315, 381, ,603*.
Tap,Appliance
Vertical and Horizontal Electro -Motors, Small, 42* , 97*, 380 *, 502, Gas Carburettor for Testing Petrol Mote te
Cutting
567 *, 575 , 584* , 617 *.
for
the
Lathe,
176
*.
449 *
Cutting Steam Turbine Blades ,Method of, 26 * . Electro - plating , 575, 58 3.
Gas Engines-— " Diesel," 542 *,Governing 555
Electrum , 57
Cycie , Fitting Motor to , 116 .
High
-Speed, 518 * ; Otto Cycle, Small,
Ellipse, Method of Drawing, 342 *.
Cycle Lamp, Electric, 231* .
457* ; Producer Gas and Its Application ,
Emery Wheel, A Cheap , 124 * .
Cycle Motor, Patterns for, 269* .
343
;
SmallPower , 180* ; Vogt, 228* , 336 .
Enclosed Dynamo, 527
Cycloidal Curves, 365 *.
Gas Engine - Model,72 ; Small Power Vertical,
Enclosed Vertical Engine, design, 588* .
Cylinder, Marking -off, 342 * .
359
*.
Cylinder Proportions of Compound Engines, Engine Driver , Death of an Old , 350.
Producer, for Factories, & c., 194.
Engineering , Latest in , 4 , 52 , 77, 130, 228 , Gas,
Gas Producer Plant, 234.
446 *.
328, 389, 412 *, 464, 486 *, 509*, 534, 555 *, Gas v. Electric Lighting, 21.
Cylinders M.E. Locomotive, 160 *.
604 Room , New , for South African Gold Gauge, Change of, in Mexico, 275 .
“ DANIEL ” Petrol Engine, 389.
Engine
Gauge, Marking, 387 *:
Mine, 492* .
Decimal Association , Resolution of , 26 .
Gauges, Standard Scales and, for Model Loco
Engines, Gas - see Gas.
Deep Mining, 363.
motives, 69.
Engines, Model, Lubrication of, 182 *, 592*.
Delta Metal, 57.
Gauge
, Vernier Depth , Design for , 434* .
Engines, Oil - see Oil.
** Diesel" Gas Engine, 542* .
G.C.R.Model, Clockwork Locomotive, 143*.
Engines, Petrol - sec Petrol.
Dinghy, A Small Sailing, 450 *.
Worm , Principles of, 63* .
Gearing,
Direct-coupled Steam Engine and Dynamo, Engines, Steam - see Steam .
G.E.R.“ Decapod ” Locomotive, 198.
Model, 21.
English Metal, 57:
German
Steam
. 607* .
Engraving Machine, Overcoming Difficulty German Silver, Launch
Displaceme t Lubricator, 592*
57.
with , 117 * .
Dividing Head for L th , 603* .
Gerusnein
57:
Alloy,
's
Dome, Model Engineer " Locomotive , 484 * . Examinations for Motormen , 456.
Exhibitions, Industrial, 72, 216 , 288, 309, 408, Glass, Drilling Holes in, 205:
Donkey Pump, A Small, 287* .
Glass Plates, Varnishing, Wimshurst Machine
574
Draw Hooks for M.E. Locomotive,615*
316 * .
Drill “ Bits," How to Make and Use in the Exhibition ofModels at Liverpool, 100 .
, 57.
*. Glucinum
, 353 and
Boiler ons
a Model
inonFiring
Experiments
Lathe, 152* .
Experime
Electric
Oscillati
G.N.R.Motor
nts
Cars, 355.
Drill Chuck , 508* .
G.N.R.
Locomotives, 236 .
New
Drill Grinder , 143.
Waves, 106, 198 , 468* , 535 *
G.N.R.Model, Locomotive, 597 *.
Experiments
,
Simple
Induction
Coil,
220
.
Drill Holder, 219 * .
Gold , 57
Drilling Attachment for Lathe, 115 *.
Explosion Engines,Governing of, 464.
Gold Mine, South African,Engine Room , 492*.
Explosions, Boiler, 141 ; Model Boiler, 240 .
Drilling Holes in Glass , 205.
Governing of Explosion Engines , 464, 555* .
Drilling Machine, Bench , 292*.
Bracket,
Marking
365* .
Governorand
Combined,540
FACEPLATE Chuck, Removing a Tight, Governor,
Slide-Valve
GearOff,
.
Drilling Machine, Lathe Made into , 363*.
362.
Drilling Rest for Small Lathes, 146 * .
Lubricator,
Grease
*.
123
*.
,
Faceplate for Self-centring Chuck 411
Drills , Broken , Use for, 316 *.
Great Clapham and Southern Model Railway
Fallacies, Mechanical, 549.
Drills , How to Make and Use Them , 30 *.
392 *. 408.
Driving Wheel, “ Model Engineer ” Locomo- Fan , Model, Steam -driven, 993.*
Great Holmwood Model Railway , 8 * , 43* .
Fastening Caps to Vacuum Tubes , 124 .
tive , 290 * .
Featherweight, Model Yacht, How to build , Grey Gold , 58 .
Dutch Metal, 57.
Greyhound Model, 3rd Prize Boat, 67 *.
572*.
263 .
Machine, Tunnels,
Dynamedical
Grinding Attachment for the Lathe, 507* .
Dynamos
- Armature
Method of Ferro-aluminium , 57 .
Grinding in Valves and Use of Exhaust Valve
Boring, 484 * ; Bipolar, 150-watt, 257* ; Ferro -Chrome, 57.
Lifters, 284 .
Enclosed, 527 * ; Four- pole, 750 -watt, Ferro -Manganese, 57.
Grindstone, Cheap, 340 *.
519* ; Hand Driven Small, 210 * ; Multi- Ferro-tungsten , 57.
Gunboat,
New , Widgeon , 429.
polar, 252* ; Overtype, 494 ", 537 , 527 * ; Firry, Suspensio. , 570 .
prevention of Sparking at Brushes, 74 : Field-magnet for Small Single Coil Dynamo, Gunsight, Visible, 418.
Ring Armature Building, 510 * ; Dynamo
403 * .
Gun Model, 6 - in . Naval, 409 *.
Single Coil, 403* ; Steam Engine, 151* ;; Fifty Years at Sea, 8.
Guns,Model, Some, 169* .
Filing Block , 244* .
Undertype , Small, 337 *.
G.W.R. Model, Tank Locomotive, 191*.
Fire
Boat,
New
425
,
.
Dynelectron , Diagram of, 249* .
Harbour and Works, 27.
Firebox Design for Model Locomotive, 117 *. G.W.R.New
G.W.R. New Locomotive, 274.
EARLY Sailing Ships,Models, 203":
Fire Engines, PetrolMotor, 494 , 556.
G.W.R.
Record
Run , 537 .
Eccentric Gear for “ Model Engineer " Fire Engine, Model Steam , 24, 193 *.
Locomotive, 208 * .
Firing a Model Boiler, Experiments in, 353* . Gyroscopic Effect of a Flywheel in Ships, 403.
Eccentrics, Setting Out, 341* .
First Attempt, A , 281*.
AMILTON'S Metal, 58.
Edinburgh Museum , Working Models in , 404. Fitting Slide-valves, A Method of, 44*, 69.
HA
Hammer , Drop and Power, Combined ,
Editor's Page, 48, 72, 96,"119 , 144, 168, 192, Flash Boiler, 6 b.-D., 95 *
216, 240, 264, 288, 311, 336, 360, 384, Flat Surfaces, Production of, 221* .
534
Hand -Driven Dynamo, Small, 210 *.
494:
Engize,
Fire
,
Floating
576
552,
528,
503,
,
480
456,
432,
408,
600 , 620 .
Flying Machine, Mr. Bastin's 565 , 576
Hand Pump for ME. Locomotiv . 615* .
Educational Value ofModel Engineering, 163. Flying Machines, Sir Hiram S.Maxim and his, Handsome Horizontal Model Steam Engine,
370 * , 384 .
Electrical Chimes, 12* , 165, 283, 308.
217 * .
Harbour and Works at Weymouth , 27.
Flying oi Nature's Principle , 565* .
Electric Alarm 333* , 612*
Designing,
Hardened
Flywheel
231.
Steel Square , 147 * .
Engineering,” Rosenberg's , 469.
**Electrical
ElectricalIgnition
for Automobile Engine, Flywheel Pattern Making, 40* , 87* .
Hardening Small Milling Cutters and Saws,
582*
Fog Signalling Apparatus,
New , 604.
387
*
f
ally
ness
Electric
Driven Model Stearn -Yacht, 17 *. For the Bookshel , 18, 36 , 68 , 196 , 235, 251, Hard
of Steel, 305 .
379, 391, 418 , 441, 474, 492, 531, 580, 614. Hard Solder , 58.
Electrical Problem , 404, 453, 499, 549, 573.
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L.N.W. Locomotives Wit drawn, 244 .
Model Engineering , Educational Value of, 163,
L.N.W.Mi age oi T- IS 234 .
Model Engineering, 596 .
“ Model Engineer " Locomotive (see coloured
L.N.W. Railway, A Fast Run on , 511 * .
,
176
*,
368*
.
Electric
plate ), 14 *, 28 *, 50*, 112 *, 160 *, 188, 208 *
Model,
Locomotive,
Locomotives , Model, Electric , Motor Suspen
215 , 242 , 290 * , 338* , 388* , 436* , 485*
sion for, 155 * , 404, 548* .
504, 532* , 615 *
Locomotives-- Atlantic, 4 , 84 *,317 * ,414 *,596 ; Model Making for Beginners, Horizontal En .
gine and Boiler, 304 * .
Caledonian , 100, 197 * ; Centenary of, 400 ;
Continental, Large, 414 * ; De Glen Com Model Railways, 8 *, 36 ,43* , 392* , 40% .
pounds, 4 , 200 ; G.E.R., 100 ; G.E.R. Model Steam r Speed Competition , 236, 260,
Decapod ," 198 ;G.N.R., New , 236 , 596 ;
340 , 356 , 413, 535.
Largest in the World , 405 ; L.N.W., 99* , Model Yachting Correspondence, 43*, 234* .
203 ; L.Y.R., New Tink , 246 ; Mallet Molybdenum , 82.
Compound , 484 ; M.chanical Stoking, Morse Sounder and Key , How to Make, 378 *.
G.W.R., 556 ; N.E.R. All ntic , 84 * ; Mosaic Gold , 82 .
Pacific Type, 554, 578 ; Practice, 'Recent Motive Power, The Choice of, 135 .
Notes on , 99* 197*, 317 * , 414 , 511* ; Motor Bicycles - Chainless , 318 ; Chucking
South Africa, 262 ; Speed Record, 194 ;
Piston , 21 * ; Design , Construction and
Test of Super-Heated Steam , 534.
Use , 5 *, 296 * ; Light, 328 ; Patterns for ,
Locomotives,
ModelCastings,
Boiler, 560* ;
269* ; Well-Made, 110 .
Hull ofModel Old English Ship , 206 *.
551 ; Clockwork , 143 *, 355 * , 494
Motor Cars - G.N.R . 355 ; G.W.R., 314 ;
Hydraulic, Model, Passenger Lift, 571* .
Crankshaft, Lining Out, 341 * ; Firebox
Ignition , Electrical, 582* ; Number in ,
IGNITION , Electrical, for Auto nobile En
Design, 117 * ; Compound, 57 * ,61* , 191* ,
United Kingdom , 133 ; Largest, 175 ;
264 5 9 *: G.N.R., 597 * ; Historic: 559 * :
L.S.W., 84 ; Steam Engine Improve .
gines. 582*
Engineer
L.B.
S.C.R.,
133
Model
&
;
*
,'
ments,
412*.
Illuminant, New , 523* .
14* , 28* , 50*, 112* , 160*, 188, 208 , 215 , Motor , Fitting to Roadster Cycle, 116.
Illuminant , New Petrol, 80 .
Indicator Diagrams, Horse- Power from , 125 *.
242*, 290 * , 338 , 388* , 436*, 485* 504, Motor Inlet Valve, Water-Cooled Head, 47.
532 574, 576, 579 , 615 ; M.S. & L.R., Motor Launch , 60.
I ductance in a Ball Circuit 616 *.
Induction Coil Construction , 308, 477, 498 .
559* N.E.R.,44, 108* , 326 *, 543*, 559* Motor-Men , Examinations, 456 .
Side Frames,Marking Out,323* Two- Inch Motor, Petrol, Running a, 233 , 253.
Induction Coil Experiments, 220.
Scale,
249 , 461* ; Regulator and Non- Motors, Electro , 42 * , 97* , 380* , 502, 567 *,
Induction Coil, New Winding, 604* .
Induction Motor, t- h .- p. Single-phase Slow
Priming Pip ?, 275 ; 011-Fired , One-inch
575 , 584 *, 617 *
Scale
,
481 ; S.Ě. & C.R. It-in . Scale , Motor Suspension for Electric Locomotives ,
Speed , 567* , 584*.
392* ; Single-Cylinder, 281* ; South Ken
404, 548 .
Inexpensive Water Motor, 18 * .
sington, 329 ; Standard Scales and Motor Trains, Newcastle , 301.
Invention , 148, 170, 205, 225, 247.
Gauges, 69 ; Tra ling. Bogie Tank, 14 * , Motor ,Water , An Inexpensive, 18 * .
Invention, A Notable, 537.
461*
; Unique, 159* ; Valve Spindle , 262. Moulding Boxes , 513*
Inventors, An Opportunity for , 530.
Long Steel Shaving , 69.
Moulding Tools, 491*.
Iron, 58.
Loss,
Some
Causes of, in Steam Turbines, and M.S. & L.R.Model Locomotive, 599 *.
Ironier's Bronze , 8o .
Their Remedies, 466 .
Multiple Ele tric Propellor, 556.
Iron Ore, Discovery in Germany, 376.
Lieut-Col. Harvey's Model Railway, 8 *, 36*, Multipolar Dynamo, Model Compound En
gine and, 252 * .
43 *.
ones 148, 194. Lubrication ofModel Engines, 182* , 592* ,
Muntz's Metal, 82.
nos diretestiposn Spalaci
JuninGInstitutio
Jo Junior
of Engineers,
Lubricator , Grease, 123*, 592 *
220 , 292, 336, 413, 464, 480, 506 .
L.Y.R. Electrification , 364.
303:.
Yacht Model
Roomon ,, 565*
L. & Y.R.New Type Tunk Locomotive, 246, NATIONAL
Nature's Principle,
Flying
80.
Alloy,
KEIRIS,
Naval Gun , Model 6 - inch , 409 *.
317.
Kirkcal y Industrial Exhibition , 574 .
Negative Plate for Accumulators, 263.
Kramo's Resistances, 415.
N.E.R.Atlantic Locomotive, 84 *
MACHINE Tools, Revolution in, 229.
Krupp Gun ,Model, 169
Macht's Yellow Metal, 80.
N.E.R. Locomotive, Model, 108* , 326 *, 542,*
559 *.
Magnalium
,
80,
220
.
L AMP,
Cycle,
Electric,
231*:c , 316 .
Lamp,
Electric,
Automati
Magnesium ,80.
Nevada Silver , 82.
Magnolia
Metal,
80
.
New Catalogues and Lists, 24, 71, 95, 119,
Lamp, New Mercury Vapour, 486 *.
Malleable Iron , 8o .
143, 167, 191, 215 *, 239, 263, 287, 311 ,
Lamps, Brazing, 162* , 361*.
Compound Locomotive, 484.
335, 359, 383, 407, 431 , 453, 503 , 527 ,
Large Iron
Pipe, 237 . 4, 52, 77, 130, 228 *, Mallet,
Latest
in Engineering,
Manganese, 82.
551, 599, 619.
328, 389, 412*, 464, 486 * , 509 , 534, 555 *, Manganese Bronze, 56.
Newcomen's Atmospheric Engine, Old Model
of, 128 .
Mannheim Gold , 82.
104
New
534
Brake,
Marine
.
A
,
New Railway, Metropolitan Company's, 159.
Latest N.E. Locomotive, 84 *.
Lathes -- Alterations, 499 * ; Angle Plates, 167: Marine Engines, Model, 65*, 138 *, 313 *, 326 * , News of the Trade, 24.47, 71, 95 , 119, 143*
Boring Parallel Holes, 124* ; Chuck
425* , 444* , 446* . 553* , 595* .
167 , 191*, 215 *, 239, 263, 287* , 359 *
407, 431, 455, 479, 503*, 527 , 551, 575 *,
Adjusting for Square- Shanked Drills, Marking Gauge, 387*.
619
*.
554*.
Useful,
Tool,
123* Chuck , Self-Centring, Faceplate Marking
for , 411* ; Chucks, 123*, 508*, 581* : Marking-off Table, Hints from the, 282*, 293*, New Type ofModel Engine, 230* .
Niagara Fall and Electric Energy, 306 .
Circular Saw - Table Attachment, 219 * ;
321 , 341 , 365 *.
Combined Cutting Appliance, 176 * ; De Marking Tool, Useful, 55 + *.
Nickel, 59 , 82 .
sign for an Amateur's, 62* ; Difficulty, Marlie's Alloy, 82.
Night
Light, Electric, 201* , 329 *.
Overcomi g ,29* ; Dividin Heal for, Mason Regulator Company's Improved Steam “ Nodium
Metal, 464 .
633 * ; Drill-Holder, 219 * : Drilling
Motor Car Engines, 412 *
Nodon Valve and Cooper Hewitt Rectifier,332* .
Attachment, 115 * ; Drilling Rest, Small, Maxim , Sir Hiram s ., and His Flying Ma- Notes on Recent Locomotive Practice, 99 ,
146* ; Grinding Attachment, 507* ; In :
chines, 370 *
197 * , 317 *, 414 * , 511* .
dicator, Useful, 195* ; Made into a Measuring and Marking-off Tool , and How to Notes on Solder, 18 .
Drilling Machine, 363.; Method of Rais.
Make Them , 144, 390 *, 423* , 442 *.
Nozzles for Steam Turbine and Pelton Wheels,
ing, 483* ; Milling Attachments,3 * , 215 * ; Mechanical Fallacie , 437, 549.
167 .
Overhead Geir, 577 * ; Slide-Rest, Small, Mechanical Stoking for G.W.R. Locomotives, Nut Gauge, 295* .
555 .
315 * ; Taper -Turning Attach nent, 29* ;
Mechanics Made Easy Competition , 232.
O'GORMAY, William , The late, 305.
Tool-Holder , 411* .
Melting Steel in Electric Furnaces , 509 .
Oil Engine - Britannia , 407 ; Governing ,
Launch , German
Boiler, Model,
138 *.
Launch
TetrahedralDesign,
607* . Mercury, 82.
555
,
*.
486
New
Oil
Engine
for Electric Lighting and Charging,
Lamp,
Vapour
Mercury
*. , 65 *, 138 * , Metals and Alloys, 16, 36, 56 , 80, 109, 535 , 592.
, Model,
Launch
Launch Engines
Engines,
Model,138Steam
Oil Ship , The Largest, 180 .
: 313*, 326 *, 425*, 444 *, 446 *, 553*, 595 *. Metals, Compressing, 5.
Metal Scraping, and The Production of Flat Old Style , Model, Trading Brig , 529* .
Launch , Model Steam , 137 * .
Surface ;, 221* .
Omnibus, Ele trical, 583.
Launch
60 . Locomotive, 133 * .
Omnibus, Model, 265* .
L.
B. & Motor,
S.C.R.Model
Meter, Electric, Prepayment, 333.
Mileage
of
Trains
in
L.N.W.
,
234
.
One Valve Explosion Engine, 224.
Lead ,80.
Oscillating , Model, Pa Idle Engine, 560 *.
Milling Attachment for Lathe, 3* , 215*.
Lemarquand's
Alloy,
80.
Ornimental Fountain , 577* .
Lessons in Workshop Practice, 30 * , 152*, 221 , Milling Cutters , Hardening, 387* .
Milling Spindle, A Well-Made, 458 *.
Oscillations and Waves, Electric ,Experiments
510*
.
Minargent, 82.
on , 106 , 198 , 468 * , 535 * , 620 .
Lift,487
Mo*,lel,
Passenger,
571* .
Our New Competitions, 24.
*.
19
Engine,
Steam
Miniature
Liner , Model, Atlantic, 323*
82.
,
Minifor
Overcoming
a Lathe Difficulty, 29 *.
Lipowitz's Alloy, 80 .
Overheid Gear for Lath :, 577* .
Mining Deep, 563.
Litharge, 80.
|
Miorée
Metallique,
82.
Small, 537 *.
:
Overtype
Dynamo,
Lithium , 8o .
Harmonographs, 33 *, 53* ,78 *, 81*, 83* , 165*,
283 *, 380 ".
Heliography, 480, 548 *.
58 . and Dynamo, 151*.
Metal,
Hercules
High -Speed
Engine
High-Speed Experiments in Germany, 75.
High -Speed Model VerticalEngine, 470 * 588*
Hints from theMarking-Off Table, 282 , 293*,
321 , 341* , 365 * .
Hints on Bronzing, 363.
Historic Model Locomotives, 559*.
Holding Work without Damaging, 268 *.
Home-Made Model Yacht, 43 *.
Horizontal Model Steam Engines, 49 *, 200 *,
217*, 251 , 304 , 345, 364*, 367 *, 495 *
524* , 537 *, 539 *, 540 *, 554 *, 593*.
Horse-Power from Indicator Diagram , 125*.
Hot
-Air
Engine,
Model,
307 *, and
523..Key, 378 *.
a Morse
Sounder
How to Make
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PACIFIC Type Locomotives, 554.
Packtong Metal, 82.
Paddle Engine , Model 560 .
Paddle Steamer ,Model, 92 .
Palladium , 82.
Patrick Me al, 592.
Passenger Lift, Model, 571*.
Patent Office Reform . 583.
Patent Office Work, A Year's, 590.
Patents in Australia, 596.
Pattern Making, Simple Lessons in , 40 *, 87 *,
149 , 269 , 400 *
Patterns for Small Objects , Preparing, 515 .
Patterns, Holding Together , 244 .
Paving Streets with Steel, 351.
Pelton Wheels, 18 *, 115, 167, 215 *.
Penay-in - the-Slot Machine for Stamps, 520 .
Pens, Harmonograph, Manufacture of, 55 *.
Permanent Way for Model Railways , 167.
Perspectartigraph” Drawing Instrument, 486.
Petrol Engines, 224, 233, 253, 389, 449*, 556 ,
582 *, 606 .
Petroleum in Canada, 205.
Petrol Illuminant, New , 80 .
Pewter, 82.
Phosphor Bronze, 82.
Phosphor Copper, 82.
Tin , 82.
Phosphor
Phosphorus
Iron, Influences
of, 307. 22.
Photographicon Printing
for Reproduction,
Photographing Bright Work ,63.
IronSmall,
, 237. 411*.
Pipe,
Pipes, Large
Bending
Pipe Wrench , A Handy, 268 , 381.
Piston Chucking Motor Bicycle, 21 .
Piston Rings , 507 *.
Pitchblende,
302* . Adjustable,
Plate,
Tube, Cutter,
147* .
Plating an Aluminium , 583 .
Platinoid , 82.
Platinum , 82
Plumber's Solder, 109.
Tool, Copper
Polishing
Polishing Wheel,
and, 219*
CheapLap
Useful, 124 *.
Portable Electric Light, 186 *.
Potassium
, 109.and Its Uses, 138 , 453, 500,
Potentiometer
573
.
Practical Letters from our Readers, 21* , 44
69, 93*, 116 , 141*, 163 ", 188, 212 ,
236 , 260, 283*, 308, 332 *, 356 , 380 ,
404, 429, 452* , 475 *, 498* , 523 * , 548*
573*, 596 *, 616*.
Preparing Coloured Tinfoil, 147.
Presidential Address to the J.I.E. on Inven247.of Dynamo,
170, 205,
tion," 148,
Brushes
at 225,
of Sparking
Prevention
74 . .
• Primus Burner, fitted to Water-tube
Boiler , 354 ".
Prince's Metal, 109.
Principles ofWorm -gearing, 63*.
Printing Press Made of Wood, Description of,
426 , 431.
Printin : Press, Scale Mydel, 582* .
Prize Competitions , 20 , 45 , 68, 187.
Prize Electro-Motor, 42* .
453, 499, 549,
Problem
Electrica
Producer, An
and l,404,
Gas,
its Application
Gas
to 573.
Engines,
343
Producer Gas Power for Factories, & c., 194 .
Prope lor, Electric, Multiple , 566 .
Propellor Experiments , 434 .
Propellors , Inward v. Outward Turning, 540 ;
. for, 366* .
Marine, 336Scale
Proporti
oning,
Protractor,
295
Pumps - Centrifugal, 80 ; Donkey, A Small,
287* ; M.E. L co notive, 615" .
Puzzle, Shunting, Solution, 93 *.
109 : 22*, 45 *, 70 *, 94*,
UEEN'S
QueriesMetal,
and Replies,
118 ", 142* , 165 *, 189 *, 213* , 237 * ,
1 262*, 285, 309 , 333* , 1358 , 381*
405 * , 429 * , 454 , 478 *, 501 *,· 524
549 * 574, 598, 617*.
Quicksilver , 109.
RADIUM -An Account of its Properties;
Radium ,Alarm
397,418,
535,
Railway
, New
,63.596 .
Railway Brake Experiments, 412 .

Railway , Electric , High -speed , 343.
Sparking
of. 74.at Brushes on Dynamo, Prevention
Railway Electrification , 159 .
Speculum Metal, 109.
Railway, Model, Permanent Way, 167.
Speed Registering Instrument, 376 .
Railway, New , 159.
Spelter , 109.
Railway Relic , An Interesting , 476 *
Spindle for Mounting Discs for Winding
Railway Signalling, 489, 517. 615.
Railways, Model, 8 *, 36*, 43 *, 392* , 408, 461* .
Secondary Coils , 212" .
Spi it La p for M.E Locomotiv ?, 579
Railway Wagons, 73*, 471.
Railway Works,' Great Northern, Piccadilly Splashers,
Front, 484
for *.the “ Model' Engineer "
Locomotive,
and Brompton , J.I.E. Visit, 506 .
Spring, Motor Suspension for Electric Loco
Reamer, 362* , 531* .
motive, 155 *, 404, 548 € .
Receiver, Wireless Telegraphy , 86 *.
Recent Notes on Locomotive Practice, 99*, Spur Wheel, Marking out Segment, 366 * .
Square, Hardened Steel, Special Design , 147 *.
197 *, 317 *, 414 * , 511* .
Squares, for Marking-off, 294 , 295 *, 423*.
Record Railway Run , 537 .
Staff and Contributors of the M.E.(see Supple
Rectifier, Cooper -Hewitt, 332, 404 .
ment)* , 19,
Resistances, Kramos, 415.
Reversing Lever for Model N.E. Locomotive, Standard Scales and Gauges for Model Loco- .
motives,
69 .
326 * .
Reversing Oscillating Model Marine Engine, Starters and Regulators for Electric Motors ,
435.
444
Stationary Brazing Lamp, 162 *.
Reversing Switches, 306 * , 452* .
Steam Car Engines , Improvement in , 412 * .
Rheotan , 109 .
Steam Crane, Model, 522* ,609 *.
Rhodium , 109.
Steam
-driven , Model Fan, 593
Rose's Alloy , 109.
Regulator and Safety Valve for “ Model Steam Bagine, Compou id , 125*, 245 , 345 *.
Engineer " Locomotive 436*.
433*, 414,346 *, 561* .
Regulator, Locomotive, and Non-priming ' Steam Engine, First Japanese, 339 .
Steam B gine Smali Britherboo1, Testof, 593.
Pipe, 275 *
Steam Engines, Model - Beam , 241*, 558*
Rotary Steam Engine, Model, Design , 277 *.
Compound , 21, 125 , 252 *, 345 *, 433
Rotator , Simple Vacuum Tube, 331 *.
Direct-coupled to Dynamo, 21, 151*
233, 253.
a
PetrolMotor,
Running
252* Fire, 193 * ; Flying Machine, 565* ;
Russian Guns, Model, 169 *.
Horizontal, 49 * , 200 * , 217 * , 251 , 304 *
G
364 * , 560*,
367 *, 593*
524 *, 537 * , 539
495 ; Lubricating,
SAILIN
554*,
182**, 540
592**
477 . Ships, Model, 203*, 397*, 450 *,
Marine,,65 *, 138 , 313 , 326 ,-425*, 444
Saw , Circular , Table , 758 219 * , 285.
446*; 553* 560* 595 New Type, 230* ,
Saws, Hardening , 387 * .
332 ; Paddle, 560 * Rotary , Design for,
Scale for Proportioning , 336 *.
277* ; Three ylinder. 433* ; Traction ,
Scholarships, Government of India , 250 .
145 *, 610 * ; Undertype, 352 * ; Vertical,
Scout, Model T B.D., 91*.
19 ", 21 ", 151 , 232 , 332, 352* , 367 *,
Scrapers, Metal, 221*
519 * 588 *
Screw , A Gigantic , 10 .
Steamer ,Model, Designing , 93 , 165, 188, 309.
Screw Steam Yacht, Model, 385*.
Screw and Wire Gauges, Table, Correction , Steamer,Model, Speed Competition ,67*, 91*,
121*, 141* , 188 , 236, 260, 340, 356, 381,
360
413, 475 , 535 , 610 * .
Scriber, 340 *, 443*.
Steamers
,Model, 137* , 254* , 256 * , 273* , 323*
,
*
530
.
Scribing Blocks, 293
438 *, 477*, 505 , 601*.
Search Light, Triple Beam , 389.
Steam Flying Machine, 371*.
Secondary Coils , 93, 212* , 468 , 535
Steamers- German , 607* ; New for South
Section Winder , Novel, 89 *.
African Service , 328 ; Sb illow Draught,
Semi-Portable Model Boiler and Engine, 352 * .
S ctio al, 604 ;. Steel Screw Nicholas,
Set Squares, 294 *
378 ; Turbie, for America, 60 :.
604.
'al
Steamer,
DraughtSectio
Shallow
Launch, German, 607 *.
Steam
Shipbuilding Record , 42.
Laup h , Md !, 137* .
Steam
Shocking Coils, 289 *, 364 *, 608 *.
Steam Turbine and Electric Generating, 108.
Shot Metal, 109.
Showman's Model Traction Engine, 145 *.
Steam Turbines, Model - Method of Cutting
Blades, 26 * ; Notes on , 180 ; Novel , 24 .
Shunting Puzzle Solution , 93* :
Siemens, Herr Friedrich , The late, 549.
Steam Turbines, SomeCauses of loss of Steam ,
and their Remedies, 466 ; Nozzles, 167.
Signalling, Automatic, 489.
Steam Yachts, Model, 17 *, 385 *. 594 *.
Sig jalli g, Fog , A pparatus, 60 '.
Steel
, rog
Signals,
Electricand
, Railway,
116 , 517,109.
615 .
Steel Shaving , Long, 69 , 142.
Silicon -Copper,
- Bronze
Silicon
Metal, 109 .
Sterro
Silver, 109.
Stirling Water-tube Boiler, A New Design ,
Sil er, To Clean , 29.
486 * .
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making, 40 * , 87* ,
St. Louis Exhibition , Number of Lamps, 135.
, 400 ".Small, 403* .
Strontium , 109 .
Coil 269
Single149*,
Dynamo,
Submarines, British , 68 , 138 .
Slide-rest, Small, 315 *.
Slide-valve Gear and Governor Combined , Submarine Signal System , 227.
Subscription
Competition , 24, 48, 168, 360,
540 .
Slide-valves, A Method of Fitting, 44*, 69,
432, 456 , 480 .
Locomotive, Test of, 534 .
Superheated
Steam
236 *,Gear
285. for Model Engineer Surface Contact System
* , tric
Eccen
Slip 213
, A New , for Electric
Tramways,
130
*
.
Locomotive, 208 *.
Slow -Speed Induction Motor, 4-h.-p. Single- Surface Plate -Making, 415 * .
Suspe sio fer y, 570.
Phasx , Front
567*, 581*:
Plate , “ Model Engineer Switchboards — I duction Motor, 587* ; Simple,
Smokebo
Electric Light and Bell, 546* .
Locomotive, 290 *.
Society of Model Engineers , 2, 26, 50, 74, 98, Swtc.es , Simp. Electric 563* .
122, 146, 172, 194, 218, 242, 266, 290, Switch ,Reversing, 306 * , 452* .
314 , 338 , 363 , 386, 410, 434, 458, 482, S.W.R.Motor Cars,84.
506 , 530 , 554, 578 , 602*.
Sodium , rog .
TALIUM
Gold,
109.
Tangent
Galvanometer
, 272* .
Solder for ModelMakers, 239.
Tanks and Cab of " Model Engineer " Loco
Solders, Notes on , 18 .
motive, 532 *.
SomeModels I have Made, 537 * .
Taper -Turning Attachment for Lathe, 29 * .
Sorel's Alloys, 109 .
South Eastern & Chatham ,ModelLocomotive, Tap , Dails, & c., Tempering and Hardening ,
Tee-Square, Flat Surface, 294* .
Spark Coil, Commutator for, 419* .
Spark Coil Construction , Further Remarks on, Telescope, Astronomical, The Largest, 500.
Telegraphy,
Wireless Receiver, 86 * .
398* , 419 ", 439 * .
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:

Telephone Apparatus, Water- Tight, 464.
Telephone Service, New Long Distance, 483.
Telephone Wire, 110 .
Copper , 36.
Tempered
Temperature Pressure Diagram , Compound
Tempering anà* Hardening Taps, Drills, & c.,
362, 469 .
Terraceletiscope, The, 537.
Tesla Coil and X -Ray Work , 284.
Tesla Coil, Construction of a Large, 198 *.
Tesla Transformers, 106 .
Testing ofModelBoilers, 538.
Test of a Brother ood En ire, 93.
Tetrahedral'esign German Lauch , 607* .
Thread, Cutting a Left-Hand, with RightHand Tap, 315, 381, 603 * .
Tin , Iro .
Tinfoil, Coloured , Preparing, 147.
Tinning Cast Iron , 87.
Titanium , 110.
Tombac, 110.
Tools Bell Centring Punch , 443* ; Bits, 152 ;
Box Square, 295 * ; Calipers, 268 ", 390
423* ; Centre for Marking-off Table , 294
Centre Square, 295 * ; Chucks, 123*, 508 *
581 * ; Clamps,
Compasse
* Brii;
for; Latre,
603s, ; 442*
Dividing H - ad 76
Holder, 219* ; Drills, 30 *, 152* , 316 ,
362 ; Drilling Attachment, 115 * Faceplate , 411* ; Filing Block , 244 ; Grind
stones, 340 *, 507 * ; Holder, 2196, 323* ;
411* ; Lathe Indicator, 195* ; Metal
Scrapers , 221* ; Milling Attachment, 3 * ,
458 * ; Moulding, 491 " ; Nut Gauge,
295 * Pipe Wrench, 268* ; Polishing
Wheel,
124*, 219 * ; Reamer,
531* ,,
Saw
Attachments,
75 * , 219 *362*,
; Scribers
293* , 322* , 340* , 443* | Scribing Blocks,
Collet, 268* : Steel Squares, 147*, 294",
423* ; Surface Plates, 415 * ; Tr mmels,
554* ; Taper -Turning Attachment, 29 * ;
Tube Plate Cutter , 147* ; Twist Drill
Grinder,
Vernier Depth Gauge, 434*:
Vic
· Bench143;
,619.*
Tools, Measuring and Marking-off, and How
to Make Them , 390 *, 423*, 442 .
Torpedo Boat Destroyers, 91*, 121 *, 128 ,
344 *, 467* .
110 . too.
Tourney's
Towing by Alloy,
Electricity,
Traction Engines, Model, 145*, 610 * .
Trailing Bogie Tank , Model, Locomotives,
14 *, 461*.
Tramcar", Model Electric , 157 *,614* .

Trammels , 554
Tramways, Electric , New Surface Contact
System , 130 * .
Tube-MakingMachine, 464.
Tube Plate Cutter, Adjustable, 147 *.
Tug-Boats , Model, 350* , 610 *.
Tungsten , 110.
Turbine for Liners , 110 , 437, 495, 512, 604,
Turbines, Model Steam --Method of Cutting
Blades , 26 * ; Notes on , 180 ; Novel, 24 .
Turbines, Steam , Electric Generating, 108 .
Turbines , Steam , Modern , 77.
Turbines, Steam , Nozzles , 167.
Turbine v. Reciprocating Engines for Marine
Wo k , 437
Turbinia St emer, 604.
Tutania, ito .
Twin -Eliptic Harmonograph , 53*.
Twist Drill Grinder, 143 .
Two- Inch Scale Model Locomotives, 249* ,
461*.
Type Metal, 110.
Two Well-Made Steam EngineModels, 352 * .
UNDERTYPE Modal Steaime,Engine, 352*.
Vranium , 110 .
331*.
VACUUM Tube Rotator, 223*, Caps
to , 124 .
Vacuum Tubes , Fastening
Valves , How to Test a , 124.
Valve Lifters , Exhaust, 284.
Valves , Grinding in , 284.
Valves, Nodon, Diagram of Connections, 332* .
Valve Spindle, Locomotive, 262.
Valves,
Regulator
Safety
Engineer
" Locoand
notive,
436 ,* .for " Model
Valves, Slide, Method of Fitting , 236*, 285.
Venetian Carrack of the Fifteenth century,
204 *.
Vernier Depth Gauge, Design , 434 * .
Vertical Boilers, Model, 352* , 516 * , 519, 554 " .
Vertical, Model, Steam Engines, 19*, 21*,
, 332 , 352 , 367*, 519* .
Vice 151*,
Bench232*
619 *.
Vice Clams, A Pair of, 531* .
Virignia Silver, 110 .
|
Vogt Gas Engine, 228 , 336 .
Volt Box and Its Use, 138 , 453 500 , 573*. "

Warno's Alloy, 110.
Warships - A New , 413 ; Hibernia, 292 ; U.S.
Record Trip , 224 ;Widgeon Gunboat, 429 ,
Warships, Model - Beginner's , 225 * ; Unite i
States, 328 ; T.B.D.'s, gr*, 121*, 128 * .
344 , 467*
Water -Cooled Head for Motor Inlet Valve, 47 .
Water Motor, An Inexpensive, 18 * .
Water- tight Telephone Apparatus, 464.
Water-Tube Boilers IOI 173*, 354 ".
Water Wheels, Pelton , 18 * 115, 167, 2159 .
Weight Limit for Model Yachts, 43.
Wheels and Pulleys, Pattern-making for, 40* ,
87 *, 149* .
Wheels, Friction and Pulley , 235 *
Wheel, Spur, Marking Out, 366 * .
White Metal, iro .
Willemite , 302" .
Wimshurst Machine, 25*, 275* , 537*.
Wimshurst Machine, Varnishing Glass Plates ,
316 *.
Winding Secondary Coils, 93, 212*.
Winding Induction Coils, N W , 604 *.
Wire-Drawing , History of, 182 .
Wire for Coil-Making, 479 .
Wireless Electric Bell, How to Make , 351*.
Woking, To Model Engineers in , 429.
WorkingModels in Edinburgh Museum , 404.
Work of a Beginner, 364 *.
Work of a ColonialReader , 518 *.
Workshop Fitments , 72.
Workshop Notes and Notions, 3*, 29* , 75
123* , 146 * , 195 *, 219 *, 244*, 268 , 315 *
340 *, 362 *, 387*, 411 *, 434 *, 483*, 507 *
530 *, 554 *, 581* , 603 *.
Workshop Practice, Lessons in , 30*, 152 *,
221* , 415 * , 487 * , 510 * .
Worm Gearing, Principles of, 63* .
X -RAY Work, Tesla Coil,284
YACHT Contest, 339;
Yachting ,Model, Correspondence, 43*,
267National
*, 357 Model,Room , 303.
Yacht,
Yachts, Model, Designing, 431.
Yachts, Model Sailing, 43*, 234 * , 431, 450 * ,
453, 572 *, 594 *.
Yachts, Model, Steam , 17* , 385 *, 594* .
Yachts, Model, Weight Limit for, 43.
Years Patent Offic : Wock ; 59 Yellow Metal, 110 .

AGONS, Railway , 471 ; Model, 73 *.
WA
Warming Workshop, Cheap Arrange ZINC, 110 .
ment for , 75
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:

Gases, Lifting Properties of, 551 .
A CCUMULATOR Capacities , 94, 309, 311,1 Copying Tablet,Gelatinous, 406.
Gasometer, Acetylene, 599.
524, 98; Cases , 431 ; Charging , 46 , 118* , Cost of Working with Oil and Petrol, 214.
143, 167, 189, 309 , 311, 333, 430, 455, Creeping in Sack Leclanche, 94.
Gas v. Steam , Small Power Engines, 382 ,
Gelatinous Copying Tablet, 406.
598 599 ; Construction of, 351, 383, 618 ; Current Consumption of Lamps, 335 .
Plates, 70 * , 143, 359; Resistances for 4 0. Cut-out and Accumulator Plates, 70 *,
Generators, Series and Parallel Running, 286 .
Acetylene Gas, 238 , 239 , 263, 406 , 5.9.
Cycle Lamp and Batteries, 189.
Governing Locomotives, 455.
Acid for Accumulators, 618.
Cycle Motor, 478 .
Governor for h.-p. Horizontal Engine, 359.
Cycle Motor Attachment, 143.
Air -pressure Created by Rotary Fan , 95.
Cycle Motor Parts , Balancing , 287.
AND -FEED Pump for h.-p. Boiler, 407.
Alloys for Moulding Purposes, 406 .
HA
Alternating CurrentMotor Design , 94.
Harmonographs, 287.
Amateur's Printing Press, 239.
ANIELL Batteries, 70 , 574.
Heater, Feed -Water, 22*.
DAN
Amps., Volts, and Ohms, 23.
Dark Room , Electric Light for, 501*.
Heating up Dynamo Brushes, 333.
Apprenticeship , 358, 502, 526, 551, 598, 599. Decoration ,Winding Lamps for, 431*.
Horizontal, Model Steam , Engines, 47, 359,
Archimedian Drill, New Nut for, 478* .
Demagnetisinz Machine, 598.
38 :. 383.of Petrol Engine, 383 .
Horse-power
Deri's System of Winding Dynamos, 311.
Arc Lamp, Dynamo for, 310 * .
Design of Locomotive, 45 *.
Arc Lamp Running , 71.
Horse -power to drive Small Dynamo, 431.
Design of Petrol Motor, 47.
Armature Connections, 239 .
Hot-air Engines, 454 .
Drill, Archimedian , New Nut for, 478 *.
Armature Stampings, 94.
Dynamo
- Brushes
Heating up, 333
Ig. INDUCTION Coil, 239,550,618.
BALANCING of Cycle Motor Parts, 287.
nition,
191; ,Calculations,
237 :; Coil
Driven
Ignition - Magneto , 47 ; Motor Cycle , 618.
Batteries --Cycle Lamp, 189 ; Daniell,
by Gas Engine, 165 ; Failure, 334, 403,
70 , 574 ; Electrolytes for, 166 , 286 ,
406 , 502 ; for Arc Lamp, 310 * ; for
575, 618 ; Fuller Cell, 167 ; Launch ,
Charging , 71, 598 ; Kapp Type, 95, 189; KAPP Dynamo, 95, 189.
Small, 455 ; Medical Use , 550 ; Motors,
for Lighting, 239, 431 ; 650 -watt, Man .
455. 618 ; Sac Leclanche, 94, 166 ;
chester Type, 334 , 479 ; Re-Winding , to
Schanschieff's Recuperative , 262 ; Tin
give Lower Voltage: 430* ' s Running, LAMPS,
Dynamo for, 310* :
BurntElectric
Out, 33- Arc,
Current Consumption
118 * ; Shunt, 150 att, 166 *; Size of, 42);
pot, 6 .
Bell-wiring and Battery Arrangements , 429 *,
Small Ring Armature, 310 ; Sparking, 47,
335 : For Passage, 430 ; Nernst, 405 *
Small, 239.
71, 575 ; Steam Plant, 479 , Troubls,
619 "
405 , 478 ; Windings, '42 *, 311, 381.
Lamp, Brazing, Petroleum , 191.
Motor to, 23.
Bicycl
e , Fitting
Blackening
MotorPetrol
Lantern Work , Acetylene for, 238 * .
Radiating
Fins, 478.
Dynamometer, Siemen's, 214 .
Lathe,Milling Attachment, 262* .
Boilers, Model - Dynamo Plant, 479 * ; Loco
Lathe, Power for, 263, 549*, 574, 617 .
motive, 575 ; Marine, 70 * 263, 310 * EARTH'S,
550.
Batteries
Launches — Model, Boiler , 70 * ;
Ejectors
, 94
for Small, 455 ; Motor for Small, 263,
gine, 527 '; Undertype Engine, 167 ; Electric
Electric Car
Connections,
238*
.
Chimes , 143,
Vertical, 118 , 190 , 214 *, 407* , 525 , 551 ;
549 * ; Steam , Machine y , 46 .
Lifting Properties of Gases, 551.
Electricians, Books for, 95, 286 , 334.
Water -tube, 166 *.
Litharge for Accumulator Plates, 359.
Books - Electricians, 286 ; Electric Lighting , Electric Ignition for Gas Engine, 95.
95 Measuring Instruments , 334 .
Electric Lamp, Small, for Passage, 430 .
L.N.W.R. Loccmotive, " Charles Dickens, "
618 * .
Electric Light Cells for Small, 215.
Brazing Lamp, Petroleum , 191.
L.N.W.R.GoodsLocomotive, 167* .
Brushes, Dynamo, Heating up, 333.
Electric Lighting , Books on, 95.
Locomotive Governing, 455 .
Brushes , Sparking at, 47
Electric Lighting Plant, 550.
Locomotives, Model- Construction , 575
Burners , Primus, 285
Electric Light Installation , Testing, 550 .
Design for 1-in . scale . 45 * ; Electric ,
Electrolytes for Cells, 166 , 286 , 618.
Electro-Magnetic
Chuck
,
334
*
.
Motor for, 118 ; Firing , 574 ; L.N ...R ;
“ CABARET.”
Cable , SizeCol,618.
of, 406 *.
Electro -Magnets, 287 *, 599 .
"
Charles Dickens,"
, 618* , " L.Y.R.
wheelers,
525 ; Primus
Burner Tenfor
Electro-Motors, 46 *, 71*. 94, 118, 167, 191,
Calcium Carbide, Production of, 309.
Firing, 383 ; Walschert's Gear, 302.
239, 263, 285, 335 * , 382 , 383, 431*, 478
Car Controller, 454.
501, 502*, 525 * 549 *, 574, 575, 598, 618. | Low Voltage Machines, Running from High
Casting Iron in Plaster Moulcs, 618 .
Electro- Plating, 454.68.
Voltage Supplies, 382* .
Castings for Motor, 191.
Cells-- Cabaret," ' 618 ; Capacity of, 166, Engineer's Apprenticeship, 358, 502 , 526,551, Lubrication for Gas Engine, 382.
524 ; Charging and Re-charging Capac
598, 599 .
Lugger ,Model, Rig for a , 383*.
ities , 311 ; Charging through Lamps, 46 ; Engineer's , Marine, xaminations, 574.
Electric Light, 215 ; Fuller, 167 ; Engraving Machine, Electric , 46.
MAGNETISING
Field-magnets,
Magnets , Electro-,
287 *, 599.94*, 166 .
Motors, 455 ; Multiple Switch for, soi ; Examinations, Marine Engineer's, 574 .
Exciting Fluid for Small Dry ( ell, 575 .
Magneto Ignition , 47*
Tinpot, 46.
Celluloid Cases , Mending , 143.
Exhaust Box or Silencer for Small Oil Engines , Marine, Boiler, Model, 310 *, 407.
Marine Engineer's Examinations, 574.
Charging Accumulators , 46 , 118*, 143, 167 ,
525 .
189, 309 , 311, 333, 430 , 455 , 598, 599.
Experimental Work , Spark Coils for, 454.
Marine Engine, Model, Compound, 598.
** Charles Dickens Model L.N.W.R. Locomo
Measuring Instruments, Book on , 334.
tive, ór8 .
Medical
Coil, Auxiliary Contact-breaker for,
FANFanMotor,
Small,
94:
Chimes , Electric, 143.
, Rotary,
Air -pressure
Created by, 95.
479 *.
Chuck , 3 -jaw Lever, Cleaning a , 358.
Feed -Water Heater , 22 *.
| Medical Coil Connections, 238* .
Medical Coil, Winding for, 501*.
Field -Magnets , 94 * 142* , 166 , 310 * , 526 * .
Chuck , Electro-Magnetic , 334 *.
Firing i - nch Scale Model Locomotiv-, 574 . MedicalUse, Battery for, 550 .
Cleaning a 3-Jaw Lever Chuck , 358 .
Clutch for Motor Cycle, 599.
Flashlight Torch , 525 *.
Milling Attachment for Lathe, 262" .
Mo or Cyce, Cells for. 618 .
Coils - Dynamo, Ignition , 191 ; Induction , 239, Flourescent Screen , 190 .
Motor:, Electro- Alternating Current, Design ,
550 ; MedicalConnections,
238 * ;Auxiliary Force
Pump, 118.
Contact-breaker,
479* ; Winding,
501* Fuller Cells , 167.
94 ; Battery for, 574 ; Castings, 11;
Connections, 239 ; Driving Demagnelser,
618 ; Motor, 95; Shocking, 285, 286 *, 358* ;
598
; Field -magnets, 94 *, 142*, 166, 310 *
Sparking, 213 *,2864,454, 503;
, 406, 599,550 ;
Latte, 549* ; Locomotive, 118 ; Organ
Small-239Bearings,
Engines,Making,
GasAcetylene,
598. 213* GAS,
Compound , Model, Marine Engine,Tesla,
335 * ; Running from Supply
Bellows,
.
Concern
3;
38
for,
Pipe
Supply
Burner,
,
71*
.
Diagram
Connections for Motor,
Mains, 382* , 383 ; Sewing Machine,431* ;
ing , 71, 382 ; Converting to Petrol, 575 :
Connections, Series and Parallel, 118 *.
Small Fan , 94 ; Small Launch , 263 ;
for Dynamo, 165, 429; Electric Ignition ,
Construction of Model Locomotives, 575.
Windings, 46 *, 167, 501 : Starting Resist
47*, 95; Firing, 191; Lathe, 617; Oil for,
, Gas Engine to Petrol, 575.
Conver'in
ance 712 Three-Phase Induction, 502* :
Contact -breaker, Auxiliary, fo: Medical
382; Starting Difficulty , 119 ; Pistons,
Trubles , 285, 478, 575.
430 ; Tube fitting, 190 " ,
Coil, 479 * .
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Thread, Standard Screw for Model Work, 575
Three-phase Induction Motor, 502'.
Three-phase Wiring , 22 *.
Tinpot " Cells, 46.
Torch , Flashlight. 525 *.
Traction Engine Model Boiler, 527.
Tramcar, Electric , Connections, 238 *.
Transformer, Alternating Current, Winding
for, 358 *.
166 .
94,
Batteries,
Leclanché
SACScales,
Transformer , Small, Construction , 430.
Use of, 455 .
Schanscieff's Recuperative Battery, 262.
Tricycle , Petrol Engine for, 527.
NERNST Lamps, 405.
Tripolar Armatura, Windingfis , 618 .
Series and Parallel Connections, 118 *.
Series and Parallel Running of Generators, Tubes, Gas Engine, Fitting , 190 * .
286 .
OHMMETER, Reading ,618.
Turbine, Water , Small, 454* .
chms, Volts, and Amperes , 23. Exhaust Series to ShuntWinding, Changing, 46 *.
Oil Engines
— Cost
; Valse, Sewing Machine,Motor to Drive, 430 * .
Box for,
525*of; Running,
Refitting214Inlet
Dynamo,Boiler
142* for, 167.
Shafting and Power for Small Workshop , 189. UNDERTYPE
Undertype Engine,
Spindle, 238 .
Shocking Coils, 285, 286 * , 358 *.
Oil for gas engine, 382.
Siemens Dynamometer , 214* .
VERTICAL, Model Boilers, 118, 190 *, 214 * ,
Organ Bellows, Motor for, 335 ".
Silencer for Small Oil Engine, 525* .
407, 525.
Size of Dynimo for House Lighting , 429 .
Vertical Model Steam Engine, 165.
Sparking at Brushes , 47, 71, 575 .
PATTERN Making,213.
Voltage and Horse-power , 94.
PetrolMotors- Converting from Gas, 574 ; Sparking Coils -- A Seeming Discrepancy, 503 ; Voltage, Reduction of, 430.
Cost of Running, 214 ; Cycle, 23 ;
Connections, 286 * ; for Experimental Volis , Ohms, and Amps., 23
Design , 47 ; Dynamo Driving , 142 ;
Work , 454 ; for X-Ray Wo k , 213 *.
Horse-power
383; Ignition
Coil, 25, Standard
Screw Thread
for ModelWork,
575. WALL Telephone Connections des
191
; Lathe of,
Driving,
574 ; Radiating
Starting Resistance
for Motors,
215.
motives, 502.
Fins, 478 ; Tricycle , 527 .
Starting SmallGas Engines , 119.
Water Pressure on a given area , 46 .
Starting Switches, 239 , 286 .
Phosphorus, Obtaining, 309.
Water-tube, Model Boiler, 166 * .
Piston Rings, Makin Small, 618 .
Steam Dynamo Plant, 479.
Steam Engines, Model --Horizontal, 47, 382 Water Turbine, Small, 454* .
Pistons for Small Gas Engines, 430 .
383; Governor for, 359; Marine . 45, 310 *: Wimshurst Machines, 23* , 190 , 525 , 550 .
Plant, Electric Lighting , 479, 550 .
Winding and Starting Switch for Motor, 502* .
358, 598 .
Plaster Moulds, Casting Iron in , 618.
Steamer , Model, Machinery, 46, 310 *, 358.
Windings - Alternating Current Transformers ,
Plates, Accumulator, 143.
Power for a 4 -in . Lathe, 263.
358*; Coils, 239, 501*, 18 ; Dynamo, 95 ,
Steam Launch Machinery, 46 .
142*, 311, 381, 430*, 618 ; Motor , 46 ,
Pressure ofWater on a given Area , 46 .
Steam Ports , 286 .
167, 521.
“ Primus " Burners, 285, 383.
Engines, 382.
Power
Small
Gas,
v.
Steam
Supply Mains, Running Motor from , 383.
Wiring --Electric Light, 405; House Batteries
Printing Press, Amateur's, 239.
Private House Wiring , 551.
Switches--Dark Room Lamp, 501* ; Multiple
and Bells, 429* 519* ; Lamps for Decora
Pulleys, Arrangement for Increasing Speeds,
for Cells, 501 ; Starting, 286, 335* ; Wind
tion , 431 *: Private House, 551 ; Three
phase, 22*
71 .
ing and Starting for Motor, 502* .
Workshop. Shafting and Power for, 189
Pumps , 118 , 407.
TELEPHONES --Failure, 381 ; Troubles, X -Ray and Tesla Coil, 213*.
524 ; Wall Connections, 551.
ADIATING Fins, Motor, To Blacken ,
RA 478 .
Tesla Coil and x -Ray Work, 213* .
Testing
an Electric Light Installation , 550.
YACHTS, Model Sailing - Rig for, 383* ;
Reading Ohmmeter ,618 .
Rule for, 617 .
Regulator for Dark Room Lamp, 501* .
Testing Model Boilers, 383.

Motors, Petrol - Converting from Gas, 574 ;
Cost of Running, 214 ; Cycle, 23, 143.
287, 478, 599 ; Design for, 47 ; Dynamo,
driving. 142 ; Horse-power, 383 ; Ignition Coil, 95, 191, 618 ; Lathe, 574 ; Ra
diating Fins, 478 : Tricycle , 527 .
Moulding Purposes, Alloys for, 406 .
Multiple Switch for Cells , 501.

Resistance, Motor Starting, 71* , 215.
Resistances for Accumulators, 430.
Rig for a Lugger, 383*.
Rotary Fan , Air Pressure, created by, 95.
Rule, Model Yacht Sailing. 617.
Running Low Voltage Machines for High
Voltage Supplies , 382* .
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Electric

Lighting and

Charging

Set.

By W. G. BENNETT.

X
MR. W.G. BENNETT'S OIL ENGINE FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND CHARGING SET
"HINKING that some of the readers of THE
THMODEL ENGINEER might be interested, I now
give a short description of a small electric light
ing and charging set I have made throughout, with
the exception of boring cylinder and trueing the fly
wheel. After many years of model steam engine
making, I had a desire to make a small oil engine as
soon as anything appeared on the market in the

shape of castings. Having obtained a set for an
h.-p. oil engine I at once commenced work on them .
I did not know what was in store for me in the way
of experimenting ; but after a lot of time and
trouble I got it to go just a few turns. Considerable
difficulty was experienced in regulating the oil and
air taps, for whilst doing so the lamp would blow
out, and before I got the mixture right the engine
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would stop. After putting on one side for a time I
started to make a wick carburettor for petrol, and
with an old home-made fin . spark - coil and a spark
plug fitted in , which I picked up for sixpence , I had
the pleasure of seeing it go at about 800 to 1000
revs. per minute. Soon after, I noticed Mr. Turner's
article in THE MODEL ENGINEER of October, 1902,
for a carburettor for a gas engine. I made one to his
description , only smaller , as you see in the photo
graph ,and it works splendidly . Last winter Imade a
* -in . spark coil, as described in The MODEL ENGI
NEER handbook on Induction Coils, only I used silk
covered wire instead of cotton , as recommended ,
and I find I get a good fin . spark off a 4-volt
accumulator, which is ample for the engine. I have
enclosed it in a square case to protect it from injury.
The contact on engine is a wipe contact, and with
it I can regulate the engine to any speed I wish .
The accumulator is one I made six or seven years
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The Society of Model Engineers .
(Roports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
BNGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
Hculas Issue I received a clear nine days before the actual
date of publication .]
London ,
FUTURE MEETINGS. - As previously announced ,
the Annual Conversazione will be held on the 15th
January, 1904. Tickets (including refreshments
and cloak -room charges ), 2s. 6d . Readers are again
reininded that a limited number of children's
tickets at is. 6d. each will be issued . Immediate
application for all tickets should be made to the
Hon . Secretary. The next ordinary meeting will
take place on Monday, the ist February .
The
following meeting is fixed for Thursday, the 3rd
March . - HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec., 37,
Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND CHARGING SET.
ago , and has five plates in each cell, about 3 ins. by
1 ins., and I find it does for the coil splendidly .
The dynamo is from a set of Crypto castings,
the drum armature of which has fourteen slots and a
seven -part commutator, and is called in their list
30 c.-P., 10 volt 6 amps. I have had two 10 -volt
1 -amp. lamps on , and they do not make any diffe
rence at all to the engine, so I should think it
would light six to eight of them easily . I have no
more lamps to try with at present.
The round cylinder seen at the back is the
silencer , made out of three round tins with holes in
their ends and one inside the other, and makes a
very effective silencer, for you can hardly hear the
exhaust when it is on ; but when it is off, it makes
a noise like a battery of guns.
The water tank holds about two gallons, and is
made of zinc. The ignition -plug is screwed in
where the tube was. In conclusion , I hope this
will give stimulus to those in difficulty with small
gas or oil engines.

Provincial Societies.
Tyneside. — The meeting held on December
5th, 1903, again showed the advantage of our re..
moval to the Rutherford College, Bath Lane, by
the increased attendance. A discussion took place
on the result of the “ Model Steamer Competition ,"
and afterwards the Officers and Committee for the
present year were elected . The next meeting will
be held on Saturday, January 9th , at 7 p.m., and
there will be on exhibition a harmonograph and
other models . — Thos. BOYD , Hon . Sec ., 128, Dilston
Road , Newcastle -on - Tyne.

Melbourne (Australia ).— A Society has been
formed in this city, and at the first meeting some
twenty gentlemen were present. Melbourne readers
of the M.E. in sympathy with the objects of this
Society will obtain all further information from Mr.
T. A. Miles, the Hon. Secretary , whose address is
7 , Sutherland Road , Armadale, Melbourne.
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Notes and Notions.

(Readers are frutled to contribute short practical blems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
Ing to markt. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope. ]
A Milling Attachment for the Lathe .
By S. BEALE .
Herewith is reproduced photographs of a small
milling machine which I have made. I first made
the patterns and got a friend of mine, who lives at
Manchester, to get them cast for me in iron . I next
bolted the V's on to the faceplate and faced it, then
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three grooves in it, being secured to the shaft by a
grub screw , and driven from a wooden cylinder
covered with rubber insertion from the overhead.
The milling cutters shown in the photographs
were made from an old 14- in . by 14- in . file . The
first cutter I spaced and filed the cutting edges on ,
but the others shown were all cut with the first one,
with the little machine.
The following are the dimensions :-Diameter of
hand -wheel at top, 24 ins. ; height of V's , 4 } ins. ;
width, 2 ins. ; width of carriage, 3 ins. ; travel,
31 ins. ; from back of carriage to centre of shaft ,
2 11-16ths ins. ; length of shaft, 41 ins. ; width of
bearings, 13-16ths in .; pulley grooves, 11 ins.,
I -in ., *-in . (three speeds) ; depth of angle bracket
at back , 2 } ins. ; width , 2ļ ins. ; height, 25 ins. ;
diameter of swivel, 24 ins. ; slot for slide-rest pillar,
1 } ins. by in .
The new bridge across the East River, connect.
ing Manhattan Island and Williamsburg, has been
recently opened . It is the largest single -span
suspension bridge in the world , and has been in
course of construction for more than seven years .
It exceeds Brooklyn Bridge in length by 1,284 ft.
The total cost of the bridge and its approaches to
date has been over $ 10,000,000 . The bridge will
have four surface railway tracks, two tracks for
elevated trains, two roadways for vehicles , two foot
ways for pedestrians, and two bicycle paths. Prepar
ations are now being made for the construction of
two more giant bridges to cross the East River .

FIG . 1. — MILLING ATTACHMENT FOR THE LATHE.
reversed it and faced and turned the
back to fit to the angle casting ; the
V's were then filed and scraped true.
I next filed up the carriage, which
carries the bearings, and scraped the
parts that slide on the V's, fitting ad
justing strip , so that it slides nicely
without shake, afterwards fitting two
screw pins to take up wear. Then I
turned a piece of steel fin . diameter, so
as to leave a shoulder, and cut a square
thread on it, eight to the inch ; the nut for
same is a gunmetal one, which I drilled
and tapped with a taper tap, working it
right through . I afterwards fitted the
caps on bearings, fixed it on the slide
rest, and drilled a 3-in . hole right through .
The shaft was next turned to fit the
ends screwed
bearings ,
and
the
5-16ths in , for themilling cutters to screw
on to . The pulley is gunmetal and has

Fig . 2.- ANOTHER VIEW OF MILLING ATTACHMENT.
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The

Latest

Locomotive Practice .
By Chas. S. LAKE .
S most readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER are
A
probably aware, the GreatWestern Railway
authorities are experimenting at the present
time with a “ De Glehn ” four-cylinder compound
locomotive, which was built for them in France ,
and delivered in this country during November of
last year. The engine is identical in all its principal
features with those in use upon the Northern of
France and other Continental railways , and differs
therefrom only in such ininor respects as the design
of the cab , chimney, and other secondary details ,
which do not affect the main principle involved in
the general construction .
At the time of writing, the engine has not been
put into the regular express services of the line, and .
therefore, little is known as to its individual capa
bilities, but, judging from what has been achieved
with similar locomotives across the Channel, we
may expect to hear of some remarkable perform
ances in the near future upon the home railway in
question .
The mere fact, however, that engines of this
pattern have proved uniformly successful abroad ,
and will, in ali probability , be found equally efficient
under the conditions which govern British railway
working, has little interest to those who view these
matters from an engineering standpoint. The real
question is , Why are these locomotives so unques
tionably superior to many others, theoretically
their equal in power ? The writer has little sym
pathy with those persons who persistently hold the
de Glehn compounds aloft as being vastly superior
to any other class or design of locomotive extant,
solely on the ground that the former are demon
strating their, ability to run at the high average
speeds which have become common upon the Nord
and other French railways during recent years ,
and omitting altogether any reference to other
vitally important considerations. Students of hard
and fast, matter-of- fact locomotive engineering are
inclined to ask wherein the difference lies --assuming
that the de Glehn system is really so much better
than that of such well-known engineers as Messrs.
Webb , Worsdell, Von Borries, Reikie and the rest
of them -- which makes the first-named superior to
the others ?
In the first place, it is important to know what
the features are which constitute the essentials of
a really good compound system , and , that ascer
tained , it is easy to discover what proportion of the
desirable points is possessed by locomotives built
upon any given system .
It may be said that cylinder ratios stand in the
front rank in this connection . It is highly impor
tant that ample scope for steam expansion should
be provided in the low pressure cylinders : therefore,
the high pressure should be restricted in diameter ,
but not to too great an extent or the engine will
be found deficient in power at starting and when
working upon gradients. In the de Glehn engine
the H.-P. cylinders are 13 ] ins. diameter, and the
L.-P. 22 } diameter , which gives ample scope for
expansion , and the starting difficulty --which would
otherwise he severely felt with H.-P. cylinders only
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13} ins. diameter - is overconie by providing an
intercepting valve, which allows of the admission
ofboiler steam (at a reduced pressure ), to the second
cylinders at times of stress .
Secondly , it is desirable that cumpound locomo .
tives should have large boilers carrying a high
working pressure. The initial pressure must be
considerable on account of the work still required
to be done after the steam leaves the smaller cylin
ders, and , although one reads sometimes about " all
the work value being got out of the steam before
final exhaust takes place,” it is obvious that lvo
low a terminal pressure is a disadvantage, and not
an advantage. The de Glehn boilers are pressed to
228 lbs. per sq . in ., so that in this respect also
ample provision is made for all the varying circum
stances .
To maintain a proper head of steam at such a
high pressure, a large total heating surface is an
absolute necessity . Here again we find the French
design adequately equipped--the total varying be
tween 2,275 and 2,325 sq. ft., the latter figure
applying to La France " itself.
The question of cylinder location plays an in
portant part in these considerations. In the de
Glehn engines the two low -pressure cylinders are
between the frames and drive the crank axle of the
first pair of coupled wheels, whilst the high pressure
are placed outside the frames and drive the second
pair . In this manner the working stresses are dis
tributed over two axles instead of being concen
trated entirely upon the one, and as the four cranks
are set at an angle of 90 °, a uniform turning moment
is more or less assured , whilst an approximately
complete balancing of the engine is also brought
about.
All these points are admittedly desirable ones,
and each is incorporated in the de Glehn locomotives:
therefore , it is not surprising that successful results
are inet with . At the same time, it is absurd to
suppose that other means towards the same end
do not exist, and those who anticipate that the
introduction of “ La France " upon the Great
Western Railway will have the effect of revolu
tionising British locomotive practice are more than
likely to experience complete and timely disillu
sionment.
Considerable interest will attach to the results
obtained with “ La France ” when reviewed in a
comparative sense with the performances of some
of the latest types on other lines.
Both the Great Northern and North Eastern
Railway Companies possess locoinotives of recent
build which are nominally of “ maximum ” propor
tions for the British loading gauge . Both these
designs have “ simple " cylinders, two in number.
The boilers are of the largest description , and in
either case the total heating surface is 2,500 sq. ft.,
or 175 sq . ft. more than that of the French engine.
On the other hand , the working steam pressure is
less in the English locomotives, being 175 lbs. per
sq. in . for the G.N. engine, and 209 lbs. for that of
the N.E. Railway .
The coupled wheel diameters are very similar in
each case , all being between 6 ft. 6 ins. and 7 ft.
In this respect the North Eastern leads with 6 ft.
10 ins., the G.W.R. compound is second with 6 ft.
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6 ft . 7 ins.
8ļins., and the Great Northern third with
14
All three designs are of the 19-whcel Atlantic
type, and in each case the second pair of coupled
wheels are employed as drivers . In the de Glehn
engine both pairs receive direct motion , of course,
on account of the cylinder arrangement which has
already been referred to .
The three-cylinder “ Smith
compounds on the
Midland are proving highly successful, and two of
their number are now working into London . Until
quite recently the Company possessed only two of
these engines, but latterly the number has been
increased to five, and of these, Nos. 2,633 and
2,634, are stationed at Nottingham and Kentish
Town , respectively, for working over the Southern
section of the line between St. Pancras and Not
tingham .
The pioneer engines of this class, Nos. 2,631 and
2,632, had independently operated valve gears for
the high and low pressure cylinders, but in the
later additions an alteration has been carried out,
and there is now only one reversing gear for all the
cylinders . This is, however, arranged so that the
cut -off in the L.-P. cylinders is later than that in
the pl.-P. for all positions of the reversing screw . In
Mr. Webb's four-cylinder compounds on the L. and
N.W. Railway, the cut-off is the same in all the
cylinders. Experiments are being carried out at
Benbow , " one of the
Crewe with No. 1,952,
series of express passenger
“ Alfred the Great
locomotives , whereby independent distributions of
steam to the cylinders will be made possible , and it
is said that the already high efficiency of this engine
has been still further increased as a resuit of the
alterations which have been introduced .

IN a paper recently read before the Verein
Deutscher Ingenieure, Prof. Hof draws attention
to the fact that diffusion phenomena in the case of
solid bodies are likely to play a part much greater
than most are inclined to ascribe to them , the for
mation of the so -called contact minerals , as well as
the gradual hardening ofmasonry , being in all pro
bability due to phenomena of the same class. The
resnlts of experiments made on a great number of
metal filings by means of pressures up to 50,000
kilos are rather different, according to the substance
employed . Compressing copper, iron , steel, or
bronze filings , the author obtained pieces of a rather
superficial connection , being readily destroyed . In
the case, however, ofmore ductile metals or metallic
alloys, such as, for instance, lead or white bearing
metal, exposed to high presşures, the author had
observed very different phenomena , a pressure of
30,000 kilos reducing the filings to a perfect homo
geneous piece, being denser than castings. From
the above experiments and facts it is inferred that
with increasing pressures the connection , being at
the outset an adhesion , gradually increases until it
is transformed into cohesion , the latter thus being
only an increased adhesion . The author thinks
white bearing metal when compressed presents
many advantages as compared with castings, filing
more closely matrices, apart from the easiness with
which this metal is coated with nickel, copper, etc.
Further experiments go to show that even filings,
when exposerl to high temperatures, are readily
soldered to one another, the samebeing true of cop
per filings brought to a red heat ; this is, however , in
opposition with the opinion of many experimenters .

The Motor Bicycle : Its Design ,
Construction and Use .
By T. H. HAWLEY,
( Continued from page 524 Vol. IX .)
XVI. - THE FRAME, SHOWING THE MOTOR IN
POSITION AND GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
' N my last article we practically finished the
IN motor itself, with the exception of assembling
it in working order , but the mechanic who has
succeeded in so far should not require many hints
on getting the engine into working order, though ,
when addressing a great number of readers, it is at
all times difficult for the writer on mechanical sub
jects to make his meaning clear to the comparative
novice, and at the same time steer clear of wearying
the better informed and more experienced reader.
However , in view of queries that have reached
me direct and through the medium of The Model
1 ENGINEER , I think it necessary , even at the risk of
repeating , somewhat to call attention to some of
the more important points to be watched in assem
bling a small high -speed motor, such as the one
designed for this paper ; and , although the remarks
will apply especially to our own design of engine,
they may be taken as applicable to any four-cycle
motor, except in such cases as refer to this special
design in detail parts. It appears that with young
engineers not fully conversant with petrol motor
practice , yet having mechanical skill to make the
motor, the stumbling -block is the timing gear ;
for I have had no fewer than nine engines sent on
for examination and report as to the cause of their
non -working , and in every case but one it was a
question of the timing gear, most of the engines
displaying very careful workmanship , and , in some
cases, a degree of finish quite surprising when
coming from an amateur constructing his own motor
cycle.
Let it be understood , then , by all who are inter
ested in this question , that the starting -point for
timing a petrol motor is at the closing of the exhaust
valve. When the piston completes the exhaust
stroke, the valve should instantly close, but with
this slight distinction , that the closure of the valve
should tend to follow the completion of the stroke ;
for if the valve should close ever such a trifle in
front of the piston , it means a further accumulation
of pressure in the combustion chamber , which
pressure is just what we do not want, for it must
be dispelled by piston displacement, or otherwise ,
before an atom of new explosive mixture can enter
the engine, whether the inlet valve be automatic
or mechanical — that is under existing supply
systems in which atmospheric pressure is the only
force -- because at the end of every exhaust stroke
there remains a pressure considerably above that
of the outer atmosphere, and this residue of pressure
must be reduced as much as possible : hence, we see
the importance of timing all the other functions of
the engine mechanism from this point of the closing
of the exhaust.
Of course, in an engine fitted with the mechan
ically operated inlet valve, it is of equal importance
that this valve should open at the identical instant
that the piston completes the exhaust stroke- but
not before, for too early opening of the inlet would
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simply drive back the gas in the supply pipe and
retard the flow in the required direction , so much
that the next power stroke would be enfeebled for
want of gas.
However, once we have satisfied ourselves on the
timing of the engine, undoubtedly the next point
to be cornered is smoothness of working, or, in
other words, absence of friction - i.l ., our engine
piston with the sparking plug out to remove com
pression should work up and down as though on
oiled ball-bearings ; but, on the other hand , with
the plug replaced and all outlets closed, it should
he. very difficult to overcome the compression with .
one hanıl gripping the engine pulley.
Now , leaving the motor and its accessory equip
ment in the shape of carburetter , silencer, petrol
tank , & c ., it will be in order if we turn our attention
to the bicycle itself, as, of course, when the frame
is made up with the engine in position , it is much
easier to see what room is at disposal for the rest
of the fittings ; and, again , if any variation of con
struction in the motor or its attachments is contem
plated , it is necessary to , at any rate , have a fully
dimensioned drawing before one. The converse, ,
however, does not hold good , for with a ready
built frame it is practically impossible to make any
vital alteration in motor design ; but with the
motor an existing article, it is comparatively easy
to build a frame around it to fulfil widely varying
requirements .
Without entering into a long discourse on the
why and wherefore of this and that, and a com
parison of theoretical deductions with practical
teachings, I may say that the framehere submitted
is as nearly correct, theoretically and practically ,
as it is possible to arrive at with regard to our
present knowledge of motor bicycle construction ,
though , for the benefit of the entirely uninitiated in
these matters, I might just enumerate a few of the
points which are commonly supposed to matter .
In the first place, the engine position must be
determined in regard to its influence on steering
and side-slip ; and in this direction the concensus
of practical opinion is all in favour of a position
somewhat forward or mid -way between the two
wheels, and the balance of weight of the motor on
a line with wheel centres or below it to an appre
ciable extent.
This , however, is not the only problem to be
solved , for it might be that in the determined
position the engine would foul the rider's foot or
some necessary mechanism of the machine. Then ,
again , we must not take great liberties with the
length of wheel base , the position of the pedal
bracket, the handle-bar , & c., for the rider's wcight
has an influence second only to that of the weight
of the motor itself in the vital problem of easy
steering with freedom from side- slip.
Next comes the question of strength and safety,
in which the front fork plays chief part, and, what
ever else is sacrificed to cheapness or simplicity , it
must not be the front fork ; i.e., no matter what the
gauge or size of the steering column, no single tube
must be depended on ; as granulation will sooner or
later settle the pretensions on any steel tube un
supported in the matter of excessive vibration . In
the design I offer, the fork crown is a triple plate
one, with a deep shield extension down the fork
sides, and the forks. of unusual strength , are ex
tended in a straight line to a plate connected to the
upper ball head bearing (not made clear in the
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present drawing, the extension side fork being
represented by the fractured tube by which it will
be noticed that the forks are carried forward of the
steering socket ; this is to allow of taking sharp turns
without fouling the tank ), thus the stress on the
single tube of the central steering post is relieved
by distribution , and in the rare event of this frac
turing, the rider's neck would not be in danger , as
the side forks would support him until the breakage
was discovered .
With a view to observing the strictly practical
side of the question . I have not attempted to design
a frame with original component parts throughout,
as, although there would have been little difficulty
in the mere designing, it would be but a sorry job
for the amateur to attempt to follow such a design ,
as his completed machine would certainly cost him
four or five times asmuch as it might be purchased
for complete by reason of the very expensive opera
tion of obtaining or making special patterns, cast
ings, or forgings for a single machine or even a few
sets .
In the former articles I gave fairly full instruc
tions on frame building, brazing, & c ., and shall,
therefore, not repeat here, thongh the time interval
may have brought many new readers who are
unable to refer to the former numbers , so that in
my next article I may briefly enumerate the chief
points to be attended to in getting the frame to
gether in line.
The vertical position of engine is now accepted
as being most nearly correct, and my starting point
was to place the finished motor in that position ,
and next to determine the position of the two
wheels in relation to the motor, and it will be seen
by the drawing that in a 51-in wheel base, which
is somewhat longer than usual, I have placed the
motor some 41 ins. forward of the centre position ,
and the centre of gravity is extremely low . All the
main tubes in the framing are of it ins. diameter,
and should , in no case , be less than 20 B.W.G.
for the two horizontal tubes, and 18 B.W.G. for
the seat pillar and front down tube ; back forks
also 18, and various short struts and stays 16
B.W.G.
In the accompanying drawing, 26 -in . wheels are
shown , but this is obviously a matter of choice ; as
the tyres are 21 ins. diameter, however, there is a
considerable advance in weight between 26 ins. and
28 ins. ; thus, the Clipper-Continental tyre of 26 by
24 weighs only 7 lbs. 2 ozs., as against the 7 lbs.
6 ozs . ofthe 28 ins. by 2 ins. only .
In the Reflex - Clipper , which is a favourite motor
bicycle tyre, the weight is rather more favourable
to the adoption of larger wheels in relation to tyre
diameter, as the 26 -in . by 2 is 6 lbs ., and the 28 by
24 only 1 lb. more. The Palmer tyre , which most
nearly approaches my ideal in make and contour,
comes out much heavier, simply because there is
more rubber on the treat; the Palmer weights for
the 21 and 2 }-in . sections are not yet available ,
as they are hardly on the market ; but the 2 in .
tyre by 26 -in ., divided into its component parts,
comes out as follows :-Covers, about 4 lbs. each ;
tubes, about 1 lb. 6 ozs. ; jointless rim , 3 lbs. I oz . ;
or Palmer tubular rim , 2 lbs. 14 ozs. It is thus
seen that the question of weight of the entire ma
chine is very largely dependent on the size and
sectional diameter of the tyres, so for this, and
other reasons, I am inclined to advocate 26 -in .
wheels, for they are stronger, as wheels , than those
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of greater diameter , and admit of increasing the
comfort of the rider by utilising a tyre of great air
space, depth , and cross sectional diameter.
The only objection I am able to trace in the
design in relation to this question is, that in con
sequence of the long stroke of our engine, the over
all measurement is increased , and when mounted
in the frame on 26 -in . wheels, the bottom of the
crank chamber is only 54 ins. from the ground line ;
but that, of course, is quite sufficient for all ordi
rary circumstances. The distance of 11 } ins. from
bottom bracket to engine centre may, of course, be
varied to suit individual requirements , or a different
type of engine, but this space affords ample clear
ance for the crank and the rider's boot when starting
the machine. The back portion of the framemust
not be interfered with if a 26 -in . wheel is used , but

cooling effects of the surrounding air, as even in a
tail wind it is sufficiently forward of the rider's legs
to pick up sonie of the air moving about.
It will be observed that the medium length of
24 $ seat pillar is combined with a 13-in . over -all
ball steering head and a horizontal top tube, but
riders and makers should be warned against adopt
ing in a motor bicycle the same length of seat post
as used in the ordinary or pedal-pushed machine,
for the constant free-wheeling becomes very trying
if the legs are fully extended, besides, it is necessary,
on account of the excessive vibration when travel
ling at high speed over rough roads, to be mounted
on a much easier saddle which means occupying
more room and so increasing the total length from
seat to pedal.
Although exact dimensions are given in the
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Fig . 78. - SHOWING GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF FRAME AND PositION OF MOTOR .
drawing for a medium machine to suit the average
if a 28 -in . wheel is adopted , the back forks and stays
man , the socket angles are such that any reasonable
must be lengthened accordingly, though the ma
variation of the height of frame may be made
chine will not then be so symmetrical.
without difficulty, though it should be noted that
The method of attaching the engine is simple and
mechanical ; the side plates are of stout sheet steel,
our particular design of engine precludes any lower
ing of the under horizontal tube, and that any
shaped as shown, to conform to the crank case and
shortening in the depth of frame will have the effect
to the lugs on the frame extension , a steel sliding
plate, of course, being at either side the crank
of decreasing the space available for the petrol
.
tank
in
;
holes
chamber and four in number altogether
However, the intending builder of this frame will
each being drilled to correspond to the position of
be well advised to ascertain the height he can
the two side studs in the crank chamber and the
manage, and to keep on the low side ; then , this
bore of the frame lug. This method of attachment
point having been determined , he should set to
has many recommendations, for when firmly bolted
work to make a fairly true full- size working draw
up , the engine is very rigidly held in position, and
ing , ignoring fine lines , but being particular about
also forms part and parcel of the frame itself, yet
finding correct positions and angles, and in this
it is an easy matter to disconnect the entire engine
connection
, it should be said that all measurements
from the frame ; and, supposing the frame to have
shown on the drawing are from centre to centre of
been built up true, there is very little chance of its
getting knocked out of truth .
tubes, and have nothing to do with actual tube
Another point with regard to the engine position
lengths as cut for brazing, or of distance between
is the advantageous long belt drive, and the motor
the outer surface of one tube and another.
is placed in the very best position for catching the
In my next article, I shall give detail drawings
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of such parts of the frame as may be necessary to
determine the cross measurements of such as the
back forks and stays. the front forks, the bottom
bracket , etc.
( To be continued .)
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Model Railways .
No. IX . — “ The Great Holmwood Railway , ”
belonging to Lt.- Col. J. Robert Harvey,
D.S.O., Mayor of Norwich .
By H. G.
SUPPOSE Colonel J. Robert Harvey's name will
be best remembered by the readers not only as
a distinguished soldier and the Mayor of Nor
wich - that thriving city of East Anglia — but as an
ardent model engineer ,who has during the last two
or three years devoted himself to the construction of

HIEF -ENGINEER TOMLINSON, of the Cunard line,
Сні has retired after a record of fifty years at sea .
Mr. Tomlinson was apprenticed to the Cunard engi
neering depot in 1852 , at the age of 14. Promotions
cime rapidly , and in 1875
he became chief-engineer
RUNNING
in he Company's Medi
SHED
TUNNEL
terranean service, being
nine years
transferred
later
to
the Boston
steamers.
In 1892 he
reached the goal of all
Atlantic engineers ' ambi
tion , being appointed
chief of the Umbria -- in
THORPE
. those days on the Liver
STATION
pool and New York route.
A few months later oc
GRADIENT
curred the great event
I IN 40
which brought Mr. Tom
ENGINE SHED
linson'sname prominently
STARTING
ELECTRIC
SIGNAL CABIN
before the public.
Two
SWITCH - dar CONNECTED
PARAPET BRIDGE
days before Christmas, MTN DYNAMO IN WORK
SHOP.
CONTROS WE SWITCH
ELECTRIC SPEED
LR Bax

( Rails shown by
a single line.)

THPLOW
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WOODEN GIROER
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BRIDGE
A SCALE PLAN OF THE GREAT HOLMWOOD RAILWAY. "

1892, the Umbria ran into a heavy gale on the
outward voyage and broke her thrust shaft. She
became practically helpless and drifted far out of
the regular course . For ten or twelve days her
fate was uncertain , till at last she was signalled
approaching New York. During the time the liner
was drifting helplessly about, Mr. Tomlinson and
his staff worked incessantly for eighty hours and
repaired the shaft, so that the liner was able to
steam slowly along the 800 miles which lay between
her and New York . Three years after this memor
able episode, Mr. Tomlinson was transferred to the
Campania, where he has increased his popularity
with the travelling public . It is estimated that he
has travelled considerably over a million miles , and
has served in fourteen Cunarders .

RUNNING
SHED
Goods
G
NNIN SMED
RUSHED

RUNNING SHED

a splendid }-in . scalemodel railway in the groundsof
his house at Thorpe.
During the times I have visited “ Holmwood , "
Thorpe, it has been my pleasure to watch with in
tense interest the development of Colonel Harvey's
schemes, and whilst the progress of the work has
been hindered by the claims of country and city on
his time, the line is now in a very workable state, as
the accompanying photographs will show .
Originally the line was laid with very sharp
curves, and when the rolling -stock was ready it was
found that although even the longest engines could
be made to traverse them , the maximum speed was
dangerous , and in one case a new engine over-turned
at the eight-arch brick viaduct, which , by the way ,
was then only fourarches long,and laid on a curve of
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about 7 ft. 6 ins. radius , but luckily without damage,
the 'model clearing the viaduct and falling funnel
first on to soft earth and shrubs.
The railway is a main line continuous single
track laid around the lawn , at a height of about 3 ft.
from the gravel path , on a brick foundation, this
obviating all stooping to attend to the models.
The main line is 350 ft. long, and has gradients

to lift open to make a clear passage from the centre
of the railway :
The line is designed to be used for either steam or
electric traction , the current being supplied by a
250 -watt dynamo (25 to 30 volts ) situated in the
workshop, which is some 40 or 50 ft. away , conveyed
to the track in a lead -covered cable.
This dynamo is driven by a high -voltage electro

A VIEW OF COL. HARVEY's MODEL RAILWAY, showing General Scheme, also Controller Box, Wooden
Thorpe " Engine Shed ,
Parapet Bridge, Signal Cabin , Starting Switch -box, and
of 1 in 40, 1 in 60, and i in 70, the remainder of the
line being level, and the curves are all 14 ft. radius.
The rails are of T - iron ( inverted ), and screwed to
creosoted sleepers, which are again screwed on to
oak blocks, about 6 ins. by 3 ins. by 3 ins. sunk into
the ground, these being held down by 9 -in . iron
spikes.
The line, which is 31-in . gauge, is ballasted with
“ blue billy," obtained from the local gas works to
prevent the growth of weeds on the permanent way ,
and all the bridges ( three in number) are arranged

motor, working from the supply mains, so that the
generating station for the inodel railway is the local
electric power station , with the workshop as a sub
station containing a rotary convertor. This can be
started from the track by a special switch shown in
the photograph above, as well as in workshop
itself. This photograph , which clearly illustrates
the position of the railway with regard to the house ,
also shows one of the lifting bridges, the signal
cabin, and the controlling box (the structure over
the line on the left-hand side of the picture).
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From this box the speed of the electric trains may
be controlled to a nicety , and with the arrangement
of supply the trains can be put in motion at a
minute's notice. There are several sections of the
line which may be rendered for the time being
“ dead ” by actuating the switches shown in the
plan. All cables from the dynamo to the line are
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The sides of the railway are banked with concrete,
altogether giving the railway a neat and realistic
appearance.
The rolling -stock consists of :
I express tender engine.
i ten -wheeled tank engine.
2 shunting engines.
electric
engine
(tube type ).
I armoured engine
(electric ).
i post officemail van .
3 Pullman dining
cars.
I sleeping car.
2
composite car
riages.
About
25
other
trucks and vans of
various
descrip
tions.
[Owing to lack of
space in this number ,
we have been unable
to insert the whole
of the photographs of
this complete model
railway. The remain
der will follow in the
ED.
next issue.
M.F. & E.)

A CONTRACTOR's LOCOMOTIVE AND TRAIN OUTSIDE “ CAMBRIDGE
laid underground . Speeds of eight miles an hour
have been attained on the line on a measured length
of 1-20th of a mile, timed by a Benson stop-watch ,
and the steam locomotives have pulled trains of up
to thirteen coaches with ease .
The line is signalled throughout; but at present
each signal is worked independently , as it was found

STATION ,

A GIGANTIC screw , 85 ft. in length , and weighing
nearly 18 tons, was recently completed at Hay
It has
wood's Forge, Halesowen , Worcester.
been forged from one ingot of steel for a 100 -ton
sheer -leg, a mechanical contrivance used in dock
yards for lifting heavy weights beyond the power
of ordinary cranes .

A MAIL TRAIN PASSING OVER IRON GIRDER BRIDGE NEAR " RUGBY ” STATION ,
that the weather constantly affected the wires and
rods, and therefore the connections to the cabin have
been discarded . It is, however, intended to work
the signal by electrical power , and to prevent the
constant attention the line requires, by laying down
the running rails in brass.

For the working of their long-distance express
traffic between London , Sheffield , and Manchester ,
theGreat CentralRailway Company are introducing,
experimentally , a number of powerful express loco .
motives of the well-known " Atlantic " type, to the
designs of Mr. J. G. Robinson .
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“ TAPLOW " Loor_LINE JUNCTION AND ENTRANCE 10 THE LONG TUNNEL .
Armoured Train in Siding )

A SUBURBAN PASSENGER TRAIN ENTERING “ ALDERSHOT

For description ]

(Goods Train on Loop Line and

STATION .

LIEUT. -COL , HARVEY'S " GREAT HOLMWOOD RAILWAY."

( see pages 8 to jo.
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FIG . 1.:-THE MOVEMENTS.
(Fig . 1, A ); the second illustration showing the
keyboard , and
Figs. 2 and 3 set forth the
wiring .
For the solenoids, procure eight empty " bell," or
similar, bobbins, and fill them with wire - No. 22 or
4.gauge copper, single or double , silk or cotton

To
Baller
y

2

covered , closely and evenly wound . Try and
get on as much wire as possible, and, as
be, the same amount.
S
nearly as may
E
Leave about 6 ins. free ends of wire,
M
which should be carefully coiled up and
I
tied . Cover the wire with a layer of
H
,
string ; then soak the bobbins for an hour
R
I
or two in shellac varnish , and dry tho
BY
EG
EL
roughly .
For the cores, get the best and easiest
J. PIKE
fit in iron tubing, and cut eight pieces
length to the bobbins.
about equal in
Here also try and get the cores of exactly
C
the same length and weight. The cores are
then made white hot in a coal fire, and
allowed to cool in the ashes ; they may then
MODEL which may be made by the youngest
be cleaned up, and, before placing within the
perienced may lavish a considerable amount
solenoids, receive a rub over with blacklead .
of time and artistic skill, is one designed as the re
In one end of each core knock in and secure
production of a clock tower or church steeple, a
with cement, or seccotine, a short length of hard
class of work in which — as will be readily ad
wood .
The end of this piece of wood is filed and
mitted — the individual has full scope for his in
rounded to fit, or articulate with , the end of the
genuity. Imagine, therefore, a model clock or
S -shaped hammer.
The hammers are cut with a fretsaw out of any
church tower in any style of architecture, local or
particular, from the pride of the village to Salis
bury Cathedral from the north , the south - east,
from the west," or the N.W. by N., as Peck
sniff might say . The tower to be illuminated ,
if desired , with small electric lamps or a model
3
7
arc-lamp displayed on top , and furnished with
a set of bells, struck electrically from a key
board placed at some convenient spot in the
basement.
The photograph herewith represents a set
of eight bells, mounted upon a skeleton frame
Keys
To
which fits easily within , and is readily re
moved from , a tower such as suggested in
FIG . 2. -SOLENOID WIRING .
the preceding paragraph .
A reference to the supplementary figures will
thin but tough wood . In the end C (Fig . 1) is fixed a
show that the bells are struck by hammers
metal ball, solid brass or iron . Having purchased
( Fig . 1, B ) actuated by the electric solenoids
the halls, they may be attached in a simple but
effective manner by filing a part of the surface flat
and soldering thereon , head downwards, a small
1 -in . brass screw , which is then inserted in the end
A
of the hammer, as shown. The articulated joint D
(Fig . 1) is well lubricated with blacklead ; the joint
(hammer to core) may be made with stout
wire .
The bells should be bought ready drilled with a
B
central hole ; they are then easily mounted on brass
rods. The bells , by the way, can be bought of
Whitney's (whose advertisement appears in THE
MODEL ENGINEER ), or presumably from persons
D
supplying chiming clocks, & c . The bells in the
photo were mounted in a simple manner — there is
no harm in going the easiest way to work ! Pro
cure eight brass terminals of the style depicted in
dotted lines (Fig. 1) under the bell : remove the
under screw , and substitute in its place a piece of
stout brass rod , which may be threaded at the end to
at the hole in the terminal, or simply filed down and
soldered ; the rod is then mounted on a piece of
stout sheet brass to be screwed down to the plat
form .
The arrangement and construction generally
may be seen by a close inspection of the photograph .
Everyone to
taste, of course ; a different tapper,
for instance, to that figured (as by electro-magnet
and armature ) may be adopted . The solenoid was
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To My Friends — the Readers .
By THE EDITOR .
materials of model engineering . In the purchase of
THEN , some six years ago, I was preparing
finished models , of castings, parts , and fittings, the
WHto
put into definite shape my long
cherished notions for a periodical for
model maker of to-day has ten times the choice he
model engineers, I little thought that in so com
had some few years ago ; and not only has he this
paratively short a space of time I should be able to
varied choice, but in design and workmanship the
address a circle of readers extending practically to
goods of to -day are immensely in advance of their
every county where the mechanical arts and
predecessors. The older firms have extended the
sciences are known and practised. Yet it is the
scope of their business operations, and new firms
fact that these lines will be read the world over
have sprung into being, in order to meet the ever
increasing demands of those who make a hobby of
from China to Peru , from Northern Europe to the
Southernmost parts
engineering in minia
of Australasia ; and
Practically
ture.
to those who read
requirement
every
them I cordially ex
which can be made
tend the hand of
in reason can now
friendship , prompted
adays be fulfilled
by our common in
promptly and at а
terests in all that
reasonable price.
pertains to model
How much this adds
its
engineering in
to the enjoyment of
many and varied as
the hobby ,only those
pects . I think I may
can say who remem
safely say that it falls
ber the difficulties and
disappointments of
to the lot of few who
occupy an Editorial
the past. Apart from
chair to receive so
its virtues as a means
of recreation , model
many expressions
engineering possesses
and so many proofs
oftheir readers' prac
a great and real.
tical interest in their
educational value,and
work as it has been
many of those who
my good fortune to
to -day are carrying
out the designs given
receive during the
con
time I have
in these pages will
trolled the machinery
be encouraged to per
of THE MODEL EN
severe
with
their
This sup
GINEER
scientific studies, per
haps at some future
port, I need not say,
has been of the ut
date to inscribe their
most value to me,
names on the roll of
and I need hardly add
engineering fame. In
how fully and how
deed , the popularity
PERCIVAL MARSHALL
sincerely it has been
of the journal among
(Editor of The Model Engineer ).
those who are active
appreciated . For that
members of the engineering profession , both in
reason I have ventured to address my readers as my friends,
junior and in senior positions, is hardly less marked
A wise man once said , in days gone by, that
than the welcome it receives from those who take
interest in its contents purely from the amateur
everyone thinks his own goose a swan , and per
point of view . There probably never were SO
haps I may err in seeing too much to be proud
of in my journalistic
goose.”
In self-justi
many amateur engineers as there are to -day, and it
comes as a pleasant surprise in very many cases to
fication , however, I would beg my readers ' indul.
gence while I briefly refer to some of the reasons
find how enthusiastic and how well informed the
amateurs are . This love for things mechanical
on which I base my pride . In the first place THE
MODEL ENGINEER has, during its brief existence,
permeates society throughout, from members
witnessed a revolution in the supply of the
of the nobility to the humblest of industrial
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workers ; yet far apart though they be in rank and
quickened and strengthened by the existence of a
fortune, their common interest in the products of
journal wherein the feelings of those favourable to
the foundry and the forge has brought them all
the organisation could be focussed to the point of
within the circle of the readers of THE MODEL
action . The marked success which has attended
ENGINEER.
the working of the Society and its branches has, of
It is rather interesting to consider to what extent
course, been due to the enthusiastic and capable
support it has received from its individualmembers ;
the practice of model engineering affects trade as a
whole. Compared with the turnovers of the staple
and I would here like to express my personal
industries of this country, it is, of course, quite an
pleasure at the gratifying results they have achieved .
insignificant affair ; but viewed by itself the money
Long may they flourish
Not many months ago I received a visit from a
spent each year in connection with model making
totals up to a very respectable figure. A rough
doctor, who had a little while previously con
tributed a particularly able and lucid article to these
estimate may be fairly formed on the assumption
pages. He came to inform me that that article
that the average expenditure per annum on tools
and materials by each reader of this journal is £ 5 .
had indirectly been the cause of his receiving an
This multiplied by the number of our readers attractive and responsible appointmentat one of the
some thirty
most important
thousand or
of the London
more
hospitals . The
gives
same article had
£ 150,000 as the
also broughthim
total yearly sum
a
letter from
involved . Com
another medical
mercially re
man ,
who
garded , there
proved to be an
fore, model en
old college chum
gineering is en
titled to some
of bis of whom
consideration .
he had lost sight
for many years.
As regards de
About the same
tails of practice ,
HUNTERS LIMITED
INTEES
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO
time as this in
the days of rule
cident occurred
of- thumb design
I received a let
in model
ter from a dis
mechanical and
electrical engin
tant colony, the
eering are as
writer being a
much gone by
former highly
as they are in
valued member
real and serious
of my Editorial
staff, who had
practice,and the
THE New OFFICES OF
THE MODEL ENGINEER . ”
model
boilers
decided , much
to the regret
and engines,
of his colleagues here, to venture farther afield in
locomotives, and dynamos and motors, of a
search of fame and fortune. He wrote to say that
few short years ago, seem weird and grotesque
he had just received an important appointment on
in the light of the scientifically designed models
of the present day .
the staff of the technical school in the city of his
How much of these
choice , and mentioned the fact that he had been
changes are due to the influence of The Model
ENGINEER I will not attempt to say . Its own
selected very largely by reason of his former con
nection with THE MODEL ENGINEER . He wrote
pages during the period under notice perhaps
that the journal was not only widely read by
afford the best reply to such a question .
amateurs in that particular colony , but was held in
In one important event , at least, I may
very high esteem in technical and educational
fairly claim that my journal has played a part.
circles .
I refer to the formation of the Society of
These latter incidents are but two ofmany indi
Model Engineers, and the wide -spread branches
cations I have had of the influence which this little
it now possesses . Although the common interests
journal is wielding. While I am proud of what has
possessed by all who are interested in any par
so far been done in the various ways I have thus
sticular hobby would doubtless have brought such
briefly mentioned , I would not like to omit a
:a society into existence sooner or later, I think it
reference to one of the pleasantest rewards I have
will be admitted that the movement has been
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personally received from THE MODEL ENGINEER .
I refer to the many friendships it has brought
me.
There are many readers scattered over the
globe who write me from time to time, sending
me news of their doings and items of interest
Their letters are so
for their fellow -readers.
kindly worded , their interest in the success of
the paper is so practical, that I cannot help but
look upon them as friends rather than as mere
subscribers," although the clasp of the friendly
hand has not actually taken place. I am sure this
feeling is reciprocated , and indeed have proved it so
to be. To mention an instance of quite recent
occurrence, a visitor one day called and asked to see
me. He introduced himself by saying that he held
a Government appointment in Siam , and was tem
porarily in London on leave. He wanted to do
certain business in London , but it being his first
visit here he felt somewhat at a loss.
Being a
regular reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER , he had
thought the best thing he could do was to come to
me for advice , and he did so within twenty - four
hours of his arrival in this country.
At home, too , I havemade many new and pleasant
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friendships, and have enlarged and cemented many
old ones through the common bond of union — THE
MODEL ENGINEER . To some of my older friends I
am indebted more than I can express for the prac
tical help they have given me from time to time,
and I frankly and gratefully acknowledge the share
they and their pens have had in building up such
reputation as the journal now enjoys. The por
traits and brief notes of some of the contributors
and the regular staff , which are given in this sup
plement will, I trust, not be without interest as
tending to improve the mutual acquaintance and
confidence between the readers and the “ read."
The importance of the changes I am now making
in my various business departments has led me to
take this opportunity of dropping the Editorial
" We " for once in a way, and indulging in this
purely personal note. I venture to hope that my
departure may be indulged on this one occasion ;
but if I find that I am taken to task for giving vent
to the pride I really feel, both in my paper and in
my readers, I will readily promise not to offend
again .
PERCIVAL MARSHALL .

(Biographical Notes of the Contributors and Staff whose portraits appear in this Supplement
are given on pages 19 and 20 of the current issue .)
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A SET OF ELECTRICAL CHIMES .
By J. PIKE .

[ see pages 12 and 14 .
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chosen , however , because it illustrates a most inte
resting electrical instrument,which , as a fact, may be
-and no doubt is — made the groundwork , or rather
motive power, of numerous models and appliances.
Upon making contact with one or more of the keys
a current flows through the turns of wire round the
solenoids brought in to circuit , a magnetic core is
made, and the soft-iron armature drawn up , and

3 ins. between the tyres. This gauge is a trifle wider
than the corresponding equivalent of f in , scale ,
and, taking the distance between tyres, it will be
found that the excess of width amounts to 7-32nds
in . almost exactly . However, it was not a desire
for " more room
that lead to the adoption of the
3t- in . gauge, but the fact that this gauge is, the
writer thinks, one widely used .
A careful study of the drawings
will show that there should be no
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
difficulty in arranging for the model
to fit a 3. 1-16th ins. gauge .* Al
that is necessary to accomplish this is
mires
Wire
Key
to place the cylinder axes fin , nearer
from
together, and the cranks likewise ; the
Board
Solenoid
Solenoids .
frames and wheels , of course, being
Coils.
closer together to the exact amount
of the reduction in gauge, 1-32nd in .
being stolen fror the width of each
of the eccentric sheaves.
The type of locomotive is the well
known front-coupled trailing bogie side
tank engine, chiefly used by our lead
ing railways for suburban passenger
traffic. In model practice, as in real
eeeee
To Battery
work , for given over -all dimensions
and weight, a really powerful loco
FIG . 3.-- WIRING TO KEYS.
motive can be obtained . More than
half the total weight of the engine is available for
falls, of course , on releasing the key. The requisite
adhesion , and to a degree, the firebox is unlimited
sharp , springy tap on the bell is obtained by a
at least the restrictions present in the ordinary
similar sharp manipulation of the key.
four- coupled locomotive are not felt.

( full size )
The - Model Engineer "
motive .

Loco -

ż stay

Blower
tude

(With Coloured Plate .)
By HENRY GREENLY .

N submitting a new design for a 34-in . gauge
IN engine to that enthusiastic section of the
readers of this journal interested in miniature
locomotives, the writer feels that he will not satisfy
the requirements of every one of them , but as there
exists a very large majority who have found engines
of scales upwards of t -in . much too large, the de
signer may be pardoned for choosing a size which
will render the MODEL ENGINEER locomotive to
some extent a more popular engine.
Knowing also the diversity of tastes in the matter
of chimneys, domes, cabs, and locomotive orna
ments , he would refrain from thrusting any par
ticular pattern on the experienced locomotive
builder, and readers will notice that the accom
panying shaded drawing shows the model with a
Aattened dome and shorter chimney -- a modern
tendency - the appearance of which some prefer ,
whilst the coloured plate presented with this issue
depicts the engine with a chimney and dome of
more ordinary proportions extending to the full
height of the loading gauge. In any case, detailed
drawings will be given of both designs, and patterns
made by model making firms should allow some
latitude in the matter of chimney and dome profiles.
To returu to the more serious considerations of
the design, the gauge which has been adopted is
3 } ins. between the rails exactly, with a distance of

Olo

2316

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE DESIGN .

@

24
19

246

1

Sheet zon flame
guara

3 ° öelween

34 guage
Fig . 1. - SECTION OF ENGINE THROUGH FIREBOX ,
WHERE TUBULAR BOILER IS ADOPTED .

A large bunker space is obtainable, this being
much greater than in a locomotive having the rela .
tions of the wheels reversed , and the same as is
possible in a ten -wheeled tank locomotive of the
L.T.S.R. type.
* The correct scale gauge, taking the model
equivalent for the all-important distance between
tyres, which works out at 2 13-16ths ins., as the
ruling dimension .
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Sharp curves may be negotiated , especially in
cases where the builder considers it worth while to
make the bogie wheels smaller in diameter and
allow them to pass under the main frames when the
engine is on a curve. The rigid wheel base is con
paratively very small.
In the coloured plate, a Smithies’ water -tube
boiler is shown as the most suitable steam generator.
The writer can, without qualification , recommend
this type of boiler for the purpose, basing his advice
on personal experience with both types for this
size of model. Where simplicity of construction
and firing, reliability and easy manipulation , com
bined with a large range of water, is desired , the
boiler cannot be beaten, and per unit of heating
surface with plain methylated spirit wicks, the
evaporative power is not always excelled by much
larger generators .
The boiler is arranged in accordance with the
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A separate wrapper is shown for the smokebox ,
This may be made out of steel or iron , but, however.
is not obligatory, and the outer shell of the barrel
may be extended to form the smokebox, the boiler
bands alone demarking the smokebox from the
barrel.
Many of the more experienced readers of the
M.E. may wish to know how the design stands if
provided with a tubular boiler, and in answer to
this, the designer would like to point out by refer
ence to the sketch , Fig . 1, that the front-coupled
tank locomotive not only lends itself to the pro
vision of a large barrel and long firebox, but by
placing the latter behind the driving wheels and
over the main frames, an inner box 2 } ins. wide,
and 45 ins. long (that is , 3-16ths in . wider and } in .
longer than the -in . scale “ Dunalastair " de
sign for 34 gauge). This allows a 24 -in . Primus '
burner to be employed with the greatest of ease

EER
L ENCIN
THE MODE
LOCOMOTIVE
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THE “ MODEL ENGINEER ” LOCOMOTIVE. (See also coloured plate supplement.)
writer's most recent experiences, and under natural
draught, with six { -in . wicks, should evaporate -5
to 6 cubic inch of water per minute from water at
312° Fah ., the supply being constantly replenished ,
a siinilar boiler evaporating 8 cubic inch per
minute on the one charge with natural drausht. *
Five 4 -in . water tubes are shown, seven having
been the previous practice. The reason for the
smaller number is the fact that ventilationt--a very
important item in the use of spirit as fuel - is not
hindered , and, to help this in steam raising by form ing an extra exit for the gases, the downcomer is
an improvement over the writer's original design ,
having a hole completely through to act as a fire
door in a large engine, letting some air mix with the
fire during running. More, however, will be said
with reference to this later on .
The heating surface of the boiler is about 75 sq .
ins., calculating only half the area of the inner
barrel and the whole of the water tubes.
* With the induced draught of the blower and
the exhaust, a higher evaporation should be possible,
amounting to over i'o cubic in . per minute.
† Ventilation of the fire is paramount to heating
suriace in small engine

and with little pinching in . The wide straight
sided firebox shown should be easy to make, and
at the same time with , for a k -in . scale model, the
comparatively large heating surface of 124 sq . ins. ;
it is not necessary to encroach on the water
and steam spaces of the barrel to an undue
extent.
Indeed , the crown of the firebox may be
#in . below the centre line of the boiler barrel with
out cramping the tubes.
The cylinders of the model, as designed , are in .
by it ins., slip eccentrics of a simple pattern being
employed , the sheaves being steel or iron, and the
straps and rods, cast in one piece, attached to
a rocker actuating the valves above the cylinders.
The chimney is provided with a petticoat pipe of
scientific design , Mr. H. H. Harrison having kindly
taken this matter in hand . Lubricators of Roscoe
pattern are intended to be used .
The main frames are of the simplest character,
entirely without horn blocks. The bogie arrange
ment is new and involves a minimum amount of
machining, the two turned frame stretchers fitting
the bogie pin casting, and allowing the necessary
side play of the truck .
The main spirit tank , which forms the half of the
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bunker , automatically feeds a supplementary tank
under the footplates .
Calculating for a 30 -lb . average pressure in the
cylinder , the tractive effort should be :
P x D x L
Tractive force
DW
30 x Š x
xit
= 4.4 lbs.
376
and reckoning on a resistance of 1 lb. in 25, the
l
mode should pull 100 lbs. easily over a good road .
( To be continued . )

Metals and Alloys .
By C. F. TOWNSEND, F.C.S.
PITHOUT going too closely into the dis
tinction between metals and non -metals,
W
it will be sufficient to say that the former
are opaque bodies, except when beaten out very
thin , as in the case of very fine gold leaf, are com
paratively good conductors of electricity and heat,
and possess a lustrous surface, especially when
polished . As a general rule , metals are malleable
and ductile, and possess considerable tenacity and
elasticity ; but these characteristics vary very
greatly in different metals , and in the same metals
under different conditions. Metals combine or mix
with one another, or both , in various proportions,
and the alloys thus produced are of the greatest im
portance in engineering and the arts generally . The
physical character of a metal is often profoundly
effected by the admixture of quite a small pro
portion of some other metal or foreign body, and
this is a matter to which it is necessary that engi
neers should devote great attention , as the qualities
with which they are most concerned - namely ,
hardness , tensile strength , and elasticity, are those
most affected in this way. Only one metal, mer
cury, is liquid at ordinary temperatures ; but many,
such as lead and bismuth , can be readily melted ,
whilst others require the heat of the oxy-hydrogen
flame to reduce them to the molten state .
In addition to the compounds, or alloys, formed
amongst themselves, the metals combine with non
metallic bodies, such as oxygen , sulphur, and car
bonic acid . With the exception of gold and plati
num , and similar metals , they nearly all tarnish in
the air ; that is to say, they form oxides or car.
bonates with the oxygen , moisture , and carbonic
acid of the air ; whilst if any sulphur compounds or
acid vapours be present, the deterioration of the
surface through formation of sulphides , & c ., is even
more rapid . A certain amount of moisture is
usually necessary in the formation of these different
non -metallic compounds, and the tarnishing of the
surface proceeds at a much greater rate in a moist
atmosphere. In the following detailed account
of the metals and alloys, I propose to give all infor
mation concerning their physical and chemical pro
perties that is likely to prove useful to model en
gineers, dealing first with the metal itself, and then
with its alloys. I shall include also in the alpha
betical list the names of alloys which , frequently, to
the amateur and professional engineer alike, give no
indication whatever of their composition , with re
ferences to the metals under which full particulars
of the alloy in question will be found .
In alloys the characteristics of the metals com
posing it are frequently altered out of recognition ,
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although the alloy usually possesses something of
the characters of the metals concerned . Many
alloys consist of three metals, as in the case of Ger
man silver, which is an alloy of copper, zinc, and
nickel. In some cases themelting-point of an alloy
is lower than that of either of its constituents.
Alloys possess usually greater strength , hardness and
ductility than the pure metals, which are rarely
employed in industrial work ; moreover, alloys are,
as a rule , much more permanent in the air , and even
when used in liquids resist corrosion better. In this
respect the behaviour of an alloy placed in a cor
rosive liquid differs markedly from the behaviour of
the constituent metals if placed in contact in the
same solution . In the former case , owing to what
appears to be in most instances the formation of a
true chemical compound , which is largely imper
vious to the liquid , no corrosion may take place ;
whilst in the latter case an electric couple is formed ,
and corrosion proceeds at a great rate. A brass plate
exposed to the air, for example, would be fairly
permanent ; whereas, in the case of a zinc plate
fastened by copper bolts, the zinc would be eaten
away rapidly .
Aich's Metal. - An alloy of copper, 60 ; zinc,
37'5 ; tin , 1 ; iron , 1'5 . (See Brass .)
Algiers Metal. — Alloy of tin , 90 ; antimony, 10 ;
closely resembles Britannia metal. (See Tin .)
Aluminium .-- A white metal, soft and very mal
leable and ductile. Takes a high polish . Best
worked at 150 degs. C. Specific gravity, 2.56.
Does not oxidise at low temperatures, but does so
rapidly when strongly heated . Does not combine
with sulphur. Has partly replaced manganese in
making steel. Melts at 625 degs. C. Is about equal
to silver in tenacity and elasticity. The great ad
vantage of aluminium is its lightness, its weight
being only about one-third that of iron . Its great
drawback is that it cannot be soldered readily , and
for this reason aluminium goods are either cast or
hammered . The best solder is said to be :
Aluminium , i part ; phosphor tin (10 per cent. ), i
part ; zinc, il parts ; and tin , 29 parts .
The best known alloy is aluminium bronze, which
consists of copper, 95 ; aluminium , 5 ; aluminium
steel contains about 5.5 per cent. of aluminium , and
is very hard . Aluminium bronze forms an excel
lent conductor of electricity. The alloys of alu
minium with ferro -manganese are important, as they
are very hard and magnetic . Aluminium is alloyed
successfully with nickel 20 to aluminium 8 ; and nic
kel, 40 ; silver, 10 ; tin , .o ; aluminium , 30. Tungsten
is added to aluminium used for rolled plates . Alloys
of zinc and aluminium are also used . Some of the
most interesting alloys are those with gold , which
vary from almost white to a brilliant heliotrope or
purple colour, which appears to be a true chemical
compound . The addition of 2 per cent. of alu
minium to gold enables very sound castings to be
obtained . Another remarkable alloy is that with
magnesium containing about 10 to 30 per cent. of
the latter metal. It is remarkably light, can be
made hard or soft, and possesses considerable
strength . It is known as magnalium metal.
Amalgams are compounds of various metals with
mercury, which see.
Anti- friction Metal.- A number of alloys are used
under this name for bearings, consisting of some
compound which is softer than the journals, pos
sesses a comparatively low melting -pointand low co
efficient of friction ; that is to say, in practice does
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not readily seize. (See Babbit's Metal, Magnolia
Metal, White Metal, etc.)
Antimony. — A bluish -white metal, very crys
talline and brittle , which is fairly permanent at
ordinary temperatures, but oxidises rapidly when
heated , and at a red heat burns with a bluish -white
flame into antimonious oxide. It has a specific
gravity of 6-7 , and melts at 630 degs. C. When
added to a soft metal, such as lead , it makes it very
much harder , and even the presence of a small
quantity of antimony impairs the ductility and mal
leability of a metal, producing hardness and brittle
ness . Antimony unites readily with sulphur, and
its sulphide is the commonest form of antimony.
Antimony is largely used on accountof its hardening
properties , and enters into the composition of alloys
used for anti- friction purposes, in conjunction with
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to antimony , rendering the alloy hard and brittle ,
even when only a small quantity is present. For
this reason it is used in shot metal.
( To be continuea. )

A Model Steam

- Yacht .

By E. J. PHELPS.
'HE accompanying photograph is of my mode!
TH steain yacht Powerful, which I built in
my spare time, the general idea being ob
tained from a picture in the winter number of the
Yachtsman ; also with the help of THE MODEL
ENGINEER. Not living near a seaport town, I de
pended on these two papers. I carved the hull

MR. E. J. PHELPS' MODEL ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN STEAM YACHT.
copper, lead , and tin . With lead , and sometimes
tin , it forms type metal. A large series of alloys
of the type of Britannia metal consist of antimony
and tin , with sometimes lead and zinc.
Argentan is the name sometimes given to the
solder used for German silver articles. It consists
of copper, nickel, and zinc in varying proportions
roughly :-Copper, 40 ; nickel, 12 ; zinc, 48.
Armour Plate consists nowadays of nickel steel
alloy. (See Iron . )
Arsenic . — Like antimony, but in a greater degree ,
this substance approaches in many of its properties
closer to the non -metals than to themetals. Arsenic
metal, or “ arsenicum ," as it is sometimes called to
distinguish it from ordinary or white arsenic , which
is, properly speaking, the oxide, is crystalline and
brittle with a bluish , steel-grey lustre. It volati
lises readily without melting when heated in an open
Vessel, and is intensely poisonous. Its specific
gravity is 5'7 , and it liquifies at 500 degs. C.under
pressure. Its effect in alloys is somewhat similar

from a block of yellow pine 3 ft . ó ins. long , 6 ins.
wide, and 51 ins. deep . After cutting out inside I
left 1 in . rebate to screw deck on , then carved panel
ling round inside of gunwale . Stern -head and stern
I carved also . The deck , hatches, and skylight are
made of mahogany ; the deck -house is framed to
gether with raised panels at bottom and glass at
top of sides and front. I fixed bell and compass on
top of same. The boiler hatch is white ; funnel and
ventilators buff, picked out with red , with double
brass rail fixed round edge. The fittings on steering
platform are wheel, " engine-room telegraph ," grat
ing. The boat carries three small boats in davits,
steam -launch , centre board sailing gig , and dingy ;
they are carved in mahogany to look like planking.
The davits are made from
in . brass tubing, masts
and spars are made of pine , pulley - blocks of lance
wood , sails of model sail -cloth . She is driven by
electricity instead of steam , her speed being about
four miles an hour. I painted her salmon - pink below
water-line and white picked out with gold above.
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For the Bookshelf .
(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage. )
PRACTICAL ELECTRICIAN'S POCKET BOOK AND
DIARY FOR 1904. Edited by H. T. Crewe,
M.I.Mech.E. London : S. Rentell & Co., Ltd.,
36 , Maiden Lane, Strand , W.C. Price is. net.
Postage, 2d .
The 1904 edition of this practical little pocket
book has just been published , and a glance through
its contents shows that it fully maintains its reputa
tion as a useful and convenient companion for the
g other improvements
working electrician . Amon60
Polyphase Working
we note that the article on

has been entirely re-written and broughtup to date,
and the tabulated list of central stations has been
the useful
considerably enlarged . Apart from
tables and memoranda , there is
a considerable amount of interest
ing reading matter in this book , and
also a convenient diary for the
year. It is produced in excellent
style, and may be recommended
as thoroughly good value for the
money .
MACHINE SHOP ARITHMETIC .
By
Fred . H. Colvin and Walter
Lee Cheney. London : The
Locomotive Publishing Com
pany , 3, Amen Corner, Pater
noster Row . Price 2s. net.
This little book , which is of
American origin , was intended by
the authors to assist practical me
chanics in solving the simple
mathematical calculations which
require to be performed in con
nection with every day workshop
matters. It deals in successive
chapters with the subject of deci
mals, square root, cube root, for
mulæ , mensuration , screw -cutting ,
change gears , drilling for taps,
bolts and nuts , speeds of pulleys
and gears, milling cutters, drills ,
taps, grindstones , emery wheels , and
concludes with some lucid chapters
on the principles of square root, and
cube root, the principles of screw
cutting, handy ways for calculating,
and the metric system of measure
ments.
It is a thoroughly practical little book
and should be of considerable assistance to those
who need any guidance in these matters.
NOTE ON SOLDERS. — According to an accepted
table of melting points of alloys, solders melt as
follows :
Common solder, i tin , i lead , melts at 370 °
340 °
2 tin , i lead ,
Fne
: tin , 2 lead ,
441 °
Cheap
The steam pressures corresponding to above tem
peratures are 160 lbs. per sq. in ., 104 lbs., and
380 lbs.; consequently, the cheap solder seems best
for steam model work where high pressures are
used , not being so liable to melt. - Chas. L. PALMER ,
(New York . U.S.A.) .

An

Inexpensive
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Pelton

Wheel.

By F. M. JEPHCOTT.
FTER reading the article on Pelton wheels in
THE MODEL ENGINEER of September 3rd
A
last, I decided to try and make one - the
accompanying photograph is to give some idea of
the result in appearance. I may say at the start,
that the whole thing is made out of scrap material,
which I should think any model engineer would
have by him . In place of a casting, I made a
square box of wood , the two sides being in two
pieces, the joint to meet at centre of spindle, which
slides in grooves ploughed in the two ends. The lid
also slides in grooves, so that it can be taken to
pieces in a few seconds, and the wheel removed
when required without much trouble.
The spindle is made from a piece of fin . iron , 8 ins.
long, turned down to fin . where the wheel goes on ,

AN INEXPENSIVE WATER Motor .
and a thread cut for nut to tighten the wheel up to
shoulder. The spindle is also turned down where
it fits in the bearings, which are made of sheet
brass bent round , two ends being left to screw on to
two blocks of wood screwed on each side of box .
The wheel I turned out of hardwood, and is 7 ins.
diameter by it ins. wide. The buckets are made of
tin , and fastened on with wood screws ; they are
1 | ins. wide and twelve in number.
The nozzle is made from a piece of scrap brass
bored taper, the angle being about 131 degs.; small
end of nozzle is 5-32nds in .; this I soldered to an iron
plate, so as to fasten it in position. A piece ofbrass
tube is screwed into the large end of nozzle, so that
a piece of rubber tube can be attached to it from the
water supply. In the bottom of the box I screwed
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a t -in . iron bend to run the waste water down the
sink . The pulley I made from a 3 -in . iron truck
wheel my boys had on a toy, and it answers the pur
pose very well. I get my water supply from an
i -in . pipe connected with the main , which only has
about 70 ft. of head ; but for all that the result is
very satisfactory, it being quite capable of driving

A MINIATURE STEAM ENGINE .
(Photograph it times full size.)
a sinall dynamo or other small inodels. I would re
commend it to beginners as one of the easiestmotors
of any kind to make, there being so little mechanism
about it. The cost is so little, and yet the result so
satisfactory.
One other thing in its favour is that it can be
started with only a turn of the tap ; no waiting to
get up steam ; and will run all day without any
attention . I need hardly say that all the wood had
three coats of paint before use.

A Miniature Steam

Engine.

S an example of high skill in model making ,
AS a photograph of a miniature vertical engine
is reproduced herewith . This engine is the work of
Mr. O. Forster, of Darlington , whose splendid model
1 -in . scale N.E.R. locomotive was illustrated in
the issue of April 16th last , and is built up
on a threepenny-bit as a base, which is shown
on the top of the ebony pedestal. The model
works beautifully under steam going at a very high
speed .

Some of the M.E.
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Staff and

Contributors .
( For Portraits see Special Supplement.)

Mr. Alfred H. Avery received his early pro
fessional training with Mr. S. R. Bottone, at Wal
lington . He then joined the staff of a well-known
London electrical firm for a short time, leaving to
take up an appointment as assistant-electrician to
the power plant of the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway Works, at Horwich . He established a
business of his own at Tenterden in 1895, and re
moved to his present premises at Tunbridge Wells
in 1899. He was elected an associate of the Institu
tion of Electrical Engineers in 1894. Is the author
of “ The A.B.C. of Dynamo Design,” and of numer
ous articles in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
Mr Chas, W.Cook was born in 1868, and served
an apprenticeship as a mechanical engineer. Since
then he has worked as fitter and turner on nearly all
classes of mechanical work , and for some time was
outdoor foreman for a firm of air -compressing ma
chinery makers. He subsequently became foreman
to a firm of chemical and scientific engineers, which
post he relinquished for the more responsible ap
pointment of engineer and mechanician to the
Davy-Faraday Laboratory of the Royal Institution .
He is an authority on all matters relating to experi
mental and model-making workshop practice.
Mr. Alfred Dawson is a native of the county of
broad acres — Yorkshire, and has had an extensive
commercial and industrial experience in the busy
centres of Sheffield and Huddersfield . He joined
the staff of The MODEL ENGINEER as Advertisement
Manager early in 1901, and is now chief of both this
and the publishing department.
Mr Frank Finch was born, at Brighton , and
served his apprenticeship with Messrs. W. R. Dell
and Son , engineers and millwrights, of London and
Croydon . He was for some time employed as
draughtsman to the Portsmouth
Corporation
Electricity Supply, having previously been engaged
on the staff of a leading electrical journal. He
joined the Editorial staff of The MODEL ENGINEER
in 1902 .
Mr. Thomas D. Garscadden served his appren
ticeship at the engineering and shipbuilding works
of Messrs. A. & J. Inglis, on the Clyde, and followed
this by two years' experience as a draughtsman , and
eighteen months as an engineer at sea . From
choice, however, he has since followed pattern
making, and amongst other important firms he has
been engaged with Messrs. Harland & Wolff, Work
man & Clark , Dübbs & Co., W. & T. Avery, Ltd.
(foreman ), and the Fairfield Shipbuilding Company.
He has also been foreman with Messrs . Royles, Ltd ..
and with Messrs. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co.,
Ltd. Herecently held the appointment of instructor
in pattern making and woodworking at the Univer
sity of Birmingham , and is now engaged in develop
ing an invention of his own, which he thinks has
splendid projects.
Mr. Henry Greenly is a native of Birkenhead
and was educated at St. Andrew's Presbyterian
Schools . He gained a London County Council
Technical Exhibition in 1895. He was with the
Metropolitan Railway at their Neasden Works for
two years as a locomotive, carriage and wagon
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draughtsman , and for three years with the same
company as assistant architect and surveyor, en
gaged in civil engineering, land surveying, road
making, and general railway estate and architectural
work . He joined the Staff of The Model ENGINEER
in 1901, and is now senior Editorial assistant. His
speciality is model locomotive and steam engine
design , and he has done a good deal of consulting
work in this direction .
Mr. T. H. Hawley dates his acquaintance with
cycles back to the days of the old 60 boneshaker,"
and during the early eighties successfully took part
in many race meetings in the Midlands and the
North . Both as an amateur and in business he has
done a considerable amount of cycle building, and
has also built an excellent 20 -ft. steam launch .
Of recent years he has given his time almost wholly
to technical journalism , his forte being motor design
and construction , in which subject he is recognised
as an authority. The motor designed by him for
the M.E. in connection with his series of articles
now appearing, has attracted considerable attention
in the trade, and forms the basis of quite a number
of 1904 patterns.
Mr. lfred W.Marshall served his apprentice
ship with the old -established firm of Messrs . D.
Napier & Son , of Vine Street, Lambeth , once famous
for printing machinery and coining presses,and now
in the front rank of motor car engineers . He subse
quently spent some time in the works of Messrs.
Maudslay, the marine engineers, and then entered
thedrawing offices ofMessrs. Nalder Bros., electrical
engineers, afterwards transferring his services to the
engineering department of Messrs . Doulton & Co.
The following year he started manufacturing small
dynamos and motors , but later amalgamated his
business with that of the Crypto Works Company,
Ltd. After several years active connection with that
firm , he joined the business now established under the
name of Marshall & Woods. He is an M.I.Mech.E.,
and Assoc.M.I.E.E ., and is a silver medallist in
electric instrument making, of the City and Guilds
of London Institute . He has done a good deal of
lecturing on mechanical engineering at West
minster and Woolwich , and his practical contribu
tions on electrical matters will be known to our
teaders under the initials “ A. W.M." .
Mr. Fra k E. Powell was the first editorial
assistant to be engaged on the M.E. indoor staff,
and rendered excellent service in that capacity for
several years. Trained in the Bow Works of the
North London Railway, he possesses a thoroughly
sound acquaintance with modern engineering and
electrical practice . He is a gifted draughtsman
in more branches of the art than one, is an ori
ginal thinker, and has a decided literary talent.
He has recently gone out to New Zealand, where
he has already found ample scope for his marked
abilities, but still finds time to occasionally send
some welcomecontribution to his old love, the M.E.
He is the author of several of the M.E. Hand
books.
Mr. W. C. Runciman takes charge of the M.E.
Query Department, with what success our readers
know full well. Heis a native ofNewcastle , and com
menced his engineering training at the South
Western Polytechnic , subsequently going to the
marine engineering works of Messrs. Doxford , of
Sunderland . He then entered the G.C. Railway
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Electric Generating Station , at Marylebone, and
later joined the staff of Messrs . Capel & Co., gas
and oil engine makers, of Dalston , where he held a
responsible post.
Mr. C. F. Townsend , our consulting chemist,
waseducated atMerchant Taylors'School, University
College, London , and Charing Cross Medical School,
where for some years he was assistant to the late
Professor C. W. Heaton in the chemical laboratory
and was on one occasion Assistant-Examiner at the
Royal College of Physicians, London . On leaving
Charing Cross, Mr. Townsend assisted the late Dr.
W. Marcet, F.R.S., in research work at University
College, for two years, and left to take up a post as
chemist to a company which was purifying the gas
of Belfast by a new chemical process . He has re
cently devoted his whole time to technical journal
ism , and has contributed to Engineering, the Lancet,
Knowledge , Chambers's Journal, the Times, and
other papers. Mr. Townsend is an F.C.S., and a
member of the Society of Chemical Industry, and
author of several scientific works.
Mr.
( W.H.Wilson - Theobald is ourmodel yacht
ing expert. Educated at Marlborough and Jesus
College, Cambridge, he took his B.A. degree in 1892,
and his M.A. in 1897. Hewas called to the Bar at
the Inner Temple in 1893. For the last ten years
hehas been private secretary to Mr. David MacIver ,
M.P., but has lately had to give up all work , owing
to ill -health . He is enthusiastic on all matters
relating to yachting, both large and small, and has
won several prizes in designing competitions. He
has also introduced a special set of yacht-de
signer's curves, which have just been placed on the
market.

Prize Competitions.

Competition No. 37. For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their'model
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of £ 2 2s. for the best description of “ SOME MODELS I
HAVE MADE. ” The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur
ther prize of £ i is. for the second best description ,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
cos, 6d . for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert.
If preferred , we
will, in this Competition. send goods to the value
of the prize, and each competitor should state what
form he would like the prize to take in the event
of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries for this competition will be March
ist, 1904.
Competition No. 39.- A prize of £ 2 25. is offered
for the best design for “ A MODEL HORIZONTAL
STEAM ENGINE. "
Competition No. 40. - A prize of £ 2 2s. is offered
for the best original design for a " STATIONARY
BOILER. ”
For further particulars of the two latter Com
petitions, please refer to page 364 of the issue
of October 15th last.
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Practical Letters from

our

Readers .
( The Editor Imultes readers to make use of this column for the
full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual Interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume 4 desired, but the full
name and address of the sendei most Invarlably be attached ,
though not necessarlly intended for publication .]
Chucking Piston of Motor Bicycle.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir, I am just finishing a 3 h.-p. motor
for a bicycle, and think the following alternative

Lug
f
Centre

Centre

FIG.1. - PISTON IN LATHE CENTRES .
method to Mr. Hawley's for chucking the piston
may be of use to someof your readers. Those who
have not a large and heavy lathe will possibly find
that in chucking the piston by a lug it is rather
inclined to spring, especially when turning the
grooves for piston rings. I have turned out mine

Model Direct- Coupled Steam Engine anu
Dynamo.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR,—The designs in the M.E. being so
uniformly excellent, I hesitate to point out a serious
error in the one for a “ Model Direct- coupled Steam
Engine and Dynamo,” in No. 134, Vol. IX , for
November 19th , 1903, by Mr. A. Foulds. As, how
ever, it is said to have taken a prize, and as some
amateurs may attempt to build to it as drawn,
perhaps I may be permitted to call your attention
to the matter . I would point out the following
errors :-(1 ) The valves are not piston valves,
which are balanced , having ports all around the
circumference. These have ports on one side only ,
and after the slightest wear, would become simple
D slide-valves, with semi- circular working faces.
( 2 ) This being the case , in the general arrangement
shown (not uncommon , when the H.-P. valve ex
hausts direct into the L.-P. valve case), it is necessary
to have one valve exhaust at the ends, while the
other exhausts in the middle ; therefore, in this
design , we have a H.-P. slide- valve taking live
steam under it in what should be the exhaust
cavity, forcing it from its seat, causing rapid wear
and leakage, a most unmechanical and impractic
able arrangement, in fact. ( 3 ) The valves are in
correctly drawn , showing exhaust lap nearly equal

Cross
piece
Scriber

#

Cross
Wooden
piece
wedges Fig . 5. - CENTRE
FIG . 2. - CROSS - PIECE FITTED IN
MARKING .
OPEN END OF PISTON .

very successfully in the manner shown in the
drawings. The cross piece should be made to just
fit into the open end of piston, the lips resting on
the ends. It must not be a tight fit, as then the
piston would be inclined to spring out with the
pressure . It should then be held tightly in place
by two large wooden wedges. The centres can now
be found and it can then be run between centres.
O

FIG . 3.- Cross-PIECE .
The piston is then turned down and grooved as re
quired , and the lug end faced up and as much of
the lug turned down as is safe . The lug is then sawn
off, the cross piece taken out, and the piston chucked
as accurately as possible, and the ends finished up,
the circumference, of course, not being touched
E. M. S.
again . - Yours truly,
Bexley Heath ,

V Block
Fig . 4 - METHOD OF CENTREING .
to steam lap, whereas it is well known compound
engines require more or less inside clearance. With
these exceptions, the design is neat and well worked
CHARLES L. PALMER.
out. — Yours truly,
Albany, N.Y.
Electric v . Gas Lighting .
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I have read with considerable in
terest the letters contributed to your Practical
Letter Column in THE MODEL ENGINEER since the
3rd ult., relating to the above subject . After due
calculation and enquiry, I must certainly agree
with your correspondent, J. L. Featherstone, that
gas lighting is a great deal cheaper than electric
lighting for private houses, and also for small
business establishments. I have lately interviewed
a number of shopkeepers in my district, who have
been supplied with electric current from the Borough
Council's main , and find in a good many cases that
electric light (after trials averaging nine months) has
been abandoned in favour of the previous system of
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lighting, viz ., incandescent gas. One shopkeeper
stated that after perusing his electric light bills
which amounted to many more pounds than the
gas bills of the last year — he thought there must be
some mistake, but was kindly informed by the
inspector that all was correct. He thereupon had
the current cut off, and again adopted incandescent
gas light. They were all unanimous in their
opinions that electric light was many times dearer
than gas .
I know electricity is more convenient, and is
cleaner than gas ; but I am afarid the disadvantages
outweigh the advantages, inasmuch , that electric
light has a nasty knack of “ going out " when least
expected , and at times when wanted the most.
The following statement of facts which I have ob
tained can be easily verified by reference to authori
ties :-From an ordinary “ Batswing or " Argand ”
burner, a 16 -candle light can be got for twenty
hours from 100 cubic feet of gas, costing 3d. at
present price of gas in this district, viz., 2s. 6d. per
1000 cubic feet. The same light can only be ob
tained from two 8 -candle electric lamps, which for
twenty hours, require 1 } Board of Trade Units of
electricity, costing at 4d. per unit, about 5 d . nearly twice as much as gas.
But the Welsbach “ Kern " burner gives 50
candle light from 2 cubic feet per hour, costing for
1,500 hours in the year, 7s. 6d. The equivalent
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Queries and Replies.
(Atlention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by postunder the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b . in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Qucries for
reference ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ! Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26—29 , Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.]
The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: [9366 ) Feed -water Heater. MP (Old Charlton ) writes : I
forward a sketch of a proposed feed-water heater, which I intend
when finished to attach to a cylinder , 14 ins. by 11 ins. ; see sketch
herewith . Feed -water heater by • Zodiac, MODEL ENGINEER
for December, 1900 , states that the outer tube of heater should be
four or five times that of the cylinder . Will the diameter and
length that I have shown do ? Also that a " free path through
will result."
heater of ample area " be left, or “ back pressure
Will the path indicated by arrows be sufficient in this case ? Cold

Exhaust

Pet cock
%

W

WW

From pump
:D To boiler
To

funnel

Query 9366
5 ".
SKETCH OF A PROPOSED FEED -WATER HEATER .
light by electricity for the same number of hours at
4d . per Board of Trade Unit, would cost £ 5 : thirteen
times as much as incandescent gas . Therefore, it is
advisable that intending users of electricity should
be warned against exaggerated statements as to the
relative economy of gas and electric lighting.
Yours truly,
W. T. B.
Poplar, London , E.
CONTRIBUTORS to our journal will remember that,
as a rule , photographs reproduce much better if
they are printed on ordinary printing -out-paper
(P.O.P.) in preference to rough surface papers — such
as matt-bromide and gas-light papers. Where the
negative is hard and detail in the high lights is lost,
Ilford special soft-printing paper is to be recom
mended . The tone should not, in most cases, be
too brown, unless the print is flat,

water will be pump d into heater. Please state position of clack
valve ; should it be between pump and heater oribetween heater and
boiler? The -in . spiral copper tube represented in sketch ; in
length it is about 31 ft.; but if you think it is not long enough, I
can add another foot or so by compressing coils closer together.
We should prefer 3-16ths-in . or 5-32nds-in . coiled pipe, instead of
the -in , shown. Clack -valve should be placed on boiler in usual
water ; but a pet cock is advisable on delivery before it enters the
heater . The casing will do very well.
19937 ] Three - phase Wiring. J.H. (Belfast) writes : Can you
oblige me with a sketch of the connections for three-phase working ?
I have to put down and wire for one 60 K.W. alternator which will
supply current for three motors - one 30 h.-P., one 25, and one
10 h.-p. There will also be one main switchboard and one distri
buting board for motors ; also, about 100 16 c.-p. incandescent
lamps, 100 -volts.
This query cannot be answered, except to a limited extent, with
out full particulars as to voltage, type of machines, and windings
;
also , full details as to the general requirements of the case. The
chief precaution to take is to so arrange the motors and lamps on
the three phases that the system is kept in balance ; that is, if the
lamps were all put on to one phase, the system would be out of
balance. The diagram sketches show generally how the circuits
would be arranged ; you should test the voltage on each pbase with
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castings ? ( 16 ) And about what would they cost ? (17) What
would it cost, approximately , to have a set of patterns made ?
(18 ) Should I have to make full- sized working drawings, or could
motor be constructed from dimensioned sketches in M.Ě.?
Your letter covers so many intricate points in motor cycle con .
struction that we are able to deal with your questions in a genera
sense only. Your frame is not strong enough for a 21 h.-p. engine
ALTERNATOR
as it is, and needs strengthening in the front forks and bottom main
tube particularly , and it would bemore economical to buy or build
a special frame with duplex front forks. The present machine
might be fitted with a 14 h.-p. motor of very light weight, such as
the Clements-Garrard ; this, however, you could not make yourself.
One or two firmsare placing castings on the market to Mr. Hawley's
design , but we have not up to the present had the opportunity of
FUS4 s
inspecting same, so you had better communicate with the adver
tisers. Mr. Hawley is designing a special frame for this motor to
SWITCH
allow for crank clearance and a forward position ; this will follow
on the articles on the motor itself. A special frame made to the
design ought to cost you about £8 minus the tyres. We cannot,
however, say where you could borrow engine patterns, as Mr.
A3 TOTAL Y OF Lars
Hawley himself is not manufacturing ; neither could we correctly
estimate the time it would takeyou to machine the castings.
workingacquainte
drawings
wouldas bebyadvisable
makea
8 8 7 % TOTAL Nºor LAMPS Lastly,it
set of better
for yourself,
become
so doing,to you
d
with the details of construction , etc.
[9699) Wimshurst Machine. E. T. L. (Wakefield )
writes : A Wimshurst which I have made has proved very
satisfacto
(giving one
sparkplates
a 6-in.
one particula
in away
) except
r.
Every fewrymonths,
B TOTAL
breaks
of the
from the
you or LAMPS
wooden
boss
and
requires
have
re-sticking.
followed
I
the
FUSES
-FUSES
method of attachment recommended by Mr. Bottone in
nn
" Blectrical Instrument Making ." At first it was the texture
of the paper which gave way, and I took to using a different
SWITCHES
USWITCHEL
kind ; now the paper has come clean away from the glass. No
doubt, by patientmodifications, Imight finally make the stick
ing permanent but should never feel quite safe. How is
this arranged in shop-made instruments ? Is drilling the
glass and screwing to the wood a practicable method ? (2) I
from direc
am making an electrophorus
tions given in " Electrical Instrument
Making,” by Bottone, but I find some
difficulty in making the mixture of shel
lac, Venice turpentine, and bee's-wax .
I melted the shellac in a meat tin and
then added the wax as suggested , but P
could not induce the two to mix . Could
you give me any idea as to the cause of
my failure ? (3) Could you tellmewhere
to look for_up -to-date information on
“ Wireless Telegraphy " ? I have Mr.
MOTOR
MOTOR
MOTOR
Bottone's book and have made a very
satisfactory receiver from his directions,
Giery 10 9937
but am now anxious for further informa
subjects
tion on such
Marconi's forms
long V
SKETCH OF CONNECTIONS FOR THREE -PHASE WIRING .
modificat
distance
ions,as different
of coherer which have been devised , the
principles of rival systems, etc.
(9400 ) Motor for Bicycle. A. H. S. (Sheffield ) writes : I
The most reliable method would be as
shown in sketch below , where P is the plate
contemplate making a motor attachment for my bicycle, and
should be much obliged if you would enlighten me on the following
and W the wood pulley turned to fit hole in
points : -My bicycle is an ordinary roadster . The frame is 241 ins.,
plate ; B , brass tube which projects slightly at B
and built of 16 gauge tubing I believe. The wheels are built of
one side to prevent the_fibre discs rubbing
15 and 16 gauge spokes, respectively , on solid rims. I should like
against each other. The other plate is
mounted in a similar manner . V. Vulcanised
a motor of at b.h.-p. if the framewould stand it. (1 ) What is the
largest motor the machine would take ? and (2 ) where would the
fibre cemented to plate and fixed to wood
W
by means of wood screws as shown . The
frame require strengthening, and (3) How ? I should like the motor
amount of projection of brass tube beyond
to drive the back wheel direct and not over a jockey pulley . (4)
the vulcanite disc, determines the distance
Would the left compression stay require altering to admit the
between one plate and the other. The
driving ring ? (5) Is the present article complete in itself without
wooden pulleys are, of course, kept in position
the article entitled “ Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them " ?
by suitable collars on the shaft. ( 2) We can
(6 ) I notice various firms advertise sets of motor castings in the
only suggest that you use an ebonite slab in
M.E. I should be glad if you would inform mewhich firm supplies
the mixture. (3) We do not know
stea
the best designed castings and the most reliable ; also (7 ) If the
any book devoted exclusively to this sub
ed
of
?
cases
most
y
in
represent
as
out,
bored
accuratel
is
cylinder
ject and right up-to-date, but “ Signalling
Is your recommendation , I should be glad if you would keep in
Across Space without Wires,” by Lodge,
rnind the fact that I desire to fit the motor to an ordinary roadster,
and published by Electrician Publishing Com
and that I do not want a jockey pulley if I can avoid it. (8) Which
pany, Salisbury Court, Fleet Street, might
do you consider would be the best position to fix the motor ?
be of use to you ; also see a History of
I thought of putting it in front of the bottom bracket, but do not
Wireless Telegraphy," by Fahie, published by
hours
four
work
to
know if cranks would clear. I should be able
Query No.
W. Blackwood & Sons, London and Edin
9996 ,
per week at the job. (9) Would that be sufficient time in which
to construct motor ? If you do not consider my machine suitable
boro' .
for a motor attachment and that I ought to have a special frame
(Peckham )
Volts, and Ohms. V. G. W.
( 10,022 ) 'Amps.,
writes : (1) Would you kindly give me the correct explanation on
built : ( 10 ) What do you think the frame would cost in black
the words Volts, Watts, and Amperes ; also what relation has
finish , and including front forks, ball-head, bottom bracket,bottom
either of them to a candle-power ? (2) Please also tell me how
bracket spindle, cranks, & c., and seat pillar ? (11) What design
many incandescent lamps a 15 -volt 4-amp. dynamo would light ?
would you suggest ? (12) With measurements ? (13) Does any
Would it light a small room ? What power would be necessary to
firmn make Mr. Hawley's design of motor ? ( 14) Could I borrow a
drive it ? (3 ) Kindly also tell me how the gas ignition and elec
set of patterns for Mr. Hawley's 24 h.-p. engine from some other
trical ditto works on a gas engine.
reader, or preferably from Mr. Hawley, as they would be sure to be
(1) All your queries have been answered many times before,
right in the latter case ? Of course, I should be willing to pay for
Regarding the first, we must refer you to an articlewhich appeared
loan of patterns if required, and in any case , carriage. (15) Sup
September roth , 1903 issue, page 247, on " Amperes, Volts and
in
good
I
obtain
could
where
patterns,
of
loan
posing I could get
a voltmeter before switching on the lamps. Ordinary switches
and cut-outs would be arranged in the lamp circuits ; the motor
starting switches would have to be connected according to their
particular design and arrangements .
4
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Ohms." ( 2) This depends on the candle- power of the lamps being
used . Please see recent queries and replies on similar subjects.
(3) This would take some considerable time and space to explain
fully. You should read up any article on the subject in back
numbers of this journal. Mr. Hawley's articles on the “ Motor
Cycle " have dealt with electric ignition , and many recent query
replies have treated of ordinary tube ignition for gas and oil engines
The News of

the

Trade.

• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed .
Novel Model Steam Engines.
Two very good miniature steam engines have been received from
Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co., 20, Kingswell Street, Northampton
one a model steam turbine, and the other a model fire engine. Both
are of excellent finish , and work extremely wel!. The turbine,
which we tested , runs at a rate of 30,000 revs. per minute with a
moderate pressure of 20 lbs., and is remarkable for its perfect
balance at this speed. The fire engine is a very realistic model,
well made and works splendidly. It has two jets and a bypass ;
the suction hose is fitted with a strainer, and the delivery side of
the pump has an efficient air chamber. The small jet will throw a
very fine stream for a distance of some 3 ft., and the other one a
larger stream double this distance. This jet delivers - to use a
model measure of capacity - a teacupful of water per minute con
tinuously, and whilst the engine is working the steady thump,
thump, thump, common to the prototype is present in the model of course , in a proportionate degree .
Good Castings for Small Model Steam Engines
The Northern Modelling Company (late John Lord), of 189,
Abbey Road, Barrow -in- Furness, have sent us some clean , sound ,
gunmetal castings - samples of their in . by it in . stroke model
horizontal engine set - which we can recommend to those reader's
who have not the time or the facilities for making up more ambi
tious designs. The castings are sent out with very workmanlike
drawings, and are supplied also in yellow brass at cheaper rates, full
particulars as to prices and sizes ofthe various sets being contained
in the list issued by this firm .
New

Catalogues and

Lists.

Geo. Goodman & Co., Engineers, East Hayes , Bath .--We
have received from the above firm a price list of machines and
engines manufactured by them , including hand-planing machines,
swivel jaw vices , milling attachments, vertical slides, drilling
spindles, slide-rests, gear cutters, gas and oil engines (for which sets
of castings are also supplied ), petrol bicycle and launch motors,
motor cai engines, & c. List will be sent post free for 1 d . to any
reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER .
0. T. Riches & Co., 4, Gray's Inn Road , London, W.C.
Messrs. G. T. Riches & Co. are supplying the new " Regulation "
tail lamps and number plates for motor cycles and cars. The
lamps are made to show a white light at the side for illuminating
the number plate and a red light to the rear . The number plates
are of enamelled iron ,and oblong or square shapes can be obtained .
List free on application .
Our

New

Competitions.

E are announcing elsewhere in this issue par
WEticulars of a new competition , in which
substantial prizes are offered to those who
obtain new subscribers to our journal. Readers
who reside in industrial centres or who are engaged
in large works should be able , without much diffi
culty , to introduce THE MODEL ENGINEER to many
new people who would be interested in its pages,
and we hope that as many as possible of our friends
will take an active part in this scheme.
Model Locomotive Competition .
( Preliminary Announcement.)
As probably many of our readers will take a
fancy to THE MODEL ENGINEER locomotive shown
in the coloured plate given with this issue, we have
decided to offer a silver medal, a bronze medal,
and several certificates for the best models built
to this design .
Whilst minor alterations will be allowed without

loss ofmarks, the modelmust be made substantially
to the published design , and should not exceed the
over-all dimensions given , nor should the dimensions
of the loading gauge be in any way increased. 17:1
The competing models will be judged by the
Editor, in conjunction with a Committee of the
London Society of Model Engineers, and will be
exhibited at one of the Society's meetings.
The
prizes will be awarded for the quality of workman
ship , finish , and the capabilities of the locomotive
on the track or testing apparatus. The models must
be finished by December 31st, 1904. Further de
tails of the arrangements of the competition and
delivery of the models will be given in a future
issue; but, in the meantime, we shall be pleased to
hear the views of our readers on the nature of the
final conditions.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whe.hr
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the eventof
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointmunt in advance,
This journal will b : sent pos: free to any address for 138. Der
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the pap r.
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c .,for review ,to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
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Wimshurst Machine.
By JOHN GAME.

MR. JOHN GAME's WIMSHURST MACHINE .

THIS machine, with the exception of the driving
pulleys, was made entirely by myself, and
T
has taken up about a year of my spare time.
It has two glass plates, 18 ins. diameter, cut from
common window glass, with an il- in . hole in the
centre of each. There are twenty- four sectors on
each plate. The plates have a piece of flannel be
tween the glass and the wood bosses, and are stuck
on with seccotine. I have never had any trouble
with the plates coming off the bosses or cracking.
They run
in . apart on a 7- in . cast steel spindle .
The conductors are it-in . brass tube, with 2 - in .

balls sweated into the ends of them . Each con
ductor is supported on two glass rods. Instead of
a row of points, I have only one point on each side
of the plates. The Leyden jars are 10 ins. high
and 2 ins. diameter , coated inside and out, 2 ins.
high , with tinfoil. The } in . brass rod is bent into
the form of a hook terminated with a -in . ball so
as to hook over the conductors. The Leyden jars
stand in wooden cups screwed to the base . There
is a brass plate in the bottom of each cup, which is
connected with a large terminal screwed on to the
base. Then, when the machine is working, vacuum
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tubes can at once be connected to the outer cover
ings of the jars through these terminals ; or the
coverings can be connected together with a brass
rod , as shown in the photo .
The driving pulleys are 7 ins. diameter : the
base and uprights are made of whitewood , 1- in .
and { -in ., respectively , stained dark walnut and
French polished . The base measures 14 ins. by
23 ins., and is supported on four china feet ; the
spark balls are in , and 14 ins. diameter.

A

Method of Cutting Steam
Turbine Blades .

By T. P.
ting turbine blades
HE following method of
y be accomplished by anyone who is the
THma
possessor of a lathe, either with or without a
slide-rest.

* ck

X
Centre line
of lathe
Centre line of
ring and blade
curualure

PK
Fig . 4.- ANOTHER FORM OF BLADE.

FIG . 3.- EXPANDED PLAN OF BLADES .
In very dry weather I can get 6 -in . sparks from
the machine, but in ordinary dry weather 51-in .
sparks at about two a second when the plates are
revolving about 380 revolutions per minute . The
machine will light 2 ft. of vacuum tubes brilliantly
when connected to the terminals , and the spark
balls open about
in . The whole of the turning
and drilling on the machine was done on a 34-in.
centre lathe by Holmes & Co., costing 175. 6d .

Before starting to describe the method of forming
the blades , the writer would like to say that it was
not till he saw the Rev. Bredi:) Nayler'smethod that
he began to think how the amateur might cut a very
well -formed blade with the crudest of tools. The
writer may also say that he has never seen this
method employed professionally.
It is common knowledge that Laval blades are
drop forged , that Parsons blades are rolled and
fixed into the cylinder and spindle grooves by loose
packing pieces ; further, it may not be so generally

The Society ofModel Engineers .

Rsports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
BNGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
Ilcular issue of received a cleas nine days before its actual
date of publication .)
London .
Intending exhibitors at the forthcoming
Conversazione are again requested to imme
diately communicate particulars of their
Portland
exhibits to Mr. H. Sanderson
House , Basinghall Street, if they have not
already done so . The Committee are most
anxious to see as many models as possible,
whether they have been exhibited at pre
vious Conversaziones or not.
FUTURE MEETINGS. -The next ordinary
Meeting will take place on Monday, Febru
ary ist, and the following one on Thursday ,
March 3rd . — HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon .
Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E ,

THE Decimal Association have resolved to
introduce into the House of Lords early next
Session a Bill for the compulsory adoption of the
metric weights and measures throughout the
United Kingdom . The first reading of the Bill
will be moved by Lord Belhaven , and seconded by
Lord Kelvin .

Packing disc se

Clamp

Blade ring
Fig

2.-- END VIEW .

Fig . 5. - PACKING Disc .

known that now some leading firmsof steam turbine
builders are using blades cut out of the solid .
Some enterprising amateur might construct a
Parsons turbine by cutting so many rings, and put
ting them on a spindle. The cylinder rings would
require to bemade in halves with the blades formed
on the inside curvature of the halved rings. A very
successful model might be made in this way , as the
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difficulty of obtaining and fixing well-formed blades
of such small section would be overcome.
Fig . I should be clear to anyone who takes the
trouble to think for a few minutes. It will be seen
that the ring from which the blades are to be cut
swings on the centre A , B , at a radius R above the
line of lathe centres ; it may just as well be placed
at radius R below the lathe centres, as may be most
convenient.
The cranked arm may be bolted either to the top
of slide-rest, or to the lathe bed .
It will be easily seen that if the ring be placed in
the vertical centre of the lathe, and fed up to the
milling tool by the traverse screw of slide-rest to the
required depth , and then swung through an angle at
the radius R sufficient to clear the milling tool, a
groove will be cut, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Those not possessing a slide-rest may accomplish
this by allowing an amount of play between the
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blades were formed as in Fig . 1 , and then a small
amount turned off the one side of ring.
Fig . 3 shows a blacle of somewhat more difficult
construction ; here the pitch of the blade is not de
termined by the diameter of cutter and the thickness
of blade.
Taking R ? (Fig . 3 ) it will be noticed that at posi
tions X and X ' of the milling tool limit the greatest
angle at which the ring may be swung through ; for,
if continued , the milling tool would be cut into the
back of the next blade.
To form the back of the same blade it is necessary
to turn the ring round on the packing disc through
the distance- C , and with a new radius ( R ™) swing
the ring through an angle sufficient to cut to the
side of ring .
The writer deems it advisable to cut all the fronts
of the blades first with radius Rº, turning the ring
round through the distance P (which is the pitch ) for

Clamp

Sleeve (or bush) fixed
Cranked arm to slide rest

Spindle blade ring

Taper of
cutter

Collar

А

Packing disc

B

Centre line
of, lathe

Packing piece

Chuck

Clamping screw

centres
lathe
of
Height

Milling tool
Lathe mandre)

Slide rest

Screw
Sliding Sleeve :

Bed of lathe
Fig . 1. - ARRANGEMENT FOR CUTTING STEAM TURBINE BLADES.
collar and the bush (Fig. 1 ) equal to the length of
blade, and a small amount for clearance between
point of milling tool and ring, and feed up by
hand.
The next operation is to slacken clamping screw
( Fig. 1 ), and turn the ring round on the packing
disc ( shown in elevation in Fig . 5 ) to where the next
groove has to be cut, leaving a space in between
which is the blade.
It will be seen that with the ring mounted on the
vertical centre of the lathe that the pitch of the
blades equals the diameter of the cutter + the
thickness of the blade at the centre of the blade
curvature, which in this case is the vertical centre
of lathe. The greatest width of blade (or thickness
of ring ) is fixed by the diameter of milling tool and
radius R.
Fig . 4 shows an expanded plan of ring, with the
centre of curvature of blade slightly off the vertical
centre of lathe; this is , in effect, the same as if the

every blade. Then to set the sliding sleeve ( Fig . 1 )
to the radius R ?, and cut the backs of the blades.
The pitch in this case is equal to the diameter of
milling tool + distance C + thickness of blade.
To obtain a blade parallel through its length , it is
necessary to taper milling tool as shown in Fig . 1.
The writer regrets that he has not been able to
actually try this method of cutting steam turbine
blades, though he has seen a somewhat similar
method used for forming large steam turbine blades
by means of copying grooves and a travelling cutter

The Great Western Railway Company have a
scheme for the construction of a new harbour and
works at Weymouth , which will admit vessels of
all sizes, and at any hour of the tide, and also a
line from the new dock railway along the Ad
miralty breakwater, which will enable the company
to convey coal to the war vessels in Portland Roads
with the utmost expedition .
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The “ Model Engineer "
motive ,

Loco

By HENRY GREENLY .

Should any difficulty occur in the matter of ob
taining the wood planed to the correct thickness ,
the writer would recommend the purchase of one
of the cheap whitewood drawing set-squares sold
for about 2d . each , as the best material for the
purpose.
In all future drawings, the refinement of a separate
smokebox shell will be omitted , and the smokebox
and boiler shell consist of one piece of tube, 34 ins.
outside diameter .

Š

1.--GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE DESIGN .
(Continued from page 16.)
'HE leading dimensions of the model, many of
THIwhich are not given on the drawings already
published, are as follows :
Driving wheels : Diameter on tread .. 35-16 ins.
14
No. of spokes
Bogie wheels : Diameter on tread
2 3-16 ins
11-32 in .
Leading axle : Diameter at journal
Diameter in centre
5-16
Driving axle : Diameter
5-16
Bogie axles : Diameter
Distance between piston -rod and
valve spindle
10
ins.
Side tanks : Length
Height from footplates ..
3-32 ,,
in .
Width
Width over side-plates .. 5
ins.
Main frames: Maximum width outside 23
3.5-16 ,
Bunker : Length
54
Width
Width over cab
43
41
Radius of roof (underside)
in .
Buffer beams : Depth
ins.
Width
Footplates : Width
57-16 ,
The accompanying cross sectional view through
the smokebox of the locomotive (Fig . 2 ) shows,
amongst other things, the arrangement of the
cylinders. These are cast in one piece , with the
valve chest on the top , and to get over the difficulty
of finding a ready exit for the exhaust steam , with
the least amount of pattern making possible , the
exhaust passage passes through the steam chest.
This course would , it goes without saying , be
very objectionable in a large engine where expan
sion in the cylinder lowers the temperature of the
final volume to a considerable degree, but no evil
effects will make themselves evident in the case in
point. The mass of metal in the cylinders in pro
portion to heat contained in the steam is large, and
will hold the heat. The expansion of the steam in
the cylinder being out of the question , the exhaust
will not be much lower in temperature than the
initial steam , and any losses that may accrue on this
head , will bemore than made up by the superheater.
It will be noted that the distance between the
centres of the cylinders is greater than is absolutely
necessary . However, the designer has in mind the
standardisation of model locomotive details, and
readers -- more especially model manufacturers
--using castings are advised to adhere to the dimen
sions on the drawings, as they will then find that
the same patterns for the " valves-on - top ” cylinders
will come in for designs with the valves below , in
which the exhaust passage of necessity has to pass
between the two cylinders.
Between the cylinder casting and the main
frames of the engine on both sides , the insertion of
thin pieces of wood is recommended . This will
the cylinders
prevent the easy passage of eat fro
to the frames, and, besides making the engine more
comfortable to handle whilst under steam , will, to
some extent, reduce cylinder condensation .
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Fig . 2 .---CROSS-SECTION THROUGH SMOKEBOX .
( Scale :
full size.)
The dome, depicted in the coloured plate, is
nerely an ornament. This, for a water-tube boiler ,
is the simplest course, as a single dome cannot be
recommended under any circumstances and the
inner domeof the double arrangement must, in any
case, be made readily removable so that repairs to
the boiler proper will be facilitated . In this con
nection the writer must warn the maker against
permanently fitting a steam dome to the inner
barrel (the boiler proper ), as, on assembling the
parts, it will be found impossible to insert the latter
into the outer shell — that is, if the water-tubes are
fitted in accordance with the drawings.
In the next issue , details of main frames will be
given , following with full-size drawings of the
cylinders and motion parts , and also of the wheels.
(To be continued.)
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Workshop Notes and Notions.

Taper Turning Attachment.
By S. MALONE .

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. Al matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.[

Referring to the tapering attachment in the issue
of the M.E. for November 5th , I made one some
years ago, and found that it turned round on the
barrel when it was out of the centre a long way ,
especially when the job was rough , Again , the

Overcoming a Lathe Difficulty .
By E. FITZGERALD .
It very often occurs that a piece of work is too
large or too long to go in the lathe, and the model
maker has to fix up some arrangement to get the

A

B
ICOQOLDO

1B

4

ells

METHOD OF OVERCOMING A LATHE DIFFICULTY .

work done. The accompanying sketch shows a
steel rod to be screwed with a square thread at B.
As the rod was too long to go between centres and
no steady rest was obtainable, the job was accom
plished in themanner shown .
The tail-stock spindle and screw were removed ,
and a piece of steel rod A was driven in . A hole

Hole for
á "Set- screw
iscrew to
fix slide.
mild
steel

lah

A
,

slide

in

FIG . 2.
:-GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF ATTACHMENT.
type of attachment referred to has to be moved by
knocking, and to overcome this difficulty I devised
one with a screw adjustment shown in the accom panying sketch . This drawing is very clear, and
will explain itself. The stock of the attachment
fits over the barrel, and is secured by a set
screw .

С

167

SECTION

B.B.

-1

Steel
centre

B.

Bored
To fit

B

Ibarrel
SECTION C.C.
SECTION AA.
Fig . 1. - DETAILS OF TAPER - TURNING ATTACHMENT.

was then drilled through and
the size of the
served as a steady for the rod . The piece of rod
that was held in the chuck was afterwards cut off.

SILVER loses its lustre and becomes tarnished
after prolonged use . It can be treated by various
methods to restore its lustre,the choice of themethod
depending on the appearance presented by the silver.
If the articles are only slightly tarnished, the fol
lowing is the most suitable method :-A mixture
should be prepared consisting of three parts of best
washed and purified chalk , and one part of white
soap, water being added till a thin paste is formed,
which should be rubbed with a dry brush , the rub
bing being continued till the articles are quite
bright. As a substitute, whiting, mixed with
caustic animonia (spirit of sal-ammoniac) to form a
paste may be used . This mixture is very effective
in cleaning silver, but is attended with the disad
vantage that it has a very unpleasant smell and
strongly excites the lachrymal glands.
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Lessons in

Workshop

Practice.

V. - Drills, How to Make and Use them .
By Chas. W. Cook .

(Continued from page 629 , Vo ?um . IX . )
" HE next type of drill to be described is the

---

Farmer lathe drill (Fig . 1 ). This drill is an
extremely useful tool, particularly for use on small,
thin brass work , and brass and gunmetal gene
rally, some of its advantages being its freedom from
the tendency to catch in the work when coming
through a hole --- the chief disadvantage with a
twist drill - its power of cutting a clean , smooth
straight hole, and the possibility of being able to
make it with the ordinary lathe accessories . Most

Fig . 1. - STRAIGHT FLUTED DRILL .

Fig . 3 - DRILL IN COURSE OF MAKING .

1

of the remarks on the twist drill in the preceding
chapter apply also to this drill, the only difference
between the two being that in this case the flutes or
grooves are made straight along the drill, instead
of being made spiral. It is usually made with a
straight shank , and in sizes from 1-16th in . to į in .,
increasing by 1-32nd in ., the length of the 1-16th in .
size being about 21 ins., and the length of flute about
i in .; the } in . size 6 ins. long, and length of fute
about 4 ins. Personally, I prefer this drill to any
other for use on brass and gunmetal for all holes of
a depth not longer than the drill would be between
the limits given , and for diameters from } in . up
wards, using it in both the drilling machine and
lathe. It should not be fed into the work or
rotated as fast as the twist drill, as, owing to its
straight flutes, the cuttings do not get away so
quickly or easily ; consequently , it does not cut so
quickly , and is more liable to jam in the hole, and
moreover it should , if possible , be kept for brass
work and not used on iron or steel ; it also cuts
better on brass if lubricated with a little tallow
rubbed on and along it each time it is withdrawn
from the hole when cutting. Like the twist drill,
these drills (obtainable at the tool stores) are superior
to the home-inade article ; but for those who would
like to try their hand at making them the following
instructions will probably be of service. The tools
required will be a milling attachment, a cutter of the
shape Fig . 2, and an emery wheel of small size to be
mounted on milling attachment. For our example
we will take a drill of 1 in . diameter, and for this we
shall require a piece of tool steel abut 64 ins. long and
9-16ths in . diameter, which we anneal by heating it
up to a red heat and burying it in lime or ashes to
coo ! out It is then centered at both ends ,
and centres drilled up and turned to the
shape shown (Fig . 3), turning it slightly taper
and smaller towards the shank , and leaving
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it full to size . The taper should be very slight,
the drill being practically paralle! for about
half its length , and the object of turning down at
the point is to enable the end being broken off after
drill has been finished . The drill being turned , the
next step is to mill the flutes or grooves, and to
manage this the milling attachment must be fixed
up on the slide-rest and the cutter arranged so that
the centre ofcutter corresponds to the centre of tail
stock centre, the drill and the lathe mandrel being
made fast so that drill will not move during the
milling. A cut is now taken along the drill to
within about 1 in . of the end of the body ; the drill
is then rotated exactly one-half a revolution and
another cut taken , continuing thus until the re
quired depth has been reached . The depth of each
groove nunst be exactly the same, the thickness of the
bottom being about one- sixth the diameter; conse
quently , the depth of grooves for the } in . drill, to
be precise, will be 5-24ths in ., and the
thickness I- 12th in ., or approximately 3-16ths
in . full and 3-32nds in . respectively ; the
width of groove at the top is approximately
the length of one side of a square drawn
within a circle of the same diameter as the
drill ( Fig. 4 ), which for a din . drill
The grooves
would be in . bare.
being cut, the drill is ready for the
next operation ---that of hardening
and tempering - and it is just here
Grind here
where the greatest care is necessary ,
or the job will undoubtedly be
The drill should be heated for about
spoiled .
two- thirds the length of the flutes to a bright
cherry -red in a fire made preferably of char
coal, or charcoal and cinders, the drill being con
stantly turned in the fire to ensure equal heating ,
care being taken not to over-heat ; and when
the required heat is obtained , withdraw it from
the fire and plunge it vertically into a bath of
boiled water, moving it briskly about, or the
steain which is generated by the contact of the
hotmetal with the water will prevent the cold water
reaching it and endanger the success of the
operation . Any vessel, such as a pail that will con
tain about three or four gallons, will answer for the
bath, and thewater should just have the chill off. I
have found that it is better , when hardening this
class of tool, to withdraw the steel from the water

Fig . 2 .
CUTTER .

Fig . 4 .
Fig . 5 .
END VIEW Ox DRILLS .
when the hissing has almost died away, and plunge
it into a bath of oil and let cool out. The drill should
now be dead hard , and if the heating and quenching
has been successful will show a uniform grey surface,
free from cracks, and should now be rubbed bright
along one side with a piece of emery cloth , after
which the finger should be very lightly rubbed
once along the polished surface ; if this is not done,
the colours which appear when tempering will not
be the correct ones .
The drill is now ready for tempering, and to do
this a piece of gas barrel or steam pipe from about
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1 } ins. to 2 ins. in diameter is required . The pipe
(about 18 ins. long ) is placed in the middle of the
fire, and heated to a good red heat for about 10 ins.
of its length ; it is then withdrawn from the fire, and
the drill held by a pair of tongs, is held in the heated
portion of the pipe in such a way that the hardened
part of drill is in the heated part of pipe, and is not
allowed to touch the sides ofthe pipe ; it should also
be slightly rotated while in the tube to ensure equal
heating , and when a dark straw colour appears

FIG .
DIAMOND
POINTED
FLAT
DRILL

$ 50

600

E 끝

А

Fig . 7. - DRILL SHOWING
" Lip ."

along the fluted portion of drill, which is ascertained
by frequent withdrawals from the tube, it is
plunged (again vertically ) into the water and cooled
oat. The drill, when cold , is wiped dry and placed
between the centres of lathe, and it will probably be
discovered that it has warped a little in the harden
ing, and this must be corrected with a small emery
wheel mounted and revolving in or on a milling
attachment or drill spindle fixed to slide-rest of
lathe. The drill is ground to size, taking care to
make it — if anything -slightly smaller at the back
of shank end and backed off from the flutes or
grooves as shown in the end view (Fig . 5 ).
It will not be necessary to grind the Autes ; but
a thin emery wheel should be mounted and rotated
on drilling spindle for the purpose of grinding the
place marked with an arrow ( Fig. 3) to as small a
diameter as possible , after which the end should be
carefully knocked off, and the cutting edges at the
end , which are turned to the correct angle, are
backed off by grinding, as described for the twist
dril .
The next type of drill to be described is the well
known diamond -pointed fat drill (Fig . 6 ), not
nearly so extensively used now as hefore the intro
duction of the twist drill, owing to the disadvantage
of having to constantly withdraw it when drilling
holes of any depth for the purpose of clearing the
hole, the difficulty of making it drill a true hole, and
the necessity of re - forging and re -grinding after
being ground once or twice. However, its dis
advantages are to some extent counter -balanced
by the fact that it is easy to make, and consequently
cheap , and formany purposes where accuracy is not
essential it answers very well. For use in the
drilling machine these drills are best made from
steel of round section and held in a small, self-cen
tering drill chuck ; for use in a ratchet brace they
are provided with a tapered square shank , and may

be forged from either round or square steel , and
for use in the lathe may also be of either round
or square section . The methods of using in the
lathe will be dealt with in the next article on
Bits."
For use on wrought iron , copper, zinc, tin , etc.,
these drills should be provided with a ' lip
ground or forged along each cutting edge, as shown
(Fig . 7 !, which greatly increases its cutting power
and drills a cleaner hole ; but this form of drill
should not be used for brass or gunmetal, the drill
for these metals being made flat. Another form of
flat drill is that shown at Fig . ” , known as the square
end or " tit ” drill , used for the purpose of flattening
the bottoms of holes ; the point or tit ” should be
made in the centre of the drill, and should be thinned
down to a point both ways ; this point or tit  ܙܝis
for the purpose of guiding and steadying the drill
when cutting : the sides B have no clearance, as
these are not intended to cut, and should not have
sharp edges, and should be made to fit the hole ; it
is bestmade from a piece of silver steel flattened out
at the end and filed up to shape.
Fig. 2 at A and B represent two other forms of
flat drill used for drilling slots and keyways, and
also in the case of B for drilling holes in thin sheet
metal and for drilling slots ; it is also best made
froin silver steel forged at the end to a little more
than the required width and thickness, and held in
the chuck and turned to the desired shape and
finished with a file . Fig 10 is the “ pin ” drill,
another type of flat drill, and a most useful tool,
used for facing the outer or top faces of holes, the
pin A fitting the hole, and, like the " tit," or point
of the " tit ” drill, is for the purpose of guiding and
steadying the drill and to keep it true with the hole.
These drills, when for use in small holes, are also
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Fig . 9. - DRILLS FOR SLOTS
AND KEYWAYS.
Fig . 8.- " TIT ” Drill ,
best made from silver steel of a diameter a little
larger than the diameter of the finished pin , and are
forged at the end away back from the pin , which
should be in length not less than half the diameter
of the hole it is going to fit, but working better and
steadier if made of the same length as the diameter
of the hole. The thickness of the flat at the cutting
edges should be about a quarter the width of thedrill.
After forging , these drills should be centred at both
ends and placed in the lathe, the pin , cutting
edges , and sides being turned up true, the back
ing off of the cutting edges being done with the file ,
just leaving the marks of the turning tool visible ,
which will ensure the drill being true and the cutting
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eriges of equal height. These drills should be tem
pered to a deep straw colour, and should be run at a
slower speed than is usual for flat drills, and for use
on wrought iron and steel should be lubricated with
oil. It is often the case that when wanting to face
the top face of a hole the only drill at hand has a pin
sinaller than the hole ; the drill may, however,
be made to do by making a ring or bush to fit the
pin , and also fitting the hole . Another form of pin
drill suitable for both top and bottom faces is that
shown at Fig. 11, and is easier to make than the
foregoing one, no forging being required. A piece
of silver steel of the same diameter as the hole to be
faced is drilled at right-angles to its length , and

FIG . 10. - PIN DRILL .

o

another smaller piece of steel driven tightly into the
hole ; this piece is filed to form two cutting edges,
and is hardened and tempered . When used to face
the under face of a hole, the hole being deep , the
drill body is filed a little smaller in diameter than the
hole along its length to within about the same dis
tance from the cutting edges as pin on other side.
When used for large holes, the cutter may be pre
vented from moving by a small setscrew , a hole
being drilled and tapped in rod for this purpose.
These little pin drills are very useful for many pur
poses, and I have used them , for instance, in the
repair of musical instruments, for re-facing the holes
for the keys of flutes, and for experiments oi this
kind in connection with instruments for the pro
duction of sound.
There are still other varieties of the flat drill, but
the ones mentioned are those chiefly used in engi
neering practice. As previously mentioned , the
flat drill is easy to niake, and for those who may not
have such workshop accessories as the forge and
anvil, I might suggest that the kitchen fire and a
flat-iron make very good substitutes, and for the
material for making the drills silver steel sold in
13-in . lengths is the best for the purpose . When
forging, heat the steel to a bright cherry red and
begin hammering from behind the point or end ,
striking alternately on one side and then the other,
working the steel out to the required width and
thickness ; reheat as few times as possible, and
allow the steel to cool out itself, and when cool,
grind or file to shape and size ; the angle of cutting
edges (A , Fig . 6 ) being between 45º and 60 °, and
for most purposes the angle will be found to be
about right at 50 ° ; when used as a large drill to
enlarge a small hole, the angle of 45º is the best ;
and when for cutting hard steel, it works better
when the angle is nearer 60 °. The point B should
be made as thin as is consistent with the strength
of the drill, the metal being tapered down to the
point when forging, as shown at A , Fig . 7 , and is
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for small drills of about 1 in ., about 1-32nd in .
thick ; the sides C should be made a little smaller
in width at the back end , and in length should be
about one-third the width of the drill. To obtain
the best results, the point of drill niust be exactly
in the centre, or the drill will tend to cut a larger
hole than the drill, which should rotate quite true.
To harden the drill, it should be heated to a bright
cherry - red at the point and for some little distance
beyond , withdrawn from the fire and dipped in
cold water for about two -thirds the length of the
part that was heated, dipping it gradually, a little
at a time, to avoid a sharp change in the metal
from hardness to softness , holding it in the water
until the hissing has almost entirely ceased , when
it is withdrawn and briskly rubbed on one side at
the end and beyond it, with a piece of sandstone
such as bathbrick or a piece of old grindstone and
held so that the light falls on it, when , if the heating
and dipping has been properly performed - and
success in this operation can only be acquired by
practice , the heat of that part of the tool that has
not been dipped will be slowly imparted to the
cooled part and will be indicated by the appearance
of colours beginning with a faint straw colour, and
passing through the various shades of yellow to a
brown straw , purple and blue, and finally to a blue
green, when the steel is again soft.
The degree of hardness to which fat drills should
be tempered , varies with the metal they are to be
used upon , and also on the size of the drill : the
stouter the drill the higher the degree of hardness
or temper, and when used for drilling copper or
lead , for instance , would not need to be so hard as
when used on steel or glass. Generally speaking,
Aat drills for small holes, when used for metals other
than hard steel, or glass , or chilled iron and some of
the harder less used metals , should , when a dark
straw colour appears at the cutting edges, be quickly
plunged into cold water and allowed to cool out';
it will then be found that the cutting edges and
point are at about the right degree of hardness, and
the rest of the drill soft. It will sometimes be
found that the colours do not show a disposition to
appear, due to a too long immersion in the water,
the drill should then be laid on a red hot iron or
plate, or held over a gas flame, taking care not to

Fig

11. - ANOTHER FORM OF PIN DRILL.

let the cutting edges come into contact with either,
and in most cases this will have the desired result
of producing the colours. The drill will necessarily
have to be made harder for such metal as steel, and
the colour at which the drill should be plunged into
water would , in this case, be a lighter shade of straw
or yellow . Drills for use on hardened steel or glass
should be heated to a bright red and quickly
plunged into a lump of common brown soap or
tallow , and when required to be very hard , should
be plunged and allowed to cool out in mercury .
Another method when the size of the drills permit ,
is to heat to a red heat in molten lead and quickly
drive it into a block of cold lead , and allow it to
remain and cool out. Very small drills may be
made from small steel wire filed or ground , tapering
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to a point at one end, carefully heated and flattened
with one single light blow with a light hammer ;
or what is better still, made from an ordinary
sewing needle , these being tapered towards the
point require no filing ; all that is necessary is to
break off the point, heat it carefully, and as before,
flatten it at the end with one light blow with a
small hammer , afterwards filing it up to shape and
size with a small dead -smooth file , or grind on a
small eniery wheel. To harden these small drills,
a good plan is to heat them to a red heat in an
ordinary fish -tail gas burner, taking care not to
allow them to become white hot and immediately
plunge them into a lump of tallow or tallow candle,
this method effecting both the hardening and tem
pering at one operation . Generally , flat drills
should not run at so high a rate of speed as twist
drills, and when using it on hard cast or chilled iron,
and the size of the iron admits of its being heated,
it is a good plan to heat it up and on the place
where hole is to be drilled place a piece of sulphur
and allow to melt, taking care to use only enough
to flow over the spot where drill is to enter . The
sulphur combining with the iron softens it and
thus enables the drill to enter.
The next article will deal with the subject of
“ Bits."
(To be continued .)

Harmonographs.
By ALFRED H. AVERY , A.I.E.E.
'HE title conveys a hazy idea to most people ,
plicated curves supposed to have some bear
ing on acoustics, and relating to the visible produc
tion of sound waves . It is rather difficult to explain
how such a connection of ideas originated , unless the
experiments ofMM . Tis.ey and Lissajous, who are
believed to have first brought the instrument into
use, are responsible . These scientists, more espe
cially the latter, certainly established the identity
between some of the curves resulting from the
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harmonograph and those produced by a spot of
light reflected on to a screen from the tip of vibrat
ing tuning forks.
But the scope of the harmono
graph as an exploratory instrument into the realms
of science, certainly ought not to end there, for if
energy of every description is to be regarded (as it
now is) as some form of harmonic vibration , or more
strictly pulsation , surely it must be conceded that
this instrument is equally adaptable to the resolu.
tion and analysing of compound pulsations set up
by any such disturbances as sound, light, heat, and
electricity. The subject is fraught with interest,
and opinion is much divided thereon ; but it is
certain that there is room for a vast deal of research
along these lines with the assistance of an instru
ment which is , to a great degree , capable of resolving
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such problems as the nature and form of energy into
visible cause and effect : where the development of
effect is so slowed down as to be easily followed by
the human intellect, so that the observer may the
more easily grasp mentally the process of formation
of these wave curves, which , if exhibited at their
natural rates of vibration , would be alike invisible
to the eye, and inconceivable to the mind of man .
Matter in a state of absolute rest, were such a
thing possible, exhibits no properties in particular,
beyond its own characteristic appearance : impart
vibration to its molecules however , gradually in
creasing the rate — and what happens ? Firstly, the
formation of Sound , rising from the lowest to the
highest audible notes ; becoming Heat as the rate
increases, passing from invisible or black heat to
visible heat or Lightwithout heat, through the inter
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mediary stages of red to white into that region of
ultra violet or Invisible Light, on and on into still
more rapid vibration until electric and magnetic
waves make their appearance manifest ; it may be
that as the rate still further increases phenomena
are developed , the presence of which we have as yet
no senses for recognising, or instruments sufficiently
delicate to detect .
Vibration is to be viewed in the above sense as a
kind of oscillatory movement in the molecules of
matter undergoing such various influences - a recip
rocating motion of equal amplitude in both its
positive and negative directions, no matter whether
it be propagated in a vertical, horizontal. diagonal,
or any other direction . In fact, it should be con
sidered as “ pulsation ," or compression and expan
sion taking place in individual molecules. It will
be readily apparent on consideration that the trans
ference of pulsations, such as these, must take place
as a conseqnence of atomic inelasticity whereby the
whole body is affected by any iinp'ilse, wherever
applied : no translation of the molecules, as a whole,
takes place, except, perhaps, at the moment of
impulse, and even then for an infinitely brief space
of time.
How then can we account for the influence and
transference of such phenomena as sound, light,
heat, or electric waves to a distance with no material
connection to the source of energy ? There are two
connecting links in such a case : the air, and that
hypothetical imponderable something called the
luminiferous ether ” whose existence is assumed
for the sake of scientific reasoning, but which is
accepted only in place of a better explanation which
may some day be forthcoming. It is taken for
granted that the ether can penetrate the uttermost
limits of the universe, and that molecules ofmatter
in any form are surrounded by this indefinable sub
stance; everything is permeated with it — the densest
metal known to the chemist and the highest state of
vacuum attainable by artificial or natural means :
whilst among its other properties, contradictory
though it may seem , in face of the foregoing, is that
ofperfect inelasticity , by virtue ofwhich it is enabled
to transmit and convey to infinite remoteness any
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manifestation of energy without the necessity for
tangible and material connection ,
It is this im
ponderable substance, for instance, which brings us
light from stars so remote that, notwithstanding the
incredible speed with which light is known to travel,
some thousands of years are occupied in its transi
tion across the stupendous gulf of space : it is the
agency by which wederive our daily light, heat, and
life from the sun itself : it is the one connecting link
of the universe without which living creatures
would lose every power of recognising the hundred
and one exterior influences which form by far the
greater part of our daily lives.
It is evident, therefore, that vibration does not
depend for its existence on the presence of solid
matter to be set in motion : vibrations may be
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but infinitely more complex, state . Either method
will afford the investigator both pleasure and in
struction , and likewise in either instance no better
aid to investigation can be invoked than the services
of this extremely interesting but little known in
strument.
The word " harmonograph ) is used in rather a
wide sense, for it has included at one time or an
other, pretty well every device ever invented for
tracing geometrical figures, from the simple vibrat
ing tuning fork and the geometric chuck to the
beautiful complicated mechanisms invented by Mr.
J. A. Austin for the summation of a large number
of different pulsations by mechanical means into
one compound figure. All such instruments, how
ever, can be classified under one of two headings,
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ARRANGEMENT
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aetheric as well as material, and there is nothing to
lead us to suppose that the visible sound figures
produced on the screen by Lissajous resulting from
vibrations set up in steel tuning forks differ in any
essential particulars from the invisible vibrations
set up in the ether by electric or other waves in their
propagation through space.
The principaldifficulty wehave to contend against,
however , lies in the fact that with natural pheno
mena extremely complex vibrations would be the
rule, and a simple combination of two vibrations or
pulsations as indicated by the ordinary two-pen
dulum harmonograph quite the exception . It is
most important what attitude we. adopt at this
crucial point, for it is one at which many men of
science have taken diverse paths. and it lies with
the student to choose here whether he will learn
to construct his theories on natural phenomena
from the study of pulsation in its simplest form of
combination , or whether he shall plunge at once in
medias res and tackle the subject in its more natural,

and are found to be either actuated by gravitational
cr mechanical influences. In the first class, the
mechanism takes the form of pendulums which ,
when set in motion , continue to trace out the figure
under the influence of gravity unti: brought to a
standstill through frictional causes. In the second
class, a train of gearing levers and slides, compli
cated to a greater or lesser degree, gives the neces
sary movement to the various parts of theapparatus,
and the motion continues only so long as the me
chanical driving power is sustained .
As the former class, to which all pendulum instru
ments belong, is by far the simplest to construct ; we
shall naturally turn to these first - and here , again ,
before we have got very deeply into the matter, do
we find that a sub -division of this first class is again
permissible : we have the option of giving either a
straight line, an elliptic, or a rotary movement to
the pendulums, according to the method of their
suspension , each method greatly modifying the form
of the resultant figure.
The simplest of all forms is, undoubtedly, the
two-pendulum instrument with each pendulum
vibrating in one plane only , and a short description
of the method of constructing this simple appliance
is here given . The essential parts (as with any
form of harmonograph ) consist of:--pendulums,
table , pen, and support or framework . Fig. I shows
the general arrangements, and , although dimensions
are given , a good deal of latitude is allowable .
The lettered parts requiring special explanation are
shown in sectional detail in the same figure.
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1. - Stand : 3 ft. 6 ins. by 1 } ins. gas barrel, with
flange at either end.
B. – Framework of 4 ins. by it ins. pine, in the
form of a T -square , the long arm 24 ins., and
the crosshead 18 ins. in length
C. - Wooden table to support paper on which
figure is traced . Height from base to top ,
3 ins. ; size of table , 4 ins. by 4 ins.
D , D. - Main pendulum weights of iron or lead,
10 lbs. each . Not adjustable .

FIG . 2 .
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K , K. - Pendulum rods, 3 ft. 6 ins. by in . round
iron .
L , L. - Connecting- rods of white pine, tapering
from ſ in . to
in . wide, and } in . to 1 in .
thick , with penholder attached to thin end
of lower rod , as shown in enlarged sketch of
H.
With this instrument the main weights to the pen
dulums are fixed , and alteration of the ratio of vibra
tion is effected by sliding up or down the adjustable
counterweight J - a device which saves a great deal
of room , since it must be remembered that the rate
of change in time of pendular vibration varies as
the square of the length of pendulum rod i.e., if
the ratio of 2 : 1 be required , one pen
dulum rod must be four times (not
twice) the length of the other . The
counterweight device overcomes this
drawback by slowing down the rate
of the pendulum
to which it is
attached the farther it is removed from
the point of suspension - after the manner of Pin
fold's metronome.
With this simple harmonograph , a great variety
of figures can be obtained ranging between ratios
1 : 1 and 1 : 3, a few of the typical results being
figured here, Figs, 2 , 3, 4 , and 5 .
There is no par
construc
ticular difficulty in its
cion but care should be taken that
the hinge at H should be quite free ,

FIG 3

E , E. - Pendulum supports : Fine pointed 5-32nds
in . steel screws rest on slight depressions in
iron or steel strips let in the ends of the cross
head. The pointed screws are themselves
screwed into another iron or brass plate,
through which the pendulum rod passes, and
is affixed thereto by a nut.
F , F.- Fulcrum plates : 1-16th in . brass strips,
* in . wide by 2 ins. long, and drilled with
conical hole, are screwed to connecting -rods
and rest on upper end of pendulum rods.
Given in detail (page 33), showing the taper
ing of pendulum rods where they pass through
the fulcrum plate . From this plate to point
of pendulum , suspension should be 4 ins.
G , G. - Small balance weights to relieve pressure
on pen point.
H.- Hinged joint to connecting-rods, shown in
detail (page 33). The top arm has a thin brass
plate screwed underneath, and is drilled to
receive ank-in . pin screwed in the under arm ,
working on same perfectly freely but without
shake.
1. - Glass pen, consisting of 3-16ths in . bore
tubing, drawn down to a fine point, and care
fully ground flat at tip .
J. - Adjustable counterweight (about 3 lbs.) to
give change of ratio as distance is varied
from point of suspension.

Fig . 4 .

FIG . 5 .

without shake, and the points of suspension as fine
as possible, consistent with strength. Should any
one desire improvements , the substitution of stout
needle points for pointed steel screwsat E , E resting
in little glass cone-shaped “ pivots," as used for
suspending magnetic needles, will be well worth the
extra trouble, and tend to eliminate some of the
frictional effects which produce distortion of the
figure.
( To be continued.)
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For the Bookshelf .
( A ny book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
COMPRESSED Air . By William Charles Popple
well, M.Sc. (Vict. ), A.M.I.C.E. Manchester :
The Scientific Publishing Company, 53 , New
Bailey Street. Price 7s . 6d . net.
The uses of compressed air have been extending
so much of recent years that a reliable handbook on
the subject is sure to meet with a very wide accept
ance . The matter is dealt with very thoroughly in
the volume under notice, which includes chapters
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Metals and Alloys.

By C. F. TOWNSEND , F.C.S.
(Continued from page 17.)
Babbit's Metal in its original form , as recom
mended by the inventor, consisted of :—Copper , 4 ;
antimony, 8 ; tin , 24 ; melted together, and then
subsequently melted with double its weight of tin .
Nowadays many alloys in which zinc and lead re
place the tin to some extent go under the name of
Babbit's metal. This anti- friction metal is largely
used for bushes, where there is no great pressure or
very high speed . In such cases a harder alloy is re
quired . Babbit's metal is very
suitable for bushing the journals
of models and small engines, as
it melts readily, and can be cast
round the journal in situ . If
worn, the bearings can be melted
out, and a fresh bearing cast.
Barium in the metallic form
is only of scientific interest ; but
many of its compounds, such as
the sulphate and the oxide
(Baryta ) are largely employed
in the arts. . Baryta is more
e
r
e
j
fuxing than lime; that is to
say, it forms a readily fusible slag
with the silica or sand in the ore.
Baudoin's Alloy is one of the
“ German silver" alloys, and con
tains:-Copper, 72 ; nickel, 16.6 ;
cobalt , 1.8 ; tin , 2.5 ; zinc, 7.1.
About O'5 per cent. of aluminium
may be added also .
Bell-Metal is essentially an
alloy of copper and tin in vary
ing proportions. Sometimes the
alloy contains silver, lead , and
zinc in addition .
The average
composition is about 80 of copper
and 20 of tin .
Bessemer Steel. See Iron.
Biddery Metal.- A sort of Bri
tannia metal used in India , con
taining copper , zinc, and lead ,
and sometimes tin .
It varies
a good deal in composition .
Bismuth is a hard , crystalline
metal of greyish white hue and
bright lustre. Specific gravity,
999 ; melting -point, 268 degs. C.
It renders alloys very fusible
and increases their hardness.
Newton's fusible alloy contains :
-Bismuth , 8 ; lead, 5 ; tin , 3 ;
THORPE " STATION .
CARRIAGE SHEDS AND MAIN LINE NEAR
and melts at 95 degs. C. - below
(Main line turns off to the right through cutting and short tunnel.)
the boiling- point of water. By
gradually diminishing the pro
on pneumatic transmission of power , air compres
portion of bismuth , a regular series of alloys can be
sors, air motors , pneumatic machine tools, pneu
obtained of specific melting -points from 95 degs. C.
matic pumps, compressed air calculations, and
to 160 degs. C., which can be employed as tests of
efficiency tests. The chapters on air compressors
temperature.
Blue Gold . - Where a blue-coloured metal is re
and pneumatic machine tools are very fully illus
trated and form an instructive guide to the latest
quired with gold , jewellers usually employ an alloy
developments in this important branch of engi
of gold , 18 ; iron , 6 .
neering. The book is produced in the good style
Bobierre's Metal is ordinary brass consisting of
usually associated with the productions of the
copper, 66 ; zinc, 34.
Scientific Publishing Company .
Brass consists essentially of copper and zinc, and
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the alloy presents the well-known yellow hue ; but
if the proportion of zinc be greater than the copper ,
the colour of the alloys change to a tint closely
resembling that of zinc. The character of brass
varies greatly , and hard or soft , brittle or ductile
alloys can be obtained by varying the proportions
of the constituents . The quality of the alloy in
every case depends not only upon the composition ,
but upon the mechanical treatment to which it has
been subjected . Cast brass and rolled brass are
quite different in character, the former being more
crystalline and brittle, whilst the latter becomes
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Zinc .
Copper.
Brass wire
70
30
Bristol sheet brass
73
27
60
Muntz's metal
40
Aich's metal (also 1.8 of iron ) 60
38.2
French brass for castings
24
(also tin , 2 ; lead, 3 )
71
.66
White brass
34
Zinc has a lower melting -point than copper ; con
sequently , brass has a lower melting -point also .
When brass is intended for casting , it should be
melted at the lowest convenient temperature, so as

" AN ELECTRIC MAIL TRAIN .”
(The entrance to the long tunnel on Lieut.-Col. Harvey's “ Great Holmwood ” Model Railway .)
brittle also if it is not properly annealed . The
different alloys bear a number of names in com
merce, such as Muntz's metal, Dutch metal, & c ., and
the composition of these alloys will be found under
their respective headings . In addition to copper
and zinc, nearly all varieties of brass contain other
metals to a greater or less extent as an accidental
impurity. The following is the composition of some
of the principal varieties of brass :
Zinc.
Copper
English standard brass (used
66 : 6
for castings)
33'4
16
84
Fine sheet brass
Bath metal
20
80
Dutch metal
70
24

not to volatilise the zinc. The impurities of brass
are lead , tin , iron , arsenic and are frequently intro
duced by melting up old scrap metal with the new
lot. Sometimes these impurities are an advantage.
A little lead is an advantage in turning ; but it
diminishes the tenacity , and should be rigidly
excluded from brass intended for tubing or wire.
Another drawback to lead is a tendency to separate
out at the bottom of the casting if it is not well
mixed . Tin renders brass more fusible and able to
take a better polish . Iron increases the hardness of
brass , as in Aich's metal ; but it tarnishes more
readily in the air than ordinary brass. Brasses for
the bearings of journals contain a varying propor
tion of tin . Britannia metal is an alloy of tin and
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antimony, with or without other metals, such as
copper, zinc, lead , and bismuth . It varies very
much in composition, the best containing - tin , 94 ;
antimony, 5 ; copper, 1. Queen's metal is very
similar, although some varieties contain lead and
bismuth in considerable proportion . Britannia
metal furnishes very fine. sharp castings.
Bronze consists essentially of copper and tin , but
often lead and zinc are present, as well as manga
nese, iron , phosphorus, and silicon . Gunmetal,
which is a typical bronze, is usually an alloy of about
90 of copper to 10 of tin . The effect of the tin is to
render the copper much harder. Machine brasses
are really bronzes, containing in most cases copper,
tin , and zinc. The addition of phosphorus to
bronze in the form generally of phosphor-copper or
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Phosphor -bronze is remarkably tough and strong ,
the liquid
to the
and passes direct from
solid state without going through an inter
mediate pasty condition . In the melted state
its surface remains bright without a film of oxide
forming, and when re-melted several times it does
not lose tin , but phosphorus. It is used as a bearing
metal for high speeds and heavy weights, and for
a number of purposes, including pump cylinders ,
piston - rings, eccentric rings, propeller blades. The
hardness of the alloy increases with the phosphorus
up to about 3 per cent.; beyond that point the alloy
becomes too brittle .
The ordinary content of
phosphorus varies from 0'15 to r'o per cent., accord
ing to the purpose for which it is to be used . The
presence of phosphorus has an injurious effect upon

STEAM versus ELECTRICITY .
( A view on Lieut.-Col. Harvey's Model Railway at " Cambridge " Station, showing loop and long tunnel in
the distance.)
phosphor- tin (which see) greatly improves the
alloy if no excess be employed . The phosphorus
appears to oxidise and dissolve out impurities which
rise to the top of the molten metal. In most cases
only a trace of phosphorus appears to enter into the
alloy. Bronze used for making objets d'art varies a
good deal in composition , according to the colour
it is desired to obtain and the “ patina " required on
the surface. A number of new bronzes are now
made, including the phosphor-bronze just referred
to . These are silicon bronze, manganese bronze,
cupro-manganese , and cupro -ferro -manganese. Sili
con bronze was invented as an improvement on
phosphor-bronze for making telephone and tele
graph wires. It is an alloy of copper and tin con
taining silicon ; can be made of double the tensile
strength of the best steel, is light, and is very nearly
as good a conductor of electricity as copper ; more
over , wires made from it possess a high elasticity,
SO that a broken wire does not fall to the
ground , but coils up close to the standard . It
is the ideal material for electrical conductors.

the electrical conductivity. ( See Silicon -bronze .
above. )
(To be continucd .)

TEMPERED COPPER.-- Long and in vain have
mechanics and others sought for a method of im
parting to copper a greater degree of hardness , a
quality of more obstinate resistance. It has not
been so much the question of providing instruments
made of this metal with a sharp cutting edge like a
razor, as to coat them with a case -hardened surface
which shall successfully withstand the attacks of
external influences. According to a patent just
published , we find that objects made of copper may
be satisfactorily tempered by subjecting them to a
certain degree of heat for a determined period of
time and bestrewing them with powdered sulphur
during the heating . While still hot the objects are
to be plunged into a bath of blue vitriol ; after the
bath they may be heate ? again . — Leipziger Uhr
macher Zeitung.
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BACTON
( This View shows a Fast
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STATION .

Perishables ”. Train , drawn by Model Ten -wheeled Tank Locomotive ,
behind the Station .)

The Eight -ARCH VIADUCT NEAR " CAMBRIDGE ” STATION .
( This View shows Two Carriage Sheds and the Model Armoured Train on the Main Line.)
LIEUT.-COL . HARVEY'S

For description and further photographs ]

GREAT HOLMWOOD " MODEL RAILWAY .
( see preceding issue, pages 8-11.
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Simple Lessons in

Pattern

Making.
By T. D. GARSCADDEN .
(Continued from page 541, Vol. IX .)
WHEELS AND PULLEYS.
HESE form a distinct type in pattern making,
TH and very pleasant work indeed , owing I
suppose, to the fact that effects pleasing to
the engineering eye are so easily and quickly pro
duced .
I have taken the flywheel of Mr FGreenly's com

А)
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casting is being made with great differences in
sectional area (say a gas engine flywheel), the light
portions cooling and contracting first set up a latent
strain which is only found out with disastrous con .
sequences hy the centrifugal force of wheels moving
at a high velocity and subject to shocks. Attempts
are sometimes made to cope with this difficulty by
uncovering
the heavier portions.
prematurely
( the greatest contraction takes place when the
metal is almost black ), but I think this rather a
doubtful expedient.
Another plan where great momentum is wanted
is to have wrought-iron arms of rectangular section
with raggled ends " cast in ," connecting hub and
rim . Professor Barr has made us a great deal wiser
in this matter by a series of tests to destruction at
Glasgow University.

A
2nd Stoqe

376"

34 Stoge

Chuck
Face Plate

1
SECTION AT A A. First Stage.
SCALE OF INCHES.
7
S
6
1
3
2

Centre Line

4 Stage
-8 %

8
Template drawn off

FIG . 63. - TURNING FLYWHEEL PATTERN .
pound undertype engine as the object-lesson in this
class , as, in methods employed , it is fairly repre.
sentative of all small wheels .
Please note that there are seven arms in it, i.i.,
an odd number . This is correct practice, and ,
although the conditions which occasion it are not
present in anything like the same degree in a snjall
model wheel, still, to be educational, it should be
an exact scale replica of the larger one .
Into these conditions I will enter only briefly, as
it is an almost inexhaustible subject, and one pre
senting increasing difficulties the larger the wheel,
up to the built-up wire-wound ones.
Briefly stated then, they are these : When any

Now , you can easily understand that the con
tracting forces in a wheel with an odd number of
arms are less antagonistic than in one with an even
number. Of course, the odd nuinber does not look
so well, and I show other two ways (Fig .65) whereby
the same result can be attained with an even num
ber. The curved -arm one, has one decided advan
tage in that the molecules of molten iron maintain
a rotary motion from “ gate ” to rest, which is most
conducive to a good casting ; and herein lies the
virtue of fillets generally. So much for theory ;
now for the practice.
Turning (Fig. .63) : Fine will do very well if
sound and dry. TCut off a piece about 87 ins. square
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and it ins. thick . Plane one side flat (to go against
faceplate), and then cut roughly to 8f ins. diameter.
Now true up the faceplate and attach by two screws
through from back , as shown. Turn down the out
side half to } in , thick to receive " segments," and
mark the exact centre with a drawpoint held to the
running job. For the segments , cut a piece roughly ,
About
--13"

About

Template

FIG . 66. - SEGMENTS DRAWN OFF.

glue is setting somewhat, cutout a templet as shown.
Make it about | in . thick , and plane one side quite
level while you are planing, and it will do for a
straightedge when drawing off the arms. Now
turn down to second stage, and don't forget the uses
of blue crayon .
It will be found that the turning of the job is
delightfully easy if you keep the tools sharp (wire
edge ), and the rest close to the work . Turn to
thickness first ( 1 } ins. ), then to web , and finally to
outside diameter. Mark the centre again if turned
out, and sandpaper up.
Unscrew the job now , and recess down the face
plate, as shown at stage three, making the outside
recess a nice fit to inside of rim , and then one screw
will hold it quite well if put through as shown ; a
little off centre to preserve same, and also to hold
better . Recess for the segment again , and repeat
the first operation to a finish .
Cutting out (Fig . 64):-- Draw two constructive
circles, as shown by dotted lines, and divide the
outer one into seven , beginning at a point of the
grain running to centre. In seeking the proper
divide however , begin soniewhere away from the
final fixing to avoid misleading marks. Finish the
drawing off in the manner indicated , and proceed
to the cutting out.

A rain
G

as per sketch , and plane to about 5-16ths in . thick ,
and after drawing one off as shown , saw it out and
use as templet to draw off the others with a pencil,
allowing a little over at the butts for jointing. Now
the “ shooting board .” The object of an earlier
lesson , will become useful if you have made one,
but if not, true the butt ends of a seg
ment up with a chisel and stitch on tem
Grain
porary with two 1-in . brads, but not
driving thein home.
In placing the first seg
ment, see that it lies directly
across the grain of the main
piece, as in the figure, the
-2nd Stage
ge
1st Sta
object of this being apparent.
to
butt
one
Now fit another
-butt, true the off butt and
stitch down , and so
on round .
When the four
B
are place , set your
compasses to 37 ins.
radius and mark
places for three per
manent brads ( in .)
each segment,
in
and just enter a
smali bradaw ! to
give the brads a
plumb direction , al
se potting a pencil
across the
mark
joints as a guide in
finally fixing. Have
thé
glue boiling
SECTION AT B.
meanwhile , and see
SECTION AT C.
that it is thin
SCALE OF INCHES.
enough .
Grip the job in
3
5
6
YO "
the vice now by the
chuck boss ; ab
stract the two tem
porary brads of one
Fig . 64,-CUTTING OFF .
segment ; apply a
First of all cut a small paring board to fit roughly
coat of glue to the level joint, and rub vigor
between boss and rim , and , with the job on this ,
ously until the glue is squeezed out and the
bore a series of holes with a centre-bit, but keep
segment " caught on ,” after which insert the three
well off the arms, as it is safe to rely on the gouge
permanent brads and punch them down a little out
for paring roughly near lines.
of harm's way, and repeat ali round .
When all the panels are cut out, square to line
This brings us up to first stage, and while the

Sta2g4e
-3
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as at first stage, take a sharp penknife, and chamfer
all the edges as at second stage.
To make a neat job of this, finish a little bit of
an arm to final oval stage, previously taking a
mental note of the width of chamfer you comi
menced with .
The finishing off to the third , or uniform oval

A

Prize
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Electro -Motor .

By J. K. COBB.
CHE photograph reproduced herewith is of an
THEelectro -motor which gained for its maker
the first prize in the Electrical Section at
the Art and Industrial
Exhibition held in Edin
burgh in November last.
It is constructed almost
entirely without castings.
The arniature is of the
old Grammering type,
and made with soft char
coal iron wires of No. 27
B.W.G., and is wound in
twenty sections and con
nected to a disc commu
tator having twenty seg
ments, similar to the one
described on page 485 of
THE MODEL ENGINEER for
November 19th , 1903.
The magnet was made
from Swedish iron bar
forged to shape.
The
pole -pieces were formed
from a mild steel collar
FIG . 65. — ALTERNATE TYPES FOR EVEN NUMBER OF ARMS.
the required depth , and
machined as shown , to
shape, will now be quite66an easy matter, and makes
fit between the magnet limbs, being held to these
a first-class exercise in
Sloyd ” woodwork . You
hy screws. All drilling and tapping was done before
will be inclined to lise a coarse half-round ble as a
cutting out the gaps between the poles, thus en
preliminary to papering, and in your
case it will be permissible , as you will
be dexterous in its use . Sandpaper
and varnish well , and I am sure you
will be pleased with the result.
In next article I shall deal with
larger flywheels that have to be built
up wholly of segments and arms built
in ; and also grooved small pulleys.
( To be continued .)

MESSRS. HARLAND & WOLFF have
achieved a great record in their ship
building yards at Belfast during last
year. Of vessels of 12,000 tons and
upwards they have built twenty- four,
of 351,422 tons'gross , averaging 14,642
tons per vessel, as against six such
vessels built by all other British firms
of 81,303 tons gross, or an average of
13,550 tons each . The following steel
twin -screw steamers have been launch
ed by them during last year :
I.H.-P.
Gr. Tonn .
Name.
Columbus
15,378
9,700
Marmora
10,522
13,000
Macedonia
10,550
1 3,000
Kenilworth Castle 13,150
I 2,500
No. 353
7,100
16,780
No. 354
16,780
7,100
Baltic ..
23,763
13,500
H.M.S. Enchan
tress ..
6,500
23,540 *
H.M.S. K. Edwi vii
18,000
(machinery only )
* Displacement.

110,463

100,400

MR. J. K. COBB's ELECTRO -MOTOR .
suring a true circular tunnel for the armature to
run in .
At first I fitted gauze brushes to th :
machine, but these I have discarded , as sometinies
I wanted it to run in either direction as a motor.
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I therefore planned out a suitable carbon brush
gear, the brushes being pressed on the com
inntator by a spiral spring ; one end of this spring
is attached to the carbon holder, and the outer end
of the spring is fixed to a notched brass collar ,
which can readily be put rounil in either direction
enabling the tension to be adjusted to a nicety .
The output of the machine, as a dynamo, is ş anips.
at 20 volts, at 1,880 revolutions. I have found it
a very handy machine for general experimenting
work , running lamps, charging'small accumulators,
running phonograph , or sewing machine.
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unshipped , and the sails and boat can be stowed
away in a small space for carrying or when not in

Model Yachting Correspondence .
A Home-made Model Yacht.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, - | enclose a photograph of a model
yacht I have built. It occupied about three months
of my spare time. I have sent it in hope that you
will publish it in your interesting paper for the
benefit of young readers. It was not built for
racing, as there is no club here, and it is seldom that
a model is seen on the river ; but simply cruising and
general amusement.

Fig . 2. - MODEL YACHT.

use. I hope these particulars will be of some en
couragement to other intending model yachtsmen.
Yours truly ,
F. B.
Cambridge.

Fig . 1. - SELF-TIGHTENING CLEAT FOR
MODEL YACHT.
She is 3 ft. long over all, and 8 ; ins, beam .
Depth from deck to bottom of keel, 12 ins.
Height ofmast above deck, 44 ins.
Length from end of boom to end of bowsprit, 68
ins.
Height from topsail to keel, 77 ins.
Weight of keel and bulb is 10 lbs.
She is built bread -and -butter fashion . The keel
is of iron 3-16ths in , thick, and fits in a groove in the
bottom plank.. There are three t in . studs screwed
in the top edge of the keel, which pass through three
holes in the boat. These are screwed at the other
end , and a nut and washer on each stud clamps the
keel to the boat, and keeps it froin dropping out of
the groove. The bulbs are of lead , which I cast in
plaster of Paris with three blackleaded wooden
pegs embedded in the mould to form holes for rivets.
The two bulbs were then riveted on each side of the
keel, the rivets going through the keel. The bottom
of the mast is square, and is sheathed in copper, and
fits in a square tube let in through the deck . The
blocks I made from bits of boxwood, and the cleats
are made of brass, and are self- tightening, so that by
just winding the sheet or balyard round it once or
twice the pivoted arm clamps it. The sails I made
myself, and they are taped and have small brass
thimbles in the corners , as described in THE MODEL
ENGINEER . The mast and bowsprit can be easily

Weight Limit for Model Yachts:
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-Seeing a report in your paper of the
races of the Manchester Model Yacht Club , and hay
ing been an interested spectator of the same, I
should like to point out the great difference in the
weights of the competing boats. For instance ,
the cup-winner of this last season's races is a small
craft ofabout 13 or 14 lbs. weight,and the second and
third prize-winners are yachts about 26 lbs. to 30 lbs.
weight. On a beating course this gives the smali
displacement boats a great advantage over a larger
and heavier craft with the allowance of two seconds
per lb., which practically means half the course of
once the length of the lake.
In my opinion, as an old yachtsman , such a
difference of weight ought not to be allowed in such
a competition. I should think myself that there
ought to be a limit of weight, so that the boats
would be more evenly matched .
I do not remember seeing in any of your reports
any mention of handicapping by weight, and, for
myself, I do not think that it is a just arrangement
where the weight is unlimited, as I am given to
understand in the Manchester Model Yacht Club.
Yours truly ,
Manchester
SPECTATOR.

Lieut. -Col. Harvey's Model Railway .
Owing to lack of space in our last issue, we were
unable to insert all the photographs of the Great
Holmwood " Model Railway belonging to Lieut. -Col.
J. Robert Harvey, D.S.O., Mayor of Norwich .
În accordance with our promise , we are producing
the remaining views on pages 36 , 37, 38 , and 39
of this number.- ED . M.E. & E.
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Practical Letters

from

our

Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practicaland mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-pluie if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender NI'ST invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication.)
A Method of Fitting Slide - valves.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I see in the M.E. for December 24th ,
1903, a method described by “ P. B.” as being
used by engine fitters for fitting slide-valves on

1

FIG . 1.
steam -chest faces. During my experience as an
engine fitter , I have only seen this method utilised
in very small engines , such as are subject to a very
small amount of friction , and so small as to come

FIG . 2 .
under the category of models. Where, I ask " P.B.,"
is the facility afforded for wearing. If the valve is
properly lubricated , which is often overlooked in
certain classes of engines, a class to which the

O

Fig . 3 .
valve in question belongs (small engines, I mean )
there is still a wear and tear on the valve which
must be overcome by the valve constantly pressing
against the steam -chest plate sufficiently to keep it
steam - tight. Now , for the benefit of the un
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initiated, I give a description of a valve arrange
ment almost universally used in steam engines and
locomotives in particular . Fig. I shows the valve,
which is of the ordinary slide-valve type, and Fig . 3
shows what is known as the buckle or bridle .
It
will be observed that the bridle has two in . holes
drilled about an inch in . A spring fits into each of
these holes (Fig . 2 ), having a wing each side of the
centre piece, which , in pressing against the flanges
of valve, keeps it steam - tight until worn out.
H. A. BRAITHWAITE .
Yours truly,
Workington .
Conceroing Model Locomotives.
Tọ THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-Reading Mr. Henry Greenly's de
scription of Mr. W. C. Roblin's model locomotive
constrains me to think that there are many really
good model productions made by amateurs , who
are in no way directly connected with engineering,
as seems to be the case with Mr. Roblin .
Many of these products bear splendid testimony
to the skill and patience of their builders , and
would do credit even to the shops from whence
issued the prototypes themselves. Unless a prac
tical observer crosses their path , they often escape
notice , save in the narrow orbit of immediate
friends, and are thus lost to the view of the nume
rous readers of such a useful little paper as The
MODEL ENGINEER.
Some little time ago I described a model loco in
these pages made by a man whom , I may say,never
boarded the footplate of a main line locomotive. I
was interested in the description and illustrations
of the N.E.R. 1870 , as this type particularly appeals
to my amateur fancy, and recalled to mind a con
versation I recently had with a one- time driver of
this same engine ; and as the incident serves to
show , as already named above, that the locomotive
possesses a fascination for men whose calling
entirely differentiates them from the engineering
world , it forms my excuse for penning this note.
When this type first came out they were , I believe,
the largest coupled engines in Great Britain , and
naturally excited some curiosity .
One day when the 1870 reached York platform , a
gentleman came alongside and presented the driver
referred to with an official permit to photograph the
engine. The bearer had actually travelled spe
cially from Bristol to York for this purpose . He
asked a large number of technical questions, and ,
disregarding superfines, quickly fell on his knees to
examine the box."
The driver told me that the
new -comer felt as familiar with the Westinghouse
brake as he did imself ; but when it turned out
that this interviewer of a locomotive was a clergy
man of the Church of England , and anon as com
fortable on the footplate as in the pulpit, the driver
felt inclined to suggest that he had missed his
calling .
Whenever I see the 1870 this incident occurs to
my mind ; and probably if this reaches the eye of
the builder of that number miniature he may be in
terested . I wish him success, and trust, when
finished , the engine may be again shown in these
pages. Personally , I should like to see a photo
graph of engine and tender complete .--- Yours
faithfully,
R. J. Tait.
Osborne Road , Chester-le-street.
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Queries and Replies .

Prize Competitions.

Competition No. 37. For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model
making achievements , we offer a prize of the value
of $2 28. for thebest description of " SomeMODELS I
HAVE Made ."
The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both.
If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur
ther prize of £ i is . for the second best description ,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
cos. 6d , for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert.
If preferred , we
will, in this Competition, send goods to the value
of the prize, and each competitor should state what
form he would like the prize to take in the event
of his being successful.
The closing date for re
ceiving entries or this competition will be March
1904
ist,

Competition No. 39.- A prize of £2.28. is offered
for the best design for 66' À MODEL ' HORIZONTAL
STEAM ENGINE.”

(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department.". No other matters but those relating to the Queri
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by postunder the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
ieference (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ! Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5)
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion ofReplies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26—29 , Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: [ 10,236 ] Locomotive Design . F. H. (Accrington ) writes
I am at present working on a model tank locomotive, 1-16th of the
British Loading Gauge, or 1-in . scale , same design as sketch here
with , but as I have not had any experience with the running of
models with more than four coupled wheels, I am rather doubtful

Oo
"
- 01
Fig

1. - A

DESIGN FOR

-IN . SCALE LOCOMOTIVE, BY F. H.

Competition No. 40. - A prize of £ 2 2s. is offered
for the best original design for a “ STATIONARY
BOILER .”
For further particulars of the two latter Com .
petitions, please refer to page 364 of the issue
of October 15th last.

FIG . 2. -SECTION THROUGH FIREBOX.
It is proposed to utilise the water-power of the
River Tano, which is the second
est and longest
on the Gold Coast, to generate electricity to be
used for hauling, pumping, and crushing purposes,
as well as for light railways.

as to the efficient working of one with six coupled wheels. There
fore, would be glad to receive information bearing on the subject
or any suggestions with regard to the improvement in the design
from any readers. The six driving wheels are st ins. diameter, or
equal to 7 ft. of a full-sized British locomotive ; also , the rigid
wheel-base is uit ins., representing 15 ft. I am anxious to know
if it would be absolutely necessary to turn the flanges off the centre
wheels , or should the diameters of the wheels and wheel-base be
reduced ? Are there any well-known rules regarding the minimum
radius of curves on 31-in . gauge tracks with six fixed wheels of
ut ins. base , or four fixed wheels of 5 # ins. base ? The total
wheel-base would be 251 ins., but in the event of not working satis
factorily, I should dispense with the two trailing driving wheels
and reduce the total wheel-base to 22 ins.
In reply to your query, we do not see that there is any advantage
over a four-coupled engine in your design , and we would advise
this modification of the loco . Otherwise if link-motion or any
valve gear actuated by eccentrics placed inside the frames is em
ployed , the grate area will be seriously interfered with , and with
a firebox of ordinary width the length will be restricted to the
small dimensions shown in Fig . 2 . Of course , it can be extended
further into the cab , but you have in your sketch fixed the position
of the back - plate. The enginewill have very little more adhesive
weight than a four-coupled ten -wheeled tank locomotive. The
engine has a good appearance, but all the same, we must deprecate
designing models from the outside only. The coupled wheels of
your design are large, and if the firebox is to be placed on top of the
frames (see issues of May 15th and June ist, 1902 ), then a very
shallow firebox will be a necessity. If you wish to build a really
powerful tank locomotive with a large firebox, we can recommend
a 4-in . scale, 3b-in . gauge locomotive of a similar proportions to
that shown on our recent ccloured plate, the only difference worth
making being the provision of a proportionately longer tubular
boiler and a leading wheel mounted on a pony truck , the wide
firebox behind the driving wheels being retained. The best way
to arrive at the minimum curve of the railway is to set down the
wheels, in plan, full-size , on paper, and allowing a certain amount
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of clearance between flange and cail ; find the smallest curve the
engine will pass . All curves should be laid 1-16th wider in gauge,
and we would prefer to advise thinner driving flanges rather than
none at all.
(9764) Changing Series to ShuntWinding. J. W.(Glasgow )
writes : Having bought a secondhand motor for 500 volts, 5 h.-p.,
series wound, I should like to make it into a shunt motor, and
would esteem it a great favour if you could letmehave thenecessary
information . Armature is two-circuit wound, 47 slots in core,
93 commutator bars and wound with No. 20 d.c.c. former coils

A
or
FICI
AA PNASE /
DA PHASE 2

Puery 9764

Piold core for shunt coils is 5 ins, by 4 ins., and 3 ins. deep . Would
about 16 lbs. of No. 24 D.C.C. do for the coils without heating up ?
Will you kindly give ine information on the following points :
Having a small shuntmotor of 250 volts and about 1 h.-p., would
like to convert same into a motor generator for alternating current.
Armature series wound, 33 commutator bars . The two brush

FIG 2

Query 9704

holders are set at a quarter of the circumference. Four shunt coils.
Particulars of how to connect either up to commutator for two- or
three- phase, and to test same afterwards to see if it is right ; also
about number of periods per second ,
The shunt winding should not take more than amp. at 500
volts. If you mean that 16 lbs. is the total weight of wire on the
fields, it would not be anything near the required resistance ; but
if you mean that 16 lbs. of wire will go on each pole, and that the

Avery 9704

FIG 3

machine is a 4-pole machine, giving a total weight of 64 lbs. of
wire for the field circuit, then No, 24 gauge wire would not be far
out, especially if the motor is of enclosed pattern and the field
coils are likely to attain a fairly high temperature. To convert
your machine so that it will give two-phase alternating current,
you must fit four slip rings on insulating bushes to the shaft, and
connect them to opposite points , as shown in sketch (Fig . 1), to the
commutator . For obtaining three -phase current you must fit
three
shaftcommutator
and connect
to opposite
points,insulated
as shownslipin rings
Fig . on
2 , the
to the
. them
You cannot
test
the relation of the phases in any simple manner, but you can
ascertain if you are getting polyphase currents by winding a lami
nated iron ring with three or four circuits ( as Fig . 3) and pivoting
a magnetic needle in the centre. If polyphase currents are being
delivered to the circuits in correct sequence, the needle or disc will
start up from rest and spin round on its pivot. As your commu
tator has an odd number of segments, you must have the connection
points slightly uneven, which will notmatter very much .
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(10,107) Charging Cell through Lamps. T. L. ( Cleveland)
writes : I am boosting a 6 -volt 24 -amp.-hour accumulator con
nected in series with five 16 c.-p. lamps, taking. say, i amps.
Suppose I connect a 6 -volt i amp. lamp in parallel with the accu
mulator, as per sketch (not reproduced), what current will the
accumulator be charging at and how can I work out the charg
ing current under these conditions by Ohm's Law ?
Your query is not very clearly stated . We presume you mean
that each of the 16 c.-p. lamps take it amps. ; thus, the voltage
necessary to force this current through each would be just about 42 ,
and the five lamps being in parallel, the tota ! iesistance would be
1-5th of any one individual lamp ; hence 71 amps. would flow .
The back E.M.F. of the accumulator to be charged would tend to
check the flow of this current, and would have a similar effect to
introducing a resistance in the circuit. The smaller 6 -volt lamp
would also add to the resistance of the whole system , but not
appreciably. If you wished, you could find the resistance of the
cell and small lamp and add these together and divide by two .
This would give you the actual resistance offered to the current,
as the cell and small lamp are in parallel, although in series with
the larger lamps. This resistance, when added to that of the five
16 C.-p. lamps, would give you the total resistance of the whole
system - bar leads, wbich may be neglected — then, if you knew
the voltage of supply current, you could deduce the exact amount
of current being consumed . The small 6 -volt lamp would soon be
burnt out with 7 amps. going through it.
( 10,106 ] Steam Launch Machinery. R. T. writes : I am
building a steam launch for a speed of five to seven miles an hour,
length , 20 ft. ; beam , s ft. ; depth at bows and stern , 3 ft. 9 ir.s.
Would a 31-in . bore, 44 -in . stroke single-cylinder launch engine be
powerful enough to drive launch at ahove speed ? If not, what
size would be required ; aiso , what size vertical boiler would be
required at a working pressure of 60 to 80 lbs. sq . in . to drive above
engine ? What size steain piping (insidemeasure )would be wanted
for above boiler and engine ? Would ordinary gas piping do for
stoam piping at above pressure, and would á 16 - ip . three-blade
propeller be suitable for above launch ?
Yes, the engine will develop sufficientpower if constantly supplied
with steam at the proposed pressiue. Employ i-in . iron steam
barrel for the steam pipes, and it for the exhaust. The propeller
is about the right diameter. The boiler should measure over all
about 2 ft. diameter by 3 ft. high to base of chimney, and should
be made of 7-in . or 9-32nds in . steel. The furnace should be 12 ins.
high with an oval fire-hole about 6 ins. by 4 ins. high . The tubes
should be forty in pumber, it ins. diameter, and about 1 ft. 8 ins.
long. The heating surface works out at about 27 sq. ft.
(10,207] Electric Engraving Machine. W. W.(Droyisden)
writes : I have constructed an electric engraving machine from the
directions gļven in March and April issues of 1903. I have finished
everything for the machine, only the spring that is in tended for
releasing the armature from the magnets, I made one out of a piece
of steel 1-16th in . thick , broad , exactly the same shape as the
sketch , and I found out it was too strong, so I weakened it by
filing until about 1-64th in . thick , and still the machine only worked
very sluggish. My opinion is the spring adds too much' friction ,
being so near to the lug. I have three bichromate cells in series
(pints), and the magnets seem to be well magnetised when current
is switched on . I want you to aid me in this, as I have gone to a
great deal of trouble and I want it to be a success.
We would advise you to try a piece of old clock spring and see
what results you get with that. A careful adjustment of the con
tact-breaker will also tend to better the good working of the
machine. The bearing surfaces should be quite smooth, and the
fortion on which the spring bears might be made slightly convex
so as to reduce all friction to a minimu!n , although we do not think
this is the cause of your failure.
(10,210 ) Water Pressure on a given Area . T. W. ( lisk
Mon.) writes : I have a circular water tank holding 250 gallons.
The tank is 6 ft. high, 31 ins. diameter ; the bottom is brought to
the shape of a funnel with a r- in . outlet pipe. Can you tell me
when the tank is full what pressure of water ihere would be at the
bottom on the i-in . pipe, in foot or inch pound pressure ?
The pressure on the r- in . outlet pipe would be the height of the
column of water standing , so to speak, on the area of the outlet
multiplied by the area in sq. inches or feet, as the case may be,
multiplied by the weight of i cubic ft. of water. Thus :
7854
6 X 625 x 144 = 1'1 approx.
The pressure on area of outlet would then be 2* 1 lbs.
( 10,209 ] " Tin Pot ” Cells . R. H. D. (Bexleyheath ) writes :
I have just constructed four cells , the same as those described by
" F. E. P." in No. 102, April 9th , 1903, of THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
only instead of using caustic potash , I used caustic soda. Even
when just made, they were only just as powerful as two Leclanché.
cells , but on the following day they gave practically no current.
“ F. E. P." says the voltage is lower, and they are not so efficient,
generally , by the use of caustic soda! I used mild steel turnings,
which I thoroughly cleansed from oil. I thought of making four
mre cells, using caustic potash , but if they are going to give no
better result in proportion than those I have made, they will not be
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worth making . I may say I wanted to use the battery to work
the electric engraver described in M.E., which I have made.
We cannot account for the failure of your cells, from the data
you give us. At the best these cells give a very low E.M.F., and
should be of a fair size to get any but a very small current from
them . A bichromate or Daniell cell would be more suitable for
your engraving machine.
(10,206) Design of Petrol Motar. C. N. (Clasgow )writes : I
arn designing and making a petrol motor, ofwhich I send a sketch
(not reproduced). I would be very
pleased if you would help me a little.
The cylinder is sf bore by 3t stroke :
(1) What size should the inlet and
exhaust valves be ? (2) What diam
eter should the inlet and exhaust
pipes be ? (3) What distance is the
top of the piston from the top of the
cylinder (Ć in the sketch) when the
piston is as far up as the crank can
take it ?
This depends on so many un
known factors that we cannot say
definitely, and would refer you to the
recent articles on motor construction
appearing in this journal, by Mr.
Hawley.
(10,193] Horizontal Engine De
tails R. N. H. (Hitchin ) writes :
I am fitting up a horizontal steam
engine, cylinder it ins., bore, 2- in .
stroke, and should be very pleased if
you would let me know the follow
ing :-(1) Diameter of flywheel ; (2)
diameter of steam and exhaust
pipes ; (3) bore and stroke of force
pump ; (4) size of dynamo engine
would drive. The boiler for the engine
is a vertical one, 6 ins. by 12 ins., with central Alue, and very tall
chimney .
Flywheel, see undertype design ,January 1st, 1903, coloured plate.
Castings in iron may be obtained from Mackenzie, 17 , Benson
Avenue, East Ham , or Stuart Turner, Shiplake-on -Thames. Force
pump, see recent article in issue of October 29th , 1903. Steam -pipe,
1 in . bore ; exhaust, 5-16ths in . Depends on the power of the boiler
entirely . The boiler you have will run the engine outunder ordinary
cirrumstances ; more than in watts output must not be expected .
A better boilerwould be a verticalmultitubular one.
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chamber, jumps the spark-gap, and returns through the other por.
tion of contact-breaker , which is in touch with the metal work of
engine, and so along engine frame to other terminal on magneto
machine. About a- quarter of a revolution is given to the arma
ture by means of suitable rods operated by a cam on the side shaft
of engine. The cam gradually moves the armature (as shown) until
themaximum opening has been reached , when the rod is released and
Alies back (due to action of a strong spring) very rapidly into its
former position : and as it springs back knocks the contact-breaker

W

To other terminal
of maqnelo

Connected
engine frame

Fig . 1 .
MAGNETO
TGNITER .

Query 10026.

FIG . 2 .
(10,026 )Magneto Ignition T..P . (Burton-on - Trent) writes : 1
want to know if it would be possible to re -wind a magneto-machine
frorn a dismantled telephone, so that it could be used to work a
sparking-plug for a three- horse gas- engine, instead of the ordinary
tube ignition ? I should also like to know how to connect to engine
for driving. I understand how to fit the usual firing arrangement
for a coil, & c.; but the magneto business seems to be so totally
different that I do not know how to start on it. I do not need
sketches or very much in the way of description , as I can , I have no
doubt, grasp what you mean from a very meagre description .
(1) We cannot say whether this could be used as a magneto
ignition or not successfully, as it depends upon the construction to a
great extent. The usual armature of the magneto-igniter is of the
Siemens H type, and is surrounded with a shield of very soft
wrought iron, which fills a gap between the pole faces and the arma
ture, as Fig. 1. One end of armature winding is carried to an insu
lated terminal on frame ofmachine, and the other end is connected
to the bottom of magneto-machine, which is, of course, in contact
with engine trame. The current passes by a wire from the insulated
terminal to the insulated portion of contact-breaker in combustion

apart, suddenly breaks the circuit at itsmax . E.M.F., and so causes
a spark
[10,104) Sparking at Rrushes. W. L. (Quarry Bank) writes :
Will you kindly explain why my dynamo should spark at brushes ?
I have moved them in holders and moved rocker . Dynamo is
lighting thirty 16 c.-p.lamps at 110 volts ; brushes are folded gauze.
brush would remedy this sparking ?
Do you think the Gem
Armature has lately been re-wound and commutator faced on the
lathe. The sections are shaped as sketch not reproduced . I have
never seen segments this shape before ; have all been straight.
Your trouble may be due to a variety of causes. It may be that
machine is totally overloaded , or that brushes are not diametrically
opposite , not bearing properly on commutator. The commutator
should be turned up true and fat, not as shown in your sketch (not
reproduced). A bad or broken connection in one or more of the
armature coils will cause destructive sparking, and a faulty con
nection between any coil and its commutator segment would have
the same effect. Too much or too little tension on the brush
springs will often tend to cause sparking. We cannot say more
definitely what may be the actual cause in your case, as it is really
one for personal servation and inspection .

The News of

the

Trade.

• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed .
Water - cooled Head for Motor Inlet Valve.
Motor Castings Co., 101, Gray's Ina Road , London , W.C .. arc
now getting out a detachable water-cooled head for mechanically
operated inlet valves. They are also making an arrangement
whereby the present possessors of the De Dion motor up to 31 h.-p.
air-cooled size, can ve them converted at a low cost, to mechan
ically operated. This also applies to the M.C.C. engines , and
customers can have the diameter of their valves practically to their
own choice as several allowances are being made for alteration.
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The

Editor's Page .

E have received the following note from the
Engineers : -- " At the last meeting of the
above Society much discussion took place on the re
sult of the ' Model Steamer Competition ,' various
opinions being expressed . The general feeling of
the meeting was that, though the prize was fairly
won under the conditions you laid down , there was
room for modification of the conditions in the
future, or the next race might fall to some person ,
who, possessed of plenty of means, could employ not
only a professional designer (see advertisement in
your columns) but also professional skill throughout
and be simply the owner of the fastest boat. Such a
result would , of course, put an end to the purely
amateur builder competing, and this , we believe, is
not the object of your Competitions. If you can
see your way to allow this matter to be discussed , a
note in the Editor's Page ' would lead others to
express their opinions and add to the interest in
)
Steamer Competitions.'
We may say that, al
though wemay not have clearly expressed ourselves
on this point, it has certainly always been our inten
tion that the winners of the prizes should be the
actual designers and builders of the boats they
enter, and a clause to this effect will probably be
inserted in the final rules for the next Competition .
The foregoing letter may perhaps stimulate other
readers to send us their views either on this or any
other matters in connection with this Competition ,
and we are anxious that anything which has to be
said should be said at once, in order that we may
announce the definite rules for the 1904 speed trials
without undue delay .
*
*
Most of our readers have probably seen the
announcement in our last issue of the Special
Subscription Competition which we have just
started . We know that many of our supporters
have in the past done their best to introduce the
paper to new readers, purely out of friendly interest
in our welfare, and they will doubtless continue
to do so apart from any inducement in the shape of
prizes. We have felt, however, that the offering of
these prizes might arouse a still greater number to
interest themselves in spreading a knowledge of the
existence of our journal, and we hope that a very
keen but friendly rivalry for first place in the prize
list will be the result. The experiment is quite a
new one as far as this journal is concerned , and we
hope that all who read these lines will do their best
to ensure its success .
*
The following new handbooks in the M.E. Series
are now ready :-No. 17, Acetylene Gas, How to
Make and Use it,” by Cyril N. Turner ; and No. 18,
“ The Locomotive Simply Explained," by C. S.

ician

and Electr

y

Januar

14 , 1904 .

Lake. Both these books are well up to our usual
standard in the way of practical information and
good illustrations, and may be had from any of our
usual agents, price 6d . each , or post free 7d., froin
these offices , We have also issued another small
book which may interest some of our younger
readers. It is entitled “ The Beginners' Guide to
Fretwork," and forms No. 2 in THE WOODWORKER
series of handbooks. A novel feature of this
book is that six full- size original fretwork designs
are presented with each copy. The price com
plete is 6d ., or post free 7 } d . We also have to
announce that binding cases for Vol. IX of The
MODEL ENGINEER are now ready, price is., post
free is . 3d ., and that complete bound copies of
Vol. IX may be had . price 6s. 6d., post free 7s.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointm.nt in advance.
This journal will bi sent pos: free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All corresponden e relating to the literary portion of the pap r,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c.,forrevie.x , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondencerelating to advertise:nents and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whoni
all subscriptions from these countries #hould be addressed .
Contents .
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A

Model Horizontal Steam

Engine.

By C. M. WHITAKER .

MR. C. M. WHITAKER'S MODEL, HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE ,

votec teenoder
to model engineering,
sub
Hvorec
engineering, I herewith
herevientsub
mit to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER a
photograph of my model horizontal steam engine.
The model was made during the evenings of last
winter after my day's work was finished , as a cloth
finisher in one of the many woollen mills in Batley.
For the work of constructing the model I had a
very limited number of tools, and my lathe (if I may
give it such a name) was, I believe, at one time a
wood -turner's. The tools with which all the turn
ing has been done were made from old files and other
bits of steel.

In making the engine, I ought to say that I have
worked to no particular scale or drawing ; but all
necessary information has been obtained from the
pages of The MODEL ENGINEER .
The dimensions of engine are as follows :
Bore of cylinder, it ins.
Stroke of cylinder, 2 ins.
Flywheel, 8 ins. diameter.
Size of steam - ports I cannot just now call to mind ;
I had to drill, and then cut out with a small chisel.
This
took a great deal of timeand
The throttle -valve is made of brass, and was
worked out of the solid , and indeed , tested my

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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skill as much as anything I have experienced in
amateur engineering work. I have made also a
force pump, which is not shown in the photograph ,
being rather disproportionate, although it works
very well.
The model has been under steam on several occa
sions, and has given every satisfaction , the gov
ernors and throttle-valve working admirably .
The bed on which the engine is mounted is made
from a footboard of an old wooden bedstead, after
completing which I tried my'novice hand at French
polishing, and found that it adds greatly to the
appearance of the model, and I am able to say that
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Loco

By HENRY GREENLY.
(Continued from page 28.)
II. MAIN FRAMES.
"HE accompanying half full size

the main

drawings

framing and footplating of the
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Fig . 3.--FRONT HALF or FRAMES AND FOOTPLATING FOR MODEL ENGINEER ” LOCOMOTIVE .
the work from patterns to finished article
tirely the work ofmy own hands.

is en

The Society of Model Engineers .
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next ordinary meeting
will take place on Monday, February ist, when a
paper will be read by Mr. D. C. Glen (vice-chair
man ) on “ The Metals and Alloys used in Engin
eering.”
The following meeting will be held on
Thursday, March 3rd. — HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon .
Secretary, 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.

model locomotive. The main framing should be
of 3-32nds in . mild steel plate , well planished .
First of all the two side-plates may be bolted or
riveted together, and from one edge , which must be
made quite straight, the total lengths, which should
be about 1-32nd in . longer at the rear end to make
up for the setting-in for the bogie wheels, may then
be squarer down. There are no separate axle-box
guides intended ; indeed , for the size of working
model loco they are quite superfluous, the thick
frame providing sufficient bearing surface, and at
the same timeas the lengths are marked off the out
line of the openings, position of cylinder and motion
plate , inclination of themotion , and centres of holes
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for the stretcher barsmay also be clearly scribed and
centre -popped on both frames.
The best way for the amateur to cut out the
frames is to drill * in . or 3-16ths in . holes along the
outside of the profile, leaving about 1-16th of
metal to be chiselled away between them . The
remainder of the work is but laborious filing , care
being taken to finish exactly to the scribed line.
Behind the smokebox the frames take a lower
level, which is continued up to the throat-plate of the
boiler, as shown , falling again directly over the
leading bogie wheel to a line below the foot-plating.
The setting-in of the frames is clearly indicated
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frames, one for buffer planks, and the other for
the aſfixing of the footplates.
As the front buffer plank must be always re
movable for piston packing, if countersunk screws
driven from the outside are used the painting will
be damaged every time re-packing is needed, it is
advised that the angle-brackets be permanently
fastened to the main frames with three 3-32nds in .
screws riveted over, and studs fixed in the buffer
planks. These studs should project from the back
of the buffer plank and be fitted with nuts on the
inside, and then no damage to paint will be occa
sioned when they must be taken down . The same
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Fig . 4. — REAR PORTION OF FRAMES AND FOOTPLATING .
thing applies to the connection of the shaped edging
on the coloured plate as well as the accompanying
of footplating to the front buffer plank . The con
working drawing, and it is suggested that having
struction of this portion of the footplating will be
fixed up the motion plate , front buffer beams, and
found in a back issue of the M.E., viz., on page
the two leading turned fraine braces, the frames
173 of that for April 15 , 1902.
should be set for the first portion and at the bogie
Two points require mentioning in the matter of
centre bent out parallel to the centre line of the
engine again . The two bogie bolts can then be
footplate arrangements . The first is with reference
to the cover plates over the front of the cylinders .
fixed up , and the frames set once more to a dimen
This should lie between and flush with the franjes,
sion of 2 } in . between at the rear buffer planks .
To connect the buffer planks it is proposed that
and, as will be seen by Fig . 5 , will have to be re
a small pattern for the angles be made in either
turned around the front of the main frames to fill up
wood or metal (the latter is preferable ) as depicted ,
what would otherwise be a gap to the extent of
This is provided
the brackets having three faces — one for side
the thickness of the inain frames.
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for in the accompanying working drawing. Other
details of the cover plates will be given later.
Secondly, the rear piece of the footplate should
consist of one piece, 5 7-16ths ins. wide, extending as
far as the supporting bracket (the joint with the two
side footplates being marked in Fig . 4 ) on the out.

January 21, 1901.

The centre of the cylinders, which are i 11-16ths
ins. long, without covers, from the centre of the axle
measures on the inclined centre line67 ins.
In the next article the details of the bogie frames
axle-boxes, hornstays , springs, & c., will be de
scribed , and, as far as it is possible, the articles will
be continued regularly once a fortnight.
( To be continued. )

The Latest in

Engineering .

Wireless Telegraphy . - In the De Forest system
of wireless telegraphy, the place of the coherer used
as receiver by Marconi and others is taken by a
smallglass tube filled with a liquid electrolyte,consist
ing simply of a little acidulated water and glycerine.
This is fitted with two electrodes , one of which is
connected to earth and the other to the aerial wire
Fig . 5 - CYLINDER COVER-PLATE.
directly, no * jigger ” being employed . To the
terminals of these electrodes a shunt circuit is
side, and as far as flame- guard on the inside (see
attached , consisting of a small battery and a tele
coloured plate also ). A short slot will, of course, be
necessary where the fraînes are above the level of
phone. Under the influence of Hertzian waves
arriving from the transmitting apparatus, electro
this piece of footplating. To support the footplate a
long piece of angle inside should be riveted to
lysis occurs in the liquid of the receiver, and the rise
thereby occasioned in the resistance of the shunt
the frames with a shorter piece outside (over the
circuit is indicated by a sound in the telephone. . As
bogie centre ). Countersunk screws should be em
soon as the electric waves cease to affect the liquid
ployed to screw it down, and also to fasten it to the
it returns to its original condition automatically,
brackets and edging.
without the intervention of any mechanical device
The frame-brace, or stretcher, under the firebox
like the tapper required with the filings coherer of
the marine type. For transmission an ordi
nary
alternating current, such as is often sup
732
plied for electric lighting, is transformed by
a single step -up transformer with oil insu
lation to a potential of 20,000 or 25,000 volts ;
in sending a message, this current is broken up
by a key into shorter or longer periods corre
2
Between Frames
sponding to the dots and dashes of the Morse
code, and these are read and interpreted by
means
That this method
of the telephone.
FIG . 6.- FRONT STRETCHER Bar.
does not yield a written record is doubtless to its
disadvantage for some purposes, but, on the
should be turned out of 5-16ths in . rod reduced in the
cen
to 3-16ths in ., and shouldered down to
other hand , the telephone forms a very delicate and
5-32nds in ., and screwed where it passes through
responsive receiver, and it is claimed that a high
the frames. As there is not sufficient clearance be .
speed of transmission -- thirty or forty words a
tween the wheels and frames for the front stretcher
minute — is attained by its use in combination with
to be nutted on the outside, the inethod shown in
the electrolytic cell. It is further claimed that a
Fig. 6 is proposed .
particular frequency of spark in the transmitter
inclination
motion
required
As the
of the
is
for
gives a particular note or pitch in the telephone, so
the crosshead to clear the leading axle, and as the
that the listener can pick out the sounds that
degree of slope is laid down as ] in 10 , it will be seen
represent the message addressed to him , even
that the distance between the coupled wheels being
though they be mixed with sounds due to trans
mitting stations other than the one
The in
with which he is concerned .
276
ventor of the apparatus, Dr. de Forest,
Between Frames
who is a graduate of Yale, also claims
that, to a certain extent, he is able
to syntonize his circuits , though he
does not believe that perfectly effec
3/
tive tuning has yet been achieved by
any one.
An apparatus is being
erected at Seattle, U.S.A., which is
transmit
to a distance of
intended
to
FIG . 7. - STRETCHER BAR UNDER FIREBOX .
1,800 miles.
5 ins., the centre line will have to be exactly 7-16ths
in. above the leading axle at this point. The posi
tion of cylinder bolts (or, rather, cylinder screws, as
SWITZERLAND is exporting electricity . Arrange
in . screws countersunk on the outside are intended )
ments have been made for sending into Italy, from
is shown in Fig . 3; buidimensions will be given for
the waters of the Lake of Poschiavo, in the Grisons
Canton , electric current to the amount of 30,000 h.-p.
these when the construction of cylinders is described .
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figure accordingly, as its power to dominate
the movements of the main weight increases
It is adjustable also as to length .

Harmonographs .
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By A. H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.
(Continued from page 35.)
'YPICAL of another representative class of
TY instruments , viz., those with pendulunis
capable ofmoving in elliptical paths instead
of in one plane only , is the “ twin - elliptic " har
monograph , to which we next turn our attention ,
and from which figures can be obtained of an infi
nitely greater variety than with the previous simple
instrument.
The twin - elliptic harmonograph consists primarily
of a long pendulum suspended in such a manner as
to give it freedom of movement in any direction ;
the main weight attached to this serves the purpose
of a table to carry the paper, in this instance, the
pen remaining stationary , and the paper following
the evolutions of the compound movement, the
second pendulum being suspended from the bottom
of the main weight in similar manner, thus com
pounding the simple movement of the first pendu
lum by its distorting or deflecting motions.
The
pen is carried by a separate stand in no way con
nected with the pendulum system , and is capable
of vertical motion to a slight extent to accommo
date itself to the different levels which the paper
assumes when the figure is working itself out.
The general arrangement of this instrument will
he gathered more clearly from reference to Fig . 6 .
A. - Ceiling hook of iron , about 5-16ths in .
diameter of shank by if ins. diameter of
eye. The point of the hook is drilled , as
shown in enlarged sketch , to receive a 3-16ths
in , hardened steel ball .
B. - Suspension end of pendulum J (see detailed
sketch accompanying). It consists of a
piece of 4- in . steel tubing tapped at both
ends ; into the lower end is screwed the
pendulum rod , and the top end takes a
hardened steel screw with concave end, as
shown at H. Between the ends a flat is filed
to admit the point of the ceiling hook . When
the steel ball is resting in the concave end of
the screw , there should be clearance all round
for the pendulum to swing at least 6 ins. in
every direction without coming into contact
with the sides of B.
C. - Stirrup , built of two lengths of steel tube, as
used for pendulum rod , 1 in . by 7 ins. long,
screwed into a piece of it-in . by 4 - in . by
7 ins. bar iron , 5 ins. apart from centre to
centre . The lower end of pendulum rod
screws midway between the tubes, whose
lower ends are driven into -in . holes drilled
in the top of pendulum weight, and secured
by small screws at the sides.
D. - Cast-iron main pendulum weight, 64 ins.
diameter by 4 ins. deep , weighing about
30 lbs. The upper side of this weight carries
the paper on which the figure is traced .
Exactly central on the underside, a hole
is drilled and tapped to receive a small
screwed eye for attachment of the lower or
deflecting pendulum cord.
E. - Deflecting pendulum , suspended from the
upper weight by means of thin silk cord or
catgut. This weight may vary from 4 lh .
upwards, and will change the outline of the
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Fig . 6 .--TWIN -F.LL'pric HARMONOGRAPH
F. - Stand to carry the pen , built up of fin . and
fin . gas barrel with floor plate , and two
short elbows.
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G .-- Penholder , carrying pen at one end and
balance weight at the other. The enlarged
dimensioned sketch at side gives details
and shows method of pivoting in order to
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function of the lower is to deflect the natural path
of the upper, the evolutions of this deflected move
ment being recorded by the stationary pen point ;
the resultant figure is, in fact, simply one ellipse
deflected by another . But further investigation
reveals the fact that an elliptical path is the out
come
at least two separate and distinct impulses
in itself, such impulses recurring at equal intervals
of time, but not simultaneously, or , as it is generally
termed , in different “ phase ." Also , it is equally
possible that any number of isochronous rectilinear
or simple impulses may be combined in the produc
tion of a simple ellipse — a fact which will have been
already exemplified by the previous simple two
pendulum rectilinear movement instrument, shown
in Fig . 1. Consequently, a figure resulting from one

Fig . 7 .

FIG . 9 .

FIG . 8 .
allow of vertical movementonly . Bestmade
of aluminium about 1 in . thick .
H. - Hardened steel screw with polished concave
end, described at B.
I. - Small balance weight to relieve weight of pen
on paper.
J. - Pendulum rod of steel tube, į in . outside
diameter, not less than 7 ft. in length, and
preferably 10 ft . The longer this rod the
greater the range of figures.
In construction it is apparent at once that the in
strument is quite simple, but the action is extremely
complex , and an inexhaustible variety of compound
curves can be obtained , no two of which will be
precisely alike, except by merest chance. We have
but two pendulums here , it is true , of which the

Fig . 10
elliptic movementof the main pendulum of Fig . 6 ,de
flected by another elliptic movement of the secon
dary pendulum ,may be regarded as the summation
of possibly an infinite number of prime impulses, and
the problem of analysing these multitudinous
motions becomes a most formidable one.
Several of the figures traced by the twin -elliptic
instrument are here given (Figs. 7 to 13), and ,
although the exigencies of reproduction render it
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impossible to illustrate the best and finest figures
obtainable, they will serve to represent the possi
bilities of the instrument.*

FIG . II.

In using the twin -elliptic, it is found that besides
the characteristic form due to one particular ratio
of length between the upper and lower pendulums,
there are two variations of general outline for each
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through good filtering paper before using, and kept
well stoppered and free from every suspicion of
dust.
Ordinary hard white
laid
paper can be pro
cured from any printers, and cut into convenient
sized squares at a small expense , and will do well
for rough experimenting. But for the finest work ,
nothing less than “ art chromo " cards should be
used . They can be had in all shades , cut to size,
and of varying thickness. The surface is very
smooth and gives a beautiful line with a good
pen , while the ink is rapidly absorbed, removing
any tendency
for
contiguous lines to run
together.
Pen -making is an art in itself, only to be acquired
by long practice and numerous failures.
The
general method of procedure employed by the
writer is to obtain some good fusible glass tubing
about 3-16ths in . or -in . bore , free from streaks,
heat the middle over a spirit lamp, revolving it the
while, and , when fused , suddenly draw apart. If
adroitly done, the two ends will taper down regu
larly to a very fine point or tube concentric with the
original bore. It requires practice to accomplish
this successfully , and repeated trial alone will give
the requisite knack . When a good shape is at last
obtained , break asunder the fine tube in the centre
and carefully rub down on a fine dry oilstone until

C

A

B

E

D

Fig . 14. – SUCCESSIVE STAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PENS.
ratio irrespective of the infinite number of phases
and degrees of amplitude possible -- viz ., the con
current and the countercurrent, the former occurring
when both pendulums are circling in the same
direction , and the latter when they move in the
opposite sense to one another . The latter will
bring the nodes or loops of the figure on the outside
and the former brings them to the interior of the
figure.
As the inexperienced worker will, no doubt, find
many difficulties beset his path at first in the matter
of pens, ink , and paper, a few hints may be given
with the object of saving time and temper. The
most prolific source of failure is in the attempt to
make any kind of ink answer the purpose. This is
a great mistake, if good work be any consideration ";
Indian ink or any fluids having colouring matter in
suspension, must at once be barred , as the particles
ofmatter, however ininute , are sure to stop up the
capillary opening at the point of the pen .
A good aniline ink will generally be found to
answer ; violet, magenta and blue, as a rule , giving
best results. Judson's dyes may also be employed :
but whatever is used must invariably be filtered
I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. J.Goold , of
Nottingham , for the loan of these figures .

a perfectly square end is obtained ; wipe carefully
and finally plunge the tip into the flame of the
spirit lamp for the merest instant to slightly fuse
the end, and remove all trace of roughness left by

FIG . 12 .
the stoning. If allowed to remain for any appre
ciable time in the flame, the end will be entirely
sealed and nothing remains then but to grind down
again and repeat the process. To test the fineness
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of the opening, direct the pointtowards the flameand
blow through the pen , and , unless the aperture is so
small that the issuing current of air barely disturbs
the flame the end must be further fused until it
closes up to the desired extent. Fig . 14 will assist
in making clear these successive stages in the manu
facture of pens.
A .-- First step : Heat tube in spirit lamp, revol
ving it in order to get even fusion .
B .-- When quite soft , raise tube out of flame and
draw the ends suddenly apart, keeping them
in a line with one another.
C. - Break tube at points marked a , a .

FIG

13

D. - Grind down the broken ends very carefully
on a fine dry oilstone, holding tube quite
vertical and giving it a circular motion with
lightest possible pressure.
E.— Enlarged view of the complete pen after re
fusing the end. The tip examined under a
magnifier should show a barely visible out
let, perfectly circular and smooth .
(To be continued. !

Metals and Alloys .
By C. F. TOWNSEND , F.C.S.
(Continued from page 38.)
Manganese Bronze is very tough and hard. For
this reason , and on account of its freedom from cor
rosion in sea -water, it is now largely employed for
propeller blades. Manganese is a very oxidizable
metal at the high temperatures atwhich it has to be
reduced from its oxide, and for this reason great care
is required in forming and re-melting the alloy. It
varies in colour from red to nearly white, according
to the amount of manganese present. The alloy is
made by reducing the oxide ofmanganese in contact
with copper, as the metal manganese is not a com
mercial article. This cupro -manganese is then em
ployed for making other alloys, which usually con
tain about 20 to 25 per cent. of manganese, with or
without tin , zinc, or nickel. Cupro - ferro -man
ganese is an alloy of the three metals signified in its
title, and is made by melting the alloy of iron and
manganese with copper. It is very hard, but not
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very ductile or malleable . It is used largely for
making other alloys similar to manganese bronze.
Brown Gold. - An alloy of gold , 20 ; copper, 4 .
Button Metal.-- A thin sheet of tin welded on both
sides on to a thick sheet of zinc.
Cadmium is a metal of the zinc series, and is
usually found in ores associated with it. In reduc
ing the ores the cadmium distils over first, and is
thus separated from the zinc. Cadmium is a white,
crystalline metal, and crackles like tin on being bent.
It is very soft and ductile, and can be beaten out
into very thin sheet and foil. With lead, tin ,mercury,
and silver, cadmium forms fusible and ductile
alloys, which , although possessing a very low melt
ing -point, are not so brittle as those of bismuth, and
can be rolled and hammered . They are employed
mostly in dentistry , and sometimes for solders .
Calamine is one of the principal ores of zinc
namely , the carbonate.
Calcium is a yellowish white metal of scientific
interest only. Its oside - lime- and many of its
other compounds are largely used in metallurgy and
in the arts.
Carbon , although not strictly a metal, plays such
an important part in iron and steel that it deserves a
few words. Coke, charcoal, anthracite , retort
carbon , plumbago , blacklead and graphite are all
more or less impure forms of carbon ; whilst its
crystalline form , the diamond-- is nearly quite pure.
It cannot bemelted at any temperature short of that
of the electric arc, in which it not only melts , but
appears even to volatilise. It is used to reduce
metals from their ores by robbing them of their
oxygen , and forms carbides with some of them ,
those of iron and calcium having the most practical
importance.
Chrome Steel. – See Iron .
Chromium is a metal of the same series as Iron ,
and is used to alloy with that metal, chrome-steel
being very hard , white, and brilliant. (See Iron and
Steel.) The metal itself has a highermelting point
even than platinum , and does not oxidise readily in
the air unless heated . It is white in colour.
Chrysorin, known also as inosaic gold and Hamil
ton's metal, is composed of copper, 50 ; zinc, 50 .
Cobalt is a metal of the iron series, closely resem
bling nickel. It is whitish in colour, ductile , and
tenacious. Not used in metallurgy .
Cooper's Gold . - A number of very hard and non
corrodible alloys formed froin platinum and copper
with other metals are distinguished by this name.
They are employed for pens and closely resemble
gold in appearance.
Copbey in the pure state as obtained by electro
deposition, which method is largely used where the
pure metal is required , is red , very malleable , ductile
and tough . Specific gravity , 8.8 ; melting point,
1050 ° C. As a conductor of heat and electricity it
is second only to silver . Although not easily cor
roded at ordinary temperatures, it unites readily
with oxygen when heated and in the molten state
the oxide dissolves, causing the metal to become
brittle when cold . A small quantity of phosphorus
destroys this oxide and has a marked influence in
purifying the metal. (See Bronze and Phosphor
copper.)
The cuprous oxide is removed also hy
remelting with charcoal and stirring with a pole of
green wood , the gases from which exert a reducing
influence. Small quantities of impurity , not suffi
cient to form definite alloys, cause the copper to
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become brittle. Lead , bismuth , and antimony are
very injurious. Copper readily unites with sulphur
and forms a large and important series of combina
tions with other borlies besides metals . (See Brass
and Bronze. )
Cupro- ferro -manganesc . -See Bronze.
Cupro -manganese.See Bronze.
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leaf in gilding. Its composition is copper 79* 5,
zinc. 2005 .
Electrum is one of the names for German silver
cbise Metal
(whi
Metal. — A very complex alloy of tin ,
English
copper, brass, nickel, bismuth, antimony and
tungsten .
See
Ferro aluminium .
Iron .
Ferro -chrome.-- See Iron .
See
Ferro - manganese .
Iron .
Ferro -tungsten . - See Iron .
Galvanised Iron is obtained
by dipping the well cleaned
iron into a bath of molten
zinc.
German Silver is an alloy
of nickel, copper, and zinc,
the
proportions
varying
through a fairly wide range.
The metals should be free
impurity, especially
from
arsenic . A small proportion
of iron is sometimes present
and improves the colour, but
makes the alloy more diffi
Tin is inju
cult to work .
rious, as it yellows the colour
and makes the metal brittle.
The presence of cobalt ,which
is usually associated with
nickel in its ores, is no dis
advantage, as the two metals
are so similar in their proper
ties. The solder for German
silver consists of the same
metals, but with a very much
larger proportion of zinc. In
addition to German silver,
the nickel-copper-zinc alloys
possess many fancy names,
such as Nevada silver, Nic
kel silver , Virginia silver,
The better
electrum , & c .
qualities of alloy closely re
semble silver in appearance,
take a good polish , are hard,
tough , and malleable, and
do not readiiy tarnish .
Gerusnein's Alloy consists
of an amalgam of copper and
mercury, and is used for
uniting broken china, glass,
etc.
It resists weak acids
and boiling water and be
comes very hard .
Glucinum ( or Beryllium ) is a
rare metal of scientific in
NORTHERN RAILWAY OF France MODEL COMPOUND EXPRESS
terest only .
LocɔMOTIVE . ( Front View .)
For description ]
( see page 6o .
Gold in the pure state is
a soft and exceedingly malle
Delta - inetal. - An alloy of brass with a small quan
able metal, which can be beaten out into leaves
tity of iron , made by adding iron dissolved in zinc
so thin as to be translucent, light of a green .
to phosphor-copper . The term
delta -metal now
ish tinge filtering through. It usually occurs in the
covers a number of alloys, some of which contain
metallic state, associated with platinum and other
also tin , manganese, and lead . The alloy possesses
rare metals, as well as copper and silver. Specific
gravity, 19932 ; melting point, 1061° C. It is too
great strength and resistance to corrosion .
soft for use in the pure state and is alloyed with
Dutch-metal. - A form of brass resembling gold in
silver and copper for coinage and other purposes ,
colour. It is rolled and hammered into very thin
It unites directly with chlorine to form chloride of
leaves which are employed as a substitute for gold
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gold , but is not attacked by any ordinary acid ;
neither does it tarnish in the air, as it is not acted
upon by either oxygen or sulphur. Gold imparts
a ruby colour to glass . A compound cyanide of
gold and potassium is used for electro -deposition .
Gold alloys readily with silver and copper without
much change in its properties, except in the colour ;
also with most other metals , but these alloys are
nearly all brittle and valueless . The alloy of gold
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comes more fusible, but less tenacious. A solder
for gold consists of gold , silver, and copper.
Hercules Metal is a form of aluminium brass , con
It casts well ,
taining usually a good deal of iron .
is tough , and works well in the lathe.
Iron in the pure state is not a very hard metal,
and in the commercially pure condition is known
as soft iron ,” and “ malleable ” iron . Its specific
gravity is 7.86 , and melting — or, rather, fusing
point, 1,600 degs. C. The
pasty condition which iron
assumes enables two pieces
of iron to be welded to
gether, the important con
dition being a clean surface .
Wrought iron ,malleable iron ,
cast iron , and the various
forms of steel are simply iron
combined with a greater or
less amount of carbon .
Wrought iron and malleable
iron are practically pure ,
DE
and occupy one end of the
scale ; whilst cast iron occu
pies the other end , containing
a large amount of carbon ;
steel having a position mid
way between. Whilst
wrought iron is malleable
and comparatively ductile,
and possesses great tenacity ;
cast iron is hard and brittle .
The mechanical treatment
to which iron is subjected
has an important effect upon
its physical condition , ham
mering cold having a ten
dency to make it assume a
crystalline form , provided it
is not re-heated ; whilst roll
ing tends in the direction of
a fibrous structure . Even
a small quantity of carbon
makes malleable iron appre
ciably harder, '25 per cent.
being the limit for this form
of iron . The proportion of
carbon in steel varies from
this figure to l'5 per cent.,
the alloys containing small
amounts being known as
" mild steel,” the hardness
the per
increasing with
centage of carbon ; beyond
15 the metal begins to
assume the character of cast
iron , which contains usually
about 2'5
per cent. of
MODEL FRENCH COMPOUND EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE .
carbon . In To white " cast
For description ]
( see page 60.
(Rear view of Tender. )
iron the metal is prin
cipally combined with the
carbon ; but in grey iron
with aluminium is interesting, being of a rich purple
the carbon
is
iron in scales of
colour. An alloy of gold , copper, and aluminium
largely scattered in the
is sometimes used under the name of Nürnberg
graphite . Iron is a moderately good conductor
gold .
of heat and electricity , and possesses remarkable
magnetic powers. All forms are attracted to the
Grey Gold is an alloy of gold 5 , iron 1.
Gun -metal. — A copper-tin alloy. (See Bronze.)
poles of a magnet, and are capable of being con
Hamilton's Metal. - An alloy of copper and zinc
verted into magnets, either by rubbing with a per
in equal parts.
manent magnet or by passing an electric current
Hard Solder for brass is usually made of equal
through a coil of insulated wire wrapped round the
metal. The soft iron does not retain its magnetism
weights of copper and zinc. With more zinc it be
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when the current stops or the permanent magnet is
Chromium alloys readily with iron , and chrome
removed ; but steel retains a certain amount per
iron ore, from which ferro-chrome, the alloy rich in
manently . The soft- iron cores of the field -magnets
chromium , is made, is comparatively plentiful.
13
of dynamos retain enough " residual magnetism
Chromium increases the tenacity of steel, but renders
to produce a magnetic field sufficient to start the
it hard to work in the lathe.
current as soon as the armature begins to move.
Molybdenum alloys with iron, and is sometimes
When alloyed in small quantities in other metals such
used in conjunction with chromium . This ternary
as brass, to produce compounds known as “ Delta
alloy is said to increase the resistance of iron to
metal," " Aich's metal,” etc.,
the iron gives considerably
increased hardness and tena
city . The presence of sul
phur and arsenic render the
metal unworkable when hot;
whilst phosphorus causes it
to crack if struck in the cold .
For this reason ores contain
ing phosphorus could not be
employed for the manufac
ture of iron until recently
when , by means of the basic
process , all the phosphorus
goes into the slag, which be
comes a valuable phosphatic
manure. The alloys of iron
with manganese, nickel, chro
mium , tungsten , and alum
inium are the most import
ant.
In the case of other
metals the alloys are of a
brittle character, and up to
the presenthave not been em
ployed commercially .
The
compounds of manganese and
iron possess much import
ance.
The manganese is in
troduced into the Bessemer
converter or the Siemens
furnace either as spiegel-eisen
or ferro -manganese, both
alloy of iron and manganese,
the latter being much richer
in manganese.
These com
pounds are specially prepared
from ores rich in manganese
for addition to steel.
The
presence of small quantities
of manganese up to 0-5 per
cent. renders the steel much
harder ; but above this point
up to 7 per cent. the manga
nese is a disadvantage, caus
ing the metal to become
brittle and lose cohesion .
Beyond 7 per cent. the com
pounds of iron and manga
nese again become valuable ,
and possess great tenacity.
Above 20 per cent. the alloy
becomes non -magnetic, and
MODEL FRENCH COMPOUND EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE .
for this reason it is employed
(Interior of Cab .)
For description ]
fos making several parts of
(see page 60 .
dynamos.
Nickel produces a series of valuable alloys with
penetration without rendering it brittle . Moly
steel. These compounds are easy to work , increase
bdenum alloys are magnetic , and, like those of
the elasticity and the breaking strain , and, up to 20
tungsten , make good cutting tools .
per cent. nickel, add much to the hardness. The
Tungsten alloys are remarkably magnetic , and
compounds containing much nickel are almost non
are very hard ; but, contrary to ordinary practice,
corrodible, very magnetic , produce excellent cutting
they are softened by being made red -hot and
quenching
tools, and are very valuable for boiler plates. Cobalt
in its behaviour with iron is very similar to nickel.
The principal advantage of introducing alu
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minium into iron is to enable better castings to be
obtained . The amount employed is usually small
not more than oʻ2 per cent. It is best introduced
in the form of ferro -aluminium , an alloy rich in the
latter metal. The effect of the aluminium in cast
iron appears to be to convert some of the combined
carbon into graphite , which rises to the surface to
someextent and is skimmed off, so that the resulting
metal approaches nearer to the composition of
steel.
( To be continued .)

A Model Four -Cylinder Com

pound Locomotive .

1

By A. BOITEL .
CHE photographs shewn herewith represent the
model of loco and tender I have built recently .
THE
This model is an exact reproduction , to the
scale of 1-9th , of the actual locomotive in use on
the Northern Railway of France for the service of
the express trains.
This engine is a four-cylinder compound on the
“ de Glehn ” system , of the Alsatian Company of
Belfort, and has all modern improvements.
The two H.-P. cylinders are outside, the two L.-P.
cylinders are placed below the smokebox — the distri
bution is ofWalschaert's type for the four cylinders,
worked together or separately by the one reversing
wheel in order to change the cut-off in each pair
of cylinders. The brake is the Westinghouse ; on
the tender it may be also worked by hand ,
The principal dimensions of the model are the
following :
7 ins.
Gauge
89 IT
Total length between buffers
of engine only
45
Height from rail to the top of funnel
18
Width
131
Diameter of driving wheels
91
bogie
boiler
tubes (57 in number)
2 8 in .
16 ins.
Length of boiler
firebox
.
!
smokebox
7
tender
35
Width
13 ..
12
Height from rail
Weight, about 3 cwt.
Themodel is painted the same colour as the proto
type, viz , chocolate colour, lined pale yellow .
may add that the wheels and some other parts have
been cast by the well-known firm , W.Martin & Co ,
West Ham .

A MOTOR LAUNCH , 30 ft. long on the water-line,
and 35 ft. long over all, which has just recently been
built in New York, has succeeded in travellingea
mile in 2 mins. 26 secs, in the Hudson River with
the wind , and a mile in 3 mins. against the wind .
The boat weighs 1000 lbs., everything included .
The engine has four cylinders, and works on the
four-cycle system . It occupies a space 21 ft. long
hy 2 ft. wide by 21 ft. in height. It weighs 410 lbs.,
and develops 21 h.-p. It has a hull of mahogany ,
and is decked over from the prow to the engine,
which is just forward of amidships.
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all the half-round grooves, viz ., those in the head
stock base, standards, tailstock base , and clamps.
To mark them off accurately , and also to be sure
By Victor C. TALBOYS.
of getting the grooves parallel, I placed a piece of
HE following is a description and working
1-16th in . sheet brass between them , clamped them
drawings of a lathe I constructed about a
together, and filed it off Aush . I then found centres
THE
the brass -plate each end , and with my dividers
on
tools
many
not
had
I
time
that
At
year ago.
in , each side of centre on both ends,
marked off
at my disposal, but it was designed to meet my re
in . circles with these four
and then described
quirements , being without a lathe, and with a
centres. • Taking the plate out, I
drew lines lengthwise on bases
meeting these and made segments
of circles . All the grooves were
marked off in this way, the same
plate doing for them all, and the
TIUUUUU
thickness of which allowed for
bolting them together tight without
touching . I now commenced to file
them out, taking great care -to bed
them evenly on the rods,
and also to keep inside
the scribed lines , I then
found centres on head
stock bosses for the bear
ings, which are 11 ins.
above the bed .
Firstly , I drilled a t-in . hole from each
end , and then put a 5-16ths in . parallel
reamer right through the two ; thus getting
them in line with very little trouble. I then
drilled the holes for securing the lathe to
the stand , and also drilled and tapped those
for the bolts. After mounting it, I com
OCK
ION
N
menced
.
to drill the tailstock .
HEADST
OF
ELEVAT
Bolting it
Fig . 1. - PART SECTIO AND
firmly in its place , I took a f -in . tapping drill
little patience and perseverance , I was able to add
with a long 5-16ths in . shank , passed it through
the headstock bearings which served as a guide,
that long -wished -for tool to my workshop.
and secured the back of it in a breast drill.
The patterns I måde first, and found they were
not so hard to make as I had previously imagined .
The great thing in doing it this way is, that the
centres are bound to come in line. When I
This will be found so especially by those readers who
have been following up the articles in THE MODEL
ENGINEER on “ Pattern Making." As they only
had to go in the mould once, they were made up
FIG . 4 .
Design for an Amateur's Lathe .

Hand )
Wheel here
* stud lo hap
Screwed 172
rightly.
ko "oil hule

D

" Set - screw

PIG , 2. – TAILSTOCK .
out of common deal wood , being worked up smooth
with sand -paper , and done over when finished with
a mixture of red lead powder and shellac varnish .
After sending the patterns to the foundry, I pro .
cured from one of the advertisers in this paper, two
lengths ofmild steel shafting, -in . in diameter , and
15 ins. long, of which the bed is comprised . The
first thing I did on receiving the castings was to file

FIG . 3 . -CROSS-SECTION OF
TAILSTOCK

FIG . 5.
SECTION OF
FRONT HEAD
STOCK BEARING .

had drilled this hole through , I drew the same
drill out to k -in . clearing, putting it half way
through in the samemanner for the back centre
to slide in , tapping the remaining half out f in .
The headstock was bored for the bushes in the
following way :-Taking a bar (of 5-16ths in .
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mild steel, I drove in a small steel cutter which
protruded out 3-32nds in ., therefore, boring a f.in.
hole . I then revolved it with a breast drill, and
fed it up slowly with the back centre . When the
first was done, I placed in one of the bushes to act
as a bearing for the bar, and bored the other out in
the same way .
The bushes are turned out of phosphor- bronze ,
and , as seen by the drawing, are held in position by
means of two 3-16ths in . setscrews, with 1-16th in ,
holes drilled through them for lubrication.
The

FIG . 6. - HAND -Rest.
mandrel and pulley were turned for me by a friend .
After putting these in place, and connecting up the
belt, I drilled an fin . hole in mandrel nose by holding
a drill in a carrier, and feeding it up with the back
centre, tapering it out in the same way, with a
specially, made reamer . The centres are if ins. in
height, and will take 64 ins. between them . I have
found this quite sufficient as yet for mymodel work
but, of course, the whole thing could be altered pro
portionately by anyone caring to construct it.
In conclusion , I might say that I used an old
sewing machine treadle and table for a stand , and
I think all the rest will be clearly understood by
the drawings ; but if they do present any difficulty
to anyone, I shall be most pleased to communicate
with ihem .
PHOTOGRAPHING BRIGHT WORK . - The following
is a preparation for painting bright work for photo
graphing :-Mix white lead with turpentine to the
consistence of thin cream , with sufficient lampblack
to form a light slate colour, and then add one- sixth
the bulk of japanner's gold size . Paint themachine
over with this . After negative has been made, the
colour can be quickly removed with a wad of cotton
waste moistened with turpentine or benzine.
New RailwAY ALARM . — The Midland Railway
Company have just introduced a better system of
communication between passenger, guard, and
engine driver. Instead of the cord outside the car.
riage windows, a handle is placed within easy reach
inside the carriage. A pull at this opens a valve on
the air-brake pipe of the train , and partially applies
the brake, and also sounds a whistle which may be
heard by the driver and the guard. Inside the doors
on each side is a chain which releases a red disc, and
thus indicates the carriage from which the alarm
emanates. All carriages used for the Midland Com
pary's express service have already been thus
eg: ipped . The company have also intimated to
other railway companies that vehicles intended
for conveyance by express train over the Midland
system , unless fully equipped with the new alarni
apparatus, will not be accepted .

The
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Principles of Worm
Gearing.

By F. L. Berry,
INCE the advent of high - speed motors and kin
dred machinery for driving purposes , there
has been a want of a good means of reducing
the speed to one suitable for connection to driven
machinery .
Generally speaking, the bulk of this work is done
by either spur or worm gear. Worm gear is not
very popular, in spite of some advantages viz ., com
pactness, noiselessness, and few working parts.
The generally adopted method of employing spur
gear in preference, with its many parts , large space,
and considerable noise, would indicate some advan
tage that justifies its use instead of worm gear.
Without going too deeply into the matter, I propose
to explain this and principles of worm gear in non
mathematical language that will be understood by
those whose experience has not been such as to make
an extended acquaintance with the subject. This
reluctance to employ worm gear may be summed up
in two words, excessive friction," or their equiva
lent, “ slow efficiency ."
It has long been accepted by many engineers that
worm gearing generally is very inefficient. This
opinion, which has in many cases good reason for
its existence, is held not only by amateurs, but by
men of long experience and good standing ; and
although the principles involved in the design and
more suitable methods ofmanufacture have resulted
in a much more efficient worm being obtainable
than was hitherto the case , the prejudice against
their use still exists .
There are few machines that give such good re
turns for good design and construction as does
worm ; and the design is probably responsible for
the very contradictory results of test that are to be
had to -day. By a careful design one may get 60
per cent. as easily as 25 or 30 per cent. efficiency with
a careless one. The idea that the efficiency is
greater with a sharp thread angle than a slow or
small one is now generally accepted, and, within
limits , this is true. Roughly speaking, the angle
increases with the pitch .
The angle of thread depends on the pitch , and the
pitch will depend generally on the diameter of
wheel and the power, and the diameter will often be
determined by circumstances, such as the maximum
pitch -line pressure and space available . The larger
the wheel, the lighter the pitch -line load will be.
To illustrate this : take an imaginary case of a worm
having a pitch of i in . and a thread angle of 10 degs.
making 500 revs. per minute, and a pitch -line load of
100 lbs, the worm wheel making 10 revs. per minute ;
therefore , having a ratio of 500
So to 1 .
IO
Now , it is evident that one revolution of worm
will move the wheel a distance equal to the pitch ,
and thework done per revolution
PⓇW = 1 X 100
= 100 lbs. ins. If the worm , however , was not
capable of transmitting above 50 lbs ., or if for
wearing purposes it was not considered advisable
to exceed 50 lbs, at pitch -line, some means would
have to be devised for halving the pressure .
It would be easily accomplished by doubling the
diameter of the worm wheel, so that the pressure
is exerted at twice its original leverage, and by the
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W
old principle of the lever we know that WL = 2L 2
The worm and wheel ratio is 50 to i rev . Now ,
the diameter of worm having been doubled will have
twice the number of teeth , and consequently would
only make half the requisite number of revolutions
500 = 100 to 1.
per minute, viz . = 5 ,and fatio

5
To retain the correct ratio (50 : 1 ) we resort to the
pitch , and by doubling the pitch we restore the

FIG 1. - CONDITION OF WORM AFTER CUTTING FIRST
GROOVE .
first order of things ; for, obviously , the number of
i-in . pitch teeth in a 50.in. circumference = the
number of 2 -in . pitch teeth in a 100 -in . circum
ference ; and , of course , by doubling the diameter,
we doubled the circumference . Now it is here we
make use of a sharper angle of thread referred to
previously . Instead of using a i-in . pitch single
threaded worm we will employ a double - threaded
worm having a 2 -in . pitch and an angle of 20 degs.
It will be, perhaps, better understood if we leave out
double -threaded ,” and consider it an
the term
ordinary single -threaded worm and explain “ double
threaded " later.
Having shown that a large diameter lightens the
pressure, and also involves a coarse pitch and
sharp thread angle, and having stated that the
efficiency increases as the angle (or the sharper the
angle, the higher the efficiency ) it remains to show
why this is so .
Take the case of the 10 degree and 20 degree
thread , we have so far taken ,but suppose the pitch
line pressure to be the same in each case . Of

-ge

LOAD
REACTION .

100 %

FIG . 2.- 1 - IN . PITCH

SINGLE - THREADED WORM .

course, we know that this would not be so (but
would in our case be halved ) ; but we will assume it
to be constant, so as to show clearly the effect of the
angle.
In Fig . 2 the load reaction of 100 lbs. act along the
axis of the worm parallel to its length (in the direc
tion of arrow ). This pressure is resolved into two
component parts , one ( P ) acting at right-angles to
thread angle, and Q acting parallel to thread angle.
In this case the load is set out here to scale = 100 lbs.
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= f in , and the pressure normal to thread P = about
98 lbs. Now it is evident that as Q is parallel to
thread, that the greater the angle the greater Q
and the less P will be ; consequently, less pressure
normal to teeth and thread , in this case = P
98 lbs. In the second case (Fig . 3) the angle is
95 lbs. The slight decrease in
20 degs., and P
pressure does not seem much in itself, especially as
the increased pitch means a slightly increased length
of circumference per revolution.
The useful work per revolution of worm is equal
to the total work put in minus that absorbed by
friction .
Now say the decrease in Pis almost nullified by its
having to work against a rather longer friction line
per revolution , the work in the 10 degree angle per
rev . = 1 X 100 = 100 in . lbs.; and in the 20 degree
angle = 2 X 100 = 200 in . lbs.; and as the friction
is slightly less in first case, owing to reaction in P ,
the gain is evident, for the work ofmoving 100 lbs.
2 ins. is accomplished with a loss for friction less
than is sustained in the 10 degree thread by moving
100 lb. i in . Hence, the friction in first case is
double that in the second, or the friction in per
forming 200 in . lbs.ofwork is less than in performing
Ino in . lbs.
To come back to the term , double-threaded
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Fig . 3.---2 -IN , Pitch DOUBLE -THREADED WORM .
worm . This is used for practical reasons. The
thread of a screw or worm or the tooth of a wheel
has certain standard proportions ; these proportions
bear fixed ratio to the pitch ; so the finer the pitch
is the finer the proportions of the section of tooth
or thread will be. On worm gear it is found best to
use fine teeth ; the contact is better than if coarse,
and the fine teeth mean a generally lighter con
struction all round . Also the diameter of worm is
smaller. This is a good thing ; the smaller diame
ter means a shorter distance per revolution against
the load on pitch -line. By using a double thread
we are enabled to use on a 2 -in . pitch the propor
tion of a 1 in . pitch . Similarly , if a treble thread
is used , the proportions of the tooth are those of
Pitch
or , say, those
the divided pitch or
No. of Starts ,
pitch " is
divided
of the divided pitch . By
meant the distance from any point of one tooth to
corresponding place in next as onemeasures pitch of
single -threaded worm or screw ; and by pitch is
meant the distance the worm or screw would
advance per revolution .
In our case the worm is turned , and tools having
suitable width to form a space suitable for i in .
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pitch are used ; but the wheels are put on to cut a
2 - in . pitch .
The first spiral groove or space is cut out to
gauge in the ordinary way, and between these spiral
grooves there is left a wide spiral belt of metal (see
Fig . 1 ) of a width just sufficient to contain a second
spiral groove and leave on either side of it the
required section of tooth or thread. We now cut
the second groove, and we have a worm whose
pitch is 2 ins., and a divided pitch of 1 in ., and an
angle of 20 degs.
The efficiency of worm is further effected by the
velocity of pitch -line ; about 200 ft. per minute is a
very good speed, and in connection with a 20 degree
angle should give good result. Of course , velocities
both higher and lower are used ; but there seems
to be a certain amount of residual or initial
friction in worm gear, and this friction increases
rather slowly up to 200 ſt . per min ., and not pro
portional to speed; consequently , it is best to
take advantage of this . After 200 ft . has been
passed , the friction increases in much closer
ratio to the speed ; also if the speed is high the
pressure must be kept light. To get the best
results it is necessary to pay attention to the
thrust bearings. Many Americans use washer
bearings, and ordinary thrust collars are often
found in this country if the speed is high. I
prefer either ball or roller thrust-balls for light
pressures, and rollers for heavy ; also an oil
bath is essential to any efficient worm gear.
A machine having a lower efficiency does
more than waste power. Inefficiency means
heavy wear ; hence, frequent repairs and re
newals are necessary .
In conclusion , it may not be out of place to
refer to the efficiency obtained at some recent
experiments made on a 3-start worm gear at the
Stuttgart High School. Efficiencies varying
with different conditions of from 60 to 84 per
cent. were obtained . While 94 per cent. has
just been obtained by a German contrivance
having a roller contact, it would not be right
to expect this on an ordinary worm gear ; but
on a fair reduction I think Messrs. David Brown
and Co., Huddersfield , would guarantee 94 per
cent.
The load at pitch -line of worn and reaction
on bearing is given the following formulæ :
ST
H.P. 33,000 and H.P.
T =
S
33,000
thrust in lbs., also load on pitch -line of
Where T
speed in ſt. per minute at pitch - line of
wheel, s
wheel.
PROCESS FOR BRONZING CAST IRON . — The follow
ing is a process for imparting to common cast iron
all the rich glow of bronze, without covering it with
a metal or an alloy. Having thoroughly cleansed
the surface and rubbed it down smooth, apply
evenly a coat of vegetable oil, say, sweet or olive
oil, and heat the iron object, being careful that the
temperature does not rise high enough to burn the
oil. At the moment of decomposition of the oil,
the cast iron will absorb oxygen , and this formsupon
the surface a brown oxide skin or film , which takes
a fast hold and is so hard that it will admit of a high
polish , thus bestowing upon the iron a most striking
resemblance to bronze .
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Model Double Cylinder Launch

Engine.
By H. W. JACKSON .
shows my
"HE accompanying photograph
THE
double -cylinder launch engine. My idea was
to make an engine light in weight, but, at the
sanie time, to have ample wearing surfaces, so that
I could run it at high speed without heating up the
bearings.
I first made a complete set of drawings, then
made the patterns and core-boxes, and obtained the
castings.
The bedplate, standard , and bottom cover of

MODEL DOUBLE CYLINDER LAUNCH ENGINE.
cylinders are in aluminium ; the remainder of the
castings are in gunmetal. The bottom covers are
made in one piece, being supported on two turned
iron columns in front, and by the aluminium stan
dard behind.
The crank-shaft is built up from nine pieces of
good wrought iron ; the shafts and crank -pins are
shrunk into thewebs, and then riveted over, inaking
a very strong piece of work ; it is turned all over , and
the eight flats of webs filed up and polished .
The valve-chests are made separate from the
cylinders. After the faces have been surfaced and
ports filed up , they are bolted on to the cylinders ;
by this arrangement the valve-chest coversmay be
left off until the valves are set, and is much better
than making valve- chest and cover in one piece.
The connecting -rods are of wrought iron , forked
at the top, and split brasses held by bolts at crank
pin end .
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The guides are cylindrical, being made from brass
tube.
The eccentric sheaves are of wrought iron , with
gunmetal straps.
The cylinders are lagged with mahogany. The
principal dimensions are as follows :
Diameter of cylinders , i in .
I in .
Stroke
Steam ports, 1 in . by #in .
Steam port opening , 1-16th in . by # in .
Exhaust port, 3-16ths in . by # in .
Width of bar, 3-32nds in .

An
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Amateur's Electric Light
Plant.

By J. HAYNES.
HE accompanying illustration is from a photo
Be
ing made and erected in spare time entirely
by myself, with the exception of the engine, which
I purchased, the work taking me about three years
to complete ; and being in no way connected with

MR. J. HAYNES' COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT.

Flywheel - diameter, 2 } ins.; rim , } in , wide, in .
deep ; weight, 10 ozs.; weight of engine and fly
wheel, 41 lbs.
With 10 lbs. of steam and no load the engine runs
at tremendous speed , and hums like a high -speed
electro -motor. The engine took six months to
make, working chiefly on Saturday afternoons and
evenings.
The lubricators and drain -cocks are my own
All the machining
make, and have nutted
was done on a single geared 3 -in . bench lathe, having
small slide-rest.

the electrical profession , a few particulars may in
terest some readers of the M.E.
The dynarno is of the Manchester type, wound
for the output of 50 volts 12 amps., driven at a
speed of 1,500 revolutions per minute. I made the
patterns and had them cast, taking care in making
them very smooth so as to reduce the labour in
fitting them up, the armature tunnel being filed
out as I had no means of boring it . The magnets
ins, in diameter and 6 ins. long, turned , of the
best wrought iron, and wound with 15 lbs. ofNo. 20
D.c.c. wire, 7 } lbs. on each .
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The armature is 5 -in . cogged ring, 4 ins. deep ,
The very first open event she ran in was for the
wound with 7 lbs. of No. 16 D.C.C. wire, and a twelve.
Commodore's Challenge Cup on 22nd of August
section commutator. The dynamo is fitted with
last, and she carried all before her, having in that
flywheel and sliding rails , which can be seen in
race reduced the time of the previous crack steamer
the photograph, and mounted on a concrete bed
for four lengths of the lake (about 480 yds. ) from
24 ins. square , and being driven by a 1 b.h.-p.
4 minutes 15 seconds to 3 minutes 33 seconds, and
horizontal gas engine supplied by G. Hooker, of
but for the fact of business calling her owner to
Hackney, N.E.
America , there is little doubt but what she would
The switchboard is made of oak
picture moulding and fretwood ,
with a slate panel, 24 by 18 by
in . thick, enamelled black ,
with buss bars , cut
inounted
outs , and four lever switches of
the chopper type, designed and
made by myself. The meter cases
are made of sheet brass, polished
and lacquered . In order to obtain
photograph . I had to remove the
sides of the shop . which , fortu
nately, is built in sections.
is a well
The engine-room
lighted shop, 12 ft . long and 6 ft.
Fig . 2.- DECK VIEW OF THE GREYHOUND.”
wide, built solely for that purpose ,
and is lighted by two 8 C.-p. lamps.
have
further reduced
the times in sub
sequent races.
With the exception of the
The Model Steamer Speed
engine, she was made all through by her
present owner.
Competition .
dimensions are
Her
as
follows : -Length
over all, 6 ft . 11f ins.; beam , 64 ins. on
(Continued from page 595, Vol. IX .)
water line, and 51 ins. on deck line ; depth ,
4 } ins. ( draft, 2 } ins.) ; freeboard, 2 ins. ; total
Ill. - Description of the “ Greyhound " -Third
weight, 22 lbs.
Prize Model Boat.
Boiler : 16 ins. long over all and 4 ins. diameter,
'HIS steamer , the winner of the third certificate
and is made of hard rolled copper, 10 lbs. to the
sheet ; the furnace is 24 ins. diameter, solid drawn
TH in the recent M.E. speed competition , is of
pecuiiar interest, inasmuch as she is the out
copper, with nine cross tubes fin . diameter in same,

Fig . 1.-MR. SIDNEY KEAY'S MODEL BOAT GREYHOUND ."

come of that very ably written article by Mr. W. H.
Wilson Theobald , M.A., which appeared in the M.E.
on June 11th last, on “ How to Build Boats for
Speed ," and the writer was so much impressed with
the article that, after a careful study of some, he
determined to build a model according to the
directions given in the said article, and the boat
has proved from the very commencement, a splendid
success as far as speed and wave line is concerned .

and the furnace tubes and end flanges are brazed
and then the ends flanged and riveted to the out
side shell, and then hard soldered . Working pres
sure, 60 to 80 lbs.
Engine : The engine is single cylinder, 1.in. bore ,
1- in . stroke, and weighs 2 lbs.
Lamp : The lamp is a patent blowlamp, burning
petrol, which is found to give more heat, and is
much cleaner than paraffin or benzoline. This
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lamp has been carefully thought out by our Club
Captain , Mr. Wm . McCaig, and after two seasons'
work , has been found to give better results than
any other blowlamp ever used ; it has a riveted
container, which is most essential in lamps of this
description .
Th 22 lbs. weight is made up as follows :
lbs. ozs .
Hull, complete with deck and fittings
5 12
6
Boiler, empty
4
Water for boiler
4
I
-1
Boiler lagging
2
0
Lamp full of petrol
2
O
Engine
O
Propeller
o
Shafting, shaft bucket, and rudder
Tin inside boat at lamp end to prevent
4
boat catching fire

22

Totalweight

The Late Sir William

0

Allar ,

THE
death
of controversy
Sir Wm. Allan
, recalls
theseveral
some
what
bitter
which
raged for
years round the water -tube boiler question in the
Navy . Sir William from the beginning persistently
opposed the introduction of the Belleville boiler,
and it was, undoubtedly , due in great measure to
his constant criticism that the Boiler Committee
was eventually appointed, whose report led to the
condemnation of this type of generator , though the
advantages of water -tube boilers for naval purposes
were in a broad sense recognised. Sir William was
opposed to water-tube boilers in every shape for
marine purposes , and to suggest that they had
virtues in any form was pretty much like showing
a red rag to a bull. Still, it was impossible to doubt
the honesty of his criticism , and subsequent action
on the part of the Admiralty largely proved its
justification . Sir Williain's career was a somewhat
chequered one. He was essentially the architect of
his own fortunes , and the engineering works with
which he was connected are a striking monument to
his perseverance and enterprise.

Prize

Competition .

Competition No. 37. For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only. - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model
making achievements, weoffer a prize of the value
of £ 2 25. for the best description of " SOME Models I
HAVE Made."
The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur
ther prize of £ i is. for the second best description ,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
sos. 6d. for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred , we
will, in this Competition , send goods to the value
of the prize, and each competitor should state what
form he would like the prize to take in the event
of his
ing successful. The clo ng date for re
ceiving entries for this competition will be March
ist, 1904 .
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For the Bookshelf .
(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.j
THE LOCOMOTIVES OF THE LONDON BRIGHTON AND
SOUTH COAST RAILWAY COMPANY, LIMITED .
London : TheLocomotive Publishing Company ,
Limited , 2 , Amen Corner, Paternoster Row ,
E.C. Price 5s. net ; postage 4d . extra .

We venture to say that no railway enthusiast
who is interested in the history of the “ iron horse "
as well as by the modern developments of the loco
motive, should be without a copy of this work . It
is very complete, including in the introduction a
short history of the L.B.& S.C.R . railway system
from 1835 to 1900 , and some 150 illustrations,
mostly in the shape of neat scale drawings of the
past and present locomotives of this line.
THE LOCOMOTIVES OF THE GREAT NORTHERN RAIL
WAY (1847-1902). By Geo . Freak Bird .
London : The Locomotive Publishing Company,
Ltd., 2 , Amen Corner, Paternoster Row , E.C.
Price 5s . net ; postage, 4d . extra.
What we have said in respect to the history of
the L.B.& S.C.R . engines reviewed above, equally
applies to Mr. G. F. Bird's interesting book on
G.N.R. locomotives. The introductory notes on
the line concisely sum up the development of the
Great Northern Railway, and describe the earliest
engines of the line . For the remainder, the book is
divided up into the growth of the motive power
during periods over which the successive locomotive
superintendents held their sway.
We can heartily recommend both of these pub
lications to the model engineer in search of reliable
particulars and sketches of locomotives he may wish
to model. Mr. Bird's book contains over 100 illus
trations and eight photographic illustrations, the
frontispiece being a portrait of the G.N.R.'s present
superintendent, Mr. H. A. Ivatt.
FOWLER's ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S YEAR BOOK
(1904). Manchester : Scientific Publishing
Company. Price is. 6d. net ; superior binding
and gilt edges, 2s . 6d. net. Postage, 3d. extra
The new year generally brings in its train a num :
ber of pocket books and diaries, and the one now
under consideration is such as can be unreservedly
recommended . Electrical engineers and students
will note with pleasure the extensive additions and
emendations to the book , which include the In
stitution of Electrical Engineers revised Wiring
Rules, and some interesting notes on Polyphase
Transmission and Induction Motors.
The book
comprises 540 pages and is very well indexed .

SUBMARINE BOAT PROGRESS. — The first impor
tant trip made by the submarine boat constructed
near St. Petersburg, Russia , was a brilliant success ,
the journey from Kronstadt to Bjoerkoe and back
being accomplished in thirty - six hours , of which
twenty -six were passed uninterruptedly below water,
the submarine making eight to ten knots an hour.
Though a terrible storm was raging in the Gulfpof
Finland at the time, it is stated that the effect of
the waves was not felt.
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Practical Letters from

our

Readers .

( The Editor Inuiles readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual Interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume i desired, but the full
name and address of the sendei MOST Invaslably be attached,
thouge not necessarily intended for publication .)
A Long Steel Shaving.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, I should be glad to know if any of
your readers have ever got a longer continuous
shaving than the one I send herewith for your in
spection . It measures (without stretching ) 91 ins.
long, and was turned from a piece of inch cast tool
steel bar (previously annealed ), which I was rough
ing down to make a screw tap. I was using the
self-acting traverse , single gear of a Pittler lathe,
with a round -end cutter in a Tangye toolholder,
and the lubricant used was oil.
I can recommend the Tanyge toolholder as the
best and most rigid I have ever used . I got to
know of it through the advertisement of the Liver
pool Castings Company in The Modei ENGINEER.
-Yours faithfully ,
JEFFREY BROWNING .
Ayr.
A Method of Fitting Slide - Valves.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR. - In your issue of December 24th ,
“ P. B.” contributes to your Workshop Notes, А
Method of Fitting Slide-valves."
Apparently “ P. B.” is not aware of the fact
that slide-valves are not rigidly fixed to the spindle ,
and that the end nuts are only put on to keep the
valve in position with regard to the ports, the valve
being held down perfectly tight by the steam pres
sure only .
If " P. B.'s " method were to be adopted, undue
friction would be set up between the valve and
steam chest face, and also at the gland . --- Yours
S. E. HOGBEN .
truly,
Kennington Park, S.E.
Standard Scales and Gauges for Model Loco
motives .
TO THE EDITOR Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —The article in your issue of the 31st
ult ., on “ Standard Scales and Gauges for Model
Locomotives," is, I think, the ablest contribution to
this interesting subject that has appeared in your
columns so far, and I am sure the thanks of your
rearlers are due to you for the very clear and un
biassed way in which you have dealt with the whole
matter.
I have followed with pleasure the various letters
from your correspondents , someof whom I am very
glad to know personally (others I trust to have the
pleasure of meeting later). I have refrained from
writing you mysell, as I could plainly see the sub
ject was being thoroughly thrashed out by others of
greater experience in model loco and railway mak
ing. However, as one of the members of the Sub
committee appointed by the S.M.E. some six years
since to investigate the subject of gauges for model
railways, you will understand it is not altogether
new to ine, and I would like to add a word or two
before the correspondence is closed .
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Dealing first with the question of themost suitable
gauge, the beginner must, 1 think, be guided to a
great extent by environment - il., if he has only a
small space available, must perforce choose a
limited scale - say, up to 1 in . Should he have a
moderate space, then I consider a fin . or 4 in .
scale with a gauge of 34 ins. (3 ins. between the
tyres) for the former , and 31 ins. gauge for the
latter, themost convenient sizes for him to work to .
If, on the other hand, he has plenty of room , then
I say a railway on a scale of 1 in . or more to the
fout gives the best results from a pleasure point of
view , as, if desired - provided, of course , fair work
manship be put in — the model engineer can sit on his
engine or its tender and drive it himself, and also
give trips to his friends seated upon improvised
Pullman cars or trucks ; the Pullmanesque depend
ing, of course, upon the luxuriousness or otherwise
of accommodation provided . I know , of course ,
that engines on k in . or fin . scale are sometimes
powerful enough to pull a lad along ; but it is un
fair to the engine, and the poising required to sit on
a 3. ins. gauge vehicle is not the most exhilarating,
and a railway on this gauge is not a practical pas
senger-carrying concern .
From a purely model loco building point of view ,
and not with the idea of laying out a railway, then I
think a scale of fin . or i in . to the foot makes the
most beautiful model, as one then has scope enough
not only to merely follow the outlines of the original,
but to make the working parts similar to the proto
type - a matter of soine difficulty, except to our
cleverest amateur mechanicians, on smallermodels.
In my humble opinion , a 1 -in . scale is advisable for
anyone wishing to turn out a really fine piece of
engineering work presenting less difficulties than
would be encountered on a smaller inodel with the
same object in view . Such a model should be built
to scale throughout in profile and gauge.
Speaking personally , I must heartily endorse the
recommendation of your contributor - viz ., that the
average amateur should build his rolling -stock to
fin . gauge, adopting the standard measurements of
3 ins. between the tyres to settle the gauge question.
For a railway of moderate size it admits of fairly
realistic rolling -stock without having to descend to
can be
diminutive proportions ; the vehicles
strongly built and stand using. Moreover , one can
have the curves of fair radius without having to
resort to bogies and pony trucks with abnormal
play, to get the vehicles round . The gauge permits
a locomotive of handy size, and even if an inside
cylinder engine is used would present no great
difficulties in getting in the cylinders and valve gear,
and does not limit to a dangerous extent the size of
the firebox . Signals, points, crossing and other
adjuncts of railways of this size can be made of fair
dimensions to work properly by rolls and levers ;
nothing either in the permanent way or rolling
stock need be so small as to be fragile or to prevent
easy inanipulation . Curiously , soine thirteen years
ago, when I commenced by myself to make model
locomotives ( I knew no one who was interested in
models in those days) I went into the question of
sizes, and finally came to the conclusion that a
fin . scale, with a distance of 3 ins. between the
tyres, was the most convenient size ; so you may
depend that I am doubly pleased to find that after
all this time you recommend these very dimensions.
My brother , quite ten years since, commenced
constructing permanent way, and after making cne
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or two complete equipments about 4 ins. gauge
came to the conclusion that a 31 ins. gauge (which
we find the correct size for the 3 ins. between tyres)
was really the most workable ; so we joined forces,
and have stuck to that measurement ; and if we
commenced again under the same conditions we
should start on the same size.--Yours faithfully,
Brondesbury, N.W.
A. M. H. SOLOMON .
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in a few points on which I am doubtful. I am thinking of lighting
up some rooms by electricity, and have got a dynamo 65 volts
6 amps. which I propose to drive from a windmill. I have de
signed an automatic regulator for keeping speed uniform , but
require help (1) in design ofan automatic cut-outwhen wind drops,
as I propose using accumulators, charging by day and running by
night, the lamp circuit being 50 volts. Please state what wire
should be used on coil of cut-out switch , and whether it should
operate with minimum current or minimum volts ? (2) What size
accumulator plates should I usc, and how many for yr amp.-hour ?
I wish to make them myself. (3) Glass jars being unobtainable
out here, would it do if I made them out of ebonite, or where could
I get them in England ? and what size should they be ?

Queries and Replies ,
( Allention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and 110 n1olice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
neith distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST bº ill
scribed on the back . (2) . Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference (3) A stamped addressed eirvelope (nof post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must
usually elapse
before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents
who require
an answer inserted in this column
should inderstand that some weeks must clapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed . (6) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, The MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Flert Street, London, E.C.]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: : I have
writeslaunch
T. (Egremont)
[
10,211]
. I
for a model
enclosed ,P.intended
per sketchBoiler.
a boiler, as Launch
if
qualities
steaming
the
improve
if
it
would
to
know
be
glad
shall
I fitted water-tubes as shown in dotted lines ? If you can suggest
any better means of improving the steaming qualities, I shall be
glad to know of same. Referring to sketch enclosed , I shall be
glad if you will let me have' a sketch of the lamp that you consider
best for this boiler. I shall also be glad if you will inform me why
the water in the water-gauge hardly ever gives the correct height
of water in the boiler ? The water gauge is fixed on a slant, as
shown on the sketch . The gauge glass is 3-16ths in . outsidemeasure
ment. Please let me know how to remedy this.
Perforated
steam pipe -l's
: 7

To engine

-16
"
-16
2"

Proposed woler tubes
8"

Section .
MODEL LAUNCH BOILER .
We can , without fear, advise you to insert the proposed water
tubes, but must point out that the fitting of these tubes will not
altogether make the boiler a success. Without, them , if more
space is allowed in the firebox, the flames of the lamps will be ven
tilated in a much better manner, and the combustion rendered more
complete , with the result that the steaming qualities will be im
proved . We would suggest the use of the vapourising spirit blow
lamp,illustrated in the issue ofNovemeber 15th , and in our handbook
No. 13, on “ Model Steamer Machinery." The gauge is rather
much on the slant, and as the boiler'is not at present sufficiently
powerful for the engine, ebullition occurs on the withdrawal of
steam , and thus the level is not constant. Water- tubes will , to
when no steam
some extent, prevent disturbances in the
being taken from the boiler.
(19,190) Cut - out and Accumulator Plates. V. K. V. (Rich
mond, Natal, S.A.) writes : I should be obliged if you could help

2 of 8'xg"
or
4 of 6 " x6 "

2y.N10190

FIG . 2 .

Fig . 1

We cannot give you the exact quantity and gauge ofwire fol your
cut-us.
out, If
as you
the intend
size, construction,
and get
design
unknownit
to
to design and
one are
out quite
for yourself,
should be on the following lines :-An electro -magnet to hold in
position an iron armature, and the latter of such form and weight
that whenfalls
theaway
holding
the magnet
diminished,
armature
and power
releasesofa weight
pivotedis at
one end . the
In
falling, this weight comes in contact with the main switch an
disengages this latter so that the circuit is broken . Adjustment
should be made so that the armature is released at any desired
strength of the magnetic field , which is, of course, proportional to
the voltage of supply and the current in the magnet winding . A
spiral spring might be used in making this adjustment, and by
regulating the tension of this the release may be timed for any
given voltage . This would be a minimum cut-out. (2 ) For home
made plates you may reckon about 25 amp.-hours per sq. ft. of
positive plate area . Thus, about 2 sq. ft. would be needed for 40
amp.-hours. Count both sides of the positive plate, if both sides aie
active, i.e., if each positive is between two negatives. ( 3) Yes.
Ebonite would do very well. Any of our electrical advertisers
would supply you with cases of suitable
size for a 40 amp.-hour cell of 2 volts.
You would need two positive plates of
8 ins. by , ins., or four of 6 ins. by 6 ins.,
and each of these must be placed with a
negative on each side of it (see Fig. 1), and
Waler
all the positive connected together in
gauge
parallel, as shown in sketch, Fig . 2 , and
all the negatives likewise. But as more
, you
than have
2 voltsa pressure
will be required
of
of cells
sufficientnumber
must
the same size as above connected in
series. Thus, for 8 volts you would need
four such cells ; for 12 volts, six cells ; and
-4 %
so on .
( 10,024 ] Daniell Batteries. L. S.
(Walthamstow ) writes : I have made a
battery of six Daniell cells, exactly as
described in M.E. handbook , “ Electric
Front View ..
Batteries," but I have not been success
ful with same. In the first place, I can
only get 4'9 volts instead of 6'40 from
the six cells. In the second place, about
half-an-hour after I put the zincs in the sulphuric acid - which was
made of 1 oz. of oil of vitrol to 14 ozs. of water, by measure - local
action set in and although I carefully amalgamated them three
different times , they were almost entirely eaten away in one night,
more especially at the top of the rod , and they were also
coated with a thick dirty substance. (1) Is there any solu
tion that can be used instead of the diluted sulphuric acid ,
and give as good results ? ( 2) When zinc sulphate is
used , how is this mixed, and in what proportion ? ( 3) How
is it that I only get 4.8 volts instead of 6'40 from the six
cells ?-the connections are all perfectly clean ; ( 4) How is it that
the zinc rods were almost entirely eaten away (and more so at the
top the rod ) in one night, although I took them out and amalga
mated them three times , when I saw local action setting in ?
( 1) Sulphate of zinc solution could be used instead of sulphuric
acid, and has the advantage that amalgamation is unnecessary in
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such a case, to prevent local action. (2 ) About 1 lb. of zinc sulphate
to a pint ofwater, although a much weaker solution may be used ,
in which case the current generated through a given resistance will
be less. (3 ) Probably the elements are rather far apart, and the
internal resistance, consequently , rather high . Impure chemicals
will also prove detrimental to the cell working well. (4 ) Due to
impure zinc and imperfect amalgamation , most probably .
[10,056 ) Dynamo Sparking and Arc Lamp Running . J :
s . C. (Workington ) writes : I am attending to a small electric light
plant and there are a few difficulties in my way. ( 1) The dynamo
Co.'s make, output too amps. at
is a 4- pole machine of the
230 volts , speed 800 revolutions per minute . It always has been in
clined to getwarm , although we are only taking from 60 to 84 amps.
from it ; also , we have been bothered with two black patches , one
on each side of the commutator, exactly opposite to each other ,
the full length of segments , they cover three or four segments on
each patch , also the mica ; and it sparks terribly. Wehave been
cleaning commutator with Commutatorine, but after it had run a
shift the commutator was as bad as ever again . Would you tell
me the likely cause and remedy ? (2 ) Our arc lamps areCrompton's
open type, four in series ; if one goes wrong, how could I have the
other three burning safely ? Four in series take 10 amps. at
230 volts. ( 3) The above lamps take carbons 12 and 18 mm . and
they don't always burn equally , very often positive carbon burning
quicker , and sometimes the negative. Will this be ununiform com
position ? (4) In some of the lamps the difference is always about
the same, the positive carbon going about 2 ins. more than negative.
Will this be due to somedefect in lamp ?
(1) From your description , we would say that there is a broken
connection between one of the armature coils and the corresponding
commutator bars. You should examine these connections closely ,
especially the lugs which connect the bars to the ends of coil. You
do not say whether these are sweated in or not, usually they are
both screwed and sweated : but it is not an infrequent occurrence
for these connecting bars or lugs to fracture. We presume' you
have already set brushes carefully on the correct diameter, and
also that they are diametrically opposite one another, and that the
brushes are trimmed properly . (2) Three could be run in series
by using an ordinary arc lamp resistance coil mounted on a porce
lain or earthenware core and fitted with sliding arrangement.
These coils are commonly used for such work, and may be obtained
from almost any electrical stores dealer. On lamps of this make,
which are intended to be run in series of more than two , a special
mechanical device will be found on the base of lamp which auto
matically cuts out the lamp when voltage becomes too high, so that
you will not be able to supply too much current. It is probably
the carbons which are causing your trouble ; try a different make
and see what results you get. Remember that to ensure proper
lubrication , you must use a fairly thin and clean oil, and not a
heavy machine oil. If the positive carbon burns regularly away
at a greater rate than the negative, then you should use a slightly
thicker carbon so that both will burn at a uniform rate .
(10,195) Small Gas Engine and Dynamo for Charging .
H. C. (Handsworih ) writes : I have a gas engine of it- in . bore,
3.in. stroke ( this is supposed to be } h..p .). would this be so with
the above size cylinder ? As it is well and strongly made, I want

6 술
Engine
400
Pulley
MEVS

34
Intermediate
3.000
800
reus.
Meus
Pulleys.
3/4 "
13 " diar
Dynamo
Pulleytt

definitely from your data what power it will develop ; but, no
doubt, it will deal with a 50 -watt machine well enough . Yes ; a
50 -watt dynamo will charge accrimilators nicely ; a 30 would do .
Suppose engine ran at 400 revolutions per minute , drive on to a
countershaft or through a system of pulleys, as shown in sketch .
( 10,198] Motor Starting Resistance. R. M. (Dumbreck ,
Glasgow ) writes : The motor referred to in Query No. 10,183 is a
Simplex one, designed from No. 5 in " Small Dynamos and Motors,"
to work at 100 volts 1'5 amps. of a 250 -volt rain . ( 1) Please tell
me how much and what gauge of G.S. wire to use for starting
switch. (2) I tried the motor with resistance, as shown in sketch ,
but no starting switch in circuit, but the motor would not go unless

+
250 volt Mains
Slarting
Resistance

M
2y N:10198.
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR MOTOR .
I connected it in series, and gave very little power ; it is wound for
shunt. Also, when running at all, it can easily be stopped by
putting the finger on the pulley (about 14 ins. diameter). (3)
Please show diagram of connections for 100 - volt motor ( r*5 amps.)
working off 250-volt main , and show where to put 150-volt resist
ance, as I do not know .
( 1) A length of about 210 yds. No. 22 G.S. wire will do to start
motor. (2) The resistance must, of course, be arranged in a series
of coils so that it may be cut-out of circuit gradually and to any
amount- alt cut out, if necessary .
The News of the

Trade .

[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading,
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
jor amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
jree expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection cf the goods noticed .
Motor Car Number Plates .
The Motor Castings Co., 101, Gray's Inn Road , inform us that
they are now prepared to supply the trade, also private owners,
with number plates for back and front of cars at extremely reason
able prices, and can give excellent delivery,
New

Catalogues and

Lists .

I

Wm . F. Bond, 86 , Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C., and 245,
Euston Road , N.W.- This firm has forwarded to us a copy of their
new illustrated catalogueof miniature railway systemsand scientific
models. It contains information regarding numerous types of
steam and clockwork model locomotives, and complete trains, and
ARRANGEMENT OF PULLEYS FOR INCREASING SPEEDS. railway systems, rolling-stock , cranes, tools, signals, bridges,
tunnels, stations, points , workshop machine tools, electro-motors,
etc., together with a variety of stationary engines, including hot-air
tn use it a few hours daily for the purpose of charging motor bike
engines, capable of driving a large number ofmodels . The list will
accumulators and making and charging similar ones to these .
thought of getting one of Mr. Avery's dynamos, 10 volts 3 amss.,
be sent post free to readers of The MODEL ENGINEER for one penny
stamp.
for this purpose, and as this is stated to take only I- roth h.-p.
my engine should be well over its work . I should be glad to know
Wallach Brothers, 57, Gracechurch Street, London , E.C., have
whether you think the above voltage and amperage suitable for
sent us a copy of their 1904 " Novelty List," which comprises ma
chines for grinding tools and other appliances (such as lawn mowers,
the purpose named, 01, as the engine should drive a 50-watt easily ,
would it be better to go in for a dynamo this size ? The flywheels
sickles, & c.), usingknives, all ofwhich are fitted with the “ Biped" foot
of engine are 6 ) ins. diameter , and as I know these small dynamos
gear and seats . Other supplies include the W.B. combination screw
usually take 3000 revolutions to give lighting current, would engine
wrenches
, power hack -saws, railway and other screw -jacks, pressed
need to have any accelerating arrangement, as I am ignorant ot the
steel and wood rim pulleys, belt tighteners, pneumatic hoists, flue
factor which determines the speed of gas engines ? The ignition
cieaners, and special rotary and diaphragm pumps.
is by means of a perforati d brass tube at the cylinder side. Any
The Locomotive Publishing Company, Ltd., send us a
information will be gratefully received .
list of Mr. F. Moorc's railway photographs. It includes prices of
The makers of this engine would be able to tell you definitely
albums for photographs, lantern slides, oil paintings, and photo
what horse-puwer it will develop. We are rather inclined to
graphs of locomotives of British , Colonial, and Foriegn railways.
believe, however, that this engine is of the type which fires its
They may be obtained in various sizes, either mounted or in
mounted . Views of trains, accidents, stations , tunnels , viaducts,
charge at, or below atmospheric pressure, hence you must not
expect it to do much useful work ; and we regret we cannot say
works, etc., etc., are also supplied .

Query N ° 10195
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The Editor's Page .

'HE recent festive season doubtless distracted
the thoughts of many model engineers from
THE
their hobby and from their journal, but a
number , at least , remembered to include us in the
general distribution of their good wishes.
The
mantelshelf of the Editorial sanctum is , at the
moment of writing , decorated with a charming
array of Christmas and New Year cards from our
readers , and for these kindly greetings we desire to
express our thanks. Weappreciate, too, the many
complimentary expressions and good wishes which
we have found permeating our Editorial corre
spondence during the last week or two.
*
*
We give elsewhere in this issue some interesting
photographs of a splendid piece of model making
by M. Boitel, who is one of our most enthusiastic
Continental readers. We have previously illus.
trated a fine marine engine model by the same
gentleinan , which is fully equal to his present piece
of work , and we shall hope to be able to record his
future achievements . Perhaps we may take ad .
vantage of this opportunity to say that we should
like to hear more from our model making friends
abroad , and we hope that the Competition No. 37 ,
which we have arranged specially on their behalf,
will meet with a hearty response.
*
*

We are pleased to be able to announce that the
winner of THE MODEL. ENGINEER Silver Medaj
offered in connection with the recent Edinburgh
and Midlothian Industrial Exhibition is Mr. W. H.
Dearden , 9 , Brayburne Avenue, Clapham , S.W.
The award, which was made by the Judges ap
pointed by the Exhibition Committee , was given
to Mr. Dearden's model gas engine, which , it will
be remembererl, was illustrated in our issue of
This engine, which is a splendid
June, 1900.
piece of work , has gained the following remarkable
record of prizes :--Gold Medal, Society of Model
Engineers, 1900 ; first prize (1,1 Is .) and Silver
Medal, Edinburgh , 1900 ; Gold Championship
Medal, Edinburgh , 1901 ; first prize (+1), special
prize (+5), and prize volume ofM.E., Redhill, 1902;
Silver Medal, Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society,
Falmouth , 1902 ; first prize (di ios.), Lincoln , 1902 ;
Silver Medal, Grantham , 1903 ; Silver Cup and
M.E. Silver Medal, Edinburgh , 1903 ; first prize
(45 ), Glasgow , 1903. A record like this is eloquent
testimony to the quality of Mr. Dearden's work
manship , and is an achievement of which he may
well be proud . We understand he has a model
Caledonian locomotive in hand at présent, and the
completion of this will doubtless be awaited with
great interest by all admirers of model making
skill .

January 21,1904.

A propos of our sixpenny M.E. handbooks, the fol
lowing note just received from a reader is worth
quoting : - “ I think in the article recently pub
lished in the M.E. on ‘ Workshop Fitments,' there
should be added to the list of necessary fitments a
bookshelf to take THE Model ENGINEER Series,
without which the amateur's workshop is but poorly
furnished."))
Answers to Correspondents.
W. J. W. (Hazel Grove).- Use about fifty sheets
of 6 -in . by 3-in .
“ PHONO ” (Derby).- George Adams, of High Hol
born , could supply you .
Notices .

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects . Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whehr
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. shonld be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will b- sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All corresponden 'e relating to the literary portion of the pap r.
and il new apparatusand price lists , & c.,forreview , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All corre-pondence relating to advertise nents and deposits to be
address.d to THE ADVERTISEMENT MAXAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co., 26-29 .
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sule Agents for United States, Can da, and Mexico : Spon and
Chimberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York , U S.A .. to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .
Contents ,
( Tho astorisk (* ) denotes that this subject is illustr atea ]
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Coal Wagon .

By T. HYLER WHITE ..

MR. T, HYLER WHIȚE's MODEL WAGON,

HE model shown in the accompanying photo
Theraphies of aMidland Railway standard 3-ton
private owner's coal wagon , and was made to
the scale of } in . to the foot. The principaldifference
between this and an ordinary , model is that the
In the
whole of the metal parts are of silver.
original photo the hall marks on the various parts
are distinctly visible , especially on the large corner
plates. They may show up in the reproduction , but
are not likely to be sufficiently clear to be recognis
able. The wood body was of dark oak with fine
figure, each side and end being made from one piece
each and not built up from planks as in the real
thing. Lines were scratched to represent the joins

between the planks. The wooden underframe, ex
cept for the side and buffer beams, was omitted , as
were also the laminated -plate springs for buffers
and coupling hooks. The woodwork was French
polished. Cover was of oak , hinged to body and
covered with a silver electrotype taken from some
small coal set in a plaster of Paris bed of the same
size of the truck body. The finish of this electro
type was black , obtained by oxidising, and was
very realistic.
The buffers and coupling hooks had helical steel
wire springs ; those for the buffers being inside the
castings, and the coupling hook springs were behind
the buffer beam , The hand -brake was workable ,
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and also the side doors in the body . Axle boxes
were cast hollow and were fitted with lids to open .
The springs were cast and engraved to give the
appearance of laminated plates . Needless to say,
these springs did not work . The wheels were cast
from a well- finished pattern , and after rough turn
ing each separately , they were bored and tapped .
The axles having been turned and threaded , the
wheels were screwed hard on and secured with
solder . A final cut was then taken over the turned
parts of wheels to ensure truth . All the necessary
bolts and nuts were made from hexagon wire, which
had to be drawn by the writer, as it was not to be
bought. The round -headed pins (also of silver )
were simply driven into the woodwork to secure
the plates and bars to the body.
The rails upon which the model stoolwere some
what of a difficulty till the writer made a drawplate
and drew them , like wire, in silver . The chairs
are castings.
Outwardly, this was an exact model to scale in
every particular. Five of them were made (and
sold ) for use as cigar boxes, for which purpose they
were lined inside the oak body with fin . cedar.
Thus, utility was combined with ornament. The
length over buffers was about 13 ! ins. Some idea
of the cost of material may be gathered from the
(finished ) weight of silver used ,which was 33} ozs.
for each wagon . The amount of work involved was
also considerable, so that the result was by no
means inexpensive. The appearance of the model
was very handsome, and well repaid the care taken
over it.
The Society of Model Engineers,
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next ordinary meeting
will take place on Monday, February ist, when a
paper will be read by Mr D. C. Glen (vicc-chair
man ) on “ The Metals and Alloys used in Engin
eering." The following meeting will be held on
Thursday, March 3rd . - HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon .
Secretary, 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.
Provincial Societies.
Liverpool.--. The last meeting of this Society was
held on Wednesday, the 6th inst., at 8 p.in., at
which about twenty members and friends were
present. Mr. Thorp, junr., again being unable to
be present at the meeting, the ways and means of
the Society for the forthcoming session were dis
cussed . The Chairman (Mr. Croker ), on account of
pressure of business , has been obliged to resign his
position , and at next meeting the election of officers
will take place, after which Mr. Bootle will make a
few remarks upon the construction of a large scale
loco boiler. The next meeting will be held at the
Café, 9 , Cable Street , Liverpool, on Wednesday,
February 3rd , at 7.30 p.m., further particulars of
which will be posted to themembers.-- S .MARSHALL,
Hon . Sec., 2 , Chatham Road, Rock Ferry.
We are informed that it is proposed to start a
Model Engineering Society or Club in Maritzburg,
South Africa . The promoters would be glad to
have catalogues and price lists from model makers
and manufacturers of lathes, & c ., for the use of the
members.

Hints

on

the

Prevention

of

Sparking at the Brushes on
a

Dynamo.

By F. H. Richards.
TERY often sparking may be stopped in a very
VERY
simple manner . Having had a lot of prac
tical experience with dynamos which sparked
excessively - so much so , that the commutators
have had to be turned oft and retaced daily and
brushes reset- I venture to give a few “ Hints "
which might be the means of saving anyone a lot
of expense in many ways.
! . Be sure that the foundation is heavy enough
and well fixed . Concrete is the best foundation ,
as such substances as wood , & c ., are liable to cause
a certain amount of vibration , which would be
transmitted , perhaps through several houses, if
near, and would cause windows and doors to rattle ,
although very little of it would he felt in close
proximity to the dynamo. See that the dynamo is
perfectly level, and bearing evenly on the founda .
tion at all points , and that it is securely bolted
down , otherwise sparking is likely to occur owing
to vibration .
2. Well examine bearings, and if there should be
anything slack , remedy at once. (End shake
should be from about 1-16th in . to 3-16ths in .,
according to size of machine, and this should never
be taken up altogether. )
Slack bearings will cause chatter and vibration ,
which in turn cause sparking - more or less -- and
also in a short time, on a small machine, would
cause the armature windings to become stripped
and broken through coming in contact with the
armature tunnel, as there is only bare room for the
armature to revolve freely .
3. See that the mica sections on commutator are
smooth and free from copper dust, and also see that
there are no connections between each segment of
armature, caused often by excessive pressure on
brushes, which would leave a fine film of copper on
the commutator and so connect the segments by
spreading over the mica : therefore, forming a con
nection which short-circuits the machine and causes
sparking, etc.
4. Setting the Brushes. The proper setting of
brushes will go a long way towards reducing spark
ing, but often this is overlooked . Set the brushes
in the holders so that their points are diametrically
opposite on the commutator. To set a pair of new
brushes, place on the commutator a piece of glass
parer (found by experience to be superior to emery
cloth ) -- No. 14 is best - and join the ends evenly by
fastening with glue or sealing-wax . This will form
a kind of a grinder. Put on the brushes and run
the inachine slowly , which will cause the brushes
to be ground exactly true and to the shape of the
commutator surface. Remove the glasspaper and
clean off all traces of glue.
Commutator must be exactly true and level, or
best results will not be attained .
Always keep the commutator very clean and free
from grease, or sparking will occur. No lubricant
whatever is necessary on the compiutator, as very
little pressure is required on the brushes , if every
thing is in order and everything will run cool,
If sparking cannot be avoided without putting
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undue tension on the brushes , then it is almost
certain that vibration occurs.
The tension on the brushes should only be such
as will prevent them from trembling and jumping
on the commutator when the machine is running.
5. Lubrication . - It is important that this should
be made as perfect as possible, but it is often
neglected, and any kind of oil considered suitable ,
but it is a great folly to think so . The best possible
lubricating oil, in my opinion, is castor. It has
proved a great boon when vibration has been a
trouble . A dynamo which used to make a lot of
noise when running, and sparked badly, is now
running beautifully , and is practically noiseless, and
the only thing that made this alteration was the
use of castor oil instead of other lubricants.
If the bearings of inachine are in oil boxes with
the revolving rings or chain , castor oil will be
found very economical, as it does not waste , but
runs over the bearings and shaft in a steady con
stant stream . It will prevent chatter in loose
bearings , to a great extent, and also will prevent
heating, especially at the pulley end . A trial of
castor oil as a lubricant will prove its superiority
over other oils.
6. See that all connections are properly screwed
up and everything tight on the terminal board .
This is important. Have no loose joints anywhere
or they will cause trouble. See that the pulley is
firmly screwed or keyed to the shaft.
I have found by experience that the “ Sparkless
Gem ” brushes are the best obtainable , as they are
very soft and pliable and run very smooth , and
adapt themselves to the commutator very quickly
The Model Locomotive
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical Homs for this
column, based on their own workshop czperience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord .
ing to meril. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.)
A Cheap Arrangement for Warming Work
shop .
By W. G. BENNETT.
The sketch ofwarming apparatus shown herewith ,
is one I have had for two years in myworkshop , and
it has proved an acquisition in keeping tools in good
order during foggy and damp weather. A repre
sents a Wizard lamp, and when only turned up a
little all day burns about half-a -pint of oil, so the
cost is very small. The tubing C is of zinc i ins.
diameter, and can be obtained cheaply : B the tin
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A
petition .
(Preliminary Announcement.)
As probably many of our readers will take a
fancy to THE MODEL ENGINEER locomotive shown
in the coloured plate given with the issue of Jan
uary 7th , we have decided to offer a silver medal,
a bronze medal, and several certificates for the
best models built to this design .
Whilst minor alterations will be allowed without
loss ofmarks, the model must be made substantially
to the published design , and should not exceed the
over -all dimensions given, nor should the dimensions
of the loading gauge be in any way increased.
The competing models will be judged by the
Editor, in conjunction with a Committee of the
London Society of Model Engineers, and will be
exhibited at one of the Society's meetings.
I'he
prizes will be awarded for the quality of workman
ship , finish , and the capabilities of the locomotive
on the track or testing apparatus. Themodels must
be finished by December 31st, 1904. Further de
tails of the arrangements of the competition and
delivery of the models will be given at a later
date; but, in the meantime, we shall be pleased to
hear the views of our readers on the nature of the
final conditions.
We
HIGH -SPEED EXPERIMENTS IN GERMANY.
understand that a speed of 130 miles per hour has
been attained on the Marienfelde-Zossen military
line, on which high - speed experiments are being
made with electric motor equipped cars .

AN ARRANGEMENT FOR WARMING A WORKSHOP.
funnel, and the brackets D , supporting tube, are
galvanised iron . The zinc tubing is taken through
the wooden side of shop E , and a tee-piece F is
joined , thus the fumes are taken away from the
shop .
To Prevent Belt Slipping .
By F. FENNELL.
I have experienced much trouble through the
slipping of my lathe belt, it being just too short
to enable me to cut off one of the fasteners ; so I
have tried binding the belt spirally with string ,
which has proved effectual. This idea may be of
use to other readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER .

A Circular Saw Table .
By JAMES B. PRICE.
The acconipanying photograph shows a simply
constructed saw table, which I have made recently
for a 5 - in saw , which I work between the centres
of my lathe.
When I got the saw , I was at a loss to know how to
obtain a table for it, I enquired about an iron one
from a firm of tool makers , but I found they were
rather expensive things ; so I resolved to make a
wooden one. I had a hand -turning tool-rest by me,
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measuring on top 6 ins. by 3 ins. by i in . thick ; to
this I fastened a table which consisted of a piece of
willow wood, 13 ins. by 84 ins. by 3 in . thick, and
cut a narrow slot in it to receive the saw . To fasten

The result was perfectly satisfactory , the table being
as firm as a rock .
The sketch herewith shows the appearance of
underside of table .

Two Handy Clamps .
By J. E. B.
Herewith are shown sketches of two kinds of
clamps that can easily be made by the amateur for
Sow

I
Centre of
loose headstock

Head of turning
tool rest,
0

FIG

Wood screws for
clamping wood round
head of turning tool rest.
SKETCH OF UNDERSIDE OF CIRCULAR SAW TABLE .
the table on to the iron tool-rest I cut somepieces of
wood 1-16th in . thinner than the rest top, which I
placed on the under side of the table in its right posi

1. - A USEFUL CLAMP.

use in his workshop . Fig . 1 is useful for holding
screws of various diameters whilst nicks are being
filed in the ends, the clamp itself being held in the
vice .
A cork clamp is shown in Fig. 2 , such as is used by
gunsmiths to hold the stock of a gun without de

FIG . 22
A CORK
« CLAMP

facing it . It consists of a steel
spring, to which is fastened two
pieces of hardwood '; at the
extremities are fixed two pieces of cork , inter
nally .

CIRCULAR SAW ATTACHED TO LATHE CENTRES .
tion , and screwed the pieces of wood tightly up to
the four sides. I then cut a piece of wood to act as
a covering clamp, boring a hole in it for the stalk of
the rest to pass through , and screwed it firmly to the
four side pieces, thus enclosing the head of the rest
in a kind of box, and clamping it firmly to the
wooden table top. I fastened two cross-battens
one under each end of table - to prevent it warping

THE RECENT PRIZE COMPETITIONS.We hope
to be able to announce the results of several of the
Prize Competitions, recently closed , in our next
issue, published on February 4th .
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The Latest

Modera Steam

Turbines.

By H. H. HARRISON .
HE adoption of steain turbines has been greatly
TH extended during the last two or three years,
the most noticeable fact being the increasing
size of the units built . Turbines of the Parsons
type of from 1000 to 5000 h.-p. have been con
structed by the various licensees, whilst the West
inghouse -Parsons steam turbines for the District
Railway are to develop 10,000 h.-p. each .
The increasing use of the steam turbine is not to
be wondered at when it is remembered that the
weight and the space taken up is much less than
with reciprocating engines , and that no costly
foundations are required .
From almost every
point of view the turbine compares favourably
with its older rival. Thus, it does not require
warming up, as it starts equally well hot or cold ;
no lubrication is required internally, permitting the
condensed steam to be used for boiler feeding with
out the necessity for filtering. Lastly , there are no
disturbing forces due to the motions of unbalanced
masses ; the angular velocity is uniform , and the
range of speed variation within wide limits of load
is small-- all of which features are specially advan
tageous for the parallel operation of alternators.
Till quite recently , the Parsons and the De Laval
types of turbine have held the field , but certain
disadvantages of each have brought about the in
troduction of other varieties .
The De Lavalmachine consists, as is well-known,
of a single wheel against the vanes of which a jet
of steam at high velocity is caused to play . In
order to realise the maximum efficiency, it is neces
sary that the peripheral speed of the wheel is one
half that of the velocity of the steam jet
If we take the steam velocity at 2000 ft . per
second, a 6 - in . wheel would have to revolve with a
peripheral speed of 1000 ft. per second , or 38,200
revolutions per minute ; whilst, if the wheel has a
diameter of 2 ft., the number of revolutions works
out to 9,550 . In both cases the revolutions are too
high for direct connection , and gearing has to be
interposed between the turbine shaft and the power
shaft. Gearing is objectionable to many engineers,
although the particular type adopted by De Laval
gives no trouble in actual practice ; but the fact
which , in the writer's opinion , militates against the
advancement of the De Laval machine, is that it
does not seein possible to make them in sizes above
300 to 400 h.-p.
The expansion of the steam in Parsons turbine
is not completed in one stage , but is divided into
steps. As a result, the steam velocity is not high
and the speed of the vanes, and , therefore, the num
ber of revolutions, can be kept low . The pressure
on the two sides of a given wheel is different, and
there is , therefore, a tendency for steam to leak
past the periphery of the wheel without doing any
work unless the clearances are inade very small
indeed . This tendency to leakage necessitates a
large number of wheels being used , so that the
difference of pressure between the two faces of one
wheel is such that the leakage is negligible .
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Having now reviewed the case for and against
the adoption of the two pioneer types, let us
examine some of the methods by which the before
nientioned objections have been overcome.
Taking the single wheel turbine first, the Stumpf
Reidler machine has several points of interest. In
the first place, the diameter of the wheel is very
large - 6 to 10 ft .-- and this has the effect, as we
have seen , of reducing the number of revolutions,
and is the first step towards the abolition of gearing .
The vanes are of the Pelton water -wheel type,
familiar to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER , and
by an ingenious arrangement the steam impinges
on the wheel twice, thus enabling this to be run at
one quarter the velocity of the steam jet and yet
give the maximum efficiency. The steam travels
round one of the two cups first, and is then collected
by a special pipe and directed on to the second cup ,
from which it is discharger to atmosphere or the
condenser. The two inodifications enable Messrs.
Stumpf and Reidler to obtain a rate of revolution of
about 3000 per minute without the use of gearing
of any kind. Another improvement is the reduc
tion of “ ventilation losses."
If a De Laval turbine
is driven externally by a motor, the casing of the
turbine being kept filled with steam or air, it will
be found that a considerable amount of power is
absorbed . A particular experiment on a 30 h.-p.
wheel showed that 5 h.-p. was required to drive
the wheel at its working speed . This loss may
seein large, but it must be remembered that the
speed of the wheel is very high . Professor Reidler
discovered by using a belt of nozzles all round the
wheel , so that every bucket is full of steam , this
loss disappears. The lower rate of rotation will, of
course, have some effect in this direction .
The Rateau steam turbine is in effect a modified
De Laval. Professor Rateau uses a number of
wheels, each enclosed in a chamber. The steam
enters through nozzles in the front diaphragın of
the chamber, and the nozzles in the back diaphragm
(through which the steam is exhausted into the next
chamber ) are of such a size that the steam expands
to a certain amount. By using a large number of
chambers , the steps in expansion can be made as
small as desired , so that the resultant velocity of
the steam is kept low . The vanes can thus easily
be run at the theoretically necessary speed and the
number of revolutions kept low . A further inn
portant advantage is that there is no leakage , and
the clearances do not require to be so dangerously
small as in other types. This turbine has long
passed the experimental stage, and , although not
employed in England, has found very extensive
application on the Continent.
The Curtis turbine - an American invention now
being introduced into England by the British
Thomson -Houston Company, of Rugby - is another
interesting development of the De Laval type.
The steam is completely expanded in divergent
nozzles, but instead of impinging on one wheel, it
traverses a number of fixed and moving vanes, a
fraction only of its energy being used in each set.
As in the Rateau and Parsons machines, a low
speed of rotation is obtained without loss of effi
ciency . The Westinghouse Company also are now
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using nozzles with their Parsons machines . A
distinctive feature of the Curtis turbine is the
vertical position of the shaft, an arrangement ex
ceedingly compact, and for which there is much to
be said . . The performance of this inachine, several
of which will shortly be erected in this country, will
be awaited with considerable interest. The vertical
shaft is common with water turbines, but it remains
to be seen how the arrangement will work with the
higher angular velocities reached with steam tur
bines .

Harmonographs.

By ALFRED H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.
(Continued from page 56.)
NDER the second heading or division belong
all instruments which derive their motion
U
trom a mechanical source in contradistinction
to those actuated by gravity. To the engineer , such
an instrument appeals rather more than a pendulum
contrivance, perhaps, since we are now dealing with
vibrations reciprocating or rotary of a known and
invariable degree of amplitude, constant in their
relation to one another at whatever rate the motion
proceeds, thus giving symmetrical figures which can
be repeated at will, differing in this latter particular
widely from the ever varying swing of the pendulum
with its constant diminution due to frictional
causes. Variation in the swing of a pen
c!ulum is brought about by air resistance ,
method of suspension, and friction of pen
on paper, and will naturally be the greater
the more rapid the rate of movement ;
therefore , it will be easily understood how
in the case of two pendulums swinging at
different rates the one that oscillates more
quickly will suffer retardation from the
above causes to the greater extent, and
will ultimately come to a standstill the
sooner .
Although the ratio between rates of vibration is
unalterable, or nearly so , so long as the pendulum
inoves atall, the amplitude of the swing will naturally
alter faster in that penduluin which swings the
faster, and this leads to invariable distortion of the
figure. No perfect figure, considered geometrically ,
can be produced by a pendulum instrument in view
of the foregoing, since a certain number of swings
must take place to produce even the simplest out
line forining a complete figure, and each swing being
subject to retarding causes, by the time the figure
is completed the pen will fall inside of the original
outline on returning to the starting point to repeat
its evolutions, which it will now do in duplicate,
but on a smaller scale until all inotion dies away
completely . This will be the more evident by de)
taching the lower pendulum from a “ twin - elliptic
and setting the upper one in motion : the pen will
trace out a simple outline but the ends at each
return of the swing will not quite meet. If an
elliptical motion is being traced, the figure will
partake of the nature of a long spiral, and succeed
ing curves will lie one within the other until the
pendulum comes finally to rest with the pen
stationary in the centre. Such a figure would le
impossible with a mechanical harmonograph having
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single movement - the original form of circle or
ellipse would be maintained fully , and would suffer
no alteration of dimensions, the pen tracing over
the same outline over and over again ad inf.
A
constant and calculable figure, such as the latter,
appeals to the student of these matters for analy
tical purposes much more than a series of bewilder
ing diminishing repetitions of the same outline,
which , however beautiful when taken in their
picturesque sense, and perhaps even resembling
some natural conditions of energy curves are too
hopelessly complex to be reduced to mathematical
treatment.
The mechanical harmonograph , however, is under
the control of the operator, who, knowing the
constants " of the instruinent, can predetermine
not only the ratio , but also the phase of every
figure within the limits of the instrument, and repeat
it at will at any future time. Moreover, the pro
gress of the figure may be arrested at any moment
for analysis of the curve without destroying the
remainder of the outline ; altogether we have in
this instrument a much more manageable piece of
apparatus for the exploration of the theory of com
pound motion , than can ever be the case when pen
dulums are utilised .
It is probable , however , that beyond the geo

Fig . 15. — TRACED BY TWIN -ELLIPTIC INSTRUMENT
(see last issue).

metric chuck --with which most lathe workers are
familiar at least by name — very few mechanical
harmonographs are in existence , and there is ample
scope for the ingenuity of the reader along this
little -frequented path of science in devising instru
mental means for compounding harıonic motion ,
and endeavouring to establish the fundamental laws
which rule the formation of these interesting
Curves .
Photographs are given here (Figs. 16 and 17) of
a mechanical harmonograph devised by the writer
for tracing any combination of dual harmonic
motion between the ratios of 1 : 1 and 1 : 4 , in any
phase , the various parts being lettered and a brief
description annexed . Curves from such an instru
ment are perfect in the sense ofabsence of distortion
from friction or other kindred causes. The series of
fig : res (18 to 41), see pages 81-83, represent resuits
froin this instrument, and will be found to agree in
general character with those from the first instrument
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described in the issue for January 14th , but with
out the duplication or distortion of outline.
Reference to Figs. 16 and 17.
a . - Driving shaft, carrying two worms, which
gear into change wheels for altering ratio of
movements .
b.- Change wheels, affixed to
tops of vertical spindles,
carrying the cranks at
lower ends.
6. - Cranks giving the oscilla
slides
tory motion to
carrying table and pen .
1. - Slides with traverse slots
in which the crank -pins
engage
e . - Guide-bars limiting mo
tion of slides to one plane.
1. - Carrier, screwed into one
of the slides, to support
the pen .
8.--- Table, screwed to
the
other slide, and carrying
the paper . Both pen and
papermove at right-angles
to one another , each mo
tion being independent
of everything but the
change-wheel ratios .
9
to
h . - Penholder , pivoted
allow of vertical move
ment only.
1. - Glass pen.
balance
j. - Adjustable
weight, to relieve pressure
Fig .
of pen on paper.

h
L

k

e

Fig . 17. — ANOTHER VIEW .

k . – Arins at each extremity of the base , to sup
port the mechanism .
1. - Hollow bedplate and foundation;
of a
Reference has been made to the phase
figure, the meaning of which may not be entirely

obvious at first. If, however, this term be regarded
as applying to the perspective or point of view of these
figures, the meaning will become more apparent.
Thus, in the case of unison motion (ratio 1 : 1 )
phase 90 degs. produces a perfect circle such as

d

-

16. - MECHANICAL HARMONOGRAPH ,
would appear to the eye in plan .
Alter the phase to o deg ., how
ever , and instead of a circle the
result is a perfectly straight
lipe ; at phase 45 degs. an ellipse
is obtained . And yet the ratio
has not been altered . How can
two motions, having constant
ratio , produce such entirely dif
a
erent curves ? The only possible
inference is that we are watching
the formation of solid figures
notmerely motion in the plane
of the paper -- and , consequently ,
as the circle is turned edgewise
to us we see it as a straight line,
and in a midway position it as
sumes the form of an ellipse.
This is even more striking
with ratios other than 1 : 1 . In
tracing out Fig. 25, for instance,
we shall note that although the
driving bemaintainedat a steady
speed , the pen by no means
moves at a constant rate , and
we are led to the conclusion that
the figure is as deep as it is wide,
and that when the pen is moving
at its slowest it is either approaching to , or receding
from , the eve of the observer along the con
fines of the figure. Let the reader view two
figures of the same ratio , but very slightly differ
ing in phase side by side in the stereoscope, and
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this solid appearance is emphasised in a striking
degree.
Another point, in passing, requires touching
upon , and that is the effect on the figure of any
angular alteration of direction in the impulses. It
is common to set the pendulums, or slides, at right
angles to one another ; but it can easily be ascer
tained experimentally that whatever be the angular
inclination of the impulses to one another the
characteristic outline of the figure is not altered
thereby, but simply undergoes extension along one
of its axes. For instance, equal amplitude of pulsa
tion at a phase of go degs. produces a perfect circle
when the angular inclination of the motions is also
90 degs. But any other inclination narrows the
circle into an ellipse , or even a straight line.
In concluding this outline of the possibilities of
the harmonograph , considered as something more
than a scientific toy, the writer has to acknowledge
his obligations to Mr. J. Goold , of Nottingham , and
to Mr. J. E. Austen , of Detling, for their invaluable
assistance, whose work and experience carry the
weight of many years of study. Also thanks are
due to other friends who have been good enough
to assist with the results of their own experiences,
including Messrs . Bligh Bond . R. E. Jefferson ,
Thomas Pilkington , and E. Liddle.
The subject is one well worth the attention of
those seeking a new hobby, for these fascinating
figures may ultimately prove to be the very key to
all naturalmanifestation of force , and may someday
serve to establish the correlation of different forms
of energy which , for want of better definition , we
distingush at present hy assigning to them different
wave length or periodhcity. The motto to keep be
fore us when trying to analyse these figures is
" Simplify." Reduce everything step by step
down to its simplest and least complex state until
the very foundation of the motion -- i.e ., the prime
impulse, is discovered , and we shall then learn
from the formation of curves more of the yet un
fathomable mystery of formation of energy .
A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP of novel design and unpre
cedented capabilities will be exhibited at the St.
Louis Exposition by Henry R. Worthington , of
New York city. This pump will be capable of de
livering about 500 gallons of water per minute
against a head of 250 lbs. per sq. in ., and with high
efficiency. It is of the type known as the multi
stage turbine centrifugal, and differs in a great
many respects from the centrifugal pumps with
which engineers have been familiar.
New PETROL ILLUMINANT.-- A new light is now
being experimented with at certain centres of the
North -Eastern Railway Company's system , the
chief features ofwhich are that a vivid incandescent
light is produced without the use of any liquid or
wicks, and entirely free from smoke or smell. One
filling of the lamp, it is stated , burns for about
eleven hours . When the lamp was introduced in
the first instance carburetted air was obtained in
a very simple manner by employing paper pulp
saturated with gasoline. To replace the paper pulp
an improved absorbent block was invented by Mr.
The gas
H. Marshall, of Edinburgh University.
escapes into the usual incandescent mantle, and
burns with a brilliant light equal to about 50 C.-P.
The lamps have the additional advantage of being
absolutely windproof.

Metals and
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Alloys.

By C. F. TOWNSEND , F.C.S.
(Continued from page 6o.)
Ironier's Bronze is an amalgam of copper and tin
with i per cent. of mercury.
Keir's Alloy, similar to sterro -metal, Aich's metal,
i.e., an alloy of brass containing about 5 per cent. of
iron ,
Lead , when pure, has a specific gravity of 11'37 ,
which is lowered by impurities . Melting point,
326 ° C. Castings unsatisfactory , as it contracts on
solidifying. Lead is a very soft metal, which flows
under pressure almost like a liquid . Advantage is
taken of this property in making bullets , metal
being squeezed through cylinders by means of
hydraulic pressure. Lead only forms a superficial
film of lower oxide when exposed to the air, and is
fairly permanent in most hard waters ; a super
ficial film of sulphate and carbonate is usually
formed , and this serves to protect the metals below .
In soft waters , however, the lead is attacked some
what rapidly . When heated in air , litharge is
formed . Another important oxide is red lead or
minium ; whilst it forms a peroxide also (puce).
Lead can be welded together by pressure in the
cold . Its sulphide — a grey crystalline body - is
well known , and in the mineral state is called galena .
Its most important alloys are with tin , forming
pewter ; with antimony and either a little tin or
bismuth , forming type-metal ; with arsenic in small
proportions to form shot metal. Lead is not in
frequently added to brass to make it more fusible
and easier to work in the lathe. Lead is also an
important constituent of soft solders.
Lemarquand's Alloy is supposed to be non -oxi
disable and consists approximately of copper, 75 ;
zinc, 72 ; nickel, 14 ; cobalt, 15 ; tin , 18.
Lipowitz's Alloy is a fusible alloy of silver-white
colour, which casts well and can be used as a solder
for Britannia metal and similar white alloys. It
consists of cadmium , 3 ; lead , 8 ; tin , 4 ; bismuth ,
15. Melts at 158° F. and softens at 140 °.
Litharge is the lower oxide of lead (which see),
composed of one particle of lead united to one
of oxygen .
Lithium is a rare metal of the alkaline series.
Macht's Yellow Metal. - Copper, 57 ; zinc, 43.
Magnalium . - An alloy of aluminium 100 with
magnesium 10 to 30. Very light and great ten
sile strength . Used for scientific instruments and
for bearings.
Magnesium is a white, very light metal, which
soon tarnishes superficially in the air . Possesses
great tensile strength . Specific gravity, 1'74 ;
melting point, 750 ° C. Can be rolled and worked
readily at 450 ° C. Gives a brilliantly white actinic
light, made by blowing powdered magnesium , or a
mixture of magnesium and aluminium , through a
spirit flame; is largely used in photography.
Magnolia Metal.-- An anti-friction alloy, used
largely for bearings in place of Babbitt's metal. Its
composition is said to be to lead, 78 ; antimony, 16 ;
tin, 6 .
Malleable Iron , is soft iron , containing little or
no carbon , possesses great tensile strength , and is
easy to work . ( See Iron .)
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Fig . 18. - Ratio , 1 : 1 ;
Phase, oº.
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Fig . 20.-- Ratio , 1 : 1 ;
Phase , 90 °.

Fig . 22. - Ratio , 1 : 2
Phase, 45 °.

FIG . 23.-- Ratio , 1 : 2";
Phase, 90 °.

>

Fig . 19.- Ratio , 1 : 1 ;
Phase, 45°

FIG . 21.---Ratio , 1 : 2 ;
Phase, oº.

VNO
Fig . 25. - Ratio , 1 : 3 ;
Fig . 26 .-- Ratio , 1 : 3 ;
Fig . 24. - Ratio , 1 : 3 ;
Phase, 45°
Phase , 90 ° .
Phase, oº.

WIMM
Fig . 28. - Ratio , 1 : 4 ;
FIG . 29,--- Ratio , 1 : 4 ;
Fig . 27. – Ratio , 1 : 4 ;
Phase, 45 °
Phase, oº.
Phase, 90 °
CURVES PRODUCED BY MR. A. H. AVERY'S HARMONOGRAPH .
For description ]

( see pages 78 & 85.
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Manganese is a metal of the same series as iron ,
cobalt, nickel, and chromium . The pure metal is
hard and brittle and of greyish colour, obtained
from black oxide of manganese, or Pyrolusite .
Specific gravity, 8 ; melting point, about 1,900 ° C.
Not used alone, but for alloying with iron and
copper ( see Iron and Bronze ). It oxidises much
more readily than iron .
Mannheim Gold is an alloy of copper, zinc, and
tin of somewhat variable coinposition .
Marlie's Alloy :: --Nickel, 35 ; iron, 10 ; brass , 25 ;
tin , 20 ; zinc , 10 . Said to be non -oxidisable .
Mercury is the only metal which is liquid at
ordinary temperatures . Melting point, 39-4 ° C.
The pure metal is quite permanent in air . It dis
solves readily in nitric acid . Its density at 40° C.
(39 ° F.) is 13-6 , and the metal expands at a fairly
regular rate. Consequently, it is greatly used in
thermometers. It boils at 360 ° C. Mercury oxi
dizes when heated in the air to form red oxide,
which breaks up again on being further heated . It
is a good conductor of heat and electricity , and a
cup of mercury is frequently used for making con
tact where it is necessary to open and close the
circuit frequently . It readily forms alloys or
amalgams with mostmetals, many being of a highly
interesting character. These do not, however,
greatly concern engineers. Mercury is used to
amalgamate the zinc employed in primary batteries,
to prevent local action . The zinc is cleaned froin
oxide by steeping for a short time in dilute sulphuric
acid and then mercury is worked on with a rag.
The amalgam of mercury with sodium , known as
sodium -amalgam , has many uses in the electrolytic
manufacture of chlorine and sodium from common
salt, mercury being used as the cathode. As the
sodium is liberated by the current, the mercury
combines with it and is drawn off automatically
and replaced by fresh mercury. The sodium is
recovered from the amalgam by distilling off the
mercury .
Minargent is a German silver alloy of copper, 56 ;
nickel, 40 ; tungsten , 3 ; aluminium , i .
Minifor , an alloy of the Britannia -metal type :
Tin , 69 ; antimony, 18 ; copper, 3 ; zinc, 10 .
Moirée Metallique.-- Tin readily crystallises, and
if a mass of the metal be treated with a mixture of
dilute sulphuric and nitric acids, the crystalline
structure of the surface is rendered apparent, and
the appearance known as moirée metallique is pro
duced .
Molybdenum is a rare metal, which is sometimes
used for alloying with iron, to which it gives in
creased hardness, but less malleability and fusibility .
Mosaic Gold is a copper - zinc alloy ; that is to say ,
brass of very variable composition .
Muntz's Metal. - An alloy of copper and zinc
used as a substitute for copper for sheathing ships.
It contains about 62 per cent. copper, and 38 per
cent. zinc.
Nevada Silver --A German silver alloy of nickel,
cobalt, a little iron , copper and zinc - roughly ,
copper , 59 ; nickel, 14 :5 ; zinc, 26 ; iron, 0.5 .
Nickel is closely allied to iron and cobalt, with
which it is always found associated. It is a white
metal with a bluish tinge, and its principalore is the
arsenide i kupfer-nickel. Its melting-point is the
same as iron --namely , 1,600 degs. C., and it is mal
leable and ductile ; but, although it combines with
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carbon , like iron , the compound cannot be tempered
like steel. Nickel forms a curious volatile com
pound with carbon monoxide, and pure nickel is
deposited from the gas. Alloyed with iron, it ren
ders the latter harder, but does not destroy its
malleable and ductile properties . (See Iron .) The
great use for nickel is in its alloys with copper and
zinc, known as German silver, Nevada silver, etc.
The composition of these alloys varies a good deal,
but they usually contain cobalt and iron as well as
zinc and copper , with sometimes a little lead when
intended for casting. (See also German Silver.)
Nickel has a specific gravity of 8.9 , and is magnetic ,
but to a much less extent than iron ,
Packtong. – A synonym for German silver, which
see .
Palladium is a rare metal somewhat similar to
platinum and white in colour.
Pewter is an alloy of tin and lead , containing tin ,
80 ; and lead , 20 parts roughly . When intended
for articles of domestic use it should not contain
more than 18 per cent. of lead .
Phosphor-Bronze (see also Bronze).— The presence
ofa small quantity of phosphorus in copper or in the
tin used in making bronze has a most valuable
effect upon the resulting alloy . Phosphorus is a
strong reducing agent, and at once reduces any
copper oxide which may be present, and may exert
an injurious effecton the tenacity and other working
qualities of the metal, to the metallic state. The
phosphorus is usually introduced in combination
with either copper or tin , as phosphor-copper or
phosphor- tin (which see).
The quantity of phos
phorus present in the resulting alloy is usually only
a fraction of i per cent. If over i per cent. the
bronze loses malleability and toughness , but be
comes very hard. For rolling and drawing out not
more than I- roth per cent. of phosphorus should be
present with about 4 per cent. of tin. For casting,
the phosphorus and tin may both be nearly doubled .
For bearings to carry heavy weights the tin may be
further increasd to about 8 per cent., and the
phosphorus to 0.75 to 1'o per cent., when a very hard
alloy is obtained.
Phosphor-Copper is made by fusing with the copper
either actual phosphorus or thematerials to produce
phosphorus -- namely , bone-ash , powdered coal, and
glass or sand. ( See Copper and Bronze.)
Phosphor - Tin is usually secured by heating tin in
the vapour of phosphorus, sticks of the latter being
placed in a crucible and the molten metalrun on to
the top of it. (See Phosphor- Bronze.)
Platinoid . - A German silver alloy having a high
resistance. It contains copper, 60 ; nickel, 14 ;
zinc, 24 ; and 1 or 2 per cent. of tungsten .
Platinum is a white metalhaving a higher specific
gravity than gold - namely, 2105 , and frequently
found in association with it . Platinum is ductile ,
malleable, and very tenacious, but will only fuse with
the aid of the oxy-hydrogen flame, melting at 1,775
degs. C. The finely divided variety of platinum ,
known as platinum black, has a remarkable power
of absorbing and condensing hydrogen, and will fire
a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen if introduced
into it. In practice, platinum is usually alloyed with
a little iridium , which makes it somewhat harder.
Platinum alloys with most metals , and the alloys
are used principally for jewellery and optical work .
( To be continued .)
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Fig . 31. - Ratio, 2 : 3 ;
Phase, 45 °

♡
Fig . 33. — Ratio, ' 3 : 4 ;
Phase, 90 °.

Fig . 36. — Ratio , 5:16 ;
Phase , 5 °437' 30''.

Fig . 34. - Ratio , 5 : 6 ;
Phase , 11° 15'.

FIG . 37. – Ratio , 7 : 9 ;
Phase, oº.

FIG . 32.---Ratio , 3 : 4 ;
Phase, oº.

♡

Fig . 30.- Ratio , 2 : 3 ;
Phase, oº.
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Fig . 35. - Ratio , 5:12 ;
Phase , 11° 15'.

FIG . 38. – Ratio , 7:21 ;
Phase, oº.

Fig . 40. - Ratio , 15:16 ;
FIG . 41. - Ratio , 15:16 ;
FIG . 39 - Ratio , 8 : 9 ;
Phase, oº.
Phase, 2 ° 48' 45' .
Phase , 11° 15'.
CURVES PRODUCED BY MR. A. H. AVERY'S HARMONOGRAPH .
For description ]
[ s: e pages 78 a 80 .
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The

Latest North - Eastern
Locomotive .

6

4

5

4

3
3
1
7

7

16
0
0
13
sq .

25
2
5
I
ft.

Total
2,455.8 sq . ft.
Area of fire grate
27 sq . ft.
T. C. Q.
Weight of engine in working order
16 10 0
On bogie wheels
19 IO
On leading wheels
On driving wheels
19 IO o
TO
16
On trailing wheels
Total
Weight of tender in working order
On front wheels
On middle wheels
On trailing wheels

Total

72

O

14 IO
13 10
15 IO

o
0

43. 10

0

TenDER.

Ft. Ins.
Wheel-base
From front buffer beam to centre of
2
leading wheels
From centre ofleading wheels to centre
6 4
ofmiddle wheels
From centre ofmiddle wheels to centre
6 4
of trailing wheels ..
From centre of trailing wheels to back
6
buffer beam
Wheels ( steel)
Diameter of wheels on tread
3 94
0
Thickness of tyres
3
Frames ( steel) —
Distance between inside frames
0
Thickness of inside frames
Distance between outside frames
0
Thickness of outside frames
Coal space..
5 tons .
Water tanks
Capacity of tank
3,659 galls .
456
Well
I

Oror.

Total
2,455.8 3
These engines will be the largest and inost power
ful express engines ever built in England, capable
of dealing with the present heavy fast passenger
traffic between York and Edinburgh. The weight
of the engine without the tender will be about 72
tons. This traffic is ever increasing in speed and
weight, and the engines are built with a considerable
margin of power that can be utilised when required .
Ft. Ins.
Cylinders --I 8
Diameter of cylinders ..
2 4
Stroke of piston
Distance apart of cylinders (centre to
8
6
centre)
centre of valve
Distance between
2 41
spindles
Stephenson link motion
Length of connecting- rod between
II
centres
Wheels
Diameter of driving wheels (cast
6 10
steel)
Diameter of bogie wheels (cast steel) 3
78
Diameter of carrying wheels (cast
4
steel)
O
Thickness of a !i tyres on tread
3
0 54
Width of all tyres on tread
Distance between centre of bogie and
centre of driving whee !
16 9
6 6
Centre of bogie wheels..
Centre of driving wheels to centre of
S O
trailing wheels
Distance from centre of driving wheels
I 3
to front of firebox
Distance from centre of trailing wheels
6 6
to back buffer plate
Frames (steel)
Distance between frames
4
O
Thickness of frames
2
Distance between bogie frames
O
Thickness of bogie frames
Boiler (f- in . steel)
8 II
Centre of boiler from rail
15 104
Length ofbarrel
5 6
Diameter of boiler (outside )

Ft. Ins.
90
3 II

the
to

R. WILSON WORSDELL , the enterprising
chief mechanical engineer of the N.E. Ry.
M
Co., has designed , and is now building at the
Gateshead Works, a type of engine so as to still fur
ther increase the locomotive power of the North
Eastern Railway. These locoinotives have four
wheels coupled with a leading bogie , and a pair of
carrying wheels under the firebox. The coupled
wheels are 6 ft. 10 ins. diameter, the bogie wheels
3 ft. 71 ins. diameter, and the carrying wheels 4 ft.
diameter. The cylinders are placed outside the
frames, and are 20 ins. diameter with a stroke of
28 ins., fitted with segmental steam -distributing
valves (W.M. Sınith's systein ). The barrel of the
boiler is 15 ft. 104 ins. long, and 5 ft. 6 ins. diameter
outside. The firebox is 9 ft. long with a grate area
of 27 sq. ft. The working pressure is 200 lhs. per
square inch .
Heating surface in tubes
2,275.8 sq . ft.
180
firebox
)

Firebox (steel)
Length outside..
Breadth outside at bottom
Depth below centre line of boiler at
front end
Depth below centre line of boiler at
back end
Inside firebox (copper )-Length at the bottom side
Breadth at the bottom side
From top of box to inside shell
Depth of box inside at front
Depth of box inside at back
Tubes (steel). -268
Number of tubes
Length of tubes between tube plates
Diameter outside
Diameter of exhaust pipe nozzle
Height of chimney from rail
Heating surface in tubes
2,275.8
firebox
I80'0

Total ..

4,125 galls .

RAILWAY Motor Cars.-- The London and South
Western Railway Company is now completing at its
Nine Elms locomotive works, a powerful motor
car, which will shortly be experimented within
order to sce whether the road ,motor car can be
profitably utilised in afforcing increased transit
facilities in districts served by the South Western
Railway.
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A Wireless Telegraphy Receiver.

January 28 , 1904.

which can be obtained second -hand for about five
shillings. I removed it from its stand and placed it
on the more elaborate one seen in the photo . Pro
truding from the stand will be seen a handle , which
moves a pivoted arm on which is a spring. Under
this spring are three adjacent brass studs with which
it makes contact, connecting either of the two outer
studs with the inner. thus forming a common two
way switch .
The bell is one of the “ Baby ” type , chosen be
cause of its mctal cover and the substantial con
nections, which are metal strips instead of wire.
The two tumbler switches seen in the photo ought
to be bonded together, so that one must always be
“ on ," and the other “ off."
This was not done
when the photo was taken . One switch is in the
coherer circuit and one in the primary circuit of the
sending coil ; thus a spark cannot bemade when the
receiver is ready to receive, as I have always found
that the extra good cohesion thus made causes too
much current to pass through the relay. which gene

By GEOFFREY H. Cook .
HINKING that it may be of use to many
readers of the M.E. who are interested in this
T
subject, I enclose a photo of a wireless tele
graphy receiver, which is the outcome of numerous
experiments made both by myself and my friends.
The receiver consists in the main of three parts
( 1 ) The coherer and decoherer (on the right of the
photo ). The latter is also designed to work
as a Morse sounder .
( 2 ) The bell (in the middle) .
( 3) The relay (on the left. shown without cover ).
The coherer is a form which I have devised to suit
experimental purposes . As shown in the photo , it
is a piece of glass tube about #in . in diameter ; at
each end is an ebonite cap made a tight fit and held
in place with gum nastic . The two ends are
tapped ( Whitworth ), and
the coherer poles, which are
fin . brass rod, are screwed
in - the two outer ends of
these rods being pointed , the
inner ones being round .
With this arrangement it
is possible to adjust the dis
tance between the rods and
to alter the sensitiveness of
the adjustment.
The pointed ends of the
coherer poles rest lightly in
the hollow ends of the two
screws which pass through
the vertical supports , which
are screwed into a block of
ebonite to insulate them from
carth and each other .
The decoherer will be seen
under the coherer. It con
sists of an ebonite knob at
the end of a steel rod screwed
into a light iron armature,
which is attracted by a pair
MR. G. H. COOK'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY RECEIVER .
of bell magnets wound with
No. 36 wire and suspended
above it. The various screws, etc., seen in the
rally throws it out of adjustment, owing to hys
photo are to allow of adjustment of the relative
teresis .
The base of the instrument consists of a { -in . val
positions of coherer , armature, and magnets, so
nut box, 18 ins. by 8 ins by 4 ins., French polished.
that the strength of the tap .may be aitered at
It contains the three dry cells which work the re
will.
ceiver. I made it chiefly for the sake of appear
My reason for designing this form of decoherer
ance . The bases of the relay and coherer-stand are
was to do away with the spark at the contact of the
beech . There are no connections on the surface ,
of
usual form of bell decoherer advised in most hand
all the wires passing under the top of the box
books. The armature of the decoheier is arranged
through instrument bases , which are hollow ; this
to fall on the ends of two brass rods (tapped into a
not only keeps them tidy, but prevents them from
piece of ebonite so that their height may be ad
becoming damaged .
justed ), thus forming a very efficient Morse sounder
The connections are very simple — the coherer, one
with a minimum of trouble . Any coherer which is
not sensitive enough to be effected by such a spark
cell, and the magnets of the coherer and one tum
is of no practical use , and I have been at some
bler switch in series forming one circuit.
trouble to find a means of effectually renoving it
The other circuit is formed of the relay contacts
without losing sensitiveness.
The connections
and two cells, which can , by means of the two -way
from the battery and relay to the coherer are two
switch , be put either in circuit with the coherer or
coils of wire, one end of each being soldered to the
the bell.
coherer supports, and the other entering the box at
The coherer poles are connected by straight wires
to the two insulated terminals behind the bell, one
the back .
ofwhich is connected to each wing, or one earth and
The relay calls for no special comment. It is a
the other sky -line.
post office relay of the usual pivoted armature type ,
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Pattern

By T. D. GARSCADDEN .
WHEELS AND PULLEYS .
(Continued from page 42.)
Built-up Wheel, with Six Straight Arms.
After all that is said and known re correct practice,
this still remains the most popular forın of wheel
partly owing to its pleasing appearance and, in a
lesser degree, to its comparative ease of construc
tion ; and for these reasons may be indulged in for
all wheels within the scope of your home work , pro .

ned

TINNING CAST-IRON.---When castings
are to be tinned it is first necessary, says
The Foundry, to remove all sand and iron
oxide from the surface of the castings.
Sometimes the castings are pickled in hy
drofluoric acid , but it is best to clean then
with sand blast. Sometimes simply tum
bling is sufficient to clean the surfaces ;
after tumbling, the castings are sometimes
put in a pickling bath made up of one part
of hydrochloric acid to four parts ofwater,
in which they are allowed to remain from
one to two hours, or until the sand and scale
are all loosened . Any spots or corners
are then finished with a wire brush ,
scraper, or old file . The castings should
then be washed in hot water and dried ,
after which they are dipped in a flux dip
composed of four parts of a saturated solu
tion of sal animoniac in water and one part
of hydrochloric acid . The bath shonld be
hot. The castings are then dried , after
which they are dipped in a pot of melted
tin . The tin should be hot enough to bring the cast
ings quickly to its own tenperature and still remain
perfectly fluid , but not hot enough to cause the
surface to oxidise badly . Sometimes the surface
of the tin bath is covered with powdered sal ammo
niac, at other times a little tallow or palm oil is
added to the surface . After the castings are re
moved from the tin they are generally allowed to
cool, though some dip them in a second bath of
tailow or palm oil kept at a temperature slightly
above the inelting point of tin , the idea being to
allow the excess of tin to drain off. As soon as the
tin on the castings has chilled or set, they should be
washed in hot soda water and dried in sawdust.

Simple Lessons in
Making .

Tur

Method of Using the Instrument. - In the off '
position the coherer switch is off and the two -way
switch in themiddle position , which breaks both re
layed circuits.
When the receiver is ready to be rung up, the
coherer switch is “ on,” and the two-way switch on
the right-hand stud . This puts the bell in circuit.
As soon as the coherer receives a signal it causes the
relay to close its circuit , and the bell starts to ring.
This it will do indefinitely , if not stopped . To stop
the bell the two-way switch is pushed over to the
left. This cuts the bell out, and puts the decoherer
in and decoheres the coherer.
The tapper will
continue to sound until the sender stops “ ringing
up.”
Immediately he does so , the two tumbler
switches are changed over, the coherer
being cut out and the sending-coil circuit
closed .
A signal is then sent back to
show that communication is established .
The two tumblers are then put back to
their former position , and the receiver is
then ready to receive the signals, the
coherer forming the Morse. The size of
the decoherer's armature has to be found
by experiment to give the best Morse
results ; mine is about 1 } ins. by 7-16ths
in . by 3-32nds in .
It may be of interest to your readers
to know that the cost of materials for
this receiver was between 16s, and 20s , 4
and I should not advise anyone to make
one for a smaller outlay .

Finished

Built

SECTION AT A.

Finished

SECTION AT B.

Fig . 66. - BUILT-UP FLYWHEEL.
vided there are not inordinate differences of sec
tional area .
Start by drawing down on a piece of board a half
section of the proposed wheel (pattern sizes ) in the
same style as shown at section B of Fig . 66 .
Divide the width of “ face " into the number of
courses required , beginning by the thickness of
armsat the centre. The number of " courses on
each side of the arms in a wheel of this type should
never be less than two , and may be any number
according to width of “ face.” Again , the thick
ness of " courses " should never be greater than the
radial thickness of rim when finished.
Having blocked it out on these lines, true up a
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faceplate of at least the same diameter as the pro
posed wheel ; turn it true only for an inch or two on
the outside face, and finish by planing down level,
putting it in the lathe again ,and centreing as in the
last example . You may also true up the edge as a
sort of tell- tale , in case it should accidentally be
knocked out of truth while using .
Take it out of lathe : draw the rough outside and
inside diameters, and divide into six -- i.l ., the num
ber of " segments " in each course .
You may saw out these segments now in the man
ner of last lesson ; but do not begin to build on the
faceplate until you have utilised it for making the
tri-lapp of arms (Figs. 67 and 68 )as follows :-Draw
two arms on it to find out the breadth of “ rails ”
necessary to cover hub curve at X (Fig . 66 ). Com

Drawing off

Faceplate

Cutting out
27

No. .

No 2 .

7
Fig . 67. - TRI-LAPPING OF ARMS.
plete these parallel lines as shown on Fig . 67, and
plane three “ rails ” to found breadth and a little
over the thickness of finished arms. Now I wish to
say here that this tri-lapping is a delightfully
simple operation if you closely follow my methods,
and notat all the difficult job that the appearance of
the finished rails in Fig. 68 would imply, and you
may ignore these in the meantime. For the time
being take it that the only operation is to lapp one
rail into another at an angle of 60 degs. Lay one
down on faceplate to lines ; put another over it, and
adjust to lines with a set-square. Stitch tem
porary with two brads to enable you to draw the
intersecting lines of edges No. 2 upon No. 1 when
turned over. This do, and also lines along edges
of No. I upon No. 2 , using the cutting end of draw
point as close to edges as possible , and then number
the rails with a pencil, as shown . Take apart and
set your gauge to one- third of the thickness of
rails, and from the side of each that was next to
faceplate draw lines on the edges, but one-third out
of No. I and two -thirds out of No. 2 , and they will
then have the appearance as shown . They need not
be a tight fit into one another , as, if so , they would
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buckle . Put them together, and now turn to Fig.
68. Place them on the faceplate to lines ; adjust
the remaining rail ; stitch down ; draw off as for
merly , and number it 3 in rotary order.
Now with the gauge still set at one-third draw on
the edges from the top or numbered sides. It will
then be apparent that one -third has to be cut
from top of Nos. 1 and 2 combined, and two- thirds
from bottom of No. 3 . Do this, and then each
single rail will have the appearance depicted in the
figure. Now screw all together for good ; plane
the surfaces level, and lay aside.
Next, begin building on the faceplate. No glue
being required on the first course , the segments may
be bradded down, one by one, as you fit the butt
joints, and without the preliminary “ stitching."
Nip the heads off twelve brads ( two for each seg
ment) to hold down this course, so that when the job
is completely built up and partially turned, it can be
prised off the faceplate easily with a chisel, and the
brads withdrawn , whether they are fast in the job or
faceplate.
Having fastened the first course thus, put in lathe
and face down to thickness determined on , or per
haps a little thicker to provide for cleaning up
when reversed and finishing. In the second and
stitch
down the segments
subsequent courses
temporary with half- driven brads just as in last
lesson, except perhaps the last segment of each
course, which may be held in position while drawing
the circle to mark the permanent position of brads,
and also serve as the first one of that course to be
glued and bradded down permanently .
Use headless brads in the second course as well,
unless the first is sufficiently thick for a length of
brad that will hold while the glue is setting, and
still without danger of going through finished
thickness of first course. As this is not likely in our
comparatively small work , let the brad heads be
nipped off, and then they also can be driven through
well into the faceplate, thereby holding the job
securely until half turned , and giving a good grip
for the pincers to extract when it is detached for
reversing
Continue building up until level of arms is reached,
and then brad the prepared frame down, each end
of arm in the middle of a segment. Now re-mark
the centre on this from the last brad circle, and then
fill in the interstices with segments a little thicker
than the arms and extending far enough inside to
provide “ stuff " for subsequently forming to shape
of internal rim rib ; that is , if this is the form de
sired . I may here remark that said form is much
more favourable to good casting conditions than one,
say, where the arms are made to join a heavy ,
square -sectioned rim abruptly .
Put in lathe again , true down to thickness of
arms, and then continue building up the top half,
beginning by covering the joints of an arm with the
first segment, and trueing up each course to thick .
ness in the lathe as soon as glued and brad led ,
as there is no need to wait on the glue setting in a
wheel of this type, the brads holding securely
against the slight resistance of trueing up. Some
times, however , the radial thickness - or thinness ,
rather - of a rim is such that brads could not be
used with confidence be they put in ever so plumb,
and the chance of brads coming through to the turn
ing line is one to be avoided , as it is almost im
possible to punch them out of harm's way without
doing damage.
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Take the case of a flat-faced pulley. Here glue
would have to be depended on alone, and, conse
quently, each course would have to be set before
the next one was proceeded with . In such a case, a
good way to hold the segments close down while
setting is to drive brads through chips about 1 in .
thick , but keeping clear of the finished diameters to
avoid ugly marks when turned . This gives the
brads. the advantage (a decided one) of being

Drawing off

Faceplate

Cutting out
No.1:

No. 2
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Now to summarise :-Sandpaper what you have
turned ; take off faceplate ; recess faceplate to fit
inside finished rinn ; fasten job with four screws
from back of faceplate, and repeat the turning of
inside to template . Make the turning of theoutside,
or " face,” the last operation always, and in this
case allow a little taper for draught. Take out of
lathe now , and finish according to instructions
given for the smaller wheel. The bosses should be
turned separately with fillets, and screwed on before
rounding the arms. If the boss is wanted to project
more on one side than the other, screw the deep boss
on the “ down ” side (moulding language) and
fasten the core-print on it.
For wheels with arms other than the example , and
still too large to be “ cut from the solid ," as, for in
stance, curved arms, more than six arms, an odd
number of arins, the easiest plan for you would be
to prepare two pieces of wood , each a bit thicker
than the half of finished arm , and glue together
crosswise - i.e ., the grain of one crossing that of the
other. Each half need not be one continuous
breadth , but may be made up of two or three, if
well jointed . The resulting disc may then be
built into the rim in the same manner as the fore
going example, and can then be turned to a dimin
ishing thickness outwardly from the centre. For a
wheel with four arms the half-lapping of two rails
only is required . This will be quite a simple opera
tion to you now , the drawing off of which can be
done with square, drawpoint and gauge. I have
found so much to say that is instructive with regard
to built-up wheels that I am afraid I have exceeded
my space, and will defer the subject of grooved
pulleys until next article .
( To be continued .)
A

Novel Section

Winder .

No. 3
Fig . 68.-- TRI-LAPPING OF ARMS.
driven home, and then , when all is hard (a matter of
three hours at least ) the chips can be split off and a
hold given for the brads to be withdrawn. In all
this I take it for granted that you use oval wire
brads. In building work , at any rate , avoid the
square-sectioned cut ones, as they are apt to break
off short like a carious tooth while being extracted ,
and giving rise to a pain somewhat akin .
The turning of our wheel now is largely a repeti
tion of the methods for the smaller ones in last
lesson :--Make a little template to
work upon the flat of arms with its
F % Whil.
end bevelled to inside taper of rim ,
and rounded at the bottom to re
quired fillet, and turn down to that,
and keep measuring across top until
it is the required inside diameter.
Do not attempt to turn the arms to
a tapering thickness outwardly , as
it is a rather risky proceeding for an amateur.
This is the correct form , but there is not much in it,
and they will act and look quite well without, or
they may be tapered with a spokeshave while
rounding at the finish . When the first half of inside
is turned , just true up a little bit of the “ face," or
outside diameter - not necessarily to dimension, but
to confirm the accurate centreing when reversed .

By D. W. Gawn .
ROBABLY most readers of these pages have,
PRAB
at one time or another , essayed to build a
spark induction coil. They may have suc
ceeded or they may have failed . In either case,
they will have learnt how tedious and fatiguing a
task is the winding of the secondary wire. Ordi
narily, it demands more skill and patience than the
average amateur is endowed with . He slurs over
the difficult portions of the performance ; he hastens
on toward thatmoment when a battery may be con
nected to the terminals ; and, then , because of the
woeful negation of results , he feels ?hurt. It is
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FIG . 3.-- SPINDLE .

possible , even , that he and intensity coils will be
come complete strangers from that period, with an
intensity which is not the less because outside the
tangle of wire .
The troubles of winding a great quantity of fine
gauge wire in inany sections are due chiefly to the
nature of the appliances employed . They may
answer well enough the purpose of one thoroughly
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practised in their use . He who is making his first
coil - and, perhaps , his last -- finds that the general
run of constructional apparatus is not all it might
be from his point of view . It is crude to the last
degree. Instead of assisting on : tyro, it hinders
him . Hemust attend to it as much as to the work
that it should be doing unaided .

ot

Fig . 1.-- ARRANGEMENT OF SECTION WINDER.
The common form of section winder inay be con
sidered reasonably efficient — as a concealer of work
in progress upon it. As is well known, it consists
of two metal or wooden discs set only about į in .
apart upon a spindle . Between then the wire is
wound . Just how it is wound , the user has no
means of discerning . It may run in evenly and
regularly to make a satisfactory discoid section, or
it may not. Anyway, until completed, and re
moved from the winder , its formation cannot be
scen . Not unlikely , it will be imperfect. If so ,
the probability is that it will be passed “ on spec."
by the tired builder.
Bearing in mind the importance of even and tight
winding, it will be apparent that the winding device
can contribute greatly to the ultimate success or
failure of a coil. The object is to get as large a
quantity of wire, adequately insulated , in as small
a space as practicable .
A winder which presents several advantages is
that described here. It is shown in Fig . I. By
making one of its discs of plate -glass, the process
of winding is visible from the first turn to the final
one. That is the essential feature of the contri
vance . Another point of interest is that the spindle
is so mounted that it need not be taken down from
its bearings to remove the discs. After winding a
section of wire , all that is necessary in order to take
it from the winder is to run off the nut behind the
glass plate . Any degree of tension that the wire
will sustain may be put upon it during winding
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without risk of disturbing the truth and stability of
the apparatus. It will work as steadily and
smoothly as a lathe whatever the load may be.
This cannot be said of the usual type with its
wooden standards and pointed screw centres.
The frame, which is first to be attended to , is
made up of iron gas-pipe and fittings, as can be seen
in Fig . 1. For the pillar, cut a piece of fin . gas
in .
pipe, 9 ins. in length . Screw one end about
down for the tee, and the other end for the flange,
or ceiling -plate. As itmust pass right through this
and project some2 ins. below , see that the threading
is sufficient. It should extend about 3 ins. Screw
the three parts together securely and pin
them to make the joints immovable .
The two bearings which are to screw
into the tee are of brass or gunneta ) .
Their form is given in Fig . 2. They are
screwed to gas standard , of course, to
fit the tee.
Mild steel is the material
to be employed for the spin
dle. Cut off a piece of g in .
rod , about 6 ins. long, and
turn it up as represented in
Fig . 3 .
The length of the
central portion marked " x "
can be determined only on knowing the exact dimen
sionsofthe tee . Generally , these are roughly turned
out and , in touching up, the ultimate length may be
anything. Assuming the tee to be 34 ins. long ,
equals i ins. One end of the spindle is to
be tapered as shown for fitting a handle or pulley .
Mount the spindle by passing it through the tee,
slipping the bearing brasses upon its ends and
screwing them in like glands. If the top end of the
pillar were plugged before fitting the tee upon it,
the latter can be used as an oil container to ensure
proper lubrication of the bearings. In that case, a
small hole is to be drilled through it centrally on
top for the entrance of oil.
A suitable handle for rotating the winder is as

16 % Gas

3% "
Fig . 2.- BEARINGS.

FIG . 4 .-- SECTION OF HANDLE .
shown sectionally in Fig . 4 . It may be a casting ,
or forging, of iron or steel, as preferred . The end
to be attached to the spindle is drilled through
5- 16ths in ., and afterwards reamed out so that the
hole tapers to 7-16ths in . Do not make it too large
or the handle will bind against the bearing. The
handle proper consists of a 3 -in . length of k -in . by
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No. 16 B.W.G. brass or aluminium tube mounted
on a turned spindle. The head and tail of this is
formed precisely like a screw , the central part being
as seen in the figure. It is screwed into the end of
the crank and made doubly secure by ineans of a
lock nut .
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of 26 lbs ., fully realising her designer's (Mr. J. R.
Rule, late captain of the Wirral Club ) and her
builder's expectations. Her lines , though slightly
fuller (with a co -efficient of fineness of .48 ) closely
resembling in proportions and form the craft she is
supposed to b ? a inodel of. She is fitted with a

MR. J. KIRKPATRICK'S MODEL T.B.D. /" Scout."
Should it be desirable to drive the winder by belt,
a pulley must be fitted instead of the handle . All
that can be said is that it should be light and a good
fit on the spindle . Its form and size will depend
upon requirements and upon the motor employed.
A fast speed is not advisable.
The first disc on the spindle is of metal. It is not
different from what is ordinarily used . Tap it g - in .
Whitworth and screw it in place, letting it butt
squarely against the slight shoulder.
The " observation " disc is to be of stout plate
glass as stated . It is to have a central hole in it to
admit the spindle and should have its edges ground .
A plate of small size such as is used in some forms
of frictional electric machines will answer the pur
pose perfectly . To prevent damage by the nut
holding it in position , interpose a washer of ebonite
3-16ths in , in thickness .
The winder is set up for work in this way. Bore
through the top of the bench or table a 1 -in . hole .
Insert the bottom of the pillar therein so that the
nange or plate comes to rest squarely upon the
surface . Underneath , where the tail end will be
protruding, run on a back nut, as in Fig . 1, and
screw up securely .

single - cylinder engine i 1-16th ins. in diameter and
in . stroke, supplied with steam by a return tube
boiler 51 ins. diameter, 14 ins. water space and one

Model Steamer Speed Competi
tion ,
(Continued from page 68.)

ENGINE OF THE MODEL STEAMER “ Scout."

Mr. J. Kirkpatrick's Model T.B.D. “ Scout."
CHE following particulars and photograph will
serve to describe the model torpedo -boat de
THE
stroyer, Scout, constructed by Mr. Kirk
patrick , being the first of her class introduced into
the Wirral Club .
She is 72 ins. long on the water -line 74 inz, beam ,
with a draft of 2 ins., giving a total displacement

furnace fired by a single blowlamp , the working
pressure being 75 lbs. per sq . inch .
Considering her light displacement and great dis
parity in length with some of her more fortunate
rivals in the Competition , her record of 5'53 miies
per hour compares very favourably.
Her performance for the last season's racing in the
Wirral Club includes a first second , and a third
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prize, as a result of three Saturday races , also the
second prize presented by the Vice-president for the
second largest number of points in seven Thursday
evening races, which, but for being disqualified in
one of the races for a slight mistake in turning ,
woud have resulted in an easy first.
Mr. Kirkpatrick hopes to secure the Editor's Prize
next season with an entirely new boat.
Mr. C Goudge's Model Paddle ' teamer
The following particulars are of the Ripple ,
a paddle steamer I have made.
The hull of
this boat is made of wood, built up in the
following way : — The lowest three inches of the
depth were cut out of a block of pine, 5 ft. by 10 ins.
by 3 ins., and the remaining 5 ins. made up by
screwing two strips ofmahogany (5 ft. by 5 } ins. by
} in .) into a rebate } in . broad running the length of
the boat.
The original design was double - ended
i.e., stem and stern alike ; but I have since added
a flat stern for the sake of appearance only . The
thin upper sides are strengthened by brackets of
wood cut to fit and screwed from the outside.
As
will be seen from the section , the bottom amidships
is quite flat for almost the same distance across as
the beam of the boat. This was done to get a
shallow draught and to make her as ' stiff ” as pos
sible on the water. The “ lines ' are far from
beautiful ; but they are not to be expected from
such extraordinary proportions. The boiler , which
is 16 ins. by 6 ins., is of brass plate rolled and

are burnt from two “ shark's -mouth " burners of
brass tube coming from the top of reservoir . Thus
four flames are obtained with a corresponding large
amount of heat. Steam is generated in less than
five minutes, and a steady pressure is maintained .
The engines are of the double-acting S.V. type,
with two cylinders and the cranks at right-angles.
The bore is I in ., and stroke 14 ins. The main

sately
Valve
Fler.

Lorel of Spirit
Angle

Tapour
Flame

AIR

SECTION OF LAMP.

shaft is driven from the engines by nieans of gear
wheels of brass at 3 to 1. The teeth number sixty
and twenty. This arrangement was adopted from
THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook, “ Machinery for
Model Steamers," and I was surprised at the extra
speed the hoat developed . In the old way the
engines drove the main shaft direct and the con
densation was excessive. This improvement, and
the “ feathering ” device described in the above
book alone enabled me to attain 3 } miles per hour.

44
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MODEL PADDIE STEAMER.
riveted in the orthodox way. The internal firebox
is of copper, 3 ins. diameter , and is extended the
whole length of boiler. There are twenty -two
solid -drawn copper tubes fin . diameter , expanded
and sweated in as cross -water tubes. These are
arranged spirally , so as to obtain the fullest amount
of efficiency from the heat. The boiler was tested
to 60 lbs., and works at 25 lbs. The lamp is of the
painter's ” type, and consists
a brass reserve
7 ins. by 3 ins., fitted with two flues, or combustion
tubes, which vapourise the spirit and act as " pilot ”
flames to two further jets of vapour. These jets

(Cross Sec ion. )

The paddle - wheels are 9 ins. diameter, and are
in . brass rod . The floats, of brass ,
built up of
Feathering " pulleys and
are 14 ins. by 2 } ins.
lever arms also of brass strip 1-16th in . thick . Pad
dle -boxes of sheet zinc and sheet brass.
Total length over all, 5 ft. 9 ins.
Beam , to ins.
over padelle-boxes, 20 ins.
Draught, 3 ins.
Depth , 8 ins.
Boiler heating surface , 211 sq. ins.
( To be continucd .)

-
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Practical Letters

from

our

Readers .
(The Editur invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of malters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and jaddress of the sender must invariably be attached.
though not necessa - ily intended for publication.!
Winding Secondary Coils .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -Pressure of business has prevented
an earlier reply to Mr. Rea's letter of the 24th ult.
Even now that reply must be of the negative order,
as I have no experience of coils intended formotors.
So far as inaking a {-in . spark coil goes , there
should be no difficulty about this . THE MODEL
ENGINEER handbook is a very reliable guide to the
work, the specifications being closer to the point
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loop line No. I and stops when black truck is under
the bridge, which is then uncoupled and left there.
Engine then returns with white truck up' loop line
No. I on to main line and backs down loop line
No. 2 and couples white truck to black truck .
Position is now black , white, engine. Engine re
turns with trucks up loop line No. 2 on to main
line, and leaves black truck at A. Engine then

B

A

Fig . 2.- FINAL POSITION .
goes back on to main line with white truck and
backs down loop line No. 2 and pushes white just
throngh the bridge, where it is uncoupled and left.
Engine now returns up loop
line No. 2 on main line and
down loop line No. I and
couples up with white, which
is then taken up loop line
No. I and on to main line to
position B , where it is left,
engine returning to centre of
main line. Fig . 2 shows posi
tions of engine and trucks at
the finish . - Yours truly ,
B , RILEY, JUNR.
Keighley.

Small Electric Lighting
and Charging Set.
TO THE EDITOR OF The
Model Engineer.
o
DEAR SIR ,—I have been
most interested in reading the
account of Mr. Bennett's
Small Electric Lighting and
GENERAL VIEW OF MR. GOUDGE's PADDLE STEAMER .
Charging Set ; but I think (if
than any others I have met with . All I can say is
not asking too much ) it would be very much appre
that no doubt a finer wire, say, 16, would be used
ciated if some details of the working of Plant
for the primary, and that the secondary would be
could be given . For instance : - " Brake test of
put on in lavers ; no advantage whatever in winding
engine, giving 'usual details of this test ” ; “ Oil
in sections here. At the same time, careful wind
used running half and full speed (both light).”
ing and insulation would be of the first importance .
" Oil used running halfand full speed (with load ) '
Output of dynamo at these speeds ” ; Oil used
-Yours truly,
J. PIKE .
when dynamo is generating i amp., 2 amps., 3 amps.;
Nottingham .
and so on , up to full load " ;
Name of oil used .'
This last test is easily performed with a water re
Shunting Puzzle Solution .
sistance, as Mr. Bennett states he has only two
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
lamps, the volts being kept at io .
Of course , I know the above would take time ;
DEAR Sır,-Herewith I am sending you my
solution of the Shunting Puzzle which appeared in
but I feel sure the experimenter (judging from the
the M.E. for Novenber 12th , 1903. Fig . I shows
plant) would be as delighted with the results as the
the original positions of engine and trucks. The
writer. — Yours truly,
Thos . H. COOKE.
solution is as follows :-- Engine couples up with
Newport, Mon.

Loop line No1.x
A

Bridge
ferida Loop line No 2 .

Engine

Main line

B

Fig . 1. - ORIGINAL POSITIONS OF TRUCKS.

black truck , goes back on main line and couples up
with white truck . Position now is white, engine,
black , at point A. Engine takes the trucks down

Model Steamer Designing .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , -Whilst congratulating you on the
success and steady improvement of your much
valued paper, which I always read, I have a little
protest to make.
The vast improvement in model locomotives, both
in designing and the finished article , leaves nothing
to be desired . Since the M.E. came into existence
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manufacturers are selling superb finished models at
moderate cost ; but I am sorry to say the steainboat
is at it was at the coinmenceinent of the M.E. One
reads of somebody getting a block of wood, 7 ins. by
5 ins. by 36 ins., hacking the shape by eye, etc.
Take last issue, for instance - not of the slightest
value except picture. Your articles some time ago
on finding displacenient of a designed hull, centre of
balance, and also centre of effort of sails was most
valuable, and my friends eagerly bought these
issues, and one has (chiefly from that information )
designed and built a good little 4 - ton yacht with
cabin , and spends his week - ends with a friend
afloat. Hence , you will be pleased to hear bow
valued your articles were. I know you give every
body (i.e., readers) full consideration . Cannot you
get your valued contributor to shed more of his
knowledge on designing speed hulls, propellers, etc.,
and give a design of lines, boiler firing, spirit tanks,
propellers, etc.
Re Model Steamer Competition : would suggest
that the rating should be simply a certain dis
placement, to be arrived at by you and others - say,
30 lbs. or 40 lbs., and the prize to the fastest steamer
at or under this limit . What scope for enterpriseshape of hull, size, engines, & c., and another reason
for supporting this work . More readers would
not only read, admire, and appreciate, but actually
make a model good , bad , or indifferent, as model
boat building is cheaper and easier work , and does
'not require the exactness that " Locos ” require, if
they are not to be a failure.
Excuse my writing on my only hobby ; but feel
sure a great number of readers would support my
R. P. KNIGHT.
case..- Yours faithfully ,
London , E.C.

mains in this town . The current is polyphase (alternating) 110
volts. I should esteem it a favour if you would tell me where I
can get working drawings of same, or at least some idea of how to
set about it.
Your query is not sufficiently explicit. Polyphase alternating
current may be two-phase, three-phase , or multi- phase, having
inore than three phases. Which number of phases is your supply ?
supply at Dover is single phase
We think you are mistaken ; the
alternating current, as far as we are aware . Particulars of two
sizes of alternating current motors, with information explaining
the method of designing these machines, were given in our issue for
January ist, 1903, Vol. VIII. If you will refer to these, you will
obtain a very good idea of the work involved in designing and
making either a single phase or polyphase motor.
(9851) Ejectors. J. J. H. (Barrow - in -Furness) writes : Asa
a reader of your journal, I should be pleased if you will kindly
answer me this query, viz. : The amount of air that would be in
duced through the vena contracta tube of enclosed ejector per hour ,
also will you favour me with the formula for calculating same.
Steam pressure, 60 lbs. ; diameter of jet, 3-16ths in . I enclose you
rough sketch (not reproduced ) to answer my query.
The amount of steam passed per hour would be 99'5 lbs., and
approximately the amounts of air induced for various counter
pressures would be as follows :- * in ., 53,000 cub. ft per hour ;
it ins., 47,000 cub. ft. per hour ; it ins., 41,500 cub. ft. per hour ;
2 ) ins., 33,200 cub . ft. per hour ; 3 ins., 27,600 cub, ft. per hour
We should advise you to go to a reliable firm making a speciality
of such apparatus .
( 10,217] An Unanswerable Query . W. H. M. (Liverpool)
writes : ( 1) Will you kindly tell me what voltage per borse-power is
necessary to get the best results from an electro-motor ; ( 2) and
also what power would an engine need to be to drive, say, a 500
volt dynamo ?
(1) We really cannot say ! Your query needs qualifying very
much beforewe should be able to grasp your meaning. (2) Neither
can we say what ho.se-power the dynamo will require to drive it
without knowing the currentit has to generate aswell as the voltage.
Power is measured in watts, i.e., volts by ampères , not in volts
alone.
( 10,171]'' Magnetising Field -magnets . A. G. (Great
Wakering)
: (?))what,
How can
magnetise
field -magnet
of a
dynamo ? writes
(2 ) With
and Ihow
the correct
can Ia test
polarity ? (3) Where have they to be magnetised ?
(1) If small," use a few batteries — bichromate will do. (2) A
small magnet, as sketch . If the current were to flow in opposite

Foto

Queries and Replies .
(Allention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and 110 notice will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." . No other inatters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
oneside of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST b2 in
scribed on the back. (2 ). Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed eitelope (1607 post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipts but an interval of a few days
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should inderstand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Flect Street, London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently : ( 10,227 ) Armature Stampings ; Accumulator Capacities.
W .: S. (Honor Oak , S.E.) writes : I should be very much obliged
if you would kindly let me know the following :-(1) Where can I
obtain armature laminations, 21 ins. diameter ? Most firms do
not stock this size , stocking only 2 - in . and 21 in ., but no size be
tween these . (2) How many amps. per sq . ft. of accumulator
plate can I reckon ? Will this apply to both sides of plate. (3)
Supposing one accumulator to be 6 amps., would six cells connected
in series still only be 6 amps,
or 6 by 6 amps . ?
(1) Avery , of Fulmen Works, Tunbridge Wells , could , we think ,
supply you . (2 ) .If you mean capacity - about 30 amp.-hours per
sq. ft. of positive plate alea (i.e., counting both sides when both
sides are active) for shop-made articles, but slightly less if home
made. (3) Still only 6 amps.; but of a higher voltage, of course.
( 10,703 ) Alternating Current Motor Design , F. H. (Dover)
writes : I wish to make a 4 or 4 h.-p. motor to run from the town

TESTING THE
POLARITY OF A
MAGNET.

IN

2y.No 10171.
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direction , the opposite pole of small magnet would be attracted
and so on ; or you could use pole- finding paper. (3) We do not
quite grasp your meaning: Perhaps our bandhook- " Small Dyna
mcs and Motors " will assist you .
( 10,225 ] Small Fan Motor. A. W. (Lewisham ) writes :
Should be pleased if you could answer me the following questions ::-(1) I have the field -magnet casting, and a laminated 8-cog dium
armature, it- in . diameter ; field -magnet of the Simplex pattern .
Would it be possible to wind this motor to work off a ship's supply
main of 50 volts ? If so , should be pleased if you could tell me
the size and amount of wire for field -magnet ( cast-iron ) and arma
ture . The motor to be used for driving a fan . (2 ) The diameter
of fan ? (3) The most suitable wire and approximate amount to
make a starting resistance ? (4) What current would the motor
require ?
(1) Yes. Wind with a fairly, fine gauge wice, say, No. 25 , on
armature, and field -magnet with No. 28, and connect in sbunt.
We cannot give you weight of wire without further data . (2) Can
not say without knowing power of motor. Make diameter about
12 ins., and then alter the pitch of blades to regulate draught after
you see what motor will develope in the way of power . A resist
ance could be put in series with motor wben starting . A few
yards ofGerman silver wire (No. 24 gauge) would do : exactly how
much we cannot say, notknowing current taken by motor.
( 19,174) Creeping in Sack Leclanche. A. E.U .!(Tamworth )
writes : I have six Sack Leclanché batteries ,which are in use at
frequent intervals during the day for various purposes, and by no
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means have any lengthy rest. I charged them exactly as per the
M.E. & E.book , but I find in about a fortnight after each cleaning
an enormous amount of crystallization . Could you give any hints
for preventing or minimising the same ?
Instead of using a saturated solution , make up only to about
three-quarters the full strength . This gives just as good results
and prevents creeping and undue crystallization . Wax the top of
containing jars well.
(10,027] Electric Ignition Troubles. W. H. P. (Cardif )
writes : I have converted myth.-p. gas engine into electric ignition
wipe contact, and De Dion double coil. but have not quite per
fected it. Sometimes I can get several thousand revolutions with
out a miss , then she will stop and after a little coaxing go co or
30 revolutions then stop ; next time she will, perhaps , be off for
five minutes then miss again , and so on . Would you please send
advice . It is an advantage and possible to fit a trembler to the
coil (belonging to a tricycle), or must I fit up a make-and-break
contact in place ofwipe ?
It is extremely difficult from the details supplied by you to tell
exactly what is the matter with your engine, so many things might
cause the same or similar results. The behaviour you describe
would seem to suggest that either the coil or the sparking plug is
in some way defective, or else the cooling is at fault. A certain
defective combination of coil and plug, starting all cold , would
display exactly the symptoms you describe. With a coil somewhat
below its work, a plug badly adjusted , and a more or less faulty
mixture, together with a probability of shortage in the electrical
supply, would fit your case exactly . The best advice we are able
to give you, is to make perfectly sure that your gas supply is
continuous, and your mixture of gas and air correct, and that you
have a sufficient charge in your accumulator or batterv. These
itemshaving been verified , it is lil:ely that the fault is in the cooling
of the cylinder. Yes, you could store up current by charging the
accumulator when engine is running . We do not follow what you
mean by saying “ ... in charging accumulator from storage.
(10,234 ) Coil for Petrol Motor. H. C. (Mediterranean )
writes : I should be very much obliged if you would enlighten me
on the following :-I have a small sparking coil for the ignition of
a it b.h.-p. petrol motor. The accumulator I use is a 30 amp.-hour
one at 4 volts : both primary and secondary have been tested for
continuity , and I know the accumulator is all right and correctly
charged . I have tried the coil directly after charging.accumulator,
and when the latter showed 4'5 volts , I only got a very feeble
spark, with primary connected to and contact made over a file ;
very often no spark at all appears, though I can feel the shock
severely . The spark gap is very close (1-32nd) between two
platinum wires ; and if gap is greater, I get no spark at all. I
bought the coil from the makers of the motor, as being of sufficient
strength for the ignition .
You need a coil which will give at least t-in . spark in air in
order to work your motor properly . You do not give us any par.
ticulars of coil, so we cannot say whether it ought to do the work
properly or not. Do you use a condenser with it ? Our handbook ,
Induction Coils for Amateurs," would be of much use to you .
Price 7d., post free, from this office.
(10,231) Books on Electric Lighting, J. M.N. (Aberdare)
writes : Will you kindly answer me the following questions :
( 1 ) What books could I study for electric fitting and wiring of
private house, etc., and where could I take examinations for
same ? (2) I have a small dynamo, 15 volts, 18 C.-P. Could I
drive same by a small water motor from a small house tap ? If so ,
what size water motor had I better have ?
( 1) " Electric Wiring, Fitting, Switches, and Lamps," by Perren
Maycock , price 6s. 4d., post free ; “ Practical Electric Light Fit
ting," by Allsop, price 5s. 3d ., post free ; " Electric Wiring," by
Clinton , is. od ., post free ; all of above can be had from this office.
Apply to Science and Art Department, South Kensington, or any
large school in your district for particulars of examinations. (2)
About | h .-p . - not less .
[10,216 ] Air Pressure Created by a Rotary Fan . P. H.
B. (Balham ) writes : I should be very much obliged if you would
give me the following information :-I enclose a sketch (not repro
duced ) of an air fan enclosed in an air -tight case C , with pipe con
nections A and B on each side, and should like to know- ( 1) By
rotating the fan in the direction indicated, would it create an
appreciable air pressure at the extreme end of A ? ( 2) Would this
pressure be exactly proportionate to the speed of the fan ?
( 1) A certain pressure would be generated, but a very slight one
-equal, perhaps, to a head of 3 or 4 ins. of water . (2 ) It would
be proportional to the speed , but we do not know that the matter
can be settled effectively theoretically . A good deal of experi
menting is required to ascertain the particular form of blade most
suitable for the purpose of getting a maximum quantity of air
through a given pipe when running at a given speed ; and the best
results have been arrived at experimentally . There would , of
course, be no pressure if the end at A were left open - only if closed
01 partially closed.
( 10,169) 100 -watt Kapp Machine. J. B. ( Paisley) writes :
I have a dynamo (Kapp type). The magnets are 3 ins. long, and
the armature tunnel is bored if ins. The magnets are wound with
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3 lb. of (21) copper wire. i intend having a 3 -pole armature (lamina
cions). I shall be obliged if you can tell me what gauge ofwire, and
how much I should wind on armature to get 25 volts at 4 amps. or
50 volts at 2 amps. ? I do not care which, so long as I get 32-C.-p .
sure .
This will barely give too watts. However, wind armature with
8 ozs No. 20 S.W.G.and connect in shunt.

The News of the Trade.
A Well - arranged Flash Boiler .
The accompanying illustration shows a 6 h.-p. flash boiler recently
supplied to His Majesty's Admiralty by Messrs. Bolsover Bros.,
Eaglescliffe , R.S.O., co . Durham . This boiler, as will be seen , has
several special features a steam pump being fitted to maintain the
required head of steam . The working of the boiler is as follows :
The oil burner placed under the gridiron coils is of the Bunsen type,
and is capable of considerable variation of power ; the regulating
lever of which can be observed underneath the sliding inspection
door. This burner can be turned down to a blue flicker and can

Messrs. BOLSOVER BROS.' 6 -H.P. FLASH BOILER .
be kept burning for hours without attention , ready to start away
at full power almost immediately. To start, 40 lbs. pressure being
pumped up in oil tank , the burner working at full power for about
four minutes, a few strokes of the hand -pump can be given (this
pump will be seen on the right of boiler case) : pressure will then
rapidly rise on the gauge, when this has reached 200 lbs., the steam
pump is set in action ; the pressure is maintained steady by means
of the relief tube and the by-pass tube ; also by regulating speed of
pump. The boiler is fitted with a steam drum which collects any
scale which may be blown through the tubes ; this drum is so con
structed that it can be readily cleaned out if salt water is used . The
over all size of boiler complete is 18 ins. by 2 ft. high ; the work
ing pressure being 200 lbs.
New

Catalogues and Lists .

Armstrong & Co., Twickenham . - Wehave to hand an illus
trated supplemental price list from Messrs. Armstrong & Co., of
electrical machines and instruments supplied by them . The list
includes small dynamos for lighting and charging, motors, accumu
lators for electric ignition , voltmeters, ammeters,' resistances,
medical and other batteries, galvanometers, bells, switches ; in
fact, every accessory for the amateur's and domestic requirements
may be obtained . This supplement, with large accumulator cata
logue, will be sent to readers for 4d., post free.
o W. Burton , Griffiths & l Co., Ludgate Square, Ludgate
Hill, London , E.C .,, send us a booklet describing the " Modern
Grinder " which they are now supplying. It is suitable for engi.
neering shops for accurately finishing ail classes of work .
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The Editor's

Page .

UR recent note on thesubject of the next Model
Steamer Speed Competition has brought us the
following letter. Mr. A E. Foster, of the Wir
ralM.Y.C., writes : - “ Before you decide on the con
ditions for the next Model Steamer Competition ,
will it not be wise to consider the probable effect of
the contemplated restrictions ? You propose that
each competitor shall be the actual designer as well
as the builder of his steamer and its component
parts. Your own engineering experience, and con
sequent acquaintance with the diverse craftsman
ship involved in producing a really fast steamer,
will enable you to lay down the following qualifica
tions for the future winner. He must be a skilled
engineer-draughtsman able to make calculations and
designs for engines and boilers, a good pattern
maker, a brass founder able to mould engine parts
and propellers successfully , a metal turner and an
engine fitter. He must be able to appreciate the
relative merits of boilers of various types, and when
selected build his boiler in a workmanlike way . He
must be an eager student of ship designing, ac
quainted with the latest developments of speed .
craft, and able to make the most of new theories so
that his hull shall be suitably designed . Next, as
the clever shipwright, he must fashion with skill the
creation of his brain . He must then be able to
paint and properly ' get-up ’ the surface of his
vessel so as to reduce skin friction as much as pos
sible. Last, he must be a clever skipper and first
engineer and leading stoker . Then , perchance,
on reaching the race-ground, success will crown - or
frown on - his efforts . Seriously, Sir, do you know
any one man who combines in his own person all
the qualifications I named ? All the model yachts
men I know , or have known during the past thirty
years, fall short in someof the requirements. Each
has to supplement his own abilities by invoking the
aid of some skilful chum . This mutual exchange
of ideas and help has made the sport the scientific
pastime it is to -day. To suggest that the man with
the heavy purse will step in and swamp the sport, if
one amateur - say , a man fond of desiging - is
allowed to help another, or to give away the benefit
of his ideas in return for out-of-pocket expenses, is
absurd . The moneyed man is unknown to model
yachting . There are no rich prizes for him to cap
ture. The devotees of the sport are mostly drawn
from the ranks of the clever artisan who has a
weakness for mechanics and science generally. May
it never cease to keep pace with modern methods is
The remarks in the first portion
my dearest wish .”
of our correspondent's letter, of course, require no
serious comment ; but we insert his note as showing
one view of the designer -owner-builder question .
As the matter is one which has an important bearing
on the character of the competition as a whole, we
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should be glad to have an early expression of opinion
from all who are interested in these model steamer
trials.
We are asked by the Universal Electric Supply
Company to insert a note to the effect that the
dynamo described by Mr. Turner, in our issue of
December 24th last, was based on their well-known
Empire machine, a design which they have
made in various sizes for many years past.
Answers to Correspondents .
H. S. O. H. (Glasgow ).- .We are sorry your contri
bution is unsuitable .
S. J. E. (Hackney ). -Thanks for the newspaper
cutting sent to us.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. "Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement ratesmay be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c.,forreview ,to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26--29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26--29. Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of thepaper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries .hould be addressed .
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60 -watt

Ironclad

Motor .

By Dr. C. D.MARTINETTI ( Italy).

60 watt ironelad 1710lor
and
resistance

DR. C. D. MARTINETTI's 60-watt “ IRONCLAD

"HE machine here described, and shown in the
accompanying photograph, is the very sim
THE
plest type of ironclad ," and whilst even
easier build than the ordinary “ Lahmeyer,” is
quite as efficient as the latter .
The field -magnet is cast in one piece from my own
pattern ; but a local foundry did not turn out a very
fine piece of work . I chucked it in the lathe, and
bored the tunnel to 25 ) mm ., and this allows it to
receive with the utmost precision a 25 -mm . 16 - coil
drum , wound approximately with lb. of 26 B.W.G.
single silk -covered wire.
The commutator is of the usual cylindrical type,
insulated with mica and red fibre.

Coil

MOTOR.

The radial brushes are 3-16ths in . rolls of copper
gauze, contained in tubular brass holders, the ten
sion being provided by means of small spira
springs concealed in the tubes.
The armature itself, in the absence of proper
stampings, was built up of thin sheet-iron discs to a
thickness of if ins., clamped on the steel shaft and
turned to just fit in the tunnel. Eight 5-16ths- in .
holes were bored by means of a spiral drill at equal
distances around the periphery, and were sawed
open, forming slots for the coils.
Bearings are built up ofhard -drawn fin . brass and
tube, bicycle wheel oilers being fitted , though they
do not appear in the picture.
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The single- field coil is wound on a rectangular
cardboard spool, with polished wood cheeks, and
contains about
lb. of 24 B.W.G. single silk
covered connected as a shunt.
My object throughout whilst building this little
inachine was to make it as simple as possible, while
keeping it really efficient. Thanks to the perfectly
fitting bearings, to the sinall clearance around the
armature, and to the careful adjustment of the
pressure on the brushes , it runs most smoothly , with
no noise or sparking, at any voltage from 2 to 20, at
full load taking 3 ainps., when it will easily drive an
ordinary sewing-machine with the heaviest work on .
As a dynamo at about ? ,500 revs, it gives some 50
watts, the voltage being from 10 to 15 , according to
the current taken ; but the pressure on the brushes
must be greatly increaserl.
The whole machine weighs just st lbs., and will
run for hours, apparently either as dynamo or
motor, with scarcely any perceptible heating.
The rheostat shown in the photo contains five
coils of 24 B.W.G. German silver, about 4 yards in
all, and serves very well as starting resistance.
It is most compact, measuring 4 ins. by 4 ins. by
i in . There is no sparking, because the movable
arm does not leave one contact plug before having
touched the next one. The frame is of hardwood
and very rigid .

The Society of Model Engineers.

( Reports of mee'ings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication .]
London .
THE FIFTH ANNUAL CONVERSAZIONE .
CHE fifth Annual Conversazione of the Society
was held at the Holborn Town Hall, Gray's
THE
Inn Road , on Friday evening, the 15th ult.
The whole of this Hall had again been retained for
the occasion , and over 400 members, friends, and
visitors were present, being received by the Chair
man and Mrs. W. T. Bashford .
The programme for the evening included two
concerts, a lecture illustrated by slides by Mr.
Herbert Sanderson , and a fine collection of models ,
lathes , and sundry engineering and electrical tools,
instruments and appliances.
The musical arrangements (under the direction
of Mr. Henry Greenly ) were much appreciated , the
concerts being given during the evening at which
the following ladies and gentlemen rendered valu
able and artistic service :-Miss Marguerite Cotton ,
Mrs. J. C. Taylor (accompanist), Mr. Percy Garfield
(baritone), Mr. S. B. D. James, Mr. J. Masters
(cornet solo ), the humorous element being ably
represented by Messrs . Mister and White and Mr.
E. Thompson , who brought the second concert to
a conclusion by some very neatly performed ex
periments in sleight-of-hand. A string orchestra
played at intervals during the evening, and a fine
concert phonograph was ( through the kindness of
Mr. C. Glover) heard very effectively in the Lounge
and Refreshment Room during the evening.
One of the chief events of the evening was, un .
doubtedly , the lecture “ East by West,” by Mr.
Herbert Sanderson , being notes of a tour recently
made by him round the world , illustrated by
numerous and very fine slides made from photo
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graphs taken by him on his journey. The lecture,
being well interspersed with humorous anecdote,
very largely contributed to the success of the
evening. The lantern was ably operated by Mr.
John Wills , junr.
Demonstrations of the x -rays were given by Mr.
H. Hildersley in a separate room , at intervals, with
the aid of his 6 - in . spark coil and accumulators,
kindly supplied by Messrs. Marshall & Woods.
Two electric engraving machines ,made respectively
by Messrs. Hildersley and Dearden , were also shown
in operation in the same room .
The exhibits were, as usual, a source of much
interest to all present, amongst the models ex
hibited in the larger hall may be mentioned the
steam roller and launch engine of Mr. J. C. Taylor,
Mr.Munro's dynamo and motor, Mr. H.G. Riddle's
volt and ammeter and switch , Mr. Pitt's electric
locomotive , Mr. E. W. Fraser's pump and boiler,
and model locomotives by Dr. J.Hobday , and Mr. D.
L. Sonn . The exhibits of non -members in this
Hall comprised a magnificent (f full size) model
Great Eastern Railway locomotive , “ Claude
Hamilton ," lent by Mr. James Holden , of the
G.E.R ; a very fine steam fire engine, locomotive ,
marine paddle engines , and manual fire engine, by
Mr. J. W. Restler ; a model battleship by Mr. H.
H. Pritchett ; a T.B.D. by Mr. C. Gaggero ; a loco
boiler by Mr. W. C. Roblin ; an interesting model
of an old factory beam engine ( 1838 ), by Mr. M. E.
E. Thorp ; a f -in . scale model Midland Railway
compound locomotive, by the Model Manufacturing
Company ; a compound marine engine, by the Liver
pool Castings Co .; a model Caledonian locomotive
(partly finished ), by Mr. Mackenzie ; a collection of
minute tools and models , by Mr. G. F. Farrar, and
a fine exhibit of electrical testing and measuring
instruments by Messrs . Everett, Edgcumbe and
Co.
The tool section was well represented by lathes ,
a shaping and planing machine, and several cases
of smaller tools by Mr. Geo . Adams, of the Pittler
Co.; lathes and appliances by Messrs. Burton
Griffiths & Co.; and milling attachments and
drilling spindles by Messrs . Leyland Barlow & Co.
In the Lower Hall the Society's track was in full
operation, the locomotives of Mr. H. Soper . Mr. J.
C. Crebbin , Mr. A. M. H. Solomon , Mr. F. Smithies,
and Mr. W. T. Bashford running during the evening
and doing yeoman service in hauling living freights
in the persons of several adventurous passengers .
Other items of interest in the Working Model
Section were Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co.'s exhibit
of locomotives, steam turbine and fire engine, which
successfully subdued a miniature conflagration ;
Mr. Paul Blankenburg's power -driven fret -cutting
machine, which was working all the evening; Mr.
Riddle's steam crane, and a gyroscope by Mr. A.
G.Greenhill, F.R.S. Much interest was excited by
the noble proportions and workmanlike appearance
of Messrs. Smithies' and Flook's 2 -in . scale tank
locomotive, the “ Nipper,” which occupied a place
of honour in the centre of the room . A gas and oil
engine by Messrs. Hooker & Harris , a case of brass
gear wheels by Messrs. Cotton & Johnson , and
castings of undertype engine by Mr. Mackenzie,
and of locomotives by Messrs . Smithies & Flook
were on view .
The paintings and other pictures on view were
kindly lent by Mr. F.Moore and Mr. Henry Greenly.
The Committee take this opportunity of thanking
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all who in any way contributed to the success of
the evening, more especially to the member (Mr.
W. J. Wakefield Turvey) who prepared the splendid
design for the front page of the programme.

FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next ordinary meeting
of the Society will be held on Monday, the ist
February , when a paper by Mr. D. Corse Glen, on

Notes

on

Recent
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“ Metals and Alloys," and a description and prac
tical illustration of boiler tube expansion by Mr.
E. W. Fraser will be given . The following meeting
is fixed for Thursday, the 3rd March .
Particulars as to membership and any other in
formation as to the Society may be obtained from
the Hon . Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37,
Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.

Locomotive Practice .

By CHAS. S. LAKE .
end. The Midland engines have one high and two
MR. Chas. S. LAKE,
low pressure cylinders, arranged with the high
after being educated in
pressure between , and the low pressure , of necessity,
London and Berlin , en
outside the frames, all driving the same axle .
tered the locomotive , car
There are also four- coupled wheels. In the Webb
riage, and wagon works of
engines this practice is reversed in every particular,
the Great Northern and
the cylinder ratio is totally different, and , in
Midland Joint Railways
fact, the whole design differs very widely in all
at Melton Constable , as
its essentials from that of the other engines in
premium pupil under Mr.
question .
Wm . Marriott, M.I.C.E.,
The correspondent referred to further enquires
the loco superintendent.
whether, in the event ofMr. Webb having remained
He passed through the
longer in power at Crewe, there would have been
shops and drawing office,
any likelihood of his adapting the “ Smith " system
and then had a six months'
to engines of his own design ; a statement having
spell on the footplate as
fireman . He then entered
been circulated recently to the effect that such a
MR. CHAS. S. LAKE .
course had been under the consideration of the
the drawing office of
Messrs. Humphrys , Tennant
L. & N.W. Railway locomotive authorities, The
and Co., the well known marine engineers , of Dept
writer is not only able to state emphatically that the
report was entirely erroneous, but is further in a
ford , and after nearly three years with this firm he
position to assert that there was not even a remote
went to Glasgow to join the “ Clan " line of steam
probability of any other than the Webb system
ships, first as a meinber of the shore staff, and
being introduced so long as its originator had the
subsequently as an engineer at sea , making voyages
control of affairs . In the course of a somewhat
to India, Egypt, and the Cape. He afterwards re
turned to England to become chief draughtsman
lengthy conversation , Mr. Webb expounded his
with an engineering firm in London , but is now
views upon compound locomotives to the writer,
devoting his time exclusively to investigating loco
and it was easy to gather from what was then said
motive practice and railway engineering, and con
that any locomotive design put in hand at Crewe
whilst Mr. Webb held the reins of government, had
tributing on this subject to the technical press . He
is the author of our new book,
The Locomotive
to be Webb all through , and not an admixture of
Simply Explained .” We give below the second of a
themethods ofothers with those of the distinguished
series of notes on modern locomotive matters, which
chief himself.
he will contribute regularly to our pages.
If it is desired to draw comparisons between
Midland and L. & N.W. compounds, the only fair
way is to consider the “ Alfred the Great " class
engines as the true representatives of the latter
L.N.W.R. COMPOUNDS ,
railway, and then , judging principally by the re
A correspondent, who states that he has been
sults obtained with them before the
17 -coach
came into force , there can be little doubt
rule
a consistent reader of The Model ENGINEER during
that they are fully equal to the task of performing
the last three years, and is especially interested in
anything which the Midland compounds are cap
anything appertaining to locomotive practice, writes
ion
ng
ing
rmat
bear
able of.
upon
expressi
a wish that info
Grcat interest attaches to the illustration repro
the relative merits of the Midland compounds,
er
duced herewith , which shows one of the “ Alfred
referred to in the last article , and the three -cylind
the Great ” locomotives approaching Crewe from
passenger engines designed by Mr. Webb for the
the South , with a load considerably in excess of the
I. & N.W. Railway may appear in these columns.
It is unusual to compare a type of locomotive
17 -coach limit, and including four of the heavy
photograph,
The
the construction of which was discontinued in May,
twelve -wheeled
dining -cars.
1898, nearly 5 years ' ago -- with one which was
which is an official one issued from Crewe works,
still in the
experimental ” stage in 1903, but
was taken as the train was slowing down for the
apart from the question of dates , there are no
Crewe stop , after having run through from Euston
grounds for comparison between the respective de
without an intermediate halt in two minutes under
signs, as they bear no practical similarity towards
the scheduled allowance. One of the three -cylinder
one another.
compound , eight-coupled coal engines ofMr. Webb's
design , may also be discerned standing on the side
True, both are compound locomotives, and both
track .
have three cylinders , but there the likeness is at an
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GREAT CENTRAL ENGINES.
The Great Central Railway is now in much the
same position as the North Eastern with regard to
its locomotive types. Mr. J. G. Robinson , the able
Chief Mechanical Engineer of the former line, has
recently added new locomotives of the Atlantic
and six-coupled bogie types, so that upon this
most recent addition to the number of British
“ trunk " lines all the recognised patterns of loco
motives for main line passenger and goods traffic
are to be found.
The Company possess the most up -to -date ex
amples of the single-driving, and four- coupled bogie
express engines ; two classes of six -coupled bogie
locomotives already
engines ; the
Atlantic
referred to , and a recent class of ten -wheeled
tank locomotive in passenger and similar service,
whilst six- and eight-wheel coupled goods engines
of the most modern description are employed on
the goods traffic. The North Eastern is the only
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of hauling the heaviest loads over the most trying
sections of the Carlisle-Glasgow route.
On one occasion theG. & S.W. engine was piloted ,
but the load was equal to 224 coaches , and, there
fore, it was not surprising that assistance should be
required on certain portions of the through run ,
although there can be no doubt that the pilot could
have been dispensed with except at the steepest
gradients had it been deemed advisable to make a
special stop for the purpose of detaching it.
Further reference to the Caledonian engines will
be made in the next article , and a new photograph
of No. 50 presented .

TOWING BY ELECTRICITY.--- An interesting and
instructive exhibition of an electric towing system
for canal boats at work has recently been given at
Schenectady, New York. On the towing-path of
the canal, for a distance of 2,700 feet, two lines of

LI
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A SNAPSHOT OF A L.N.W.R. CORRIDOR TRAIN FROM LONDON , APPROACHING CREWE STATION .
other railway upon which each of these types are
running at present, but it is probable that another
of the great " Companies will be in a similar posi
tion before long .
SCOTCH LOCOMOTIVES .

The two six - coupled bogie express locomotives,
Nos. 49 and 50, designed by Mr. J. F. McIntosh for
the Caledonian Railway, have not, so far, been
followed by others of similar pattern . These en
gines are of exceptional size, and are noteworthy
on account of their being provided with inside
cylinders of no less than 21 ins. diameter, in con
junction with six - coupled wheels, 6 ft. 6 ins.
diameter.
A similar class on the neighbouring line - the
Glasgow and South Western - are fitted with out
side cylinders, 20 ins. diameter by 26 -in . stroke,
and coupled wheels , 6 ft. 6 ins, diameter .
The writer recently noted the work performed by
locomotives of both designs, and found them capable

plate girders were erected , the outer one a little
higher than the inner, and both supported by a
single line of posts set in concrete. On each of
these girders ran an electric trolley, supplied with
current from an overhead wire. Each trolley
weighed 12,000 lbs., and its weight available for
traction increased to double this amount by means
of wheels running on the bottom of the girder, a
spring being used to produce a gripping effect. A
string of four boats was towed by this means at a
speed of from four and a half to five miles per
hour.

THE EXHIBITION OF MODELS made for the Me
chanics Made Easy ” Prize Competition will be
held at the Young Men's Christian Association ,
Mount Pleasant, Liverpool, on Thursday and Fri
day, February 11th and 12th, from 2 to 9.30 p.m.
Admission will be free. J. E. Lloyd Barnes, Esq.,
Wh.Sc., M.I.M.E., will act as adjudicator.
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Constructing a Small Water
tube Boiler .

By I. W. Gawn
N such an article as the present, it is not neces
I say,perhaps,e as the pressort of intro neten
to the several very great advantages which the
water-tube boiler, as a type, offers its user. If the
reader is not already acquainted with them , he has

and feed . Little irregularities therein are , then , of
no real moment. Large tank - like boilers are, if it
may be allowed, imperturbable to petty annoyances
of indifferent attendance. They permit small
liberties which may not be dared with boilers of less
capacity and consequently , greater sensitiveness.
An ordinary Lancashire boiler for example, has an
immense water capacity and comparatively, a most
modest heating surface. Its circulation is slow , its
yield of steam per cubic foot of water contained is
small ; but it is, therefore, eminently “ steady." It
will be obvious, too, that under such conditions the

0
o
o

you
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Fig . 1. - LONGITUDINAL Section.
but to compare it with other kinds of steam gene
rators to appreciate its superiority immediately .
Where it scores chiefly is in being light and compact,
for the quantity of water it is capable ofevaporating.
Another most prominent of its peculiar qualities is
in its rapidity as a steam raiser . Size for size , out
wardly, no other boiler can show an area of heating
surface and fire-grate approaching that of the
water -tube type .
All boilers , in the properly accepted sense of the
term , are constructed to contain a certain body of
water ; and , as a rule, it may be said that the
greater the quantity of water held , the more
steady " will be the working of the boiler, and the
greater the latitude that will be afforded the firing

Fig . 2 .-- FRONT ELEVATION .
wear and tear to which the whole construction is
subjected is correspondingly moderate. Thus the
boiler lives " long.
This may appear to reflect adversely upon our
chosen subject, but not entirely so . Certainly , the
boiler designed for fast steaming at high pressures ,
where weight and cubic capacity has been cut down
to a minimum , will be less durable than its more
bulky relative. It will require, also , the utmost
skill in working, the slightest fault in fuel and water
supply taking effect. Notwithstanding, the tubular
boiler may be considered generally more safe and
serviceable than any other. In the event of a
failure, it will let loose less - very much less
energy for “ playing snakes " than will one of the
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tank order ; and , if leaks develop, they are there
the more readily to be dealt with .
We are now , however, in the realm of “ models,"
and must perforce dismiss most of what has been
learnt of large boilers. In their miniature form
far less distinction can be drawn between the various
types ; in fact, all are practically alike in what they
demand for their success . The question of dura
bility is one not worth a thought when the most fra
gile is likely to outlast its user's interest in it. The
largestmodelwill havebut a tiny capacity , although
on the other hand , its firing arrangements may not

66
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FIG . 3. - FRONT END PLATE ,
necessarily , be proportionately humble . Maybe a
good oil -burner will afford to a model the equivalent
of what would be a big forced draught fire in actual
practice. Hence, it is essential to operate a small
boiler with extreme care, irrespectve of its class .
The most trifling fluctuations in theheat applied , or
or in the quantity of water fed , will sadly per
turb the pressure -gauge needle .
This being so, it is somewhat surprising that the
water-tube boiler is not more popular. The advan
tages it presents are so marked that it should be
come an almost universal favourite amongst those
who employ very small steam -power plants. Pro
bably it will become so within the early future .
Perhaps the only " con " thatneed be brought up
in opposition to the foregoing “ pros is that of the
difficulty of constructing. In the usual way ,
whether the size be small or large, the type does, un
doubtedly, present a vast amount of work to the
It is work too , of a tedious, costly nature.
maker .
This it has been sought to diminish in the design to
be described . By eliminating almost wholly - or
at option , absolutely eliminating - fanging, beside
dishing and other troublesome plate working, a
unique simplicity is attained . What is left need
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not deter the most inexperienced metalworker from
essaying to make the boiler. It will be seen in
longitudinal mid -section in Fig . i and in front eleva
tion Fig . 2 . In the latter, the front plate is omitted
to reveal the general arrangement internally .
The model is a modification of the well-known
Toward boiler , the deeply dished covers forming
the ends being dispensed with . Instead , the ends
are made by employing perfectly flat plates and
cast framings secured together by means of studs
and nuts. This facilitates opening the boiler at any
time for inspection , cleaning or repairs. The only
flanging necessary is that around the ends of the
drum , the optional alternative referred to being to
use two angle- rings. That course will involve
extra riveting and some turning and fitting, ob
viously .
As the construction is described , it will be ob
served that a novel means has been devised for
stiffening the boiler at its weakest points and, in com
bination, of supporting the steam -collecting pipe.
It is at once , theoretically and practically efficient.
Better still, its adoption calls for no more labour
in the making than if it were not worked in at all.
Another feature which may be remarked is that of
giving the boiler casing a flat top instead of the
nearly semi-cylindrical one of its prototype. The
advantages of this alteration lie in simplifying
the fitting of the chimney foundation - ring and in
adding to the capacity of the combustion chamber .
The hot gases rising to the chimney are partly
baffled by the flat surface ofthe casing and caused to
eddy, as it were, about the upper half of the drum .
Useful heat is thereby utilised which otherwise
would go directly to waste . One more — and perhaps
the most prominent - departure from the original
needing comment, is that of setting the boiler hori
zontally instead of canting it . This has not been
done blindly , but with due regard of all the circum
stances bearing upon the matter . Cant is given to
promote circulation — which is vital. Cant entails a
considerable amount of troublesome work , how
ever, and , on the whole , imparts an extremely awk
ward appearance to the structure . Still, a tho
roughly vigorous circulation must, emphatically , be
ensured , since it is synonymous with rapid evapora
tion . A solution is arrived at very simply. Not to
go into every particular, it will be found , in a small
boiler where the total weight of water contained is
but a few pounds, that it is sufficient to incline the
tubes merely . Providing that they are of such a
number as to constitute a fairly large proportion of
the boiler's whole contents - say , one-third -- then
they may be relied upon to keep the water moving
satisfactorily. Thus, are all requirements met with
in the present case.
With a word or two as to the capabilities of our
model, details of its construction may be entered
into. It is designed for a working pressure of 80 lbs.
per sq. in . by gauge, or 95 lbs. per sq. in . absolute .
A high factor of safety is allowed . It has an effec
tive heating surface of 600 sq . ins., and a grate area
of 40 sq. ins. Solid fuel can be burnt very well, or,
if preferred , oil burners may be made to serve for
firing. The latter method is advantageous in being.
almost automatic in action , whilst, clearly , a coal fire
will need constant attention if a reasonably even
temperature is to be maintained . The boiler
should , with either fuel, evaporate from six cubic
inches to seven cubic inches of water per minute.
This will represent 1,640 cub, ins. to 1,960 cub . ins.
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upper part is merely pierced , as shown. This con
tributes much to the strength of the boiler by
stiffening the ends, and does not interfere with its
working in any way . By making the topmost and
central perforation larger than the rest, a rigid

2

t

of steam per minjite at working pressure. It can be
seen by these figures what sized engine would be
most suitable for the boiler to steam . It may be of
interest to mention that it was actually designed
for a simple engine having a cylinder of 14 ins. bore
by 2 ins. stroke . Its speed was 300 revolutions per
minute, the cut-off being at 80 per cent. of full
stroke. With a more economical cut-off, the engine
speed may be higher, of course ; or, the cylinder
may be larger.
Readers who contemplate making the model are
advised to prepare full-sized drawings before
obtaining any of the material required for its con
struction . They will, then, understand precisely
what lies in front of them and how best to proceed .
A week or fortnight of spare time will not be too
much to allow for the preparation of the drawings.
Begin work upon the two outside end plates. In
Fig. 3 the front one is shown . The back plate is
similar, excepting that the firehole must be omitted .
They are to be cut from No. 14 B.W.G.sheet copper ,
the dimensions given being carefully adhered to . Ere
the final trimming to shape is done, they should
be flattened perfectly ; they may then be tempo
rarily bolted together and have their edges finished
simultaneously. Also , the pitch lines for the stud
and rivet holes may be scribed , the centres being
marked off thereon and punched lightly ready for
drilling. The diameter of the holes is 5-32nds in .,
pitched } in . apart. Of course, the plates must be
separated before beginning to drill the holes around
the firehole, or the back one will be damaged .
Otherwise, both are to be drilled at the same time.
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FIG , 5. - REAR END PLATE .
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Fig . 4. - FRONT INSIDE PLATE .
The front inside plate is represented in Fig . 4 ,
and the rear one in Fig. 5 . It will be observed that,
instead of cutting a completely circular opening at
the position to be taken by the drum ends, a semi
The
circular aperture is adopted in both plates.

support is provided for the anti-priming pipe, which
extends from end to end .
Like the others, these plates are to be cut from
No. 14 B.W.G. sheet copper. After flattening, they
may be fastened together as before, when all holes
but those for the tubes can be cut and drilled at one
operation . The actual cutting of the plate is, per
haps, most readily to be done by drilling a number
of small holes side by side and cutting one into
another with a narrow cold chisel. Whilst doing
that, place a lead block beneath the work to avoid
bruising it or damaging the tool.
If there is the slightest doubt in getting an abso
lute coincidence of the stud-holes in all four plates,
it will be advisable to employ each outside plate as a
guide for marking off its inside relative one. Any
such subsequent slovenly expedient as slotting will
be quite inadmissible. The rivet holes for the drum
ends are } in . in diameter, pitched 23-64ths in . The
diameter of the pitch circle is given in Fig . 5 .
The positions and dimensions of the holes for the
tubes are made clear in Figs . 4 and 5. The group
ing indicated should not be altered , as it has been
arranged only after a careful consideration of all
requirements.
Next, should be taken in hand the drum . This
is, preferably, a piece of seamless copper tube
84 ins. in length by 3 ins. in diameter. Its thickness
is 0'058 in ., or No. 17 B.W.G. If it is to be fur
nished with angle-rings, reduce its length to 74 ins.
Flanging is by far the better means of making the
joints . It is not difficult in a tube of this size and
gauge, and should unless quite beyond the maker's
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abilities, be adopted . Where rings are employed ,
However , as some may like to provide the boiler
they may be of gunmetal or a tough bronze, per
with a plug, a word or two upon it will not be out
fectly flawless, and turned bright all over . The
of place .
sectional measurements may be i -in , by 3-32nds in .,
( To be continued.)
rising to 1 in . They should be practically a driving
fit upon the ends of the drum , and be securely
riveted with fin . copper rivets pitched fin .
A
Four - Cell Chromic Acid
If the drum is, as recommended , flanged , let the
width of that be 7-16ths in . To ensure accuracy ,
Battery .
the preliminary roughing out having been done, the
drum should be mounted on a hard -wood mandrel
By P. H. REVELL .
between the lathe centres. With a piece of chalk ,
the surface of the flanges can then be tested and any
'HE battery which I am going to describe may
irregularities manifested remedied . When the
TH be made with very few tools, so that the
average amateur need not be afraid of
chalk indicates what is, practically, a flat flange,
g
one like it.
making
applyin
it
smooth
file,
cut
with
each
a
“ face "
Most of the woodwork is made from " wrapping lightly at a high speed . With the file, too, the
Aanges may be
true on
turned
Hooks
the edges . A cutting
tool cannot be used ,
as the metal is so
light in substance. In
fact, only the most
delicate and final sur
facing of the flanges
-Wire pegs>
must be effected with

the file or they will
be seriously weakened .
The earlier work is
best done with a small
hammer , the work
being stationary , and
by the pressure of
say, a burnishing tool,
the drum running in
the lathe the while .
Provided that the
101
1°
work was accurately
centred at the outset,
the flanges will now
be true
in
both
directions.
Before
removing from
the
lathe, scribe the
circle
rivet pitch
11
CH
around each flange.
It is
3 7-16ths in .
in diameter. The
required
holes may
Fie . 2 .
Fig . I.
be marked off from
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF BATTERY.
those
corresponding
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
to them in the
10 11 12 13 14
1
0
inside end plates.
wi
U
the ut
It is of
most importance
SCALE OF INCHES.
that they should
coincide.
The fitment to take the fusible plug is to be made
boards used by drapers , the kind I used being
and put in position at the present juncture- if at
about fin , thick .
The cells used wern 1-1b . glass jam -jars (earthen
all. Many will consider it a needless addition to
the model's fittings. Indeed , the writer is of that
ware jars will not do , as the acid soaks through
opinion , to a certain degree. Should the water run
them ) . These are just under 3 ins. diameter, so
low from any cause , it is a trifling matter to knock
that the baseboard , which was planed to 12 ins. by
out the fire or to cut off the oil supply to burners .
3 ins., would just hold four.
Consequently , there is no real danger of the boiler
Two pieces , 134 ins. by 3 ins., were now cut and
being burnt. It were more simple and safe, per
screwed to the baseboard to form the two npright
haps, to fit two water gauges that the true level of
ends. The length of these pieces will, of course ,
water might be visible at all times, than to nake
depend
the length of the elements . When these
and fit a fusible plug. Unless very nicely done, it
are up they should clear the tops of the jars by
about 1 in ., and there should be about 1 in . clear
would give endless trouble .
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ance between the terminals and the hooks on the
top bar. (See Fig. 1. )
Two strips, if ins, by 12f ins., screwed and glued
to the ends and base serve to keep these end
pieces square and rigid . (See Figs. 1 and 2 ).
Several strips, i in , wide, were now planed up ; the

Fig . 3.- METHOD OF DETACHING ELEMENT FROM
THE FRAME .

required lengths were cut off with a fretsaw , the
sawn edges requiring very little touching up.
Two pieces, 12f ins. long, were glued and nailed
with fine nails to the edges of the upright pieces, so
that their top edges caine about } in . above tops of
jars, the jars being about 5 ins. high .
Two pieces, 34 ins. long, were then fastened
across the ends so as to form a i -in. strip all round .
These end pieces serve as handles for lifting the
whole apparatus. (Figs. I and 2). Four pieces
similar to the above were now cut, but each was
made 1-32nd in . longer, so that when glued and
nailed together they formed a frame, which would
slide easily round the end pieces .
in .
in ., were cut from
Two pieces, 2 ins. by
wood and fastened to the ends to serve as handles
for lifting the frame. (Figs. 1 and 2.)
At intervals along the top edges of this frame
holes were drilled , and pegs made of 1-16th in . wire

Wire peq

Soldered
Flat
Fig . 4. - HANGERS.

Section of
Top bor

Suspending hooks
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Frame

Fig . 5. - ARRANGMENT OF
HOOK AND PEG .

inserted . These keep the elements in position , and,
at the same time, allow them to be easily removed
if necessary. (Figs. 1, 7 and 3 ).

For the elements, four pieces i in . wide, and of
length equal to width of frame were cut from a
piece of
in . wood . Holes were drilled in the
edges so that they would stand on edge over the
wire pegs in the frame. (Figs. I and 7 show this
clearly .)
The zincs were 5 ins. by it ins. by 3-16ths in ., and
amalgamated . These I cast myself in a home-made
moulding -box . An ordinary wood screw was sol
dered at the centre of the top edge, and a piece of
copper wire was soldered at the side of it . The
zincs were then screwed into the centre of the under
side of the pieces of wood mentioned in last para
graph , and the copper wires threaded through holes
drilled vertically through the wood. These holes
must be drilled as far away as possible from centre,
and the copper wire must not be too thick , as it has
to be bent, as shown by dotted lines in Fig . 7 , before
it can be threaded . Finally , the end of each wire is
wrapped round the shank of a terininal before the
latter is. screwed home. (Fig . 7 shows method of
fixing the zinc).
The carbons were 6 ins. by 14 ins. by 5-15ths in .,
and had holes drilled in them when I got them . To
mount them I cut pieces of 1-32nd in . brass like the
upper figure in Fig . 6 with metal shears ( those
possessing a round file had better make them as
shown in lower figure , as this gives a greater surface
of contact). These were bent at the dotted lines so

K

- 1"
Soldered
on

Bent here

[
Fig . 6. - SHEET BRASS MOUNT FOR CARBONS.
as to fix over the fin . pieces of wood, and a hole
was drilled in the top of each to admit the shank of
a terminal. A terminal was then soldered on to
each , all but 1-32nd in , of shank being previously
cut off.
These were then in position , and the carbons
(one on each side) were screwed to the f -in .
pieces with round -headed brass screws. The top
part of carbon not actually in contact with the
brass , the fin . pieces and the tops of the zincs are
covered with a black insulating enamel, both for the
sake of appearance and to check corrosion . Fig . 3
shows the finished element detached from frame.
The top bar was cut with a fretsaw from } in .
wood to shape and dimensions shown in Fig . 1 . It
is removable , being kept in position on the end
pieces by wire pegs. (Figs. I and 5 ).
Two hangers were now made to support the
frameand elements when not in use, and screwed to
the ends of the top bar, but perfectly free to swing .
These are shown in Fig . 4 , the peg being made by
cutting the screwed part off a round-headed brass
screw , and soldering it through a hole in hanger as
shown.
Their length between centres is about
2 ins .; but this is governed by the clearance to be
allowed between the terminals and the hooks in the
top bar, in order that the peg on hanger may engage
freely with a small brass hook screwed into the
frame. (Figs. 1, 2 , and 5.) A flat is filed on the
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underside of peg at an angle of 45 degs., so as to
make peg engage automatically with the hook .
Fig . 5 shows how the peg is pushed aside by hook
as the frame is moved in direction of arrow . The
hangers being screwed to the top bar instead of to

Experiments on
lations and
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Electric

Oscil

Waves .

By R. P. HOWGRAVE GRAHAM , A.I.E.E.
(Continued from page 475, Vol. IX .)

Copper wire

Soldered

Fig . 7. - METHOD OF FIXING ZINC PLATE .
the side pieces enables me to remove the frame and
elements easily when I want to take out the jars .
The hooks in the top bar mentioned above are
only used when one (or more) of the elements is not

View showing elements up .

TESLA TRANSFORMERS : GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF
DESIGN .
N a previous article, a simple high -frequency
IN transforining arrangement with a thick
primary and thin : secondary, was described .
The secondary was of bell wire wound on a wooden
frame, and brought into the necessary magnetic re
lation with the primary merely by standing the two
coils side by side.
Such a transformer produces sparks & in . or i in .
long, and though it serves to illustrate the principle
in question , it is useless for producing powerfulhigh
frequency, high -voltage discharges. Magnetically ,
it would be improved by decreasing the diameter
of the primary coil , and placing it within the

Three elements down, one suspended .

FIG . 9. – A Four.Cell CHROMIC Acid BATTERY.
required . They are ordinary 4- in . “ pot-hooks
(square type). An element is hung up by slipping
the hook into the hole in the positive terminal. The
hooks are set a little out of centre, so that when an
element is hung up any drippings from it will not
fall outside jar. (See sketch ).
I also cut a piece of wood , just under 12 ins. by
3 ins., to slip over the jars when not in use and keep
out the dust,
As may be seen from photographs, the wood is
at present left plain ; but I intend enamelling it
black like the fin . pieces later . I also intend
screwing pieces of wood about 6 ins. long across the
ends at the bottoni, so as to broaden the base .

secondary, or vice versa . This donc, a serious
difficulty would be encountered , for, were the turns
of wire in the secondary placed too close together,
sparks would jump between them , and thereby the
efficiency of the apparatus would be greatly
diminished . Two ways of obviating this difficulty
immediately suggest themselves : one is to separate
the wires by spaces, and the other is to decrease
the diameter of the secondary until the E.M.F. be
tween the turns is sufficiently reduced . Either
course will involve a lengthening of the primary and
secondary coils to compensate for the decrease of the
number or length of their turns. Increasing the
length of the coils necessitates very careful insula
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tion between the primary and secondary, as other
wise the discharge from the latter will jump to the
two ends of the former, making of it a return path .
Professor Fleming has shown that small Tesla coils
may be made successfully by winding the secondary
on a cylindrical jar of the kind used for the collection
of gases in a chemical laboratory, the primary being
dropped into its interior. The small diameter of the
jar allows the secondary coil to be wound closely
with no other turn -to-turn insulation than the silk
coverings impregnated with shellac varnish and
thoroughly dried . The needful insulation between
the primary and secondary is afforderl by the thick
ness of the glass wall of the jar.
The writer attempted to get comparatively
powerful effects from a coil constructed on these
lines, the natural result being a generally distributed
glow discharge between the primary and the interior
of the jar. As a remedy, the whole of the jar was
filled up with inelted paraffin wax, thus interposing
* in . of insulating material everywhere between the
primary and the glass . The coil then gave a 4 -in .
discharge ; but before it had been used for many
minutes a spark pierced through glass and wax and
the insulation was utterly broken down. Probably ,
a coil of this type could be insulated efficiently by
filling it up with oil instead of wax, and this would ,
no doubt, be the best way of making a small coil for
moderately powerful e:fects.
Paraffin wax or any other solid insulator is useless
for large Tesla transformers, and a thickness which
breaks down under comparatively low voltage at a
high frequency will stand a far higher uniilirectional
E.M.F. “ There are two known reasons for this :
( 1 ) The rapiil alternation of electrical strain in the
substance of the insulator causes heat which softens
it, allowing the spark to " eat ” its way through .
( 2 ) The violent inolecular bombardment of any
particles of air which are grouped together in bub
bles or cracks, tends to heat the material and to
soften it, besi les dissipating the air itself through
the mass of the insulator. That action of this kind
does take place is provel by the fact that the break
down almost always occurs after the coil has been
used for some time, whereas the piercing of insu
lators by an ordinary induction -coil spark is
usually sudden and instantaneous if it occurs at all .
Professor Northrup has found that a 5 -in . high
frequency discharge is capable of eating through
sheet glass in , thick .
A few words inay be said here in explanation o !
the term , molecular bombar iment. When a body is
charged to a very high electric potential in air, the
particles near it are attracted , charged , and re
pelled , coming thereby into violent collision with
neighbouring uncharged particles. If the potential
is stearly, the particles are not re -attracted until
they have parted with their charge, and several col
lisions are required to effect their discharge. Alter
nating potentials at very high frequencies, however ,
set up a rhythmical bombardment capable of pro
ducing prodigious effects, especially in vacuum ,
where the particles have greater freedom ofmotion .
The bombarding action not only produces heat in
solid bodies , but there is an actual dissipation of
energy in gases themselves.
Oil is the one and only really satisfactory insulat.
ing material for powerful and reasonably compact
Tesla transformers. Its insulating power is good ,
heat is easily carried away by circulation, it is per
fectly homogeneous, it closes up immediately when
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pierced by a spark , and it allows of the escape of air
from the interstices of the coil; finally , it has a low
dielectric capacity, or, in other words, it has but
little capability of storing energy in the form of
such electric strain as takes place in the glass of a
Leyden jar
The insulation of a Tesla coil inimersed in oil rises
as the coil is used , for the powerful fields of electric
strain drive out all air -particles in their region at
such a rate that when the coil is first set working
bubbles of air are often seen to rise in all directions.
The general design and dimensions of the coil
about to be described were taken from one made by
Professor Elihu Thompson , and a few words about
the difficulties and failures encountered by the
author during its construction inay be useful as
giving some idea of the precautions which must be
taken to ensure really good insulation .
The first secondary coil was wound upon a
cylinder of shellaced paper. Melted shellac was
found too thick , and greatdifficulty was encountered
in trying to dry out the spirit from varnish . How
ever, a rough cylinder was made, and , according to
Professor Thompson's plan , a single layer of silk
covered wire (No. 25 ) was wound to within } in . or
in. of its ends, and shellaced .
The coil gave a spark four or five inches in length ;
but the E.M.F. between each turn and the next was
sufficient to produce sparks at numbers of places in
the secondary. The discharges taking place under
the oil produced streams of smoky bubbles , consist
ing of some inflammable gas produced by its de
composition .
Another secondary of No. 28 double silk -covered
wire was wound on a thin fibre cylinder and shel
laced . Its ends were brought out from the oil
through thick thermometer tubing surrounded by
a tightly fitting ebonite tube, fin . thick . The
sparks produced were io ins. and 1 ins. in length ,
and would have been longer had the terminals been
further separated . As it was, branched sparks ran
over the surface of the oil, and over the edges of the
box to the primary, and , after a few minutes ' work
. ing . the ebonite and glass tubes at both ends were
pierced and the ebonite burnt. The oil, carrying
air -bubbles with it. was sucked down into the pri
mary in eddies, and swirls by the enormous electro
static effects and the whole coil seemed to " squirt
out brush discharges wherever metal came near the
air . In spite of the four layers of shellaced and oily
silk between each turn and the next, discharges
occurred everywhere in the coil, and the secondary
had to be again abandoned .
No. 3 secondary was an attempt to make a spaced
coil by winding first a layer of string of larger
diameter than that of the wire, which was after
wards guided into the groove between the turns of
string. No string, sufficiently small, round , and
hard was obtainable , and practical difficulties of
other kinds being met with , this experiment was
also abandoned . The final secondary coil was
wound on a thin fibre cylinder , and the turns were
spaced by winding between them a thread of cotton .
The whole surface was then shellaced , and, when
almost dry, the cotton was pulled out, leaving a coil
spaced like a screw - thread . A final coat of shellac
was applied , and , after thorough drying -out, the new
coil was tried . All went well for a minute or two,
until the ebonite and glass tubes, which had been re
newed , were again pierced and again replaced , but
this time by wide glass tubes standing' up from
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the containing box and themselves filled with oil.
Although the coil was carefully handled , one of
these was soon broken , and a fibre tube full of oil
was substituted ,
Before long a spark passed under oil from the base
of one of the tubes, through the wood which held it,
and into the primary by way of the teak rod which
supported it.
The coil seemed hopelessly broken down, but
ebonite tubes filled with oil were fitted at the sides
of the containing box, the secondary wires being
brought out to them without coming near to any
woodwork'at all. Before long the discharge found
its way through the bobbin - end of the secondary,
the supporting end -discs of the coil, and the rod
which supported the primary, piercing a total
length of about 31 ins, or 4 ins. of teak under oil. To
remedy this several turns were removed from the
ends of the secondary, so that about į in , of oil lay

NORTH

EASTERN
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cumstances it would probably pay to make a rather
smaller transformer than the one in question , which ,
when actuated by a 10- in . spark coil, supplied with
an alternating current fro
the mains, gives an
actual spark 9 ins. long and brush discharges a foot
or more in diameter .
( To be continued . )

Mr. 0. Forster's Model North - Eastern
Locomotive ,
N our issue of April 16th " of- last year, we illus
IN trated a model, made by Mr. O. Forster, of No.
1869 ) North Eastern , 7 ft. 7 ins. coupled engine,
showing it in various stages of construction . His
friend , Mr. Rupert W. Chapman , has sent us a

1869

Am

MR. O. FORSTER's Model NORTH -EASTERN LOCOMOTIVE .
between the last turn and the bobbin end. This
was found to be absolutely necessary, although it
involved a slight decrease in the total induced
E.M.F. No further trouble was experienced , and
the coil is working satisfactorily up to the present
time.
The foregoing account need in no way discourage
anyone from attempting to make a large Tesla
transformer, for the coil which will be described and
sketched in future pages is the outcome of disasters
and failures, which will, therefore, never be en
countered if the instructions are carefully followed .
No special tools are required , and the most fer
midable work from this point of view is some simple
wood turning, which those who possess no lathe can
get done easily and cheaply .
Of course , the secondary coil could be wound
beautifully with a screw -cutting lathe ; but as this
is beyond the scope ofmany, the author has chosen
to describe a niethod requiring no special apparatus.
Many of the precautions (perhaps even the spacing )
can be quite safely dropped if there be only a com
paratively small power available — say, a 10- in .
spark coil ( or less ) working in the ordinary way with
a platinum contact-breaker ; but under these cir

couple of pictures showing the engine complete ,
painted and lined, and mounted on the stand de
scribed in the correct N.E.R. style .
He says that themodel has already been exhibited
twice, and has taken a first prize on both occa
sions .
ELECTRICAI engineers are fast becoming adherents
of the steam turbine, judging by the orders which
the British Westinghouse Electric and Manufac
turing Company have in hand for this type of prime
mover. Turbo-generators aggregating 78,300 kw .
or nearly 115,000 h.-p., are in course of construction
at Trafford Park Works. The largest sets, eight of
which will furnish current from its Chelsea power
house for the underground electric railways of
London, will normally develop 5,500 kw ., or about
8000 h.-P., but be equal to 11,000 h.-p. on overload .
They are the largest single- cylinder engines which
have yet been constructed . The Brighton and
LiverpoolCorporations respectively claiin 5,400 kw .
and 3,200 kw . of the total orders in hand ; Clyde
Valley Power Scheme 12,000 kw ., and Metropolitan
Railway 10,500 kw .
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Metals and Alloys .
By C. F. TOWNSEND, F.C.S.
(Continued from page 82.)
Plumber's Solder is an alloy of tin , i part ; lead ,
2 parts. It is used for making wiped joints, and
has the property of remaining for a long time in a
pasty state before solidifying .
Potassium is the metal which forms the base of
the potash compounds , It is now usually ob
tained by electrolysis . Its interest to engineers is
in its alloy with sodium , which is fluid , and is used
for constructing thermometers to register higher
temperatures than can be recorded on the mercury
thermometer. The cyanide of potassium is of im
mense value in extracting gold from its ores .

Art and consist of zinc, with from 1 to 10 per cent, of
copper and i to 10 per cent. of iron . The castings
are afterwards bronzed .
Speculum Metal is very hard and takes a brilliant
polish .
It consists of 2 parts copper to i part
tin . It was used at one time for mirrors, but is
now only employed for the reflectors of optical in
struments.
Spelter . - A term for commercial zinc.
Steel. - See Iron .
Sterro -metal is one of the alloys used for sheathing
ships. It is a brass containing 60 copper, 38.5
brass, and about 1'5 iron . This alloy is remarkably
tenacious and elastic, and is used also for hydraulic
cylinders, for which purpose it is superior to iron or
steel.
Silicon -bronze and Silicon -copper possess almost
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Prince's Metal. — A copper -zinc alloy containing
from 60-75 per cent. copper.
Queen's Metal. — A variety of Britannia metal.
Quicksilver . — A synonym for Mercury (which see).
Rheotan is an alloy of copper 84, zinc 4 , man
ganese 12, used in electrical resistances .
Rhodium is a rare metal of the gold and platinum
series.
Rose's Alloy. — A very fusible alloy of lead , bis
muth , and mercury, used for taking casts.
Shot Metal is lead containing a small quantity of
arsenic - about 8 to ro parts per 1000 .
Silver has a specific gravity of 10'5 , and is very
malleable and ductile ; melts at 960º C.
Silver
dissolves readily in nitric acid and sodium thio
sulpbate (the photographer's “ hypo " ). As pure
silver is soft , it is alloyed with copper for coining
purposes . It alloys readily with most metals .
Sodium is an alkali metal which forms the base
of the soda salts ; it is now obtained by electrolysis
of common salt. (See Potassium .)
Sorel's Alloys are largely used for casting works of

the same tensile strength as phosphor-bronze and
phosphor -copper, whilst the electrical conductivity
is almost three times as great and nearly equal to
pure , copper, Silicon is a non-metallic element,
which united with oxygen forms sand, Aint, and
the numerous other varieties of silicates ; glass and
a large proportion of our rocks are silicates of lime,
iron , aluminium , and other metals. In silicon
bronze the silicon possesses the same reducing
powers as phosphorus, destroying any copper
oxide and forming a slag with any impurities in the
metal. It appears also to enter directly into the
alloy. In making silicon -bronze and silicon -copper ,
which when fused together will produce silicon are
heated nearly np to re-acting point and then thrown
into the molten metal.
Strontium is a metal similar to calcium ; the bases
of the lime salts , and the strontium salts are very
similar.
Talin Gold , or Abyssinia Gold , is a variable
alioy of copper and zinc with occasionally a little
tin or a little gold , used for cheap jewellery.
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Telephone Wire. -Phosphor- bronze and silicon
bronze are largely used for this purpose .
The
latter has almost as high a conductivity as copper
with a high tensile strength .
Tin is a white , very malleable metal, with a
specific gravity of 7'3 and melting point of 232° C.
It is little affected by air even in the presence of
moisture, and is largely used for coating sheet-iron
culinary vessels to protect the iron from rust. Tin
alloys readily with other metals, forming, with
copper, the various bronzes ; with lead , pewter;
and with antimony and small quantities of other
metals , Britannia metal. Pure tin is now used to
a considerable extent for drinking vessels. The
alloys of tin , lead , and bismuth are very fusible,
and are useful for soft solders and for taking casts
of artistic and other objects.
Titanium is a rare metal found frequently in con
junction with iron . The steel made from the ore
is very good .
Tombac is another name for copper- zinc alloys,
known also asManaheim Gold , Prince's metal, etc.
which
see ).
(
Tournay's Alloy consists of copper 82'5, zinc 17'5,
and is used for cheap jewellery, etc.
Tungsten is a comparatively rare metal which
alloys well with iron . Tungsten steel makes ex
cellent cutting tools, which are cast and then ground ,
as the alloy does not forge well. The steel is very
hard and possesses a high melting point. Tungsten
itself has a specific gravity of 19 , nearly equal to
that of gold , and a melting point of about 2000° C.
higher than platinum .
Tutania , another term for Britannia metal (which
see ).
Type -inetal consists principally of lead and anti
monv in varying proportions, but tin is frequently
added , and other metals, including bismuth , zinc,
copper, and iron in small quantities.
Uranium , with the exception of radium , possesses
the highest known atomic weight, namely, 240. It
is a comparatively rare metal of the iron group , and
has only a scientific interest for the engineer.
Vir: inia Silver is one of the many names for
German silver (which see).
Warne's Alloy consists of tin 37 , nickel 26 ,
bismuth 26 , cobalt ii per cent .
White Metal.- Under this term are included
several alloys used for bearings and known as anti
friction metals , Babbitt's meta !, Magnolia metal,
etc. They consist of copper, tin and antimony,
except the last, which contains lead in place of
copper
Yellow Metal is another term for that variety of
brass used for sheathing ships and known also as
Muntz's metal.
Zinc is a soft bluish metal, with a specific gravity
of 69 when cast, but this may be increased by
rolling to 71. Zinc melts at the low temperature
of 419° C., and boils at 1040 ° C. It readily burns
in the air when heated , giving a brilliant green
flameand clouds of zinc oxide. Zinc does not work
readily in the cold , but if heated to a little above
the boiling point of water, it becomes ductile and
malleable. It is best cast when near its solidi
fying point. Zinc is slowly attacked in the presence
of air and moisture, but the oxide on the surface
protects the metal below to some extent. It alloys
with copper to form brass, and its alloys with most
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other useful metals are most important. Another
use for zinc is as a coating for iron - galvanized
iron - to protect it from rusting when exposed to
air and moisture.

A

Well-Made Motor Bicycle .

By T. G. Dodd .
HE motor bicycle in the accompanying photo
screw -cutting lathe. The engine is designed
with both valves on top of the cylinder, which is
cast in one piece. The exhaust valve is operated
by an overhead arm , which is worked from the
exhaust valve -rod at side of cylinder , as seen in
photo . The carburettor is an F.N., with which no
trouble has been experienced ; but we found it
necessary to fit an adjustable air inlet, which is not
fitted when bought. The coil and accumulator
are both G.O.M., by Meredith , of Birmingham , and a
wipe contact is used . The following dimensions of
the engine may be of use to anyonc desiring to build
one on the same lines ::
Cylinder, 25 ins, bore.
3 ins. stroke.
Piston , 2; ins. long (3 rings ).
Flywheels, 6 ins. diameter by i in , on rii .
Valves :-Exhaust , ij ins.; inlet, 1 1-16th ins.
The compression space was originally
in .; but
this, although working all right, did
seem to be
enough and made it very bad to start ; so it was
altered to å in . This made a great difference in the
speed of the niotor, and also made it work much
more smoothly .
The engine runs at any speed from about 300
revolutions to 2007, and the speed of the machine
on the road is anything up to thirty- five niles an
hour. The cylinder runs very cool, and this is due
to the small amount of metal on the head . Where
separate heads are used there is , as a rule , far too
much metal to take up the heat.
Éadie ”
The bicycle will be seen to be made from
fittings.
If there are any further particulars which we can
furnish , we shall be pleased to do so through the
Editor of THE MODEL ENGINEER.

It is reported that Messrs. Harland & Wolff, of
Belfast, have received an order to build a steamer
755 ft. long for the White Star Line. This will be
30 ft . longer than the Baltic , hitherto the largest
ship in the world , launched recently from the
Queen's Island Yard for the same Company.
THE TURBINE FOR LINERS. -The Victorian , now
being built at Belfast by Messrs. Workman , Clark
and Co., is the first Atlantic liner in connection with
which it is proposed to demonstrate the efficiency
of the turbine for large vessels , and is several times
larger than any vessel at present equipped with
turbine-driven machinery. The Victorian will be
by far the largest vessel of the Allan fleet, and will
be fitted as a first- class Atlantic passenger steamer,
with accommodation for upwards of 1,300 passen
gers Messrs. Workinan, Clark & Co. work under
license from Messrs. Parsons, and are one of the
few firms who can build turbine steamers complete.
The Victorian will have space for 800 tons of cargo .
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The “ Model Engineer "
motive .

Loco

By HENRY GREENLY.
(Continued from page 52.)

February 4 , 1904.

of the wheels. To prevent the wheels from falling
away when the engine is lifted from the rails the
equalising or compensating beam should be cast
Clearing hole for
ģ countersunk bolt
-15
DRIVING
7

III. - BOGIE AXLE -BOXES. AND , SPRINGING
ARRANGEMENTS .

कि
Flocomotive, illustrated in the accompanying
figure, is a view which will help the pattern
maker in the matter of the smokebox front ; and , at
the same time, the drawing shows the shape of the
guard irons as seen from the front and the position
of side chains attached to the buffer planks.
To return to the framework of the model. The
bogie side-plates are drawn out in Fig . 12 to exactly
full size , the guard iron being developed so that the

ut
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LEADING
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match
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Fig . 9. - HORNSTAYS.

91

13

unloaded

solid ( in gunnetal) with the axle-boxes, the beam
in tur: being kept in its place by the spring bracket
detailed in Fig . 15.
The drawing of the
3/322
compensating beam being
quite clear and also to full
Clearing
hole
size exactly , nothing re
quires to be said in refer
ence to their shape or con
struction , except that
the axle -boxes should be
#in . bare in thickness to
allow of a trifling side-play
in the bogie -wheels and
axle, and that the holes in
boxes should be
the
Tabbed
11-32nds in . diameter for
FIG . 10 - DRIVING AND
This
5-16ths in . axles.
LEADING SPRINGS.
freedom in the bearings is
necessary to prevent the binding of the axles
against the inner edges of the slots in the frames
3/4 "

34 "
916 "

읕

332 detou e guard irons

loyment

"

loin

true profile before bending may be scribed on the
plate.
Mild steel plate , 3-32nds in , in thickness should
be used for the bogie frames, as in the case of the
main frames, and it will be noticer that no keeps are
intended for the bogie wheels , slots 5-16ths in . wide
and 13-16ths in . deep from the lower edge of the
frames sufficing to control the vertical movement

32

378 full

32
-100

LEADING

oare

Fig . 8. - FRONT ELEVATION OF THE “ MODEL
ENGINEER " LOCOMOTIVE .

DRIVING

FIG . 11. - AXLE BOXES.
when the engine is passing over an uneven road and
the compensating beam is tilted to its fullest extent.
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The holes for the spring pins should be considera ·
ably countersunk on the underside and be 1-32nd in .
larger in diameter than the spring bolts . The ap :
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in , shouldered , 3-16ths in . diameter set-screw being
tapped into the frameand secured by a lock -nut.
A casting having been obtained for the centre
frame of the bogie, the construction of the bogie
should be rendered very simple indeed ; care,
however, will have to be taken to see that the
side-plates are parallel and the axle-slots square
with each other . The casting may be attached by
four } in . screws, countersunk on the outside, and
riveted over on the inside so that they will not sub
sequently slack back .
The circular fac
ing of the bogie
centre frame may
be recessed with ad
anon
vantage, as shown
on the detail (Fig.
16 ). If this is done
an annular strip
in . wide only, will
HT
bear on the bogie
pin casting .
The mounting of
OLEl.
bogie is somewhat
i novel, in that the
pivot casting does
not revolve in a slid
ing box running in
guides in the bogie
frame casting, but
slides on two | in .
diameter
rods fixed
Lilin
traversely
across
the main frames,
-X
the pivot casting
having two holes
drilled in it to fit
these rods.
The pivot may
= 8
be turned out of
the one casting and
be provided with a
m
l
i
set - screw
b
and
washer on the
e
undersid to retain
the bogie in its
when the
place
lifted
i engine is
from the rails, as
is illustrated in the
Edetail drawing
91
(Fig . 16 ).
El
ini
The leading and
driving wheel
axle - boxes and
hornstays are re
spectively
shown
to full size in the
accompanying
+
+
figures 9 and 11.
8 87
It will be seen that
both of these fit
tings vary for each pair of wheels, the driv
appreciable side-play,
ing axle
having no
the boxes projecting in , (bare ) from the outer
face of the main frames. In the case of the leading
wheels this dimension may be reduced to 3-32nds
in ., giving a total lateral play of 1-16th in . to the
leading wheels . The position of the spring pins
and the shape of the hornstays in plan also differ in
each pair of wheels, as is clearly indicated on the
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proximate length ofspring, also diameter and gauge .
are shown in Fig . 15, and the head of the spring-pin
should be circular and turned down to the shape
indicated .
The spring bracket should be pivoted , the 5-32nds

OXES
.-COMPENSATING
B
AXLE
AND
BEAM
OGIE
3.
–.1Fig
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Irawings. The length of the spring pin and of the
spring when unloaded is shown in Fig. 10 . The
washer under the hornstay should be drilled with

The Model Locomotive

(Preliminary Announcement. )
As probably many of our readers will take a
fancy to THE MODEL ENGINEER locomotive shown
in the coloured plate given with the issue of Jan
uary 7th , we have decided to offer a silver medal,
a bronze medal, and several certificates for the
best models built to this design .
Whilst minor alterations will be allowed without
loss of marks, the model must be made substan
tially to the published design ,and should not exceed
the over-all dimensions given , nor should the
dimensions of the loading gauge be in any way
increased .
The competing models will be judged by the
Editor, in conjunction with a Committee of the
London Society of Model Engineers , and will be
cxhibited at one of the Society's meetings. The
prizes will be awarded for the quality of workman
ship , finish, and the capabilities of the locomotive
on the track or testing apparatus. The inodels
must be finished by December 31st, 1904. Further
details of the arrangements of the competition and
delivery of the models will be given at a later
date ; but, in the meantime, we shall be pleased to
hear the views of our readers on the nature of the
final conditions.
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A FRENCH submarine vessel of a new type, and
brought to a high pitch of perfection , has been
tested . The improvements in this new type are
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Fig . 15
SPRING

BRACKET DETAILS.

3-32nds in . clearing holes, and the lower one tapped
for the pin , the nut acting as a lock -nut.
( To be continued .)

Fig . 16 .---- BOGIE Pin CASTING .
such that the boat will be able to travel under
the sea for a very great distance . The trials were
exceedingly satisfactory .
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Handy Drilling

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
Attachment .

By V. B. HARI EY MASON .
HE drilling attachment here described was
T made primarily to machine up the marine
engine bed illustrated in M.F.., October 8th ,
1903, but it is also a useful addition to my present
4 - in . Drummond lathe, which it is made to suit,
though with suitable alteration it might be adapted
to any lathe of equal size.
The attachment is in reality a headstock made
to go on the cross-slide of the saddle in place of the
top slide , which in a Druinmond is held down by a
single stud and swivels right round .
The frame is an iron casting, bored out to fit this
stud , which has a 1 -in . shank on it.
The bottom is faced and slightly recessed so that
the pressure of the nut is taken round the edge of
the face, and is thus more efficient to prevent any

11 5

draw spindle being used . The brasses are hard gun
metal. They were bored out conical to fit the cones

A?

Fig . 1.2
-FRAME.

A ?

A

E

A

47 %

K

2"

on the spindle, on to which they were locked by
means of the nuts C and D , and turned parallel
outside. The threads for lock
Fig . 3. - FRONT BRASS AND Nuts. Fig . 4. — Tail BRASS AND Nuts .
nuts were chased on at the same
time.
B
16 Threads
B ?
B4
B3 16 Threads
The brasses are held in posi
per inch
tion by lock nuts B ', B², BS, B4,
Xper
Inch
TJ
which are used for adjustment,
2"
the cones on the spindle both
pointing in the same direction .
Parallel
The spindle is held in position
13" full
by the two lock nuts C ', C ,
while the thrust is taken by the
-1 " C '
nuts C3, C4, the actual thrust
C ?
coming between thenuts C “, and
B3, the front edge of the tail
brass being too thin for this pur
pose.
Feather way
Having got all the parts made,
I put them together and locked
wide
the spindle in its bearings by
% Whilworth
To deep )
tightening the nuts C ', C , then
(same as lathe mandrel)
putting the spindle on centres,
I turned the outside of the frame
Fig . 5. - SECTIONAL PLAN .
at E , to take a gear-wheel quad
rant of the ordinary type.
-2 "_to
224 * 13***
I might here mention that
2* — *** - 2
the thrust nuts C and B3 are
24 Threads per inch , 14'diram over threads
beginning to show signs of dis
tress. All the nuts should be
case hardened .
The spindle is driven either
Bored %
D
single or compound geared, the
Fig . 2. — SPINDLE .
ordinary change wheels being

possible turning, than if part of the
pressure were taken near the centre.
Having got the frame bolted in
position , I ran it up till it was in
line with the centres , and marked
the slide with a scriber for future
reference. This done, I bored right
through with an ordinary bar run
ning between centres and machined
the faces A ', A ?, A3, A .
This method ensures the spindle, when finished ,
running at same height as the lathe centres, which
makes key and featherway cutting, in work held in
centres , an easy matter.
The spindle was turneu from a piece of Bessemer
steel bar to the dimensions given in drawing. It is
hollow and the nose is bored conical to receive the
split chucks supplied by the Pittler Company, a

Fli"Thick

Thick
Screwed in and
riyelted over

67 "

s stud and nut

Fig . 6. - Wheel. QUADRANT.
used , so that I can get any speed, both higher for
grinding or slower for heavy work .
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By attaching a spring pointer to the quadrant in
place of the gear wheel spindle and sleeve , so that
it engages with the teeth of the gear wheel, I can do
dividing to any number, within reason .
This
arrangement is much cheaper than the costly
division plate, and for all ordinary work , such as
wheel cutting, hexagon nuts , & c ., is good enough .
'The quadrant also serves as a ready ineans of
tightening the belt and to carry guide pulleys
when the spindle is used in a vertical or oblique
position , which is done by means of a vertical slide.
Being the fortunate possessor of electric power, I
drive this attachment from a 3-speed pulley on the
countershaft, though I have an overhead to drive
by foot-power and made on the Pittler Company's
pattern . The countershaft is so high up that I can
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Practical Letters

from

our

Readers.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
desired , but the full
may be signed with a nom -de-plume ifinvariably
be attached .
name and address of the sender MUST
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Fitting Motor to Roadster Cycle.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,—Will you allow one whose experience
in practical cycle making extends over a great
number of years to offer a word of advice to those
of your readers who contemplate fitting motors to
their ordinary roadster cycles ?

MONDROS
OD STCWILDFORD
For description ]

DriliiNG ATTACHMENT ARRANGED ON A 4 - IN . LATHE.

move the saddle with the attachment very nearly
the whole length of the bed without putting the
belt so far out of line that it comes off the pulley.
If any other amateurs, and especially any
possessing Drummond lathes, would like to make
a similar attachment, I shall be very pleased to let
them have the castings from my patterns.
It will be remembered that the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway Company in September last in
troduced an installation of the Westinghouse electro
pneumatic signalling at their newly-completed
passenger station at Bulton, this being the first
occasion in Great Britain where the electro -pneu
matic system of signalling had been utilised for the
working of passenger traffic. The company have
how placed a contract for an extensive installation
of “ all-electric ” signalling on their main line be
tween Manchester and Rochdale .

(see page 115.

I would first impress on those readers that there
are not many ordinary cycles strong enough in the
main lower tube to stand the clipping -on of even
·small- powered high -speed engines. Secondly , I
will venture to say that not one in a hundred are
fitted with steering tubes , crowns, and front forks
sufficiently strong to stand the vibration . Even
those readers who consider their frames to be amply
strong enough I would advise to fit girder tubes to
front forks. This may be very easily done by first
giving the head cone half a turn so that the bolt is
exactly in line with the front wheel spindle, but at
the front of the steering tube ; then procure suffi
cient weldless steel tubing, å in . by 18 or even
16 gauge, cut off two pieces 11 ins. longer than
distance from top of head cone to centre of front
wheel spindle , now flatten out ends — or better still,
get them properly trapped - drill holes in flat ends
to fit over front wheel spindle and head cone bolt.
Now bend forward at height of crown to give
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sufficient clearance to front forks and until one end
fits over front spindle and one over head cone bolt,
then tighten all up.
Of course , it will be necessary to obtain a longer
bolt for the head cone, and file a small slot in one
of the top holes to take the set-pin which is under
head of bolt to stop same from turning round .
By adopting the above precaution , some very
serious accidents may be avoided. Any local cycle
maker would advise as to strength and fit above
girder tubes at a cost of from 58. to 78. 6d . - Yours
GEO . RICHARDSON .
truly ,
New Brompton .

To allernotor

Aluminium

Storage
ballery

Phosphole cell
CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES FROM ALTERNATING
SUPPLY CURRENT.
attached by means of suitable clamps, and the ap
paratus is inserted in the circuit as appears from the
diagram .
One is instructed to insert as many lamps as will
cause the accumulators to boil slightly . No men
tion is made of voltage, the case in hand being pre
sumably that of ignition batteries for motor cars .
How does the alleged “ filtering ” of the current
take place ?
In the same chapter is mentioned a so -called
" static convertor," which is announced as the in
vention of one Hewitt Cooper , purporting to be an
instrument that “ filters ” the current through
mercury vapour. I contess I should like very much
to be enlightened on the subject. - Yours truly ,
“- VELOX ."
Florence, Italy .
Locomotive Firebox Design .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I see in your issue for Jan, 14th that a
correspondent wishes to build a six -coupled tank
socomotive . Certainly , his design is very neat. You
say - and , say rightly - that the grate area will be
very small if eccentrics are used ; but I think the
arrangement shown in the sketch will improve
matters. As will be seen by the sketches, the fire

box is set over the driving and rear- coupled wheels
and forms a sort of guard over them . By this
means a much larger boiler can be obtained ; in
fact, it is the method adopted by Mr. Beatty , the
chief loco engineer of the Cape Government Railway ,
to get a larger boiler on a narrow gauge (3 ft. 6 ins. ).
The front corners are rounded off to clear the tyres
of the front-coupled wheels. This form of firebox

T

Charging Storage Batteries from Alternating
Supply Current.
· TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , - In the “ Annual," for 1903, of the
Italian Touring Club , I have come across a method
for charging storage batteries from alternating sup
ply current. Just for the curiosity of the thing, I
should be pleased to know whether any of your
readers are acquainted with it, and whether the plan
can work. I, myself, unluckily , cannot experiment
in that line, for direct current only is available here.
In a vessel containing a solution of phosphate of
ammonia at 15 per cent. are placed a clean battery
carbon, size about 5 by 2 ins., and opposite to it an
aluminium plate of the samedimensions. Wires are

Corbon
plate
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ARRANGEMENT OF FIREBOX .
necessitates the use of rather a novel foundation .
ring. I do not wish to claim any credit to myself
for this , butmust thank the Locomotive Magazine, as
this idea was published therein . I would suggest
that " F.H." use coupled wheels 4 * ins. in diameter
corresponding to 6 ft. 6 ins. in the large engine.
Also that Walschaert's valve gear be used , as this
can be conveniently used outside the frames. It
would be interesting to hear of the performance of
this engine. Hoping you may find this of use. Yours truly ,
John CASE, JUNR .
Kemp- Town .
Engraving Machine.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In the “ Queries " co!umn of your
issue of January 14th , I notice that " W. W. ' has a
trouble with his engraving machine. I had the same

KB
Detail of X

A
х

METHOD OF OVERCOMING DIFFICULTY WITH
ENGRAVING MACHINE.
difficulty, and overcame it in the following way, as
shown in sketch herewith .
A is a piece of brass bent to shape and fixed to
frame of machine by screw D : B is a brass screw
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screwed into A recessed, at end. C is a spring fixed
into recess at end of B , so that B can turn without
twisting C. C is fixed to end of vibrating arm . By
screwing B up or down, the tension of spring can be
regulated to a picety .
I bope this will remove W. W.'s " difficulty.
Yours truly ,
H. CODNER.
Stroud Green , N.
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either dynamo or accumulators. ( II) If all lamps, except ons,
were out in the circuit, and the dynamo would be running at
ordinary pressure, would that lamp burn outwith its extra current,
or would it still continue to burn its decimal of current ? (12) How
do they manage at Central Lighting Stations when , perhaps, only
a few lights are burning, and, perhaps, forty times the current is
being supplied ? We have a dynamo near us in business, and it
lights a large building. The dynamo still runs at full pressure
when only one lamp is aligbt.
( 1) Series connections are positive to negative, as Fig. 1.

Queries and Replies .
(Allention is especially directed to the first condition given belowo
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by postunder the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
der's nameMUST bc in
one side of the paper only,
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
Thefollowing are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: (8495) Dynamo Running ; Charging and Lighting, etc.
J. H. (Nunhead ) writes : (1) Would you kindly explain series and
parallel ? (2) I want an armature for my dynamo- it is 24 ins.
diameter-50 °1 asked a large electrical firm to quote for drum type
lamination with so many slots. In reply, they told me that that
pattern of armature was very old -fashioned and never used now ;
and also stated that anyone who made their armature with that
pattern would almost sure to meet with failure Would you please
let me know the proper armature for the type of dynamo (under
type, shunt wound, armature 21 ins. diameter by 4 ins.) ? (3) I
unscrew a switch at the office and put one finger to one terminal.
I am insulated from earth , do not make a circuit, and yet feel a
shock . How is this accounted for ? (4 ) Please state whether the
underneath installations are all right (sketch not reproduced ).
The gas engine works two dynamos, each the same output, and
have their own circuit, not being connected in any way; Would I
get any advantage if I connected the two dynamos ? If so , please
give the No. and length of wire for each resistance as shown in your
sketch . What would the advantage be ? Would it be 100 volts
at 10 amps. ? (5) Iwant the accumulators to light the lamps when
the dynamos are not running. If I have 25 cells of 192 sq . ins. of
positive plate area in each cell (two positive and three negative
plates ) requiring a charging current of not more than 5 amps., how
long should I have to charge them with the dynamo (50 volts at
5 amps.) to get 50 volts 5 amps. for six hours, and what is the
capacity of 25. cells with 192 ins. of positive area each cell ? (6)
Should I require 25 or 26 cells on each circuit of 50 volts ? and as
I do not wish to use both dynamos in charging one set, can I charge
them in parallel ? (7) If í charge them in sets of thirteen, does

Fig . 1 .
not 50 volts pass through 13 cells where only 26 is admissible ?
If I charge them in sets of thirteen, as your sketch shows, would
they give a return of so volts 5 amps. for six hours with putting
them in connection ,as shewn by my sketch (not reproduced ) of 25.
Which is the best way, and kindly explain . (8 ) If I have to charge
26 cells, either in sets of thirteen series or twenty -six in parallel,
should I have to run the dynamo at a higher voltage ? (9) I see
in your sketch that the ammeter is only on the dynamo circuit and
not on the accumulator. Shall I require another, or is the way I
have got it correct, suitable for either circuits when closed separ
ately. ( 10 ) I am only going to have one fuse on each circuit
Will this blow at extra pressure, or current, and do I require one
or current and the other for voltage ? This also is in circuit with

I

I
FIG . 2 .

T

(2 Please see our handbook , " Small Dynamos and Motors .
(3) You cannot have been er tirely insulated from earth ; had you
been , no current could have flowed and no shock would have been
felt. (4 ) The two machines could be run in parallel and feed on
to bus bais , as Fig . 3.
The voltage of bus bars would still be 50 volts; but when both
machines were on the load the total amps, available would be the
sum of the rated output of amps, for each dynamo. Two dynamos
running in parallel of 50 volts to amps . each , and feeding on to the
bus bars, would give you a 50 -volt and 20 amps. supply available .
If running in series, would give you 100 volts by to amps. Total
in each case : 1000 watts. (5 ) For about seven or seven and a half
hours . About 40 amps . (6 ) Twenty - six . You will need more
than a 50 -volt supply pressure to charge twenty -five in series. By
charging twenty -five in two sets of twelve and thirteen in parallel
you will be able to get any current you wish (within limits, of

FIG . 3 .
course ) through them . (7 ) See above. (6 ) Twenty -six cells
would give a back E.M.F. (voltage) of so volts, and, therefore, you
would not get any currant to flow . Yes, when charged connect
them in series for lighting purposes to get 50 volts. (8) You can
not charge twenty -six in series from a 50 -volt supply, but you can
charge two sets of thirteen in series with that voltage. (9 ). One
ammeter will do for both circuits if used separately . (10 ) It is the
currentwhich " blows " a fuse. There is not much likelihood of
voltage rising, but there is in all circuits a likelihood of resistance
suddenly becoming practically oil and allowing a huge curent to
flow . (11) As the resistance of lamps would be constant, the
current it would take would consequently remain constant. Please
в
look up Ohm's Law : CFR It would save you an enormous
amount of worry. (12) Certainly, for all the lamps are 00 wired '
in parallel or series-parallel. See recent queries on this " voltage
subject.
( 19,163] Vertical Roller and Force Pump.I R.H. (Dublin )
writes : Would you kindly let me know it a vertical copper boiler,
7 ins. by 14ins., with water round furnace and single uptake, burning
coal, would suit horizontal engine it ins. by 21 ios. stroke; also ,
what would be dimensions of force pump to supply same ? Would an
injector be more satisfactory ?
With forced draught induced by a nozzled exhaust pipe in the
chimney and a coal fire a certain amount of success might be
attained ; otherwise, a multi-tubular boiler is advisable . Fix, say,
one dozen balf- tubes from firebox to top plate in place of single
Alue. See recent article on force pump ; same sizes may be em .
ployed . (October 29th , 1903.) See reply in January 1st, 1902,
queries on boiler design. For a working pressure of 30 lbs., and
every 100 revolutions per minute , provided the boiler has 120 sq .
ins. of heating surface . Your proposed boiler would have about
160 to 180 sq . ins., and, therefore, would , theoretically , drive the
engine up to 150 revolutionsat 30 lbs. pressure .
[10,159 ) Motor for Electric Loco. W. C. (Epsom ) writes :
I have constructed a motor to drive a locomotive, the weight of
which is 50 lbs. altogether with motor. The armature is on the
axle ; it runs on the level, but will not start easily ; the winding is
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as follows :-Armature, 26 yards of No. 22 in double strands, so as
to lie close ; active wire ; fields wound with five layers of No. 16 ;
commutator, ten sections. It runs from 30 to 50 volts at 10 to 14
amps., but is not powerful enough to start. Enclosed (not ie
produced ) is sketch of same. Would you advise a cogged ring arma
ture ? I can have armature and fields larger , but not wider.
We cannot saywhether it is the fault of the motor or the driving
mechanism from the information you give us . Certainly a motor of
these dimensions will not take anything like 300 watts to drive it.
According to your sketch, machine is about too watts, and shnuld
have about 7 ózs.of 21 on the armature ,and 34 lbs. of No.21 S.W.G.
on the field coils. Perhaps you are geared up too high to allow
motor to start readily. See that all the gear is perfectly free. We
would not advise you to use a ring armature nf this size ; nothing
under 3 ins. inside diameter is easy to wind .
(10,035] Small Gas Engine, Starting Difficulty. J. B.H.
(Mile Rad) writes : I bought a small gas engine through your adver
tisement columns, and am unable to get it to go. I do not under
stand these things , and I saw this one go before I bought it. It is
vertical, oil enclosed , 3-in . bore, 31-in , stroke ; flywheel, 164 ins. by
2 ins. diameter . I can only get an explosion now and again , which
Orcurs about pipes , and sometimes after an hour's run flywheel will
give a jerk backwards. I have tried regulating gas on admission ,
and have plenty of gas in bladder . Gas will light on exhaust pipe.
If I place piston ip position , and press exhaust valve spring in gas
lights by the valves from ignition tube. If I have side of chamber
oth, it will light there by placing a light near it and turning flywheel
round quickly as gas is admitted to it. As I said , I saw the thing
work before I had it,only the person I boughtit from bas moved
away, and I cannot get any advice upon the matter . should be
glad if you could give me the necessary information as to starting,
etc., or what is wrong with it. I will give sketch of it for you to
gatber what kind ofengine it is (notreproduced ).
We cannot give you much definite advice on this point ; but one
or two suggestions may assist you. In the first place , the exhaust
valve must be leaking badly, and needs grinding well in to its seat;
otherwise the chargewould not escape into exhaust pipe on the com
pression stroke as it seems to at present. A failure to start is tre
quently due to too rich a mixture - i.e., toomuch gas and not enough
air . Íbis is worse than too weak a charge. Are all the valves
opening and closing at the correct time ? The ignition tube not
being hot enough will also cause much mis firing. It should be a
bright red heat continuously. See that ignition hole leading to
combustion chamber has not got partially stopped up. Ifiron tube
is used , it may possihly need renewing. Iron tubes do not last very
long. If you cannot get it to work well after this, let us know , and
we will try to assist you further. Is your exhaust pipe perfectly
clear and not stopped up at some bend ? For the correct position
of valve settings see our issue for January 22nd , 1903, Query
columns.

The News of

the

Trade.

• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noliced .
• New Electric Bell.
The Universal Electric Supply Company, 60, Brook Street, Man .
chester, have sent us for inspection one of their new Clarion
electric bells. Ithas a metal back and case, strongly made, and is a
loud- ringing bell, which works over a considerable resistance with
one battery. It is made in order to improve upon the cheaper
wooden bells which are sometimes unreliable, owing to the wood
warping and screws becoming loose. An extremely small current is
required to work the bell, as there is a screw for regulating the ten
sion spring. The price for the 24-in . size is is. 3d.
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E are pleased to be able to announce the
In Com
petition No. 34 (Design for Model Loco
motive Regulator) none of the attempts dealt with
the problem in a fully satisfactory and comprehen
sive manner, the best design received being that
sent by
Mr. P. G. HepWORTH ,
1 , Sycamore Villas,
Park Avenue,
Chelmsford ,
to whom the prize of £ 2 25. has been sent. Many
of the ideas submitted to us were simply modifica
tions of already published designs for model loco
regulators . The work of the following competitors
is worthy of commendation : -- H . Holcroft , junr.
(Wolverhampton ) ; E. Siddall (Sheffield ) ; W. C.
Roblin (Westbourne Park ) ; W. Cole (Workington ) .
R. H. Gates ( Seaham ) ; J. Dean (Wigan ) : W. T.
Rolls (Bedford ) ; and E. Fitzgerald (New Barnet).
We shall make a selection from the designs for
publication, and will remunerate the respective
authors according to the merit of their contribu
tions, as provided for in the conditions of the Com .
petition .
In the Competition (No. 35 ) for an article on
" Lubrication of Model Engines,” two of the con
tributions are of equal merit, but as they vary
somewhat in their scope, and neither can be regarie !
as quite complete, the prize of 62 25. has been
divided between
Mr. J. STOKES,
1, Victoria Gardens,
Springborg, Shettleston ,
near Glasgow ,
and
Mr. R. J. MITCHELL ,
(6
Kirkwood,"
Vesper Road,
Kirkstall, Leeds.
The articles received from J. J. Overton ( Bradford ),
W. L. Rutherford (Durham ), and A. R. Cunning .
ham (Bristol), are to be commended .

Lists ,

Marshall & Woods. 2, Gray's Inu Road, Holborn , London,
W.C.-The above-named firm have sent is an illustrated catalogue
of their improved electrical apparatus, as used by hospitals, sur
geons, and scientific experimenters. It includes induction coils for
z-ray photography and wireless telegraphy, transformers, accumu.
lators, motors, dynamos, lamps for various purposes, including the
London hospital lamp, and the combined hand or table lamp.
The list also contains particulars of their “ Invincible " model
gas engine, electric organ blower, electrically driven centrifugal
pumps , & c., and will be sent, post free , to readers of this journal
for ad .
The General Electric Company, Ltd., 71, Queen Victoria
Street, London , B.C., have forwarded to us a copy of their
Progress Sheet," No. 1048, giving particulars of their latest pro
ductions : Cut-out and distribution boards, switches , adapters,
shop window fixtures, concluding with their patent lighting
jumpers.

For Competition No. 36 article on " Model
Engine Driving " ) only one entry was received ; but
even this in its treatment of the subject did not at
all comply with the conditons specified in the
announcement of the Competition . We are , there
fore , unable to award the prize , but we may per
haps set the same subject again a little later on ,
with some modifications in the conditions to be
observed .
Competition No. 38 (article on " Measuring and
Marking off Tools " ) has in point of number of
entries been one of the most successful we have
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yet held , and a number of very practical articles
have been received . They have, however, been
too numerous to be readily disposed of, and at the
time of writing are undergoing a careful perusal
and comparison . We hope to announce the result
in our next issue .
With further reference to our Model Steamer
Competition , we have pleasure in giving the follow
ing letter from the winner of last year's Silver
Medal, Mr. W. R. Weaver, who writes : - " Permit
me to offer my defence as the winner of the M.E.
Silver Medal for 1903, to the reasonable objections
raised by the Tyneside Society. In the first place ,
I did not employ professional skill, as Mr. Foster,
the designer of the Era , is not a professional de
signer or draftsman , but is an amateur who has
made speed boat designing a special point of study
with evident success . The Era is the first steamer
built to a design from his pen , and the application
of the term ' professional ' in regard to the assist
ance he gave to me is simply the outcome of the
publicity your paper has given to his name and
design, and he has used your pages to advertise his
willingness to assist the future speed steamer
builders to attain success and, possibly, the Silver
Medal for 1904 . The assistance he gave to me was
the result of that friendship and good feeling which
should exist in all Clubs or Societies, especially
those formed by amateurs, where mutual advice
and help are objects to be sought after, if the Club
or Society is to take a front rank among its com
peers. In regard to the proposed new condition
under which the Competition for 1904 is to be run
I would suggest that the employment of professional
skill be prohibited , but not the assistance of any
amateur friends, as that would almost forbid as its
first consequence any further development on
similar lines. A future winner would need to com
bine in his own person a multitude of proficiencies
and excellences, and I am sure it is the wish of
all that the standard of speed shall be kept up and
raised even to a greater rate.
There will be a
difficulty in finding one man able to properly
design hull, engines, boiler , & c ., and also able to
construct them himself, especially if he be honest
and give credit to those whose advice or help have
been ofimportance in enabling him to attain success .
Further, such a condition penalizes any assistance
or advice that may be obtained from any of our
Model Engineer Societies. If a combination of able
men is required to produce the prototype, why
should a similar combination of amateurs discuss
ing their model work be condemned and forbidden ?
I hope you will see your way clear to withdraw the
proposed new condition for 1904, and allow the
competition to stand on as broad a basis as is con
sistent with fairness to the competitors . May
their name be ‘ Legion .' "
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Answers to Correspondents.
E. A. J. A. (Andover).— Thanks for your apprecia
tive note . There is no branch of the S.M.E. in
the West of England at present.
co AMATEUR " (Bristol).If you will send us your
name and address, we will insert a notice asking
readers to write to you concerning the formation
of a local Society .
J. P. F. (Durham ).- This varies from 5 to 4 ohms.
Those with large zincs do not polarize so readily .
“ PERPLEXED (Barry ).- Weregret we cannot give
you details of construction , but the method of
That
making contact is not as you assume.
would be a very uncertain way, as pennies are
not always particularly clean ; and hence would
fail to make good electrical contact.
W. D. (Glasgow ).- Perhaps our handbook , “ Elec
trical Batteries," . will assist you .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on ne side of the paper
only,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent pos! free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the pap r.
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Allcorrespondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to salesof the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canida , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed.
Contents .
[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated.]
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(Continued trom page 92.)
The Model T.B.D. “ Buzzer . "

MESSRS. THIMBLEBY AND SPINKS' MODEJ. T.B.D. Buzzer.

'HE following few particulars of the model
torpedo boat destroyer which has gained
THE
a MODEL ENGINEER Certificate may be of
interest to readers of this journal. It was built
from the design by Mr. David Kidd , which appeared
in the M.E. for November ist, 1900 : being 5 ft.
2 ins. long, 6 ins. beam , and 4+ ins. deep , and made
in tin . The boat was not built for speed only ;
but to look something like the real thing on the
water.
She has two funnels , a steam sirene, and
carries two guns — one on the bridge and one aft ; a
compass, four copper wind heads, with brass beads,
one lifeboat, and one long boat on davits slung in .
The boiler, which is all brazed , is 14 ins. long, 4 ins.
diameter, inner tube 2 } ins., with six f- in . cro
tubes, has a gauge glass, after-end safety valve
pressed to 65 lbs. per sq. in ., working at 60 lbs. per
sq . in ., and is placed under the forward funnel.

Steam is taken from top of boiler between funnels,
under the deck , and then passes into after funnel,
where the pipe is formed into a taper coil which
gets red -hot by the flame passing through it as it
leaves the boiler and gives us a dry steam , and then
down to the engine, which is single cylinder , 1 -in .
bore, 4 - in , stroke, driving two shafts with toothed
wheel gearing. The pump to supply the boiler is
placed on platform and worked with toothed wheels
Îrom eccentric end of engine.
Boiler is fired with common paraffin through a
coil of three turns
in . solid drawn copper pipe,
the end has an iron elbow screwed on with an in .
iron plug for stop which is very useful for cleaning
purposes. The reservoir is placed in the after-end
of boat, and is pumped with bicycle pump until
the desired flame is obtained. Wehave got 60 lbs.
of steam in five minutes from cold water in the
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open air. Since sending in we have altered her to
three shafts with gear driving one four- blade and
two two -blade propellers central, and have gained
seven seconds on 40 yards. Her weight is only
23 lbs. with steam up ready to start ; one can easily
carry it on the shoulder to and from the water .
The Society of Model Engineers,

(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication .]
London .
MEETING of the Society was held at the Hol
born Town Hall,Gray's Inn Road, on Mon
A
day , February ist, Mr. W. T. Bashford tak
ing the chair at 7.45, and fifty members and friends
being present .
The minutes of the previous ordinary meeting
having been read and nine new members elected ,
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FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next meeting of the
Society will be held on Thursday, March the 3rd ,
and the Committee request that members will bring
as many models or parts, tools, & c. (whether they
have been shown at past meetings or not) to that
meeting. The Society's track will be in operation .
The following meeting is to be held on Monday,
April uth.
Applications for membership and all enquiries
relating to the Society should be addressed to
HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon . Secretary, 37, Minard
Road , Hither Green , S.E.

Provincial Societies.
Glasgow . – The regular bi-monthly meeting of
this Society was held on Wednesday, 6th January,
Mr. Allan, president, occupying the chair . The
members of the above Society are at present show
ing a case of exhibits in the Naval and Engineering
Exhibition being held in the People's Palace,
Glasgow Green ; also several exhibits in other cases,
and the following have been successful competi
tors :-Natal Architecture- £ 3 : Model of paddle
Exhaust
steamer , Glen Sannox, Robert Falconer, 11, Muir
park Street, Partick . Mechanical Engi
Coil
Engines - 65 : Small
neering - Steam
Sir
ene
A
power vertical engine, Jas. R. Beith ,
Coils
144. Woodstock Avenue, Shawlands ;
Tee and plugin
Coil
£ 2 : Model vertical launch engine,
Thomas Hornal, 144 , Crookston Street,'
09.0 o
g
1902
Glasgow . Electrical Aptlianies – £ 2 :
Wheel valve
Electric night-light and truck, James
ENLARGED
View of Coil . McMillan, 256. Craig Street, Kinning
Oil tube to tank at stern
Park ; £ 1 : Model electric motor, Jas.
SECTION OF Moder. T.B.D. Boiler .
R. Beith , 144, Woodstock Avenue, Shawlands.
The į h.-p. vertical engine with link -motion
reversing gear, which has been under construction
the Chairman proposed a very hearty vote of
for
some time back by the members of the Society ,
thanks to all those who helped to make the recent
is now finished , and will be on exhibition in the
Conversazione such a success ; this was seconded
The
by Mr. Glen , and carried unanimously.
People's Palace after Saturday, January 23rd .
Chairman announced that the financial side of the
The meetings of this Society continue to be held
on the first and third Wednesdays of each month ,
Conversazione had turned out satisfactorily , the
receipts practically balancing the expenditure.
and as there is every possibility of the members
The Chairman then called upon Mr. D. C. Glen
commencing another model, the present is an
to give his lecture on “ Metals and Alloys used in
opportune time for intending members to join the
Model Engineering." With the aid of diagrams,
Society. I will be very glad to supply prospective
Mr. Glen explained at length the various processes
members with any necessary information . if they
will communicate with me.- Jas. R. Beith ,
through which the ores passed , dealing first and at
greatest length with copper and its alloys — that
Secretary, 39 , Hope Street, Glasgow .
metal being probably the one best known to model
Manchester.- The members of this Society
engineers. His lucid explanation of the methods
are holding their second Annual Conversazione, on
Saturday, the 27th inst., at Marsden Street Café ,
of extracting and refining the crude copper by
means of reverberatory furnaces or the electrolytic
commencing at 6.30 p.m. Tickets may be obtained
deposition process making the subject very clear to
of the undersigned, is. 6. each . Models for
his audience. The lecturer then described the
exhibition will be welcomed by the Secretary, J. F.
characteristics of brass , phosphor-bronze, and other
FULLAWAY, 82, Northern Grove, West Didsbury.
alloys of copper, following with a lengthy descrip
Barry.-- A number of gentlemen interested in
tion of the methods of extracting iron from the ore
and fully explaining its conversion into steel both
model engineering are forming a Society at Barry .
by the Siemens-Martin and Bessemer processes.
Will all intending members please apply either to
A very hearty vote of thanks for his instructive
Dr. BILLUPS , Barry Island, or to Mr. A. PEARCE ,
Sea View Villa, Cross Street, Barry Dock .
and lucid lecture was proposed by Mr. A. W.
Jersey.-- Mr. P.A. ROMERIL , 20, La Motte Street,
Marshall, seconded by Mr. Greenly , and carried
unanimously .
St. Heliers, will be pleased to hear from any model
engineering enthusiasts , residing in that district, for
The only two exhibits were portions of Mr. J. C.
Taylor's model steam roller, which are beautiful
the purpose of forming a Local Society .
Lancaster.-- We have been asked to state that
pieces of work and much admired by themembers,
and a model De Laval turbine exhibited by Mr. H.
Mr. H. J. WELBURN, 29 , Primrose Street, Lan
H. Harrison , this model being shown under steam
caster, will be pleased to hear from any model
running at a very high speed .
engineer or amateur yachtsman in that district,
The meeting terminated at 10 p.m.
willing to unite in the formation of a Local Society .
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Workshop

Notes and Notions.

[Readers are inutted to contrfoute short practical Hems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, 4 desired , accord
ing to merlt. All matter Intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP on the envelope.]
An Adjusting Chuck for Square - shanked
Drills or Bits .
By H. EDWARDS .
The plan of making a chnck for square -shanked
drills or bits by filing out square a previously bored
taper hole in a metal chuck is fauity , for the reason

brass — to wit, a blind roller end of somewhat large
size ; and a central hole of suitable size having been
drilled , this hole is squared to take the drill or bit
having the smallest shank . When the disc is re
moved for filing, bore a hole right through the
centre t ) meet the mandrel nose , Let it be at the
front of a diameter equal to the diagonal of the
square hole in the disc , and tapered in proportion
to the drill shank , or slightly more so. To make
the adjusting arrangement at a point back from the
chuck face equal to or slightly less than the length
of the drill shank that is hidden within the chuck ,
turn in a square groove about in . wide and is in .
deep, and at points in the bottom of the groove
corresponding with the flats of the drill in the
chuck , make holes with a hraduwl and screw in four
ordinary wood screws of suitable size. Place the
drill in the chuck , and screw the screws home until
they meet the shank , Spin the lathe ; the drill
wobbles. To true it, release the screw a - quarter
turn on that side where the drill point is highest, and
tighten the opposite one. Do this until it runs
true, the final tightenings being made without the
corresponding slackening of the opposing screw .
The adjustment can be made in two minutes, and ,
provided the drill is gripped tightly , it will remain
true, and cannot be released without slackecing the
screws. To keep the chuck from getting out of
truth , it should have two or three coats of shellac
varnish (shellac dissolved in methylated spirit or
wood naptha ).

A Grease Lubricator.
AN ADJUSTING Chuck ,

true.
never made
or bitsa are
drillsshows
shanks of such
that
The the
accompanying
photo
simply
chuck , by the use ofwhich such drills or bits may be
made to run dead true ; and the tool figured has
been used for the boring of some thousands of holes
during
the last
four years
- principally
wood,. and,
of seasonedin beech
a piece
it, take
To make
chucking it by any convenient means, face one end ,
and bore and tap a hole to fit mandrel nose. The
ordinary tap for metal is riseless ; but, in the
absence of a proper tap , bore the hoie slightly

By H. J. STRICKLAND .
The sketch given herewith represents a grease
lubricator made out of odds and ends. It consists
of a bit of curtain rod with a hard wood plug
screwed in at each end . At one end is the nozzle
with an f -in . hole slightly cupped at the inner end ,
and at the other is the piston, which is forced down
against the grease by a steel wire spring. To the
right of the spring in the drawing is shown a thin
iron washer to prevent the end of the spring cutting
into the wood . To the left of the spring is the
piston , which consists o, two iron plates with a

larger than tapping
Tapered to screw
size and very slight
-Milled edge
3 "of brass cased curtain
inte oil hole
iy cone its mouth .
94" outside
rod
Reverse the block ,
76" Piston rod
and , whilst keeping
NAMAN
it truewith the back
centre, gently screw
Sow cut to Toke thin
it ou to the man
piece of iron
drel. If the hole is
% "Hole
Milled edge
of the right size it
will soon be found
SECTION OF GREASE LUBRICATOR .
e
to bit ," and as it
goes
home
the be
back
centre
should
gently fed up to keep the chuck
leather cup washer between them — the whole being
square. If carefully done, the thread! will be com
riveted on to the end of the piston -rod . To fill
pressed into the wood, and the chuck will
the lubricator, draw out the piston-rod as far as it
stand screwing on and off many times without
will come, and place a thin piece of iron in the saw
damage. The writer uses chucks so made which
cut. This will prevent the spring drawing the rod
stand even the strain ofmetal spinning. Turn the
in again . Now screw off the nozzle , fill the lubri.
chuck to shape, then siightly recess the face to take
cator with grease , replace the nozzle and fix in situ ;
a disc of metal, which is to be secured with three
then remove the iron from the saw -cut to release
ordinary wood screws. This disc would perhaps be
the spring . I use vaseline and fill up once in three
best made of iron , but the one in the photo is of
months.
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Boring Parallel Holes Accurately in Lathe.
By " SREGOR ."
There aremany jobs done in the lathe that should
come out strictly accurate to dimensions. There
are, of course, many degrees of accuracy. Many
turners having, say, a number of holes to bore in a
given article to dimensions marked, say, } in .,
i } ins., and fin . apart would strike a centre line ;
then mark the distances on this line with a pair of
compasses ; then describe a circle, and use this, by
the aid of a scriber fixed in slide-rest, to get the
right distance apart. This method will only ensure
a rough degree of accuracy, and would not be suit
able forsuch accurate work as high-class gauges, etc.
To ensure an accurate result, use the following
method :-Suppose you wish to put three t-in .
holes in a square block ( A ) 1'25 ins. and 75 in . apart,

B

- 2"

k
E

PAT

The right way to see if your valve is seating ali
round the face, is to thoroughly clean both valve
and seat, then hold the valve in a gas flameor candle
to blacken it slightly. Now push it on its seat open ,
then give it the least possible movement with screw
driver one way ; when taken out, it will show just
where it touches. I have seen even experienced
men , when testing seat, to turn the valve round a
few times and look at it . Of course, it appears to
touch all round when , perhaps, it is only a high
place in seat that has wiped the black off.
A Cheap and Useful Polishing Wheel.
By A. H.SHARPE .
The following is a description of a very useful
polishing wheel for the lathe, and, at the same time,
is extremely cheap and simple to make, which is
just the thing an amateur needs. The spindle is
made of i in . square wood about 12 ins. long .
For the wheel take two pieces of wood B , B
about 6 ins. square, or to suit height of lathe
centres ; glue and nail these together with
the grain across each other, which will prevent
In the centre
the finished wheel from warping .
cut a square hole with hammer and wood
chisel to fit tight on square spindle. The wheel
should then be secured on spindle with a wooden
C

B
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A CHEAP POLISHING WHEEL ,
B
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ARRANGEMENT FOR

BORING PARALLEL HOLES IN
THE LATHE.

The sketch will explain how to proceed . A repre
sents the block to be operated on , B the lathe face
plate , C an angle-plate, D a square block bolted to
the angle plate and set square with faceplate, E
shows a plug gauge 2 ins. diameter , which gives the
correct distance for the block A to stand froin D for
boring the third hole . The sketch shows the two
holes bored , which is done by placing the side of
block A tight against D ; then bore first hole . Now
take a 1.25 ins. plug gauge, or, by use of a vernier
gauge, slide block A apart from D till the plug drops
between ; then fix , and you have exact position for
boring second hole ; then for third hole, a plug 2 ins.,
or its equal, is required, and proceed as before. The
plug gauge can be removed when block A is clamped .
How

to Test a Valve .
By “ SREGOR ."
Most trained mechanics will know the proper
inethod to test an ordinary valve such as is com
monly used on motors, but a little information on
the above , perhaps, will be useful to the amateur.

peg - one on each side, as at C. Now drive a strong
wire nail in one end of spindle which is to engage
with pin on driver plate and act as a carrier . Take
the rough corners off the wheel with hammer and
chisel ; then put spindle, and wheel between lathe
centres and turn up the wheel. The spindle may
also be turned up, if desired , and it will make it look
more workmanlike. Next tack on thewheel a piece
of thin leather or hard cloth ; then glue on a strip of
emery cloth and the wheel is ready for use . If de
sired, the leather may be brushed over with hot
glue and rolled in emery powder.
Fastening Caps to Vacuum Tubes.
By C. H. S.
Being a frequent user of fancy vacuum tubes, 1
find that the caps sometimes come off. This is not
because I am not careful ; but in order to fix them
firmly in a rotator a good deal of pressure is neces
sary. This is the case in mine ; but, of course, may
not be so in all. I have found the following method
very useful for mending tubes thus broken . Scrape
off any plaster-of- Paris that may be left on the
glass , and clean out the small brass cap ; next cut a
small piece of tin - foil ; this must be glued over the
end ofthe tube so as to reach down for about 1 in .
The brass cap must now be fastened on to the tin
foil by more glue. Having done this, the tube
should be put away until the cap has stuck firmly,
when the tin -foil remaining on the glass may be
scraped away. I have mended several tubes in the
manner described above, and have always found
them satisfactory.

-
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Compound

Engines .

By W. J. TENNANT, A.M.I.Mech.E.
(Continued from page 626 , vol. IX .)
IX . - HORSE -POWER FROM INDICATOR
DIAGRAMS.
THEN a resistance of one pound is overcome,
WHEN
no matter in what period of time, through
a distance of one foot, one unit of work
will have been expended in the operation, the unit
being termed a foot-pound .
The unit of power is the horse -power ; 33,000 foot
pounds expended per minute is one horse.power.

ja

1.0

0-5

0
12

Fig . 23
It is important to note that the period of time,
which could be disregarded in the case of the foot
pound, must not be disregarded in the case of the
horse-power. For instance, 33,000 foot-pounds ex
pended over a period of two minutes would not
equal i h.-p., for they would have been expended
at the rate per minute of only 16,500 , which being
but one hall of 33,000 per minute equals only
1 h.-p. But before we consider the whole of the
data involved in the obtainment of horse -power
from indicator -diagrams, let us first see how it is
that the area of an indicator-diagram represents
pictorially the number of units of work given to the
engine by way of i sq . in . of its piston . Afterwards
we will proceed to consider the various other items
of information needed to enable us to judge from a
diagram related to i sq . in ., of the total horsepower,
that is to say, the amount of work done in a single
minute of time by the engine as a whole .
Units of Work deduced from Area of Diagram.
If in Fig . 23 the vertical line o , io is made to
represent to a scale of any convenient graduation
a pressure of 1 lb. per sq . in ., and the horizontal
line o , 12 be made to represent (whether to a scale
of similar or of dissimilar graduation matters not),
a distance of 12 ins. ( i ft .), then the shaped rectangle
produced by sweeping the line 0,1'o along to 12, ia,
may be considered to represent, pictorially , one
foot-pound . Had only half the pressure been exerted
through the saine distance, then our rectangle
would have had only half the area , that is , the work
done would have been representable by, for in
stance, the area below the dotted line. From this ,
the size of the diagram areas, when they are pro
duced as described to the same scale, is seen to be
proportional to the work done.
The ordinary indicator-diagram is notrectangular,
for the pressure line which
sweeps in ” the area
varies from one instant to another ; nevertheless,
the total area of such a diagram represents the work

.

done, as will be obvious if we first consider an
imaginary diagram , the steam line of which is
stepped as in Fig . 24 instead of being curved ;
the reader will have no difficulty in believing that
the area of each tall slender rectangular section of
this diagram represents the work done in that par
ticular section and that the totalarea of the diagram
(and, consequently, the total work done) is repre.
sentable by the combined area of all the sections ;
and it is but a small step further to imagine that in
a diagram with a curved outline, the little tall
sections, while retaining their height, have each
become so narrow that no difference is detectable
between the infinitely sınall “ steps " which their
top ends present along the upper side of the diagram
and the continuous line drawn by the indicator
pencil. So that even in a diagram having curved
outlines , we may take it that total area represents
work done.
Tt has already been stated that the area of an
actual indicator-diagram is the difference of two
other areas ; for instance, the area of the indicator.
diagram (Fig . 25 ) is the difference between the for
ward -pressure diagram (Fig . 26 ) for i sq. in . upon
one side of a piston and the back pressure diagram
(Fig. 27) for 1 sq. in . upon the same side. The
indicator produces the forward - pressure curve 1,
a , x , 2 , Fig. 25 (and may be considered to “ sweep
in " the forward- pressure area the horizontally
hatched area in Fig . 26 ) during one stroke, and
similarly , the back - pressure area, the area hatched
vertically in Fig . 27) is produced during the next
stroke, But for the ascertainment of the power of
the engine, we want to know what is the net work
done upon i sq. in . of the piston during each single
stroke, which is the difference between the whole
forward -pressure area for one stroke and the back
pressure area not from the same but from the opposite
side of the piston , and, therefore , it is not correct
when calculating horse- power to assume from an
indicator- diagram taken at one side of the piston
that the back pressure line for the same side is a

Fig . 24 .
fair representation of what is simultaneously
occurring at the opposite side ; such a course is only
permissible when nothing better than theoretical
diagrams are available, in which case it is not
practicable to foretell the differences which will be
found to exist in real indicator-diagramstaken from
opposite ends of a cylinder. If the steam distribu
tion for both ends of the cylinder of an engine were
identical, the assumption would not give rise to
error ; but it is not identical in practice, and, there.
fore, cards are taken in pairs as in Fig . 28 , one card
from each end of the cylinder , in order that a mean
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of the two areasmay be obtained . To ascertain the
effective thrust at the successive points of the
stroke, measurements of the differences between
forward -pressure and back-pressure lines may be
made from the steam line of each diagram to
the exhaust line of its companion , as along the two
sets of full and dotted vertical lines of that figure.
Varivus causes contribute to this difference between
the diagrams from opposite ends of a cylinder . For
instance, with a vertical engine, the piston, when
the speed of rotation of the crank -pin is uniform ,
gets away more rapidly from the top cylinder
cover on the down stroke than it does froin the
bottom end during the up -stroke, with any length
of connecting -rod which is not infinite ; and there
is in the movement of the valve a similar inequality
if it be driven by the usual eccentric -rod or link .
motion, which latter, in addition, introduces pecu
liarities of motion due to various elements of the
gear. Further, there may be differences in the
lengths and shapes of the ports, to say nothing of
the irregularities introduced by improper propor.
tioning and setting of the valve and gear, and
by the presence or absence of piston -rod or tail
rod ,

February 11 , 1904.

Mean Pressure.-- The actual pressures varied in
the prodaction of this area ; if the same area were
divided by the length of the diagram ( !'35 ins. ) i.e.,
if the area werf virtually re distributed over the ori
ginal length so as to produce a parallelogram of the
same area but of uniform height like the dotted
rectangle , such height would represent the mean or
average pressure throughout the stroke ; the height
of such a parallelogram 0.85 in . transferred to the
pressure -scale gives us the pounds, 45, correspond
ing with that height.
There are various ways of obtaining the mean
pressure from an indicator-diagram ; probably the
best method is to obtain it by means of a plani
meter * ; other methods may be found in Moles
worth and in most text-books on the steam engine .
One of them , the simplest but not the best, may be
briefly cited here : -Divide the enclosed area of the
diagrain into sections of equal width by parallel
lines at right angles to the atmospheric line ; add
together the heights of the several sections , and
divide the total by the nuinber of sections. This
will give the average height of all the sections,
whence, on the pressure - scale one inay obtain the
mean or average pressure.

1

e
A
Zere

Press

r

n
p
FIG . 25 .

1.H.-P. of the Small Compound Engine of Article
VIII .- It may be of interest to ascertain by way
of example the indicated horse - power of this little
engine. Only theoretical diagrams are available,
and we are, therefore, forced to assume that the

CARRI

FIG . 29.
back -pressure line of the return stroke is a fair
representation of back -pressures existent during
the forward stroke. In Fig . 29, which is from a
tracing of the H.-P. diagram (Fig . 20 ), the actual
area of the whole diagram is 1.15 sq . ins.

P
Fig . 26 .

FIG . 27 .

To obtain with the aid of the Mean " Pressure the
Indicated Horse- power :
Multiply together the
mean Pressure,
foot-pounds correspond
and
ing to the area of the
the Length of the
indicator-diagram ,
stroke in feet.
Or, which is the saine
thing,
the (Area of the piston
in sq. ins., and
the Number of strokes
per minute
and divide the product by Thirty - THree THou
sand ; for P x L will give you the number of foot
pounds of work done upon a representative sq . in . of
piston in one stroke , A times this being the num
ber of foot-pounds of work done upon the A square
inches that make up the total Area of the piston ,
and N times this product will be the total per
minute . (For a single -acting engine, take, of
course, the number of effective strokes, 2.e., half the
number of the actual strokes .) And as 33,000 foot
pounds per minute is 1 h.p., which is the unit of
power we are using, the number of " batches " of
33,000 that are contained in the total will be the
horse-power given to the H.-P. piston .

* See “ The Planimeter explained without Mathe
natics ) (Vol. XIII, Transactions, Junior Institution
of Engineers, 39, Victoria Street, S.W.).
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Piston Area . - The area of one face of the H.-P.
piston is diameter x diameter x •7854
1'25 X 125 X * 7854 = 1'227 sq . ins.
The length of Stroke is 2 ins. 2-12ths of a foot ;
900 , none of
the Number of Strokes per minute
which , as the engine is double -acting , are idle
strokes .

and in the case of the L.-P.
4:5
21 X 12 X 1'227 X 900
33,000
The Indicated Horse-power, at 450 revolutions per
minute (900 strokes) is, therefore :
0.251 in the H.-P. cylinder , and
0'264 (a little over 5 per cent.more ) in the l.-P.
cylinder.
0 : 515 in the engine as a whole .
The Area of Cross-section occupied by the
Piston -rod . — The area of one face of the piston
in the small engine of our example was seen to
be 1.227 sq. ins. The area of the other face
is the same, minus the cross -sectional area
of the t-in . piston -rod (which prevents any
steam from getting at '0625 sq . in . of it ) ; thus
I'227 - (0 252 x 7854 )
1° 1645.
One-half of the area of the rod may be as
sumed as added to the reduced area of one side
of the piston and deducted from the prepon
derating area of the other side
1 : 1645 + '03125
say, 1'196 ,
1'227
*03125
thus equalising both faces of the piston and
doing away with the need to take further ac
count of the presence of the rod . But in Figs.
20 and 29, to avoid the introduction of detail
into a case already sufficiently l complex , con
sideration of the cross -sectiona areas of the
rods was omitted . As to its effect, it may here
be noted that the presence of the rod in the
steam space at one side of the piston reduces
the steam space available at that side as com
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The L.-P. diagram of Fig . 20 should be treated like
the H.-P. diagram . Weshould then find , considering
both cylinders, that :
The area of the H.-P. diagram = 1'15 sq. ins.
L.-P.
= I21
1)
Themean effective pressure = 45 lbs, in the High
through a stroke of 2 ins.; the mean effective pres
sure = 21 lbs. in the Low , through a stroke of 41 ins
EXH,FROM "ROD'END
OF H.P. CYLR.

EXH . FROM
RODLESS END

1 27

RODLESS

ROD

& c.

ROD

H.P.
LP.

ROD

ROD

ADM..TO "ROD"
END OF L.P. CYLR

L.P.

FIG . 30 .

CRANKS AT 90° . H.P. LEADING

ROD

ROD

ROD

H.P.
LP ROD

RODLESS

ROD

ROD

FIG . 31 .
CRANKS AT 90 °. L.P LEADING
H.P.

In Fig . 20 the L - P . stroke was increased to 41 ins.,
24 - times that of the H.-P. stroke, in order by a pro
portionate increase of stroke to get rid ofany need for
consideration in that diagram of difference in the
diameter of the two pistons, whose areas, disre
garding the piston -rods, are as i is to 24 (i.e., as
1 : 25% is to 1.875%) ; the area of the L.-P. piston
(2.761 sq. ins. ) may consequently be taken to be the
same as that of the H.-P., which is 1.227 sq. ins.
The formula PLAN in the case of the H.-P. is :
33,noo
2
45 X 12 X 1'227 X 900
33,000

pared with the steam space at the opposite
side ; so that the volume of steam admitted
up to the point of cut-off is less at the rod
side. But although the amount of steam
admitted is less , the form of the expansion
curve is not altered inasmuch as the expansion
space also is correspondingly lessened . In
other words, there exists in spite of the rod
the same proportion between the admission
space and the expansion -space on the rod
side of the piston as exists upon the other
side. But the exhaust lines of the high
pressure diagrams from opposite sides of the
piston would differ from one another, and so ,
consequently , would the steam lines of the low
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pressure diagrams, because there would be less
steam exhausting per stroke from one half
of the high -pressure engine — that is to say,
from the rod side of the high -pressure piston ,
than from the other “ half," i.e., the oppo
site side, and these different volumes would
go, immediately upon exhaust, one into the
larger half ' of the low - pressure engine
that is to say , the rodless end of the low
pressure cylinder - and the other into the les
sened half, that is , the space of the low
pressure cylinder containing the rod. But
these inequalities are not ofany seriousmoment
when the theoretical diagrams are being pre
pared . As for the actual diagrams, they are
prepared automatically through the agency of
the indicator by steam which itself is sub
ject to the effects of the presence and absence
the rods experienced at the respective ends of
the cylinders, and the actual diagrams, there
fore, will have taken account before they come
into the engineer's hands of the differences
the rods bring about. The non -inclusion of
any consideration of the rods in our dealings
with the theoretical indicator-diagrams vir
tually means that we have regarded the
cylinder capacity of one half of the engine
-that is to say, the half constituted by one
end of the high -pressure cylinder, as being
a little greater than its strict Value ; and
therefore the indicated horse -power from
the theoretical diagrams, based on the be
haviour of the larger half of the engine, is very
slightly larger than if the rods had been con
sidered . The whole matter, from a practical
point of view , is of no real importance , and
it is only touched upon here because the
reader might perhaps desire to be informed
upon the point, or might need to consider it
more minutely in the case of engines of excep
tional design having rods or trunks of un
usual diameter.
Of the two diagrams(page 127), Fig . 30 illus
trates in its upper line successive H.-P. exhausts,
and in its lower line the timing in relation to
them , with H.-P. crank leading, of the succes
sive L.-P. admissions which those exhausts be
come, the tail of each H.-P. exhaust going to
the head of the corresponding L.-P. admission
Fig . 31 is a like diagram with the L.-P. crank
leading . Each H.P. exhaust provides part of
the supply for the two L.-P. admissions below
it, and each L.-P. admission is supplied by the
parts of two H. P. exhausts that are imme
diately above it.
If the rods had to be taken account of in
any particular instance, such diagrams would
be of service as aids to the preparation of a
diagram like Fig . 20 , which would have to be
duplicated , with volumes proportioned to the
“ rod ” and “ rodless " ends of the respective
cylinders .
( To be continued. )

At the Industrial Exhibition now being held at
The People's Palace, Glasgow , is a very old and
interesting model of Newcomen's atmospheric
engine . It was fr
this model that the late
John Watt was enabled to perfect the engines at
present in use .
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Torpedo -boat

Destroyer .
By CLAUDE H. GAGGERO .
ENCLOSE a photograph and particulars of my
model T.B.D., together with a description of
how I made it, which I hope will be of interest
to those of your readers who, like myself, are only
amateurs, and have not a very expensive outfit of
tools . Those at my disposal were a sinall treadle
lathe, hand -drill, small vice , screw -plate and taps,
hack saw , } in . cold chisel, two files, two turning
tools for brass , and various woodworking tools, such
as chisels, etc.
Her chief dimensions are as follows :
Length of hull (not including rudder ), 3 ft. 6 ins.
Beam , 41 ins.
Depth (internal amidships), 3 ins.
( external
) , 3 } ins.
Height of funnels , 3 ins.
Diameter of funnels , i in .
Height ofmast, 9 ins.
Maximum height of turtle deck , if ins.
Length of turtle deck , 9 ins.
Height of railings, in .
I commenced by building the frame work of the
hull. After setting out on paper the lines of the
bulkheads, I cut each one out separately in fin .
deal with a scroll-saw ; these bulkheads are nine in
number, spaced at intervals of 4 )-in . centres — No.
being 31 ins. from the bows, and No. 9 21 ins. from
the stern . Nos. 4 and 6 are the only open ribs, the
battery lying between Nos. 3 and 5 , the motor be
tween 5 and 7 . I next cut notches in their upper
outside corners and the centres of their bases,
secured them on a fin . deal plank , and nailed the
gunwhales and inner keel in their respective notches .
When this was done, I bought some in . blind
lath wood (six pieces 24 ins. by 5 ft.), and cut it into
} in ., i in ., and 14 ins. strips , the } in . strips being
for the sharper curves of the hull. I might say
here that this wood is id . per foot, and I got all iny
30 ft. for 25. I planked the hull in the usual way ,
finding it very difficult to make water- tight joints . I
planed down all sharp corners with a small iron
plane, and then glass papered the whole of it. The
greatest difficulty was making the bows water
tight. I overcame this by tacking a piece of wood
on each side, and blocking up the space on top in
such a way that I could pour in lead from the bot
tom , which lead would form a new point and cover
the sides of the boat for a short distance. This I
did , and on reinoving the wood there remained a
pointed lump of lead firmly attached to the front of
the boat ; and after cutting it sharp (and rounded
at the bottom ) the shape of bows offered very
little resistance to the water and had a good ap
pearance .
As to stopping up the cracks, I tried two or three
ways. The first was plaster-of- Paris. I made a
crea :my solution , with which I painted the boat in
side and out, and let it stand for a week to get hard ;
but it soon softened again on putting the boat in the
water ; so I washed it all off. I next tried pitch ,
applying it to the interior of the hull with a
stift hog-hair brush . But now it had the appear
ance of a barge, and it still leaked a little. " The
only effective remedy was applying several coats
of Maurice's Porceleine, which stopped up all the
cracks from the outside.
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The Searchlight is turned from a piece of brass
pipe socket screwed to a turned wooden stand
(also broom -stick ). At present it has no illuminating
power, but I hope soon to fit it with a 4 -volt lamp.
It turns round on a screw which fastens it to the
deck .
Hatchways. - The rectangular one is made of
three pieces of wood - two planks on top, with a
joint to imitate real ones; and a smaller piece under
neath , glued on anu fastened with pins, having the
grain running crossways to prevent warping, fits
inside the coaming. The round ones are circular
pieces of wood with larger discs of tin fastened on
top with pins, which have the appearance of rivet
heads. They are fitted with small brass hinges .
Conning Tower... This is made of sheet tin , cut to
shape as follows :-Imade a paper cone of the cor
rect taper, and then cut off the portion required for
the size of the tower. This, of course, could only
be done approximately , as one cannot cut a paper
cone without squashing it, and the right curve of
cut cannot be obtained at once. I then opened this
portion , and laid it on another
sheet of paper, and marked
three points on the inner and
one on the outer curve. After
joining the three inner points
I found the centre of an arc
which wonld pass through the
three in the usual way. With
this centre I struck three par
allel arcs--one through the three
inner points, a second through
the outer one, and a third fin .
from the inner curve, on which
I marked the centres of the
portholes. After cutting this
out, I pasted it on tin and
scratched all round it with a
pair of scissors, and with a nail
stamped the porthole centres.
I then cut out the tin with
MR. GAGGERO's MODEI. E.LECTRIC LORPEDO Boat DESTROYER .
scissors, and cut the portholes
elements are 2 } ins. high each , by
in . thick for
with a -in . brace bit . I had no brace, but fixed
the zinc, and
in or the carbon , and 1 in . and
the bit in a bradawl handle , and turned it as
though it were a gimlet. After bending the
14 ins. wide respectively .
The motor is fitted with a reversing switch and
tin round I laid a strip of “ new solder " (a
resistance of 6 or 12 ins. iron flower wire , which
tube of solder filled with resin ) in the joint,
I made of scrap brass, copper, & c .
and held it over a gas-stove, pinching it tightly
The fittings are as follows : -Three guns (one
with a pair of pliers, so that as soon as the solder
12- and two 6 -pounders), searchlight, one rec
melted I pinched the joint together , and when it
tangular hatchway and two round opes, conning
was cleaned up it was a great deal stronger than I
tower, turtle deck , two funnels, engine house, sky.
anticipated . The tower is screwed to the deck by
light, five ventilators, steering wheel, mast and
ineans of three lugs cut on the sheet tin and bent
rigging, and railings.
inwards. The roof is turned from mahogany and is
Guns.-- These are all made of brass tube ; the
a loose fit, connected with the deck by a long piece
12-pounder is in , outside diameter , and 4 ins. long,
of thin string, and in the event of the boat sinking
would act as a buoy .
and has a strengthening piece if ins. long over the
breech . It is mounted on a turntable with three
The Turtle Deck is a piece of wood cut to a
wheels taken off a toy train , and is fitted with raising
square shape with a scroll saw , and the corners
and lowering gear. The floor on which this gun
rounded off with a
small iron plane. It is
stands is a wooden grating made of separate pieces,
hollowed for lightness with my k-in . brace bit and
dovetailed and glued together . The 6 -pounders
handle, an fin . gouge and a -in . chisel, and is
are fixed rigid on to turned wooden carriages (made
secured to the deck by pins driven diagonally
from a broom -handle ) and only turn round on the
through the sides.
The two funnels are made of i in . diameter
screw which fastens them to the deck . They are
* in . diameter and 21 ins. long, and all three are
No. 24 gauge steel cycle tube, 3 ins. high , and are
made to fire powder ignited by a red -hot needle
inerely a tight fit in two holes cut with a fretsaw
pushed through a 1-16th in . hole in the breech .
in the engine-house roof, and filed to give them
The ends of the breeches are all plugged by a piece
the proper rake.
of a suitably sized nail, screwed in .
The Engine House is made of } in . blind lath

.

The stern is a separate piece, cut from solid
yellow deal, and the deck is an } in . yellow pine
board cut to shape.
When I put on the fin . square keel I was de
lighted to find that she Aoated very evenly and high
out of water; also, that she was easily pushed along
and did not roll much . The hull in this condition
weighed just i lb. 94 ozs.
The electric motor, shaft , and propeller , were the
only bought articles ---all Messrs. Whitney's make,
the motor being one of their ins. 6d . ones, which
works very well with ó volts, though I supply it
with 8 volts. The propeller is a 3- bladed aluminium
casting ; but I do not get best results, owing to its
small blade area ; so I intend fitting one with larger
blades, but of the same diameter (If ins.). The
battery is of the bichromate type, and has four
cells made of barrel shaped table glasses, 3 ins.
high by 2 ins. diameter at the top. The bulging
shape in the middle is rather awkward, owing to the
rounded bottom of the hull, the cells having to be
placed diagonally and snugly in one line. The
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wood for the top and ends, while the sides ( for
strength ) are } in , deal. The skylight on the aft
portion of the house was taken off an old boat,
and is removable, giving access to the reversing
switch .
The Ventilators are made of sealing wax by soften
ing the wax, making the square stick round, pressing
the end on a fin . diameter disc of card, and bending
over. The bottom is also pressed on to a } in .
diameter card disc , making a flange which is glued
to the engine house ; four ventilators are secured
here, one on each side of each funnel and slightly
in front of them ; the fifth is on deck behind the
12 pounder gun.
The steering wheel is built up of brass and iron
nails ; the mast is a 12-in . by t- in . diameter wooden
knitting -needle with an iron wire yard arm , the
rigging being thin white string .
The Railings are made of laundry pins it in . long ,
driven into the deck and gunwale and left * in .
high , spaced it ins. apart. There are two rows of
copper wire right round - one in the middle and the
other at the top of the pins, secured to each by a

The Latest

A New

Surface Contact System
Tramways.

for Electric

By A. W. MARSHALI., M.I.Mech E., A.M.I.E.E.
overhead system of working electric tram
ways, with its cheapness of construction and
accessibility , there is a persistent effort to obtain a
method of running electric tramcars which will do
away with the overhead wires. There is a splendid
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single twist of finesteel Rower wire. On the remov
able portion of the deck bulwarks are fitted #in .
high and
in . thick, owing to the pins acting as
nails .
Colouring. – The colours used in the model are
black , white, red , and buff, distributed as follows :
Black , hull and all fittings below the water-line,
gun carriages, narrow rim round the tops of funnels,
and ventilators ; white, turtle deck , conning
tower , searchlight, mast, rigging, railings and
hatchways ; red, mouths of the ventilators ; buff,
the funnels : all brasswork such as guns, search
light, body, & c., are left bright.
I might add a final paragraph on the arrange
ment of someof the fittings, since photographs do
not make some things quite so clear as description .
The large gun is aft of the engine house , and the two
small ones are just behind the inast ; the search
light is midway between the large gun and the.
stern ; the rectangular hatchway between the
searchlight and 12-pounder ; and the two small
round ones between the mast and conning tower.
The steering wheel is right at the stern .

in

Engineering .
car has been tried , and so far has not been a com
mercial success, so that at present it cannot be
seriously taken into consideration . A live surface
contact-strip situated between the rails, as used in
the tube electric railways, is not applicable to street
tramways, as it would cause accident by electric
shock to any animal or person coming into contact
with it, but the principle is carried out in a prac
tical manner by dividing the contact-strip into
small portions, only those over which a car is stand
ing or passing are live, the current being cut off
from all the others ; a contact skid is attached to

I

Fig . 1. – GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, SHOWING CONTACT SHỌe.
example of overhead working in the system of the
London United Tramways Co., running successfully
and carrying large numbers of passengers, yet the
London County Council have committed themselves
to the slot conduit systern with its difficulties and
troubles, and in spite of its great cost, for the
greater part of London streets rather than adopt
the much cheaper and more simple overhead wire.
The ideal arrangement of accumulators on each

the car and collects the current from the live con
tact-pieces. There are a number of these systems
in existence , some being in regular use . At Wolver
hampton the Lorain system is used , and the writer
saw a system at Tours , in France, which appeared
to be working satisfactorily. To be successful,
such a system inust be reasonably economical in
first cost ; the contact
ces must be able to stand
the wear of the street traffic ; the devices for switch
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ing the current on and of each contact-piece must
be certain in operation and not liable to get out of
order ; the contact-pieces themselves ought not to
project above the road surface ; and last, but most
important, it should not be possible for any contact
piece to become live when there is no car over it.
The writer recently attended at a demonstration
of a system known as the G.B. surface-contact
system , which took place at Ilford , Essex , where
an experimental track 1-5th mile long has been
in working operation for over a year. This systein
has the merit of simplicity in the mechanism of the
contact-pieces by which the current is switched on
and off, and special attention has been devoted to
a means of preventing the contact pieces from be
coining live unless actually supplying current to a
car.
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is loosely suspended by an insulated phosphor
bronze spring ; this iron plunger is guided in its
movement hy a slot and pin , but is quite slack and
free to move in all its parts, there being nothing in
the nature of a sliding fit ; the lower end of the
plunger is fitted with a carbon block. To prevent
moisture getting into the pipe from the road , and
to maintain the laminated iron in a fixed position .
bitumen is run in as shown black in Fig . 2 on top
of a packing of jute yarn . When out of action , the
plunger is drawn up by means of the spring , and
the carbon block hangs about } in , away from the
live cable . As soon as the contact- shoe of a car
touches the cast-iron contact -piece at the road sur
face, the plunger is drawn magnetically downwards
and the carbon block is pressed against the live
cable ; current then passes through the plunger to

CAST IRON .

GRANITE

CONCRETE

Fig . 2. — CROSS-SECTION OF CONDUIT THROUGH
CENTRE OF STUD , SHOWING Switch PIECE DOWN .
The live conductor carrying the current is drawn
into a circular stoneware pipe - 5 ins. diameter -which is shown in Fig . 2, over circular stoneware in
sulators supported on galvanised iron pins, and con
sists of stranded galvanized iron wire, one insulator
being provided at every point at which a contact
piece is to be placed ; the sections of pipe are jointed
together by a special bituminous joint ; over each
supporting insulator is a vertical opening, to which
is jointed a short piece of stoneware pipe enclosing
the mechanism of the contact-piece. The contact
piece consists of a block of cast-iron , 14} ins. by
2 } ins., and it is embedded in a granite block , being
cemented in place by bitumen . The contact
mechanism is bolted to this cast- iron block , and
consists of a bundle of laminated iron strips having
two projecting ends, between which an iron plunger

Fig . 3. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF CONDUIT THROUGH
CENTRE OF STUD , SHOWING SWITCH PIECE UP.

the car by way of the laminated iron , a pair of
flexible stranded copper wires being joined from
the plunger to the iron strip (Fig . 3). As soon as
the contact- shoe leaves the contact.piece, magnetic
action ceases, the plunger is drawn up , and the
current cut off. The cars may be of any usual type,
and are fitted with an electro -magnet of special de
sign ; or, in the case of cars fitted with four
wheeled trucks, two magnets are fitted , one at each
end of the car . These magnets have each two long
pole -pieces (see Fig . 1 ), one of which is hollow and
contains the contact- shoe, which is in the form of
a chain of flat links suspended at the ends ; the
poles of the magnet lie parallel to the track rails,
the one containing the contact-shoe being situated
exactly over the line of contact-pieces in the track .
Themagnet coils are excited by the current which
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The watts taken to excite the magnets on the car
passes through the motors, assisted by a few
accumulators, which are carried on the car, the
under test were approx . 300 ; the distance from one
arrangement being such that, when a large current
contact-piece to another is 7 ft. 6 ins.; but may he
passes through the motors, the cells do not supply
increased to 10 ft. The patentees state that the
any current to the magnets but receive a small
cost of installing is somewhat under 10 per cent.
current themselves ; if, however , a very small
more than the overhead system , and with regard to
current is passing through the motors, the cells dis
maintenance the cost of renewing the iron contact
pieces per mile , including labour, is less than the
charge and assist to keep themagnets fully excited ;
they would also keep the magnets excited when the
cost of supplying and erecting a single line of 6
car was at rest .
millimetre trolley wire. Their life is stated to be
The action of the magnets is as follows :--As
at least equal to that of the rails. By rotating the
soon as the contact-shoe is Over one of the
live cable or drawing it along a few inches new con
track contact- pieces, lines of force from the mag
tact surfaces are presenter , if required . The cost
net pole pass through the iron of the contact
of maintaining a whole system is estimated at less
piece, through the laminated strip below and the
than two-thirds that of theoverhead system . Access
cable, across the track , and back by way of the other
boxes are provided at intervals of 200 to 400 yards
pole ; the links in the contact-shoe chain , which
along the track , into which the ends of the stone
are over the iron contact-piece in the track , will be
ware pipes enter. Terminal bars, fitted with
pulled down and make contact with it simultan
clamps, are mounted on insulators in each box, and
eously ; the plunger below will make contact with
to which the ends of the live cable are fastened ;
the live cable and current will flow to the motors,
these boxes permit ( the cable to be introduced or
the return being through
MAGNET
the wheels and track rails
Earthing
Larthing
Device
Device
in the usualmanner. The
Qanu
moveinent of the car will
cause successive links to
come into action until the
leading link is over the
next contact-piece as the
last trailing link is going
O
out of action . These links
are suspended by springs,
and , as in the case of the contact-plungers
before-mentioned , are quite free to move
without sticking . Fig . i shows the contact
Motor
Motor
shoe with three links in action , and a fourth
just coming down ;
the drawing clearly
explains the arrangement of flexible links.
انا انا انا
It will be seen that this arrangement
Acoumulatora
allows the track contact-pieces to be flush
with the roadway, and yet provides a
Fig
.
4.DIAGRAM
OF
CONNECTIONS
,
rubbing contact, whilst the normal position
of the shoe is well clear of surface obstruc
tions ; the magnet pole is 2 ins. above road
withdrawn ; they are also provided with drainage
level.
connections to carry oif any water which might
accumulate . To remove a contact-piece a special
An important feature of this system is the
blowlamp is placed over it, and as soon as it is
method of guarding against the possibility of live
warmed it is prised out with a crowbar (about five
contacts left after a car has passed . The troubles
minutes is the tiie stated to be required for drawing
which have occurred in the working of other sur
and replacing one piece ). The leakage for a road
face-contact systems, by reason of live contacts, do
salted with a 20 per cent. salt solution is given as
not appear to be due to defective working of the
2 to 3 amps. per live contact . The surface leakage
switching devices, but to leakage over the surface
at the demonstration was c2 amp. for the experi
of the insulators from the live cable. In the G.B.
mental track .
system the pins carrying the circular insulators on
The inventors are Mr. Griffiths, an expert in pav
which the live cable is carried are all earthed by
ing and tramroad construction , and Mr. Bedell, an
being carried through the side of the stoneware
electrical engineer ; they have been testing their
pipe (see Fig . 2 ) into the ground . A continuous
system for some eighteen months in the endeavour
strip of thin galvanised iron is let into the endsof the
to find out any weak points , and now feel confident
pins, and joins them all together. This strip is also
that they have a reliable system to of!er. 'The
well earthed. Any leakage from the live cable will
details have received most careful attention , and , so
tend to go to earth rather than to the contact-piece .
far, there appears to be good grounds for their
To guard against live contact-pieces, which may be
belief. It yet remains to be seen what troubles may
due to failure of the plunger to break circuit, an
develop when a fair inileage is laid down in a town ,
automatic cut-out is provided on the car, some
and subjected to the conditions of every -day work
short pieces of light chain are carried on insulators
ing with the wear and tear of wheeled traffic across
at the end of the car, and trail over the track con
the contracts and rails. The system may soon have
tact-pieces ; should they touch a live piece , in
this test, as the writer was informed that the Folke
which the circuit has not been broken , current will
stone Corporation have accepted a tender for the
flow to the automatic cut-out, and stop the car when
installation of this system
that town . The
the defective piece can be protected until remedied
experiinental line was worked with 500 volts con
by any convenient means.
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tinuous current, as usual in electric tramway prac
tice. The company owning the patents is the
G.B. Surface Contact Company , Hamilton House ,
Bishopsgate Street Within , London , E.C. There
is no doubt that a really successful surface- contact
system , or some method of dispensing with both
the overhead wire and the slot conduit is very much
wanted for clectric tramway work in towns. For
country lines, connecting towns, or serving scattered
areas the overhead system will probably hold its
own, its great accessibility and small first cost out
weighing the disadvantages of broken wires ; and
cars can be arranged without inuch difficulty to
run on and interchange with both systems. It is
interesting to note that the ground at Ilford on
which the G.B. experiinental track is laid has been
repeatedly under water during the heavy rains of

A
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34 - in . Scale Model L.B. &
S.C.R. Single Locomotive.

By C. D. PHILLIPS.
"HINKING it would be of sufficient interest to
your locomotive readers, I send the accom
TH!
panying photographs and description of the
above loco, which was made in about two years
of my spare time.
With regard to the scale, I chose { in . as being
large enough to get a good amount of detail, yet not
too heavy for the small single-geared lathe at my
disposal. The gauge of the track is 3 9-16ths ins.,
and , although many of your correspondents have
lately been standing out for an increased gauge , I

Fig . 1.—MR. C. D. Phillip's Model L.B. & S.C.R. SINGLE LOCOMOTIVE .
last year, so the experiinenters have had oppor
tunity of seeing how their apparatus behaved under
flood conditions. The total depth of excavation
necessary for laying this track does not exceed
19 ins., and it may be reduced by about 6 ins. where
necessary . The centre of the track between the
rails is granite blocks.
The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers
bave nominated their President, Sir William Henry
White, K.C.B., F.R.S., to fill the place of the late
Sir Frederick Bramwell, Bart., as one of the repre
sentatives of that Institution on the Engineering
Standards Committee.
The new Motor Car Act has enabled the authori
ties to form some idea of the number of motor
propelled vehicles in use in this country. Accord
ing to the returns ofmotor cars registered there are
at the present time about 15,000 of these vehicles
in the United Kingdom .

found that the above gauge was quite wide enough
to get a pair of 1 - in . cylinders, with the valves be
tween them , within the frames without undue
cramping.
The frames are of 1- r6th in . sheet steel, with cast
gunmetal horn blocks riveted on in the usual man
ner . The cylinders are cast separately , and are
bolted together with the valve- chest between.
The piston -rods are of steel, 5-32nds in . diameter,
the crossheads of gunmetal, and the connecting
rods steel with gunmetal big ends. The crank -axle
was made in two parts, which were screwed together
and pinned to obviate the necessity of splitting the
four eccentric sheaves. The valve-gear is of the
ordinary Stephenson type, with all the pins and
links case-hardened , and is worked by a screw re
versing gear with hand -wheel in the cab .
The driving wheels are fitted with spiral springs to
the axle -boxes , and the leading and trailing wheels
have laminated springs, each being made up of
fifteen pieces of 3 -in . clock spring. A steam brake
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is fitted , having a cylinder 7-16ths in , diameter , and
applying blocks to the drivers and trailers.
The first boiler was made with a solid -drawn cop
per barrel, and an internalfue it ins. diameter, with

FIG , 2 , –View OF CAB.
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new one was decided on . The present boiler is
made of 1-16th in . sheet copper, including firebox ,
and all the joints of the latter, as well as the back
enils of the tubes, are brazed . There is | in . water
space all round firebox , which is stayed with
copper stays, screwed and riveted . The foun
dation -ring, firedoor- ring , and dome are gun .
metal castings .
The boiler fittings comprise two safety
valves, pressure gauge (which is not shown in
the photo of the cab , as it is rather large in
proportion to the other fittings), water gauge,
regulator , feed check , whistle , and blower.
Drain cocks and lubricators are fitted to the
cylinders, and can be seen in the photos ; also
a damper to the front of ashpan .
The boiler is fed by a pump 3-16ths in . bore
by if ins. stroke, worked off the left-hand cross
head , and this is a vast improvenient over the
hand -pump in tender ; it is capable of supplying
more water than the boiler can use, but can be
adjusted so that on ordinary runs, with occa
sional stops, the water level can be kept almost
constant. When first fitted , trouble was caused
by small particles of dirt getting into the valves ,
but the trouble was overcome by closing the feed
tank (which is only a temporary one) entirely
over, leaving only a small hole to pour thewater
in . Since then the pump has never given the
slightest trouble from any cause whatever .
For fuel, far and away the best results I
have obtained were by using hard Welsh steam
coal ; but owing to the difficulty of obtaining
the latter in small quantities, I generally use
coke.
The only trouble with coke is the diffi
culty of lighting it in a small firebox ; but the
way I manage is to put a small quantity on the
grate and a Bunsen burner underneath , and by
the time the coke has lighted there is sufficient
steam in the boiler to work the blower, when
the coke burns up rapidly. The fire afterwards
keeps white-hot, and has melted the end of a
t - in . brass rod which was being used as a poker;
it supplies ample steam at 30 lbs.. pressure to
the cylinders, and the safety valves are frequently
blowing hard while running.

FIG . 3. — UNDERSIDE OF L.B. & S.C.R. MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .
four } -in .water tubes . Through this boiler running
short of water the firebox joints were spoilt , and as
it was not worth the difficult job of repairing it, a

Steam is taken from the dome to the regulator,
which is in the smokebox, and plain pipes lead direct
t the cylinders, no superheater being used , and
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there is no baffle in the dome, yet cylinder priming
is entirely absent.
The engine is painted and lined out in the stan
dard colours for all L.B. & S.C.R. passenger engines ,
and is named “ Sutherland ” ; and although the
paint on the model is quite smooth , the light
shining on it has made it apparently rough in the
photographs.
The following are some of the leading dimensions :
Cylinders, i in . diameter by if ins. stroke.
Boiler barrel, 3 5-16ths ins. diameter by 7 { ins.
long .
Grate, 21 ins. wide by 4 ins. long.
Heating surface :-Firebox , 57 sq. ins.; tubes ,
75 sq . ins.; total, 132 sq. ins.
Gauge, 3 9-16s ins.
Steam ports, 7-16ths in . by 3-32nds in .
Exhaust ports , 7-16ths in . by } in .
Valve travel, 7-32nds in .
The tender
now under construction , the
frames, wheels , and axles, springs and footplate
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The Choice of Motive Power .
By W. C. RUNCIMAN .
T the present time, when the advantages and

generators are the subject of much warın
discussion, it will be, perhaps, not out of place to
offer a few remarks on the cost of running the
steam , light, and heavy oil, and electric motor,
considering at the same time to what uses they may
be put to the best advantage. ' What kind of
engine do you advise me to put down ? ” is the
question one is constantly hearing. This point the
inquirer himself can decide when he knows the cost
of running each kind of prime mover , for he it is
who knows the conditions under which it will have
to work .
Presuming he is an amateur, in all probability
his decision will have been arrived at even before
he asks advice, for if he has a liking for one par
ticular kind of
motor, he will
surely install it ; and
should his choice
happen
to
prove
economical, so much
the better ; if not,
then he must look
upon the greater ex
pense as the cost of
gratifying his wishes,
Thismode of proce
dure is well enough
where very small
powers are CON
cerned, for the
for
quarter's bill
coal, gas, electricity,
or oil could not
differ a great deal,
but, in workshops of
greater pretensions,
this item is of con
siderable importance.
The efficiency and
life of all small
the
MR. PHILLIP'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVE ON THE TRACK .
engines may be said
to vary almost
being finished. When it is completed , I intend
directly with the capabilities of their driver. Once
trying a Primus burner, and comparing results with
they have left their maker's works, they are free
those obtained by the use of solid fuel.
quently placed in charge of individuals who know
I may mention that all the castings, including
little about their construction and working, and
cylinders and driving wheels (which are 43 ins.
what is ten times worse - care still less. That this is
diameter on tread, and have twenty -two spokes)
often the case where enginesare driving either dyna.
were made at home, the gunmetal being melted
mo, lathes, grinding or pumping machinery is very
in a crucible in the kitchen stove, wooden moulding
true, and accounts in a greatmeasure for the conflict
boxes being used .
ing evidence frequently brought forward by owners,
The track , which is about 130 ft. long, is made of
concerning different engines of the same type and
1 in . square iron screwed to longitudinal sleepers,
makers. With the amateur pure and simple the
which are supported on trestles made of 2 } ins. by
engine seems to have a very different life , for he
in . wood battens, and driven into the ground .
being the owner and having entire charge and a
The trestles vary in height from nothing to 4 ft., on
very lively interest in its welfare , ensures his engine
account of the slope of the garden .
receiving careful attention .
In conclusion , i may say that I am indebted to
The steam engine itself is a comparatively simple
my friend, Mr. C. S. Barrett, for the acconipanying
machine, that is , it has little about it liable to “ go
photographs, taken by him .
wrong,” and unlike its later-day competitors, the
gas and electro -motors, has no valves which stick
THREE hundred thousand incandescent electric
up and no armature to burn out. The results of
lamps will be employed in lighting the St. Louis
actual tests and experiments are all we have to go
Exhibition buildings.
upon in obtaining information regarding costs of
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working, for theoretical figures come out at an
absurdly low cost, and which are , unfortunately ,
seldom or never obtained in practice. Three to
five-and -a -half pounds of coal per 1 h.-p. hour is a
common consumption for engines of 5 to 12 b.h.-p.,
but engines of smaller size consume double this
amount. The quantity of oil fuel required when
applied to raising steam in boilers of 1 h.-p. capa
city , with four " Primus burners, or say, it pints
of ordinary paraffin per 1 h .-P = 6 pints per 1 h.-p.
hour, costing 4 } d . per i.h.-p. with oil at 6d . per
gallon . Some steam car results which have re
cently been recorded show that 5 gallons of paraffin
were used to develop 10 h.-p. for one hour, and
again 34 gallons of petrol for 3 h.-p. for three hours,
the cost per h.-p. hour being, respectively , 4 pints
3d ., and 3-3 pints of
of paraffin per h.-p. hour
6d ., approximately - taking
petrol per h.-p. hour
The great losses and
.
gallon
petrol at is . 3d . per
waste which are occasioned when coal is used for
steam raising are eliminated in a great measure by
the use of liquid fuel and quick -steaming boilers.
In cases where power is required for dynamo
driving and other straightforward and continuous
work , there is no ground for supposing the losses
due to condensation and heat unavoidably wasted
when the engine is standing idle with the fire
banked, to be heavy ; but when a workshop is to
be run, and a single machine tool of any kind driven ,
then the steam engine becomes a considerable ex
pense and must give place to the electro -motor or
gas engine, especially as a small steam plant re
quires continual attention , which it is not always
convenient to give when one is single -handed .
To make a choice from such a number of types
of electric motors on the market to -day may be
rather confusing when every make is considered
" the best." ' As a matter of fact, there is not
much to choose between one good manufacturer's
article and another's, and the prices differ but
slightly. With one or two exceptions, the cheapest
electric power supplied in and about London is
ed . per Board of Trade Unit, i.e., 1000 -watt hours
-and one electrical horse -power is 746 watts . If it
were possible to have a motor of 100 per cent.
efficiency, the cost of running would just be 1'5d .
per h.-p. hour. This, again , unfortunately, cannot
be. A 250-watt motor will not have an efficiency
of more than 50 per cent., and under the best con
ditions obtainable , 1000 watts will not develop
more than i b.-h.-p.at the motor pulley, and work
ing with this high efficiency the cost will be ad . per
b.h.-p. hour. This method of driving is very con
venient and clean , and the motor being stopped
when the machine is standing, the quarter's bill
for power supplied is exactly proportional to the
work done. The latter remark , however, is equally
applicable to the gas and oil engine.
The conditions under which power generators
have to work are so numerous and varied , that it
would be absurd to say that one or the other form
could always be used to the best advantage. For
instance, for some hoist work , for driving one or
two small lathes, dentists' lathes, or their dreaded
drilling machine, or for brushes such as barbers
use, no better course could be taken than to intro
duce an electric motor ; but in the wood or metal
workshop of amateur and professional alike, a
systematic method of carrying out the work is
adopted , so that once a particular portion of job
is taken in hand , it may be carried right through
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without any unnecessary stops. Judging from the
tone of some writers on the subject of electrical
power installations one might be led to believe
that the method just referred to is very unusual,
and that the customary way is to do the job piece
meal.
Consider now the cost of running a gas engine. In
North London the price of gas is 35. per_1000
cubic feet, and in South London much less. Every
cubic foot which passes through the meter is used
by the engine — none is lost in the pipes ; 20 cubic
ft. of London gas is required to develop i b.h.-p.
(in very small engines rather more than this ), and
in large ones about 17 cubic ft. Supposing we take
24 cubic ft. as the amount required to develop
1 b.h.-p., this will allow i b.h.-p. to be developed
for 41º2 hours with a consumption of 1000 cubic ft.,
costing 3s . (this brings the cost out at 87d . per
b.h.-p. hour). A light oil or spirit engine costs
practically the same, and the oil engine ( consuming
ordinary paraffin ) slightly more than the above
figure.
As power can be had at such a cheap rate as this ,
it enables many who wish to introduce electric
light or power into their houses or workshops, to
do so at a very reasonable cost, far exceeding in
economy the offers of Electric Supply Companies,
who will supply current in some districts at 4d .
per B.O.T.
Quite recently a good deal has been said and
written regarding electrical driving compared with
other modes of driving, particularly electric motors
and gas engines. A good deal of this has also been
said in such a manner as to mislead many who took
these statements as being absolutely correct. For
instance, we find in a recent publication the
following statement gravely put forward :
“ Taking the latest figures given by Messrs .
an engine to develop 20 h.-p. will require 17 cubic
ft. per b.h.-p. hour or 340 cubic ft. for the hour's
actual run . But there will also be a consumption
of 55 cubic ft. per hour for every hour the engine
is running on no load , and this will amount to
495 cubic ft., or a total consumption of 835 cubic ft .,
which will cost 2 $ . id . In addition, it must be re
membered that during the nine hours, the engine
will not be running on no load , but on light load
that is, it will be driving some useless shaft or belt,
useless in this sense, that no actual benefit is derived
from this shaft or belt being moved ; and even if
it takes only 3 h.-p. to drive this gear, the total
amount of gas required during the day will be
The writer
1,284 cubic ft., which will cost 3s . 2d .”
then goes on to say : “ In this example every advan
tage has been put on the side of the gas engine ; a
very high efficiency has been allowed for it , and the
In
price of the gas has been taken very low .
addition , however , to the actual financial saving
apparent when a motor is used , there is another
saving, which results from the fact that whilst the
engine and its belt and countershaft are running
the whole ten hours, the motor is at rest for nine
hours out of the ten , and, consequently, there will
be a considerable amount of wear and tear taking
place when a gas engine is used , which will not
exist when this is replaced by an electric motor ." .
Here the reader will observe that 3 b.h.-p. is
required to drive the belt and loose pulley on the
shafting, and this, together with the 3 h.-p. absorbed
by the engine in driving itself, amounts to nearly
one-third the engine's maximum power ; all this
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the writer gives us to understand is developed and
wasted continually for the nine hours the engine
has to run doing no useful work .
We feel inclined to ask (even supposing a gas
engine did use one-third its maximum power when
running on no load ) would any sane man who had
actually only one hour's work to be done on his
machines take the trouble to so arrange it that it
would compel him to run his engine and shafting
for ten hours when one would suffice ? Taking the
same figures as we have used above given by the
writer just quoted, he says that 17,000 watts will
be required to develop 20 b.h.- p.; hence, for one
hour's work 17 B.O.T. will be required. The cost
of 17 B.O.T. at 2d. per unit will be 28. rod., and ,
therefore, supposing the same motor was required
for ten hours work per day, the total cost would be
ten times 2s. iod ., that is 4.1 8s. 4d. Now , take the
20 h.-p. gas engine, which requires 17 cubic ft. per
b.h.-p. hour, and 340 cubic ft. to develop its full
power for one hour ; for ten hours the consumption
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demand after sunset, will the prices still remain as
they are at present, or will they go up as everything
else does nowadays when the demand increases ?
Some of my readers may have views — in fact , are
bound to have on this subject, which affects
nearly everyone at all interested in mechanical or
electrical science and an expression of which would
doubtless be interesting to others hasides power
users .

A

Model Steam

Launch .

By W. H. Callwell
" HE photographs reproduced herewith are of
THIa model launch I have made, and fitted with
steam boiler and engine. The following are
a few particulars of construction , which will pro
bably prove of interest to other intending model
launch builders.

Fig . 1.-MR. W. H. CALLWELL'S MODEL STEAM LAUNCH .

The hull , 3 ft. 6 ins. long on L.W.L., and 6 ins.
beam , built with a double skin with varnished
muslin between — each skin is 1. 16th in . thick ;
material, yellow pine, with mahogany ribs spaced
3 ins., and oak keel.
Engine : Single cylinder, ß in . diameter by fin .
stroke, fitted with link -motion reversing gear. The
feed pump is driven by a worm -wheel, and makes
one stroke to twelve revolutions of engine. Boiler
is 5 ins. diameter and 61 ins. long . The shell is a
piece of solid drawn copper tube 16 B.W.G. ; a 2 -in
flue tube ends in coinbustion chamber from which
two * in . tubes return to uptake. In the flue tube
and combustion chamber there are fifteen f -in .
cross tubes. The total heating surface is about
100 sq . ins.
The boiler supplies plenty of steam at 30 lbs. per
sq.in. to keep the engines running at 1000 revolutions
when the boat is afloat, and made fast. No doubt
they run a good deal faster when the boat is moving.
The burner is a Vesuvius lamp for paraffin ,
and is connected by a -in . copper pipe with a
tank situated under the skylight at after end of the
..

will be 3,400 cubic ft. ( this, with gas at 3s. per
1000 , will cost 10-2s.). With regard to the argu
ments brought forward to show that gas engines
are an intolerable nuisance, that they are always
" going wrong," that one has to take one's jacket
off and wind them up ” before they will go , it can
only be inferred that the unfortunate person who
has had such an experience as to warrant these
statements, must have gained it through bring
possessed or having charge of an engine of marked
individuality and yet of no particular make. The
modern gas engines of to-day incur no waste of
time in starting, the larger ones can be got under
way in less than one minute, and the smaller ones
in the same time ; and when they do go wrong, it
is found in the majority of cases to be due to the
valves sticking up, or kindred complaints ; or in
other words, lack of cleanliness.
Before concluding these few remarks, it will be
as well, and interesting, to consider what effect
demand for electrical power will have on the prices
now charged for the current. When the demand
for current during the day becomes equal to the
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boat . The tank is provided with a pressure gauge
and a Lucas cycle valve. The necessary pressure
(about 25 lbs. per sq. in . ) is given when required
by a cycle pump. A screw - down valve close to
burner regulates supply of oil to the lamp.
The screw is 3 -bladed, 6 ins. pitch by 3 ins.
diameter. The blades were milled to shape in
screw -cutting lathe with revolving cutters.

The Volt
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Box

and

Its

Use .

By F. J. KEAN .
UPPOSE you have a simple potentiometer of
the type described in the M.E. & E. for
S
October 15th , 1903, which is arranged to
measure potential differences up to 2'1 volts,
and that you wish to measure a potential
difference of 20 volts . It will be clear that,
as the instrument is at present arranged , it
will be impossible to find a point of balance
on the wire between these two ; but if you
could arrange to measure only a known small
fraction of the 20 volts , say x volts, then it
would be possible to find a point of balance
between x volts and 2'1 volts, provided x is
not greater than 2'1 volts.
A convenient
method of obtaining this known fraction of
the terminal potential difference is by the
use of an instrument which
usually called
a volt box , and which can easily be made at a
moderate cost.
Description of a Simple Volt Box. — A
simple volt box , which can be used up to
The box
20 volts, is illustrated herewith .
itself is made from cigar-box wood , about

FIG . 2. - MODEL LAUNCH BOILER.

Weight of hull without deck
boiler, full
>>
engine
lamp and tank , tull
lead , keel
deck and fittings
Total displacement

lbs. ozs.
6
8
9
2
I
I 12
2
3
2
I2
21

IO

The Board of Trade have received from
the Russian Consul-General in London a com
munication notifying that a prize of 65,300
is offered by the Russian Ministry of Finance
for the discovery of the best system of de
naturing alcohol. The prize is to be al
lotted and made payable on July 1st, 1905,
which is the last day on which the denaturing
material can be entered for competition .
BRITISH SUBMARINES. — The experiments
which have been conducted with the ten sub
marines of the Holland -Vickers type, built at
Barrow ,are said to havebeen so successful that
the Admiralty are contemplating theconstruc
iton of a large flotilla of this craft at the earliest
possible date. At present nine submarines are
being built at Barrow , and a tenth is being de
signed ,which willmake twenty in all built at Barrow
for the Admiralty . Thenine now in course of con
struction will be launched by about the end of
March . It is then proposed to build twenty -seven
more submarines, in batches of nine at a time, and to
complete them with as much celerity as possible .

Fig . 3. - ENGINE TO DRIVE MODEL LAUNCH .
} in . thick , and measures 44 ins. by 27 ins. by
2 ins.; it was afterwards French polished to im
Two bobbins are required,
prove its appearance .
about 2 ins. long , and 120 ft. (about it ozs.) of
No. 30 B.W.G. double silk -covered German silver
wire . This wise will have a resistance of about
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bobbins in the box. The ends A , C are both con
nected to terminal C (Fig . 3) ; the end C is con
nected to A , and then the end F to terminal B. If
you examine this diagram , you will see that there is
12 ft . of wire between terminals A and C , and that
E

100 ohms, and since the terminal potential differ
ence is 20 volts, the current passing through the
wire will be oʻ2 amp., which can be safely carried
without any undue heating of the wire. When
you get the wire you must wind off 60 ft., and

c
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m
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А
d
e

B

D

e
r
FIG . 2 .

FIG . I.

there is 120 ft . of wire between terminals A and B
If,therefore , there is a potential difference of 20 volts
between A and B , there is only 2 volts potential
difference between A and C ; that is to say, that the
potential difference between A and C is 1-10th of
that between A and B , and for any potential diffe
rence from o up to 20 volts we can measure i- roth
of it on the potentiometer by connecting to ter
minals A and C.

a little over to allow for soldering together , on
to any bobbin you may have handy, and the
other 60 ft. on to another hobbin about the same
size ; then wind the wire from the two bobbins to

Voltmeter
Hullulele
wwwww
Adjustable
resistance

PL
BD
Volt
box PPM

Galvanometer

Α , ΘΕ
A

O
Switch

C1

B1 OF

P

FIG . 3.
A

FIG . 4 .
Corrections
be
to
made

gether at the same time on to one of the two 2 - in .
bobbins. The reason for winding double is to
destroy the effects of induction , which would occur
if the wire were wound singly . The arrangement
+

Fig . 5 .

.
volts
in

26

Two sets of terminals are mounted on the lid of
the box, one set being marked line," and the other
60
potentiometer."
The positive terminals , which are larger than the
negative ones, are connected inside the box by
flexible copper wire to terminal A ; the negative
“ line terminal to B , and the negative poten

02
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Actual Scale Reading of Voltmeters in Volts.

is sketched in Fig . 1. ,When you have wound on all
except 12 ft . of the double wire, cut the wire and
wind the remainder on the other 2 - in . bobbin , leav
ing all the ends free , as sketched in Fig . 2 . Now
cover the bobbins with tape, and soak them well in
melted paraffin wax to make them damp-proof.
Next solder the ends B , D , together, and place the

tiometer
terminal to C. The lid is fitted with a
hinge and catch , so that it can be opened for in
spection of coils at any time.
The Use of the Volt Box. - Having made the volt
box as described above, you must next test it by
measuring the resistance between terminals A and C
and A and B. This may be done by the method
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described on page 375, Vol. IX ; but any other
method will do just as well. It will probably be
found necessary to slightly alter the length of wire
to get one exactly ten times the other ; but, of
course, this must be done, or else it means a lot of
troublesome calculations have to be made. The
volt box may now be used for calibrating a volt
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terminals when all ten cells are connected up . Sup
pose the potentiometer reading is 100 ins., then the
potential difference between the volt box (poten
tiometer) terminals is
100 X '02 = 2 volts ; and
potential difference at voltmeter terminals
10 ( 100 X '02 )
20 volts.
Mark the position of the volt
meter needle as quickly as
possible, and you have got
the first graduation on the
scale.
By means of the adjust
able resistance, and by taking
out the secondary cells one at
a time, you can proceed in
this manner to graduate the
complete scale from 20 volts
down to zero .
Corre: ting a Voltmeter.If
you have a voltmeter, the
scale of which is already
END VIEW .
SECTION .
graduated , and you wish to
test whether it reads cor
1"
7"_ *
2% "
rectly, you will adopt the
method described above to
test its reading ; but, instead
of marking the dial, you
write down on the columns
(a ) the scale reading of your
voltmeter, (b ) the true poten
tial difference at voltmeter
terminals as measured by the
2 " -potentiometer. From these
two sets of readings you can
find the correction to be
Fig . 6. - A PLAIN VOLT Box (Half full size ).
made in the voltmeter read
ings. Ploton a sheet of
reading
squared paper (1 ) the actual scale
meter reading up to 20 volts. Arrange the con
voltmeter
to any convenient scale
of the
nections as in Fig. 4 . An excellent means of
obtaining the 20 volts is to couple up ten secondary
measured horizontally , and (2 ) the correction to be
cells in series with each other, and include in the
made to get the true value ; join up the points by
circuit an adjustable resistance and the “ line
straight lines , and draw a sweep curve through
terminals of the volt box. The
voltmeter is connected in shunt
across the “ line ” terminals ,
actual
the
and measures
potential difference between
them . Two connecting wires
are brought from the " potentio
terminals
to
the
meter "
double -pole switch , and by this
means you measure I - 10th of
the potential difference which
the voltmeter measures . The
best method to adopt now is
to include an adjustable resist
ance, say , a short length of
fine wire, in circuit with the
accumulator
and
potentio
meter, and adjust this resist
Volt Box ; WITH SIDE OPEN .
ance so that on making con
tact on the potentiometer wire
them . A curve obtained in this manner from an
it requires 53.5 ins. to balance the E.M.F. of the
instrument which reads up to 100 volts is shown in
Daniell cell. Then ,
Fig . 5. To make use of the curve, let us suppose we
53'5 ins. balance 1'07 volts.
have taken three measurements with the instru
I
1'07
ment, and that its indications were 30, 60 , and go ,
=
volt = '02 volt
.. I in , balances
50
535
respectively ; then the true values as obtained
Thus, every inch of potentiometer wire balances
from
the calibration curve , are :-30 + 0'2 ,
60
+ 0*44. Hence , the read
+ 0'35, 90
*O2 volt. Now take a reading from the volt box
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ings should have been 30º2, 60*35 , 90 °44 volts,
respectively .
In this case the voltmeter reads too low always ;
but it often happens that some readings are too
high and some too low ; but you can read off from
the curve just the same.

-

i

VIEW OF VOLT Box ; CLOSED .
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Practical Letters from

our

Readers ,
[The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attachedo
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Model Steamer Speed Competition .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, I see in your issue of the 28th
January, a letter from Mr. A. E. Foster, of the
Wirral M.Y.C. Evidently he has designs on the
first prize again in the next Competition, and is
rather alarmed at possible restrictions on boats
which are run or owned by a syndicate of amateurs.
When the second competition was issued , I certainly
understood that the boat was to be built, designed ,
and engined by the competitor. Certainly nothing
was stated that it should be so .
The Era is a fast boat, undoubtedly , but I am
of opinion that there is nothing remarkable in
driving a 7 -ft. launch at a speed of over seven miles
per hour. The next competing boat might be 10
ft. or more, then , as I think there is no limit stated,
model steamers actually do not get a chance.
Further, does a model mean a hull, boiler, en
gines and lamp, or one with these and all fittings,
such as deckhouse , mast, rigging , cowls, & c.?
I
venture to assert, Sir , that there is more skill
required in designing and building a boat of, say,
4 ft or less than , one of 7, 8, or even 10 ft., and .

As the reading of the volt
meter alters slightly , accord
ing to the time the current
passes through it, it is con
venient to include a key in
circuit, with which it can be
pressed down for an instant
when you want to take a
reading , and released again
immediately .

BOILER EXPLOSIONS. — The
twenty - first report on the
working of the Boiler Ex
plosions Acts, 1882 and 1890 ,
for theyear ended June zoth ,
1903, has been issued by the
Marine Department of the
Board of Trade. During the
twelve months, twenty -two
persons were killed and
sixty -seven injured by boiler
explosions, the average num
bers for the twenty -one years
since 1882 being twenty -nine
and sixty -one, respectively .
There is, it is stated , no
MR. E. A. Orr's Modei. STEAMER, Montpelier .
definite information available
as to the number of boilers in use in the United
that any competitor designing and building such a
Kingdom , but it may be fairly assumed that there
boat and getting, say, five miles out of her, is
has been a considerable increase during the last
entitled to more credit than one of greater length
twenty years.
If this is the case, it is satisfac
and only getting seven . Of course , if speed is to
tory to find, the report points out, that there is
be the only consideration, that alters the case.
no tendency to any increase in the number of
I beg to enclose a photo of a 6 - ft. steamer which, I
serious explosions or in the loss of life from such
built in twelve months of my leisure. The engines
casualties,
stroke,
are double cylinders, about #bore by
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and boiler made of copper from my own design of
the Scotch type single four-bladed propeller , and
from the photo she presents a very handsome
appearance. I finished her last September, and
could have run her in for a trial competition , but
as she was fitted with 14-in , ventilating cowls and
other wind catching contrivances, I knew that she
would finish in the wake of one of the hull-boiler
engine steamers.-- Yours truly ,
ERNEST A. ORR .
West Kensington .

A Long Steel Shaving.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—Referring to Mr. Browning's letter
in the issue ofM.E. for 21st ult., I beg to say that I
have by me a shaving 284 ft. long from
cut } in .
deep taken off a piece of Cammell & Co.'s mild
steel, 37 ins. diameter, and about 18 ins. long . It
coiled itself to a diameter of about 5-32nds in . I
could not get it any longer as I reached the end of
the cut. I was kept very busy in clearing the road
for it, as you may guess.-- Yours truly .
M. J. BOALER .
Haywards Heath .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -In your issue of the 21st
January, I notice that a correspondent
speaks of obtaining a shaving from a piece
of steel 91 ins. long .
That is a good length
and rarely exceeded on small lathes, but
about six years ago, in the workshops at
Borden Grammar School, we produced one
from a similar bar to that mentioned by
your correspondent, 201 ins. long (16 ft.
9 ins.). The tool was the ordinary forged
type, and six or seven pupils were requisi
tioned to support the writhing monster , as
it evolved from a 31-in . centre Britannia
lathe. This can readily be verified by any of
our old pupils, who, no doubt, are readers of
your valuable paper.-- Yours truly ,
Sittingbourne.
W. J. PULLEN .
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Queries and Replies.

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not coinplying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Qiseries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the entelope " Query
Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back . ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope ( 1101 post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
. (5 )
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwardedcolumn
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should he addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26—29, Poprin's Court,
Flect Street, London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: ( 10,192] Winding for Undertype Dynamos and Engine for
Same. W H. A. (Cambridge)writes : I have got the field -magnet
for a dynamo, to wbich I want to fit aa armature for general lighting
and charging work . The field -magnet is wound with No. 19
S.W.G. D.c.c. wire ; but I should not mind winding it again , if
necessary. (1 ) Would a compound or shunt wound machine be
the best ? (2) Would a drum armature be best, and where could I

k-12

16
-21 "
9Ź

3

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR ,—In reply to your correspondent,
Mr. Browning, rę long steel shaving, I have
one in my shop which is 38 ft . long ; it was
cut off a piece of mild steel bar, which was
being turned for driving spindle of a drilling
machine ; it was cut with a round -nosed
cutter in a Tangye tool-holder ; the lathe is power
driven .
The shaving got by Mr. Browning was a very
good one, especially as it was off cast steel bar,
and I should think , if he was treadling the lathe,
rather hard work .
I quite agree with Mr. Browning's remarks as
to the Tangye tool-holder ; I use nothing else for
shaper and lathes. - Yours truly,
HENRY UPTON .
co . Westmeath .

The Tunbridge Wells Local Education Commit
tee have decided to start a class in motor car
construction and driving. Such a class is already
in existence at the Battersea Polytechnic .
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Query No10192 .
DYNAMO FIELD MAGNET.
get stampings for it ? (3) Is it necessary to insulate tae stampings
from each other, or from the shaft ? (4 ) What size wire must
armature be wound with ? (5 ) What output would the machine
give, and what speed would be best ? (6 ) About what power would
be required to drive it ? (7) Would a id h.-p. motor bike engine do
for driving ? (8) About what would it cost for petrol for driving
dynamo ? (9) Can you tell mewhat is the boiling-point of petrol ?
( 1 ) Shunt would be preferable . (2 ) A ring for these dimensions
would be very suitable . Stampings could be bad from almost any of
our advertisers, such as Avery, or Jas. Webb, of Church Street,
Bloxwich . (3 ) No ; not in such a small machine. (4 ) Armature
windings, 12 ozs. No. 19 S.W.G., and field -magnets should have
about 24 lbs. to 3 lbs. of wire in all on them . You might leave the
existing wire on until you have tested machine running, as this will
most likely give satisfactory results without any alterations:
(5 ) About 60 watts Speed, 2,900 — i.e., approx. 12 volts and
5 amps. (6 ) 1-15 h.-p. (7) Yes, nicely . (8) A small engine would
consume about it pints per b.h.-P.per hour, which would cost you
approximately for a 14 b.b.-p. engine running at full load 4d. per
hour, and at [ full load about ifd . per hour. Of course, the cost
will vary somewhat, as the market price of petrol goes up or down.
( 9) This varies slightly with the quality of the spirit, but may be
taken at about 1850 F.
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( 10322) Electric Chimes. J. C. H. (Dewsbury) writes : Can
The News of the Trade ,
you tell me how the electric chimes, in the issue of January 7th,
are to be worked , as I cannot see how they are worked, only by a
clock that is made with chimearrangement, and a very few amateurs
will possess such an expensive article ; even if they did , I am afraid
they would not go to the trouble of removing the bells of a chime
Model Great Central Railway Clockwork Locomotive.
clock to apply the electric chimes , as chime clocks are made so com
Recently a large number of model Great Central Railway loco
pact. If you will tell me, through the writer, if he has an idea of a
motives and corridor coaches were manufactured in a very short
simple arrangement from a clock to actuate the hammers of the
space of time from special designs supplied by the above-named
electric chimes I should be glad . It must be remembered these
Company, the details of construction being successfully carried out
chimes will be actuated at the quarters, and if only at tbe hours, it
by Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., these models being offered
seems to me there must be a cylinder with pins so arranged as to
as prizes in connection with the Competition in the Great Central
form the right tone hence to touch such hammers.
Railway official time table. We are able to illustrate one of these
engines, which we may mention are very realistic in appearance,
Mr. J. Pike, the author of the article, writes as follows In reply
to this querist, some slight knowledge of electrical matters and
considering the small scale (f -in . -It-in . gauge) to which they are
principles was, of course, presumed : such as would be obtained
built. The finish of both engine and carriage is very good , the
from a study of “ Simple Electrical Working Models," 6d .; and
locomotive being fitted with a patent governor, two-speed regulator,
" Electric Batteries : How to Make and Use," 6d . However,
and reversing motion . We understand that these model engines
and carriages can now be obtained from the Manager.Great Central
firstly, the “ chimes " described in my article have nothing in com
mnon with any clockwork arrangement. I know nothing about
Railway Official Time Tables and Guides, 6 , Holborn Viaduct
clock making ; therefore, cannot
help the querist here. I can
only suggest that your corre
spondent should procure a bob
bin , some wire, and get the loan
of a battery . He should then fill
GREAT . CENTRAL
the bobbins with wire in neat,
101
even layers, fasten or secure in
some way the commencing and
finishing ends of the wire, and
bare the same of covering. He
should then connect one wire to
one pole of the battery : this
done, let him select a stout screw
about 2 ins. or so long, stand it
point up on the table, and hold
over it the bobbin ofwire, so that
the screw goes pa tly into the co.e.
MODEL GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAY CLOCKWORK LOCOMOTIVE .
Now , on touching the second pole
of the battery with the other free
end of wire on the bobbin , the
London , E.C., or from Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., 20
of wire and form a magnetic
current will pass through the turns
Kingswell Street, Northampton .
core into which the iron screw will be drawn . On releasing the
The Gem Twist Drill Grinder .
wire the screw will drop. If the querist successfully performs this
little experiment, hewill understand the working of the chimes, or
S. Holmes & Co., Engineers, Bradford , in submitting this tool
bells, described in article.
have supplied a want that has existed for some time for a light
handy bench twist drill grinder. It is guaranteed to grind drills
[ 10,296] Accumulator Plates & Mending Celluloid Cases.
downwards, even to drills with cutting lip too
accurately from
W.G. A. (Okehampton ) writes : Is there any process for hardening
small for the unaided eye to see ; in fact, it will grind any kind of
the red lead on accumulator plates when making ? I have made
drill, i.e., flat or chucking drills, with two, three or four lips. The
several plates, but when charged the red lead drops out. Also
spindle can be supplied at purchasers' discretion, either taper,
could lyou tell me if there is any solution of any kind that will
screw ,' or parallel with clamping nuts. Height of centres, 94 ins.
seal the celluloid case of an accumulator ?
weight,
20 lbs.; size of wheel (grinding end), 6 ins. by 1 in . or
dis
and
charging
frequent
forming
by
”
"
Nothing but
smaller. Price of finished grindingmachine, including carborundum
charging will do this. Use the paste when working up fairly stiff
wheel
suit, 5os. Complete set of castings, 129. 60 .
to
thoroughl
grids
press
into
well
wet,
too
from
and
same
and not
y
both sides. Dry slowly - give plates fully two days in a warm
room -- and then charge at a low rate. A little experience will
show you what is required in the way of treatment to obtain
New Catalogues and Lists.
good results. Amyl acetate will dissolve and enable you to joint
up celluloid .
The Prometheus Company Ltd., Kingston-on- Thames.
( 10,276 ) Motor Cycle Attachment. R. M. W. (Lone, Corn
We have received an illustrated pamphlet from the above-named
get a reliable
wall) writes : Will you kindly inform me where I can machine
dealing with their Prometheus electric radiators. The list
firm
thus
aluminium motor attachment for my bicycle ? Is a
includes a variety of designs suitable for use in offices, warehouses,
fitted up (say, with a 21 h.-p. engine) to be relied on for hill climb.
public buildings, private residences, or for tramcar and railway
ing ? Would the forks require strengthening ? Is there more
carriage heating.
jolting and jerking than in the motor bicycle ?
The Edison and Swan United Electric Light Company,
Your query is so very vague that it is impossible to do more than
Ltd. - We have received a further large budget of new leaflets.
guess at what you mean by a “ reliable aluminium motor attach
Firstly, there are four leaflets of electric light fittings, these being
ment for a bicycle .” If you mean aluminium fittings for con
supplementary to catalogue, section VI. They comprise fancy
necting a motor bicycle and ordirary bicycle side by side, the
and table standards of new design, at prices which should
pendants
Ariel Motor Co., Bournbrook, Birmingham , have something of the
bring them within the reach of the smallest users of electric light.
sort which is said to be reliable ; but in the absence of more definite
Also some very ornamental modern styles of electroliers and floor
information as to what you require, it would be unwise to attempt
standards. Electric lighting accessories are represented by leaflets
to advise you on the other points named beyond saying that a
Nos. A.2016 and A.2023 - patent pear switches and " 'Safety
tumbler switcbes, respectively . Leaflet No. B.2020 illustrates the
21 h..p . motor is about the right thing for a single machine in hilly
O.K. dry cell, which retails at a low price, and compares favourably
country, but would scarcely be equal to any attachment carrying
a passenger unless skilfully assisted by pedalling up the steeper
as regards efficiency, life, and behaviour under changes of tempera
ture with more expensive cells of a similar nature. Leaflet No.
hills .
(10,310) Charging Difficulties . H. P. C. (Stamford Hill)
2027 comprises the “ Ediswan " dynamo and motor brushes, and
writes : I have got a dynamo which gives 25 volts and 5 amps.,
comprehensive tables are given . Leaflets Nos. W.2025 and W.2026
and I want to charge a 4 - volt accumulator with it. The plates
are entitled “ Ediswan " vulcanized flexible cords and C.M.A.
flexible cords, respectively, and buyers should find in these all
are 4 ins. long and there are three in each cell. I have got a
of Alexible cords. Leaflet No.
their requirements in the direction
which I presume
hydrometer and the density of the acid is 1,200,
H.2028 describes “ Ediswan OD electric light carbons, which are
I have put several coils of iron wire for a resistance to
is right.
bring
the voltage down; but it does not do any good . Directly I
claimed to be superior to any, giving maximum light, with no
noise and no dropping of ash , and being suitable for any make of
start charging, the engine, which is a | h.-p: gas engine, slows
arc lamp. They are listed in many sizes, both cords and solid, for
down
open and enclosed lamps.
You. have evidently not used a high enough resistance. Use
Percy Pitman , Hydraulic Engineer , Bosbury, Ledbury , states
German silver wire, if you choose, as it has a higher resistance than
iron wire. You could also gear dynamo to a slower speed than
that his catalogue is now out of print. He is getting out his new
you are running it at present. This would give you a lower E.M.F.
list with all speed, and will send to those readers, who have for,
warded stamps for same, as soon as possible,
See recent queries and replies re charging cells.
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The Editor's Page.

OME correspondence we have recently received
Soprompres por denagain large cupent the many
readers who buy or sell goods through the
medium of our Sale and Exchange column, to
make perfectly clear arrangements as to the question
of approval and the payment of carriage either way
before sending off any goods to a prospective pur
chaser. It sometimes happens that, though both
parties enter upon a transaction with the best pos
sible intentions, the article sent may not be quite
what is wanted , or may not be thought to be full
value for the money, and the intending purchaser
decides to return it. If a proper understanding has
been arrived at as to the time the article may be
kept for examination, and as to the payment of the
return carriage, no difficulty is found in terminating
the transaction then and there, without giving any
cause for dissatisfaction to the seller ; but failing
such mutual understanding, friction and annoyance
may easily arise , and each may think the other to
blame. That this has happened more than once
shows us clearly that our readers are not always as
business -like in these matters as they ought to be.
We hope this note will be borne in mind by those
concerned .
One of our readers, in the course of a letter, in
which he refers to some of his recent model-making
achievements, makes the following interesting re
marks : - “ My work, teaching the violin , is very
different from my hobby. Can you imagine a
greater contrast ? During the intervals between
the lessons I turn my thoughts to my hobby, thus
keeping my brain clear and always fresh . Brain
fag is almost unknown to me.” We think this is a
striking testimony to the value of model engineering
as a hobby , and we are sure many other readers
must have found it similarly beneficial in bringing a
needed change of thought and real recreation from
Every hobby
their ordinary business routine.
should , of course, effect this more or less ; but we
believe that there are few which provide interesting
occupation and mental diversion in so great a
degree. This is probably one reason why model
engineering is so popular with professional men , of
whom a very large number are included in our
circle of readers.
Mr. E. R. Turner writes, with reference to the
paragraph on page 96 of our January 28th issue,
that his dynamo differs in several points from the
make referred to , and though the type of the two
machines is similar, the one is in no way a copy of
the other .
The decision of our Prize Competition No. 38, for
the best article on “ Measuring and Marking-off

February II, 1904 .

Tools," has been no light task , not only by reason
of the large number of entries, as indicated last
week , but because of the excellent quality ofmany
of the articles sent in . After a careful consideration ,
wehave decided that the best essay is that forwarded
by
Mr. W. H. DEARDEN ,
9 , Brayburne Avenue,
Clapham , S.W.,
to whom the prize of 42 2s. has accordingly been
sent. A number of very practical notions are , how
ever, to be found in the work of other competitors,
and we purpose to make a selection of these for pub
lication , to be paid for at our usual rates. We
shall also give the names, in our next issue of the
entries which we think are deserving of com
mendation .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on ne side of the paper
only ,and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whe,her
reinuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This urnal will b : sent pos! free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All corresponden e relating to the literary portion of the pap r,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26—29. Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertise nents and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Mo:lel Engi
neer , 26——29. Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
xico : Spon
and
Sole Agents for United States, Can
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York . U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed.
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Model of a

Showman's

Traction

Engine.

By Amos Barber .

DIE DIE

MR. Amos BARBER'S TRACTION ENGINE.
HE following description and photograph
show a model traction engine and dynamo,
THE
which I commenced to make about two years
ago , and have just completed .
The full length from dynamo base to end of tank
is 15 ins., and height to top of chimney 9 ins., the
greatest width being 6 ins.
The cylinder is k -in . bore by i in . stroke, and is
steam jacketed with spring relief valve on the top ;

the piston and slide valve being lubricated
through the back port.
The slides are circular ; one end screwed to the
front cylinder cover, and fastened in the centre to
the rocking-shaft bracket.
Connecting · rod is fitted with marine end at
crank pin , and taper pin and bush at the crosshead
end.
The eccentrics,jstraps and rods are made of gun .
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metal, and the reversing link and taper joint pins
are tool steel. The stop valve is bored out in the
cylinder casting .
The pump is worked from eccentric at gearing
end of crankshaft, and has a by -pass valve, which
can be set to give a constant feed in the boiler
from tank underneath ; this is connected to tank
always
at the back by a pipe, and the feed water
kept hot with a Bunsen burner.
The boiler is 8 ins. long and 21 ins. diameter, inter
nal firebox 24 ins. square, with five water tubes,
and six flue tubes through the boiler, with smoke
box casting screwed on..
The driving wheels are 54 ins. diameter, and are
fitted with screw brakes to inside rims.
The front wheels are 3 ins. diameter. The wind
ing drum is 24 ins. diameter, and holds about six
yards of twine.
The dynamo has wrought-iron field -magnets and
base with slides and screws for tightening the belt.
The armature is a six -sectioned cog drum , & in .
diameter and 9-16ths in . long.
The pedestals are brass , with movable rocker and
spring brush gear.
The engine drives this about 4000 revs. per
minute, and just lights a two-volt lamp. When set
for travelling it will run round on a 4.foot square
table, the boiler being heated with a Bunsen burner
fed from the centre of table through a gas fitting
which turns round with the engine. I find this a
lot less trouble and cleaner than methylated spirits.
I have it running very often for two and three
hours, with only a stop to fill the tank with water.
I can put it on the table, set it, and have it running
in .ten minutes. I have never had the least bit of
trouble with it since I made it, and can recom
mend this type of engine before any other. It is
entirely my own design throughout, having worked
the sizes out and made the drawings ; also the
patterns and rart of the castings.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are inutted to contribute short practical themes for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be pala for on publication , 4 desired , accord
ing to merkt. All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP on the envelope. ]
A Drilling Rest for Small Lathes.
By: H. EDWARDS.
In drilling in the lathe, when the drill is " live,"
a rest or pad to fit on the back centre is a neressity .
The simple apparatus shown in the accompanying
photograph wasdevised by the writer somefouryears
since , and has proved extremely useful. It is made
entirely of wood , and possesses advantages which
are absent from the frequently used metal disc .
fitting on to the poppet-screw or into the poppet
cylinder, and was constructed to be used in con
chuck de
square -shank
junction with the
scribed on page 123 in the M.E. for Feb uth .
To make it, a piece of mahogany about 4 ins.
long and 2 ins. wide was accurately fitted between
the shears of the lathe bed (wood ), and to this was
attached (by glue and screws) an L -shaped upright,
the vertical portion measuring 5 ins. by 4 ins. It
would have been better if the position of this up
right had been reversed, so that its foot faced the
fixed headstock , as in use there is a slight tendency

The Society of Model Engineers .
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next meeting, instead
of being held on 3rd March as previously announced ,
will take place on Monday, March 7th , at the
Compound
Holborn Town Hall, when a paper on
ing as applied to Model Locomotives " will be read
by Mr. J. C. Crebbin , to be followed by an experi
mental run of one of his models.
The following meeting will be held on Monday,
April uth, when a paper by Mr. Stanley J. Harding
on “ High -tension Effects with Induction and Tesla
Coils," followed by a few words on novelties in
wiring and electrical fittings, will be given .
Applications for particulars as to joining the
Society, & c., should be addressed to Herbert
G. RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither
Green . S.E.
Provincial Societies .
Gloucester.- The first meeting of the above
Society was held at 100 , Northgate Street, on
Thursday, January 28th , and was well attended .
Mr. J. V. Haynes was elected Chairman ; Mr. L.
Birchley, Vice-Chairman ; Mr. J. T. Reynolds,
Hon. Sec. ; Mr. Hayward, Hon . Treasurer. - J. T.
REYNOLDS , Hon . Sec.. 100 , Northgate Street,
Gloucester,

DRILLING REST FOR SMALL LATHES.
pot
for the upright-to tilt forward with the pressure
)
on behind, thus causing some pinching on the
poppet screw ; but this defect has been casily re
inedied by screwing on a bridge piece, as shown , to
the forward extremity of the piece between the
sheurs . Care must be taken to get this upright
truly vertical and truly square to the lathe centres.
To the back of the upright is glued and screwed a
disc about 3+ ins. diameter and 4 in . throngh at
thickest part, this disc being bored about tirs.
deep, and a tight-working fit on the poppet screw .
All being put together true and square , and a little
plumbago being rubbed into all rubbing surfaces,
the work placed against the face if the rest can be
advanced squarely and smoothly towards the drill
by turning the back -centre screw . To preserve the
face of the rest from damage by constant contact
with drill points a thin piece of hardwood ( fretwood
does well, being of parallel thickriess ), is tacked
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across it as shown , being renewed as often as re
quisite ; and if a number ofholes are to be drilled in
line in a piece of any material, or at the
same distance from the edge of any number of
pieces, a further guide piece can be tacked on as
shown ; while in the case of odd-shaped pieces of
material requiring to be drilled , it is a simple matter
to cut out a cradle or jig in wood , or even in metai,
and attach it to the face of the rest .
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surface of cotter bearing on the stock, as will be
seen in the sectional end view , whilst the lower
surface of cotter bears upon the blade, which is also
seen in the sectional side view of the drawing here
with .
I may say that it will well repay anyone to make
it, being so cheap, and is a more substantial tool
than one would think .
Preparing Coloured Tinfoil.

An Adjustable Tube Plate Cutter .
By E. F.
When the cutting points of a tube plate cutter
get broken , the drill is considered useless unless it

'HE following is a method of preparing coloured
THE
tinfoil : by pouring tin from a funnel with a
very long and narrow mouth on to a linen

RO
E.

GE

RS

Adjustable
Tube -plate
culte

CEC

AN ADJUSTABLE TUBE Plate Cutter .

VIEW OF SPECIALLY DESIGNED HARDENED STEEL SQUARE.

is sled up. By means of the adjustable cutter
shown in the accompanying sketch , the cutters and
the drill pin are detachable , and the one cutter will
cover a number of sizes. In order to cut the larger
sizes the cutters are reversed .
A

Special Design of Hardened Steel Square .
By “ SREGOR ."
The accompanying photograph and drawing
represent a special design of hardened steel square I
have made. As clearly shown in the drawing, the
4 % ".

T

7

-- i "
Steel colter

K - 5 "Side view ( sectional)

DETAILS OF HARDENED
STEEL SQUARE.

End view

blade is secured to the stock by a steel cotter , and
takes a bearing only where shown ; the upper

surface, the latter being tightly stretched, covered
with a mixture of chalk and white of egg, and
placed in a sloping position , very thin sheets
can be produced , weighing not more than 700
to 750 grammes per square meter, and capable of
being easily transformed into thin foil. Pure
tin should never be used in the preparation
of foil intended for packing tobacco, chocolate
etc., but an alloy containing 5 to 40 per cent
of lead . Lead has also been recently plated on both
sides with tin by the following method :--A lead
sheet from 16 to 20 millimetres thick is poured on a
casting table as long as it is hot, a layer of tin
from 4 to 5 millimetres in thickness added , the
sheet then turned over and coated on the
other side with tin in the samemanner. The
sheet is then stretched between the rollers.
Very thin sheet tin can also be made in the
same way as sheet lead , by cutting up a tin
cylinder into spiral sections. Coloured tinfoil
is prepared by making the foil thoroughly
bright by rubbing with purified chalk and
cotton , then adding a coating of gelatine,
coloured as required , and covering the whole
finally with a transparent spirit varnish . In
place of this somewhat troublesome process,
the following inuch simpler method has lately
been introduced :-Aniline dyes dissolved in
alcohol are applied on the purified foil, and
the coat, when dry, covered with a very thin
This is done
layer of a colourless varnish .
(sectional)
by pouring the varnish on the surface, and
then inclining the latter, so that the varnish
off. – Der
every part and flow
may reach
Metalfarbeiter .
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Invention . *
By J. FLETCHER MOULTON , K.C., F.R.S., M.P.
FULLY appreciate the honour done to me
by your Council in choosing me as your
President for this year. But the pleasure
derived therefrom has from the first been miti
gated by the knowledge that the tenure of this
honourablc office brings with it the obligation to
deliver a Presidential Address-- by no means an
easy task in my case. The distinguished men who
have preceded me in the office have been them
sc !ves of your profession , and from their past
experience and their own achievements in engineer
ing and mechanical science could easily select sub
jects full of interest and instruction on which they
addressed you with all the weight of their personal
authority . I am in no such fortunate position. My
connection with engineering and mechanical science
has been that of a spectator, watching -- it is true,
with deep interest - its struggles and triumphs but
taking part in neither. As such , it would seem well
nigh presumptuous for me to discourse to you on
such subjects were it not that perhapsmy very non
participation in the practice of these branches of
human effort may enable me to suggest some con
siderations which might escape those who aru
busily working each at his special task. " Lookers
on sec most of the game,” is a proverb resting on a
sound scientific basis. You have a better chance of
viewing the whole field when the responsibility of
work does not force you to concentrate your atten
tion on any one part of it, and in one aspect I nay
claim that the whole field of practical science has
been under my observation for many years, and it
is from this point of view that I propose to treat it
in my address. It is as being the domain of in
vention .
To understand and appreciate invention aright, it
is necessary to have a clear view of the world of
thought and work in which it takes place . One of
the con monest and most fatal errors committed by
would -be inventors is to view invention as if it had
17
no past — as though the casual “ happy thoughts
has
world
the
what
of
ignoraut
are
who
those
of
already done merited its title and its rewards. From
this source come most of the bitter disappoint
ments that I have so often witnessed in my prac
tice. Wemust not fall victims to any such delusion.
Invention has been busy in the past, and it has left
to the inventor of to-day a rich heritage of know
ledge, and while he has its help in his onward
struggle ,he has also its responsibility. The growth
of mechanical science narrows as well as widens his
field . It opens out to him new possibilities, it is
true ; but, on the other hand, every advance in
knowledge takes so much from what, up to that
time, belonged to the field of invention . Nor is
this only true of to-day. Even if we go a long way
back into history we shall still find that the in
ventur had at his command a formidable armoury of
weapons, in the shape of mechanical arrangements
and combinations which already belonged to the
domain of public knowledge. I must ask you to
give a little thought to this ground work of know
ledge, before we pass to the achievements of inven
tion:.
* Presidential Address to the Junior Institution of
Engineers, delivered January 22nd, 1904 .
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These elements of mechanism- approved de
vices for effecting definite mechanical results were
themselves originally the results of invention , al
though in many cases the time, the mode and the
author of their introduction are all forgotten . By
their intrinsic usefulness they have survived the
inachines in which they were first employed , and
are preserved as means for special ends in whatever
connection these ends may be sought. Each repre
sents a past achievement and a present and future
power . Mankind claims to be the only tool-using
animal, and if we include in the term
toc " the
devices used in machinery, we may fairly say that
the advance of civilization is marked and measured
by the additions to the tools he has at his command ,
each enabling him to do some new thing or to do an
old thing better. It is in this sense that each gives
him a new power. Take, for instance, the ratchet.
Who first used it, and in what machine, has long
since been forgotten ; but from the time that it be
cameknown , mankind has had the power to obtain
free rotation in one direction without the risk of its
being reversed . So habituated are we to this de
vice and its effect,that itmay seem too obvious to be
looked upon as an invention enriching the world .
But if you will throw back your inind to those very
early days when rotation itself was only used in a
few simple machines, I think you will feel as I do
that we are no little indebted to the man who first
devised the ratchet, and thus put it in the conscious
power of every subsequent inventor to produce
rotation in one direction only whenever the needs of
his invention require it .
I have said that each of these elements of me
chanism , the result of some past invention , repre
sents a present and future power conferred on man
It is thus that in my own mind I love to re
kind
gard all worthy inventions.
You remember those fairy tales wbich you read
in your boyhood , where the hero receives soine
magic gift which endows him with giant strength or
lightning speed , or enables him to transport himseif
to any part of the world by a wish . The tale then
proceeds to work out his fortune through the use of
this magic power, till it ends in his marriage with the
inevitable princess . This in kind , if not in degree,
is the history of mankind under the stimulus of a
new invention. It thereby becomes possessed of a
power hitherto denied it, and busies itself in turning
this power to useful ends, so as to achieve by its
means some new triumph in production . The
strong man of the fairy tale may be no longer found
on our work -a -day earth, but the hydraulic press ,
by rendering well-nigh infinite pressure a thing to
command , is no bad representative of him , and if it
could be calculated , I am sure that the wealth it has
brought to us would make even the riches of fairy
realms seem trifling.
( To be continued .)
ALUMINIUM is now employed for the three longest
electric transmission lines in North America . In
the longest single line - that from Electra power
house to San Francisco , a distance of 154 miles—
aluminium is the only conductor used . The 144
miles transmission between Colgate and Oakland
is carried out with three aluminium and three
copper wires. For the third transmission in point
of length, that from Shawinigan Falls to Montreal,
a distance of 85 miles , three aluminium conductors
are employed .
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The making of a pattern after the style of Fig. 69
can be described in a few words :-Prepare a tem
plet, as shown in Fig . 72, by drawing one half on a
thin piece of wood , and, with a pad saw , cut through
the metal, as it were, and finish . Each half will
then have to be turned to this separately , begin .
ning by turning the outside first, and then reversing,
as in flywheel. On the half first operated on , recess
for the dowel-pin , as it is a little easier to turn the
dowel to fit same nicely when doing the reversed
second half than vice versa .
In making06a grooved pulley with arms, however,
to leave its own core," as the saying is,

Pattern

Making.

By T. D. GARSCADDEN .
WHEELS AND PULLEYS .
(Continued from page 89.)
N order to emphasise my reasons for sometimes
ventional, and also to teach both ways, I have
T
Porling
A
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line

le

ck

ri

St

a different plan must be adopted, which I
have indicated by a section (Fig . 74 ).
This is resorted to because , if halved
through the thickness of arms it would
Parling
Vine
leave them , in the majority of cases, al.
most too thin to be looked at, let alone
stand moulding .
As to the one off ” way, little need
Fig . 69. — GROOVED PULLEY : ORTHODOX Way,
be said regarding procedure, the methods
being apparent from Figs. 70 , 71, 72 , and
Parlings
line
73. It serves, however, to introduce to
your notice a new factor in mould making
-to wit, the shaped strickle . A good
deal of modiding can be done with this
if intelligently used ; but one common
fault of pattern makers I wish you to
Fig . 70. - GROOVED PULLEY : ONE OFF WAY,
guard against, and that is, making the
chamfer at too obtuse an angle to the line
begun the subject of grooved pulleys by showing a
of action , which should never be greater than
section through mould and pattern of a
plated
45 degs., though otherwise not at all particular.
one - that is, solid web instead of arms. You will
As engineers, you will readily understand the
notice that the orthodox method of
making the pattern halved , as in Fig . 69,
necessitates two partings ” of the mould .
Now , whilst this may be the best method
for producing in quantity (questioned by
some up - to -date foundries and the writer)
in that it saves core-making, it is different
with your requirements of only one or two
off at a time.
As I daresay you will have seen, it has
been my constant endeavour to keep the
latter fact in mind throughout these les
sons, and to show ways and means
whereby patterns seemingly difficult to
mould may be made to do so quite
easily in an ordinary one-parting mould ,
and to take their place with the bulk of
every-day foundry work, and also to en
able you to present your pattern as such
Strickle
with out any diffidence or fear of being
overcharged . I do not think myself that
any respectable jobbing foundry does
over-charge on amateur's work ; it is sim
ply the pattern that is at fault, and I know
Core
from scores of patterns which have been
shown me in foundries that the job was
cast at bare cost as an obligement, and
even then the price would seem high
besides the job being delayed until remu
Fig . 71. - COREBOX For Fig . 70 .
nerative work was scarce, or a suitable
reason for this . It may be only chamfered on one
box brought into the shop for a similar job but in
side, if thin , or if it has to work up to an enclosed
quantity .
Of course, in some cases this means extra work on
portion of a parallel box. Please note that in this
instance it is made to do a double duty - first as
the pattern ; but I take it that you will not grudge
your acquired ability , and , like myself, wish to do all
templet for turning out the corebox, and then , by
you can towards that result (the casting) short of
cutting away the sand , so to speak , it serves as
manipulating the sand and pouring in the metal.
strickle . The a.lvantage of this plan is readily
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Seen . The centre pin (a bit of wire or wire nail)
need not be inserted until turning is done.
Should a sprocket -wheel be wanted to drive by
an ordinary link chain , no doubt the best plan
would be the " leave its own core one ; but this
issue is so improbable that it need hardly be taken
into account in these days of built-up chain drives.
Having mentioned it, however , I may say that in

splitting. It will sometimes be found that brads
bend under the blow of the hammer while being
driven , especially into hardwood . This can be pre
vented by dipping the points into tallow or other
grease ; but watch that no oil gets on the hammer
face, or the remedy will be worse than the disease .
Keep rubbing it on rough wood as an antidote . On
no account att pt to straighten a half-driven bent
brad in its place ; take it out and insert a fresh one.
For very thin wheels of no great diameter - say, a
bicycle wheel — the only choice left is “ Hobson's,"
and that is to cut it " from the solid .” Here the
troubles that present themselves are warpage and
shrinkage, and it is most exasperating to see a well

For Orthodox Way .
Fig . 74.— JOINT FOR ARMED WHEEL.

Centre line
For “ One off ” Way .
FIG . 72. — DRAWING FOR TEMPLETS.
such a case it is obvious that an additional dowel
or small pin would be required , placed as far out
from the centre as possible , to keep the halves in
their relative positions.
If the groove wanted is only a small one, as say,
for a light lathe band, of course the trouble can be
avoided by simply having it cast solid , and turning
out the groove (provided there would not be too
much metal in the rim for an armed wheel) with the
advantage of having soft metal to work with as
against the hard metal resulting from a rapidly
cooled , thin , dished rim .
Fig . 75 is a sketch of a single link chain wheel,
given not so much for itself (the form being so
varied ) as to show how to build any thin wheel hav
ing nol“ face " to speak of, but still too large in
diameter to cut “ from the solid .”
You will see
that the rim segments are half-lapped into arms,

finished job , upon which much time has been spent,
turn useless through buckling and going oval as it
were .
This can be avoided in the following manner, if
given , of course, a decent piece of timber to start
with , either baywood or pine, although the former is
preferable . Rough -cut (square ) a piece near the
size, and say double the finished thickness . Plane
both sides level, and just take the sawdust off the
ends the better to let the atmosphere free to act in
the pores.
Lay it on end now with a tilt against something
for two or three hours . At the end of that time you
will likely find, on examination, that it has warped
a little . Plane both sides levelagain , and allow it to
Fine
bra
ds

Grain

w

Fig . 75. - CHAIN WHEEL .

Fig . 73. — COMBINED STRICKLE AND TEMPLET.

Fig . 76. – NATURAL INCLINATION OF TIMBER.

with butts jointing at centre of same. If thick
enough to admit of it, and a particularly good job
is desired, they may be mortised into one another,
and, if so, tenon the segments and mortise the arms.
By this means the tendency to warp , and the re
sistance thereto , is equal on both sides. The teeth
may be strengthened considerably by driving brads
through well into body of wood after drawing off
and immediately before cutting. The previously
recommended steel brads (without heads) are best
for risky jobs like this , as they require no bradawl
holes, and consequently there is less danger ..of

stand, and repeat while necessary. When it re
mains level after standing foç some time you may
safely conclude that shrinkage has ceasedat
least, to any appreciable extent, and you can gauge
and plane to thickness, but with a slight bias opposite
to the tendency of the timber. Immediately after
wards give both sides (at the one time and under
equal conditions) a liberal coat of thin varnish with
out any colouring pigment.
In about a quarter of an hour the surfaces will be
dry enough
be sand-papered smoo
ΤΙ
wrinkle holds good for all kinds of work where
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shrinkage is feared after drawing off, and it has the
additional advantage of presenting a good surface
for fine, accurate drawing .
Now , the question may arise in your mind
Which way has timber a tendency to go ? Answer :
The annular lines seen on the ends have a disposition
to come straight. Fig . 76 shows this inclination in
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lesson is the pulley for Mr. Hawley's motor cycle , I
reserve it until the next article , which will be
devoted to patterns for the above.
( To be continued . )

A

Small High -Speed

Engine

and Dynamo .

'HE

By W.G. BENNETT.
illustration herewith is of a small high

small models or a doll's house.
As willbe seen by the photograph , the engine is of
the enclosed type, and runs in an oil bath ; therefore ,
it will run a long time without oiling. The engine
parts are all of gunmetal, and the cylinder bore is
i } ins. by in . stroke, and has trunk piston and
piston valve. The crankshaft is built up , and is
balanced. The flywheel is a disc , and solid . The
castings were obtained for this engine from an
advertiser in the M.E. & E.

MR. BENNETT's SMALL HIGH -SPEED ELECTRIC LIGHTING SET.

an exaggerated form , and it also shows how two
pieces of thin wood ought to be joined together,
either with nails or glue ; and , by the way , to make
a good glue joint even of thick pieces the surfaces
should be a shaving concave.
In face of the superiority and comparative
cheapness of machine-cut gears, I do not propose to
enter into the subject of toothed wheels any further
than to advise, when making the pattern for a
blank , to allow at least
in . all round face and
edges of rim for turning off to enable the cutter to
begin its work in a mobile ” metal, if I may be per
mitted the adjective.
There is yet another way to make grooved pul
leys when of small diameter ; but as the object

The boiler is of 1-16th in . copper seamless tube,
and the tube plates are of fin . copper . It has
seven
in brass tubes 7 ins. long . The boiler is
fitted with a " Primus " stove, as will be seen in the
photo . I have not taken the legs off, as the stove is
useful for other jobs. The boiler has the usual fit
tings - viz ., water- gauge, steam -gauge, two gauge
taps, safety-valve, check -valve, and steam tap to
engine. The steam gauge is rather large ; but I
prefer it to a smaller one, as it is more likely to be
correct. Behind the boiler will be seen a hand
feed-pump, with solid plunger and no stuffing-bux,
only a cup leather on the end of plunger ; the stroke
is about i in ., bore is fin ., and it feeds boiler well.
The dynamo is a hand driven machine, and
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is shunt wound with shuttle armature, and will
give any voltage up to 10 or 12, and at a speed of
1000 gives 5 volts easily.
I have coupled up
direct, by means of a simple coupling, something
like a double -ended crank , the pin at one end work
ing in a slot in the web ; it is set on engine shaft
opposite the crank so as to help balance it, so that it
runs fairly smooth and quiet. The engine will give
any speed up to 3000, according to pressure ; but at
20 lbs. will light a 4 -volt lamp well.
As soon as time allows, I intend to fit a drum
armature to the dynamo ; then it will do for accu
mulator charging , if required .
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ticularly for long holes of small diameter. The
method of making for large bits ” is to procure a
piece of steel of round or square section of the re
quired length , and about one-third smaller than
the finished diameter of “ bit " ; one end is placed
in the fire, and jumped up and forged roughly to
shape, leaving enough metal on the top face marked
A (Fig . 2 ) to allow of its being centred for turning,
the length from A to B being about i } times the
diameter for “ bits ” over 1 in . diameter (for
“ bits ” under i in . diameter I usually make them

[ ]
Lessons in

Workshop

Practice .

Fig . 3.
By CHAS. W. Cook .
(Continued from page 33.)
DRILL 00 Bits ” : How to MAKE AND USE IN THE
LATHE.
N the preceding articles we dealt with the diffe
IN rent types of metal-working drills capable of
use in both the drilling machine and lathe ;
and we come now to another form of drill, or boring
tool, called the “ bit,” a tool that in its various
shapes may be considered almost entirely as a
specialkind of lathe tool, used chiefly for the purpose
of drilling and enlarging deep holes, its use making it
possible to obtain parallel holes of fine finish very
much quicker and better than is possible with the
ordinary boring tool, and for deep or long holes of
small diameter which require to be accurately
bored it is the only tool that can be used for the pur
pose. The twist -drill and the straight- fluted
or Farmer lathe drill mentioned in the previous
articles may and are, for lathe use, considered as
" bits ,” the next to be described being that shown at
Fig . 1, the ordinary flat “ bit.”
This is a piece of

FIG . I.
DE
A
ORD
D
INARY
FLAT
FIG . 2 .
“ Bit."
HALF -ROUND
OR “ D -Bit. ”
tool steel of square section flattened at one end, and
filed up to shape and hardened and tempered . Fig .
2 is a most useful little tool known as the half
round or “ D -bit," used for boring holes true,
parallel, and smooth , and is a valuable tool, par

about 24 times the
diameter).
After
forging, it should
B
be annealed
by
allowing it to cool
out in ashes or
A
lime, and when cold
should be placed
between the lathe
centres and the cut
ting end A , B turned
perfectly
smooth
and parallel along
its length , and the
end Å faced up
For large
square.
bits " the diam
eter should be turn
ed “ bare ” to the
FIG . 4 .
finished size of hole
ANOTHER
to allow for a slight
FORM OF
expansion of the
“ D -BIT.'
steel, which occurs
when
hardening;
for small bits ” this will not matter beyond taking
care that “ bit ” is not " full to size. After turn
ing, a line should be scratched along both sides and
across the end exactly through the centre as a
guide when grinding or filing the top face, which
should next be done either by grinding, filing, or
shaping, care being taken not to get below the
centre, as indicated by the lines. Some workmen
file a “ lip ” on the top face at the cutting end ,
similar to that described in the article on flat drills ,
when using this “ bit ” on iron and steel ; but in
actual practice it is not worth the trouble , as the
“ bit ” would be rendered unfit for use on brass and
gunmetal, and the result is much the same either
way. The “ bit ” is next backed off for clearance
of the cutting edge, which is at the point marked
A , A and the corner rounded ; the clearance is
indicated by the dotted lines , these showing the
bit before filing ; and it must be recollected that
it is here and at no other part of this bit that the
grinding must be performed . When dull, it should
never be ground on the top face ( I mention this be
cause I have seen it done).
It is now ready for hardening and tempering
assuming that, if found necessary, a rough cut has
been taken along the body or shank of bit - and this
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is effected by following the instructions in the last
article on hardening drills , cooling out when the
colour arrives at a light brown straw for brass , and
a darker shade for wrought iron and steel. For
" bits ” of small diameter , I always use silver steel
of the same diameter as hole to be bored , the over
all length of “ bit ” being about 2 ins. longer than
the depth of hole . The steel is centred and a cut
taken along it to within a distance of about three
times the diameter
from the end, after
wards being filed
backed off, and hard
ened and tempered as
described for the
larger " bit.” When
A
requiring to use a
for a long
“ D -bit
hole of small diameter,
say , 5-16ths in ., it
would be troublesome
to turn the back end
or shank to a smaller
diameter, not to men
tion the expenditure of
time, and the following
description is of how I
make small D -bits for
this purpose, which I
Fig . 5
find answers quite
well. We will suppose
a
bit ” is wanted
12 ins. long by 5-16ths
in . diameter, and to
make it we shall require two pieces of silver steel
one piece 5-16ths in . diameter, and 2 ins. or 3 ins.
long, and the other 7-32nds in . diameter and 12 ins.
long. The 5-16ths in . piece is held in a small self
centreing chuck, and a hole drilled and tapped
3-16ths in . Whitworth in the centre at one end, and
then filed or ground to a half-circle and to the
shape as shown (Fig . 3 ), after which it is sawn off to
a length of four or five diameters, say, 14 ins. The
7-32nds in . piece is next held in the chuck , and a
good centre drilled in the end ; the other end is
next turned down and threaded to fit tightly into
the 5-16ths in . piece, as shown (Fig . 3 ), the two
pieces are screwed tightly together, and the cutting
end backed off and hardened and tempered .
This kind of bit, and made as described , quite
recently successfully bored a fin . hole 15 ins. long
through a gunmetal casting.
Fig . 4 represents another form of “ D -bit ” used
for the purpose of making two holes of different
diameters concentric with each other, the method
being as follows :—Hole A (Fig . 8 ) is first bored out
true a little less than the finished size ; the “ bit
( Fig.4 ) is then used, the plain part A fitting the hole
A (Fig. 8 ) a good sliding fit ; the cutting end B is
slowly fed into the hole B , plenty of oil being used
in the operation ; both holes are afterwards finished
In deep holes, where
D -bit.”
with an ordinary
this operation is performed, and where great accu
racy is required , care must be taken to start the
small hole true out of the solid , and this may be
managed with the drill shown (Fig . 5 ), the plain part
A , as with the former “ bit,” being for the purpose
of serving as a guide, and must be a good fit. The
plain part and the drill piece are turned at the
same time to the required size , the drill piece being
turned conical at the end , afterwards being filed up
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and hardened and tempered . The drill piece
should be turned a little smaller in diameter at the
back end to clear itself in the hole ; plenty of oil
should be used , and the “ bit ” frequently with
drawn when being used and the hole cleaned out, as
it will be obvious that little space is available for the
cuttings. Working in this way, I have, at various
times, turned out some really fine holes in both
steel and gunmetal, these “ bits ” making it pos
sible for accurate work of this kind to be done.
Fig . 6 is another kind of “ bit " used for enlarging
holes that have previously been bored true, the
method of making being as follows :-A piece of
tool steel of square section of the requisite length is
forged Alat at one end a little wider than the diame
ter of hole to be bored , and in length about 14 times
the diameter. It is centred true at both ends, and
the flattened end roughly turned to size and the end
faced , the two faces then being filed fairly flat. Two
pieces of hardwood - beech, for preference — are cut
ont, each piece having one flat side, and in one piece
two holes are drilled for screws, as shown (Fig . 6 ),
the holes being recessed to allow of screw heads being
well under the finished surface. The wood is then
held on the flat of the steel, and two holes marked
off and drilled, the two pieces of wood being then
screwed tightly to the steel, and both wood and
steel turned to the diameter of the finished hole it is
to be used for. The wood is taken off and the cut
ting edges of steel backed off, taking care to just
not file out the tooth marks at cutting edges, atten
tion to this making it certain that each edge will do
its work . The centres should be left in , and the
back end of bit should be filed slightly smaller in
diameter than the front end for clearance in the
hole. The bit is then hardened and tempered for
about one-third the length of flattened part to a dark
brown straw -colour, the wood pieces after being
made the shape as shown in the sketch , a narrow
strip being removed from along each cutting edge to

Fig . 6.— " Bit " USED FOR ENLARGING HOLES.
allow of the cuttings getting by, is replaced in posi
tion and screwed up and is ready for use, a rub with
a piece of oilstone giving the necessary edge. The
wood should be exactly the same size in diameter at
hoth front and back end, and should not be smaller
than
the bit, but , if anything, a trifle larger. These
.6
bits ” are not usually employed for holes of less
diameter than I in .
Fig . 7 is the “ Rose bit," a useful tool for making
metal- to -metal valve seats , and for trueing and
finishing holes and for countersinking. These bits
are not much used now for any purpose other than
valve seats, for which they are well adapted, and
which will form the subject of a future article .
Another form of Rose bit is made from a piece
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of silver steel of any required length , the end being
faced square and about eight teeth filed on the
corner which is rounded as Fig . 9. The diameter
of the steel is that of the hole, and is just an easy fit ;
this is a useful tool where, for instance, a long hole
is not strictly parallel, or where two or tbree castings
are bolted together and holes do not come quite in
line. The tool is then worked through by hand , a
carrier being fixed on the end to afford a grip for the
hand . Various other kinds of “ bits ” are in use,
most of them being variations of those given , as
for instance, the tapered “ D bit ” used for tapering
holes, the tool in this case, instead of being turned
parallel, is turned to the required taper , and as be
fore, filed along its cutting length to a half-circle and
hardened and tempered to a dark brown straw with

FIG . 7. - Rose Bit.
a tinge of purple along the whole length of cutting
edge, as this particular “ bit,” unlike the parallel
one, cuts with all the edge of half-round part. The
bits described, in conjunction with the drills given
in the previous articles, will be found to be more
than necessary for practically all classes of metal
work, and we will now consider the methods ofusing
them in the lathe.
Drilling in the lathe may be divided into two
different methods of application of the drill — that
in which the drill revolves and the work remains
stationary, and that in which the work revolves or
rotates and the drill is stationary . The last named
method is the one most frequently used , the work
being held on the faceplate or chuck , and the drill
or " bit " held in the slide-rest or against the tail
stock or poppet head . The other method is almost
exactly the opposite, the work being held on slide
rest or saddle, or in a small chuck fitted to tail-stock ,
or, as when the article is small, held in the hand
against the poppet, and the drill rotated in the
chuck . The last named method is , as a rule, only
employed for small articles, and where accuracy is
not absolutely necessary, the lathe under these
circumstances becoming a poor substitute for a
drilling machine, the chief advantage of the latter
being the vertical thrust , the work being supported
on a table ; whereas in the lathe the thrust is
horizontal, the work being supported anyhow , the
consequence often being the running of the drill
due to the weight of the work pressing on it. How
ever ,most model engineers — in common with mysclf
at one period - are compelled to use the lathe for
practically everything that comes along ; so it very
frequently happens that it is necessary to rotate
the drill, although I would point out that it is bad
practice and not conducive to accurate work , and
should be avoided when possible, and only used when
in connection with a drilling spindle driven from the
overhead , by means of which extremely good work
may be done. When the drill is used by being held
in the chuck and rotated , the work should always be
supported so that the weight, as mentioned above,
is prevented from pressing on the drill ; and one
method of doing this is to hold the piece to be
drilled in a small dog chuck fitted to end of poppet, a
turned wood faceplate -- the boss of plate being
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turned to fit over end of poppet - also makes a
handy accessorv.
The following remarks and hints apply to the
other method — that of the work rotating and the
drill being stationary - beginning with the twist
drill. This drill should not, as a rule, be used for
enlarging a hole , as in this operation it is not an in
qualified success , being very apt to suddenly screw
itself into the hole it is being used in , a nasty acci.
dent often being the result, bad both for the drill,
the job , and the operator. Although I have used it
for this purpose many times, I have never been able
to overcome a feeling of pervousness while doing so ,
and have had several accidents . When using it in
this way it is most important that the drill be kept
pressed hard up against the poppet by which it is
being fed into the work, or tightly held in a
small drill chuck fitting on or into the end of
poppet. For this kind of work with small
holes the best drill to use is the straight
Auted drill described in the last article. For
drilling a straight hole out of the solid the
twist drill is an excellent tool, and makes a
first-class bit for lathe use ; but to get good
results it must be ground true and started true. In
structions for grinding this tool have been given in
previous articles, and a good plan to ensure its start
ing true is as follows : - The work , mounted in the
chuck or on the faceplate, is rotated at the top
speed for gunmetal, brass, & c., and with the corner
of a flat scraper or planishing tool, holding it on a
bar or lathe tool fixed in the slide-rest to act as a
rest, work out a centre dead true in the job . When
the work is of steel or wrought iron the hand tool
cannot well be used ; a drill is then bolted down on
slide-sest, the point of drill being made to coincide
with the centre, and the work rotated and the centre

B

FIG . 10 .

A

Fig . 8.

Fig . 9.-- Rose BIT.

worked out with the point of drill feeding it in witb
the screw of slide -rest. The drill should be about
} in ., and ground to a point, and should be bolted
down as near the point as possible to obviate any
possibility of it springing. Having now a small cone
running perfectly true in the work, the largest or
outer diameter of cone being about half that of the
drill that is going to be used , the drill, with a carrier
fixed on the shank end , if not held in a small chuck ,
is held hard up against the poppet centre and pre
vented from rotating by one end of carrier pressing
on a bar held in the slide -rest, and is fed into the
work with the screw of poppet, feeding it gradually ,
and using plenty of oil for steel or wrought iron , and
a little tallow for brass and gunmetal.
When theholes areof any depth,it is important that
the centres of lathe should be in alignment or the
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drill will bind in the hole. These remarks apply also
to the straight- fluted drill, and in fact, to all drills
held against the poppet or tail-stock centre . Small
twist drills will be found to be conical at the shank
end ; these will have to be held in a small drill
chuck against the tail-stock centre, or against the
small fitting shown (Fig . 10 ) ; this is a piece ofbrass
or iron bored to fit the end of poppet and counter
sunk quite true on the front side, the drill being pre
vented from rotating by gripping it in a small pin
vict, or with a small pair of pliers. The bit (Fig. 1 )
is held in the slide-rest, the centre of bit coinciding
with the centre of hole both vertically and hori.

A
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bit and poppetcentre, feeding with the poppet screw .
These bits are, as a rule , not used for holes less than
I in . in diameter ; but for diameters above this they
turn out some very fine holes, leaving a very fine
smooth surface, requiring no polishing or lapping
afterwards. When using these bits they should not
be allowed to remain stationary in any part of the
hole, but should be taken right through without
stopping, or they will probably make the hole a
trifle larger just at the place at which the stoppage
occurred . The Rose bit ( Fig . 7 ) is held in the same
way as the D bit ; it should be polished and well
lubricated , and not allowed to have much metal
to remove from out of the hole , which should have
previously been bored true. It should also not be
allowed to get hot, or it will expand and bind in the
hole . However, for any work other than valve
seats their use is not to be recommended , the bits
described being sufficient for all purposes.
( To be continued .)
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Fig . 1. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF SPRING SUSPENSION FOR ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE MOTOR.
zontally ; this bit is generally used for roughly
enlarging shallow holes, and will remove a con
siderable amount of metal at one cut, and finish the
bottom of hole square. The half-round or D bit
is held against the tail-stock centre, as with the
twist drill, and is chiefly used for enlarging and
finishing to size long holes perfectly smooth ; it will
also bore a hole concentric that is anything but true,
provided the hole is bored out at the mouth to a
depth of about half the length of half-round part of
bit, to which it is made a good fit ; this must always
be done when using a D bit, which should be fed
slowly at a medium rate of speed , using a lubricant
oil for preference — and keeping the bit pressed well
up against the tail-stock centre to prevent accident
in the event of bit encountering a blowhole some
where in the hole.
The bit (Fig . 6 ) is employed for
the purpose of enlarging holes that have previously
been bored true. The bit is usually bolted down
in the slide-rest concentric and square with the hole
all ways, the mouth of the hole having previously
been bored out for about 1 in . a good fit to the bit .
The bit is pressed into the hole by means of the lead
ing screw of lathe, using a fine feed and slow speed,
or by placing a bar between the slide-rest or end of

Spring Motor Suspension
Electric Locomotive .

for

By L. A. SPARKS.
*HE object of this design of spring suspension
of the motor being spring-borne, and , at the
same time, prevent any possibility of a change of
the motor position (relative to the loco framework )
throwing the gearing centres out of line. Such a
spring suspension ensures freedom from vibration
when running, and hence causes less racking strain
to the locomotive as a whole. The gearing runs in
an oil bath .
The general arrangement is shown somewhat
diagrammatically in Fig . 1, while Fig . 2 shows a plan
of the driving axle with the gear-case , Fig . 3 show
ing a more detailed side view of the gear-case itself.
As it will be noted from the drawings, worm
gearing is employed to connect the motor shaft Z ,
with the driving shaft H. The motor and
the gear- case F are rigidly connected together so
that the motor can rise or fall, turning on the
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driving-axle H as a centre. The play of the motor
up or down is limited by four springs, two springs
being placed on either side of the motor ; only one
of these springs is shown in Fig . i for sake of clear
ness . The upper part of the spring presses against
a projection A carried by the locomotive frame
work , while the lower part of the spring presses
against a projection B of the locomotive motor.
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figure also showing the construction of the gear
case itself more fully. Two rods T are screwed
into lugs L on the gear-case, the other end of these
rods being secured to the lugs O of the motor (see
Fig . 1). The gear-case is split along the line F ',
so that by taking out the four bolts G , G , G , G
Fig. 2 , the whole of the lower half of the gear-case
can be taken apart, thus allowing the driving axle
H , together with its worm
wheel, to be entirely removed.
The worm shaft runs in two
bushes K , K , Fig. 3 , so that
by merely removing these
bushes the worm shaft , together
with its worm , can be readily
F
withdrawn from the gear- case.
The whole construction is
clearly shown in the above three
drawings , from
which it will be
seen that by this
H
H
design, practically
half the motor
weight is spring
borne, while, owing
G
to the gear-case and
¡ F
the motor as a
whole being rigidly coupled
together , it is impossible for
the alignment to be dis
turbed by variation in the
position of the motor.
T
T
The worm gear, it will be
Z
noted, can be quickly in
spected by taking out the
bearing bushes of the worm
shaft and dropping the lower
portion of the gear-case so
as to allow of removing the
driving axle and the worm
Fig . 2. -PLAN
–
OF DRIVING AXLE AND GEAR -CASE .
wheel. This is of importanec
owing to the gauge, the space
where,
cases
those
in
The lower spring, in exactly the same manner,
allowed for the motor and its gearing is limited .
presses against the projection B of the motor, and
the projection C of the locomotive framework , the
motor being free to slide up and down on the spindle
A SIX -WHEELED motor car, invented in France by
D which passes through the lug B and is securely
M. Robin , has its motor mounted on a short fore.
fixed to the framework of the locomotive by means
carriage with four wheels ; the object is to obtain
of lugs A and C.
increased stability and solidity . Under the name
It will thus be readily seen that any shock or
K
movement of the motor is absorbed by these four
K
springs.
F
In order to rigidly connect the motor with the
gear case, two methods may be adopted .
The
underside of the motor W , W , and the underside
of the gear-case lugs X , can be planed perfectly
true, and the motor and its gear-case rigidly con
nected together by means of two light bars screwed
to the base of the motor and the lugs of the gear
F'
case N.
H
The alternative method of connecting the motor
with its gear- case consists in screwing at either side
of the motor base O , a spindle, the opposite end of
T
which is carried through holes drilled in the lugs
N of the gear-case .
To complete the description of Fig . 1, Q is the
driving wheel of the locomotive, while Ř is , of
FIG . 3. — SIDE VIEW OF GEAR-CASE .
course, one of the rails. P is merely the bush of
ebonite on which the terminals of the motor are
Janvier-Robin or Flexbi "
the
of
rol car, this
fixed .
The second method of connecting the motor and
was shown at the recent Paris Automobile Salon . It
has a long wheel base and is a powerful- looking car.
its gear-case is more clearly shown in Fig . 2 , this
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A

Working Model
Tramcar .

The Model Erginoor and Bloctrislan .

Electric

By G. O. CHAMBERS.
HE model electric tramcar here described is
constructed on the “ overhead ” system ,
THE
which has been adopted by the Lon
It is, in
don Electric Tramway Company.

HAMMERSMITH BROADWAY& NEW BRICOL
HOUNSLOW

SIDE VIEW OF MODEL ELECTRIC TRAMCAR.
fact, a working model of these cars, and is built
approximately to scale . The time taken for com
pletion of the car itself was six months ; but, in
cluding the track round a garden ,with sher , sidings,
and switchboard , a year was spent in completing
the model. The total cost
about 16 ,
amounted
to
including a 40 amp.-hour
accumulator.
The dimensions of the
tram are :-Length , 26 ins.;
breadth , 6
ins.; height,
to ins. It is lighted through
out by small 4-volt electric
lamps, laid in parallel with
the motor.
They have a
separate switch over one of
the doors, while a similar
switch controls the motive
power over the other door.
Wires lead from the “ arm
to these switches .
The
one to the lamps passes to
resistance
a
coil under
neath one of the platforms. The amount of iron
wire in the coil was ascertained by experiment. The
arm itself is a piece of thick copper wire, at the top
end of which is soldered a piece of brass that se
as a base for a small revolving trolley wheel.
The latter was made of a piece of ļ in . brass
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rod turned down and a slot grooved in the
Through the centre of this disc is
middle .
passed a small pin , which is fitted into the sides
of an old terminal with the middle section filed
out.
At the bottom end of the arm , which is
nearly 1 ft. long, is an insulating ebonite tube
separating the arm from the body of the tram .
Into the other end of the insulating material is
fixed a piece of brass wire with two holes drilled
through it after it has been flattened
on two sides — one in themiddle of this
side, and the other at the end .
The post and revolving swivel are
made of aluminium and are detach
able . At the top of the former is a
screwed disc which keeps the swivel in
place, the latter being held up from
underneath by a ring soldered inside
the tube. The swivel is an aluminium
casting shaped and a hole bored
through the projecting piece. A slot
is filed in this als ), so the arm can be
fixed into it to move up and down. A
hole is next drilled right through the
middle of the swivel to allow a brass
rod to pass through. The upper end
of this is formed into a hook to fix
into the end hole of the flattened
wire, while the other end projects a
couple of inches below the swivel. On
to this lower end is fixed a spiral brass
spring, strong enough to make a good
contact between the trolley wheel and
overhead wire . So much for the arm
and its management . It must be
mentioned , however, that a well- in
sulated wire, but fairly flexible , is
soldered to the lower end of the
copper arm , and passes through the
roof of the car to the two switches.
The sides of the car are made of wood with
windows fret-sawed out, and glass fixed in them .
Zinc is used to cover the roof and sides above
the windows ; the same .material also supplies
the curved ends, steps, seats and ornamen

UNDERSIDE VIEW OF CAR .
tation work .
Brass wire is used for rails round
the sides and up the steps, and is also used in
The
many places for necessity or appearance.
seats are imitations of the real ones, with swinging
backs and respective mackintoshes. The destina
tion lights are made of zinc ; the destinations
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themselves were made by the aid of the penny in
the-slot American stamping machine.
Head
lights are fixed into each end of the car , and are
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lights appear at each end of the car, and are re
versible by means of circular gilded discs of zinc.
Little need be said about the upholstering of the
interior ; suffice it to say that everything has been
made similar to that of a real tram . The painting
and lettering is, of course, exact, and was made to
correspond with a “ Hammersmith to Hounslow "
tram . The total weight of the car is 134 lbs., and
the indicated carrying weightof the motor is 15 lbs.
With a current of 10 volts the tram can be driven at a
fair rate of speed and all the lamps lighted at the
same time. With this load , however , the amount con
sumed is 5 amps. The positive current passes from
the accumulator shed to a four-notched switch .
From thence it travels along the insulated under
ground wires to another switch box . The latter
corresponds and acts in a similar manner to those
situated along the road at certain intervals. Thus,
a portion of the overhead wire need only be switched
on at one time. The insulating cups made for this
purpose were very delicate to make, having to be
so small to be in scale . They also are made like the
real ones, having the inside hollowed out to prevent
rain or snow forming a leakage of electricity .
The overhead wire and also the rails are de
tachable ; the former can be wound round a
wooden wheel to prevent injury to the wire ; the

15

FRONT VIEW OF CAR .
switched on and off by the handles of the con
trollers ” respectively . One brake handle is imita
tion , the other works a reversible switch underneath
that end of the car. This switch , by means of
various notches, automatically reverses the current
through the armature .
The motor is also home-made. The castings
were obtained from Messrs. Avery , and built up
according to their directions. It is geared by
means of bevelled wheels to the axle of the driving
wheels, the armature shaft being at right-angles to
the axles. There are two bogies, each containing
two pairs of wheels, one pair being driving wheels
and the other pair being small trailing wheels. The
axles of these wheels are seated in movable spring
bearings, which work in a similar way to the real
ones .
The patterns (for casting) of these bearings, etc.,
were made from drawings of the real ones, and were
cast in brass, filed down, drilled , and all four made
symmetrically . These two pairs are connected
to each other respectively by brass rods equal in
length . Each bogie revolves on a swivel fixed into
the floor of the tram by means of a bolt and nut,
washers, & c . These bogies also supply'a return to
earth from the motor and lamps. There are imita
tion catchers underneath the driver's platforms at
each end of the car, while steps, hand-rails, and
collapsible gates are made as realistic as possible .
The last mentioned do really close up ; but it was
only after hours of careful and patient labour that
they were really satisfactory . Red and green

VIEW OF TRACK .

latter can be packed up in segments so that the
whole track can easily be removed . Thus has been
described the construction of a model electric
tramcar made on the same principles as those
now in use in the western suburbs of London .
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Unique Model Locomotive.

'HE model of a locomotive shown in the accom
panying photograph is an intended exhibit
by Mr. John Moncrieff, North British Glass
Works, Perth , Scotland, to St. Louis Exhibition ,
United States, America , for the purpose of showing
thc famous Perth water-gauge glass . The proto
type of the engine is used by the Highland Railway
in Scotland.
The framework , only where absolutely necessary,
is made ofwood . The length of themodel complete
is 15 ft. by 4 ft. high by 3 ft. wide, and , when com
plete , it rests on wooden rails made exactly to
imitate an ordinary railway track .
· The couplings, connecting -rod , dome, funnel,
whistle , buffers, and cylinders are entirely made of
gauge glasses. Altogether there are about 13,000

T
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Railway Electrification .
LIVERPOOL TO SOUTHPORT.
EARLY the whole of the electrification of that
NE part of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail
way between Liverpool and Crossens on the north
side of Southport, about 23 miles of double line,
has been completed, and an experimental run has
been made over the section. The power -house is
at Formby, and the current is sent to the Birkdale
sub -section , whence it is sent to the trains.
The trains are composed of two first and two
third - class cars , the latter being equipped with four
motors of 150 h.-p., making a total of 1,200 h.-p.
per train , which is fed by direct current at about
system .
600 volts, working on the 10 third rail
The cars are 60 ft . long and 10 ft . wide, and have
a centre passage throughout, with vestibules to

A MODEL LOCOMOTIVE COMPOSED OF WATER -GAUGE GLASSES.
separate pieces of glass tubing employed in the con
struction of the locomotive and tender.
The locomotive is fitted with miniature gauge
cocks, and wound on several places with electro
plated copper, so as to give a better finish. The
model was entirely built by one of the foremen of
the works, assisted by two others , and took seven
months to complete .
Besides this locomotive model the exhibit also
includes a small hydraulic hand -pump for practically
testing the gauge glasses to 5000 lbs. hydraulic
pressure to the square inch .
When placed in the Exhibition grounds the model
will be raised a few feet above the level of the square,
and the stand nicely draped , to show it off to the
best advantage .

The new railway belonging to the Metropolitan
Company from Harrow to Uxbridge is nearly
completed, and it is expected that it will be open
for traffic during the present half year.

allow passage from one carriage to another. The
motor vehicles are at the end of the third -class
coaches. The outer end has a small compartment
for the motorman , containing all the apparatus for
controlling the train ; and near this is a luggage
compartment, the remainder of the vehicle being
devoted to passengers .
Most of the seats are cross -wise , to seat three on
one side of the passage and two on the other, but
at the ends they are fixed lengthwise, to allow more
room for passengers entering or leaving the cars.
The cross seats are reversible , so that passengers
may sit as they choose. The seats are all covered
with rattan , a very clean and healthy kind of cane
seating. The interior of the cars is fitted with oak ,
giving a very light appearance.
The trailers or first- class cars have seats arranged
after the same design , but only two on each
side of
(6
the passage ; they are upholstered in
epingle,"
the interior decoration being mahogany, with light
wood panelling, and the roof covered with mill.
board . Special attention has been given to the
electric lighting and heating of these vehicles. A
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four-car train will carry 270 passengers, the third
class seating 69 and the first -class 66 people, and
there will be a ten -minute service .

The “ Model Engineer

Loco

motive .
By HENRY GREENLY .
( Continued from page 114.!

IV . - CYLINDERS.
N this issue the construction of the cylinders for
tion of the general remarks on page 28 of the
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considerable extent, may be obtained without the
use of cores, core prints , and boxes.
It should be noticed that these corings are not
the same on both sides of the cylinder (see Fig . 1 ),
as the exhaust passage connecting the two exhaust
ports is not cast -in but is formed by drilling a
5-32nds in . diameter hole from one side, plugging
this hole by a screwed and sweated brass plug.
There are a variety of ways ofmachining the five
sides of the cylinder casting requiring finishing ;
and those who do not possess a shaper or small
planer will not find it difficult to do the work on an
angle - plate in the lathe. After the first face has
been finished , the cylinders should be very carefully
marked out, and to bore , the casting may be held
in the angle-plate and an ordinary boring tool em
ployed , or it may be rigged up on the saddle and
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FIG . 17. - DETAILS OF CYLINDERS.

number for January 14th , it may be mentioned that
the steam chest is in one casting as well as the
cylinders .
In making the pattern for the cylinders, if it is
built in two parts , with the dividing line horizon
tally through the axes of the cylinders , the corings
at the sides, which should lighten the casting to a

finished with a boring bar. In any case, the
rectangular shape of the casting will prove advan
tageous in more ways than one during the opera
tions of machining.
The steam ports may be 3-32nds in . by 1 in . ;
the port bar, 3-32nds thick ; and the exhaust port,
3-16ths by 1. The valve being
in . long, pro
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vides 1-32nd in . lap.
than necessary , but the
find this a drawback ,
found easier to cut.

The steam ports are larger
amateur engineer will not
as the larger ports will be
To accomplish this it is

ܗ

connect the steam ports with either end of the
cylinder, three holes, 3-32nds in . diameter, as closely
as possible to each other, should be drilled from the
ends into the ports. Care will have to be taken in
packing the cylinder at an angle to see
that the cant is exactly right, else the
AH
drill will emerge from some point where it
В,
B
is not intended to do so .
As the cylinder centres are i in , apart,
the covers , which measure 1 $ ins. dia
meter, will, of necessity, have to be filed
flat at their adjacent edges. Four screws
org
are suggested for the covers, and the
B.
B
Ja ha
glands which are not of the screwed pat
tern common to model work shown , are
not only more orthodox, but will not be
found to require so much skill in making
and fitting as screwed glands. If the
shanks are turned up truly , and the studs
are inserted properly , the binding of the
B
glands on the piston and valve rods need
0
not be feared .
40C
А В
To connect the steam chest to the cylin
+4+
ders , two countersunk screws ( A , Fig . 20 )
Countersunk
should be used , in addition to the long
END ELEVATION . studs B , which are screwed into the cylin
FIG . 18. - UNDERSIDE OF STEAM CHEST.
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suggested that when the face of the cylinder is
prepared , the outlines of the ports being correctly
scribed , holes should be drilled into the casting
to the required depth and rough edges of the
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Fig . 21.- PISTON AND PISTON -Rod .

"
Fig . 20. - PLAN OF STEAM CHEST .

ports trimmed with graver and chisel until the
correct proportions on the face are obtained .
The exhaust port will, of course , meet the hori
zontal passage, if this is already drilled , and to

der casting and pass through clearing holes in the
steam chest.
The fixings C may be short studs
or screws, and serve only to bolt down the steam
chest cover .
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With regard to the valve-rod , more will be said
when the valve gearing is described . The deep
groove in the piston will be noted ; this is essential,
and should not be made of less depth than shown .
The valve is slotted on the top to receive the
spindle, which has a tailed gland , and is filed flat
to fit the slot in the valve easily but without shake.
As the valve spindle is supported by the motion
plate (see coloured supplement, January 7th issue),
the dummy gland and tail spindle may be omitted ;
however, the writer can advise their retention .
The width of the cylinder casting will vary
according to the thickness of the " insulating
material used , the distance between the frames
being 2 II- I6ths ins.
( To be continued .)

The method of conducting the exhaust to the
atmosphere by a pipe passing through the steam
chest was referred to on page 28 , January 14th
issue, and the practical side of this feature may now
be dealt with . The central hole in the valve face
of the cylinder should be drilled a tapping size for

3
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FIG . 23. - GLANDS.
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Stationary Brazing

Lamp.

By W. LEWIS.
' HE lamp described and illustrated herewith
TH has a few points which differ from other
types of brazing lamps. For one thing, it is
not held in the hand when being used ; neither does
it require to be lifted from one side of the brazing
hearth to the other . Its construction being both
simple and inexpensive, the amateur with a limited
supply of tools at his disposal should be able easily
to make one.
First of all, obtain a good , strong tank -- say,
12 ins. high , 6 ins. wide. Drill a hole 6 ins. from
bottom of tank , and solder in a 4 -in . brass union
with a short piece of fin . gas barrel about 8 ins.
long. Three holes must be drilled in the top of
reservoir, and solder in one, a cycle valve, in the
others respectively, a gunmetal water -plug with
ferrule and a pressure -gauge. About i in . from the
top, drill a hole in which solder an elbow for the oil
gauge ; an t-in. brass elbow with a shoulder inside
is about the best for this . After obtaining the re
quired length of 1 in . glass tubing,mark off the posi
tion of lower elbow , and then solder it in , making
sure that the gauge is upright.
The following is a good recipe for cementing the
glass tube :-Mix chloride of magnesium with cal
cined magnesia into a thick paste , and work it well
down the glass tube and elbow ; let it stand in a

a fine t -in . thread , the hole extending further down
than the horizontal exhaust passage. Into this hole
the exhaust deflector may be driven and sweated ,
although with two or three engines having cylinders
of similar pattern, the writer has experienced no
trouble where this nib has been omitted , and, there
fore, should it be thought by any reader a refine
ment of doubtful practical value, it may be left out
without detrimental effects in the working of the
model.
The steam chest cover has an oval boss on the
upper side, this forming a
For lubricolor
stuffing box for the exhaust
pipe, where it passes through
3"
The gland for
the cover .
32
this stuffing box is simply a
piece of plate recessed in a
similar manner to the cover
with a f -in . drill, but not
Tá
quite so deeply. A strand of
asbestos yarn should make
this joint quite tight.
The
diameter of the exhaust pipe
BZ
should be in ., stout brass
7
af
tube being employed . The
thread on the end should be
Fig . 24. - CYLINDER COVERS.
chased taper, so that with a
warm place for about twenty-four hours, when it
smearing of red lead there will be no leakage of
will become hard as iron and will stand a pressure of
steam to exhaust at this joint.
Figs. 21 and 22, respectively, represent to full
60 lbs. quite well. The gauge might have a small
size the piston and valves with their rods, the
wire guard to prevent it being broken .
lengths of these being marked on the drawings.
Obtain a 3 -ft. length of flexible steel tubing } in .
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bore, with a į in . union on one end and an } in .
brass connection piece on the other. The wooden
handle, according to sketch, should be put on , then
the connecting piece , and finally the fin . wheel
valve.
An Ætna burner should now be procured . Cut
off the brass hexagon nut, and run an $ in . gas
thread down to the small shoulder , which is about
i in . from the burner ; cut off the long brass tube,
and screw it into the wheel valve.
The spirit-tray, as per sketch , should have a lug
each side, to which are connected pieces of copper
wire , by means of which it is hung from the burner
until the latter is hot, and then it can be removed .
Ofcourse, two burnersmay be provided - one for the

Pressure gauge
Cycle volve
oil plug
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Practical Letters

from

our

Readers .
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desiree: but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication )
The Educational Value of Model Engineering.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
Dear SIR , -I have been for some years an occa
sional reader of The MODEL ENGINEER , but am now
a regular subscriber to it, and , I may add , a very
interested reader of the paper. I have read with
much interest and pleasure, in the Supplement of
the issue of January 7th , the Editorial, “ To my
Friends — the Readers ,” and agree fully that “ model
engineering possesses a great and real educational
value " ; and I think that this idea is gaining
ground here in America each year. I know in the
past year that there has been a very strong and
prevalent idea here that that sort of work , when the
model was not intended for some commercial pur
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64

Wooden handle

Hook
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ARRANGEMENT OF STATIONARY BRAZING LAMP.
light work , and the other for heavy. The lamp, or
reservoir , should be fixed to the bench or brazing
hearth by the brackets , as shown in the drawing .
The outer case of the burner can be kept in place by
means of a piece of wire passed round the back of
nipple .
To use this lamp, fill the reservoir to three parts
full with paraffin oil, shut off the valve, and pump
air into it until the pressure-gauge shows 50 or
60 lbs. Then hook on the spirit- tray, fill the same
with methylated spirit, and light ; when the burner
is well hot, open the valve gradually till the burner
is red hot, then turn on the valve full.
When the lamp is not in use, the valve should be
shut off tight.

A SCHOOL for the training of marine engineers
for the Belgian merchant navy is about to be estab .
lished at Liége, says a marine contemporary .

pose or value, was considered rather a waste of
time that might better be employed to more pur
pose ; and I have no doubt that there aremany still
who think that while model-making is in itself in
structive, yet feel that the time consumed on the
construction of the modelmight be better spent in
acquiring the knowledge and carrying out of some
mechanical idea that would have a more useful end ,
than simply — as it looks to them — the pleasure de
rived from its construction . I would quote, as an
illustration , the letter that was in the issue of the
M.E., December 31st,1903, page 642, under the head
ing of “ A Suggestion to Model Engineers.” I am ,
however, certain that there are many persons who
think differently, and look at model making in its
true light. I would point to the rapid increase
of the teaching of manual education , and the very
decided interest taken in it by our school children ,
and especially in our public schools, where not only
elementary , but also advanced instruction is given
in tools and shop work , and both boys and girls
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are taught how to use their hands. The result can
not fail to be better men and women , with keener
perception , and, above all, self-reliance and a deeper
insight into their own resources . I believe that all
work , for either pleasure or profit, should tend to a
higher level of knowledge, bearing in mind that
knowledge does not come to us unsought, but is the
reward
patience and untiring desire and applica
tion in its pursuit, and often time — in fact, almost
always , the desired end is only gained after re
peated failure .
Object teaching is, as we all know , the most inte
resting to the pupil, and I think the only correct
way to impress what you wish to convey . This
applies both to young and old — and here is where I
think model-making comes in , in its strongest and
truest light, by employing not only the hands, but
bringing forward our higher power of thought, and
calling on what latent inventive genius one may
possess. No model maker but at some time has
found himself up to what may have seemed at the
time an almost impossible condition to overcome,
either from lack of skill, tools , or material ; but to
the true thinker, who has really worked out the
situation and overcome the difficulty , and has by
his own effort put it behind him , there comes the
sense of the knowledge gained by the experience he
has gone through, and the very gratifying thought
that he has gone on one step further towards his
wished - for end .
For a beginner , it seems to me that it is better at
first to try and reproduce something, in place of try
ing to formulate some idea of his own ; for first
attempts are almost certain , from lack of skill, to
result in disheartening failure. At the same time,
I would have him bear in mind that simply making
a model that will resemble the one he is copying in
all parts is not the only end that he is striving to
accomplish. He should endeavour, if possible,
to instil some individuality into his work , or at
least to obtain from the construction ideas and
knowledge that he can put into practice in future
work . In this way , it seems to me that model
building will prove one of the greatest means of
self-instruction and development of the generation
and raise the science of model building above what
some persons may be inclined to think of it — as
simply a means of recreation and amusement.
Furthermore, to my thinking , it will raise the model
builder above the plane of a simple copyist to that
of an earnest thinker, and possibly originator.
As far as I know , or have heard , we have no
societies of model engineers in America . We have,
as you well know , our technical and mechanical
school, where all branches of mechanical and
electrical engineering are taught, and practically
worked out in fully equipped shops from the
smallest detail to the finish . There is , however, a
large number of men who have not attended , nor
can attend these schools , owing to business and
other claims, who are mechanically inclined , to
whom such meetings as your societies afford would
be very welcome, and who would derive untold
help , instruction , and pleasure from the meeting
each other , exchanges of ideas, and the exhibition of
finished or unfinished work . For I believe that
anyone who has the slightest mechanical turn of
mind has the latent power to produce, if given the
chance to exercise and bring it out — some, of course,
in a higher degree than others. For no one knows
what he can do until he has tested his ability . As
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regards myself, having always had a natural in
clination toward mechanics, the use of both
hund and machine tools has seemed to come to me
with little effort. Of course , this has been greatly
aided by the opportunity that I have had for the
past ten or fifteen years to use all kinds of tools ,
especially machine tools ; so that while I have not
learned the trade of a machinist, as one calls it in
America , I have by close application , observation
and taking advantage of every chance I had , been
able to educatemyself so that, withoutany boasting
on my part; I can say that the work I am able to
turn out will compare very favourably with
that done by a person who has gone through
the regular routine of learning his trade. My
workshop, although small, is well equipped , and in
it I pass a great many pleasant hours , and , I trust,
with profit to myself. Still, I feel and know that
meeting persons who have similar tastes, and the
exchange of ideas resulting therefrom , could not
fail to be of great benefit to me.
Regarding my experience in actual model-build
ing, it has been small, as my attention has been
turned towards clocks, rebuilding and remodelling

FIGURE PRODUCED BY A ROUGHLY CONSTRUCTED
HARMONOGRAPH .
them , especially chime clocks, of which I have
built and remodelled several - nut commercially , but
as an amateur, and solely for my knowledge and
instruction . There was, I understand, an article
in an issue of The MODEL ENGINEER some years
ago , entitled “ Clockmaking as a Hobby,"
This
article I have been unable to get, as I understand
that it is out of print. Without desiring to push
my hobby to the front, I would ask if there are not,
among the readers of The MODEL ENGINEER, some
that are interested in the same subject, and who
would give me some of their experience and re
sults. I think that it would be interesting and
useful. The field may not be as wide as many that
are now treated , nor, most likely, would it
interest the many ; but I am certain that there
are some that it would reach , and who would
appreciate.
When I began to write, I intended only to say a
few words in praise of the very excellent Editorial
I referred to ; but one thought has led to another ,
until I have covered an alarming amount of paper.
My only excuse is the very great pleasure that I
have taken in the subject. - Yours truly ,
F. B. ASPINWALL.
New York , U.S.A.
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Electrical Chimes.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , -I see, in the January 7th issue of The
MODEL ENGINEER , a description of a set of electrical
chimes. It may interest you to hear that I have
made something of the samekind.
Having made a wooden model of St. Peter's
Church, Thetford - scale , 5-16ths in , to the foot- I
have fitted it up with electricl ight, produced from a
dynamo of my own making. It has also a set of
eight bells, which are rung automatically in times or
changes . As I am a ringer of the above church , I
have made them ring touches of Bob and Treble
Bob Major, also Stedman and Grandsire Triples. I
get the changes by punching a long strip of tracing
paper, something similar to organette papers ,which
form the insulation between the keys. I might say
that the church windows I photographed, and so I
produce exactly the same designs in the model
church, which look very nice when_lighted up
THOMAS FITZJOHN .
inside. - Yours truly ,
Thetford , Norfolk .
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boats, would it not be worth our while to turn our
attention to the paddle ? I think it was you, Sir ,
who said a short time ago that they were difficult to
keep on a straight course. There are other difficul.
ties, too , no doubt ; but is it not a boast amongst
engineers and mechanics in general that we intend
making a thing go, or else make it as no one else can
(an expression one often hears amongst the frater
nity ) ? Then why should we fight shy of the paddle
steamer just because it is a difficult job to make it a
success ? Rather had we better buckle into it, and
be determined to test the job at all costs . Besides, I
should think, under equal circumstances, a paddle
could be made the quicker hnat. excepting against
head wind
I was glad to see Mr. Goudge's model, and con
gratulate him on having made such an improvement
in it. Apologising for the length of this letter,
R. REA .
yours truly,
Wakefield

Queries and Replies.

Harmonographs.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , -I read with pleasure Mr. Avery's
article on Harmonographs, and have made a rough
one mostly of wood with old iron for weights. As
Mr. Avery truly remarks, the pens and paper are
difficult to manage well. I find, however, that by
using smoked glass plates_old ne ives — and a
sewing needle instead of a pen, I get better results,
with less trouble , and , therefore, offer this alterna
tive to those who find the pens hard to make.
Moreover, the smoked glass figures can be used
as negatives and printed by contact to get perma
nent results. Of course , they must be printed
through the glass , or the smoke rubs off -- and to
print well, a single gas burner may be used and
bromide paper: diffused light is useless , as it blurs
the lines . I enclose a rough print for your inspec
tion . - Yours truly ,
J. N.
Liverpool.
Model Steamer Design .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, - ) felt, on reading Mr. Knight's letter
on the above, that I could more or less endorse most
of it . I have often thought what a lot the M.E.
has done for the model loco . Why, it has prac
tically ousted the old " Ajax " style off the market !
One is almost tempted to buy one of these and start a
museum ; but I think the steamers have hardly
kept pace with the locos. True , there are a few good
ones scattered through the back vols., but very
little information about the lines of the craft. This ,
I should think , is of equal importance, at least, to
the power put into the ship . I believe the theoret
ical idea is for a ship to move through the water
without disturbing it, except for the passage of the
hull. That , of course, cannot obtain in practice ;
but it is patent to anyone that these results cannot
be attained with any shape of a boat.
There is one other little matter I should like to
mention whilst on the subject of steamers, and that
is to put in a plea for the paddle-boats. I always
think these are much the prettier looking ship ; but
that may not be the general opinion . However, in
view of model engineers building so many screw

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department.". No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post under the following conditions (1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b * in
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondentsare recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
ieference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed. (6 ) Al Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Flect Street, London , E.C.)
Thefollowing are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently : (10,308] Cost of Gas Engine ronning Dynamo for Light.
Ing. M. M .[(Marylebone) writes : In our premises we have about
seventy 16 c.-p. lamps supplied from the main , the average bill
being £ 20 per quarter. As wehave a gas engine, 6 h.-p. (Crossley),
would it not pay in the long run to generate onr own electricity ?
What size dynamo would be required , also about price and make ?
Can you state the cost of running such a plant ?
A 6 h.-p. engine (brake h.-p. we presume you mean ?) would
drive a dynamo of 3'5 kilowatts output
$ 8 ., 3.509 vatts. Witb
this output you could light
3,500
125
621
2
35 x 16
Sixty -two 16 C.-p. lamps, or as each lamp would take. about 3's
watts per c.-P.,allowing for losses in the wiring and transmission , etc.,
say sixty 16 C.-p. lamps. Also a 6 b.b.-p. gas engine ofgood design
and manufacture would cost to run
1 20
20 X 6
3
1000
25
1000
or, say, I of 3s. == 44 pence per hour for 6 h.-p., 1.6., 75 pence
per horse-power hour. But allowing for loss in transmission and
inefficiency of dynamo, & c., the cost would probably be id . per
hour for ordinary running, i.e., running at about full load . This
is with gas at 3s . per 1ooo cubic ft.
(10,307) Model Vertical Engine. A. J. P. V. (Haarlem )
writes : I should be obliged if you would answer the follow
ing iquestions :-(1) I have made up my mind to make &
vertical higb -speed steam engine. I should like my machine to be
much the same as the model described on pape 433, Vol. IX . The
two cylinders al I-in . bore by it- in . stroke. (1) Are the propor.
tions of cylinder good ? (2) The size of ports ? (3 ) What pressure
should the engine work at and what horse-power will it develop ?
(4) On page 23, Vol. VIII, I saw an illustration of the Universal
Electric Supply Co.'s water motor. When such a water motor of
1-6th hop. is working under a pressure of 85-90 lbs. per sq. in .,
how many cubic ft. water in an hour does it consume ?
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( 1) Yes, the cylinder proportions are fairly good. (2) Ports
should be cut as follows Steam ports, by t ; exhaust ports,
in . by 3-16ths in. ; lap of valve, 1-16th . (3) Depends upon the
work required. With a boiler pressure of 50 lbs. of steam and 500
revolutions per minute , a well-made engine should develop about
1-6th indicated h.-P., but you should not expect more than I h.-p.
at the flywheel, and then only under good conditions. See issue
of October ist, 1900, page 221. (4) For water motor data, see the
issue ofSeptember 3rd, 1903.
(10,029) Shunt 150 -Watt Dynamo ; Capacity of Cells.
A. S. (Salisbury, Dorset) writes : Will you kindly help me with
my
dynamoas bysketcb
answering
the enclosed
? Ilaminated
am making
an
armature
overtype,
enclosed
(Fig . 1) queries
, cog
drum , with eight slots ; in . deep and 1 in . wide, 3 ins. diameter,
and 3 ins. long. I want to wind it for 15 to 20 volts and 7 to
9 amps., with No. 17 S.W.G., D.c.c. wire, 30 turns per slot, and

3

1
-26 "

32

FIG . ' .

3

Query No10029.
240 conductors in all. (1) Is this right for this output ? If not,
give one that is, and a suitable field -magnet winding for same in
D.c.c. wire. (*) Size of commutator, speed , and candle-power
with H.E. lamps. (3) Is the design right ? (4 ) Is there a loss in
the efficiency of a field -magnet core when several pieces of wrought
iron is bolted together to form a core ? Accumulator Queries :
(1) How many positive plates, size 6 ins. by 6 ins., are required to
light for five hours one 16 C.-P. H.E. lamp at a pressure of io volts ?
( 2) Will red lead do for both plates if they are formed by charging
instead of by chloride of lime ? (3) Will a sheet lead box, with
joints, burnt together answer the same purpose as a glass box ?
If so , would not the end of box answer for the negative plates ?
It not, why not ? (4) Will a cell work well if made as the sketch
below (not reproduced), and will it have the same storage as fiat
plates of the sameweight ?
(T ) Yes, this would do, but a slightly finer gauge, say No. 18,
on armature would be better ; use about 16 oz . on armature.
(2) Any convenient size will do-11 ins. diameter by , in. long.
Speed, 2,900 ; candle-power, counting 4 watts per candle-power,
would be 34 approximately. (3) Yes. See handbook Small
Dynamos and Motors." (4 ) No, not if joints are good and no air
gaps between laminations. Re Accumulators : (I ) One 16 C.-P.
lamp takes 60 watts, hence for five hours you would need 60 5 =
300 -watt hours, and as voltage is 10 , 6 amps. would be required .
Counting 1 sq. ft. for 25 amp.-hours, you must have just over
1 sq. ft.of plate area , as 6 amps.
160 are needed for five hours. Thus,
6 ins. X6 ins. = 36 ins., and
Two plates
36 x 2 = 2 approximately .
of 6 by 6 would , therefore, be just sufficient to do the work for
once charging.. (3) No. The box would become porous in time
and the electrolyte leak away. (4) There would be no advantage
in this at all. Always place one positive between two negatives.
See handbook ," Small Accumulators," 7d. post free.
( 10,167] Sack Leclanche for Lighting Spall Lamp. ). W.
(Barnsley) writes : I wish to make an electric hand-lamp for inter
mittent use, and also capable of giving a brilliant light for ten to
twelve minutes, if required . I want a battery I can easily charge
myselfwithout acid . Dry cells, ct the " Ever-ready " type, are very
satisfactory, but soon get exhausted ; so I thought of using zs. Sack
Leclanché cells, and should be obliged for full particulars re same:
(1 ) Would these cells fulfil my requirements ? (2 ) Voltage and
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amperage of lamp to use with four cells . (3) Voltage and amperage
of lamp to use with three cells. (4 ) Correct charge to get best re
sults. (5) How often would charging be necessary ? I want the
brightest light I can get, and lamp would be in regular use as an
intermittent (one to two minutes at intervals) light.
( 1 ) Sack Leclanchés with circular zinc plates instead of iod are
very satisfactory for small lights ; but, of course , cannot be charged
like accumulators. (2) With four Leclanches use a 4-volt lamp,
taleing about amp. (3) Same lampwould do, butwould burn less
brightly. ( 4 ) Use a nearly saturated solution of sal ammoniac
( 5 ) Whenever cell shows signs of running down too far.
[ 10,325) Electrolytes for Cells . P. S. T. writes : I should
be very much obliged if you would answer the following questions :
- What is the correct amount ofwater and sal-ammoniac to charge
an Empire wet battery with a single cell ? Also, the correct
solution of bichromate of potash and sulphuric acid and water for
a bottle bichromate cell ? I also want to ask what gauge of wire ,
quality, & c., to use for the following electro-magnet which I am
making : It consists of iron bar, 12 ins, long by t in. diameter,
which slips into a tube 8 ins. long, made of several folds of stout
paper gummed together , the whole being supported by two oblong
pieces of wood, 2 ins. broad by 5 ins. long, into which each end
of the bar goes through a hole bored near the top, the 4 ins. of
exposed bar projecting through one of the holes in the supports .
I am uncertain what wire would be suitable, six or seven layers of
which I thought of using. I can find what chemicals to use
for the different batteries in The MODEL ENGINEER series No 5,
but not the proportion of each and amount of water for batteries
I mention , so that's why I do not want you to refer me to any.
where. What battery do you advise for general use, like for
motors, lamps, and experiments ?
( 1 ) Make a saturated solution and then add about balf as much
water to it again for use. (2) Please refer to handbook- " Electric
Batteries ." ( 3) Depends what you want to use it for, and what
current you are prepared to give it. Look up some wire tables
and find the resistance of any given gauge. Multiply the resist
ance per yard by the length in yards you intend using, and divide
this into the E.M.F. of your supply . This gives the current that
would flow in the circuit. (4 ) Bichromates are on the whole most
convenient. A good electrolyte may be made up from 1 lb. 2} ozs .
bichromate of potash , i pint strong sulpburic acid , 11 pints water.
(10,363) Magnetising New Field -Magnets. A. G. (Great
Wakering) writes : I have got a set of dynamos castings. Can
do
everything except field -magnet. It tells me in the book , “ A.B.C.
Dynamo Design ," and Small Dynamos and Motors," that the
field -magnets have to bemagnetised beforehand . How can I mag
netise them ? Do I have to rub them with a permanent magnet ?
Will you kindly explain to me, or recommend me to some book on
the subject. How can I tell when they are magnetised enough ?
Rig up one or two batteries - bicbromate preferably — and pass a
current through the coils ofmagnet before connecting up to brushes .
Then , after current has been flowing somelittle time, start up the
machine and see if it excites. If not, reverse connections to brushes
and try again Whilst current from battery is flowing, it will assist
the magnetisation if you tap the field -magnets with a light hammer.
( 10,384) Model Boiler. R. M. B. (Bearsden ) writes : I hava
just finished a model boiler as per enclosed sketch, and find that
when steam is generated in the Smithie water-tubes, there is a
series of pulsations which develop into a rattle. (1) Would you
kindly explain how this could be remedied ? . (2 ) What would be
the safe working pressure of this boiler to drive engine f-in . bore

3 Water tubes
% "Diom outside, me inside

Query No. 10384.
SECTION OF WATER - TUBE BOILER.
by 1t-in . stroke ? (3) What does the phrase : “ Safety -valve blows
off at 60 lbs." mean ?
This is due to the small amount of rise given to the water-tubes.
The circulation does not travel in one direction, steam being formed
in the centre of the tube and the rise being little, it blows the water
out of the tube in both directions. We have always advised the
use of a downcomer, either a cast one, like that shown for the Simple
Model Loco (see issue of March ist, 1902), or one built up of tubing
(see issue of March 15th, 1902, page 143). Modelwater -tube boilers
always make a noise , in a more or less degree , especially during
steam raising. Yes, the boiler will run an engine with a single
cylinder
(t by it dryed
) at about
pressure
if slightly
superheated
(i.e., thoroughly
) steam20 lbs.
is used
. That
the valve
lifts and
allows the steam to escape when the nressure reaches 60 lbs . per
square inch .
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(10,290) Boiler for Undertype Engine . B. T. O. (Gates
head ) writes : I am building a boiler as per MODEL ENGINEER
supplement for January ist, 1903, aod there are one or two points
on which I would like some information . The fireboxes, according
to the illustration, are stayed by bolts instead of the regulation
rivets. Are these bolts screwed into the inner firebox ? I suppose
solder will have to be run around the head of each bolt, as without
ferrules between the fireboxes I do not see how it is possible to
screw them up sufficiently tight to make a steam -tight joint. No
ferrules are shown in the illustration . Is there any advantage in
using bolts instead of rivets ? Where can bolts like those shown
be obtained ? I cannot find countersunk round-headed bolts
quoted in any list. In the case of the boiler tubes , what gauge
should be used ? Also what is the function of the ferrule on the
smokebox end ?
Rivets are seldom used in the best loco-boiler practice for staying
purposes. Screwed " studs " are employed , the ends sometimes
being riveted over. In the boiler in question , the inner firebox
plates should be tapped to receive bolt. Yes, the boiler stays
should be sweated in with solder. Write to Mr. J. Mackenzie, 17 ,
Benson Avenue, East Ham , E., with reference to these bolts. The
bolt method is one of the best, the nuts on the inside forming a
good hold for a body of solder. The gauge should be about 20 or
21. The ferrules on the ends of the tubes provide for a thick fillet
of solder as in the case of the stays, and if they fit the tube tightly
strengthen the tube plates longitudinally .
[9984] L.N.W. Ry. Goods Engines: H. F F. (Romford)
writes : Would you please tell me if the L. & N.W.Ry. possess
many eight-coupled goods engines ?
Yes . Some are simple, and others are 3-cylinder or 4-cylinder
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[10,368 ] Fuller Cells. B. (Birmingham ) writes : (1 ) In order
to drive an electric bell for house door, I constructed two Fuller
cells (as an experiment) in the usual way, but after six weeks' use
I observed that in one of the cells the solution had sunk to within
2 ins. of the bottom of the jar and the porous pot was covered with
a coating of bichromate 1 in . thick in someplaces. The bell had
not been used abnormally , and the other cell was in excellent
order. Can you explain the deterioration and give the remedy ?
( 2) I should also be glad to know of a substitute for cork (other
than glass) for stopping bottles containing acid .
( 1) If you have used potassium bichromate in your cell, the
crystals which are formed at the bottom will be chrome alum , and
are very difficult to remove. This generally takes place when the
electrolyte is allowed to evaporate unduly. This trouble may be
avoided by using chromic acid in place of the salt. We do not
advise the use of bichromate cells {for ringing bells, however
Leclanchés being more suited to the work . (2) Possibly a bung
of red fibre or vulcanite would answer the purpos
e.

The News of the Trade .
[The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading ,
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use . It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor Xreserves the right to
criticisc or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mited , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers. ]
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on
actual Editorial inspection of the goods noltred.

* Angle Plates.
We have received from Arthur Firth, Tool Maker,
Cleckheaton , Yorks, a specimen of his finished slotted
angle plates. This handy little tool for small lathes,
drilling and milling machines, is made in all sizes from
3t- in . by 2 -in . by 2-in. to 36 ins. by 20 ins. by 16 ins.
A list of these and other tools supplied by Mr. Firth will
be forwarded to any reader upon receipt of a penny stamp
to cover postage .
*Nozzles for Steam Turbines, Pelton Water
Wheels, & c .
Allwho are interested in the working of steam turbines
or Pelton water wheels, are aware that great care mustbe
taken in the design and production of the necessary steam
or water nozzles . Judging from the samples of gun
metal nozzles and jets submi
tted to us by Mr. Percy
Pitman , Hydraulic Engineer, Bosbury, Ledbury, we can
say they are well-made and very neatly finished . One
specimen of a nozzle for steam turbines, & c., with three
interchangeable jets, and will be supplied with three jets
for 5s., post free ; extra jets, at rod . each . The nozzle
for Pelton water wheel with three jets, will be sent
post free for 5s. 6d.; jets will be supplied for is. each
extra .
L.N.W.R. THREE -CYLINDER COMPOUND Goods LOCOMOTIVE.
New Carbon Copper Brush .
The Crypto Works Co., Ltd., inform us they are now placing
compounds . The photograph reproduced herewith is of a 3
on the market a new carbon copper brush , which is composed of
cylinder compound engine built in 1897, having two inside high
copper very finely divided , mixed with pure graphite, which very
pressure cylinders, and one inside low -pressure cylinder . For a
materially decreases the resistance , and at the same time reduces
sketch of this loco , see our issue of July 15th , 1901.
the wear on the commutator. Their own experience is, after using
[10,351] SmallMotor Windings G. V. M. (Portobello, Dub
them for a considerable time, that they have found the efficiency of
lin ) writes : As I am making motor described on pages 206-7, Vol. 7 .
the machines thereby improved , and the commutator has not
and being only a beginner , would be very much obliged to you if you
suffered . Price list will be sent to readers upon application .
would help me over my difficulties. They are as follows :-(1)
Standard Permanent Way for Larger Model Rallways,
What size wire would be most suitable ? (2) What amount of
Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., write us saying that they
wire ? (3) Will it be necessary to have twelve volts to get best
are thinking of preparing the necessary plant to manufacture
power ? (4) Will motor drive the T.B. destroyer described in
railway
material suitable for model locomotives of 1 in . to 14 ins.
Model Steamer Building " ? ( 5) Would not propellers be too
to the foot ; the scale they have fixed upon being of ins, to the
big ?
foot
The
rails are to be of bright mild steel in perfectly straight
(1) A 20-watt motor would do. (2) Wind with 24 ozs. No. 20.on
lengths of 36 ins., or thereabouts, thechairs and fish - plates being
armature, and 8 ozs . No. 18 S.W.G.wire on fields. An undertype
construct
similarly to those supplied with their present scale
ed
machine, as Fig . 8 , in " Small Dynamos and Motors," would suit
model railway material. Messis. Bassett-Lowke & Co., whose
your requirements. (3 ) Eight volts will do for the above winding,
address
Kingswell Street, Northampton, before they proceed
is
20,
(4) Would drive launch of 4 ft. 6 ins. by 7 ins. beam by 5 ins.
with the production of the rails, etc., will be pleased to hear from
draught. (5) Size of propeller would be about 2 } ins. to 3 ins.,
readers
any
the M.E. requiring permanent way of the above
of
according to pitch .
dimensions, because to a certain extent, the " demand will create
(10,355) Charging through Lamps. W. H.T.(London) writes:
the supply ," and at the same time enable them to reduce the cost
I have made a charging board , as per your instructions, with a
to a reasonable figure .
lamp forming resistance to charge small accumulators from the
main of 100 volts. Will you please let me know what sized lamp
( 16 or 32 C.-p.) I will have to put in ? I want to charge an accumu
New Catalogues and Lists .
lator 4 volts for eight hours. How am I to tell wben it is fully
charged ?
A. G. Thornton , Paragon Workse Ring Street West, Man
lamp at 100 volts will give you a current of 64 amp,
andA a1632 c.-p.
c.-p.one will give you 1'28 amps. Charging rate should not
chester.-We have received a booklet descriptive of the drawing
exceed to 5 amp er
ft. of positive plate surface. Hence, if
upplied by this
ap
onsisting of adjustable drawing
you know size of plate, you can readily calculate which lamp you
tables, boards, and tee-squares. List will be sent to any reader ,
should use for charging your cell.
post free,
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The Editor's

Page.

Wespeciale as subscription competition has
aroused a considerable amount of interest
among our readers, and a number of competitors
arenow actively engaged in securing new subscribers.
There is still a good margin of time before the Com
petition closes, and those who have not yet made up
their minds to enter may stand an excellent chance
of success , if they decide quickly and start on their
campaign without delay . The prospect of being
able to get a first -class screw -cutting lathe, such as
could be purchased with the first prize of £25, or
of getting one of the other valuable prizes, merely
in return for a few hours' energetic canvassing of
one's mechanical and electrical friends, should
appeal strongly to those of our readers whose
workshops are not too well equipped, and we should
be glad to see a few more competitors entering the
lists. The specimen copies which we supply free
to competitors form an excellent means of in
teresting new people in the paper , and we have
already heard of quite a number of recruits who
have been obtained in this way .
*
*
We commence in this issue the publication of the
recent Presidential Address delivered by Mr.
Fletcher Moulton , K.C., F.R.S., M.P., to the Junior
Institution of Engineers, and we would commend
this to the serious perusal of all our readers who
are in any way interested in inventive matters.
Apart from his brilliant scientific attainments, Mr.
Moulton is admittedly the greatest living authority
on patent law , and his observations afford material
for much interesting and profitable reflection . The
Junior Institution of Engineers may well congratu
late itself on the latest addition to the literature
of its Transactions, as also on the addition of
Mr. Moulton's name to its already distinguished
presidential roll.
*
*
The entries for our Competitions, Nos. 40 and
41, are now being examined , and we hope to an
nounce the results next week . With further refer
ence to the recent Competition No. 38 for the
best article describing the making and uses of
“ Measuring and Marking -off Tools,” we enumerate
below the names of the competitors sending in
excellent contributions, extracts from some of
which will be published in future issues of our
journal :—W . F. Pryor (Brighton ), Richard Davey
(Highgate ), P. J. Hepworth (Chelmsford ), E. Fitz .
gerald (New Barnet), E. Rogers (Birmingham ), D.
J. Baddeley (Chingford ), W. B. English ( Totten
ham ), E. W. Fraser (Clapham ), E. B. Pausey
(Crewe). The entries of the following readers may
be commended as good attempts to gain the
prize :-R. H. L. Pickering (Stockton-on- Tees), G.
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H. Warren (Sheffield ), M. J. Boaler (Haywards
Heath ), A. Long (Nailsworth ), A. H. Walker (Man
chester), J. Perry (Battle's Bridge), F. Banham
(Cambridge), H. Wood (Manchester ), H. Shepherd
(Coventry ), and T. Hutcheson (Glasgow ).
Answers to Correspondents.
P. B. (Gainsborough ).- Regret we cannot accept
your Workshop Note.
G. W. M.(Yeovil).— Thanks for your article, which
we regret is unsuitable for our journal.
CONDENSER (Clitheroe).— About twelve sheets of
3 ins. by z ins. will be wanted .
A. F. (Scarboro ').- Write to the Secretary of City
and Guilds Institute.
L. J. (Llangenneck ).-- Messrs. Thorn & Hoddle ,
Tothill Street , Westminster, would supply the
article you require .
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only ,and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent pos: free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists , & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26-29. Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Perctral Mirshall & Co., 26-29 .
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London . E.C.
Sole Agents for United States. Can di, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty , Street, New York , U S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .
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[ The asterisk (* ) denotes that this subject is illustrated
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Some Model Guns,

By GEORGE E. BARKER .

FIG . 3. - MODEL OF A Russian GUN CAPTURED AT SEBASTOPOL.

HE three model guns, of which photographs
are reproduced herewith, were made by the
THE
writer. Fig . 1 is a model of a 6 -in . Creusot
gun (Long Tom ), with limbers, made to a scale of
1 in . to 1 ft. When sighting this gun , the gunner
stands on a plaform , not shown in the photograph ,
behind elevating screw . The breech of gun is
constructed on the screw principle , and has a small
fuse hole through it for firing .
In Fig . 2 is shown a model of an 8 -in . Krupp
emplacement gun, on portion of a fort. This is
similar to the guns used for the defence of Pretoria ,
and the model is made to a scale of tin to i ft .
The gun revolves on slides, which are inclined , and
up which gun runs to counteract recoil , coming into
the firing position by its own gravitation. The
elevating wheel being at the side, is operated by
hand from the ground ; the gunner stands on the
platform behind gun. Both the Creusot and Krupp

guns fire shells which explode on striking. These ,
with cartridges, will be seen in Fig . 2. I have been
able to hit within 12 ins. of a 2 in . bull's eye at 50
yds., and to badly split fin . board with shells from
these guns, although they are only smooth bore .
In Fig . 3 will be seen a model of a gun captured
from the Russians at Sebastopol. This is made to
the scale of į in . to 1 ft. The gun -carriage is of
oak , and the wheels are built up , consisting of 11
pieces in each wheel. The straps from muzzle and
breech seen in Fig . 4 are, of course , put on to pre
vent any damage to the original gun, but are left
out in the model. I have been able to hit with
this modelwithin 6 ins. of a 2 in . bull's eye at 20 yds.
There is no sight to the gun. On the top of barrel
will be seen the Russian eagle (in relief). Fig 4.
is a photograph of the original gun , which now
stands on Brandon Hill Bristol, with an inscription
on the plate- “ Captured at Sebastopol, 1855."
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ous. To realise of what it is capable , you should
examine a Nottingham lace machine with its
thousands of threads producing each hour lace of
some varied and intricate pattern that would other
By J. FLETCHER MOULTON, K.C., F.R.S., M.P.
wise require months of human labour. You will
then understand me when I say that the Jacquard
(Continued from page 148.)
is, in my mind , a complete solution of the difficulties
produced by multiplicity of elements however
T must not be thought that simple devices such
fantastic and involved be the maze through
IT as the ratchet are all that I would have you re
gard as the equipment of the inventor. All ele
which they have to wind . So general, and in
ments of past inventions which have a merit beyond
deed , so nearly universal, is it in its scope in
the special use first made of them , and which thus
this respect, that I am always reminded by it
possess a more or less general applicability, come
of those general mathematical expansions, such
under this head . They include many great con
as Taylor's Theorem , which are able to deal
ceptions which ever since their introduction have
with all functions, however complex. Like them , its
been the mainstays of the inventive world , and have
very generality makes us take refuge in it only when
exercised a vast influence upon human progress .
no shorter and more special method can be found ;
but as a final resort it is always at our
command , as little puzzled by the com
positions of Wagner when it is used in
the Pianola as by the flights of the de
signer's fancy when it is used in a carpet
loom .
As another example of these great
fundamental elements of mechanism let
me take the electric relay . What is it ?
It is merely an electro -magnet (usually
capable of being actuated by a small cur
rent and from a considerable distance ),
whose sole object and function is to
create a contact between two pieces of
metal, and thus complete an electric
circuit. With this circuit the relay and
its actuating current need have nothing
in common ; its function is confined to
causing this external circuit to be com
pleted , and the whole further working
of the machinery of whatever nature it
may be is due to the current that flows
through the completed circuit from the
battery or other source of electrical power
with which it is connected . It is like the
trigger of a gun . The propulsion of the
shot is wholly due to the locally stored
up forces of the powder. The trigger
or igniting spark only set them free to
work . So with the relay. This division
of function leaves you free to keep your
directing mechanism as delicate as you
will, however great the forces with
which you intend to work . The relay
may be so finely balanced that the
Fig . 1. — MODEL OF A 6 -IN . CREUSOT GUN ,
Fig . 2.- MODEL OF AN 8 - IN . KRUPP GUN .
minutest current is sufficient to actuate it ,
and yet the energy that pours through
[ see page 169.
For description ]
the completed circuit may be enormous.
They have shaped subsequent invention by reason
Your machine by such means can imitate the
of their own efficiency , just as the development of a
human body with its scores of muscles of different
country may be permanently modified by the
strengths, shapes and functions, each moving in its
existence of a good line of inter-communication such
own way and with its own force at the direction of
as a navigable river, which renders trade easy along
the delicate nerve currents which proceed from
its course. As the most brilliant example of this, I
brain and ganglia , which themselves furnish none of
should cite the Jacquard . It first appeared about a
the energy used in prorlucing the movements they
excite .
century ago as an appendage to a loom , and it still
has its most frequent employment in machines for
I am sure thatmany of those that I am addressing
the production of textile fabrics and the like. But
will have said to themselves that I need not have
this is only because such machines most frequently
gone to electricity to illustrate the principle of
need its aid by reason of the character of the tasks
working by local stores of force. For example,
they have to perform . In its nature, it goes far
everyone who has seen steam steering gear will
beyond this special use . It put into the hands of
realise that this is an equally telling example of the
mankind a simple method of dealing with cycles,
principle. Instead of a dozen men standing at the
however complicated --of elements, however numer
wheel in a storm , as our boyhood's tales of travel

Invention .
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tance is at his command through the medium of the
electro -magnet, so that one part of his machine may
actuate another part without physical contact. He
can thus. when he wishes, turn the flank of his per
sistent and implacable enemy friction : In an ex
quisite writing telegraph , which I saw some time
ago , an escapement was used in which the anchor
never touched the teeth of the escapement wheel,
the whole actuation being electro -magnetic so that
the parts when they approached seemed fendered
off by invisible hands that they might not collide.
And in the near future we have promise of still
greater freedom . The Hertzian wave gives us con
trol at distances far beyond any mechanical needs,
and already many inventors have schemed out how
by their aid to direct and set in action torpedoes
moving freely in the sea . And although the forces
thus transmitted are so minute that
they must work through themedium of
local stores of force, it is not beyond
hope that even this limitation of our
powers will be overcome and we shall
be able to supply to mechanism both
direction and actuating force from a
distance by these means.
As an example how new mechani
cal elements, bringing with them new
powers and new liberty, give rise to
new types of machines, take the
case of milled cutters . Before they
were known , various forms of shap
ing devices such as plane, gouge and
file existed , and had each its special
conditions of application and its
effect ; but none of them possessed
the property of the milled cutter of
eating its way (as though it were a
mechanical acid ) into the material
with which it was brought into
contact. At once we find spring
ing up universal shaping machines,
irregular
copying forms however
merely by having these rapidly re
lving milled cutters — like dentist's
drills - fixed in frames capable only
FIG . 4. - RUSSIAN GUN CAPTURED AT SEBASTOPOL.
of motion of translation and not
For description ]
[ see page 169. of rotation , so that they all moved
in parallel lines, maintaining their
relative positions. One such element is a dummy
having no legitimate place in mechanical work , are
of the same shape and size as ' the cutters,
gone for ever . No department of practical science
and it is made to move over the object to be copied ,
illustrates more forcibly my simile of the fairy
and, consequently , all the others being parallel to
gifts . Consider for a moment what new powers it
it, and preserving strictly their relative positions,
has brought - and from what old trammels it has
freed us. A mechanician of the olden days coming
eat out their respective blocks of material to the
amongst us now would imagine we possessed a
same shape. I remember first seeing such a ma
magician's powers. His conceptions of mechanical
chine at work on shaping the clumsy sabots of
action must have been well nigh limited to such as
French peasants. With requisite refinements of
depend on gearing and its analogues , with all their
mounting and general mechanical arrangement it is
limitations. With difficulty and with loss alone
now copying with absolute fidelity the most elaborate
could the action of a machine be extended over
statuary . Whether the work be rough or fine, the
more than a small space, and all its connections
principle is the same. Once you realise that your
must have a massiveness proportionate to the
live cutter will eat out,where it touches , you have
forces that actuated it. He now finds that the
only to make it imitate in its movements the
several parts can be actuated independently and
dummy that feels over the whole surface of the
with duly proportioned force however widely
object to be copied to ensure that it will reproduce
separated in space they may be, that connections
that ohject. But not only the idea but the pos
need no longer be themselves capable of any
sibility of such a machine sprang directly from the
mechanical transference of force, or be rigid or
introduction of the revolving cutter.
rigidly connected with the machines they actuate .
I have, perhaps, lingered too long over the equip
He is even freed from the necessity of contact be
ment of the inventor. Let me now turn to
tween the parts of his machine. Action at a dis
his task .
used to describe, the nugest liper is steered by the
pilot with equal ease, be the weather rough or fine,
because the function of the wheel is no longer to
move the helm but to set free a steam engine to
móve it. But I chose the electric relay because it
represents in its simplest and most naked form this
principle of severing the forces of direction from
those of execution . Delicacy and strength are no
longer alternatives between which we must choose .
We can have the giant's strength without his
clumsiness .
There is a further reason why I selected the
electric relay as the embodiment of this principle .
It is because I wish to impress on you that in
equipping himself for his task the inventor must be
prepared to take all the aids that science has given
him . The days when electricity was a thing apart,
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I shall not attempt to include thewhole domain of
invention in my remarks. It is too varied and too
vast. I must limit myself to some one type, and
accordingly the class of inventions which I have
chosen are those whose object is to produce by
mechanical means articles that otherwise must be
produced by hand work . This, in itself, would be
an idle feat if the new method did not effect its pur
pose better or cheaper or more swiftly than that
which it is to supplant, and it is the machine which
accomplishes this most thoroughly that will ulti
mately succeed. It is this necessity of efficiency
in the invention which brings it about that before
designing his machine the inventor has a pre
liminary task set before him , on tbe right per
formance of which his success mainly depends, and
which is calculated to try to the utmost bis inventive
faculty.
Take any hand operation - say, for instance ,
sewing. Ages of experience have authoritatively
decided the easiest way to perform it, and this solu .
tion is found embodied in the practice of to -day, and
has probably remained unchanged since the Stone
Age. But this solution is the correct one only
when we are working with such means as
Nature supplies to man . With two hands whose
movements are closely watched by eyes which
report to a gniding intelligence, you can find nothing
better than to have a needle pointed at one end and
pierced with an eye near the other which carries a
moderate length of thread from one side of the
fabric to the other and serves as the instrument
through which adequate tension is applied to the
stitch to make it tight and even . But in passing
from the hand to the machine you lose some capa
bilities and gain others. Direct information of so
comprehensive a character as the seeing eye can
give to the mind would be as hard to attain in me
chanism as it would be to frame the complex orders
which fow therefrom through the action of the in :
telligence and to secure obedience to them . Yet,
though wemust resign ourselves to the loss of much ,
there are compensations for what we lose. The
human being has but two hands, and it is only by
long practice that it can attain to the perfectly inde
pendent use of them . In machinery we have no
limits as to number or independence of action. We
can construct a Briareus, each of whose hundred
hands will perform its appointed task without
interference or distraction from the existence or the
working of the others. Skill in the sense of trained
judgment may be hard to imitate ; but skill in the
sense of accuracy of work is at our entire command .
Obedience will now be bliod and unreasoning, but it
will be implicit and untiring . It is not my purpose
to balance these advantages and disadvantages , and
show which scale goes down. My object is to point
out that under such changed circumstances there is
no ground for assuming that themode of performing
the operation that has been proved to be the best
for handwork will be the inost suitable for doing it
by mechanism , and the first task of the inventor,
therefore, is to decide whether he will adhere to the
hand cycle or will rather substitute for it some
equivalent cycle producing the same result but
better suited to the new conditions — to the strength
and weakness of the inanimate.
Let me take an analogy. Doubtless you have
often had to send a message by telegraph to some
distant country to which the rate charged per word
is high. You write your message as tersely as may
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be, but even thus its length is formidable. What do
you do ? You fly to your telegraphic code. It tells
you that if you will change the phraseology of your
message you can, by a single code word representa
whole phrase. You thereupon set to work to recast
your message so as to make it capable of being ex
pressed in code words. When you have done so you
have not improved it as a message. It is less terse
and less naturally expressed. If you were writing
and not telegraphing you would prefer to use it in
its original form . But as now expressed each of the
phrases of which it is composed can be sent over the
wires in the form and at the price of a single word ,
and the cost of the whole is but a fraction of what
would have been the cost of your message as
originally framed . · It has been recast in a form
suitable for cheap telegraphing.
( To be continued.)

The Society of Model Engineers .
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next meeting, will
take place on Monday, March 7th , at the Hol.
born Town Hall, when a paper on
Compound
ing as applied to Model Locomotives " will be read
by Mr. J. C. Crebbin , to be followed by an experi
mental run of one of his models.
The following meeting will be held on Monday,
April 11th , when a paper by Mr. Stanley J. Harding
on
High -tension Effects with Induction and Tesla
Coils ," followed by a few words on novelties in
wiring and electrical fittings, will be given .
Applications for particulars as to joining the
Society, & c ., should be addressed to HERBERT
G. RIDDLE, Hon . Sec ., 37 , Minard Road , Hither
Green . S.E.
Provincial Societies ,
Liverpool. – At the last meeting of this Society,
held on Wednesday, February 3rd, the following
officers and committee were elected : Chairman ,
Mr. Staveley ; Vice -Chairman , Mr. Kirby ; Joint
Secretaries and Treasurers, Messrs. Marshall and
Bootle ; Auditors, Messrs. Thorp (sen .) and Orms ;
and Committee, Messrs. Beale , Clarke, Croker,
Meadows and Reeves.
A paper was then read by Mr. Bootle on “ The
Construction of a Large Scale Model Locomotive
The boiler, which was on view , is a very
Boiler.”
creditable piece of work .
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday,
March 2nd, when Mr. Meadows will give a lecture
on ' Forging," and will illustrate his remarks in a
practical manner. This meeting being the com
mencement of the 1904-5 Session , all intending
members are requested to communicate with the
Secretary as early as possible before the meeting.
-W . S. MARSHALL, Hon . Sec., 2, Chatham Road,
Rock Ferry, Liverpool.
An Italian shipbuilder has invented an electrical
device which will prevent the stokers on an ocean
steamship from shirking their work . If the stoking
is not properly done, the machine gives the alarm .
The invention has been adopted by the Italian
Navy .
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Constructing a Small Water
tube Boiler .
By D. W. GAWN.
( Continued from page 104.)
HE socket for theplug is shown in Fig .6. It is of
THEunrket for the bence bras. The hole may be
cored outin the casting or it can bedrilled from
the solid , as preferred . It is to be tapped -in . Whit
worth gas standard . The base of the casting should
be filed or milled to a curve, the radius of which is
equal to that of the drum , or 14 ins. Pitch the fin .
rivet holes fin , apart, and secure the then com
pleted part in position . This must be on what will
be the bottom of the drum , at a distance of 1 } ins.

- Gas

ITE17/8
Fig . 6. - SOCKET FOR
PLUG .
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follows that the effect of this is to tighten up the
seam , since the rivets cannot stretch or give " in
anything like the same ratio .
A caulking tool can be improvised from a small
cold chisel, say, 1 in . wide. Grind off the edge
squarely and finish it at a slight angle . The re
sulting edge must be decidedly obtuse as a sharp
one would cut instead of burring . Use with a light
hammer - and do not forget the purpose for which
the tool is being employed . If it is a first attempt
at caulking, it will be advisable to finish the seam
with solder .
The two cast frames with which the ends of the
boiler are built up are now to be taken in hand .
They are of brass or gunmetal, as represented in
Fig . 8. The patterns will be of the same shape as
the castings and are easily made. About 3-32nds
in . all round should be allowed for shrinkage,
finishing , etc. Be sure that the castings supplied
are absolutely sound and of good metal. If in the
least degree faulty, reject altogether,
The outside surfaces and both faces of each must
be filed up or machined . Especially as regards the
faces , a dead level is desirable so that the end plates
may bed upon thein properly. The inner surfaces
can be left rough .

1/8
Fig . 9. - CASTING FOR
FIRE- HOLE RING ,

from the back end . A hole , 4 -in . in diameter ,
should have been drilled at that point, of course.
The plug proper is a brass casting finished to the
shape and sizes given in Fig . 7. It is screwed to fit
the socket, the bottom end being filed square to
accommodate a spanner when screwing in place.
Thc bore is tapered from the top downward , as can
be seen by the sectional half of the figure . The
core of fusible metal with which it is filled is thus
prevented from blowing out even although metallic
contactmay not be quite perfect. Tin the bore of
the plug after finally reaming, and fill with an alloy
of these proportions : Tin , 1 oz. ; lead, 2 ozs. On
pouring in , it will adhere at once to the interior of
the plug and nothing short of re -melting, putting
aside mechanical means, will bring it out again .
That is what occurs when the water in the boiler
falls below its normal level to such an extent that

484 "

6%

* % "
Fig . 7 .
Plug .

/ Gas
overheating arises . The plug then fuses, the pres
sure behind blowing it out. Steam and water is
carried over with it and the fire extinguished .
At this stage, it is convenient to rivet the drum
in position on the end plates referred to . Do the
riveting with care, as it is essential to make a sound
job of the seams. Complete them by caulking, as
it would be difficult to do so later.
Caulking , it may be said briefly in passing, is
merely a burring of the edge of a flange or of any
lapping part so that it is caused to fit more closely
against the contiguous plate . It is, as it were , a
partial thickening of the edges of the metal. It

Fig . 8. - CAST FRAMES.

Scribe a centre line upon the faces and mark
thereon the holes for the studs. Pitch them -in .,
drill squarely right through , and tap No. 4 B.A.
half way from each side equally . Further holes are
to be drilled along the sides and top for the screws
holding the outer casing. They are similar in size,
pitched on a central line. To avoid breaking into
the stud holes, let them fall between alternate ones
down the sides . Along the top and around the
corners, pitch them midway between every hole in
The
the faces. Fig . 2 renders this quite clear.
depth of these holes is 5-16ths in .
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Approximately , one gross of iron or steel studs
will be needed . An easy method of making them
is to put some short pieces of " silver steel ” of suit
able diameter - No. 9 S.W.G. - through a No. 4 B.A.
die , and afterwards cut off lengths of 11-16ths in .;
that is all. Although then threaded from end to
end , they will serve well enough , since the portion of
each not screwed into the frames or covered by the
nut will be less than 3-32nds in . Suitable nuts may
be formed of pieces of steel of hexagonal section ,
0'4 in . across corners. Short lengths can be drilled
through in the lathe longitudinally , 3-16ths in .
pieces then being parted off. What will be the top
of each should be correctly shaped before the final
parting. The nuts are to be completed by tapping.
A casting for the fire- hole ring will be required .
A

2%

29

2'

8"
FIG . 10.- WATER TUBES.
It is as shown in Fig . 9 , and should be of the same
description as the two foregoing . Bore it and face
both sides. Scribe a pitch circle 2 9-16ths ins. diam
ter upon one face ; mark off the stud holes to be
drilled and tapped , as already explained. It may
assist and ensure accuracy if the end plates are used
as guides for this work. It should be mentioned
that two holes - those on the vertical diametrical
line - are to be tapped straight through from end to
end .
Before proceeding to prepare the tubes and
stays, it is advisable to erect the main portion of the
boiler .
Firstly, fit in all studs in the end frames, and
(omitting the two holes just referred to ) in the fire
hole ring also . Let them project equally 5 16ths in .
-neither more nor less . The fire-hole ring may
then be put in place on the front inside plate. Bolt
it securely and caulk it around to make the seam
tight.
Put the frames in their positions, letting the studs
pass through the corresponding holes in the plates ,
10 "

0000000

K004
FIG . 11. - STAY Bolts.
and run on the nuts. Screw up thoroughly , and
finish the seams outright by caulking. Let not this
work be of the “ slop ” order, for it must pass a
rigorous test presently .
Cutting , bending, and fitting of tubes comes next
under consideration . They are fin . in diameter
by No. 22 B.W.G. Only the best seamless drawn
copper tube will answer the purpose fully. Hard
drawn brass may be used as an alternative. The
cut length will vary slightly , according to the cur
vature adopted and the method of fixing to be fo ' .
lowed. Expanding is recommended , tight seams
being made doubly certain by sweating afterward
with a hard solder . If all previously given dimen
sions have been worked to, the forty -nine tubes re
quired will be as illustrated in Fig . 10. In addition ,
two straight ones, 1 in . bore, for the bottom of the

boiler must be cut ; they will be of the same nett
length - viz., 8 ins., but should be rather thicker
say, No. 20 B.W.G.
In an earlier article on model boiler -making
(M.E. & E., July 2nd, 1903) was given an original
plan for preventing collapse when tube bending. It
obviates the bother and mess of filling with sand ,
molten lead , or resin . In a word , it is to fill the
piece of tube to be bent with a bundle of fine wire of
any metal. It is suggested that this course should
be pursued in the present instance. Hardwood
blocks of suitable shape will prove useful in getting
all tubes alike.
Insert the tubes from the sides of the boiler,
working from the centre ones outwardly . Each
should be put through its hole in one end , and let
to pass in far enough to allow the opposite end to
clear the plate to which it is nearest. Twist the
tube into correct position, draw it toward the hole
its free end is to occupy, and slip in place. Make
all ready in this way, ere beginning to expand them
in .
A really satisfactory tube expander for very
small tubes, such as we have to deal with , has pro
bably yet to be devised . In this case, the best way
perhaps is to make a tool somewhat similar to a
tapered reamer, but without fluting. The angle
should be considerably greater, too , than that of the

Fig . 12. —
SPRING CLIP .

296"

3/8 "

ordinary reamer . Turn from it a piece of tool steel,
making the shank to fit a strong brace such as car
penters use. The end of the conical portion must
be of a size to enter a fin . tube. It is to be burnished
and hardened .
To use this expander, insert it in each tube end
and rotate slowly under moderate pressure. Keep
the work well lubricated with a fairly heavy oil.
Whilst expanding them , precaution should be
taken against the possible shifting of the tubes . It
is advisable to begin upon the opposite end of each
before finishing the first end . Go from one to
another in that way until both are tight.
The two bottom tubes are put in lastly . They
serve the dual purpose of connecting together the
bottoms of the “ water -legs and supporting the
fire- grate.
The three long bolt stays which pass from front
to back plates through the drum are as in Fig . 11.
The “ breakage is merely to economise space in
illustrating. Hard -drawn copper will be the most
suitable material to employ for them . Brass is too
brittle, or “ short." No. 7 B.W.G. should be
selected , as that may be screwed with a No. 2
B.A. die . Each is to be furnished with four sur
faced brass washers, 9-16ths in . in diameter by
1-16th in . thick , and also with four brass nuts.
These are to be 3-16ths in . deep by } in . across cor
ners . The washers must be a tight fit on the stays
as, too , must the latter in their respective holes in
the plate .
Put the two top stays through the holes in the
tube plates, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . Then run
on their nuts and washers. Fit the rear cover -plate
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of the boiler and let the extremities of the stays
come through the holes drilled for them . Slip on
The
the outside washers and nuts and make fast.
nuts for the studs around the edges of the plate
should next be screwed on , and the seam made
tight as before. Lastly , the lowest of the three stays
is to be inserted from the open end and the cover
plate thereof put in place and secured .
The back end of the boiler will need some addi
tional staying toward the bottom . That should be
done as are the fireboxes of locomotive type boilers
-.e ., with short-screwed stays, finally riveted .
Space them about it ins. apart, avoiding the group
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are to be furnished with a couple of nuts each , and
are put in as will be seen on reference to Fig. 1.
The casing of the boiler is formed of a strip of
No. 16 B.W.G. Russian iron . Its precise form is
given in Fig . 14. Along the sides,
in , from the
edges, the pitch -line for the screw -holes is to be
scri
as indicated . Mark off to coincide with
those in the end frames. The interior ofthe casing,
when bent to shape and adjusted in position , should
be lined with asbestos card to a thickness of 5-16ths
in . Inner rings of sheet irun must be riveted
around the hand holes and covers fitted . These
holes are to afford access to the fusible plug and to
the tubes, etc., for cleaning and inspection.
N ° 4 B.A.
The chimney foundation -ring is a brass casting of
the form depicted in Fig . 15. It is to be riveted
MUHOCOONLOOCOOONDOOOOO
over the centre hole of the casing. The dimensions
IE
given in the drawing are the minimum permissible
***
it may be worth mentioning. They allow for the
Fig . 13. - STUDS FOR SPRING CLIPS.
fitting of a chimney of 24 ins. in internal diameter.
Anything less than that will fail to carry away the
products of combustion . It may be enlarged with
of tube ends, of course. The front will need no such
out disadvantage, if the then somewhat bulky
reinforcing, as the fire-hole ring affords all that is
necessary .
appearance
is not objected to.
The fire-hole door will now demand attention .
Secure the casing on the boiler with No. 4 B.A.
It is , rather , a cover since it is not hinged as usual.
bell-head screws, 5-16ths in . long.
The object in view is to close the fire-hole hermeti
The final part to be made is the fire -grate, which
cally , or as nearly so as practicable , so that cold air,
may be cast or “ built up " of iron strips and bolts,
unless purposely admitted , may not get access to
as convenient. It has been already stated that the
the firebox and tubes. This is far more easily
grate is to be supported by the two bottom tubes.
Test the boiler hydraulically to a pressure of, at
effected by means of a properly fitted cover than
with a hinged door.
The casting required should
least, 160 lbs . per sq. in . Afterwards, work it under
steam up to 100 lbs. per sq .
in . for half -an -hour or so . If
2% "
it stands well, as it should do ,
finish off and fit all necessary
30
mountings. The only one calling
for special notice here is the
anti-priming pipe. It is simply
a 9- in . length of copper tube
90%
5-16ths in . bore. One end is to
294
he stopped with a plug soldered
or brazed in . The other is fitted
---with a junction piece for its
attachment to the front plate
Fig . 14.- IRON STRIP FOR BOILER CASING .
of the boiler and to the stop
valve.
Along the tube on that “ side " which is
be bored through the central boss and be turned up
to be uppermost and nearest the top of the drum ,
bright all over. See that it fits the fire-hole closely,
drill a row of twenty- six holes exactly 1-16th in .
but not tightly .
Cut the spring clip which is to hold the cover in
place from a piece of hard brass of No. 16 or 18
B.W.G. Its shape is shown in Fig . 12. The centre
3%
hole is to fit nicely upon the shouldered part of the
cover's boss. A No. 4 B.A. brass screw , having a
Fig . 159- CHIMNEY
length behind the head of it ins., will be wanted
FOUNDATION
RING .
to secure the clip . Place upon it, before inserting,
a brass washer in . by 1-16th in . Where the screw
projects inside, a 7-16ths in . length of brass tube is
put on as a sleeve. Then , the inner plate of the
cover - a 2 - in . disc of No. 16 B.W.G. sheet brass or
Hub
iron , having in it a central hole 5-32nds in . in
in diameter. Put it in position through the high
diameter - can be adjusted over the tail end of the
est hole in the tube plate of each end , as before
screw . A nut run on behind it will hold all firmly
Thus the model is complete.
described .
together. If desired , the space between the inner
plate and the cover may be filled with asbestos
compound. It would prevent the cover becoming
The largest motor car yet made is said to be of
hot.
165 h.-p., and to have just been completed by M.
The hook -like ends of the clip engage with studs
Bellamy, of Paris. It has an eight-cylinder motor,
fitted in those holes in the ring, which were tapped
and has three forward speeds ; the car is geared on
right through . In form , similar to screws, the two
the second speed to 130 kilometres (eighty miles
an hour ).
studs needed are as represented in Fig . 13. They
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A

Small Model

Electric

Locomotive .

February 25, 1904 .

be turned true in lathe. I might say here, that I
have never had any short circuits with commutators
made in this way . The principal dimensions are :
Length over all, 14 ins. ; height, 5 ins. ; width ,
4 ins. ; wheel base, 5 ; ins. ; from rail to centre of
wheels { in . ; gauge, 2į ins.

By WILLIAM MONKS.
HE accompanying photographs and descri
TH are of my model electric locomotive. When
designing this loco, I had to consider the size
Combined
Vertical and Hori
of track , which was limited to a circle of about 6 ft.
zontal Cutting
Appliance
diameter.
The next idea was to keep the cab as
empty as possible, which will be noticed on refer
for the Lathe.
ence to the photograph . After making full-size
working drawings, I set to work to make the
By W. R. W.
patterns for the wheels , axle boxes, buffers, buffer
"HE tool here illustrated and described will be
boxes, bearings, and bogie, from which I had cast
ings made in brass .
THIfound of great service to those possessing a
lathe fitted with overhead driving . gear .
The frames and bedplate I made of sheet
steel, which are riveted
together, all holes being
countersunk and rivets
filed flush . The axle boxes
are a driving fit into slides
in frames ; the axles are
turned from mild steel,
and the wheels are bored
to a driving fit . The bogie
is a departure from the
M.No1
W.
usual kind employed , but
I cannot say much about
it yet, as it is more for
experiment to try and
work round the track
without binding .
The motor is my own
design ; the field -magnet is
a casting for which I made
the pattern , and is wound
SIDE VIEW OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE .
with 41 ozs. 22 D.C.C.
wire ; the armature is
a three-cog laminated one, wound with 34 ozs. of
Scale drawings are given showing the instrument
No. 24 D.C.c. wire . The shaft has a fine thread at
complete and the various details of which it is
made up. From the general arrangement drawing,
one end to take the nut, which holds the laminations
it will be seen to consist of two main portions,
up to the collar, and also a piece of fibre for a bush
joined together by setscrews. In this form the
to fit the commutator on , which I made as follows :
tool is ready for use in the
slide- rest of a lathe as a ver
tical cutting instrument for
wheel-cutting, light milling ,
etc.
By undoing the two main
setscrews, and removing the
guide pulleys and their sup
porting frame, the remainder
may be used as a horizontal
drilling instrument for orna
mental turning, grinding ,
slotting, & c . If the two in
struments usually required
for doing the above work
were purchased separately,
their cost would be several
times that of the combined in
VIEW OF UNDERSIDE, SHOWING MOTOR
strumenthere to be described .
Having obtained a piece of fibre tube and driven it
The necessary materials will probably cost less
into a piece of brass tube, I set out the divisions and
than 3s. The fitting together is quite simple , and
drilled two tapping holes for $ countersunk brass
the other work consists principally of drilling and
screws in each : these screws are just long enough to
tapping holes.
appear on the inside of the fibre tube, so that when
Before starting to manufacture one of these tools ,
the commutator is placed on the fibre bush , which
a rough full-size sketch should be made, so that
should be a tight fit, the screws when screwed
the correct height of the cutter, with regard to the
right home will hold it very firm . The whole can
lathe centres, may be determined . This is of
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extreme importance, the dimension “ Z ” on the
drawing shewing the general arrangement is only
correct for a certain 3t- in , centre lathe which
happens to be provided with a rising and falling
tool-holder. The drawings, as they appear in this
paper, are not full-size, but the scale of inches
shown on each is also proportionally reduced, and
may be used , if desired , to determine the sizes of
the respective parts when preparing the full-size
working drawing.
After this drawing has been made, it will be seen
that four patterns are required — the standard, the
bearing, the bearing cover, and the pulley. All the
patterns can easily be made from any soft wood
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larly applies to the lightening hole in the standard .
the inclination of the sides of the hole being in the
opposite direction to that of the sides outside the
hole .
The central hole through the spindle bearing,
bearing cover, and pulley , should not be indicated
in the patterns, as they will be much better bored
out of the solid metal. The outlines of the patterns
can be transferred to the wood by taking a tracing
from the full-size drawing, placing a piece of carbon
paper between the tracing and the wood , and going
over the outline with a smooth pointed instrument
or hard pencil. Of course, if desired , the lower side
of the tracing paper may be blackened with a soft

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF
CUTTING APPLIANCE FOR THE
LATHE .

Fig . 2 .
SIDE
ELEVA
TION.

FIG . 1.
FRONT
ELEVATION .

Х

that may be at hand , and as they will all be of the
same shape as the desired castings — no cores being
required - it will be unnecessary to describe them in
detail . The following points, however, should be
attended to . The patterns must be made slightly
larger than the required castings, to allow for the
shrinkage of the metal as it cools in the moulds at
the foundry. The allowance usually made is
3-16ths in . per foot for brass or gunmetal. As the
amount of metal to be taken off in finishing up the
parts is very slight, it will be unnecessary to make
any further allowance for machining or fitting
but do not forget the shrinkage allowance.
1)
When making the pulley pattern the “ V ”
groove for the belt must be omitted, or the pattern ,
having dished sides , cannot be withdrawn from the
sand mould . The sides and ends of all patterns
must be slightly inclined , so that the patterns may
be cleanly withdrawn from the sand ; this particu .

pencil, and a transfer effected in that manner, but
the carbon paper leaves a much cleaner line for
working to with the chisel and fretsaw , and , con
sequently , is preferable. When the patterns are
finished , all visible glue must be scraped off, or the
damp moulding sand will stick to it and a rough
casting will be the result. The patterns should
have smooth surfaces, so that they may leave a
clear impression in the moulds, and this may be
obtained by means of numerous coats of spirit
varnish or in the following manner : - Make up a
paint of the consistency of cream by mixing pow .
dered whiting or dry colour with French polish or
shellac varnish , and with a brush give the patterns
a thin coating of the mixture . When quite dry,
smooth them down with fine glass -paper, and give
a second coat of the samemixture made
er
thinner by adding more varnish . When again
quite hard and dry , smooth down with glass -paper
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Having roughly turned the spindle , bore the hole
at the larger end with a 3-16ths in . drill, counter
sinking the edge to suit the lathe centres, and tap
it t in . Whitworth thread. This hole should be
bored as truly central as possible, so that orna
mental drills and circular cutters may run true
when fixed in place. At right angles to the axis of
the spindle, bore a hole 3-32nds in . diameter , and
ream it taper to hold single -tooth fly -cutters.
in . Whitworth
Screw the other end of the spindle
to fit the hexagon nut, and with an in . wide round
nosed chisel chip out a groove to take the end of
the grub- screw already made. The cheese -headed
screws and hexagon nut can be purchased very
cheaply , or they can be made of iron , or even brass,
if desired . The two washers may be cut out of tin
plate or thin sheet steel. By the time these parts
have been made it is probable that the castings have
arrived , and the first to be taken in hand should be
the spindle bearing and its cover . Clean up the

and then give them at least two coats of plain
varnish , similar to that already used for making the
paint. Mark on each pattern the material and the
number of castings required , and send them off to
the nearest brass foundry , or preferably to one of
the advertisers in this paper . The other materials
may now be got together , and from the detailed
drawings it will be seen that the following itemswill
be required
i piece of silver steel, 5-16ths in . diameter ,
4 } ins. long .
I piece of silver steel, } in . diameter, 5 ins. long.
1 piece of mild steel, 9-16ths in . diameter, 3 ins.
long .
3 cheese-headed screws (iron ), 1 in . diameter,
* in . long .
3 cheese -headed screws, 3-16ths in . diameter,
} in . long.
i hexagon nut, in . Whitworth thread .
2 thin steel washers.
44 "

3"

Tap
14

"
4 "

drill

lo

vedrill

60

3R

23

Fig . 3. - GUNMETAL STANDARD .

Taking the materials in the above order, they may
be finished up as follows :-Cut the 5-16ths in . steel
rod , which will form the shaft for the guide pulleys,
to the length required (41 ins.), and round off both
ends neatly . Mark off the positions of the four
tapered holes , and drill and ream them as indicated
on the detail drawing of the shaft. It will be ob
served that the space between the near edges of
the two central holes is slightly less than the thick
ness of the standard which is to be clamped between
them by the two tapered pins, and this should be
particularly noted . Four tapered pins, fin . long,
should now be filed up from the } in . steel rod , to
fit the holes in the shaft, and from the same rod
make one fin . grub -screw to form a stop for pre
venting the driving-pulley from turning round upon
its spindle . The piece of 9-16ths in . diameter mild
steel rod, to form the main spindle , should be cut
to length , centred deeply at each end , and roughed
out in the lathe, but should not be finished until
the holes in the bearing and pulley are finished, as
it will be easier to make the spindle a good fit to
the other parts than vice versa.

Fig . 4. - BRASS PULI.EY.
( 1 with grub -screw , 2 without.)

castings with an old file , particularly the flat por
tion of both pieces, and having heated them , tin
them with the aid of a soldering iron and tinman's
solder. When cooled , clean off any roughness and
bind them together in their right positions with
iron wire, and again heat them up until the solder
flows and a good joint is made. When cool, clean
up the compound casting, taking out all sand marks,
and make the lugs for the screws neat and true.
Then mark off the centre lines of the varions holes,
and drill and tap the three 3-16ths iv . boles right
through, and drill the two in . clearance holes.
Having carefully marked the position of the hole
for the spindle with a centre punch , start the hole
truly with a small drill, and bore from both ends,
preferably with a fin . twist drill, using the back .
centre of the lathe as a guide. As the holes may
not exactly meet in the middle of the casting, it
may be necessary to file or ream the hole until
smooth and true, but as the spindle has not been
finished to exact size, we have, therefore, a certain
margin left to work upon . (One way of reaming
out this hole is to rotate a fin . rat-tail file in the
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lathe, and gently force the casting along it, noting
that when rotated in the wrong direction the file
tends to screw its way up into the hole and jamb,
but when rotated in the other direction it will not
do so .) The two parts of the bearing may now be
heated and taken apart, and the tapped
holes in the cover reamed out until the
3-16ths in . screws will just pass through
without shake.
The cover should now be replaced ,
the screws tightened well up, and the
reamer again passed through the hole .
The spindle can now be turned to fit the
bearing, and the position of the shonlders
formed by the different diameters must
receive careful attention . That near the
head of the spindle should be formed
to a radius of 1.16th in . to fit either
end of the bearing, as the spindle may

the nut from slacking-back , it should be split about
half way through with a hack - saw , and the slot
either opened slightly with a chisel, or closed
slightly by squeezing it in a vice. The three pulleys
can now be taken in hand . Bore a 5-16ths in . hole

-
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Drill & reamed to fit Taper pins.
Fig . 7. - STEEL SHAFT.
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FIG . 5. — BRASS BEARING COVER.
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FIG . II.
CUTTERS.
TAPE
R PIN : Fır . 10. - STEEL WASHERS AND Nut.
.
4 THUS.
in each , and face one end of the hub,
thus
cleaning up the cheeks all over, if
desired . Bore and tap the } in . hole, as
FIG . 8. - CHEESE HEAD SCREWS.
shown on the drawing, and then each
pulley may be driven in turn , using the
spindle as a mandrel, and the belt
groove and second side can be finished
off. The holes tapped in the two guide
ha
cente
pulleys can be slightly countersunk , and
will serve as oil holes ; the grub-screw
being only required in the driving-pulley .
The standard should now have the sand
CALL
marks cleaned off, and the corners all
slightly rounded off : it should then be
* RH,Whitworth thread
fixed in the slide-rest, and if not quite
25 "
vertical, when tested by a square placed
2
32
32
on the bed of the lathe, should be taken
FIG . 12. - STEEL SPINDLE .
out of the rest, and made vertical by
hammering or bending . When correct,
be put in either way, if desired . The next may
mark off the position of one of the holding-down
havelalmost a sharp corner, but it must allow one
holes in the spindle -bearing, and drill and tap it
of the washers to fit nicely down against the
only .
The 5-16ths in . hole for the guide-wheel
shoulder. At the next shoulder a groove should
shaft may now be drilled , and the shaft put in
be turned to the depth of the bottom of the thread ,
place, two of the tapered pins being driven in to
so that the screwing -die may clear itself and permit
wedge it firmly in position . These pins should have a
the nut to take a true bearing upon the washer
slight flat filed at one side, to take a bearing against
which goes between it and the pulley. To prevent
the side of the casting as indicated in Fig . 1.

i
thus

20100
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Now attach the complete spindle and its bearing
by one screw to the standard , and fix it in the tool
holder of the lathe, and by means of a square on
the lathe-bed set the spindle truly vertical, by
adjusting it as may be necessary . When correct ,
mark off the position of the second hole , and bore
and tap it carefully to receive the other setscrew .
Now take the whole instrument apart and give the
unfinished portions two coats of enamel paint
black for preference. While the paint is drying,
clean up and re -polish all the bright parts , and ,
when they are finally reassembled , you should have
an instrument that you can show to your brother
mechanics, with the satisfaction of knowing that it
both looks and works well .

A

Small Power Gas Engine.

By H. R. EATON .
MADE the į b.h.-p. gas engine, ofwhich I enclose
two photographs, at the Engineering Shops at
Uppingham Schools.
All the castings and forgings were bought, as we
had no means of casting them for ourselves .
We have nine lathes, of which three were screw
cutting, one drilling machine, and a hand planer
in the shops.
The engine was commenced in January , 1902,
and finished in July, 1903.
The bedplate is planed and bored for the bearing
brasses, this being about the hardest job . It was
bolted to the saddle of a 6 -in . Whitworth screw
cutting lathe, and both bearing holes bored with the
same cutter to fins.
The cylinder , which is water- jacketed , was bored
on the same lathe to 2 } ins., and is fastened to the
bedplate by four Whitworth studs.
The two Aywheels are 18 ins. diameter , and were
machined on a faceplate , and then the bosses bored
and the keyways cut and finished on mandrels.
The crank is i in . in diameter, and has a throw
of 21 ins.
The connecting- rod is tapered from the brasses
down to the piston , and is 9 ins. in length ; the
connecting -rod brasses are i in . in diameter, and
are fastened to the rod by means of two bolts,
3 ins. in length , and secured by lock -nuts.
The piston has three rings, and is 6 ins. in length ,
The exhaust valve is worked by a cam on a shaft
worked by gear wheels actuated from the crank
enclosed in a brass gear case.
On the same shaft is fitted a governor, which
controls the speed of the engine.
The back cover of the cylinder contains the inlet
valve, which is worked by the compression in the
cylinder .
The exhaust valve seating is fastened to the cover
studs. The engine is tube ignition .
by two
There is a small pulley on the crankshaft, 6 ins. in
diameter . The ignition tube is heated in the usual
way by a Bunsen burner. The engine is painted
green and drives a small dynamo, which generates
current for a small electric tram ; it has also been
used for driving an ice-cream machine.
The largest oil ship in the world , the Narragansett,
has just been launched in the Clyde. She will
carry 10,000 tons of oil, which can be discharged
at the rate of 900 tons an hour.
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Notes on Model Steam

Turbines .

By H. H. HARPISON .
ITH a view to seeing if it were possible to
introduce for model steamer work multiple
WITH
stage steam turbines, so as to obviate the
use of gearing, which must be a stumbling -block
to many model makers, the writer recently made
some calculations which are given below .
The points on which information was sought were
- What is the best diameter of wheel, the most suit
able steam pressure , and the number of expansion
or velocity stages to adopt (the number of revolu
tions to be 2000 per minute) ?
Table I gives the peripheral speeds at 2000 and
3000 revolutions per minute respectively, of wheels
of from 2 ins. to 5 ins. diameter (the diameter being
that at the plane of the steam nozzle).
TABLE I.
Diameter of
Peripheral speed
Wheel.
( feet per second ).
2000 . .
3000
26'o
2 ins.
173
26'0
39'0
3 ins.
4 ins.
5110
326
5 ins.
43'3
65'0
Except in the case of very large boats , wheels
above 4 ins. are out of the question .
Table I ! shows the steam velocity attained with
varying ratios of expansion . For instance, the
figure 1.65 means that the steam is expanded to
of its initial pressure ; and so on .
1065
TABI E II.
Velocity
Ratio of
Expansion .
(feet per second ).
1,368
1.65
1,232
I'5
912
1'25
II
220
1336
1'05
8604
I'02
IOI
60'8
Bearing in mind that the peripheral speed of the
wheel has, in order to attain maximum efficiency, to
be half thatof the steam jet, we must rule out all but
the last three ratios in Table Il as the velocities are
too high .
Let us consider the design of a multiple stage
expansion turbine of the Rateau Turbine, a de
scription of which appeared in THE MODEL EN
GINEER for January 28th, 1904.
Assuming a steam pressure of 60 lbs. or 75 lbs.
absolute, the number of expansions, if the exhaust
75
pressure is that of the atmosphere is
5.
15
If we decide that the number of revolutions is to
be about 2000 , we can take a 4- in . wheel and an
expansion ratio of 1'02, or a 3-in . wheel and a ratio
of I'OI.
Now , since each fall in pressure in any one cham
ber is equal to the initial pressure on the inlet to
that chamber divided by the ratio of expansion, the
total number of chambers will be given by the fol
lowing equation : 75 = 15

where 75 and 15 are the initial and fintl pressures ,
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y the ratio of expansion, and a the number of
chambers.
Working this out for values of , of i'or and
J'O2, we get for a 4 - in . wheel 77, and for a 3 -in .
wheel 155 chambers. If, however, we start with
an initial pressure of 5lbs. or 20 lbs. absolute, " for a
3- in . wheel becomes 25 , and for a 4 -in . wheel 13.
Everything, therefore, points to the selection of the
4 -in . wheel worked with low -pressure steam .
The steam pressure should be kept constant by
means of a reducing valve so arranged as to be in
dependent of variations of boiler pressure.
An incidental advantage of the adoption of this
low pressure is that the various steam orifices are
much larger than they would be if high-pressure
steam were employed, and thus ordinary sized
drills can be used , the exact dia me ter being obtained
by reamering. On the other hand , the adoption of
high - pressure steam entails , as we have seen , either
an impossibly large — from a model point of view ...
number of chambers, or incomplete expansion . If
we reduce the number of chambers we shall still have
a machine quite as efficient, if not more sn , than the
ordinary model engine fitted to steamers. With six
chambers, for example, the number of expansions
with a 4 -in . wheel and the low initial pressure
would be
20
20 :
= I12.
(102)
This would be obtained with quite a small power
turbine, while it is doubtfulif there is any expansion
at all in model reciprocating engines unless of fair
size. The 3-in . wheel with an expansion ratio of 1'oi
and a degree of expansion of the same amount as in
the previous case, would require 12 chambers.
Turning to the consideration of a Curtis turbine,
and using the same steam pressure, the velocity
attained in expanding in the nozzle from 20 lbs .
absolute to the atmosphere is 970 ft. per second .
Half this velocity is 485 ft., and dividing this by
26'o the peripheral speed of a 3-in . wheel at 2000
revolutions, 18 ·6 or 19 wheels would be required .
For 4 -in . diameter wheels, 15 wheels are required .
In connection with the Curtis turbine, it must be
remembered that each wheel rcquires a corre
sponding set of fixed vanes. so that a 15-wheel tur
bine of this type means thirty sets of vanes .
Wemay do the same as we have done with the
Rateau turbine, and cut down the number ofwheels ,
thus only partially using the energy of the stcam ;
but the number should not be reduced below six .
In conclusion, with multiple stage turbines the
vanes will be a tedious job, especially if cut out of
the solid by any of the ingenious methods describe !
in these columns.
The best method for all but single wheel turbines
is, in the writer's opinion , that of Mr. Hingston (s e
the issue of March 5th , 1903). It is simple, inex
pensive, and quick , the writer having made a com
plete set of vanes for a De Laval turbine in one
evening.
The history of wire-drawing dates from at least
1300 A.D., when wire wasmade by pulling it through
drawplates. There are descriptions extant of wire
drawing machinery which were published in the
sixteenth century, and after that date it gradually
took the place of the older method of hammering
out the wire by hand , which dates back to about
800 1.c.

Lubrication
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of Model Engines.*

By J. STOKES.
'HE choice of a lubricant depends entirely upon
THE
the purpose for which it is required . All
lubricantsmay be divided into three classes :
(a ) Solids, such as blacklead (graphite), and soap
stone (steatite ). " These are used for intense pres
sures and slow - running speeds. Similarly, a com
-В
A

Fig . 1. - TESTING APPARATUS.
pound of resin and pitch may be used with advan
tage where great heat occurs, as in journals of rolling
mills for steel plates, etc.
(5 ) Semi-solid , such as greases and fats. These
are used for similar purposes as ( a ), except that the
pressures are not so great, and the surrounding hot
temperature is absent. Examples may be found
in its application to the axle -boxes of railway
wheels.
( c) Liquid . These embrace the well-known oils ,
such as
( 1) Heavy petroleum for heavy pressures ,
high speeds ;
( 2) Sperm oil for the same- purpose ; also
very suitable for light pressures and high

חתחתון
Fig . : b .

TIG . 2a.
SYPHON LUBRICATORS.
speeds. One of the best oils we possess ; oh
tained from the spermaceti whale .
( 3) Olive oil. Made in various qualitics,
used for very fine work such as watches and
clocks, sewing machines, models , etc.
* This article gained a prize of two guineas in our
recent Competition No. 35 .
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(4 ) Rape seed oil ; also known as colza . Is
frequently mixed with mineral oils.
(5 ) Lard or tallow oils ; generally used for
ordinary machinery .
The above are tested in the chemical laboratory
in various ways ; but none of them are very satis
factory, except the mechanicalmethod, which is the
most effective. Generally, they undergo tests for
(a ) analysis of constituents
for detection ofadulteration ;
(1 ) specific gravity , which is
an unfailing index to many
oils, providing the true stan
dard be known , such as sperm
oil at 910 specific gravity . It
should be noted here that the
specific gravity of all oils
alters considerably with the
temperature ; (c ) relative vis
cosity when new - i.e., the
rate of the flow of the lubri
cant estimated by compari
son with the standard rate
at which water of same
FIG . 3
temperature flows through
LEUVAIN ??
an aperture of fixed dimen
LUBR
ICATOR .
sions. Thus, castor oil, the
most viscid , is 200 times
more slow flowing than water at temperature
of 15 degs . C., while linseed and hemp oils, the
most limpid , are about ten times as slow as
water. This characteristic implies the possession of
body, and is important in heavy pressures . Recent
experiments go to show that at
high temperatures all cylinder oils
become practically uniform in vis
cosity, there being only a few
points of difference between the
dearest and cheapest. Hence, the
viscosity test alone is not a reliable
estimate of the lubricant.
(d ) Gumming action . All vege
table oils, on exposure to air, ab
sorb oxygen, becoming thick and
greasy in somecases , and completely drying up into
a semi- elastic solid in others, as linseed oil. This
is a most objectionable feature in machinery , as the
ubr cating effect completely disappears, and the
erstwhile lubricant now tends to clog up the bear
ings and increase the friction . Tests are made by

Fig . 4. - LOCOMOTIVE AXLE Box .
an equal number of drops of each oil discharged from
a pipette , or graduated glass tube, being per
mitted to travel slowly down a long inclined plane of
glass, or brass plate, graduated with a scale .
he
apparatus is shown in Fig . 1 . The various oils are
dropped through holes A from pipette B. The
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more viscousmove slower than others ; but someof
the quicker flowing oils slow down at a corre
spondingly quicker rate, on account of their gum
ming action .
(e ) Flash points. This is the temperature at
which any particular oil, when heated in a closed
vessel, gives off a vapour which takes fire from a
light. A low flash point indicates a dangerous oil,
such as benzene, petrol, etc , the legal limit in this
country being 73 degs. F. It is essential that
cylinder oils, such as are exposed to a high tem
perature during work , should maintain a high flash
point, otherwise they go off into a vapour which
fires and tends to formation of black deposit , soot,
and tar on cylinder walls.
The mechanical method of treatment, as devised
by Professor Thurston , is probably the best from
the engineer's point of view .
From a consideration of the foregoing, it will at
once be noted that model engineers (except under
very exceptional circumstances indeed ) are shut up
to the choice of only two or three lubricants in prac
tice, such as olive oil, preferably of the first quality;
neats- foot oil, obtained by boiling the feet of oxen
in water, and skimming the floating oil ; and sperm
oil for bearings carrying some considerable load ; or

Fig . 5. — APPLICATION OF
OIL BATH .

a mixture oi sperm and mineral oils in the proportion
of 7 to 3 parts .
We may now pass on to a consideration of the
various forms of lubricators and their application
to the different parts of the model. These are very
numerous, and I can only attempt a selection
passing from the simplest types upward to themore
complicated, but more effective, appliances used in
practice.
Fig . 2a shows the ordinary syphon lubricator,
as commonly used for bearings of shafting, being
screwed directly into the cover of the bearing. A
variation is shown at 2b . There are endless types
of these . Note that the lid , whether screwed or
hinged , should be provided with a small hole to
allow free ingress of air during displacement of
liquid ; also it may be advisable to point out that
the wick should hang well down into the vertical
tube, in order to exert the proper action . The
liquid rises by capillarity. The wick should be re
moved when engine is not running ; otherwise,
there is unnecessary loss of oil.
This principle is frequently adopted in connection
with small copper or brass piping to lead the oil to
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various parts of engine , such as guides, crosshead
pin , down connecting -rod to crank -pin, & c., from a
fixed centre, always being careful to give the pipes
a free fall.
Another type in general use is the “ Leuvain ”
needle lubricator - Fig. 3 — a glass vessel filled with
oil closed by wooden plug and inverted . Within
the stopper a needle fits freely , so thatwhen the shaft
is running the needle vibrates, causing a slow de
scent of the oil. When the shaft is at rest the oil
ceases to flow , on account of “ capillary action ."
The needle employed even by model engineers
should be a fairly stout one, such as a darning
needle.
Pad lubrication may be employed very effectively ,
providing the pressure constantly acts in one
direction - i.e ., on top or bottom bush . In Fig . 4
example is given of a loco axle -box ; the bush
merely embraces the top half of the journal, the
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FIG . 7.- CROSBY SIGHT
FEED LUBRICATOR .

FIG . 11.
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a groove in shaft, as shown in Fig . 6a , or, perhaps
better still, by means of a projecting collar, either
turned solid or shrunk on hot.
In particular instances of Figs. 2 and 3 it is
necessary that the flow of oil to the bearing should
be observed and regulated by the attendant, these
cases occurring generally in important parts, such
as the main bearings of a large engine. The
Crosby sight-feed lubricator may then be adopted ,

FIG , 6a.

FIG . 66 .

as shown in Fig . 7. B shows the drop descending
into bearing, and adjustment is obtained by raising
handle (a ) to open valve (b ), and adjusting nut d to
regulate flow . When a is horizontal the flow is
stopped . Before leaving this part of the subject it
should be noted that in all cases efficient lubrication
can only be maintained by attending to the follow
ing rules :
1. The lubrication must be uniformly applied
over the bearing, else seizure will result - i.e., not
only should the oil have a regular speed of flow , but
grooves must be cut, preferably in the bushes (al
though sometimes this is done on the journal itself ),
from the lubricator supply to the furthest end of the
brass. This applies to the slide surfaces also.
Jllustrations are shown in Fig . 8 , a , b , c.
2. The lubricant must be allowed to enter at the
point of least pressure -viz., top brass centre in
most cases — bottom bush as in loco axles, and not be
allowed to escape at places of maximum pressure.
This is a maxim of ordinary lubrication, but is well
worth enforcing upon the attention ofamateurs. In
some types of bearings, such as Goodman's pedestal,
the sides of the brasses are cut away, and pads of
woollen or felt cloth are inserted , which are supplied
with oil led down the sides.
3. The bushes should not be an exact fit on the
journal. In such a case, the lubricant has not the
slightest opportunity to find its way round from
the point of entrance and so spread abroad a film
throughout the surfaces. This, in point of fact, is

lower being occupied by a hollow box enclosing a
sponge saturated in oil.
The oil bath can only be effectively applied to the
worm
of a worm -reducing gear. Here it un
doubtedly gives most excellent results .
Fig . 5 shows an application ; but it is
difficult to prevent the oil from flying
about - dripping from the wheel, and be
coming mixed with dirt, unless completely
incased .
The next best step , in order of merit,
is the self-lubricating journal universally
employed in the bearings of all high
speed continuous running machinery , such
as dynamos and motors, centrifugal
Fig . 86 .
Fig . 8a.
pumps, high -speed engines, etc.
the acme of lubrication; for the rubbing surfaces
Several excellent examples of this type have ap
are now not in contact and the shaft floats, as it
reared in the pages of THE MODEL ENGINEER, SO
were, upon a bed of oil. Neither should they be too
that it hardly needs illustrating specially , and I
slack ; for then the shaft will tend to rock and
wculd refer those interested to designs on page 127
vibration will be set up, squeezing the lubricant
February 5th , 1903 ; and page 511, November 26th ,
entirely out of some portions. The best way in
1903.
practice is to leave the sides of the brasses a little
In these bearings the oil can only leave the journal
wider than the journal, gradually narrowing down
from the extreme ends, and it is invariably found
to an easy fit . This enables the lubricant to be
that there is a ter.dency of the lubricant to creep
introduced into the bottom bush and the revolving
along the shaft, unless effectively checked either by
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latter may, however, be easily replaced by an
ordinary oil cup , as in Fig . 10 , thus enabling a
continuous run of engine to be maintained .
During recent years, a type of lubricant known
as solidified oil has been received with much favour,
and is becoming largely used on account of some
undoubted advantages which it possesses over
ordinary oils. I consider this method peculiarly
adapted to the needs of model engineers, who pro
bably would rather work their models without a
lubricant at all than have the unsightly oil tubes
necessary and the dirty mess caused by the oil
flying in all directions.
The solidified oil is similar in appearance to grease
or tallow , but, of course, much more refined . It is
contained in special enclosed cups, which are so
constructed as to exert a continuous pressure on
the lubricant either by means of a dead weight or
a compressed spring . The semi-liquid oil is thus
Fig . 8c .
forced along a tube leading direct to the journal.
Here the surface
of the shaft re
In the majority of cases, model engine cylinders are
simply fitted with an oil or tallow cup made in gun
sists any further
flow of lubri.
metal, and generally provided with two cocks. The
upper one is used for filling — the lower for ad
cant, and it is
mission of oil into cylinder or steam pipe, whence it
only until the
is carried forward by steam to the piston and valve.
temperature of
the journal has
risen sufficiently
to melt the oil
nearest to it
that a further
Fig . 9
of
movement
the stuff takes
place. Hence it
serves to both
cool and lubri
cate the bearing,
and whilst it
might be con
FIG . 12. -— SOLIDIFIED OIL
sidered inadvis
LUBRICATOR .
able to allow a
bearing to warm
upin order to apply a lubricant, yet experimentsshow
Fig . 10 gives a sketch with single cock and cover.
that to a certain point a warm bearing is beneficial.
In working these cups, it is better to give small
By this means the oil is only used when it is re
doses at intervals rather than a full cup at one
operation ,
A much superior arrangement to this is the auto
matic lubricator, generally supplied also with a
sight-feed apparatus. I have never seen any of
From
Note. Oil cup
these employed on model engines, no doubt due to
boiler
must not lie
their expense' and disproportionate size; but I
directly over
submit a proposal which , while not detracting from
pipe
the appearance of the engine, and costing very little
to supply , should fulfil two important duties, i.e.,
deliver dry steam to the valve chest, and give an
automatic supply of lubricant. The section in Fig .
Perforations
10 is self explanatory. Steam from boiler enters
by the inlet pipe, which is placed away from the
outlet, so that any moisture in the steam falls
through the layer of oil to the water beneath .
Then as the amount of condensed water gradually
increases, the level of the oil rises until it reaches
the perforation in steam pipe and overflows into
To engine
tube where it is carried along with the steam to
Drain cock
lubricate slide-valve and piston surfaces . Should
the feed of oil be found too large, this can be regu
FIG . 10.-- AUTOMATIC LUBRICATOR .
lated by keeping the drain cock slightly open . A
quired. The melted portion always remaining to
tap in the side indicates level of oil in reservoir for
form the film , and it is surprising how little oil is
starting, and the brass lid on top cover may be
used by this method , and how clean it is. Now ,
This
taken off to admit a fresh supply of oil.

shaft will carry it on and do the rest . An exagger
ate view is given in Fig . 9 .
Hitherto our attention has been confined to cases
of external lubrication , i.e., where the oil flows by
gravity on the bearing, and is not subjected to any
high temperature. In dealing with cylinder lubri
cation , we are under entirely different conditions,
and the method of lubrication accordingly varies.
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to use these special oil cups in model engines would
be a costly proceeding , and I suggest a method of
making very neat and inexpensive lubricators from
ordinary gas fittings to be purchased at any plum
ber's shop .
Fig . Ji shows the adoption of such to the purpose
in view . The solidified oil being placed in the body
of the cup, the small piston is inserted and the lid
screwed on , having a compressed spring in the
cover. This presses upon the piston and so forces
the lubricant towards the point of application . As
the quantity within the cup becomes smaller, the
lid may be screwed further home. When not in
use, the piston can be drawn back and prevented
from squeezing the oil by means of the small feather
in the rod , shown clearly in the plan . This makes
a very neat and effective type of lubricator, which
may be attached to any part of the engine, such as

February 25 1904.

manner would not weaken it to any great extent,
and the gain in appearance and good lubrication
will amply repay the labour expended in this
operation .
I have not touched on the question of lubricating
internal combustion engines in this already lengthy
article . This ground is really covered in Mr.
Hawley's able series of articles on the Motor
Bicycle appearing in these pages.

A

Electric Light.

Portable

By W. WILLOUGHBY PRICE .
N designing this electric light, the end I had in
IN view was a lamp comprising the following
fcatures :-(a ) Source of light raised some
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Fig . 1. - END ELEVATION .
main bearings, crosshead, guides, & c . Another
method ofapplying same would be to have one large
spring pressure lubricator fitted to the side of model
or at a short distance from it, with a tube leading
under the bedplate and having vertical branches to
each bearing. Or, as an alternative, Fig . 12 shows
a solidified oil lubricator screwed direct on crank
shaft. The outside of cup may be utilised as a belt
pulley and the oil is forced along a central hole to
the bearings and the crank -pin , as indicated by
dotted lines. This I have seen done in practice
with excellent results. The boring of shaft in this

Fig . 2. - SECTION .
height above the level upon which the lamp is
placed ; (b) portability ; (c) compactness ; (d ) some
arrangementby which the battery cannot be wasted
by the light being on when the lamp is closed ; and
(e ) cheapness .
I think I have succeeded fairly well in carrying
out these five features. As regards the first men
tioned , it will be seen from Figs . 1 and 2 that the
source of light (i.e., the carbon filament of the
lamp) is almost 10 ins, above the base of the lamp
when the latter is in use . Next comes the question
oí portability and compactness . The standard S
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is hinged at K , E , and kept vertical by the two
hinged flaps T and U. When these are turned
round so as to come flush with the standard instead
of at right- angles to it, the latter may be closed, as
shown by the dotted line W , X , to the position
shown in plan in Fig . 3, and by the dotted lines V ,
Fig . 2. The portion to which the lamp itself is
attached (by means of the two wire hooks H and G
and a wire spring ) may then be turned over from Y
to 7 (Fig . 2 ), when the lamp will be safely enclosed
in the space made for its reception at R , and the lic!
or back piece may then be fastened down by the
catch at ?. In this way the lamp can be closed up
into a perfectly compact form , and will then stand
any reasonable amount of knocking about.
Then there is the requirement for some arrange
ment by which the battery cannot be wasted by the
light being turned on when the lamp is closed up .
In this case, that was very easily accomplished by
placing the switch on the top of the box as shown at
C ( Fig. 3), the " on
position being at B. Thus,
the lamp cannot be closed when the switch is “ on ,"
on
when
and the switch cannot be turned to
the lamp is closed .
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The small lid or door hinged at L ( Fig . 2 ) is kept
closed by the spring O , which is made from a piece of
German silver about 14 ins. by { in ., bent as shown
to a larger scale in section in Fig. 4. When one
wishes to remove the battery in order to replace
by a new one, the spring catch is pressed down with
the finger-nail at P , and then the spring M , pressing
against the battery , causes the door to fly open .
This lamp is not so good in many ways as the one
to be described in a future number of THE Model
ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN ; but, on the other
hand, it possesses one or two points which the other
does not, and would be more easily slipped into a
Gladstone bag when travelling.
For the Bookshelf .

( Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.j
THE ENGINEER'S GAZETTE ANNUAL FOR 1904 .
Manchester : The Technical Publishing Com
pany, 287, Deansgate , Price is .
This annual includes
Almanac, Diary , and
H
T
Log, and the informa
tion contained within
R
B
S
its covers is specially
suitable for marine en
KEU
gineers. It comprises
tables of distances from
various ports , speed
D
*C
and very useful data
on the subject of en
Fig . 3. — PIAN SHOWING LAMP PARTLY CLOSED .
gines and tables, list
of Royal Navy Engineer Reserve forces , boilers .
As for the matter of cost, the price of materials
The ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING . By
may be seen from the following list :
6
( 1 ) One refill dry battery (No: 2 )
Tyson Sewell, A.I.E.E. Second Edition .
London : Crosby Lockwood & Co. Price
( 2 ) One high efficiency 3-volt round
1
shape incandescent loop lamp
75. 6d. net : postage, 4d . extra.
( 3) One shect ( 3 ins. by 3 ins.) Ger
This work , the first edition of which we re
o
6
man silver , 26 -gauge
viewed in our issue of Jan. 15th, 1903, has three
0
T
( 4 ) Wire for connections, say
further chapters dealing with alternating currents
(5 ) Wood , hinges, screws, etc.
incorporated in it, together with an appendix of
questions on the contents of the whole volume
both of which additions should make the book of
3 101
Total cost
still further value to the student. In the new
Of the above articles - 1 may be purchased at
the British Mutoscope and Biograph Company ,
chapters we note a marked improvement in the
Ltd., 18 and 19, Great Windmill Street, London , W .;
style of the diagrams used to illustrate the text.
and 2 and 3 at the Universal Electric Supply
Company, 60 , Brook Street, C.-on -M ., Manchester .
Prize Competition .
(Note.- The German silver is sold in sheets 3 ins.
by 3 ins.; but only about 2d . worth will be needed
for this lamp. However, it always comes in useful.)
Competition No. 37. For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
Let us now follow the flow of the current in the
lamp. Starting from the positive terminal, it flows
across the seas to let us know more of their model
to the German silver plate A (about ļ in . square),
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
thence by wire to another plate B (about 1 in .
of £ 2 28. for the best description of “ SOME MODELS I
square ) ; then ( the switch being on " ) through the
HAVE MADE ."
The models described should be
German silver strip fastened to the under side of the
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
switch to the other plate D ; then through the wire
If sufficient entries are received, we will give a fur
to the hinge E. It next flows through this hinge
ther prize of £ 1 18. for the second best description ,
up a wire in a groove in the back of S to the hinge É ,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
and through the latter by wire to the hook G. Here
1os. 6d . for each unsuccessful entry which we think
it enters one loop of the lamp, passes through the
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred , we will,
filament to the other loop , and so to the hook H ,
in this Competition , send goods to the value of the
thence to the second hinge at the top J , down to the
prize, and each competitor should state what form he
back of S again , to the hinge K , thro gh this by wire
would like the
to take in the event of his
to the hinge L , thence to the German silver spring
The closing date for receiving en
being successful.
M (about 14 ins. by i in .) and so back to the battery .
tries or this competition will be March 18t, 1904.
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Practical Letters from

A justification of the preliminary article describ
ing the general features of the design will be seen
by the following communication that has been
brought to my notice. The correspondent says :
“ I fancy Mr. Greenly's design just appearing
would look a lot better if the bogie were placed in
front under the cylinders, and one pair of wheels
(drivers on each side of the firebox ) with a radial
pair of wheels behind them .”
This letter is answered by the first article ( see
page 14 of the issue of January 7th ), and I may
again point out that although , in my opinion , the
ten -wheeled tank type of locomotive makes a very
handsomemodel, the desire for the highest powered
model of smallest over -all dimensions which is
provided in the front-coupled type would not be
attained . An extra pair of wheels would be re
quired , also another truck ( the radial), the wide
firebox idea would not be possible , and the engine
would be much longer and would not be able
safely traverse such sharp curves. - Yours truly,
HENRY GREENLY .
London .

our

Readers .

[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the fuli
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, tut the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached.
though not necessarily intcr.di' for publication .]
The “ Model Engineer " Locomotive ,
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -Having taken a violent fancy to the
M.E. loco, I should like to offer this suggestion
(that is , if there would be a sufficient number of
readers going to make one ), to put for sale a few
full-sized blue prints of complete drawings at a
price within reason to intending model makers and
yourselves, as I think it would then enable the
model maker to go straight on with his patterns,
and there would be no fear of his making any mis
takes, as I have found with drawings sent out with
castings which are on the market. - Yours truly ,
W. S.
Middlesbrough .

Model Steamer Designing .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR: –Referring to the letter in your last
issue by Mr. R. P. Knight, I fuliy endorse what he
states re yacht and steam designs not being on a
par with the railway engine, and that on the former
the improvement has been nil.
I should like to know the technical reason why
a boat with a fair beam is more speedy than an
exceptionally narrow one, which has been exempli
fied by Mr. A. C. Foster's boat and Mr. S. Keay's ,
the former the faster boat, also 31 extra beam .
I trust that you will endeavour to give more
space in your highly valued paper to boats, and
inform readers why it is unwise to reduce beam .
Hoping that the future will bring forward great
improvements in this branch of model making A. RICHARDS.
Yours faithfully ,
Green Lanes, N.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, -In making the preliminary announce
ment of a Model Locomotive Competition , you have
asked for your readers ' opinion of the arrangement.
I think the rules given in this week's MODEL
ENGINEER will need very little alteration ; but I
think a model fitted with a Smithies ’ water -tube
boiler with 75 sq. ins. of heating surface would be
at a disadvantage when tested against a locomo
tive fitted with a loco. boiler as shown on page 14,
Fig. 1 ; the heating surface of the latter exceeding
the former by 49 ins., which would mean a great
advantage to the model with such a boiler. - Yours
E. FITZGERALD .
truly ,
New Barnet .

----

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, --In reply to the above letters, I may
say that with reference to the request of your
correspondent, W. S.," I think it will not be
found necessary for you to adopt this suggestion ,
as the detail drawings will be prepared so that
they may be reproduced , where the size of the pages
of the M.E. will permit, to exactly full-size , as has
already been done.
Mr. Fitzgerald raises a point which , unless made
quite clear, may occasion misunderstanding in the
minds of your readers. In considering the design
as a whole, I felt bound to present the total advan
tages of the front-coupled trailing bogie type of
tank engine in model practice to the readers of your
journal, and, therefore , included a drawing showing
the engine provided with an ordinary loco-type
boiler fired by oil fuel. It is not my intention ,
however , to consider this any further during the
continuation of the articles, and I think an engine
so fitted should not enter for the Competition
on the same footing as one fitted with a water-tube
boiler and a spirit lamp, although , it is my opinion
that if two engines exactly alike in workmanship
were built to these drawings, one provided with a
loco -type boiler, and the other with a water -tube
boiler, and both fired by the same spirit lamp, there
would be little difference in their performances in
spite of the increased heating surface obtained by
the use of the locomotive boiler.
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Model Steamer Speed Competition .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR,-With reference to the prize given to
the fastest model steamer, I should be glad if you
will publish my letter in your valuable paper ; also
give my opinion due consideration for the next
speed competition .
Having seen almost all the Wirrall Club boats,
all of which were alike in build , identical in engine
and boiler design , all fired by the sametype of lamp,
etc., yet not one of these models were fitted with a
pump driven from engine giving a continuous water
feed to boiler, steam having to be run down before
the boiler could be replenished with water. Now ,
it appears to me that all these boats are the output
of one man's ideas. What I should like to see
would be a new departure in build of craft so that
you could name them — such asmodel cargo steamer,
model channel steamer, model torpedo destroyer ,
and so on ; especially seeing that members of the
Club have a considerable advantage over a good
many model builders, seeing that all type of craft
are to be seen in the Mersey .
Take, for instance, the model torpedo destroyer,
Era , the prize -winner . This is not at all like a
torpedo destroyer — the whale back is missing, also
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the two or three funnels ; then she is a single screw
our Navy does not boast of a single screw destroyer .
Also notice the great angle at which the propeller
is inclined , thereby giving a very large draught to
propeller as compared with draught of hull. So
far Mr. D. Scott's model torpedo destroyer is with
out doubt the best type of craft illustrated for
some time, although she only pulled off the second
prize. To me the Wirrall gentlemen sacrifice all
appearance of craft for speed ; this, I think, I can
verify .
What I would like to suggest would be that the
prize be awarded to the best fitted -up model built
after any particular type of craft - speed not to be
taken into consideration -- as a good many model
builders are hampered considerably in fitting up
deck -houses, & c ., thereby reducing size of boiler , at
the same time having to add more ballast to bring
her to an upright position , and not having the
unsightly presence of the steam gauge and safety
valve standing a couple of inches above the deck ,
as so commonly seen in all the models
of the Wirrall
(
MANCUNIAN . "
Club . - Yours truly ,
Charging Storage Batteries from Alternating
Supply Current.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, –Referring to the letter from “ Velox "
in the issue for February 4th , the " filter " he des
cribes is known as Nodon's valve." In some not
very ap arent or explainable wa the aluminium
in these circumstances allows the current from the
alternator to pass in one direction only , acting like
a motor inlet-valve, so to speak. Hence its name.
This piece of apparatus is not used in any very
great degree, and the frequency of the alternator
must be fairly high to permit of its use for charging
accumulators . A Batten “ rectifier,” or an alter
nating motor coupled direct to a direct-current
dynamo, are generally used for converting the
currents .
I am afraid that I have no knowledge of the
“ static converter " mentioned . By “ Hewitt
Cooper," I take it that your correspondent refers
to Cooper Hewitt. Anything to do with mercury
vaponr “ smacks ” of him .
I should be very pleased to see a description of
the " static converter," by some able correspondent,
in your valuable little journal.
THE MODEL ENGINEER has often given me an
idea which I have been waiting for, and I always
welcome its appearance on Wednesday afternoons.
ELECTROMETER . ”
-Yours truly,
The latest venture in science literature is a new
magazine, published under the title of Technics , by
Messrs.Geo . Newnes, Ltd., it will appear monthly,
at the price of 9d . nett, and will appeal especially
to technical students . The first number is produced
in excellent style, and the contents include inte
resting articles on the following subjects :-Char
lottenburg_Technical High School, Metallography,
Radium , East London Technical College, Mural
Decoration, The Modern Artof Dyeing, The Training
of Chauffeurs, The Continuous Current, and Rapid
Cutting Steel. The contributors include many of
the best known writers on technical education mat
ters, and there is an excellent portrait of Lord
Kelvin as a frontispiece .
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Queries and Replies .
( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and 110 n10fice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions thereint stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." . No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST bc in
scribed on the back. (2), Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be publisited . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot
. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
be guaranteed
The Editor,
Court,
The MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29 , Poppin's
Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The following
te recently are
: - selected from the Queries which have been replied

( 10388] Shafting and Power for Small Workshop. R. E.
(Birmingham )writes : Should be glad if you will favourmewith in
formation on a few points. I have a small workshop ( 50 ft.) with
power :-(1) 12 ft. of shafting of what size should you recommend ?
(2 ) What h.-p. gas engine to drive two double-headed spindles for
polishing and finishing G.S. and copper work (not very heavy) and
dynamo, the dynamo to light twelve lamps and feed two plating vats
3 ft. by 2 ft. by 2 ft. (3 ) What power of dynamo. (4 ) What c.-p.
lamps for ordinary use for lathe and bench .' (5) Am going to make
engine and dynamomyself. Would you please tellme the best pat
tern ? Not understanding much about electricity , what book
would you recommend ?
(1) i-in . shafting would be stiff enough . (2) We cannot say
and
what power you require for plating vats ; but the machines
lamps would take about 2 to 3 h.-p. between them . Twelve 8 c.-P.
lamps would need nearly 4 h.-p. alone. (3) Dynamo of 500 watts
output. (4) 8 c.-p. lamps. (5) We doubt whether you could
tackle a gas engine this size ; but full instructions for á 500-watt
dynamo are given in handbook, “ Small Dynamos and Motors."
( 10,341) Cycle Lamp and Batteries. E. S. (Jackfield )
writes : I have a small dynamo, 15 volts 2 amps., which I have
fitted from parts supplied by Mr. Avery, and should be glad it you
will help me a little in the following :-(I) I wish to make an
electric cycle lamp. Would the above dynamo be suitable to
charge the batteries ? (2 ) Should I (an amateur) be able to make
the batteries myself ? (3) Is there any book published that would
cover this subject well (electric cycle lamps and batteries) ? (4)
Would it be possible to work a small arc lamp from the above
dynamo ? (5 ) There appeared in the M.E. some little time ago
an article - How to Make a Small
Arc Lamp." Can you let me
know what date it did appear ?
( I) Yes. ( 2) We really cannot say. Most probably , if at all
handy with your hands. (3) See handbook, " Small Accumu
lators,” 7d., post free. (4 ) No. (5) January ist issue of 1903.
( 10,176[ Particulars of 250 -watt Kapp Type Dynamo.
G.R.(Dollar) writes : As the copy I have of THE MODEL ENGINEER
series, No. 10, not very clear to me, you would oblige me by
giving some details of Kapp type dynamo of 250 watts output.
( 1) Diameter of armature, number and area of slots. (2 ) The
brand of wire used . Is it the S.W.G. ? (3) The diameter over
insulation of No. 20 of the brand needed . Willab.h.-p. oil
engine be suitable for this ? (4) Would you quote one or two of
the best books on construction of small oil engines, such that
would be suitable for the dynamo, and their price ?
( 1) 21 diameter by 4t long ; 12 slots, 5-16ths in . by 5-16ths in .
(2) S.W.G. '036. About twenty turns go to the inch of D.C.C.
(3) Yes . (4 ) We do not know of any but those which deal with
larger engines, such as Grover's “ Modern Gas and Oil Engines,"
and Parsell and Weed's " Gas Engine Construction ," price 145. 5d.,
post free . The former is 58. 4d., post free , from this office.
( 10,243) Accumulator Failure. R. N. (Willington -on -Tyne
writes : I have made an accumulator with the negative plates
filled in with precipitated lead in accordance with your book on
“ Small Accumulators," and it has given very good results. In
making up a second one, however , I filled in the negative plates
with a stiff paste of litharge and sulphuric acid (one part acid to
one part water), and after charging the accumulator it lights a
4 -volt lamp for a few minutes only, then the current quickly
diminishes, and finally the lamp goes out altogether . As the
litharge process is not described in your work on accumulators ,
I shall be very much obliged if you will furnish me with a little
information on the subject, as I fear there is a mistake in the make
up of my second accumulator. I used a battery of five Daniell
cells for charging .
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Wedo not think the trouble is due to the new plates being pasted
with litharge, & c., as you describe. Plates made in this way are
just as good as those made up by using precipitated lead when
once properly formed . The forming, of course, takes considerable
repeatedly before a
time, and you should charge and discharge
good capacity will be attained . Are the conditions under which
the new cell is working precisely the same as obtained with the
former cell - same lamp, & c. ? We can only advise you to charge
and recharge a good many times and see if cell does not improve,
and, if not,write us again giving fuller particulars of what remedies
you have tried .
( 10,036 ) Fitting Gas Engine Tubes. R. P. R. (Leith )
writes : I beg permission again to apply to you' for information, at

FIG . 2 .

Query

100 %

Fig . 3 .
the same time thanking you for your past attention . I am com
pletely at a loss to get my gas engine to work as it fires too soon .
The first ignition tube I fitted was a t-in . gas tube screwed into
up for
end of cylinder, straight for about it ins., and then bentfailed
to
6 ins. and heated . The hole in tube was z- in . bore ; it
work. Then I fitted a new tube same size, but 31 ins. straight
also
and then bent up ins. and heated it. Still it failed , as it bore
,
fired too soon . I fitted in the bore a small brass tube | in .
and still it fires too soon . Could you inform me if the bore of
ignition tube is still too large ? The cylinder is 3 ins. diameter
by 34 ins. stroke. I have about 1 in . compression space ; is that
about right ? At first I had only in . space, but with that I could
hardly get the piston over the centre. The firing too soon racked
the disc shafts and cut the keys or feather, but I have put that
all in order again .
Thearrangementyou show in your sketch (Fig . 1 ) for fitting the
ignition tube will not be satisfactory. The tube should bemounted
in a separate block , which in turn is screwed into the back end of
cylinder casting. The block should be bored out to, say, 3-16ths in .
to start with , and a suitable hole drilled at right angles to this
small one, as shown in Fig . 2 . The larger hole is tapped to take
the ignition tube which should have a taper thread cut at one end .
in . gas barrel makes a very satisfactory tube for small engines,
but, of course, they soon burn out and have to be renewed fre
quently. A copper washermay be used when screwing the ignition
block into place, as being compaiatively soft, it yields, and allows
the block to be turned so that the tube when screwed into place
stands vertical. The Bunsen burner should also be so mounted
that you can raise or lower it at will, and thus make the tube hot
at any particular point you wish . Your arrangement shows the
tube only capable of being heated at one point, and that very close
to the combustion chamber . Were you to heat it near the top only,
you would most likely get very much better results. However, if
that has not the desired effect, you must experiment with the
ignition block . See what effect a very much smaller bore has.
Insert a piece of brass tubing in the 3-16ths in . hole in the form of
a bush with inside diameter of in . or less. Then try enlarging
the bore, and note caiefully the various results you obtain after
each experiment. The mixture, of course , has great deal to do
with the time of firing , and perhaps by using a slightly weaker
charge you will induce later firing. An arrangement such as shown
in sketch (Fig . 3) could be employed to raise or lower the burder
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and chimney any desired amount. If the above in formation is
not sufficient to get you over your difficulties let us know , and we
will assist you further .
( 10,320) Wimshurst Machine for Coil Work . R. B. (Dar
lington ) writes : Can you give me answers to following in MODEL
ENGINEER ? If so, I shall be extremely obliged :-Is it possible to
run a coil of any size with a Wimshurstmachine instead of a battery ?
Can x-ray photography be done with a Wimshurst machine giving
a 6 - in , spark ?
It is not possible to run any induction coil from any Wimshurst
machine. X -ray photography can be done with a Wimshurst
giving a 6-in . spark ; and to get good results the spark -gap must
be between the tube and the machine, or preferably a spark -gap
between each end of tube and the corresponding terminal of the
machine. See book on “ X -rays simply explained " shortly to
appear in the M.E. series . A full account of all you wish to know
will be found in it .
( 10,205 ] Fluorescent Screen . P.,B . (Newport,Mon.) writes :
I should be much obliged if you will give
me instructions how to make a simple
fluorescent screen about 12 ins. square,
to work with an ordinary x-ray tube on a
Wimshurst machine, and please give me
the quantities of the chemicals required to
make one of this size . Do not refer me
to expensive books, please. (2) Would a
small i h.-P. water motor run a small
60 -watt tripolar dynamo for charging ?
(1) We regret that we are not able at
the present moment to tell you just how
much salt you will require for your fluor
escent screen . Brief instructions for
making screens will appear in the M.E.
handbook on x-rays, shortly to be issued .
(2 ) A $ h.-p. watermotor , if it will really
develop I h.-P., will generate 93 watts
(about), if coupled to a dynamo with an
efficiency of 100 per cent. (746 watts = 1
h.-p.). If the efficiency of your dynamo
is like that of many small machines , you
will probably only get 30 or 40 wattsperhaps less, possibly more. You must
first find out roughly the effi
ciency of the dynamo.
(10,358 ] Vertical Boiler.
P. E. (Chiswick ) writes :
Will you kindly oblige me
with replies to the following:
--I have a boiler , 17 ins. by
bes
14 ins (vertical), steel,
riveted,
central flue, with coal
FIG . I.
fire I had it working a It.in.
horizontal engine, at
by 27-in .got
into the cylinder
about 50 lbs. pressure, but the steam when it
and came out at the exhaust pipe -was very wel. I should like to
have an idea (drawing if possible) how to dry or low -superheat it.
(2 ) What would be the correct sizes of steam and exhaust pipes ?
(3) I could not keep up the pressure in boiler, for directly I turned
on engine it wentdown . Please give me an idea how to remedy this.
Could I fit any kind of forced draught ? Would an extra long
chimney give extra draught ? Would any other kind of fire do
better ? (4) Do you recommend cotton packing for piston , or
piston rings for this size of engine ? (5 ) Would the feed-water
heater described in January 7th issue of M.E. do for my engine ?
Steam pipe

Union

Steam pipe

Q.N 10358 .
Query No 10358
Fig . 2 .
FIG . I.
There are two or three methods , but none of them are really
satisfactory . The first is shown in Fig. 1, and consists of taking
the stea pipe thro
the firehole , around the furnace , and out
again . mThe next metugh
hod is to coil a pipe in the central fue, but
the practicability of this depends on the size of the central flue.
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Thirdly , the steam pipe may be arranged as shown in Fig. 2 . The
fault of this is that the boiler is over engined . The superheater
will help matters, and to urge the fire , we can recommend that the
exhaust be turned up the chimney, the orifice of the jet being

Fig . 3.
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Steam
pipe

QN 10358

The News of the

Trade .

Something New in Model Locomotives.
To satisfy the requirements of those model locomotive en thu .
siasts with little time and a limited kit of tools, Messrs. Flooks and
Smithies, 60, Leavesden Road, Watford , Herts, have just brought
out sets of castings for quite a simple mode railway engine. The
accompanying photograph, from the first finished sample made
from the castings, shows the engine to be a modified replica of the
new G.W.R. eight-wheeled passenger tank locomotives, six wheels
only being employed . The leading wheel is mounted on a pony
truck , and the engine we have seen steams very well indeed , and
traverses sharp curves and points with the greatest of ease.
The scale of the model is offin . to the foot, and the gauge 31 ins.
The boiler is of the Smithies type, silver-soldered throughout, so
that it may be run quite dry with impunity. A single cylinder iz
used in the example, but double cylinders of the same pattern as
the coloured plate locomotive may be employed instead . The
whole ofTthe engine, except the boiler tubes, front and back
portions of the foot-plating, is made from castings which are ex
ceptionally clean and soft, and are supplied, with good drawings ,
for the sum of £2. The engine shown in the picture is listed at
€ 12 ; models having spring buffers, double cylinders, or built ex
actly to the prototype, with eight wheels and a covered cab, will be
quoted for, and full particulars sent on receipt of stamped enve
ope. However , as a handy 3t-in. tank locomotive, we have no
hesitation in recommending Messrs.
Flooks and Smithies' produc
tion as it stands. We also understand that this firm are open to
supply model locomotive parts and castings, or build complete loco
motives of any size up to 2- in . scale.

5-16ths in. Piston rings for iron cylinders. A feed-water heater
will improve the evaporation , but all the same, the boiler is deficient
of heating surface. A plan of Fig . I is given in Fig . 3.
( 10,455 ) Petroleum Braziog Lamp W. A. F. ( Ipswich)
writes : I should be pleased if you can explain the reason why a
brazing lamp which I have made according to the instructions given
in THE MODEL ENGINEER for May 21st, 1903, is a complete failure.
The only difference is that the container is further away from the
vapouriser, and that I have two extra coils of tube. It will send
a jet of oil for a considerable distance or give a light the same as
a flare lamp, but no heat worth mentioning.
Probably your nipple is too large in the bore ; also the vapouriser
not hot enough to start with . A small nipple and good pressure
is what is necessary for proper working.
New Catalogues and Lists .
( 10,459] Small Gas Engine Firing : W.K. (Southsea ) writes:
I am making a th.-p. gas engine, tube ignition . Is there any
The Electrical Sundries Manufacturing Co., 152, Grey
form of valve over end of tube to prevent gas firing at beginning
Mare Lane, Manchester, send us a leaflet comprising a list of
of compression stroke ? If so, should be pleased if you could in
Electrical Novelties supplied by them . It includes motors of
struct how to make and time same; if not, how is it arranged for
various types, dynamos, gas and oil engines, medical coils, lamps,
ignition to take place at right time. (2) About what compression
electric alarm clocks, pocket accumulators , and a miniature tele
space to allow ? (3 ) Is it necessary to have inlet mechanically
phone station . This list, together with a leaflet of prices and
operated ; there is only one cam on timing gear ?
( 1) For small engines no timing valve is necessary . The length
particulars of their Modern Dynamos will be sent free upon appli
of the tube and the distance from the back -end of combustion
cation . A catalogue including the above, will be sent post free for
chamber it is made red hot, determines the time of firing to a
twopence to all readers of this journal.
great extent. The richness of the
mixture also helps to make the firing
early or late, as the case may be.
See former queries and replies on this
subject. (2 ) This varies with the par
ticular type of engine under consider
ation . In very small engines, the
compression is not high and, conse
quently, the combustion chamber
will be comparatively large compared
to the cylinder volume. (3 ) No ; not
necessary . This also depends on many
factors in the design .
Castings.
( 10,528 ] Motor
(Altershaw ) writes :
“ ÉLECTRIC
361
Kindly let meknow if it is possible to
build up a set of 24 h.-p. bicycle
motor castings in a 5 -in . gap bed,
screw -cutting lathe. If so, what tools
are mostly needed ?
Yes, with the exception of the
larger parts, such as ilywheel, & c. The
ordinary cutting tools and a few hand
turning ones will be needed . See re
cent articles on lathes and tools ; also
« Practical Lessons on Metal Turn
ing," 28. 3d. post free.
10,471] “ Dynamo Coil " Igni.
tion . C. G. (Forest Gate) writes :
Can you oblige me with a sketch of Messrs. Flooks & SMITHIES ' MODEL 31 GAUGE G.W.R. TANK LOCOMOTIVE .
internal connections of a non -trembler
coil to give t-in . spark for motor
Lucas and Davies, 9, Wickham Street, Tyers Street, Lambeth ,
cycle ? I have your handbook on Induction Coils," but above
form is not described .
London , send us a reprint of their illustrated catalogue, containing
prices of working locomotives . horizontal and vertical engines,
We presume you refer to the “ dynamo coil " which is the com
triple expansion marine engines, etc. ; also sets of brass and iron
dynamo and induction coil in one.
small series
bination of agenerates
castings, separate parts and sundries, List 4d., post free 41d .
a current, and the series coil on the field
The dynamo
The Ardwick Engineering Co., Yachtand Launch Builders,
magnet behaves as the primary of the ordinary induction coil.
Bennett Strect, Hyde Road, Manchester, send us their 1904 list of
Over this is wound what corresponds to the sceondary of the
new and second-hand machinery, which consists of stationary en
induction coil. So long as the current is generated at a uniform
gines, launch engines, boilers, feed pumps, motor and motor car
rate and strength , no current will be induced in the secondary ;
engines, lathes, drilling machines, and sundries .
but when the primary circuit is broken , a spark will be generated
Thorpe & Salter, Engineers and Contractors, 235,High Holborn ,
and jump across the spark gap. Only one wire is necessary from
London, W.C., have issued a new price list of their “ Ruby "
one of the secondary terminals to the spark plug -- the other is
high-speed gas engines for driving centrifugal pumps, dynamos for
earthed and likewise the other half of spark plug is in metallic
connection with the engine frame or earth .
accumulator charging, etc.
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The Editor's Page .
T the annual dinner of the Junior Institution
ATof Engineers, which took place at the Hotel
Cecil, on the 13th inst., Mr. J. Fletcher
Moulton, K.C., F.R.S., M.P., made the speech of
the evening in responding to the toast of “ The
President and in so doing, gave advice of the
greatest possible value to young men generally ,
and to young engineers in particular.
He
pointed out that impressions were strongest, and
knowledge was more easily gained , in youth ,
than at any other period of life, and it was of
vital importance that the impressions and the
knowledge then obtained should be of the kind
which was good . The clearer and more complete
the grasp of the fundamental principles of engi
neering science, the easier would it be to acquire
the more advanced details. He urged his hearers
to become masters of the particular branch of
engineering they were engaged in , and to be sure
that they knew all that was to be known in that
special branch . It was good that they should have
some general acquaintance with other branches of
the profession ; but to be successful, they must be
absolutely thorough in their knowledge of their own
particular field .
Although the foregoing sentences give the gist of
Mr. Moulton's remarks, they lack the force im
parted to them by the impressive eloquence with
which they were delivered , and thus briefly sum
marised in cold print, they may, perhaps, fail to
fully convince our readers of their great import
ance . It is , however, an undoubted fact, that the
successful man of to - day - whether in engineering,
or any other profession — is the specialist .
The
engineering world is overcrowded with men of
moderate ability, but the men with special know .
ledge always find their services in demand.
*
*
*
A fair number of entries of excellent character
have been received in our Competitions Nos. 39
and 40. The first-named , for the best design of a
model horizontal engine, has resulted in the prize
of?£22s. being awarded to
Mr. H. W. JACKSON ,
3 , St. Faiths Road ,
Tulse Hill ,
London , S.W.
The designs of R. A. Elton (Liscard), G. Hutcheson
(Galway ), and P. G. Hepworth (Chelmsford ), ran
that of the prize-winner closely ; and articles worthy
of commendation were sent in by W. H. Livens
(Brighton ), Maurice H. Sabine (Lavender Hill), J.
A. van Hoogenhouck Tulleken (The Hague), W.
Tucker (Newcastle -on -Tyne ), J. Case , junr. (Brigh
ton ), St. John Thompson (Streatham ).
In the
Boiler Competition (No. 40 ) the entries, however ,
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varied considerably — somebeing very mediocre both
in design and description , whilst others dealt with
the subject more thoroughly. The prize has been
awarded to
Mr. P. G. HEPWORTH ,
1 , Sycamore Villas,
Park Avenue,
Chelmsford .
The efforts of F. B. Scoffham ( Birmingham ), W.
Marley (Leeds), and T. Mitchell are worthy of
favourable mention . Following our usual practice,
we shall select from the articles of the unsuccessful
competitors such portions that we consider inter
esting, and publish the same, remunerating in
accordance with the length and merit of the matter
used as provided for in the conditions of the Com
petitions.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distincily stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order .
Advertisement rates may be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptionsand correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Can ida, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .
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Fire Engine.

By WILLIAM STANDAGE.

MR. WILLIAM STANDAGE's Model STEAM FIRE ENGINE.
HAVE just completed the model steam

fire

described. With the exception of the steam
pressure gauge, all the parts were made by me,
and without the assistance of a lathe-- all fittings
being cut by files. The model works splendidly .
Charcoal is used for fuel, and with 25 lbs. of steam
it will throw a jet of water 12 ft. without any strain
on the engine. Leading dimensions are as follows:

Length over all, 134 ins.;boiler , 84 ins. high, 41 ins
diameter and fitted with cross tubes, and , I may say .
it steams excellently. Cylinders are it ins. stroke,
fin . bore; water pumps, it in stroke, f in . ram . An
air vessel is fitted to the pump, from which are two
deliveries. The suction is over the front carriage,
The weight of the fire engine, when empty of
water, is 121 lbs., and is composed almost entirely
of brass.
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The Society of Model Engineers,
(Reports of medings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular Issue 1f recetved a dear nine days before its actual
date of publication .]
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next meeting will be
held on Monday, March 7th , at the Holborn Town
Hall, when Mr. J. C. Crebbin will read a paper on
Compounding as applied to Model Locomotives.”
Thursday, March 17th, and Tuesday,
On
March 22nd, at 7 p.m., there will be visits to the
Power Station at Stockwell of the City and South
London Railway, by kind permission of the engi.
neer . The party is limited to twenty members on
each occasion, and members who intend to par
ticipate should either write the Secretary to that
effect at once, or inform him at the meeting on the
7th , as the first twenty names received will form
the first party, and any number over this (not ex
ceeding a further twenty) will make the visit on
the 22nd March .
On Monday , the nth April, a meeting will be
held at Holborn Town Hall, when Mr. Stanley J.
Harding will give a paper on
High Tension
Effects with Induction and Tesla Coils .'
The following meeting will be held on Tuesday,
the 3rd May, when the competing models in the
Model-Making Competition will be exhibited .
Further particulars and entry forms for this Com
petition will shortly be posted to all members.
On Saturday, May 14th , a visit has been arranged
to the Power Station of the London United Tram
ways Company at Chiswick . - HERBERT G. RIDDLE,
Hon . Sec., 37 , Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.
Provincial Societies,
Leeds.-- This Society held a meeting in their
room in St. Paul's Street, on Tuesday evening,
February 9th . After the minutes of the previous
meeting had been read , two new members were ad
mitted to the Society. Afterwards Mr. F. C.
Speke showed a Trusty carburettor for a bicycle
motor, which is supposed to run on paraffin as well
as petrol. He also brought a small model engine,
which required overhauling, for the benefit of the
younger members. Mr. Wm . Harrington brought
a set of castings, & c . of a model inverted cylinder
engine, 1 h.-p., for the benefit of the Society, the
engine being partly finished . Next meetings will
beheld on March 8th and 22nd.-W.H. BROUGHTON ,
Hon . Sec., 262, Carlton Terrace, York Road, Leeds.
Bristol . - Model engineers who are interested in
the formation of a local Society, are invited to com
municate with Mr. A. G. R. CUNNINGHAM , 69,
Richmond Road, Montpelier, Bristol.
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Producer gas now in use and of drawing attention
to the principles which must be observed and the
errors which must be guarded against in designing
a satisfactory power gas installation .
Using the name in its generic sense, the author
drew attention to the disadvantages which were
inherent to the Dowson system of small pressure
Producer gas plants, and after describing generally
the principles of bituminous plants, went on to
deal with the suction Producer gas plants, which
are being so much used on the Continent for gener
ating gas for small powers.
Some interesting remarks were made regarding
bituminous
the recovery of by -products from
plants, and it was pointed out that while the only
two by-products available were sulphate of am
monia and steam , it did not pay to recover the
former from plants of a smaller power than from
3000 to 4000 h.-p. Steam , however, could be
generated as a by-product from any gas engine
over 50 h.-p., the method being to employ a boiler
patented by Mr. Wilson , which was placed on the
exhaust pipe of the gas engine, and which acted
really as an exhaust silencer. With this boiler, as
much as 2 lbs. of water should be evaporated and
steam raised to 100 lbs. pressure per brake horse
power hour. Steam raised in this way might be
very valuable to certain industries requiring a small
proportion of it for their manufacturing processes.
Taking the average run of factory steam engines
throughout the country, not less than 4 to 5 lbs.
of coal per b.h.-p. hour are required.
In the bituminous plant, as much as 150,000
cubic ft. of power gas, having a calorific value of
130 to 150 B.T.U.'s, can be generated from one ton
of slack coal. A gas engine of 40 b.h.-p. requires
from 70 to 80 cubic ft. of power gas per b.h.-p.
hour; larger engines only require from 60 to 70
cubic ft. per b.h.-p. hour . This means that whereas
a steam engine requires from 4 to 5 lbs. of coal per
b.h.-p. hour, a gas engine will only require i lb.
Further than this — the coal used in the former case
must be of a better quality than that used in the
latter.
The author dealt at some length with the suction
gas plant, and pointed out its numerous advan
tages. With this type of plant, 1 b.h.-p. hour can
be generated from í lb. of anthracite coal, with the
great advantage that gas is only generated by the
engine as it is required , and that, consequently ,
there is no waste. Comparative costs of power
between electricity taken from the Supply Com
panies'mains, between gas taken from theGas Com
panies' mains, and that generated from a Producer
plant, were then cited . After numerous practical
hints upon the working ofgas engines, the paper con
cluded with a brief reference to the plants for
generating fuel gas from wood, it being stated that
as much as i b.h.-p. hour can be obtained from the
destruction of 4 lbs. of wood .

The Junior Institution of Engineers.

T the meeting of this Institution held on the
AT 5th February , at the
Westminster Palace
Hotel, the Chairman , Mr. S. Cutler, junr.,
M.I.Mech.E., presiding, a paper was read by Mr.
Hal Williams, A.M.Inst.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., on
“ Producer Gas Power for Factories, Cold Stores,
and Freezing Works.” The paper was essentially
a practical one, and was written with the object of
briefly describing the three systems of generating

The record of nearly eighty miles an hour estab
lished by an engine which travelled over a special
track near Cassel has led to further experiments .
This fast speed was accomplished by the engine
alone. Attached to a train consisting of five
carriages, however, the same locomotive has estab
lished another record - nearly sixty-six miles an
hour. Further experiments are to be made next
year. There is a project on foot for a fast train to
be driven by electricity from Berlin to Hamburg .
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steel ; screw fin . part a good fit in tapped hole and
turn end down to 3-16ths in . diameter by fin . long
(E. Fig . 3). Turn one thread off next to collar,
which should be 4 in . diameter. Screw it into hole,
when collar should touch all round and also be
level with top of Fig . 2. Now strike a line along top
of both , and mark it O. Remove screw , and, start
ing from this line, divide collar into eight equal
parts , numbering them i to 7. As screw is 16 threads
per inch, one division on collar equals 1-128th part of
an inch .

Workshop Notes and Notions.
{Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, il desired, accord
ing to merit.
All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ Workshop " on the envelope.)
A Useful Lathe Indicator.
By T. W. E.
Finding the need of something by which I could
set my slide-rest (which is fastened down with a
bolt with plate and nut underneath lathe bed )
parallel with faceplate, I designed and made this
tool. I call it a lathe indicator, as it not only
shows (if the rest is not parallel, but also the
amount of error. The sizes given (which are for a

Fig . 4
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FIG . 2

Fig . 1
Fig .

Fig . 3

61 ins. centre lathe with 13-16ths in . from top of
rest to centres ) may be altered to suit any lathe.
Fig . 1 is a piece of fat bar iron , 5-16ths in .by & in .
by 7 ins. long. File one end square, and at fin .
from end drill a 5-16ths in . hole and slightly counter
sink the top side.
Fig . 2 is made of mild steel, and the best
way is to make it from a piece 6 ins. or 7 ins. long, as
it is easier to hold while drilling and turning. Cen .
tre both ends, and at i 3-16ths ins. from end and
| in . from one side drill a 5-16ths in . hole through

E

%

FIG. 6LAH

DETAILS OF LATHE INDICATOR.
Having no division plate on the lathe, I divided
collar in the following way :-Before parting,
screw off; fasten a sharp V -pointed tool on its side
in rest at height of centres ; place screw between
centres with line 0 touching tool point. With sur

VIEW OF LATHE INDICATOR,
and tap in . Turn end down to fit in hole in Fig.
i and 11-16ths in . long ; screw it
in . up to fit
5-16ths in . nut (Fig . 6 ). At } in . from centre of
tapped hole turn down with a parting tool to about
in . dameter ; saw off, and file top level. Mount it
on a tin , nut mandrel, and face each side. Mark
off hole on top 11-64ths in . from edge, and in the
centre of thick side drill fin . deep with a full 3-16ths
drill : replace with a 5-32nds in . one, and drill
nearly to bottom . Tap this hole 3-16ths in . for
screw (Fig. 4 ). At in . from top saw through the
thick side into tapped hole . Make Fig . 3 of mild

face gauge on lathe bed scribe a line same height as
centres across periphery of driver chuck ; centre
pop, and divide periphery into eight equal parts.
Place carrier on loose , and with tool-point touching
mark on screw and surface gauge scriber in centre
pop ; tie tail of carrier to driver, and tighten screw
in carrier. Feed tool in sufficient to make a deep
mark , and travel toolacross collar ; bring tool back
pull chuck round until pointer of surface gauge
touches next mark, and repeat. The belt should
be off while doing this. The half-round groove in
centre of head of screw gives clearance to the tool
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The remainder of head is left plain , but would be
better if milled. Make washer (Fig. 5 ) 1-16th in .
thick. Now put together. Screw Fig . 3 into tapped
hole (Fig . 2 ), and the 3-16ths in . screw into its hole ,
and tighten with a screwdriver until Fig . 3 can just
be turned with the fingers either way without back
lash . Mount it on Fig. I with washer and nutunder
neath .
To Use . - Screw faceplate on mandrelnose ; fasten
slide-rest lightly to bed at required distance from
faceplate to allow work plates bolts to clear. Fasten
indicator in rest with screw E ( Fig . 3) at right
angles to Fig . 1, and the fourth mark on collar in line

FIG . 6 .
GENERAL
ARRANGEMENT
OF INDICATOR .

with O mark on Fig . 2. Travel across to far side of
faceplate, and by means of top side touch face
plate with end E. Give one turn back to indicator
screw , and with bottom slide bring indicator to near
side of faceplate ( top slide must not be moved ),
when, if the same marks are in line, rest is parallel
with faceplate. If not, halve the distance by turning
screw of indicator, and slow rest until E touches
faceplate , and fasten down .
To set slide- rest parallel with centres, turn a
small portion at each end of work to the same
diameter, and use these places to set indicator to,
and slow rest until marks read the same at both
ends.
For the Bookshelf .
fAny book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Deparlmont, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fled Stred , London, E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
APPLIED MECHANICS AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER
ING. By Professor Andrew Jamieson , M.I.C.E.
Vol. I (Fourth Edition ). Vol. II (Third
Edition ). London : Chas. Griffin
&
Co.
Price 8s. 6d . each volume.
The new editions of these two excellent text
books have been thoroughly revised by the author
and brought into line with the requirements of
modern practice. The electrical transmission of
power, for instance, is regarded by Prof. Jamieson as
essentially a branch ofmechanical engineering and
he has accordingly included descriptions of the
application of electric motors to the driving of tools,
cranes, & c ., and has compared their results with
those obtained from ordinary mechanical methods.
It is impossible to refer in detail to the whole of
the contents, but the following headings will suffice
to indicate the thoroughness with which the ground
has been covered . Vol. I : Definitions of matter
and work , diagrams of work , principle of work ,
friction of plane surfaces , friction of cylindrical
surfaces and ships, friction in bearings, & c ., clutches ,
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brakes, and dynamometers, inclined planes and
screws, efficiency of machines, wheel-gearing,
friction gearing, teeth ofwheels, belt rope and chain
gearing, miscellaneous gearing. Vol. II : Velocity
and acceleration , motion and energy, engine gover
nors, and applications of centrifugal force, graphic
statics and applications to roofs, cranes, beams,
girders and bridges , strength of materials, hydraulics
and hydraulic machinery. A helpful feature is the
list of questions given at the end of each chapter
by means of which the student may test his progress,
and we are also pleased to see the many useful
references to other sources of information which are
provided for the reader wishing to extend his read
ing on any particular subject.
These two volumes should be invaluable helps to
all students of engineering, and particularly to
those who are studying for the various examinations
of the Board of Education , the City and Guilds of
London Institute, and the Institution of Civil
Engineers . The illustrations are both numerous
and clear.
TELEPHOTO WORK. By the late G. H. Deller , M.A.
London : Dawbarn & Ward , Ltd. Price
IS. net.; cloth 2s.
This practical manual deals with the choice and
selection of the telephoto lens, particularly as applied
in every -day landscape and architectural photo
graphy as well as in portraiture, and for short
exposure views of moving objects from considerable
distance. It is illustrated by a number of supple
ment plates from negatives by the author and
others, which show very clearly the useful possibili.
ties of telephoto work ; and as the subject is one of
comparatively recent development, we have no
doubt Mr. Deller's book will be appreciated by a
large section of the photographic world .
The
concluding chapter gives a description of a home
made telephoto lens.
MODERN ENGINES AND POWER GENERATORS ( Vol.
I). By Rankin Kennedy. London : The
Caxton Publishing Co. Prioe gs. net.
This is the first of a series of six volumes, in which
it is intended to deal thoroughly with modern
methods of generating and transmitting power.
The present book deals with wind -mills, hydraulic
motors, water turbines, pulsometers , hydraulic
rams, steam - jets, injectors, water -jet propellers,
centrifugal pumps, steam turbines, gas turbines,
and rotary piston engines. Naturally, most interest
centres in the section devoted to the steam turbine,
which covers over seventy pages. It commences
with descriptions of some of the early forms of tur
bines from Hero's engine of 200 B.c. to the motors
of Naysmith, De Kempelen , and James Watt,
passing on to a full description of the well-known
Parsons turbines of to -day. Other types of
modern turbines, such as the De Laval, Rateau ,
Seger, Schulz , Stumpf, and Curtis, are amply
dealt with ; and some interesting details of steam
turbine tests, and notes on turbine design are also
given . Some particulars of gas combustion tur
bines are included ; but this subject can scarcely
be said to be in more than an experimental stage .
The final chapter gives some interesting descrip
tions of rotary piston engines. The volume is very
fully illustrated , and produced in a very convenient
and satisfactory style. The complete work pro
mises to be an admirable reference book for those
interested in power questions.
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Notes on

Recent

Locomotive Practice .

By Chas. S. LAKE .
CALEDONIAN 6 FT. 6 INS. Six -COUPLED EXPRESS
LOCOMOTIVES (Nos . 49 AND 59 ) .
N continuance of the matter referring to the
article, a few remarks bearing upon the re
markable locomotive illustrated herewith will,
perhaps, be of interest. The necessity for employ
ing locomotives possessed of exceptional hauling
capacity, has long been felt upon the Caledonian
railway , in common with the other Scotch lines,

Lao

working the heaviest and most important trains
over the more trying portions of the route, and,
therefore , Mr. J. F. McIntosh , the locomotive
superintendent of the Caledonian Railway , decided
upon the construction of a new and more powerful
type of engine, which should be capable of dealing
with the heaviest class of traffic unassisted .
The result was the introduction of the six -wheels
coupled bogie express locomotives, Nos. 49 and 50,
which , up to the present, constitute the only repre
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CALEDONIAN 6 FT. 6 INS. Six -COUPLED EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE .
and especially has this been the case during recent
years , when the gross loads to be transported over
the heavy gradients which abound between Carlisle
in the South of the Company's system and Perth
and Aberdeen in the North have been continuously
upon the increase to the accompaniment of closer
time allowances and the introduction of other
restrictions — all having the effect of rendering the
task allotted to the locomotives a harder and more
difficult one to perform ,
For some years the famous “ Dunalastair " class
of four-coupled express locomotives have been em
ployed upon the best of the “ through " traffic
between Carlisle , Edinburgh , and Glasgow , & c ., and
they are still engaged on this work , but it is fre
quently the case that they have to be piloted when

sentatives of the class.
The engines are unique
in that they are provided with inside cylinders in
conjunction with three pairs of coupled wheels of
a diameter exceeding six feet ; in fact, the previous
largest wheel diameter employed under similar
circumstances was the 5 - ft. employed by Mr.
McIntosh himself in a previous class of 4 ft . 6 ins.
type engines, and Mr. Webb also built a few engines
having the same wheel arrangement and diameter ,
and low pressure cylinders between the frames .
The cylinders in Nos. 49 and 50 are of exceptional
diameter, viz ., 21 ins. diameter by 26 -in . stroke ;
the coupled wheels being 6 ft. 6 ins. diameter.
There are certain points in the design which
in the light of modern conditions and requirements
-may be legitimately criticised . In the first place,
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it seems to be certain that the design might have
been improved upon by adopting outside cylinders .
This would have resulted in a material reduction
in the total wheel-base , and also what is still more
to the point, would have brought the length of the
boiler barrel down to a figure more in keeping with
what is usually considered desirable. In spite of
statements to the contrary, it is quite possible to
employ cylinders 21 ins. diameter outside the frames
of a British locomotive. It would , no doubt, entail
some inconvenience; but it can be done, if it is con
sidered really necessary to use such a large diameter
as 21 ins. - a point upon which much diversity of
opinion is known to exist . Had this expedient
been resorted to, some 3 ft. to 4 ft., at least, might
have been saved in the length of the boiler barrel
and who is there who is prepared to say that the
efficiency of the engine, as a whole, would have
been impaired by the adoption of such a course ?
Excessive length of tubes, as the writer has fre
quently pointed out, prorluces a fine show ofheating
surface on paper ; but in actual practice, it has been
amply demonstrated that a 15 ft. tube is to all
intents and purposes , as efficient from a steam
raising point of view as a 20 ft. one, and in the
present case the length must be nearer the latter
than the former dimension .
The extra cost of constructing such long boilers
and the addition to the totalweight on the rail, are
objections which one would think sufficient to out.
weigh any question of uniformity with previous
practice with regard to the external appearance of
the engine, and like consideration .
Upon somerailways where long boilers are in use,
the practice is to set the smokebox tube plate back
into the barrel of the boiler, thus producing an
extended smokebox and obtaining its advantages
without interfering with the external aspect of the
engine. Mr. Webb provided his “ Greater Britai“ "
class boilers with an intermediate combustion
chamber situated about midway between the fire
box and smokebox . This had the effect of dividing
the tubes into two groups, and by this means the
objections to excessively long tubes were avoided
to a very great extent.
The Caledonian engines, 49 and 50 , are doing
some remarkably good work, and are beyond doubt
: splendid examples of the locomɔtive engineer's
skill, but the objections to certain points in the
design set forth above are realones, and the writer
has, on more than one occasion, heard the remark
passed by competent critics of locomotive practice,
“ What a pity those engines did not have outside
cylinders.
THE G.E.R. “ DECAPOD ” ENGINE .
In the course of his speech to the shareholders
at the half-yearly meeting of the Great Eastern
Railway Company, held in January last, the Chair .
man , Lord Claud Hamilton , made some interesting
remarks with reference to the 10 -wheel-coupled
tank locomotive, designed by Mr. J. Holden, the
locomotive superintendent, for working the heavy
suburban traffic on this railway. It appears from
what was stated , that the engine is not to be placed
in regular service, at all events, on the class of work
or which it was originally intended, although, to
use the Chairman's own words, “ It will be utilised ,
at a reduced weight, for other purposes.” As an
alternative measure, the platforms are to be
lengthened at certain stations, and the trains made
up with seventeen coaches in place of fifteen as at
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present. Presumably a more powerful type of
tank engine will be introduced than the existing
comparatively small ones used upon the Enfield
line, which is generally understood to be the section
requiring increased facilities of working . Precisely
what is to become of the “ Decapod " did not trans
pire; but in any case, the class is not to be multi
plied. The experiment was a bold one, and
exemplified the resourceful ingenuity of its designer ;
but in the opinion of most people who follow these
matters, the question all along has been whether
the permanent way and bridges would be capable
of sustaining the concentrated weight which would
have been thrown upon them by the engine under
notice, and this reason seems to have been the cause
for the abandonment of this method of dealing
with the surburban traffic question , which owing
to the popularity of the Great Eastern Railway
services and conditions is becoming a very pressing
matter on that line.
Experiments on Electric Oscil
lations and Waves ,
By R. P. HowGRAVE GRAHAM , A.I.E.F..

(Continued from page 108.)
CONSTRUCTION OF A LARGE TESLA COIL .
primary coil may be wonnd. The first of
these is to make a drum suitable for
holding it, and to wind thereon cotton -covered
dynamo-strip
in . wide, and of any thickness
which allows of convenient manipulation .
The method here followed out has many advan
tages over that outlined above, and has been chosen
for that reason, although it is, perhaps, a trifle
more tedious and difficult. The first step in con
struction is to make a squirrel-cage former or frame
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FIG . 1. - FRAME ON WHICH PRIMARY COIL is
WOUND. (Only four bars of wood are shown . )
on which to wind the primary. The shape and di
mensions are shown in Fig. 1, where A , A are discs
of wood , 81 ins. diameter and i in . thick , with 2 -in .
holes turned or otherwise cut at the centre. B , B
is a central rod , 13 ins. long - 9 ins. in the centre
being turned to 2 ins. diameter , and the remaining
2 ins. at each end being it ins. by it ins. square in
section . The cylindrical part need not be turned
true for more than I in . from each end. The left
hand disc may be permanently fastened in place
by glue or screws, but that on the right-hand should
be firmly held only by one or two slanting screws
which , on removal, allow it to be slipped off from
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the end . Both discs having been fixed as shown,
three strips of vulcanised fibre, 9 ins. by # in . by
fin ., are cut and placed across from disc to disc , so
that they divide the circles into three portions
120 ° apart.
Strips of stiff wood of the same dimensions are
now assembled between the pieces of fibre and are
spaced about in . apart, four only being shown in
the figure to avoid complication. The strips may
be nailed or screwed to the left -hand disc, but must
be attached to that on the right by screws. The
projecting square ends of B are for holding the
whole former firmly in a vice. Now the winding of
the primary may be commenced , the material
required being bare annealed copper or brass

В.
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them . A moment's thought will show the reader
how this should be done .
Let the first marked bar of wood be chosen as a
starting point, the strip being temporarily fastened
to it at the first pencil mark , by a small screw driven
into the wood , through a hole drilled in the strip .
A length of 5 ins. or 6 ins. should be left free,
that there may be some “ spare,” if needed . The
strip is now wound in a spiral, care being taken that
it passes centrally over the right pencil mark every
time it arrives at one of themarked bars .
Each turn , as it crosses a fibre strip, is secured
thereto by two small round -headed brass screws.
The necessary screw -holes in the metal strip are
best made with a hand -drill as the work proceeds.
The strip shouldl ]be hammered on to the former
S
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Fig . 2.-PRIMARY Coil (SIDE ELEVATION ).
st ip , fin . by 3-64ths in . section . If this cannot
be bought in a sufficiently continuous length , pieces
may be joined end to end as the winding proceeds.
Springy brass may be annealed by coiling it as
smal as possible, binding it with iron wire , heating
to a uniform cherry redness in a large fire and
plunging into cold water.
The strip being in readiness, a length of 7 ins. is
marked off on one of the wooden bars, and is
divided into fourteen equal parts. The centre of
each part is found and marked with a pencil. If
the centre of every turn of the strip passes over the
pencil mark in front of the one previously covered ,
there will obviously be room for fourteen turns
side by side on this particular piece of wood and
the space between the turns will be 5 in .
The piece of wood diametrically opposite to that
already marked must be also divided, but the
centres over which the strip is to pass must be in .
further along, for the strip is wound in a spiral,
and during half a revolution must move lengthwise
a distance which is half the length between the
centres of two turns, that is , } ( in . + $ in . ).
Similarly , it is as well to divide the two wooden
bars which are half-way between those already dealt
with ; but in this case the centres must be only
in , in advance of those immediately preceding

Fig . 3. - END FLEVATION .
at all stages, and if any turn gets perilously near
to its neighbour, it is easily set right by judicious
sideway blows on a piece of wood or fibre held
against edge. (In Fig . 2 the strip is wrongly
shown fastened to the fibre rod by only one
screw per turn per rod .)
This slightly tedious
process is continued until there are 14 widths of
strip lying side by side on the original rod of
wood which was the starting place. At this point
the strip is again temporarily fastened , with a few
inches of “ spare
projecting beyond .
Where necessary, joints may be made as the
winding proceeds, by filing the two ends of strip
a
off to
wedge-shaped
slope and sweating
together the large areas of contact thus afforded .
All the screws which fasten the wooden strips to
the right-hand circular disc are now removed , and
also the screws holding the disc to the central bar,
BB.
The free disc is slipped off endwise, and the free
ends of the wooden bars are pressed in towards the
centre, the two screws holding the strip to the
starting bar having been also taken out. The
primary can now be slipped off from the former
bars, and, if properly made, should be quite rigid ,
and should show fairly uniform spaces between the
turns.
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A rod of teak of the shape and dimensions shown
at A B (Figs. 2 and 3) is put in place of the original
rod to which the free ends were fastened , and the
primary is screwed to it at three or four points, as
shown. ( The ends of the rod are shouldered down
to a circular section in the lathe , the diameter
being $ in .)
Now the superfluous projecting portions of
fibre are cut off, and the ends filed smooth; and to
complete the primary, there remains nothing to
do but to carefully file off any screw tips which
may show on the inner side, either of the fibre
rods or of the teak supporting piece A , B (Figs. 2

A

Model Horizontal

Steam

Engine .
By CHAS. EASTOP .
HEN I started this engine was intended to
be a double cylinder with reversing gear ;
W
but when commencing the patterns. I had
not any special kind of engine design to work from .
All that I wanted was a horizontal engine, and my
stock of tools 'being limited , I wanted to make the
patterns in such a way that would make the working
of the parts more simple . I had only a fair idea of
pattern making , and so I started on the cylinder first
and the steam chest and eccentric sheaves. I got
them cast in gunmetal. As to the cylinder covers, I
had three kinds cast before I got the style that was
to my liking, and also with the piston- rod I made

MR. EASTOP's MODEL HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE.

and 3) ; and to remove what brass is not wanted of
the free ends ofmetal strip , soldering to each a few
inches of thin flexible brass strip D , D to make
connection with the primary terminals easy.
( To be continued . )
The new De Glehn compound locomotive, “ La
France," which has been built to the order of the
Great Western Railway Company by the Société
Alsacienne de Constructions Mécaniques , of Belfort ,
hasmade a successful preliminary run from Swindon
to London and back , stopping at Reading on both
the up and the return journey . No attempt was
made to develop a high rate of speed , the object
of the run being merely to ascertain its working
capacity . The officials in charge at the time ex
pressed themselves satisfied with the initial effort.
The tender is of the standard Great Western Rail
way pattern , with a capacity of 3000 gallons, and
is fitted with water pick -up apparatus. The total
weight of engine and tender is 101 tons 15 cwt.

two different kinds, so as to find which would be
most suitable for the engine. I worked on both
cylinders and got them finished , also the four
eccentric sheaves and steam chests, and then I
found my drawings were wrong. I could not get
travel enough for the valve, so I had to make fresh
steam chests. I made the double -webbed crank
shaft, built up in sections, but after it was finished ,
it did not run dead true, so I put it to the one side
and worked on the one cylinder to make a single
engine .
I had a great deal of trouble with the castings,
owing to their being twisted in the moulding ; but
the worst job of the lot was the bedplate. Every
part of the engine was made from my own patterns ;
the only thing that was bought was the cylinder
lubricator, which I got ready-made. I may state
that the crankshaft and connecting-rod are built
up in sections, so that I could do all the machine
work myself. The cylinders are 14-in . bore, 21-in .
stroke ; the steam is cut off at f of stroke ; the
connecting- rod is 65- in . diameter at the centre,
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and .45-in . at both ends ; the crankshaft is 6 -in .
diameter ; crank pin , *55-in .; piston rod , *35 -in .
diameter ; crosshead and piston being fitted on in
the rough , and all three finished together to have
them all true with one another. The cylinder is
lagged with plaster-of- Paris, which I find makes a
very good lagging for inodels . I stained it with
wood stain , and put brass screws in while it was
soft. It has the appearance of wood . The bed
plate is 22 ins. long by 7 ins. wide by it ins. deep ,
and the engine complete weighs 34 lbs.

Electric

An
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That was my first intimate introduction to electric .
light, and I would have been very much amazed
then, when my greatest masterpieces of art and
skill were nothing more or less than paper boats ,
to be sailed in a basin of water with the assistance
of a pair of bellows, had I been informed that some
day, when I had electricity in my finger tips, so to
speak , I would put up an electric light installation
in my own home, which after all, on a small scale,
is not such a very great undertaking. But there
are many who, for want of funds - or, perhaps, for

Night- Light.

Mirror
Elastic

By W. WILLOUGHBY PRICE.
NE of my earliest recollections, and one which ,

FIG . 3. — DETAIL

than any other , is my unbounded wonder
and delight when , stopping for a night many years
ago in a certain hotel in Liverpool, I made the
wonderful discovery that there was electric light
in the bedroom , and moreover , that I could switch
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the want of an agreeable landlord !-are unable to
put up electric light in their own homes, and yet
know well the great convenience of even a com
paratively dim light which can be switched on at
any moment without the bother of matches , and
cannot get blown out by a draught, or cannot set
anything on fire.
If well made, the electric night-light I am about
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FIG . 2. - SECTIONAL PLAN AT Y , Y
(Scale : Full Size.)
it on and off, all by myself, though I was quite a
distance from the incandescent globe which hung
down from the ceiling by its slender cord . I must
admit that I was somewhat awėd, not to say
alarmed , when I noticed that the switch gave out
little sparks when the light was turned out ; but
“ familiarity breeds contempt ” is a very true
saying, and it did not take me long to get used to
the new discovery .

(Scale : Half Full Size.)
to describe is quite as good as some at present on
the market costing 145., and the materials required
for its construction cost only 4s. 6d ., as may be
seen from the following list :
s. d.
I 6
( 1) One refill battery (No. 40)
(2 ) One high efficiency 3- volt round shape
I
incandescent loop lamp
( 3) Two miniature wood screw brass ter
O
minals
2
(4) One sheet ( 3 ins. by 3 ins.) German
6
silver , 26 gauge
( 5 ) One yard two -strand thin silk flexible
cord
I
(6 ) One bevel edged mirror, 2 ins. by 2 ins. 0 4
0 of
( 7 ) Narrow black elastic, say
0
I
( 8 ) Wire for connections, say
o
(9 ) Wood , hinges, screws, & c ., say

Total cost
4 6
Of the above articles- (1 )may be purchased at the
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British Mutoscope and Biograph Co., Ltd., 18 and
19 , Great Windmill Street, London, W .; ( 2 ) to (5 )
at the Universal Electric Supply Co., 60, Brook
Street, C.-on.M., Manchester ; and (6 ) at “ Hob
bies ' ” Ltd., 12, Paternoster Square, London, E.C.
Having procured these articles, we may com
mence work .
The woodwork is perfectly simple, consisting of
a small box with a door in one side (hinged at M ,
Fig . 2 ), and a hinged cover on the top to protect
the lamp, and as all measurements for this part of
the construction can easily be taken from Figs. I ,
2 , and 6 , I can proceed at once to the matter of the
connections between the terminals of the battery
and the lamp. One word, however , concerning the
wood joints. In the drawings I have shown them
merely screwed, which I consider to be quite strong

FIG . 6.
PERSPECTIVE
VIEW OF
ARRANGEMENT
FOR AN ELEC
TRIC NIGHT
LIGHT.

enough for a thing of this sort, but some may
prefer to make them more elaborate, in which case
the joints at the angles should , of course, be dove
tailed , and screws, not nails, used to secure top
and bottom to side and ends of box .
The battery to be used with this night-light has
terminals consisting simply of flat brass strips , and
to press against these, the two German silver
springs at A and L (Figs. 1 and 2 ) are screwed to
the under side of the top of the box. One of these
springs is shown in plan in Fig . 4 , and in section
in Fig . 5 , which latter shows also how the wood
should be hollowed to allow the spring ample room
to move, the tip being curved up as shown to pre
vent it from catching when the battery is being
removed . Each of these springs is screwed into
its place by two screws, one of which is longer than
the other . The long screw , in each case ( B , K ,
Fig . 1 ) is filed flat at the tip , and projects about
1-16th in . above the top of the box . The switch
J has a strip of German silver screwed to its under
side along its length . At H (Figs . i and 2 ) is a
small square of German silver fastened by four tiny
screws, and connected by means of a wire to one
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terminal or loop of the lamp . Thus, when the
switch J is moved on to H , it connects the screw
K to H , and so to one loop of the lamp.
The other loop of the lamp, however, is not con
nected directly to A , for, if this was the case , the
light might then be left burning when the cover
was closed without one knowing it , and so the
battery would be wasted . To prevent this, the
other loop of the lamp is connected first to the
hinge D (Figs. I and 3 ), thence to the small German
silver plate at C. This latter is placed in such a
position , that it will touch the top of the screw B
when the cover is opened (Fig . 3 ). Thus, the cir
cuit can only be completed, and the lamp lit, when
the cover is open , and the lamp will light auto
matically if the switch is at H when the cover is
opened . To make C press firmly against B , and
so ensure a good contact, I put 3 -ply of elastic from
the side of the cover to the top of the box, as
shown in Figs. 3 and 6. By cutting the channel in
the top of the box , shown by the thin dotted line
in Fig . 3, and behind the lamp in Fig. 6 , this elastic
also makes the cover keep firmly shut when the
lamp is not in use . The elastic , by the way, should
not be fixed at each end directly to screws, as it
would then quickly wear out, but should be looped
over wire twisted round the screws.
The small mirror (Fig . 3) not only
makes the night- light look better, but,
of course, also increases the light by
reflection .
Now , supposing the cover to be open ,
and the switch turned on to H , let us
follow (in Figs. 1 and 2, and part in 3 )
the path taken by the electric current.
Starting from the positive terminal of
the battery, it enters the spring A , then
flows up the screw B to the plate C (the
cover being open ), thence through a wire
to the upper
flap ” of the hinge D ,
through the hinge to its lower
flap."
thence by wire to the hook E , and to
one loop of the lamp. It then flows
through the carbon filament of the lamp
to the other loop and through the hook F.
then along the wire past G to the plate H
through the switch J ( the latter being
" on " ) to the top of the screw K , and down the
screw to the spring L , whence it enters the battery
at the negative terminal.
Now , suppose while the cover is still open , the
switch is turned off, the light will, of course, then
go out. But at the end of the fiexible twin wire
j , should be fastened a pear-push (which can very
easily be made, or else bought for a few pence), and
when the button of this is pressed , the light will
again shine. This time the current flowing from
A through the lamp, on arriving at G does not flow
to H (the switch being “ off ” ) but flows along a
branch wire from G to the brass terininal H ',
thence through the flexible twin wire J ' to the pear.
push , back along J' to the other brass terminal K ',
and thence by another wire (not shown in Fig . 1 )
to the spring L and thence to the battery .
The lamp, by the way, is kept pulling against the
hooks E and F by a wire spring let into the circular
hole cut in the top of the box to receive it.
In conciusion , let me say, that anyone who goes
to the slight trouble of making this electric night
light, will, I am sure, feel that he has been well
repaid . By leaving the switch “ on ” during the
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day, when entering one's room at night one has
nothing to do but raise the cover (which has been
protecting the lamp from dust as well as the possi
bility of breakage during the day), and it - the
cover - springs back and the lamp lights auto
matically . Having found what one wanted une
has nothing to do but close the cover again , when
the light goes out. Before going to bed, the cover
can be opened , the pear- push placed under one's
pillow , the switch turned at “ off," and then at any

Models

of Early

Sailing

Ships .

By Frank H. MASON .
NOTICED with much pleasure in a recent issue
of THE MODEL ENGINEER an article and
photographs dealing with the making of a
model of a modern sailing ship , and it occurred
to me that certain of your readers might be
interested in a description of some
models of ships and the construction
of some of a much earlier period
which a friend and myself have made
from time to time.
The photographs I enclose are from
three vessels , selected from a number
of models in my studio , which are
all very accurate representations of
various kinds of ships. But these
three I chose as being of a more
interesting type of ship, and , being
of a very decorative nature, they
well repay the amateur builder who
is interested in ships and the sea for the
time and labour bestowed upon them .
There is also much instruction to be
derived from a study of these old
vessels ; for , without going into the
matter from a scientific point of
view , it is easy to see in many classes
of naval architecture a strong resem
blance to the moulds of the old vessels.
In dealing with model vessels of
any size, it has been our experience
that it is best to build them sticking
as closely as possible to the practice
of the shipyards.
To this end it is necessary to pro
cure accurate plans, drawings of
detail, and to make a close investiga
tion of maritime museums, where
contemporary models of ships of many
periods may be seen .
The photograph ( Fig. 1) is taken from
the model of an old English frigate,
and is interesting both in hull and
rig.
She is a square - sterned vessel, for
at that time it was considered best
to build them so ; that is, with a
transom , which was generally pierced
for two guns. Her armament consists
of fifty guns, in two tiers, and the bow
and stern chasers .
The bow chasers are placed in her
head , which forms a sort of spacious
platform below the forecastle head .
There also the bowsprit gammoning is
the bowsprit passing be
set up
FIG . 1. – MODEL OF AN OLD ENGLISH FRIGATE .
tween the two massive knight heads
into the interior of the ship .
At the end of the bowsprit is a curious little
moment during the night, one can switch on the
spar called the spritsail topmast, which really makes
light without so much as turning round .
the vessel into a four-master . It carried a square
sail, the braces of which passed through jewel blocks
New LOCOMOTIVES . - Orders have been received
on the foretopmast stay.
This mast is set up in precisely the same way as
at Crewe Railway works for ten locomotives of a
The
the others , with deadeyes and lanyards.
new and powerful type. These are the first to be
vessel also carries a lateen mizzen , the shape of the
constructed to secure greater power in drawing
sail set being usually called “ leg ofmutton.” The
heavy trains at uniformly high rates of speed .
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stem and stern posts rebated and set up, and it
was then placed firmly on a block of wood, to ensure
the uprights being true and perpendicular . The
frames were then cut out of the solid with a fretsaw ,
each frame being of fin . finished stuff by 5 in .
Spaces were then set off on the keel to recede
these, and , when all were set up , a stringer was run
from the top of stem to top of stern post, and all
were trued up and firmly fixed . The garboard
strake was next laid on , but not fastened , a keelson
prepared and fitted , and when the frame was trued
up with ribands, planking
was commenced . The plank
ing is entirely of oak , 3-16ths
in . thick finished , the planks
varying in width from
in ,
to 1 in ., and shaped to fit,
thereby avoiding steaming .
In the finished model, the
decks were then laid in
planks, the gun -ports cut,
head boards, channels, and
quarter galleries built on , and
any heavy upper work fitted .
and a coat of paint where
necessary given .
Themasts were then made:
the main lower mast built up
of pine, mahogany and oak ,
all woolded and strapped ,
and the panels painted out in
white . Tops and caps are
then
fitted ,
the niasts
stepped , and the lower rig
ging set up . Several hun
dred deadeyes and blocks
will now be required . The
deadeyes are easily turned
up in the lathe, and all blocks
are made out of box or other
close-grained wood .
The
yards are then hung, and all
the necessary fittings fixed on
them ; bitts and cleats, etc.,
fitted on deck , and rigging
then commenced .
Decora
tion may also be commenced .
This can be cut out and
placed on the hull afterwards.
Standing rigging should be
of well- stretched plaited line,
and running rigging of three
stranded line, slightly oiled .
CENTURY.
FIFTEENTH
The guns can then be mount
FIG . 4. — VENETIAN CARRACK OF THE
ed , and unless sails are to
scarfes, but there was no fixed standard by which
be given , a final coat of paint and gold will
the dimensions were arrived at, as in those days all
finish the model off. But if sails are to be
depended upon custom and fancy and rule -of-thumb.
made, it will necessitate a study of another and
very difficult branch of the art, which is easily
But with regard to the proportional dimensions
appreciated on seeing a contemporary mode I have
that will give a model, approximating accuracy,
of an East Indiaman , in which all the sails are
these may be inferred from the circle . Thus, if the
accurate to a detail, and all hand -sewn , the cloths
extreme breadth be made equal to the diameter,
being only i in . wide, undoubtedly made by a sail
the length at the load-line, or the distance between
maker. The curious little model shown in the
the rebates of the stem and stern post at that place,
photograph ( Fig . 4 ) is fa l'enetian carrack of the
may be made equal to the circumference, and the
fifteenth century, which I have recently made.
depth of hold equal to the radius. This model is
It would be quite easy to construct this , for in
of the medium -bodied type to combine speed and
section she is as round as an apple .
stability, and notice should be taken of the shape of
the sections.
These models have simply been made for plea
The keel was prepared from a piece of close
sure, although they are of considerable value to
grained hard wood , rebated for garboard strake,
me, as a marine painter , giving me an intimate

braces of the mizzen , topsail also led to this spar .
In building this modelreference can be made to the
photo and plans of the incompleted hull of another
ship, which I have included (Figs. 2 and 3) as giving
a'rough idea of the early stage of building a model.
The design of this vessel is similar to the 50-gun
frigate, and the rig will be practically the same,
with the exception of the spritsail topmast and the
lateen mizzen . The former is replaced by jibs and
staysails , and the latter by the driver or spanker
of to-day. This vessel is 24 ins. On the keel between
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knowledge of the details of ships, for in al
cases it has been our endeavour to be as accurate
as possible .
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Invention .
By J. FLETCHER MOULTON, K.C., F.R.S., M.P.

(Continued from page 208.)
UST so the inventor. He has to find a series of
operationswhich ,in their totality , areequivalent
to the series of the hand worker. But each of
these operations in itself need notbe such as would in
hand labour be suitable or even practicable. It is
necessary and sufficient for him that they are suited
to the new conditions — i.e., that they can be well and
easily done by mechanism , and that, taken as a
whole , they produce the same result as the series
which he is paralleling. He is re-writing the series
in terms suited to mechanism just as the message
was re-written in terms suited for telegraphing .
Themeaning of themessagemust remain the same,
but the terms used to express it are no longer those
most naturally used in writing or speaking, but are
those which can be telegraphed at least cost .
Jº

THERE are indications of the occurrence of petro
leum in many parts of Canada, but it is only in
Ontario that it has been produced in commercial
quantities, and there almost entirely in the counties
of Kent and Lambton . The principal pools are
situated in the latter county, and are known as the
Petrolea and the Oil Spring fields. The former
covers an area of about 26 square miles. Petroleum
is found at depths of from 460 ft. to 480 ft., and
370 ft. to 400 ft., respectively ; in the two fields.
The number of wells at present is said to be between
10,000 and 11,000 .
DRILLING HOLES IN GLASS .-- The best method
for drilling holes ofmedium size is by means of the
sand blast , and for small holes by the use of a black
diamond drill . The black diamond can also be
employed for large holes ; if several cutting points

HAYATADARDA
MAIAH

Fig . 2.- EARLY STAGE OF BUILDING A Model OLD ENGLISH SHIP .
For description ]
be inserted in the end of a tube, it can be used as a
trepan . When neither of these methods may be
convenient, resort may be had to the old plan of
using a very hard drill lubricated with turpentine.
When the drill is about to break through the glass,
turn the glass over and drill through from the other
side, meeting the first hole ; or, if it is not con
venient to turn the glass over, clamp a piece of cast
iron against the glass , where the hole is to come
through , and drill through the glass into the iron .
If the iron fits the glass closely, the drill will not
chip the edge of the hole to any extent in breaking
through . It is a good plan to put a sheet of paper
between the iron and glass, as this will tend to com
pensate for any irregularities in the surface of the
glass and make better contact with the iron . For
holes ofmedium size you can use a brass or copper
tube for drilling, with some abrasive like car
borundum or emery to do the cutting Guide the
tube by means of a bushing, so it will run true and
stand square with the face of the glass , and rotate
the tube at high speed . Allow the abrasive to work
under the edge of the tube, and lubricate with water

[ see page 203
To make my meaning clear, let me revert to the
familiar operation of sewing. I have described the
hand process and pointed out how it is unsuited for
mechanicalreproduction . How is it to be translated
into an equivalent cycle suitable for mechanism ?
In other words, how is it to be " coded ” ?
This case is interesting, inasmuch as we have two
independent solutions made at different dates and
widely different in nature. The earlier invention
imitated the hand cycle very closely. The thumb
and finger of the right hand in the human being
were replaced by pairs of pincers capable of taking
hold of the needle and letting it free again ; but to
avoid having to follow the intricate movements of
the human fingers in the operation two pairs of
pincers were used , one on each side of the work ,
which passed the needle backwards and forwards
through the fabric one to the other. Following out
this idea, theneedle was pointed atboth ends with an
eye in the middle, and, as in hand -sewing, it carried
a moderate length of thread . The pair of pincers
which held the threaded needle advanced to the
fabric and passed the needle through it to the other ,
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which took it and retreated so as to draw the stitch
tight and form the completed stitch . To form the
next stitch the work was moved through the proper
distance, and the same process was gone through ,
the line ofmovementoftheneedle always remaining
the same.
There is not much “ coding " here . The new
cycle imitates the hand -worker so faithfully that it
benefits little by the advantages of mechanical
action. As in hand work, it can only sew with
moderate lengths of thread , and must therefore have
the needles re- threaded at intervals. Its superiority
over hand labour is , therefore, so slight that it is
doubtful whether such a sewing machine could ever
have competed with , much less replaced , hand
work . But it has one great merit. The needle
mechanism is capable of being re -duplicated almost
without limits, and the movement of the work
which is necessary to make the stitches for one
needle will serve equally well for any number of
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of the modern sewing-machine, on the other hand'
decided to work with a needle fixed in its holder
and never leaving it throughout the operation .
It at once followed that the needle and thread
must, on the back stroke, return through the same
hole through which they had entered the fabric, so
that no stitch could be formed unless some obstacle
were interposed to the return of the thread . Here
the two famous and successful forms of the machine
parted company. Both placed the eye at the point
of the needle that the stroke might not be needlessly
long ; but while the lockstitch machine used a
second thread to provide the necessary obstacle , the
chain stitch machine (by means which I need not
describe) availed itselfof a loop of the original thread
for that purpose. Thus, in the lock - stitch machine
the substituted cycle has become as follows :
( 1) The work is moved under the needle for the
new stroke,
(2 ) The needle (which has an eye at its point
which the
through
thread passes ) pierces
the fabric carrying
with it the thread .
( 3 ) A second thread is
passed between the
thread and the needle
(by means of a shuttle
or its equivalent)when
the needle is at its low
est position .
(4 ) The needlereturnswhile
a take-up retracts the
thread, so as to tighten
the stitch .
This cycle would , for hand
work, be immeasurably more
complicated and difficult than
ordinary sewing , but it con
sists of operations mechan .
ically easy of performance in
swift and accurately timed
sequence, and as the whole of
the thread in use hasno longer
to be passed from one side of
the fabric to the other as each
stitch is made, it hasbrought
with it the all-important ad
FIG . 3. - HULL OF MODEL EARLY ENGLISH SHIP .
vantage of our being able
to work with a continuous
(see page 203.
For description ]
thread . Here, then , is a mag
nificent example of coding.” It is not to be
needles working parallel to it. Hence themachine
wondered at that the machines which it has given
that would have failed as a sewing -machine has
to the world are in well nigh universal use, and have
survived and proved useful as an embroidery ma
profoundly modified both our social and our indus
chine. The work is stretched between two rows of
trial economy.
pincers, and moved by the workman according to
the stitches of the pattern . Each stitch is repeated
You see that I have hardly touched on the actual
mechanism to be used for performing the several
by each of the parallel needles which work side by
side at convenient distances, and thus as many
operations of the coded cycle , and it is not neces
copies of the pattern are simultaneously produced
sary. In such a case as this the invention prac
as there are needles . Each is a perfect facsimile of
tically lies in performing the operation of " coding 3 )
all the others , and as each copies faithfully the
aright. It is this that explains what you so often
errors of the workman , this machine is entitled to
see in the history of an invention , viz., that every
the proud boast that its productions possess all the
thing appears to come from the adoption of one
defects of hand work — an essential, we are told , of
special element which thereafter forms a part of all
artistic beauty.
machines for that purpose. Thus it is sometimes
What is the cause of the comparative failure of
said that the invention of the sewing -machine con
this attempt at a sewing machine ? It is evident
sisted in putting the eye of a needle at its point. In
that it is due to the retention of the feature of the
a very real sense that is the fact. Such a needle
indicates and embodies the fundamental changes
hand operation by which the needle is passed from
one holding mechanism to the other. The inventors
of the cycle in which the real invention consists,
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and the adoption of such a form of needle implies
the adoption of this new cycle. A similar example
of a single element expressing the essentials of the
solution of an inventive problem is to be found in
knitting machinery . The dextrous guidance by
eye and hand of the knitting needles or the crochet
hook, so as to draw the thread through the old loop
to form the new one without risk of letting it slip
or of fouling the old loop, was hard indeed to imitate
mechanically. It was the realization that we must
avoid the difficulty by turning the hook into a
needle with a closed eye during that part of the sub
stituted cycle, while it remained an open hook
during the rest of the time, that solved the enigma.
It is a minor matter whether this is effected by
giving it a flexible barb, which is pressed to the
shank by externalmeans, or whether it is done auto
matically . The core of the invention is in the use
of such a needle, and this has given to us the
machines which now take so large a part in the
manufacture of clothing.
It is not only in great inventions bringing into
the realm of mechanics processes so important as
those to which I have referred that the need of
" coding ” exists. It figures at the birth of most
really successful machines. And there are types in
which the whole invention may be said to consist
in the choice of a cycle . Take, for example , the pro
cesses of shaping metals by pressure, the rapid de
velopment of which has been so characteristic of the
last twenty years, and the promise of which is so
brilliant for the future. In them the metal is
treated as a highly viscous substance, and the aim is
to make it assume definite and often complicated
shapes through pressure alone. If this is well done,
the strength of the material itself throughout all its
parts is increased . If not, the resulting article is
weak and unreliable . The whole success of the
process in its application to the more complicated
forms depends on the judicious choice of the series
of intermediate forms through which the metal is
made to pass . You are dealing with substances
so resistant that all attempts at sudden or violent
transference of material from one conformation to
another must result in weakening or rupture. The
series must, therefore, be such that each step
entails a transference under suitable and advan
tageous conditions. It must leave the material in
the position best suited for the next step, as a good
billiard player takes care that the balls shall be left
so as to make his next stroke an easy one. To design
successfully such a process may involve invention
of a high order, even though the execution makes
use only of ordinary tools .
When the transformed cycle has been determined
upon , there remains the task of providing the
means for carrying it out - in other words, the de
signing the new machine. On this part of the sub
ject I shall not dwell, because the devices which
human ingenuity makes use of to effect its objects
are so multifarious as to defy classification . Nor
does the progress of invention come to an end when
the machine has been devised . It then becomes the
subject of further invention , the aim of which is to
arrive at better results by modifying or changing,
or adding to the mechanism . This is the most com
mon type of invention. Long after a fundamental
invention has been made and embodied in some
form of mechanism , new inventions will appear,
which are, or claim to be, better methods of carry
ing it out in general, or which adapt it to be used
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with more effect in special circumstances. Such
subsidiary inventions usually consist in the sub
stituting for the mechanical devices originally used
other equivalent devices better suited to the work
which they have to perform - the machine in its
essentials remaining unchanged . And though this
judicious adaptation of means to ends may seem
less brilliant and interesting than such inventive
efforts as we have been considering, it is hardly less
useful. To increase the output of a machine or
make a delicate machine equal to rough work is no
mean achievement, and may vastly extend or even
create its practical usefulness .
It is here that the lawyer's difficulties are greatest.
The benefits of the Patent Laws are confined to in
ventions, and it therefore becomes necessary , in
deciding whether a new machine or a modification
ofan old machine is good subjectmatter for Letters
Patent to put to oneself the question, “ Does it
involve Invention ? "
The decision is not difficult
when it involves a new cycle or a wholly new
mechanism for accomplishing an old cycle. But
when it consists of an improvement on old mechan
ism by the substitution of different but rquivalent
devices the task is one of great nicety. It would
seem to be necessary to fix upon somedefinition of
invention , butthis has never been done ; and in my
opinion no definition of invention can be found
which is of the slightest assistance to anyone in a
case of difficulty. It is very much like deciding
No one
whether a book belongs to literature.
would deny it in the case of Ruskin's “ Modern
Painters," or assert it in the case of “ Bradshaw's
Guide." These extreme cases are easy of decision ;
but when you approach the dividing line it is so
impossible to get a test that it becomes , more or
less, a matter of personal opinion . Some of the
elements of a combination are altered so as to im
prove, but not essentially change its working . Is
that a new invention ? If it is only the substitution
of mechanical elements which are notoriously the
equivalents of the old elements, the law is clear,
but in any other case it is treated as being a question
of fact for the judgment of whatever tribunal has
the duty of deciding. Our Courts, in this, as in
many other questions, lean to the practical rather
than thedogmatic. They impose no rigid test such
as that to which the German Patent Office inclines,
viz., that the new combination must produce a
different technical result. To do the same thing
better, or in a way so different that it gives to the
public a useful choice of means, may with us be
sufficient to support the claim to invention . And I
have little doubt, that if a case should arise in
which a judicious selection out of the list of known
and notorious mechanical equivalents gave an un
foreseen and markedly superior result, the Courts
would consider themselves free to hold it to be
invention, and in treating the decision as thus
dependent on the resulting utility, they would only
be following the dictum of Lord Watson : « There
are many things which you cannot say are , or are
not, inventions till you have tried them .”
" Have something to say, say it, and sit down,”
was the reply given by a Parliamentary veteran to
a new member who asked for advice as to how to
speak . How often have I wished that inventors
would take this counsel to heart in all its fulness .
They often have something to say and they sayit,but
they will not then sit down. It is not that I would
have them rest on their oars, but I would have them
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ELECTRICAL SHADOW . CLOCK.-- An ingenious
apparatus, by which a person in an electrically
lighted bedroom can tell the time with hardly any
movement, has been invented. It consists of a
lamp, which on a button being pressed, throws
upon the ceiling an optical representation of a small
watch lighted by electricity. The figure is sharp
and distinct, and is enlarged to the size of a church
clock .

The “ Model Engineer "
motive .

Loco

By HENRY GREENLY .
(Continued from page 162.)
AVING completed the description of the
H
cylinders , the remainder of the motion work
may be proceeded with. The slip -eccentric
gear is shown fully set out in the accompanying
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FIG . 25. - SLIP ECCENTRIC GEAR FOR RIGHT HAND
(Looking from the left-hand end of
SIDE .
cranked axle. )
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FIG . 26. - LEFT HAND SLIP ECCENTRIC GEAR
(Looking from the left-hand end of cranked axle .
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bear constantly in mind that the value and the re
ward of an invention comes when it has been made
practically serviceable to mankind, and that the
invention itself is but the first and perhaps not the
most difficult step in the process. Careful and
patient development along commercial lines is
necessary before an invention , valuable in itself,
becomes a useful part of our system of production ,
and here the enthusiasm and knowledge of the
inventor would be invaluable if it were well applied .
I am one of those who believe that cæteris paribus
the mother is the best nurse. But, alas ! this is
where inventors so often fail. They are never con
tent to work out practically what they have in
vented . Fresh inventions are their remedy for
every difficulty, even for such as naturally occur
in all industrial developments, and thus perpetual
change leads to delay, loss , and finalabandonment.
“ Le mieur est l'ennemi du bien ." “ The better is
fatal to the good.” I remember that many years
ago I was taken to the workshop of Mr. Babbage, of
calculating-machine fame. He was then an old
man , with a most remarkable past. A distinguished
mathematician when at Cambridge, and a leader
among those who rejuvenated its teaching - a man
of comfortable fortune and untiring industry
gifted with great inventive powers , and living for
them alone, one would have expected in his case
to find all the marks of a rich harvest of achieve
ment. In the ante-chamber I recognised parts of
the well -known calculating machine that many
years before he had brought to the stage of actual
working and I asked him as to its completion .
“ Oh , I have done no more at that,” was his reply .
“ Before finishing it, I conceived the idea of my
analyticalmachine, which was so much better that
it would have taken more to complete the first
machine than to make the new one ." We then
came to the analyticalmachine, parts of which were
lying about, and he explained to me its principles
and mode of working .
Have you got it finished ? "
I asked . " No, " he said , " for I have come on a
new idea which throws it so completely into the
shade that it would be mere waste of time to work
further on it.” And then he explained to me this
new idea that was to revolutionise even theworld of
advanced thought in which he lived . No comment
of mine could be so weighty as the plain recital
of what occurred when this richly -gifted life came
to an end. A committee of our ablest mathema
ticians and mechanicians was appointed to examine
the models and papers that Babbage had left be
hind in order to ascertain whether Government
would be justified in completing his work at the
public expense. The report was that all was too
incomplete — that no one could foresee success with
sufficient certainty to warrant the attempt. So
that a fragment of a machine, the work of his early
years, is all that his abilities and his industry
brought forth .
( To be continued.)
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FIG . 27. - ECCENTRIC SHEAVES.
diagrams (Figs. 25 and 26 ) which are both drawn
looking from the left-hand end of the crank axle .
The stop plates, which are each a little more than
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end of the connecting -rod may be case -hardened
with yellow prussiate of potash , the gudgeon -pin
being
in . diameter.
The rocking shaft, or pivot, should be firmly
screwed into the brass oval plate shown in Fig. 32 ;
with about 1-16th of the screwed portion pro
jecting . This projection should be made to fit the
hole in the framing at the centre of the rocker (see
Fig . 3, p . 50 , January 21st issue), and form a guide
to finding the proper position of the rocker pivot
during the drilling of the fixing holes for the oval
plate, and in the subsequent erecting. The reason

one half of a wide annular ring, 3-32nds in . in
thickness , are affixed to the crank webs by two
countersunk screws, the positions of which , and
also the sides of the stop -plate requiring counter
sinking, in each case are shown in the details.
The sheave should be made of iron or steel, and
need only have one flange, the stop -plate acting
as the other . A pin ţ in . in diameter , and pro
jecting barely fin ., should be screwed into the
flangeless face to engage the stop -plate and to main
tain the eccentric in one position or the other , in
backward ' or forward gear. The throw of the
sheave is figured 5-32nds in ., that is, 1-32nd in .
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Fig . 30. - COUPLING Rods.
motion ," due to the inevitable slackness of the
working parts .
The eccentric strap and rod may be in one
casting of good gunmetal, no splitting being neces
sary.
The connecting- rod must , of course, be
provided with split brasses at the big end, which
is of the marine type. The rod should be shaped
from a piece of strip steel, and to attach the
big end should be filed down to a shoulder and fit
a 5-64ths in . slot in the brass of the big end . It
may'then be riveted with brass rivets . The eyed

for attaching the rocker pivot to the plate is two
fold . Firstly, it would be found difficult to drive
the pin into a tapped hole in the frames from the
inside , owing to the proximity of other parts of
the motion , and, secondly , a shaft stretching from
frame to frame, which may be used in other ex
amples, is not possible with the present engine .
As it is, the eccentric-rod should be attached to the
rocker , and the rocker to the pivot whilst the parts
are down , and as soon as the eccentric -rod and
sheaves are in position , the rocker may be slipped
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in to place, and the two counter-sunk screws which
secure the oval pivot-plate to the frames, may be
inserted from the outside of the frame. The pro
jecting pin at the top of the rocker, which coin
municates with slotted block on the valve spindle ,
may be fitted afterwards, the top of the rocker
being tapped , and the two nuts locking the whole .
The complete valve spindle, it is suggested ,
should, before the fitting of the block (Fig . 32), be
in one piece, which should be as straight as possible ,
The block , being drilled a dead fit for the spindle,
may then be placed approximately in position,
and the after -end fixed by a pin , as illustrated in
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and axle -boxes have been assembled . Fig . 31 illus
trates the guide bar , which should be of light steel
with a centre slot filed in it. The stud may be
permanently fixed in the slide bar, the end of which
should be filed taper as shown.
( To be continued.)

A

Small Hand - Driven Dynamo.

2

By A. GRAINGER.
'HE accompanying photographs illustrate a
small hand -driven dynamo I made some
THE
time ago, and I think a short description of
0
how I made it will interest latheless readers, for,
with the exception of the commutator
and pulley, it was made without a
yoo
lathe, and with only an old leg vice
and a few tools .
231
The dynamo is of the Siemens
1
undertype with armature
in . diam
The magnets
eter and it ins. long.
are in two pieces, with joint at the
top , and are 4 ins. high , f in . thick
where the wire is wound on , and
272
&
if ins. wide. Its output is 6 volts
35"
amps. at 3000
revolutions per
minute . Castings were obtained with
FIG . 31. - SLIDE -BAR .
brasses for bearings, and brush pillars ,
but I did not use the armature casting as it
the drawings. Subsequently to this the rectangular
was cast in one with the spindle , and I wanted to
slot for the rocker pin should be cut, this operation
use a steel spindle, so I had another armature
parting the valve spindle into two portions. The
forged in soft wrought iron .
part attached to the valve should be shortened to
My first job was to bolt the magnet castings to .
the extent of about 1-32nd in ., and the block
gether at the top, taking care to keep the sides
fitted with an adjusting set-screw . When setting
parallel, so that the armature tunnel
27 ·
at the bottom was as round as pos
32
Locknuts
sible. The magnets being in two
pieces greatly facilitates the winding,
MAIN FRAMES
which is rather awkward when they
are cast in one piece. I now had to
clean out the armature tunnel to the
f "clearing hole
correct size, square through from the
sides of the magnet, and of the same
01
14
diameter all through .
This Iman
aged as follows :-I struck out two
circles of zinc with the compasses,
1-16th in . larger than the armature,
Tapped
viz.,
by 1-16th in ., and filed up
to take eccentric
Tod
nicely, and then drilled a hole exactly
ģ
in the centre the same size as the
armature shaft, which is 5-32nds in .
This I now laid on one side of the
magnet centrally over the tunnel
bore, scribed round it, and then
filed the magnet out to let the circle fit
in accurately .
I now wanted
to
make a
circular mark on the other side which would be
square with the two sides of magnet : so I got a
flat piece of board about 6 ins. square and drove
in it, keeping it perfectly upright ., square from
board_a piece of straight steel, the same size as the
armature shaft. Then slipping one piece of zinc
on the wire, I laid the magnet over it, with the filed
end of the tunnel fitting over the zinc, and then
dropped the other zinc on the top and scribed
round it. I now filed this side out to this line, and
then filed straight through from one side to the
other, and I had then got the tunnel square with
both sides and perfectly circular .
The armature I fitted in the following way :

valve spindle

-100

FIG . 32. — ROCKER
DETAILS.

All

윰

1/27
327

the valve , the distance between the centre of the
block and the centre of the valve may be varied
by unslacking this screw and moving the spindle
to the right or the left, as circumstances require .
The above method of manufacture should ensure
the alignment of the valve spin lle.
Fig . 30 illustrates the coupling-rod to full size.
This rod should be filed from a strip of steel, the
holes for the crank pins being bored after the wheels
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First I drilled a hole right through for the spindle.
This was rather a tough job with my small 6s. 6d .
hand drill, starting , of course, from both ends.
My circles of zinc and board again came in handy.
I dropped one zinc on the wire, and then the
armature, and kept filing a little off one end of the
armature until there was 1-32nd in . margin all
round between it and the edge of the zinc. Re
peating this operation at the other end , I had then
got the correct size at both ends, and all that
remained was to file it straight across , using a rule
as a straight-edge. I then fixed the spindle in
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the centre of the ebonite, and drove it on the
spindle tight, using a little shellac varnish . Al
though this does not seem a very sound way of
fixing it, it has never moved since it was put on .
I then marked the brass tube out into halves,
setting the cuts out diagonally, and screwed it on
to the ebonite with eight screws, two each side of
each mark . The shortest screws I could obtain were
in .; these were too long , so I countersunk the holes,
and ran solder round each one and filed off flush .
I then cut it in halves on the marks with a piece of
an old hacksaw blade, held in the hand ( I had no
frame), and smoothed the whole up afterwards
when in driving position, by holding first a flat
smooth file on and then fine glass-paper, driving
dynamo by turning the hand -wheel with the other
hand. The pulley I had sweated on and turned up
in position. It is fin . diameter with a V - groove.
The brushes are held in position, supplied with
castings screwed to baseboard . These are 4 in .

ARRANGEMENT OF SMALL HAND-DRIVEN DYNAMO .
armature by drilling a very small hole right through
it, in the slots, and drove a piece ofwire right through
both, riveting the ends over. The bearings, which
are of the bracket type, I carefully filed up all over
and finished with emery cloth , and then drilled two
holes in each for bolting to magnet, and one in each
for the spindle. The armature was now wrapped
round with brown paper so that it fitted in the
magnet tunnel tightly, and the bearings slipped on
the spindle, and holes marked for bolting to magnets ,
taking care to see that the bearings fitted nicely on
the magnets or the bolts would have pulled them
out of line and made the spindle bind . After these
were drilled , I bolted the bearings on with inch bolts
(bought ready -made) and turned my attention to
the commutator.
I found a piece of brass tube amongst my odd
ments , & in . diameter and i in . long, and got a
friend to turn me up a piece of ebonite to fit it. I
then drove this in the tube, drilled a hole through

and it ins. high , respectively. I soldered a circle
of brass on each at the bottom , and drilled three
holes in each for fixing to base, and , after having
the caps tapped on (as I had no dies or taps of my
own), filed them nicely up as circular as possible ,
and finished with emery cloth . The brushes are
two pieces of springy brass , } in . wide and 24 ins.
long, with a piece of copper gauze , soldered on the
ends where they bear on the commutator. No. 24
silk -covered wire was used for both fields and
armature, seven layers on each pole of fields, and
about it ozs, on armature - 14 ozs. in all .
The hand-wheel was made of two pieces of
American whitewood . I in . thick and 15 ins. square,
on which I set out the wheel, cut it round outside
to a circle , and then bevelled one edge of each , so
that when screwed together they made a V -groove,
and glued them together, letting the grain of one
run across the other, and screwed them through the
spokes. I then cut it out with a pad saw , and
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finished with a spokeshave. The outside of the
rim I cleaned off when it was mounted , by holding
a plane on the baseboard , and turning the wheel
round against it. The wheel runs on a bolt put
through the standard , and is bushed with a piece
of brass tube and a disc of brass soldered on each
end and screwed to the wheel. There is also a disc
of brass screwed on the standard , while a washer
and nut on the end of bolt keep the wheel in position.
Around the rim of the wheel, on both sides, I tacked
on lead , grinding it down smooth by holding a
stone against it and turning. Besides making the
wheel run easier, this also makes it look much better
and many people have thought it iron . The handle
is simply a box bradawl handle, working on a piece
of t- in . round iron , riveted through a washer of
brass each side of wheel, and another washer
riveted outside of handle.
The baseboard of the dynamo, also the stand
itselt, and wheel standard , is of oak . The dynamo
is bolted to the stand through two slots, which allows
of tightening the belt, which is f in . round leather.
The dynamo gives excellent results . It will run
two 6 -volt lamps eusi! y , and I also use it frequently
for workirg a shocking coil this doing away with
messy batteries, also admitting of altering the
strength of the shocks by turning fast or slow . It
is also handy for testing. & c.. I might also just
mention that this little dynamo took first prize in
an Industrial Exhibition held in Sussex

Practical Letters from
Readers ,

Mareh 3 , 1904 .

fascinating pursuits a man can engage in . During
the last six months of 1903 I constructed three
coils , viz ., a three-inch , a four-inch , and a six -inch ,
with the somewhat crude but ( I venture to say)
eminently practical winding apparatus figured in
The MODEL ENGINEER of November 27th . I doubt
whether there are half a dozen amateurs, in business
and with other hobbies, who can say as much .
That apparatus is still fit for a great many more
coils than I can find money for ; and there is no
essential part of it that I would care to alter.
It is very convenient to be able to " spring in " the
spindle carrying the discs between pointed screw
centres ; it is very desirable to retain the discs
upon
the
pindle
, gastheapait, apesibile, until both
tions
prisin
sec
, com
pair, are finished. I refer,
of course, to the construction of double sections.
I may perhaps, be allowed to say here that when
I wrote that article on winding secondary coils in
the M.E. of 27th November, I thought I had read
and digested all the bibliography of the subject ;
but I had not seen Mr. A. T. Hare's book , where a
similar,' Hut :more elaborate, method of winding
in double sections is described . Where Mr. Hare,
however, uses waxed cotton insulations, I use

appobaocodo10000000h

our

( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired : but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication ]
Secondary Coil Winding .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR,-Anything bearing upon the above
subject is read by me with avidity and interest.
I like Mr. D. W.Gawn's idea of building a standard
winder
out of iron gas pipe and fittings,
for
but for the rest, I fear the tedious and fatiguing
task ” of winding ( see Mr. Gawn's article , p . 89)
is not to be rendered easier by following themethod
there recommended .
Writing with practical experience, I could not
honestly advise any of my readers to adopt the
suggestion of a plate-glass winder disc . There are
various objections : the amateur would meet with
considerable difficulty in getting them (he would
certainly want more than one) of the right siz and
thickness, perfectly flat, and polished at the edges
-a very important point ; the discs require fre
quent warming, cleaning, and polishing, and the
risk of fracture would be considerable . If the
winder runs easily and steadily, and at a fair speed ,
the turns of wire and the finished sections are
absolutely even ; this is not likely to be the case
when , with a hand - winder minus gearing of any
sort, each individual turn of wire has to be put
on by a movement of the human wrist ! In order
to fill one small section for a 3 -in . coil, p : bably
300 turns of the handle would be required which
is rather hard on the " tired builder."
The building of spark coils is one of the most

SPINDLE USED FOR MOUNTING Discs WHEN WIND
ING SECONDARY COILS.
larger central dividing discs, and fill the space up
with hot paraffin wax ; and altogether my method
is the simpler, and it is certainly efficient.
The spindle upon which I mount my small discs
is one which can be bought ready -made from lathe
makers , and cost about 38.; it is made for a small
circular saw , and runs between centres on the
lathe, or mounted between standards as described .
A more generally useful article for the young
amateur would be, perhaps, the little apparatus
figured above, listed at 6s. 60. ; here the discs
would be mounted, of course , on the end provided
with the screw nut. With this article I should use ,
in preference to a handle — which might be rigged
up in someway on the tapered end - a fly -wheel of
fair diameter and weight, which , by a movement
of one hand , can be rotated easily and carry the
discs round very evenly, and at some speed .' I
use one similar to this occasionally for a heavy set
of brass discs, but work it by electro motor or ,
sometimes, a foot lathe.
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Speed is essential to even and easy winding, and
some amount of tension is desirable. If there is
any weak spot in the wire, I like it to snap off
quickly ; it saves a lot of time.
I propose to forward shortly a brief description
of my coils, and photographs of the sparks pro
duced by same ; these, I think , will interest our
readers. -Iam , yours truly,
J. Pike .
Nottingham .

Method of Fitting Slide -Valves.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-In your issue of January 14th , 1904,
I notice a description of a method employed to keep
slide-valve faces steam tight. For the benefit of
your interested readers I enclose particulars of an
arrangement used by myself, which has worked
very satisfactorily . The accompanying sketch
shows an ordinary slide-valve with groove to take
spindle. After setting the valve out, drill holes at
A , A , and a hole B for centre spindle , to carry
springs ; then saw or file down to A , making the
required slots . The springs are made from a piece
of round steel, flattened in the centre, drilled for
spindle, and then drawn out flat to carry rollers at
each end. The rollers can be turned from an odd

Roller
Roller
Slide
volve
spindle

Spring

B
Spring spindle

Queries and Replies.
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. (2). Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondentsare recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (noi post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must clapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29 , Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: (10,013) Pattern Making. JB. S. writes: Would you please to
give me a little information on the pattern of a 6-in . centre back
geared lathe headstock ? Will the pattern be divided into two
lengthways through the centre of the cone-pulley bearings, and
will there be two core prints for the bearings of the back -gear
spindle ? If this is not the way, could you describe the right
way ?
No, do not divide the pattern through the cone-pulley bearings
unless the back-gear brackets are so designed that there will be no
difficulty io withdrawal from the sand, and that you are content
to bore the back -gear journals " from the solid ," as the placing of
cores would be difficult. This plan though the simplest from a
one off " standpoint,would also be apt to leave an ugly ." parting
mark a ! round the casting. You do not give any information
regarding design , such as to whether the main bearings are blocked
for brass steps, or round topped , and whether you wish to cast
on a tail-pin bracket ; but, on the whole, we would say to make it
to mould in the conventional way, t.e.,with the sole up, and fasten
on with screws that will be accessible to the
all protuberances
moulder
as he rams up. The core-print for the back -gear spindle
can then be made continuous from onebracket to the other , thereby
ensuring accuracy of distance, and greatly strengthening thewhole.
(10,213) Tesla Coil and X -Ray Work . A. J. R. (South
Tottenham ) writes : The Tesla coil I refer to was described in your
issue of May 28th , 1903. I have kept exactly to the instructions,
with the exception ofusing No. 22 I.R. wire for the primary, being
unable to get No. 24 . I use this coil with a 3- in . spark coil, but
have failed to get anything satisfactory from the combination .
In using them for x -ray work, the green light in the tube instead
ofbeing concentrated to one side and originating from the platinum
disc as it is with spark coil alone, is diffused all inside the tube
and comes from all three discs (being a bi-anodal tube). I have

FITTING SLIDE - VALVE WITH ROLLERS,
piece of metal, and the spindles for them driven
through ; these must project sufficiently to go
through the slots and carry on to the springs.
If the valve is of the pillar type, the pillar can be
drilled for a spiral spring and slotted, the rollers
being put on the spindle , one each side of the pillar,
with the centre of spindle resting on the spiral
spring in the hole .
When the rollers are in position , the top side
should stand about 4 in . above the edge of the
steam chest, so that when the cover is screwed
down, the valve is kept tight by the pressure on
the springs. Care should be taken to see that the
rollers do not rub on the slide-valve spindle when
in its place, and that there is clearance in the
bottom of the slots, or else the valve will work too
tight. I may say I have used this method and
find that after eighteen months' continuous running,
the valve is almost as good as when put in . - Yours
F. GOODWIN .
truly ,
Leek .

All below this
Tine is wasted
energy

Query N.10213
reversed the tube, but that makes no difference. If you would
oblige me by advising me of the possible error and a remedy, I
should esteem it a favour .
If you can get good radiographs with your 3-in . spark -coil and
tube, you had best not attempt to improve matters by using a
Tesla coil: the advantages of so doing are not great and are balanced
by the disadvantages. The discharge from a Tesla coil is oscilla
tory in character - that is, each discharge at the spark-gap consists
of a number of alternations or reversals of current succeeding each
other at the rate of several hundred thousand per second , and
gradually dying away like the sound waves from a tuning fork . Halt
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the energy of the discharge is expended in one direction through the
tube and half in theopposite direction ,and , therefore, half the energy
is wasted in discharges which produce feeble radiation from a large
area of glass instead of from a single intense source on a platinum
plate. What radiation there is from the glass cannot produce
sharp results as it emanates from a surface . This explanation
should make it clear to you why there seems to be a general illu
mination but little affected by any reversal of the coil-commutator.
Furthermore, the passage of a discharge through an x-ray bulb in
the wrong direction tears off platinum from the antikathode, and
deposits it as a purple or black film on the interior of the tube.
Tesla discharges invariably have the same effect, as during half the
tiine they pass through the tube in the wrong direction . See M.E.
handbook on " X -Rays Simply Explained ” to appear shortly.
(10,250 ] Vertical Boiler. W.M. (Hexham ) writes : Will you
be good enough to give me the benefit of your advice on a copper
boiler I had made when a boy. It is made of $ in . copper (as
sketch ). How could I alter it to get the best possible results, and
suggest
what fuel and style of burner or firebox wouldIt you
? Also
is close
riveted
with,
what would be a safe working pressure ?
copper rivets, caulked , and soft soldered . I wish to fit it up to
drive one of Kingsonte Bros. and Williams' 3-in. by 3-in . vertical
engines, merely as a model, not to drive any machinery:
The boiler would not, in any case, be suitable for a 3 by 3 engine
which is to do work , but if a few diaphragm or " field " tubes are
placed in furnace crown, as shown in the issue for October 8th ,
1903, and if a superheater is fitted as also indicated , then
the boiler with a suitable household gas-ring should drive the
engine very well. The maintained pressure may only be 3 lbs. or

country being more than double that of paraffin , the cost would
be quite twice as inuch for any given power developed. Moreover,
a fair amount of petrol is always lost in evaporation whilst standing.
and although losses from this cause have been reduced to a minimum
by careful storage and handling, they are still quite appreciable .
On the Continent a much less volatile spirit is commonly used ,
which is nearly as cheap as paratfin and gives excellent results
in practice : in fact, behaves much the same as our petrol and
requires no vapouriser, and is not so dangerous to handle. Petrol
and benzole (the spirit commonly used on the Continent) or light
oil engines are much more certain in their action than heavy oil
motors, but the fire insurance difficulties and the greater cost of
running of the former in this country debar them from being more
generally used for stationary work .
(9877 ] Siemens Dynamometer. A. J. (Edinburgh) writes : I
am making a Siemens dynamometer and am puzzled a little about
the adjusting of the silk suspension. This, I believe, is his latest
pattern, and there is no external arrangement for the adjusting,
I would like to understand clearly how the silk suspension is raised
and lowered , also fixed , and how the vulcanite milled head turns
the steel spiral.
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Query #29877
As far as we have been able to find out, the original method of
suspension , roughly indicated in Fig . 1, is still in use. It is, at any
rate, quite satisfactory. A is free to túin in B , and the twist on the
spring C can be thereby varied . D is the collar bearing the pointer
F , the adjustment being made by loosening the screw E , turning
F to the centre or zero point, turning the milled head G until the
ning the setscrew E so that
pointer H isn also at zero, finally tighte
any rotatio of G also turns É . The thread which supports the
moving coil is pulled up or down by turning themilled head , and

QueryNo 10250
4 lbs. per sq. in ., but the superheater will prevent the undue cylin
der condensation which would result if ordinary wet saturated steam
were (used . See issue of October 8th last for diagram of diaphragm
tubes and the undertype design (coloured plate , January ist, 1903),
for suitable design of field tubes. These tubes should be fin . in
outside diameter , and be placed as shown below , spaced at least
if ins. apart.
(10,532) On the Cost of Running with Oil and Petrol.
T. G. W. (Largo) writes : I have read with interest the article in
February 11th issue of M.E. by Mr. Runciman , on the cost of
driving power. Perhaps he or some other of your experts could
give me the following information :- Suppose that one gallon of
paraffin (Royal daylight) can keep a gas engine (stationary) going
at a constant load for one hour (the vapouriser being thoroughly
efficient), how long would one gallon of petrol at, say, 700 gravity
keep same engine going, on same load, the carburettor for petrol
being equally efficient to the oil vapouriser, or in other words
how much petrol would same engine use in an hour.
Replying to your query re cost of running with petrol in place
of ordinary paraffin . The consumption as regards volume would
be much the same, but the price of petrol which we use in this

QN : 9877
Fig . 2. - WIND
ING ARRANGE
MENT FOR
DYNAMOMETER .

it passes down a hole in the centre, being attached to the coil by
threading through an eye and tying. The winding arrangement at
M is most simple (see Fig. 2).
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(10,183] Starting Resistance for Motors. R.M. (Dumbreck ,
Glasgow ) writes : If you could answer the following queries I would
feel much obliged :-(1) How much 24 G.S. wire will be needed
for starting switch of my 100 -volt motor.? (2) Is the diagram
shown correct for connections (sketch not reproduced) ?
It is no use stating that your motor takes 100 volts without
giving us the current it takes also . We have on many occasions
endeavoured to explain that the drop in volts in any conductor
is proportional to the current flowing in that conductor and the
resistance of same. Supposing your machine were wound to take
10 amps, at roo volts— we should have to introduce such resistance
in the 250 -volt circuit that, when 10 amps. was flowing, the P.D.
at the motor terminals would be 100 instead of 250. We may in
this case neglect the resistance of lead, & c., as being too low to
make any appreciable difference in the calculations. We)know
that the current the motor requires is to amps., and also that 100
volts is the required pressure at the motor terminals, hence the
resistance of the resistance coils must be, obviously, 10 ohms, for
R = Eс and this will give us 100 volts P.D. at themotor terminals
as required . Again , supposing the motor required 20 amps. at
100 volts, we should then require a resistance of only 5 ohms in
order to have a P.D. of 100 volts at the terminals. Of course, a
much higher resistance would be needed for starting when the
back E.M.F. of the motor would be nothing to begin with, and
would gradually increase as the speed rose ; and as the speed
increased , the starting resistance coils would also gradually have to
be cut-out of circuit, leaving finally only the necessary resistance
to give a constant potential difference of 100 volts at the motor
terminals when the motor is running up to its maximum . Perhaps
you will, from the foregoing remarks, be able to calculate for your
self the required resistance to run your machine satisfactorily from
the 250-volt mains. In conjunction with this reply you would
derive some benefit, we venture to think, from a careful perusal of
Query No. 8106, page 237 of our issue for March 5th , 1903. Should
you still be rather confused and not clear upon this matter , youmust
let us know and we will try to assist you over any difficulty you
may have.
( 10,466] Cells for a Small Electric Light. H. R. (Colne)
writes : I wish to construct an electric night-light for use about
twice a day, for, say, ten minutes at a time. I want as good a
light as I can get at a moderate cost. Will you kindly assist me
with the following (1) I am thinking ot using Leclanché batteries
Will these do ? (2 ) How many shall I require (pint size) to give
the above light ? (3 ) How long should I be able to use the lamp
at a time in case of emergency ? (4) How long will one charge
last, if I used it on an average of twenty minutes a day, and could
you give me an idea of the cost to charge it ? (5) What voltage
lamp would you advise . I have a 4-volt brass capped lamp;
would this do ? 16 ) Would the dry cell described in the M.E.
handbook on Batteries " be cheaper to construct and work than
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The News of the Trade.
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noltred .
* Castings for the “ Model Engineer " Locomotive.
Mr. James Mackenzie , of 17 , Benson Avenue, East Ham , E .,'has
submitted to us a few sample castings for the abovemodel. They
comprise cylinder, steam chests and covers, and also the bogie
frame casting , and are very clean and sound. Sufficient metalhas
been added for machining without making the castings unduly
heavy and therefore costly.
* The “ Apex ” Milling Attachment.
We show in the adjoining illustration a neat milling attachment
for lathes which has been introduced by Mr. W.M.Simpson, 41,
Elphinstone Road , Hastings. It will be seen that the appliance
is to be clamped on the slide-rest, and that the cutter spindle is

MR. W.M. SIMPSON's “ Apex ," MILLING ATTACHMENT.
turned by means of a small flywheel, in which a handle is
inserted. There are two bearings provided, in either of
which the cutter spindle may be placed , thus affording a
considerable range of adjustment. There are two regu
lating screws— the upper one, when slackened , enables
the cutter to be raised from the work , while the lower
screw forms a set-stop to ensure the same depth of cut
when the cutter is brought down again to the work . The
appliance can also be arranged for use across the fathe-bed
on work held in the chuck , or clamped oa the face-plate.
It should be noted that the slide shown in the lower part
of the illustration is not part of theapparatušas supplied .
With this attachment, taps and reamers can b : Auted ,
key-ways and gear-wheels cut, and many similar job ; cin
be done. The sample we have inspected is well made,
and the price is very reasonable. Sets of cisting
for making, up this appliance are also supplied by Mr.
Simpson .

New

Catalogues and Lists ,

The Crypto Works Co., Ltd., 29, Clerkenwell Road ,
London , E.C., have sent us Section IIof their revised cata.
logue of electrical machinery , comprising their N.P. and F
types of dynamo ormotor, plating dynamos,and theCrypto
petrol dynamo, boosters, transformers, motor generators,
etc. This illustrated list also contains particulars of small
centrifugal blowers, ammeters, voltmeters, and resistance
box or pressure regulator.
MR. PERCY PITMAN'S PELTON WHEEL FOR DRIVING
Percy Pitman , Hydraulic Engineer, Bosbury, Led
DYNAMO DIRECT ,
bury, has submitted to us a copy of his trade catalogue
with his own name and address omitted , and allowing for
the insertion of that of other merchants and firms. The
Leclanche batteries ? If so , how many should I require ? (7)
list, which is well illustrated, contains prices and particulars
What is the voltage of the above dry ceil ?
of Pelton wheels, and small motors for various purposes and designed
(1) Yes. Use circular zinc plates instead of zinc rods. (2) Three
in many styles. ' We reproduce herewith a photograph of a Pelton
cells for a 4 -volt lamp. (3) See November 15th issue, 1902, page
wheel, manufactured at the works of Mr. Pitman , and used satis
240 . These cells would suit you . (4) Last for weeks. A few pence.
factorily for driving a dynamo direct. List will be forwarded upon
(s) Yes. (6) No. (7) About 1'3.
application .
TATO
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The Editor's

Page.

* EVERAL enquiries have reached us re
cently from readers who have asked our ad
vice about giving up their present occupation
in favour of engineering. To prove that such'a change
is not an impossibility , we need look no further than
the brilliant example of the late Lord Armstrong
who for many years practised as a lawyer before he
founded the famous Elswick works; and in a lesser
degree there are doubtless many men who have
successfully made the change . But for every man
who finds success in such a change, there are ninety
nine who will meet disaster, and it cannot be too
strongly impressed on those who are thinking of
such a step that it is almost certain to prove an
instance of out of the frying -pan into the fire."
Rather let them devote the time and energy they
would have to spend in learning engineering, to
acquiring further knowledge of use in their own
business , and whether this knowledge brings a
reward or not, they will at least be spared the dis
appointment and disillusionment they would have
otherwise almost certainly have experienced .
*
*
*
Weare pleased to be able to announce two further
books in THE MODEL ENGINEER series . The first
of these, No. 18, is by Mr. Percival G. Bull, M.A.,
and is entitled , SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS IN STATIC
It gives illustrated instructions for
ELECTRICITY."
performing a large number of experiments in the
production of electricity by various means, in
electrical attraction , repulsion and distribution ,
induction , Leyden jars, mechanical, chemical and
heating effects, luminous effects , and concludes
with some miscellaneous experiments with high
frequency currents, Hertzian waves, & c . Alto
gether it contains seventy -one pages with fifty -one
illustrations, and will be found a very useful book
for the student or amateur who desires to familiarise
himself in a practical way with electrical pheno
mena . The price is 6d ., or post free 7d .
*

S

The next book in the series, No. 19, is entitled
“ X -RAYS SIMPLY EXPLAINED , " and has been
specially written for us by Mr. R. P. Howgrave
Graham , A.I.E.E. It gives a very instructive
history of the investigations which led up to the
discovery of the now well-known x -rays, and ex
plains thoroughly the principles underlying this
fascinating subject. Several chapters are devoted
to practical instructions as to the apparatus re
quired and how to use it, and some excellent repro
ductions of radiographs, taken by the author
specially for this book , are given . This is one of
the largest books in this series, covering ninety
pages, and is exceptional value . The price, how .
ever, is the same as usual, 6d., but on account of
its bulk the postage will be itd . extra instead of

id . Both the foregoing books are now ready, and
may be obtained through any of our usual agents
or direct from the publishing office of this journal.
Several other books for this series are in prepara
tion and will be announced shortly .
*
*
Another MODEL ENGINEER silver medal has been
awarded , this time in connection with the seven
teenth annualGrantham Industrial Exhibition , held
on January 20th , 21st, and 22nd last. The medal
has been won by Mr. Albert Barnes, for his model
undertype engine and boiler, in Class 65.

Answers to Correspondents.
J. F. (Altringham ).— Please see our handbook ,
“ Small Dynamos and Motors,” 7d . post free.
J. C. (Liverpool).- Look up the back numbers of
the Locomotive Magazine.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum ,payable in advance . Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper.
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canida, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whoni
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
Contents ,
( The asterisk ( * )denotes that this subjectis illustrated .)
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Handsome Steam

Engine.

By T. W. RAYNE .

MR. T. W. RAYNE'S HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE,
SHORT description, together with the two
photographs herewith reproduced of a small
power horizontal engine, may possibly prove
interesting to many readers of these pages .
Some few months ago I came across this engine

A

quite accidentally , and at the time I purchased it,
it was in a very dirty state, and required some
slight repairs . As will be seen from the photos, it
is a very well-made and handsome piece of
mechanism .
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The cylinders , parallel guides, steam and exhaust
pipes, governor balls, and standard , valve spindle
guides, and all pump gear are made of hard brass,
the throttle and wheel valves being gunmetal ; the
cylinders are 27 -in . bore, 4k-in . stroke, and have
pistons fitted with gunmetal rings ; valve travel is
11-16ths in . The crankshaft is i -in . in diameter ,
and is in two halves ; the flywheel is keyed on right
hand half looking from cylinders , and a flange is
secured to the other half by a taper pin passing
right through shaft, the two halves being fastened
together by three bolts passing through flange and
boss of flywheel, which is built up ; the rim is a
cast steel ring riveted to the splayed end of spokes,
the rivets passing right through from inner to outer
edge of rim . The cylinders originally had only
six bolts to each cover . For the purpose of giving
greater strength , I increased the number to twelve.
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The Society of Model Engineers.
[Repor's of moetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inscried in any par.
ttcular issue if received a dear nine days before its actual
dale of publication.)
London .
ARRANGEMENTS . — Thursday, March
FUTURE
17th : Visit to Stockwell Power Station of City and
South London Railway ; party limited to twenty
members. Tuesday, March 22nd : Second visit to
same place ; also limited to twenty members.
Immediate application should be made to the
Secretary by those who intend participating . Mon
day, April 11th : Usualmonthly meeting at Holborn
Town Hall . Paper by J. Stanley Harding, Esq.,
on “ High Tension Effects with Induction and

pu

VIEW LOOKING ON TOP OF MODEL' HORIZONTAL ENGINE.
The cylinders are also fitted with drain cocks at
each end , and are lagged with ebony bound by
brass bands.
The bedplate is stamped out of in . steel, and is
bolted to a rosewood base.
If any reader of this journal would like a more
detailed description , I should be pleased to give it
on receipt of a stamped addressed envelope.
may also state that the engine weighs complete
about i cwt.

A new process for electro -galvanising has been
discovered , consisting essentially of adding grape
sugar - dextrose — to a bath . A pure glossy deposit
of zinc is obtained free from blisters, and adheres so
tenaciously that the objects may be bent without
the coating peeling off.

Tuesday, May 3rd : Usual monthly
Tesla Coils.”
meeting at Holborn Town Hall, when the models
entered for the Model-Making Competition will be
exhibited, and the successful competitors an
nounced . Saturday, May 14th : Visit to Chiswick
Power Station of London United Tramways Com
pany . — HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec . , 37 ,
Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.

Provincial Societies.
Gloucester City. - A grand exhibition of models
will be held at the Glevum Hall, Gloucester, on
Thursday , March 1oth , to be opened at 3 p.m. by
John Fielding, Esq. (president). Vocal and instru
mental promenade concerts will be given during
the afternoon and evening. - J . T. REYNOLDS, Hon .
Sec ., 100, Northgate Street.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]
A Circular Saw Table for the Lathe.
By R. W. WRIGHT.
The following may interest some of the MODEL
ENGINEER readers who may be contemplating a
circular saw table for their lathe.
The sketch given herewith will clearly explain .
A represents the lathe bed, B the wooden box, C
the box lid , with opening for saw , and hinged at
one end ; and D is a slide to raise or lower by means
of a thumb nut, as shown .
The box has a slot cut in each side for saw spindle
to pass through. As seen in sketch , the box can be

D
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CIRCULAR
SAW TABLE
FOR THE
LATHE.

A Useful Copper Lap .
By C. R. B.
Model makers having to deal with very small
and intricate pieces of work , a tool for polishing
and trueing up such work is very useful.
The following is a simple and effective tool, and
is also easily made :
Secure a piece of copper about 1 in . thick , and
large enough to be turned up to about the diameter
of the faceplate of the lathe. Fasten copper on
to the faceplate by means of four screws, entering
from the back of faceplate, as shown in the sketch .
The holes should only be drilled into the copper far
enough to give the screws a good hold . Turn the
lap up over the top , and then face it up perfectly
true and smooth ; then rub a mixture of the finest

A USE
FUL
COPPER
LAP.

nor
another opposite this on the lap ; also mark the
screws to their respective holes. When the lap is
put back , put the marks on the faceplate and lap
opposite each other, and the screws into the same
holes as before.
If the lap and faceplate have been carefully
cleaned , the lap will now run true.
This appliance will be found to give a splendid
and lasting polish , and , at the same time, to make
the work deait true .
Drill Holder.
This tool is adapted for holding on the lathe dead
centre ail drills from No. 60 to 5.16ths in .-- and
small taps and reamers as well. The drill drops
into a conical seat in the floating plate n , and is
clamped fast by turning the knurled handle which
is threaded at the inner end to fit the tapped hole
in the body. The holder is rested on the centre as
indicated in the sketch , and the drill is always held
true with the cutter, as the outer and inner conical
seats in the floating plate are formed exactly in
line. The plate is prevented from dropping out

FIG . 3.
T.

bolted to the lathe bed with any of the hand -rest
bolts. The lid , lifting up and down, adjusts the
depth of cut, and the box itself catches all the saw
dust . The saw is on a spindle , and run in the lathe
centres.
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emery powder and oil over the face of the lap. This
mixture mustbe laid on evenly , otherwise a true sur
face will not be produced on the work. The lap is
now ready for use, and it must be run at the highest
speed obtainable on the lathe.
If possible, a plate should be kept exclusively for
the lap , for if it is taken off it may not run true
when put back again , unless it is placed in exactly
the same position as before. This may be done
by putting a mark on the top of faceplate , and

:
WWW
herit
***
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FIG . 2.
DRILL HOLDER,
when not in service, by a small screw the end of
which enters a shallow pocket milled in the side of
the holder (Fig . 2 ). The knurled handle (Fig . 3 )
is screwed up on the drill as tightly asmay be re.
quired by means of a small pin fitting a hole drilled
crosswise through the handle. This pin , when not
in use , is slipped into a hole drilled in from the end
of the handle, a lightcoiled spring confined near the
mouth of the hole and encircling the pin preventing
the latter from dropping out. The holder measures
over all about st ins. - American Machinist.

FIG . 1.
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Simple

Induction Coil
ments .

Experi

By H. L. Swan .
"HE following experiments are intended for
amateurs, as they are capable of being per
THE
formed with a l-in . or even 4 -in . coil. The
first four should be carried out in a dark room .
Experiment 1. - For this experiment, take a pane
of glass, 12 ins. by 6 ins., and paste lozenge-shaped
pieces of tinfoil on , arranged in the form of a de
sign or word , leaving a strip at each end ; these
strips are to be connected to the coil terminals. A
space of 1-16th in . should be left between each
piece of tinfoil.
Experiment 2. — Take a small vacuum tube (one
of those sold at is, at any optician's will do nicely ),
and connect the two brass caps at the ends of the
tube with the coil terminals. Immediately the coil
is started the tube will be filled with beautiful
striæ of light.
Experiment 3. - Write a word in sulphate of
quinine on a piece of white paper, and expose it to
the light of an ordinary vacuum tube, when it will
glow with a brilliant phosphorescence .
Experi nent 4.- Pass the current from the coil
through a lemon or a piece of wood by means of two
drawing-pins pressed into it. Wood will emit a
red glow when the coil is set in action .
Experiment 5. - Soak a piece ofpaper in a solution
of potassium iodide and starch ; lay the paper on
a sheet of tinfoil" resting on a piece of glass , and
connect the tinfoil to one terminal of the coil.
From the other terminal of the coil a wire must be
taken . When the coil is started , and this wire is
laid on the paper , a blue patch will be the result.
Experiment6.- Place a piece of paper or card be
tween the terminals of the coil, it will be perforated .
Experiment 7.---Place two very fine iron wires
between the terminals of the coil, and take a short
spark between them ; one wire will fuse, while the
other remains comparatively cool.
Experiment 8. - Lay a piece of tinfoil on a sheet of
glass , and connect one end with one terminal of
the coil, and the other end with the other. Place
a steel needle on the tinfoil, and , after working the
coil for a short time, it will be found to be mag
netised ,
Experiment 9. - Place a little ether in a watch
Place the
glass . Fasten a metal knob to a chain
knob on the bottom of the watch - glass ; connect
the chain to one terminal of the coil. Pring a wire
connected to the other terminal within sparking
distance of the knob in the ether, when it will ignite.
Experiment 10. — Make a disc of white cardboard ,
and paint a number of black sections upon it .
Rotate this rapidly in a good light : it appears like a
disc with a grey surface. Now darken the room ,
and illuminate it with a spark from the coil. When
the spark occurs, the disc appears to be standing
still.

The Junior Institution of Engineers.
LARGE number of the members attended
the visits of the 20th February, when the
Colonial Consignment and Distributing Com
pany's Frozen Australasian Meat Store, Nelson's
A
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Wharf, and Hay's Wharf and Dock, Tooley Street,
were open to their inspection .
At Nelson's Wharf cargoes of frozen beef and
sheep are received in barges loaded from ships in
the docks and in the river , and have to be raised
to the sixth , or receiving and distributing floor "
by hydraulic cranes , and elevators termed " sheep
syphons.” The latter are endless chains, having
arms upon them across which the sheep are laid ,
and are driven by a three-cylinder Brotherhood
hydraulic engine, and deliver the sheep on to a
receiving table on the distributing floor. From the
table the sheep are sorted on to trucks, and con
veyed by hydraulic jiggers with wire-rope sus.
pended cages on to the various floor-levels of the
cold rooms, from which they are again raised , by
similar means, when required for distribution , the
trucks being lowered to the courtyard -level van
loading platform by hydraulic direct -acting lifts.
It is a comparatively easy matter to receive 10,000
or 12,000 sheep per day as an ordinary day's work ;
whilst as many as from 17,000 to 20,000 sheep in
and out of stock have been handled in one day.
Two systems of refrigeration are installed : one,
the De La Vergne direct-expansion of ammonia
process, for which there are two machines, each of
go h.-p., with 12-in . by 24-in . double -acting com
pressors and compound -condensing steam -cylinders,
with about twelve miles of 2 - in . expansion pipes
in the cold rooms, made by Messrs. L. Sterne & Co.,
of Glasgow ; the other system is a cold -air compres
1.-P.
sion and expansion machine of about 300 h.
made by Messrs. Haslam & Co., of Derby, with air
distributing ducts formed in the concrete foundation
of
60 the building, but which is seldom used . The
defrosting ” plantis the invention of Sir Montague
Nelson , and consists of a series of rooms fitted with
ammonia -expansion pipes and steam -heating pipes,
etc., the purpose of which is to thaw out, or de
frost,” beef and mutton to the extent of 4,500 sheep
and 2000 quarters of beef per week, giving a daily
output for market deliveries.
The following figures afford striking evidence of
the magnitude to which this trade has developed
during the twenty -four years it has been in exis
tence. During the year 1903 no fewer than
5,063,013 carcases of frozen sheep and lambs, and
137,679 quarters and pieces of beef arrived here
from New Zealand and Australia alone (without
counting 3,118,488 sheep and lambs, and 565,869
quarters of beef from the River Plate )-a total of
8,181,501 frozen sheep and lambs, and 703,548
quarters of beef in the year.

The new alloy, magnalium , is being used largely
in the manufacture of scientific instruments, on
account of its low specific gravity. An alloy con
taining 86 per cent, aluminium and 13 per cent.
magnesium is about 2'5 specific gravity.
A NEw journal will be published shortly in Paris
under the name of Le Radium . It will appear
monthly , and its object, as its name indicates, is
to give the fullest and latest particulars concerning
the developments of that marvellous and myste
rious body discovered by M. Curie . The first
number is to contain a special article giving full
particulars of the scope of the publication and all
the possibilities of the wonderful substance that
has been named radium .
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Lessons in
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Workshop

Practice.

By CHAS. W. Cook .
(Continued from page 155.)
VI.-Metal Scraping and the Production of
Flat Surfaces.
O a large section of the workers in metal, both
T ° amateur and professional, this subject has
always been of special interest - to the former
as affording a fine example of mechanical skill upon
which to expend their spare time, and to the latter
as being a practical necessity required in the con
struction of many parts of machines, such as slide
valves, lathe slide-rests, and all sliding surfaces
that require to be closely in contact with each other.
In this and the succeeding article I propose to

Fig . 1. - SCRAPER.

FIG . 2. - END VIEW .
describe and explain what I think is the best
method of producing a flat surface in this article
dealing with flat surfaces generally , and in the next
describing the method of making surface plates,
and also the production of a pair of friction - tight
plates.
Originally , the production of approximately flat
surfaces was obtained by grinding two metal faces
together, using emery powder and oil or water
and this method is still employed by someworkers,
but it is unquestionably bad , for several reasons,
one objection being the liability of the emery to be
come embedded in the surfaces of the metal, which
would be fatal to a sliding surface, and also because
of the impossibility of obtaining a truly plane
surface by this method . Somewhere about the
year 1840, Sir Joseph Whitworth introduced a new
method of producing a flat surface, and exhibited
some specimen plates, which had been obtained by
the new process of scraping by hand ; and having
had the privilege of examining two of the original
plates, scraped , it is believed , hy himself, I may add
that nothing like them in point of accuracy and
finish could be obtained by any other method ;
and it seems a somewhat curious fact that, notwith
standing the very accurate machine tools that are
employed for this purpose, the results obtained by
them cannot compare in point of accuracy with
the somewhat primitive method of scraping by
hand, the work acconiplished in this way_when
well done - being really beautiful, both from an
artistic and mechanical point of view . In the
engineering shops most of the work requiring flat
surfaces used in engine building and machine con
struction is performed by the planing, shaping and
milling machines, the work turned out by these
machine tools being sufficiently accurate for most
purposes, and , as a rule , it is only for sliding sur
faces, and where special accuracy is wanted , that
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the further operation of hand -scraping is resorted
to . It may, perhaps, be not out of place to here
mention that much work with the scraper would be
rendered unnecessary and better results ob
tained when erecting machinery, if more care and
attention was given and paid to the methods of
supporting and holding the work when being oper
ated upon by either of the above-named machines ,
as should the work be in any way strained, due
to insufficient support or unequal bolting down, it
will, in most cases, when the pressure is released ,
spring back again into its normal condition , thus
rendering the whole operation of surfacing value
less and misleading, as many persons assume that
because a piece of work or a casting has been planed
or shaped , it must of necessity be flat , when this is
by no means the case, due very often to want of
appreciation and attention to the above remarks.
It also often happens that, notwithstanding the
fact that care has been taken to avoid
springing the work , a machined surface,
when tested , will be found to be anything
but flat, the reason being that after the
metalhas been cast certain internal strains
are set up during the cooling which are, so
to speak, held in check when cold by the
outer skin of the metal, the removal of this by the
machine causing the metal to alter its form . These
internal forces are, as a rule , very slow in their
action , and would only be detected on very accur
ate work — an alteration of form having been known
to have taken place two days after surfacing.
All working surfaces should be scraped after
machining, leaving the “ file ” severely alone,
unless the inequality of the surface being appreci
able, its use is rendered necessary to remove the
unequal portions, as it must be understood that the
“ scraper ” is only used as a finishing tool after
the work has been made approximately flat, and is
not intended to be used for the purpose of removing
any quantity ofmetal.
For our purpose we shall consider thework of the
machine tools mentioned as the preliminary stage
in the production of flat surface, as it is alwayı
advisable to have the work to be operated upon
prepared by one or other of the machines, the
alternative method of clipping and filing, unless the
work is very small, being both crude and unsatis
factory, to say nothing of the expenditure of time.
The tools required to produce a flat surface are

Fig . 3. - FLAT SCRAPER .
neither numerous nor expensive, a surface plate
and two or three scrapers made from old files being
all that is wanted .
The surface plate is an iron
casting, the ordinary shop type having been
planed and afterwards scraped approximately flat,
an excellent substitute being a good flat piece of
plate- glass about | in . thick . The scraper ( Fig . 1 )
is made from an old flat smooth file ; the teeth are
ground out on each side, and the end heated to a
dull red , and widened out and bent round to a

-
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tight-angle, afterwards being ground to an angle
of about 60 °, and hardened , and the temper drawn
to a light yellow . The edge is set on an oilstone,
the angle of edge approaching 90 ° when nearing the
finishing stage of the work , and should be slightly
rounded , as shown at Fig . 2 , and should not stand
out from the body of the scraper more than
in .
Fig . 3 is another form of scraper, known as the
flat scraper, and, as before, made from an old flat
smooth file, the end being drawn out thin and
ground square on the cutting edge, which should
also be slightly rounded , or curved and hardened , as
before.

FIG , 4. - TRIANGULAR SCRAPER .
Fig . 4 is a scraper much favoured by some
workers, and made from a three-square or tri
angular file ground down to a point and hardened ,
this scraper having three edges, the angles of which
are at 60 °, each can, in turn, be used for scraping .
A considerable difference of opinion exists as to the
best form of scraper, but, personally , I prefer the
one shown at Fig . 1, which should have a good
handle fitted to it, the stroke or direction of cut
when using being outward , or away from theworker.
The scraper Fig. 3 is also used in an outward
direction , and should be made about 1-16th in .
thick at the cutting edge, this scraper working best
when made as thin as possible. These two kinds
of scrapers will be sufficient for the purpose, and
either may be used , and we now require a marking
mixture known by the name of “ raddle " or
“ red rudd,” and made up by mixing red ochre

FIG . 5 .

used , the weight of the plate being sufficient, or, if
the work is small, it may be rubbed on the plate ,
taking care, however, that the rubbing is made at
the corners of the plate and towards the edges ,
and not at any one place twice in succession , this
precaution being necessary to keep the wear of the
plate as even as possible. The plate being removed
from the work , we shall at once see by the appear.
ance of the surface of the work how close the
approximation to flatness has been obtained by
the machine or file , the high places being indicated
by the red mixture transferred from the surface
plate, the colour of the spots or places showing
where the plate has been bearing hardest, the high
places being the darkest. As mentioned previously ,
unless the surface is such as to require the use of
the file , scraping should be started right away ,
beginning first on the high places, and using the
surface plate after each scraping. When working
on cast-iron, the scraper is used dry, but for wrought
iron, steel and brass, the edge may be moistened
with water. Judgment and care must be exercised
in regard to the amount of metal removed from
each of the high places , and when these have been
got rid of — which will be ascertained by frequent
trials with the surface plate - the whole surface
should be gone over, scraping in a diagonal direction ,
and should appear something like that shown at
Fig. 5 . The surface plate is again prepared , the
red mixture being very lightly laid on , and applied
to the work , when none of the scraper marks should
have any of the marking mixture upon them , as
these should now be below the surface, and although
this result will probably not be obtained at the
first operation, the scraping must be continued
The
until the work is very nearly as described .
next scraping is upon a new surface and from the
opposite direction, and should appear as shown at

FIG . 6 .
APPEARANCE OF SCRAPED SURFACES.

or red lead into a fairly thick paste with oil ; but
the one I prefer is made by mixing together
“ rouge and oil, this powder being finer than
either of the other two .
Having now the requisite tools, we may proceed
to scrape a flat surface and we will assume that we
have our casting or work fresh from one of the
machine tools mentioned previously , and if well
done, it should have a rather fine finish and smooth
surface, and should be well brushed with a clean ,
soft brush to remove any dust or grit, & c .
The
surface plate on which has been rubbed very lightly
some of the red mixture — this being evenly distri
buted over the surface, using the palm of the hand
for this purpose so as to detect the presence of any
grit that may have got into the red mixture - is
then applied to the surface of the work and rubbed
backwards and forwards upon it, no pressure being
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FIG . 7

Fig . 6 , the scraper marks being between these
already formed . It will now become apparent that
the object of proceeding in this way is the systematic
breaking up of the surface, the amount removed
after each operation being less than before, and the
scraper marks becoming smaller each time, and it
is now that great care must be exercised in order
to prevent getting below the marks previously
formed , or the work will seem to get worse instead
of better, as it must be understood that should
more be taken off than is necessary, the whole of
the surface will have to be taken off down to the
deepest mark , and this as may well be imagined ,
is not at all a pleasant task . The work after the
third operation should appear as at Fig. 7, the
scraper marks being made lengthwise and in
straight lines along the work , the scraper during
the finishing stages being kept in first- class con
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dition , the oilstone being frequently employed to
touch up the edge -- and a good plan is to have a
scraper for use only as a finishing tool. At this
stage, the surface plate should be carefully wiped
dry and a little oil rubbed over it, and then rubbed
off, leaving just the slightest trace, and the work
should be carefully cleaned , taking care not to
scratch the surface and that no grit of any kind
remains on it, after which the surface plate is lightly
rubbed on the work , the result being that if the latter
is well done, its appearance will show that the two
surfaces have been closely in contact by the faint
traces of oil spread uniformly all over the sur
face.
If this is not the case (and this is the most pro
bable result) the scraper must again be resorted to ,
and I must here again emphasise the necessity of
great care and watchfulness in the matter of light
cuts and sharp tools , as the penalty for a too deep
scrape is the re -scraping of the entire surface - a
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Apparatus for Working Vacuum
Tubes .

By F. MILLER .
*HIS apparatus includes a primary battery of
THIfour cells, a 1-16th in . spark induction coil,
an electro -motor, a vacuum tube-holder,
and a switch and reverser.
The battery is of the double-fluid bichromate
type , composed of four groups. The method of
coupling up is somewhat different from the usual
way. Instead of having a permanent connection
between each group, each group has two terminals ,
so that the cells may be joined up in series or
parallel, as may be required for any particular
experiment. Again, each group is complete in
itself, and only rests on the top supporting bar,
so that one or more cells may be removed if a fewer

FIG . 1. — APPARATUS FOR WORKING VACUUM TUBES.
terrible task, as the worker will appreciate when
he has experienced it . For most work other than
friction -tight plates, such as slide- valve faces,
lathe slide- rests, & c ., the surfaces are near enough
when after the application of the surface plate ,
the bearing parts indicated by the marking mixture ,
at first only
few in number and small in size ,
become larger and more numerous and fairly well
distributed over the entire surface.
A very small amount of the marking mixture is
required on the surface plate, particularly when
nearing the completion of the work, or otherwise
its presence on the work will not correctly indicate
its fatness.
( To be continued.)

number are required . This is very convenient for
varied experimental work . As shown in the
photograph, there are two cells driving the motor,
and two working the coil.
The induction coil was made from instructions
in THE MODEL ENGINEER Handbook , and was
intended for a { in . spark, but only 10 out of 12 OzS.
of secondary wire were wound, so that full spark
was not attained . There are two layers of wire
in the primary , which is insulated from the
secondary by a long strip of linen wound round it.
The whole core and primary were thoroughly
soaked in paraffin wax . The secondary is wound
in four sections, each on a paper tube with card
board ends. The first of these took some time to
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brush. This is adjusted to bear lightly on the
collector F.
A considerable amount of amusement and in
struction may be got from the working of the tubes.
To the uninitiated the phenomenon is extremely

wind, but after a little practice the rest were
quickly done. A sheet of thin paper insulates each
layer. The whole bottom , after winding, was
soaked in wax. The other details of coil are of the
usual type .
The motor used for revolving the tube-holder
is made from castings by the Crypto Company ,
and has been described in THE MODEL ENGINEER
before.
A sketch is shown of the vacuum - tube holder (Fig .
2 ), as this has not been recently described , and might
prove of value to others. A little care is necessary
in making this, as, if two conductors come within
sparking distance, the holder is useless . Referring
to sketch , the boss A may be turned out of hard
close-grained wood, and a hole about in . diameter
drilled through it. The centre bush , or mandrel,
is of brass , and at one end is bored for the end of
the motor shaft to which it is secured by a screw .
The other end is tapped for a screw , which , with a
washer (G ) binds the boss and bush together . Two
holes, 3–16ths in . diameter, are bored diametrically
opposite, a short distance into the boss A , and brass
rods or tube inserted into the holes , and prevented
from coming out by small C.S.R. head screws.
Care must be taken to get one screw on each side,
as in both cases the screws would be within spark
ing distance of the opposite conductor. The arms
on the rods are of brass , and are adjusted for
different lengths of tubes by the clamping screws.
On the boss , a narrow piece of brass tube is driven
on to act as a collector from one wire. It should
be turned bright, then taken off, and a short piece
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Fig . 2. - VACUUM TUBE -HOLDER.

of copper wire soldered on , and the wire threaded
through a small hole in the boss , as shown in the
front view . The end of the wire should be soldered
to the brass rod. The small washer G should be
connected up in the same way to the other rod .
To connect up to the coil, one wire is fixed to
any part of the shaft bearing ; very little contact
is necessary : the other is fixed to a terminal on
the motor base, which also holds a position a piece
of copper wire flattened at the end to act as a

0

FIG . 3. - CARDBOARD Disc .
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puzzling, as the designs formed by the tube
revolving sometimes appear to stop and reverse
the direction of rotation .
An interesting experiment is to detach the tubes
from the motor, and put a disc of cardboard con
centrically on the shaft. Various designs in con
centric circles are drawn on the disc ; and to get
the best effect, each consecutive circle should have
alternately an even and an odd number of designs
in the circle . When this is revolved and lit up by
a stationary vacuum tube, sometimes each alternate
circle will appear to go in one direction , the other
circles in the opposite direction ; at the same time,
some of the circles going in the same direction
appear to go faster than others. The explanation
lies in the fact that the light from the tube is not
continuous, although it appears to be so, but
intermittent , and each flash passes very quickly
past. If the contact -breaker is worked by hand ,
and just one spark allowed to pass, the tube, which
may be revolving at 1000 revolutions per minute,
shows up quite distinctly, thus proving the fact
that it is almost instantaneous .
The last year's record trip of the U.S. battleship
Kearsarge across the Atlantic , of an average speed
of 13'16 knots per hour, has been broken by the
French battleship Gaulois , which made the same
trip at an average speed of 14.3 knots .
A ONE VALVE EXPLOSION ENGINE . - The latest
novelty in petrol engines is a motor in which one
mechanically -operated valve serves for both ad
mission and exhaust functions. The working is
effected by the aid of a sliding sleeve, which sur
rounds the valve and a peculiar shaped cam giving
The
valve .
two various degrees, of lift to
engine is being introduced by Mr. 0. C. Selbach ,
Great Russell Street, London .
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Beginner's Model Battleship .

By HAROLD W. PRITCHETT.
"HE accompanying photographs and following
THE
description are of my model battleship ,
which I have constructed and named H.M.S.
Aim . To commence building this boat, I obtained
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nailed both ends to the centre board . The operation
was repeated exactly for the other side, and the
lower part was filled up, so making the hull. Tub
bing wood was used for this purpose, because I
had some handy, and it is already somewhat bent,
and is not likely to split.
The accompanying half plan (Fig . 3) shows the
method employed for building hull. All cracks
were then filled up with saw -dust and glue, and the
hull was allowed to stand for about a month . After
that I drew all nails out, and took away blocks A
and B , leaving block C for stern , which is glued to
the sides . The end of centre-board was cut off just
inside the hull, as indicated in Fig . 3, leaving room
for the keel. I also cut off end at stern, and then
planed the lot down . The deck is made of cigar
box wood , and the armoured side consists of a
strip of tin (which may be easily purchased at a
tinman's) screwed on with fin . round -headed
screws, thus giving the appearance of bolts .
The guns I cut out of a length of brass-covered
piping, whilst the guards for same were made from
Řonuk ” tins, and screw on in the sameway as the
armoured side for hull. The rudder works from a
wheel on the bridge, which latter stands on Kodak
film rollers, which act as supports. The propeller
is a dummy, as the boat was not made to take
machinery. The following are the chief dimensions
of themodel :-Length over all, 2 ft. 9t ins. Depth :
deck , 7 ins. ; over funnel, ui ins.; including
mast, i ft. 5 ins. Breadth : stem , if ins., ; amid
ships, 6 ins. ; stern , 34 ins. ; ram , 34 ins. Draft,
3 1-16th ins.
The deck and sides above the water-line are
white, under the W.L. the colour is slate. The
guns and guards are gunmetal, the screws on
guards are gilt, and on the tin black ; bridge railing
and supports are gilt ; all the guns at the rim are
gilded , and the funnels are painted white, with gold
bands. In conclusion , I may say that my stock of
tools is very limited , consisting of just a few of the
most ordinary requisites of carpenters.
In the photographs ( Figs. 1 and 2 ) will be seen
a convenient work table. The lower stand is handy
for placing the tools when not in use. The worker,
too , is able to get all round the model, whilst the
latter is kept in one position .

Invention .

Figs. 1 &

2. - SHOWING MODEL BATTLESHIP IN
COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION .

piece of board fin . thick, and placed it on the
bench ; then cut two pieces of hard wood, 2 ins.
square , and nailed to the centre of board . I then
Tubbing
wood
IB

Block of
wood for
cs stern

Centre board .
cut off here
Fig . 3. -HALF PLAN , SHOWING METHOD OF
BUILDING HULL .
obtained a length of tubbing 2 ins. wide, and put it
on the square piece of wood ; and whilst I pressed
it down and kept it in right position , my friend

By J. FLETCHER MOULTON , K.C., F.R.S., M.P.
(Continued from page 148.)
T is not only men of the teeming brain of a
and useless state . It is the most common fault
of inventors. They have not the patience to develop
their inventions to the stage of practical reliability ,
and they leave them useless except to testify to the
ingenuity of the mind that devised them . I sup
pose that I, of all men, should feel sympathy with
these unrewarded workers ; but I confess that in
my secret heart I consider them an almost un
mitigated nuisance. They accomplish nothing use
ful themselves, and they detract from the merit of
those who, by greater preseverance and more patient
labour , have succeeded where they failed . Their
inventionsattain posthumously a short-lived forensic
glory by being paraded as anticipations of some
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later invention that has proved itself of sufficient
value to be worth defending. The resemblances
are pointed out in order to discount the originality
of the successful invention , and ofttimes it has to
be admitted that the kernel of the later invention
is to be found in its predecessor. But I am happy
to say that when an inventor is modest in his claims
and seeks only to protect that which he has in fact
made practically useful the tendency of the juris
prudence of our country is to pay little heed to
antecedent incomplete or useless attempts . I have
long contended , and I think it is now settled law
in our Courts, that an invention is not made until
it has been developed so far that the normal result
of its working is success. Uncertainty in result
beyond this point means practical uselessness , and
as it in fact leaves the field still unoccupied for
future inventors, so it should do in law , and their
fameand their reward should not be lessened by the
useless half-successes that have preceded them .
I shall be told that I am too hard upon the in
ventor in holding him responsible for commercial
non -success . It will be said that the practical
development of an invention is not the business of
the inventor, and that the qualities of mind that
characterise him unsuit him for the task . Unvary
ing repetition is the key to commercial production ,
while the inventive genius yearns for change. There
is much truth in this, and the strongest and most
successful combinations are those in which both
elements are repre
ed in different individuals ,
the more practical being the dominant one. It is
in this that we are so far behind our great rivals
Germany and the United States. I am not going
to weary you with a description of the laboratories
of research which exist in all the great chemical
works in Germany. This has been so much dwelt
upon of late that I only refer to it in passing as an
eminent example of this union of invention with a
system of practical development. But what is not
so widely known is that in the United States the
same thing is done in connection with mechanical
inventions. Men possessing inventive genius of a
high order are maintained as part of a business
organisation for the express purpose of making
inventions which , when made, are duly tested , and
if found of practical value are exploited on a large
scale , the inventor reaping thereby his reward . It
is by this that I explain the fact that the successful
machines of to -day, and more especially those of a
complex type or that form elements of a series, are
mainly of American origin . I see no reason to
think that we are individually inferior to Americans
in inventive faculty, but unquestionably English
capital is, as a rule, in less enterprising hands. Our
great business firms are inclined to put off taking
up new inventions until competition has forced
them to do so , and they are still less disposed to look
on invention as forming an essentialpart of business .
In saying this , Imust not be supposed to be applying
the criticism to all. Happily there are amongst us
most brilliant exceptions, but the tendency of the
successful among us is to rest in the old ways while
our great rivals are throwing so much of their
strength into the discovery of new ones. It is in
consequence of this that the development of new
inventions in England falls so much into the hands
of limited liability companies specially formed for
the purpose, and this is far less likely to bring
success than if the inventions were developed by
existing firms or companies. Joint stock enter
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prise of the commercial type is so far inferior to
individual enterprise that it rarely succeeds, unless
it is the embodiment of the individual work of one
or two individuals, and in the case of companies
specially formed to work inventions it too often
happens that the management of the company is
in the hands of the inventor himself, who possesses
little or none of the commercial training necessary
for success. In looking back I can think of no few
inventions which , in wise hands, would have pro
duced enormous returns, but which have, for these
reasons, produced little or nothing, even if they
have not been a source of loss.
In what direction is invention trending ? In two
directions which are well-nigh opposite, or I ought
rather to say complementary the one to the other .
On the one hand the tendency is to divide manu
facture up into many simple operations, each cap
able of being performed swiftly and well by a
special machine designed solely for that purpose ,
and thus working under the most favourable cir
cumstances for cheapness of production . Take, for
example , themanufacture ofmachine-made watches
-a manufacture which , I am happy to say , is at last
being vigorously taken up in England, after we have
so long allowed ourselves to he distanced by our
foreign competitors, both commercially and inven
tively. Each machine employed has only a minute
operation for its share of the work , several being
needed to perfect each piece. But these machines
that the labour required
are so nearly auto
for the most part needs no skill, and the rapidity
with which they work makes the actual cost of
production almost incredibly small, while the
accuracy of the workmanship can be, and is , brought
up to a pitch which completely satisfies all require
ments of practical use . This tendency to sub
divide the operations of production until they are
each capable of being periormed either automati
cally or with unskilled labour, is having nomentous
eftects in abour questions. Strange to say, increase
in accuracy of workmanship is tending to increase
the demand for unskilled labour.
The skill which
used to be sought for in the workman is now em
bodied in the machine. This is due to what I may
term the uniformity ofmankind . The chief wants
of each class are common to all the individuals that
form it. Hence any rise in the standard of comfort
of a nation produces a demand for millions of
articles of one and the same class. Precisely such a
demand as can be best satisfied by the unvarying
but economical production of machines of the type
of which I have spoken. I have no doubt that the
growth of production as a whole will be so rapid ,
that the total demand for skilled labour of all sorts
in manufactures will not actually diminish ; but I am
equally sure that relatively to substantially un
skilled labour, it will be less and less used . Rough
and brutalising labour will be done away with ; but
its place will be taken by unskilled , rather than
skilled labour,
For you must remember that precisely that pro
cess of " coding," of which I have spoken , is being
applied to bring each operation in production within
the reach of unskilled labour. Take for example
machines that are used in domestic or trade life
(such as typewriters, sewing machines, & c.), and
which are produced in
ich vast numbers
In
ventors are hard at work modifying the construction
or configuration of each piece of these machines so
as to lessen the cost of its production — to enable it
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to be made by some cheap process which dispenses
with hand work and skilled labour. I have known
a company in America, before they sold a single
machine, spend two years and £20,000 in modifying
the parts and their arrangement till each could be
made by stamping, or some similarly cheap method ,
at a minimum of cost. And you must not forget
that if wisely done this relegation to automatic
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out a completed article. Here we find perhaps
the greatest inventive triumphs of our time. Take,
for instance, the Linotype. Type- setting, type
founding and casting blocks of type as in stereo
typing, had all been done by hand, and to a great
extent mechanically , before the Linotype came in .
But it united them all in one machine, and enabled
an operator, with little greater labour than in work
ing a typewriter, to produce the
set-up type cast in lines ready for
printing.
It is difficult to say which class
ofmachine is attracting most atten
tion — whether combination or divi
sion of operations — synthesis or
analysis — is taking the lead . If
success is completely attained, the
machine that combines in itself the
whole series must always gain the
day. But the penalty for falling
short of perfection is heavier, and
Each step
the danger greater .
brings its own liability to failure,
and the failure of a step has more
serious and more far-reaching con
sequences . Yet we have abundant
proofs on all sides of us that human
ingenuity is equal even to this task .
Here again the effects of the sys
tematic pursuit of invention in the
themselves
United States show
mostmarkedly . Few private inven
tors have, unaided , the means or
the time to work out such complex
problems. Mergenthaler , the inven
tor of the Linotype , spent years of
incessant labour before he came to
a practical result. Plan after plan
was devised by him only to be re
jected , because the success it
brought was too incomplete . At
last he succeeded , and he and those
who had supported him had their
rich and deserved reward . This is
but one of many instances that
could be given . I wish that it were
in this
easier to parallel them
country .
( To be continued .)

A SUBMARINE signal system , in
vented by Professor Gray and Mr.
Arthur J. Mundy, to reduce the
danger of collision at sea, has been
tested in America . The connection
between the sending and receiving
FIG . 4.—MR. PRITCHETT'S MODEL BATTLESHIP, Aim .
stations is wireless under the water,
For description ]
(see page 225. the sea itself constituting the
transmitting medium . In sending
machines and unskilled labour is an advantage,
signals a bell is sunk 15 ft., and the wires of the
because it brings with it as a consequence absolute
receiving station run to an equal depth beneath the
interchangeability of parts, which diminishes so
hull. The receiving instrument picks up the
vibrations when the sunken bell is tolled . The
vastly the cost of repairs.
Side by side with this tendency towards highly
secret of the invention is said to lie in the chemicals
specialised machines, each doing one small and
used in the receiver.
separate operation , there is the other line of inven
MESSRS. E. & F. N. SPON , LTD ., 125, Strand ,
London , advise us that they are now the sole agents
tion , i.e., of machines which combine — I would
prefer to use the mathematical term
integrate
in Great Britain for the publications of the McGraw
-a whole series of successive operations and turn
Company , of New York .
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The Vogt Gas Engine
NEW

gas engine, in which

several unique

attention recently , owing to the extraordi
nary results obtained in the course of some experi
ments by Professor Capper and Mr. Humphrey.
· The inventor - Mr. Adolph Vogt - has evidently
made a very careful study of the defects of the
internal combustion engine, which he summarises
as under :
The efficiency of internal combustion engines,
as regards the utilization of heat, is very low , for
the following reasons :
( 1 ). “ The compression cannot be forced suf
ficiently high enough, owing to risk of premature
ignition .”
( 2 ) “ The volume to which the gases of com
bustion expand only equals the volume of the gases
before compression ."
(3 ) “ The fresh combustible mixture mixes with
the products of combustion within the compressing
chamber (which is very large, in order to prevent
too early ignition : 20 to 30 per cent. of the stroke
volume), thereby interfering with the rapidity of
combustion. "
(4 ) “ The regulation for various loads is obtained
by stopping the supply of combustible , or by mak
ing it poorer, both methods affecting the efficiency
and the regularity of working."
(5 ) “ The gas consumption for an unloaded on
gine amounts to 40 per cent. of that for full load ;
so that the mean efficiency of an engine, which
(according to the load ) works on the average with
30 to 60 per cent. of the full load , is very small."
From this preamble it is natural to expect that
the proposed engine will be something very different
from the ordinary run ; and the features of the
Vogt engine, as mentioned below , show that it is so .
The engine has no water -jacket, thus simplifying
all castings.
The same number of impulses are exerted as in
a single-cylinder double -acting steam engine.
The piston and stuffing-boxes, being always
under water, can be kept tight with greater ease
than in the ordinary gas engine.
The air and exhaust valves keep cool, as they are
under water during part of each stroke.
Lastly — and this is the feature which, no doubt,
principally contributes to its remarkable efficiency
---the quality of the mixture and the compr
on
pressure are invariable independently of load
variation .
Fig . 1 illustrates diagrammatically the construc
tion of the engine, which is of the two-cycle double
acting type.
It consists of two conical chambers (only one is
shown in the drawing) at each end of a cylinder,
the whole being filled with water, as shown. The
gas, air and exhaust valves are actuated by rods
(not shown), which are worked by eccentrics off a
lay shaft. At the bottom of each combustion
chamber a valve, K , is provided , which opens, per
mitting some ofthe water to escape past the loaded
valve L. The gas and air pumps, as well as the
water supply , are not shown in the drawing .

The action is as follows :
Gas and air are pumped into the cylinder under
some pressure ; the gas pump being driven off the
crankshaft, the air pump working on the tail rod .
As shown in Fig . 1, compression is just com
pleted in the right-hand chamber , and, as soon as
ignition takes place, the pressure on the top of the
water in the chamber is transmitted to the piston

Gas

Exhaust

Air

K

L
Fig . 1. - DIAGRAM OF MECHANISM OF THE VOGT
GAS ENGINE .
which moves to the left, the gas expanding . At
the end of the stroke the exhaust valve is opened ,
and the pressure drops to atmosphere. By this
time the water- level in the chamber is lowered
owing to the added volume of the cylinder . The
air valve is then opened , and a volume of air
greater than the volume of the explosion chamber,
is admitted , the products of combustion being thus
displaced are exhausted , and the cylinder is left
full of fresh air . On the return stroke the exhaust
valve is closed , and air and gas pumped in together
with the water for cooling.
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without the globe, gives a light of about 160 C.-P.
With a globe the light is reduced by about 30 C.-P.
The energy taken by the lamp is from 1 to 1.2 watts
per candle, and it will burn from sixteen to twenty
hours. Special cored carbons are made for the
lamp at Siemens' carbon works. They are 5 mm .
in diameter , and 7 } ins. long . The upper carbon
will burn down to a length of 21 ins., when the
stump can be used as a lower carbon . The renew
ing of the carbons is but the work of a few seconds,
and this can be easily done by the most inexperi
enced person . The Liliput lamp is of particular use
for roomswhere a specially good light is required,
and its steadiness in burning especially commends
it for use in sitting-rooms. It also gives satisfac
tory results when used for outside work , or in tram
cars, for it will stand a large amount of vibration
and remain unaffected .
The over-all length
of the lamp is 12 ins., the cylindrical cover

100 %

GAS
FT
.CUBIC
Hour
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It remains to be seen how the engine is governed
to give constant compression , irrespective of load .
It has been mentioned that the discharge valve
L is loaded . If the engine is running light, the
exhaust valve does not close at the commencement
of the return stroke, whilst the opening of the gas
valve is delayed . The result is that part of the air
left in the chamber is expelled , and when the ex
haust valve is closed the gas valve opens, but for a
shorter time than for full load , so that the quantity
of mixture is reduced ; but the quality, that is to
say, the ratio of gas to air, is always the same.
Since the quantity is a minimum , the compression
chamber is required to be a minimum also , and no
water is expelled through the valve L. If the load
is increased, the volume of the mixture is increased
also , so that some water has to be displaced , and is,
therefore , discharged through L. It will, there
fore, be seen that the compression space is variable ,
being a maximum for full load , and decreas
70
ing in exact proportion to reduced loads
and consequently reduced volumes of gas
and air .
In Engineering for January 8th , Mr.
60
Humphrey gives some results of experiments
he has made on a it h.-p. Vogt engine.
The fact that with this small engine the
50
16-18 cubic
gas consumption varied from
feet of town gas per 16 h.-p., is — to say the
least - remarkable when it is considered
40
that this result with the ordinary type of
gas engine is only attained in fairly large
sizes of, say, 100 to 200 h.-p.
30
Fig . 2 , taken from Mr. Humphrey's paper,
shows the gas consumption and the effi
ciency with varying loads. From the curves
20 !
it is seen that the maximum efficiency occurs
between 45 and 70 per cent. of full load ,
after which the curve drops . At light load
the efficiency is low , as must be expected in
so small an engine ; but at less than
still good .
quarter load it
During the tests, maximum pressures of
350 and 600 lbs. were obtained , giving a
mean pressure of 97 lbs. per sq. in .
It is stated that it is proposed to build an
FIG .
engine of this type of 1000 h . p . which
shows that the inventor is confident that
the engine is on right lines .
From 12 to 1000 h.-p. is a large jump, and the
big engine, if anything like its prototype in respect
to efficiency, will be a serious competitor to other
makes.
A point requiring solution (on which Mr. Hum
phrey gives some interesting calculations) is as to
the limiting piston speed at which the water will
follow up the piston .
In the meantime the results attained with this
small enginewarrant the appearance of larger engines
being looked for with considerable anticipations.
The New “ Liliput ” Arc Lamp. - A small
arc lamp is being introduced by the Siemens Electric
Appliances, Ltd. It is a continuous- current arc
lamp of Liliputian size, and suited for most of the
uses to which the ordinary glow lamp is now applied .
Its mechanism is of the simplest description . In
stead of clockwork for regulating the carbons, it has
a reliable movable clamping arrangement, which is
not easily disturbed . The lamp burns singly at 100
to 120 volts, or two in series at 200 to 300 volts , and ,
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PERCENTAGE LOAD .
2. - DIAGRAM SHOWING GAS CONSUMPTION AND
EFFICIENCY WITH VARYING LOADS.
has a diameter of 2 } ins., and the globe is
31 ins. across .
Revolution in Machine Tools. - After several
years' experiment, the well-known firm of lathe
manufacturers , Messrs. John Lang & Sons, John
stone, have succeeded in producing what will doubt
less prove nothing short of a revolution in lathes
and other machine tools. Explanation of their
newest invention can best be given by a description
of their surfacing and boring lathe with hexagon
turret. The ordinary fast headstock has been en
tirely discarded , and a variable speed one substi
tuted . By it, when work such as a faceplate is
being surfaced , the revolutions per minute increase
as the diameter becomes less. Messrs. Lang find
in their own works that the time taken to surface
one of their own chucks or faceplates is half what it
was before. An index is provided on the machine
showing the position of belt when a known diameter
is being turned . This allows the operator always
to start surfacing at the correct speed which his
tool will stand . When the boring feed is in opera

N
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tion the speech keeps constant, which is, of course ,
only right. Messrs. Lang's latest type of bed is a
great advance on their first patent with the narrow
guide and their patent feed motions. Messrs . Lang
and Sons claim that this drive forms a new era in
the development of lathes and other machine tools .

A
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New

Type

etc., in the actual engine of the marine type, it being
always desirable to place the piston valve hort
zontally. The crosshead, connecting -rod , crank ,
and flywheel (which are omitted from the sketches )
will be exactly like an ordinary engine, except that
the piston being proportionately heavy a suitable
balance weight is required to be fixed on the fly
wheel.

of Model Engine .

By F. J. PAYTON .
DOUBLE -ACTING model engine with a fixed
A Poylinder, without some sort on a mechanical
valve motion , is certainly a novelty , and
whilst the diagrammatical sketches here reproduced

ro

-A

FIG . 4
B
SECTION A.B.
FIG . 2 .

ST

EA

M

make the design for such a
model appear
somewhat
complicated ,
the
engine
simple .
is
really
very
A horizontal engine of this
design would probably be
easier to construct than one
of the vertical type, which ,
however, was required and
adapted in the present in
FIG . I.
stance.
The diagrammatic Figs. 5
and 6 are only produced to show the various ports
and passages, and to give a clear understanding

Figs. 1 and 2 show particularly the ports for
actuating the piston valve . It will be seen by the
diagram sketches these passages come opposite the
connecting pipes d and c, and lead to the hollow
piston -rod . The fire circles Z are holes drilled in the
piston to lighten it, the openings afterwards being
plugged up , as shown in Figs. 5 and 6 .
To explain the action of the valve under working
conditions, we will first give attention to Fig . 5 .
The piston is now at the top of the cylinder . Steam

5

a

T
US
HA
EX
D
UDO

Fig . 3
of the general arrangement and working of the
engine.
If a horizontal engine were required, it could be
made something after this style .
Figs. 3 and 4 show the arrangement of the pipes,

P

FIG . 5 .

is entering S , and passes round the piston valve V
to the cylinder by -pipe a . The piston of the engine
now descends, and the exhaust is passing through
pipe b , and the centre portion of the valve V to the
exhaust pipe e.
When the piston reaches nearly to the bottom of
the cylinder, the port connecting the bottom of the
valve casing to the cylinder is uncovered by the
piston in the cylinder, as shown in Fig . 6. Steam is
then admitted beneath the piston valve, which
forces it to the other end at the valve casing , and
the steam which was previously on the upper side of
the piston valve escapes through pipe c' to the piston
rod of the engine .
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Immediately the valve has moved to its new
position steam is admitted to the bottom of the
cylinder through S '' , and by the pipe b ' (Fig . 6 ).
The piston at once rises, and the steam above the
piston exhausts through pipe c' to e .
The engine will run in either direction , it being
only a question of giving the flywheel a start in the
a'

An

Electric

Cycle

Lamp.

AMATEUR. "
By
AVING come into possession of an oid projec
H
tion lens of a magic lantern , which for some
reason or other had been transferred to the
scrap heap , an idea struck me that I might use it
to good advantage in the construction of a cycle
lamp which would be both useful and ornamental,
and differing slightly in general construction to
those which have already appeared in the M.E.
First of all, I took that part of the lens into which
the rack arrangement had been fitted , and which
was already provided with a hole about 4 in . square;
this I marle large enough, by means of a half-round
file,to allow ofthe shade-carrying ring of a miniature

Z

FIG . 6 .
way it is desired to go . With a double engine the
cylinders can be placed quite close together with
the valve casings at the back , which would make a
very neat arrangement ; and as there would be no
eccentrics the crankshaft is quite free for suitable
bearings.

FLYWHEEL design is discussed in Page's Magazine ,
which says that the flywheels of slow -running en
gines are imposing, and have to be designed very
carefully to meet the conditions of fluctuating loads,
whilst at the same time not exceeding the safe
limit. Accidents are happily much rarer than they
were, this, no doubt, being due to the more skilful
design of the flywheel, and to the fact that most
slow -running engines nowadays are fitted with an
automatic stop -motion . In a cast- iron flywheel
rim the safe tensile working stress is reached at a
maximum peripheral velocity of 100 ft. per second ,
which corresponds to about 80 ft. to 90 ft. per
second on the mean circumference ; the maximum
stress due to centrifugal force is then about 1000 lbs.
per sq . in . If the rim is solid , this means a factor
of safety of twelve, or, if link-jointed, a factor of
safety of eight, which ' is about the minimum .
Flange- jointed wheels should not be run above
70 ft. to 75 ft. per second , whilst built-up steel
wheels may be run at 130 ft. per second . A good
average value for the energy necessary to be stored
in flywheels for electric lighting purposes is 2.9
foot- tons per electrical horse -power , or for traction
purposes 4 foot-tons. For a 500 kilowatt set with
twy- crank engine, the rotating mass will weigh
abɔut 50 tons, for 1000 kilowatt about 60 tons,
for 1,500 kilowatt about 75 tons, for 2000 kilowatt
about 100 tons, and for 2,500 kilowatt about
150 tons

AN ELECTRIC CYCLE LAMP.
lamp socket being fixed in friction tight. I after
wards soldered round about the joint and made
it secure. Seeing that this part of the lens case
was insufficient in length to accommodate a small
electric lamp, I next took that part of the case
which engaged in the part already mentioned (and
which was already provided with a thread for the
case which contained the lens to screw into ). From
this I cut about it ins. off the threaded end ; this
allowed of a good lap inside of outer case, to which
it was fixed by means of solder. I may here state
that the soldered joint is not seen at all from the
outside, as the case containing the lens overlaps it
inside when screwed tight in the lens box just
clears the lamp socket by about 1-16th in . so as
to keep the lanip as short as possible .
I next fixed a piece of ebonite in the recess at
back of care which formed a support for it. To
this I affixed a hook which I made out of a cycle
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toe clip which answers the purpose admirably . I
also fixed a white enamelled reflector.
For a switch (not shown in photo ), I took a piece
of ivory about i in . long and fin . in diameter,
and which was provided with a hole through its
centre and a rectangular groove outside its full
length lined with thin brass, after having fixed the
brass by means of small brass pins. I cut it through
its centre, dividing it into two portions : into this
groove I fixed a piece of brass in a neat fit so as to
move backwards and forwards. When the lamp is
required to be lit, it is only necessary to bridge the
pieces of brass by sliding the piece of brass into the
desired position. To fix switch I severed one of the
Hexible cords and passed the double wire through
the hole provided in the ivory
I then attached
the loose ends of the severed wire to the two
grooved pieces of brass :
this completed the
lamp.
I may say the lamp has some advantages over
some of the electric cycle lamps, first of all by
using a bayonet capped socket it renders the lamp
more reliable than by using loop lamps; the latter
are liable to break at the loops and the lamp is
rendered useless, besides the lamp is liable to be
jolted off the thin wire supports provided for it,
more especially on a rough road , and therefore
causes a lot of inconvenience . In the lamp that I
have just described , these defects are minimised ,
the lens box can be screwed out for cleaning ,
lamp renewals, or any other purpose which might
be found necessary without interfering with the
back at all, the lamp socket can also be screwed
out with very little trouble if necessary at any
time. The case will accommodate either a 4 -volt
or 12-volt lamp. I have got it plated , which gives
it a highly finished appearance. I have fixed a
bull's -eye lens in lines box and backed it up by
means of a brass ring which I made out of a piece
of brass tubing ; this keeps the lens from shaking
at all.

MECHANICS MADE EASY .-- An open competition
in model-making for boys has been held by Messrs.
Elliot and Hornby, of James Street, Liverpool, who
supply perforated metal slips especially adapted to
mechanical work by youths. The models sent in
for competition were exhibited at the Y.M.C.A.
Rooms in Mount Pleasant, on the with and 12th of
February last, and formed an interesting object
lesson in amateurmechanics. The prize-winners in
the competition were :-1, E. H. Edwards (Wolver
hampton ), for a clever working model of a Gantry
crane ; 2 , H. and G. Rogers (Liverpool); 3, Alec. A ,
Lees ( Birmingham ) ; 4 , A. B. Edwards (Great
Crosby ) ; 5. H. Midgeley (Whitby Bay, Northum
berland ). In addition to the competitors ' models
were other exhibits, comprising swing bridges,
warehouse hoists, tipping waggon on rails (pro
pelled by a cable), and cranes — all of which were
worked by an electric motor. There was also a
very finemodel of the Eiffel Tower , with a working
lift. Conspicuous among them was a large model,
practically to scale, of two of the cantilevers of the
Forth Bridge, constructed at the Technical Depart
ment of the Bedford Grammar School.
The
strength and rigidity of this latter model, consider
ing the material with which it was constructed ,
was most surprising, and gave a good idea of the
enormous strength of the bridge itself.
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A Small Vertical Steam

Engine.

By S. Cooper.
HE photograph
duced herewith is of a
TH small vertical engine that I have almost com
pleted. Readers may be interested to learn
that no castings are introduced into the design , and
that the majority of the parts are built from brass
bar, tube, and sheet.
The cylinders were constructed in the same
manner as described in THE MODEL ENGINEER
(page 147, Vol. VII).
Short lengths of brass bar are used for the eccen
trics , and brass tube for the eccentric straps ; a
groove is filed round the eccentrics , and a screw
passing through the strap prevents the latter from
moving off the eccentric .
The glands for the piston -rods are pieces of
fin . by fin . brass rod dressed to desired shape.
A central hole for piston -rod and two smaller
holes for steel pins are drilled through each .
With the aid of small nuts this portion of
each gland is held firmly against the cylinder
covers, and two other nuts are used for adjusting
that part of each gland which presses the packing
against the piston -rods. The latter is made by sol
dering a piece of brass tube into a length of fin . by
* in . brass rod , which is then dressed to an elliptical
shape.
The pistons are i in . in diameter, and were made
by cutting off short lengths of brass bar ; a groove
is worked round each to hold the packing, and a hole
drilled through them for piston-rods. The piston
rods can be fitted to the pistons quite accurately by
making the holes through the pistons larger than
the diameter of the piston -rods, and fitting two fly
nuts on to one end of each piston -rod . If the piston
rods , with the pistons held to one end by the nuts
i.c., one nut each side of piston — be revolved on suit
able bearings, any eccentric motion of the pistons
can at once be detected ; and by altering the posi
tion of the pistons this unpleasant motion can , with
care, be removed . When the pistons run true, the
fly-nuts can be screwed up tight.
Brass rod is used for the webs of the cranks, and
steel rod | in . diameter for the crankshaft. All the
joints were first pinned and then soldered .
The supporting columns are lengths of brass tube,
with brass bolts passing through them ; these bolts
are screwed into the bedplate and have a small nut
at the upper end .
The guides for the piston -rods are of brass, bent
and dressed to desired shape, and secured with
solder to the bottom plate of cylinders.
The cylinders are lagged with strong sheet brass,
which is riveted and soldered to the top and bottom
flanges of the cylinders. By this arrangement the
supply and exhaust pipes, as shown in my model
on page 147, No. 82, can be discarded . I think this
method much neater than a number of ugly tubes.
Of course, a main steam and exhaust pipe has to be
provided .
All the nuts are made from } in . by 4 in . brass rod .
The hole was drilled and tapped first, and the nut
finished to the required size after it had been cut
from the bar. This method of procedure allows the
hole, by means of a smooth file , to be worked into
the centre of the nut.
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Petrol Motor.

By D. W. Gawn.
ROM time to time it is to be observed in these
F
pages that difficulties arising in the use of
petrol motors cause much trouble to readers.
Querists are ever a little too ready to write for
information , unfortunately ; it were better , per
haps, if they would study the matter for them
selves . In doing so solutions would be arrived at,
probably far sooner than editorial aid , when ap
pealed to, could reach them . And not only would

MR. COOPER'S SMALL VERTICAL ENGINE.
they thus learn the reasons of various faults and
failures , and recognise how best to remedy them ,
but a good deal more not hitherto known would be
discovered incidentally . Those whose duty it is
to reply to questions through the columns of any
journal are at a great disadvantage : they cannot
inspect the object about which they are questioned.
Not for them does “ distance lend enchantment to
the view . ' Details sent to guide the courageous
mentors are more or less inadequate, or, not in
frequently, are lacking altogether. Then , in such
cases, not to give entire disappointment, they take
the one possible path and suggest this , that and the
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other. 4 You pays your money, and you takes
your choice ! "
•These notes, it is hoped, may help to smooth the
way of someamateurs whose acquaintance with the
popular type of motor is yet in the beginning .
Whether the engine be fitted upon an automobile
or fixed in a shop for driving tools, its nature will
be quite similar. In its latest form it will be water
cooled , and have electric ignition . For stationary
purposes it must be water -cooled. Air -cooled
motors are, practically, only successful on bicycles.
and very small cars. There is but one well -known
example of the contrary , and that is in the Lan
chester car - a singular and highly efficient arrange
ment of fan cooling being adopted .
It may be asked why such cooling is necessary.
An'answer is that the cylinder must not be permitted to become overheated , or it could not be
lubricated ; that would result in the piston “ size..
ing."
In other words, the piston would stick fast .
in the cylinder. It is always to be remembered ,
however, that the petrol motor is a heat engine..
In such capacity its purpose is to convert into .
mechanical energy that which is represented by
the heat of the explosions in its cylinder. For
certain reasons, little of this energy can be so con
verted — 20 per cent., as a rule , under the very best
circumstances ; and 10 per cent. is more usual. This :
may be regarded as a fair thermal efficiency as.
things stand at present. Of the 90 per cent. of
energy lost, about as much as 20 per cent. is taken
by the cooling water , whilst the remainder goes to .
waste in the exhaust and in radiation . It will be
clearly apparent, therefore, that a cylinder can be
rendered too cool by its water -jacket. It is fre
quently and irresponsibly said that tanks and
cooling devices should be as large as possible , so
that'the water may not reach a high temperature.
No more ridiculous error can be made. It does
nothing but decrease an already poor efficiency to .
follow such a course. There is no doubt that, so
long as lubrication can be thoroughly maintained,,
the cylinder cannot be kept too hot. The water
may be allowed to boil, notmerely without danger ,
but with every advantage. Naturally , it will
evaporate rapidly ; but water is cheap. If really
necessary , it can be economised by condensing
the steam , as in the Gillet-Forest system .
Bearing in mind that the engine works most
efficiently , when hottest, it will be obvious that
the lubricant for the cylinder must be of a specially
prepared kind . Several brands of cylinder oils are
available . All those having a reputation are
equally excellent. The single point to be em
phasized is that, for cylinders, cylinder-oil should be
used . Ordinary machine oil is worse than nonc
whatever : it will simply burn and foul the engine
indescribably. The advertisement pages of journals.
devoted to automobilism will offer a choice ofmost
good oils , and will show , also, where they may be
procured .
Smooth working of the piston is essential for
“ sweet " running. It must not be sticky with oil.
Such foulness proves wasteful lubrication ; it may
cause the rings to lie “ dead ” in their groves , and ,
after a short while , bring about loss of compression .
If the piston slides very reluctantly , it may indicate
that the film of worked -out oil which coats the
cylinder and piston like a hard, black varnish, has.
grown too thick . Swabbing with petrol or paraffin
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oil will clean the surfaces. Merely injecting a little
paraffin and turning the engine round will often
suffice to relieve the stiffness. An admirable prac
tice is to inject a drop or two of paraffin oil on
stopping the engine after a run ; it will prevent
.60The
g.
ute to the
g, ” resistance
of startin
easepiston
and contrib
gummin
normal
against
on the
compression stroke must not be confused with
.actual
stiffness,
by another
the bye. troubleof the sameclass .
Sticky
valves are
They become so clogged , owing to faulty feed or
lubrication , that they may refuse to shut when
opened . The remedy is as before. If their seats
are fouled, spray them with paraffin , and rotate the
valves on them as in grinding -in . Wipe clean , and

repeat. This will put matters
right when grinding - in seems
really necessary in many a
case . The stems and guides
should be similarly cleaned
if dirty .
.Defective compression
can be traced to three
cr four different sources.
Firstly , the valves may be
out of order , the pis
ton - rings may be worn ,
broken or out of place, or
the cylinder itself may be
Possibly, all
badly worn .
will be in evidence at one
and the same moment.
Secondly , and finally, the
cylinder or the piston may
be cracked .
Piston -rings are not diffi
cult to renew . All that need
be looked to is that they are
of the same make and size as
those they are to replace.
When newly fitted , they will
work somewhat callously ;
but that will disappear after
running the engine once or
twice. Before fitting, do not
forget to clean the grooves
Observe, too ,
thoroughly.
that no point in one ring
comes in line with a similar
point in the others.
( To be continued .)

Model Yachting Correspondence .

A Model Racing Yacht.
TO THE EDITOR Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, —Thinking that some readers are
interested in model yachting, I enclose photograph
of a model racing yacht I have built to good design
and lines. The hull is from a piece of pine, the
outside being worked first, and then the inside was
hollowed out, leaving a thickness of 3-16ths in . for
the sides, and a piece for the mast, i in . thick and
2 ins. square. A coat of marine glue was given to
the inside, and two frames were fitted .

MR. Jos. COTTAM'S MODEL RACING Yacht.

The London & North -Western Railway Com
pany is applying to Parliament, in a Bill for the
present Session, for power to construct a short
railway from a point near Willesden Junction to
the show ground of the Royal Agricultural Society,
near Twyford Abbey.
In a bituminous coal gas Producer plant as much
as 150,000 cub. ft. of power gas, having a calorific
value of 130 to 150 B.Th.U ., .can be generated from
i ton of slack coal. A gas engine of 40 b.h.-p. re
quires from 70 to 80 cub. ft. of power gas per brake
horse -power hour ; larger engines only require from
60 to 70 cub . ft. per brake horse-power hour. On
this basis a steam engine requiring from 4 lbs. to
5 lbs. of coal per brake horse-power hour may be
replaced by a gas engine, which will only require
I lb.

The deck is also of pine in. thick , with imitation
planking marked on . The fin is of teak , and carries
I 2 lbs. of lead . Patent steering gear is fitted to the
boat. The hull is painted white up to water line,
and blue, with gold line and beading, around the
deck . If desired , this beading can be removed
with little trouble.
When I tried her on the water, I was pleased to
find that she sailed splendidly .-- Yours truly ,
Jos. COTTAM .
Annan , N.B.

The mileage of passenger trains on the London
and North -Western railway during the last half
year was 14,420,702, compared with 14,442,849 in
the 1902 half-year - a decrease of 22,147 miles. The
mileage of goods and mineral trains also showed
a considerable decrease, having been 8,903,192
against 10,497,160.
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Pulley Wheels.

'HE following are sketches of friction and
pulley wheels, the patent of 17854, '03,
THE
of Messrs. Charles Higgins and Donald
Murray, of Catford, S.E. Fig . 1 is a V -pulley
applicable for belt and rope gearing, and especially
for pulleys for motor cycles, for which the inventors
claim special advantages.
The pulley is made in halves, which may be of
any metal, the back half containing the boss and
keyway. The front flange is fixed to the back by
means of screws, as will be seen by the drawing.
The special feature of this wheel is the application
of the discs - e.g., various fibres, leather, & c . The
discs are moulded into the shape of the flanges, and
are secured by the clamping of the two halves of
the wheel, the screws passing through the fibrous
lining. The fibre discs are thus firmly held in
position by clamping, and cannot give in the least.

telephone practice, telegraphy, electric wiring,
mechanical engineering, shop practice, boiler.
makers' course, tool-makers' course, sheet metal
work , metal roofing, tinsmithing, stationary,
marine and locomotive engineering, special refrigera
tion course, engineers ' course, fireman's course ,
municipal engineering, surveying, hydraulics, heat
ing and ventilation , plumbing and gas fitting,
textile manufacturing , architecture, and other sub
jects.
The fact that the catalogue of courses alone
covers nearly 200 pages shows the extensive nature
of the arrangements made for imparting instruction .
The instruction books are particularly good . The
information is given in a very concise but lucid
fashion, and the illustrations are excellent. While
it is impossible to become an engineer without a
practicalacquaintance with machinery and methods
to supplement one's theoretical studies , there is no
doubt that correspondence instruction , well given
and well followed , may be a most valuable aid to
advancement and progress . Its possibilities are,
therefore , well worth the attention of all young
engineers and mechanics who are not within easy
reach of personal tuition at a suitable technical
school or college .

For

00000

Fig . 2

10000
New FRICTION
AND PULLEY
WHEELS.

Fig . 1
The insides of the metallic flanges are serrated
The inventors claim that a belt will work on this
pulley in wet as well as in dry weather, without
slipping, and that changes of temperature have no
effect upon the transmission of power .
The pulley being V -shaped with a fibrous lining,
it is claimed that the fibrous discs can be inex
pensively, easily , and quickly replaced .
Fig . 2. - This sketch is of a friction bevel wheel,
with the application of the fibrous material, as
stated above. The patent includes several forms of
gearing with the application of fibrous discs, and
amongst these are parallel friction wheels , which
should prove useful in motor vehicles.

Correspondence Instruction in Engineering .
We have recently received from the American
School of Correspondence at the Armour
Institute of Technology , Chicago, a catalogue of
their courses of instruction and specimen copies of
some of the instruction books they issue to their
students . An examination of these books dis
closes a surprisingly varied and well organised
system of departments in the various branches of
engineering — the special courses including electrical
engineering , central station work , electric lighting,
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Bookshelf .

(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
The CARE AND HANDLING OF ELECTRIC Plants .
By Norman H. Schneider. London : E. &
F. N. Spon , Ltd., 125, Strand . Price , 35. 61.
net .
This little volume has been written primarily for
practical engineers in general, but its contents are
specially adapted to the requirements of the United
States military service. The subjects dealt with
include dynamos, motors, wiring, storage batteries,
testing instruments, and incandescent lamps.
There is also a chapter on oil engines. The title of
the book indicates exactly the point of view the
author has taken in dealing with his subject, and
the information , from start to finish , is essentially
practical. It is well printed and illustrated , and
should be a decidedly useful instruction book to
those in charge of electricalmachinery .
THE HALF- TONE PROCESS. By Julius Verfasser.
London : Iliffe & Sons, Ltd. Price, 55. net.
The third edition of this useful handbook of pro .
cess work has been entirely re-written , in order to
keep pace with the numerous improvements in
methods of working which have been introduced
during the last few years . It deals, in successive
chapters, with the studio and its appliances, the
dark room , the printing room , the electric light
installation , the etching room , mounting and
proofing , materials used, and the operations. The
final chapter gives a very useful summary of the
three-colour process. The half- tone process is so
very largely used nowadays for illustration pur
poses, that there must be many people , in addition
to those actually engaged in the making and using
of blocks, who would be interested in so clear a
description of the whole process as this book gives .
For trade workers it is an excellent manual, and
will, we imagine, meet with wide and well-merited
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approval. Some very instructive examples of
reproductions by the half- tone and three- colour
processes are included among the numerous illus
trations.
L'ETAT ACTUEL DE L'ELECTROCULTURE . By E.
Guarini. Brussels : Ramlot Frères et Soeurs.
Rue Grétry. I franc.
The application of electricity to the culture of
plants and vegetables has recently been attracting
attention , and some highly interesting results have
been obtained . Those who are at all interested in
this subject will find an excellent account of the
researches which have been made by various ex
perimenters in this little pamphlet, the text of which
originally appeared in La Revue Scientifique.
LA TELEGRAPHIE SANS FIL . Translated by Emile
Guarini from The Scientific American . Brus
sels : Ramlot Frères et Soeurs, Rue Grétry .
2 francs 50 cmes.
This book gives a history of the recent work of
Marconi in the development of telegraphy without
wires. It is very fully illustrated with explanatory
diagrams and photographs of apparatus, and gives
also descriptions of the appliances used by Guarini,
Popoff, Herz, and other investigators .
THE HOME MECHANIC. By John Wright. Lon
don : John Murray. Price, 12s. net.
This book covers so wide a ground that, in spite
of its 430 pages, it is hardly to be expected that any
one of the multitude of subjects on which the
author touches is handled with completeness. The
successive chapters after the introduction are
devoted to joinery , squares, planes, saws, chisels,
tools, repairs , soldering, tools for metal work , the
bow -lathe, woodturning , the lathe, steam engines,
metal work , chucks, drilling, boring, and strength
of materials. There is a good deal of useful work
shop information and advice scattered through the
book , though in some cases the instruction is so
inadequate as to be almost, if not quite, useless .
A notable instance of this is to be found on pages
289-290, where the subject of lathe tools is dealt
with . We should be very sorry for the reader who
attempted to do any metal turning with only this
information as to the making of his tools to guide
him . For the amateur who wishes to make him
self a household “ handy -man ” the book will doubt
less be of considerable service , and to such it may
be commended.

The first discovery of coal in the United States
recorded in history was in 1679, at a locality near
the present city of Ottawa, Ill.
DURING last year the Great Northern Railway
Company placed on the road forty - five new loco
motives developing 35 per cent. more power than
those which they superseded .
THE Bigwood patent two-part rail and bonding
for tramway electric traction is being subjected to
test by the Birmingham city authorities.
The
feature of the rail is its renewable top portion or
head , which , when worn , can be removed without
taking up the whole of the rail and the paving setts ,
and a new top substituted with very little trouble
and expense . Fish -plates are also dispensed with ,
as the top rail secures rigidity ofthe lower or founda
tion rail.
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Practical Letters from
Readers .

our

[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
disoussion of matters of practical and mutual Interest. Iatters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume 4 desired , but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
A Method of Fitting Slide- valves.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —I am pleased to see that Mr. Braith
waite has brought forward one or two points which
may not have been quite clear in the description
given by me in your issue for December 24th . The
hole in the valve through which the spindle goes is
cast oval, so that the distance A (in sketch ) is allow
able for taking up wear.
Mr. Braithwaite says this method is only suitable
for very small engines , but I have seen it used on
engines from 2 to 8 h.-p. and it has always given
complete satisfaction .
I conclude from Mr.
Hogben's letter that he regards devices for keeping
the valve up to its face as quite unnecessary. This
YA
Spindle

FITTING SLIDE - VALVE .
sounds all right in theory, but in practice experi
ence has proved that a device of this kind is re
quired . I am well aware that slide-valves are not
rigidly fixed to the spindle , and I can assure Mr.
Hogben that valves can and have been fitted by
this method without causing undue friction between
the valve and steam chest face, and also at the
gland , as Mr. Hogben would have us believe.
J. B.
-Yours truly,
Gainsboro '.
Model Steamer Speed Competition .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -If Mr. Ernest A. Orr had carefully
read beforehand the regulations of the steamer
speed contest that came off in autumn last, he
would have saved himself the trouble of writing
the letter that appeared in your last week's issue.
None of the Wirral steamers are owned or run
by syndicates of amateurs, as each member of the
Club , so far, has made, engined , and boilered his
individual boat.
If Mr. Orr had studied the speed rules , he would
have seen that the models are limited to 7 ft , on
the water line, and that the boats are divided into
two classes, so that if he had entered his marvellous
lightning flyer, which he says is about 4 ft. long,
he would have been certain to have won the silver
medal.
Then , again , he quite overlooks the fact that this
competition was promoted to see how fast it was
possible to get model steamers to go .
If the Editor at any timewants steamers beauti
fully fitted up with deckhouses, masts, rigging,
cowls, & c ., I feel sure he will say so ; then the
members of the WirralModel Yacht Club will again
come out on top , as they usually do in all matters in
connection with model steamers, as they have in
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the Club some models that will bear putting under
a glass case as far as deck fittings are concerned .
When steamers are run for speed , as a rule , they
dispense with all these elaborate deck fittings, as
they are only found to be in the way of the proper
working of the boiler lamp.
In conclusion , I can only think that Mr. Orr
can never have seen a speed steamer, otherwise he
would not have written such a letter. - Yours truly,
E. W. WYNNE ,
Hon . Sec., W.M.Y. Club .
Liverpool.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -As a constant reader of your paper
from No. 1, Vol. I, I should like to say a few words
re the coming Steamer Competition .
I think, with Mr. Knight, in your issue of the
28th January , that there should be a limit to dis
placement, and not measurements . I would sug :
gest 20 to 25 lbs., as there is a great deal more skill
required to get speed , & c ., at this weight than at
twice the weight ; also , above this weight they get
too large and expensive for some, and so debar
some readers from entering .
Personally, I should prefer entering a competition
in which the competitor had to be designer and
builder of boat, engines, and boiler , as Į think it
more likely to educate, in consequence of com
petitors having to read up the subject a bit.
I am often struck by the great amount of rule-of
thumb there is in things published in your paper
made by various readers , not that they should be
pushed out or discouraged, but a competition
should be to encourage them to become more
masters of their hobby ; there are plenty of cheap
books about.
At the present time, A can design an engine, and
make it. Is it worth his while to study boat design
a little , so as to be able to make a fair boat to put
it in , and spend six or eight months of his spare
time doing it, for a competition with B , who can
design and build a boat correct, and has a friend
who can design and build an engine correctly to
help him ?
I venture to think not ; whereas A would have a
good engine and fair boat, B should have a good
boat and fair engine (designed and built by him
self). I maintain that these two competitors
would stand on the same footing , and both learn
something
I hope you will give this coming Competition
your best consideration, and keep the displacement
down . I quite agree with Mr. Knight that this is
the fairest rating.
Also , I ask you to excuse me from writing on my
own hobby at such length . I could say a great deal
more, but space will not permit.-- Yours truly,
W. B. READING .
Edgbaston .
Large Iron Pipe Casting.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ; -Referring to your statement in issue
of 29th October last, that " a 60- in . iron pipe was
cast recently in the United States, which is said
to be the largest ever produced in cast -iron," it
may interest your many readers to know that some
fifteen years ago an outfall sewer in Hull, about
500 yds. long, was constructed of cast-iron pipes.
6 ft. 6 ins. diameter, which were supplied by a
Nottingham firm , I believe the Stanton Ironworks
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Co., so that the Yankees are a trifle left this time.
Yours faithfully ,
RichD . COULSON .
Blackrock , co. Dublin .

Queries and Replies.

( Allention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no jolice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ! Queries 'will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a fa days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5)
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapæ before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, The MODEL ENGINEER, 26—29 , Poppin's Court,
Flert Street, London, E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: –
(10,394) Concerning Dynamo Calculations. C. B. B.
(Southampton) writes : Could you kindly answer the following
questions on dynamo design. They are only a few of the many
questions that crop up on a perusal of Mr. A. H. Avery's " ABC
of Dynamo Design." It is a pity that he has not afforded the
reader full and importantdetails,such as the ones that I should like
to learn from your replies to these questions. (1) In Mr. Avery's
“ ABC of Dynamo Design " occur the following passages :-(Page
77, l. 12-13) : “ These two halves of the winding (of a drum arma
ture ) being in parallel this doubles the section of copper." (Same
page, 1. 28-30 ) : As the two halves of the winding on this drum
armature are in parallel, and the sectional area thus doubled , the
resistance will fall to one quarter of this value ” (sic). (a ) Is this
last statement correct ? Surely , if the sectional area of a wire is
doubled, its resistance falls to one-half ? “ Area seems to have
been mistaken for " diameter." (0) Granted that by this method
of winding in parallel, the resistance of each armature conductor
is divided either by 2 or by 4 (according as to which is correct),
I sq . in . of armature conductor will, therefore, carry either 2 of 4
times the current, when the armature is wound in parallel, that
it would when the armature is not so wound . Is it, therefore ,
correct to estimate the area of each armature conductor (the
armature being wound in parallel) on a basis of either 8000 or
16,000, instead of 4000 amps per sq. in . ? (2), (Page 79, 1. 19-20 ),
(a ) Here we find “ Section in sq . ins. (area by length ) " ; should not
this be " diameter by length " ? (6) În calculating the value of B
(lines per sq . in.) in a drum armature, should not the " area ” be
length by diameter ? (3) (Page 80) : Am I correct in deriving
from Mr. Avery's book that (a ) the “ area " of the air-gaps of a
dynamo with a toothed armature = 2 * sectional area of each
99
pole- piece x fringing co-efficient (18) ; and (6 ) that the area
of the field -magnets = 2 X sectional area of each pole-piece? If
not, what are the correct expressions in each case for finding the
" areas " in order to estimate the air-gap and field-magnet ampere
turns ? (4 ) For what work would a series wound 125-watt
dynamobe, if atall,specially useful ? (5 ) Could a 125-watt dynamo
be driven at 45 revs. per second for a few minutes at a time by a
hand -wheel 15 ins. in diameter ? (without very great exertion ) ?
(6 ) Is an ordinary ring armature winding " in parallel " ? If not,
can an ordinary ring armature be wound " in parallel" and how ?
(By " in parallel " I refer to question 1). (7) In estimating the
Aux to be generated in each pair of poles in a multi-polarmachine,
is the whole number of conductors on the armature to be included
If not, how many ? (8 ) Is the armature of a multi-polar wound
like that of a bi-polar, without regard to the number of mag.
netic circuits ? If not, how do the presence of more than one pair
of poles modify the armature winding ? (9) In a cross-connected
multi-polar machine, are the field -magnet coils in series, or each
pair connected separately with the two brushes ? (10) Please show
(if possible by diagram ) how to cross connect an ordinary ring
armature ? (11) Has cross-connection the result of putting any
of the armature coils in parallel ? If so , to what extent ? (12)
What is the maximum value of ut (permeability co- efficient) and
the value of B (lines per sq. in.) corresponding to it (a) in the case of
cast mild steel, (b ) in the case of annealed cast steel ? (13) What
percentage of armature current should be allowed to circulate
round the field -magnets (a ) in a 60 -watt, (6 ) in a 125 -watt dynamo ?
Please state the respective values of a and b in each of the following
cases :--(1) Grey cast iron ; (2 ) mild cast steel : (3 ) annealed cast
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iron, (2) commercial wrought iron , ( 3) mild steel, (4) cast-iron ,
(5) cast steel.
( 10,281) Electric Car Connections. A. E. R. (Liverpool)
writes : I should be very glad if you could answer the following
questions :-(1) How should the two wires from a dynamo be
connected to the single wire of an electric tram or train , and how
is the motor fed from the single wire ? (2) In case of a crossing
in the above wires, how should they be cut so as to conduct on
main or branch line ? ( 3) How can the horse-power of a motor
be ascertained ? (4) How is it that a magneto battery will not
drive a motor ? (5) Could you give me a rough sketch of an
arrangement for signals, the signals to be let down by hand
made so that when engine goes past signal it will go up againand
to
danger position ? (6) How are the
three wires connected to battery for
Overhead wire
telephone work ?
( 1) The above sketch will explain
itself. (2) The current flows in each
and every conductor, and these are
Trolley
Trolley Arm
fed by feeders at some distance from
the generating stations. These are
heavy
cables carrying current of an
Tramo
Generating
E.M.F. practically the same as the
M
car.
Station
D
E.M.F. at the generating station, and
supply the overhead wires, with the
result that the B.M.F. of the latter is
raised again to the normal. (3) By
taking readings of the current con
sumed or by actual b.h.-p. tests with
brakes on the pulley, & c. (4) Will
not supply sufficientcurrent probably .
(s ) This is aWe
matter
in
articles ex
hadpersonal
periment.
bavefor
Earth
Vols.
VIII
and
and
IX
previous
Earih
volumes also on this subject, to which
M
ITITZ
please refer. (6) Please see some
text-book on the subject.
Allsop's
Telephone Construction " would
Query N 10281
assist you .
(10,245] Medlcal Coil Connec
tions. W. B. (Stockport) writes :
DIAGRAM OF ELECTRIC TRAM -CAR CONNECTIONS.
Will you kindly send me a plan of a
medical coil, showing connections, so
can have three terminals for the handles P., P.S., S ,
paths are approximately of equal resistance, the current divides
and also three terminals for the batteries. I do not know how to
evenly and the total armature current amounts to double that
get three wires after the bobbin is wound .
carried by any single conductor. The current carrying capacity
Possibly this coil has a resistance in circuit. We cannot quite
of an armature is, therefore, that of two conductors + the current
density at which the armature is to be worked, usually 2000 to
4000 amps. per sq . in. section of copper. (2) (a ) Section in sq. ins.
should be twice the radius by length. (6 ) The same applies to the
calculation of the flux density per sq . in . (3) (a ) The calculation
of air-gap reluctance in the case of a slotted armature is a complex
process, and the amateur will find it best to follow the method
on page 80 of the “* ABC of Dynamo Design ,” and ascertain the
equivalent “ magnetic diameter of a plain corc. ( ) The area
of the fields is, of course, that of a single pole-piece. The flux
divides at the end of the pole-pieces, each halt returning by a yoke
of half the total sectional area. (4) A series wound dynamo is
suited to any work requiring a constant current. (5) Unless the
N
querist be an athlete in particularly good training, he will not find
00
hand-driving as applied to a 125-watt dynamo exactly an amuse
to
ment, and half that output will probably tax his exertions to the
utmost formore than a few moments at a time. (6) An “ ordinary
ring armature " as generally understood is parallel wound. (7 )
Calculations for a multi-polar design may be treated per pair of
poles or as a whole multiple circuit. In the former case , only those
conductors under the influence of the field resulting from any
single pair of adjacent poles would be counted effective. (8 ) The
Switch
armature of a'multi-polar dynamo willwork ifwound as for bi-polar
Arm /
fields; but it is not so efficient as when the conductors have their
correct " pitch " (1.e., span, approximately equal to the spacing
of adjacent poles) on account of the needless length and resistance
off
.
of end connections. (9) With a cross -connected armature running
position
in multi- polar fields it is of no consequence in what manner the
field coils are connected so long as they are correctly proportioned
*
Pesistance
to provide the needful flux through the armature. (10 ) (An
ordinary parallel wound ring armature in a bi-polar field ceases to
Coils .
work if cross -connected , În a multi-polar field the purpose of
cross -connection is to avoid the necessity for more than one pair
of brushes, and the underlying principle is to connect together such
Query N2 10245
sections of the winding which are at any moment under poles of
similar sign . (11) Cross- connections can only be applied to
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR MEDICAL COIL .
parallel wound armatures. A series-wound armature requires but
one pair of brushes irrespective of the number of poles. (12) The
maximum value of u " corresponding to an induction of B lines
follow your diagram , but the connections should be as shown in
may be anything up to infinity , being dependent entirely on the
accompanying sketch.
degree of magnetisation. (See tables of "B.H. u curves in any
( 10,551] Refitting Oil Engine Inlet Valve Spindle. F. E. J.
writes : My employer has a small electric light
(Kidderminster)
electrical pocket-book. (13) (a ) The percentage of total armature
plant to light his country residence ; the dynamo is driven by a
current to allow for excitation of the fields depends largely on the
4
Tangye's
b.h.-p.
oil engine. I have to go every week - end to see
type of dynamo. For 60 watts the proportion will be approxi.
that all is kept in repair. The other week , the inlet valve spindle
mately 1 : 1, and for 125 watts 4 : 1. The material employed for
broke in two parts ; I dovetailed a piece of steel and brazed it,
magnet circuit does not affect the excitation, but only the sectional
which made a good job, not having a new valve by me. I set it
area . In order of merit these materials stand- (1 ) soft annealed

steel ; (4 ) soft annealed iron ; (5) commercialwrought iron . Please
show , if at all, how the quality of the material used in the field
magnets modifies the percentage of armature current to be used
in the shunt coils.
(1) (a ). Given a certain total length of wire on an armature,
" parallel winding " in effect divides this length into two equal parts
connected in parallel with one another ; thus, the original length
is halved , and the original area doubled , the resulting resistance,
therefore, being one-fourth measured from brush to brush . (6) In
all parallel wound armatures running in bi-polar fields, the current
on entering the negative brush has a choice of two paths through
either half of the armature, this divided circuit reuniting at the
positive brush before flowing into the outer circuit. As the two
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as near as I thought it had worked before, and it runs all right as
far as I can judge but takes more oil, as the same valve acts for
air and oil inlet; so that if I tighten the nut at top of spindle it
reduces the quantity of air as well as oil. Should be pleased if
you could tell me the proper way to set valve.
We gather from your remarks that the cause of engine takingmore
oil than formerly is that the valve does not seat properly and as
well as it should . This would allow a certain quantity of oil to
leak by even when valve was presumably sed , and putting more
pressure on the spring would only give you oil in great excess
compared with the air admitted . Grind in the valve well and then
test with red lead after wiping both seat and valve quite clean .
If the spindle is the least bit out of truth , it will, of course, throw
the valve off its seat at one side or the other and a deal of grinding
in will be needed to make it seat perfectly again . The proper
method would be to true the spindle up in a lathe and the valve
head with it, as by excessive grinding in you will make matters
worse - for when a new and true valve spindle is fitted ; itwill wear
the seat unduly and make double work later on .
(10,315 ) Starting Switch . J. M. T. (Montrose ) writes : Can
you oblige by answering the following in relation to Cutler -Hammer
Rheostat starting switches for motors 240 and 480 volts :- When
the arm is being moved over when starting motor , the resistance
is being cut out of the armature circuit. Now , when the arm is
full over, and held by the automatic magnetic clutch , is the resist.
ance now in field circuit — that is, is the resistance wire in the
starter in series with themotor fields causing the current taken by
fields to pass through the resistance wire in starter ; or , is the
resistance wire not live at all when motor is running ? How is it
that the magnet which holds back switch -arm is live ? Is the coil
causing the magnetism in clutch ofstarter in series with field ?
You are correct in your statement. The resistance is transferred
from the armature circuit to the field circuit as the switch -arm is
moved over from the off position to full-speed position, presuming
the motor is shunt-wound ; the addition of this resistance does not
materially affect the field -magnet, as it is small in comparison
with the resistance of the field -magnet coils. The holding on
magnet has its coil joined in the field circiut. The object of these
arrangements is that at starting the motor has a strong field whilst
the armature has only a weak current flowing through it, and,
therefore, will start easily ; when current is cut off the motor stili
has its armature and field joined in parallel, the armature con
tinuing to revolve by its momentum generates current and allows
the field coils to be slowly discharged as it stops. You will notice
that the magnet does not release the switch -arm until the speed
of the armature has dropped to a very great extent.
[ 10,366] Acetylene for Lantern Work . T. G. (Dalbeattie)
writes : I have just been reading your latest handbook, “ Acetylene
Gas," by Mr. Turner, and was surprised to note in the first chapter
that this gas is coming to the front for lantern work and doing away
with oxygen for this purpose . I do a good deal of lantern work in
the winter season, and use the oxy-hydrogen light. Having to bring
the oxygen some distance in cylinders, it comes in pretty expensive,
and if I was sure I could get equalresults from acetylene I would go
in for it. I have not seen acetylene used for lantern work, and
had no idea it was equal to the limelight. In a little book of
Riley's, of Bradford, they set down the oxy hydrogen light with
a safety jet as equal to 200 C.-P. Can acetylene give as strong a
light as this, and, if so, what sort of burner is used ? If the latter
part of the question is too long to answer by letter, perhaps you
could refer me to a cheap book on the subject. I have no coal gas
in myhouse and am anxious to set up a small brazing plant. Would
acetylene give as good results for this purpose as coal gas with the
blower and burner described on page 636, No. 140 ? I would
propose using the generator described in Chapter III for both
purposes.
This querist interpreted my remarks (in handbook on
“ Acetylene Gas " ) in too liberal a way. Acetylene does not come
up to the candle- power of the oxy-hydrogen limelight for lantern
projection, and cannot vie with it ; nevertheless, it is far and away
in advance of the best 4 -wick oil lamp, and stands between oíl
and limelight. Where the lantern stands from 15 to 20 ft. from
the sheet for a 9 ft. or 10 ft. picture, acetylene gives excellent
results, where the best 4 -wick oil lamp would be very poor, and
limelight an excess of refinement ; but in cases of large halls a long
focus lens to the lantern , to project a 10 or 12 ft. picture from a
distance of 30 to 40 ft., acetylene cannot compete with oxy
hydrogen . I obtain excellent results with 6-in. focus objective
to the lantern and 10 ft. pictures, with a 4 -burner jet- in fact, I
find three burners sufficient, and only turn on the fourth burner
when a dense slide crops up. Oxy-hydrogen safety blow - through
jets of good make are reckoned with soft limes to give 200 c.-p.
Oxy-hydrogen mixed gas jets worked from the two gases under pres
sure in separate cylinders and impinging upon first quality hard
limes will give from 400 to 600 C.-P. A 4 -burner acetylene jet may
be taken to give approximately 150 c.-p. For small entertainments,
therefore, acetylene ousts oil; but for large public affairs no burner
or cluster of burners for acetylene, as are now on the market, are
as yet adequate. As regards brazing with acetylene, this is per
fectly feasible, but comes somewhat expensive. I cannot say
whether the blower and burner described on page 636 , No. 140, of
MODEL BNGINEER would suit the case, but Messrs. Thorn and
Hoddle, of 151, Victoria Street, Westrninster, supply blowpipes
and bellows the former specially for acetylene.
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( 10,570 ] Amateur's Printing, Press. J. K. B. (Glasgow )
writes : As I am making a small hand printing press, I would be
much obliged if you could give me a sketch of the platen ,with four
impression screwson it ; also a simple motion for putting impression
on or off.
Please refer to articles on " How to Make an Amateur's Printing
Press," which appeared in our issue of July 1st, 1901, July 15th ,
1901, August ist, 1901, and December 16th , 1901.
( 10,025) Armature Connections. J. S. (Rotherham ) writes :
I enclose sketches of armature connections (not reproduced ) of a
two-pole motor, drawn coupled up to commutator in two different
ways . What I want to know is :-Supposing connections to field
and field connectons remain same in both cases - ( 1) Would there
be any difference in direction of rotation of sketches 1 and 2 ?
(2 ) Would position of brushes of sketch I want shifting for 2 ?
( 3) What differences would there be, if instead of armature coils
being wound in slots 1 to 8, & c ., they were wound in slots 1 to 9
i.e., diametrically opposite slots ?
(1) No. (2) Slightly. (3) Very slight difference.
Dynamo. W. H. B. (Aston)
( 10,549) Small Lamps and
writes : (i) I have a dynamo stated to give 8 volts 5 amps. How
many ordinary 8 -volt loop lamps ( as advertised at about is. each )
should this light ; also the least I could light without burning them
out, without any resistance in the circuit ? (2) Should I have to
have any resistance when charging a 6-volt accumulator, with each
cell containing three negative plates, and two positive plates ?
(3 ) If any resistance is necessary, could I use the 8 -volt lamps as
stated, and how many ?. (4 ) How long should it take to charge
accumulator ? (5) Are the positive and negative plates formed in
the solution of chloride of Jime, as mentioned in your handbook
on " Small Accumulators " ?
(1) If lamps are about 1 c.-p : each , you could light'eight or ten
in parallel. ( 2) No resistance is necessary even if only one lamp
is run at a time, provided the voltage of lamp corresponds with
voltage of dynamo. (2 ) No. (3) Yes, but none is necessary with
a 6-volt cell. (4 ) Depends upon its capacity . See recent query
replies on this subject. (5) Only positives are formed in chloride
of lime.
Plumstead)
Induction Coil Winding . E.
P. (satisfactory
] Small
(10.477I have
give
made a spark coil which does not
writes:
results, and should be obliged if you could assist me. Dimensions
are as follows :-Core, 64 ins. by i in ., No. 22 iron wire annealed ;
primary, three layers No. 22 s.c.c.; secondary, 1 lb. No. 36 s.c.c
copper wire, wound in twenty -four sections | in . thick, insulated
by two paraffined paper discs , length being 4+ ins. ; condenser,
thirty-six sheets tinfoil, 7 ins. by 3 ins. Primary insulated by
wrapping in calico (5 ins. by 24 ins.). and then soaked in paraffin
wax . Without the condenser the spark is about | in , but with the
condenser the spark is only about 3-32nds in .
The primary winding is too thin . Use 7 ozs. of No. 16 S.W.G.
for this . For secondary, use 18 ozs. No. 36. A condenser of fifty
sheets (6 by 3)may beused. See handbook- " Induction Coils for
Amateurs," 7d . post free.

The News of the

Trade .

• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
A Solder for Model Makers . *
Mr.W.M.Simpson , of 41, Elphinstone Road, Hastings, who has
been for some time past experimenting with a view to producing
a harder solder than the ordinary tinman's solder , useful, more
especially, for model boiler making, has succeeded in his object.
This new material---which he has named “ Tenax " -runs very
easily , we find, and can be heartily recommended to our readers .
Instead of melting at a temperature of about 300 to 400° Fah.,
this solder,Mr. Simpson states, requires 600° Fah. to melt it, and
therefore, should stand a heat far above anything obtainable in a
model boiler under ordinary circumstances and ordinary pressures.
Mr. Simpson - from whom ail particulars can be obtained - also
enclosed a sample of easy running spelter for brass work . This
should prove very suitable for model work, as the difficulty short of
using silver solder is to obtain a spelter which runs at a compara.
tively low temperature, and can be used by those with limited
experience. Borax is employed as flux in the usual way.

New

Catalogues and Lists .

The General Electric Co., Ltd . 71, Queen Victoria Street ,
London, E.C., have forwarded us their pamphlet concerning
" Geeko " fire alarms for public institutions, private houses, etc.
The pamphlet contains also, accessories such as bells, relays. in .
dicators, and batteries, for fire alarms. We have also received
the general progress sheet for February, giving prices and par
ticulars of their latest productions, comprising switches, cut-outs
batteries, new glass ware, and electrical illumination devices.
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The Editor's Page.

OME time ago we had occasion to comment
Sonon the rare occurrence of explosions of model
boilers, and we are glad to say that reports
of such mishaps are still few and far between . We
have, however, recently had our attention drawn
to the following note in the columns of our con
temporary, The Mechanical Engineer , and we re
produce this in full, on account of the important
lesson it conveys. It runs as follows : - “ Report
No. 1,468 illustrates the folly of persons with no
knowledge of boiler construction attempting to
make such vessels for themselves. The boiler in
this case had been improvised out of an old paraffin
oil drum , which was laid horizontally and placed
over a brick fireplace. The drum measured 36 ins.
by 22 ins. diameter, and was made of sheet iron
only 1-16th in . thick , the ends consisting simply of
discs of the same material, with brazed flanges ,
which were inserted into the cylindrical barrel and
soldered . With this homespun article the owner
generated steam to work a small engine in an ama
teur's workshop . Its utter inadequacy for steam
raising purposes will be evident to anyone with a
knowledge of such structures, and it is amazing
that a person presuming to engineering knowledge
should have used such a vessel, especially as there
was no safety valve on the boiler. The only means
of testing it was a pressure gauge, which was gradu
ated to 60 lbs. on the inch , and according to which
it had been tried up to 18 lbs. and was frequently
worked at about 10 lbs. This pressure was, how
ever, far more than the boiler was fit for, and it was
scarcely a matter for surprise that the back end
was blown out bodily , and the boiler shot forwards,
striking the owner , who was in front at the time,
and killing him on the spot, and also overturning a
heavy lathe situated a little distance away.”
*
The utter unsuitability of an oil drum for use
as a steam boiler ought, one would think , to be
apparent tu everybody, and we can only surmise
that it was used in this case either for temporary
experimental purposes, or from motives of economy.
In either case its employment for service as a
boiler cannot be too strongly condemned , especially
when one considers the grave consequences which
actually ensued in this case , and will be always
likely to ensue when such makeshift boilers are
employed. A properly designed and constructed
model boiler is as safe as any full- size boiler, and ,
indeed , most model boiler -makers err wisely on the
side of excessive strength. There is plenty of
sound information on the principles ofmodel boiler
design available in our handbook on “ Model
Boiler Making," and both in that book and in the
pages of THE MODEL ENGINEER there are plenty of
safe and satisfactory working designs given . There

is, therefore, no need at all for any of our readers to
court disaster by the employment of boilers of
unscientific design or unsuitable material. We
hope the lesson of the foregoing report will be taken
to heart by those who are fond of “ makeshift ”
devices, and that they will remember that the
generation of steam under pressure is a matter
which is not to be lightly taken in hand.

We have received some further correspondence
on the subject of our “ Model Steamer Competi
tions," which came just too late for this issue. We
will insert it next week , and in the following week's
issue we hope to be able to announce the final
conditions for this year's speed trials.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on apprication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., forreview ,to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer,” 26-29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries ·hould be addressed .
Contents .
[ The asterisk (* ) denotes that this subject is illustrated
PAGP.)
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Engine Made

Forty

Years Ago .

By A. H. BUȚLER .

MR. A. H. BUTLER'S MODEL BEAM ENGINE .
HE beam engine illustrated above is not shown
in its original form . It was my first attempt at
THE
a working model,made some forty years ago .
I commenced model making very early in life, with
cardboard as material; then followed wood , after
wards lead, then the attempt now under considera ,
tion .
Originally , the beam was worked on a pivot
attached to a cross-bar of wood , supported upon
three turned wooden columns. My only tools were
two or three files, a set of small drills with a reel
stock, worked from the breast by a bow , a screw
plate and a set of six taps. The cylinder was, of

course, altogether beyond me, so I purchased it,
and, I think, gave ios. 6d . for it in those days the
flywheel also (smaller than the present one ) was
purchased . Watts' parallel motion, with which the
model is fitted , was not quite correct in design , but
it worked very well. I had a copper boiler of the
wagon shape,made by a local tinman, and fitted it
with safety - valve, water gauge, blow -off cock , etc.,
made from odd pieces of metal. The whole was
fitted into a case with glass front representing an
engine and boiler house, with sloping roof and
painted to represent bricks and slates. The engine
and boiler rooms were divided by a partition ;
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through which theconnecting steam pipe was carried .
The boiler was mounted on an imitation brickwork
foundation , and was fired by spirit lamps, which
were manipulated through doors at the back .
Fumes from the lamps were carried off through a
tal imitation brick chimney, realism being occa
sionally added by the burning at its base of a small
piece of sponge soaked in turpentine. The result
was a deposit of carbon upon surrounding objects .
The engine worked very well, and I was not a little
proud of it ; but it did not satisfy me as to work
manship .
Sometime after I had the good fortune to acquire
a small second -hand single-geared lathe, and I at
once set to work to re-build my model. Staying
for a holiday with a relative who possessed, in con
nection with his business, a blacksmith's shop, I
took the opportunity of making some wooden pat
terns and castings, and by means of the forge and a
plumbago crucible , as much brass work as was
necessary. The wooden columns and cross-bar
were done away with , and a centre iron column which
I turned up and polished was substituted , with
the beam working between bearings at the top as
in illustration . All the principal parts were re-made
and the whole mounted upon a polished mahogany
base . The bedplate , cut from iron plate, is
polished ; the shaft bearings are fitted with adjust
able brasses secured by caps in the orthodox
fashion . The governor is workable , but does not
operate, as, to make the throttle -valve steam
tight, caused too much friction , which prevented
the governor from expanding. I purchased a small
pump, which I attached to the bedplate , and
worked with an eccentric on the main shaft. The
vertical pump-rod behind the centre column is a
dummy. A grooved belt wheel is attached to the
shaft. The engine now reposes under a glass case
with other models in the entrance hall of my resi
dence, though all are occasionally coupled up with
a vertical boiler and set in motion for the benefit
of young prospective engineers. Such an occasion
took place a few days ago, when we had six models
Junning.
The principal dimensions are as follows :
Length of stroke, 21 ins. ; diameter of piston , in
length ofbeam , 6 ins.; diameter of flywheel, 7 } ins.
length of main shaft, ß in .; diameter ofshaft, 51 ins.

The " Model Engineer "
motive .

Loco

By HENRY GREENLY .
(Continued from page 210 )
S none of the drawings published up to the
AS present time are sufficiently comprehensive
to indicate the sizes and general arrangement
of the down-comer, tubes, and firebox sides, this
week the writer includes a section of the engine
taken from a point just behind the throat-plate of
the firebox shell, and looking towards the rear end
of the engine. This view ( Fig . 33) shows the
circular f -in . air hole in the down - comer, and also
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The Society of Model Engineers .

3/4"
London .
ARRANGEMENTS. - Thursday, March
FUTURE
17th : Visit to Stockwell Power Station of City and
South London Railway ; party limited to twenty
members . Tuesday, March 22nd : Second visit to
same place ; also limited to twenty members .
Immediate application should be made to the
Secretary by those who intend participating. Mon
day, April 11th : Usual monthly meeting at Holborn
Town Hall. Paper by J. Stanley Harding, Esq.,
on 66* High Tension Effects with Induction and
Tesla Coils .” Tuesday, May 3rd : Usual monthly
meeting at Holborn Town Hall, when the models
entered for the Model-Making Competition will be
exhibited , and the successful competitors an
nounced . -HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37,
Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E ,

FIG . 33.- CROSS -SECTION .

(Half full size.)

a suggestion for protecting the sides of the firebox
shell with asbestos millboard ,
To complete the framing. the buffers are required
and if possible the steel or iron should be employed
for the heads, the “ buffer castings " being of brass.
Fig . 34 is a detail of the separate parts of the buffers,
drawn full size, the coloured plate showing the
buffers in section with the parts assembled . The
springs should not be too strong, and the pin
should be screwed into the heads and slightly
riveted over on the oustide into the countersinking
provided . The castings may be screwed on to the
buffer planks by four No. 8 B.A. screws, which
should have their heads reduced . If such screws
are not to hand, then instead of drilling a clearing
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hole in the buffer casting, the holes should be
tapped and the screws driven from the back of the
buffer plank , the points left just projecting. A
hole in the buffer plank is required , as shown in
Fig . 4. January 21st isue, to clear the nut on the
end of the spring pin .
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webbing of the footplates. Through the end of this
bracket one of the fixing screws for the tanks may
be made to pass as depicted on the cross section ,
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Fig . 36. - CRANKED AXLE .
Fig . 35 is a sketch of the bracket which should
Fig. 33. Fig . 36 is a detail drawing of the cranked
be fitted to support the footplatcs and tanks be
axle, for which casting can be obtained ; otherwise
tween the driving and leading bogie wheels.
the axle is best made by brazing discs of steel on
This
bracket must be filed away on top to clear the angle
1o a straight rod ; cutting away the portions between
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webs. The circular webs are necessary to render
the fixing of the stop plate an easy matter , and if
the circular webs are not adopted , the outside webs
should be so made as to form the required stops for
the eccentric sheaves.
.No 8 BA oric " screws

Workshop Notes and Notions.

ling

fReadors are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord
ing to merit.
All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.)
An Arrangement for Holding Patterns
Together.
By John C. HÄFNER .
I made a model engine some timeago . At first I
had some difficulty in holding the halves of a pattern
together ; but an old hand , whose advice I asked ,
soon put me right. He advised me to make th :
Tool steel
hardened
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Fig . 34. – BUFFERS .
Fig . 37 represents to full size the corner brackets
for the main framing ,which were referred to in the
iss ue of January 21st. The motion -plate is shown
in Fig . 38, and the bogie wheel illustrated full size
by Fig. 39. The tyre section shows rather shallow
Hanges, and if the engine is intended to do a lot of
running over points and crossings, or over a road
which is not remarkably smooth , then the deeper
tlanges should be adopted , working to the figures
given on the drawing .
The driving -wheel details will be shown with the
flanges to the figured depth , viz ., fin . The boss
of the bogie wheels should be flush with the back
face of the tyre and the wheels may be fixed to the
axles by screwing to a shoulder or by being bored
a driving fit for the axles , a setscrew securing the
wheel to the axle. In any case, it must be remem
bered that the combined equalisers and axles must
be placed in position before the wheels are per
manently fastened to the axles.
( To be continued .)
It has been announced that the London and
North -Western Railway Company is about to with
draw three of the well-known three-cylindered
Dreadnought compound engines , viz., 545 (Tamer
lane ), 640 (City of Dublin ), and 1370 (City of Glas
gow ). These were only built in 1886 and 1888 re
spectively .
WIRELESS telegraph communication is to be
attempted between Para , Brazil and Manaos , 1000
miles up the Amazon . A land line telegraph be
tween these points is impossible , and the submarine
cable recently laid in the bed of the river to connect
them is said to be out of order three-fourths of the
time. The cable company has therefore purchased
the rights for a wireless telegraph installation .

Back centre
Pattern
METHOD FOR HOLDING PATTERNS.

centre and plate shown in the accompanying
sketch , which has the feature of drawing the halves
of the pattern together. To use the centre and
plate, it is necessary to scribe with the compass
around the centre of the pattern , at each end , a
circle equivalent to the diameter of the centre ;
upon this circle the centre is placed and knocked
into the pattern with a hammer . At the other
end the plate is knocked in in the same way. The
shank of the centre is reduced a little at the end, so
as not to burr the bearing part, which would spoil
the fit. Flange A is to enable the plate to be
levered out ; B is a tommy lever hole to enable
centre to be removed .
A Filing Block .
By J. E. B.
A useful addition to the amateur's workshop
bench will be a filing block , such as is shown in the
sketch herewith . It may be cut out of box or other

A FILING BLOCK .
hardwood to the shape shown herewith , and a nun
ber of grooves of various radii iade in two of its
si les for carrying small round work to be filed .
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Engines.

By W. J. , TENNANT, A.M.I.Mech.E.
(Continued from page 128.)
- REASONS WHY THE COMPOUND ENGINE IS
ECONOMICAL ; CYLINDER AND RECEIVER
PROPORTIONS .
The “ heal-trap ” theory of the Compound En
gine. — The main objection to the carrying out of
expansion through a considerable range in only one
cylinder arises out of two facts . One of these is
that steam at any one of the pressures within the
limits of Fig . 32 below can have at that pressure
only one temperature as long as there is any
water in it, or in contact with it — that of the
hot water from which its generation occurs ;
as long as the steam is in touch with water from
which it is generated, it cannot have any higher
pressure or temperature than are possessed by that
water. If after such generation , when it shall
have been isolated from the body of water which
produced it, or when that body of water shall have
been caused to disappear altogether by total con
version into steam , such steam be further sub
jected to a heating action , it is said to " receive
superheat,” and becomes superheated steam in
which the relation of temperature to pressure is
thereafter not the same as is indicated by Fig . 32 ,
though of the same general character. The other
fact is that metal surfaces, when they are wet - and
the surfaces of the piston , of the inner faces of the
covers and of the clearances are always coated with
hot water - take heat readily out of hotter steam
in contact with them , and part with it readily at
times when the steam in contact with them is at a
lower temperature. Surfaces wiped in each stroke
by some moving part probably have less moisture
upon them than others that are not thus wiped ;
but all of the interior surfaces of the steam spaces
are always wet in greater or lesser degree, and
therefore take up or give up heat more or less
readily.
As a consequence, the body of steam released
from any cylinder, having fallen in pressure by ex
pansion both prior to and immediately upon re
lease , and fallen correspondingly in temperature
also , cools the surfaces aforesaid to a temperature
lower than that at which the succeeding admission ,
having higher pressure, will possess upon its entry
into the steam port. Such fresh steam coming
into a cylinder thus cooled and wetted by the pre
vious exhaust is itself to some extent cooled and
condensed by the walls of the steam space, and is
therefore correspondingly lowered in pressure and
in value.
When the valve opens to exhaust, the water re
sulting from this “ cylinder condensation, " being
somewhat relieved of the pressure upon it, is boiled
off again by the heat of the cylinder walls into the
exhaust passing into the atmosphere or the con
denser. If it had exhausted instead into a suc
ceeding cylinder, its energy would not have been
wasted in the atmosphere or in the condenser , but
would have been
trapped ” in such succeeding
cylinder and utilised .
In any series of cylinders there will be cylinder
condensation and re- evaporation in each cylinder ,
but the less the range of expansion in any cylinder,
the less will this action be.
X
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These preliminaries being granted , it should be
seen that in a compound engine, as the total range
of pressure and temperature between H.- P.admission
and L.-P.exhaust is divided into two or more preferably
equal steps or lesser ranges one for each cylinder,
the temperature range in any one cylinder of the
two or more is about one -half, or a smaller fraction ,
of the whole, and so , consequently, is the cylinder
condensation and re-evaporation in any one of the
connected series , and , of these fractions only the last,
that which is represented by the re -evaporation from
the L.-P. cylinder , is lost to the engine, whereas in a
non -compound engine all these fractions aggregated
into a whole go as a whole to waste. This theory ,
involving the trapping in each succeeding cylinder,
except the last, of the re -evaporated steam from
the preceding cylinder, which otherwise would be
re -evaporated to no purpose, is what is often re
ferred to as the “ heat trap theory ” of the com
pound engine.
Superheated steam will not begin to condense
until its superheat has been taken out of it ; for a
given temperature -fall in the cylinder of an engine
using superheated steam there should consequently
be less cylinder condensation and re -evaporation
than with non -superheated steam .
Other Reasons relate to structural considerations.
For instance, if the total expansion carried out in
a compound engine had to be carried out in a single
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Fig . 32. - TEMPERATURE -PRESSURE DIAGRAM .
cylinder only, that cylinder would have to be like
a low - pressure cylinder, large enough to contain
just prior to exhaust the volume of steam contained
in the low -pressure cylinder of an equivalent com
pound engine at the same juncture. That is to
say, the single cylinder in the non -compound
engine would have to be of the same size as the low
pressure cylinder of the compound ; but unlike the
low -pressure cylinder of the compound, this large
single cylinder and all the parts operated by the
steam delivered to it would have to be strong
enough to endure much greater stresses than that
which a low -pressure cylinder and its related mov
ing parts are called upon to bear, for it would be
supplied with high -pressure steam , and not with
steam reduced in pressure by previous expansion .
One of the points which has to receive careful con
sideration in the design of modern compound
engines in which the boiler pressures are high is the
desirability for this purely mechanical reason of
keeping the dimensions of even the small high -pres
sure cylinders within moderate limits ; obviously,
still larger cylinders worked by the same high pres
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sure would present practical problemsofstill greater
difficulty. In short, engines have to be designed
not only with the mean , but also with the marimum
steam pressure in mind .
Further, the turning effort exerted on a crankshaft
by a single piston and crank is less uniform than in
the case in which two or more single -cylinder
engines with cranks disposed at an angle to one
another are employed ; and even with two or more
such non -compound engines the turning effort
transmitted to the shaft, though more uniform
than with one cylinder, is less so than with the
two or more cylinders of a compound engine, be
cause the total pressure-range of the engine
occurs in each cylinder of the non -com
pound, whilst in each cylinder of the com
pound engine only the pressure- range per
cylinder is only a part of that of the whole
engine.
As to the proportions of cylinders, it has
been shown , in Chapter III, that the dimen
sions of the low -pressure cylinder are settled
at the outset, and that only the size of the
preceding cylinder or cylinders can be varied
in relation to it ; but none of the preceding
chapters have shown that the expansion of
the samebody of steam through , for instance,
two cylinders — say the two cylinders of
Fig . 20 — can be divided between the two
cylinders in proportions other than those
indicated in that figure, withoutnecessitating
any alteration in the sizes of the cylinders
or in the H.-P. cut-off. For instance, a
considerably earlier cut-off in the L.-P.
cylinder , reducing the L.-P. admission
volumes would cause congestion of the re.
ceiver , increased back pressure in the H.-P.
cylinder, and increased forward pressure in
the L.-P. cylinder ; the congestion of the
receiver would not increase beyond a certain
point at which the reduced l.-P. admission
volume would be found sufficient, owing to
the increased pressure and density of the
steam then supplied to it by the receiver ,
to pass on the way through the engine the
same quantity of steam per stroke as before,
i.e., a smaller bulk of steam , which would
be so increased in density as to be of the
same weight as the larger volume of the
lighter steam used under the old conditions. |
All that would have happened would
have been a reduction of the area of the
high -pressure diagram by the elevation of
its foot (elevation of the back - pressur es
in the H.-P.) with relation to its head ,
whilst in the low -pressure diagram there would
have been a corresponding elevation of the
head ( elevation of forward pressures in the L.-P.).
Thus the area of the H.-P. diagram would have
been reduced , and that of the L.-P., on the other
hand , increased ; and the powers developed per
stroke by the cylinders, considered separately ,
would not have been so nearly equal as they are in
Fig . 20.
But such a re -distribution of the work of the
engine would not be permanently satisfactory.
( To be continued .)

THE governors of the technical schools at Bray,
co . Wicklow , have recently formed a special train
ing class for motor-car drivers.

New
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Type of Railway Engine.

Railway Com
Lancashire
and Yorkshire
THE
in order
more satisfac
torily to
pany,
cope with their heavy Suburban trains, have
just introduced the first of an
entirely new
series of powerful tank locomotives.
This en
gine, No. 404, is of large proportions, having
precisely the same boiler dimensions as the eight
wheeled coupled goods engines introduced on the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway somefew months
ago , and has been erected at the Company's works

Fig . 1. - FRONT VIEW OF ACCUMULATOR CASE .

at Horwich from the designs ofMr. H. A. Hoy, the
chief mechanical engineer of the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway. The engine will, it is expected ,
give rapid " acceleration ” and at the same time
maintain a high average speed . The cylinders are
19 ins. in diameter, with a stroke of 26 ins.
The
boiler has a total heating surface of 2,038.64 sq .
ft. The leading and trailing wheels are 3 ft. 7k ins.
in diameter, whilst the six -coupled wheels are 5 ft.
8 ins. in diameter . The bunker has a capacity of
38 tons of coal and 2000 gallons of water, and an
apparatus for
improved
taking in supplies
of water from the track troughs whilst travel
ling in
either
direction is provided.
The
engine in working order weighs 77 tons
10 cwt. I qr .
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An Accumulator Case with Com

Invention .

mutator and Resistances .

By J. FLETCHER MOULTON , K.C., F.R.S., M.P.

By H. A. STEVENS .
"HE accompanying illustrations show a piece of
work or for teaching or lecturing purposes.
It presents in a compact and convenient form , a
battery and the various controlling apparatus
generally used in connection therewith . It consists
principally of a case containing an accumulator
and a testing lamp, and fixed to the front of this a
smaller case containing the resistances and com
mutator. The larger case may be made of any
hardwood , and of a size to suit the accumulator it
is to contain . The one illustrated was intended to
hold two 4 -volt accumulators, but only one
is at present used . The space provided for
the second is utilised for holding a 4 -volt
lamp for testing the charge of the accumu
lator . This lamp is provided with a spring
push or switch . The connections are as
follows :—To each of the hinges between
the box and lid is soldered a strip of sheet
brass, the other end of which is secured to
the base of the terminals on the top of the
lid . To the front of each hinge, and on the
back of the box , is soldered a small brass
plate, to which is brought a wire from one of
the battery terminals. This wire is clamped
to the plate by a screw and brass washer.
The wires from the lamp are secured to the
brass plate in a similar manner . The box
can thus be opened without disturbing any
There is a partition
of the connections.
The space
down the centre of the box .
on the left is used for the battery. In the
right-hand division is a small shelf at a con
venient height, on the upper part of which
is fastened the testing lamp. The spring
switch is placed under the shelf, and is
actuated by a brass wire passing down
through a hole in the partition .
The smaller case may also bemade of any
It contains four
convenient dimensions.
resistances of thin iron wire, spirally coiled ,
any number of which may be placed in the
circuit by means of the 5 -way switch shown
FIG .
on the lower part of the case. When the
lever is on the first contact, the resist
ances are all out of circuit ; when on the second
contact, one resistance is inserted ; when on the
third contact, two resistances ; and so on .
These
resistances may be graduated as desired .
In the upper part of the smaller case is placed the
commutator, of the Rhumkorff type, actuated by
a milled nut outside the case, and provided with an
index for showing the direction of the current.
Fig . I represents the front view of the apparatus
complete . Fig . 2 gives the inside view of the
smaller case when detached from the front of the
complete apparatus, showing the commutator and
resistances. The back -half, or battery (and lamp)
case, has two binding screws on the top , and the
front-half four screws.
The whole of the apparatus, including the brass
work , is home-made, with the exception of the
accumulator, lamp, and six binding screws.

(Concluded from page 227 )
'HOSE whom I am addressing are chiefly in
TH the early stage of their professional career.
How do I wish them to regard invention ?
Should they all aspire to a share in it, or is it to
be reserved for a chosen few ?
To answer the question I must go back a little
and recall to your minds the aim of invention . It
is to enable mankind to do somenew thing, or to do
an old thing better or proper or more swiftly . It
is accomplished by a more judicious adaptation of
means to end. If we cease troubling ourselves
about the arbitrary line, which , for certain legal

2. — SMALLER CASE DETACHED_INSIDE View .
purposes is drawn so as to delimit what is invention ,
we may look on all those who are engaged in im
proving mechanical appliances and in advancing
practically mechanical science as fellow -workers in
one common field . In this sense you may all hope
to be inventors, and it is this conception of your
calling that I would impress upon you. Don't
seek originality or change for its own sake. Have a
single eye for efficiency , and be content with the
work of others until you can surpass it — remember
ing always that well- trodden paths are easiest to
follow , and that it needs some substantial gain to
warrant your leaving them . But never lose the
hope that you may be able at some time, and in
some way, to help the advance of science by some
contribution of your own which may merit in every
sense the title of invention .
Is this wise advice ? Can one allow oneself to
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marvels , it will leave you all the more eager to
taste the fascinations of invention and not be led
astray into fruitless and desultory quests after
emulate their achievements.
And, remember, the future is in the hands of the
some new thing ? The danger exists only for those
who are superficial in their work . The wider and
inventors . No invention can live that does not
more thorough is a man's knowledge, the less
cheapen production, i.e., that does not lessen the
likely he is to over-rate his own powers, and by
amount of human labour needed to produce a give
thinking himself a universal genius be led to waste
result. Hence the ratio - if I may use such a phrase
his life in futile efforts to do everything. Indeed ,
-between labour and its results is ever increasing
the danger is rather that he will be too much dis
with the progress of invention ; indeed , if we take
couraged . He will find that so much has been
the word in its broad sense,we may rightly say that
done so well by others, that he will despair of
this ratio is fixed by invention . This ratio , which
accomplishing anything new that is worthy to be
represents the fertility of labour, measures the
ranked with it. But a little discouragement will
wealth -producing power of the world . It defines
not hurt him so long as it does not lead him to
the amount that the individual can contribute to
abandon the training that is to prepare him for the
the common store by his own labour and con
moment when he finds his right task .
versely it limits the share which he may hope to
receive from that store. You will think me too
And here let me put in a word as to this training.
optimistic in putting the proposition in this its
I am not going to enter upon the vexed question of
converse form . We know that too often what a
Technical Education . I am going to remind you
man receives differs widely from what he con
of the metaphor I used when I compared invention
tributes by his labour. Creation of wealth does not
in a machine to literary merit in a book . I want
you to look upon famous
inventions as a scholar
looks on the works of our
great authors . He reads
them not only to enrich
his vocabulary . but to
teach himself consciously
how those words can
best be used . You can
not read an essay of
Macaulay without learn
ing something more of the
powers of our language .
So it is with the machines
of the great inventors .
They are your literature .
You cannot master their
construction without get
ting a firmer hold of the
resources of mechanical
science . My advice to
you is to study your
machines . Never miss an
opportunity of examining
MR. J. FORD'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .
those whose merit is estab
lished and which have
played a great part in the world of industry , even
necessarily bring with it distribution . But in this
though they may not belong to your special branch .
respect invention is on the side of the masses.
Try to appreciate the task their makers had set
Production is aided by it only on terms of the
before them and the steps by which they performed
uniformity of the article produced. Hence the
it . I shall never forget the occasion when the late
characteristic effect of invention is to bring within
Professor Hughes explained to me his Printing
the reach of the many that which previously be
Telegraph , and narrated how he spent two years in
longed only to the few . Lace that princes alone
seeking for a vibrator that would answer the de
could have possessed comes within the means of
mands he must make upon it in speed and regu
the moderately rich . Stuffs that only the wealthy
larity, and how his wife's knitting needles at last
could have procured are worn by those who have
suggested the solution . On this basis he built up
to earn their daily bread. Thus products of manu
an instrument, every detail of which was so well
facture, under the influence of invention, become
accessible to an ever wider and wider class. It
thought out that its complexity and delicacy made
it more and not less suitable for the strain of daily
has responded to the demands for a higher standard
use. I wish I had time to take as an example this
of comfort, and it stands ready to respond to what
or some other glory of practical science, and show
ever such calls are made on it in the future. If it
you how the great inventors overcame or evaded
has not done more, it is because mankind has been
difficulties ; how they at times persevered almost to
too easily satisfied with lower pleasures , but with
obstinacy, and at other times threw away all the
the growth of education and the spread of civilizing
influences of all kinds, we trust that this will be so
results of years of labour because they saw success
attainable in another direction . But you will find
no longer . And I can wish no better future for
those whom I am addressing than that they may
out all these things for yourselves if you will but
study great inventions ; and while the study makes
be sharers in those triumphs which the future stiil
you feel humble before those who have done such
holds in reserve for invention .
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Neat Model Locomotive .

By J. FORD .
* HE photograph reproduced herewith is of my
THE
model locomotive that I have just finished .
I made it from a set of drawings which were
published in the English Mechanic in 1889 and
1890, the patterns, forgings, and all turning , fitting
and boiler-making being done by myself in my spare
moments (which during the last four or five years
have been very few and far between , or I should
have had it completed in less time), with the assist
ance of a boy for rivetting up boiler .
The following are principal dimensions ::
Gauge, rož ins.
Total length over buffers , 8 ft. 6 ins.
Diameter of driving wheels , 12 ins.
leading and tender wheels , 7 } ins.
Length of boiler, i ft. 9 9-16ths ins.
Diameter of boiler, 9 7-16ths ins.
30 copper tubes, in . diameter.
Copper firebox, 6
ins. wide, 87 ins. long,
il} ins. high (inside measurements ).
Bore of cylinders, 2 7-16ths ins.
Stroke
4 } ins.
Boiler tested to 120 lbs.
Length of tender, 3 ft. 64 ins.
Fired with large size “ Primus ” burner .
Weight, about 5 cwt.
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Electricity Direct From

Fuel.

inverted
er aalle
crecently
representativassof
called
device
ANrepresentative
the Pressis of
by its inventor “ The Dynelectron ” for the
generation of electricity direct from fuel. Dia
grammatically, the invention is described by Fig. 1,
where A is a hollow cylinder of a specially prepared
carbon inserted in and insulated from the cast- iron
pot B , a cylindrical inward extension C of which
surrounds the carbon . This cylinder is perforated
to allow the circulation about the carbon of the
electrolyte with which the pot is filled .
The electrolyte is composed of sodium , chloride
of calcium and iron oxide, and requires to be kept
fused at about 390 ° Fahr., while the cell is in opera
tion - being solid when cold . Gas made by heating
carbonaceous material in a retort mixed with about

С
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A NEW primary battery is announced.
It is
described as a “ coal ” battery, from which the
energy is derived via tin and air ; via nitric acid and
mercuric oxide. In its simplest form the battery
consists of an outer steel vessel containing metallic
tin as the positive element, a porous cell of carbon
containing a carbon negative, element, mercuric
oxide as the oxidant, and an aqueous solution
( 2 : 1 ) of caustic potash , maintained at a tempera
ture of 160 ° C., as the electrolyte. The tin is electro
lytically attacked at the expense of the mercuric
oxide on the other side of the diaphragm , falling to
the bottom of the outer vessel as stannous oxide ;
the mercuric oxide is reduced to metal, and sinks to
the bottom of the porous pot, whence it is with
drawn by means of a siphon . The mercury re
covered is dissolved in nitric acid , and the mercuric
nitrate is heated to convert it into fresh oxide ready
for further service, the acid vapours evolved being
treated with air and steam to regenerate the nitric
acid. The stannous oxide is reduced to metal in a
flat-hearthed furnace by means of coal, and the
surplus heat from this reduction is caused to effect
all the reactions previously described . In this way,
except for inevitable losses , only coal (of any kind )
and atmospheric air are consumed , and in a some
what roundabout fashion the current is said to be
generated from carbon and oxygen . Dr. Beyenbach
asserts that the 3 lbs. of metallic tin oxidised to the
state of stannous oxide per electrical horse -power
hour developed can be regenerated by a consump
tion of } lb. of anthracite or } lb. of coinmon coal,
as compared with 3 lbs. of common coal required
to yield an equal amount of electrical energy when
a steam engine is employed . Several patents are
said to be still pending , which prevent full descrip
tion being given of some of the details .
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FIG . 1. - DIAGRAM OF DYNELECTRON .
thirty volumes of air and compressed to about
4 lbs. pressure is introduced into the interior of the
carbon cylinder , percolates through it, mingles
with the electrolyte, and is discharged through the
orifice D , which is obstructed by alternate layers of
wire gauze and canvas, restraining the gas from
passing off too rapidly , and the electrolyte from
slopping out. The inventor, Mr. J. H. Reid ,
claims that the carbon and hydrogen in the gas
thus introduced unite with the oxygen of the air
introduced with them , and pass out at the top con
verted into CO , and H , O just as though the com
bustion had been of the ordinary kind. This com
bustion, if it really takes place , produces apparently
no heat, the temperature of the cell falling steadily
unless it is preserved by the application of heat
externally , but electricity is produced at the rate
of one ampere for about 5 square ins. of carbon sur
face at about 9 of a volt per cell or couple. The
two couples , each of which contain six of the car .
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bons shown , aggregating about 150 sq. ins. of car
bon surface for each cell, produced , without forcing,
about 45 ampères at 19 volts, being connected in
series. The carbon is the positive pole and the iron
of the pot the negative
The inventor claims that he has run the two cells
shown continuously for twenty -seven days and
twenty -seven nights, producing electricity at a
uniform rate ofbetween 40 and 60 ampères, without
deterioration of the carbon electrode which could
be detected by microscopic or chemical analysis ,
no change in the electrolyte and with no visible
effect upon the cast iron . He further claims that
this current was produced with the consumption of
only 5 cubic feet per electricalhorse - power hour of a
gas having 650 British thermal units per cubic foot.
This represents a thermal efficiency of over 78 per
cent., but does not take into account the heat re
quired to keep the electrolyte fused , nor the power
required to compress the gas.
In the experiments shown to the newspapermen ,
the cells were heated by burning gas around them .
When the cells and their contents had assumed a
sufficiently high temperature the gas was shut off,

FIG . 2 .
and the cold gas turned into the carbons when the
production of electricity would commence instantly ,
and continue until the cells were cooled down by
radiation and the blowing through of the cold gas,
when they would have to be reheated . By far the
most of the gas which was used in the exhibition
under review was that used for this heating and rc
heating of the cells and their contents. It was
explained , however , that this would be done in
practice by thewaste heat of the gas producer .
Mr. Reid has also , by the way, a gas producer for
which he claims an efficiency of 80 per cent. This
consists of a retort into which are introduced the
cheapest grades of coal, street sweepings - anything
which will carbonize. The retort is subjected to
the heat of a gas flame, and the gas driven off from
the carbonaceous matter in the retort passes through
a coil surrounding the retort, and also in the flame,
and issues as a thick white gas like the smoke from
the wick of a newly -extinguished candle.
The coke which gathers in the retort may be
either sold , used in a producer, or used to heat the
retort. It is also a fact that although the gas is
supposed to have burned to CO , and H20 in the
battery, the exhaust gas is quite inflammable ,
owing, so the inventor explains, to the presence of
about 20 per cent. of unconsumed gas. This, it is
explained , is the waste of the apparatus, the
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difference between the's78 per cent. utilised , the
amount represented by the increased temperature
of the voided gas, and 100 . The rest must go
somewhere , and this is where it goes. But it is not
wasted . It is turned back and made to help in
heating the gas retort. Just how the 80 per cent.
efficiency of the latter is figured in view of this
returning gas and coke, we do not know ; but if
the gas containing 650 B.T.U. per cubic ft. con
tains 80 per cent. of the B.T.U. in the fuel supplied
to it , minus those in the coke, if the latter is not
used, the combined efficiency of the producer and
cell would be over 62 per cent. In order to be
conservative and to cover all contingencies, the
inventor claims only 45 .
Attempts in this direction have been made by
Edison, Jacques , Short, Jablochkoff, Case, and
others; but never with any degree of commercial
success . Dr. W. W. Jacques, of Boston , in par
ticular, perfected , in 1896 or 1897, a battery not
unlike that under consideration , and shown in Fig .
2 . Air, instead of gas, was forced into the electro
lyte through the pipe, and the oxygen attacked
the carbon electrode which was consumed . About
* 3 of a pound of carbon was thus used up per kilo
watt hour, a current of 16 ampères at 90 volts
having been maintained for 18+ hours. This gives
an efficiency of over 80 per cent., but does not take
into consideration the heat applied externally to
maintain the temperature of the pot.
Professor Langley, in the Journal of the Franklin
Institute of September , 1898, recounts a series of
experiments made under his direction with a similar
apparatus, using successively copper, iron , and
carbon rods in an iron pot, with and without the
air blast, but with sodium nitrate added to the
melted caustic soda in the pot. Current was pro
duced in each case roughly proportional to the
difference in the temperature of the two electrodes ,
which difference in temperature rather than the
consumption of carbon, which was absent in the
case of the copper and iron rods, he claimed to be
the cause of the E.M.F. observed . Mr. Charles
E. Reed , in the December issue of the same journal
for the same year 2,) treats the Jacques “ carbon
consuming battery , as a thermo-electric couple .
If Mr. Reid has done anything, he has shown that
the carbon electrode may be preserved intact by
supplying carbon to it in the gas. In view of the
unsuccessful outcome of the work of his pre
decessors in so nearly the sameline, it would behove
intending purchasers, whether of apparatus or of
stock , to consider attentively the heat applied
externally , the mission of which is slightingly
referred to as simply that of keeping the soda
melted, and which, it is vaguely premised , can be
replaced by the waste gas of the producer . The
efficiency of Mr. Reid's device must be calculated
upon the ratio of the current produced to all the
heat units furnished from any source. — Power.

The Government of India have decided to offer a
series of scholarships to encourage technical know
ledge, and especially knowledge connected with the
mining industry in Bengal. These scholarships
will be worth £ 150 per annum each , besides travel
ling expenses. They will be held for two years, in
Europe or America, by natives of India . No age
limit is fixed .
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The cylinder is lagged with mahogany, and fitted
with brass bands.

Engine.
For the Bookshelf .
By P. BOLDERO.
HE accompanying photograph showsmy model
MODEL ENGINE CONSTRUCTION . By J. Alexander.
horizontal engine,which I have constructed in
T
(Second Edition revised .) London : Whittaker
my spare time. The cylinder is i } ins. bore,
and Co. Price 6s. ; postage 4d .
We feel that we must express our disappointment
3 ins. stroke, the castings of which I got from the
British Model and Electrical Company. This I
with the second edition of this work , which has just
bored out in a 5 -in . lathe, faced up the flanges ,
next turned the corners and fitted the gland .
The valve face was next filed up and scraped
quite true ; the steam and exhaust ports
were now drilled and chipped . This part
of the work I found required great care.
Not being satisfied with the appearance of
the ready-bought guides and bearings, I set
to and made myown patterns, and had them
cast at a local foundry . The bearings are of
the gas engine type - i.e ., having a little rake,
as shown in the sketch . The piston is brass
5-16ths in . thick , and has a groove turned
in it for asbestos packing ; the piston rod is
3-16ths in . silver steel. The crosshead is built
The guides
up of steel with brass slippers .
are of the portable engine type ; these were
made of cast iron and filed up true. The
connecting -rod next claimed my attention ;
FIG . 1. - A SMALL POWER HORIZONTAL ENGINE.
this was forged by a smith from steel.
been published at a reduced price , and may say
I filed it up by hand , making the large end marine
pattern , fitting it with brasses and bolts. The
that we really expected that, on revision, the con
eccentric rod and strap I got at Whitney's. The
tents of the book would have been brought into
rod I fitted with a joint where it couples to the
line with model practice of to -day. However , we
valve spindle . Instead of a slab crank I decided
are at a loss to find any substantial improvement
on a crank disc, which I think gives the engine
over the first edition .
a more massive appearance ; this was turned
It deals in the first portion with the tools and appli
out of a piece of steel in . thick and 31 ins. diameter,
ances used in model work, and with methodsof mak .
ing and fitting up of miniature steam engines and
boilers. Thesecond part of the volumedescribes the
construction of different types of steam engines
stationary , locomotive, and marine_including also
model railway carriages and permanent way, but
the designs and drawings are in many instances
rather crude . On one of the folding plates are the
working drawings for a model locomotive boiler
which , if made exactly to the design , would be a
very doubtful success. For the most part, the
steam generators described do not at all agree with
the practice of experienced model engineers, and
in none of the loco type examples does the author
rise beyond the simplest kind, and even then they
Fig . 2. - BEARINGS FOR SMALL POWER ENGINE.
have grave defects . The locomotive and railway
and securely keyed to the shaft. The crank -pin is
carriage designs are antiquated , and would not
appeal to the majority of our readers .
also steel fin , diameter fin . long . The flywheel I
obtained from one of the advertisers in theM.E .; it
In the preface to the present edition the author
is 9 ins. diameter and weighs 11 lbs. It gave trouble
gives the wrong title and address of the Society of
to turn it, as the crankshaft is rather long, and this
Model Engineers, and, we also notice, some of the
allowed it to chatter somewhat ; but, taking fine
firms to which he refers have long since changed
cuts, a good job was made of it. The engine is
their addresses . There is a good deal of useful
mounted on an oak bed , the cylinder being bolted
information in the book and many of the hints on
right through .
the actual workshop operations involved in model
making are practical and sound. The general scope
Upon completion , having no boiler handy I took
of the book , too, is well planned. For these reasons
it to a friend's house, and connected it to his boiler,
we think it a matter for regret that the energies of
and on admitting steam to the cylinder I had the
the reader should be directed towards the execution
satisfaction of seeing it revolve at 300 revolutions
of such unsatisfactory designs as the author has,
per minute with 10 lbs. to 15 lbs. pressure .
The book contains
generally speaking, provided .
The studs for the cylinder were made of steel
324 pages and fifty -nine illustrations, butno photo
wire with the aid of stocks and dies. The bolts and
graphs of completed models are included .
nuts used in the engine were obtained of Mr. Cohen .
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Model Compound Engine and
Multipolar Dynamo.
By DAVID THOMSON .

March 17, 1904 .

Steam is obtained from a water -tu be boiler - also
of my own construction and is of the same type
as the one appearing in your issues in the mean
time, only the water space is not carried down to
the bottom , but stops above the firedoor, and is
slanted, instead of being straight up . The boiler
a
works splendidly with
coal fire, as I
have not tried oil burners yet, only I find ,
the steam
if it is not properly watched ,
is either up or down before you are aware of
the change .

model compound engine and multipolar dy
namo, both of which are my own workman .
ship , including patterns. The dynamo was made
from instructions and drawings and particulars
given in your issues of 5th
and 12th February, 1903.
Further description , there
fore, is unnecessary ,except
that it is chain -driven ,
instead of being direct
coupled — an arrangement
that works very satis
factorily . The reason for
this was, the engine is
of the open front type ,
and I wanted to drive it a
little slower and gear up
the dynamo. At present
I have it lighting two
incan
32-candle-power
descent lamps, along with
the two 8 -candle-power
ones shown in the photo,
which it does quite easily .
When I commenced to
build the engine, over two
years ago, I had no par
ticular drawings to go by ;
but the dimensions are
almost similar to those
given along with that of
the dynamo ; and I may
say at the time the draw
ings for some came out I
was about to commence
to make the connecting
rods and eccentrics, and
same
made them
to
construction and dimen
sions as given . The crank
shaft is built up with the
webs and balance weights,
all in one piece. The
shaftmade a driving fit to
holes in webs, and all
pinned and brazed to
gether, and then turned
up true,
All wearing
with two COMPOUND ENGINE AND MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO : VIEW SHOWING THE CHAIN Drive.
parts are fitt

part bushes, except where
eccentric rods join link of reversing gear, which is
of the ordinary Stephenson link pattern ,
The principal dimensions are :
H. P. cylinder, if ins. diameter .
L.-P.
24 ins.
Stroke, 2 ins.
Steam ports H.-P. cy'inder, 14 ins. by # in .
Exhaust port,
fin . by 4 in .
Steam ports L.-P. cylinder, & in . by 1 ins.
Exhaust port,
fin . by if ins.
Valve travel, 1 in .
Valve lap, 3-32nds in .
Cut of H.-P., stroke.
..
L.-P. 1 ,

I trust the foregoing brief particulars will be of
interest to the readers of these pages.
THERE are in operation to -day some 252,436
miles of ocean cables, of which only 38,797 miles,
or about 15 per cent., are owned by Governments ,
the remainder being in the hands of private owners
Englishmen control a large mileage than any
capitalists of any other country, and more than half
the total length of the submarine lines. The
British cables which connect London with all parts
of the world have a length of 154,000 miles, of
which 14,963 miles are owned by the Government

-
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Petrol Motor.

By D. W. GAWN .
(Concluded from page 234.)
HOULD the bore of the cylinder be scored,
L oval, or be larger at one end than at
SHOU
worn
the other, it must be re -bored or renewed
entirely . If bored and lapped out afresh , then ,
necessarily , another and slightly larger piston will
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it backward and forward smartly . A slight knock
will be audible if the rod bushings are much worn .
They must be taken up iſ provision for so doing
axists ; otherwise renewals must be made. In
the same manner the shaft bearings should be made
good . In all, a suspicion of end play is desirable
to afford easier ingress and egress of oil to the
bearing surfaces . Lubrication of the connecting
rod bearings is usually effected by putting sufficient
oil in the crank case for splashing. This is often

O
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be wanted. This is a job which should be put into
reliable, practical hands.
Broken cylinders or pistons are , frankly , best put
on the scrap -heap at once. There are occasions,
certainly, when repairs can be effected by " rusting
up ” or by fitting cover -plates ; but either plan is so
redolent of “ fake " as to be abhorrent.
Leaving the cylinder , the crankshaft, connecting
rod , and bearings can be turned to . Test the
bearings by shaking the shaft in all directions.
Shonld the main bearings be worn, it is fairly safe to
assume that tho: e o : the connecting-rod will be, too.
Hold the flywheel rim in both hands, and " rock "

( see page 252

relied upon to serve the shaft bearings also .
A more certain method is advisable in the use of any
well-recognised form of lubricator.
The distribution gear is an important item in
the engine's economy. By its means the valves
and ignition are actuated . Unless the gear be in
perfect working order, the engine will fail miserably.
Wear must be looked for at the cams, the lifting
levers (if these are fitted ) and tappets, and in the
teeth of the wheels and pinions. Any lost motion
will have a bad effect upon the running. Some
times, when the levers bearing on the cams for
lifting the valves are made of poor stuff, they
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quickly become so much worn as to fail their pur .
pose altogether. On a German motor car, lately ,
the engine “ went into a decline,” gradually grow
ing worse and worse, until it would not run at all.
The moving parts were enclosed, of course At
first it was not clear what the trouble could be
exactly , although the faulty valve motion was
apparent. Speculation had it that the cam , not
being solid with the shaft, had come adrift . As a
matter of fact , it was found , on dismantling the
engine, that the short lever under the tappet had
worn down almost to diminishing print . It had
not been hardened , probably , before ſitting . Lost
motion beneath the valves must be rectified without
delay . Once it begins, it increases rapidly , and
the engine falls off in power accordingly .
It is not likely that the valves will be wrongly
timed in any respectable engine. The exhaust
should commence to open just before the impulse
stroke is completed, and should close immediately
on the completion of the return . The inlet, if
mechanically operated , is set to open simultaneously
on the closing of the exhaust, and should close
slightly after the compression stroke starts. An
error is too often made in this respect. Although it
is admitted that a full charge is desirable when
running under heavy loads at high speeds, an ex
cellent means of achieving it is neglected . It is
forgotten that the inrushing gases will have mo
mentum . This is sufficient, it would seem , to
balance the trifling back pressure set up by the
early motion of the returning piston . It is left,
however, to knock uselessly at a closed valve,
instead of being permitted to do its share of the
operation of charging. The higher the speed at
which the engine is run , the greater will be the
momentum of the mixture, and the later the valve.
may close without risk of losing gas . The atmos
pheric inlet valve is beautifully automatic in this
matter of variable closing. Its drawback is that it
is comparatively slow to open .
The commutator — which is not a commutator
by the way - should be capable of closing the cir
cuit at any point within a few degrees of arc early
and late of the crank , the piston being at the top
of its compression stroke. The “ wipe " form is
now much favoured, employed in conjunction with
a “ trembler ” coil. It is only necessary to observe
that the points of contact are clean , and that ex
cessive play does not arise from slackened screws
or wear.
Examine the induction and exhaust pipes ; clear
away any dirt which may have become lodged in
them . These remarks apply likewise to the water
pipes and the whole of the circulation system .
Sharp bends must be avoided. The internal
diameter of each pipe should be, at least , equal to
that of the valves — if larger, so much the better ;
at least, in respect of the exhaust.
The valves themselves cannot be too large. In
small motors of the usual design , their diameters
may be alike and may equal about 0 :4 diameter of
the cylinder bore. Many engines sent out- chiefly .
it is to be deplored , by those who profess to cater
for amateurs — have absurdly small valves . The
power, given in " horse-power," is more truthfully
to be written “ c.p.” or cat- power .
If the silencer can be opened easily , look it over
thoroughly and clean its various passage -ways and
holes. Clogging will cause back pressure and de
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tract from the engine's output appreciably . The
silencer should be as large as practicable for a
similar reason . It will then allow of considerable
expansion of the exhaust gases and, consequently ,
they will escape at a low pressure and with little ,
if any , shock and noise.
The carburettor, it is to be assumed, is suitably
proportioned for the engine. The two types in
common use are the spray and the surface. The
former is now almost universal. It is not, perhaps,
so economical as the latter. Recently, motor
spirits have been much questioned as to their
specific gravity and volatility . This has, probably,
done not a little to popularise the spray carburettor.

Fig . 1. - MODEL STEAMER , Mayfield
( See page 256.)
It requires a high - class spirit for working well with
the surface type, but the spray is not so particular.
Atmospheric conditions, also , affect the action of
the surface carburettor or, indeed , it were more
correct to say, it affects the spirit. At a low
temperature , petrol fails to evaporate fast enough
to supply gas to the engine. The spray is, ob
viously , independent of temperature.
Everyjoint in the pipe connecting the carburettor
to the engine — that is, the induction pipe --should
be tight. The throttle must open and close easily
and closely and should not restrict the effective
area of the pipe. Auxiliary air inlets should be
furnished with properly fitting covers.
Unscrew the sp
plug from the cylinder head
and examine it carefully. See that the two ter
minal points are clean and that the insulation is
sound. Perfect all joints in the electrical circuit,
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and ensure that both coil and accumulator are in
order .
In preparing the engine for a run , fill up the
lubricators with fresh oil. Inject a small quantity
of crank -case oil into the crank chamber. Fill the

engine is turned , there is either a break in the
circuit or a “ short.”
."
If the former, make a new
joint. A short circuit can be traced by ( xamining
the leads and noting whether they come into con
tact with one another. Usually , only one lead
proper is employed , the re
turn being through the engine
and other metal parts. The
writer, personally , is not fond
of this method .
A better
way is to use two leads and
to attach the return to a
copper washer having a lug
projecting from its periphery.
This may be slipped on the
end of the spark plug before
screwing it in place. Perfect
contact is more certain be
tween the base of the plug
and the surface of the washer
-both being bright — than
between the plug and the
engine.
When the “ mixture ” is
at fault, it will, in all proba
bility , be due to lack of air .
A very rich mixture will not
fire. Open the extra air ports
at the carburettor to bring
about the desired dilution.
Aly ys run on as weak a
mixture as possible. This will
not alone economise fuel, but
will keep the cylinder free
Fig . 2. — MODEL“ STEAMER, I Mayfield : VIEW OF HULI. AND MACHINERY.
of carbon deposit and tend,
in other ways, toward effi
For description see page 256 .

fuel and water tanks and test
all pipes finally to make sure
Open
that they are clear.
the small cock by which the
spirit supply to the carburet
Depress
tor is controlled
the float once or twice to
ascertain that it is free and
that the pe 'rol is flowing
Switch on the current and
rock the commutator to a
“ late ” position. Open the
compression relief tap or lift
the exhaust valve, and then
open the throttle about half
way . Take hold of the start.
ing handle firmly, turn it
rather rapidly through the
intake stroke of the engine
and bring it round sharply
All
on the compression .
being in order the charge
will at once fire. Do not start
on a fully opened thiottle and
with an advanced spark. Let
the engine commence easily ,
and it will pick up speed and
take 'ts load the better sub
sequently as the feed and firing are adjusted to it.
Supposing, as often happens, that the motor
declines to start. Do not continue to grind at the
handle, but turn to the electrial gear and the
carburettor. Generally, the causes are to be found
there. !f sparks do not pass at the plug when the

Fig . 3. — SIDE VIEW .
ciency . When the load is put on , endeavour to
sustain the speed by means of the firing and , only
as a last resource , givemore fuel. Do not, however,
advance the spark so much that it causes back
firing. As soon as the motor appears to labour,
retard the spark a trifle. If that fails to afford
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relief, open the throttle a little wider, The whole
secret of successful driving and a sweetly running
engine is a weak mixture and absolute combustion .

Model Cargo - Passenger
Mayfield ."

Boat

By E. M. S.
Y idea when starting to build this boat was
MYnot so much pace , as reliability ; in other
words, I preferred a boat which would run

NWT

Shell
Stay
End

The lap at the bottom is riveted , as is the fire
tube to outer shell. The ends are sunk into the
ends of shell about #in ., the shell is flanged
This
over (Fig. 6 ), the whole being sweated in .
gives a very strong joint. The lamp has six wicks,
as will be seen in the photograph (Fig. 2 ), and this
lamp and boiler supply plenty of steam - and to
spare — for the engine. The cylinder I purchased
from Messrs. Bassett-Lowke, and is
in . by
in .,
and is a double -action slide-valve. The propeller
is three-bladed , 2 ins. diameter. I found that
lagging made an immense difference to the boiler ,
and about twice the quantity of steam was raised.
The boiler and engine
are not fastened into
the boat, the former
simply rests between
two stays across the
boat, while the latter
fits over two pins fixed
upright in the bottom .
This keeps it quite tree
from vibration .
The
upper deck lifts off, but
ordinarily access is ob
Fig . 7. - SECTION OF
BOILER .
tained to the engine
and steam tap through
the skylight.
Fig . 2
shows a photograph of
the engine and boiler,
Water
liner
and Fig . I a top view
with the cargo -hatch
removed to show posi
tion of the boiler. Fig .
4 shows general ar
rangement internally ,
and Fig . 3 a side view .
J

FIG . 6 .
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Melh. spirit
Tánk

An exhibition under
the auspices of the
Kirkcaldy Home Arts
and Industries Association is to be held from 4th
to 7th (inclusive) of May next. The official pamph
let we have received contains the rules for the year

Fig . 4.- PART SECTION OF BOAT..

steadily for some considerable time, to one which
would do short sprints .
In this I was fairly
successful, as, on her trials, she went at a steady
pace for it hours without stop
ping and without my refilling
either boiler or methylated tank .
The hull was built of thin copper
Thin sheet copper
sheet, and was made in three
pieces of the shapes shown in
2 pieces.
(Fig . 5 ). These were fastened
with gimp -pins to a solid wooden
hull, which was made of four or
five 4 - in . boards, so as to get
the lines the same both sides
The copper pieces were then gent
Thin sheet copper
ly hammered over, the joints
made
holes
the
and
,
soldered
piece.
by the gimp-pins closed up . The
bulwarks were formed by turning
Fig . 5. — COPPER SHEETS FOR HULL .
the edges over a wire ; this also
gives extra strength . Higher
bulwarks were afterwards put on as she did not
1904, schedule of classes comprising sections for Fine
float high enough out of the water.
The finished
Art, Photography, Handicraft, Models in Motion ,
dimensions of the hull are as follows :-Length ,
Needlework , Cookery, and Children's Work ; an
2 ft.; beam , 4 ins. ; depth, 44 ips. The boiler is
entry form is also attached. The joint Hon . Secre
taries are Mrs. R.C.Lockhart, Allanbank , Kirkcaldy ,
of the type described in “ Model Boiler Making,"
and Miss Hogarth , Wemyssfield , Kirkcaldy, either
and is 6 ins. long by 3 ins. depth by 4 ins. wide. It
of whom will send a copy of the pamphlet upon
is square- shaped with five stays - three across and
receipt of one penny stamp to cover postage.
two lengthwise .
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Dynamo.

Bipolar

By H. J. RENWICK , B.A., F.S.A., Sydney, N.S.W.
A little Model the Master wrought,
Which should be to the larger plan
What the child is to the man ,
Its counterpart in miniature
That with a hand more swift and sure
The greater labour might be brought
To answer to his inward thought. - LONGFELLOW .
'HE accompanying drawings and photograph
show the details and general appearance of
THE
a small dynamo of 150 watts capacity , built
by the writer in spare time during a period ofabout
five months.
Before describing the construction of the machine,
I would like to express my indebtedness for infor
mation received both from the correspondence
columns of this journal and also from the M.E.
Handbook on the subject of small dynamos.
The general appearance of the machine follows

blanks, snipped off the four corners of each square,
thus making it octagonal in shape. The laminæ
were nextmounted on a mandrel, clamped by a nut
against a shoulder, and turned down to 3 ins.
diameter, this being the finished diameter of
armature core. The next item was the construc
tion of a punching device to pierce the sixteen slots
in the periphery of each disc . This was successfully
accomplished , a 32-tooth lathe wheel being used as
a division plate pro tem ., and the punching of the
slots proceeded slowly , one disc at a time being
operated on , the punch being driven down into the
die by the spindle of a small driller fed down by the
hand wheel, once for each slot. After being
slotted , the discs were annealed, strung on shaft,
and secured, the burrs and slight excrescences re
moved with a file, and the core was then ready for
winding. The core is insulated with a layer of
paper laid in each slot and on ends of drum , glued on
with fish glue and covered with a layer of tape, the
whole being thoroughly shellaced and allowed to

OIDO

О

Fig . 3. - PLAN OF 150-WATT BIPOLAR DYNAMO.
the lines of the Standard Edison Bipolar Generator ,
and also resembles the Castle Dynamo in the shape
of the pole - pieces , which are rounded .
Armature. — The core of the armature, which is
drum wound , consists of 160 laminations cut out
of 28 S.W.G. sheet iron , and confined at either end
by a plate } in . thick , the whole being drawn hard
up against a shoulder left on the shaft at one end
of core by a faced nut at the other, the protruding
thread being caulked down to lock the nut.
Laminations are each punched with a central hole
for shaft, and 16 slots, 5-16ths in . by 5-16ths. in.,
to receive the winding . As neither sets of castings
nor laminations are procurable in this country for
a machine of this size it became necessary to make
patterns and laminations personally ; a description
of the modus operandi of making these laminations
may therefore be of interest. Having obtained a
sheet of No. 28 S.W.G. commercial sheet iron , I
first proceeded to cut it up into about two hundred
3 $ in . squares ; I then extemporised a punch to
pierce the centre hole, and having punched

dry out before winding. The paper insulation was
pressed into the slots by two slips of wood , the
exact width of slots squeezed into the diametrically
opposite slots under the spindle of the afore.
mentioned drill press.
Each slot is wound with six layers of six turns
each of No. 20 S.W.G., D.C.C. wire, put on in two
series, thus making sixteen coils , each layer being
caulked down flat and even with a wooden caulking
tool, as it was laid on ; about 1 lb. of wire was used
in winding armature. The sixteen connecting ends
of armature coils are led to commutator bars with
a lead of about 90 ° back , to permit of brushes being
in an approximately horizontal position when the
machine is generating. The armature was finished
off with three binders of fine hard -drawn brass
wire, wound over slips of 1-32nd in . sheet asbestos
paper laid in slots over windings, and sweated to
gether with soft solder all round to form continuous
bands.
Commutator. — The commutator is turned out of
a G.M. bush , turned all over, checked out to receive
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the two G.M. retaining rings, and sawn radially into
sixteen bars. The inner retaining ring is screwed
on to shaft , and the outer one is forced up into
groove in bars bymeans of a faced nut ; the bars are
insulated from one another by slips of mica 1-32nd
in . thick , selected to fit the saw -kerfs before the
gh. The bars are
bars were quite sawn th

Anime

D

FIG . 6.- BRUSH ROCKER DETAILS.
insulated from shaft by a fibre bush , and from the
retaining rings by two washers (each end ) of un
bleached calico, soaked in shellac varnish , and
drawn up into place while wet and
pliable. The commutator was finally
skimmed up in lathe when in place, and
the journals were also finished up at this
The connectors from armature
stage.
coils were led down to commutator bars
as before mentioned , and secured by soft
solder in slots prepared to receive them .
The oil-throwers, which are turned of
G.M., were pressed into place on the
journals, and require no further comment.
The driving pulley, which is of C.I., was
turned on face and crowned , bored out,
and secured to shaft by two 3-32nds in .
steel pins, driven into shaft to form
feathers the pulley being held up to a
shoulder by a fin . faced nut.
Bearings. - It will be seen from the
photograph that in making the patterns
for bearings f varied somewhat the
original design , dispensing with the
annular projections round oil-throwers,
and making this part slightly conical,
and recessing the oil-catcher grooves in
the lathe ; I also altered the outline of
central part, bringing the curves down to
ends of base, and providing raised bosses
to receive the nuts of holding -down
bolts. The upper part, where cover fits,
is rounded , and covers fitted of 1-32nd
in . sheet brass instead of castings, as
shown . Bearings are G.M. castings, with
oil-well cored out ; they are faced en
bottom , bored out, counterbored to form
oil-catchers, and fitted with G.M. bush ,
secured by two 5-3 ?nds in . countersunk
screws ; the bush is cut away to allow
oil-ring to ride on shaft ; } in . drain
holes to conduct oil from catchers to
well are also provided .
Each bearing is secured to bedplate by two in .
diameter hexagon bolts and nuts, and fitted with
two 3-16ths in . set pins.
Yoke and Pole-pieces. — These are of the best
grey cast iron ; yoke is faced on lower side and
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in . diameter hexagon tap
secured to cores by
bolts ; a fin . eye-bolt is fitted for lifting purposes.
Pole -pieces are faced each end and secured to bed
plate by one fin . tap -bolt each , tapped into F.M.
core, and are fixed by two 1 in . diameter set pins.
Poles were bored in the following manner : - When
boring bearings to receive bushes, they were bored
out to fit a piece of fin . diameter shafting, which
formed the boring bar ; a head and cutter being
secured to this bar, the bearings, with bar in place
and pole-pieces, were all bolted down to respective
seatings on bedplate ; the bar was then placed be
tween lathe centres, and the bedplate was fed up
to the rotating cutter by the slide-rest, thus boring
a hole absolutely concentric with the bore of bear
ings, Pole-pieces are bored out 3 1.16th ins.
diameter to take the 3 in . diameter armature.
Field -magnet cores consist of it in . diameter
round W.I. rod , faced each end and drilled and
tapped fin . and } in . to receive tap bolts in lower
and upper ends, respectively.
Bedplate. — This is a G.M. casting ; by making this
of G.M. a great deal of labour in pattern -making,
fitting, & c ., was avoided , which would have been
necessary had a C.I. bedplate, with brass or zinc

sammen
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distance piece between it and poles, been adopted ;
the total height of machine is also reduced by this
procedure .
F.-M. Bobbins. These are built up of a tinplate
tube with 1-16th in . sheet brass ends soldered
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thereto . Bobbins are insulated with thick paper
washers and tape, the whole well shellaced . The
wire on each bobbin consists of nineteen layers of
ninety turns per layer of No. 22 S.W.G. D.C.C. wire ,
each layer being varnished and about 21 lbs. used
for each bobbin .
Brush Rocker. — This is a G.M. casting, bored out
to fit on nose of bearing, handle on top turned ,
split at bottom and fitted with 3-16ths in . clamp
screw . Brush holders are G.M. castings working
on brass pins and holding copper gauze brushes,
held up to commutator by helical springs of fine
brass wire ; pins are insulated from rocker by
ebonite bushes and washers and secured by
two 3-16ths in . hexagon brass nuts , tapped out
in .
Terminal Board is made of sheet ebonite 34 ins.
by if ins. by } in ., with corners chamfered and
and polished , and is secured to yoke by four 3-16ths
in . fillister head W.I. screws. Terminals are of
brass rod fixed by nuts in recessed holes on under
side of board .
Guards over armature are of 1-32nd in . sheet
brass, cut out to correct shape , i.e., frustrum of a
cone, and then bent round - each of these is secured
by two 3-16ths in , fillister-head W.I. screws.
General Finish . - All brasswork is polished ,
buffed, and lacquered ; W.I. screw heads are blued
and lacquered ; face of pulley, yoke bolts, and eye
bolt are polished bright ; and yoke, pole -pieces,
bedplate, bearings, and inside of pulley are
painted .
Appended below is a summary of the weights,
working time, and cost of materials, which will , no
doubt be of interest to those readers desirous of
constructing a similar machine.
Weights of Finished Components .
7 lbs .
Armature
20
Poles, bedplate, bearings, etc.
18
Field -magnet, complete
Total
Working Time.

Drawing
Pattern -making
Armature, complete
Carcass, complete
Total
Cost of Material.

from

our

Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired: but the full
name and address of the sendei must invariably be attached ,
though notnecessarily intended for publication.]
Model Steamer Speed Competition .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , — “ Mancunian's " letter respecting the
Wirral steamers is so full of errors that, as the Hon .
Secretary of the Wirral Model Yacht Club , I cannot
let same go by without correcting his statements.
Firstly , the Wirral steamers are not all alike in
build ; neither are they identical in engine and boiler
design . All of the models are different, both as
regard engines and the construction of their
boilers.
Secondly, they do not sacrifice everything for
speed , with the exception of fancy deck fittings ;
the models are built as near the real thing as it is
possible to make them ; all the fads that he strongly
advocates have been tried long ago and abandoned ,
as it was found that they greatly interfered with
the speed of the model .
Thirdly , all the Wirral steamers have pumps ; but
as the length of our races is four times the length
of the lake, and the boilers will hold enough water
for about six lengths, the pumps are not used when
racing,
Fourthly, the Wirral models are each designed by
their respective owners, and if “ Mancunian ” knew
anything of model steamer designing he would be
able to detect this at a glance, as each model in
design is as different as chalk is to cheese.
The reason the steam gauge is put on deck is
because it is easier seen in that position , and being
away from the heat of the boiler and lamp, it is
more accurate in its working than if put below the
deck ; this has been found out by actual experience.
If Mancunian
wants models beautifully fitted
up with deck fittings, then we will have to give up
having a speedy model, as all these elaborate decks
take off very considerably from the speed of the
boat. - Yours truly ,
Liscard .
E. W. WYNNE .
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Cast-iron castings
G.M. castings
Brass
Wrought-iron
Insulating material
Wire
Sundries

45 ,
20 hours.
30
II2
87

Practical Letters

Total
£ 1 16 10
The speed of this dynamo is about 2,200 r.p.m.
for the stated output, viz . : 30 volts and 5 amps.,
and although from lack of suitable instruments I
have not given it a full load trial, yet I have tested
its properties of self-excitation by running two
25-volt 8 c.-p. lamps from it, very successfully
The self-oiling bearings are a prominent feature
of this machine and ensure complete immunity
that bete noir of the engineer - a hot
from
bearing.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , —It is with interest I have read the
variousletters ve Model Steamer Speed Competition ,
and I cannot help but write to let our readers know
another opinion upon the above subject. In the
first place, a speed steamer resolves itself into
nothing more or less than practically a model T.B.
destroyer, and the nearer the model approaches the
actual boat in proportions, the faster she is . So I
suggest that, if possible , a sketch (outline)of one
that is body, sheer, and deck plans, also sections
to as large a scale as possible, should be published
very soon . I suggest this because it is well-known
(see Chapter 1, M.E. series, No. 12) fact that very
few know what a T.B.D.'s proportions really are.
From this , each one could build from or change to
his own fancy . A sketch like this would come in
useful to a great many other readers.
Secondly , do not put any restrictions as to size,
because some like to build big and others little
boats, but handicap them by length , these lengths
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etc., to be settled and published as soon as
possible, so that each one knows what he is
working on .
I myself prefer a large model, say, 8 or
10 ft., because it looks more of the genuine
thing .
And , thirdly, each competitor must build and
engine his boat himself. My reason is this . What
credit can a fellow claim who wins with a boat that
has been designed and built by one, engines and
boilers by another, and he - well, he has sailed it ?
The letter of Mr. A. E. Foster, on January 28th ,
touches on this point, and, with all due respect
to him , I must say that it is a letter which he never
ought to have sent. He talks about a man having
to be a skilled engineer, draughtsman , boiler
maker, and I do not know what else . Was the
fourteen - or fifteen -yer old lad who built a working
model of a gas works an experienced gas engineer,
etc., or the many thousands of model loco . builders
experts in this line, or, in fact , are all modelmakers
experts in the branch which their hobby takes
them ? I doubt it. They are simply nothing
more or less than amateurs.
OKAM SPLICE ."
Accrington .
To the Editor Of The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR,--Taking a great interest in model
steamers, I should like to make one or two sug
gestions re forthcoming Steamer Competition . I
quite agree with your former correspondents' views
in regard to the fact that model locos are, practi
cally, far ahead of steamboats , and it seems that
the past test for prizes has left us in much the same
position . In the preliminary announcements one
condition was that a description ofboat, & c ., should
be given . But what is the result ? We cannot
expect that a man would describe every line in the
hull ; but full dimensions and capacity of boiler
should be given, with more details of engine and
propellers, so that something can be gathered from
the designs to enable readers to improve on them
if possible . Again , what chance has a competitor
with few tools and limited means against a syndi
cate of club members ? The latter have taught us
nothing (or, at least , we can glean nothing) except.
ing that it is a hull, engine, and boiler with a patent
hlowlamp.
Then why not see what outsiders can
show ? Of course , it is a difficult matter to find a
man who can design and build a fast hull, with
boiler and engine equally successful ; but to my
idea, it should be a necessity that competitors
should do all themselves, otherwise it becomes
merely a very unfair handicap.
I would suggest that prizes should be divided
into three batches, viz ., ist , 2nd , and 3rd , among
members of clubs, and the same for unattached com
petitors, and also a prize for originality in design ,
the latter, of course, combined with a successful
boat as regards speed . This would give all a
chance ,and perhaps lead us outof the beaten track .
Valuable prizes need not be given . We are
amateurs, and a medal costing. 2s. 6d ., or
certificate would do , so long as it carries the
honour.
The difficulty of expense in prizes could be met
by an entrance-fee of is. to every competitor in
tending to enter, all entries to be received at a
given date.-- Yours truly ,
H. E.
Dartmouth Park , N.W.
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To the Editor of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-I trust it is not too late to thank
you for your kind reply to my queries. One of
them , however, which you felt was not sufficiently
within your domain to undertake to solve, has been
since answered for me in a very interesting manner ,
of which , I am sure, you would be glad to know .
I refer to my question- “ Why, when the White
head torpedo, being such a speedy craft, employs
a double screw , it should not be of equal value in
model steamers ?
By double screw I mean two
chock - a - block on same shaft --not ' twin .' !'
I recently had the opportunity of asking this of
Mr. Brennan , of the Brennan Torpedo ſame, and he
told me, as a matter of fact, there was not any
great gain in power from that arrangement ; but
( 1 ) that it was done solely on account of the very
slight stability of the torpedo ; ( 2 ) that to prevent
its revolving by reflex action , the propellers revolve
in different directions. Precisely, in short, in the
manner of a model you were good enough to sketch
for me. Apart from that, it would appear that
there is no gain for model steamers sufficient to
compensate for trouble and loss of power through
gearing, & c ., of a double hollow shaft .
As the present correspondence ve Steamer Com
petition is extremely interesting to me, I hope you
will forgive me if I put in my little oar--or, rather,
screw ." In the first place, I quite sympath
ise with those readers who object to the
very primitive ideas of ship -shapeness and propor
tion which still prevail in model steamer making .
I don't care how little detail is put into a boat, as
railings, awnings, machine guns, and cushioned
seats are, to mymind , mere trifling in a fast working
model ; but to be satisfactory , a model must, at
least, be intelligently proportioned in those parts
which are put in . So many have masts an'l funnels
of different make - or funnels in the wrong and
ugly place - or preposterous deck cabins, or all the
upper works, top -hamper, & c., too large for length
of hull. I don't, personally , even care that a
model should conform to any actual existing
design , especially if an experiment of body form is
being made ; but I do think that once the design
is decided upon , the rest should follow , with some
regard to what would be the character and require
ments of a real boat of the same design . Hence
a propeller that projects about four inches, un
protected , below the keel, is an anomaly ; or a
Jesign like one published recently , with practically
no free board , or sheer , and the engine an unsightly
protuberance, so that were she, or a real boat like
her to encounter a very slight swell, she would be
awash from stem to stern . Of course, she might
be only for river work — then why fit her with com
plete decks and a mast, so that her character be
comes that of a large torpedo boat ? All I ask for
in a model is logical and proportionate detail - not
too much detail for a workingmodel, but, what there
is of it, correct. I also think that Mr. Scott's
vessel is by far the most worthy design that has
appeared , and the most dignified . That she did
rot get the first prize I can only beliieve to be
attributable to engine gearing, or something of that
sort ; it could hardly have been due to any defect
in the hull.
Another point, if you will pardon my taking so
much of your attention . In regard to the author
ship of each part of a competing steamer, I cannot
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Locomotive Valve Spindle.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—Those of your readers who may have
some difficulty in making the small left-hand thread
in the adjusting sleeve of locomotive valve spindles ,
can get over the difficulty by using a Lucas cycle
valve, which has a right- and left-hand screw at
opposite ends. The body of the valve may be fitted
into a sleeve which works in the motion -plate arm ;
the part of the cycle valve screwed for the flexible
pipe from the pump may be screwed into the fork
for the links. All that remains to be done is now
to screw the valve spindle right-handed to fit the
other end. The result looks, and is perfectly
satisfactory.-- Yours faithfully ,
Rangoon .
MECHANICAL.”
The chief locomotive builders in Scotland, the
North British Locomotion Company, have secured
an order for thirty -six heavy locomotives for the
Natal railways. The contract is for the most
powerful made locomotive which bas yet been de
livered into South Africa .

Queries and Replies.
( 10,317 ] Schanschleff's Recuperative Battery. W. A. H.
(Kendal) writes : I came across an article in the book entitled
" Electricity in the Service of Man," describing a new battery,
which is called " Schanschieff's Recuperative Battery," but it gives
no name to thesubstances used , and I would be pleased if you could
enlighten me upon the subject. I append the account it gives of
the battery : “ It consists of a negative plate (carbon) placed in a
porous pot, charged with a depolarising substance, which , with the
positive plate (zinc), is placed in an outer cell containing a mercurial
solution . The cell is recuperative. It can be used for giving light
when it is only required for an hour or so.
We are unable to tell you the composition of the " Schanschieff
Recuperative Battery ” ; we believe that these cells were sold in
a sealed condition and probably the composition of the solutions
was a trade secret, as it is not given in the book you mention .
The composition of the electrolyte in the single -fluid cell by the
same inventor and the method of preparing it, is given in various
books on primary batteries, and in some detail in “ Electricity in
the Service of Man " ; this electrolyte requires a lengthy process
of repeated evaporation to prepare it, and most likely the " Re
cuperative " cell would also have solutions of a similar nature
requiring some skill and trouble to produce ; it is doubtful if it
would beworth your while to attempt to make such a battery.
[ 96211 Milling Attachment for the Lathe. A. A. K. T.
(Clapham , S.W.) writes : I wished to make a milling attachment
for my 31- in. B2 Pittler lathe, and until seeing the articles by Mr.
Cook in the M.E. had intended to construct one similar to the
geared model supplied by the Pittler Co., of which I send you a cut
(not reproduced ) and also a drawing . ( 1) You will notice that
there is a large amount of toothed gearing in this model, which I
am afraid will give rise to chattering. Is this so ? ( 2) I have
modified Mr. Cook's design to suit the Pittler lathe and the Pittler

Tvorm ..
-

help feeling that those whose hobby is lathe work
and engine making have already a fair field for
their talents in the locomotive and other machine
departments of your competitions. It must be
remembered that in fast steamer building it is
quite possible that the hull is capable of even greater
variation , experiment, and original technical de
sign than the engines and boiler, which by now are
fairly well established as types. Also that many
readers, as myself, may, by force of circumstances ,
have knocked aboutmuch on the water, and devel
oped a keen idea of lines and types of shipping,
without having gone in for lathe work or mecharical
engineering
It would seem rather hard that such
men should be debarred because the whole was not
constructed by them . I get my fun out of building
or digging out the hulls to suit ideas of my own ;
but I frankly confess I have to buy my engine.
Were I an engine maker, I should compete in the
loco line . Now , perhaps the problem would be
solved in this manner : either by dividing the
prizes by two, or giving double firsts, double
seconds, & c, the first boat, if entirely constructed
by competitor, to take both first prizes ; if only
hull, to take first “ hull prize ” ; the other, or first
engine prize," to go to the fastest boat of which
engine was constructed by competitor. If that
happened to be the second fastest boat, and the
hull was also constructed by competitor, it would
then take first engine prize and second hull prize,
or vice versa , and so on . Each boat might be only
entered by one man , who should state what was
made by him -- hull, engine, or both . Thus in my
case I should, at all events, have a chance for one
first or second hull prize, and should not, on the
other hand , be able to claim the whole of a first
prize, the engine being bought. On the other hand,
the second, or even third boat in , might have a
chance at first engine prize, or both second prizes ,
etc., etc.
Do you think there might be anything in this
scheme ?
Again , kindly pardon my profuseness, and be
lieve me, yours truly ,
Pas de Calais .
H. V. W.
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Query N9621
PLAN OF MILLING SPINDLE .

standard spindle which I have, and on account of the method of
holding down necessary on the Pittler tool rest. I should be glad
to have your or Mr. Cook's criticism on my design. (3) I should
be glad to know what ratio of gearing to employ, suitable for all
round work , also the diameter of pulley, wormwheel and worm ,
and number of teeth and threads. There are five grooves on my
grooved flywheels (there are two), the smallest giving a 24-in
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ment of the two ; at all events , it has done a very large amount of
work , some of which the other would not do.
[ 10,532) Power for a 4 -in . Lathe. W. M. B. (Hailsham )
writes : (1) What power would be required to drive a 4-in . back .
geared lathe with an oil engine ? (2) Would it be possible to fit
up such an engine with a 4 -in . lathe if the flywheels were bought
finished ? (3) About what is the cost per burner for acetylene
gas lighting ? Perhaps a diagram of a generator for two burners
would interest other readers besides myself ; please give one, if
possible .
(1 ) About 1 h.-p. size would do. ( 2) Yes, provided you have
the ability. (3) Please refer to handbook , " Acetylene Gas ; How
to Make It and Use It," just published , price 7d ., post free, from
this office.
( 10,545] Motor for Small Launch .
R. M.
Rye)
writes : (1) I am building a torpedo boatF.destroyer(Peckham
, 40 ins. long .
gun -meta
Will you please tell me what motor I shall want and how many
volts it will take to drive it at a high speed ? (2) I want to
make a glass vessel for a bichromate battery . Will you please tell
mehow to join the glass together ?
(1) A 24-watt motor would do-10 volts at 21 amps. A 10 -volt
cell of, say, 10 or 12 amps.-hour capacity would
be large enough . (2) We do not think it possi
ble for you to do this satisfactorily . Procure a
driver
few wide-mouthed glass jam jars.
driveno
( 10,544) Acetylene Gas ; Power for 4 - in .
driven
driver
Lathe. W.B.M. (Lewisham ) writes : (1 ) About
what is the cost per burner for the upkeep of an
acetylene gas plant ? (2) Could you give a design
for a small generator for two burners ? (3) Could
a gas engine be driven with acetylene gas ? (4 )
What power oil engine would be required to drive
GEARING FOR MILLING ATTACHMENT.
a 4-in . back -geared lathe ? (5 ) Could the parts
worm spindle and its bearing at the worm end ? The gearing of
on such a lathewith
? the exception of the flywheels, be machined
the Pittler attachment being 4 : 1 the rate of cutting c.-p. would
Please see handbook Acetylene Gas," price 7d ., post free,
(
1)
be
( 3) Yes ; but the working parts having to be made extremely heavy
and strong to stand the violent explosions, they are not com
6 X 1ο
- == 15 ft. per minute.
4
mercially a success, although they have been made. (4) About
15 ) The spur wheels and bevel wheels I could manage on my Pittler
što b.h.-p., according to job in hand . (5) Yes, with the ex
ception of boring out the bed to take the cylinder and liner, and
bearings .
Pulley
(10,533] Model Boilers. W. S. (New York ) writes : I am
making a boiler after the design of boiler shown on page 40 of
24 dia
“ Model Boiler Making." I intend to use it to supply steam for
MILLING
a ; h.-p. engine, to drive a 12 ft. boat (a 12- ft. skiff). The working
pressure is 50 lbs. Do you think that is enough to answer my
ATTACHMENT
purpose ? What is thehighest power engine it would drive ? What
size boiler would be necessary to do the work of a th.-P. engine ?
FOR A
O
No ; the boiler should be about twice the power, at least. A
PITTLER
boiler with about 500 sq. ins. ofheating surface is needed to develop
a h.-p. That in " Model Boiler Making " has only about 230
LATHE .
sq . ins.
pulley a ratio of 4 : 1. This at fifty treads per minute and a
gearing ratio 1 : 10 , gives
50 X 3 = 15 revs. p.m.
IO
and a 1 l- in . cutter
15 x 3 x 3 х T 45
1 12 8
2
= 6 ft. per minute. (4) Would it be better to core the ends of

iron
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CLAMP HOLDER .

without any further apparatus,
I am afraid I must have a
milling attachment to cut the but
worm for Mr. Cook's
idea. The
pulley on the Pittler comes in a very convenient position for my
overhead. (6 ) Could not the frame be made in one piece and
turned in two operations ? (7) I fancy the Pittler contrivance is
the easier to make, and I need not make the 4 : 1 gearing at first,
but only use the pulley and bevel-wheels.
( 1) We think you will not have any trouble from chattering if
the wheels are well-made and fitted . (2 ) The modification of Mr.
Cook's design seems all right except, as far as we can see, no pro
vision has been made for swivelling or setting the cutter at any
angle, and also flats should be filed on the base for holding down.
(3) The diameters of pulley, worm -wheel and worm should be
approximately those given in the article dealing with this attach
ment, which has been in use for a number of years on all classes
of work . (4 ) The spindle should be coned at each end . ( 5) The
worm should be cut in the lathe in the same way as a screw would
be cut : this matt is dealt with in the next article
in Smail Lathes." (6 ) Frame could be made in one piece , but we
think it would be better to make the stud of mild steel and screw
into the frame. (7) We think you will not find much difference
in this respect, and we also think Mr. Cook's is the better attach

A Dynamedical Machine.
This machine is now being made by Alfred H. Avery, Fulmen
Works, Tunbridge Wells,who is also the sole agent, from the design
of Mr.G. E. Mortley which appeared in THE MODEL ENGINEER of
October 29th and November 5th , 1903. The apparatus fulfils the
three -fold purpose of shocking coil, dynam ), and electro-motor,
and should, therefore, commend itselt to all students of experi
mental electricity. It consists essentially of a hand -driven dynamo,
and will be found invaluable for medical purposes, science classes ,
and as a dental motor for driving burrs, & c. A complete machine,
with an output of 15 volts 6 amp., is listed at £ 4 45., or dynamo
only at £ 1 125. 6d. ; packing 9d . extra . The price of a fitted
machine, that is, ready for winding and enamelling, is £ 3, or the
dynamo only 188. Castings and parts, including everything neces.
sary to complete the machine, price 20s. ; working drawings, 25 .
packing is. extra.
New Negative Plate for Accumulators .
A new negative plate for storage batteries is now being supplied
by the Chloride Electrical Storage Company , Ltd., 39, Victoria
Street, London , S.W. It is known as the " Exide," and, we are
informed , embodies several improvements in both design and detail.
This firm is now also sending out their new type of board separator,
which takes the place of the glass rod separators formerly employed
and entirely prevents any short-circuiting from plate to plate .
New

Catalogues and Lists

F. C. Blake, Motor Works, Station Avenue, Kew Gardens ,
Surrey .- An illustrated piice
has come to hand from this firm
dealing with the Blake Petrol Motors. It consists of motors for
driving cars, launches, auxiliary yachts, electric lighting plants,
airships, & c.; also of the Blake Patent distributor, electrical
ignition and other coils.
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The Editor's Page.

HE many new readers who have recently com
TH menced to take in our journal have made
their existence felt in connection with our
Query Department by requests for information
which has been given at length in some of our back
numbers . When the query is one which can be
readily and briefly answered , it does not matter
much to us that we have dealt with a similar
question before ; but we obviously cannot be ex
pected to repeat a working drawing, or to give a
long and complex explanation of some difficulty ,
when the precise information required has been
given in an article in a back number which is
readily obtainable by the querist. For this reason ,
we would suggest to all new readers that they
should carefully study in our advertisement pages
the lists of contents of back numbers which are still
in print, and they will in most cases find that there
is something in one or other of the issues which
will help them in the work they have in hand .
*
*
At the last meeting of the London Society of
Model Engineers an interesting paper was read by
Mr. J. C. Crebbin , in which he described some ex
periments he had carried out in the building of
compound model locomotives. Although com
pounding seems to be extending in certain directions
in real railway practice , but very little appears to
have been attempted in connection with models.
We should be interested to know if any of our
readers have carried out work of this kind , and what
results they have achieved . We hope to be able
to publish Mr. Crebbin's praper in full in an early
issue .

We are
F. B. (Leeds).— Thanks for your letter.
pleased to hear that your model is progressing so
well. For instructions for making a simple
working model locomotive, see issues for March
ist and 15th, and April ist and , 15th , 1902.
J. H. (Lowestoft).- We have already described a
home-made gramophone. See September ist,
1902 issue .
A. K. (Maidstone ).---Glad you like our new book ,
Simple Experiments in Static Electricity."
To
actually perform
these experiments yourself
makes an ordinary electrical text-book far easier
to understand and far more interesting to read .
E. B. P. (Crewe).— We shall be pleased to see your
design when completed .
Notices .

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects . Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distincily stated, when sending contributions, whether
reinuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to
literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists , & c., forreview , to beaddressed
to The EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptionsand correspondence relating to sales ofthepaper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sule Agents for United States, Can da , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries : hould be addressed.
Contents .

*

*
*
Another model making competition has been
announced by the Society of Model Engineers, on
the same comprehensive lines as those of their
former events . A medal is specially offered for the
best model made by a member of one of the pro
vincial branches of the Society , and we hope this
honour will be eagerly competed for. We know
that some of the provincial members can do ex
cellent work , and we are sure the London Society
would cordially welcome a strong entry in this
class . We are glad to note that the Society is in a
very vigorous condition , its latest fixtures including
two very interesting visits to Central Electric Sta
Radium ,” illustrated by
tions, and a lecture on
experiments . The latter will be delivered at the
meeting on May 3rd .
Answers to Correspondents.

J. A. C. (Liverpool). - Articles on using a Wims
hurst machine appeared in our issues for February
15th and March ist, and 15th , 1901,

[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated . )
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A

Model , Omnibus.
By W. S. Smith .
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MR. W. S. SMITH'S MODEL OMNIBUS.

omnibus. Locomotives and other engines,
steamers, tramcars, & c ., have all in their
turn been modelled , but the humble “ 'bus ”
seems to have been quite beneath notice.
The entire model is made up of odds and ends of
stuff, which can be found in any workshop, so the
cost of making-up is practically nil.

The lower frame is made up of f -in . whitewood ,
as is also the floor ; the upper portion , windows,
etc., being cut with a fretsaw out of t-in . oak
these are bradded and glued to the lower part.
The roof is made of stout cardboard , this being
quite strong enough , and easier to work than wood ,
as the roof is slightly rounded .
The wheels are turned out of oak or any other
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hard wood , together with the hubs ; these are then
marked off in equal distances, and holes are drilled
for the spokes, which consist of 2-in . brads, care
being taken to get the hubs in the exact centre .
The spokes are glued in , and , when dry, the ends
are trimmed off with a file, and the tyre is put on .
This is made of strip brass , bent to shape round the
wheel (having been previously softened by heating
to a cherry -red , and plunging into cold water ), and
the two ends are then soldered together .
The springs are also made of strip brass . These
are softened , cut off to right length, bent to shape,
and soldered together . The stairs are built up - the
treads being wood , and the other parts zinc. The
rails are all made of copper wire ; the frames of the
seats are wood . The seats are cardboard ; the seat
and back are cut out of one piece. The advertise
ment boards are tin , and the windows mica .
Below are a few measurements of the finished
model
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ANOTHER VIEW OF Model OMNIBUS.
Length of body, 64 ins. ; width , 4+ ins. ; height,
31 ins. ; height of under body, i in . ; width of door
way, it ins.; height of same, 34 ins.; diameter of
large wheels , 24 ins. ; small wheels , 2 ins. ; number
of spokes in large wheel, 13 ; small wheel, 9 ; length
of pole from underbody to extreme end, 5t ins. ;
total length of finished model, 134 ins.
Any further description is needless , because
should any reader contemplate making a similar
model, there are hundreds of omnibuses from
which he can take a pattern .
The reader will observe from the photograph re
produced that the model is fairly proportionate,
although it is not made to scale ; neither were any
measurements taken from a prototype.
For the electric railway under the Thames from
North to South Woolwich , it is proposed to con
struct a single line nearly seven furlongs in length,
with stations at both ends only .
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The Society of Model Engineers ,
(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from Toe
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street , London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
London .
HE last meeting of the London Society
THEwas held on Monday, the 7th March , at
the Holborn Town Hall, Gray's Inn Road ,
upwards of sixty members and friends being
The minutes of the previous meeting
present.
having been adopted and three new members
elected, the Chairman announced the arrange
ments that had been made for visits by mem
bers to local places of engineering interest , and
also formally announced the Model Making Com .
petition to be held in May , and the formal business
being disposed of, called upon Mr. James C. Crebbin
Compounding
to read his paper on
as applied to Model Locomotives ."
With the aid ofsome very fine lantern
slides of full-size and model compound
locomotives , and also by reference to
two of his compound locos on the
table , the lecturer gave a very inter
esting and able paper, which did much
to show his audience how wide and n
teresting a field was to be found in
experimenting with and designing
model compound locomotives. A short
discussion took place at the close of
the paper, and a fuller discussion post
poned to some future occasion . A very
hearty vote of thanks was (on the
motion of Mr. P. Marshall ) accorded
Mr. Crebbin for his excellent paper
and the pains he had taken to render
the complex parts clear by carefully ,
prepared slides, & c . The lantern was
ably operated by Mr. John Wills, junr.
There was a fairly good showing
of exhibits, including Mr. Crebbin's
4 -cylinder compound locomotive (un
finished ),and a 2 -cylinder compound ,
which was shewn under steam , as was
also a f- in . scale Great Western Rail
way loco by Mr. Bowling . Mr. Blank
enburg exhibited some well- finished
parts for the M.E. loco , comprising frames (main
and bogie ) and buffer and beam ; Mr. Fraser a model
dead -weight safety valve ; Mr. Munro a miniature
4 -volt electric motor. Mr. Hildersley patterns for
150-watt Avery -Lahmeyer dynamo and a C type
electric motor; and Mr. R. K. Hull a substantial
vertical engine. By the courtesy of Mr. Levy ( a
visitor ) themembers had an opportunity of inspect
ing a sample of radium and much appreciated the
few simple experiments therewith which Mr. Levy
was kind enough to perform . The meeting ter
minated at 10 p.m.
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS . — April 11th (Monday) -Usual monthly meeting at Holborn Town Hall.
High -tension Effects
Paper and experiments on
with Induction and Tesla Coils, " by Mr. Stanley J.
Harding. All members who can possibly do so
should make a point of attending this meeting.
Tuesday, May 3rd. – Usual monthly meeting at
Holborn Town Hall, when the models entered for
competition will be exhibited and the result of the
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competition announced ; there will also be a most
Radium ,”
interesting paper by Mr. Levy on
illustrated by lantern -slides , experiments, and
demonstrations. Saturday, May 14th.– Visit to
Chiswick Power Station of London United Tram
ways Company. The Secretary will be pleased to
hear from members who intend joining the
party:-HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon. Secretary, 37,
Minard Road, Hither Green , S.E.
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Carlisle. - Any model engineers interested in
the formation of a local Society are kindly asked
to communicate with Mr. JOSEPH PARKINS, II,
Westmoreland Street, Denton Holme, Carlisle.

Model Yachting Correspondence
Kingston Model Yacht Sailing Association .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , -I am sending herewith a small
photograph of a portion of the Model Yacht Sail
ing Association's Boat House at Kingston ,
which I thought would be of some interest to the
yachting readers of your bright and interesting
journal.
The picture shows five of their ten -raters on the
lockers ; and I can assure you they are five hard
nuts that require a lot of cracking. – Yours faith
GEORGE BRAINE .
fully .
Covent Garden , W.C.

Provincial Societies .
Tyneside.
On Saturday , March 5th , the
members of this Society , by the kind permission of
Mr. Wilson Worsdell, chief mechanical engineer of
the N.E.R. Company, visited the locomotive works
at Gateshead. Assembling at the works at 2 p.m.,
they found the chiefs of the boiler, smithing, and
fitting shops prepared to act as guides, and in such
capable hands the visit could not fail to be profit
able and interesting. The party – which numbered
nearly forty - having divided into three groups, each
in charge of one of the above gentle
men , commenced in the wheel shop,
where they were shown the various
processes adopted in the production
of the massive 6 ft. io ins. wheels of
the new 26 Atlantic ” type of express
passenger engines. In the boiler
shops they saw loco boilers in all
stages of manufacture and repair,
from the first rolling of the plates
for the barrel to the finished article
ready for its final steam test before
being mounted .
The smithing
department was specially interest
ing for the many fine examples of
work there to be seen : piston heads,
connecting-rods, draw -hooks, brake
levers, & c ., & c., all beautifully
forged and apparently requiring
little machining to turn them into
The fitting
the finished article .
shops, with their numberless ma
chine tools of all kinds, from small
pneumatic drills to ponderous wheel
KINGSTON MODEL YACHT SAILING AssociATION'S BOAT HOUSE .
lathes, showed the uninitiated what
A PATENT has been taken out for a combination
care is given to turning out the smallest detail
meter calculating machine and automatic press ,
in a perfect manner, and yet with the greatest
which , it is predicted , will render disputes between
In the running sheds were found
economy.
locos of many types, and outside we were
the consumers of gas, water, and electricity and the
companies or municipalities supplying them quite
fortunate enough to find two of the very latest
type of express passenger engine. described
unnecessary and, perhaps, impossible . By the use
of this machine, a consumer can ascertain the
in the M.E. & E. of January 28th last . These were
amount ofhis bill at any time, for, by simply turning
the subject of much scrutiny and many questions
a lever, he receives a card upon which is printed the
as to their details were asked of and as courteously
amount he owes.
answered by the drivers and stokers in charge. A
AN oxy -acetylene blow -pipe described by M.
fitting conclusion to the visit was the splendid In
stitute provided by the Company for its employees ,
Fouché in the Bulletin of the French Physical
with its dining -room , lecture- hall, reading-room ,
Society has the flame formed by the combustion of
library , & c . — all the advantages of which , together
a mixture of one part of acetylene to šof oxygen ;
with the technical classes held in the winter, may
and in order that the explosion may not travel
be enjoyed by any employee for the modest sum
back into the blow - pipe, a jet velocity is required ,
of id . per week . Assembled in hall, adorned with
due to the pressure of a . water column four metres
portraits of past and present officials of the N.E.R.
in height. The flame melts most metals readily ;
Company, and of fine examples of their skill, we
it will solder iron and steel. Even silica and lime
accorded to our guides our heartiest thanks for a
are melted by it. With a reduction of the pro .
portion of oxygen , the flame becomes luminous,
tour, which , though apparently very short, had
nevertheless occupied three hours of their weekly
and on falling on lime the free carbon goes to form
carbide of lime.
half-holiday .
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Workshop Notes and Notions.

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord
ing to meril. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.)
Holding Work Without Damaging .
By E. F.
The sketch given herewith is of a method ofholding
work without damaging, it needs but little explana

Hints on the Use of Calipers.
A correspondent ofMachinery gives the following
useful hints on calipers . The machinist, who is up
to -date , has a set of transfer calipers so that he is
able to take measurements over flanges, & c ., but
it sometimes occurs that these convenient tools are
not at hand when such measurements are to be
taken . This is likely to occur on repair jobs, when

OUTSIDE
CALIPER LEO
SCRIBEA
G

CC
SKETCH SHOWING

Work

А

I

METHOD OF
HOIDING WORK

Spring
collet

FIG . I.

FIG . 2 .

WITHOUT

DAMAGING .

tion . The split collet unay be made of mild steel
or cut from brass tube. It will at once be seen that
this method is better than putting a piece of brass
under the screw of carrier .

only the most necessary tools have been taken
along. In such cases the accompanying cuts show
some of the makeshifts that have been used . Το
measure the inside diameter of a bore having a
shoulder like the piece H (Fig. 2 ), the inside caliper F
is set as usual, and then a line is marked with a sharp
scriber on one leg by drawing it along the side G.
Then the legs are closed to remove the caliper, and
are re-set to the scribed line. Of course, this
method will only do for an approximate measure

A Handy Pipe Wrench .
By J. SMITH .
I submit herewith sketch of a handy pipe wrench
that I have made some time ago . It consists of, in

 דיזיין,יצויין

к

FIG . 2 .
in

m

FIG . 3 .
12 a thick

Pipe
12"

FIG . I.
A HANDY PIPE WRENCH .
my case , a piece of old file, or a piece of steel of the
section shown in Fig . 2 . This is used in an or
dinary spanner, obviously , as seen in Fig . 1.

ment ; but it is surprising how close it may be made
if care is taken , especially on small diameters with
large calipers.
Close measurements may be made by filing two
notches in each leg so as to leave a rounded projec
tion between , as shown at E ( Fig . 1). Then with an
outside caliper D the setting of the inside caliper B
is taken from the rounded points . The inside caliper
can be re-set very accurately after removal by this
method . A still better way is to have two short
pins C C set in the sides of the inside caliper legs,
but this is not readily done as a makeshift.
To get the thickness of a wall beyond a shoulder,
as at K , set the calipers so that thelegs will pass over
the shoulder freely (Fig . 3), and with a scale measure
the distance between the outside leg and the out
side of the piece . Then remove the caliper and
measure the distance between the caliper points .
The difference will be the thickness M.
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Simple Lessons in

Pattern

Making .
By T. D. GARSCADDEN .
(Continued from page 151.)

PATTERNS FOR MR. HAWLEY'S 2 H.-P. CYCLE
MOTOR .
Driving Pulley . - Although the illustration I have
given for this (Fig . 77) is for the it h.-p. motor,as
being more akin to the small pulleys for general
purposes that we have lately had under considera
tion , a reference to the drawing of the 24 h.-p.
V -belt (issue of
one suitable for a “ Lincona
November 26th , 1903) will show that the moulding
method here shown is equally applicable to it,
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or, if for a V -belt, the belt itself. To turn out the
groove, however , to the recommended 45 ° for the
round belt in the case of the 14 h.-p. motor pulley,
you will have to grind your diamond -point for the
time being to about, say, 40 °. Always have this
tool at a lesser angle than the one to be operated on ,
catch when working in
otherwise it will surely
wood .
Make the point of the tool round to
fillet the bottom of groove. Now turn down to the
different diameters , of course providing for ma
chining, and allowing a plentiful taper in the line
of draught, which will afterwards serve for side
finishing on the casting . In determining the
diameter of the core-print choose the nearest f in .
that will allow sufficient for machining of the cup
part, that is , if you want to take advantage of the

moulder's stock core
boxes to save making
one.
The length of the
print is not important
as long as it is greater
than the overhang of
the core into themetal
space, but here also
stick to } parts of an
Print
inch in relation to the
length ofcore. For in
+ Grain
stance, supposing you
take the present fin
ished pattern to a
foundry, you would
Fig . 77. - PULLEY FOR MR. HAW
order one off, with the
CYCLE .
LEY'S MOTOR
'
core to penetrate into
the casting in . Now ,
especially if the object aimed at is to secure the
make the length of core
A
gripping power of the rough casting made to fit
easy for him to calcu
the intended belt . It is intended to be moulded
late, as they are anything but adepts at that.
as it is drawn, i.e., with the parting line through
Say you make the print iš ins. long (as I have
the centre .
drawn it) then the moulder calls for a 1 -in .
I think the method of making the pattern is
core 2 ins. long , and places it in the bottom half
shown sufficiently plain in the figure, but a word or
mould before “ closing."
two of explanation may not be amiss. It will be
seen that it is made up of two turned pieces with
the grain at ght angles, one forming the print and
running through the disc (outline dotted ) which
forms the pulley proper. Well , the first thing to do
is to plane a piece of pine thick enough to turn to
the pattern sizes. Square one edge to facilitate the
reproduction of the centre lines on both sides in
the orthodox way . In the present case this is only
-2576
to fix the centres, from each of which bore a hole
"
+ -34 " *
half-way through with a centre-bit large enough to
ensure strength in the print-mandrel piece. As
the hole may require straightening out with a
JARAC
gouge, do so with a leaning towards the side in
tended for the joint with print piece, thus making
-2 dia
this side a little larger. Now roughly block out to
previously drawn outside diameter and this piece
is ready for the lathe .
2 % **
Next, rough cut out the print-mandrel piece ; fix
in lathe, rough turn it as far as print is concerned ,
but turn the shoulder -piece to fit the hole in pre
pared disc , making the butt joint a trifle hollow .
It has now to be attached . Mark the relative
FIG . 78. - SECTION OF CASTING .
positions of swallow -tail driver and job , take out of
lathe, and fix with two wire brads driven in dovetail
fashion , as shown . Punch them well down out of
The reason why I have not advised making this
harm's way ; replace in lathe and turn the whole
pattern in two halves to facilitate the moulding is
to a finish , beginning with the most important
that such a plan might result in an untrue groove
part — the V , which should be turned to templet,
through possible side-play of the dowel pins in their

A

W
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sockets. At least, it would provide an excuse to
the moulder, whereas a casting from a solid pattern
showing “ siding ” of the moulding box would be
blameable on the moulder alone.
Should you require to punch down the brads still

Chucking
Lug
Parting

Line

Grain

Then

1.376

of the casting for piston rings, as will be obvious.
Now the next question is — What governs the length
of print where only one can be used at the bottom
to hold the core at a true right angle to the parting
line ? Well, a little judgment will have to be exer
cised to suit each particular case. Take the present
one. I have made the print } in . only , because this
is as thin as I can make it consistent with its
reliability for holding the core central, and this
again because the core is of a fair diameter in com
parison to length , so I depend upon the horizontal
area for stability. But supposing the core was
twice its length , and only half its diameter , then I
would say make the print as long as possible in
reason (say, 2 } ins.) and with a very slight taper,
but making it as smooth as possible in compensa
tion to the moulder , and then I would depend upon
the vertical area to hold it true.
The form of the chucking lug I have shown , of

%

3 ".
2/2

Print

/*.
7
1764-1
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216 "
%

FIG . 79, - PATIERN .

.

Bars

-

further while turning, be careful to take the job
out of lathe to do so , or you will assuredly knock
it out of truth .
Piston . - In Fig . 78 I have reproduced Mr.
Hawley's vital sizes, in order to make the object
lesson complete in itself, and this, with its cross
references to left and right for pattern and corebox ,
respectively, together with previous instructions
for similar work , ought to make this a very easy
job . It affords me an opportunity, however, of
saying something with regard to plans of moulding,
length of prints, & c ., for your guidance in the
necessary fixing of such matters before starting to
make a pattern .
The first thing to be
About10
determined
on , of
K : 194
course , is how it shall
be moulded . Well, in
cylindricalwork at any
1
rate, if there are two
232
ways that it could be
Rad .
done, and not much
to choose between , de
cide to make it to cast
in the same position as
k .
16"
it is ultimately to be
hadded
used . I am ofopinion he
that all cast metals ,
with wearing surfaces
subject to the law of
gravity , should be run
32
thus as far as prac
Rad.
ticable , and, in this
present case, the rea
sons are apparent. It Fig . 80. - SECTION THROUGH
causes an equal close
HALF OF CORE -BOX .
ness of grain all round
the periphery, and is closest of all at the bottom of
mould, where, being thin , it is most desirable,
besides making it tough and easily wrought. These
arguments apply with greater force still in the case

FIG . 81. - PLAN OF HALF OF CORE -BOX , WITH
METAL DRAWN OFF .

4€

course, is not to be slavishly followed , this being
governed by your lathe facilities ; its presence is
only to mark the absolute necessity of some such
provision , and may be formed out of the same piece
when turning, if a round boss is decided on , or
made separately and attached ; but in any case
taper it well for draught, as the sand has to leave
the pattern here,
In casting, this piece will beneficially serve as a
well for the dirty surfacemetal to rise into ; but if
extra machining is not objected to , an additional
fin . may be added on the top to make assurance
doubly sure.
There is nothing fresh to be said regarding the
corebox, instructions for similar ones having
already been given . You will cut the pieces form
ing the various diameters separately , squaring the
centre -lines right round carefully when drawing
off, to adjust to when attaching together. During
the latter process, be careful to leave a freeway of
wood to bore into for the dowels . The chamfers
forming fillets should also be cut before attachment,
but leave the corners sharp until the whole is com
plete , when they may be rounded neatly with glass
paper.
The little bosses should be pared with a slight
taper, and a fillet of wax or putty added when they
are fitted and bradded .
Piston Rings. In the casting for these (moulded
in the same way), of course, the core will come
right through to the top, so draw or paint in the
core here but do not put on a print.
No corebox is necessary if you observe the con
ditions for the pulley ve diameter of print. As to
length of pattern , I should think that 14 diameters
would give as much length as would be consistent
with rigidity for turning the casting, but this
matter, along with that of chucking provision , I
will leave to your superior knowledge, although
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the latter is usually provided for by three horse .
shoe shaped lugs fixed on the top of pattern - this
method eliminating the chance of straining the
diameter by the paws.
Next lesson - the one piece double flywheel as a
steel casting .
( To be continued.)

The “
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on to the line wire at each end. This is clearly seen
in Fig 3 , where the boat is shown in the act of
going about. The line wire should preferably be
fixed so that the wind blows across it at right angles .
and, given a continuous
breeze, the boat sails up
and down its ( 0 course " until further orders . The
swivel plate previously referred to is provided with

Aeolicraft . '

A Novelty in Model Airships.
ROBABLY few people have ever thought of
A
OB
PR a model yacht sailing in anything but its
native element the water. The inventors
of the “ Aeolicraft," however , have not only
thought of the possibility of a model yacht sailing
in the air , but they have, in their ingenious toy .
made this possibil .y an actual practical success.
The “ Aeolicraft
differs from other airships in

BOAT READY TO SAIL .
FIG . 2. -THE
—
an adjusting device, so that the boat may be ad
justed to suit the direction of the wind when it is
not blowing fairly abeam . By having two or more
wires stretched parallel in a favourable position .
races may be run between two or more boats, and
a good deal of exciting fun obtained . The boats
and fittings are very well made, and are packed ,
with all parts complete , in a substantial box. We
have had an Aeolicraft ” on trial, and have found
it to be all that is claimed for it by its makers. It
is, of course, only a toy , but it is a distinctly clever
one, and is capable of affording a considerable
amount of amusement to youngsters who are fond

FIG . 1. - PLACING BOAT ON THE WIRE.

one important point, viz ., that it requires a track
on which to run , and this is provided by means of
a wire stretched between two trees, posts, or other
convenient supports. The ship is mounted on the
wire — and the breezes do the rest. Fig . I shows the
method of supporting the boat on the track , from
which it will be seen that there is a carrier frame
placed amidships, having at each end a small
wheel, or roller, surrounded by a spring clip , which
keeps the wire in place. The underside of the
carrier frame is connected to a swivel plate at the
foot of the mast, which enables the boat to turn
round for sailing in the opposite direction without
altering the carrier frame. Fig . 2 shows the boat
all ready for sailing . It will be noticed that there
are two
whisker-springs
projecting , one fore
and one aft, from the end of the bowsprit ; these
springs being at their other ends hooked over the
line wire. Their purpose is to automatically re
verse the boat when she is at the end of her run ;
and they do this by the leading whisker-spring
coming against a wire buffer spring, which is clipped

FIG . 3.— " GOING ABOUT > ) AT END OF COURSE .
of boats — and what youngster is not ? Moreover .
it can be sailed in any back garden which is situated
in a sufficiently open position to get a good steady
wind , andmothers will appreciate this point
there will be no wet feet ! The inventors and manu.
facturers are Messrs. Parsell & Weed , 129–131,
West 31 Street, New York. Full particulars can
be obtained from them , or from their agents in this
country, Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co , Kingswell
Street, Northampto :: .
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Tangent Galvanometer.
By F. H. P.
HE following are particulars and sketches of
T how to make a Tangent Galvanometer.
Turn up in the lathe a circular base
board , i in . thick by 64 ins. diameter, to sketch ;
also turn out the inside, & in . deep by 5 ins.
diameter, and a f -in . by 5t -in . edge at top for glass

ZUZE

FIG . 1. - CROSS -SECTION .

the point of a sewing needle , about } in . long, ver
tically into the centre of the card , where the com
pass fitted when drawing, and leave the needle so
that the point is about in . above the card . The
steel magnetic needle is į in . long and about 5-16ths
wide at centre, with a 3-16ths hole drilled in ;
harden it and magnetise ; also draw off in the gas
flame a small glass tube to a point, and break off
for a pivot ; now , on a circle 5 diameter of thin
card , equally lined by four quarters to set to,
mount as follows, putting the glass pivot through
the needle hole, gum needle, & c ., to small card ,
and at right angles set two strong short slender
fibres of hay or aluminium wire, or other suitable
light material to hand .
A plate of glass can be got, cut any
diameter to suit, from a glass warehouse,
bevelled - edge or plain , from 2d . to 4d.,
which should just fit nicely in turned
recess, not too loose, to be able to be
jumped out in carrying, & c., of which
thebrass strip forms so excellent a handle .
Of course, three levelling screws can be
provided, and would improve matters ;
but for rough experimental amateur
bench work , & c ., above instrument is all
right.
In calculation , my instrument's reduc
tion factor was 1'3, and a deflection of
45° corresponded to nearly 1'3 amperes
of current ; and if made closely following

e

%
%
%
30

plate to fit in , and on the outside edge a depression
about 3–16ths in . wide by 1-16th in . deep, and
bore a central“ -in . diameter hole right through ;
take off chuck , and varnish , and base
board is ready. Cut a straight strip
of 1-16th sheet brass, about 10 } ins.
long by } in . wide, bend it into a
0
semicircle, and fasten with brass tacks
10 20
30 201
to sides of base, so that it passes cen
40
tral right over. Now make, or procure ,
50
50
some brass wire staples , and tacking
them down lightly at an angle of 45°,
60
as shown, at the end of brass strip ,
70
70
leaving them about
more to drive
80
80
in , proceed to wind with No. 16 D.C.C.
copper wire, as follows
Fasten to a Staples
terminal about an inch away from
180
80 )
centre of brass strip, and carry the
wire straight over the arch , pass it
70
70
through the staple, and carry the wire
-60
60
round the groove to the starting-point,
50
50
then over the arch again , and round
the other half of the groove, thence
30
10 20
20 10
over arch again , and round grooves
again , as before ; and when the wire
has gone four times over the arch , the
end of wire then should be connected
to the other terminal and staples driven
down, and the wire shellac -varnished .
Now carefully set out on a drawing
board a white piece of cardboard , and
Fig . 2. - PLAN OF TANGENT GALVANOMETER.
with compass and T -square, & c ., des
cribe a circle 5 ins. diameter, and
divide into quadrants of 90°, and also 360 ° ; then
the above lines, will not vary worth noting
cut the card carefully round, and glue it to the
for practical purposes, unless we go into such
bottom of inside of case with oº set at right angles
niceties as the quality of copper used in any indi
to the brass strip. The central hole in base should
vidual case , and in regard to hardness or con
be well fitted with a solid small cork levelled off
ductivity, when each instrument will then have to
nicely top and bottom , before card is fitted. Insert
be tested on its own for a new reduction factor.

40
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A Model Steamer .
By J. E. GREENWOOD .
'HE boat here described was made by meabout
THthree years ago . She has been fitted, at
different times , with three separate engines
and two boilers. The first engine was a single
acting oscillating one,but it had not sufficient power ,
and would stop if the slightest bit of weed or dust
got entangled in the propeller. The second was
a single -acting one with a trunk piston and a piston
slide-valve. The crank and eccentric were en

373

it was finished I could not alter it . The crank
shaft is 3-16ths in . diameter, and the main bearings
are i in . and #in . long respectively ; and the con
necting-rod end bearing is 1 in . long . The eccentric
is
in . diameter and ž in . wide in the groove for
the strap ; the crosshead is } in . square where it
bears on the slides . The crankshaft is built up , and
the cranks are balanced ; the connecting-rod is
hollow to lighten it. The main bearings are drilled
and reamed from the solid , and are not split as
usual. They show no signs of wear yet, although
the engine has run a good deal at speeds up to
2,500 per minute . The feed pump is in the form of

MR. J. E. GREENWOOD's MODEL STEAMER — SIDE AND DECK VIEWS.
closed , and ran in an oil bath . This was fairly
satisfactory ; but as I did not fit a pump, I had to
keep stopping to fill the boiler. The first boiler
was a horizontal one of the steam -cutter type.
This one had a firebox at one end, and about
eighteen tubes straight through to a smokebox
at the other. This boiler steamed very well after
I got the engine running and the exhaust up the
chimney. It, however, took a very long time to
get up steam , as the draughtwas very poor.
The boat is 40 ins. long, 6 ins. beam , and 41 ins.
deep amidships ; and, as will be seen by the photo ,
is built with a cutaway stern . The bottom is cut
out of a piece of pine 3 ins. thick , and the rest is
built up . The shape is taken from a boat built by
the Liquid Fuel Engineering Company, of East
Cowes.
The present engine is a double-action slide-valve
of the usual launch type, built, however, with very
large wearing surfaces throughout. It was made
up entirely of scrap material, except the cylinder,
which I had finished . The cylinder is 4- in . bore
by i-in . stroke. The stroke is rather long, but as

a single-action oscillating cylinder, except that it
is fitted with a plunger and gland, instead of a
piston and rod . It is f-in . bore and f -in . stroke,
and it is driven by a disc crank on the end of engine
shaft. It works perfectly at any speed up to 2000
revolutions per minute. The pump draws its
supply from a tank in the stern under the deck ,
and delivers through a back -pressure valve on the
boiler. Between the pump and the back -pressure
valve is an overflow pipe fitted with a regulating
valve ; the overflow leads back to the tank. By
this means the pump can always be kept working
full bore , and the delivery to boiler can be regu .
lated to suit the needs of the engine. I have found
this pump, in connection with the regulating valve,
to be perfectly reliable, and I do not think it has ever
failed to start at once. After a good deal of ex
perimenting, I have come to the conclusion that a
very small pump of the ordinary type, with valves ,
is a failure at high speeds. The propeller is 2 } ins.
diameter, and about 3 ; ins. pitch, and has very
wide blades. The stern tube is about 9 ins. long,
and the propeller shaft is a fit the whole length .
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I have not fitted a gland , but I lubricate theshaft
with vaseline, and I have no trouble with leakage.

W

Cross Section ,
showing Valve.

--1769
dia

FIC

spring balance safety valve, set to blow off at 50 lbs
per sq . in . Water gauge, wheel steam valve, and
back -pressure valve. The firing is by a powerful
8 -wick spirit lamp, and I have raised steam from
cold water sufficient to run the engine in one
minute, and full working pressure (about 40 lbs.)
in two minutes . This boiler steams very well in .
deed, but I have to be very careful not to let the
water get low , as the tubes are only sweated in
with solder . I should not recommend anyone to
make a boiler of this description , unless it was made
cf copper and thoroughly well brazed at all joints ,
then I have no doubt it would give satisfac
tion .
On the deck at the stern I have fitted a spring
in the form of half a circle ; the tiller presses hard
on this , and keeps the rudder set in any position
in which it may be put.

li ona
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I.
THE PRIZE DESIGN FOR A
Modell.oco REGULATOR .

8.1 .
b
Alternative Steam Intake flrrange?

_02.

Superheated Steam

Pipe

Fig . 2. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF
REGULATOR AND STEAM PIPES.
I have not indicated the engine for speed in the
water, but estimate the revolutions to be between
1,200 and 1,500 per minute, and the speed of the
boat between three and three and a half miles per
hour. This speed is only approximate, as I have
not tried the boat over a measured course, but have
estimated the speed by walking alongside. I
have tried the boat with a larger pitch propeller ,
but I found I had to put a weight in one side of the
boat to make her run anywhere near on an even keel ,
and believe, without the weight, the boat would
have turned over completely with full steam on .
It seems to me the only way to apply a large power
to a narrow boat is to either use twin -screws, or
else fit a right and left -hand propeller mounted on
a solid and hollow shaft, and running in opposite
directions — the same as used on the Whitehead
torpedo.
The boiler is a modification of the Yarrow water
tube. The steam drum is 2 ins. diameter by 7 ins.
long ; and the water drums are
in . diameter.
There are forty -one tubes about 4 ins. long and 1 in .
diameter. The casing is extra-strong tinplate
riveted up , except one end, which is bolted on so
that I can remove the boiler proper . I had intended
to line the casing with asbestos, but as it steams very
well I have not done so . The boiler fittings are

CYLINDERS

dia .

VITH

十一 一
Fig . 3. — LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF REGULATOR .
The Great Western are bringing out an engine
to compete with the French locomotive. It is to
have the same steam pressure as the French engine,
228 lbs. , instead of the 200 lbs, hitherto themaxi
mum on this line. The boiler is to have 2,143 sq .
ft. of heating surface ; the outside cylinders will
be 18 ins. by 30 ins., with six -coupled driving wheels ,
6 ft. 8 ips. diam . This engine is to be named the
Albion , and will run against La France.
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Wimshurst Machine .

Priming Pipe.*
By P. G. HEPWORTH .
'HE regulator and non -priming attachment,
here to be described , has been designed to
THI
meet the requirements of model loco
motives and boilers of the loco type. It has few

By G. N. CARLETON -STIFF .
"HE accompanying photograph is that of a
Wimshurst machine, which I have lately
T
completed . I do not think there is anything
novel in the design ; but as the Wimshurst machine
seems a rather favourite piece of apparatus with
many amateurs, I thought the following short
description might be of some interest :
The stand is made from four pieces of inch

FIG . 4 .
DETAIL OF
SUPPORTS .

parts and they are simple castings which can be all
faced and turned in the lathe. It is made so that
a ." superheater attachment ” can be used , in either
of the alternative arrangements — which are shown
in the accompanying drawing, and can be worked
from the footplate . It is fitted with a gland, which

2

Fig . 5. - REGULATOR HANDLE AND STUFFING Box .

A WIMSHURST MACHINE .

can be inserted from the end plate, does not get out
of order, and is easily fixed in position. The non
priming pipe has also proved a complete success.
I have tried it on a locomotive boiler, which primed ,
before it was fitted , and the water gauge gave in
correct level ; this I had put down to the excessive
heat near the gauge ; but now the “ non -priming
pipe has been fitted , this water gauge will give
correct level, which would suggest that the new
steam -pipe inlet has steadied the circulation .

mahogany - two pieces 30 ins. by 31 ins. for the sides,
and two pieces 16 ins. by 34 ins. for the ends. The
standards are also of inch mahogany 24 ins. high
by 54 ins. wide at the bottom , tapering to 31 ins
at the top
The two driving pulleys are a little over 51 ins.
diameter , and are screwed to the ends of a mahogany
cylinder, 5+ ins. long by 2ų ins. diameter. The
pulleys are fixed to a 7-16ths in . mild steel spindle,
by means of two setscrews passing through the
wood cylinder. At one end of this spindle a hole is
drilled and tapped to take a -in . screw by means of
which the handle is screwed on to the spindle .
The plates are 26 -oz. window glass, 24 ins diam
eter, with a hole 3 ins. in diameter in the centre,
and there are thirty-two sectors on each plate.
They are.fixed to their bosses in the way described
by Mr. Booker in THE MODEL ENGINEER for No
vember ist, 1900. Each boss is bushed with a
piece of f -in . diameter brass tubing.

The GAUGE QUESTION IN MEXICO. — The National
Railroad Company of Mexico has completed the
work of changing its gauge from Laredo to the
capital of the Republic . The work of changing
the gauge of the line and the rolling-stock upon it
involved an outlay of £2,600,000.
* This article gained the prize of two guineas in
our Tecent Competition No. 34.
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Wrought iron was used for the plate spindle. It
is 138 ins. long by 17-32nds-in . diameter turned all
over . It projects
in . beyond each standard, so
as to support the neutralising rods. These latter
are made from 3 - in . brass rods, which are soldered
at their middle points to pieces of split brass tubing,
-3 ° DIA

I.

Fig . 7. - FLYWHEEL.
which fit over the projecting .ends of the plite
spindle. The tinsel cord brushes are held in short
brass tubes, which are fixed to the ends of the
neutralising rods.
The collectors of stout copper wire, supported
by t -in . brass balls, which are fixed to the tops of
brass rods, which are carried by mahogany stoppers
cemented to the tops of the Leyden jars. The Ley
den jars are made from salad oil bottles , coated on
the outside to the height of 2 ins. with tinfoil, and
filled to the sameheight inside with shot.
The discharging rods are made from 3-16ths-in .
brass tubing fitted with brass balls. The positive
ball is 1- in . diameter and the negative it. The
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Design for a Model Rotary
Steam
Engine.

By N. FEARNLEY .
rotary ” form of steam
Tengine
A
tibe of great practical value in
engine is
is not
large or “ working ” size, yet a small power
engine of this type, if carefully made, will give a
very good result with fairly high pressure steam ,
and working at a good speed .
The main drawbacks to the engine for commercial
use in large sizes, are (1 ) the large amount of friction
between the piston
and the walls of the piston
chamber, and (2 ) the large amount of steam re
quired for each revolution . Its chief advantage is
its entire lack of reciprocating parts , and therefore
its lack of vibration when running.
In a model or engine of small power the diaw
backs — to a great extent - vanish , while the advan
tages remain . The smaller the diameter of the
piston chamber the less will be the friction between
the piston and the wall surfaccs, owing to the
lower linear velocity of the moving parts, and also
the smaller the diameter the less wasteful of steam
will the engine be.
A number of models of rotary engines of various
types may be seen in the collection at South
Kensington : but they all differ in some respects
from the design given here , which is, to the writer's
best belief, original.
Rotary engines of this type in the Museum
collection have a “ trap door arrangement which
prevents the live steam from passing round into the
exhaust , and also from acting on the back of the
piston ."

5
Fig . 8. - SectioN OF BEDPLATE .
negative ball should be larger, but the it-ins. was
the largest I could get. They are ordinary caddy
balls with the screw removed , and a piece of sheet
brass soldered over the hole and turned up in the
lathe.
All the woodwork is French polished , the plates,
Leyden jars and brass work being shellac var
nished .
THE LARGEST FLOATING CRANE.--The largest
floating crane ever built is now in course of con
struction by the Bechem & Keetmann Machine
Works Company, of Duisburg , Hochfeld , for the
shipbuilding yard of Messrs . Swan & Hunter , Ltd.,
of Wallsend , and on completion the crane will be
mounted on a pontoon and shipped to the Tyne.
It is of 140 tons capacity .

ܒܬܒ

.2 "
FIG . 6. - BEARING A : TWO OFF .
It is also the duty of this 46 trap door ” to resist
the action of the steam and so cause the piston to
move round in the opposite direction . In the de
sign given here a brass drum --from which a section
has been cut - takes the place of the " trap door
which in practice soon succumbs to the violent
treatment meted out to it by the piston when the
is working at a high speed .
The drum , on the other hand, is geared equally
with the main shaft and is so actuated mechan
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ically and there is no extraordinary wear and tear
when working
The drawings are self-explanatory, and the
general arrangements are to a scale of half full size,
the details being fully dimensioned. (I have pur
posely omitted certain dimensions which can be
easily obtained, in order that the drawing may
be as simple as possible to read.)
2

.

The Construction of Model
Alternators .

Thá

KcYWAY.
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FIG . 9 .
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FIG . 10. - MAIN SHAFT.
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The action of the engine is as follows :—Steam is
admitted (at good pressure, say, 40 lbs.) at the
point S in valve diagram . The exhaust is open
during the whole revolution , and the exhaust pipe
should be made as large in diameter as possible .
With the disc valve shown, “ cut off ” takes place
at half revolution, but this point can be accelerated
or retarded by shortening or lengthening the slot in
the disc.
N
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that it possesses advantages over the more common
form of engine, which should not be forgotten .
Extreme simplicity of construction is also a decided
point in its favour.
To searchers after novelty, the design will, I
venture to hope, be ofinterest and open up a channel
for the exercise of their experimental genius.

By “ ZODIAC ."
N this article I propose to deal with the design
IN and construction of small alternators, both
single and polyphase , and to give one or two
designs for model alternators.
To allow of the amateur understnading
the why and wherefore of the various points
in the construction of these models, it will
be as well to deal with the theory of design
a little.
Of course, it is assumed that the reader
is fairly well versed in the construction of
continuous current dynamos, and has read
through, say, the book on this subject by Mr.
Avery (“ A.B.C. of Dynamo Design " ).
The amateur seldom touches alternating
current work, and, seeing that so little has been
written on the subject (suitable for the amateur ), it
can hardly be wondered that he regards this
branch of electrical work beyond him .
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PERIOD O
FIG . 11. - DIAGRAM OF STEAM VALVE.

The drum A , with piston cast on , is geared equally
with drum B , and the drums are so arranged on
their shafts that the gap B just allows the piston
to pass and then closes immediately behind it.
To the back of the piston is fastened a brass
plate , and between these is clamped a square piece
of leather packing. The bed is shown extended
(in dotted lines, Fig . 1, page 276 ), to suit dynamo
or other driven machinery .
In presenting this
design, I must warn would -be makers that the
engine will not prove very economical in steam
consumption as compared with a reciprocating
engine of equal power , but would again point out

Dere

n
ea

FIG . 1. - A SIMPLE
ALTERNATOR .

( 1 ) A Simple Alternator .-- No doubt the reader is
fully aware that if an ordinary Siemens or H
armature has its coils connected to two slip rings
( Fig . 1 ) and be revolved in a magnetic field , the cur
rent generated will be an alternating one ; that is to
say, it will pass through a complete cycle of changes
of both magnitude and direction at regular inter
vals of time, as shown on the curve (Fig . 2 ). If
by means of two brushes pressing on these slip
rings the current is led to, say, a lamp, the current
will flow through the lamp first in one direction and
then in the other direction .
Hence, a Siemens or H -armature wound as men
tioned above — that is to say, provided with slip
single phase (this
rings — will furnish us with a

The Model Engineer and Electrician ..
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term will be explained later on ) alternating current
iffrevolved in a magnetic field . The amateur who
has a shunt-wound H -armature dynamo can , by
fitting two slip-rings on, provide himself with a
generator capable of giving both continuous and
alternating current. In the sameway, a ring arma
ture can be made to furnish alternating currents
by connecting two opposite points of the winding
to slip - rings, as shown in Fig . 3.
Machines thus constructed were used as alterna
tors in the early days of electric lighting.
( 2 ) Periodiciiy. - Taking the simple case of a
coil revolving in a two -pole field , as shown in Fig . 1,
B

--

+
NC

E

A

D

One cycle
FIG . 2
when the coil is mid -way between the poles the volt
age will be nil.
As the coil turns through go degs.
into the position shown in Fig . 1, the voltage will
gradually rise until it reaches its maximum value
at the pcint B of the curve Fig . 2 . In the next
quarter of a turn , the voltage will fall to nothing at
the point C on the curve, when the coil will have
made half of a revolution . During the next quarter
of a turn the voltage will again rise to a maximum
value, but in the opposite direction, at the point D
of the curve. Continuing the motion , the voltage
will again fall to zero at the point E , when the coil
will have turned through 360 degs.; that is to say ,
one complete revolution .
The cycle of changes from A to E on the curve
Fig . 2 is called a period or a cycle ; while from A to
C , or C to E , is called an alternation . Thus, a
period or cycle equals two alternations. Tbe

N

S

FIG . 3. - RING ARMATURE FITTED WITH SLIP RINGS
number of cycles or periodsperformed per second is
termed the periodicity or the frequency of the circuit.
As shown above, our simple coil gives one cycle
per revolution, so that the frequency of this simple
machine would be equal to the number ofrevolutions
per second. If we increase the number of poles, we
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increase the frequency ; hence, wehave the simple
rule for any alternator, viz.:
Periodicity
Speed per second x Number of pairs
of poles .
For example, a six -pole machine running at a
speed of 1000 revs. per minute would give a periodi
city of
6 x 1000
50 cycles .
2 X 60
Periodicity is often shown thus
; so that
would man 50 cyecles.
50
Frequency, or periodicity , is alwaysper second ,
but French engineers at one timetermed an alterna
tion a period , so that their periodicity would be
double the correct value . This lead to the use of
or 66 complete
complete periods
the term
cycles.”
3. In the early days of electrical engineering the
periodicities used were rather high, 100 cycles being
a common frequency. So long as alternating cur
rents were only used for electric lighting this high
periodicity was quite suitable, but with the intro
duction of alternating current motors it was found
advisable to adapt lower periodicities of 20 to 25
cycles, while even for lighting work 50 cycles is
generally used for modern plant.
A periodicity of 40 to 50 cycles is a convenient one
for model work , where it is rather difficult to use

FIG . 4 .
more than six poles. A 40 -cycle alternator will
require a speed of 1,200 revs. per minute for a four
pole machine, or a speed of 798 revs. for a six -pole
machine. A 50 -cycle machine will require a speed
of 1,500 revs. for a four-pole , or 1000 revs for a six
pole machine. These speeds are, therefore , well
within the limits ofmodel engine work , so that there
is no difficulty in direct coupling the alternator to a
model high -speed engine.
A three-phase generator direct-coupled to a high
speed vertical engine will be found illustrated on
page 245 of THE MODEL ENGINEER for September
ioth , 1903.
(4 ) Wave Form . — The shape of the E.M.F. curve
of an alternator is effected in many ways which dis
tort it from the true sine curve, such as shown in
Fig . 2 . In the case of large machines , this dis
tortion of the E.M.F. curve has to be taken into
account ; but in this paper I shall assume that the
curve is a true sine curve.
There is no such thing as the best shape of E.M.F.
curve , or wave, for all purposes ; as, whether a
given shape of wave is good or bad depends on the
nature of the circuit supplied . A wave form which
would suit transformers might not be the most suit
able for arc lamp circuits .
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Fig . 5 .
38
a symmetrical curve- i.e ., the negative half waves
are an exact copy of the positive half waves ( see
Fig . 4 ). In order to produce an unsymmetrical
E.M.F. wave, it would be necessary to give alter
nate poles of the generator a different shape . While
the model alternator constructor will hardly be
likely to wish to find out the exact shape of his ma
chine's E.M.F. wave, any more than his fellow
engine builder would wish to take an indicator
diagram of his model engine, still, a few remarks on
the method by which the shape of the E.M.F. wave
is found will be of interest to the amateur. The
earliest method was that first introduced by
Joubert, in the year 1880 , a description of which
will be found in most text-books. The modern
method involves the use ofan instrument known as
an oscillograph, the arrangement of which I will
briefly describe :
A narrow strip of phosphor bronze is tightly
stretched between the poles of a powerful electro
magnet, the two portions of the strip that are in the
magnetic field being parallel to one another. A
small mirror attached to the strip serves to show
the displacement of the strip by means of a deflected
ray of light in the same way as the ordinary reflect
ing galvanometer . The alternating current, whose
wave form is to be measured is sent through this
phosphor-bronze strip , and as it passes up one-half
and down the other half, the strip is deflected , and
thus causes a deflection of the mirror that is at
tached to it. Hence, the alternating current causes
the mirror to make a series of rapid vibrations,
which are registered by means of the deflected ray
of light on to a photographic plate that has been
allowed to fall from a convenient height. Since the
moving parts are very light, they vibrate with a
frequency equal to that of the current, so that the

In the case of alternating currents, however, the
above simple law does not hold good. In accord
ance with Lenz's law , when a current is started or
stopped in a circuit, induced E.M.F. are produced ,
whose sign is such that they tend to prevent the
change. On starting the current, the induced
E.M.F. will tend to oppose the current, while on
stopping the current, the induced E.M.F. tends to
keep the current flowing in the circuit. Therefore,
the induced E.M.F. tends to oppose the changes
which give rise to it. The E.M.F., which is the
primary cause of the current, is termed the im
pressed E.M.F. For an alternating current circuit
we have
impressed E.M.F. + induced E.M.F.*
Current =
Atotal) resistance .
The induced E.M.F. may be of the same sign as
the impressed E.M.F., or it may be of opposite sign .
-

NM

curve traced out gives the wave form required . Fig .
5 shows the arrangement of the moving parts of a
Duddell oscillograph. In this diagram s's' is the
phosphor-bronze strip which is suspended between
the poles of the magnet N , S , M being the mirror
which serves to indicate the movement of the strip
s's'.
In Fig. 4 the thick line shows the wave form of
an actual alternator, while the dotted curve is the
true sine curve.
( 5 ) Current in Circuit. The reader who has
studied continuous current work is aware that the
current in a circuit obeys Ohm's law , i.e.,
E.M.F.
Current
resistance
or
Volts .
Ampères
Ohms.

--

In the case of small model alternators one can
hardly take notice of wave form , and, therefore, it
is best to assume that the shape of the E.M.F. wave
is of the simple sine form . No matter what may be
the shape of the wave, the E.M.F. curve is always

I'volts

ps
Am .

E

A

ki

3
ka

*

FIG . 6 .

(6 ) Inductance. We have seen (in Article 5 )
the induced E.M.F.'s tend to oppose the changes ,
and hence to act as a sort of extra resistance. If
F stand for the magnetic flux due to a current i,
we have
F = Li.
Where L is a constant, which is termed the co
efficient of self - induction or the inductance of the
circuit, L is independent of i. In the case of a coil
of wire having an inductance of value l per single
turn , and S turns, its inductance per unit of current
Sº1. In other words, the induct
will be S X SL
* This only holds good for a xconductor pf: non
magnetic material surrounded by air .
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ance of a coil varies approximately as the square
of the number of turns.
( 7) Lag of Current behind the E.M.F. - Owing
to the inductance preventing the current rising
quickly and falling quickly in a circuit, the current
lags behind the impressed E.M.F. This is shown
in Fig . 6 , where it will be seen that the voltage has
risen to nearly its maximum value before the current
has started to rise . The lag of the current is ex
pressed in degrees, and it can be shown that if
denote the angle of lag, then
L
P
tan 0 =
and also that

reactance
resistance
p being the angular velocity.
(8 ) Reactance and Impedance.--The quantity
that is equivalent to the resistance in the case of a
continuous current circuit is termed the impedance.
C
tan Ꮎ

=
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where OA represents the resistance , OC the
impedance, and AC the reactance. A very slight
knowledge of mensuration will prove that in any
right-angle triangle the sum of the squares of the
two sides is equal to the square of the hypothenuse ,
i.e., in Fig. 7 .
(OC)2 = (OA ) + (AC)
VOA ? + AC?
i . OC
A short study of Fig. 7 will make the relation of
resistance and reactance to impedance quite clear.
Now , from the relation p = 27 n it will be clear
that the impedance of a given circuit is increased
by increasing the frequency .
Such effects have to be taken into account when
designing alternators. While the predetermination
of many of the various values mentioned involves
a somewhat advanced mathematical knowledge,
the methods of design I shall adopt will allow of
the more or less non -mathematical reader grappling
with the subject successfully , provided a slight
amount of experimental adjustment be carried out
on the completed machines .
( To be continued .)

p
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First Attempt.

By W. A. JOHNSON .
AM sending you a photo and description ofmy
model locomotive. This is my first attempt
at model making, and it took me nearly
twelve months of my leisure time to make. It
was taken from Mr. Smithies’ model, described in
the M.E. for April 15th , 1901. I made it exactly
to drawing, but it did not steam satisfactorily , and
I have altered it, and added a down -comer and an
outside flue, which is a decided improvement, the
boiler making plenty of steam . I made the pattern
for the wheels , and had them cast in iron . Frames ,
tanks, buffers, and all other fittings for the model
were made at home.
I

da

nc

e

Fig . 7 .

A
Resistance
We have the following equations :
Reactance = p X L.
( Impedance)
(res.)2 + (reactance)?
or
Impedance = Vo? + p'L ?.
We can now modify our formula for the current
given in Article 5–
E
Current
Vg2 + p L
If E be the maximum value of the voltage, then
the above value of current will be the maximum
value. If E be the mean value of the E.M.F., then
we shall obtain the mean value of the current.
Thus :
Maximum value of current = Maximum E.M.F.
Impedance
From the above we can obtain the following :
Voltage
Volts
= Current
Impedance
Vri + pi L ?
Where p = 2an, and r = the resistance, i
3-1416
or 3 ; approximately , n = the frequency .
The equation :
Impedance?
(v ) + (PL )
can be represented by a triangle , as shown in Fig . 7 ,

D. V. R.

MR. A. W. JOHNSON'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .
It is slightly larger than Mr. Smithies' model,
being 19} ins. over buffers . The principal dimen
sions are : Boiler, 10 by 3 ins., including smoke
box ; driving wheels, 24 ins. diameter ; bɔgie leading
wheels , 2 ins. diameter ; gauge, 31 ; height from
rail to top of funnel, 9f ins. ; cylinder , & by it
stroke. The fuel is methylated spirit, and is fed
from the tank behind, the flow of spirit being regu
lated by a small tap .

The Model Baglncer and Bloctrician ,
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Hints from

the Marking - off
Table .

011

By W. H. DEARDEN .
F all departments in the engineering work
OF shop , that wherein the marking -off is done is,
perhaps, the most interesting, for it is the
one in which we see the work in its rough and un
finished state.
This department is of the greatest importance, as
good work cannot be produced unless the lining -out
is correct. The accuracy of the work executed
upon the marking -off table is essential for many
reasons. By way of illustration , suppose we take
a casting or forging. If these are not carefully
tried over at all points to ascertain whether

Fig . 1. - SECTION AND PLAN OF MARKING -OFF
TABLE .
sufficient metal has been allowed for future ma
chining, it may follow that when they are partly,
or maybe nearly , finished , they will only be suitable
for the scrap -heap .
The more carefully the marking-off is done, the
easier will the fitting -up and erection of the work
be when it has reached these stages ; therefore, a
great amount of time and labour is saved thereby .
The most important thing required first is a
suitable table or flat surface upon which to work .
This table is usually made of cast iron , and is
machined perfectly true upon its face and also its
edges. It is somewhat channel shaped in section , as
will be seen by the accompanying sketches, Figs. 1
and 2; it has strengthening webs or ribs running in
all directions outward from the centre, or at right
angles . These slabs or tables are made in alınost
any size, great care being taken to secure a per.
The large
fectly flat surface and square edges.
ones, for heavy work , usually have a number of
holes in them , and in some instances longitudinal
slots, the usefulness of which will be seen later.
These tables should never be used to hammer or
flatten anything upon them , but should be kept
for the express purpose for which they are desig
nated . In a good engineer's shop this piece of
furniture is considered of great value, one man only
being allowed to work upon it, as a rule .
Having been provided with this table, the next
important feature is to place the same upon a
suitable rigid stool or trestle , at a proper height
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ensuring that its face stands perfectly true by the
use of the spirit level.
It is essential that its position should be such
as to allow for plenty of light so that the work may
be seen without difficulty at all points. The
position of marker-off is a responsible one ;, it
demands the closest attention of the operator, and
also a clear knowledge of working drawings.
For the benefit of the amateur it would be well
to remember that, whatever is thought out by the
mind, should , withoutdelay, be transmitted to paper
in the shape of a sketch or drawing before commenc
ing to manufacture . In so doing a sounder basis is
secured to work upon , our own mistakes are de
tected more quickly, and we are better able to
retain our ideas ; while the writer has found , from
experience , that all thought out on paper will not
work actually ; there is, on the other hand , a danger
of going to another extreme- many instances
known where it was thought too much trouble to
make a rough sketch or drawing , which , had this
been done, the labour and expense of doing work
twice over, or oftener, would have been avoided .
Although a good surface table is desirable for the
amateur, as well as for the professional, it is , un
fortunately, not in the power of each ndividual
to possess one, and , therefore, he will have to
revert to the nearest approach of the same.
After having witnessed the entire process through
which it passes , in the course of manufacture, the
writer is of opinion that an excellent substitute will
be found in a piece of plate glass , the surfaces of
which are ground and polished in such a manner
that they must ofnecessity be true. In cases where
this or the actual surface - table is not obtainable, we
shall have to be content with such apologies as the
lathe faceplate or lathe-bed, which , if constructed
with flat surfaces, will prove to be very useful.
Where possible, it will be far more satisfactory to

FIG . 2. - ALTERNATIVE PATTERN .
secure for our use the proper article, the utility or
which would speedily recompense the outlay.
Good lining-out is equal to laying a good founda
tion : hence, too much care and attention cannot be
displayed upon it, particularly if we are desirous
of producing the best finished specimen of worką
which , by the way, should be the ambition of every
workman , whether the work be taken up from an
amateur's point of view or professionally .
( To be continued. )
COLOURING IRON BLUE . — Dissolve 48 ozs. of
hyposulphite of soda in a quart of water , and
1 } ozs. ofacetate of lead in another quart of water.
The two solutions are mixed and made to boil, and
the iron is immersed .
The metal takes a blue
colour, such as is produced by heating it.
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Practical Letters from
Readers .

our

[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and midual Interest. Laters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume ( desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Harmonographs.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
SIR , —I have been greatly interested in the
splendid papers by Mr. A. H. Avery on the “ Har
monograph , and I think some of the designs
(Figs. 2, 3 , 4 ), I now enclose , although not new ,
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I am greatly interested in Mr. Avery's mechanical
harmonograph , and am only sorry I am not a little
nearer that I might have the great pleasure of
seeing it operating. I suppose it is driven by a gut
band from the overhead of a lathe, or is it by some
other way ?-Yours truly,
PERCY PITMAN .
Ledbury, Herefordshire, Feb. ist, 1904.

Electrical Chimes.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR ,_With regard to your correspondent's
query in the issue of February 1th , I cannot say
that it is satisfactory , as it is only theory, but it at
once occurred to me that
it would be possible to
control the chimes by
Peo orn
Balonce weight
clockwork in this way
instead of a horizontal
keyboard let him contrive
B.
a vertical one of some
springy metal strips fixed
-Knife edge
at both ends of each strip
and with a slight bow out.
wards.
Now , a brass drum fitted
Slide
with pegs of brass or
somemetal, in such a way
as to form a good con
Swings in a straight line.
tact with the strips form
ing the keyboard ; the
same idea as with musical
boxes.
Let him fit his.
clock as the electric alarm
clocks are fitted , to
go
off " at any set time.
Slide
A motor attachment, to
revolve the pegged drum ,
controlled by the clock ,
would , I think , answer,
as nearly as possible , what
he requires. With this
arrangement, I think there
is scope to fit the tower
with a clock and arrange
for a quarter -hour chime
strike (with the
and a
quadruple
chime) each
hour. I hope this sugges
tion will be of some ser
FIG . 1. MR. PERCY PITMAN'S HARMONOGRAPH .
vice to your correspondent.
Of course, he would un
derstand that instead of connecting the wire to
will show what can be produced by home-made
apparatus of quite original design. My harmono
the bar underneath the keys , he would connect
graph has clockwork to revolve the table holding
it to the drum . Each lead wire would , of course ,
the paper, and the whole table, clockwork and
be connected to the strips as in the original
pendulum weight, all work as one piece in any
article , so that when the peg on the drum came
direction on a gimbal ring — the other pendulum
into contact with the bowed “ key ” a circuit
and pen -arm working in a straight line only .
would be closed and actuate the required bob
bin , SO that the corresponding bell would be
(See Fig . 1).
The most beautiful figures can be produced by
struck . It would also be possible to construct
the clockwork and pendulum only , fixing the other
several cylinders, or drums, fitted with contact
pendulum ( B ) stationary ; but I regret my friends
pegs to vary the chime or by joining the battery
have kindly helped themselves to my best figures.
up independent of the clock, and execute some
pretty change ringing entirely by electricity. I
There is endless amusement in making, and par
understand this is the method employed in street
ticularly in working, these interesting instruments,
pianos, except that, instead of employing electricity
and a very large field open for experiment and
grind,” the motive power is human. - Yours
to
improvements.
truly,
My machine cost about 305. to make ; but they
F. OZZARD .
could easily be made to sell cheaply if made in
Shepton Mallet.
quantity.
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Grinding in Valves and the Use of Exhaust
Valve Lifters .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-As there is considerable ink -spilling
going on among numerous riders just at the mo
ment, in regard to the advantages and disadvantages
of exhaust-valve lifter, we thought possibly the
experience of one of our customers at this stage
wonld be interesting to you .
Some writers appear to be under the impression
that the now almost universal use of exhaust-valve
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fitted with ore of our own engines, who writes as
follows :
“ After 10,000 miles, it has never over-heated ,
exhaust valve has never been ground in , inlet and
exhaust springs are the original ones, and are as
good as new .
During practically the whole of this time our
client assures us that he has had an exhaust-valve
lifter fitted , and has been in the habit of driving
upon the exhaust-valve.
Some writers appear to think that the cause of
the exhaust -valve seating getting burnt and pitted
is that owing to driving on half compression, the
charge passes out of the exhaust port in the form
of a flash . The same thing happens whether an
exhaust-valve lijter is fitted or not ; and to such writers
who hold this opinion we would recommend their
running their machines in the dark with the ex
haust connection to engine removed , and it will be
found, when the machine is running at anything
like an average pace , that a large proportion of
ignited charge passes through the exhaust seating
in the form of a flash .

Fig . 2 .

FIG . 4. — CURVES PRODUCED BY MR. PITMAN'S
HARMONOGRAPH . ( See page 283.)

We fit exhaust-valve lifters to operate from the
handlebar to all our motor cycles, and the above
instance is by no means an isolated one ; we know
of severalmachines running to -day which have done
quite sooo miles without the valves having been
touched . In our opinion there is far too much
valve grinding done by the average novice ; it is
almost an impossibility to grind a valve in properly
in the way that a good many adopt, i.e., with an
ordinary screwdriver ; and unless the valves are
ground in properly , they are far better left alone.
We think a word of warning at the present junc
ture is really needed. — Yours faithfully ,
THE ARIEL CYCLE Co., LTD .
Birmingham .
( E. HERINGTON , Sec.)

FIG . 3.
lifters upon motor cycles is the cause of frequent
valve grinding being necessary ; and to those
riders -who complain that their valves require
grinding in every 500 miles, we should , without
hesitation, say that this is more likely owing to the
material used not being satisfactory. We have to
day received a letter from one of our client who
has ridden over 10,000 miles upon a motor bicycle

Tesla Coil and X -ray Work .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer. ( 6
Dear Sir , I am sorry your correspondent A.
J. R.” has not yet succeeded in getting satisfactory
results . For my part, I could never do anything
with a “ bi-anodic tube ( a not unusual experience ,
I believe) ; the “ bi-anodic ” is well thought of, I
am told , for screen work , but I succeed be with
the ordinary focus tube, the “ Jackson " type, which
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Queries and Replies.
gives not only good sharp photographic results, but
shows up the bones, & c., & c ., on the screen very
well indeed .
If “ A. J. R.” is at any time in this part of the
country, and can spare the time, I should be pleased
to show him the whole apparatus working .-- Yours
J. PIKE .
truly,
7. Church Drive ,
Carrington , Notts .

A Method of Fitting Slide Valves.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR ,—Would you kindly spare me space
in the M.E. for a few words on the subject of fitting
slide-valves to small engines ? There are, no
doubt, quite a number of your readers who are
building small slide-valve engines, and who will
read the remarks of “ P. B.," " H. A. Braithwaite,"
and others with interest. Let them also read and
bear in mind the remarks made by Mr. S. E. Hog
ben in your issue of January 21st. He says (and
with perfect truth ) : the valve being held down
perfectly tight by the steam pressure.' Now let
us take a valve like that shown by H. A. Braith
waite in the issue of January 14th, and imagine the
top to have an area of say, 2 sq. ins. only . With a
steam pressure of say, 60 lbs. per sq . in ., we have ,
roughly, 120 lbs, pressure on the valve to keep it
to its work ! Surely it is the height of folly to
increase the loss of power due to friction by putting
springs or rollers to bear against the steam -chest
cover, and thus add to what is always high in small
engines , viz ., friction allowance. No ; fit your
valves exactly as shown by Mr. Braithwaite , with
square sides and a nicely -fitting bridle , but leave out
the springs. Another advantage of having the
valve slightly loose in the bridle is that if you start
your engine without properly draining and warm .
ing through , the water in the cylinder will go
through the ports and drive the valve off its face,
which is better than having a bent rod or smashed
cylinder cover . A good tip for those who machine
their valve and port faces is to do so in such a way
that the tool marks are at right angles to one
another when the valve is working. It is a waste
of energy to file and scrape machined port faces in
any small engines, except those of the toy shop
variety . And now , Sir , for a final query for those
who still believe in fitting slide-valve springs. If
great pressure is desirable between valve and port
faces, why do engineers fit equilibrium rings to
valves ? -Yours faithfully ,
E. W. FRASER.
Clapham , S.W.
Re Circular Saw Table .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -Having read the article in March toth
issue with great interest, may I suggest an im
provement ?
Instead of the clamping arrangement why not
drill and tap two holes in the tee -rest , one at each
end, and screw the table down in this method ?
Then, also drill a hole at the end of the rest, and
have a leg from that end of the table to rest in this
hole ; then plane off the rest prepared for table .
Trusting this hint may be useful, yours truly,
ARTHUR H.STORK .
Earlsfield , S.W.

[Attention is especially directed to the first condition given belowo
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department" . No other matters but those relating to the l'ueries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
asearly as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (s)
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
Vhould understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Riply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26—29 , Poppin's Court,
Flert Street, London, E.C.)
7be following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: -

( 10,194) Small Shocking Coil. J. E. P. (Totterdown, Bristol)
writes : I obtained your No. 8 handbook, and have started making
the shocking coil described therein , but I am in a quandary as to
how to connect up. If you would be kind enough to give me a rough
sketch of the right terminals for wires to battery and terminals
for flexible wires, I should be very grateful. How is the circuit
made ? Also. what is themeaning of the instructions for switch
“ second stud current goes through a resistance of fine wire ...
7 ins. will be sufficient, and third stud current goes straight through
coil." Will you please simplify this ? Does
the writer mean a
length ofwire 7 ins. long is to be coiled up under the stud ? If so ,
where are the ends connected to ? No doubt my letter will seem
extremely simple to you , but I know your willingness to help raw
ones
f. grasp what your difficulty is. Fig . 8 in hand
Welikemysel
do not quite
book shows clearly the connections between the primary and
battery. The actual position of the terminals on the baseboard ,
matters not, so long as you know which is which when wires are
connected up . The completion of the secondary cicuit is through
the air when you get a spark , or through the body when you grasp
one terminal of the secondary in each hand. The resistance
Yes.
isA inserted
with the
primary
ins. would
You will
length ofin 7 series
be battery
stud .coils.
enough and
for each
find the exact amount by experiment; adjust this amount so that
you get a good variation of current. When the handle in sketch
is moved over to the stud nearest bottom of page, you will see, all
the wire resistance is cut-out, and you get the full effect
when working . We trust this will help you over your difficulties .
( 10,531) “ Primus" Burners. A. C. (Acle) writes : Will you
kindly inform mehow to make a “ Primus burner, and how they
work ?
“ Primus burners vapourise the oil (paraffin ), and by a series
of baffles the jet, after passing through a mixing tube, issues from
a number of silencing holes and impinges on the baffles, bursting
into flame. We cannot recommend you to attempt to make one
without experience. It will prove far cheaper to buy a burner
or complete stove. Messrs. Melhuish , Sons & Co., 80 , Fetter Lane,
London , E.C., Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co., Northampton , and
other firms supply burners and stoves.
( 10,525] 150- wattMotor Trouble . R.D.M.(Dumbreck , Glas
gow ) writes : (1) When the current is put on , the motor does not
start ; it jumps back to the next division of the commutator ; and
when the armature is turned by hand, there is a great jerking from
one segment to another, and it is very stiff to turn past the division
of the commutator segment. ( 2 ) Ihave tried it on a 105 volt circuit,
and it used about amp ; but gave very little power ; in fact, it
could be stopped easily by catching the shaft 7-16ths in . at the
journals between the finger and thumb. (3 ) I had it running off
the town supply (250 v.) with a resistance in circuit; but it gotabout
140 volts, and heated very rapidly , and gave enough power to drive
the sewing machine very slowly .' (4 ) The motor a 150 -watt one
(100 volts I's amps.), designed from No. 5 in “ Small Dynamos and
Motors." The field seemsto be all right, as themagnetism is very
strong while running. The armature is wound in eight section
(sixteen cogs), according to the directions in your handbook . (5)
I think it is the armature connections that are wrong, as there is
not a leak in the whole machine.
From the information given , you appear to have connected up
your field coil in series with the armature, instead of in shunt, as
directed in “ SmallDynamos and Motors " ; the result of this would
be that nearly all your pressure is absorbed in the field coil, there
fore leaving very little energy for use in the armature. The field ,
if wound with No. 24 gauge wire, should be connected in shunt
to the armature, and a starting resistance used , which is so de
signed that the current is first put direct on to the field coil, and
the armature put in series with the resistance, and then as the
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switch is moved over the resistance is transferred from the armature
to the field. Your main resistance should be arranged to carry
the maximum load current taken by the motor, viz ., id amps.
There does not appear to be anything wrong with the armature .
If the current is applied simultaneously to the armature and field
of a shunt machine, without any resistance being inserted in the
armature circuit, the armature tends to becomelocked , and will not
start ; this tendency, however, is not so marked in the case of very
smal' motors having armatures of comparatively high resistance.
For your starting resistance , about 3 ozs. of No. 24 gauge German
silver wire will do ; and for your main resistance, about it lbs. of
No.22 gauge German silver wire. The sketch (not reproduced ) shows
the arrangement of starting and main resistances. The starting
resistance should be divided into several sections ; the usual main
switch and fuses would , of course, be used.
( 10,390 ] Shocking Coil. H. E. B. (Norwich ) writes : I enclose
a sketch (not reproduced) of a small coil which I have made with
the parts as you see them , but I am in a difficulty how to connect
up. If you could line out on the sketch the connections so that
I could get a primary , a secondary, and a primary and secondary
combined shock , I should be greatly obliged .

Hlli Battery
Primary

Secondagy

Break

core

2
S
Query No 10390
CONNECTIONS FOR SHOCKING Coil .
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OFF

To Frame

mo

Blad

Coil

é
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We append a diagram which will enable you to make the con
nections correctly ; you must be careful to join the primary and
secondary windings so that they do not oppose each other ; if you
do not know in which direction they are wound , you can cross
over the ends until you find which arrangement gives the greatest
shock, the same experiment can be tried with the connections of
the magnet in the auxiliary contact-breaker. When the shock
handles are joined to terminals P and Q , the primary shock is given ,
Q and $ give the secondary shock , and P and S give the combined
shock . Information regarding the theory of coils, with illustrations
of various patterns, can be found in The Model ENGINEER hand
book No. 11, “ Induction Coils for Amateurs."
( 10,538 ] Series and Parallel Running. W. C. (Leith )
writes : If I have two generators made for an output, say, of 100
volts 200 amps. each , and I am going to run them is series so as
to get 200 volts across the outer cables ; but would you kindly tell
me if in doing so I only get 200 amps, from both machines, or can
I still get 200 amps. from each machine, at 200 volts across the
outers in; that
of 200orvolts
400 amps.
running
them
seriesis, anIs output
this correct,
by doubling
thewhile
voltage
do I
only get the current of onemachine = 200 amps.
You can only get 200 amps. from the two machines if coupled
in series. If in parallel, then the output would be 100 volts x
400 amps. 40,000 watts. In series, output = 200 V. X 200
amps. = 40,000 watts. Total output in watts in each case is, of
course, the same, viz ., 40,000 watts.
(10,200) ? Books for Electricians. E. C. (Hellifield) writes :
I am very desirous of becoming an electrician. I am at present em
ployed as telegraph clerk , part of which duty consists of testing
and localising faults on trunk telephones and Government telegraph
lines. Kindly state which would be the best way to proceed , and
mention a good elementary book on electrical engineering.
There are a number of books which would be of use to you, such
as “ Electric Wiring, Fittings, and Switches," by Perren Maycock ;
price 6s. 4d., post free ; “ Practical Telepbony," by J. Bell, 25. 9d.
post free ; Telegraphist's Guide," J. Bell, is. 9d., post free. You
should consult some list of technical books, as we cannot say
definitely which would be of most service to you, as it depends so
much upon your abilities at the present time.
[ 10,168] Starting Switches. F. H. (Heeley) writes : Would
you kindly inform me ofwhat formula to use to obtain the quantity
ofwire and its diameter for making a resistance for a motor-starting
switch , and the best wire to use (the motor is a 3-b .-p . at 200
volts ), and any other information you think necessary,
Find írom a table of wire gauges and resistances a wirewhich will
safely carry the maximum current you will have to supply motor
with ; and also of such a length that its resistance will only allow

a comparatively small current to flow when it is all in circuit. Theni
as motor runs up to speed this may be gradually cut out unti
finally , if the motor is wound for the voltage of supply, all the re ;
sistance may be taken out. Thus, if motne takes 10 amps. at full
load , make the resistance of such 'length that only it amps. will
flow to start with . German silver, or other high -resistance wiremay
be used .
( 10.305 ] Electrolyte for Bichromate Batteries . G. H.
(Catford ) wiites : (1) What is the most economical formula for
electrolyte (whether chromic acid or bichromate and sulphuric) for
a large bichromate battery of twelve cells; each cell holds 11 gallons,
and has two zinc plates, size 10 ins. by 3 ins., one on each side of
a carbon plate which is size 12 ins. by 6 ins. ? (2 ) If the electro
lyte is strong, wouid the zincs waste owing to their having only one
side opposite a negative plate ? (3) Would nitrate or bisulphate
ofmercury added to electrolyte help to prevent this waste (if any) ?
(4) And would nitiate of potash help to prevent polarisation ? 11
so , in either case please give proportions in formula . (5 ) Also
please say what quantity of the electrolyte would consume 1 lb.
of zinc ? (6 ) When the electrolyte becomes exhausted , the crystals
which are formed stick hard to the bottom of the cells . How can
these be dissolved or freed from the cells without hard knocking,
by which there is danger of breaking the cells ? (7) Are the
crystals of chrome alum as pure as the chrome alum sold com
mercially , so that they may be used for the purposes for which com
mercial chrome alum is used ?
(1) Chromic acid is in many respects to be preferred . It dis
solves more readily than either potassium or sodium bichromate,
and does not give rise to crystals on evaporation with which you
have had some trouble . A good electrolyte may be made up with
6 ozs. of chromic acid , dissolved in st pints of water, to which
must be added 1 pint of concentrated sulphuric acid . (2) Not
necessarily waste, but would wear unevenly . (3) We cannot say
it would . (4 ) No. The depolarising action is due to the oxidis
ing propensities of the chromic acid . (5) Try this experimentally
) This will be avoided by the
and see whatc results you get. (6
use of chromi acid . The chrome alum is formed by the potassic
sulphate and chromic sulphate crystallising together. (77 Yes.
( 10,496 ] Steam Ports . W. R. (Cheshire) writes : I have a set
of h..p . steam engine castings of 1k-in . bore, and 3-in . stroke.
I should like your opinion on the following points : Thear ports,
which are ready drilled , are circular instead of rectangul ; the
As
steam ports being in . full, and the exhaust 3-16ths in. full.
I wish it to run at 400 r.p.m., what should I do to these ? Would
it do if I drilled an | in . hole each side of the steam port, and a
3-16ths in . hole each side of the exhaust port ? The size of port
face is it ins . by 11 ins. What size should steam and exhaust
pipes be, and what is the least thickness steam chest can be (cast
? big enough. For 400 revolutions the
ironA )single
for above
hole isre not
} in . pressu
steam ports should be about in . by 5-32nds in ., and the exhaust
in . by 5-16ths in . You may drill holes beside the present ones
without difficulty , and the engine will do fairly well. Steam pipe
t-in . bore, exhaust 5-16ths in . The metal in steam chest may be
as thin as | in . if the casting is not porous.
( 10,073) Sparking Coil Connections. C. W. H. (Chester )
writes : Can you oblige me by an explanation as to how the wires
of a sparking coil (as used for motors) are connected up ? If you
could give a diagram I should esteem it. The one I have has the

Plug
Hlil To Frame
contact
Query N ° 10073
DIAGRAM OF SPARKING COIL CONNECTIONS.

following marks : B.T.P.M.; it is used for a Minerva engine ; also
what is the difference between the working of one with trembler
and one without, and how is one with trembler connected ? I do
notwant to know how to connect to engine, & c., but want to know
which are primary and secondary, and which ends are specified by
the letters B.T.P.M.
The connections to your coil would be as follows :-B, high
tension or secondary winding connected direct to spark plug. M
is the other secondary terminal and is connected to any convenient
metallic portion of the frame. P takes primary current from the
positive of accumulator, and T is connected direct to the insulated
screw on contact-breaker . The primary circuit is completed through
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handle- bar switch, plug switch , and frame, or insulated wire to
negative of accumulator.
(10,180 ) Electro -Magnets for Experimental Work . H. J.
T. (Woodbridge , Suffolk ) writes : I am
wanting to construct two electro-magnets
to work an instrument I hope to bring
Iron
out if successful, and should be glad if you
would giveme a few instructions. The size
I want is about 3 ins. long , it diameter.
Tror
I have constructed one as shown in
get but
sketch (not reproduced ), butis can
very little pull ; in fact, it useless. I
want it to have a pull of about it lbs.
with about eight Leclanché cells. Would
it be best to use a solenoid ? (Distance I
want it to pull is about to 1 in.) Is the
brass rod through core any detriment ?
Should there be any head if solid core is
used ? In a word , will you tell me why
the above will not work ? and give me a
few instructions for making one that will
work after the same style (that is with a
rod through centre - as if this is altered it
means altering the whole instrument) one
that will give me the pull I want or more.
I am not tied to į in . for length or diam .
eter, but above is about the size I want, if
it will do the work .
We doubt you will not get the results
you require by using Leclanché cells ;
they are not suitable for supplying heavy
currents . Better use bichromates or
accumulators. The iron core might be
with advantage, and, perhaps, you
larger
would find the apparatus work more
in a vertical position . If you
readily
Core
Brass
made the plunger as shown in sketch , you
would find the sucking action of the sole
Query Me 10130
noid much greater ; but as the matter is
really one for experiment we cannot give
you any instructions. One thing you may
be fairly certain about - Leclanchés are not suitable.
( 10,663) Harmonographs. J. F. R. (Stoke Newington) writes :
Mr. Avery's articles on Harmonographs have interested me very
much ,and I have made a rough one, but unlike your correspondent,
“ J.M., of Liverpool," in your last issue, it is entirely ofwood,with
two 7-16 . dumb-bells for weights. It has metal bearings, but the
results, I think, are better than “ J. M.,s " and I enclose a few
specimens (not reproduced ). The pens, I find , are very difficult to
make, and the result of the design is generally more or less of an
ellipse. I should be glad of any hint, perhaps from Mr. Avery ,
as to how I can vary the design , and also if he will explain what he
means by the different ratios.
The following is Mr. Avery's reply :-Your figures are fairly
successful but exhibit distortion , due to uneven friction in the two
suspensions of the pendulums. In other words, one pendulum
appears to come to rest before the other, when both are swinging
synchronously. This is shown by the change of " phase " in some
of the figures . By “ different ratios " is meant the comparative
number of complete vibrations which each pendulum makes in a
given time, e.g., if one pendulum be 3 ft. long, it will make one
complete oscillation in , approximately , one second, and a pendulum
only 9 ins. long would vibrate approximately twice as fast ; con
sequently, the two pendulums would be set relatively in the ratios
of 1 : 2 . The glass pens are not difficult to make when once the
knack has been acquired , and the figures submitted for inspection
seem to be drawn by a very creditable specimen .
(10,521) Balancing of CycleMotor Parts. G. J. (Brixton )
writes : Would you kindly answer the following query ? I am
machining a set of 3-in . by 3-in . bike motor castings, and am unable
to ascertain what proportion of connecting-rod and piston the
bilance-weights should be. Can you give me any information or
formula on this point, as I do not remember it being dealt with in
Mr. Hawley's articles ?
We are not aware of any formula relating to the balancing of
petrolmotors, and individualmanufacturers arrive at varying con
clusions by experiment. The rule for steam engines does not apply
for 4 -cycle gas motors, as it is obvious that an over -weighted balance
whilst helping the engine through the compression stroke,
wheel,
will tend to race on the exhaust stroke, when , practically , no
resistance is offered , and this will cause considerable vibration in
a small single cylinder motor. In actual practice , the flywheels
in your motor would be about 8% to 9 ins. diameter , and the offset,
or degree of eccentricity, about 14 ins., i.e., the inner face of fly
wheel rim is turned out to give a depth offin .more at one side than
the other ; but where outside flywheels of greater diameter are
employed , it is not unusual to dispense with balancing altogether,
for the modern piston and connecting-rod weigh so little as to be
almost negligible. Some makers simply drill a couple of f in . or
L-in . holes through the centre web just under rim , and on crank
pin side.
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A Small Donkey Pump.
No model steam plant of any power is really complete without
some form of automatic pump, and for high speed engines one of
the best boiler-feeding arrangements is a separate steam -driven
“ donkey ." Such a fitting is invaluable, and can be adjusted to a
nicety so that the supply is regular and constant, and can also be
started at any time, independent of the main engine. Messrs.
Whitney have just brought out a neat pump, one of which
we have inspected , and is illustrated in the accompanying figure
The ram is 7-16ths in ., and the steam cylinder, 13-16ths in ., the
stroke being 4 in . The pump valves are arranged in the back
of the main casting, which is provided with lugs for attaching to the
boiler or other support. The pump is listed at £ 3 ros. complete.
Messrs .Whitney's address is 117, City Road, B.C ,

WHITNE)

MESSRS.
WHITNEY's
SMALL
Power
DONKEY
PUMP.

A Correction .
In the Universal Electric Supply Company's advertisement
of March 3rd , of dynamo castings and
in
our
issue
appeared
which
parts complete, 125. 60. should be 175. 6d., and £ 1 5s. should be
is.
Er
New

Catalogues and

Lists.

Stuart Turner, Engineer, Shiplake, Henley-on - Thames. - We
have just received an advance proof of Mr. Stuart Turner's latest
list
of model
boiler upandwith
miscellaneous
and
fittings.
The locomotive,
fir page is taken
a list of the castings
M.E. model
locomotive castings which are at present ready, and which include
cylinders, planished steel frame plates, cranked axles, and wheel
castings. Boiler parts, viz., fanged ends, downcomers and up
comers for all sizes of water-tube boilers are listed , together with
cast iron smokebox doors for locomotive work . Flywheel and
crankshaft castings and forgings are included , and also an ex
cellent assortment of model locomotive wheels in soft cast iron .
The list, which will be sent to any reader of The MODEL ENGINEER
for a penny stamp, also includes particulars of Mr. Turner's stock
of small bexagon nuts , bolts and studs. A complete catalogue
will be despatched on receipt of 3d.
Bowen & Odery, Electrical Engineers, 68, Wellington Road ,
Old Charlton, Kent, have issued an illustrated price list of some
of their specialities, comprising volt and ampere meters, flame coils
for cars or cycles , accumulators, dynamos and small gas engines
suitable for driving dynamos for charging . Wehave also received
a leaflet containing particulars of Wimshurst machines made by
this firm , together with fluorescent screens, complete X -ray out.
fit, induction coils, silk and cotton covered copper wire.
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The Editor's

Page .

N interestin ; event has lately taken place in
the West of England , which illustrates, in a
A
rather strikin way, the practical enthu
siasm which is so often to be found in those who
make a hobby of model engineering . We refer to
the Exhibition of models arran "ed by the recently
formed Gloucester Societ of Model Engineers .
which was held at the Glevum Hall on Thursday,
March ioth . It has been a pleasant surprise to us
to find in the catalogue which we have received
that there were no less than ninety -four exhibits,
included in which were models of nearly every
type. The Exhibition , which was organised with
a view to providing funds for the purchase of tools
and appliances for the use ofmembers, has,we under
stand , been a great success from a financial point
of view , the hall being crowded with visitors. We
think the Gloucester Society is to be congratulated
on having made such an excellent start, and there is
considerable credit due to those in whose hands
the management of the affair has been placed We
hope their enthusiasm will be maintained, and that
the Society may have a long and useful career.
*
Th : above Exhibition is not the only one which
has been organised in connection with local so .
cieties, and other excellent gatherings have been
held from time to time, notably in Liverpool and
Aberdeen . Weare quite sure that these Exhibitions
do much to arouse interest in the work of the pro
moting societies, and to bring fresh members into
their ranks. For this reason we shall hope to hear
of similarly successful ventures in other parts of the

March 24 , 1904 .

are addressed will realise that we are obliged to
give preference to the interests of the majority over
those of the few .
Answers to Correspondents.

G. R. C. (Brighton ).— A suitable appliance for
wheel-cutting, & c ., was described in our issue for
January 8, 1903, in Mr. Cook's articles on
Milling in Small Lathes," and further instruc
tions on the actual processes of cutting toothed
wheels and other gearing were given in later
articles in the same series. See our issues for
May 28th , July 16th , October 22nd , and December
3rd , 1903..
“ IN NEED " ( Brighton ).-Our handbook , “ Small
Dynamos and Motors," gives particulars of a
number of small !machines which would suit your
requirements.
Notices .

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on ne side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinc ly stated, when sending contributions, wheiher
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
su bymaking an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum , payıble in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All corresponden e relating to the literary portion of the pap. r.
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review ,to be addressed
to The EDITOR. " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All corre-pondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
address: d to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi.
neer, 26-29. Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street. London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States. Can da, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York. U S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .

country .
*
Contents .

We find it necessary to again point out to
those whom it may concern that we cannot under
take to prepare special designs for individual
readers in connection with our Query Department.
From time to time we get enquiries from readers
who wish to make a petrol motor, or a dynamo, or
a steam engine, or some other appliance to suit
their own personal requirements, and they ask us to
supply them with fully dimensioned drawings of
the particular apparatus they require . In nearly
the calculations and
all of these requests,
drawings required would take a day or even two
days each , to deal with at all satisfactorily ; and as
it is no uncom mon thing for us to receive from
thirty to forty query letters in a day, it must be
obvious that we cannot spend so much time on
individual requests as some of our correspondents
expect. We have no doubt that in most cases
these excessive demands are made with perfectly
good faith in the capacity of our staff; but this is
limited , and we hope those to whom these remarks

[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated. '
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Bazaar Shocking Coil.
By C. LEES.

A

MR. C. LEES' BAZAAR SHOCKING COIL .

"HE first part of this shocking coil that I made
THIwas the bobbin , which is a brown paper
tube with two mahogany ends glued on .
The ends are 27 ins. sq., and it is 34 ins. long over
all. The core is a bundle of iron wire, f in . diameter
and 41 ins. long, and was tied up with wire at each
end , and then dipped in melted solder, and the
wire taken off again .
A brass washer was soldered on near one end, to
fix it on to the bobbin cheek.
The bobbin was then soaked in melted paraffin
wax before winding — which is three layers of No.

22 for primary and fourteen layers of No. 35 for
secondary, with a layer of paper between each one.
The whole was covered with a piece of dark plush .
The contact breaker pillars were built up with short
ones, and two nuts under each to make them the
right height. The switch seen in the front has
three contacts the first being off, the second half
strength, and the third full strength , which is accom
plished by a long thin brass spring joining the two
last contacts under the base. The base and indi
cator cover are made of mahogany, French polished ,
and all the brasswork is lacquered . The indicator
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is worked with a piece of thin gut screwed to the
regulating tube, and running over three small
pulleys — one fixed just underneath the tube, one
the bobbin end , and the other two under the base.
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By HENRY GREENLY.
( Continued from page 244 )

ok

VII. - DRIVING WHEELS AND BOILER.
FURTHER general view is included in this
week's instalment of series of articles. It
A
is a rear end-elevation of the model, and be
sides showing the shape of the bunker windows of
the cab, which are different to those in the front
weatherboard, indicates also the extent of the spirit
tank in the bunker. More will be said with refer
ence to this portion of the model at a later date.
In the issue of March 17th a full- size drawing of
the bogie wheels was included , and in the description
accompanying the same it was mentioned that the
driving -wheel drawings would show the flanges of
a depth suitable for engines which are intended to
run over comparatively rough lines of railway. It
is suggested, therefore, that for turning the tyre
of the wheels a template should be made in zinc
exactly to the profile given on the drawing ( Fig . 41)
herewith .

AN ORNAMENTAL CANDLESTICK MADE FROM
M AXIM Pom -Pom SHELL .

I LB.

The other end of the gut is fixed to a pulley, and
twisted once round, the circumference of which
is just the length of the regulating tube. It has
a flat india -rubber band to replace it, similar to the
one described last September. The handles were
made of brass tube, with blanks soldered in , and a
telephone connection screwed into the blanks. The
dark part seen at the top of the battery is a piece of
cycle inner tube, to prevent the liquid from coming
out if it gets pulled over, or when I am carrying it
about. The illustration above is one of a pair of
ornamental candlesticks I have made from 1-1b .
Maxim pom -pom shells. The photograph is about
one- third full size .

filler

air pipe

spirit
supply

B

The Society of Model Engineers
(Reports of mee'ings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will he inserted in any par.
ticular issue y received a clear nine days before its' actual
date of publication.)
London .
Next MEETING . — The usualmonthly meeting will
be held at Holborn Town Hall,April
11 (Monday )
(
-Paper and experiments on High -tension Effects
with Induction and Tesla Coils ," by Mr. Stanley J.
Harding. All members who can possibly do so
should make a point of attending this meeting.

FIG . 40. — REAR END ELEVATION. (Half full size.)
The wheels on the plate are shown coloured to
represent gunmetal ;; but if good soft cast -iron
can be obtained, they may preferably be cast in the

-
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latter material.
The counter -balance weights for
the driving wheels are, of course , of different magni
tude and disposition to those of the leading wheels .

FIG . 41 .
DRIVING
WHEEL .

ako
3
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The end should be good
plugs.
gunmetal
castings, non - porous, and nut less than $ in .
The
in thickness (finished size) throughout.
outer shell of the boiler
brass
tube
should be of
split down at the firebox ,
and the ends of the side
sheets so formed bent
again at right angles to
rest on the top of main
frame plates . The back
plate may be a casting,
and the throat plate of
1-16th in .brass plate - de
tails of both of which will
be given in thenext article .
The smokebox front
plate may be a casting, in
iron or brass, and to save
time and labour may be
provided with a dummy
door and hinges. A detail
to full size is included
herewith . The handles do
not, of course, contribute
to any fastening device ,
and are intended as orna
ments only. The front
should be turned a nice fit
for the smokebox shell,
and should not be flanged
on the outer angle ; two
or three screws with
flush heads being driven
through the smokebox

To
fi
t
a
3
1
"

be

tu

so

li
d
dr
aw

n

The latter are
shown by the
dotted lines in the
detail, and it is
proposed should be
provided for by
making the pattern
any
without
balance weights
whatever. For the
two wheels , thin
brass plates the
exact size and
shape of the
weights, should be
cut out, and for
Goodoodoodboll
each set of castings
placed in the re
spective posit.ons
and filled up with
bee's -wax to the
level of the back
face of the spokes.
For the boiler,
a piece of 24 -in .
diameter solid
drawn copper tube
1-16th
in . thick
(not more in , any
be
case ) should
procured and cut
off to dead length ,
FIG . .12 . -SMOKEBOX FRONT PLATE .
i.e., 12 } ins. in the
lathe by inserting on a
wooden mandrel or
shell, just behind the front plate flange with the
plugging the ends with tightly fitting wooden
points projecting into the smokebox in such a
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manner that they stop the front from being
driven too far into the barrel. The lamp standard
should be used to fix the smokebox front in position .
The next article will deal with the building and
jointing of the boiler and water- tubes.
( To be continued .)
A

Bench

Drilling Machine.

I

" By J. WAISTELL .
SEND you a photograph of a bench drilling
machine, designed and made by myself
The reason I made
about two years ago .
one of this design is because for heavy work it
cannot be beaten — for it cannot spring like an ordi

A BENCH DRILLING MACHINE.

nary bench drill, which fault is more than likely to
spoil the work .
The pillars are mounted on a cast-iron base, and
are 9 ins. long. They are made from 1- in . wrought
iron , and are turned down and screwed to 4 -in .
thread, at i in . from each end, to allow for fixing
to the base and top cross -bar.
The cross-bars are cast iron, and are no ins. long,
1 ins. wide, by } in . thick .
The top bar has all
brackets and feed arrangements to carry , the
m
ly
botto one being mere
a bearing for the drill
shank, and is keyed on the pillars.
The drill shank is a piece of k -in . mild steel
slotted down, and is let in the drill chuck , which is
cast iron , and bored out fin .
The machine is made for two speeds, to allow for
doing tight or heavy work , and can be changed in
about five minutes.
The fast speed is geared 3 to 1, and the slow gear i
to 2 , and I can drill from 1-32nd in . to } in . with care.
I may add that the patterns for the cross -bars and
feed arrangements were made by myself.
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The Junior Institution of Engineers.
AT
T the meeting held at the Westminster Palace,
Hotel on March 4th , the Chairman , Mr.
Samuel Cutler, jnr., presiding, a paper was read
by Mr. G. C. Allingham , entitled “ Notes on Elec
tric Accumulators .' After a brief reference to the
Edison and other types of cell, the author confined
his remarks to the lead storage cell, stating , in
stationary cells , it was now the usual practice to
employ Planté -type positives and pasted negatives ;
he then discussed the “ formation " of the posi
tives, the " shedding ” of the peroxide from them ,
and buckling . The pasting and formation of the
negatives were then dealt with, as well as the
gradual shrinkage of the active mate
rial, and consequent loss of capacity .
The older system of building up
the plates into “ sections " was con
trasted with the modern plan of
suspending the plates freely in the
cells by their lugs, and the advan
tages of the practice, which is rapidly
coming into favour, of “ burning ” up
all the connections on the spot, after
the erection of the battery , were
The importance of
pointed out.
arranging batteries so as to provide
every facility for attention and in
spection was emphasised .
Motor-car and other portable cells
Here the
were next considered .
usual practice was to employ light
pasted plates, which have a very
short life, but which are made as
cheaply as possible , and are simply
scraped , and replaced by new ones
as soon as they begin to give
trouble.
A brief outline then followed of
the chemical action in the lead
secondary cell and of the causes of
“ sulphating ?
and the treatment
of backward cells . The variations
of voltage and
specific gravity
during charge and discharge were dis
cussed , and the author laid con
his
fact that, in
siderable stress on the
opinion , the gassing is the best indication
of the completion of the charge of a battery.
Mention was made of the importance of free
circulation and diffusion of the acid , and of the
consequent10 failure of all attempts to construct
" dry or solid " accumulators, and the variation
of capacity with the rate of discharge was touched
upon . The paper concluded with a reference to
the extreme importance of the chemical purity of
the materials — not only those used for the manu
facture of the plates, but also of the acid , and
even of the water used for filling up .
To illustrate the paper, specimens were shown
which had been kindly lent by the D.P. Battery
Company, the Electrical Power Storage Company,
and the Tudor Accumulator Company.
The new battleship Hibernia, now being built in
Devonport Dockyard , is to have the whole of her
false bottom space fitted with storage tanks for
oil fuel in very large quantities.
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theMarking- off Table

By W. H. DEARDEN .
(Continued from page 282.)
Tools ,
AVING fully emphasized the importance of
proper marking-off, it will be our next duty
H
to consider what are the various tools re
quired for the same.
First and foremost, we should obtain a reliable
steel rule , without which we cannot mark off our
work accurately . A 6 or 12- in . will do, according
to the work to be done ; and here the writer would
strongly recommend those made by Chesterman
and Sons, Sheffield , the same being , in his opinion ,
the best at present of English manufacture. There
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taken to soften or let down the temper from the
top within reasonable distance of the point, or a
serious accident may be the result, as, being very
hard , it will be liable to break or fly off when struck
with a hammer. With reference to dotting lines
with the centre.punch , this should never be done
upon finished work , and lines should never be
dotted , except where necessary, for it will spoil the
appearance of our work . A somewhat light ham
mer, about i or i lbs., will also be necessary , or
we may have two , as in the case of the centre
punch , one being a light tapping hammer. We
should next be provided with a set of scribers.
These can be made from a piece of } round silver
steel, which will be found quite large enough . It
is ground up sharp and hardened at the point, the
same being left rather hard ( say, light straw ).
The scribers can be made from stout knitting
needles, if preferred - one bent or slightly set at
the end will be found very useful.
Another form of scriber is that which is known as
a surface scriber. This is usually made from a
piece of f -in . square , or
by f rectangular steel,
ground on three sides only, so that the point is per
fectly true with the remaining surface as shown (Fig .
3 ). It is used for marking lines from an existing flat
surface, being held firmly upon the same while it
is in use .
Reference will next be made to what is known
as the scribing block or surface gauge, which is ,
perhaps the most familiar and also the most useful
tool upon the “ marking -off table,” for very little
lining -out can be done without it.
It consists of a vertical steel stem fixed firmly
into a foundation , made fairly heavy, and which

Adjusting
nul

FIG . 3.
SURFACE
SCRIBER

Fig . 5. - ANOTHER
FORV 0 : S :RIBING
BLOCK
Fig . 4. — SCRIBING BLOCK .

are also those made by L. S. Starrett & Co., of
America ,which are very neatly marked and equally
accurate . For the amateur engin er, however , the
make first mentioned will meet all his requirements.
In addition to this, we should be equipped with a
true steel straight-edge for drawing lines upon flat
surfaces, or a pair, which may then be used for what
is known as winding strips. By the aid of these it
will be possible to find out whether two surfaces
any distance from one another , are perfectly hori
zontal to each other, by placing one strip upon
each face and seeing that they lie level with one
another ; but care must be taken to see that the
straight- edges are the same distance apart at the
ends, or are parallel to one another. We should
next secure a pair of inside and also outside cali
pers with which to measure our work ; also two
centre punches, on being what is termed a dot
punch , which is ground at a greater angle than the
other for dotting linesand for light work ; the other,
a larger onc, may be used for marking the centres
of holes, & c ., for drilling .
very good centre punch can be made by grind
ing up a piece ofold round file , but care should be

Adjusting

invariably should be of cast iron, having the under
neath recessed or hollowed out. This will enable
the block to stand more fixedly and to be manipu
lated freer over the surface of the table. To this
stem is attached a sleeve or sliding-block , which
can be adjusted vertically to any position up and
down the stem , or held , where desired , by a screw
To the sliding -block is fixed a scriber, and, by means
of this valuable tool, lines perfectly parallel with
the face of the table can be obtained .
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There are various methods adopted in the con
struction of the scribing-block , with some of which
we are, no doubt, familiar ; but the best and most
effective tool is that one possessing a fine or deli
cate means of adjustment after the sliding-block
or sleeve has been fixed by the screw . A descrip
tion of two with this arrangement will here suffice.
The first is an American tool. It is so arranged
that the stem passes through an arm cast upon the
foundation (see accompanying sketch , Fig . 4 ).
Between this arm and the lower portion of the block
is placed a milled edge nut, made to fit a thread
cut upon the bottom of the stem , which is, there
fore, free to be raised or lowered , according to the
movement of the nut . Should there be any back
lash , it is taken up by a spring placed in the base.
The stem also has a small key-way, or groove, in
it, to prevent it and the nut turning together.
The second to be described is one of English
manufacture, and differs entirely in its construc
tion from the American tool spoken of above.
Attached to one side of the sliding-block is a
small quadrant or segment carried upon a pro
jecting pin , and held firmly with a milled nut. At
the top of this quadrant a thread or worm is cut,
and into this a corresponding screw operates. This
screw is held securely upon another side of the
sliding -block, at right-angles to the previous one,
and is free only to revolve so that when , by means

Height

of centre

Surface loble
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vertically when it is desirous to take a measure
ment therefrom , for it will stand perfectly upright.
Whilst writing upon the construction of the sur
face -table it was mentioned that some (especially
the larger ones) contained a number of holes or
slots in them . These holes, if tapped , will be found
very useful for holding down work which otherwise
could not be marked off. Those having slots cast
А
JO

Fig . 8 .

BU

160B

FIG . 7 .
SET SQUARES.
n them are generally fitted with a pair of ordinary
centres, simple of construction , for receiving work
that has been turned and requires marking off, or
work that has to be centred and tried previously
to turning. These centres can be made as shown
(Fig. 6 ).
A rough casting, or forging, machined on the
bottom with a tongue to fit the slot, secured by
means of a set screw and washer on the underside
of the table.
The holes should be carefully drilled and tapped
to receive the centre screws, made a good fit. Care
must be taken to see that the points are perfectly
true and hardened . The centres will be found
very useful, and upon the side of one or both mark
the exact height of the centre, either by a line or
dot, so that it may always be taken without
difficulty by the scribing block , whether there is a
piece of work in between the centres at the time
or not. One or two pair of compasses or spring
dividers will be indispensable for marking off
circles or centres of circles, holes for drilling, etc.

Fig . 6. – CENTRE FOR co MARKING -OFF ) ) TABLE .
of the milled head , this screw is moved , it acts im
mediately upon the quadrant. To the latter (see
Fig . 5 ) is attached the scriber, and, therefore, it
can be raised or lowered at will.
There is no doubt, therefore that an adjustable
scribing-block is the tool to be desired , for it dis
penses with all difficulty in setting the scriber to
the position required , while it admits of moving it
the least perceptible distance either way.
The uses of the scribing-block are (1 ) to set up
work level (there being generally one end of the
scriber bent for that purpose) ; (2 ) to set off heights
from the rule on to our work ; ( 3) to try centres ;
( 4) to strike off all horizontal lines.
In connection with the use of the scribing-block ,
what is known as a standard -height block is a very
useful addition to the tools of the marking -off
table ." It is usually a piece of cast iron , rec
tangular shaped , machined on all sides . Upon
this can be retained heights or lines required again ;
these heights or lines would be lost, however, in
altering the scribing block .
Against this block also can be placed the rule

Fig . 9. - Flat SURFACE TEE
SQUARE.
Having any larger circles or radii to strike out,
we shall require a pair of trammels, consisting
of a length -rod carrying two movable points .
These are also very useful for taking lengths, etc.
Our attention is now directed to the square . It
is necessary to have a square absolutely true, for
we can rely upon it ; otherwise it will be a source
of trouble all through our work .
To ascertain whether a square is true or not is
a very easy matter. Place the inside of the stock

--
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firmly against the edge of our surface table — allow
the blade of the square to lie flat upon the table
then draw a line with a fine scriber ; turn the square
over, and see if the edge of the blade is true with
the existing line. In addition to the ordinary square ,
we should possess two sheet steel set-squares, one
an angle of 45°, the other 60 °, which will show 30 °
also when reversed . The 45° set-square is one-half
of a true square cut diagonally (see Fig . 7). The
sides, therefore, marked A B and C D are precisely
the same length . The sides of the 60 ° set-square
(Fig . 8 ), however, differ, inasmuch as the length of
A B equals twice that of C D , the remaining angle
being 90 ° or a right angle. A great amount of trouble
is often experienced when lining -out with a flat sur
face where lines at right angles are required .
Owing to the stock of the ordinary Tee -square ,
it will not lie flat upon the surface : this is easily
overcome by the introduction of a tee-square similar
to the one shown (Fig. 9 ), cut entirely from 1-16th
steel plate. Not only will the 45° angle on the one
side be very useful, but it will also strengthen the
tool, and prevent it getting out of truth . It is a
simple , but very effective, square, without which it
is difficult to obtain correct right-angle lines.
Having dealt with the square for surface work ,
etc., we will now consider those used for round

Fig . 10. - Box SQUARE .
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as it comprises several angles combined , every
side and corner being utilised .
With reference to angles, the tool from which
we derive all true angles must not be overlooked
this being the protractor, half a circle , the whole of
which is equally divided into 60 parts. By the
use of the above we can obtain any desired angle,
and if we possess one similar to that shown in
Fig. 13, we shall be enabled to line out with ease,
given angles such as setting out eccentrics, cranks,
levers, & c . It will be seen that a movable arm is
attached working upon a
pin in the centre of the
45 °
609
protractor. This arm has
one edge true with the
centre, and extends some
Square
distance beyond the divi
Hexagon sional reading, so that
when set to the angle
placed
required ,
and
30 °
against the work , a line
30
Octagon
can be easily transmitted
thereon. In someinstances
Gauge
FIG . 12. – Nur
. it may be impossible to see
work level with the tool
already mentioned, and , therefore, wemust bring
into use the spirit-level, ensuring first thatour table
is level also . Lying upon , or in the vicinity of, the
marking-off table should be found one or more
pairs of vee-blocks, in which to line off work which
cannot be received into the centres ,or for centreing
work previous to turning.
Of these there need be no description , only that
they must be machined true together. The same
truth applies to parallel strips, of which we should
have several.
A few hard wooden wedges, or a couple of neat
steel ones, will be necessary to pack up the work at
different points, when it needs so doing, and
our stock of tools will be complete.

Fig . 11. - CENTRE SQUARE.
work . Of these, there are two which may be men
tioned ; one is what is known as the box -square,
and is principally used for marking off keyways
upon shafts , where the same cannot be placed
between the centres and done by the scribing-block .
It is usually made from a piece of $ to i-in . angle
steel, about
thick, and filed up perfectly true,
the edges being bevelled off from the outside until
they become about half the thickness (see Fig . 10 ).
The other is known as the centre square ; and by
means of this tool the true centre of a shaft disc, or
ring, may be found, as it is applicable for inside and
outside use.
It consists of a piece ofabout 1-16th flat steel, filed
up to shape ( Fig . 11), into which is fixed two accu
rately turned steel pins about 5-16ths diameter.
These must stand perfectly square with the gauge,
and , therefore, had better beturned down at the ends,
and let into the samewith a shoulder. After these
pins are fixed , the inside edge must be trued up, so
that it becomes quite central with the pins, and
absolutely square with them ; thus it becomes
obvious that by holding this square with the pins
resting against a circle the inside edge will strike a
line exactly across the centre of the same.
There is another gauge with which we should be
familiar, viz ., the nut gauge, or hexagon and
octagon . The one shown in Fig . 12 is very useful

FIG . 13. - PROTRACTOR .

90°

Previous to marking off, thesurfaces of the work
require preparing for the same.
Should it be a rough casting or forging, it should
be rubbed over with chalk , so that the lines may be
seen clearly . This may be put on dry or otherwise.
As the face of metal becomes brightafter machining,
it is difficult to see or to scribe lines upon it . In
this case, if we procure a piece of blue-stone, and let
it dissolve in water, then coat the surface with this
liquid and let it dry , it will attain a pinkish hue,
upon which lines will be seen quite clearly .
(To be continued .)
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By T. H. HAWLEY .
(Continued from page 8.)
XVII. - ASSEMBLING AND BRAZING UP THE
FRAME .

О
이

Micycle proper twill be purchased arts finished
state and ready nickel-plated where required ,
as it would , of course , be folly to attempt making
the hubs, cranks, pedals, & c . But a certain amount
of saving may be effected if time is of no conse
quence by doing the boring work of the sockets , the
crank axle , bracket, & c ., though the game really is
not worth the candle , as those fittings may be pur
chased cheaply in complete sets ready for brazing
the tubes into , and finished with a degree of accu
racy as to size and angle which the amateur could
not approach , except at very considerable trouble
in fixing up special jigs, & c . I should , therefore,
most certainly advise amateur constructors to pur
chase what is known as a complete “ set ” of frame
fittings conforming to our design. These fittings
will consist of ( 1 ) the crank bracket with shell and
lugs, all finished to receive the tubing, and fitted up
in complete running order with axle, ball races, and
balls, plated cranks ready screwed to fit the pedals ,
and in fact every part in highly finished state ready
for connection by brazing to tubes cut to a length
to conform to the design determined on ; (2 ) ball
head steering , similarly finished with small parts
plated , all assembled, and where required with the
front forks already brazed up and set true on proper
jigs ; ( 3 ) the complete set of frame sockets ready
bored at correct angle and a decimal fit to the
tubing for which they have been designed , the whole
set of frame fittings being so arranged that nothing
but the connecting tubing is required to complete
the frame of machine. (4 ) In addition to the items
mentioned , a full set will include plated hubs,
already drilled for wheel building, and also finished
and plated pedals, ready to be screwed up into
position . (5 ) If desired , the set as described may,
at an extra cost, be extended to include plated seat
pillar and plated handlebar.
Now , with all due respect for the enthusiasm of
the amateur worker in the direction of being able
to boast that he has “ done it all himself," I am
going to be bold enough to assert that any man
building a single machine with ordinary tools — I
include the most elaborate ordinary equipment
would be extremely foolish to attempt to
oduce
from rough castings or raw material any of the
component parts I have named .
In order to produce such parts of a machine with
the requisite degree of accuracy, it is as necessary to
sink many hundreds or even thousands of pounds
in tools, dies, and jigs for just one or two pieces
as for thousands, and although we must admit
that the highly skilled amateur may be able to
produce the same article equally wellmade, it would
certainly be at a cost altogether out of proportion
to the commercial value of the article produced.
I think then that we might take it that the
average amateur will be wishful to get along with
work , and at the same time aspire to the feeling of
satisfaction due to having built his own machine
A

and also saved money. Well, the key to the ideal
is to procure a really first- class set of component
parts, and I can assure readers that even then there
is enough for hand and brain to do to bring the
complete machine to a successful issue.
Assuming that my suggestions have been followed
and a complete set of component parts purchased ,
the first thing will be to dismember the assembled
fittings — for associated parts such as crank bracket
and ballhead are sent out complete, and in proper
adjustment, just as they would be in the finished
machine, and at this stage some care is necessary ;
thus, cotter -pins in cranksmust be removed without
burring up the threads, otherwise there would be a
difficulty in replacing the nuts; and in the absence
of special presses for the job, it is well to remember
that a transmitted blow is more effective and does
less damage to the cotter -pin than a direct blow ,
the proper medium in this case being a hollow -ended
punch and a rather heavy hammer . After removing
the cranks, it is next necessary to detach the discs
forming the bottom bracket bearings, and here
again some care is called for, as, in certain cases,
these have been forced in very tight by special tools
and cannot be moved by
ordinary pin spanners sup
plied for the purpose ; а .
punch may be resorted to in
such cases, but should be
used carefully : anyhow , the
object should be to detach
the necessary parts without
in any way marking them ,
and at the same time each
part should be so marked
that it can be returned to its
original position — the bear
ing balls, of course, excepted .
Presuming now that all
the parts required to build
up the frame proper have
been detached , the next thing
will be to prove the fit of the
tubing to be used , because if
the tube be even one- thou
sandth of an inch bigger
than the bore of the socket
into which it is to be brazed ,
it is clear that it cannot
enter.
Fortunately , in motor bi
FIG . 79. - FRONT cycle construction , the tubes
FORKS.
are not very thin , so that the
superfluous thousandth may
be removed without materially altering the
strength of tube or joint ; but in case the error
be the other way and the tube undersize and a
slack fit in the socket, it will be necessary to
slightly expand the tube end by heating it to dull
red and forcing it on to a slightly tapering mandrel,
so swelling the diameter and afterwards finishing
by file to exact fit. It should be understood that
brazing joints are not required to be hammer
driven fits ; the fit should be an easy “ hand 19 fit
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in fact, just such a fit as will allow the tube to be
placed in position or withdrawn by hand yet show
ing no side-shake or looseness , for if too tight, there
is difficulty in getting the spelter to flow and fill
the joint, whilst, if too loose a fit , thespelter is apt
to run through the joint instead of remaining in it.
In cutting up the lengths of tubing, due provision
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must bemade for the mitreing or shaping of the ends
—that is, to get the best result each tube must be
shaped at its end to completely cover the inner
wall of the socket to which it is to be brazed ; or,
to make the matter clearer , each tube should be so
shaped that if the sockets were not hot there the
end of one tube would be
so shaped that it would
take bearing and brazing
contact on the side of the
other.
It is far better (in the
case of the amateur work
er) to fit all tubes in posi
tion and really build up
the frame, before brazing
a single joint, because in
this way mistakesmay be
found in time ; and if a
full- size working drawing
has been prepared it is
easily seen whether all is
right or some particular
tube is out of position .
In this connection it is
not suggested that the
whole frame should be
treated at once,but rather
that the centre or main
body framebe dealt with
first ; thus we have the
+
crank - bracket shell, the
ballhead socket with its Fig . 80. - BACK STAYS
top and bottom lugs, and
the seat-post clip socket, together with the second
horizontal tube and the short strut.
A very little consideration of the design, as
shown in Fig . 78 ( January 7th), will show that the
best method to proceed on in actual brazing up
is to first complete the front fork and ballhead ,
and to these braze up the front down tube, testing
this portion of the work for alignment before pro
ceeding further.
Then the two horizontal tubes, the seat post,
and the bottom bracket may be added , and when
the frame is brazed up to this stage it is time to
set to work testing it thoroughly for being true and
in line, because at this stage it is easy to correct
any slightdeviation , whereas later on the correction
would be difficult or well nigh impossible. In pre
paring the frame for brazing up, the joints should
be pegged or pinned so that the tube cannot spring
away out of the sockets under the brazing opera
tion . For this purpose, some 12-gauge spoke wire
is suitable, or the pointed end of French wire nails
may be used, the taper admitting of a driving fit
in the drilled holes.
Perhaps it is also necessary to repeat that in
order to make good brazed joints the surfaces
must be clean and bright, though , if slightly rough
ened as left by the file , all the better.
Then as to the actual process of brazing. I have
previously described this in minute detail, but it
so long ago that new readers may welcome some
hints on the subject.
I have known a good many amateur workers
who, although advanced in most branches of
machine tool work and general handicraft, evinced
a disinclination to tackle anything involving the
process of brazing, or, as it might be correctly
termed , hard soldering ; in fact, the process of
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brazing has, for some reason , been held up as
a kind ofmysterious art to be gained only by life
long practice. This , of course, is absurd , for the
process is simplicity itself'when the conditions are
understood ; at the same time, there is every oppor
tunity for the display of observation and attention
to minute detail. The starting points for brazing
operations are - a good fit between the pieces to
be joined ; both surfaces clean and bright ; the
parts to be joined held securely together by pins,
screws, or otherwise, to preventmovement when in
the fire ; the parts to be joined so assembled as to
be free from stress , and either in perfect repose or
the stress so arranged that the distortion does not
affect either appearance or strength of finished
structure.
As to the apparatus requisite for brazing such
parts as we are concerned with , the general plant
consists of a double -blast bellows, a blow -pipe, and
a coke or asbestos hearth . Those out of reach of a
gas supply may, however, do very well with a
paraffin or benzoline self-contained blowlamp,
such as, for example , the excellent one marketed
by Messrs. Lake & Elliott, of Braintree, in Essex .
The " Aux ” is an all-important item in good
brazing , and should be freshly mixed just before
required . The common flux for brass spelter is
borax , and , if pure, nothing will beat it in skilled
hands for all-round work ; but for the inexperienced
I would strongly recommend boric or boracic acid
for not only is this more liquid and penetrating ,
but it fuses at a lower heat, and so assists in pre
venting burning of the tubes .
A good plan is to have two or three shallow tins
on the brazing hearth , something like a sardine
tin ; in the first have boric acid , powdered ; in the
second have powdered borax mixed with grain
spelter ; and in the third have coarse grain spelter
with just a dash of boric acid .
Having already put our frame together cold ,
and ascertained that the tubes conform to the
design without being subject to undue stress , it
might be assumed that the brazing might be pro
ceeded with forthwith , and without further thought.
This, however, is not the case -- at any rate, where
the amateur worker is concerned - for no matter
how well the lugs have been bored and the tubes
fitted , it is quite unlikely that an equal tension
will prevail ; and it must be understood that the
first joint heated for brazing will be made the
victim
for all stresses existing throughout the
frame.
The starting point, then , should be the crank
bracket, with seat post and back forks, and the
front forks and steering socket with front down
tube.
These two items having been brazed up and
tested to satisfaction , it is not a difficult matter
to add on the horizontal tubes ; and , finally, the
back stays ; though here we come to the tricky
part of the whole machine frame, for it is no good
fitting up the back stays until the back forks are
proved in correct alignment.
In taking the front forks and front down tube as
one section , and the seat-post and back forks as
another, it will be seen that no tension exists in
either case during the operation of brazing, or rather
that the joints are brazed in repose. Then , if,
on testing, it should be found that any member
does not conform to the drawing and dimensions,
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it is easy to heat the tube at the joint, and slightly
pull it over in the required direction .
Suppose, however, we have the forepart and tail
part brazed up true in themselves , it is seen that
it is necessary only to braze in the horizontal tubes
to form a true whole ; and if these tubes are
straight and correctly pinned in position , there
should be no difficulty in completing this part of
the work .
A few wordsas to the process of brazing generally ,
but having reference particularly to tubular work ,
such as we are concerned with .
The air blast must be continuous, either from
double -blast bellows or fan . A blowpipe must be
employed , and , preferably, with a lever handle for
graduating and controlling the amount of gas .

first, for by conduction the lighter portions will
accumulate heat, and the process will be completed
when the spelter is seen to flow at both ends of the
joint.
It may be necessary to repeat the mere words
of elementary instruction in the matter of brazing.
The joints must be first well fitted and properly
cleansed , otherwise it is impossible to make a
safe and satisfactory joint.
When starting to braze a joint, the fire is worked
up, i.e., the blowpipe is worked and backed by
asbestos, the joint slowly assumes a red heat, but
just before this the operator plies the borax, or
other flux, which immediately takes hold and
flows into the joint to be made ; this, then , is the
outline of the process of brazing, though a great
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Fig . 81. - PLAN OF UNDER FRAME, WITH ENGINE ÎN Position .
The hearth may be loaded with coke, but pre
ferably with asbestos cubes, because in doing a
number of joints on a coke fire the whole mass
becomes red hot, and there is danger of burning the
tube ; but with asbestos the case is different, as,
although it retains and reflects the heat, it quickly
dies out when the gas flame is discontinued .
If I describe the brazing of one joint, it will
pretty well do for all the others, though there is
this to be said , that in a pinned -up frame, where
certain tubes or sockets are under tension , this
tension must be relieved at the place where it will be
least noticed by heating the tube close to the
socket mouth, and as tube or anything else will
bend
or give " quickest where the heat is greatest,
it is necessary to confine the flame of the blowpipe
as much as possible on the point where it is de
sired that the tube should depart from the straight
line to conform with the rest of the structure .
In commencing to braze up this particular
frame (see Fig . 78, p . 7 , January 7th ) you have,
say, the seat pillar and the short horizontal tube
leading to motor-crank case properly fitted and
pinned to crank bracket lugs.
This you take to the brazing hearth , and you
place the crank bracket shell in the lowest position ,
i.l., that the seat post shall be propped up at an
angle approaching 45°, this to give a gravity flow
to the spelter .
If you are fortunate enough to do your brazing
on asbestos, you will now pile the little cubes
around and behind the joint to be brazed , the
blowpipe will be directed on the work at the point
where the metal is thickest or heaviest ; and tħis is
a great feature in successful brazing, because the
fundamental idea is that the whole of the two
portions to be joined should be raised to a tem
perature equal to the melting point of the par
ticular solder or spelter employed : hence it is
necessary to start the heat on the heavier portion

number of pages of this magazine might be covered ,
and still not deal thoroughly with the subject.
The illustrations accompanying this article will
make clear some other points in the construction
of the motor bicycle ; but in cross or transverse
measurements I have refrained from giving definite
measurements, because of various dimensions of
fittings which must be more or less used .

A

Model Electric Crane .

By J. J. HODGSON .
S will be seen by reference to the accompanying
ment, does not bear much resemblance to
the usual type of crane, such as may be seen at work
in some of our large dockyards. But though it
would be a cumbrous piece of mechanism , if pro
duced full size, this is not so apparent when it is
reduced to the dimensions of a model ; and I have
rarely seen any apparatus which gives more pleasure
to spectators than does this one when at work .
I made perhaps the great initial mistake of com
mencing the work without any drawings and without
any clearly defined idea as to what the finished
product would be like. The only advantage of this
unbusinesslike method is that the model-maker is
not deterred at the outset from undertaking his
job by the necessity of deliberating whether he has
sufficient inclination and energy to carry it through .
In my own case, had I known beforehand the
amount of work involved in making such a model,
I should , in all probability , have never commenced
it.
I must confess that, having no prototype to copy,
I made a good many alterations in the course of
construction, and discarded many half-finished
pieces. I was, too, haunted by a lurking dread
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A
FIG.1.-MR. HOD'son's ELECTRIC TRAVELLING

R.INE .

that, when finished , the apparatus would not
work . However , I was reassured on this point
from time to time by rigging up temporary
expedients , and was thus enabled to test the
parts already finished .
Reference to the photographs will show that
the apparatus consists of a travelling crane which
will move backwards and forwards along an
elevated staging .
The locomotive and trucks in the fore
ground were made some years ago as a play
thing for a child , and have only been pressed
into service to render the exhibit more realistic .
Needless to add , the engine is only a dummy,
and contains no works."
The staging is about 5 ft. long and 12 ins. high,
and is collapsible , so that it occupies but little
The rails on the top
space when not in use.
are laid to a 5 -in . gauge. Between the rails run
two parallel lengths of wood , to which two
strips of sheet brass are secured. These strips
are connected by wires to a pair of binding
screws concealed from view . The wires from the
battery are carried out of sight and attached to
these terminals.
The body of the crane consists of a plat
form , 18 ins. long and 7 ins. wide. It is con
structed of wood , but is covered all over with
tin . Scores of holes are drilled in the tin , and
small round -headed brass nails are driven into
the wood . The model was finished with three
or four coats of enamel, and the nail heads half
buried in paint have exactly the appearance of
rivets . I recommend this method to model
makers who wish to procure a neat appearance
at a minimum of trouble . The platform rests on
two pairs of wheels fixed to their axles. One
pair bas milled tyres to grip the rails better .
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Geared wheels from an old clock are connected to
one axle and terminate in a grooved wheel ;
a band connects this wheel with the motor
pulley.
The current is taken off the brass strips by means
of two contact springs, made of sheet German silver,
and this method appears to answer well. There is
no sparking, and the friction appears to be very
slight. From the springs, two wires convey the
current to a two -way switch on the platform , and
either motor can be put in circuitat will.
I purchased both motors from firms who adver
tise in your paper, at a cost of about 135. or 145.
each . They are, in reality, small dynamos, and at
2,500 revolutions give 10 volts and 2 ampères.
The one that works the crane is unnecessarily power
ful; but the other , which is used for driving the
platform along the rails, seems just suited for its
work .
I have regretted that I did not buy motors with
tri- polar armatures, as mine are not self-starting
in all positions. However , I have got over this
difficulty practically by observing and marking the
position the armature should occupy to be self
starting . Thus, when one of the motors is at work
I prepare the other by adjusting with my fingers
the armature so that it shall start themoment the
current is switched on.
I took both motors to pieces cut the axles short
and reduced the widths of the bearings so as to
make the whole apparatus more compact, and
shifted the position of the motors on the baseboard
to allow room for the reversing mechanism . Here
I would like to say that, as a rule , the weak point
about these small motors is the means employed of
adjusting the brushes . They are adjustable ,
but the method employed is usually a clumsy
one .

--
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When connecting the various wires and testing
metal, and is in reality a lady's necklace . At a
with a battery, I was surprised to find that one
short distance it looks exactly like a flexible steel
wire rope.
motor gave far better results when series-wound ,
while the other performed best when shunt.wound .
The model is worked by an eight-cell bichromate
battery, which gives a very powerful current, re
I am not sufficiently " up ” in electricity to know
volving the motors at a high speed. Owing to
the reason of this. I fixed reversing gear to both
rather loose bearings there is a good deal of noise,
-he motors by a modification of one of the usual
but this feature seems to impress the spectators
methods employed . As I have fixed reversing
more than anything. For exhibition purposes, I
gear to a number of motors, and thereby rendered
have prepared some blocks of Bathstone cut
hem twice as interesting , I will conclude this paper
roughly into cubes of 4 -in . sides. The crane will
with a brief description of the plan I adopt, as I
lift them at top speed , run with them to the other
believe it is the simplest for those who , likemyself,
are not skilled mechanicians.
end of the staging, and on reversing the commu.
In small electric motors one of the most important
tator deposit them in one of the railway trucks.
points to attend to is the adjustability of the band
There is also a bracket for carrying limestone
connecting the driving pulley of the motor with the
chippings. This is hung on pivots fixed below the
other mechanism . I find whipcord or fishing line
centre of gravity, it is also weighted with lead at
a suitable material for the bands ; but it is simply
the bottom . A catch secures the top edge of the
impossible to tie it sufficiently tight when first
bracket to the semi- circular handle . When the
fixing it, and it is indispensable that the baseboard
bucket full of stones is descending into a truck ,
of the motor should be adjustable . I cut a slot
the catch is knocked aside, the bucket tips up ,
about 4 in . long in each corner of the baseboard ,
the stones fall out, and then the bucket resumes
and fixed the boards to the platform by round
its vertical position ready for another load .
headed screws, with washers. Then if the cord is
The crane runs along the staging at the rate of
tied , with the motor placed as close as it will go to
about i ft . in ten seconds, and the bucket ascends
the mechanism , there is provision for a stretch of
and descends at twice this speed. The crane with
nearly i in , in the cord , which is more than suffi
jib , platform , bucket, & c., weighs about 28 lbs.
cient.
I may mention that the model took me con
siderably over a year to build ; but I seldom worked
The front end of the platform is hollow and con
at it for more than an hour at a time, except during
tains the train of cog -wheels for revolving the
my holidays, and I often left it severely alone for
hollow box (also covered with tin ) to which the
weeks at a time.
crane proper is fixed . This box is made to rotate
by turning a small
horizontal wheel, to
which a handle is at
I
tached , by hand .
should have preferred
to revolve the crane
by means of the motor,
but gave up the idea
as being beyond me.
However, with a worm
gear it might be man
aged . The crane will
make almost a com
I
plete revolution .
hesitated for some time
as to the best method
of conveying the cur
rent from the switch to
the crane motor, and
thought of sliding con
tacts — but abandoned
Instead, I
the idea .
have used two pieces
of insulated wire,pass
ing up underneath the
hollow box through a
hole near the central
pivot. The wires are
FIG . 3. - CRANE PACKED FOR TRANSIT .
sufficiently slack and
elastic to allow a lot
For a sideshow at a bazaar or entertainment,
of play, and there is no difficulty on this score.
The windlass or crab is an adaptation of the
this form ofmodel makes a capital attraction. It
framework and wheels of an old grandfather's
is fairly compact, does a lot of work, and impresses
clock . An immense amount of sawing, drilling,
the spectators, both by its apparent power and also ,
and filing was necessary before it attained its
in common with other electrical apparatus, by the
present appearance . The barrel of the clock forms
invisible agency of this force. But if anyone is
contemplating the construction of such a piece of
an excellent drum for the hauling chain . The jib
is of wood and is built up . Quite the neatest thing
work , I would impress upon him the importance of
in the model is the hauling chain , which is of gun
guarding against short- circuiting by allowing
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enough room for screws, & c ., and by using a wooden
foundation , though this may be concealed from view
afterwards. When exhibiting a short time ago, I
could not get either motor to work until I dis
covered that I had laid a pair of pliers by accident
across the brass rails and thus formed a short
circuit. Other mportant points are the allowance
of room for adjusting the contact brushes on the
motors ; perfectly clean contacts ; provision for
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FIG . 4. – VIEW OF CRANE AND SIDING .
tightening all driving bands, and finally , that all
bearings should be rather a loose fit.
The electric light and power station at Tokio ,
Japan, has a capacity of 5,050 horse-power, and this
is being increased by an additional 3,600 horse
power. Electric current is being supplied from the
original plant to the equivalent of 100,273 candle
power lamps ; and the demand is so heavy that
applications for connections are received at the
rate of over 1,500 a month. New plant is expected
to be in operation in April next, and immediately
on its completion work will be commenced on a
further extension , which will ultimately increase
the output of the station by 10,000 horse -power.
NEWCASTLE MOTOR TRAINS. - The first completed
car of a petrol-driven motor train for the N.E.R ..
Company has just had its trial trip over sixty miles
of the ordinary track , and came out of the ordeal
most successfully . The journey was accomplished
without a hitch of any description , and, in addition,
the car was found to do its work upon a most
economical basis. The consumption of petrol
worked out at the low rate of one pint for horse
power per hour. A speed of forty miles was often
attained , and on the whole journey, including four
stoppages, the average showed a speed of thirty
miles an hour. A gradient of somemagnitude was
climbed with the greatest ease . The coach , which
weighs 35 tons, resembles an ordinary long passenger
carriage. In the front compartment there is an
80 h.-p. motor driving a dynamo, and the electricity
thus generated is transformed into energy by the
motors on the bogie trucks on which the coach runs.
The present coaches are intended to be used on the
suburban lines at Newcastle .

Radium
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: An

Properties,

Account of Its

with

Experiments ,

By LEONARD LEVY .
'HE object of this article is to give a short
THE
account of the discovery of the element
radium , and also to indicate how to perform
a few interesting experiments which
illustrate its properties. I have performed
every one of the experiments herein
after described, using a five-milligram tube
of radium bromide. They could , how
ever , all be shown with half this quantity ,
although , of course, the results would
not be so rapidly arrived at, and in the
case of luminous effects, these, naturally ,
would not be so bright.
It is safe to say that very few of recent
scientific discoveries have excited more
public interest than that of the newly
discovered series of radio -active elements.
The most active and wonderful of these
elements that has, up to the present,
been investigated , or obtained in sufficient
quantity for investigation , is called
" radium .”
This radium has not,as yet,
been isolated — we are familiar with it in
the form of a salt - either the chloride
or bromide. Were radium to be isclated ,
it would immediately oxidise on contact
with the air . Radium bromide (or chloride)
itself is nothing very much to look at;
it is generally in the form of a whitish or brownish
powder, which is contained in a glass tube, or in a
little brass case with a glass top .
Radium extraction has only just been commenced
in England, our supply being practically entirely
derived from France and Germany. The present
process of extraction is so difficult and so tedious, that
radium can never become cheap whilst it is prepared
by present methods. Radium was first extracted
from pitchblende, which consists chiefly of uranium
oxide. Later on it was found that the residue from
the manufacture of uranium contained more radium
than pitchblende.
This residue comes almost
entirely from a place called Joachimsthal, in
Bohemia .
The amount of radium , even in this
so-called rich ore, is, however , extremely small.
The ore is said to be rich in radium , if it contains
one part to 10,000,000 by weight.
Briefly, the process of extraction consists , firstly ,
in splitting up the ore into different groups. In the
lead group, which is precipitated by hydrogen sul
phide, Mme. Curie found a radio -active element,
combined( 4 with bismuth and sulphur. This was
named
polonium ," in honour of Mme. Curie's
native country. In the barium , strontium , cal
cium group they obtained the radio -active element
now known as radium . They afterwards obtained
it with barium sulphate, the mineral called “ heavy
spar.” The barium and radium sulphates were
boiled with a solution of sodium carbonate. The
precipitated carbonates were then filtered off and
dissolved in hydrobromic acid . A mixture of
barium and radium bromides was thus obtained .
Radium bromide, being less soluble in water than
bromide barium , was separated by successive
crystallizations . The process of separation takes
about a month before the radium bromide is
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practically pure. A few grains of white powder is
all there is to show from a ton of ore after a month
or more of work in extraction .
Mme. Curie was first induced to look for radium
on account of experiments first performed by
Becquerel. He placed salts of uranium upon
photographic plates well wrapped up. He also
placed layers of foil of different metals between the
uranium salts and the plates . The result obtained
was always the same-- the plates were fogged . By
a lucky accident he found that similar results were

air -pump, the leaves will not collapse on bringing
the radium near ; but on admitting air, the leaves
at once begin to lose their charge. This property
can also be demonstrated by a simple experiment
which never fails to excite interest. Take an ordi
nary silk tassel with fairly fine threads about 6 ins.
long . On combing the tassel with an ebonite comb,
the individual threads of the tassel repel one another
and stand apart . On bringing the tube of radium
near to the electrified tassel, the threads all fall
down together. The tassel is easier to electrify
if it is previously warmed . Any other
property of electrified bodies may be
employed to indicate the ionization of
the air , the experiment depending
upon the change produced by their
de- electrification .
*The purity and quality of radium
is expressed by saying it is of in
tensity 20,000 or 30,000 (say ). Best
quality of the impure radium bromide
has an intensity of 50,000 . Pure
radium bromide, such as that in the
five milligram tube, has an intensity
of half a million . Radium bromide is
self-luminous, shining with a faint green
glow similar to that emitted by a small
piece of phosphorus. Radium has the
FIG . 1. - PITCHBLENDE AND WILLEMITE .
( The dark mineral is Pitch blende ; the light one, Willemite .)
property of making
the liquids
in the human eye fluoresce , this
effect also taking place even if the eye be
obtained in the dark, and also that uranium salts,
which had never since their preparation been ex
closed . If, therefore , the eye is closed , and
the tube of radium be pressed against the eye-lid ,
posed to light of any kind, produced similar effects.
there is a sensation of light in the eye, although it is
This was found to be the case with the non
closed . The sensation seems to be that of a faint
fluorescing uranium salts, as well aswith those that
fluoresced . The experiment can easily be tried by
greenish light ; if the radium is placed against the
bone at the side of the forehead , the light will still
placing a small quantity of a uranium salt on a card ,
be perceptible , although the rays have to pass
and subsequently putting this on the top of a
through the bones of the head .
photographic plate wrapped up , securely . Photo
graph ( Fig . 3 ) was obtainep by placing a piece of
pitchblende for seventy -two hours upon a plate
wrapped up in two light- tight envelopes .
Uranium salts also ionize gases, that is to say ,
they make partial conductors of electricity of them .
Mme. Curie found that the power of ionization was
strongest in pitchblende, the commonestore of
uranium (Fig . 1). In shape and colour, pitch
blende is very like hardened pitch - hence the name
pitchblende.” It was this that led Mme. Curie to
look for a new element in pitchblende,which should
have a still greater power of ionizing gases. This
led to the discovery of polonium , actinium (by
Fig . 2.- TUBE OF RADIUM .
Debierne), and radium .
The power of radium for ionizing gases is greater
( A Five-Milligram Tube, nearly full size. The
Radium can be seen on the left at the bottom
than that of any other known substance. The
of the tube. )
ionization of the atmosphere can be demonstrated
experimentally . Take an ordinary gold -leafelectro
Many of the remarkable properties of radium are
scope, and charge it so that the leaves remain
due not really to the radium itself, but to the emana
diverged . Next bring the tube of radium near to
tion or rays given off. Radium gives off an emana
the knob of the electroscope. The leaves will
tion and three different classes of rays. The rays
rapidly collapse, the radium being several inches
are respectively denoted by the first three letters
away. This experiment is very suitable for demon
stration by projection by means of a lantern . The
of the Greek alphabet.
The emanation has the following properties : It
electroscope casemay bemade out of a thin medicine
is radio -active ; it is self-luminous, shining in the
bottle, care being taken to select a clear glass, with
dark with a greenish light. The luminosity of
no defects or flaws in it. The electricity must have
radium itself is probably due to the emanation
been discharged as the leaves collapsed , and the only
mixed up with it. It colours glass purple , the
way it could have escaped is by conduction by the
exact tint varying with th kind of glass employed .
air . Hence it is seen that radium makes a conductor
This may be noticed in the glass tube containing the
of electricity of the air. If the electroscope be
radium , the effect being most noticeable at the end
charged and then placed under the receiver of an
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where the radium generally rests ; the cause of this
discolouration is at present unknown . The emana
tion begins to lose its radio -activity after it has been
in existence two or three days, and changes into
helium . This last property is the most remarkable
and interesting. Helium was first discovered in
the sun , where it is present in large quantities
Hence the name “ helium ,” from ( helios," the
Greek for the sun . Helium was not discovered
upon the earth until 1895, in which year it was
found occluded in certain rare minerals. Now the
assumption has been made that since radium is
continually producing a substance which turns into
helium , then where there is helium , there still is, or
must have been , radium ; hence it has been said that
there is radium in the sun in large quantity, and
some have tried to make out that this is the source
from which the sun's heat and light are derived .
Another point in favour of the supposition that
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Spinthariscopes vary slightly in detail, but are sub
stantially the same. They consist of a short brass
tube. At one end there is a screen coated with zinc
blende - a mineral which sparkles under the action
of the a -rays. There is a watch -hand above the
zinc-blende screen , at a distance of about fin . ( this
distance can be aried in some makes of the in
strument). A minute quantity of radium is on the
under side of the watch -hand , probably not more
than 1-30th of a milligram , i.e., about 1-2000th
part of a grain in weight being used . The radium
is applied by dissolving a quantity in a small
amount of water and touching a number of the
needles with the solution, and then allowing them
to dry, a minute quantity of radium remaining.
At the other end is a powerful short- focus lens,
through which the screen may be viewed . After
remaining in a dark room for a few minutes, on
looking through the lens, the screen appears to be
corered with flashes not unlike shooting stars.
Each flash is supposed to be due to the impact of a
single a -ray particle.
( To be continued .)

A National Yacht-Model Room .

N

Fig . 3. – FUGGING PRODUCED BY PITCHBLENDE .
( The result of placing a lump of pitchblende for
72 hours upon a plate protected from light.)
where helium is, radium exists ( or has existed ), is
the recent discovery of radium in the deposit round
the hot springs at Bath . A short time ago the
waters of the Bath springs were found to contain
helium . The change is interesting , as it is the first
apparent example of the transmutation of elements
which the old alchemists were ever striving after, in
order to transform baser metals into gold . The
emanation is condensed by liquid air into a white
solid .
The a or first class of rays are supposed to con
sist of streams of small particles shot off at the
rate of about twenty million metres (i.e., 12,500
miles ) per second . They carry a slight positive
charge of electricity, and are only slightly deviated
by a strong magnetic field . The result of the impact
of these particles is shown by an experiment which
is probably unique in showing the effects of bodies
of atomic dimensions, for the mass of an a -ray
particle is twice that of a hydrogen atom . They
probably are helium atoms formed by the actual
disintegration of the radium atom . The apparatus
for showing the experiment is called a
spinthari
scope ” ; it was invented by Sir William Crookes .

a country which

prides

itself upon being

especially in anything connected with its
sport, it is surprising that we have nowhere a
national record of the development of the yacht and
its evolution through the tortuous paths of the
various legislatures under which it has existed.
Attention was drawn to the question some days
ago by a well -known expert stating that he
was staying in London , and intended devoting
some time to the yachtmodels in South Kensington
Museum . It was evident he was not aware of the
value of our national collection , or else he would
have apportioned a very brief period to his study
of yacht architecture in our nation's model halls :
for it is a collection unworthy of the institution
in which it is placed , and unworthy of those who
placed it there . In its arrangement there is
neither rhyme nor reason, and the one idea in group
ing seems to have been the perfect filling of the
available wall space.
Now that the Museum buildings are being ex
tended and re-arranged , it would be a suitable
opportunity to bring together and properly pre
sent a collection of half and whole models, plans
and photographs worthy of study. We feel sure
naval architects, builders , and owners would be
pleased in adding to the collection specimens of
their best work . How instructive
would be to
be able to compare boats built under one rule with
those built under another , and to note and trace
the effects of such -and -such a restriction . Boats
successful in their various classes under respective
rules could be grouped , and a perfect and valuable
record of British yacht racing would be instituted .
Let some competent authority undertake the
arrangement, and see to the full and correct de .
scribing of each exhibit. At present the descrip
tions given are of the vaguest — the vessel's name,
her designer and builder.
make the various
models self-explanatory, a table of dimensions and
data should be supplied , together with the record
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of the subject. The best exhibit at present at
South Kensington is probably the full-rigged model
of Tallanan ; but, without some explanation , this
great link in yacht architecture is passed without
the lively interest it should excite . And so it is
with the others : to the visitor unversed in sailing
history , the models for the most part, present little
or no interest. Half-models are not expensive, and
are all that the naval architect requires, although
it would certainly be most interesting to have some
full-rigged models of our better-known craft. The
finest sailing yacht model we have seen is the

10

Model-Making for Beginners .
XVI.- . A Model Horizontal Engine and Boiler.
By H. COPUS.
'HE engine here illustrated was made by me
during the last summer . The cylinder was
THE
bought finished , and is 7-16ths in . bore by
I in . stroke. I started by making a rough drawing
of the engine. The cylinder, bearings, and cross
head guide are fixed to a 1-32nd in . brass plate, 6 ins.
long by 2 ins. wide, which , in turn, is screwed to a
wooden block ļ in . wider and longer than the brass
plate (with the top edges bevelled off) by six f -in .
screws. The bedplate has to be taken off to re
move cylinder, but all the other parts can be
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Fig . 4.-P.AN OF GENERAL ARRANGEMENT.
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full-rigged model of the schooner
Gleniffer , in the Glasgow Corpora
tion's magnificent new galleries ;
but there are many such through
out the country , and it would
only require to be brought to the
notice of owners and naval archi
tects for many of these to be put
at the service of the nation . As for
steam yachts, a few naval architects
whom we know of could very easily
spare some of their beautiful
miniature facsimiles of their handi
work . Glasgow already has some
fine examples of Clyde work , and
it is fitting that it should have,
being one of the oldest nurseries of
the sport ; but London belongs
equally to the three nations - al
though Dr. Johnson was of opinion
that Scotland considered it its
own - and no more suitable resting
place than South Kensington
could be found for a collection
such as we propose should be MATTI
The majority of yacht
formed .
clubs have their own collections ,
and the New York Club has
probably the finest in the world ;
but what is wanted is a national
collection , fully representative and
demonstrative of our yacht-build
ng history.-The Yachtsman .
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moved from the top ; thick pieces of brass are
soldered underneath bedplate to take the bearing
screws. The eccentric and band are made similar
to one descţibed in “ Workshop Notes and Notions ”
for 4 -in .-scale locomotive. The rod is adjustable ,
and is a piece of 1-16th -in. brass wire ; the crank
shaft is built up of brass and silver -steel, with lead
balance weights.
The boiler is a piece of copper tube, with the ends
made of 1-32nd in . brass , flanged and riveted into
the tube, and soldered . There are six water -tubes,
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about it ins high and 2 ins. in diameter , A
3-16ths-in . tube soldered into the bottom , which
leads to three 7-16ths in . tubes, filled with

o brass
N
silver steel

1 "whit.
Leod
FIG . 6. - CRANKSHAFT.

lampwick under the boiler, the reservoir
remaining outside.
The chief dimensions of my model are
as follows :
Cylinder, 7-16ths in . bore; stroke, i in.;
flywheel, 4 ins. diameter by {-in . face ;
weight, 7 ozs.
** Boiler : Length of barrel, 64 ins. ;
diameter, 1 } ins.; water-tubes, 3 16ths.
in . diameter ; weight of boiler when
empty, 44 lbs.

16h

s

e
31 Mo1 s
03 0

FIG . 7. - PLAN VIEW OF MR. Copus's ENGINE AND BOILER .

It has been found that a chrome
nickel steel comprising 75 per cent.
chromium and 25 per cent. nickel, if
worked into armour plate, acquires,
by being merely tempered , a super
ficial hardness equal to that given by
the Harvey process .
MR. WILLIAM AUGUSTUS O'GORMAN ,
C.E., principal of the firm of Messrs.
Siebe, Gorman & Co., submarine en
gineers, of Lambeth , died on the 4th
inst., at South Kensington , London ,
at the age of 69 . Mr. O'Gorman was
the inventor of improved diving and
submarine apparatus, and had been
identified with most of the great sal
vage and submarine operations of recent
times.

with three down -comers underneath
the boiler, which were driven in and
sweated with a blowlamp. The steam
pipe is about 15 ins. long , bent to
form a superheater ; the portion outside
is lagged with ordinary wool, the whole
being covered with tin and sheet
asbestos.
brass
bolt

FIG . 5 :
DETAIL OF

CROSSHEAD .

The fittings comprise two gauge
cocks, one safety valve with internal
spring, one water -filling hole, one stop
cock , and a lubricator to cylinder.
This is my first attempt at model
making, and I have only a few tools
and no lathe. Should anyone wish to
see it, I shall be pleased to show them .
The lamp is the bottom of a cocoa tin ,

FIG . 8.- ANOTHER VIEW .
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A

Reversing

Simple

Switch .

By H. J. HODGSON .
NYONE who has experimented with models,
either steam or electric , will agree that the
A
attachment of reversing motion renders
them quite twice as interesting . The attachment
necessary to perform this function is often not
easily arranged in the case of a model steam
engine, but reversing gear is such a simple matter
with regard to motors, that the attachment should
be the rule rather than the exception .
The mechanism here described is of the very
simplest construction , and offers no difficulties to
a beginner. The materials required are sheet
brass , sheet German silver (not essential), a small
piece of wood , and a dozen 1 -in . round -headed
brass screws.
Referring to the accompanying figures, which are
about three-fourths full- size, A represents part of
the baseboard of the motor, or it may be a separate
board quite distinct from the motor. BB are the
supports for the commutator, formed of sheet brass
about the thickness of a shilling,11 ins. long and 1 in
wide. These pieces are bent at right angles at C.
Holes are drilled at D , D , and E ,E. Screws passing
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also by the screws D D passing through the sup
ports B B. K K are two pieces of German silver
about the thickness of a sixpence, 2 ins. long and
} in , wide, and bent at right angles near the bottom .
They form contact-springs, and are secured to the
base by the screws LL. They should be placed so

FIG . 3. - ELEVATION .
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Fig . 2. - PLAN : REVERSING SWITCH , CURRENT OFF.
through E , E fix the supports to the base. F is the
commutator proper , formed from a piece of hard
wood about 11 ins. by i in . by fin . GG are two
pieces of sheet brass { in . wide, bent at right angles,
and placed at opposite corners of the commutator,
to which they are fastened by the screws HH , and

Fig . 4. - PLAN : REVERSING SWITCH , CURRENT ON .
that when the commutator is turned parallel to
the baseboard, as in Figs. 3 and 4 , they press against
the heads of the screws H H rather tightly . These
contact-springs may be made of sheet brass , but
German silver is better, as it is stiffer and retains
its elasticity longer. M is the handle for turning
the commutator in either direction . Figs. I and
2 show the commutator in position when no current
is flowing. Figs. 3 and 4 show the position when
the current is flowing in one direction . To reverse
the motor, the commutator is given a half-turn, till
the handle M points in the opposite direction . The
wires, which are not shown, are concealed beneath
the baseboard ; they pass through small holes , and
are secured beneath the heads of one each of the
screws EL, EL. I have not given a diagram of
the wire connections between the motor and the
reversing switch , as they have been described
many times in THE MODEL ENGINEER . This form
of reversing switch is very easy to construct, and
acts perfectly.
The present system of supplying electric energy
from Niagara Falls to Buffalo was inaugurated five
years ago , yet nearly one- half of the horse power
required to operate the vast amount of machinery
within the city's limits now comes from this one
source . A great impetus has been given to the
industrial growth of Buffalo by the introduction
of the use of Niagara power, many manufacturing
establishments having located there in recent years
to secure the advantages derived from cheap
electrical energy .

-
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Small Hot - Air

Engine .

By A. SWIRE .
Pengine,made from mysown design, is given
herewith . The height over all measures just
12 ins., so that the illustration reproduced is a trifle
A

1948
MR. SWIRE'S HOT-AIR ENGINE .
less than half the actual size . Length of pedestals
is 3 } ins., and the stroke of engine is 1 -in . To get
the diameters and length of cylinders , I have judged
from the engines that I have seen in the shop win
dows in the town. First, I got a piece of brass
tubing, fin . bore and if ins. long, and the piston
head , which is like that of the gas engine, is
in .
long, and has a groove turned in so that it can be
packed. Then I got a piece of 14-in . cycle tubing
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for the displacer cylinder 4 ins. long, and then
brazed a piece of 1-32nd in . sheet iron to the
bottom , and a piece like a hoop or washer on the
top , so that I could fasten the top plate, where the
pedestals are fastened on . Then I turned a cast
iron collar with four grooves in to act as a cooler,
and contracted it on to the top end of cylinder,
obtaining a piece of ☆ in . square iron 5-16ths in .
thick and filing one side out hollow so that it would
bed against the displacer cylinder , brazed it on ,
and then bored it out to $ tapping size, so that
I could screw an } gas elbow into the side and
screw the power cylinder on the other end . I made
the top and bottom plates and the pedestals also
where the pedestals stand on , out of 1-16th sheet
brass . You will notice that there is a guide for
the piston ; it is simply a piece of sheet brass
fastened across the legs of the pedestal, and I made
the stuffing -box out of an old water -gauge fitting
that I had . The four pillars which hold the top
and bottom plates together are made from $ in .
brass wire. One end is screwed tight into the
bottom plate and is allowed to just go through the
top plate ; there is a nut on both sides to tighten
against each side. The flywheel is 37 ins. diameter
and 7-16ths in . across face . I have also put two
pieces of sheet brass in between two of the arms of
the flywheel to balance it, because with the cranks
being set at quarter centres, make it out of balance.
I made the cranks out of } in . brass . The bottom
of the engine, which is to keep the heat on the
lower part of displacer cylinder, is made from a
piece of 1-32nd in . thick lagging which is used for
lagging large engines. I got a long piece, then I
bent it square , rather smaller than the brass plates
where the four pillars are fastened to . The base is
a piece of wood 4 ins. square painted over, and an
ordinary methylated spirit lamp is employed with
a fin . wick , and burns splendidly for a consider
able time.

Mr. H. A. Hoy, chief mechanical engineer of the
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway , has been ap
pointed general manager of Messrs. Beyer, Peacock
and Co.'s locomotive works, Gorton .
The influence of phosphorus on iron is seen in a
special process for case -hardening iron . Phosphorus,
as is well known, has the property of imparting a
certain degree of surface hardening, but not without
producing brittleness. The iron is made to assume
a coarse structure, in which the crystals are com
paratively loosely bound together . This effect of
phosphorus loosening the coherence of the mole
cules of the iron greatly facilitates the absorption
of carbon by the iron . The carbon rapidly pene
trates the iron to a considerable depth, imparting
toughness to the core, and nullifying the compara
tively slight defect constituted by the inconsider
able brittleness of the surface. Two Prussian
inventors apply this principle in their process for
hardening iron by heating the same in a tempering
powder consisting of organic nitrogenous substances,
containing a high percentage of fusible ash, and
employing phosphorus as the medium for the intro
duction of carbon into the iron . Without prejudi
cially affecting the welding properties of the iron ,
it imparts such a degree of hardness to it
that it can neither be cut nor chipped by the
best steel.
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Practical Letters

from

our

Readers,

( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired: bui the full
name and address of the sender MUST incariably be attached,
though notnecessarily intended for publication .)
Induction Coils and Coil Making
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, I have been much interested in Mr.
Pike's letter, for anything pertaining to coils is of
the greatest interest to me. With regard to the
amount of work he has accomplished since Nov
ember, I may say that I have wound and un
wound a 10 -in . spark coil twice, and the third
time successfully in the same time. My first
attempt at coil - making was an ignition coil,
which was a great success.
The second attempt
was a 6 - in . coil, which was a failure, for it only gave
a 4 - in . spark . Last October I was determined to
make a 10 -in . coil. Little did I know of the
troubles before me.
The ebonite tube was 19 ins. long, 3 ins. outside
diameter, with 1- in . shell ; core, 2 ins. and 18 ins. ;
two layers of No. 14 D.C.C. The secondary con
sisted of eighty sections separated by two discs of
paraffined paper. All went well till, after having
put on the final covering of wax, I proceeded to test
it. The result was complete breakdown after a
6 -in . spark was given. I then started unwinding,
which took me over a week , and commenced wind
ing again . Instead of having only two paper discs
between the sections, I increased the number to
four, and wound the sections in the manner that
Mr. Pike suggested . I tested the length of spark
as I went along. This time the coil kindly broke
down before I put on the final covering of wax ,
owing to the wax not completely filling up the
space between the section of the tube. I then
felt inclined to put a match to the thing , and try to
eradicate the whole affair from my memory . How .
ever, after a week's rest I decided to obtain Mr. A.T
Hare's book on the construction of large coils, and
the result was complete success .
I used cotton insulation between the sections and
tube, and decided to put each section on the tube
singly ; I also used blotting-paper carefully dried,
before paraffining for the circlets .
Having placed a section on the tube, I poured
hot wax round . I then placed a circlet on the
section , drew the inner wire through a small hole
pierced in it, about $ in . from the tube ( for the
centre of the coil to 1 in . for the ends), and smoothed
the circlet on to the section by means of an iron .
I then placed a circlet on to another section , and
drew the inner wire through a small hole in a similar
position . Having ironed the circlet to the section ,
I placed it on the tube and joined the two inner
wires together ; then having carefully wound the
section on to the one below , I poured hot wax
round . In this manner one can be quite sure that
there are no crevices left, as there is only fin .,
instead of 4 in . in the case of a double section , for
the wax to penetrate.
I used about 13 lbs. No. 36 s.s.c. wire, and can
easily get 11-in , spark with five accumulators and
a mercury break , but cannot get more, ring to the
tube not being long enough . —Yours truly.
J. N. HARVEY .
Kidderminster.
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Electrical Chimes.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —In issue of February 11th , 1904, I
notice that J.C. H.” asks how the electric chimes
are worked , and asks for information how they
can be attached to a clock . The author of the
article which appeared in Jan. 7th replies ; but as I
have taken the inquiry of “ J. C. H.,” he does not
grasp the question as stated . I do not think that
J. C. H.” was interested as much in the con
struction of the chimes and their working as he
was for some simple arrangement to attach the
chimes to a clock . I read the article of Mr. J.
Pike with much interest , and nothing could be
clearer than the explanation of its construction .
As this matter of chimes and chiming clock is one
of very great interest to me, and one that I have
had a good deal of experience in , I trust that Mr.
Pike will pardon me if I take up the question of
“ J. C. H.,” and try and give him some information
on the subject that it appears to me he is desirous
of obtaining - namely , how to operate the chimes
from a clock . In the first place,
J. C. H.” must
disabuse his mind of the idea that any such attach
ment can be very simple. The chime part of any
clock and its attachments are necessarily rather
complicated , at least, seem so to a lay mind, and
especially so when the connection between the clock
and the chime is electric . In a mechanical chime,
much is eliminated that is otherwise essential in
the electric . To ring any chime, whether mechan
ical or electrical, a chime barrel is necessary, which
must be revolved by clockwork , and provided with
means of being automatically stopped at the right
time and right position . If the chime is rung on
the quarter of the hour, the operation has to be
repeated four times in the hour, which further com
plicates the attachment than if it was rung only
once . Still, this can be all arranged ; and if
“ J. C. H.” understands the use of tools so as to
do close and accurate work , it would not be a very
hard or difficult task for him to do, and I would be
very glad indeed to help him with drawings, giving
him the fullest benefit ofmy experience. Wehave
here in America a clockwork and a ringing chime
that would just fit this case, with a very slight and
simple change that anyone with a knowledge of
tools could make.
I have used several of them ,
and can answer that the clockwork is perfectly
reliable . It is complete with chime barrel, stop
motion, and everything needed. I have bought
them from the New Haven Clock Company, of
New Haven , State of Connecticut, U.S.A., and the
cost is about $ 13, or about £ 2 125. sterling. I
do not know if the above Company has a house in
England , or not. If " J. C. H.” wants to connect
the chime to a clock , this would be about the
simplest way he could do it ; or I will be very glad
to assist him in any way I can to accomplish his
object. - Yours truly ,
F. B. ASPINWALL ,
159 , West 24 Street, New York , U.S.A.
Charging Storage Batteries from Alternating
Supply Current.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, —Kindly letmesend a few explanatory
notes about the “ static converter ” mentioned by
Velox ” ( February 4th ) and by Electrometer is
(February 25th ).
The discovery of the mercurial vapour's property
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in rectifying alternating currents happened quite
accidentally Whilst experimenting with vacuum
tubes containing a small amount of vapours of
mercury, in order to produce the so -called “ cold
light,” Cooper Hewitt remarked that an alternating
current flowing through such a tube , besides pro
ducing luminous effects, also influenced an ordinary
continuous current's galvanometer : on further
trials he was successful in obtaining with the same
arrangement electrolytic phenomena, although he
still employed alternating currents . Cooper Hewitt
advanced the hypothesis that, when in condition
of extreme rarefaction , the mercury's molecules
undergo a peculiar polarisation , which allows the
current to flow through only in one direction ,
similar in action to the “ Nodon's valve."
Very
interesting in the Cooper Hewitt's static converter
is the small loss of potential suffered by the alter
nating current, this loss being, moreover, constant
at every rate ; i.e., whatever might be the potential
in volts of the alternating current, the rectified one
loses only 6 volts ; in other words, an alternating
current of, say, 220 volts, becomes continuous with
220-6
214 volts ; another one of 20,000 volts,
after the passage through the static converter, is
similarly rectified and acquires a voltage of 20,000
- 6 = 19,994 volts.
Further particulars “ Velox ” can find by con
sulting the back numbers of the periodical La
Lettura (from February to May, 1903). Together
with “ Electrometer ," I should be very pleased to
read what “ Velox ,” a colleague of mine in the
Italian Touring Club, will write again on the ques
very interesting one. - Yours
tion , as it is a
faithfully,
ING . NARDO BELLINI.
Bolton .

Queries

and Replies.

( di Pnion is especially directed to the first condition given below
and 1 nolice will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subiects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in .
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents arerecommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . ( 5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot he guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26—29 , Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.]
The followingare selected from Me Queries which have been replied
to recently
19846] Charging Cells of VariousCapacities Together. C.P.
(Peckham ) writes : I have a lot - about twenty - accumulators to
charge ; they are mostly 4 -volt cells, but some are 7, 12, 15, 20,
30, 60 and 80 amp.-hours' capacity. Now , will you please tellme
how I can wire up to charge from a shunt-wound dynamo of 50 volts
10 amps. ? I want a few lights working at same time. Sometimes
I have five, ten , twelve or twenty accumulators to charge. Please
say how to wire as they are of so many different sizes.
The most economical way to charge these, if time was not
limited , would be to connect all up in series and insert a suitable
resistance which would allow no more current to flow than could
safely be taken by the accumulator of the smallest capacity. Thus,
supposing you had to charge five accumulators of 4 volts and of
8 , 12, 16, 20 and 40 amps.-hour capacity, respectively . An
8 amp.-hour cell must not have more than 2 amps . sent through
it when being charged ; hence, you must put in a resistance which
will allow 2 amps. to flow in the circuit. But as the 8 amp.-hour
cell will become fully charged before those of greater capacity ,
you must take this one out but allow the others to go on charging.
The back E.M.F. of the remaining cells in circuit will now be less
the current flowing through them
than previously, and though
by 4 volts increased
not a great deal. The
somewhat,
will have
smallest cell in circuit now is the 12 amp.-hour one, and , therefore,

Model Steamer Designing .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model
Engineer .
40ah
8 omp hs.12 ah 16 ch.
DEAR SIR , - It would take up
D
too much space in the M. E. to
HIHIIHIIHIIHIIH
ILomps
go fully into details as to why
200h
Mr. Weaver's Era proved a
Query. No 9846.
faster boat than Mr. Sidney
y's Greyhound . Any prac
Kea
tical model marine engineer
CHARGING CELLS OF VARIOUS CAPACITIES – DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS .
for that it was not the
why,
kno
it isonsuff
to say
presthe
the ws
the currentmay be increased a little as this cell can takemore than
icientbut
ent reas
the one which has just been taken out. In this way you proceed
extra 34 ins. of beam that did the trick , for, all
until each cell in turn has become fully charged . Of course, if you
things being equal, a narrow boat is always faster
had a number of small cells and only a few large ones to deal with ,
If A. Richards will write me
you could replace the fully charged one with an empty one, keeping
than a beamy one.
the larger ones in circuit the whole time, for the 40 amp.-hour size
will take just about five times as long to charge with a given current,
privately, I will be very pleased to go into the
as the 8 amp.-hour size. We trust these few remarkswill help you
matter fully with him . - Yours truly ,
over your difficulty somewhat, but if you have any further trouble
E. W. WYNNE, Hon . Sec. ,
let us know and we will be glad to assist you . Whatever light
want can be supplied from the dynamo, in parallel with the
you
Wirrall Model Yacht Club .
cells , as per sketch .
31, Clarence Road ,
( 10,476] Production of;Calclum Carbide and other Chemical
Seacombe, Cheshire .
Processes. W. H. L. (London , W.) writes : Would you kindly
answer the three following questions for me ? --( 1) How is calcium
carbide manufactured ? (2) (a ) An account of an electrical method
of obtaining phosphorus from phosphatic minerals , (b) and what
products can be obtained from common salt by electrolysis ? (3 )
A COMPETITIVE Industrial Exhibition for Glas
What are the principal industrial applications of electrolysis ?
( 1) Calcium carbide (CaC:) is made by treating limestone with
on Thurs
Scotland
West
gow
14thof, at
April
day, and
2 p.m.,will
John Ure
Prim
coal or small coke in the electric furnace. (2) One method of doing
Siropened
by be
this is by the Readman, Parker & Robinson process. The phos
rose, Lord Provost. It is to be held in St. Andrew's
phatic mineral is mixed with carbon and special fluxes, and raised
Halls, Glasgow , the closing day being April 23rd .
to a high temperature, and then treated in an electric furnace, the
Amongst other things, prizes will be awarded fo
current being led in by large carbon electrodes . The waste gases
pass off into condensers, and the phosphorus distils over. The
process is a continuous one, the raw material being fed in from a
photography, mechanical drawing, mechanical
hopper, and the residue in the form of a liquid slag, is drawn off
work , model engines , fretwork and woodcarving. ,
+
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from time to time. The products of the electrolysis of common
salt are chlorine gas and caustic soda (NaOH ). (3 ) The chief
application of electrolysis is probably plating, c.8. gold , silver, or
nickel plating. Aluminium is produced on a large scale by this
process now ; also pure copper, zinc, etc.
( 10,510 ) Model Steamer Machinery. F. H. (Australia )
writes : (1) Would you give me the principal dimensions of a type
of boiler you think would be suitable to drive a vessel of this class
at a good speed, having a twin -screw , single cylinder, slide crank
magine, i-in . bore by - in , stroke, as described on page 43 of
" Machinery for Model Steamers ." I have your book on “ Model
Boiler Making," and should be much obliged if you can give me
a modification of any design of boiler illustrated therein which you

O

thick , and the furnace tube 21 diameter placed as low down in the
barrel as possible. The back of the boiler may be " dry ” (sec
" Model Boiler Making," Fig . 15 ) and have a superheater pipe
coiled in the combustion chamber. Other possible boilers suitable
for high pressures are given in " Model Boiler Making." One of
the best, if made properly , being tbe Yarrow type. That shown
on page 46 of this handbook should give good results, the drums
being made slightly smaller ; and instead of the return pipe a steam
drum about it-in
2 -in . diameter placed over the top and con
nected at each end to the tube druins (see Fig . 1). The drawback
to this type of boiler, and water -tube boilers generally, is that
although they may be lighter, they must be placed higher up in
the vessel, and upon this point you must decide for yourself. The
only trouble in reducing given designs of boilers in size is that the
general proportions are often greatly
altered because the same amount of
space has to be provided for the lamp
or burner in the smaller boiler as in
the large one. Therefore, the question
of fuel must be considered at the out
set. If the casing is protected on the
inside by asbestos, a benzoline lamp
may be used for Fig . I. The next
best thing is a spirit vaporizing
arrangement. A wick lamp (as shown
in the sketch ) would necessitate the
olubes
boiler being placed very high in the
boat. A Smithies type boiler (see
page 143, March 15th , 1902), may be
used with success instead of the
boiler illustrated in Fig . 2, the con
struction being less difficult, but the
same thing applies as regards the
height in the ship as in the case of
Fig. 1. (2 ) Yes, unless the apparatus
is itted with an air-pump. For this
purpose, we can suggest the use of a
very small oscillating cylinder worked
Query No 10510
from the crankshaft . (3 ) Try Bassett
Lowke & Co., Northampton , for fit
Fig . 1. - BOILER FOR MODEL STEAMER.
tings.
(10,361] Small Ring - Armature Dynamo. G.B.writes: - I am
think would be suitable. I did not know whether you could make
with a hasarmature
making a 24small
thoseshallow
given ,
boilers
waterthethey
Will
ten cogs. which
largein a different
of too
aretube
diameterproportions
ins. diameter, andring
as
for a boatfrom
long by 13(overtype)
measures
ins. dynamo
of such
you please answer the following questions (see drawing enclosed ) ?
draught, and when reduced sufficiently in diameter , they become
( 1) Is the design good ? (2) What thickness of yoke bedplate will
so short in proportion that I thought they might not work (not
I use ? (3) What output can I expect from it ( in volts and am
having had much experience in model boiler making).. (2 ) Would
peres) ? And what gauge and quantity of wire for field -magnets
it in any way deduct from the speed of the boat if it was fitted
and armature (shunt-wound) ? (4) Will an engine (marine type)
with the condensing apparatus given on page 10 (Fig . 3) of
Machinery for Model Steamers . ( 3) Living, as I do, in the
with two cylinders, it- in . bore by 2 -in . stroke, drive the dynamo
Colonies, where comparatively little interest seems to be taken in
described ?
(1 ) Armature is too small to employ as a ring type. Make it a
cogged- drum . (2 ) Yoke 2 : ins. by 1 ins. Bedplate may be any
convenient size. (3) About 60 watts . Wind armature with 5 -oz .
No. 20 S.W.G .; wind field-magnets with 2 lbs. 10 ozs. No. 20, to
give approximate 15 volts, 3 or 4 amperes. (4) Yes ; with 50 lbs.
boiler pressure , and 500 revolutions per minute, also provided
engine is double-acting.
(10,224] Dynamo for Arc Lamp. G. E. writes : Seeing
your issue of January ist, 1903, I want to make a dynamo
fribes
OB

24

Query No 10510
Fig . 2. - MARINE RETURN TUBE BOILER .
matters relating to model making, considerable difficulty is ex
perienced in getting fittings of any kind, such as steam gauges, etc.
Could you name any firm in England who would execute small
orders for persons in the Colonies at a reasonable price ?
( 1) One of the best boilers for model steamer work is the marine
return-tube
; but
same way
as in draught.
a model loco
motive, caretype
must
be just
takenin tothe ensure
a steady
For
steam raising purposes the use of an auxiliary blower is advisable
( see page 164, of the issue of February 12th , 1903), and the exhaust
steam should be directed up the centre of the chimney as in, a
locomotive,
pipe
being
nozzled
downin .todiameter.
about 1-30thА
of the area the
of "theblast
piston
- " .e.,
about
11-64ths
“ Vesuvius " or “ Hekla " oil burner may be used, or what is
Ferhaps better and cleaner, a benzoline burner. The shell may be
5 ins. diameter by 6 ins., made from solid drawn tube 1-16th in .

23 '

भा
Query N °10224
DYNAMO FIELD -MAGNETS .
to drive the model arc lamp which is described in same. The
dynamo, of which I enclose a rough sketch, is Siemens type. I
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should be glad if you would answer the following questions :
(1) Would it be possible to get an output of 6 amps. at 50 volts ?
If not, would you kindly tell me the size and amount of wire for
armature and field -magnets for same voltage, and as many amperes
as possible. Armature is 41 ins. long, 2f ins. diameter , and has
twelve slots 5-16ths in . by 5-16ths in . I want to wind twelve
sections, twelve part commutator. ( 2 ) What power should I
require to drive dynamo ? (3) Would output of dynamo be
sufficient for arc lamp if used carbons | in . diameter, instead of
t in ., as I have some that size ? .
(1) No; about 240 watts only . Wind armature with 13 ozs. No. 21,
and fields with 6 lbs. No. 22 S.W.G. (2) Nearly 1 h.-p. (3)
Barely. It will give 3 amps. However, you could see what more
it will give when running, only don't expect to getmuch more.
( 10,347) Deri's System of Winding. E. C. (Hellfield)
write : In an article on " Continuous Current Dynamo Designs
I came across the following terms, which I should like you to
explain to me: - " The narrow speed limitations of the standard
ent of Deri
salient pole multipolar type have led to the developm
dynamo for high speeds." What are the characteristics and ad
classes ?
vantages of these particular
In ordinary multipolar machines designed for low and moderate
speeds, the use of carbon brushes allows the point of commutation
to vary without the necessity ofmoving the brush rocker when the
load varies , and on this account special windings on the field
magnet or armature and auxiliary pole-picees may usually be dis
pensed with . In high -speed machines, such as are direct- coupled
to steam turbines, carbon brushes cannot be used as they jump and
cause sparking, and it is necessary to employ some means of pre
venting distortion of the field -magnetism due to armature reaction
when the load changes. This can be effected by special series
windings on the magnet poles, and Deri's system is simply a par
ticular kind of arrangement of such windings ; in some cases he
provides that these windings shall not only fix the point of com
mutation , but also regulate the voltage at the terminals ; one form
of his machine has a field -magnet much like the magnet or stator
of an alternating current induction motor. These special systems
of windings are mostly covered by patents:; they are only applic.
able to large dynamos for central station and similar use .
(10,601) harging and Discharging Capacities ofSecondary
Colls. H. L. (Brondesbury) writes: I shall be greatly obliged if you
will answer the following queries re accumulators :-(1) Suppose
two accumulators, each capable of a maximum discharge of
2 amps., were available for driving a motor requiring 4 amps.,
could they be connected in parallel for this purpose ? Suppose ,
further, that one accumulator gave a maximum discharge of
3 amps. and the other of i amp., could the same method be em
ployed ? (2) Can accumulators of different capacities be connected
in series without risk of spoiling them ? (3) In the description of
how to make a 12-volt . 32-amp.-hour accumulator in your hand
book it is stated that the maximum discharge is 8 amperes. As
both the capacity and the maximum discharge are calculated from
the positive plate area, the two must bear a fixed relation to one
another - in this case as 4 is to 1. I have a 6-volt 14-amp.-hour
accumulator which , according to Messrs. Whitney's catalogue (it
being one of their make), is capable of a maximum discharge of
26 amps. According to the above calculation , the maximum
discharge should be f of 14 equals 3'5 . Can you explain this dis
crepancy ? (4 ) On page 38 of your handbook I find the following
statement: The voltage can thus be varied at will by altering the
lamps connected in series with the mains." In answer to some
recent queries on this subject you say that the voltage cannot be
altered by inserting a resistance, but only the current. How is
this ? (5) I want to get a fuse to blow at a little over 21 amps.
How can I obtain this ? (6 ) Will pitch resist sulphuric acid , and
can it be used for lining wooden cases for accumulators and for
joining ebonite ?
(1) Yes. (2) Yes , if not run down too much. (3) The safe
rate of discharge varies somewhat with different cells,a cell with thick
strong plates being capable of a heavier discharge than one with
thin plates, & c ; and it is better to assume the maximum discharge
rate to be too low than too high . (4 ) Please peruse query No. 8,106 ,
in March 3, 1903, issue. (5) No. 28 S.W.G. lead wire will blow at
2'5 amps. ” (6 ) Yes. It is rather a difficult matter to line a box
satisfactorily to make it acid -proof.
New

Catalogues and Lists .

The Edison & Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd., 36
and 37, Queen Street, Cheapside, London , E.C.,have sent us copies
of Sections II and VI of their new catalogue. The former com
prises electric light fittings for ships, factories, and mines ; and
Section VI, also fully illustrated , contains many designs of artistic
fittings. Price lists sent free, on application , to readers of this
journal.
Thrso & Hoddle Acetylene Company, Ltd., 151, Victoria
Street, Westminster, S.W.- We have received from this firm an
illustrated catalogue of their acetylene gas apparatus, comprising
generators, purifiers, burners, lamps, brackets, pendants, heating
stoves, and every description of apparatus used in connection with
acetylene gas.
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The Editor's Page.
'HE recent correspondence on the subject of

been considered with very great care, and
in announcing the conditions of the competition for
1904 we are making slight alterations to meet with
the desires of the majority of the readers interested
in the event..
We, of course, wish for as many entries as pos
sible , and are again dividing the competition into
two classes . Class A will include all boats over
3 ft. 6 ins. and under 6 ft. 6 ins. in length ; and
Class “ B ” will include all boats of 3 ft . 6 ins. in
length and under . The length is to be aker as
length on the water. line Each boat must make
three successive trips over a straight course of not
less than one hundred yards in length . At starting
each trip , steam must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must not exceed one
minute. The exact length of the course must be
measured, and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
branch of the Society of Model Engineers, or any
recognised model yacht club , who must have been
present at the trials. In addition to the foregoing
particulars, the prize -winners must furnish photo
graphsand descriptions of their boats for publication
in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
The prizes will consist of a Model ENGINEER
silver medal to the owner of the boat recording the
highest average speed in each class, and a bronze
medal in each class to the owner of second fastest
vessel. Nomedal will be awarded in either class un
less three entries are received . In order that the
superior skill of the competitors who design and build
their boats without aid , except as regardsminor fit.
tings, & c., may be specially encouraged , we do not
propose to give a silver or bronze medal to the fastest
or second fastest boat, if it is the work ofmore than
one person . Such boats will be eligible to compete
but we must limit the number of competitors
interested in any one boat, either as designers or
builders, to two. If a two-man boat takes first
place, we will award a bronze medal or certificate
to each partner in the boat, according to the boat's
performance . Similarly , if such a boat takes
second place, two certificates will be awarded .
A boat which has been built to a published design
or one which has not been completely made by the
owner, will be considered as coming under the
same conditions as one which is the work of two
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persons. To enable the judges of the competition
to arrive at a fair decision, a signed declaration is
required giving particulars as to the building of the
model, in addition to the usual certificate of per
formance.
A further proviso is that the Silver Medal will
only be awarded to a one-man boat which beats
all previous records ; thus, if the speed of the
first boat in this year's competition does not sur
pass that of the fastest boat in the last competition
then a Bronze Medal, or certificates only , will be
awarded in accordance with merit and the cir
cumstances under which the model was built.
Certificates will be given , as before, to all Class A
boats which have an average speed record of not
less than four miles per hour, and to Class B vessels
with an average speed of not less than three miles
per hour. The trials may take place at any time
during June, July , August, or September ; but no
records will be admitted after September 30th .
Answers to Correspondents.
W. A. H. (Aberystwith ).- Employ a k-in . bore
steam and 3 - in , exhaust. Flywheel should be at
least 12 ins. in diameter . Boiler, 15 by 30 ;
twenty tubes, I -in . in diameter. See Model
Boiler Making ,” page 35.
W. T. B. (Lancaster).- Please refer to article on
this subject by “ F. E. P.” in our issue for March
26th , Vol. VIII, and future issues.
R. J. D. (Neath ).— Uncovered copper wire well
tinned will do. For fairly short spans, No. 20
S.W.G. would be strong enough. It must be
well insulated from earth on insulators, however.
“ APPRENTICE
(Glasgow ).- See the article in our
issue of December 31st, 1903 ; also illustrations
in advertisements.
A. H. (Heaton Moor).— The lathe would appear to
be cheap ; but, of course, personal inspection is
really necessary. J. Buck , Tool Maker, Holborn
Viaduct, E.C.
T. B. (Derby).— We are sorry your query is quite
out of our scope .
J. W. D. (Battersea , S.W.). --Yes , it will be better
to solder together. Unless you machine the parts
afterwards, brazing is out of the question .
H. W. W. (Kentish Town ).-- Wehave no drawings.
You can obtain a photograph from the Locomo
tive Publishing Co., Amen Corner , London , E.C.
PROGRESSION ” (Glasgow ).— The design does not
fulfil all theoretical requirements of a steam
boiler , notably in the matter of strength. You
should have " tinned ” the parts before riveting.
Clean the parts perfectly and solder afresh , using
a brush to distribute the metal. We do not see
what help a manhole would give .
“ READER " (Stratford ).- See Percival Marshall's
book on
Metal Turning," price 2s . 3d ., post
free. You might drill the cylinder and pass a
parallel reamer through the holes.
H. W. (Norwich ). --- As it stands, such a design is
not suitable for 19the engine in question . Obtain
a “ Locomobile steam - car boiler, together with
the proper fuel apparatus.

J. M. N. (Aberdare ).-- Get
Electric Light Fit
tings," by Urquhart, published by Crosby Lock
wood . See also “ Electric Wiring,” by Clinton ,
published by John Murray, Albemarle Street,
London , W.C., price is. 6d. net. Re School of
Correspondence, write to Prof. Jamieson , 16 ,
Rosslyn Terrace, Kelvinside, Glasgow .
A. G. C. (Millwall).— The motors described and
illustrated by Mr. Hawley in his series of articles
on “ Motor Cycles " could , with certain necessary
alterations, be used for your purpose.
G. K. (Hull ).— Please refer to recent queries and
replies on this subject. Run your machine up
to speed and connect a voltmeter across the ter
minals ; then when desired voltage is reached ,
take the speed by means of a suitable counter .
F. B. (Kentish Town).- See “ The History of
L. B. & S.C.R. Locomotives," price 5s. net .
Locomotive Publishing Company, Amen Corner,
Paternoster Row , E. C.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an a ; pointment in advance.
This journal will b : sent pos: free to any address for 135. per
annum ,payable in advance . Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order .
Advertisement rates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court.
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A

Prize

Launch

Engine.

--

By John Frazer .

MR. JOHN FRAZER'S LAUNCH EXGINE .

T the Exhibition held in the People's Palace,
engine here illustrated gained for its maker a
prize of £ 4 .
The engine has a link reversing gear ; cylinder ,
34 ins. by 4 ins. stroke ; the cover is held down by
five y -in . studs, and the bottom by the same num
ber and size of studs ; piston , if ins. in depth, with
two steel piston - rings & in . square. The piston -rod
is
in , in diameter , and is tapered at top end , and
screwed } in . to receive piston , and likewise at
bottom end to receive crosshead , and a screwed
* -in . nut going between fork of connecting- rod .
The cylinder and cover are of cast iron , and the

ports are cored ; in the bottom is a piece of plate
with brass stuffing-box brazed on; packing gland ,
adjusted by two fin . studs.
The crosshead is a steel forging with pins pro
jecting from sides 4 in . diameter, as shown in Fig . 1.
Connecting -rod is a steel forging; fork -end at
crosshead , flat butt at bottom for crank brasses,
crosshead brasses held in position by two z -in .
bolts on each side, crank pin
in . diameter, brasses
held in position by two z -in , bolts, with steel plate
and nuts underneath; crankshaft, built of two pieces
off steel boiler-plate, if ins. thick , 6+ ins. diameter ;
main bearing, I 1-16th in . diameter ; flywheel and
coupling keyed on to after-end of shaft. The fly ,
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wheel has five holes bored between the boss and
the rim , and three -in . holes on the rim (which
are plugged ) to balance the engine ; the coupling
is male and female, with three tapered bolts ,
eccentric pulleys keyed on to fore-end of shaft ;
slide-valve has 11-16ths in , travel, and has a buckle
round it, instead of the spindle going through
its length. Eccentric pulleys and straps are of best
gunmetal, held together by two 1 -in . bolts in each ;
the holes in the top half are tapped and have nuts on
outside ; the eccentric rods are steel forgings 7-16ths
by
in ., with pins of the same material ; links
and quadrant are also steel forgings ; die block is
of tool steel. Valve spindle is a steel forging
5-16ths in . diameter ; reversing lever and adjuster
are of steel, with brass wheel for pinching lever to
adjuster by means of a square-necked bolt through
same.
The column is of cast iron ; cylinder bolted down
to same by four 3-in . bolts; column bolted to bed
plate by two f -in . set screws and two f -in . bolts;
two sets of main -bearing brasses square- fitted to
bedplate, and held down each by two g- in . studs
and plate i in . by fin ., with lubricator in centre
of bearing; one steel column at front of engine, one

4
( Fig . 1.- CROSSHEAD .

FIG . 2 .
SECTION OF GUIDE.

2 -in . stud at bottom , and one z-in . set- screw at
top. The guide is of gunmetal, and has a slot
cut the whole length of it to admit shoe of cross
head , the guide-plates overlapping the edges of the
slot by 1 in . (as shown in section , Fig. 2 ). The
whole are bolted to the column by four 4 -in .
countersunk -headed bolts . There is a lubricator
with two branches going to crank -pin , and one with
three branches going to crosshead and guide.
This engine has been under steam trials : at
60 lbs. per square in . she went 200 revolutions
per minute ahead , and 185 astern .
Model of a New Airship . There was on view
in London recently the model of Mr. L. T. Ander
sen's new airship . The principal feature of the
vessel lies in the use of twin balloons and the placing
of the power exactly in the centre of the frame sup
ported by them . In this way the machine neither
rolls nor dips when it is travelling . The balloons
are of the usual shape, and are so made that it is
possible to transfer gas from one balloon to another,
while in the case of an accident to one balloon it
would be possible for the aeronaut to descend by
the other without accident. The model is 7 ft. in
length, and weighs 30 ozs. The two propellers are
made slightly pliable , the idea being, of course,
to imitate the texture of a bird's wing as closely as
possible The airship is steered from the centre by
a wheel. The model is made to scale, and it
estimated that the complete vessel would be 75 ft .
by 30. The propellers would measure 30 ft. from
tip to tip, and a 50 11.-p. motor would enable the
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aeronaut to travel from fourteen to twenty miles
an hour. The estimated cost of the complete
ship — which would be capable of carrying a weight
of 4000 lbs. - is £ 2000 .

The Society ofModel Engineers,
London .
Y kind permission of P. V. McMahon , Esq ., a
rating Station , at Stockwell, of the City and
South London Electric Railway, on Thursday, the
17th March , at7p.m. Mr. Walker ,the engineer-in
charge, conducted the party over the station, ex
plaining thenumerous types ofdynamos and engines,
and the arrangement of the switchboard and appli
ances, the boiler -house was visited,and the automatic
stokers (by cars) seen in operation. The old gene
rating station , now used as workshops, proved very
interesting, several of the electric locomotives being
there for repairs and overhauling, the motors and
other gear being exposed to view . A large lathe,
to take a pair of the engine wheels on their own
shaft with armature between , was noticed with the
work in readiness for the commutator to be re
turned . The inclined tunnel leading to the railway
has its entrance in the yard outside the station , the
engines and other rolling stock being drawn up the
incline of 1 in 3 } by hydraulic winches. A very
hearty vote of thanks was, on the motion of Mr. E.
W. Payne , seconded by the Secretary , accorded
to Mr. McMahon for kind permission , and to Mr.
Walker for his courtesy in taking the party round
the station . A further party of twenty members
is visiting the station on Tuesday , the 22nd March .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS . — Monday, April 11th :
Meeting at Holborn Town Hall ; Mr. Stanley J.
Harding's paper. Tuesday , May 3rd : Meeting at
Holborn Town Hall ; Model Competition and Mr.
Levy's paper on “ Radium .” Saturday, May 14th :
Visit to Chiswick Power Station . - All enquiries
relating to the Society should be addressed to
HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S.E.

Provincial Societies .
Liverpool. — The last meeting of this Society was
held on Wednesday, the 2nd March , when Mr.
Meadows gave a very interesting lecture on :
Forging," illustrating his remarks by means of
lead , from which he “ forged
a number of speci
mens of pincers , crucible holders, & c . Mr. Staveley
proposed , and Mr. Reeves seconded , a hearty vote
of thanks to Mr. Meadows, which was unanimously
On
carried . One new member was elected .
Saturday, the 19th March , a visit was made to the
Mersey Railway Generating Station at Birkenhead .
The party consisted of about eight members. The
generating plant comprises three sets of 1,500 h.-p.
vertical steam engines for power , Stirling boilers
being used . The members were shown every
attention by the officials, who kindly conducted
the party round the works. - W . S. MARSHALL ,
Hon. Sec., 2 , Chatham Road, Rock Ferry.
THE G.W.R. have commenced a regular service
of motor cars between Slough and Beaconsfield, in
connection with specified trains at Slough going to
or from London . The cars are of the omnibus
type, and are driven by petrol engines of 20 h.-p.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing to merit. Al maller intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)
A Small Slide -Rest.
By E. C. WILKINS.
The accompanying photograph is of a small
slide-rest I made a few months ago . I wanted
to do some small turning, less than 1-16th in .,
and not being able to do the job successfully
by hand -turning, also not being in possession
of a slide-rest , I therefore set' about making this
one, which, I might say, works splendidly , not only
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stúd which forms the tool-holder.
The form of
tool-holder is clearly shown in the photo . The
tools I use are made of f -in . square steel. Of
course, all kinds of tapers can be turned , as the rest
can be fixed at any angle you please, in just the
same way as the hand -rest. The illustration is
about the actual size of the tool.

Cutting a Left-Hand Thread with a Right
Hand Tap .
By “ MARITZBURG ."
The cutting of a left -hand thread by means of a
right-hand tap may not appear feasible at once.
It is to be done, however , and the method is one
which may prove generally useful. Frequently

( This illustration is about the actual size of the tool.)

for the job I originally intended it, but for
numerous other jobs. The bottom slide is a cast
ing which fits into the hand-rest holder. The slide,
on one side, is solid with the casting ; the other side
is a strip fastened on with screws, which allows for
adjustment for wear, which , of course, is very
slight. The top slide is built up of pieces of steel,
and is made the same as the bottom slide. The
bottom slide is actuated by a 3-16ths in. screw ,
which works in a gunmetal nut, which is riveted into
the slide. The handle is a disc of brass , with a pin
sweated into it ; this handle is sweated on to the
screw . The top slide is actuated by a f-in , screw .
The nut which this screw works in is the 3-16ths in .

with the worker in out-of-the-way places a little
used tool may not be available, and such occasions
often give rise to considerable loss of time. When
practicable , he will, naturally , turn those he has to
account, and succeed in attaining the desired end
without great difficulty. This note tells how a
right-hand tap was made to serve the purpose of
tapping a left- hand thread - indirectly , perhaps , as
will be seen .
The flutings of a tap of the correct size were first
ground so deeply that they were separated by mere
cutting edges, the threads being represented by
points only. A hole was next drilled in a suitable
piece of steel plate , and the tap operated as a left
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hand one therein . This gave a satisfactory left
hand thread , and the plate was finished off and
hardened to form a die. From that the required
left-hand tap was made in the ordinary way, and
the result was excellent in every respect. Of course,
the die is preserved for future use, so that further
taps may not have to be cut up. It is easy, in this
manner , to supplement each right-hand tap and
die possessed by corresponding left-hand ones, the
resources of the shop being, consequently , greatly
increased .
A Method of Varnishing Glass Plates of
Wimshurst Machines.
By W. HARRIS .
For those readers who are interested in Wims
hurst machines, the following device for facilitating
the varnishing of the glass plates may prove useful.
As will be seen on looking at the diagram , the
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string ( the string is not shown in sketch ). Con
nection is made between the drum and box by a
short piece of india -rubber tubing .
To use the brush, pour the required quantity of
hot shellac varnish into the drum , taking care to
press the forefinger on the rubber tubing, so as to
prevent the liquid flowing out before you are ready.
Have the glass plate warmed and mounted on a
temporary vertical shaft. Hold the brush in a
fairly upright position , and place it upon the glass
Relax the pressure of the finger a little ; this allows
the varnish to flow into the tin box and thence
through a long narrow slit over the hair. By this
method the varnish can be evenly distributed , and
as the plate rotates there is no need to lift the
brush from the glass until the latter is entirely
covered .
Although this method may seem too elaborate,
it will certainly repay all the trouble taken ,by the
better-class appearance of the model.

A Use for Broken Drills.
By E. FITZGERALD .
Fig . I is a sketch of a Slocomb centre drill ; to
those who use these drills the following hint may
Slocomb centre drill

Fig . I.
Broken drill with ends ground for
"square
centre"

FiG 2 .
be useful :--When the drill is broken , as is often
the case , instead of throwing the broken piece
away, it may be ground to shape shown in Fig . 2 .
It will be found much superior to the old square
centres.

ARRANGEMENT OF BRUSH FOR VARNISHING GLASS
PLATES OF WIMSHURST MACHINES .
apparatus consists of a large camel-hair brush , upon
which is mounted at its broad end a tin box . Along
the handle a small tin drum is fixed by means of

An electric lamp that automatically extinguishes
itself when its candle-power has fallen to a certain
point is new departure. The light-giving power
of an incandescent lamp decreases with age, and ,
while the current consumption also falls, the two do
not change in proportion . That is, the candle
power falls off much faster than the current ; in
other words, the efficiency decreases as the lamp
gets older. This matter is considered so important
by many central stations that, in addition to pur
chasing their lamps under the most rigid tests and
specifications as to maintenance of life, they regu
larly visit their various customers and remove the
lamps that show less than a certain predetermined
minimum of light. Recognising the growing de
mand for this system of lamp renewal, the Bryan
Marsh Company , of New York, are now placing on
the market a lamp which will automatically extin
guish itself after its candle- power has fallen to a
certain fixed point. As at present constructed , the
apparatus is arranged to go out when its candle
power has fallen to about 80 per cent. of the original,
which takes place under ordinarily good voltage
regulation in about 800 hours.
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Locomotive Practice.

By CHAS. S. LAKE .
DMIRERS of the beautiful in locomotive de.
ADsign will not be favourably impressed in the
specimen of American practice illustrated
herewith . Some may be inclined to say that the
term beautiful can hardly be applied in the case
of such an essentially practical object as a loco
motive ; but, nevertheless, the enthusiastic student
of this branch of engineering can always see what
may, perhaps, best be termed “ mechanicalbeauty
in every feature of a favourite type of engine which,
to the ordinary onlooker, presents no more attrac
tion than the most commonplace design ever placed
on the rails.
The saying that “ handsomeis as handsome does
carries great weight where locomotives are in ques

The boiler is flush -topped with an extended
smokebox, supported on a cast-iron saddle made
in two halves, each half being corporate with one
pair of cylinders, the two portions being faced and
bolted together at the vertical centre line of the
smokebox .
No wheel splashers are provided for, as will be
seen , the running board clears the tops of the
wheels. The framing is of the usual bar formation
customary in American practice, and the firebox is
spread out over the entire width , another common
feature in the States.
The following dimensions will give a better idea
of the size of the engine than is conveyed by the
illustration :-Cylinders, H.-P. (two), 15 ins. by

65S
BRI 13

1700
A LARGE AMERICAN “ ATLANTIC "
tion it must be admitted , and many an engine of
deplorably inartistic outline has proved itself over
and over again to be capable of a very high standard
of work ; but, on the other hand , no one ever heard
of a locomotive being any the less successful on
account of its graceful and symmetrical appear
ance . Both in America and upon the Continent
much less attention is paid to this matter than is
customary in England - in fact, one of the first
things which strikes those visitors from abroad who
are given to observing our railway methods, is the
neat outline of the engines and the attractive
manner in which they are painted and lined out.
The engine illustrated is typical of modern
practice in the United States . The photo hardly
conveys a correct impression of the true size of the
machine which is of larger dimensions all round
than engines of the same type in this country . The
cylinders are arranged on the Vauclain compound
system with the H.-P. superposed upon the L.-P.,
there being one common crosshead and correcting
rod to each pair .

TYPE LOCOMOTIVE .

28 ins.: L.-P. (two ), 25 ins by 28 ins. ; boiler,
diameter, 5 ft. ; working pressure , 220 lbs. per sq.
in.; tubes (iron ), 305 in number, 2 ins. diameter ,
by 16 ft. 6 ins. long ; firebox (steel), length 8 ft. 6 ins.;
depth (front), 5 ft. 64 ins.; back , 4 ft 94 ins.; heat
ing surface (firebox), 172 sq. ft. ; tubes , 2,639 sq. ft.
Total, 2,811 sq . ft . Grate area , 46°75 sq. ft. ;
coupled wheels , 6 ft. 4 ins. diameter. Total weight
(engine and tender in working order ), 138 tons
8 cwt.
A NOTABLE LOCOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENT ON THE
L. & Y. RAILWAY.
Upon several home railways heavy tank engines
have recently been introduced , but the type at work
upon the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway surpasses
them all in the matter of size .
As though to fittingly mark the occasion of his
resignation of the position of Chief Mechanical
Engineer of the railway in question , in order to take
over an important post with Messrs . Beyer, Peacock
and Co., Ltd., of Manchester, Mr. H. A. Hoy
recently placed an entirely new class of passenger
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A CHAINLESS, gear-driven motor bicycle , the
“ Æolus, " has its engine, which rotates in the same
direction as the line of travel, securely bolted in a
vertical position to the frame. Upon an extension
of the engine crankshaft is a bevel-wheel, at right
angles to which is fitted a light shaft having at each
end bevel-wheels in constantmesh with that on the
crankshaft, and a toothed wheel fixed to the hub of
the rear road wheel. All these wheels are entirely
encased and run in grease. A clutch is fitted on
the propeller shaft, operated by the hand lever in
starting, and usually the speed is controlled by the
pedal, providing a free engine for traffic , descending
hills , etc. The transmission is thus direct to the
rear road wheel. Footrests are provided , enhancing
the rider's comfort, but ordinary pedals and chain
can be had instead. The engine has mechanically
operated valves , which are placed across the front
of the motor, instead of at the side as usual, conse
quently receiving a full current of air for cooling.
The cylinder and head are a single casting.
The
carburettor is of the spray type, and the ignition
is by means of brush contact with accumulator and
trembler coil.

Radium

:

An

Account of Its

Properties, with

Experiments.

By LEONARD LEVY.

(Continued from page 303.)
Apropos of spinthariscopes, it may not be out of
place to give the following method of making one.
It is taken from the New York Herald :
" Cut a hole about in . in diameter in a piece of
cardboard, paste this cardboard on a glass plate , such
as used in microscopic work . Place within the hole
in the cardboard a little mixture of a non - luminous
radium preparation with powdered willemite ;
then put a little mucilage on the uncovered side of
the cardboard , and cover with another glass plate.
When this is placed under a microscope , the constant
discharge of radium corpuscles can be easily seen
in a darkened room . A sufficient quantity of the
mixture for the purpose can be obtained for a dollar
(45. 2d . ) or less.'
There is no necessity to use a microscope if a five

2

3

tank engine in service, having six wheels coupled
and a leading and trailing pair of carrying wheels
with radial axleboxes.
The cylinders, which are inside the frames, are
19 ins. diameter by 26 ins. stroke, and the coupled
wheels are 5 ft. 8 ins. diameter. The boiler is of
huge dimensions, especially for a tank engine ; it
is, in fact, precisely the same as those fitted to the
1,400 class " Atlantic ” type express engines de
signed by Mr. Aspinall for the same line shortly
before he vacated the post of Chief at Horwich to
become, as everyone is aware, general manager of
the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway .
Within a certain radius the new engine should be
in every way capable of doing all that is required
in the way of hauling the heaviest class of passenger
traffic ; indeed, the only limitation to its powers will
be the question of coal supply, as it is provided with
a both direction water pick -up apparatus so that
there will be no restriction on that score.
The size of the coupled wheels will exercise a
restraining influence on the attainment by the
engine of the highest speeds, but as it is essentially
a weight puller and is not intended in any way as
a " flier " this will not lessen the efficiency of the
engine in its allotted sphere of action .
L. & N.W.R. 7 FT. 6 INS. SINGLES .
These noteworthy locomotives have now entered
upon the last stage of their lengthy career. One
or two have already been broken up and others will
shortly follow . None are to be rebuilt or even re
painted , so it is said . Many of them will be at
work for some time yet, but the fiat has gone forth
and we are, therefore, at the “ beginning of the end
of the career of some of the finest locomotives ever
built.
Viewed from a modern standpoint, they are
small and quite unfitted for the heavy and fast
traffic of the present day, but give them a load pro
portionate to their hauling capacity, and they are
still equal to the task of showing a clean pair of
heels to many a later production .
When they have disappeared , one of the most
interesting and important links in the locomotive
history of England will have disappeared also .
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Fig 4. - SHOWING THE PENETRATIVE POWER OF
RADIUM . (Exposure in each case , 2 hours .)
milligram tube of radium is used : if it is placed
just behind a screen coated with zinc sulphide, the
latter glows with a green light. In this case it is
probable that the effect is entirely caused by the
B -rays (see below ). The a -rays have very little
penetrative power, and would be almost entirely
stopped by the cardboard. The more powerful
effect of the B -rays would in any case mask the
feebler effect of the a -rays, the effect due to
the latter being visible only when the quantity of
radium used is very minute. The best way to make
a zinc-blende screen is to coat a piece of cardboard ,
firstly with salicylate of soda, and then with zinc
sulphide. (N.B. — The fluorescent variety must be
used , the ordinary sulphide being of no use .)
The B , or second class of rays, are supposed to
consist of excessively small particles throw off
at about five times the speed of the a -rays, that is
at about 100,000,000 metres per second . Some
idea of the sizes of the a and ß particles may be
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gathered from the following : If a drop of water
were composed of a-ray particles and magnified
to the size of the earth , the a -ray particles would
appear about the size of shot as compared with the
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the radium rays travelled before reaching the plate.
In circle 19 the radium rays penetrated nineteen
pennies and two light- tight envelopes before reach
ing the plate . The exposure in every case was
twelve hours .
Fig . 6 is a radiograph of a sovereign
inside a silver match -box . Gold , being
considerably denser than silver, is less
18
19
15
easily penetrated by the radium rays,
hence the shadow of the sovereign is
cast upon the plate.
The bombardment of the B particles
on certain materials causes them to
glow . This luminosity is quite different
14
12
13
to the sparkling in the spinthariscope.
10
The best example of fluorescence caused
by the B rays is that of the mineral
willemite. Willemite is an opaque
greenish stone having the composition
6
ZnO , SiO2 ( Fig. 1 ). When the tube of
9
1
8
radium is brought near to a piece of
5
willemite the latter glows with a green
ish light, and appears semi-trans
parent. It is quite possible to see the
time on a watch by means of the light
emitted . If the tube of radium be in a
A
closed box, or in a closed hand , the
2
willemite will still be perceptibly lumi
nous. With a larger quantity of radium
Fig . 5. - SHOWING THE PENETRATIVE POWER OF RADIUM .
(30-50 milligrams) the willemite will
glow if placed in front of the chest,
(Exposure in each case, 12 hours. )
the radium being behind the back .
These experiments all show the pene
earth. The B -ray particles are 1-1000th part of the
size of the a -ray particles.
The loss ofweight suffered by the radium , through
the emission of these particles, has been variously
estimated by scientists. The opinion ranges be
tween the limits of a loss in weight of one part in
50,000 per year to a loss of one-millionth part in
100 million years. In any case, it is extremely
small, and can only be estimated and not measured .
The B particles penetrate metals and other sub
stances, and the heavier the substance is , the less
distance do the particles penetrate. The distance of
penetration varies inversely as the density of the
substance. Figures 4 and 5 are reproductions from
radiographs which show the penetrative powers of
radium . * Fig . 4 was prepared in the following way .
A photographic plate was placed in two light-tight
envelopes ; a piece of sheet -lead 3 -in . thick , pierced
with seven holes {-in . in diameter, was laid on it .
The radium was placed above the central hole
(marked o ) foi 24 hours. It was then removed,
placed over hole 1, which was covered with a penny,
and exposed for the same time. The experinient
was repeated with 2, 3, 4, 5 , and 6 pennies, one on
top of the other, over holes 2 , 3, 4, 5 , 6. It is
evident that the effect decreases as the number of
pennies traversed increases. In the last case (hole
6 ) the radium rays, after traversing the glass tube
in which the radium was contained, passed through
six pennies, one on top of the other, and two light
tight envelopes before affecting the plate. A
FIG . 6. - RADIOGRAPH OF A SOVEREIGN IN A Silver
slight general fogging may also be noticed, arising
MATCHBOX . (Gold , being denser than silver,
from the rays spreading out and penetrating the
lead in a lesser degree.
is less easily penetrated by the rays.
Expo
Fig . 5 shows the result of a similar experiment
sure, 12 hours ; Radium 3 ins. from the plate .)
carried further . In this case the lead was } in .
thick . The numbers under the circles indicate the
trative power of the rays. The B -rays, as already
number of pennies superimposed through which
stated , cause the fluorescence of a zinc-sulphide
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One, two, and sometimes even three
screen .
pennies may be placed between the radium and
the screen , the fluorescence of the latter being still
perceptible.
Another example of fluorescence caused by the
B -rays affords a method of testing diamonds. Real
diamonds glow under the action of the B -rays, but
artificial stones show no sign of luminosity. The
best method of performing this experiment is to

FIG . 7 .
STRUTT'S APPARATUS
FOR SHOWING THE

T

EFFECTS OF THE
ELECTRICAL CHARGES
CARRIED BY THE

A

B -RAY PARTICLES .

Т.

T
G

To earth .

B -rays. As their charge increases, they diverge
more and more, until they touch the tinfoil sheets
(TT). They are thus discharged ; they therefore
collapse, leave the tinfoil ,and the cycle recommences .
With a weak radium preparation the cycle takes
twenty hours, but at University College it has been
made to take place in four minutes.
The B -rays are deviated by a magnetic field .
This can be shown experimentally.
Becquerel's Method. - A rectangular block of lead
with a vertical cut in one of its sides, is placed on a
photographic plate. A small quantity of radium
is placed at the bottom of the cut. The radiation
from the radium will affect a narrow strip of the
plate in a line with the cut. The whole arrange
ment is placed in a magnetic field , so that the lines
of force are at right angles to the directions of the
radiations from the radium . The B -rays will be
deflected to one side and will form a dark brush on
the plate inclined to the dark strip formed by the
rays when undeviated . The direction of deviation
proves the charge carried by the B -rays to be
negative.
Another Method . - PQRS is a slab of sheet lead
with a hole C in it . Under C a little radium is
placed . HKLM is a screen coated with a sub
stance which fluoresces under the action of the
B -rays. (Any of the substances already mentioned
or barium platino -cyanide would be suitable.) The
rays usually travel in straight lines and so the rays
from the radium under C strike the screen straight
above C at A and cause a bright spot. If placed
in a magnetic field , the spotmoves to someplace B ,
thus proving that the rays have been deviated and
have followed a curved path C B.
Very little is known about the last - the g - rays.
They appear to be similar to x -rays. They are
probably generated by the action of the á and
B -rays on surrounding objects , just as the x -rays
H
K

А

M

S

L

obtain a ring with a single diamond in the middle ,
such as often worn by gentlemen . The radium ,
when placed behind the diamond , will cause it to
shine out like a miniature lamp, the radium itself
being quite hidden . (N.B. - This experiment will
not act should the diamond be set with a layer of
gold behind it, owing to the opacity of the latter to
the rays). Calcium tungstate fluoresces fairly well
under the action of radium ,
A very good method of observing fluorescence of
substances coated on a screen is to place the screen
at the end of a cardboard tube, such as those used
by stationers, the radium being placed behind the
screen , On looking through the other end of the
tube, the fluorescence of the screen is easily visible .
The tube serves to cut off all extraneous light, and
enables the experiment to be performed in a dark
ened room , which might possibly have too much
illumination for a successful experiment, without
this precaution being taken .
Each particle of the rays carries a small charge
of electricity. This can be shown by an experiment
which is very interesting,as it is the nearest approach
to perpetual motion yet obtained. The apparatus
was invented by Strutt. A is a thin glass tube con
taining some radium ( R ). It is supported by a
quartz rod ( B ) inside a large outer glass vessel.
Tube A is smeared on the outside with a layer of
conducting material (phosphoric acid). From the
bottom there hang gold leaves (GG ). TT are
sheets of tinfoil, on the inside of the outer contain
ing vessel, connected to earth . The outer vessel
is freed from all air. The gold leaves (G G ) slowly
diverge because they are charged similarly by the
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Fig . 8. - To ILLUSTRATE THE MAGNETIC
TIONS OF THE B -Rays .

DEVIA

are generated by the action of the kathode rays on
the glass tube. They do not ionize gases and are
not deviated by a magnetic field . They have great
penetrative power, being able to pass through
several inches of lead . They can be detected by
an exceedingly sensitive test. A nearly saturated
solution of iodoform in chloroform is made and
exposed to the action of the radium rays by placing
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the tube of radium near to it . The solution is at
first light yellow in colour. No change will be noted
for about twelve or thirteen hours (the exact time
varies with circumstances), at the end ofwhich time
it will be found that the solution is turning red .
It will become darker and darker, finally becoming
claret -coloured . The discolouration is due to the
liberation of iodine on the decomposition of the
iodoform . The same effect is produced even if half
an inch of lead is interposed between the radium
and the solution . This proves the great penetra
tive power of the y -rays.
Radium has theremarkable property ofmaintain
ing itself about 2 ° C . above the temperature of the
surrounding atmosphere. This is contrary to
everything already experienced , for it has always
been supposed that, however hot a body may at
first be, it will finally become quite as cold as the
surrounding air. This property is not very easy to
show experimentally with a small quantity of
radium . ' It might be shown with a thermopile .
Another possible method is the following : I have
not yet tried it, so that I cannot absolutely state
whether it is practical or not. Two pieces of
thermometer tubing are required (the clear kind
without any white backing). Bulbs are blown on
each piece. They are then filled with coloured
alcohol, the amounts of which are adjusted so that
when the thermoscopes (as they practically are )
are stood vertically upon the same plane, the
alcohol will stand at exactly the same levels, the
bulbs being at the same temperature . The tube of
radium is then fastened to one of the bulbs, well
wrapped round with cotton -wool and other very
bad conductors of heat. The two thermoscopes
are placed side by side between the condenser and
projecting lens of a lantern , when an image of the
stems and the alcohol menisci will be thrown on the
screen . Should the bulbs be at the same tempera
ture, the images of the menisci would be at the same
level ; but if one be warmer than the other, there
should be a corresponding expansion and displace
ment of the meniscus, which would be greatly
magnified on the screen . The bulbs need not be
between the two lenses, thus any effect produced by
any very slight irregularity of heating of the two
stems by the lantern may be neglected . The
amount of heat emitted by radium is such that it
will melt its own weight of ice per hour ; i.e., it
gives off about eighty calories per gram per hour.
The radio -activity of radium is such that an in
visible film of radio -active matter appears to be
deposited upon objects in the neighbourhood . This
can be rubbed off with sand -paper, or dissolved off
by acids, the radio -activity then appearing in the
sandpaper or acid. This radio -activity can be
applied to all sorts of substances, the latter possess
ing, for the time being, the properties of radium
itself. This fact may be of great value in view of
the rarity and cost of radium . A piece of wood or
iron , or anything else , may, for the time being, be
endowed with the properties of radium itself, and
may be used in its place, so long as the charge keeps
its potency . If the substance rendered radio
active be sealed up in a glass tube, it retains its
induced radio - activity very much longer than when
not so treated ; if sealed up , it loses half its radio
activity in about four days, and nearly all in
twenty -eight days : if not so guarded, it loses half
in about twenty - eight minutes , and nearly all in
three and a half hours. 'n each case the strength

of the induced radio -activity decreases in geo
metrical progression .
Nearly all the pathological actions of radium are
at present in the experimental stage , and have not
yet been proved . If a small quantity of radium be
kept close to the skin for about half an hour, al
though no effect is observed at the time or for
another fortnight, after this period has elapsed a
reddening is noticed , the skin begins to fall off, and
sores are produced . This effect is supposed to be
due to the B -rays. It is believed that the particles
shot into the flesh decompose, and thus produce
the harmful effects . These harmful rays, as already
stated , pass with difficulty through heavy sub
stances , so radium can be safely carried about if the
tube in which it is contained be wrapped round with
a piece of sheet lead. It is hoped that the radium
rays may have a prejudicial effect upon harmful
microbes. The action of radium has already been
tried as a cure for lupus and cancer. In each case
the results obtained are promising, but no decisive
results have as yet been arrived at. Several very
interesting experiments on animal life have been
performed, which seem to show that radium may
influence animal life by changing forms and pro
ducing new species ; but the experiments are not
as yet conclusive.
The study of the properties of radium and the
experiments that can be performed with it, will well
repay any time and trouble bestowed upon them .
Practically little is as yet known about it, and
anybody can devise new methods of illustrating
its known properties, the experiments in some cases
being suitable for projection with a lantern , and ,
therefore, for demonstration to a number of people
at one time.

Hints from

the Marking - Off
Table .

By W. H. DEARDEN , Mech.Engr.
(Continued from page 295.)
EXAMPLES OF MARKING -OFF WORK .
HE question of marking-off is a very broad ,
plishment of which can only be gained by
practical experience. It , therefore, becomes diffi
cult for one to place his entire knowledge of the
subject upon paper.
Most of the drawings shown r present the work
as lying upon the table in a position for lining out.
Emphasis is given on certain points in the descrip
tion , though not unduly so when the importance of
the same is considered, the object of the writer
being to set forth the subject as clearly as possible .
However, if careful attention is given to the
study of the following remarks, they will, no doubt
be found of beneficial value to every reader of THE
MODEL ENGINEER .
Having described the aforementioned tools, it
remains for us now to consider examples ofmark
ing- off attained by the application of the same.
There is one rule which should be universally
adopted when lining out, viz ., to work invariably
to centre lines . These may be procured by the use
of the scribing-block , or scriber, and straightedge.
With regard to the latter , care should be taken to
hold the scriber in its right position or proper angle .
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The scriber should be so ground as to obtain a fine
and long point, and after having placed the straight
edge in the required position , the scriber must be
held sufficiently out of perpendicular to allow of
the line being drawn as closely to the straightedge
as possible. A glance at the somewhat exaggerated
sketch (Fig . 14) will suffice to see the reason for this .
To procure a centre line upon a flat surface, take
a pair of dividers, and find roughly the centre of
two sides, by striking an arc from these sides at
each end , then draw a line through , by means of
the straightedge and scriber , where these arcs inter
sect ; this will give a centre line. Should other
lines be required at right angles to the existing

correct

Incorrect

FIG . 14. – POSITION OF SCRIBER .
centre line, these may be obtained by use of the
sheet-steel T -square, already described . Place the
edge of the blade tangential to the centre line,
and in the position required on its length, and then
mark off the right-angle lines (Fig . 15).
If it is possible to place the piece of work upright
upon the marking-off table instead of lying flat
upon it, these centre lines may be more easily ob
tained by the use of the scribing block. Having
found the centre , adjust the scriber to it , and strike
a line along its entire length , then mark off all
right-angle lines while the work is set up by means
of the set-square. Care should be taken to always
secure accurate centre lines, or a great amount of
trouble may be experienced afterwards. In every
instance where centre lines are marked off with the
scribing block , it is wise to acquire the habit of
continuing them all round the piece of work which
is being operated upon , although we may not, at
the time, see the necessity for so doing . It will be
useful also to mark off additional lines both hori.
zontally and vertically while our work is set up,
for itmay avoid so doing again , and the lines thus

Fig . 15. - MARKING -OFF RIGHT-ANGLE LINES .
procured will be very helpful when machining and
future marking-off is done. This applies especially
to castings and forgings of large proportions.
Perhaps the simplest example of marking -off is
that of lining out holes for drilling, and, by way of
illustration , let a flange or cylinder cover be taken .
First find the centre of the cover with the centre
square — by placing the sameupon the surface with
the two projecting pins downwards, held firmly
against the turned edge. Next draw a fine line
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rightacross the face of the cover, repeating the same
at right angles to this line. This will divide the
cover into four parts, and where these two lines
intersect is the centre. Mark the centre with a
small dot punch ; now take a pair of compasses, and
set them to the radius required for the centre line
of holes , and strike a light circle : where one of the
lines drawn across the cover cuts this circle , mark
off the centres of two holes. If six holes are re
quired , the radii with which the circle was struck
will divide the same into six equal parts . Should
eight holes be required, however, mark off a hole
at each quarter of a circle , then subdivide these
points. Any odd number of holes may be found
by multiplying diameter of the circle by 3.1416 , or
about 3 1-7th, and dividing the distance by the
number of holes we are desirous of obtaining.
Having acquired the position of the holes, mark
them with a small centre punch ; next take a pair
of spring dividers set so as to strike a circle a trifle
larger than the hole required to be drilled ; then dot
lightly at four equal parts this circle, afterwards
enlarging this centre dot with a centre punch , so as
to receive the point of the drill. By means of this
dotted circle it will be seen whether the hole, when
being drilled , remains true with its original centre
(Fig . 16 ).
Another good example of setting out holes is
found in the tube-plate of a model locomotive

Fig . 16.
LINING OUT HOLES

FOR DRILLING .

boiler . For illustration , take the space allotted for
the tubes, and strike a centre line through it, both
horizontally and vertically . Having already de
cided upon the diameter of the tubes to be used
(which in this case we may make 1 in .), from the
centre set out two upon the horizontal line, with
their centres fin . apart ; this will give a space be
tween the tubes equal to half their diameter , viz .,
in . Now take the dividers, set to fin ., and from
the centre of each of the tubes strike a circle cutting
the centre of the other ; commencing from the centre
line, divide these circles into six equal parts, and
the intersection points will give the centres for ten
tubes . It will be seen by Fig . 17 that by adopting
this method the tubes become the same distance
apart , and the space is used to the best advantage.
The turret, or tool-holder, for a capstan lathe
affords a useful example ofmarking off. As will be
seen by Fig . 18 , it is adapted for holding six tools,
and these are held firmly in position by set-screw
upon the top, the box revolving upon a stud passing
through the centre . Before leaving the lathe after
turning, a line should be struck on the side, in the
position for the centre line of the tools , and also one
upon the face of the set-screws. Now divide the
circle upon the face into six equal parts, as in the
case of the cylinder cover, and mark off the holes
for the set-screws ; continuing these lines down the
sides by means of the set -square, mark off the holes
to receive the tools. The value of the lines upon
the face will be seen when drilling the holes for the
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tools , by bolting the capstan to an angle plate and
setting each line in its turn perfectly upright by the
aid of the square .
As an illustration of flat surface work , our atten
tion is directed to a side frame of a model locomo
tive (Fig . 19), where ample provision is made for
marking out straight lines, curves, radii, & c. After
having prepared the surface of the plate which
should be, in the rough , about 4 in . longer and
wider than the finished frame, also perfectly flat,
begin by marking out the centre line, which usually
runs direct through the cylinders and line of axles.

case of a locomotive frame it will suffice for one to
be marked off only, as when cut out and finished ,
the other may be marked from it ; therefore, there
is no necessity to mark the two . All lines should
be clear and distinct , particularly where work has
to be filed up to a line. In the preparation of all
sheet steel work of light gauge it is advisable to
watch the centre line, and occasionally try it with
the straightedge, because experience has proved
that as the metal is removed from the sides in

é

Fig . 18. - TOOL HOLDER FOR A CAPSTAN LATHE .

Fig . 17. - SETTING OUT HOLES IN BOILER TUBE
PLATE .
Having done this, mark off each end of the plate
for length ; then from these points along the centre
line, mark all distances where right angle lines are
required, such as centreof cylinders,horns,ormotion
plate, afterward proceeding in the manner already
described to mark off these right- angle lines. From
the centre line now set off all distances above and
below the same. The best and simplest method of
doing this is to mark them off at each end, placing
a small dot where the length lines intersect the
centre line, and set off the measurements with
the dividers at each end of the plate. There will
be no necessity to join these points by lines all
along the plate, but by working from the extreme
ends the lines required will be more accurate and

bringing work to the shape desired, it becomes dis
torted , and quite possibly , when finished , the
original centre line is not straight : hence the
advisability of roughing work out first and finally
lining out after for finishing. In setting out that
part which receives the horn blocks, a small radius
should be struck in each corner , the frame becoming
strengthened thereby .
I To be continued. )

A

Model Atlantic

Liner .

By W. SHERRATT.
T the present time, when correspondents are
A
giving their views ye ex year lospeed cone
test, the accompanying photographs of a
model steamer somewhat after the style of an
Atlantic liner which I have made, I think will prove
rather interesting to your readers , inasmuch las
this is only one isolated case of what it is possible
for any individual competitor to make entirely

Fig . 19. - METHOD OF MARKING OUT SIDE FRAME FOR MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .
need only be drawn where wanted , after a straight
without assistance. I started this model with a
edge has been set right at a point each end . Our
fixed determination to go to the utmost limit of
next duty will be to mark out carefully the centre
prototype, consistent with practical sailing qualities,
from which all curves and radii are struck , and to
and I venture to say that my endeavours were not
see they meet and are tangential to the straight
entirely unrewarderi, as reference to photos will
lines ; or, in the case of outside and inside radii,
clearly show , that with the lifting of three sections
that they are properly joined. Itwould be well to
(unhooking nothing ) the boat is left entirely with
mark the outline of the frame faintly at first, and
out obstruction, thus allowing free access to all
after having seen that it is correct , and that the
working parts . She is of the dug -out class, the
lines join one another as they should , we can then
shell being worked to } in , thick .
fill them in more deeply. Where a line joins a
The propeller tunnel has a stuffing -box at either
radius, it is much the best to mark off the radius
end , with an oil-feeding arrangement in between ,
the
first and then join it with the line after. In
carried above water-line with a piece of small

--
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tubing, fastened to side of hull, this allowing the
strel propeller shaft, to be well oiled , thus prevent
ing rust when not in use. This arrangement has
proved very efficient, as on more than one occasion
the boat has floated in a bath for two days without
a drop leaking inside. At the same time, the pack
ing is not so tight, that it retards the speed unduly ,
as she can travel at a good four miles per hour.
The ventilators are not dummies, but useful fit
tings , theheadsbeing stamped off from 24 G.copper ,
with a bell-ended punch , in an iron die, afterwards
fitting light shanks of tubing . The rapidity with
which these can be made is astounding, seeing that
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One other trip I have cause to remember, as I
might have been compelled to claim fire insurance
for the full amount, owing to the opening of the
hole out of the “ Primus burner during cleaning ,
thus allowing the oil to come faster than it could
be vapourised , consequently a considerable amount
collected at the mouth of the firebox , to become
suddenly ignited , when King Edward was making
a straight course down the Canal towards home.
I first noticed the flame coming up the funnel, and
I said to my friends with much pleasure that she
was in special trim to -night, but destined shortly
to change my tune, when , to the dismay of all

-MODEL “ ATLANTIC " LINER : DECK SECTIONS AND MACHINERY REMOVED .
they are such good representations of those used on
ships. The port -holes are eyelets for boots, the
anchor is a working model of the latest style now
in use . Another feature is that from a single pipe
the exhaust steam can be directed through the side
of the boat until priming ceases, then by opening
another valve it is carried up the funnel, saving all
that objectionable splutter of water over the fit
tings. The feed -pump is fitted to the side of the
hull, and worked by a small loose hand wheel, on
a slightly projecting shaft with square end .
I have had about half- a -dozen most successful
trips , and on some occasions they were not without
humorous incidents, one being a most exciting
collision in mid - pond with a sailing yacht. Fortu
nately not getting her amidships, but more to the
bow , causing my boat to put her about rather
roughly , and carrying her off owing to suction .

present, the flames burst from every open space on
deck , and as you will well understand , such extra
heat did not tend to slacken the engine. It was
striking scene, as darkness was fast coming on ,
showing everything up most beautifully . I was
just considering about swimming for it, when I
noticed one of those narrow sections, generally
found on the small canals. so with a long forked
stick I stood waiting for its approach . To miss it
would have meant serious trouble ; I took it coolly ,
and landed it safely to the side. With one or two
willing hands it was soon dismantled , and the
flames extinguished, leaving the model none the
worse for the fire .
I am confident that had her fittings been one of
those screwed , tied and hook style , the damage
would have been considerable .
In conclusion , I wish to state that any fellow
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Length , 50 ins. ; beam , 7 ins. ; draught, 41 ins.
Colour below water- line, vermilion .
Colour above water-line, black .
Deck fittings, white.
Engine : Reversing engine, 1 -in . bore, 11-in .
stroke,
Boiler : Pinnace well riveted ; shell, 9 ins. long ,
44 ins. diameter, with detachable smokebox 2 } ins.
long ; firebox, 34 ins. long, 3 ins. diameter, with
nineteen tubes 6 ins. long, tested to 100 lbs.;
hydraulic , 85-lbs . steam pressure working 35 lbs .
Lamp container, 64 ins. long. 34 ins. diameter,
“ Primus " silent burner.
A

Dimensions are as follows :-Cylinder, 1 -in . bore,
l -in , stroke ; ordinary D -valves, in . travel, slipper
slides, and crosshead ; connecting -rod (marine type)
27-in . centres ; crankshaft (made from solid ), 4 ips.
long, & in . diameter ; length of throw , } in . ; width
of crank -pin , fin ., diameter, fin . ; width of webs,
- '3-16ths in . ; width across bearings, 2 ins. ; Stephen
son link -motion ; diameter of flywheel, 47 ins.,
it ins. wide ; height of engine from bedplate to top
cylinder cover , 6f ins. ; speed about 800 per minute .

..

modeller making a boat of this class, with so many
deck fittings, must estimate weights very accu
rately , or else their disappointment will be keen if
at the end they find her top-heavy, making it
necessary to leave the prettiest portion at home
when sailing her. The sailing qualities of this
model should encourage those who, like myself,
have no taste for the nondescript skeleton speedy
type, to produce something which is within the
reasonable limit of imitation. The only things I
have not made for this model are the flags, railings,
compass, and “ Primus " burner .
DIMENSIONS OF THE 64 KING EDWARD ."
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A

34 - in . Scale Model
Locomotive ,

N.E.

By L. H.
was induced to make a model of this North
Eastern by seeing some working drawings in
one of the papers, although I had never seen

Model Marine Engine.

By WALTER HANSON .
"HE photograph of vertical engine reproduced
It is of the open marine type , built upon

To reversing
shaft

Link

ह

Footplate
casting
Steel
rod

Cork
packing

To roller.
Fig . 1. - REVERSING LEVER .

A MODEL MARINE ENGINE.
three steel pillars, no new features being claimed ,
only extraordinary wide bearings, which are
generally overlocked by the average model maker.

one of the originals. I first of all made rough
drawings, and then proceeded to make the pat
terns ; these were constructed largely from cigar
boxes and odd bits of hard wood . Never having
made a locomotive before, I found I had to re
make a great many parts before being satisfied .
The frames are made from 3-32nds-in . hard brass ,
strengthened where necessary, and are joined by
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the buffer beams, cylinders and footplate casting .
The cylinders are cast in gunmetal, with the valves
on top ; the latter are connected with the eccen
trics by means of a rocking-shaft and an inter
mediate valve-spindle sliding in the motion -plate .
The reversing gear is of the Stevenson link type,
made in steel ; the four eccentrics were made
separately , and then screwed to the crankshaft.
I made the mistake of not having the cylinders
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controlled side-to -side movement. As the firebox
crown is rather high ({ in . above centre -line of
boiler), I found it was necessary to have a pump
always in action ; this wasnot provided for when the
engine was built, so that it could not be driven from
the crankshaft ; instead , it is driven from the
right coupling -rod pin through a rocking -arm , and
reduced to a stroke of f in . The supply pipe from
the pump then runs round to the back -pressure

2015

Fig . 2. - VIEW OF A

-IN. SCALE MODEL N.E. LOCOMOTIVE.

and motion -plate carried by small inside frames ,
as recommended in THE MODEL ENGINEER ; in
future I shall have these inside frames extending
as far as and carrying the driving-wheel axle -box
guides ; in this way it will be possible to remove the
whole motion without disturbing anything else.
The boiler is of copper, riveted and soldered , and
tested to 100 lbs. per sq . in . There are five cross
tubes in the firebox, and nine fire-tubes - all į in , in

valve on the boiler, and is continued to the cab .
where it ends in a small cock , by means of which
the amount of water entering the boiler can be
regulated. The reversing is done in the cab by
the usual lever and quadrant, but here a means is.
provided of reversing from the track (see Fig . 1 ).
The lever is fitted with two arms, one of which is .
bent forward } in . ; to the ends of these arms are
joined , by links, two steel rods acting vertically in

Fig . 3. - UNDERSIDE VIEW , SHOWING SWIVEL PIPE FROM TENDER TO BURNER.
diameter. The total heating surface is about
200 sq. ins. The lagging is of wood , covered with
thin brass ; I first used woollen cloth with a sheet.
iron lagging plate, but this soon rotted , and had to
be replaced with the present one. The regulator is
of the disc pattern, situated in the dome. The
brakes consist of two steam -jacketed cylinders
with double pistons, carried between the driving
and trailing wheels, and acting directly on the brake
levers ; each wheel has two brake blocks of brass .
These brakes are too slow in action, and I should
not fit them again . The bogie is fitted with
equalising bars and laminated springs and spring .

slides through the footplate , and provided with
rollers to run on inclined planes fitted to the track .
To prevent any shifting of position , the slides are
fitted with stuffing -boxes packed with cork , and
well oiled .
The tender consists of two tanks, one for water
and one for paraffin oil ; the latter is used at a
pressure of 45 lbs. to the sq . in . The burner is of
the Swedish Primus silent make, 3 ins. in diameter,
and pressed in at the sides to fit the firebox. The
burner pipe is screwed into a brass joint, which can
swivel from side to side, and yet is oil-tight. The
line of rivets seen in the photograph marks the
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division of the tanks. The tender is fitted with
brakes actuated by a hand -wheel and screw . All
the painting and lining has been done by myself,
but I found it very difficult to do ; and I think that
if THE MODEL ENGINEER could arrange for a few
practical papers on this subject, it would be of
great service to the majority of readers.
append
a specification :
SPECIFICATION OF ENGINE.
Cylinders , i-in . bore by it ins. stroke.
Driving wheels, 5 ins. diameter by 4 in . on tread .
Bogie wheels, 21 ins. diameter.
Distance between centres of bogie wheels, 41 ins.
Centre of bogie to centre of driving axle, 7 ins.
Centre of driving axle to centre of rear axle,
63 ins.
Centres of connecting- rods, 3 ins.
Total length of engine and tender, 3 ft. 3 ins.
Gauge, 44 ins.
Tender wheels , 24 ins. diameter (spiral springs,
dummy laminated ).
Width of footplate, 6f ins.

The Latest in
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Engineering.

A Light Motor Bicycle.
N a recent issue of The Cyclist a description of
IN a novelty in a little i h.-p. motor, made by
Herdtlé et Bruneau, 28 bis, Rue de la Chine,
Paris, is given . The cylinder is pressed out of steel
the head being given a pointed form , with the top
bored to receive the inlet valve. The head is
slightly indented to give four sides, one of which is
bored for the exhaust valve and another for the
plug. In boring for the exhaust valve, a rather
deep flange is left for the valve to rest against, and
it is kept on its seat by a flat strip of steel, the lower
end of which is maintained by a spring against the
cam on the half- time shaft in the crank case. The
exhaust valve can be opened by means of a small
cam actuated by a Bowden cable. It will be found
that the arrangement is not convenient for the fitting
of a silencer, and the exhaust gases, therefore,
escape directly into the air. What is particularly
remarkable about this engine is that it runs at 4000
revolutions a minute . Recent
experience has shown this to be
quite practicable in small motors,
and this enormously high angular
speed has enabled the weight of
the engine to be reduced to
84 lbs. for 1 h.-p., which , we
should think , is the lightest yet
There are many
constructed .
things about this motor that at
first strike one as remarkably
strange . The firing of the gases
immediately above the piston is
not supposed to be conducive to
coolness in running , even though
the compression in such an en
gine would necessarily be low ,
and yet there is no provision
whatever for radiating the heat.
The steel cylinder is smooth just
as it comes outofthe press, Now ,
one would suppose that a motor
with a thin steel cylinder running
Fig . 4.— ANOTHER VIEW OF THE MODEI. N.E. Loco .
at 4000 revolutions under these
conditions would becomered -hot
BOILER .
in a few minutes : but the engine having been
thoroughly tested , while the temperature of the
Barrel, 34 ins. diameter by 7. ins. long .
Firebox casing, 4 ins. long by 3} ins. wide.
cylinder walls is certainly high, they do not get
Firebox, 45 ins. high by 44 ins. long by 2f ins.
inconveninetly hot. It might be thought, too , that
wide.
the engine would have a high consumption, but the
Water space, 3-16ths ins .
makers assert that the bicycle will run 100 kilometres
Boiler tested to 100 lbs. ; working pressure, 50 lbs.;
with less than a litre of petrol. Themotor is clipped
lagged with f - in . wood and brass sheet.
to the front down -tube of an ordinary bicycle , and
the only levers used are one for the exhaust-valve
Tubes, 9 ; cross - tubes , 5 : all } in . diameter.
lifter and another for advancing the ignition . The
power is transmitted by belt.
MODELS OF WARSHIPS . — The models of the war
A New Boat for the South African Service .
ships which have been placed in the corridors of
--The twin - screw steamer Durham Castle, built
the War, State and Navy Departments of Washing
by the Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering
ton , have proven to be of such general interest,
Company, Govan , for the Union -Castle Mail
that it is proposed to havemodels made and placed
Steamship Company, has run her official trials
in the State capitols of the States after which war
with satisfactory results. She is 475 ft. in length ,
vessels have been named. Senator Heyburn, of
55 ft. 6 ins. in breadth, and 35 ft. deep . The ma
Idaho, has introduced a Bill to that effect, which ,
chinery consists of two sets of quadruple-expansion
if passed, will call for the distribution of models of
4-cylinder engines bılıncel on the Schlick and
twenty-three battleships, eight armoured cruisers,
Tweedy system . The four boilers, working at a
and four monitors. The cost of making such
pressure of 220 lbs., per square inch are fired from
models runs from $ 1,500 to $ 3000 .
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twenty -one furnaces , and are contained in one
watertight compartment. The vessel was run over
the measured mile at Skelmorlie, where an average
speed of 15 knots was attained .
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Model Locomotives at South

Kensington .

By W. B. PALEY .
'wo interesting models of Continental loco
motives have lately been placed in the South
TWO
By E. O'BRIEN .
Kensington Museum , and present a wonder .
HAVE made an ornamental night- light, a photo
ful contrast owing to the period of sixty years that
separates them . The old one was made by Philipp
wagon is a -in . scale standard goods. I
(sic ) Wolf, of Vienna, in 1843, and represents an
forged the pillar for the lamp from a piece of tubing,
engine of the Norris bogie class, with single driving
drawing it down taper, then I bored a piece of
wheels, similar to those used on the Lickey incline
of the Birmingham and Glou
cester Railway, and on seve
ral of the Austrian lines ,
about 1840 .
The cylinders are outside,
104 by 21 ins., the driving
wheels being 46 } ins., and the
bogie wheels 30 ins. in diam
eter . Large clumsy stays
project from the top of the
boiler on each side, the lower
ends forming eyes or loops
to carry the slidebars. There
are two bars to each cylin
der, of square section . The
bogie is a plain square frame
of flat bars, with a longitudi.
nal bar carrying the pin . No
lateral movement is allowed
for. The horns for the bogie
axle bearings are on the
upper side of the frame,
bolted to it, but those for the
driving axle are below the
frame and forged with it. A
single very stiff inverted
spring serves each pair of
bogie axle boxes.
All the
springs can be adjusted by
nuts on the lower ends of
the hangers . The old gab
motion is used , a fore and
back eccentric -rod to each
engine working through a
rocking shaft and spindle
valves placed in a small
square box on the top of the
cylinder. The rods are sus
pended by links from a re
MR. O'BRIEN'S ELECTRIC NIGHT-Light.
versing shaft worked by a
lever on the footplate. Ex
hardwood a tight fit on the thick end, and put it
pansion not being provided for in any way, the
in the lathe, and turned the wood part all over,
engine must have been driven by the regulator
and filed to a hexagon and enamelled it.
The
alone. The handle working this is vertical, stand
wires for the 4 -volt lamp run from the stop blocks,
ing upwards, to be pulled , not sideways, as usual,
up the tube to the lamp. Instead of the three dry
but longitudinally.
A row of pet-cocks and one
batteries, a 4 -volt accumulator is used in the
gauge glass serve to indicate the water level.
wagon , which I find answers better ; for one reason ,
All about the footplate and firebox is delightfully
it can be recharged for the small sum of 6d., and
quaint and antiquated . The openwork handrails
will then give seven hours' continuous light. Both
hardly reach higher than a man's knees, and there
the lamp and the wagon are quite different from
is little to hold on by. The box is of Edward
those which appeared in two respective issues of
Bury's semi-circular type, the top forming a large
THE MODEL ENGINEER some time ago .
hemisphere, surmounted by a small dome carrying
a spring balance safety -valve. The lock -up valve
MODEL boilers under natural draught evaporate
with plate springs, is on the barrel. The grate is of
about i cub . in . of water per minute for every 100
D -shape, of only about 6 sq. ft. area , the total
sq . in . of heating surface.
heating surface afforded by the box being probably
An Electric Night - Light.
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about 45 sq . ft., and by the tubes 350 ft. more. A
very short boiler , 8 ft. 3 ins. by 3 ft. 2 ins., is pro
vided , lagged outside with wooden strips . Sheet
iron cleading protects the middle part of the firebox ,
the bright brass top being really the lagging of the
upper part. Two huge stays are riveted to this
and descend at a slope to the footplate, their hold
ing -up power being assisted by the inclined struts
underneath , attached to the frames near the
driving -axle boxes. There is no axle under the
footplate ; in fact, it is a Bury engine with outside
cylinders and a bogie . His bar framing is used , of
square section, the firebox brackets having provision
for expansion — which was not always thought of in
those days. The drawbar is attached to a plate
riveted to the shell of the firebox. The engine was
about 20 ft. long, and weighed, full, ten tons. Its
total wheelbase is 9 ft. 101 ins., that of the bogie
being 2 ft. 104 ins.
The tender runson four wheels 30 ins. in diameter,
covering a base of 4 ft. 104 ins.; the springs are
hidden completely by double frames. Only the
right-hand wheels have a brake, the huge wooden
blocks of which encircle a fourth of each .
They
are forced apart or drawn together by a wedge
shaped piece worked by a screw rod . As the cross
handles of the rod are exactly over the centre of
the apparatus, the fireman must have had to get
into the middle of the tender to put it on . The
floor of the tender slopes downwards from the foot
plate end to the centre, so that there would generally
be a good deal of water among the coals to add to
his discomfort.
The tank is of the old - fashioned horseshoe type,
going round three sides of the tender. The weight
of the latter is given as four tons, which mustmean
when empty . Leather buffers are at the ends of
both engine and tender, the total length of the two
being about 32 ft., or only that of a somewhat short
six -wheeled tank engine nowadays. The model is
named
Austria ,” and has compressed air applied
for working it when desired . Its original was built
for a 5 -ft . gauge.
The other engine is indeed different, being a
splendid six -coupled bogie express, No. 2702, of the
Ouest Company of France ; the model, made by
M. P. Regnard , engineer, Paris, is to a scale of one
tenth the actual size. It is kept in constant motion
by compressed air, instead of working only at the
wish of the beholder. The boiler and firebox are
shown divided longitudinally, the high -pressure
cylinder on the right-hand side being similarly
exhibited . The engine is on De Glehn's compound
system , as modified by M. Du Bousquet, but has
been designed by M. Clérault, of the Ouest Com
pany , and built at the Batignolles Works, in Paris ,
of that line. There are two outside high -pressure
cylinders, 13.77 by 25'2 , working the middle pair
of drivers, and two inside low -pressure ones , 21:56
by 25* 2 , driving the leading pair . The cranks of
the two cylinders on each side of the engine being
set at 180° to each other, the reciprocating weights
move in opposite directions from each other , and
thus practically balance themselves . The area of
the low -pressure cylinders is 2:47 times that of the
small ones ; they have Waldegg's motion , worked
by only one eccentric to each cylinder. For the
high -pressure power Walschaert's return -crank
gear is used , without eccentrics ; both gears can be
notched up together or separately by screw reversing
apparatus. Steam can be admitted direct from the
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boiler to all four cylinders when necessary, the
valves for effecting this being placed in the high
pressure exhaust pipes, and worked by a small
piston driven by compressed air in a special cylinder
fixed under the boiler barrel. At 85 lbs. a relief
valve in the low -pressure steam chest blows off, to
prevent too great a strain upon that part of the
machinery .
The boiler is of steel, 14:63 ft. long between the
tubeplates , and 4.75 ft. in diameter. It contains
113 Serve ribbed flues 2.75 ins. in diameter, and
four plain tubes of 1.77 ins., making a total tube
heating surface of 2,149 sq. ft. measured on the
inside, but of only 1,217 ft. measured externally.
It is claimed that for equal heating surfaces that
yielded by Serve tubes will weigh less than smooth
tube surface. The firebox is of copper, of Belpaire
type, and has 131 sq. ft. of heating surface, so that
there are 2,280 sq . ft. in all. A grate sloping to the
front is used , with a dropping portion worked from
the footplate ; the area of the grate is 26-4 sq. ft.
At the other end is an enormous smokebox, con
taining a grate-shaped spark -arrester at the level
of the blast nozzle. Two internal leaves, folding
towards each other at the top , are in the blast pipe
for the purpose of varying the intensity of the
draught. The funnel comes down inside nearly to
the spark -arrester, and is bell-mouthed at the
bottom . An ash -shoot is provided. Among other
fittings are two injectors on the back of the firebox,
and Gresham's sanding apparatus worked by com
pressed air . Roy's form of connection with the
tender is used , coupled up with a ratchet on a screw
bar, oblique cheeks attached to the tender engaging
with corresponding projections on the engine, but
having spherical surfaces. This attachment is
found to be sufficiently flexible, whilst restricting
lateral motion in a marked degree.
The bogie has sliding lateral displacement, and
runs on four wheels 37.8 ins. in diameter, upon a
base of 6'56 ft. The six coupled wheels of the
engine are 76 : 4 ins. in diameter, on a base of 14'11 ft.,
making a total base of 26-92 ft. On them rest
44'3 tons out of the total weight, full, of 62.5 tons.
The tremendous pressure of 213.3 lbs. per sq. in .
is carried by these engines, to which no doubt
much of their remarkable efficiency may be attri
buted , the general design being also admirably
worked out in all its details.
The tender is shown with the model engine, and
is a good example of the latest French practice.
Hitherto French locomotive engineers have been
perhaps somewhat behind ourselves in designing
tenders, adhering largely to the four-wheeled type
in spite of its increasing size and weight. There
can be little doubt that, if only on the score of safety
in case of a broken axle, at least six wheels should
always be used under tenders. This has been done
in the present case, whilst the length has been care
fully kept down . Both Westinghouse and hand
brakes are fitted . The wheels are 44.5 ins. in
diameter , on a base of only 10-5 ft ., making the total
length of engine and tender over all 56-3 ft . Com
pensating levers are applied to the springs of the
middle and trailing wheels . The footboards on
each side open up against each axle box, on trans
verse hinges. These footboards, with a handrail,
are apparently intended to enable the men to get
at a locker or cupboard in the back of the tender,
the vehicle being too high for going over it with
safety . The door of the locker closes flush with the
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back , and is not noticeable when shut. A bell,
with a hammer worked by the cord communication ,
stands on the top of the tender, on the left-hand
side. The vehicle weighs 16 tons empty, 361 tons
full ; carrying 3,300 galls. of water and five tons of
coal or perhaps briquettes. The models are beau
tifully finished and painted , and do as much credit
to their constructor as the originals to theirs.
Mechanical World .

A

Simple Vacuum
Rotator .
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Tube

them as shown in sketch . Make two rings, as
shown, with brass wire 1-24th in . thick ; the total
length of ring is if ins., and the diameter of the
hole ţin . Hammer the ends out flat, and then
lay one ring on each brass strip , with loop on the
broadest end of the strip . Next solder a ring and
brass strip into each of the saw -cuts made in the
terminals.
The holder may now be fastened to the motor
spindle by glue, and the piece of thin wire left free
must be soldered to the same. It will generally
be found necessary to mount the motor on a block
of wood , so as to allow the arms to rotate . This is
Holder

By C. H. STEPHENSON .

Motor
spindle

brass
to
ring

Solder

Tube

connecting
foil
Tin
orm

Brass ori

ARRANGEMENT
OF SIMPLE
VACUUM TUBE
HOLDER .

Collecting
ring

Collecting
wire

Brass
arm

To
base

of a holder for vacuum tubes, which may be
fitted on to any motor of the Don or Knapp
type. The holder is only intended to be used with
in . spark . This length of
a coil giving under
spark , I think, will be found quite sufficient for
lighting vacuum tubes up to 6 ins. or 7 ins. long.
The use of a lathe is not necessary, but would
simplify the construction . The materials required
are :-9 ins. of brass wire, 1-12th in . thick, and a
foot of the same 1-24th in . thick ; a piece of hard
wood , 21 ins. by fin . by 1 in .; 2 ins. of thin brass
tubing, i in , in diameter ; a piece of hard wood ,
it ins. in diameter and 2 ins. long ; 4 terminals ,
with screws attached , for screwing into wood ; two
strips of springy brass, 2 ins. by į in ; a little tin
foil and some glue.
The first thing to do is to cut and smooth down
the block ofhard wood to 2 ins. by } in . by } in .; a
hole, at each end of the piece of wood , a little less
than 1-12th in . in diameter, and about 1 in . deep,
must now be bored . Next, find the middle of the
piece of wood on the side measuring 4 in ., and drill
a hole nearly through , small enough to fit the
motor spindle tightly. The wood should now be
thoroughly soaked in paraffin wax and then
allowed to dry. Cut two pieces , each 4 ins. long,
of brass wire 1-12th in . diameter, and thread one
end of each piece for in . When the wood is dry ,
screw one of the pieces of wire into the hole, pre
viously bored , in each end ; in order to make them
quite firm , a little glue may be used . Now centre
the round piece of wood in the lathe and turn it
down so that the piece of brass tube may be
hammered on . This done , the tube and wood may
be cut off neatly near the end, and again ļ in . away,
thus leaving a piece of tube and wood } in . in
breadth . If the brass tube should come off while
doing this, it may be fastened on by a little glue.
Next, drill a hole in the centre of the wood large
enough to allow it to turn freely round the spindle
of the motor. Now put a thin piece of wire through
the hole in the wood disc, leaving about 3 ins. free
on each side. This collecting ring should now be
glued on to the block of wood previously prepared .
Be careful to get the hole in the collecting ring
over that in the block of wood . Twist the free end
of the wire nearest to the wood round the bottom
of one of the brass arms.
The actual tube-holders must now be made.
Saw off the screwsof two terminals and make a saw
cut across the bottom of them at right-angles to
the wire hole. Now cut two strips of the springy
ibrass 14 ins. long and † in . broad , and shape

Wire
from
going
orm
under
collecting
ring

N

Holder
easily done, and needs no description . A piece
of wire of the same gauge as that used to make the
ring must be fitted up so as to press lightly on the
collecting ring. This also is simple , and the only
to remember not to
thing worth mentioning
allow the wire to come within 1 in . of any metal
part of the motor. The collecting ring may easily
be connected to the brass arm , not already joined
up, by a thin piece of tin foil fastened by glue.
Fig . 3 gives some idea of the appearance of the
holder. The two remaining terminals should be
screwed into the base, taking care to leave a space
in . between them , and one of them con
of over
nected to the collecting wire, and the other to any
metal part of the motor. A few hints about how
to use the rotator may be of some use. Always
be careful to screw up the holders tightly , because
if they come loose, the vacuum tube will fly out,
and in all probability be broken . The centre of
the tube should be as nearly as possible opposite
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Thence it passes through the work (accumulator
or D.C.motor) and returns along DB .
On A being negatively electrified and B positively ,
current passes along BC and back along DĀ. Thus,
whether A is positively or negatively electrified, a
current passes from C to D in the same direction .
If only one ell is used in series with the work , every
alternate half alternation would be completely
choked out and current would only pass from C to
D half the time.
The Cooper Hewitt rectifier is akin to themercury
vapour lamp described in the M.E. for February
1 ? th , 1903.
The mercury lamp is found to only transmit
current from the iron to the mercury and not back
wards, hence it can be used like the Nodon valve
for filtering the current.
It cannot be properly used on a single-phase
circuit because if the current passing through it
ceases, it needs the application of a high E.M.F.
to start the main current again , and as the current
ceases every half alternation when choked back by
the rectifier , it would need to be furnished with a
small step -up transformer to give this high E.M.F.,
in order to keep the rectifier going. This , of course
makes considerable complications ; but is not
necessary on a three-phase circuit, as the current
never ceases in this case , Apologising for the
length of my letter. - Yours truly ,
E. A. Watson .
Birmingham .

to the motor spindle. Do not touch any metal
part of the motor while your coil is working, if the
rotator is connected up , as by so doing you might
receive an unpleasant shock . Many tubes look
much more beautiful when revolving slowly than
when going very quickly ; it is, therefore, a good
thing to find , by experiment. how fast they should
be rotated to produce the best effects.
I may say, in conclusion , that I have a rotator
constructed in the manner described above, and
it gives every satisfaction .

Practical Letters from
Readers .

Apr. 7. 1904 .

our

The Editor Inoltes readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume 4 desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached
though not necessarily Intended for publication.)
Nodon Valve and Cooper Hewitt Rectifier.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-A correspondent has recently asked
for information regarding the Nodon valve and
Cooper Hewitt rectifier ; perhaps I may be able to
throw some light on the subject.
The action of Nodon valve is due to the forma
tion on the anode or positive electrode of a thin
film of aluminium hydroxide. This, for some
A

+
Iron

Aluminium
Aluminium

Iron

+

Allernator

Aluminium

Iron

Tron

Aluminium

F
B
DIAGRAM FOR CONNECTING UP NODON VALVES .
reason , stops the current passing from the alu
minium to the iron , but allows it to pass in the
reverse direction . When it passes in this direction .
the film is said not to disappear but to become in
active. The action of the film is , however , far
from clear. The valve will work up to 140 volts .
Above this, two or more cells should be put in
series . Thus, a 220 volt main would need two cells
in series. The current may be regulated by resist
ances placed in the circuit.
The best way of connecting up Nodon valves is
to arrange them in “ quadrilateral," as in the
diagram . When A becomes positively electrified
the only path open to the current is along AC .

A New Type of Model Engine.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, -I was interested by Mr. Payton's
article, “ A New Type of Model Engine ” (M.E.,
March ioth ), but I cannot see what advantage it
has over the ordinary type. In the first place , the
cut-off does not take place till the very end of the
stroke. This means that the steam consumption
would be enormous, and the engine would exhaust
at boiler pressure. Besides this, the motion would
be jerky and irregular, and I doubt if it would run
at all except at a slow rate. In spite of Mr. Pay
ton's assurance to the contrary, I venture to think
that the drilling of the many ports would be an
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extremely irksome and difficult process , on account
of the great accuracy needed . And all this to do
away with an eccentric ! I should be interested to
know whether a model of this kind has been made ,
and , if so , what results it gave. Possibly it would
work as a feed -pump with no crank -axle at all.
Yours truly ,
London ,
G , H.M.
A Simple Electric Alarm .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I enclose a sketch of an arrangement
I have made and fitted to my alarm clock . It works
very well, and I use it regularly at 5.30 a.m. The
terminals are connected to a battery and bell in

DI

&
Wood
DI

Wood

String '
O
Wind Alarm Key

AN ARRANGEMENT FOR AN ELECTRIC ALARM .

the ordinary way: When the alarm goes off, the
winding key revolves, pulls out the wedge and the
brass springs do the rest. - Yours truly ,
Doncaster.
FRED . C. RIPLEY DOUTON .

MESSRS. GEIPEL & LANGE inform us that they
have now adapted their well-known Vulcan prepay
ment meter , which is so largely used as a penny
in -the-slot meter — for use for IS. prepayments.
The shilling-in -the -slot meter embodies all the
features of the penny -in -the- slot, differing only in
the size of the coin slot and in the reduction of the
numerator train , The meters are made in 2 and
3 amp. sizes, suitable for pressures between 50 and
250 volts, and provision is made for a prepayment
at one time of 8s., while the price per unit can be
varied to suit any limit in this country. Like the
penny-in - the-slot Vulcan type, this meter may be
used at will on either continuous or alternating
current and without requiring recalibration . Owing
to the great care exercised in the design and manu
facture of the parts, the accuracy of this instrument
is not only to Board of Trade requirements, but it
is within 24 per cent, on the first 8 c.-p. lamp.
Inasmuch as the commutator is made of platinum ,
this accuracy may be relied upon even in towns
where the atmosphere is apt to tarnish or blacken
commutators made of such metals as silver. We
understand that thismeter is in actualuse in nearly
100 Supply Stations in this country, which alone
speaks for its merits .
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Queries and Replies .
( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given beloro
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions thereint stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
other matters but those relating to the Queries
Department.
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . Theinsertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court,
FletStreet, London , E.C.]
The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently : (8345 ) Dynamo Brushes : Heating Up. G. A. G. (Woolwich )
writes : I am in charge of a small plating plant. The dynamo is
supposed to give 6 volts 50 amps. ; speed not stated. It is over
type pattern , ring armature. I have it running at about 2000
revs. per minute . When the voltmeter shows 12 volts, by shifting
brush rocker back against direction of rotation, the voltage drops
to 6 and under ; but the peculiar thing is that the brushes get
terribly hot, the negative in particular. I want you to under
stand that it is only the brushes themselves that get hot ; the wire
leads from them remain cool. There is very little pressure on
commutator, but enough ; there is considerable sparking at com
mutator when 12 volts is registered not so much at 6. But
brush
heats up. I will be obliged if you will give me a
cure for(negative)
it.
The brushes are evidently of too small a sectional area , and heat
up merely on account of the large current flowing in them . The
former remark applies only provided the brushes are bearing well
on the commutator and all other contacts — the brush-holder, etc.,
are perfectly good and sound. A bad or poor contact in any part
will cause a rise in temperature, which will quickly be transmitted
to the whole brush . The fact that the negative brush heats up
more quickly than the positive points rather to the latter cause as
being probable. Take out and thoroughly clean contacts and bed
the brushes nicely on to commutator face, and also see that they
are exactly and diametrically opposite each other.
(10,590] Charging Accumulators. J.N.(Newcastle) writes:
I should like your assistance on the following question
I want
to charge accumulator for motor car and cycles . These, as you
know , are composed of two cells of 2'1 volts coupled together
to = 4.2 , but will often show up to 5 volts. To charge one of these
from our system (240 volts ) costs as. 6d. My idea is to couple
either a small electric motor or a water motor to a dynamo and
charge from this. ( I might say that their capacity is from 20 to
30 aps., and that they are usually charged at the rate of 2 amps.
per hour ; thus taking from ten to fifteen hours per accumulator.)
Now , I might have only one to charge or I might have twenty.
What I want to know is what size dynamo should I require, and
what horse-power of motor will be required to drive it ? Would
it require a larger dynamo to charge the twenty than the one,
that is , coupling the accumulators in parallel ? Would it take
longer to charge the twenty than the one ?
The method you suggest would not be any cheaper than charging
through a resistance of one or more lamps, and unless you have
any other reason for using a small dynamo driven by a motor, you
will do best to adhere to your present system , especially as you
have sometimes only one and sometimes a number of cells to
charge at a time. Twenty cells could be charged as quickly as one
if currentwas available .
(10,600 ) Burnt -Out Lamp. W. T. 0. (Plymouth ) writes :
I should be very pleased if you could answer the following :
I have made a 5-cell bichromate battery, giving ro volts and about
7 amps. I connected a 10-volt ordinary lamp to it, which was
burnt out immediately. (1) What could I use for a resistance ?
(2 ) Could I light three 10-volt lamps from it ? ( 3) What resistance
should I want for it ? (4) How many lamps could I light from it
without resistance ?
(1) The lamp cannot have been a 10- volt one, or it would not
have burnt out. Use iron or German silver wire. ( 2 ) Yes in
parallel. (3) None. (4 ) As many as you choose, provided they
are of corresponding voltage to that of the cells -- this within
limits, of course. The maximum number also depnds upon size
of lamps used, s.c., candle power.
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(10,181] 650- watt Dynamo. P. H. (Sittingbourne) writes :
type dynamo, which I should
! enclose tracing of a Manchester
like to build , if you will kindly help me. The fields are taken from
Small Dynamos and Motors. I want it to give rio volts and as
many amperes as possible. What quantity of wire on fields and

( 1) Leclanché cells are unsuitable for this work . Use chronic
acid or bichromate cells. (2 ) If air gap is 1-16th in . each side of
armature it is too great and will account at once for failure. Should
not be more than 1-32nd in . ( 3) Concentric with spindle . (4 )
Yes. Insulation must be used very carefully at end of winding .

2
2+
re

FIELD -MAGNETS
FOR A 650 -WATT

zá
dia

zá

MANCHESTER -TYPE

-

DYNAMO .

Armature 5 dia
x56" long
123

The position of commutator relative to coils on armature is irr .
material so long as segments are connected in their proper turn
to the respective coils. The position of brushes is then adjusted to
suit.
( 10,182) Electro -magnetic Chuck . J. B. B. (Rochdale) writes:
(1 ) How would the three feet bewound asa magnet(shown in sketch !
to resist a torce ofat least 1000 lbs. current to be got from a dynamı
working at ito volts ? How are faceplates of lathes magnetised
to hold articles while they are being turned , and could the feet be
magnetised by this method to the above degree ? Would the
wound magnets give better results ? Would the feet have to be
insulated from the stand ? (2) How is magnetism taken out of?
steel ? (3) What kind ofmetal will be most suitable for the feet
(4) Would the holes shown in the feet be of any inconvenience to
them as magnets ? (5 ) What difference would have to be inde in
them to resist a force of over 1000 lbs. (say 2,240 lbs.) ? (6 Want
amount of amperes will they take ? (7) How should I fiad the

Adjustable to 31
radius from centre
of plale ro.centre of
foot

Stand

Query N70TFT
armature ? I intend using a slotted ring. Also what speed per
minute ? How many 16 c.p. lamps will it run ?
Machine of these dimensions should give an output of about
650 watts. Armature winding would be 34 lbs. No. 20 S.W.G .;
field-magnets, 164 lbs. No. 21 S.W.G. Should run about eleven
16 c.p.lamps. Speed about 1,900 revs.
( 10,640] Bock on Measuring Instruments. A. J. H. (Earles
town ) writes : ( 1) Please name a good book (not expensive) in
which is explained simply how to make a voltmeter and an ampere
meter . (2) Do you think these instruments can be made delicate
enough by an amateur for practical use ? (3 ) I an desirous of
making a few pairs of indiarubber heels for boots . If I softened
the rubber by some means and pressed a copper washer below the
surface (as in diagram not reproduced), would it reinain sunk in
the rubber and not buckle all the edges up ? How can I soften it
sufficiently to carry out the above ?
(1 ) See Bottone's " Electrical InstrumentMaking for Amateurs,"
3s . gd . post free. Only very skilful amateurs could make a sen
sitive and accurate instrument, but the information in above book
will assist you . (2 ) Re rubber heels. Best plan would be to pro.
cure some gutta -percha, and either cut out a recess for washer, or
ty the effect of soítening in boiling water and then stamping
washer into desired position .
(10,566 ] Small Dynamo Failure. C. E. H. (West Norwood )
writes : I have just constructed a small undertype dynamo, about
8 volts 4 amps., laminated drum armature , eight slots wound in
four sections, 13 ins in diameter, 1 ins. long . I wound armature
with 4 ozs. No. 20 d.c.c. and the field -magnets with it lbs. of the
same wire- connected in shunt. I have followed the winding
given in your * Small Dynamos and Motors." There is a brush
rocker . May I assumethat the position of the commutator sections
is immaterial ? At present their position is exactly as shown in Fig .
42 (8 -slot armature wound in four seections). The clearance in
the tunnel is certainly not more than 3-32nds in., and is, perhaps,
only 1-16th in . I cannot get the machine to run as a motor with
six quart Leclanché cells (partly used) though it shows a tendency
to move slightly at certain points when turned slowly by hand .
Is this due to lack of battery power ? I have tested as a dynamo,
driving from pulley on lathe mandrel about 2-500 revolutions per
minute, and in the dark I get a slight spark when disconnecting
wires from the brushes . There is also a slight spark at each brush
when running . The brushes are hammered springy thin brass
strips touching the commutator tangentially. They are fixed to
wooden blocks screwed to ends of brush rocker. The insulation is
all right. If the spark above referred to indicates current, it is
not sufficient to influence an electro-magnet or to work a small
motor, I have tested for a leak to the F.M.castings and to spindle
of armature. I have also tried a battery in the circuit. I got a
current of some sort which I could feel when handling the two wires
from the brushes but still no result as regards working the small
motor. Do you think the fault is in the brushes or is the air space
unnel too great ?
understand that the latter defect can be
remedied by winding fine iron wire round the armature, but in
which direction --parallel to the coils or concentric with the spindle ?
I might say that I put no insulation between the coils where they
cross each other at the ends of the armature. It this necessary ?

kita

Query N : 10182
AN ELECTRO -MAGNETIC CHUCK .
positive and negative wires ? (8 ) What difference would have to be
made if it were a 220 -volt circuit ? (9) About how much would it
cost to make the magnet ?
(1) It would not be possible to wind thismagnet to lift the weight
you mention, or resist a turning force of that magnitude. The
idea of chucking your job in thatmanner would not be practicable.
( 2) By heating; sending a current first in one direction and then
in another through it. (3) oft wrought iron - if any. (4) Yes .
(5 ) Not practicable. (6 ) Cannot say. (7 ) Either by the colour
of the leads or “ pole-finding paper." (8 ) Details which cannot
be settled off -hand . To get the same current, finer gauge wire
would be used for winding. (9 ) Wecannot estimate this .

The Model Engineer and Electrician ,
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( 10,584] Current Consumption of Lamps . F. M. (Cumber
land ) writes : Re Queries and Replies No 10,355 : How do you
work out from this question the answer that you would get 64
amp. from a circuit of 100 volts by putting a 16 C.-p : lamp in
the circuit if you do not know the amperage of the said circuit ?
I have tried 16 c.-P. X 35 = '56 amp. current for the lamp, but
how can I find out there is only 64 amps. left ? I have the
M.E. & E. complete to date , also handbook on “ Small Accumu
lators," but can find nothing to guideme.
The resistance of a 16 C.-p. is 156 ohms, approximately , and as
Current = Volts
Resistance
wegetC = 10o =-64 amp.
156
High efficiency lamps sometimes have a higher resistance, and ,
consequently , take less current. It is , however, always safe to
reckon 4 watts per candle- power. Any further difficulty you have,
let us know and we will be pleased to assist you.
(10,215] Motor for Working Organ Bellows. J. J. (Stoke
Newington ) writes : Being about to make an electric motor to blow
a pipe organ (power required about $ h.-P., driven by accumulators
and batteries), and wishing, later on , to apply it to a larger organ ,
requiring about 1-5 th h.-p., and driven from the mains, could you
please say if the same electric motor can be effectively employed
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would be perfectly simple. The sketch , although not to scale , will
explain itself.
( 10,318] Connections of a Starting Switch J.R.M.(Walton
Liverpool) writes : Being an amateur electrician, and working
where ther : ara a few electricalmachines , and constantly having
to put things right in reference to lights and telephones, & c ., Imay
nive occasion to put right something in connection with the motor,
etc.,
not quite
understanding
designenclose
of starting
switch :.
Wich and
rough sketch
we use,
I feel sure
you rill helptheme.
if you would supply me with a complete plan of its interior con
nectioas, with the resistance coils, & c., and full particulars of the
name and use of each connection on it ; also how to connect it
up to the supply andmotor. I have not seen a design of the starting
switch in any ofmy electrical books.
We do not recognise the particularmake of starting switch you
show in your sketch, butthis type of starter has similar connections
+
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mains
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ARRANGEMENT OF MOTOR
FOR WORKING ORGAN
BELLOWS.

Motor

DIAGRAM or CON
NECTIONS FOR
STARTING SWITCH .

ON 10348
in the patterns made by various firms. We append a diagram
which should make the arrangement of circuits clear to you , the
object of the switch is to start the motor by placing a resistance
in circuit with the armature, to prevent a rush of current at start
ing, this resistance being gradually transferred to the field -migaet
circuit as the switch is moved over the contacts. The holding -on
magnetkeeps the arm in position so long as the current is flowing ;
butif the current fails , the arm flies to the off position , and compels
the attendant to restart themotor through the resistance, whereas
without this precaution , as soon as the current came on again , it
would rush through the arınature, and either burn it up or blow
the fuses. The coil at right-hand bottom corner appears to be a
magnetic blow -out ; that is, an electro -magnet having one of its
poles projecting into the line of break of the switch-arm , and pro
ducing a magnetic field there which would have the effect of blowing
out the arc caused by the switch -arm leaving the last resistance
stud whilst the currentwas on . If your starters are not precisely
arranged in this manner, the explanation will assist you in finding
out in what manner they are arranged .
New

Query N : 10215
under the two dissimilar conditions ? And what accumulators
would suit ? Would the 250 watts 50 volts 5 amps., as per page 49
of " Small Dynamos and Motors," be suitable ? Would this motor
use up more electricity than a smaller one for the presentand same
amount of work ? Could you kindly inform me of the necessary
connections to organ . The organ has one feeder only , and hinged
in front.
Wewould advise you to go in for the larger motor to start with .
It will notmake any appreciable difference in the cost ofworking ,
and will save further trouble and expense later on . If you refer
to the gearing ofmotor to drive the organ bellows, the arrangement
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Catalogues and Lists .

Woodnutt & Co., Sail Makers and YachtChandlers , St. Helens
and Bembridge, Isle of Wight. - An illustrated price list has been
received by us from this firm , which comprises many kinds of
brushes manufactured by them for various trades and professions.
Fred V. A. Lloyd, Wholesale and Retail Photographic and
Lantern Depot, 15, Lord Street, Liverpool. — This firm has sent to
us their latest catalogue of photographic apparatus supplied by
them , including lenses, hand and stand cameras, enlarging and
reducing apparatus, dark room and flash lamp , & r., complete out
fits, or any accessory that is required for proluring good photo
graphic results, are supplied . This list also includes a handy table
of weights and measures and metric system .
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The Editor's Page.
'HE recent Conversazione of the Junior Institu
THE
tion of Engineers was organised on the
usual enterprising and entertaining lines,
and was, as is always the case , a brilliant success.
An excellent display of engineering models had been
gathered together, some of them being of especial
interest from an inventive point of view . Amongst
these we must mention Mr. A. H. Avery's clever
harmonograph, which has already been described
in our pages, and also a new type of marine pro
peller which was shown attached to a model boat
with clockwork driving mechanism . The inventor
of this propeller — Mr. W. Cochrane, of 40, New
Bond Street, London, W. - claims that this pro
peller is considerably more efficient than any screw
propeller, and that it possesses other distinct ad
vantages . It is equally suitable for steam -driven
boats, and as a number of our readers are now
engaged in building fast model steamers, Mr.
Cochrane suggests that some of them may like to
try his propeller on their models . He will be very
pleased to give them every facility for so doing, if
they will write to him at the address we have given .
*
*
*
An esteemed correspondent sends us the following
interesting comment on the new Vogt gas engine,
which we recently described : - “ With regard to the
Vogt engine, Mr. Humphrey's description in
Engineering for the 8th of January missed a not
unimportant point in explanation of the mode of
working of the engine. It appears obvious that
the little fresh water at each stroke, as required
for cooling purposes,' must never be less in quantity
than would suffice to raise the water level to the
maximum height in the combustion -chamber, in
case the charge should need reduction ; and I think
that this ought to have been stated , otherwise it
is not obvious how , after the explosion of a
large volume for full load , a succeeding smaller
volume (supposing the load to have lessened be
tween two strokes) could be fully compressed .
This mild criticism applies to the M.E. article , as
well as to that in Engineering. I proffer it not
merely for the pleasure of criticising, but because I
think you will be interested in the present point,
which seems to me to be necessary in order to
render the argument complete .”
Answers to Correspondents.

H. W. ( Trafalgar Square).-- We do not know of
any firm supplying these castings. You would
have to make your own patterns and have a set
of castings made specially .
S. J. T. (Holloway ). --- You cannot do better than
refer to our handbook , “ Electric Batteries." See
also recent queries and replies, a perusal of which
will help you over your difficulties.

cian
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W. B. (South Tottenham ).- Please see our hand
book , “ Telephones and Microphones," post free ,
7d .
G. W. C. (London, N.W .).— Weregret being unable
to use your contribution, as the use of gas piping
for the purpose ou refer to is by no means new .
P. D. (Glasgow ).- It is really a matter of choice
what size to go in for. Any nachine of over,
say, 100 watts should answer your requirements.
One giving 50 volts and 3 amps. (of the Man
chester type) would do admirably . A number of
cells could be then charged in series. Our hand
book, “ Small Dynamos and Motors ,” would
assist yon considerably .
AMATEUR (Rochdale ).- One is for turning electrical
energy into mechanical, and the other for turning
mechanical energy into electrical. Yes, occa :
sionally ; usually in the smaller sizes .
Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
su by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will b : sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the pap r,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29. Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to Percival M.rshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Can ida, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries :hould be addressed.
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Small Undertype Dynamo .

By John DUGDALE .

Mr. John DUGDALE'S SMALL UNDERTYPE DYNAMO .

" HE small dynamo shown in the accompanying
" Edison Hopkinson " dynamo, being a two
pole undertype machine, which has the advantage
of low bearings, thus securing rigidity to the ro
tating part, viz ., the armature, which is the most
important part of the dynamo. The output of the
machine is 7'25 amps. at 50 volts, when running at
a speed of 1,800 revolutions per minute. It is so
arranged as to be able to be run asa shunt- or com

pound -wound machine, thus enabling it to be used
either for lighting or charging accumulators - the
voltage being suitable for standard 16 c.-p. lamps,
or for one arc lamp of about 1000 C.-P. I may say
that I have run this machine up to full load , with a
small steam engine (marine pattern ), 21 in . bore by
2 } in , stroke, with a steam pressure of about 80 lbs.
per sq. in ., with very satisfactory results.
Themagnet yoke and pole -pieces are of cast iron ,
whilst the cores are of soft wrought iron. The yoke
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is cast in one solid piece , 8 } ins. long by 4 ins. wide
by 2 } ins. thick . The pole-pieces are also cast in
one piece , 81 ins. long by 4 ins. wide, by 3 * ins. thick ,
and cored out in the centre 3f ins. diameter, which
is afterwards bored out to 3f ins. diameter, and then
cut in two, leaving the distance between the two
pole -horns to be i in . The wrought-iron cores are
circular in section , and 2f ins. in diameter by 6 ins.
long, and fastened to the yoke and pole-pieces by
means offin . studs. The whole is then mounted on
to the brass block (shown in the photo ), to prevent
short- circuiting the magnetic field , which is then ,
in its turn , mounted on to the cast- iron bedplate .
The bearings are of the self-oiling pattern, being
cast hollow to form an oil well, the lubrication being
effected by means of a chain running loose around
the shaft. The armature is of mild steel 1 in .
diameter in the middle by * in . the bearings.
The armature core is built up .of charcoal iron
discs 34 ins. diameter by 0.025 in . thick (each one
being insulated with a coat
of shellac to prevent eddy
currents) to a total length of
15 "
76
There are twelve
4 } ins.
slots in the core to receive
the winding, which consists
of twelve coils of twenty
turns each of No, 18 S.W.G.
D.C.C. copper wire, wound
after the Siemens pattern
winding, and connected up to
a 12- part commutator.
The brushes are of copper
gauze, and fitted into adjust
able brush -holders, flexible
cords being taken from these
to the terminal board , which
is mounted on the yoke.
Besides the two main termi
nals, there are two smaller
terminals for the insertion of
a resistance into the shunt
winding for regulating the
voltage ; also a plug arrange
ment for putting in and out
16
of circuit the series coils, thus
enabling the machine to be run as shunt or com
pound at will.
The field -magnet coils are wound direct on to the
cores, brass flanges being fitted to prevent the wire
from slipping off. The shunt winding consists of
about 3,700 turns of No. 21 S.W.G. D.c.c. copper
wire, whilst the series have about 220 turns of No.
The whole, when
13 S.W.G. D.C.c. copper wire.
fitted together complete, was dowelled in position,
so that it would be impossible to get any part out
of alignment should the machine have to be taken
apart for repairs, & c .
The Society of Model Engineers

London .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS. – Tuesday, May 3rd :
Meeting at Holborn Town Hall ; paper by Mr.
Radium ,” with demonstrations. An
Levy on
nouncement of result of Model Making Competition
and Exhibition of models. Saturday, May 14th :
Visit to Chiswick Power Station of London United
Tramway Company. - HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon .
Sec., 37. Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E ,

April 14, 1904 .
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By HENRY GREENLY .
(Continued from page 292.)

VIII. — THE BOILER.
' HERE are severalmethods ofmaking a water
tube boiler of the type employed in this de
T
sign, and probably the most satisfactory is
the fitting of the ends by a few brass screws or pins
and silver soldering the whole job , including the
silver soldering of the downcomer and water -tubes
in position .
It is a question upon which experts in the art of
silver soldering are divided , whether the down
comer or the ends should be attached first. Per
sonally the writer would prefer that the ends should
Fig . 43. - SECTION AND FRONT
VIEW OF DowNCOMER .

mio

mla
216
be fixed primarily , and the best way of accom
plishing the latter is to fit the ends tightly , driving
them in slightly below the level of the edges of the
barrel After fixing the ends by a few screws,
the barrel should be placed between the centres of
the lathe, and with a smooth tool or burnisher, the
edges of the copper barrel turned down over the
boiler ends. If then properly silver soldered , the
barrel should stand a working pressure of 120 lbs.
per sq . in . without the least likelihood of failure,
The downcomer (see Fig . 43) should be faced to
fit the barrel of the boiler, and subsequently to
being drilled for the water -tubes, may be attached
to the barrel with about six f- in . brass screws, To
connect the water space of the downcomer with the
boiler, instead of making a slot in the shell at this
point and thereby weakening , the boiler longitu
dinally , it will be better practice to drill a series
of 3-16ths in . holes at a distance of fin , apart for
this purpose . The downcomer should not be bedded
too smoothly on the barrel, a certain amount of
roughness of surface being advantageous, as it allows
the silver solder to readily flow throughout the
joint.
To fix the water-tubes, which it will be noted
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are not dead straight (see coloured plate), but are
slightly cambered, an easier running silver solder
than that employed for the ends and downcomer
should be adopted .
If any reader , for want of suitable appliances ,
cannot possibly silver solder the ends and down
comer on to the barrel, then the writer would

"%4
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need not be absolutely tight. It may be affixed
with two rivets for each flange to the side plates
of the firebox and simply butt against the under
side of the barrel, which is to a slight degree bent
down at this point. For this reason , the curved
cdge of the throat-plate is not exactly it in . radius ;
The exact profile should be scribed from the
boiler itself after the knocking down has been done.
A point which , the writer has experienced, has
caused some difficulty in the minds of locomotive
builders, is the supporting of the boiler proper in
the outer shell. Usually it is possible to use a
dummy lubricator behind the chimney for this pur
pose; but as the regulator in this example excludes
this method , the illustration (Fig . 45) is another
The
very good way of accomplishing the object.
stud should be screwed and sweated into the barrel,
and should not be very long, otherwise it will be
found impossible to remove the inner barrel from
the shell.
Of course , at the rear end the backplate supports
the boiler proper (see Fig . 46 ).
This fitting may

Moo
-24
Fig . 44 .-- THROAT PLATE .
#

advise the fixing of the water- tubes into the down
comer by screwing and after bending the front
portions of the tubes drilling the holes for the tubes
from marks made by trying the downcomer and
tubes in their proper positions on the barrel and
burring over the water -tubes before soft soldering.
The downcomer should also be fixed with screws at
least 1 in . pitch. To make the boiler almost as
good as one wholly silver soldered , the writer
suggests — to save the annoyance of a leaky boiler
through temporarily forgetting to watch the level
of the water contained therein another course
which may be adopted in building up, and that is
the boiler may have the downcomer and water

16
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Fig . 46. - BACK PLATE .

Outer ,shell
Boiler borrel
Fig . 45. – FIXING OF BOILER .
tubes silver soldered to the shell and the ends fixed
in the manner already described; but instead of
being silver soldered, ordinary tinman's soldei
employed to complete the joint. Where the ends
are properly spun over no trouble should , at any
time, ensue ; indeed, it should be next to impossible
for the boiler to leak even if the water is allowed to
run short, *
With regard to the outer shell, as mentioned in
the last article, a piece of light brass tube, 31 ins.
outside diameter is about the best material which
can be employed for this. Fig . 44 is detail of the
throat-plate which, as the outer shell is not like that
of an orthodox loco type boiler subjected to pressure,
* All sweated work should be done after that
which requires silver soldering.

be built -up of plate or a casting may be obtained .
In any case , the lugs should be arranged
as shown , SO that the complete boiler may
be attached to the frames by two screws
driven into the footplates. The flange of the back.
plate should fit over the outer shell and be secured
by four screws.
( To be continued.)

A CONTEST for yachts propelled by means of oil
or petrolmotors is being arranged for by the French
Automobile Club for August next. The course is
to be from Calais or Boulogne to Dover . The sum
allocated for prizes is £800, in addition to two cups.
In Japan the first land steam engine was erected
forty years ago . At the present time there are
now in use 3,258 of over 77,000 h.p. The first
railway in that country was opened thirty -two
years ago . There are now 4,469 miles, with 1,469
locomotives ,
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are inulled lo contribute short practical tems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.]
A Cheap Grindstone.
By R. J. HOLLIDAY .
I send herewith a photograph of a useful addition
to my workshop. The stone is the remains of a
5 - ft. grindstone taken off the scrap-heap, and
mounted in an amateur's workshop :
The stands are made from wood 3 ins. square ,
halved in themiddle , and a piece notched in across
the top. To obtain a firm base, the stands are
placed 7 ins. a part (inside) at the top, and 20 ins.
at the bottom .
The stone is 18 ins. diameter, and being the re
mains of a large one the hole in the middle is rather
out of proportion - 2 } ins. square. Not having
enough lead to fill the hole , a piece of wood was
fitted in to allow for 2 ins. of lead on either side.
The spindle was made out of the roller of an old
wringing machine, using the handle of the same.
The spindle was trued up, it being if ins. in diam
eter in the middle , and then reduced to žin . at
each end, so as to leave two collars, which rest

A CHEAP GRINDSTONE.
against the rollers to keep the stone central. The
bearings and rollers are castings from patterns I
made, the latter being cast on l- in . wrought-iron
spindles. The rollers are 21 ins. in diameter.
If anyone could make use of the patterns, I
should be quite willing to lend them .
The whole thing cost me one shilling - price of
the st
The wood was some odd stuff lying
about, and the castings were given to me from my
patterns.
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A Useful Scriber.
By J. S. Smith .
Worn -out gramophone needles make splendid
points for scribers, compasses, & c. They are made
of very good steel, and are very hard . " To utilise
them for scribers, take a piece of l -in . diameter
round iron , about 5 ins. long, and drill a hole in the
end about 5-16ths in . deep, so that the needle just

20
A USEFUL SCRIBER.
taps in a good fit. The end of holder is then just
chamfered off, as shown in sketch . When the point
is broken , it is very little trouble to replace it.

Model Steamer Speed Competition , 1904.
HE entries for this Competition will be divided
THE
into two classes. Class A will include all boats
over 3 ft. 6 ins. and under 7 feet in length ; and
Class B will include all boats of 3 ft. 6 ins. in length
and under . The length is to be taken as length
on the water line . Each boat must make three
successive trips over a straight course of not less
than one hundred yards in length , or one trip of
not less than three hundred yards. Atstarting each
trip , steam must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released. The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short
as possible , and must be stated in the particulars
given .
The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
branch of the Society of Model Engineers, or any
recognised model yacht club , who must have been
present at the trials. In addition to the foregoing
particulars, the prize -winners must furnish photo
graphs and descriptions of their boats for publication
in THE MODEL ENGINEER . The awarding of the
prizes may be summarized as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat made by one
man , if beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL to the second fastest vessel made
by one man .
In the case of either of the two winning boats not
being the entire work (designing and building ) of
one competitor, bronze medals for the fastest, and
certificates for the second fastest boats will be
awarded to each partner . If the performance of
the first boat does not surpass that of last year,
then the highest awards will be Bronze Medals and
certificates respectively . Nomedal will be awarded
in either class unless three entries are received.
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two . A signed declaration is required , giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than four
miles per hour ; an to Class B vessels wi an aver
age speed of not less than three miles per hour.
The last day of entry is September 3oth .
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square upon the ends of the shaft and upon the
crank already marked off, the previous process
may be repeated with the scribing block . We thus
By W. H. DEARDEN .
secure upon the sides of the webs, or the project
ing arms provided for turning the pins, the true
centres of the crank -pins. These should be very
EXAMPLES OF MARKING- OFF WORK .
carefully marked , drilled and countersunk . As
(Continued from page 323.)
in planing or shaping the webs to width we should
S a more difficult example of marking off, we
lose the lines for slotting out the webs, this latter
operation must be done first.
AS may consider that of a crankshaft for a
locomotive (Fig. 20 ).
This is usually a
We should do well here to consider the marking
of keyways in shafts. Where the shaft can be
forging, and the first thing to be done is to
take, roughly, the dimensions all over SO as
placed upon the table between the centres, or upon
to ascertain if sufficient metal has been allowed
vee- blocks, set the scribing block to the centre , and
draw a . line in the
position in which the
keyway is required .
Now take a pair of
dividers, strike a circle
10
the width of the key
way, re- set the scrib
ing block to these
points, and draw lines
along and at the end
of the shaft . If it is
Fig . 20. - LINING - OUT CRANKSHAFT FOR LOCOMOTIVE .
not possible for this to
be done on the mark
for machining, and here it may be again em
ing-off table, the aforementioned box square must
phasised that this rule is most important, and
be brought into use, which, by placing upon the
should be adhered to in every case of mark
shaft, we can obtain lines parallel with the same.
ing off.
The forging should then be carefully
The rule generally adopted for the width of
centred at each end of the shaft, drilled up a short
keyway is one- fourth the diameter of the shaft,
distance, and countersunk to receive the lathe
plus } in .
centre. It should then be put in the lathe, the
The setting out of eccentrics is one of interest,
ends faced to length, and the shaft turned down to
as well as of exceeding great importance. For
within a reasonable margin of the finished diameter .
marine work, and in some instances for loco work ,
While in the lathe, the sides of the webs may also
they are cast in pairs , cut in halves, machined and
be roughed down to almost finished thickness. It
fastened together by bolts ,or studs and cotters, so
now appears roughly prepared for marking off. If
as to enable them to be placed on the shaft. First
of small dimensions, it may be placed between the
determine the centre, and mark off the diameter
centres upon the table ; but if otherwise, it must be
of the shaft ; then from the centre mark a circle
placed on two vee-blocks upon the table , lying
equal to the travel of the valve. This being done,
parallel. It can now be marked off for slotting
set the arm of the protractor to the angle required
between the webs, keeping clear of the crank -pin .
(usually given upon the drawing ) and ,allowing the
Mark off the width of the space for crank
pin , leaving the webs equal thickness, and
Anguvlaarnce
with each crank down in its turn draw
jad
vertical lines by the aid of the square.
Having found the exact centre of the
FG
BG
shaft, which is best accomplished by
setting the scribing block as near as possi
ble, draw a line across the end of the
B
ED
shaft ; give it a half turn ; then draw
another line, and set the scribing block to
TEccentric
circle
Cronk
the dead centre of these, afterwards mark
ing it upon the standard height block
circle
previously mentioned . From this point,
above or below , mark off the throw of the
crank upon the block . Now by the aid of
the square and scribing block , still set to
the centre, place the cranks in such a Fig . 21. - SETTING -OUT ECCENTRICS. (A A , angles of advance .)
position that they will clean up at right
base of it to lay level upon the surface table,
angles to each other. Taking the scribing block ,
bring the edge of the arm or blade in a line with the
set to the centre of the shaft, draw a line
across the end of the same, and upon the crank
centre of shaft , and mark a line from that centre
in the horizontal plane. While still in this posi
striking the circle denoting the travel of the valve
tion , the width of the webs may also be marked
-in the case of a pair of eccentrics both to the right
off with the scribing block , not forgetting to
and left by reversing the protractor . Hence, where
mark also the throw upon the crank in the
these lines intersect, the circle will be the centres
vertical plane. The crank or shaft should then be
of the eccentrics and will show the angular ad
moved through 90 °, and after setting the lines
vance. From these centres , strike a circle for the
Hints from

the Marking -off Table

14
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outside diameter of the eccentric, which will then
be ready for turning and boring.
A simple method of setting an eccentric when the
amount of lap and lead is given may also be seen
in Fig . 21. Let AB equal throw of crank , AC that
of the eccentric, AD equal outside lap, and DE
equal lead of valve. From the centre A , strike
circles equal to stroke of piston and valve. Now ,
from same point A , set off in line of stroke AD
being the lap, and DE the amount of lead . From
E set up a line vertically and the point C will be
the centre of the eccentric, wbile a line drawn from
A passing through C will show the angular advance .
With regard to the terms lap and lead , it may be
stated that the lead of a valve is the width of port
open at the beginning of stroke of piston, outside
lap is the amount of overlap on the steam edge of
the valve, inside lap the overlap on the exhaust
edge of the valve, the advantage of lap being that
the steam is cut-off before the edge of the stroke
and acts expansively . By making the outside lap
greater than the inside, the lead to exhaust is
greater than lead to admission and back pressure
С

cord
B

A

D
Fig . 22. – METHOD OF DRAWING AN Ellipse .
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centres upon the marking -off table, and with the
aid of the scribing block and square set the big
end true in the horizontal plane, at the same time
seeing that the opposite end will clean up also.
Now set the scribing block to the height of centre ;

FIG . 23. - MARINE TYPE CONNECTING ROD .
and run a line entirely round each end of the rod;
set off above and below this centre line half the
width of the big end , and carry lines round ; these
will be the lines to work to , for machining ; the
opposite end requires to be marked in like manner
for shaping upon the face of the bosses. It should
now be moved through 90 °, and the lines set up
right by the square. The centres of holes to
receive the bolts should now be marked off with
the scribing block , equal distance above and below
the centre of the rod, and a circle struck for drilling
them to. The centre of these holes is usually set
out so that the brasses may be held in position by
the bolts . When this machining is finished , the
rod may again be placed between the centres and
marked off for boring to receive the brasses ; a
rough hole should be put through first, previous to
dividing the big end into two parts, which , after
being faced up and bolted together , may be marked
off for finally boring. It will necessitate inserting
a temporary centre to carry the point of the com
passes, and while this is in position the exact
length of the rod from centre to centre should be
quired , and the hole marked off to receive the
cross-head or gudgeon pin . Next, strike a circle
the diameter of the boss , and also mark off the width
of the rod at that end . Another hole will require
marking off at the end of that part forming knuckle
joint. This should be drilled a little larger than

on the piston is reduced. To avoid too great
cushioning, the outside lap is usually not more than
is sufficient to close the steam port and about five
eighths of the stroke.
It may be useful to describe here, at least, one
method of marking out an ellipse, that chosen
probably being the simplest form of so doing.
Having been given the length and width required ,
draw two centre lines at right angles to each other;
from the point of intersection of these lines set off
equally on one the length and on the other the
width, which, for illustration, shall be if by 21.
Now take the dividers set to it, which is half the
length , and from the
point C strike an arc at
each end of the line
At the points
A B.
A , B , C fix three pins ;
around these pins fix a
fine cord tightly. Now
remove the pin at C ,
Hooh
insert a scriber or pen
cil inside the cord ,
keeping it close against
the same; and likewise
Fig . 24. - END AND SIDE ELEVATIONS OF CYLINDER .
the cord against the
pins A , B , draw the
the width of crosshead , thereby giving a clearance.
ellipse (Fig . 22).
We will now consider some types of rods commen
After drilling these holes in this end of the rod, the
cing with the forging of a marine connecting-rod
width of joint may be slotted out, the pin and
( Fig . 23). Having trued it over carefully for
brasses, & c ., fitted , and the rod finished .
machining centre it ready for turning, which will
In the case of other examples, such as eccentric
include the entire end receiving th brasses, and
rods, loco con
ng and coupling-ro
the
also as far as the boss at the other end . This
machining should first be done upon the flats or
operation being completed , place it between the
thickness , afterwards lining them out to the
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desired width and shape, working from a centre
line through the rod . They are varied in shape,
and care should be taken to mark them out accur
ately , always working from centre lines, and en
suring that their length is also correct from centre
to centre . If this is carried out in conjunction
with knowledge already attained , very little diffi
culty will present itself in executing this work .
As a more intricate example of marking off, and
one with which we shall all become acquainted as
model engineers , sooner or later, now consider that
of an engine cylinder (Fig. 24). Whether of small
or large dimensions, this will necessitate careful
marking off. After having prepared the surface of
the same, viz., by coating the necessary parts with
chalk , a strip of metal should be inserted at either
end of the cylinder , tightly held, upon which to
mark the centre for boring. It should now be set
up as near level and square as possible at all points,
equalising those parts which are most doubtful.
Respecting setting up , it will be best to bring into
use small wedges previously mentioned for all
castings, & c.; as if set up by the aid of these, the
work can be raised or lowered at will, according to
the requirements of the operator. Our next pro
cedure is to obtain the centre of the cylinder ,
which at firstmust be marked lightly , as all dimen
sions will be taken from this, and it will be necessary
to ascertain that all other points will clean up
before finally deciding upon it. Should this not
be so , the centre must be altered until the required
result is obtained . Having set the scribing block ,
from this centre mark off a line entirely round the
casting, then proceed to mark off also all points
above and below the same. The casting should
then be turned upon its side, existing lines set true
with the square, the centre true also at either end
by the scribing block , and the former operation
repeated . Mark now with a small dot punch the
centres , and strike a circle equal to the diameter
of the bore of the cylinder. In the case of a large
casting, the lines will require to be dotted, or they
may otherwise be lost. The holes for drain -cocks ,
and the parts coming in contact with the tube plate
and smokebox also need to be lined out. With
regard to the ports, it will be best to line them out
after the face of the same has been machined , the
centre lines being retained at the four edges of the
face for this purpose . When the boring , facing
and other machine work has been completed, the
covers may be fitted , and the holes drilled for studs,
using the cover as a jig . Where there is repetition ,
it is customary, and also advantageous, to have
jigs and templates for all parts of cylinders. In the
case of a cylinder for a model, the ports , & c., will
have to be carefully drilled and cut, and even then
it is worth the timeand trouble to make a template .
The ends of the ports should be rounded , instead of
square, this adding strength to the webs between .
By the aid of the centre lines around the cylinder,
it may be set square and true in every way for
machining.
( To be continued .)

The electric high -speed railway from Brussels to
Antwerp, which has been in contemplation for more
than three years, is expected to be shortly con
structed. This railway will reduce the duration of
the journey , which is now over an hour, to twenty
minutes.
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Producer Gas, and Its Applica .
tion to Gas Engines .
By H. H. HARRISON .
THEN the gas engine was first brought into
extended use, ordinary lighting gas from
W
the town's mains was usually adopted for
driving purposes, and formed a cheap and con
venient means of working. Indeed , it is no
exaggeration to say that, but for the readiness
with which a supply of gas could be obtained , the
use of gas engines — at all events in the smaller
sizes — would not have become so universal. Coal
gas, as is well-known, is obtained by a process of
distillation , the coal being placed in a sealed retort,
and heated externally. In this process the various
hydrocarbons are split up or cracked and go to
form the resultant gas, but the coal is not com
pletely burned, remaining as coke in the retort.
The calorific value of gas produced in this way
is about 650 to 700 B.T.U. per cubic ft .
The characteristics required for illuminating pur
poses are not required in the case of gas used for
power work only, hence poorer and, consequently,
cheaper gas may be employed to advantage.
For engines of a fair size, say 100 h.-p. and up
wards, the cost of working with coal-gas would be
considerable , and it is doubtful whether , taking all
things into account, it would be an economical
arrangement. This was recognised very early in
the first stages of gas engine development, and
numerous inventors, amongst whom may be men
tioned Siemens, brought out various forms of gas
producer.
The method of making poor or power gas differs
from that employed for lighting gas , as the fuel is
burnt on a grate under which air is blown, and the
gases which rise from the fuel are trapped . This
is the oldest process as carried out by Siemens, but
it had the disadvantage that the oxidising agent
-air - contains a large proportion of nitrogen
which is an inert gas, having no value as a com
bustible , and acts as a diluent only . The gas
obtained in this way was of lower value (about
110 B.T.U per cubic ft.) than illuminating gas and
the process was very quickly modified . The fuel
was brought to an incandescent state by blowing
air under the grate as previously, the gases formed
during this stage being allowed to escape. Steam
is then blown through the white -hot fuel, and is
thus decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen ,
yielding a rich gas having a value ofabout two-and
a -half times that of Siemens gas. The chemical
composition was approximately 50 per cent.
hydrogen , and 45 per cent. carbon monoxide, the
remainder being made up of traces of other hydro
carbons ; thus, nearly the whole of the gas being
combustible. A disadvantage attaching to this
process , which is still carried on in a modified way,
is that it is not continuous owing to the gradual
fall in temperature of the fuel, necessitating steam
being shut off and air re -introduced .
To obviate the inconvenience of the intermittent
action , Dowson applied a steam jet blower under
the grate, which induced a current of air to enter
the fuel along with the steam . In this way the fuel
was maintained in the necessary incandescent con
dition and the steam was split up , the two actions
being simultaneous and continuous. Except for
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modification in small details, the Dowson producer
and the present-day plant are the same. The
figures below are a typical analysis of such a gas :
Percentage
of volume.
CO
27.0
18.0
H
0 :4
CH ,
CO .
700
N
4700
of which the two latter constituents serve no useful
purpose .
The fuel used is usually anthracite , owing to its
consisting almost entirely of carbon and its freedom
from impurities. Taking the following calorific
values of the constituents, we can calculate the
heating value of the gas and the efficiency of pro
ducer, i ., the ratio of the available heat in the gas
to the total heat in the fuel :
CO 319 B.T.U. per cubic foot.
H 282
1)
CH , 908
By multiplying the above values by the percentage
quantity contained in a cubic foot as given above,
and adding the calorific values together, the total
value of the gas is obtained thus :
319 X 27 = 86-13 B.T.U.
100
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two costs for working come out as o'07 and 0-5d .
per h.-p. hour.
The above comparisons are, to some extent,
incomplete, as the interest on the extra capital
outlay for the producer plant and the additional
attention required for keeping this going, have not
been taken into account, but they indicate with a
fair amount of accuracy the relative advantages of
the two systems of working,

A

Model

Electrically

Driven

Torpedo Boat Destroyer.

By A. F. HARDING .
HE model which I am about to describe was
TH made in my spare time, from yellow pine,
on the layering system . It measures 3 ft .
long, 4 ins. beam , and 34 ins. deep, and floats at
a draft of nearly 2 ins. The hull is painted black
above and salmon pink below the water-line, with a
white hair line dividing the colours.
The motor, which is wound for 4 volts, is one of

282 X 18
- 50 ° 76
100

908 x 4
I COO

3:63

Total 140-52 B.T.U. per cubic
feet of gas .
If we assume the heating value of
the coal as 13,000 B.T.U. per lb. and
that I lb. yields 74 cubic ft. of gas
-a usual figure — the percentage of
heating value of the fuel appearing in the
gas is
140-52 X 74 X 100
80 % roughly.
13,000
If, now , it is required to drive a gas engine of
100 h.-p., and coal-gas is available at 3s . per
1000 cubic ft., the relative costs of working with
producer or lighting gas can be readily ascer
tained .
We will suppose a possible thermal efficiency of
25 per cent. for the gas engine
1 h.-p. hour
33,000 X 60 = 1,980,000 foot pounds.
or,
2,564 B.T.U.
and since the efficiency is , as above, 25 per cent.,
the total B.T.U.'s required becomes
2564 X 100
10,256 B.T.U.
25
Taking the figures, 140 and 700 for the thermal
values of producer and coal- gas, respectively , the
gas required in the two cases for the same work
would be
10,526 = 75 cubic ft. producer gas ,
140
and
19,526
= 15 cubic ft. lighting gas.
700
If anthracite is 14s. per ton delivered on site, the

A MODEL ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN T.B.D.
T. W. Thompson's, of Greenwich - a No. 2B , at
1os. 6d., with an eight-section laminated drum .
The accumulator is one of Armstrong's 4 -volt 4
amps., and drives the motor at a very high speed .
The shaft is a stout steel wire running in a brass
stern tube, and is placed at an angle to the base
line, and connected to motor shaft with a steel
spring. The propeller is made of brass , and is
2 ins. in diameter .
The deck is made of t- in . canary pine, and is in
three lengths. The turtle deck is made of white
pine, cut to shape, and then hollowed out to reduce
the weight.
The conning tower is made from a tin canister,
slightly flattened to an oval shape, and fitted with a
wood top .
Three penny mustard tins comprise the funnels,
which are painted black , with a white band, and
they are fastened to the casing. The casing is made
of cigar-box wood , and lifts off to gain access to the
accumulator. The skylight, which is of thin
canary pine, is fastened to the deck , and a part
of the deck lifts off to get at themotor. The fittings
on the after-deck consist of a model gun and a switch
for starting the motor. The mast is made from a
piece of hard wood, and stayed with rigging cord .
Two penny brass anchors are placed on the turtle
deck , and are fastened by a piece of chain .
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The rudder is thin Muntz metal, and works stiffly
in a brass tube. Two penny lifeboats, hung on
wire davits , are placed alongside the casing. The
predominating colour of the boat is black , and the
sidelights are simply eyelets used by cobblers. I
may say, in conclusion, that the only help I had
was a design in your handbook , “ Model Steamer
Building."

A

The eccentrics and straps are of a similar design
to those on large engines, the straps being recessed
instead of having flanges on the sheaves (Fig. 9).
The engine is intended to run at 500 revolutions
per minute , and at this speed should give about
'17 b.h.-p. The i.h.-p. works out at -22 . The cut
off in each cylinder is at 11-16ths of stroke
The engine is fitted with governor, throttle
valve , and feed pump. Just a few brief notes as
to the making up of engine.
Supposing that the castings have been obtained ,

Design for a Model Compound
Horizontal Engine.*

43 "
Gun -metal

Steel

Gun-melody

Taper. pin

10
352
FIG . 11. - CROSSHEAD AND PISTON Rod :
but the neatest method is that shown by the draw
ings.
Flat , slides are shown for the crossheads, as the
lubrication of these is better than with circular or
bored guides ; and with an engine running only in
one direction (away from the cylinders ), a top slide
bar is of no use at all, all the pressure being on the
bottom slide.
Ample wearing surfaces are shown for all working
parts.
* This article was awarded the prize of two
guineas offered in connection with Competition
No. 39 .

"_

6 bolts
Fig . 9. - PUMP ECCENTRIC STRAP AND Rod .
the bedplate ( Fig 4 ) is first taken in hand. Either by
filing or on a planing machine, surface up the faces
for the slides, governor and cylinder hoods. Then
face the top of bearings, drill and tap holes for
studs, and fit on the covers of
bearings ; all the joints of covers
and bedplate must be at same level
above the slides,
Next mark off the centre lines of
H.-P. and L.-P. cylinder 2 3-16ths
ins. apart, to give centres of hoods,
guide bars and crank
Then mark
off centres of bearings, and bore or
drill out holes to 9-16ths in . diam
eter , and by means of a facing
cutter face the sides of bearings.
To make facing cutter, turn up
OFF ).
a piece of steel about 6 ins. long
to be a good fit in the bearing
holes 9-16ths in . diameter, and then
drill 3 3-16ths in , holes 2 ins. apart
at right angles to axis for the cutter.
The cutter should be fixed by an
4
fin , grub screw , and is made from
a piece of drill steel 3-16ths in .
(TWO OFF ).
diameter and fin . long ; a flat
3-16ths in . long is filed on one end to form cutting
edge , and after being hardened is ready for work.
Of course , the cutting edge must be quite at right
angles to axis of bar : only one cutter is used in
the bar at a time ; the other holes in bar are for
convenience in facing the three bearings.
The cutter bar is held in a self-centreing chuck ,
and is guided by revolving in the three bearings,
the work being fed up to the cutter by the tail
stock of lathe. The brasses are faced up at the
joint and then sweated together for the boring and
turning, and when finished are made hot, and
parted , care being taken that joint is on centre
line of hole, and that the brasses are a tight

u

FIG . 10.. - CONNECTING ROD : ( TWO

lok

n0
@

By H. W. JACKSON .
HE engine here described has a high pressure
cylinder, i in . diameter by it ins. stroke, and
T
a low pressure cylinder , if ins. diameter by
1 } ins. stroke.
I have decided on a compound engine, because
with a steam pressure of 60 lbs. a compound engine
is more economical than a simple engine ; and
because the power of models depends to a large
extent on the speed , I have chosen a short stroke,
long stroke engines not being suitable for high
speeds.
It will be seen by the drawings that the cylinders
are fastened to the bedplate by means of a hood ;
for convenience in making, this hood is separate
from the bedplate , but in large engines it is cast on
the bedplate ; and if the maker of the model has
the means of machining such a casting, it makes
the best job . The bearings for the crankshaft
are shown cast on to the bedplate ; these might be
made as separate plummer blocks and bolted on ,
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fit into the bedplate , to prevent them turning
round .
Next make the guide bars, and then drill and tap
the holes in bedplate for cylinder hoods, guide bars

o

the eight 5-32nds in . studs must also be fitted .
The valves must be surfaced up and drilled for
valve-rod : the lap of each valve is 3-32nds in .
The hoods should now be turned and the bracket
filed to be at right angles to the
cylinder face, this being most
1
important. When the glands
and the necessary studs are fitted
and holes drilled , hoods may be
permanently fastened to the cy
linders, good steam - tight joints
-2'
being made in a similar manner
to the valve-chests. If themaker
of the engine has the use of a
small planing ormilling machine,
it is preferable to make the cylin
der and valve -chest in one cast
ing, thus doing away with the
flanges and studs.
The details may now be pro
The crankshaft
ceeded with .
may be made from a piece of
steel plate 9-16ths in . thick ,
istud
7 } ins. long , and it ins. wide.
The shape of crankshaft is
marked off on the plate, and
then , by drilling holes and using
a hack -saw , the crankshaft may
The
be got roughly to size.
shaft is then made red -hot, and
cranks twisted to be at right
angles to each other. The crank
Valve-chest
shaft is then ready to be turned
bolled to cylinder
all over (Fig. 8 ), and the flats
2 %"
by 8-4 studs
of webs filed up and polished ,
and the keyway cut. The con
FIG . 2. - DETAILS OF L.-P. CYLINDER.
necting-rods may be cut out of

A

AU

k

A

不

NAS

and governor ; and after filing
13
up facing for pump and fitting
studs, the bedplate is complete.
The cylinders are bored and
faced, and then port faces
tostuds to
surfaced up. The ports should
be cleaned out with a file. The
H.-P. steam ports are } in . by
in .; L.-P. steam ports fin . by
* in ., the opening to steam by
the valve in each cylinder is
-lá "
only 3-32nds in .; this allows 6-7 sluds at
plenty of space in the ports so as
equol centres
not to throttle the exhaust.
The holes are then drilled and
necessary studs fitted .
As the clearance of piston at
each end of cylinder is only
1-32nd in ., great care must be
taken to work accurately to
dimensions stated on drawing
1
( Figs. 2 and 3).
The valve-chests arethen faced
up , flanges drilled , stuffing-boxes
and glands fitted , the covers
being filed or planed , and the
Holes to clear
25
holes drilled .
sluas
ts
e
may now
The valv -ches
FIG . 3. — DETAILS OF H.-P. CYLINDER.
be permanently fastened to the
cylinders . A good steam - tight
joint must be made. If the castings are in gun
steel plate, and then turned to size, care being taken
metal or brass, the best way is to sweat the valve
to leave the small projection in . diameter to keep
chests to the cylinders with solder, and, of course,
the brasses in position Fig. 10 ).
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The crossheads (Fig. 11) are of gunmetal, the
steel piston-rods being screwed in tight and a taper
pin fitted to prevent it unscrewing . The piston
rod and cross-head may then be turned and filed
up to dimensions on drawing. The next to do

apart for repairs. This point is one generally over
looked in model work .
The governor (Fig . 16) should be made very care
fully , and to work with as little friction as possible .
The strength of spring can best be found by trialwhen
the engine is running under steam .
When the engine is running at its
normal speed , the governor balls
should be vertical.
The governor looks rather large
for the engine, but the centrifugal
Keyway-tz widedee
force of the balls must be able to
ps

73"
Fig . 8. - CRANKSHAFT.
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Rivers
to š"
screw
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will be the eccentric sheaves, straps,
\ /"}
and rods, and valve-rods (Figs. 12, 14
and 15 ) . It will be noticed that a
small flat has to be made on the end
of the valve- rod working in dummy
gland to allow of the escape of any
water .
The eccentric sheaves and pulley
are fixed to crankshaft by grub screws,
the flywheel (Fig . 13) being keyed on
(grub screws look neater than hexa
mlos
gon or cheese-headed screws ). All the
preceding parts may now be erected on
the bedplate.
kli
When the hoods and guide bars have
Holes to fully
been fixed in correct position , two
holes should be drilled through hood
and bedplate , and one hole at each
FIG . 16. - DETAILS OF GOVERNOR .
end of each guide bar ; these are then
reamered out to make tapering holes ; dowel pins
overcome the friction of all the joints, especially
being made and driven into the holes these pins will
the gland of throttle valve , before being of any use
ensure the hoods and guide bars always being re
for governing the engine.
taken
engine
is
placed in correct position when
The feed pump (Fig . 18 ) is f-in . bore and -in .
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stroke, and will give an ample supply of water
to the boiler. The speed of engine is rather high
for the pump, but not really excessive; if engine is
wanted to run faster, the pump must be driven at
reduced speed by 2 to i gear wheels. A small
air -vessel may be fitted on top of pump valve -box
instead of the plug shown on drawing:
The ball for bottom valve must be of gunmetal
not a steel bicycle ball. It will be seen that the

11
lang
Á sluds

FIG . 18. - FEED PUMP .
eccentric sheaves for H.-P. valve and pump are in
one piece. The cylinders should be lagged with
blue sheet steel, and be fitted with drain cocks ;
the valve chests may also have drain cocks.
Now as to the lubrication of the working parts
the main bearings, crank -pin brasses, and cross
heads may be fitted with bicycle lubricators, the
eccentrics, valve-rod joints, governor, and
feed -pump can be oiled by the usual small
countersunk holes. All the brasses must be
grooved so that
can spread over bearing,
the slides should have two or three grooves
cut across to hold a little oil.

DEATH OF AN OLD ENGINE DRIVER. - One
of the oldest drivers of railway trains in
Lancashire , and probably in England or the
world , died at Steiner Street, Accrington ,
recently . This was “ Old ” Ralph Beeston ,
aged 87 years. Born at Durham , he became
connected with railway work in his teens.
He worked on the Stockton and Darlington
Railway when George Stephenson was paving
the way for the railway evolution , with his
famous “ Rocket.” He also worked along with
and knew the great railway pioneer when he
was constructing the Manchester and Liver
pool Railway . The “ old chap ” worked for
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway for
about fifty years. For several years he has
been walking about from his house in Steiner Street
to the Market Place and back in a forlorn condition ,
with only the recognition from a few old friends,
while his life's work and labours entitled him to a
reasonable pension and fair condition of life from
those whom he had served so well and faith fully .
t :.
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Tug -boat .

By EDGAR B. FRANK .
HE model, of which I send a photograph , I
THTconstructed last summer in my spare time,
and , as it is a style of craft indigenous to the
United States, I hope it will be of interest to readers
of THE MODEL ENGINEER .
The photograph is of a model
tug -boat, 24 ins. long, 6 ins.
wide, and 51 ins. deep. She is
hollowed from a block of white
wood to an average thickness of
1 in . I cut the block down to a
slant from bow to stern , put on a
1 in . deck , and a i in . combing .
The engine is a 4- in . bore by
ball
I -in . stroke, horizontal, bought
in a toy store and adapted with
32
much difficulty to nauticalwork .
The boiler is cylindrical, with
out tubes, 5 ins. by 2 ins.
The
propeller is four- bladed and
Heat is
2 ins. in diameter.
supplied by an ordinary alcohol lamp with two
wicks, and the entire forward part of the boat is
lined with asbestos — a course I was forced to by a
fire on her trial trip .
The boat, though designed mainly for appearance,
and , notwithstanding her disadvantage in engine,
boiler , and model — which latter was necessitated
by the clumsy shape of real tugs — makes about
2 } to 3 miles per hour.
The outside can readily be seen from the photo
graph . The main fittings are two sets of bits,
fag, hose-reel, lifeboat, port and starboard lanterns,
wheel, and a brass eagle mounted on the pilot
house .

MR. E. B. FRANK'S MODEL Tug Boat.

The exhaust is led off by a contrivance which I
have never before seen on a boat in which the
exhaust pipe lifts off with the deckhouse. The pipe,
as it comes from the engine, turns up just where it
should go through the roof of the deckhouse , and
a ferrule fastened to the end receives the visible
part of the pipe as it is pushed down.

How
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to Make a
Electric

Wireless
Bell .

By R. F. M. WOODFORDE .
'HIS bell is intended only for use between two
TH adjacent rooms when the wall is not over a
foot or so thick ; it can be fitted up as cheaply
as an ordinary bell. The arrangement (Fig . 1 ) con
sists of a push A ,dry cell B ,and an electro -magnet C :
this magnet is made from a soft round iron bar fin .
diameter , and 5 ins. long. This is wound over with
four layers of No. 20 cotton -covered copper wire ;
the push ,magnet, and cell are fastened upon a board
D , the connections being made at the back of the
board ; the magnet C and cell B may be secured
with brass strips and screws.
The receiver (Fig . 2 ) consists of a small dry cell,
a bell, and a delicately pivoted vertical magnetic
needle E ; this needle carries a light arm which ,
when the needle is deflected , dips into the contact
cup F , which contains mercury. To make the
needle , soften a piece of clock spring in a Bunsen
flame and cut it 3 ins. long, file it to a diamond

to a brass arm O ; this arm is secured to the board
by means of two brass screws. Allow some slack
in the holes for adjustment, secure this to the board ,
so that the fine wire will dip into the mercury , if
the needle is deflected, say, 20 °. The connecting
wires are seen in Fig . 2 and are quite simple , and
may be carried at the back of the board if desired .

E
F

G

Fig . 5. - MAGNET.

FIG . 2. - RECEIVER.

If the apparatus is going to be put to a permanent
use, it would bewell to cover the needle and mercury
cup with a little wooden cover made like an electric
bell cover . The sender is now hung where required ,
and careful measurements are taken and the re
ceiver is hung in the next room so that the needle
comes central to the magnet as Fig . 5. However,
the apparatus will work even if slightly out of line ;
on pressing the key A the needle will deflect and
make contact for the second battery, and the bell.
Should it deflect the wrong way, the connections of
the sending battery must be reversed . If desired ,
a cheaper sender could be made by dispensing

С

B

D
A
M
Fig . 1. - TRANSMITTING ARRANGEMENT.

M
shape (Fig . 3 ) and drill a fine hole in the centre ;
through this solder a fine pin or needle cut to about
in . long, carefully making the end you have cut
sharp again with a fine file . A light arm of No. 22
copper wire ( H ) is now soldered at right angles
to the magnetic needle about 3 ins. long, and a
very fine platinum or copper wire (No. 40 gauge)
is soldered at the end of the arm J ; it is essential
that this wire be very fine as a thicker wire requires
considerable force to enter the surface of the mer
cury . Magnetise the needle by rubbing each end
with the opposite poles of a good magnet . Cut a
strip of brass about 5 ins. by } in . and bend as
Fig . 4 ; this is the bearing for the magnetic needle ;
two holes K are drilled near the top of the limbs
a loose fit for the spindle, also two holes for brass
screws N and two brass plates MM , to check too
much side movement, are soldered to the brass
strip . The bearing may now be mounted on a
board G (Fig . 2 ), and the bell and battery also
secured ; place the magnetic needle in its bearings
and cut a little off the top end until it hangs verti
cally vhen free. See that it moves very free and
has slight end-play in its bearings.
A small brass or copper cup F is now soldered

E
H

M

H

N

Fig . 4. - BEARING FOR
MAGNETIC NEEDLE .

Fig . 3. - NEEDLE .
with the battery, push , and magnet, and by using
a good bar magnet pivoted and kept in position by
a spring so that when moved it would deflect the
needle, but return to the off position when let go
again .
It is reported from Bordeaux that an inventor
has submitted to the authorities details of a new
process for paving streets with steel. The metal is
formed into blocks, which are scored to prevent
horses from slipping and motor -cars and cycles from
skidding . The cost of these blocks is 8s. a sq . yard .
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Two Well-made Steam
Models ,

Engine

By J. R. MAIDENS.
A VERTICAL BOILER AND ENGINE .
' HE vertical boiler illustrated in Fig. 1 is made
T of copper } in . thick. It is ft. 8 ins. high
(without chimney) and 7 ins. outside diam
eter . The boiler shell is made of cold -drawn
weldless tube ; the firebox, however, was rolled out
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made to scale from a 14 h.-p. ordinary vertical
boiler .
The engine is made of cast iron , with the usual
wrought-iron parts ; cylinder , it-in . bore and 2 -in .
stroke. It is a very good engine, and runs splen
didly . I use coal for fuel, and the boiler simply
gobbles up small coal, and keeps one quite busy
stoking. I have had the model running several
times for four hours without stopping. Underneath
the engine is a wrought- iron welded tank for water,
the pump is fastened on side, and provided with
air cock and tap, so that it can deliver back again
into tank. We made core-boxes for the pump,
shown , and it is a perfect demon for pumping : a
stream 3 ft. long will come from air tap when
turned on , and if all taps are closed will stop engine.
It is a handsome model, and the boiler especially
is admired on account of being so technically
correct . It has gained a second prize (open to all
England ) at both Grantham and Newark Indus
trial Exhibitions,
A SEMI- PORTABLE BOILER AND ENGINE .
The boiler shown in photograph (Fig . 2 ) is made
of copper fin . thick , and is therefore an extremely
strong one. It is 18 ins. long over all ; barrel,
44 ins. diameter ; height (without chimney ), 7 ins. ;
size of firebox , 4 ins. by 34 ins. Inside it has six

5

FIG . 1. - A MODEL VERTICAL ENGINE AND BOILER.
of sheet, and riveted . Contrary to the usual run
ofmodel verticalboilers, it has cross tubes, three in
number, it outside diameter, which were flanged
cold and riveted in , no solder or brazing being used
whatever. Some readers can imagine the terrible
job it was to hold up the rivets behind the cross
tubes, also getting them watertight. It has a
wrought- iron ring around firehole , and the firebox
is flanged at bottom . As will be seen , the boiler
is provided with manhole and six mud -lids; there
are steel bridges over manhole and mud holes .
Cutting the mud holes out was a difficult piece of
work ; all the drilling, flanging, & c., was done at
home. As will be noticed , the top of boiler is
dished ; this took a long time to make, and longer
to get all the dints out. Every part of boiler is

FIG . 2. - A MODEL SEMI-PORTABLE BOILER AND
ENGINE.

tubes. It has manhole , water-gauge, jet cocks,
Schaffer and Budenberg pressure -gauge,and safety
valve. The domewas fanged cold on bottom , and
the top is brazed in ; we made patterns for blocks
for flanging ends of boiler, smokebox , flanges, etc.
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The firebox is all hand -riveted , and not brazed , as
many are. There are copper stays in firebox , and
iron roof stays.
The base is of cast iron mounted on a wood block .
The engine is made of brass, excepting crank and
other like parts. It is i - in . bore of cylinder and
2 - in . stroke. It is provided with a neat pump and
check valve, as seen by the photograph , and the
exhaust is carried up the chimney.
This engine was made an ordinary horizontal
one, and had a vertical iron boiler ; but it was taken
off its bed and made to suit the boiler illustrated .

Experiments

in Firing a
Boiler .

Model

By G. E. COUPLAND (Moscow ).
'HE following particulars of some trials made
Tw
iwith
th “ Primus ” burners for firing a vertical
boiler will, I am sure, be interesting to many
of the readers of the M.E. The important question
as to the best and most efficient means of firing
model boilers has received a good deal of attention
in the columns of the M.E. ; but, judging from the
number of queries that appear on this subject, many
amateurs have only very vague notions on this all
important point. We have been treated to a very
able and interesting article on the theory of fuels,
and a knowledge of theory is, without doubt, use
ful to the amateur model engineer ; but I think I
am right in saying that the majority like to supple
ment their knowledge of theory by the real and
tangible results of actual experiments ; and one feels
certain that what has been a success once will be
a success again under similar circumstances.
My verticalboiler ( 7 ins. by 14 ins., with four { -in .
water-tubes in the firebox ) had , up to a few months
ago, been fired with mixed charcoal and coke (coal
being out of the question , on account of the smoke,
and not being readily obtainable here in small
quantities ), and , with this fuel, was an excellent
steamer ; and when the feed -water heater and super
heater were added , it was wellmaster of the engine
( a double cylinder , i in . by i } ins. ). I had , how
ever, never been satisfied with the firing arrange
ments, the disadvantages of which I indicated in
my query of April last (No. 8,781). At that time
my idea was to try ordinary spirit burners ; but
your remarks in your reply to my query regarding
the price of spirit (which is about the samehere as in
England ), doubtfulness of result, & c ., put that idea
out of my head . The only alternative was, then ,
some form of oil-burner , and remembering the
extremely disappointing results of my preliminary
trial with a “ noisy Primus burner , as related in
the above-mentioned query, the prospect was any
thing but bright. I never obtained the back
numbers of the M.E. mentioned in your reply to
my query, but seeing a remark in a subsequent
number of the M.E. by another contributor (Mr.
Duddles , I think ), as regards the employment of a
baffle above the tubes, the “ Primus ” was again
contemplated, in conjunction with a baffle plate.
I, however, could not see how I was going to get an
iron plate behind the tubes ; I could not put it
down the flue, and the water -tubes crossing the
firebox in all directions, it could not be put in from
the bottom . Thus the matter rested for a month
or two without a solution . Suddenly it occurred
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to me that I could easily double up a circular piece
of asbestos millboard , push it behind the tubes, and
then spread it out ; and although this might not
last so long as iron , it would answer the same pur
pose , and could easily be renewed when necessary;
So impressed was I with this idea , that I decided
upon a trial immediately , and being in an experi
mental mood , I disconnected and dismounted my
commandeered ”
boiler, and
the domestic
“ Primus " cooking stove (these are much used here
for cooking purposes). The burner was a No. 1
noisy “ Primus ” -in fact, the identical one which
was used in the preliminary trial in April last. As
I did not want to mutilate the stove without being
sure of the result, the only modification I made
was to bend the wire supports which carry the cast
iron grid a little outwards, so as to allow the bottom
of the boiler to go down a little below the top of the
burner . A rough wooden stand was then made to
support the boiler in this position , and with a cir
cular piece of asbestos in position above the tubes
and resting on them , leaving a space of about fin .
all round , and also a ring of the same kind of
asbestos around the bottom of the firebox , so as to
partly close it in and prevent the cold air striking
the sides of the firebox, the first trial was made.
You may imagine I was agreeably surprised when ,
in ten minutes , the water (drawn straight from the
kitchen tap to commence with ) was in lively
ebullition , and inside of twenty minutes the safety
valve was blowing off at 40 lbs. pressure. Remem
bering that in my preliminary trial with this same
“ Primus ” burner , but without any baffle or cold
air guard, it was kept going for over an hour with
out the least sign of steam by the gauge, the result
was indeed astonishing, and provides unmistakable
proof of the absolute necessity of providing, by
means of baffles or other similar devices, for the
proper circulation of the heated gases inside the
firebox before they are allowed to escape into the
atmosphere. As in this experiment the engine was
not connected up , I opened the steam valve and let
the steam blow into the atmosphere ; by varying
the position of the valve lever I found a certain
valve-opening at which the steam pressure remained
constant. The position thus found was about
“ half -on ."
With a good charcoal and coke fire ,
I could open the valve considerably more than this ,
and still maintain the pressure ; but it must be
remembered that with solid fuel in small models it
is very difficult to keep the heat of the fire uniform ,
and the pressure consequently varies with the state
of the fire, if the steam taken from the boiler remains
constant. To keep the fire anything like uniform ,
the fuel must be applied almost uninterruptedly ,
and in small quantities , especially if it is charcoal.
As in my boiler the steam is superheated after
passing the steam valve, the half-on position gives
the engine very fair power .
I am well satisfied with the noisy Primus " No.
I as a heat-producer ; but the noise it makes, es
pecially when partly enclosed in the firebox , is
I therefore invested in a silent
objectionable .
Primus," No. 5. The threaded part of this is
the sameas No. 1 noisy kind , so I had nothing to do
but to screw it into the stove, and I was ready for
experiment No. 2 . The silent burner took nearly
fifteen minutes to boil the water, and at the end of
twenty -five minutes the pressure gauge registered
25 lbs. This result, although by no means dis
heartening, was not so good as with the noisy
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burner. I found that to keep the pressure con
stant, the steam valve had to be rather more than
half closed ( that is for a pressure of 35 lbs. per sq.
in .; at a lower constant pressure the valve could ,
of course, be opened
) ment No. 3 . In this
experi
.I next prepared formore.
I sough to increase the efficiency by an elabora
tion of the baffle system . The original baffle above
the tubes remained ; a second baffle was placed
between the bottom cross -tube and the next above
it. This baffle was made to fit close to the firebox
sides all round , and had a circular hole about 2 ins.
diameter cut in the centre, and it was secured to
the lowermost tube with thin copper wire. The
idea of this was to get the heated gases into contact
with the tubes as much as possible . A third baffle
was made cup - shaped, and placed in the bottom of

SECTION OF MODEL
VERTICAL WATER- TUBE

BOILER , FITTED WITH Two
" PRIMUS

BURNERS.

lago

Baffle's

REN

Loose wooden 6700k
Baseboards

the firebox, just above the burner. Tnis baffle
was about 5 ins. diameter, and the sides about 2 ins.
deep, and it was sewn together with fine copper
wire, and was suspended by copper wire from the
lowermost tube, so as to clear the top of the burner
by about i in . Three small pieces of asbestos were
rolled up to the required thickness and pushed
between the sides of this baffle and the firebox , so
as to keep it central. This left a space of fin . all
round for the flame to pass between the baffle and
the firebox. The whole of the baffles were made
from asbestos millboard , 1-16th in . thick . The
course of the heated gases can easily be seen from
the sketch herewith . In this trial the bottom of
the firebox below the burner was left quite open .
This arrangement resulted in a rather doubtful gain
of about threeminutes in the timerequired to raise
25 lbs. of steam , as compared with the single baffle
above the tubes, and the firebox
tly closed in
under the burner in experiment No. 2, and very
little, if any improvement was apparent in the
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up -keep of steam . I next commenced preparing
for experiment No.4, in which two silent “ Primus
burners were to be employed (No. 5). I got two
reducing sockets made to order at us. 6d . each ,
although I afterwards altered the arrangement,
only using one of the sockets bored out and screwed
to take a burner at each end , and the supply pipe
hole at right
screwed and silver- soldered into
angles to the boremidway between the two burners..
The stove was permanently converted into the
form shown in the sketch . The burners are not
connected to the boiler in any way, but are remov
able by simply withdrawing the lamp for con
venience in lighting up , cleaning, & c . On this
account I made a new and permanent base for the
boiler from 4 -in , sheet brass , ground and polished .
This baseplate is square, and has a turned brass
column at each corner, which raise the
boiler to the required height to permit
the lamp to be easily placed in position ,
without having to lift up the boiler. This
baseplate has a hole in it , shaped like a
figure to admit the two burners ; and
when the burners are elevated into the
correct position , this leaves plenty of ven
tilation for the flame.
In conclusion , I cannot say that the
result even , with two burners, was as good
as with solid fuel as regards the ultimate
power obtained from the boiler ; but,
then , the arrangement is vastly superior
in other respects. There is no necessity
for a long unsightly flue communicating
with the outside of the house , the combus
tion is perfect, and when once the lamp
is started , it required no further attention
until the oil is completely exhausted , and
I am thus free to leave it driving the
small dynamo , or I can use my engine to
drive my lathe, which was quite imprac
ticable with solid fuel, as I had to stand
by the furnace door
all the time. In this
Several layers of
connection , and as an
interesting example of
asbestos millboard
covered with pol
the real use that can
ished sheet brass.
be made of a model
engine and boiler , I
would like to men
tion , in parentheses ,
that I recently had about three hundred
t -in . holes to drill in 4 -in . bar iron for rails
for my model railway. I placed my engine and
boiler on my bench , and having fitted a wooden
grooved pulley on the crankshaft, I connected this
by a round leather belt to the grooved pulley on my
lathe, which I fixed at the other end of the bench ,
and I drilled all the holes in this manner in about
four hours. I could scarcely have done the job any
quicker by foot, and it would have been a very
monotonous and fatiguing operation . Then, again ,
I had about six hundred small oak wedges to cut
up for the same railway , and by mounting a small
circular saw on my lathe spindle, I was able to do
this also by steam ."
With liquid fuel, the whole arrangement is self
contained and portable , and is, of course, very
much cleaner.
I have tried many different forms of bottom
baffle for myboiler, finally going back to the baffle
used in experiment No. 4 , as shown in the sketch .
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In my opinion , this gives as good results as it is
possible to get in a vertical boiler which has been
originally built for solid fuel.
My experiments with “ Prius ' burners lead
me to the following conclusions :
1. The noisy
Primus ” burner No. 1 has the
highest heating capacity, and its only objectionable
feature is the noise it makes. I could not detect
any smell from this burner, and it is perfectly smoke
less when properly ventilated . In my opinion , it
should be the ideal burner for small model loco
motives to run out of doors, where the noise would
not be so audible ; and its small diameter would
enable it to be easily fitted where the silent pattern
could not be got in .
2. The silent pattern burner is preferable for
indoor use , on account of its being very much less
noisy in action (it is not absolutely noiseless like
wick lamp, for instance). I found that it required
heating up a little longer to commence with tha
the noisy pattern , or it is liable to emit liquid oil,
making, of course, smoke and smell. When pro
perly going, it gives off no smell, but is more liable
to give off solid carbon than the noisy burner .
Two of these burners are necessary for a vertical
boiler which has not been specially built for oil

A

Model

Clockwork
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Cardboard

Locomotive .

By W. H. JUBB .
ENCLOSE photograph of a model loco which
I think might interest some of your readers.
It is constructed entirely of cardboard, with
the exception of funnel, dome, valve, smokebox
end , and a few of the fittings .
I had been contemplating the construction of a
model, and funds not being sufficient to run to
castings, I thought I would use cardboard .
Seeing the prototype (N.E. Railway, 1,524, in
Sheffield Station ), I straightway made sketches,
and these have been my only guides as to dimensions.
The frames are cut from t - in . Bristol board ; the
the same
wheels are made from three discs
material, thoroughly soaked in glue, and pressed then shaped with glass -paper.
The boiler is built up from several thicknesses of
cartridge paper, with extra thicknesses for smokebox.
Axle -boxes and buffers are of wood . The drawbar
hooks are ordinary brass picture hooks, flattened to

1
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:: A

SIDE VIEW

OF MR. W. H. JUBB's Model CLOCKWORK LOCOMOTIVE.

fuel, and which has about 200 sq . in . of heating
surface .
3. A good system of baffles is absolutely necessary
for the proper working of these burners in an ordi
nary vertical boiler.
With a given heating surface, the best results are
only to be obtained with a multitubular or a water
tube boiler,

MOTOR CARS ON THE G.N.R. – TheGreat Northern
Railway Company are about to experiment with a
self-contained motor car for the working of traffic
on branch lines. It has been built by the Roots
Motor Car Company, of London , will afford accom
modation for nine first class and twenty -one third
class passengers, and will be entered by centre doors.
The engine, built by Messrs . Sir W. G. Armstrong
Whitworth & Co., will have 40 h .- p , and a maxi
mum speed of about thirty -three miles an hour.
The car will, in the first instance be introduced on
the Luton and Dunstable branch in the course of a
few days .

the desired shape. Air -brake tubes, handrails and
couplings are made from G.S.wire. There are the
usual fittings in cab, while the springs are built up
from strips of card to look like the real thing.
Themotion is the same as that described in No. 9
of your handbooks ; and any reader thinking of
making a model of this kind , or any simple model,
would do well to get this valuable publication .
The engine runs 20 ft. at a good speed at one
winding. It is enamelled with hard enamels,
which give a very good surface. The lining is not
painted on to the engine direct, but is first painted
with water-colours on thin paper then carefully
cut out and gummed on , this giving a much neater
and cleaner effect than the ordinary way .
The leading dimensions are as follows :
Engine :
Length over buffers, 184 ins.
Width over footplates, 4 ins.
Bogie wheels on tread , if ins. diameter.
Trailing wheels on tread , I ins. diameter.
Driving wheels on tread , 4 ins. diameter.
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Height of frames from rail, 24 ins.
Height from rail to top of funnel, 8 ins.
Boiler :
Length , including firebox , 10 ins.
Diameter, 21 ins.
Smokebox length , 2f ins.
Smokebox diameter, 3 ins.
Tender :
Length , 141 ins.
Wheels , iš ins.
Total length over all, 324 ins.
You will notice that engine and tender are not on
a level ; this is owing to want of a sleeper under
rails .
I might add that this is my first attempt atmodel
making .
Practical Letters from
Readers .

our

(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume I dosired : but the full
name and address of the sendei nust invariably be attached,
though notnecessarily intended for publication .)
Model Steamer Speed Competition .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, -For a long time model sailing yacht
clubs have held regattas, and through full con
sideration and discussion , sets of rules therefore have
been established , based on scientific principles, and
treating of displacement, sail area , & c . Beautiful
models have been evolved in accordance with these
rules, and in more than one instance results have
been obtained which have assisted not a little in
the designing of large vessels . In a word, the
thoughtful and intelligent conduct of the sport
marks the distinction between the solving of various
intricate problems, and the construction of mere
toys.
Model steamer racing has just begun , and I
think all will agree that, to merit serious attention ,
it should be conducted in at least as scientific a
manner as the model sail-yacht races, and under as
elaborate and clear rules (the problems involved
being , perhaps, more complex ) and with due defer
ence to co -efficient of fineness , power, etc.
I would suggest that, subject to your approval,
correspondence and discussion might be invited
from those interested , in the columns of THE
MODEL ENGINEER, and that, perhaps, from such
letters, a Committee might draw up such rules for
model steamer races as would meet the views of
themajority , and which would give designers some
thing sufficiently definite to build to in the future.
As a basis for such discussion in your columns, I
should like to note a few points for consideration .
It is evident that model steamer competitions
may be with the object of ascertaining the greatest
speed possible to be attained by small steamers
under à set limit as to length, irrespective of any
resemblance in proportion , machinery, or appear
ance to actual vessels; or, such competitions may be
restricted to more or less accurate models, more or
less to scale, of existing types of steamers.
How close the resemblance , it is for the rules to
specify ; but I should say the greater the resem
blance in an actual working model ofmoderate size,
the greater the skill of the builder . I need not say
that, in fairness ,model steamers of these two classes
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should not be raced together , or that if mere speed
be the sole object to be attained, the first-class is
most likely to give it - and at the same time to
develop a series of questionable freaks unlike any
thing known to naval architecture . It is certain
that every inch of submersion , up to say a foot
below the surface, adds, in a rapid proportion to
the efficacy of a miniature screw propeller, and
every foot of length adds in a rapid ratio also to
the available power capacity of the hull. This
offers at once a premium to large, unsightly models
with screws at a very disproportionate depth .
I would also point out that any model boiler
without means of feeding water continuously , to
maintain a constant water level, will show a power
in excess of its actual capacity, inasmuch as it is
drawing on the reserve of energy stored in the
heated water in the boiler, and when this has
become low , it must be pumped or filled up in some
way , and while this is being done, the power given
off is much diminished ; consequently , a few trips
in a short tank or pond do not represent the actual
power of the model, but are more like the pheno
menal runs of the Whitehead torpedo , for short
distances on stored energy .
It seems to methat the second method - namely,
models which are prototypes of standard types of
actual vessels, of a size small enough to be easily
transported , and draft of water somewhere near in
proportion to other dimensions, and with a con
tinuous feed , which , perhaps, not so speedy, would
be far more pleasing to the eye, as well as much
more interesting and instructive in the long run .
They might, perhaps, even lead to some useful
discoveries applicable to large steamers, where the
proper relation of propeller to hull, for example , is
still in doubt. We have seen how , largely owing
to the influence of The MODEL ENGINEER , the model
locomotive builders have succeeded in closely
following the proportions and appearance of large
locomotives, while producing powerful models ; it
remains for it to accomplish the same good work in
respect to model steamers, where, in my opinion ,
the task is every whit as capable of accomplish
ment.
In building model steamers it would seem that
the proportions of large steamers in length , breadth ,
and depth should be closely adhered to, as well as
general appearance ; but deck fittings, & c., could
be omitted or removed at the taste of the builder ,
being in the way, of no utility, and not visible far
on the water. The screws would have to have
more surface, not being proportionately effective,
and as stability, for well-known mathematical
reasons, is very deficienton a small scale, removable
fish -shaped ballast, hung below the keel,might even
be permitted .
Also , as friction in small engines
so excessive,
a single cylinder would be allowable ; but, as I have
said, the general proportions should be lived up to ,
so the little vessel on the water should resemble
closely its original when viewed at a distance of a
mile or two, at which small details disappear to
the eye.
These are all matters, however, to be settled by
discussion , as well as the important question at
what precise length a model steamer ends, and a
steamboat begins.
All speed records should be made on the basis of
accurate , authenticated , measured distance and
timing. Other methods are utterly useless , the
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speed of models being most deceptive, appearing
much greater than it actually is.
I may add , the displacement of a model, of fairly
conventional type, in cubic inches, is not far froni
one-half the length , breadth , and depth in inches
below water -line multiplied together ; being a little
more for full models , and a little less for very
sharp ones.
In conclusion , I have found the formula used by
naval architects, that the speed of vessels varies
as the square root of their lengths, seems to hold
good in regard to models, and probably will be
found most useful, not only as affording a means of
comparison of a model with the large steamer of
which it is a reduction , but as a means of handi
capping model steamers of different lengths in a
speed competition .
As an example of the method , take a model
steamer 41 ft. long, a reduction to scale of an
actual steamer , 324 ft . long , which can make 23
miles per hour : what should be the proportionate
speed of the model ?
The square root of 41 = 2:12 .
18.
The square root of 324
n
The we have the proportion , : 18 : 2.12 :: 23 : x
and by multiplying 2*12 by 23, and dividing the
result by 18, we have x = 26 miles per hour
(nearly ) as the equivalent speed of the model , and
this should be attained if we are to consider our
miniature steamer a success. — Yours truly ,
C. L. P.
Albany, N.Y., U.S.A.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, —Ihave lately been reading, with great
interest, the correspondence in your paper on the
subject of Model Steamer Speed Competition .”
Personally , I have not had very much experience of
the subject, and I do not now have enough spare
time to take up model engineering seriously ; but
the only two boats that I have myself designed and
built were both with a view to speed , and so I
should like to make some suggestions, or rather
second some of those of your other correspondents .
The great aim , I believe, in a fast boat is that she
should skim over the top of the water and have as
slight a draught as possible ; and so I thoroughly
agree with Mr. Knight in his suggestion that the
rating should be by displacement, and not by
L.W.L., as there is great skill required in making a
hull as light as possible , and , at the same time, of
sufficient strength and rigidity . There has been
some discussion as to whether there should be
fittings or not ; but I certainly think that there
should not be many fittings. At the present day
the torpedo boat destroyer is the fastest type of
boat afloat, and they have as few skylights and
deck fittings as possible, as the great difficulty is to
keep the sea out. But to be a realmodel, they should
have torpedo tubes and quick -firing guns, which , of
course, would be of some considerable weight; and so
to mymind , the best type for the model would be the
high -speed open launch , which need have very few
fittings and could be decked over just where it was
really necessary and have a turtle back bow or
dodgers.
And so I would suggest that the competition be
limited to T.B.D.'s and launches, and that liners and
other steamers be not admitted .
There should be a rule that boats must be owned by
only one person , and that he must himself have built
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either the hull or themachinery (engine and boiler).
The expense of prizes and testimonials might be
Covered, as “ H. E." suggests , by an entrance- fee of
of is. to 25.,which anyone should be willing to sub
scribe.
Hoping to see more drawings of T.B.D.'s and
launches in the M.E., yours truly ,
Newcastle -on - Tyne .
E. V. B.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , -I have been much interested in the
letter appearing under the name of “ Okam
Splice,” in this week's edition .
It seems to me that he is quite right about building
fast steamer models to T.B.D , lines .
I take the word “ model as meaning a correct
representation of a sea -going craft , built to a small
scale of an inch or so to the foot.
If, as “ Okam Splice " suggests, scale plans could
be got out and printed in an early edition , I am
sure they would be very much appreciated .
I know , from my own experiences, how difficult
it is to get authentic plans that are really any use
in building small models.
It is rather disheartening to see steamers with a
yacht stern , ram , and single screw , and perhaps a
turtle deck , called a T.B.D., and spoken of as a
“ model."
Apologising for possible waste of space , yours
Model."
truly ,
Carlisle .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, -I should very much like to be allowed
to say a few words on the question of the future
contests. Now , I quite realise what a terrible task
you will have to please all, so the next best thing is
--- please themajority, if possible. Personally , I feel
bound to join in with the views of Messrs. Ř . Rea ,
E. A. Orr, and Mancunian ,” to a very great ex
tent, as some of the models ( ? ) shown have little or
nothing to recommend them .
I very much regret to find that the energies of
such a prominent and well governed club as the
Wirral M.Y.C. ( steamer section ) is expended on
such utterly inartistic misnamed specimens of the
modelling craft. Let us hope that in the future
they will endeavour to advance the standard, in
stead of pining for a “ win -at-any- cost " steamer.
Surely they are not scared by the many little diffi
culties to be overcomein the fitting up of a manage
able well-decked model. Just compare, for in
stance, that lovely model Lady Torfrida, " itself the
seal of clever, keen -eyed engineering ," with the
very best of the " fastest -in - Kingdom " type.
Apart from the overwhelming intrinsic value of the
former over the latter, one has the satisfaction of
feeling, in its truest form , the meaning of some
thing attempted , something done."
I am afraid that this speed fever, with its ever
increasing dangers through boiler pressure and
blowlamps, worked to their utmost, will end rather
badly, and thus prevent many youths from being
allowed to commence our fascinating hobby. W. SHERRATT.
Yours truly,
Warrington .
A CORRECTION . - In our issue of March
th , the
Model Yacht Sailing Association referred to on
page 267, as Kingston , should be Kensington .
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Queries and Replies .
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post under the following conditions:-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST br. in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Qucries for
reference (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope ( 110t post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 ! Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Flect Street, London , E.C.]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recentlyy: ( 10,414) Engineer's Apprenticeship, & c . V. R. W.(Bridg.
north ) writes : I am going in formechanical engineering, and it is
my intention to go through a course of study at the Birmingham
University (late Nason's College). The course extends over four
years. I am now 17, so that I shall be 21 by the time I leave
college. What I want to know is this : After having done the full
course and obtained a degree (B.Sc.) should I be expected to
serve an apprenticeship . if I went toappointment
some engineering works ; or
should I be qualified to take an
as manager ? I
should like very much to take up locomotive construction , but have
heard that promotion is very slow in it. Can you tellme if this is
so ?. I inay say that it has always been my intention to be an
engineer, and is not simply a last resource. What branch of
mechanical engineering do you consider to be the one to get on best
in ?
(1) You would certainly have to go through some of the shops
and do some practicalwork if you want to be in a position to super
intend manufacturing work of any kind. (2) Promotion , of course ,
depends chiefly upon your abilities, although a friendly word from
some influential person is a great help . (3 ) This also depends upon
one's inclinations. Stick to the branch which is most interesting
and congenial to you that is the branch you will succeed in best.
( 10,109] Shocking Coil Connections. A. E. (Leeds) writes :
Referring to page 589 of " ours" (June 18th , 1903), I should be ex
tremely obliged if you would tell mehow the three terminals PPS
are connected to the coil . I have often seen three or four terminals
to the coils at fairs , & c.,buthave no idea how they are used . I am
making the coil described on the page referred to above, but am
fast just at this terminal connection . I take it the battery switch
is connected direct, and the regulating switch from battery through
resistance and hence to coil. Am I right ?

Query No 10109

DIAGRAM OF SHOCKING COIL CONNECTIONS.
One end of the secondary wire is connected to No. 3 terminal ;
the other end of the secondary is joined to one of the primary wires,
and connected to No. 2 terminal, and also to No. 4 battery ter.
minal. The other end of the primary is joined to No. I terminal
and the contact pillar. The armature pillar
is connected
to bothto
" on " studs of the switches. No. 5 terminal
is connected
both brushes with the resistance in between them .
(10,624] Winding for Alternating Current Transformer.
A. W. F. (Rugby) writes : I wish to construct a transformer as
follows :-Primary, 100 volts 100 cycles ; secondary, 400 volts;
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capacity, about 175 watts. Primary to be wound in two portions
so that they can be used in parallel on 100 volts 100 cycles, or in
series on 200 volts 50 cycles. I have the following materials :-A
quantity of iron stampings, 5 in . long by it ins. wide ; also wires,
20, 18, and 26 (or 25 ?) S.W.G., as per enclosed samples. Can you
please give me full particulars of the above transformer , giving size
of core, and size ,weight and number ofturns primary and secondary
using, as far as possible, the above materiais ? Also please say if
Mr. Howgrave-Graham's articles on " High Frequency Apparatus
will be published in book form , and, if so, how soon .
Primary winding No. 20 gauge wire , 600 turns on each of two
bobbins ; total weight, about 31 lbs. Secondary winding No.26
gauge wire, 1,250 turns on each bobbin ; total weight, about 3 lbs.
The primary to be wound on first, and the secondary winding on

FIG.1

Fig.2

Bobbin

FIG3

Bobbin
METHOD OF LAYING STAMPINGS FOR AN ALTERNATE
CURRENT TRANSFORMER .

top of primary : the secondary to be connected in series, and the
primary either in parallel for 100 volts mains, or in series for 200
volts mains. If you have a sufficient quantity of the No. 26 gauge
wire, you could increase tae output by doubling the above
mentioned number of secondary turns, winding on each bobbin in
equal portions, and connecting them in parallel, as No. 26 gauge
is somewhat small to obtain an output of 175 watts, except for
short periods ofworking ; you can only, however, do this if you find
that there is sufficient room for the wire. As your wire is only
single- covered , you must be very careful to avoid short circuited
turns when winding on . It would be a good plan to coat each
layer with insulating varnish ; you must also insulate well the
primary from the secondary , and from the core . The core is to be
made from your stampings arranged in a square and should be
3 ins. deep. The stampings should be laid out as shown in Fig. 1,
and each succeeding layer should break joint with the one under
neath (see Fig . 2). If you make bobbins for the coils , thestampings
can be threaded through them as you build up the core. The core
can be finally clamped up by a couple of castings, as suggested by
sketch 3.
( 10,604 )Model Steamer Machinery . A.G.C. (Lower Addis
combe) writes : I am thinking of making a battleship about 4 ft.
long, with two double-acting oscillating steam cylinders, 1 in . by
it stroke. The steam boiler I want as simple to inake as
possible, and I propose inaking it according to the sketch enclosed
(not reproduced ). The heating surface, as you see, will be about
240 sq . ins., and the firing will be by vapourized spirit-- one for each
of the furnace tubes. The fumes and exhaust gas will pass off into
one chimney. I should be pleased if you could give me any advice
on the matter . Is there enough heating surface to supply the
cylinders with steam at 60 lbs. ? If not, how could it be made
more efficient ? I suppose it will be necessary to have a feed-pump ;
could you giveme a design of a suitable one ?
One cylinder only is required , and we do not think you will be
wise to work oscillating cylinders at a higher pressure than 20 lbs.
The boiler is a rather large one, and we can strongly recommend
you to build a smaller and lighter steam generator. Wealso should
advise a proper return tube boiler. The barrel should be much
shorter than you show on your sketch , i.e., about 8 or 10 ins. Look
up the back issues for a design for a feed-pump, more especially
June 15, 1901, and October 29, 1903.
( 10,403] Cleaning a 3- jaw Lever Chuck . J. P. (Houth )
writes : I wish to give a thorough cleaning, internally , to (1) “ Ama.
teur's ” 5 -in . diameter 3-jaw lever chuck ; (2) “ Westcott's Com .
bination " 3- jaw 8 -in . diameter chuck. Kindly describe how each
is taken apart, as I cannot see any other screws than those for
holding the chucks to the faceplates and those for oil.
In reference to " Westcott's Combination Chuck ," you should first
screw out the “ dogs," or jaws ; then remove the square- threaded
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The News of the

planatory handbook . Messrs.'Bassett-Lowke & Co. also inform us
that they are making miniature semaphores for coast and ship sig .
nalling built to any size or to a scale suitable for instruction class .
A Small Power Vertical Gas Engine.
Messrs. Whitehead & Co., Engineers, 171, King Street, Dukin .
field, have just brought out a tb.h.-p. vertical gas engine which ,
for its power, does not take up very much floor space. The engine
which is depicted in the accompanying illustration , has two fly .
wheels, 22 ins. in diameter ; a cylinder, 21-in . bore, 41-in . stroke,
water-cooled , with renewable liner balanced steel crankshaft ,
if ins. diameter ; crank pin , 1t ins.wide and heavy gunmetal bear.
ags. The piston is fitted with three metal rings and has high
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screws. Three or four screws will be found flush with the face of
chuck ; these mustbe taken out,and then the faceplate can be taken
oll. After faceplate has been removed , the screwed steel ring into
which the plate fits is next unscrewed (a " tommy " hole being pro
vided for the purpose), which admits of the spiral ring (containing
six “ tommy " holes) being lifted out. The lever chuck is much the
same, but you do not say which make. However , you may take it
that they are all screws and screwed rings ; it is the latter that most
people do not know of,and when this is removed the rest is easy.
( 10,688] Litharge for Accumulator Plates. S.C.(Wolverhamp
ton ) writes : (1) What colour is litharge for accumulators ? I have
had some white, red , and brown. (2 ) Do you form litharge plates ?
(3 ) Would red-lead do for both plates ? (4 ) I have a dynamo ; its
output is 4 volts 20 amps. How can I charge a 2-volt cell with
five plates (three negative and two positive), 6 by 4 ins. in it ?
(5) How many amps. can be got out of a cell with five plates ( three
negative and two positive), 6 ins. by 4 ins. ? (6 ) How many of the
above accumulators would it take to light a 11- candle- power lamp?
(1) A pale yellow colour with a tinge of red in it. (2 ) Yes. (3) No;
red -lead for positive plates only. (4) Connect direct to dynamo,
and run dynamo a little below its normal speed, if the charging
current seems too heavy. (5) About 12 to 14 amp.-hours. (6) De
pends upon voltage of lamp to certain extent ; 11 c.-p. lampwould
take, approximately , 40 watts ; thus if a 10 -volt lamp would con
sume 4 amps., a 14-amp. hour accumulator of 10 volts could only
supply current for about three hours.
( 10,639) Governor for | h.-p. Horizontal Engine. R. D. B.
(Colchester) writes : I should feel greatly obliged if you would give
me particulars of a governor (to actuate throttle valve in steam
pipe) suitable for at b. p . horizontal steam engine. Could you
give me a dimensioned sketch of same? I want, if possible, to
build it up without the use of castings, engine to run at about 500
revolutions per minute .
Kindly look up the articles on the making of a model undertype
engine, which commenced in our issues of January ist, 1903. See
March 19, 1903 ; October 22, 1903; September 17, 1903. Your
governor should be half as large again .
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Trade .

• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed .
• A Model Flagstaff for Code Signalling .
This interesting and attractive model, a sample of which we
have received from Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., Kingswell
Street, Northampton , and illustrate herewith , should prove not

MESSRS . WHITEHEAD & Co.'s VERTICAL GAS
ENGINE .

GAFF

E

F

compression . The water tank supplied has 52 gallons capacity .
The engine is especially suitable for driving lathes, dynamos , small
printing machines, coffee mills and roasters, churns,bottle washers,
ventilating fans, sewing machines , paint mills, dental lathes, and
drills, shop window attractions, hay, choppers , lapidary wheels
and for organ blowing, & c. The motion of the engine is capable
of being made reversible in about ten seconds. The price of the
engine is £ 10 nos. ; as an oil engine, £ 11 155., the governor being
an extra of 155. Further particulars are included in the leaflet
issued by Messrs. Whitehead, which will be sent to any reader on
receipt of a penny stamp.
New

Catalogues and Lists .

-CLEAT
D
A
B
с
MESSRS. BASSETT-LOwKE & Co.'s MODEL
FLAGSTAFF .
only a source of amusement to those who delight in things
Dautical, but as an appliance for use in classes and for self-instruction
in the Commercial Code of Signals. The model flagstaff is sold for
128. 6d. net, which includes a set of twenty-seyen dags and an ex

Cotton & Johnson , 14 , Gerrard Street, Soho, London, W.
A very useful price list has been received by us from this firm
of Standard Whitworth pitch and British Association screws, bolts ,
and nuts , & c., in steel and brass. Taps, dies, and screwplates are
also included. List will be sent to readers of this journal for 2d .,
post free.
The Silver Queen Cycle Co., Ltd., 18, Gray's Inn Road ,
London, W.C., have sent us an illustrated catalogue of cycles and
accessories supplied by them ; also “ The Cyclist's Enquire Within ,"
containing information for cyclists and motorists. Both will be
sent post free to readers of The MODEL ENGINEER ,
The General Electric Company, Ltd., 21, Queen Victoria
Street, London, E.C., send us a copy of their new bell list for 1904,
containing prices of batteries , bell sets, switches , alarms, galvano.
meters, telegraph instruments, speaking tubes, and general elec
trical supplies.
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The Editor's

Page

'HE
now
under examination, and we will announce the
results as early as possible after the work of the
successful competitors has been duly verified . A
large number of our readers took advantage of
this competition to distribute specimen copies of
THE MODEL ENGINEER amongst their friends, and
as we have often been asked for specimen copies
for this purpose apart from any competition con
siderations, wemay say that we shall be pleased to
send an assorted parcel to any reader who thinks
he can distribute a few copies with advantage.
*

Weregret that by a slip of the pen , when announ
cing our 1904 Model Steamer Speed Competition
conditions, we put the limiting length of Class A
boats at 6 ft . 6 ins, on the water-line, instead of
7 ft., as last year. Will readers who contemplate
entering kindly note?
*
With reference to Colonel Bagnold's table of
screw and wire gauges, wehave been asked to notify
our readers that there is a typographical error in
column 15 of the Table published on page 233 of
our issue of 3rd September last (No. 123). The
Wood Screw Gauge No. 12 should have been in
serted in the fifteenth line, instead of in the thir
teenth line ; in other words, the size of No. 12
wood screw is .220 , and not .222 .
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A. M. L.- We have no design in hand at the
moment for a completely enclosed motor such
as you require, but any of those described in
handbook could be very readily enclosed and
made practically dust tight.
W. S. (Warrington ).— Thank you for your letter.
MODEL ENGINEER Certificates of Merit were
awarded in our last model steamer speed
competition , but have not been awarded to
other than competition models. We shall give
further opportunities for gaining one of these
awards later on .

L. J. ( Llangenneck ).- Messrs. Thorn & Hoddle's
address is now 151, Victoria Street, Westminster,
and not as given in our issue of February 18th .
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent pos! free to any address for 13s . per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement ratesmay behad on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the pap r,
and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
apparatus
all
new
and
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26--29 . Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relasing to sales of the paper
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Answers to Correspondents .
Contents .

J. McL . (Mole).— We have never before heard that
bichromate of potash is insoluble in water. If
you cannot get the full amount to dissolve, use as
strong a solution as you can , and see what results
you get.
A. J. S. (Leamington ).- Wehave already dealt fully
with the catalogue question, as you will see by
reference to our issues of March 26th , April 9th ,
and April 16th , 1903.
C. M. W. (Rotherhithe).-- The yacht curves de
signed by Mr.Wilson Theobald may be obtained
from Messrs. B. J. Hall & Co., Victoria Street
Westminster, S.W.
H. A. B. (Fleet ).— The early determination of the
specific gravity of tungsten , probably due to the
use of imperfectly purified material, obtained
lower figures than have been found subsequently .
Wöhler found the specific gravity of the metal to
be 17.2 to 17.6 ; Bernoullé , 17'9 to 18.9 ; Waddell ,
18.77 ; Maissan , 18.77 ; whilst Roscoe gives 19:13 .
H. K. (Brighton ).- Our handbook , Small Dyna
mos and Motors,” gives particulars of a number
of small machines which would suit your require
ments.
“ A New SUBSCRIBER ." -- Your query does not
admit of an answer. Wemust know the output
of dynamo_in_watts,
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ELECTRICITY.

Paraffin

Brazing

Lamp.

By L. MOGRIDGE.

MR. MOGRIDGE'S PARAFFIN BRAZING LAMP.

HE lamp here described was made in accordance
TH with directions given in the M.E. by Mr.
Kerry, in the issue of May 21st, 1903. I had,
however, been experimenting for some time.
The brazing lamp works on the usual principle,
the oil being forced through a heated coil of tube by
air pressure to a nipple, from whence it issues in the
form of gas. The pressure is created in the con
tainer by means of a cycle pump.
The burner consists of a coil, of four turns of
- in . copper tube, one end of which is taken to a

tap , and the other screwed into a block of brass
which carries the nipple. This block is 1 in . by
* in . by 1 in ., and is drilled to connect the tube and
the nipple. The nipple is 2 ins. from the coil.
The copper tube is fitted with a back nut, and filled
with fine wire, before being screwed into the block .
The nipple is drilled with a 1-64th -in . twist drill ;
the coil is if ins. outside diameter, and is fitted
with a casing of 20 gauge sheet iron and a nozzle,
if ins. diameter of 16 gauge. The casing has slots
to allow air to enter, and the back is full of 3-16ths-in .
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holes for the same reason . The casing fits tight
over the coil. The total length of burner is 51 ins.
The container is made of thick tin , and is 64 ins.
by 41 ins. It is fitted with a cycle valve, filler and
a gas tap, with an extension piece soldered on . A
piece of tube goes from the tap to the bottom of the
container. The tin under the flame tube is to hold
spirit for lighting up: The lamp gives a flame
about 12 ins. long, and will do cycle brazing easily .
Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit.
All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]
An Adjustable Reamer.
By J. S. SMITH.
It frequently happens that in fitting machinery,
holes are required a little above or below gauge size.
This reamer has been designed for that purpose,
its special feature being the movable blade B.
The one illustrated below is 7-16ths in , diameter ,
but I have made them from 5-16ths in . to i in .
diameter. The body A is made of bright drawn
mild steel rod, filed down an easy fit to gauge, and
the end tapered off ; a 5-32nds-in , hole is drilled
right through at C , and the groove E , } in . wide
and half the diameter of the reamer , is planed or
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underneath by means of gas jets, as shown in sketch :
the tools . sing placed in the sand attain a beautiful
even temper . Animportant advantage of the sand
bath method is that one can get any degree
of temper simply and evenly as the heating of the
tools is even , and comparatively slow , tools not
being easily spoilt through allowing the temper by
mistake to go too far, and having to re -harden, and
polish them .
One or two hints on the hardening and tempering
of small milling cutters may not be out of place as
a finish of this note. Unless great care is observed,
a costly milling cutter may be utterly ruined
through careless hardening, and hours of work
wasted , and perhaps shillings of money. When
heating a cutter preparatory to hardening, take the
greatest care to evenly and gradually heat it to
the required temperature a medium cherry red
and then to quench it in absolutely greaseless water
to which has been added 1 lb. each of sulphuric
and hydrochloric acids, and } lb. of zinc sulphate.
The writer has not tried to fathom the scientific
reason for this solution being better than water
for hardening, but can vouch for its being very
greatly so ; a cracked milling cutter is, in fact, a
rarity - happening not once a year. The cutter
should then be polished as soon as possible , and
tempering accomplished by being put on to a red
hot iron rod horizontally.
As a rule, cutters are seldom tempered below a
medium straw colour. Tempering immediately
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AN ADJUSTABLE REAMER.

chipped from the end to it. Two f -in . Whitworth
tapped holes ( D ) are now drilled from the back
into groove, and grub screws 3-16ths in . long fitted .
The cutting blade B is made of cast steel, with a
lip to fit the hole C. It is most essential that this
blade should be made a good and tight fit in the
groove E. A flat ( F ) is then put on the body of
the reamer, from the point to just past the hole C ,
to give clearance for the cutting edge, and a square
filed on at G to fit wrench . As will readily be seen ,
the cutting size of the reamer may be altered by
means of the adjusting screws D.
Tempering and Hardening Taps, Drills, etc.
By R. J. M.
When heating any long tools such as reamers,
long drills, & c., preparatory to hardening them ,
they should be laid horizontally on a flat slab of
fireclay. This prevents sagging from the straight,
and the resultant spoiling of the tool, especially
when it is somewhat heavy or long in proportion
to its diameter. Hardening should be accomplished
by holding the tool vertically , and gradually lower
ing it into hardening solution, oil, or other quench
ing agent. When polished , tools may be tempered
to any degree in a sand bath ; a tray on which are
about 3 ins. of sand. The tray is heated from

PART SECTION .

after hardening causes the internal strains in the
steel to be partially relieved, and, therefore, the
cutter is less liable to crack in use .
Removing a Tight Faceplate Chuck .
It is sometimes found that the lathe faceplate is
stuck tightly on its screwed nose after a job of very
heavy turning has been done, and resists the efforts
of the hands to slacken it . The best method of
removing it is to get extra leverage on the plate in
the following manner : Two pins or short bolts are
slipped into the slots of the plate, at opposite sides,
and a stiff iron bar inserted between the two, so
as to lie across the plate, and fetch up against each
pin . The bar being then turned, a good leverage
is obtained on the plate. Themandrel pulley must
now be locked to prevent it from turning when the
plate is moved , this being done by putting a wooden
wedge between the pulley and the headstock cast
ing, and assisting the same by gripping the pulley
rim with the hand . A sudden jerk on the bar will
then start the plate. Blows must not be allowed ,
however, although jerks cannot do much harm .
The smaller chucks should have flats filed on the
bosses to receive a spanner " for their removal
in case sticking occurs ; or a spanner may be
placed on one of the jaws of the chuck for
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leverage, though this must not be followed as a
regular practice. The risk of sticking of the chucks
and plates is much lessened by keeping the screws
oiled .
Lathe Made into Drilling Machine.
By W. G. BENNETT.
Do not despise your old lathe when you get a
new one, but convert it into a drilling machine
which you will find useful, besides saving the cost of
a new one. The sketch given herewith showsone I
have made and had in use some time and I would
not be without it now . Although only 3 -in . head
stocks, it is surprising what a lot of work can be
done on it , and it will drill holes up to 5-16ths in .
easily. The two guides, or standards, are 2 ins. by
* in . iron , and, of course, can be made any length.
The foot-gear is a good heavy sewing-machine

18

top
A HOME MADE DRILLING MACHINE .

wheel, fixed to the two legs of the bench . A small
faceplate is fixed on to loose poppet-head , and a
drill chuck must be fitted according to the pocket
of the user.

Hints on Bronzing.
By “ BRUM .”
Seeing recently one or two items concerning a
black colour on brass , perhaps a little information
on bronzing or metal colouring may be interesting
to model makers, who are generally very “ faddy '
people in all connected with metal.
Bronzing now , as compared with thirty or forty
At that time, the most
years ago, is a lost art.
lovely colours used to be produced on metal,
chiefly brass, ranging from white to black, and
from salmon to violet, blue, & c . But of late years
attention has again been directed to it , and at
technical schools classes devoted to this subject
have been started .
The chief bronze in use is the steel bronze for
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turning brass steel colour. The brass must be
thoroughly cleaned, either by dipping in aqua fortise
by emery clothing, or by polishing ; then boil a pint
of water in an enamelled pot, add black antimony
till the antimony is in excess , i.e., rests at the
bottom without dissolving ; put the article in , and
add smoking salts (or muriatic acid ), a little drop at
a time, till the brass assumes a steely gray ; swill
in warm water , and dry in sawdust, or with clean
rag. Cost of above solution about 3d . For a
violet colour add a small quantity of bluestone
(sulphate of copper ).
For a deeper shade of blue, boil sulphate of copper
in as much water as it takes to dissolve it ; add about
half asmuch liquid ammonia ( 880) as there is water,
boil it to drive off excess of ammonia , dip work in ,
dry out as before; work solution just under the
boiling point.
Another steel: - 1 oz. black antimony, } oz. white
arsenic , i pt.muriatic acid ; mix , allow to stand for
three or four days to digest , and mop work with a
piece ofrag tied on a stick ; swill, etc.
Black :-Copper nitrate 5 ozs ., water 10 ozs.,
liquid ammonia (-88 ) ) 10 ozs. ; dissolve nitrate in
water , add ammonia cautiously till precipitate is
just re-dissolved. Work warm or hot ; it works best
after some little using. All these for brass.
For bronzing copper steel colour : liver of sulphur
1 part, water 99 parts ; worked warm .
For turnin giron or steel copper colour : 1 oz.
aqua fortis in i pt. water ; immerse for some little
timetill the desired colour is obtained. Or a solution
of sulphate of copper in water ( saturated solution ) ;
immerse ; to quicken , add a little aqua fortis.
To whiten brass, copper, & c.:
lb. cyanide of
potassium , 2 ozs. oxide of mercury, 2 galls. rain
water ; let stand for twenty- four hours, and dip .
For brightening brass , copper, gunmetal, & c ., but
not iron or steel, first boil work in soda water to
remove all grease, old lacquer, & c ., and dip quickly
in aqua fortis; swill in two or three waters, and dry out.
To make pickle for removing borax, scale, etc.,
from brass after soldering, 2 ozs. aqua fortis in a
qrt. of water ; immerse work for two or three
hours.
Ditto from iron , & c ., add sulphuric acid (oil of
vitriol) to water till the water has just the chill taken
off ; work as for brass,
It is well to remark that different makes of brass
give different results in the same solutions ; some
brass showing the grain of the metal, cast brass
showing a different shade to wrought. All bronzed
work is lacquered .
At some future timewe will discuss lacquering
The Society of Model Engineers,
[ Reports of mee'Ings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any part
trcular issue if received a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication.)
London .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS. – Tuesday, May 3rd :
Meeting at Holborn Town Hall ; paper by Mr.
Levy on “ Radium ,” with demonstrations. An
nouncement of result ofModel Making Competition
and Exhibition of models. Saturday, May 14th :
Visit to Chiswick Power Station of London United
Tramway Company. - HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon .
Sec., 37 , Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.
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Provincial Societies.
Worcester. - Mr. G. C. HOLYOAKE , I, Bar
bourne Terrace, will be pleased to hear from
gentlemen residing in this district , and interested
in model engineering, with a view to forming a local
Society .
The Work

of a

Beginner .

By T. A. BOWERS.
'HIS is a brief description of a horizontal slide
THIvalve steam engine, and a small compact
shocking coil. Imay say the engine wasmade
by myself when I was sixteen years of age, and I
did all the necessary turning on a watchmaker's
lathe, without slide-rest attachment. I got the
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were made out of brass incandescent-light nipples.
The whole is mounted on a polished American hard
wood block . I have had the engine running for
hours at bazaars, and have never had any trouble
with it. Everything is nicely polished , and it
makes a very interesting little model.
The coil is fixed in a polished mahogany box ,
5 ins. by 7 ins. by 3 ins. The coil itself is similar to
other shocking coils, having fine iron wires 31 ins.
long for a core, three layers of No. 20 s.c.c. wire
for primary winding, and fifteen layers of No. 36
s.c.c. wire for secondary winding, with a layer of
fine waxed tissue paper between each layer of wire.
The regulating tube, terminals , contact-breaker ,
and fittings were all turned up by myself on a small
clockmaker's lathe. The handles are of brass
electro -plated tube, and fit into spring clips at the
side of the coil, giving it a very neat and compact

Mr. T. A. BOWERS' MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND BOILER , AND SMALL SHOCKING Coil .
cylinder ready cast from a friend in the trade, and
bored it out to ļ in , diameter with a small boring
bar made out of a potance file fixed in the back
centre of the lathe. The steam ways were drilled
out with a 3-32nds in . drill. The ports are cut
square, the two outside ones being
in . and the
exhaust 3-16ths in . The bearings, fork , and wheel
were cut out of solid brass plate , and the shaft and
screws were turned out of iron wire nails. The
stroke of the piston is i in . I experienced no diffi
culty with the eccentric , making it out ofbrass plate,
with a lug brazed on to take set- screw , and allowing
it an in . travel. The boiler is made ofcopper plate ,
seamed and sweated with soft solder, the ends
being flanged in , and a brass stay running through
to strengthen it. All the boiler fittings were made
by myself, except the water-gauge. The unions
for connecting steam -pipe from boiler to engine

appearance . The coil works very steadily with one
bichromate battery, giving a severe shock when the
regulating tube is completely drawn out.
THE L.Y.R. ELECTRIFICATION . - Further ex
perimental trials were recently made on the
new electric line of the Lancashire & York
shire Railway Company's system between Liver
pool and Southport,which will be opened for general
traffic within the next few weeks. A train contain
ing the company's engineering and electrical staff
started from Crossens Station, Southport, and ran
through to Liverpool without stopping, a distance of
twenty -one miles. This is said to be the longest run
that an electric train has evermade in this country
without a stop. Everything worked with the
greatest smoothness and satisfaction ,

By W. H. DEARDEN .
EXAMPLES OF MARKING -OFF WORK .
(Continued from page 343.)
THER illustrations of marking-off are found in
various kinds of brackets with bosses at
O
tached , the one shown (Fig . 25) being suitable
for a governor, or any part of a machine with right
angle shafts requiring to be coupled by means of
bevel gear wheels. The first thing necessary to be

PLAN.
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FIG . 25. - GOVERNOR BRACKET.
done to the casting is to machine it upon the bottom
square with the body, and to avoid a great amount
of trouble it would be well also to plane one or both
edges . It should then be placed upon the marking
off table standing upright, and the centre marked
for the horizontal shaft. Now , by laying it down
flat, setting it so that the foot stands perfectly
square, we can proceed to mark off in that plane
the centre of the horizontal and vertical shaft, not
forgetting to mark also at the same time the boss
at the upper part of the foot which carries the cup
or footstep supporting the vertical shaft. Having
done this, set up the bracket so that the foot is
perfectly upright or square at the bottom and sides
-then mark off a centre line on both bosses at right
angles to the existing ones to carry the vertical
shaft afterwards, marking these centres or points
of intersection , with a punch and striking a circle
equal to the diameter of the holes to be drilled .
Thus it will be seen that by bolting the bracket
down upon the machined foot and drilling carefully,
it requires no setting for the vertical shaft . Also
by bolting it to the side table of the drilling machine,
or to an angle plate affixed to the same, we shall
need only to set the edges true with the square
-the holes drilled being at right angles to each
other.
To be in possession of some simple effective
method of marking out the teeth of wheels, etc.,
may be found useful. To write fully upon this
subject involves an entire article in itself - suffice
it to say that the true and proper shape of teeth is
cycloidal. A cycloidal curve is one described
by a point in the circumference of a circle when
rolling along a straight line, which in this case is
the pitch line : therefore, the curves for the teeth of

racks is cycloidal both in the case of the flank and
also face of the teeth . Wheels differ inasmuch as
the face of the teeth are epicycloid , and the flanks
hypocycloid — the former being described by a point
in the circumference of a circle when rolling upon
the outside of the pitch line, and the latter when
rolling upon the inside of the pitch line (Fig . 26 ).
These rolling circles are called generating circles,
and where it is intended that wheels , or wheels and
racks should gear, these circles must be of the same
diameter. The diameter of the rolling circle for
any pitch equals pitch x 2*22, and no wheel should
have less than fourteen teeth. The rolling circle
diameter must not exceed the radius of the smallest
pitch circle in any set of wheels. For workshop
practice a disc or template is usally made equal to
the rolling circle, also a template corresponding
with the radius of the pitch circle. The former is
then rolled upon the edge of the latter , and from a
point in the circumference of the rolling circle is
marked out the required curve. A very useful
scale is that shown in Fig . 27 for proportioning
teeth , and may be easily constructed .
Set off upon a piece of stout drawing-paper two
lines at right angles, which , for illustration , shall be
2 ins. long. Now join to form a right-angled
triangle . The vertical line should now be divided
into ten equal parts or ' 2 divisions, numbering them
10, 20 , 30, & c ., up to 100. Now divide the first of
these into to again , and with the compasses set off
eight of these above 20, 30, and 4?, also two above
50. From these four respective points draw care
fully lines all converging to the point of the triangle
Cycloidal curve
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Fig . 26. - CYCLOIDAL CURVES,
G. Generating Circle ; AA , Hypocycloid Curve ;
BB, Epicycloid Curve.

marked B. The first of these, viz ., 28, represents
the height of tooth above pitch line; the second, 38 ,
the depth below ; the third , 48 , the width of tooth
upon pitch line ; the fourth , 52, the width of space.
Thus, it becomes obvious that there will be a differ
ence of '04 of the pitch between each tooth and
space. This is found to work very well in practice;
and in order to obtain these measurements, all that
remains to be done is to set off upon the ground line
from the point B the pitch of the teeth required ,
draw a line upright, and where this intersects the
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four diagonal lines will be the severalmeasurements
for the teeth taken from the ground line AB. This
scale should be neatly inked in at the finish . With
reference to the shape of the teeth , a good method
is that adopted in the sketch (Fig . 28). Having
divided the wheel or rack in a number of parts,
corresponding to the teeth required (and this should
always be done upon the pitch line), while the
dividers are still set to the pitch , mark -off the
bottom or flank of each tooth round the entire
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Fig . 27. - SCALE FOR PROPORTIONING .
wheel. This being done, to avoid confusion , it
would be well to define one from the other by mark
ing with a pencil those designed to be teeth with a
T. Now with the dividers set to a distance equal
to the width of a tooth and half a space, from the
centre of the samemark out the faces of the teeth .
A small radius must be left in each corner of the
teeth , thereby strengthening the same at the root.
Yet another useful example ofmarking-off is seen
in the bedplate of a horizontal or vertical engine.
With reference to the former, the type shown in
Fig. 29 is usually that adopted in this class of engine,
the casting being continuous from the face to which
the cylinder is bolted to the extreme end beyond
the bearing of the crankshaft, unless of very large
proportions, in which instance it would necessitate
two or more castings. The slide block guides or
bearings are cylindrical or curved, the same being
bored whilst the casting is set up for facing and
turning spigot to receive the cylinder. Seeing
it is essential that all machined parts should be
perfectly true, due care must be exemplified in this
work in order to bring it to a successful issue. In
all machine and engine work, experience has taught
and proved how important this is , adding consider
ably to the life of the same by its sweetness and ease
in running. In marking off the casting, our first
business will be (as in the case of a cylinder ) to insert
a strip ofmetal at each end of that part to be bored
and faced, upon which to mark the centre , also
a strip in the other end where the crankshaft bearing
is placed . Weshould now find at these three points
an approximate centre, equalising the parts that
differ and wedging the casting up as may be required ,
until the different faces to be machined will clean
up square and true with the centre for boring, etc.
This may not altogether be an easy matter at first,
and it will certainly require care and forethought.
When finally, set up, the scribing block must be set
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to the centre and a line marked continuously around
the casting, being afterwards dotted in order to
retain it. The centre of crankshaft should now be
marked off,measuring carefully from the cylinder
face, after which the width of gap to receive the
brasses can then be marked off, and vertical lines
struck for machining. The depth of bearing and
all surfaces requiring machining in the horizontal
plane, must also be marked offwhile in this position .
In order to obtain a centre line at right angles to the
former one, the casting now requires turning upon
its side, the former lines being set upright by means
of the square. The casting now requires to be
wedged up until the centre of cylinder and bearings
is true to dimensions and the faces to be machined
will clean up also . When this has been acquired
the centre line should be struck through for boring,
etc.; then from this mark off centre line of bearing,
also the width of the same and all other faces
requiring machining. While set up in this position ,
it is well to strike a line horizontally through the
longest possible surface for future setting. Where
the lines cross upon the strips, mark the centre
lightly with a dot punch, afterwards setting, the
compasses and striking a reasonably large circle to
set the casting up to , when boring and facing. The
machining can now be done, the holes , & c., being
marked off afterwards.
The vertical or marine engine bed shown (Fig . 30 )
is of the usual type and suitable for a two-cylinder
engine, provision being made for three crankshaft
bearings. To mark off the casting, place strips in
the three openings which are to receive the brasses,
upon which to mark the centre line. Set up the
casting level upon the marking-off table, so that all
the faces, & c., which have to be machined will
clean up. Take a pair ofcompasses or “ mophs ” and
find the centre of each gap, or of the two outside
ones which will suffice . With the aid of a straight- .
edge and scriber mark across the strips the centre
line from which to work . From this centre line,
mark off upon either side the width of the brasses
and strike a line right across the three gaps, con
tinuing the same down the two outsides of the
casting with the square. Now procure the centre
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FIG . 28. - SEGMENT OF SPUR WHEEL .
line of crankshaft, and with the scribing block set
to the same, run a line entirely round the casting,
the usefulness of which will be seen in future setting.
In planing lengthways or crossways the centre
line struck round any casting is indispensable as
likewise in drilling. Before altering the scribing
block , retain the line upon the standard height
block on the table, and from this mark off below
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the depth of the gaps, and above, the heightof the
faces requiring machining to receive the standards
or columns and pillars . These several points and
faces when marked should be dotted lightly in order
that they may not be lost. We will now proceed
to mark off the centre lines of the three bearings at
right angles to the previous one. First, find roughly
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manner as the outside ones - setting the sides square
with the faceplate and boring out the hole true
with the circle struck upon them .
With reference to the columns and standards
which support the cylinders of a vertical or marine
engine, those in front of the sameare usually turned
out of iron, or preferably mild steel, the flanges at

o

Fig . 29. - HorizoNTAL ENGINE BED :
the centre of each bearing and mark it upon the
strip , these should now be carefully measured for
distance between and over all. If found to be
incorrect to drawing, they must be extended or
diminished accordingly . Having found and marked
clearly the centre of each bearing, we shall now
require a line through each , and from this line mark
off the length of bearing. To obtain these right
angle lines may appear difficult, but the best
method will be to strike an arc with the compasses
or trammels upon either side of the casting, working
from the centres of the two outside bearings. A
Jine drawn through where these arcs intersect will
give us the centre (if the bearings are the same
distance apart) of the intermediate bearing, or a
right-angle line from which we can obtain others
also . The machining so far can now be done, after
which the holes, & c ., may be marked off for drilling,
working from the centre lines in each case. It is
customary first to drill the caps which are usually
of steel, the same afterwards serving as a jig to
drill the stud holes for the bearings. When the
crankshaft brasses have been fitted , the caps put
on and tightened down, the bearing will require
marking off for boring. This will necessitate
setting up the casting as before, so that the line
run round it becomes true again , after which the
former centre lines are marked both horizontally
and vertically across two strips placed in the two
outer brasses. From these centres strike a circle
equal to , or larger than , the bore is to be. If of
large dimensions, the three brasses should be bored
out in their respective places by running a bar and
cutter set true with the circle at either end through
them , thus ensuring lineality - afterwards being
faced and radiused accordingly. If it is necessary
to bore each pair separately in the lathe, the centre
pair of brasses will require marking off in the same

PLAN AND ELEVATION .

either end being lineable with each other and at an
angle with the pillar suitable to give the necessary
amount of set-off to meet the requirements of the
cylinder at the top ( Fig . 31). In some instances, for
small engines those at the back are turned also with

Fig . 30. - VERTICAL OR MARINE ENGINE BED :
PLAN AND ELEVATION .
a portion at the upper end left square, upon which
to fasten the slide or crosshead guide. However, in
the majority of cases, the rear ones are of cast -iron ,
similar to the one shown (Fig. 32 ) and require
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marking off. In the case ofmarine engines, where
the bilge and circulating pumps are worked by
rocking levers , actuated by the extended ends of
crosshead pin , a bearing or bracket is provided at
the back of the standard . Having coated with
chalk the parts to be marked off, proceed to set up
the casting to an approximate level, keeping it
about square with the sides of the casting. We

Figs. 81 & 32. – COLUMNS
FOR VERTICAL. ENGINE .

take place in cooling . In making the patterns about
fin . should be allowed , in addition to the amount
already provided for contraction , or if working
from a pattern maker's contraction rule, which is
far preferable , the amount for machining only need
be added, the shrinkage in casting being already
taken into account by the adoption of the afore
mentioned rule.
For small work , probably about 1-16th in . will be
ample allowance. Now , with reference to the
amount which should be left for filing. In the case
of a locomotive frame, or any sheet or plate work , the
surplus metal may be removed to within not more
than 1-16th in ., or, if care be taken , to within even
1-32nd in . of the lining-out before commencing to
file .
In the case of machining it will entirely depend
upon the class ofwork which is being done. Should
it be any part of a machine or engine, where when
finished it requires to be a good fit, as in the case of a
slide-block, quadrant and block , axlebox, slide
valve, and buckle , a bare 1-32nd in . should be left
for fitting, as by the time the toolmarks have been
taken out it will not be found too much . In the
event of work which has simply to be filed up and
polished, it may be machined just full to the lines,
the toolmarks then being removed by filing, etc.
In conclusion , it may be stated that a great deal
more remains to be said upon the subject ofmarking
off, the writer having dealt with a few of the
examples with which the model engineer will be
comemost familiar. It is hoped , therefore , that he
will gather some knowledge from the preceding
remarks, thereby enabling him to execute whatever
he undertakes in a true workmanlike manner,
aiding him also considerably throughout his entire
model-engineering career.
A

Model Electric

Locomotive

By W. Smith .
HE photographs and description herewith of
l
de
electric
loco
Cyclone " may be
my mo
THE
of interest to readers of this journal. This
engine has been made by me in occasional spare
time during the last six months, the tools used
being limited in number, only consisting of the
ordinary common tools to be found in every model
engineer's shop, viz ., a few files, vice, hammer, and
screwplate ; also a very bad specimen of a home
made lathe, which , however, stood me in good
stead for turning up axles, etc.
The principal dimensions of loco are as follows :
Length of frame, 12 ins.
Width of frame, 41 ins.
Thickness of iron , j in ,
Length over buffers, 15 ins.
Length of buffer beams, 4 * ins.
Depth of buffer beams, i in .
Thickness of buffer beams, 4 in .
Gauge of track, 24 ins.
Width of cab , 3 } ins.
Height from floor, 3 } ins.
Height from rail, 64 ins.
Length of cab , 41 ins.
Diameter of wheels on tread, 24 ins.
Length of wheel-base, 5 ins.
Diameter of axles at centres, in .
Diameter of axles at journals , $ in .
Total weight of locomotive, 9 lbs.
1

must now ascertain from
the drawing what
distances are from the face of the slide to the centre
of top flange and also to the bottom one, not for
getting also the bracket or any other bosses at the
back of the casting. Equalizing these distances so
as to bring them as nearly correct as it is possible ,
with a reasonable amount for machining, proceed
to mark off the face for the slide block to work upon ,
afterwards setting off the other distances below
accordingly , viz., centre of top of standard , centre of
bracket, and centre of foot of standard . Continuing
these lines round , the casting should now be marked
off for machining upon the ends. Dividing the
amount which requires removing to bring it to its
correct length , at the same time working to the
drawing as near as it is possible, set up a square
upon the line denoting the length at either end ,
and draw lines vertically . It is the best plan to
have a length rod made purposely, if of large pro
portions, the same acting as a gauge in machining
both standards. The small bracket may bemarked
off in the same manner as the bearings of the bed ,
etc., it being usual to chip and file this and to fit
the brasses without machining it.
It may be fitting to the occasion to add in con
clusion a few remarks as to the allowance that should
be made for machining, & c . Considerable variation
exists between the practice of different engineers as
to the allowance that should be made ; but a good
rule, however, is to allow about 1-16th per in . To
obtain a clean and good finish with the casting, great
difficulty is often experienced in getting beneath .
the surface, and this can only be overcome by
taking a good cut off first, and by so doing get well
under the scale . Hence the reason for leaving
sufficientmetal. It is obvious, therefore , that brass
castings will not require such a great allowance as
iron , and the smaller the diameter the less the
amount necessary for machining in either case.
Referring to castings of other descriptions, such as
cylinders, engine bedplates, motion plates, bogie
castings, pumps or parts of machines, dynamos,
etc., it becomes imperative that certain parts
should clean up well and be perfectly lineable, and
square with each other. In these instances , there
fore, sufficient metal must be allowed , particularly
in the case of large castings, where distortion may
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pulley form , running on a third rail exactly thesame
as the running rails ; it is kept in position by means
of a small spiral spring .
The buffers are of the correct spring pattern ,
with one flat spring actuating each pair of buffers,
The draw hooks are ordinary fixed hooks riveted
to plates. The buffers were turned from brass , and
afterwards coloured
with
silver and copper nitrate, so
as to give an appearance of
iron .
The buffer beams are of
oak , painted red in front, and
black at top and sides ; the
rest of loco is painted dark
green with black lines, and
finished with copal varnish .
The lids at each side of cab
N247
SXOLONE
are made to lift up, being
hinged at one end; the edges
of cab, & c., being finished off
with German silver jointwire.
Thename and number plates
were engraved by an en
graver on brass, and sweated
on to cab .
I have to thank Mr. A. R.
Simkins for a few hints re
ceived from him . I have
FIG . 1.-MR. W. Smith's MODEL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE .
tried the loco with a 6 - volt
current, and she promises to
All the parts can be removed from frame at any
run very well. But I should think a current of
about 15 volts would give good results. However, I
timeby removing the screws.
The fooring of loco is made of 4 -in . mahogany.
am making a new railway, and hope to test her
On it, inside the cab , are mounted the reversing
thoroughly in a short time.
gear, also brake switch , and wheel and handle
THE Council of the Iron and Steel Institute, on
working the hand -brake.
The driving wheels are
fitted with an electric brake,
worked by a double- pole
magnet situated under the
flooring at one end , the
magnet attracting a spring
armature connected with the
brake blocks when current
is switched on by lever switch
in cab .
The other pair of wheels
have also a brake worked by
hand -wheel.
The wheels were bought,
Mr.
ready
drilled , from
Stuart Turner , and were
made to drive tightly on to
axles, and afterwards sweated
with solder.
The bearings are plain
brass castings, shaped like
an inverted T, and bolted
to frame with hexagon bolts
and nuts. The motor , sup
plied by Messrs . Thompson, of
Fig . 2. — SHOWING' Parts READY FOR ASSEMBLING .
Greenwich , is their well
known 213 motor with 8 -sec
tion drum armature . I have altered it from plain
themotion of Sir Lowthian Bell, Bart., has resolved
bearings to pointed screws, so as to reduce friction .
unanimously to award to Mr. Robert A. Hadfield ,
It is geared up to drivings wheels with double
chairman of Hadfield's Steel Foundry, the Bessemer
worm gearing and wheel of 24 teeth , thus giving a
gold medal for 1904 , in recognition of the great
reduction of 1-12th ,
services he has rendered to the metallurgy of iron
The wires from motor pass up through floor to
and steel. The medal will be presented in May
switch in cab " The centre rail collector is of the
next.
The frame of loco is made of angle iron , 1 in .
wide, with the angle turned outward at the sides,
so as to leave a sort of flange. The cab , upper
work and side-plates are of light sheet iron , the
ends and roof of cab being secured with screws ;
the rest of the upper work is in one piece, firmly
sweated together , and fastened to frame with screws.
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Sir

Hiram

S. Maxim

and

his

Flying

April 21, 1904.

Machines.

By A. W. MARSHALL, M.I.Mech.E.
Anyone who takes a trip on my machine, or advises others to
engaged in electrical work , inventing the Maxim
do so , is assisting me to bring out a successtul flying machine
incandescent lamp, the Maxim dynamo and regu
in England which would be of enormous value in case of
SIR
.."
HIRAM
S.MAXIM
.
war.
lator and arc lamps. The invention of his wonderful
automatic machine gun made his name familiar all
HE writer having received from the subject of
this article an invitation to witness, at West
over the world , and fortunately the British Govern
THE
Norwood , some experiments with large
ment soon adopted it, though the first large orders
came from the Continent. The machine guns in
apparatus which it is proposed to call “ captive
previous use were multi
flying machines," not only
spent a most instructive
ple barrelled and usually
worked by hand crank or
and enjoyable afternoon
lever .
The Maxim auto
but discovered that a very
matic gun has one barrel
fine working model of the
only surrounded by a
apparatus had been con
water jacket, and is prac
structed and was on view .
tically a
reciprocating
On reporting this dis
covery to the Editor of
engine, the motive power
THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
being the gases produced
by the explosive ; the bar
that gentleman desired
rel moves backwards and
that an interview should
forwards like the piston
be sought with Sir Hiram
rod of a steam engine at
S. Maxim to obtain per
every shot — the opera
mission to present parti
culars and illustrations to
tionsof ejecting the empty
cartridge case, introducing
the readers of THE MODEL
the new cartridge, setting
ENGINEER . Now , a busy
the hammer, closing the
engineer, 'engaged in im
breech , and firing, being
portant experiments,may
not at all desire to be
all effected by the energy
of the recoil of the barrel.
interrupted by informa
The cartridges are ar
tion -seekers, and my mind
ranged on a band of web
vividly pictured a gate
bing and the gun will con
way guarded by one of
tinue to fire as long as you
the celebrated Maxim
hook on bands of cart
guns capable of firing over
ridges. Over 700 shots per
700 shots per minute, and
AR
minute can be fired , yet
a notice warning inter
the gun can be set to fire
viewers to advance at
several shots per minute
their peril. However , the
only , or can be fired by
Editor, notwithstanding
hand regulation at single ,
the pleasant smile with
short, or varying rates.
which he shows himself to
When blank ammunition
Hoitam
his readers, is very stern
S. Magim
is used , it is necessary to
and unbending when their
fix a stopper over the mouth of the barrel or no
interests are concerned , so accompanied by Mr.
recoil
will
be
obtained
.
This
gun is made in various
H. Greenly (as photographer) in order that the
sizes and weights ; the lightest pattern can becar
man behind the gun should be confused and give
ried on a man's back . The principle is applied to
us a chance to slip by whilst he was undecided
larger guns for naval use, the rate of firing being
who to aim at first, I journeyed to West Norwood
lower. Sir Hiram Maxim has applied his inventive
in the interest of THE MODEL ENGINEER. Fortu
genius to the details of heavy gun construction ,
nately , Sir Hiram Maxim was not in a shooting
making them out ofone piece of tempered steel and
mood , and though exceedingly busy, not only said
incidentally designing large apparatus for annealing
" photograph anything you like, but took the
them by a special process, in which the gun is first
trouble to hunt up screens for us and arrange his
rough turned and bored from a solid forging, then an
flying machine so as to give interesting pictures.
nealed outside and turned again ; in this process of
Though the principal object of this article is to
tempering it is suspended vertically and rotated in a
place before the readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER
furnace, coal gas being passed through the bore
some details of the latest progress towards the
to harden and temper it; oil is first pumped through
solution of the problem of aerial navigation, the
the bore and then water. By this means uniform
account would be incomplete without somemention
annealing and tempering is accomplished ; guns
of the work already accomplished by the remark
treated in this way have given most satisfactory
able man to whom this progress is due. Sir Hiram
results. To complete his achievements in the art
S. Maxim is an American by birth , and his earlier
of artillery, he has invented a smokeless powder of
work was done in the United States, where he re
a somewhat similar character to cordite.
ceived a training in mechanical work .
In the
Broadly speaking , there are two distinct divisions
early days of electric lighting, he was actively
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into which attempts to solve the problem of aerial
navigation are divided one in which the airships
are lighter than the air and which will rise by their
own buoyancy; and the other in which the airships
are heavier than the air and which must be raised
by motive power contained in them . The first
division contains simple balloons and such modi
fications as the airships used by Santos Dumont,
Spencer, Renard and Krebs, and others ; the
second division comprises the many machines
having moving wings or aeroplanes which have
been built by various unsuccessful inventors from
time to time.
Sir Hiram Maxim's opinion is that the solution
of the problem will be effected by machines heavier
than the air ; he considers that the recent trials of
the airships of Santos Dumont and Spencer have
proved that airships lighter than the air will not
do, as, though such a construction can be navigated
for a short distance in calm weather and be made to
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which usally wrecks itself and kills its designer on
the trial trip , has proceeded to acquire practical
knowledge by means of captive machines, wisely
declining to go up in the air on his machine until
he can control it and know what it is going to do.
After considering the question for a long time, he
commenced his experiments in 1889 by testing the
propelling power of screws in air and the lifting
power of aeroplanes adjusted to various angles ,
the apparatus being suspended at the end of an arm
about 60 ft. in length and which revolved in a
circle at varying speeds up to 90 miles an hour.
Having thus acquired a great deal of accurate in
formation, he constructed a large steam -driven
machine - a photo of which is given in Fig. 1
which shows the machine with all its aeroplanes
fixed in position ; in the background is the large
building erected for housing and building it. This
machine is a marvel of mechanical skill in com
bining strength , lightness , and power, and consists

Fig . 1. - SIR HIRAM MAXIM's STEAM FLYING MACHINE .
return to the pointof departure, they are too bulky
for their weight to be manoeuvred in any weather
except a dead calm , and even then only with uncer
tainty and at a slow pace. · He considers that the
teachings of Nature must be followed and the
airship be heavier than the air, relying upon self
contained energy alone, as in the case of birds ; he
states that many birds do not appear to exert as
much energy in Aying as a small animal doe ; in
running
It might well be anticipated that the inventor
who could produce an invention requiring such
skill, perseverance, and originality as that dis
played in the design of the Maxim automatic
machine gun would attack the problem of aerial
navigation in an equally skilful and originalmanner.
This has been the case. Sir Hiram Maxim , unlike
the ordinary inventor of an airship who attempts
to produce a perfect machine at the ' first essay and

of a platform carrying a light framework of steel
tubes and wire stays which support the aeroplanes
and propelling machinery ; the latter comprises two
compound condensing steam engines each having
two cranks and driving a screw propeller made of
The pro
wood covered with varnished canvas.
pellers are nearly 18 ft . in diameter , and run at
350 to 400 revolutions per minute ; each engine
gives approximately 175 h.-p. and weighs only
300 lbs. Steam is supplied from a water -tube
boiler of similar pattern to those of Yarrow and
Thornycroft ; this boiler, with its wind cutter, is
mounted on the platform , and can be clearly seen
in the illustrations ; the steam pressure is 200 lbs.
per sq. in ., and firing is by petrol. The weight of
the entire machine is about 7000 lbs. ; the width
across the aeroplanes is, rough
120 ft.
The
experiments with this machine were made by run
ning it along a railway track laid in Baldwyn's
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Park , in Kent, where Sir Hiram Maxim at that
time' resided . Strong wood guard rails were fixed
alongside the running rails throughout the entire
length of the track , and were so situated that the
machine could not rise more than a few inches
from the ground. Friction rollers were provided
on the platform and came into contact with the
overhanging portion of the guard rail as soon as the
aeroplanes lifted to the pre-arranged amount. The
machine was supported on the running wheels by
vertical springs, so that it could lift itself vertically
through a short distance without the running
wheels ever leaving the track ; each spring was con
nected to a recording dynamometer apparatus so
that the amount of rise and lifting power could be
ascertained . The speed was about 40 miles per
hour, and the machine was brought to rest at the
end of the run by means of a series of weighted
ropes stretched across the track , which passed over
pulleysand had sufficient slack to allow themachines
to be checked by their accumulated drag as they
were each picked up in turn . On one occasion ,
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sisted of cigar- shaped bodies carrying aeroplanes
and driven by screw propellers"; the motive power
being obtained from the energy stored up in a
heavy flywheel pivoted in the body of the model and
connected to the propeller. A high framework was
erected, from the top of which the models com
menced their fight which was observed , and the
behaviour of the steering and balancing arrange
ments noted . The model was held at starting by
a clip so that it could be instantaneously released ,
and the propeller engaged with a claw clutch which
was spun up to speed by means of a heavy falling
weight pulling on a cord which passed round multi
plying wheels. As soon as the propeller and its
flywheelwere spun up to full speed , the model was
released and made its flight. These experiments
came to an end by the expiration of Sir Hiram
Maxim's tenure of Baldwyn's Park , and the flying
machine was dismantled .
The engines of this machine were made of thin
sheet steel in almost every part, everything being
hollow or ribbed ; the propeller shafts were also of

FIG . 2. - A MODEL OF THE STEAM FLYING MACHINE .

when travelling at full speed , the lifting power of
the aeroplanes was so great that the guard rail gave
way on one side, the machine immediately slewed
round breaking the guard rail on the other side,and
would have gone up into the air, but Sir Hiram
Maxim , who was on board with an assistant, imme
diately recognised that an accident had happened
and shut off steam , the machine coming to the
ground a short distance to one side of the track .
There were no marks of the running wheels on the
ground between the spotwhere the machine alighted
and the track , which proved that Sir Hiram Maxim
had really succeeded in making a flying machine
which would lift itself from the ground by means of
its self-contained dynamic energy alone. As far as
the writer is aware, this is the only occasion on
which this feat has ever been accomplished . The
problem of aerial flight was not yet completely
solved ; it was necessary to ensure that the machine
could be steered , and kept on an even
el. Ex
periments were commenced with model machines
in a very ingenious manner . The models con

hollow steel tube, the flanged couplings were con
nected by a large number of very small bolts ; the
pistons were double -acting. One of these engines,
together with one of the screw propellers, and the
complete model of the flying machine shown in
Fig . 2 , is at the present time to be seen in the
Machinery Gallery of the Victoria and Albert
Museum , South Kensington ; also the experimental
machine used for determining the power of the
recoil when making the first automatic Maxim gun .
Sir Hiram Maxim is now resuming his experie
ments, in the hope of producing a successful flying
machine, but the enormous expense involved is a
serious obstacle ; his experiments at Baldwyn's.
Park , and the construction of the steam machine,
cost him more than £ 20,000 of his own money. In
America, France and Germany such experiments are
supported by theGovernment, but in England they
are left to private enterprise. To provide the money
for continuing these experiments he has conceived
the idea of providing for the public a means by which
anybody can , without danger, experience the sensa
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collars of hardened steel and phosphor bronze
carried on the shaft ; the driving power is a 35 h.-p.
gas engine. The inclined ribs are of Georgia pine,
each in one piece, tied to the central shaft by steel
ropes and light steel rods ; the diametrical width
across the arms is 66 ft. The weight of each car,
with six passengers, is about one ton ; the speed of
rotation varies from about six revolutions per
minute, giving a rate ofabout thirty miles per hour
to the cars, to about eleven revolutions per minute,
giving a speed of about fifty miles per hour to the
cars. Fig. 4 gives a view of a fish -shaped car in
mid -air , and Fig . 5 a view of the same car taken
from the ground. The cars are always fitted with
a broad tail or rudder to keep them " head on "
whilst in motion .

tion of flying by means of captive,flying,machines.
This apparatus consists of a vertical steel shaft,
supported and guided in a rectangular framework ,
and carrying a number of arms, which incline up
wards and outwards at an angle ; suspended from
these arms by steel wire ropes are cars of any suitable
design . The shaft is rotated by engine power carrying
thecars with it;as the speed increases, the cars fly out
wardsand rise in the same manner as the balls of a
pendulum steam -engine governor. By attaching
aeroplanes and other devices to the cars , they can
be made to rise and fall and imitate the action of
a free flying machine, and the speed of rotation can
be varied to suit the comfort of the passengers in
the cars . It is proposed to erect a number of these
machines in different parts of the country , and a

n

Cami

HAT

Fig . 3. — THE EXHIBITION CAPTIVE FLYING MACHINE IN MOTION .

syndicate has been formed to exploit the venture ,
the idea being that a sufficient amount of money
will be earned to pay a dividend on the capital
invested in the undertaking, and to provide Sir
Hiram Maxim with the funds to carry on his ex
periments in aerial navigation . These machines
will also provide a means for experimenting with
aeroplanes and cars. The machine already con
structed and tried at West Norwood is an excellent
example of constructive skill, and shows that a
great amount of thought and engineering ability has
been expended in carrying this schemeinto practice.
The central shaft is of hollow steel, 62 ft . in height
and 24 ins. in diameter, carried on a footstep bear
ing, and supported about midway by a radial
bearing consisting of blocks of hard wood fixed in
horizontalfslides, and which butt against alternate

Very curious and interesting sensations are ex
perienced when taking a flight in one of the cars
the rushing past of the air, and the feeling of having
quite left the earth , makes one really think that it
is a trip on an unrestrained flying machine, but with
the comforting knowledge that there is no danger,
and nothing to do but sit still and enjoy it . Both
the writer and Mr. Greenly have enjoyed experi
mental trips on this machine, which will shortly be
erected at Earl's Court, London , in the grounds of
the Exhibition to be held there this summer. A
larger machine is being constructed for erection at
the Crystal Palace ; the height of the central shaft
will be 71 ft ., and the diameter across the arms
will be 84 ft
Fig . 3 gives an idea of one of these
exhibition machines in motion . When at rest, the
suspension ropes hang vertically , and the cars are
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alongside platforms, from which the passengers
will enter and leave. A very large machine is
being made for Blackpool, which will be so large
that a high speed of the cars will be obtained at a
very small number of revolutions perminute, so that
the aeroplanes will lift them high in the air without
much assistance from centrifugal force.

April 21,1904 .

aeroplane. Fig . 13 is a side elevation of the
car, showing the mode of attachment to the
boom . The experiments with this model were
interesting. There appeared to be a critical speed
at which all the propellers commenced to work , and
the effects of centrifugal force were proved by
placing a wine-glass full of wine on one of the cars ;
as the speed increased the wine
glass became more and more in
clined, until it was almost horizon
tal, but the liquid in the glass re
mained in the same position as if
the glass was vertical, and not a
drop was spilled . Some idea of the
cost which is incurred in con
structing these machines may be
gathered from the fact that the first
two will cost about £ 12,000 .
Sir Hiram Maxim will not say
what form his future flying mach
ine will take. The steam machine
he considers unsuitable, on account
of the great amount of water re
quired , but he considers that we
have, in the modern petrol engine, a
suitable motor for the purpose, as
such an engine is capable of being
made very light, if all parts are
made of high quality steel, and
carefully tempered . He is now
seeking a place which shall be large
RR
enough to carry out his experiment,
these will consist of trials with
screws and aeroplanes at the end
of a long arm rotating in a horizon
Fig . 4. — A VIEW OF CAPTIVE CAR IN MID -AIR WITH PASSENGERS.
tal plane, the machine being so
attached that it will be able to move
Though Sir Hiram Maxim is an expert draughts
man , and can , therefore, carry out a great deal of
his work by means of drawings, he has made con
siderable use of models. An interesting example
of this is shown in Fig . 2, which is an illustration of
a model of his steam fying machine. The Sultan
of Turkey desired to have a photograph of the steam
machine before it was completed ; but as this was
impossible , the model was made, and the required
photograph could then be obtained . Fig . 6 is a
photograph of the complete model of the captive
Aying machine apparatus. This is a working
model, the central shaft being driven by a hand
wheel located outside the model, and connected
by a horizontal shaft and bevel gears to the
bottom end of the central shaft . Fig . 7 shows
the details of one of the cars ; each car is
20 ins. long and 4 } ins. deep .
The aero
planes are each 16 ins. in length , and are con
nected to the screw propellers by means of a worm
gear and crank , and pivoted on the stretcher booms
by a hinged joint. As the car rushes through the
air the screw propeller rotates, and by means of
the gearing alters the inclination of the aeroplane.
The construction of the cars and gearing is clearly
shown in the drawings (Figs. 8 to 13). The car is
built in three pieces, consisting of a central frame
Fig . 5. – VIEW OF CAPTIVE CAR IN MID -AIR,
(Fig . 8 ), which carries the propeller shaft and
TAKEN FROM THE GROUND .
gearing and two hollow curved side-pieces, as
shown in longitudinal section (Fig . 9) ; Fig . 10 is a
cross section showing the worm gear ; Fig . 11 is a
upward and downward , but willnot be able to escape.
cross section showing the position of the car when
When the machine is sufficiently perfected that it
in flight, the connecting-rod being omitted in the
will fly above the point at which it is attached to
drawing ; Fig . 12 is a cross section through the
the rotating arm , he will know that its lifting effect
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Fig . 12 .

Aeroplane
Fig . 8. – CENTRAL
FRAME OF Model Car .

12V

Worm

Fig . 9. - SECTIONAL PLAN OF MODEL CAR .
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Aeroplane.

Boom

FIG . 10.
m

-Worm

Crank to
actuate
aeroplanes.

Wor

Wheel

Cross SecTION

OF
FIG . 11. - CROSS SECTION
OF MODEL CAR IN Flight.

Model CAR .

Voy

Fig . 13. - SIDE ELEVATION OF Model Car .
DETAILS OF CARS OF SIR HIRAM S. MAXIM'S MODEL CAPTIVE FLYING MACHINE.
( Scale : About full size of model.)
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is greater than its weight. The next step will be
A Speed Registering Instrument.
to make a larger machine, and run it round a cir
cular track about 500 ft. in diameter, the machine
being kept in place by being attached to the rotating
A NEW
has ofbeen
regis
arms of a suitable device, which will neither assist
teringapparatus
the number
milesproduced
a motorforvehicle
nor retard its movement. When this machine, with
has travelled , and the speed in miles at which
a single operator, is able to successfully fly round
it is travelling. It consists essentially of a small
the track a few feet from the ground , it will be
centrifugal governor contained
a
in
casing
allowed to go still higher ; and when the operator
which may be attached to the dashboard, or
has it under complete control, it will be run over a
any other convenient part of the vehicle.
This
straight road near to the ground. It will only be
governor actuates a pointer working over a
after a large number of successful trials that the
dial indicating the speed in miles per hour
machine will be allowed to
go higher than 10 ft. above
the ground .
The writer wishes to ac
knowledge the great courtesy
extended to him by Sir Hiram
S.Maxim ,for the illustrations,
and permission to give this
account. It was difficult to
recognise in the genial engi
peer who joked and chatted
in the most happy manner ,
the creator of the terrible
Maxim gun which conquered
the fierce Matabele warriors
in South Africa . The young
ladies in the car shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 were specially
commanded by Sir Hiram
Maxim for the beautifying
of the pages of THE MODEL
ENGINEER, and the beaming
smiles on their faces are a
tribute to his persuasive elo
quence which was directed at
them from the topmost plat
form of the experimental
structure, and to their con
fidence in the safety of the
captive flying machine. To
the members of the staff who
willingly gave assistance in
various ways a word of thanks
is also due.
Readers who may contem
plate trial trips on the captive
flying machines can lay to
heart the fact that a friction
Fig . 6. — THE WORKING MODEL OF THE CAPTIVE FLYING MACHINE .
clutch is interposed between
the central shaft and the
motive power, and that powerful brakes will be
at which the car is travelling. At the same time it
fitted, so that starting and stopping is easy , and
actuates an ordinary indicator of the Veeder type,
there will be no possibility of the machine being
which shows the number of miles run on any one
out of the driver's control.
trip and the total distance covered . The governor
Sir Hiram Maxim speaks as follows : — " As I feel
is actuated by means of a friction wheel rotated by
certain that the time has now arrived when it is
a disc attached to the wheel, motion being trans
not only possible, but practicable , to make a success
mitted from the wheel to the governor by means
ful flying machine that cannot fail to be of enor
of a piece of flexible shafting within the length of
mous value to the country as a military engine, I
flexible tubing, the latter being employed as a pro
have determined once more to take up the subject
tection to the shafting . A clamp is arranged to fit
and continue my work until a successful flying
on to the steering axle of the right-hand road wheel.
machine is un fait accompli.” The writer feels sure
This clamp carries a projecting circular arm , which
that the readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER will wish
accommodates a bracket carrying the friction
him every success .
wheel, to which the flexible shaft is fixed . The
friction wheel is kept in contact with its driving
A Rich deposit ofiron ore has been discovered at
plate by means of a spring, and a large amount of
Staus, in Germany, and a second near Rees. These
attention has been given to this mechanism , so
deposits, which extend over an area of 55 sq. kilos,
that there shall be the least probability of its
registering inaccurately.
have been struck at a depth of 1,478 ft.
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Carbon

in

Iron . *

" HE difference between cast iron , wrought iron ,
THIand steel lies in the amount of carbon con
tained ; the percentages being cast iron 3, tool
steel .5 to 1.5, mild steel .05 to .5 , and wrought iron
not exceeding '2 . Other elements may influence the
properties, but not in nearly so great a degree as
carbon .
Pure molten iron is saturated with 4.25 per cent.
of carbon, though any silicon present lowers the
percentage of saturation . If cast iron , which con
tains more than this amount of carbon (4:25 per
cent.) be cooled , graphite separates out either in
the form of plates or fakes, giving a soft grey iron
of open texture, or as finely divided
temper ”

NU
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bon diminished from 6 per cent. before the first
expansion to .06 per cent. when the third expan
sion had taken place.
Professor Turner's own views on the subject of
graphite are as follows : At themoment of solidifica
tion graphite separates chiefly in flakes, giving the
openness of grain and softness. At lower tem .
peratures carbon separates chiefly as the “ temper
graphite. Thus the graphitic carbon present in
cold blast pig is smaller than that from the ordinary
hot blast varieties, and this fact very probably
accounts for the closeness of texture and conse
quent greater value of cold blast iron .
The size of graphite thus has a very important
effect on the strength and working properties of the
iron . A great deal of information on this point can
be obtained by the use of the microscope,and by the
comparison of a number of samples of known com

w

Fig . 7. — WORKING MODEL OF CAPTIVE FLYING MACHINE, SHOWING DETAILS OF THE CARs.
For description ]
( see pages 370-376 .
graphite which gives closeness of grain and conse
quent increase of strength ; all strong irons contain
a considerable proportion of this latter.
In connection with this, Mr. W. J. Keep, of
Detroit, using a special form of recording apparatus,
found that with such substances as tin or copper a
uniform contraction took place as the metal cooled
from the temperature of solidification to that of the
air ; but with cast iron there are definite points of
arrest in the shrinkage, and at these points actual
expansion takes place. This expansion varies with
the composition of the iron , being very slight with
white iron , but more pronounced the greyer the
iron , and also the greater the proportion of silicon .
In very grey cast iron three expansions usually
take place. By cooling samples of iron at these
various points it was found that the combined car
* A Report of Professor Turner's Lecture before
the Birmingham Engineering Society.

position and properties under the samemagnifica
tion .
Another method is by dissolving away the iron
and silicon , getting the graphite left in a very pure
form ; this is dried and passed through a set of
sieves containing 30, 60 and 90 mesh ; the residue
left on each sieve gives the percentage of that par
ticular size present in the sample.
Professor Turner then turned to consider steel .
Commencing with pure iron , we have a polygonal
structure revealed by the microscope . On adding a
small quantity of carbon it is observed that pearlite ,
which is an iron -carbon sub -eutectic or eutectoid ,
separates round the edges of the polygons, and as
the proportion of carbon increases the pearlite
extends more and more into the grains of ferrite ,
until, with 9 per cent. of carbon present, the whole
mass consists of pearlite ; on the further addition of
carbon cementite separates.
In steel that has been heated to a little below its
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melting point, the different constituents segregate
in a manner plainly revealed by the microscope,
resulting in a “ burnt and brittle steel. At inter
vening temperatures there are points of arrest in the
heating and cooling curve, the position and number
of which vary with the percentage of carbon and
other elements, somewhat analogous to what is ob
served in cast iron , though it must be remembered
that we are here dealing not with the eutectic , but
with the sub -eutectic pearlite . In addition to the
ordinary pearlite, there are two other varieties
easily recognisable under the microscope. One is
the coarse -grained segregated pearlite occurring in
patches and giving a weak brittle steel ; the other
being a uniformly distributed and exceedingly fine
grained pearlite obtained by rapid cooling through
the point Arz, or say 870 ° C., and known as sorbite.
Microphotos were shown , illustrating this difference
of structure . A great amount of attention has
recently been drawn to the matter of the formation
of sorbite, especially in steel rails ; it is found that
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to Make a Morse

Sounder

and Key .
By R. F. M. WOODFORDE .
' O make the Morse Sounder and Key here illus

dimensions shown , varnish and French polish ,
and mark the centre line, as a guide when fitting the
metal parts ,with a sharp pencil. Cut an L -shape
bit of brass to size with the shears, finish with a .
medium and smooth file, drill three f - in . holes ; at
the long end rivet in a turned brass knob ; with a
scriber mark off an underpiece A about f stuff,
taking care to drill the holes exactly as in the top
piece of metal ; then cut the piece B. Screw these
three pieces down, as Fig . 2 , joining B to a screw
С
running a copper wire under the base in a
groove cut for it. Two terminals are required for
the outside holes ; should the underside of the knob

5

BATTERY

KEY

SOUNDER

A MORSE SOUNDER AND KEY WITH BATTERY.
great increase of strength and toughness results .
It may also be remembered that Mr. Garrard ,
speaking before this society last session ,mentioned
that if the motor crankshafts were case -hardened
they showed a coarse granular structure on fracture,
and were also brittle , but if heated to a cherry red
and then quenched , a fine structure was developed
and greater toughness ensued.— The University
Engineering Journal.
RECENTLY, the steel screw steamer Nicolas, built
by Messrs. Craig , Taylor & Co., Stockton - on - Tees,
proceeded to sea for her trial trip . The lead
ing dimensions are :—278 ft . by 40 ft. 8 ins. by
20 ft . 6 ins. depth, moulded. She is constructed
to carry about3 000 tons deadweight on a light
draught of water. The engines have been con
structed by the North- Eastern Marine Engineering
Company, Ltd., Sunderland, the cylinders being
20 , 33 and 54 ins. diameter by 39 ins. stroke, with
two large steel boilers working at 160 lbs. pressure.
During the whole of the trip everything worked
with the greatest smoothness, and a speed of 10
knots was maintained .

come too near the screw C when in position , bend
the long arm so as to put them 3-16ths apart. The
key is complete; but the brass should be lacquered
with electro-lacquerine (sold by the Liverpool
Castings Supply Company) ; this lacquer is very
easily applied and invisible ; of course, take the
brasses off before applying it . By the way, the
three pieces may be made of aluminium , and they
look well, and need no lacquering ; also all the parts
of the sender except the iron magnet and its arma
ture . If this be done, the few soldered joints will
have to be discarded , and may be riveted instead .
For the key, cut the base to size, and finish as be
fore; obtain a piece of 5-16ths soft round iron , and
cut two pieces 1 } ins. long, clean and tin the ends
and solder or rivet them into an iron piece, as at D
(Fig . 5 ) ; obtain two bobbins 14 ins. high , 5-16ths
bore and about in . diameter ; fill with No. 26, 24 or
22 cotton -covered copper wire , and varnish the coils
and ends. The armature E (Figs. 4 and 5 ) is cut from
soft iron , the ends rounded , and an t - in , centre hole
drilled . The standard K (Fig . 4 ) is bent from
by
t -in . brass , which should be carefully annealed by
getting red -hot and plunging in water. A hole
is drilled and tapped at the top to take a screw ,
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and at the bottom it is soldered to a plate drilled
with two holding-down screw holes at its ends, and
finally a hole to take the stud for H. The standard
F is bent from sheet brass to sizes shown (Figs. 4
and 5 ) . The spindle to carry I is drilled for and
the two holes for the holding- down screws in its
feet,and a plate to go beneath is cutand correspond
ing holes drilled in it ; a small turned knob may be

instrument is now ready to work , and a single
dry cell will work it through a considerable length
of wire. Any sizes not given must be scaled off
from the drawings ; and a look at the photograph
will clear up any point not shown in the drawings
although the instruments in the photograph are not
exactly like the ones described .

For the Bookshelf.
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( Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage. ]
SHIPS AND SHIPPING . Edited by Francis Miltoun ,
London : Alexander Moring. Ltd. Price 5s.
net.
This is one of the most useful little manuals we
have yet seen for those who take an interest in the
things of the sea . Its scope may be gathered from
the following headings of the
principalsections :-The making
toros mick
of the ship ; the sailing of the
od
ship ; course and direction ; dis
tance ; time ; atmosphere ; the
7
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FIG . 4.- SOUNDER.

(Half full size.)

at the bottom of this arm is now drilled for the
tension spring G. Take apart, enamel the iron
work black, lacquer the brass -work , and when
dry put together. The arm I must move easily on
the spindle , and a copper-wire spring ( A ) can be
coiled, the tension being regulated by the nut and
screw H , so that the bar I comes to the top screw .
When in use with key and battery , the two screws
should be set so that when the tapper is down the
armature F clears the magnet poles. The little

sudiom
D

F

mico

N

I

3"
D

N

NO

riveted into the top of F to give it a set-off. Mark
the centre line in the base, put the magnet in posi
tion with its bobbins on , also the two standards ;
screw down, and carry the ends of the winding to
two terminals underneath the base. Cut the bar I,
tapping in the screw at one end , also file out a
notch for the armature to fit into correct position
above the magnet poles, and drill a hole for the
rivet to hold it to I. A hole must be drilled for the
spindle N , and an arm ( J ) soldered on ; a small hole

Fig . 5.- DETAILS OF SOUNDER . (Not to scale .)
Royal Navy, the Merchant Service , flags and
signals, lights and lighthouses, buoys, yachting,
Lloyds ; illustrated list of the ships of the Royal
Navy, and fleets of the principal steamship com
panies. The illustrations are numerous and attrac
tive, including a diagram of a full-rigged sailing
ship , types of sailing vessels , sectional views of a
modern warship and a liner , views of lighthouse ,
illustrations of buoys, and sailor's knots, coloured
plates of flags, and some charming coloured plates
of typical vessels. Although in size the pages are
small, there are over 350 of them , and the book is
bound in a daintily designed cloth cover. Alto
gether it contains a surprisingly varied fund of
information , and as a popular handbook we can
heartily commend it to all our readers who have
a fancy for ships and shipping.
THE HISTORY OF STEAM NAVIGATION . By John
Kennedy . Liverpool : C. Tinling & Co., 53,
Victoria Street. Price, 6s. 6d.
So many model engineers are interested in steam
ships that we feel sure Mr. Kennedy's exhaustive
treatise on the history of steam navigation will
appeal to a large section of the readers of this
journal. The book is divided into two sections,
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the first dealing with the history of the subject
generally , and the second with historical steam
ship companies. The vessels described range from
the earliest steamers on record up to the latest
turbine boats on the Channel service , while the
purely descriptive matter is agreeably intermingled
with interesting narrative and breezy yarns. The
illustrations are a special feature of the book , and
include a number of excellent half-tone engravings
of vessels of the principal lines, as well as portraits
of prominent men in the nautical world . An
additional feature of interest is to be found in the
several coloured plates showing the house flags and
funnels of most of the British companies. The
volume is excellently printed on good paper, and
may be heartily commended to every one interested
in the sea .
Practical Letters from
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attach a small flywheel on the end of the driving
shaft, and operate the machine by hand .
I shall be pleased to show any readers of the M.E.
either the twin - elliptic or mechanical harmono
graphs by appointment, at any time they happen
to be in my neighbourhood . - Yours truly,
A. H. Avery .
Fulmen Works, Tunbridge Wells,
A Small Electro -Motor.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,—None of our readers, however small
their means, need look longingly into electricians'
windows and wish for an electric motor, if they
would try themselves to make one. The very tiny
motor illustrated herewith was made and got to run
in something like an hour from its being first thought
about. It is , moreover, constructed out of next to

our

Readers .

A SMALL ELECTRO
MOTOR .
(From a photograph .)

nothing. The various parts are : An ordinary
cotton reel, one end cut square, and the other left
for a base ; the top is & in . square. A is one of the
small standards to support the armature and fly
wheel, cut from a small piece of brass. B is the
armature, cut from a piece of tin , to shape, and the
ends bent over a small clock wheel. C is an ordi
nary i-in . French wire nail, which , with six pieces

DETAILS OF

OC

{The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender Must invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication.]
Harmonographs.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, —Mr. Percy Pitman's well-designed
piece of apparatus for curve drawing is an ingenious
appliance , and produces some very beautiful re
sults ; but I believe I am correct in thinking that
several other instruments on similar lines are in
existence .
Since building my mechanical harmonograph , it
has been my privilege to examine perhaps the most
complicated and wonderfully conceived instruments
of the kind ever built, capable of resolving many
thousands of different impulses into one curve, and
combining every possible movement, rectilinear or
elliptical, with or without acceleration or retarda
tion — in fact, no outline seems impossible to accom
plish by its aid . Yet although it is a truly mar
Harmono
vellous piece of mechanism , the term
graph " applied to such instruments is, to my mind,
somewhat of a misnomer, for the figures produced
by them are not necessarily periodic, nor do they
follow recurring periodic phases. I am willing to
.concede that the figures are exquisitely beautiful,
but cannot reconcile them to natural conditions
in the parallel case of energy curves . They are
infinitely too complex to analyse ; and it was with this
very object in view that the mechanical harmono
graph was designed, in the hopeof establishing some
real connection between these fascinating figures
and natural vibration and pulsation developed
when energy is manifested. No good end was ever
attained by complicating the learner's path with
additional obstacles when already beset with un
certainty, neither has a scientific truth ever been
established on the basis of pure speculation : such
knowledge must be built up from actual facts and
observation, and to this end, it is the opinion of the
writer, that the mechanical harmonograph is best
-adapted .
Mr. Pitman enquires as to the means of driving
my instrument. An electro -motor forms the most
convenient driving power, coupled to the driving
-shaft by means of an auxiliary shaft and a pair of
Hooke's joints. Failing this , it is an easy matter to

SMALL ELEC
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TRO -MOTOR .
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of wire laid around it, forms the magnet. This is
inserted in the hole of the bobbin . D represents
three small brass screws ; E is a very thin piece of
brass, which forms the brush ; F is a clock wheel,
and G the spindle and contact wheel. I do not
know whether this can claim to be anything unique
in the way of motors; but it is the smallest one I
have seen . It works spendidly when once the brush
is accurately adjusted .-- Yours truly,
Darlington .
R. BORROW .
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Cutting a Left -Hand Thread with a Right
Hand Tap .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR ,-The following, which I am quoting
from memory from a book , I believe by “ Britain '
but the title of which I now forget, may be of use
to some of your readers .
To make left-handed threads with a right-handed
screwplate it is only necessary to file up a piece
of steel to the proper dimensions for tapping
in any selected hole, to a feather shape, and
after inserting it, turn from right to left. This
will produce a left-handed tap, which can be
hardened and tempered preparatory to using it for
forming a die - in an old softened file - or other
piece of suitable quality steel. If each hole in a
right-handed screwplate is dealt with in this
fashion , and a corresponding number of holes
tapped left-handed in a suitable piece of steel, a
most useful adjunct to the amateur's workshop is
provided . Having often resorted to this rather
paradoxical expedient, I can vouch . for its complete
satisfactory result. - Yours faithfully ,
A. R. M. S.
Nottingham .
Model Steamer Speed Competition ,
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I have read with much pleasure the
correspondence ve speed steamers and note the
interest aroused by the doings of the Era .
I do not think there can be much improvement
made in the conditions for this year's race ; in fact,
it is now rather late to make any great change in
measurements, weights, & c ., as there are at least
seven new boats being built by members of the
Wirral M.Y. Club ; all are being designed and built
with the intention of excelling in speed the now
celebrated Era .
The prizes you have given have made the rivalry
among the members so keen, that very few par
ticulars can be gathered of the improvements being
made in the new boats .
There are rumours that one, at least, will have
twin turbine engines, with high boiler pressure ;
others with improved compound engines. while
others still hold to the simple single high -pressure
engine.
It must be very gratifying to you , Sir , to see the
vast improvement made in design of hull, engine ,
and boiler of model steamers, which is mainly the
result of prizes you have given and the publicity
given in your valuable and widely-read paper.
The speed of the W.M.Y. Club boats has been
improved 50 to 75 per cent. during the last two
years. They now hold all the prizes you have
given , as Mr. Scott, of Aberdeen , has honoured the
Club by becoming a member .
They are now doing their utmost to again carry
off the first prize, if not all this year.
Your correspondent, “ H. E.” writes that an out
sider has not the advantages a member of a Club
has. He is quite correct, and that is one of the
reasons I should like to see clubs formed in all
shipbuilding ports, and , where possible arrange for
inter-club matches, so that they may see as well as
hear what others are doing. I would not have
amateurs only copy existing designs, but endeavour
to improve on them in all respects, for no one knows
what influence a model may have on future naval
architecture .
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This year, severalmodels ofnew patent propellers
have been tried on the models for outside inventors.
(0
-Yours truly,
SANDY MCNAB. "
Egremont.
A Handy Pipe Wrench .
TO THE Editor of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —May I add to the description on page
268 that the thinner end of the serrated wedge is
the one usually placed inside, and that when it is
desired to screw pipes together the wedge should be
placed on the lower jaw of spanner, and to unscrew
in the upper jaw . These wedges used to be known
as The Little Wonder " spanner and wrench com
J. G. P.
panion .-- Yours truly ,
Dublin .
Queries and

Replies.

(Attention is especially directed to the first condition
given beloro
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subieats within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back . (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Quories for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (4. Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (s )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently
( 10,440 ) Dynamo Windings and /Accumulators. E. B.
(Clapham ) writes : (1) I have built a Simplex motor as sketch (not
reproduced) with armature it ins. long, 14 ins. diameter ; field
magnet core, it ins. long, i in , diameter. Will you kindly tell me
how much wire and what gauge (a) on armature (built up of tri
polar stampings), (b) on field-magnet. It is listed to run on 6 volts,
but I have a dynamo giving about 8 volts 2 amps., and should
like to use this, if possible, to drive it. ( 2) I have made some
accumulators and pasted the negatives with litharge and dilute
sulphuric acid (1 part acid and 1 part water). Will these require
forming in the solution of chloride of lime, or are they ready for
the cells ? There are three plates in each cell (two negative, one
positive, each 4 ins. by 24 ins... What charging current will these
be given ? Will the sulphuric acid (commercial) bought at the
chemists at 3d . per lb. do for the cells or must it be purer ? I
take this opportunity of thanking you for a recent reply to dynamo
query which is now working splendidly , but would not generate
at all at first, as it was my first attempt.
(1) it ozs. No. 22 S.W.G. (2) 71 ozs. No. 22 S.W.G. Yes ;
your dynamo will or rather should drive it well. (3) Re accumu
lators --can be formed with chloride of lime, or simply by charging
and discharging repeatedly in the ordinary way. Commercial acid
will do . Charging current not to exceed I amp.
(10,576 ] Simple Telephone Fallure. J. H. (Manchester )
writes : I should feel very much obliged if you could assist me in
the following matter :-A few years ago I made two telephone
stations, microphones as described on page 21, “ Microphones and
Telephones," watch receivers as described in the same book, no
induction coils. They worked fairly well at the time, but having
been idle for the last two years , the magnets in receivers have
become demagnetised and I have replaced them by ordinary
3-in. horse-shoe magnets, fixing the poles of soft iron with wrought
iron clips. Do what I will, I cannot now get the things to work .
What I should like to know is : Have the soft cores and wire on
same to be in proportion as regards size to the permanentmagnets
used , and what would have to be the size of cores and length of
36-in. wire in my case ? The diameter of diaphragm in receivers
is it ins. The microphones are filled with carbon granules , which
I made from ordinary retort carbon broken up to size . Would it
be a material advantage to use granules as sold for this specific
purpose by electrical dealers ? Perhaps my microphones are at
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fault, though I have cleaned them and dried carbon disc and
granules, which I thought might be damp. I have coupled up
microphone, battery, and receiver in simple circuit, and although
the contact can be distinctly heard in the receivers, yet there is
no reproduction of speech . Thinking the fault was to be sought
in the fact that the watch receiver poles were too small for the
present magnets, I made new poles about 7-16ths wide by full
in . thick and filled them in the usual proportion , with the result
that the poles are now rather further from centre of diaphragm
than before---perhaps, too much so .
As your instruments worked well once and have not been tam
pered with , there is only the probability that they may need
cleaning, & c.: carbon granules may have become stuck up with
dirt and bound together somewhat. There is no need to alter
the windings or core of magnets if they did work well previously .
Yes ; or arc lamp carbons crushed to the same size. Perhaps the
ferrotype discs have been damaged and dented . Try new ones .
The distance piece between ferrotype disc and face ofmagnet poles
has a lot to do with satisfactory working. Try various thicknesses
of packing-- the little ring of packing on which the disc is clamped
down -- but don't screw up too tight.
( 10,686] Running Low Voltage Machines from Higher
Voltage Supplies. H. A. (Stoke Newington ) writes : Sorry
to again trouble you , but in looking over March 3rd issue, I
notice Query No. 10,183. The question is running a motor
100 volts and 10 amps. off a 250 V. circuit. You say the
necessary resistance of the resistance coils must be ro ohms.

current
10 amps. M

150
volls

Resistance
wwwwwwwwwww
Current 10 amps
pes 10 ohms
Dron 100 volt's

250 v mains
Resislance 10 ohms
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current 10 amps
Drop 100 volts

200 v Mins
Resistance 50 ohms
100
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l'arer .
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current Jamps.
Drop 150volts

250 v marhs
Pesis 77 ohms frearly),
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Current 3 amps.
Drop 230 volts.

Query N ? 10676
Four DIAGRAMS DEMONSTRATING
E
C = R

250 V mains
THE EQUATION

Should this not read 25 ohms ? Because if we insert to ohms
in the 250 -volt circuit, we get 25 amps., which would mean
early destruction to armature. Re P.D. at terminals, is this
a very vital point ? I was always given to understand that if we
took care of the current - 1.8 ., the amperes — we need not bother
about pressure - i.e., the volts. Say we are working on this 250
volt circuit ; we have one 8 -amp. arc , and we place the correct
resistance in circuit to allow 8 amps. to flow , and we have a motor
110 volts 3 amps., and we here again insert the correct resistance,
to allow 3 amps. to pass. By Ohm's law , we get the drop in volts in
P.D.
each case of 250 volts. I should be glad to know where the
atterminals is to come in materially in one's calculations. Wemay
10
and
3
amps.,
20
volts
3 amps.,
100
volts
machines
three
have
volts 3 amps. - all to be run off this 250- volt circuit. The resistance
to choke current to 3 amps. is 83'3 ohms in each case. Do I under
stand that in each case the P.D.at terminals would be 100 , 20 , and
10 volts, calculating watts absorbed by resistances ? Example :
250 volts resistance 50 ohms 5 amps . ; 5 amps. by 250 volts equals
1,250 watts. Now , on top of this, is it plus anything in watts ,
dissipated in resistance ? If so , how do you calculate ? I know
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that the square of the current in amperes by the resistance in ohms
equals watts dissipated . This comes out at the same, i.e., 1,250
watts ; but I am not sure that the resistance coils do not waste
some current in passing the 5 amps. Should be obliged for your
help in this matter . (3 ) Should be glad if you could satisfy me in
this little matter. Query No. 10,549, 10th inst., " W.H. B." states
he has a machine giving 5 amps. 8 volts, and asks whether he can
charge his 6 -volt accumulators with same. He does not state
capacity of his cells ; but supposing the nominal charging current
should be i amp., and his little machine is capable of giving 5 amps
when running at correct speed , do I understand thathe can simply
take his feeds off machine's terminals and let the accumulator
look after itself,whether it be a cellwhose charging current may be
anything from s up to 5 amps., in view of the fact thatthe pressure,
i.e., the E.M.F. is correct ? How can one base his calculations
in a case of this sort ? Now , supposing " W. H. B." has trans
formed down his current, say from the company's mains, to 20
amps. at 7 volts, and he has four accumulators, each 6 volts,
charging currents ·5, 75, I, and 15 amps., and he simply puts
them all on in parallel. Will these take the nominal current they
require, with correct pressure at the back of them , as in the case of
lamps,motors, & c., or will it, supposing one is on alone, allow any
thing to run through it up to a reasonable amount ?
Your reasoning is perfectly correct in one way - i.e., it is prac
tically the same, whether we determine the current flowing in the
whole circuit, and pay no attention to the P.D. at various points,
or whether we fix the P.D. at a defined spot - say at motor ter
minals— and having fixed this , we know that, without any other
resistance, the motor will take the requisite current, as it is sub
jected to the correct pressure forwhich it was designed . Weshould
have said the voltage of supply current was 200, instead of 250 .
But in either case the introduction of io in the circuit, with no amps.
flowing, would result in a drop of potential of 100 , leaving in the
one case 150 volts, and in the other 100 volts for further work
as shown . We trust this will assist you . (2) Regarding your
second query , watts absorbed by resistance = Car ; thus referring
to diagram
Watts absorbed by resistance = 102 X 10 = 1000
Total watts supplied = CX E = 10 250 = 2,500
Watts used in motor = 10 X 150 = 1,500
And taking watts used from watts supplied
2,500
1,500
1,000
wehave missing
which have been consumed or absorbed in resistance coils. Is this
clear ? (3) Charging current may vary according to make of cell
between 31 to 5 amps. per sq . ft. of + plate. The back E.M.F.
of cell counteracts, to a certain extent, the applied voltage, thus
leaving only a portion of original pressure to do useful work .
[ 10,558 ) Concerning Gas Englaes ; Gas Engine Oil. C. B.
(London , N.W.) writes : Will you kindly advise me the following
points :-(1) A good book dealing with gas engines ? (2) What
length or period of time should the asbestos packing on exhaust
head and box last, and the best packing to use for samne ? ( 3) When
the piston rings are in a bad condition does it seriously affect the
economy of engine, beside loss of power ? (4 ) What would be the
average length of time for the slides of a gas engine running ten
hours per day, before the slides would require refacing ? Six
months ? (5 ) Enclosed is sample of oil ; this oil does not burn or
carbonise, but do you think it thick enough for a 7-horse nominal
gas engine ?
(1 )Grover's “ Modern Gas and Oil Engines ," or Tookey's " Gas En.
gines : Their Advantages, Action , and Application," 58.4d., and
is. Idd. post free. ( 2) Should last indefinitely , provided the joint is
not broken . Asbestos cardboard of about $ in . thick is suitable .
(3 ) Not seriously , unless the piston blows very badly . (4) Pro
bably not so long (5) It is difficult to say from the appearance
of an oil what qualities it possesses. The sample you sent is quite
thick and heavy enough for a 7 -horse nominal, although you could
use a heavier for the main bearings and crank-pin lubrication if
you choose. The best cylinder oil we know of on the inarket is
Price's gas engine oil, and it is very much the same in appearance
as your sample . The bes test for any cylinder
oil is actual trial.
( 10,685] Small Power Engines. F. J. T. (Barry, Glam .)
writes : I would esteem it a great favour if you would enlighten
me on the following questions :-- I have a vertical boiler, 13-in .
tubes , 12 diameter by 24 high ; working pressure, 60 lbs. ; and a
horizontal engine, 2-in . bore by 31 stroke, exhaust up chimney.
for driving 3 screw -cutting lathe (which I have just ordered ) as
I intended having a t horse gas engine to drive it , but was
advised not to have anything below | horse or I would be always
having trouble with it, and with my engine I consider it will be
awkward having to attend to the firing and watching the water
while working the lathe, so would like your opinion as to which
is most suitable - my engine or a gas engine, and what power ? I
have only run my engine light, which is fitted with a pump and it
fills the boiler very quickly and I have no way of regulating it but
by
taking full.
the water
away fromto kn
suctionthe
pipe
glass
is nearly
I would
bestwhen
waythe
forgauge
regulating
same, and is it possible to regulate it with the plug that is fitted
in the clack box ?
If the boiler is fired by an oil burner and the pump is provided
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with a bye-pass on the delivery so that the feed can be adjusted
by turning the excess of water back into the feed tank, and if you
also make a regulating valve which the steam will actuate and
cut down or increase the oil supply as the steam pressure rises and
falls ; then you will not find the steam engine very much trouble
to run , especially if it is always kept running with the driving belt
on a loose pulley. Otherwiseab.h.-p. gas engine will prove far
superior, and has in any case an advantage over the steam engine,
both as regards cost of running and general handiness . However,
you already have the steam engine and you must consider this
circumstance . See issues of 15th June, 1901, and 29th October ,
1903, for further information on the subject of feed pumps.
( 10,553] Primus Burner for Firing Model Loco . C. H. B.
(Saffron Walden ) writes : Will you please answer me the following
queries ? ( 1) Can a Primus burner be used for firing a model loco
(firebox, 2 by 21 by 2) ? ( 2) Cost, and where obtainable ? (3 )
What is the liquid fuel used in same ?
( 1) Yes ; use a non -silent burner, No. o. (2) About 12s. ; can be
had from Melhuish & Sons, Fetter Lane, Holborn, W.C. (3) Ordi
nary paraffin .
( 10,557) Rig for a Lugger. W. B. H. (Balham ) writes : I have
the hull of a Deal lugger (model), and should be very much obliged
if you could giveme a rough sketch showing the rig of one of these
boats. The scale would not matter, because though all the Deal
luggers are rigged in the same style, yet the sizes of the various
spars,. & c.,
vary
within over
certain
limits
to the
of the
covered hatch
owner
Hull
is decked
, and
has ,a according
. fancy
Any further
particulars required I will send .
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main supply to engine use f-in . - certainly not less, but as much
larger as you wish .
( 10,687] Testing Boilers . F. H. H. (Bampton ) writes : I
have bought a vertical boiler and engine, and I would like to test
the boiler as it seems rather old . Is it possible to test it with
engine pump driven by the flywheel, and also could you tellme
where to look for defects when testing, and should I test it to twice
the working pressure ?
Yes, you may test by water to about it to twice the working
pressure, and also get an idea of the plate thickn ss by drilling
some small holes near the joints. These may afterwards be
plugged . Look to plate thickness at the foundation-ring. If the
boiler is a large one, employ a competent boiler inspector.
(10,426 ] Small Accumulators. F. W. W. (Winchester )
writes : I have a small dynamo in course of construction , and pro
pose making some accumulators. I should like to know : (1) How
many volts go to make 1 C.-P., as in the case of my dynamo, it is
supposed to light four 8 c.-p. lamps ? Then how do you deter
mine the voltage of the dynamo (it -being of the “ Kapp type,
No. 3 ) ? (2) Exactly how to make the positive and negative
plates for accumulator, and what mixture are they covered with ,
also where to take wires from ? (3) Lastly, in what proportion
is vitriol mixed with the water in accumulator ? (4 ) Are all
properly made accumulators 2 volts each ? what the ampereage is ?
(1) Candle-power is measured in watts, not volts alone. А
watt is i volt by i amp. A lamp of 4 C.-p. would take 16 watts ;
one of 16 c.-P. would take 64 watts, and so on . ( 2) With a volt
meter or by trial with various lamps of known voltage. (3) Please
see handbook Small Accumulators ," 7d. post free . (4) Every
single couple in a secondary cell is capable of giving 2 volts.
( 10,598] Small Horizontal Engine. J. M.(Starling) writes :
I have a small horizontal engine which runs at 80 revolutions per
minute ; I want to increase the speed to, say, 120 revolutions per
minute. What alteration in my engine shall I have to make to
obtain the required speed ?
Give the engine more steam , and if the boiler power is limited ,
supply drier steam by superheating. This will make the engine
more economical and a higher boiler pressure will be maintained
and the speed of the engine increased .
( 10,411] Running Motor from Supply Mains. J. H. J.
(Harrogate) writes : I have a small motor with which I wish to work
à dynamo. I intend to work the motor from the main . Will you
please give me instructions how to make a suitable transformer, as
the supply from the main is at about 200 volts, which would be too
powerful to work mymotorwithout a resistance . Of course,
I could work it in circuitwith a lamp of high voltage, but I
would rather use a transformer,when I could alter the volt .
age from about 8 to 18 volts.
A transformer is practically a motor coupled up to a
dynamo the one being wound to receive a high voltage cur
rent, and the other to generate a low voltage current, or vice
versa . Hence, if you take a transformer, you will be mak
ing a motor to run from the mains ; this being the case,
why not run your dynamo direct from this motor ? Al
ternating current transformers have been dealt with in
Vol. VIII.
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Catalogues and Lists .

DIAGRAM OF RIG FOR A LUGGER .
Mast, fin . diameter at deck , tapering to fat peak ; bowsprit,
8 ins. outboard , f in , diameter ;measurements on plan are for edges
of sails;allowancemust, therefore , be made for the lengths of spars.
( 10,677] Horse Power of Petrol Engine. H. T. F. (Bovey
Tracey ) writes : I want to find the h.-p. of a petrol engine working
a motor car, and have referred to your reply to the same question
on page 525, November 20th , 1903. (I ) Should length of stroke L
be in feet or inches ? (2) As the petrol explodes on one side of the
piston only, should not thenumber of revolutions be taken, instead
of number of strokes per minute ? (3 ) How am I to find
the mean effective pressure on the piston ? (4 ) What is petrol ?
And in what respect does it differ from ordinary petroleum ?
( 1) L should be in feet ; if in inches, the formula would be
L XANXP
33,000 X 12
(2) The number of useful strokes means the number of explosions
per minute . Thus, a 4-cycle or Otto enginewould give us 250 useful
strokes when running at absolutely full load at 1000 revolutions
per minute ; i.e., one explosion every four strokes. (3 ) This can
only be found with the aid of an indicator - an instrument fitted to
communicate with the inside of cylinder - and records the pressure
generated during each explosion. (4) A light vapour obtained by
distilling petroleum . The vapour, when condensed , forms petrol.
It is a hydro-carbon .
( 10,542 ] Size of Supply Pipe for ( as Engine Burner.
R. c . (WestGorton ) writes : Could I ask you what size of gas pipe
is required to supply Bunsen or explosive gas for h.-p.engine?
We presume you mean for the Bunsen which keeps the ignition
tube hot. t-in . or even f-in . gas baffel would suffice, but for

Hobbies, Limited , 12, Paternoster Square, London, E.C.,have
sent us their photographic catalogue for the present year. Illus
trations and prices are given of hand, folding, and stand cameras.
Amongst the last-named is a camera especially made to hold dry
plates of the precise size of the regulation post- card ; either upright
or horizontal viewsmay be taken . The list also includes enlarging
apparatus, lenses, complete outfits for amateurs and professionals,
besides chemicals, accessories , etc., etc.
Arthur Firth , Engineer and Tool-maker, Cleckheaton , York
shire.--We have received a price list of machine tools and acces
sories supplied by Mr. Firth , which comprises bench -drilling
machines, lathes, hand-planing machines, drills, chucks, faceplates,
slide-rests, and lathe beds. The list also includes gas engines and
electric motors, and will be sent to readers of this journal upon
receipt of two penny stamps .
A. W. Roy, Electrical Engineer, 151, Shields Road, Heaton ,
Newcastle-on - Tyne. This list, containing illustrations and prices
of various types of small dynamos, armature laminations, field
magnet stampings, wires, and other materials for dynamo building
will be sent to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER upon receipt of
one halfpenny stamp, and post- free to all readers abroad .
c . L. Ford & Co., Manufacturing Electricians, 55, Market
Street, Stalybridge, send us a list of electrical and mechanical
apparatus manufactured by them . Amongst other things it com
prises water motors, dynamos, gas and oil engines, medical coils,
portable accumulators, volt and ampere meters. This firm also
issue a separate sheet illustrating a number of electrical novelties,
such as small motors and dynamos, alarm clocks, miniature
telephones , pocket lamps, etc.
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The Editor's Page .

Wea special account of the interesting experi
ments carried out by Sir Hiram S. Maxim
in connection with the problem of aerial flight. No
one who reads this article can fail to be impressed
with the systematic and really scientific manner in
which this inventive genius has approached his
subject, and with the difficulties which must neces
sarily be surmounted before success is achieved .
Whether he will attain the desired end or not, is
matter which only the future can reveal ; but in
any case he will have made some most valuable
contributions to the investigation of this difficult
problem . As an engineer and an experimentalist,
Sir Hiram Maxim has few equals at the present
time, and everyone will wish him success in the
task he has undertaken . Our readers will be
specially interested to note the extensive use he has
made of experimentalmodels, thus affording another
proof of themany important and instructive appli
cations of miniature engineering. When we offered
a prize some time ago for model flying machines,
the entries we received showed that a number of our
readers were then engaged in such experiments on
their own account. We should be pleased to hear
of any results which they may have since achieved
in this direction ,
*
Two new sixpenny Handbooks in The MODEL
ENGINEER series will be published within the next
few days . The first of these, No. 20, will be en
title 1 “ PATENTS SIMPLY EXPLAINED ," and will
clearly explain the process of protecting an inven
tion by patent, and will also give full particulars
of the registration of designs and trade-marks. It
should be of service to the many readers of this
journalwho are of an inventive turn of mind. The
next book, No. 21 in the series, will be entitled
“ MECHANICAL DRAWING SIMPLY EXPLAINED ."
This will be a revised reprint of the excellent articles
on this subject which were recently contributed to
our pages by Mr. F. E. Powell . As an instruction
book for amateurs, and as a first introduction for
apprentices and students, the book will be admir
ably suited .
Answers to Correspondents .

W. H. (Maidenhead ).— This is rather a difficult
matter . A red -hot wire is sometimes used ,
placed round the bottle at the part where a
fracture is required, carefully filing all round ,
and then giving a smart blow with a piece of
wood or mallet whilst holding the jar or bottle
in one hand , wrapped in a piece of cloth .
J. L. ( Clapham Junction ).-- Yes . Three 10 C.-p.
could be used instead of six 5 C.-p. lamps. Try
Whitney's or the Universal Electric Supply Co.
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J. W. L. (Dublin ).- We are pleased to hear from
yu, and to know of your keen interest in engi
r.ecring matters. It is difficult to advise on
fitting up your workshop without having further
details , showing plan and size of room , window
arrangement, & c ., and nature of tools you pro
pose to instal. If you will send these, we will
try and help you .
CONSTANT READER " (Weymouth ).-- Please ob
serve our rules when sending any further queries .
( 1 ) Our 6d . Handbook “ Electric Batteries " will
give you full particulars of a battery suitable for
your lamp. ( 2 ) For fitters' tools write to Mel
huish , Sons & Co., George Adams, and Nurse
and Co.; and for drawing instruments , A. Thorn
ton and W.Harling. All these firms advertise in
this journal.
P. R. P. (Dorset).— Thanks for circular, contents of
which are duly noted .
L. A. T. (Newcastle-on -Tyne).— Many thanks for
your post -card .
J. H. P. (Penrith ).- See Telephones : Their Con
struction and Fitting," , by F. C. Allsop, price
35. 6d . ; postage 4d .
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on ne side of the paper
only,and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so bymaking an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent pos! free to any address for 138. per
annum
Order. ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of thepaper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., forreview , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER . “ The Model Engi
ifeer, 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London . E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York. U S.A.. to whom
all subscriptions from these countries - hould be addressed.
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Steam - Yacht.

By H. Dossor .

MR. H. DosSOR's MODEL SCREW STEAM - YACHT.

HIS yacht, which was recently exhibited at
length , 4 ft.; beam , 61 ins.; depth , 64 ins.
and is carved from the solid block . The deck and
ade deck are of white holly , lined into
men
pro
planks. The engine and boiler casings are of teak,
veneered with polished walnut. A mahogany rail
is fitted around the top of the bulwarks, the inside
of the bulwarks being lined with polished “ bird's
eye " maple . The masts are of pitch pine, with
silver wire rigging . The inside of the hull is lined
throughout with in . asbestos millboard .
The boiler is of the “ Yarrow ” water -tube type,
The steam drum is of
60 lbs. working pressure .

solid -drawn copper tube, 2 ins. internal diameter,
1-32nd in . thick by 64 ins. long on the square, with
cast brass dished ends 1-16th in . thick , brazed into
ends of shell. Mud drums are } in , internal diam
eter by 64 ins. long on the square ; cast brass tube
boxes 1-16th in . thick , brazed to steam and mud
drums. The tubes are thirty in number, of solid
drawn copper, } in . internal diameter by 24 ins.
long , the tubes being expanded into tube boxes, and
afterwards brazed . The grate is arranged either
for charcoal or oil firing, and has an area of 13 sq .
ins. The boiler cleading is of sheet copper, with
asbestos lining, the fron and back cleading being
additionally lined with fin . fireclay tiles. The
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whole of the outside of the boiler is lagged with
asbestos millboard, and painted with asbestos
paint.
The boiler fittings are as follows :
Funnel, 64 ins. high above top of uptake by
If ins. internal diameter ; right-angle stop -valve,
* in . diameter ; spring safety valve ; steam pressure
gauge and syphon ; blow -off cock fitted to end of
each mud drum , connected with tee-piece into
pipe, passing through bottom of boat. A tee
piece is fitted on steam drum , with one branch from
steam to whistle , and the other steam blast to
funnel, for use when firing with charcoal ; a filling
plug 1 in . diameter is also fitted to steam drum .
The engine has two cylinders , k-in . bore by k-in .
stroke. The crankshaft is 3-16ths in . diameter,
and the propeller shaft 3-16ths in . diameter by
114 ins. long. The propeller is of aluminium ,
2f ins. diameter, with three blades, the boss being
tapered to suit end of propeller shaft, and secured
with brass tail nut. The stern tube is fitted with
inner and outer stuffing -boxes.
The top of the boiler casing is fitted with a re
movable grating, so that all valves and connections

ENGINE AND BOILER OF MODEL YACHT.
are easily accessible, and nothing need be disturbed
when steaming the yacht. The firing is done through
a large hatchway fitted forward of the boiler casing .
The totalweight of the yacht, complete with boiler
engine and all deck fittings, is 20 lbs. 6 ozs. I may
mention that I have scale drawings of this boat,
from which , should any reader require, I shall be
pleased to supply blue-prints.

The Society of Model Engineers
London .
N ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was
held at the Holborn Town Hall, on Monday ,
A
April uth , Mr. W. T. Bashford taking the
chair at 7.45, about fifty members and friends being
present. The minutes of the previous meeting
having been read, three new members elected , and
dates of future meetings and visits announced ,
the election of the Handicapping Committee in
connection with the Model-Making Competition
was proceeded with , the result being that Messrs .
Bashford , Glen , Payne, Löwy , Sanderson , Solomon,
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Wratten , Simmonds, and Greenly were elected to
form such Committee.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. Stanley J.
Harding to deliver his lecture and demonstrations
on ( 4 High Tension Effects with Induction and
Tesla Coils,' & c. The lecturer had gone to a great
deal of trouble to render his lecture interesting ,
even to illuminating the hall for the occasion with
a new system of electric lighting by screened in
candescent lamps. A very large quantity of
electrical apparatus and fittings of all kinds were
on view . The lecturer proceeded to demonstrate
the harmlessness of high tension discharge on the
human body, by passing a discharge of about
200,000 volts pressure through some of the mem
bers and lighting up vacuum tubes placed in series
with them . Some exceptionally large and beautiful
vacuum tubes were shown in operation , followed
by some experiments in the wireless transmission of
power and wireless telegraphy and x -ray work ,
bringing his lecture to a close by a description of
a large number of pieces of electrical apparatus on
the table , including alternate current rectifiers in
the form of the Nodon valve, several new forms of
incandescent lighting devices, electric
kettles and saucepans, accumulators of
all kinds, new switches, fuses, etc.
The members also had the opportunity
of inspecting the spinthariscope, an in
strument invented by Sir William Crookes ,
to enable the 3 rays of radium to be seen
in process of emission - a very beautiful
and interesting phenomenon .
At the close a very hearty vote of thanks
was, on the motion of Mr. D. Corse Glen ,
accorded Mr. Harding for his very interest
ing lecture and beautiful and interesting
experiments .
The only member's exhibit was Mr.
Fraser's water -tube boiler, which excited
considerable interest .
Themeeting terminated at 10.15 p.m.
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS .
Tuesday ,
May 3rd . : Meeting at Holborn Town
Hall ; Mr. L.Levy's paper on Radium ” ;
Model Competition results.
(Will com
petitors please note that all models for the com
petition should be sent to the Holborn Town
Hall on . Tuesday, May 3rd , before 2 o'clock , as
they will be judged later in the afternoon of that
day . They should be addressed to the Hon .
Secretary , Society of Model Engineers.) Saturday
May 14th : Visit to Chiswick Power Station (mem
bers intending to join the party should communicate
with the Hon . Secretary at once ). Saturday ,
June 25th : Launch trip up the Thames, notices
and tickets for which will shortly be posted to all
members . — HERBERT G.RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S.E.
Provincial Societies .
Liverpool. – At the last meeting of this Society
Mr. Beale described the making of his milling
machine ; also a G.N.R. J - in . scale smokebox .
Mr. Kirby showed an electric bell made by him ,
and explained its working. Mr. Booth showed a
fire shovel made for his it- in . scale G.N.R. locomo
tive. The nextmeeting will be held on Wednesday,
May 4th , when Mr. Whittle will show an electrically
driven Wimshurst machine. - W . S , MARSHALL,
Hon . Secretary, 2 , Chatham Road , Rock Ferry ,
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Workshop Notes and Notions .
(Readers are notted to contribute short practical Hems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , If desired , accord
ing to merit .
All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the entelope.)
Hardening Small Milling Cutters, and Saws.
By R. J. M.
As a general rule, few amateurs can harden a saw
-a circular one, that is — without either buckling or
cracking it. This is, of course, due to lack of know
ledge of the best way to go about the job. If the
instructions following are adhered to , few saws will
FIG . 2 .
Fig . I.
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A METHOD OF HARDENING Saws.
be spoiled , and good results obtained. Suppose the
saw is simply a blank 3-in . diameter and about 14
gauge, with teeth milled on its periphery; to finish ,
itmust be set, straightened , hardened , tempered,
and if a very large saw ground as well. Start
by hammering quickly and lightly all round the
saw on each side, and do not damage the saw in so
doing . This should be done on a flat block of iron ,
and the saw afterwards tested to ensure its ulti
mate flatness. Setting is the next operation , and
a jig such as is shown in Fig . I will be used.
It consists essentially of two strong discs of cast
iron or mild steel of equal dimensions, the diameter
being equal to that of the saw measured from the
bottom of its teeth . These discs can be firmly
clamped together by a bolt through the centre, pre
ferably of a size equal to that of the spindle upon
which the saw is to be used . Put the saw between
the plates as shown at A , and,with a punch, hammer
each alternate tooth all the way round ; reverse,
and do the same from the other side. This setting
makes the saws clear much better , and, therefore,
do their work faster, Now comes the difficult part,
If the
or the stage where many ruin the saw .
amateur has a muffle gas furnace, heating is com
paratively simple, the only precaution being not
to overheat. If he has not, proceed as follows :
Lay the saw on a bed of charcoal, or small coke
and direct a blast on it either from a powerful
brazing lamp, or an ordinary gas blowpipe. Lightly
turn it over now and again , and be very careful
to try and obtain an even cherry -red heat all over,
and not to burn the steel by overheating. When a
proper temperature is obtained , lift the saw up by
an iron hook , and as quickly as possible dip it
vertically downwards into lard oil, at the same time
being careful to give it a gentle up and down
motion . Finally quench the last excess of tem
perature in a weak solution of sulphuric acid (4 ozs.
in one gallon ) in water. This removes scale from
the steel, and facilitates the watching of the temper
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colours when letting down to the proper degree of
hardness . The writer has hardened several hun
dred saws by this method , and only about i per
cent. have been failures. Next polish with emery
cloth and turn a piece of shafting as shown in Fig. 2 ,
the pin B being 1-32nd in . less than the diameter of
the hole in the saw . Heat this up red -hot, slip the
saw on the pin B , and note the various colours
which will appear at the centre, and travel in an
outward ring .
The centre will quickly become
yellow , brown, red, purple, blue, and then very
dark blue before the outer ring is barely hot ; this
is shewn in Fig . 3 . Remove the saw , and allow its
own heat to do the rest. Watch the outer part of
the metal, and when it is of a very pale straw tinge,
cool it finally in oil. Saws treated in the way
described are very tough , and will stand rough
wear. The advantages of having the centre soft
can easily be appreciated , one being that break
age due to over- tightening, or dropping, is less
likely to occur. The method is applicable to saws
up to 20-gauge , being more easily applied than that
in which two cold large blocks are used with the
saw between them .
A Hint on Finishing Model Boilers.
By MECHANICAL .'
The appearance ofmany amateur-made boilers is
often greatly spoiled by unsightly lumps of solder,
especially when put on in awkward positions for
filing up clean afterwards . I have found that a
tool far superior to a file for this work is a broken
hacksaw blade. The teeth will cut away solder much
better than any file, and above all they do not
choke up, and the broken end may be used to scrape.
It works into odd corners and round rivet heads
most successfully .

A Marking Gauge .
By C. R. THOMPSON .
The marking gauge described here is useful for
marking off sheet brass , copper , & c ., where the
material is of fair length , or the distance from the
edge is out of range for the use of jenneys . It con
sists of a block of mild steel (or iron ) ( A ), about
in . thickness. At about in . from the bottom
maD
E

Qc
F
А

B
A MARKING GAUGE .
edge is fastened a piece of £ square steel ( B ) by
means of two screws countersunk flush , and at
about } in , from the top is drilled a 1 - in . hole (C )
to take a length of -in . round steel ( E ), which should
be a sliding fit. Another hole is drilled and tapped
in the top of block to take the knurled screw ( D )
which is to hold tight the steel rod ( E ). Atone end
of E a hole is drilled to take a scriber (G ), which
may be made from a good -sized knitting-needle .
Another hole is drilled and tapped to take the
knurled screw ( F ), which is to hold tight the .
scriber. To use the block , the bar B must re on
the edge of the material to be marked , and the
scriber and rod E adjusted .
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By HENRY GREENLY .
(Continued from page 339.)
IX . - THE BOILER AND ITS MOUNTINGS.
N a model locomotive of any size, one of the
IN chief difficulties which arise in connection with
the construction of the boiler and its mount
ings is the convenient and, at the same time neat,
arrangement ofthe fittings in the cab.
Fig . 47, which is practically the last of the
general views of the model required, is a cross sec
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brought out, and which consists of a right-angle
union cock . This cock may be screwed in back
plate, as shown, or else into the top of the barrel,
a little way back from the end of the boiler, a slot
being made in the outer casing to allow of this , as
depicted in the sketch (Fig . 48 ).
With regard to the two methods of fixing the
blower cock , the first is simpler, but has the draw
back that during the stopping and starting of the
engine,water is more likely to find its way into the
blower. The priming of the blower will, to a large
extent, be prevented by the second arrangement;
but as, in conjunction with a plain methylated
spirit lamp and a water-tube boiler, the blower may
be dispensed with , and , in any case , need only be
used when the engine is standing still, it being
possible to shut it off before starting away, the
above remarks on the subject of priming at the
blower do not apply with any force. Indeed, the
blower may be omitted altogether if during steam
raising, or when the engine is standing, the firedoor
is left open to ventilate the flame of the lamp.
To connect the blower to the hollow stay, a short
length of f in . outside diameter pipe should be fitted
to the union cock , the other end of this pipe being
fitted to the box nut, which is shown in section in
the coloured plate . This nut should be tapped to
receive the screwed end of the blower stay . The
hole in the side of the box mut should be tapped to
take the fin . pipe, the joint being thoroughly
sweated after the parts are screwed tightly together .

Cob

Boiler
borrel
Ouler shell
FIG . 48.-- ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF FIXING
THE BLOWER Cock .

q

o

Fig . 47.- Cross SECTION OF LOCOMOTIVE THROUGH
GANGWAY OF CAB .
tion of the locomotive taken through the gangway
of the cab , and shows the fittings on the back of
the boiler. The personal element and the methods
of building the boiler will enter largely into the
question of the arrangement of the cab fittings,
and, therefore, the writer would rather not enforce
any particular scheme, but in presenting the
accompanying drawing wishes it to be understood
that modifications to suit special circumstances,
and the possible possession of suitable fittings may,
in some cases, with advantage be adopted .
To connect the blower, the writer suggests
the use of a new fitting which has lately been

A nut or collar is intended to be used at the other
end of the stay, this nut holding the piece of in .
brass pipe which forms the ring blower .
This ring should be formed by bending the pipe
round a piece of rod and plugging the outer end ;
then the ring should be flattened , and before the
pipe is set, three holes should be drilled in the upper
side, each hole being not more than 1-40th in .
diameter. A drill to make these holes may be
made from a fine needle , and the holes should have
a slight rake toward the centre of the blower as
indicated by the dotted lines on the coloured plate.
The type of firedoor advised is of simple con
struction. A plain piece of plate of the shape
shown should be cut out and attached by the screw
which passes through the backplate into the down
comer. It should be arranged so that it does not
swing too freely, and may be fitted with a knob in
the position indicated, so that the door can be
readily opened without burning the fingers .
If the water -tubes and downcomer of the boiler
are silver -soldered in place , then , as when the boiler
runs out of water nothing more serious than the
stopping of the engine can occur, a glass water
gauge is not required : two bibcocks should suffice.
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However, if a water gauge is thought necessary,
then it may be placed in the position indicated by
the dotted line. A fitting without cock except the
blow -off, with at least fin . passages, is strongly
recommended .
The cab view shows, among other things, the
position of the check valve, about which more will
be said at a later date when considering the pump
and tank fittings.
(To be continued . )

The Latest in

Engineering.

The “ Daniel ” Petrol Engine, in which ellip
tical cams replace the cranks on the main shaft, and
no connecting-rods are employed , brought out by
the Société des Etudes Mécaniques, was exhibited
during the last few days of the Paris Salon .
The engine has four cylinders , which are mounted
vertically in pairs above the crank chamber. These
cylinders are fitted with the usual valves and
igniters, and they work on the four-stroke cycle .
The curious feature of the Daniel engine is that the
pistons are fitted with small rollers instead of with
connecting -rods, and that the shaft beneath them
has elliptical cams with which the rollers engage.
One roller presses upon the outer surface of its cam ,
and the other runs beneath the projecting face of
the cam , and lies inside it. The peculiarity of this
arrangement is that each of the cylinders performs
a complete cycle (the four usual operations) during
every revolution of the main shaft, so that each
piston gives an impulse to the shaft during each
revolution , although the impulse extends over a
quarter of a revolution only ; in other words, each
piston reciprocates downwards and upwards twice
for each revolution of the shaft .
When a piston is being forced downward by the
explosion , its roller — which rests upon the outer
surface of its elliptical cam - forces the shaft round
through a quarter of a turn by pressing upon it.
During the next quarter turn , the cam pressing
against the roller forces the piston upward , ex
pelling the exhaust gases. For the suction stroke
which follows, the cam would have to draw the
piston downward by engaging with its other roller ,
which is inside the rim of the cam , and thus any
lost motion between the two rollers and the rim
of the cam would cause objectionable free play,
but for the fact that the pistons are connected
with small pumps lying alongside the cylinder ;
these pumps form air cushions, which tend to keep
the upper rollers in contact with the cams during
the suction stroke of the pistons. The suction
stroke, of course , is complete during a quarter
revolution of the shaft and , during the remaining
quarter turn of the shaft, the cam forces the piston
upwards once more , compressing the charge in just
the same way that the exhaust stroke was per
formed during the second quarter turn .
The cams for each pair of cylinders lie parallel
with one another, and the two sets of cams are
placed at right angles to one another. By this
arrangement , therefore , it is possible to connect
the pistons in each pair of cylinders together
although we are not clear as to whether this has
actually been done and thus cause the working
stroke of the one piston to correspond with the
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suction stroke of the other, still further ensuring
an absence of free play between the pistons and
the cams, by rendering the lower and inner rollers
inoperative under normal running conditions.
The net result gained by this arrangement is
that, for the same piston speed , the engine shaft
revolves at half the speed that it does with an
ordinary engine, and that an equivalent effect is,
therefore, ensured to that of gearing down in the
ratio of two to one, but without any gear wheels.
It is difficult to foresee whether any actual increase
in the output of such an engine would be obtained .
because the power developed in ordinary petrol
engines is limited largely by the weight of the
reciprocating parts, and we do not know whether
the reciprocating parts in the Daniel engine can be
made lighter than usual. The direct claim , how
ever, which is made for it is that there are no con .
necting -rod bearings to run hot or to require
adjustment. The weak point in the engine, of
course, is the tendency for play to occur between
the cams and the two rollers on each piston , and
this is the real reason why the pumps alongside the
working cylinders are provided . These pumps are
also utilised for forcing air into a pressure drum ,
so that the engine can be started at any time,
without manual effort, by using the energy thus
stored up for the purpose .
The inlet and exhaust valves are operated by
eccentrics , which are mounted between each pair
of cams on the main shaft , for it will be noticed
that no additional cam shaft is needed , since the
main shaft runs at the speed of the cam shafts on an
ordinary petrol engine. The commutator is mounted
on the forward end of the shaft outside the crank
chamber, and a centrifugal governor is mounted
close up to the flange to which the flywheel is bolted
at the other end . Strictly speaking, a flywheel of
twice the usual size is , of course, needed .
This particular engine is of 80 h.-p., and its range
of speed is said to be from 80 to 1000 revolutions
per minute. It can be built with two cylindors
instead of four, and for any power between about
8 and 100 h.-p. At present it is intended to manu
facture twin -cylinder 12 h.-p. and 4 -cylinder 16 and
20 h - p : models . The car will only have two speeds
and a reverse, the forward speeds giving about 42
and 84 miles an hour, respectively . The car will
have a wheel base of 14 ft. 9 ins., and the track will
be 4 ft. 9 ins. An armoured wood frame will be
used , and the engine and the change-speed -gear
fixed direct to it. —The Automotor Journal.
A Triple- Beam Searchlight. -For use in light
houses a new form of combination searchlight has
been designed and constructed in Berlin , Germany.
This throws three beams of light at the same time
from the top of the tower . This Siemens-Schuckert
searchlight has three arc lights, reflecting mirrors,
and projector-regulating devices 120 degrees apart,
all operated automatically . The carbons of the
arc lamps are fed automatically, and electric motors
are used for turning the three searchlights, while a
fourth searchlight is mounted upon the top , this
working entirely independently of the other three,
and moving in any direction desired . This new
form of electric flashlight has been installed in the
lighthouse tower at Heligoland . The three search
lights mounted on the lower revolving platform
120 degrees apart havemirrors 29 inches in diameter.
The platform revolves at the rate of four revolutions
per minute,
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Measuring and Marking- off
Tools , and How to Make Them . *

steel will crack or break at that end. Now
reverse it, and repeat the process — and with a little
care the piece of steel will be separated diagonally
without any difficulty. We now have two similar
strips, which , after being straightened , can be
marked off for drilling. As it is not wise to put
too small a pin or rivet in calipers, for the size
we have in hand not less than a
in . should be
used : the resulting joint will work much sweeter
and be more durable with the larger pin .

(
10

By W. H. DEARDEN .
"RULY the following is a wise observation
TR handed down from antiquity, that “ Neither
wise men nor fools can work without tools.”
Hence it becomes the duty of every model engineer
to be the possessor of an adequate supply of tools,
without which it will be impossible for him to
accomplish anything . The beginner in model
work may rightly be compared to the apprentice
about to commence his career in the world of
engineering. His first desire, when considering
measuring instruments, should be to either purchase
or make for himself a pair of calipers - make, pre
ferably, as this gives opportunity for practice, and
valuable experience is gained thereby.
The construction of a pair of calipers is not a
very difficult matter after all, and having obtained
a few hints as to the mode of procedure, it is a
task which every model engineer may accomplish .
Calipers. - It will, doubtless , be best to first
describe how
pair of outside calipers should be
made. The term “ outside
is used to describe
the kind adapted for measuring the outside or
diameter of work. Procure a piece of double shear
steel — a variety generally used for making springs
the length and width required . This must be
suitable to the size of the calipers we are desirous
of making, and can be purchased accordingly .
The steel ranges from about 1-16th to fin . in
thickness, and from } in . to it ins. or more in
width ,
To construct a pair of outside calipers capable
ofmeasuring a diameter of 6 ins., it will require a
piece of steel 8 ins. in length . Taking, therefore,
such a piece, i in . wide, fully 1-16th in . thick , at
either end mark off from opposite sides 3-16ths in .,
and draw a distinct line diagonally as shown in
Fig. 1 .
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FIG . 5.
WASHERS.
Fig . 3. - CALIPER Toes.

( Two-thirds full size .)

Take now a pair of dividers and find the centre
of the strips at the wide end ; this mark with a dot,
and strike a circle equal to the width of the calipers
or diameter of washer, which in this case will be
* in . Wenow come to the question ofdrilling, and
this, in making the tool in question , is a very im
portant item . It is customary when desirous of
producing a good joint to first drill a hole about
1-32nd in . smaller than the finished size, leaving
this to be taken out with a reamer or twist drill,
when we are ready to make the joint. With this ,
however, we will deal later . The strips having
been drilled and burrs removed from their surface
they should be held together by a rivet sufficiently
tight to keep them in position while being filed up .
This operation can now be performed and , when
completed, the caliper legs should be similar in
dimensions, & c., to that shown in Fig . 2 . It will
be seen that the end is left wider for ſin , This is
to allow of spreading the toes so that they become
a trifle broader than the thickness of
the steel, and , when finished , should
appear as shown at Fig . 3 .
It will be an easy matter to heat
these points and flatten them to the
desired width, this being in proportion
Fig . 1.-- MARKING OUT CALIPER LEGS.
to thework for which they are required .
For instance, the measuring of diam
eters of threads necessitates calipers
with very broad toes. These can also
be made in the way already indicated .
It should be stated that the extra width
FIG . 2 .--CALIPER LEG . (One-third full size. )
of toe is essential for outside calipers
Now take a keen chisel and hammer, cut some
only . Having finished the filing up process they
what deeply, following the line previously marked,
should now be bent - thismust be done while they are
being carefulnot to break off the narrow part each
still riveted together. First heat the legs uniformly
end. Having done this, place the piece of steel in
to a cherry red , notmore than half way up. Then
the vice holding it by the part marked off 3-16ths
take a mallet and beat them round thebeak -iron of a
in ., and with the chisel cut or niche level with the
small anvil or anything circular of equal diameter
top of the jaws, give the corresponding wide end
to the size of the bend required . To ascertain if
a reasonably sharp blow with the hammer. The
they are sufficiently bent, place them upon a piece
of paper or board before separating them , holding
them firmly, run a pencil round the entire edge.
* This article was awarded the prize in the
This
Then reverse caliper and repeat the process.
recent Competition No. 38. Someof the illustrations
here referred to will be found in Mr. Dearden's
shows how they will appear when placed together
series of articles, “ Hints from the Marking -off
in the right manner. Often this bending operation
Table ” ( see issues of March 24th and 31st and
is the means of spoiling what might otherwise be a
April 7th, 14th and 21st).
good tool. The best shape and most useful in
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practice is that wherein the entire bending is done
with the lower half of the length of leg. Hence , if
the legs are 6 ins. long, as in this case, the upper
3 ins. should remain straight (see Fig. 4 ).
If this rule is adhered to , the tool is capable of
measuring comfortably its largest diameter which
will be the distance from centre of joint to the toes
when bent. It is well to remember this , and to
construct our calipers accordingly . To make this
clear,suppose werequire a pair to measure a diameter
of 6 ins., it is necessary that they measure 6 ins,
from joint to toe. Having become satisfield with
the shape, the edges should now be filed up smoothly
together,then taken apart and prepared for jointing .
The question of the joint is the most important
item in the construction of all measuring tools ,
such as calipers, compasses , & c ., and too much
care cannot be expended upon it in order to secure
a good even movement. See first that each caliper
leg is of equal thickness, or parallel, where the
washer will cover it and perfectly flat after being
filed up . The holes should now be opened out to
in ., being careful to get them quite round. The
pin or rivet can now be turned , and may be quite
tight in one leg and just a working fit in the other,
but on no account whatever should it be loose or
easy . The tightness of the joint should depend
upon the good fit of the rivet, and not upon the
riveting together of the washers . This point is
often overlooked, hence we get a joint which , when
finished , has a disagreeable jump or kick in it.
In all cases the rivet should be turned out of good
steel, not too soft, leaving it long enough to allow
about in . each side for riveting.
We now come to the question of washers . These

FIG . 4 .
A FINISHED
PAIR OF

OUTSIDE
CALIPERS
(One-third
full size. )

can be made of various shapes as shown in Fig. 5 ;
in some instances the rivet and one washer being
turned complete , leaving only one to make separate.
Doubtless , the simplest way will be to mark and cut
in . diameter from steel
out two washers about
} in . thick. Drill them | in ., turn and face them
in .
upon a mandrel in the lathe, making them
diameter and the outside according to taste, after
wards ' countersinking them . Before placing them
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upon calipers be sure the inside face is level, then
proceed to rivet them up . A slight drop of oil
should be put upon the rivet and faces ofthe joint
oil being sometimes used upon the ends of the rivet
when riveting , it having a tendency to prevent the
rivet from splitting, whilst being spread to fill up
the countersink.
There is one important point often Over

FIG . 6.
INSIDE
CALIPERS.

FIG . 7.
ODN -LEG
CALIPERS

(One- third
full size .)
COD
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looked in making calipers, viz ., that there
is a right and wrong way of putting them to
gether. The correct way is that shown in Figs. 4
and 6 , and when looking at any calipers (whether
outsides or insides) from the position shown, the
right-hand leg should always be the top one. It
is wise to adopt a system throughout, although the
reason for this applies principally to inside calipers.
If, for instance,we are boring out a hole and , with
out stopping the lathe, try the diameter of it with
our calipers, it will be seen that should , ang, side
strain be put upon them - if constructed as men
tioned - one leg will be supported by the other and
the joint become closer. If otherwise constructed ,
the joint will be opened , and the legs having no
support against each other , it will necessitate a
great amount of spring. The riveting up having
been done, any superfluous metal may be removed
and the joint end of the calipers finished . Wehave
now to turn our attention to the toes. See that
they are of equal width and thickness, also true
and square with each other . To accomplish this , it
will be necessary to set each leg half its thickness
inwards, so that the points are central. Too great
a bearing must not be left, and the toes can be
bevelled off as shown in Fig . 3. The only thing
remaining now to be done is to harden , very
carefully the toes, afterwards tempering them to a
medium straw colour and polishing them up .
The inside calipers can be made in precisely the
same way , and are only different in that the bend
ing is confined to the extreme ends of the legs ; the
stripsafterbeing cutabout 7 ins. long, drilled, cutand
riveted together, can be filed quite straight on each
side leaving them
in . full wide at the top and
3-32nds in . at the bottom ; afterwards being bent
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as shown in Fig . 6 , and finished off in the manner
already described .
It will be necessary to have a pair of “ mophs " or
odd -leg calipers. These can be made a facsimile
of the inside, with the exception that one leg is left
quite straight, ground up to a point, and hardened.
These may be used for marking off the centre of
work , or distances either from the outside or inside,
the bent leg being reversed accordingly. Owing to
the wearing away of the point - and therefore,
becoming shorter than the bent leg — it is in some
instances made adjustable (see Fig. 7 ) ; one leg is
shortened for a reasonable distance up and drilled
to receive a small block or holder carrying a scriber
made from about $ in . silver steel, properly ground
and hardened . This can be raised or lowered at
will, and admits of ready removal when its point
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Model Railways .
No. X. - The “ Great Clapham and Southern
Railway. ”
By HENRY GREENLY .
T the Conversazione of the Society of Model
ATEngineers held in January, 1903, many
readers will, perhaps, remember a very fine
partly-finished model of one of the latest South
Eastern and Chatham Railway Company's express
engines . This model has since been completed, and
at the beginning of the present year its builders,
the brothers J. P. and J. G. P.Meaden, kindly pro
vided me with the opportunity of visiting their
workshop and viewing their latest production
under more, shall I say comfortable , circumstances

2

Fig . 1. - AN 1 -IN . SCALE Model SOUTH -EASTERN AND CHATHAM RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVE, MADE BY
MESSRS. J. P. AND J. G. P. MEADEN . ( This model
No. 3 on the G.C. and S.R.)
requires replenishing. The block may be riveted
in the leg, in which case the scriber should be a
tight fit, or it may be made with a stem passing
through the leg with a milled nut upon the other
side, the block being faced off after drilling to
receive the scriber until it will hold the same
tightly against the leg , when the nut is tightened
up. There are many forms and even novelties in
the way of calipers, some of which are seldom
found in actual practice. To mention them all is
unnecessary , but in addition , however, to the out
side and inside already referred to, we should do
well to consider a tool by means of which we may
with simplicity measure a recess or thickness of a
cylinder, & c . In this we cannot, perhaps, do better
than adopt the combined inside and outside
caliper, especially if we intend making it. There
are several good caliper gauges of special design
for this class of work ; but in the opinion of the
writer , they are too complicated for the young
engineer to undertake.
(To be continued .)

than is possible at a crowded exhibition. The
model, of which I submit a photograph , is built to
a scale of it ins. to the foot and runs on a gauge
of 6 ins. It is complete in every respect, as a refer
ence to the accompanying working drawings kindly
lent to me by Messrs . Meaden will show - however,
more with reference to the locomotive anon .
Whilst in Clapham I was introduced to Mr. J.
Newson , a friend and kindred spirit , with whom
my hosts from 1897 have been actively interested
in the model railway of which the heading of this
article makes mention . This line is situate in the
very large garden adjoining Mr. Newson's late resi
dence, and is a continuous track ( see Fig . 3 ). It
measures about fth of a mile in length, half of
which is double, and as the ground upon which it
is laid falls considerably at one end, a part of the
line runs through cuttings and a long tunnel, and
the other portion is redundant in embankments .
The first locomotive of the “ Great Clapham
Railway,” which in 1902 joined forces with Messrs .
Meaden's “ Great Southern ” line - this accounting
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for its present title was a single-wheeled tank
engine of a type resembling L.B. & S.C.R. practice>
which met with a serious accident at
Bealings
station , damaging it almost beyond repair. Ofthis
accident a photographic record was made, and the
reproduction of the picture, which by reason of its
hurried taking is rather faint, serves to show the
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of repair, more especially as regards the motion ,
which is made wholly of gunmetal, the loco
should still have a useful future .
In 1902, Messrs . Meaden decided themselves to
build an entirely new type of engine to suit Mr.
Newson's line, and , after much discussion , com
menced the engine first mentioned . The prototype
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FIG . 2.,-VIEWS. ON THE GREAT CLAPHAM AND SOUTHERN " RAILWAY .
(
Bealings " Station ; ( B ) No. 3 Locomotive at “ Bealings " Station ; (C ) No. 3
( A ) Accident to No. I at
leaving " Bealings ” Station ; ( D ) No. 2 loco leaving tunnel ; ( E ) No. 1 loco and train .
readers that what happens on actual railways may
also occur on a model railway, although , unless one
has a well- filled pocket of fair capacity, it is not
an incident to be wished for very oiten . The force
of the collision of the engine with the signal-box
and its position after the accident may be judged
from the photograph ( A , Fig . 2 ).
Locomotive No. 2 is a four - coupled outside
cylinder locomotive of not unpleasing proportions,
and has up to the present done good service on the
line. It has pulled two men at 12 miles per hour
with ease, and although at the presentmoment out

is Mr. Wainwright's 735 class on the S.E. & C.R.
with the practically scale -gauge of 6 ins. It is a
rather large engine in some respects, weighing
1 } cwt., but all the same is a most useful size , as,
although the motion of inside- framed inside-cylin .
dered locomotive provided with valves between
the cylinders is in any size rather close work , the
construction of such a model is not so “ fiddling
as one to say 4 -in . scale. Again , there is much more
satisfaction and pleasure in making an engine to
this (14-in .) scale as the details of the prototype
can to a certain degree be followed in proportion ,
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and at the same time the model fittings which can
ordinarily be procured do not appear so much out
of scale as Fis the case with a smaller model.
In addition to this, when completed , a miniature ,
locomotive 1-10th full-size should be capable of haul
ing the owner without trouble , and can be fired
with coal in the most realistic manner. Even where
railways fth of a mile long are not available, the
writer can testify to the amusement which can be

Wheelbase between centres of bogie wheels,
7 13-16ths ins.
Wheelbase between centres of carriage and
driving wheels , i ft . If ins.
Wheelbase between centres of driving and
coupled wheels , 11t ins.
Length of engine over all, 3 ft. 4 ins.
Length of engine and tender over all, 5 ft.
104 ins.
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Fig . 3. - A PLAN OF THE · G.C. AND S.R."
Width of engine, 10 ins.
Height to centre of boiler to ins.
top of chimney , i ft. 44 ins.
Thickness of frames (steel), } in .
Diameter of boiler, 6 ins.
Length of boiler and firebox, i ft. 9 } ins.
firebox inside, 64 ins.
Depth of firebox insiđe, 84 ins.
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obtained on a short length of track with a model
of larger proportions going through the usual
operations of shunting .
The engine is the entire work of Messrs. Mea
den, and was made in a small workshop at the
end of the garden, equipped with a 5 -in . lathe, a
planing and drilling machine, and one or two other
special tools. Both Mr. J.P.and Mr. J.G.P.Meaden
follow the profession ofan architect and had at the
commencement no very practical acquaintance
with engineering, except that acquired in running
the locomotive No. 2 and in making good the slight
defects which from time to time appeared .
The engine took nineteen months to build, which ,
considering that only spare time could be devoted
to it, is not really a long time. I noted with
great satisfaction that Messrs. Meaden commenced
in the proper way, making nine sheets of splendid
working drawings before setting about the engine,
this occupying about two months of the time, and
whilst they would have made the patterns, the
adoption of this engine by the ModelManufacturing
Company, as one of the models for which they
stock castings, relieved my hosts of this time-taking
portion of the work .
The principal dimensions of No. 3 locomotive are
as follows :
Gauge, 6 ins.
Diameter of cylinders , if ins.
Stroke of pistons, 2 } ins.
Di eter of driving wheels (coupled ), 8 ins.
bogie wheels , 4 ins.
tender wheels , 5 ins.
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weed subjectto the Co s Bye-Laws.
Fig . 4. - A FACSIMILE OF A TICKET ISSUED BY THE
“ G.C. AND S.R.” PRINTED BY MR. J. P. MEADEN
IN A MODEL PRINTING PRESS .
(The shaded portion in the above reproduction
represents a band of yellow on the actual ticket.)
Breadth of firebox inside, 4. ins.
12 tubes, in .
Grate area, 25 sq. ins.
Heating surface (firebox ), 200 sq ins.
(tubes), 360 sq ins.
(total),
560 sq ins.
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The engine is painted and lined out in exact re
production of the original, with the exception of
the letters on tender, and
“ coat of arms,” and number
on the splashers, which are
the initials and coat of arms
of the Great Clapham and
Southern Railway .
Personally , I must express
my admiration of Messrs .
Meaden's excellent work , and
also my regret that owing
to change of residence it
has not been possible to
continue the development
of the " G.C. & S.” model
railway ; nevertheless, all I
saw during my visits to
Clapham interested memore
than ordinarily. One thing ,
although not exactly related
to the engine and the rail
way, is worthy of special
reference, and is an old model
of an Australian clipper ship
Newcastle, 1,137 tons register,
.
LOCOMOTIVE
MEAden's
OF
MESSRS.
Fig . 6. — ANOTHER VIEW
owned by F.Green & Co., and

The whole of the motion is of cast mild steel ,
and took a very long time to make, previous ex

perience with loco No. 2 proving this
material an absolute necessity for an
engine which is to be made for work .
The engine is fitted with a model of
the vacuum brake, which in reality
actuates both the blower and steam
brakes, and is also fitted with steam
sanding, injector, and hand -pump - all
worked from the footplate - besides
pressure and brake pipe gauges, water
gauge, etc.
The engine is also fitted with elec
tric head and tail lights, and an elec
tric light in the cab for running at
These lamps are worked by
night.
dry batteries carried in the tender and
are all switched on from the cab . From
the same batteries also works the elec
tric alarm bell in the tender, which
is switched on by pulling a cord in
the carriages, and continuously rings
until the circuit is broken by shifting
a lever in the cab . The head -lights
are interchangeable and have merely
to be slipped on to the lamp brackets,
The boiler is made of 1-16th in .
sheet copper, double riveted , and has
cast tube - plates, throat - plate, and
boiler ends, which gets over the diffi
It has been
culty of all flanging.
tested to carry safely 100 lbs., with a
working pressure of 60 to 80 lbs.
Steam may be raised from lukewarm
water in twenty minutes, and 60 lbs.
of steam from water just above 32 ° F.
in thirty minutes, using charcoal and
house-coal. The grate is so arranged
that it can be dropped with the fire
at a moment's notice. The blower pipe
has a tap fitted at its lowest point to drain off any
condensed steam , and at the same time, before
steam is raised, a bicycle pump can be attached to
it to aid in drawing up the fire.

FIG . 7. — THE CAB OF No. 3 .
commanded by E. le P. French, which an uncle of
the brothers Meaden made whilst on a voyage to
that colony in 874.
This model at the present
time is in a rather decayed state, as the drooping
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of the spars and rigging in 'the accompanying
picture is evidence, owing to the ship in which
the model was returned to England having been
wrecked and submerged for somemonths.
How
ever, it is an interesting record of an example
of the amateur model maker's art, constructed
in days when the beloved M.E. was not even
dreamtof, and its intrusion in this article may for
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For the Bookshelf .

SAny book reviewed under this hoading may be obtained from Tye
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street , London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage. ]
COMPRESSED AIR . BywW . C. Popplewell, M.Sc.,
A.M.I.C.E. Manchester : The Scientific Pub
lishing Company. Price
7s. 6d . ; postage 4d .
The great developments
that of recent years have
been made in the use of
compressed -air tools
and
power transmission should
tend to make Mr. Popple
well's book invaluable to
engineers,
manufacturers,
and works' managers . The
work is admirably planned
and describes all the well
known types of air com
pressors, air "motors, and
Fig . 8.-MR. J. NEWSON'S LOCOMOT:VE No. 2 .
tools worked by means of
air under pressure, also
pneumatic pumps and other appliances. The pipes
this reason be pardoned by our ultra loco -en
thusiasts.
and accessories needed in the transmission of power
by compressed air are thoroughly dealt with , to
It was also pleasurable to see in Messrs. Meaden's
gether with the theoretical considerations involved
work the architect engaged in practising engi
neering
Speaking from
my own experience , there
seems to exist a feeling
amongst the members of
the two noble profes
sions that each are as
far asunder as the poles.
On the one hand the
aesthetic in architecture
often reviles the work of
the engineer as
bar
barous " in appearance ,
and, on the other hand,
the engineer is sometimes
fond of pointing out in
the work of an architect
some beautifying feature
which impairs the stability
of the structure to which it
is applied . Therefore, I ain
of opinion, Messrs. Mea
den's amateur engineering
willnot only improve their
architecture, but the study
of the masterpieces in the
art of building has not a
little helped them in their
model work , and in a
measure this is shown in
the excellent proportions
of the “ Great Clapham
and Southern Railway
Fig . 9.-- MODEL OF THE AUSTRALIAN CLIPPER, Newcastle .
locomotive No. 3 .
in designing compressed -air installations and other
machinery . The book contains 290 pages and is
very well illustrated with photographs, woodcuts,
A CORRECTION . — In the description of the " Aeoli
and working drawings.
craft," which appeared on page 271 of our issue for
March 24th , we stated that the inventors were
RADIUM RESEARCH FUND. — The Goldsmiths'
Messrs. Parsell & Weed , New York . This is not so ,
Company have presented £ 1000 to the Royal
the real inventor being Mr. George Breed , of Phila
Society for the purpose of establishing a radium
research fund .
delphia , Pa.
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Further Remarks on Spark Coil
Construction .
By J. PIKE .
F all the hobbies invented or devised for the
OF delectation of the student, surely nothing
quite comes up to coil-making. The fas
cination it exerts on the interested worker will
assuredly last longer than the contents of his purse :
he will probably look round his workshop and scan
his belongings for something, once treasured , which
may be turned into current coin wherewith to buy
more wire ! Just the kind of enthusiasm which
must have filled the heart of John Bowman Lindsay
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the Tesla coil or transformer to take the radio
graph figured in the article ofMay 28th , 1903.
Number two coil is a re- constructed foreigner :
the primary and secondary quite new . Core, 9 ins.
by i in.; primary, two layers No. 14 c.c. B.W.G.
wire ; secondary, 3 lbs. II oZs . No. 36 wire in thirty
six double -sections. A good 4 -in . spark is the
result with the battery power prescribed in THE
MODEL ENGINEER handbook .
Number three (see Fig . 1 ) gives at present a 6 -in .
spark with 16 volts : when fitted with a new break ,
now being made, and the capacity of the condenser
more carefully adjusted , this result should be
bettered . The photograph is taken “ end on ” in
order to show the commutator, which may be new
to some readers.

Fig . 1.-MR. J. PIKE's 6 -IN . SPARK Coil .
when , as Mr. Richard Kerr says, more wire meant
less food , and clothes, and comforts generally ."
Not many of those who have made coils by the
single section method , will echo these sentiments :
let them , however, try again with double -sections,
and the old enthusiasm will revive.
A photograph is appended of the third coil
(a 6 - in .) made by the writer during the latter half of
last year. The first two may be dismissed in a
sentence. Number one, purely experimental, in
double-sections, turned out a fair average coil ;
Dimensions : Core, 7 } ins. by } in.; primary, two
layers No. 14 C.C. B.W.G. wire ; secondary, 34 lbs.
36 B.W.G., on an ebonite tube, in twenty -four
double-sections. The secondary wire ( 36 B.W.G.)
was a very mixed lot, mostly re-wound from old
coils. However, a 21 to 3 -in , or so spark can be
got without difficulty, the sparks being very
snappy.” This coil with just enough battery
power to give a steady 2 -in . spark was used with

The intending coil maker will do well to follow
the specifications given in the M.E. handbook on
“ Induction Coils for Amateurs," as far as possible .
The coil figured carries more secondary wire than
is there prescribed , but it is rather difficult, if we
start to build up the coil from one end , to gauge
precisely the number of inches so many pounds of
wire will take, and for purposes of symmetry we are
led to add more sections — and consequently more
wire — than is absolutely required . This coil has a
thick covering of wax, at least 4 -in ., in addition to
rather full size paper discs used in the sections (and
these, of course, by no means filled with wire )
which all tends to give the coil a ponderous look ;
otherwise the proportions are not far out of the
average. A sectional drawing is shown here (Fig .
2 ) of one end of the coil, half full-size. The collar or
ring H was turned out ofmahogany ; one is required
for each end , and the one at the back should be
covered with an ebonite disc made to fit and without
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any central hole. If the worker prefers to carry
the primary wire straight through to the con
denser box, the terminals will not, of course , be
required.
The estimate of weight of secondary in each of
these coils includes the waxed discs , paper (demy
and blotting ) used in the winding of the wire - a
not inconsiderable item . On this basis , the coil
No. 2 turns out to be a very good one.
It is a good plan to make a drawing of the coil
ünder construction , with
particulars regarding
core, primary , weight of secondary and number of
double-sections, capacity of condenser, and so on ,
and , on completion of the instrument to paste this
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first running into the former some waxed cotton
thread , or silk'twist to a depth corresponding to the
diameter of the larger discs ; but after all is said , the
space occupied by the cotton can be better — if
using discs of varying size - filled up with hot wax,
which will run not only into the M -shaped annular
space, but into several turns of the wire adjacent
to the better insulation of the whole .
To the apparatus figured in the article of Novem
ber 26th has 10been added a small oven . A paraffin
stove of tne Beatrice pattern was on the pre
mises and an oven - about 12 ins. by io ins., inside
measurement — was bought to fit it. The stove
and oven stands on the bench and serves not only
to dry paper, & c., but is useful
N
for keeping warm the brass
former discs and reels of wire ,
G
that is to say, the purpose for
which it was required .
The thorough waxing of the
core !and primary is a matter
of great importance . Carefully
Н.
thought out, there is no reason
why this operation should not
be a greater success than it
often comes to . For example ,
M
assume that a core is built-up
of wires to a diameter of it
B
ins. ; that after taping, this core
be wound with No. 14 S.W.G.
wire in three layers ; the diam
eter ' will " now be something
approximate to 1 ins. or i
ins. : endeavour to make it the
one or the other by means of
wax : e.g., make a trough (a
м.
neartfit of the core , & c ., which
must, of course, ' have been
previously dried by heat), melt
in the trough a sufficiency of
wax, place therein the core,
raise the temperature and con
B
tinue the operation until air
balls cease to be driven forth
and all the interstices be deemed
F
D
E
to be filled with wax ; then let
the core cool in the trough and
Baseboard
wax to a solid mass; now remove
the core from the trough by the
aid of a little heat, and trim up
with a knife . If small wooden
Fig . 2. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION AT ONE END OF SPARK Coil .
cups, properly centred , have
(Scale : Half full size.)
been made and fitted to the
ends of the core , this may be
A , core ; B , primary ; C , ebonite tube ; D , ebonite cheek ; E , sup
mounted in a lathe and the wax
porting pillar ; FF, & c ., double sections ; G , thin wood or blotting
paper discs : H , collar to go over end of tube ; J, ebonite disc (with
neatly turned down to exactly
central hole size of hammer-head ) to fit on front of H ; M , annular
fit an ebonite tube, which pro
bably will have been provided
space filled with wax ; N , end of secondary wire.
for its reception .
In place of the thick ebonite tube, a suitable
specification in the interior of the condenser box ;
covering may be built-up out of a sheet of thin
if anything goes wrong — and memoranda some
ebonite and will serve equally as well. Cut the
times get lost — you know exactly what you have
sheet squarely and of sufficient length to make two
to deal with .
or three folds round the core. Then immerse the
Very little can be added to the details given in the
sheet in very hot water - having at hand also a
article by the writer on “ Secondary Coil Winding ”
length of brass tube rather smaller in diameter
(see M.E., 26th November, 1903), beyond a caution
than the core ; while the ebonite is in the softened
as to the thickness of the separating discs in the
state it can be bent easily round the tube provided,
“ former " ; these should not be greater than 3-16ths
and, when cold ,retains its cylindrical form . It must
in . When ordering these it is well to have three
be carefully insulated over the waxed core, which
pairs made , of different sizes . Of course, one pair
it will then fit tightly , without requiring any cement
—the smallest — may be made to answer , viz ., by
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Pattern

Making .

By T. D. GARSCADDEN .
PATTERNS FOR MR. HAWLEY'S 24 H.-P. CYCLE
MOTOR .
(Continued from page 271.)
One-piece cast steel flywheel. - As there is always
an element of uncertainty about the first steel
casting from a new pattern , it behoves the pattern
maker to take every care to thwart its known .
proclivities, some of which may be well illustrated
from the example before us.

LA

U

This year is the centenary of the railway
locomotive. Richard Trevithick , the Cornish in
ventor, on February 12th , 1804, ran the trial trip
of his steam carriage over the old horse tramway
from the Penydarren Ironworks to the Navigation
Canal Wharf, nine miles lower down in the Taff
Valley. The accomplishment of the feat was the
means of Mr. Samuel Honfray, the Penydarren
ironmaster, winning a bet of £ 1000 , which he had
made with Mr. Richard Crawshaw , of Cyfarthfa ,
that he would convey a load of iron by steam
power over the tramway to the point named . The
journey was accompanied under circumstances of
difficulty . The train conveyed seventy passengers
besides ten tons of iron , and the stack of the strange
looking locomotive, being of bricks, was overthrown
upon colliding with a bridge. Trevithick succeeded
in repairing the damage, and accomplished the run
at the rate of five miles an hour. The train , how
ever, failed to get back again for the reason that
the gradients were too steep and the curves in the
tram -line too sharp .

Simple Lessons in

IL

or fastening . The coil No. 2 referred to before
had only two layers of thin sheet ebonite round the
primary, and the sections were, for the most part,
no bigger than those used for No. 1 coil ; the closer
we are able to get the secondary to the core - perfect
insulation being understood — the better the output.
A word with regard to the paper discs for insu
lating the sections, & c ., must not be overlooked .
It is of great importance that the paper (blotting or
other ) be thoroughly dried previously to waxing.
The following details may be noted :-Eighteen
squares of good average blotting paper , 6 } by 64
ins., weighed before drying, 2 } ozs.; after drying
each square separately over the gas the totalweight
was 24 ozs. ; thus, denoting, roughly , that a tea
spoonful of water had been driven off ! Calculate
this on the basis of twelve (at least) paper discs
per i in . of coil, and it will be seen that the proper
desiccation of all paper used in coil construction is
an indispensable condition of success. The paper
should be cut approximately to size and waxed
while still hot from the oven or stove. The blotting
paper will absorb moisture again quickly , therefore
the immediate waxing is a necessity. The blotting
paper may be more perfectly dried by treating it
first to a bath of alcohol, then drying and waxing.
For this purpose, get some quite clean methylated
spirit, also some sub- carbonate of potash (salts of
tartar), dry the latter and add it to the spirit in
the proportion of about į oz . to the pint. Shake
vigorously and let stand ; decant the spirit from
any oily -looking deposit which may be left at the
bottom of the bottle ; use only the clear spirit, and
return to the bottle when done with ; add more of
the potash if necessary to again purify the spirit.
Obviously , if we can drive out the moisture by some
fluid more easily and quickly evaporated ,we ensure
a more perfect desiccation of the paper.
Having measured the pile of sections and made
the necessary calculation as to the space which they
---with the requisite additional paper discs— will
occupy on the ebonite tube, we may proceed to fix
at the proper distance from one end of the tube,
one of the supporting pillars ( E , Fig. 2 ), and one
of the ebonite cheeks ( D , Fig. 2 ) ; each to be separ
ately and securely fixed in its place.
I To be continued. )
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Section THROUGH CENTRE or CASTING .

SECTION AT A , A.
Fig . 82.-MR. HAWLEY'S MOTOR CYCLE
FLYWHEEL .
Chief amongst these is its liability to distortion
through unequal distribution of metal, and this is
the reason for the extra metal shown by the deep
black portion around the shaft in Fig . 82. The
provisional connecting pieces seen are intended to
the same end, and also to serve as gutters ” for
the molten metal to flow to bottom disc, the one
afforded by the crank -pin being scarcely enough to
maintain it at an even temperature to the furthest
point of area below , and so liable to produce what
cold short " condition , metal chilling
is called a
rapidly while flowing over the cold sand . Another
advantage gained through these connections is the
utilisation of the pressure afforded by the head
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of metal above, and so improving the casting con
ditions materially in that they render the mass of
as homogeneous a texture as possible throughout.
Of course, they will have to be cut away — and do
so very early in the turning, retaining them only
as packing pieces until some rough turning is done,
as the discs may spring a little when free.

Line
Parting

crank -pin and freeway may have to be made to
project further to prevent fouling with lathe appur.
tenances. These matters should all be settled
when drawing down full size, which should be done
first thing, and in the same manner as shown in
Fig . 82 , i.e., first to finished sizes, and then outlining
time allowing & in .
the pattern dimensions,
on full diameter for contraction . In allocating the
amount of balancing metal on the off- side, the
heavier capped connecting-rod end necessary for
this one-piece flywheel should be taken into account.
Let us suppose , however, for our purpose that you
make it as it stands.
Pattern. — While the plan of construction can be
readily understood from the figures the why and
the wherefore of it may not be so apparent, and I
consider this the chief part of my privilege now that
you will be quite conversant with the use of the
tools ; and, in this phase of it, a little study of each
case'as I present it, whether you make or not, will

Arair

FIG ,183. - SectION THROUGH CENTRES OF
FINISHED PATTERN .
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The added metal for finishing, as I have shown it,
is the very least that can be done with , and it would
add considerably to the chances of a successful
casting if the allowance were increased ; and there
is this to be said in favour of the latter, that when
the first $ in . is got off a steel casting, it works
much easier, besides getting rid of possible blow
holes, so common to steel castings, if not alloyed
with aluminium .
On the other hand, the metal is softer (unless it
is Manganese stee!), and may be objectionable on
that account, if the addition is applied to bearing
parts . At any rate, if you do not mind the ma
chining, an extra in .might be allowed all over the
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Section through centre.
Fig . 85. - MIDDLE PIECE .
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Fig . 84. – TURNINGS.
horizontal surface on the top side for reason which
have already been gone into, besides increasing the
pressure head , with a consequent close -graining
effect.
The provisional centreing bosses for turning the

teach you enough of the general principles involved
to enable you to apply them to any particular piece
of work you wish to carry out. First, then , as to
the projection of prints necessary to support and
hold the core in its correct position. At the thick
end , it can be seen that to complete the circle out
side the casting from the crank -pin centre will give
a good seat for the core at that end, and , moreover,
by using the one common centre for both pattern
and corebox , and having only one dimension to
follow , it is almost impossible to make an error in
that direction . At the thin end , it projects as little
as is compatible with a grip on the mould , because
if made to project any further, it would only add
to the weakness of the core itself, it being so thin ,
and so without any commensurate effect asa bearing.
Again , by making the end radial from the crank
pin centre, we simplify the core-box , and also in .
crease the core's steadying power, without detract
ing from its strength .
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3/8

The plan of letting in separate urned pieces to
form the shaft will be appreciated for its obvious
virtue in keeping all central and square, in that the
turned butts joint with the large levelled surface
of the print piece.
The advantages of putting a turned pin
rough
for the crank centre are that it is much less trouble
than fitting little bosses , and assures an approxi
mately true result to begin centreing with .
Now the actual making. First prepare the centre
piece which formsthe prints, drawing it off on both

SHTETA
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one, the connecting area between the two discs
being so small, comparatively , with the mass .
The turning and completion of the pattern itself
calls for no instruction beyond that given by the
figures, except, perhaps, to say that if one turned
disc is a little smaller than the other, screw the
small one on the “ down " side of the print-piece so
that when edges are trimmed off, the parting line
will be as near the top of mould as possible — a point
eminently desirable always.
When the first disc is fixed , bore the hole through
it for the centreing - boss pin from the print-piece ,
boring as true as possible , and then, when the other
disc is attached , complete the hole. A screw -bit is
best for this all through , finding its own centre
accurately on the fresh piece, but with a little care
a centre-bit will do quite well.
To fix the pieces forming the shaft, secure one by
а. screw from the print-piece - a long thin one
preferably, as it is into end wood - and the other
attach by two or three brads, put in angled through
the fillet.
Curebox. - Assuming that the turning has been
done, it has now to be recessed at one end to the
breadth and thickness of thin print, to form the
balanced portion of the wheel. This begin by
drawing a line through the centre, and from it
stepping off the width of passage. Next set your
gauge to * in ., and draw the depth on both inside
and outside. If the gauge is of the common type
(good enough ), a little alteration will be necessary
to make it possible for you to draw the line on the
turned inside, the total depth being only i in . Do
so at once to Fig . 87, as the alteration will increase
its utility in many ways, one ofwhich is exemplified
in the sketch .
Before cutting off the end , however, put in a little
screw (iron ) immediately behind the pin as shown,
to prevent possible splitting when knocking down

Section through centre.
FIG . 86. - COREBOX .
sides in the usual way , and then cutting to profile .
The profile of the wheel proper may be left full in
the meantime until you attach the turnings, when
it may the better.be -flushed off neatly ; but pare
the prints to a finish , and with a little taper. Then
gauge off the thin print, and cut to thickness, again
leaving the profile of the wheel a little full. Next
bore a hole half-way through from the previously
determined centres on each side for the centreing
boss pin ; and this part is ready. Before turning
the other pieces it would be well to prepare a piece
for the corebox along with them , so that all the
turning could be done at once, and the sizes of the
corebox be the more readily verified from the
finished print-piece. Allow a little taper on the
crank - pin to facilitate withdrawal of the core, and
also on the inner edge to match the corresponding
taper of the print. The outer edge would bemani
festly better turned , as shown in Fig . 86 ; but if you
hesitate at turning the incomplete disc, the one
necessary end may be pared ,and the other left square
from the saw . Be careful to turn a good- sized
fillet round crank-pin at bottom . This,
may
point out, is an important aid to success in all steel
castings, but is absolutely essential in the present

Fig . 87. — ALTERATION OF GAUGE .
the knife at any time. Avoid brass screws in wood ,
unless essential for appearance sake (and this is
certainly not the case with patterns, or the tools to
make them ) ; they are so apt to break in , causing no
end of trouble .
When the 3 -in . depth is cut out to the lines , draw
a line square across the face
the points where the
breadth intersects the inside diameter ; then gauge
to & in . down'and cut away to receive the loose
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bridge-piece. Make the latter now
piece (bay -wood preferably ) to the
squaring one edge. This edge place
of rebate; screw down as shown , and
Take off again , cut to
radii.
inline, varnish and
sandpaper
the semi-loose piece, and the job
very nearly .

by planing a
thickness and
next the butt
then draw the
outline and
up , re -screw
is finished - or

A

Small Single Coil Dynamo.

By J. B. EMMOTT.
*HE machine here described, and illustr ited in

structed almost entirely of wrought-iron
forgings.
The wrought iron field -magnet is of the
shape and dimensions shown in Fig . 2 , and
consists of three pieces — the yoke and the
two pole-pieces (which are fixed to the yoke
by means of set screws).
The coil flanges are of sheet brass, slipped
on to the yoke, and held in place by a touch
of solder . Before fixing the pole -pieces the
yokewas insulated with a layer of paper ,and
then wound with No. 22 B.W.G. double
cotton -covered, of which about 24 lbs. was
used .
When wound , two coats of good shellac
varnish were applied . The pole-pieces were
then permanently fixed.
A piece of wrought iron, 4 ins. by 2 ins. by
#in ., fixed to the magnet by means of the
two screws which fasten the bottom pole
piece, is used to fix the machine to the base
board .
Two pieces of k -in . round brass rod are
screwed into magnet at commutator end , and
two at pulley end ; these support the
wrought-iron bearings, which are brass
bushed for the spindle to run in .
The armature, 3 ins. diameter by 2 ins.
FIG . 1.-MR. J. B. EMMOTT'S SINGLE COIL DYNAMO.
long, is of the cogged ring type, having

2'

3ź

PLAN

<

It frequently happens that the pattern maker
wishes to indicate to the moulder a certain course of
procedure, or, in other words, to convey an idea
which cannot be expressed completely by the form of
pattern, and as it is seldom the two come together ,
there is a sort of Freemasonry between them , to
the extent of signs with chalk or crayon on the
pattern, which are unmistakably read by the
moulder, a few of which , affecting small patterns,
are here given . Thus :-Diagonal lines one way, as
in a drawing section , mean metal; diagonal lines
crossing both ways mean no metal, or a core ; a
circle round a screw -head signifies that that screw
has to come out after “ ramming ” and before with
drawal ; and lines drawn where a fillet is wanted
desire the moulder to round the sand just there.
Add this professional touch by marking round the
two screw -heads of the corebox , and also marking
a fillet round top of crank -pin . The next article
will describe the making of the pattern for the
aluminium gear- case.
( To be continued .

4
A GERMAN inventor, Herr Otto Schlick, in a paper
read before the Institute of Naval Architects , pro
poses to instal in ships an enormous flywheel. He
demonstrated that when the vessel began to roll
the gyroscopic effect of the wheel would at once
hold her steady, and thus, to a great extent, abolish
the dreaded sea -sickness. On ships of 6000 tons
the wheel would weigh ten tons. One important
objection to the scheme is that the necessary
machinery would require so much space.

= IN

FIG . 2.- WROUGHT -IRON FIELD -MAGNET .
twelve cogs," it is wound with 22 B.W.G. double
cotton - covered , about Ålb . being used , in twelve
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sections, connected to the commutator, which con
sists of brass i in . long, if ins. diameter and f in .
thick . This is divided into twelve sections, each
section fastened to the hardwood hub by means
of -in . threaded brass wire , screwed through
brass tube and into wood hub .
The armature stampings are compressed together
by means of screwed brass rods passing through
the holes in stampings, and tightened up by mear :
of small hexagon brass nuts .
When the wire was wound on the armature , a
hardwood spool was made a tight fit , and driven
into the interior of the armature, which was then
carefully centred , and a hole bored right through ,
into which the spindle was driven .
The spindle is of f -in . steel, 1 in . at bearings, and
7 ins, long.
The brush -holder consists of a rectangular piece
of boxwood , through which a fin . hole is bored ,
and then slipped on to one of the bearing supports
and fastened in position by means of a small screw .
The brushes are of copper gauze riveted to a strip
of sheet copper .
The pulley is it ins. diameter, fastened to the
spindle by means of a taper fit.
The dynamo generates a current of about 3 amps.
at 20 volts, and is capable of lighting two 8 -candle
power lamps ; and being shunt wound, is suitable
for charging small accumulators.
Working Models in Edinburgh Museum .
IN of
the Science
Machinery
of the
having
andHall
system ofMuseum
Art,
the Edinburgh
working models in motion , which was first adopted
last year, has proved a great success ; it has ma
terially increased the usefulness of the exhibits to
the student, and has aroused the interest of the
general public .
This year the system has been extended to a
model of a Corliss engine, and a variation in the
method of electric driving has been introduced so
as to illustrate certain important applications of
the conversion of continuous current into three
phase alternating current, the overhead trans
mission of the latter, and finally its use as motive
power . A series of photographs has been acquired ,
illustrative of the gradual development of the
locomotive .
In the latter part of the year a quantity of tele
graph apparatus was received on loan from the
Postmaster-General, which will form part of the
historical section of a collection of telegraph and
telephone apparatus. The collection of electric
lamps has been extended ,and now includes examples
of the different types used commercially.
The
various stages in the manufacture of incandescent
electric lamps are well illustrated by numerous
specimens.
A ring armature and a drum armature, both
partly in section, have been specially made for
exhibition in the Museum , and are shown along
with specimens of the materials used in the con
struction of armatures generally . Pumping ma
chinery has not hitherto been represented in the
Machinery Hall, but a scheme has been prepared by
which the gap will be adequately filled by a specimen
of each of the various types of pumps.
A Pulsometer pump and a centrifugal pump are
already on exhibition , and an Edward's air pump
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is being made in the Museum workshops, from
drawings presented by the makers. Messrs. Willans
and Robinson, Rugby, have kindly agreed to make
and present to the Museum a working model of their
famous high -speed engine, which will be a valuable
acquisition .

Practical Letters from
Readers .

our

(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a non -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication.)
The Cooper - Hewitt Rectifier.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—Will you allow me to take this oppor
tunity of thanking, through your columns, Mr. E.
A. Watson for explaining the mercury vapour
rectifier to us. I am familiar with the Nodon
valve, and I thought the rectifier would probably
work somewhat as Mr. Watson explains, but I
wished to make sure. - Yours truly ,
' ELECTRO -METER .”
Motor Suspension for Electric Locomotives.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,_With reference to the interesting
description in a recent number of your paper of
the spring suspension used by Mr. L. A. Sparkes
for his electric loco , I had the pleasure of seeing this
loco when it was shown at Portsmouth recently ,
and was very much struck with the compact design
of the electric motor used .
Could Mr. Sparkes say where castings of this
motor can be obtained, or if drawings of same are
to be had ?
I thought the dull aluminium enamel finish very
fine indeed , and should like to know how this finish
was obtained as I have been unsuccessful in getting
this aluminium finish on my machine.
I see that in his actual loco he has put a flywheel
between the motor and the worm -wheel, whereas,
in the description, no mention is made of this fly
wheel. Has it been found better to omit this fly
wheel ? I presume its object was to prevent the
motor armature coming to rest before the loco
drivers, thus locking the wheel and causing strain
by skidding. Any particulars will be thankfully
T. B.
received by — Yours truly ,
An Electrical Problem .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , -Can any of your able correspondents
relieve my mind from the following singular
phenomenon , which was witnessed by myself, and
which seems out of joint with the methodical and
conditional laws which govern this subtle force.
I was in charge of a dynamo, made by a well
known firm . Its conditions at the time were
550 volts 20 amps, 730 revolutions. Its power was
utilised in working four electric motors with pumps
combined . These are located in a mine under
ground . The dynamo is fixed at the surface, and
is kept in motion by a small Robey's engine. The
whole was revolving apparently in uniform and
systematic order ; the commutator was free from
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dirt or sparks. I was standing on the boarded
floor, with my left hand resting on a handrail,
which is constructed of steel gas-piping, i in . in
diameter and 18 ins. from the commutator, my
right hand hanging by my side. Suddenly a vivid
flash flame filled the room . It emanated from the
commutator, and then things were still moving at
the usual rate. I perceived a numbness in my
hand which had rested on the handrail. When I
examined it, I found the back of it scorched and
very painful indeed . First, can any intelligent
reader explain the cause of the flash flame ? There
were no broken carbons, nor any apparent cause to
be traced anywhere. The outside edge of the
commutator was scalded a little by the explosion .
Second, could a flash flame thus produced scorch a
hand 18 ins. apart from the commutator ? Did the
steel handrail act as a conductor ? What else is
there involved in this singular case ?
Third ,
these flashes do occur at times , but very seldom .
Is there any other cause than high resistance to
account for these explosions ? Fourth, is there any,
analogy between a lightning conductor and a steel
handrail fitted in close proximity to a commutator,
or what may be considered a safe distance ?
I have, I think , covered the ground in detail,
which I trust may assist some expert to render a
solution . — Yours faithfully,
ENQUIRER .
Model Steamer Speed Competition .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR ,—If Mr. W. Sherratt, of Warrington ,
will be good enough to pay a visit to Central Park
Lake, Seacombe, on any of the Thursday evenings
on which we hold our steamer races this season , I
will guarantee to prove to him , by personal obser
vation , that our model speed steamers are not the
utterly inartistic specimens of the modelling craft
he states them to be in his letter to The MODEL
ENGINEER of April 14th, but rather the prettiest
model steamers he has seen for many a long day.
It is a great pity people so quickly run down
models they have never seen , except in plates ,
which did not do justice to them , as a personal
inspection will speedily prove. I enclose one of
our fixture cards, which kindly send on to Mr.
Sherratt, so that he can see the dates of our steamer
races.— Yours truly ,
E. W. WYNNE ,
Hon . Sec . Wirral Model Yacht Club .
Seacombe.

LARGEST LOCOMOTIVE IN THE WORLD . - The
Schenectady plant of the American Locomotive
Works has under way the building of the largest
locomotive in the world . It is to be of the Mallet
articulated type, will weigh 465,000 lbs. when com
pleted, which is 2074 tons, and is intended for
freight work on the Baltimore and Ohio railroad
The machine will be of the tandem -compound style ,
with a peculiar arrangement of driving wheels and
cylinders. It is being built as an experiment and
is intended for use as a helper on the mountain
divisions of the road. The heaviest engine now in
use on the Baltimore and Ohio weighs 1624 tons.
The new locomotive will have 320,000 lbs. on the
drivers, a tender weighing 143,000 lbs., with coal
capacity of 13 tons and a water capacity of 7,000
gallons.
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Queries and Replies .
(Allention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." . No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by postunder the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMust be in
scribed ai the back. (2) . Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their qucries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (notpost-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (s)
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26—29, Poppin's Couch
Fleet Street, London , E.C.]
The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently : ( 10,671) Wiring , Dynamo Trouble, and Nernst Lamps .
“ NERNST " writes : (1) In electric wiring for electric light from
town mains at 240 volts, how does sparking occur between the
positive and negative wires, with a tendency to set fire if these are
iaid side by side in the same groove in casing ? Is the sparking
caused by surging in the conductors, or what ? I was told that the
fire insurance rules forbade laying, say, thenegative feed to a lamp
and the switch wire (from switch to lamp, which wire being posi
tive). Is that so ? Is the sparking notmore liable to occurwhere
the positive and negative wires cross each other than where they
lie in the same groove ? (2 ) I don't quite understand the Nernst
and Nernst Luna lamps in this point, so please help me if you can
Our voltage here is 240 volts continuous current. Now , according
to the lists, the filaments and resistances of these lamps should
amount to 240, thus for a 240 lamp use filament marked 220 and a
resistance marked 20 v . Now , the electric light company here go
apart from this rule, and use invariably filaments 230 volts, re
sistances 20 volts ; but they used to use resistances of 30 volts ; and
the engineer said that the sum ofboth voltages should be 260. Then
they changed the voltages of resistances , and he said that they
could now use them at 20 volts , making the sum of filaments and
resistances 250 , owing to improvement in manufacture . Now , is he
over or under running the lamps ? What advantage is gained by
running lamps at a total of voltages at 250 instead of 240 ? I think
the voltage is unvarying. (3) In connection with a church hero
there is a motor (electro) of 1 h.-p., and a mechanical arrangement
for blowing bellows. In the electrical circuit and in series with the
armature there is a regulating resistance (mechanical, not liquid ),
as sketch (not reproduced ). Well, the segments are now getting
blackened with sparking between the brush
segments during
the automatic regulation of current required , consequent on the
required wind. What can be done to obviate the sparking ?
There is about ; in air space between the segments, and the brush
is the same breadth as a segment, so that there are no dead points.
The brush sticks sometimes ; can I get a lubricator for segments ?
What is commutatorine, once mentioned in M.E. (Query Column);
where can I get it, and cost ? The motor commutator squeaks
terribly sometimes when going slow , and sparks when suddenly
made to go fast by regulator -- how can I remedy this ?
( 1) The object of separating the wires by laying them in separate
grooves in the casing is largely to avoid the risk of a short-circuit
between the wires, which might be caused by mechanical injury,
such as by a nail being driven into the casing ; when the wires are
together in one groove, a fault to earth on one may set up a small
arc, and burn the insulation of the sound wire , thus setting up a
short-circuit. The strip of wood between the wires acts as a
distance piece to separate the wires, and does not add much to the
insulation resistance between them . When wires are in the same
groove the liability to breakdown of insulation is the same, whether
they cross or merely be side by side, unless mechanical pressure is
exerted when the capping is screwed on ; in this case the crossed
wires would be more liable to short-circuit. (2) Users of Nernst
lamps exercise their discretion in adjusting the compensating
resistance to the conditions of the particular circuit off which the
lamps are being worked. The engineer to the Electric Supply
Company mentioned has evidently found that resistances to make
the lamps equal to 250 volts give better results, 10 volts, more or
less, will make very little difference in the candle-power of the
lamps, but may make a considerable difference in their life.
Generally speaking, the more the variation in the volts of the cir
cuit, the greater must be the resistance in series with the burner ;
and it would appear that either the voltage is now steadier or that
themanufacture of the lamps has improved . The resistance is so
designed that it acts as a compensator to neutralise variations in
the supply pressure. (3) To remedy the sparking on the resistance
regulator, smooth the brush and contacts a small amount of
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lubricant may help matters. You will not be able to prevent the
sparking entirely , it can be reduced by using a regulator having
the same total resistance divided into a larger number of contacts.
To remedy squeaking and sparking on motor, commutator must be
made smooth and perfectly round by grinding with glasspaper
fitted into semicircular clamps ; turning in the lathe does not
entirely suffice, as the mica between the segments prevents the
turning tool from producing a true circle. Use a very small amount
of lubricant on the surface of the commutator, or replace the
brushes by new ones of softer carbon . It is doubtful if you will
get rid of the sparking caused by suddenly switching on the current ;
get the commutator into perfect condition and try altering the
position of the brush rocker. If the regulator cuts out all the
resistance quickly, try using some resistance permanently in cir
cuit with themotor . Commutatorine is one of a number of various
lubricants specially prepared for use on commutators ; you will find
several advertised in electrical trade papers .
( 10,678 ] Calculating Size of Cables to carry a Given
Current. J. G. (Cowdenbeath ) writes : Will you oblige me by
answering the following question, which was given at the Electrical
Engineering class here. It was this :-Calculate weight of copper
for system below for 16 c.-p. lamps each taking amp. The line
voltage = 125 ; permissible drop, 5 per cent. Show saving in copper
affected over an arrangementwithout sectional feeders.
I enclose
the table we got to use for this calculation .
We will deal with the first two branches in your sketch ; the
working out of the others can be dealt with in a similar manner.
Fifty lamps at amp. each = 25 amps. Second branch or section
of 100 lamps takes 50 amps. The return from the first branch will
have to carry , therefore , its own 25 , + 50 amps. from second,branch,
100 lamps

50 lamps
150 feet

200

feet

950

feet
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(10,640] Aætylene Gas. P. G. (Eastbourne) writes : I have
been reading your book on Acetylene Gas. Would you tell me if
I made a generator as described in Chapter II of your 6d. book ,
and if, having used about half the carbide, then turned the lightout
at the burner, would it be safe to leave the rest of the carbide in the
generator ? And could I use it for lighting a room without looking
at it till it needed re-charging ?
Yes. The light can be turned off and gas and carbide left in
generator ready for use ; but acetylene doesnot improve by keeping,
but deteriorates.
( 10,720 ) Gelatinous Copying Tablet. E.R.(Liverpool) writes :
I am constantly writing duplicate advice cards,letters, & c., and as a
great number have to be written within a short space of time, I
trust you will be able to oblige mewith a recipe for the gelatinous
copying tablet, and the right sort of copying ink to use for impres.
sions from proof on the surface of the same.
This may be prepared by soaking 2 ozs. of good thin Russian
glue in 4 ozs. cold water for, say, 12 hours ; then heat over a gentle
fre, and when melted add 8 ozs. of common glycerine and 5 drops
of carbolic acid — the latter is a preservative. Now add Paris
whiting until the mi ture is about the consistency of thick cream ,
Mix up well, and spread in a shallow tin tray to set. Do not allow
the mixture to boil when on the fire. For ink , you can use an
aniline ink , to be had in bottles from any rubber stamp manu
facturer ; or to make it at home, dissolve a penny acket of Judson's
purple dye in two tablespoonfuls of hot water ..
[ 10,748] Dynamo Failure. H. C. H. (Southsea) writes : Wil
you kindly help me in this matter ? I have made a dynamo, bought
castings, and had samewound ; 35 volts 7 amps. (Kapp), Siemens
laminated armature. Running against the brushes, I get about
150 lamps
250 feet

100 lamps
250

100 lamps

feel

te
/ 300 feet
ten

7

/

Holm

550 feet

1250

feel

1500
QM

feet
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WIRING DIAGRAM : CALCULATING SIZE OF CABLES .

and, consequently , will be of thicker gauge wire. The table you
enclose does not give data for stranded cable , which would have to
be employed in this case. 300 ft . for leading in 25 amps. would
be cable of seven strands of No. 15 S.W.G., and has a resistance
of '08 ohm per 100 yds. Thus the drop in volts would be
25 X '08 = 2. If we made this cable so small that the loss in
volts was 5 per cent., the current density would be greater than
1000 amps. per sq. in . section . From the end of the 300 ft. smaller
wire could be used to each lamp or group of lamps ; the exact size
depending upon how many lamps each had to feed. No mention
of this is
made
in set
the byquestion
were given,
once
Theatsecond
stamps
it as
being
a very you
unpractical
man .which
branch - 550 ft. to carry 50 amps.-- will be of 61/20 S.W.G.cable .
Resistance per 100 yds. = '04 ohm .
Drop in volts = 50 X 04 X 550 3'06,
300
which will do very well. The return of 150 ft. will have to carry
50 amps. (We are neglecting the other branches you show in
sketch for sake of brevity.) 713 S.W.G.will take this and has a
resistance of '05 per 100 yds. ; hence drop would be just 1'25 ohms.
The 300 ft. would have to carry 75 amps. and at 1000 amps.density
would have to be 7/11 S.W.G. cable. From your table of weights
per 1000 ft. you can now calculate the weight of copper in all the
cables . If this lighting scheme were wired without sectional
feeders, it would mean that the line wires near themains and those
going farthest away would all be of the same gauge, i.e., the near
ones which in this case carry only their own sinall current (as for
the fifty lamps) would have to be the same size as those for carrying
the bulk of the current to a greater distance , and would , therefore,
occasion a great waste in material. See query in March 5th , 1903
issue re.resistances of circuits .

15 or 20 volts; but when I reverse the brushes so that armature
turns the same way and with the brushes, I get no current at all.
Also , as soon as current arrives the engine (a gas b.b.-p.) flags or
stops . The dynamo gives current when run either way against the
brushes, but neither way with thebrushes.
To make this query clear, a sketch showing the type of brush
gear and position of brushes should have been given . It would
appear that the brushes do not make good contact with the com
mutator, except when the direction of rotation is against them .
Having made sure that the brushes are making good contact, re
verse the connections of the field -inagnet winding, or move the
brush rocker round until the brushes are in the same position as
when the commutator was running against them . Your engine is
not sufficiently powerful to drive the dynamo at full load output ;
try a larger pulley on the dynamo shaft to give the engine a better
chance of running at its highest speed ; possibly your field coils are
taking too much current. You must regulate your load so that
the engine can take it, trying a very light load first, and increasing
it by degrees. If the dynamo is shunt-wound and the field magnet
not saturated , it will rapidly build up a very strong field with no
load on and pull up the engine. The remedy is to short- circuit it
with a piece of copper wire until the load is connected to prevent
excitation .
( 10,387) Alloys for Moulding Purposes. A. L. (Byker, New
castle -on -Tyne) writes : I am very much taken up with Mr. C. F.
Townsend's article on “ Metals and Alloys." As I very often do a
little moulding at home, and have for some time been at a loss to
know what metal or alloy I could get to melt at a low temperature
for modelling purposes. I would be pleased ifMr. Townsend would
kindly give me a mixture and method of using same, to melt at
lowest possible point, so as not to destroy themould for the bron zė.
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The following alloy is a very good one for modelling and melts at
202° F. namely, bismuth 8 parts, tin 3 parts, lead ş parts. If you
want an alloy ofstill lowermelting point the following is excellent:
Cadmium 3 parts, bismuth 15 parts, tin 4 parts, lead 8 parts ;
melt the constituents together, and stir well with a stick of hard
wood before pouring . The alloy melts. at 158° F., and gives a
silvery white colour in setting. If you wish to raise the melting
point of either alloy , add more tin and lead. In all these fusible
alloys there is a tendency for the metals to separate unless they are
well stirred together before pouring . These alloys expand con
siderably on cooling and give a very correct impression of the mould .
10,711) Vertical Boiler. G. W. (Birmingham )writes : I have
got a piece ofsolid drawn brass tube, 7 } ins. long by 4i ins. diameter,
and 17 S.W.G. I should like to make it into a vertical boiler, if
you, or some kind reader, will give me a sketch of how to proceed
with it ; also how to make the angle rings, and what size holes for
rivets and how far apart ; also the length and diameter of firebox .
and length and diameter of chimney, and also what pressure it will
stand.
We reproduce a sketch of a boiler forusewith Primus burnersor a
gas ring. Theboilermay be puttogether with angle rings and screws.
The angle rings should be cast in brass and attached to the shell
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News of the

Trade .

• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on artual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
The Britannia Oil Engine.
This engine has been designed to meet the great demand that
exists for a cheap form of motive power, and at the same time it is
claimed to be absolutely reliable in its action, being adapted for
driving such machinery as tools, pumps, fans, dynamos, saw mills,
etc. The manufacturers
- the well-known Britannia Engineering
Company, Ltd.,ofColchester - also claim consideration for it, in that
the engine occupies little space,and can be got ready to start in a few

FIG . 1. - THE
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC
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-Cast rings
SUPPLY COMPANY'S
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with collars
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WHEEL .

43"

Ten "brass
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minutes, being heated before starting by a simple plum ber's lamp.
It will run for hours without attention , and consumes nothing but
ordinary petroleum oil. The prices range from 1,50 for an engine
giving it h.-p. to £225 for 21 continuous brake h .-p . - beyond this
power special prices are quoted .
Tubes screwed in
New

Burner

Cast bottom

Catalogues and Lists .

TheUniversalElectric Supply Co., 60, Brook Street,C.-on- M .,
Manchester. — The il'ustrations given herewith are included in the
supplementary sheet supplied by the above firm . Fig. I is a geared

-Flame quord
of sheer iron
Holes
SectioN OF SMALL VERTICAL BOILER .

when the crown plates may be screwed on the tube plate crown
with 5-32nd ,or screws (brass) at } in ,or 4 -in . pitch , and the smoke
box crown with about four or six screws only. The furnace tube
plate should be cast in brass with the foundation-ring and thewater
space for oil or gas fuel need only be very shallow . The reason why
a side water space is used at all is to allow the sludge to be drawn
off more easily , and prevent it collecting on the furnace tube plate .
The tubes are best screwed into the latter, and should be fitted
with collars at the top ; one tube at least should be fitted with a
nut, so that itwill act as a stay.
( 10,593) Model Marine Boller. W. H. (Stoneferry) writes :
Would you be so kind as to oblige mewith a sketch or drawing to
scale of the Scotch boiler which is given in the " Model Boiler
Making,” Fig. 15 , of THE MODEL ENGINEER series ,No. 6. I want
to make one to drive a launch engine 14 ins. bore by 24 stroke.
For a speed of 500 revolutions and 40 lbs. pressure we suggest
a boiler with 800 sq . ins. of heating surface . The shell should be
14 by 4, with a 6 - in . surface tube, and as many | tubes as possible.
* The boilermay be of 3-16ths in . steel with brass or copper tubes.
(10,723! Hand - Feed Pump for 1 h.-P. Boiler. H. L. D.
(Sittingbourne) writes : From what firm in London or elsewhere
can I obtain the above ? The engine and pump are bolted so close
to the vertical boiler on bedplate that the check valve sticks when
hot, and it is impossible to keep it cool, so I want another supply to
fallback on . I drive at 50 lbs. pressure.
Mr. T. Goodhand , of Paget Street, New Brompton, Kent, will
-supply you with a good lever pump for the purpose. Ask for price
off-in . or t- in . plunger pumps ; either will do .

DRY BATTERY

FIG . 2. — THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY COM
PANY'S COMBINED MEDICAL COIL AND BATTERY.
hand wheel, suitable for driving a small dynamo, the price being
combined medical
gs. each. Fig . 2 represents the “ Nock'em
coil and battery, supplied for 4s. 6d . The list also includes bel!
sets, Vacuum -tube rotators, Spark coils, and other electrical
novelties , and will be sent to any reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER
upon application .
The St. George's ElectricalManufacturing Co., High Street,
Sydenham , S.E., have sent us a copy of their monthly list of
electric bell fittings, including batteries, bells, switches, wires, and
pushes. They intorm us that these lists will be issued about
every month and forwarded post free to all readers enclosing their
trade card.
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The Editor's

Page

'HE attractions of the great Exhibition to be
THE
opened next month at St. Louis, coupled
with the fact that the 1904 Summer Meeting
of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers is to be
held in Chicago , have sufficed to tempt the Editor
of THE MODEL ENGINEER to journey across the
Atlantic . He leaves Liverpool by the Allan liner
Bavarian on the 28th inst. for Montreal, and intends
making a somewhat extensive tour in the States in
the interests of this journal. He would like to
meet as many American readers as possible , and
would , in particular, be pleased to see some
representative examples of American model
making, both amateur and professional. He would
be glad , therefore, if any readers in the States,
who have models likely to interest their fellow
readers in this country would kindly write him ,
statingwhat they have to show and when and where
it can be seen . Such letters should be addressed
to PERCIVAL MARSHALL , care of Messrs. Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York .
**
Among the articles of more than ordinary interest
in this issue of our journal is Mr. J. Pike's Further
Remarks on the Subject of Spark Coil Construc
tion ," commenced on page 398. Our valued con
tributor describes the making of an excellent 6 -in .
coil, the third he has recently finished , and the
following instalments of the article will include a
large number of extremely fine photographs of
sparks obtained with this coil and the Tesla trans
former which was illustrated in the issue of
May 28th of last year .
*
*
The description of the model line built by Mr.
J. Newson and Messrs. J. P. and J. G. P. Meaden
will, no doubt, also be welcomed by our readers,
more especially perhaps by the numerous section
interested in everything connected with railways
and locomotives. The latest engine of the
“ G.C. & S.R.” is a commendable piece of work ,
and shows what can be done in model locomotive
work by applying one's self, not only enthusias
tically , but by following the proper engineering
procedure. The working drawings , which are re
produced straight from the pen of Mr. J. P.Meaden ,
are, in themselves, excellent specimens of the
draughtsman's skill, and must have aided consider
ably in the subsequent building of the engine.
Answers to Correspondents .
M. N. P. (Bristol).– Our handbook , “ Small Elec
tric Motors,” will give you all the information
you want regarding resistances of different
gauge wires, & c .
See also recent queries and
replies on this subject.

April 28, 1904.

D. M. (Edinburgh ).— Yes, but more than one lamp
would be wanted to give a fair light in a lobby .
Up-keep would be but a few pence - perhaps not
that - per week .
J. T. - Kindly await our new book on the subject.
We cannot get you out a design , as it would mean
at least a week's work for an accomplished
draughtsman .
16
' NOVICE
(New Brighton ).— The steam pressure
gauges have nothing to do with accumulation of
steam except that they will or should register the
pressure in the boiler . The use of two steam
gauges will not double the working pressure of
the boiler, nor can we estimate the power of an
engine from its width and length only .
E. A. M. (Birmingham ).- " Electric Lighting and
Power Distribution ," by Perren Maycock , in two
volumes . Vol. I, 6s. 4d ., post free ; Vol. II,
75. rod., post free. The above books would be
the most likely to suit your requirements .
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on ne side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distincily stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to set the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent pos! free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order .
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
Au correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
apparatus
and price lists, & c., forreview , to be addressed
and ull new
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER . " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon an
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries.hould be addressed.
Contents ,
[ The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is ilustrated .]
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Model 6 - in . Naval Gun .

By W. HELEY.

MR. W. HELEY'S MODEL 6 -IN . NAVAL GUN .

HE following is a short description of a model
naval gun which has taken me nearly two
years to construct, working only during the
evenings. It is not a scale model, but the propor
tions are as nearly as possible correct.
It represents a type of gun still used , but which
is being superseded by quick -firing guns of the
same and larger calibre. The model is built up of
brass , steel, and gunmetal ; only one casting-- that
of the circular base — being made.
Not having a large lathe - mine being one of only
2 -in . centre - a portion of the work was of necessity
put out. The boring and turning of the gun, there
fore, was done by a friend , and the worm -gearing
under the body of gun mounting was made by an
engineer. With these exceptions, the model is my
own work .
T

The gun is 10 } ins. long by it ins. diameter at
the breech end . It is constructed of two pieces of
steel rod , one piece being driven into the other
and then riveted . The whole was then turned to
size and bored to take a .32 revolver cartridge .
From the breech - end to just beyond the trunnions,
the gun is enclosed in a jacket formed of brass tube
1-16th in . thick, the trunnions of fin . brass rod
being attached to it .
At the breech -end the bore is enlarged to admit
a gunmetal bush threaded for the steel screw which
forms the breech block . This screw is also boreil
to contain the spiral spring and firing pin . The
surface of the male and female screw is divided
into four equal parts, the threads of two parts in
each being filed away .
This enables the breech block to be inserted and
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locked in the fourth of a turn . In the real guns
a sixth of a turn suffices. The withdrawal of the
block in the latter also extracts the exploded cart
ridge, and sets the firing-pin for the next round .
This mechanism being, however, too complicated
for me, I substituted the following to fire the gun :
The firing-pin , which is formed of a piece of } in .
steel rod pointed at one end, is drawn back to its
full extent, compressing the spiral spring, and is
held in position by a small piece of steel which fits
into a notch cut in the firing -pin . The piece of
steel on being pulled sharply releases the firing -pin ,
which is driven forward on to the cap of the cart
ridge. A carrier hinged to the gun supports the
breech block on withdrawal.
The main body of gun mounting consists of two
side girders of brass in . thick screwed to a } in .
brass bottom plate. A f-in . hole is bored through
the centre of this plate to admit the pivot project
ing from the upper face of the circular base . The
top faces of the side girders were cut at an angle ,

The worm -gearing under the gun mounting is
connected by three gear-wheels on the side girders,
and controlled by the large hand-wheels seen in the
photograph . The elevation of the gun is per
formed by a small worm and wheel on the left side
of the carriage, connected with a cog-wheel engaging
with a rack fixed to the gun . This worm -wheel
was made of a small - toothed wheel from an Ameri
can clock , and the worm from a wood screw of same
pitch , soldered to a steel spindle , the two then being
turned to proper diameter .
The shield is constructed of two pieces of 1-16th in .
brass plate, one piece forming the sides and front,
and the other the top. Four small brass brackets
on the inside of the shield are the means of con
nection, screws being passed through the top and
sides into the brackets. The shield is fastened to
the front faces of the side girders by means of
other brackets, and revolves with the gun . It is
enamelled white inside, and painted a dull black on
the outside, the edges being left bright.
The sights need no description ,
being very similar to those generally
used .
In conclusion , I may , perhaps, be
allowed to mention that I have
had no training in the use of
metal - working tools , whatever
knowledge I possess in that direc
tion being gained from books, the
M.E. amongst the number.
No
working drawings were used , a
rough sketch of the finished gun
being my only guide.

VIEW OF MODEL 6 -IN. NAVAL GUN , SHOWING BREECH .
strips of 1-16th in . brass, 7-16ths in . wide, being
screwed to them , forming the inclined surfaces up
and down which the gun and its carriage slides on
and after recoil. The overlapping edges of the
girder slides working in grooves cut in the gun
carriage keep the latter from being forced out of
position by the discharge.
Four gunmetal rollers take the weight of the gun
and mounting, relieving the strain on the turning
gear. A circular path is bolted to the bottom
Aange of the base for the rollers to travel on .
The gun carriage consists of two pieces of brass,
#in . by i in ., at their thickest ends, connected by
an fin . brass plate bent to the required shape to
clear the gun at any degree of elevation or de .
pression . They are bored through their length to
contain the piston and recoil springs which in the
model are intended to represent the hydraulic
cylinders used in the real guns. The gun , on recoil,
runs up the slope compressing the springs, and the
latter, on expanding, coupled with the weight of
the gun , bring it down to the firing position . The
sides of the gun carriage are also bored to take the
trunnions.
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Dover -OSTEND TURBINE SER
VICE .
The Belgian authorities
have decided to add three turbine
mail packets instead of one to
their Dover-Ostend service .
The
turbine engines and machinery
are to be constructed in Eng
land, and the vessels in Bel
gium.

The Society of Model Engineers
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication .]
London .
The Secretary will be glad to have as early as
possible the names of those members who contem
plate visiting the Chiswick Power Station of the
London United Tramways Company on Saturday ,
May 14th , as the list is rapidly filling up. — HERBERT
G. RIDDLE , 37 , Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.
Provincial Societies.
Tyneside. — Members of this Society will please
note that at themeeting on Saturday next, the 7th
inst., arrangements must be made for proceeding
with the Society's engine and boiler and a full
attendance is, therefore, requested . Arrangements
are being made for a visit which will be announced .
-Thos. BOYD, Hon . Sec., 128, Dilston Road, New
castle .

-
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Workshop Notes and Notions.

end, cutter ( F ) being clamped up to same by collar
C shown in Fig . 2 , which fits over an t- in .
bolt ( B ) as in Fig . 3, drawn up by nut D (Fig. 1 ).
A washer ( E ) is placed between nut and body of
tool-holder. Bolt B has 5-16ths in . hole drilled
through as shown in Fig. 3, 3-16ths in , square
FIG . 3 .
FIG . I.

D

А

F
G

B

с

.2
FIG

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical Items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for en publication, 1 desired , accord
ing to merit. Au matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOT " on the envelope. ]
Bending Small Pipes .
By EDWIN R. TURNER .
The following is a sketch and description of a
method of bending small pipes whose bore is not
sufficient to enable them to be filled with lead .
The tube was cut off to the length to make
a syphon pipe for a small pressure gauge ,
and a length of small soft iron wire was
cut to a little longer than the tube and
the size of wire being just an easy fit in
the tube was then inserted into the latter .
The first bend was made at the end
where the pipe fits into the boiler, upon
a wood block , and then the wire was
drawn out of the curve and the next
one bent to shape, and then the wire drawn
out. If both bends are attempted without
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DETAILS OF A TOOL-Holder ,
Tube
section steel being used for cutters (self-hardening ).
The body of holder at G ( Fig . 1 ) beds against slide
rest, preventing spring of cutter . It is an inex
pensive tool to make, and will repay the slight
trouble of making . Perfect adjustment is pro
vided by pushing cutter up or down , as may be
required .

Wood block

Iron wire
Fig . 1. - MAKING THE FIRST BEND .

Sofr iron wire
Wood block

A Faceplate for Self - Centreing Chuck .
By J. ROBERTSON .
The sketch below is of a chuck which may be of
some use to those who have not the necessary
screwing tackle . I got a good hexagon nut to fit
the lathe mandrel, and filed the flats up a little ,
then made a pattern as sketch, allowing 3-16ths in .
all over for machining . Out of a piece of Bath
brick , I cut two washers ( A and B ) exactly fin
thick , and 1 in . larger than the tapped hole in the
nut. The washers were then glued centrally one
on each end of nut, wiping any excess of glue away .
3 " Diam .
Parling line
A

Wire drawn from first bend
FIG . 2. - THE BEND FOR SYPHON PIPE .
drawing out the wire from the first curve, it will
be difficult to withdraw the wire afterwards In
this way I have bent small tubes without damaging
them in the least, whereas if the tube be bent with
out anything in the bore at all, it will surely become
flattened somewhere .
A Tool -holder
By RALPH K. Hull.
Herewith I send you drawings of a tool-holder
I made recently, and which has proved such a
success that I thought it might prove interesting to
fellow readers. The body of the tool-holder ( A ) is
cut from an old bicycle crank (axle end, of course),
and is cut off at an angle of 65° through boss at

Dion to suit shoulder
on lolhe mandrel
A FACEPLATE FOR SELF -CENTREING CHUCK .
The nut was then placed in centre of the mould ,
so that themetal envelopes the nut, excepting the
ends covered by the washers. (I have made three
such myself, one for a 3- in . self- centreing chuck ,
and two for emery -covered wooden discs.) These
were made out of some white metal, purchased
cheaply. The Bath brick washers were then
scraped out of the casting, which was then screwed
on lathe mandrel, faced up , then reversed and
treated in like manner.
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Latest in

Engineering.

Improvements in Steam Motor Car Engines.
- The Mason Regulator Co., of Boston , Mass .,
U.S.A., have in their model “ C'engine effected
several improvements over the older types of
car enginas. The new set is, in the working parts,
of heavier construction , and all wearing surfaces
are now case -hardened . The frames are rof phosphor .
bronze, and the main bearings of hardened steel
ball cups. The pistons are very thick and fitted
with a double set of rings making them absolutely
steam tight at the highest pressures. The piston

+
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Several ingenious devices in the way of adjust
ment for wear and locking the parts are included
in the engine. The bearings are all arranged to be
filled with grease under pressure.
Railway Brake Experiments. - Mr. Worsdell,
of the North- Eastern Railway Company, re
ports the results of some trials made with
two trains of empty 40 -ton coal wagons between
York and Scarborough , one equipped with
Westinghouse quick- acting and the other vacuum
rapid - acting brake. Each complete train , con
sisting of engine and tender , twenty -five empty
40 -ton coal wagons, and two vans, in one of which
was the recording apparatus, was about 380 yds.
in length. The total weight of the train fitted with
the Westinghouse brake was 536 tons, and of that
fitted with the vacuum brake 543 tons. The
Westinghouse apparatus consisted of quick-acting
fittings, with a 10 -in . single -piston cylinder placed
at one end of each vehicle. The whole of this
apparatus was supplied by the Westinghouse Brake
Company, and the train fitted to their requirements.

Guide bar
Connecting
Trod

Piston rod
000001
Crosshead

Balls
FIG . 2. - A DIAGRAM OF THE BALL- BEARING CROSS
HEAD AND SLIDES FOR THE NEW MASON STEAM
MOTOR CAR ENGINES .

FIG . 1. — THE MASON REGULATOR Co.'s IMPROVED
STEAM MOTOR CAR ENGINE .
rods and valve stems a.e of bronze. The cross
heads and slides are of novel construction as shown
in the accompanying sketch , a ball intervening
tetween the crosshead and guide. The use of the
ball lessens the friction considerably, and to take
up any wear, one of the guide bars is provided with
a wedge adjustment.
The cylinders are 24-in . by 3 -in . stroke , and at
a pressure of 200 lbs. per sq. in . the engine will
develop about 7 h.-p. The water-pump is driven
from one of the crossheads, and to the other is
attached a fuel pump.

The engine fitted with this brake had two 13- in .
cylinders, and on the tender one 13-in . cylinder .
The vacuum fittings were supplied by, and fitted
on the vehicles to the requirements of, the Vacuum
Brake Company, and consisted of two 18-in .
cylinders and two rapid -acting valves on each
wagon , one cylinder and one valve being placed
at each end of the vehicle. The engine had two
18-in . cylinders, whilst the tender was fitted with
one 21 -in . cylinder . Both engines had eight wheels
coupled. The percentage of brake power in the com
plete Westinghouse fitted train was64:61 on theout
ward journey, and reduced on the return journey to
54'92, while that in the complete vacuum train
was 73.5 throughout, calculated from the cylinder
pressure indicated by the recording apparatus.
The experiments were made with varying lengths
of trains, ranging from fifteen to twenty -five wagons.
A Process of WeldingAluminium . - A consider
able step towards the removal of one of the greatest
obstacles in the way of the more extended use of
aluminium has been taken by Messrs. Sherard ,
Cowper -Coles & Co., 82, Victoria Street, Westmin
ster , S.W. As is well known , the difficulty, if not
the impossibility , ofmaking a satisfactory soldered
joint between two pieces of that metal has limited
its application in no small degree. The difficulty of
soldering aluminium is due to the formation of an
imperceptible, but extremely tenacious, film of
oxide on the surface of the metal ; and it is to the
presence of this film that the possibility of the pro
cess devised by Mr. Cowper- Coles is due. The appar
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atus illustrating the new method consists of a frame
carrying a pair of movable clamps, each of which
grips one of the aluminium rods to be welded . The
rods are held horizontally , the ends butting together
in front of the flame from a gas blow - pipe. No
special cleaning of the surfaces is necessary , nor is
it necessary to apply a flux of any kind . As soon
as the ends appear to soften by the heat, they are
lightly pressed together by means of a conveniently
placed lever connected to the clamps , and at the
same instant a shield descends in front of the flame
to prevent any further heating, the descent of the
shield causes a douche of cold water to be applied
to the weld , and the operation is complete . The
principle underlying the process is as follows :
The heat of the blow -pipe flame causes the forma
tion of an oxide skin on the aluminium as above
mentioned , which is strong enough to act as a bag ,
the interior being full ofmolten metal. When the
ends of both bars are in this condition , and are
pressed together, the skin bursts at the point of
contact, the molten metal unites, and is instantly
solidified by the water douche. The existence of
the " bag " of fluid metal was clearly shown by
further experiment, in which an aluminium rod was
clamped at each end, the centre portion being sub
jected to the action of the blow -pipe flame. When
the metal liquefies , the molten portion sags down
contained in a flexible tube of oxide, which, on
being pierced , allows the fluid metal inside to run
out. In the case of the process carried out on
drawn aluminium rods of from 3-16ths in . to 4 in .
in diameter, after themetal extruded in the opera
tion had been removed by a file, the junctions were
invisible , and withstood very severe bending and
twisting as well as the solid bar. We understand
that Messrs. Sherard , Cowper -Coles & Co. are per
fecting a method of uniting tubes by this process ,
the formation of a ridge on the interior being
prevented by the use of a mandrel inside the tube.

Model Steamer Speed Competition , 1904 .
HE entries for this Competition will be divided
THIinto two classes. Class A will include all boats
over 3 ft. 6 ins. and under 7 ft . in length ; and
Class B will include all boats of 3 ft. 6 ins. in length
The length is to be taken as length
and under.
on the water line. Each boat must make three
successive trips over a straight course of not less
than one hundred yards in length , or one trip of
not less than three hundred yards. At starting eahc
trip, steam must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fi teen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
branch of the Society of Model Engineers, or any
recognised model yacht club, who must have been
present at the trials , In addition to the foregoing
particulars, the prize -winners must furnish photo
graphs and descriptionsoftheir boats for publication
The awarding of the
in ÎHE MODEL ENGINEER .
prizes may be summarized as follows:

SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat made by one
man , if beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL to the second fastest vessel made
by one man .
In the case of either of the two winning boats not
being the entire work (designing and building) of
one competitor, Bronze Medals for the fastest, and
certificates for the second fastest boats will be
awarded to each partner . If the performance of
the first boat does not surpass that of last year,
then the highest awards will be Bronze Medals and
certificates respectively . Nomedalwill be awarded
in either class unless three entries are received .
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two . A signed declaration is required , giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than four
miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an aver
age speed of not less than three miles per hour .
The last day of entry is September 30th.
The Junior Institution of Engineers.
AT the Meeting of this Institution held at the
Westminster Palace Hotel, on the 8th April,
the Chairman,Mr. SamuelCutler , Junr.M.I.Mech.E.,
presiding, a paper on “ Heating and Ventilating
Small Workshops was read by Mr. Kenneth Gray,
M.San . Inst.
The next meeting of the Institution takes place
on 6th May, when a paper on “ The Design of a
Dry Dock ” will be read by Mr. A. W. Young,
of the Admiralty Works Department.
AN IMPROVED FUEL . With certain changes in
fireboxes, it is claimed that the petroleum
briquettes of a French naval officer make possible
the suppression of smoke, and will give a fuel of
which i lb.will be equivalent to 4 lbs. of coal. The
briquettes are made by adding to the petroleum
oil, for each litre 150 grammes of ground soap , 150
grammes of resin , and 300 grammes of caustic soda
lye. The mixture is heated , and stirred with
certain precautions until near solidification , when
it is poured into moulds, which are placed in a
stove for ten or fifteen minutes, and the briquettes
are ready for use after cooling a few hours. Greater
solidity is given by the addition of a little sawdust
and a little clay or sand .
A New WARSHIP . - Sometime ago it was decided
to add to the Royal Navy a fleet of vessels to be
known as the Scout Class. These ships were to be
so constructed as to combine the duties of torpedo
boat destroyers and armoured crusiers, whilst the
name of the class applied to them sufficiently indi
cates the object for which they are intended . The
first of these boats, The Sentinel, has dimensions of
360 ft. between perpendiculars , 40 ft. breadth, and
she will have a displacement of 2,920 tons. She
has been constructed to attain the high speed of
twenty - five knots, and has been specially fitted for
a coal endurance of 4000 knots . She is protected
with 3-in . armour plating, and will possess a strong
armament in the form of ten twelve-pounder guns,
eight three-pounder guns, and two eighteen- inch
deck torpedo tubes .
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Locomotive Practice .

1

By Chas. S. LAKE.
pulling capabilities. In actual service over hilly
LARGE CONTINENTAL LOCOMOTIVES.
roads, the engines have shown themselves able to
CHE writer has received an interesting letter
haul trains weighing from 250 to 300 tons at speeds
TI from a MODEL ENGINEER reader, who states
that he has seen a paragraph published else
varying between 56 and 62 miles per hour, taking
the road as it comes.
where in which reference was made to the large
This, of course, is very good work when the loads
four-cylinder_compound express locomotives in
use on the Baden State railways, and the work
and gradients — many of which are of a severe
character — are taken into account. The engines
performed by them is spoken of very highly. He
asks whether it would be possible to give particulars
were designed for the purpose of hauling trains
weighing 200 tons behind the tender at a speed of
of these engines in the May article , as he is making
75 miles per hour on the level, or 62 miles per
a special study of compound locomotives of various
hour over gradients of 1 in . in 300, and with the
nationalities.
In response to this request, the writer hasmuch
reduced load mentioned it is said that they have
pleasure in presenting not only the leading dimen
realised expectations.

m!
739

Fig . 1. - AN " ATLANTIC ” Type FOUR -CYLINDER COMPOUND EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE, BADEN STATE RAILWAYS .
sions of the engines in question , but is also able ,
through the courtesy of the builders , Messrs. J. A.
Maffei & Co., ofMunich , to illustrate No. 739, one of
the series.
The engines are exceptionally large , and are some
what unusual in design . They are twelve in
number , and were specially built for hauling heavy
express trains at high average speeds. There are
four cylinders arranged in linebelow the smokebox,
with the low pressure outside and the high pressure
inside the frames . Only two sets of valve-gear are
employed for working the four valves, and conse
quently the cut-off is the same in all the cylinders,
usually about40 per cent. of the stroke. The boiler
is of very large proportions, viz., 15 ft. 9 ins. long
by 5 ft. 3 ins. internal diameter. There are 279
tubes , 2.ins. diameter inside. The firebox is also of
ample dimensions, and together with the boiler
provides 2,550 sq. ft. of heating surface , the grate
area being no less than 42 sq. ft., and the working
steam pressure 228 lbs. per sq. in . Thehigh pressure
cylinders are 13'2 ins., and the low pressure 22'4 ins.
diameter, the stroke being a common one of 24'4
ins., and the driving wheels 6 ft . 10 ins. diameter.
The engine and tender, in working order, weigh
122*7 tons.
From these figures it will be gathered that every
provision has been made to secure the objects
aimed at, both with regard to speed and weight

NEW ENGINES FOR THE NORTH WESTERN .
The first of the new engines which are being built
at Crewe from the designs ofMr. Geo. Whale, chief
mechanical engineer to the L. & N.W. Railway, is
now out. It is of the 4–4–0 type, with inside
cylinders 19 ins. by 26 ins., and coupled wheels ,
6 ft. 6 ins. diameter, a very large boiler and firebox ,
and a tender having a water capacity of 3000
gallons. It has been named “ Precursor," and by
the time these notes are in print will doubtless
have been “ broken in ," and placed in regular ser
vice. In view of the successful career of the
“ Precedent ” class 2-4-0 locomotives on the
L. & N.W. Railway, which series have , for some
unfathomable reason, always been known as
' Jumbos," it has always been considered that an
enlarged edition of those famous engines, with the
additional advantage of a leading bogie, would
be certain to achieve success. Such an idea is, of
course, more or less an abstract one, as it does not
by any means follow that because a given class
of locomotive proves itself more than usually
efficient for its size that a subsequent series having
much larger dimensions and many structural
differences will be equally well adapted to the
altered circumstances of later times. In spite of
this obvious fact, however , the new engines have
Enlarged Jumbos.'
already been dubbed the
Apart from all this , however , the results obtained
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with
Precursor " and her sister engines will be
interesting, as their introduction marks another
phase in L. & N.W. locomotive history - a rever
sion from compound to simple engines.
COMPETITIVE TESTS FOR LOCOMOTIVES .
Upon one or two British railways a series of tests
are being carried out with locomotives of different
types . On the Great Western, for instance, the
English designed and built
Albion , " and the
are being run in
French compound “ La France
competition with one another. This is the only
instance, however, of an international character.
On the Great Central Railway Mr. Robinson is
testing his new “ Atlantic " engines , against his
latest 4–6–0 type locomotives ; the only practical
difference in the two designs being that whereas
the former has two the latter has three pairs
of coupled wheels ; the boilers of both are of iden
tical proportions, and the cylinders and wheels are
of the same diameter in either case. The Great
Western trials also have the effect of pitting a
-6-0 type engine against a 4-4-2 one, for
Albion
is a six -coupled bogie locomotive,
whilst, as everyone is aware, “ La France ” is of the
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Workshop

Practice .

By CHAS. W. Cook .
(Continued from page 223.)
VII. — Making Surface Plates.
"HE subject of this article , the surface plate
or Planometer — to be found in most tool
THE
dealers' catalogues — is a very useful work
shop appliance , and may be regarded as a template
whose function or purpose is to enable the worker
to test the accuracy of a flat or plane surface.
Although this instrument is a familiar one in the
shops, it is a job the making of which rarely falls
to the lot of the average mechanic , due partly to
the fact that it is usually considered to belong
to that class of tool thatmay , perhaps, be described
as “ bought," it being, as a rule, cheaper to buy
than to make, and to the, in many cases, want of
knowledge of the proper method of making, be
coming, when attempted under these circumstances
more expensive and less accurate than the shop

O
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SH
FIG . 2. - Messrs. MAFFEI & Co.'s LATEST “ ATLANTIC ” EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE.
Atlantic " type. The former having simple
cylinders and the latter compound lends additional
interest to the competition . The Great Northern
Directors have announced their intention to invite
private builders to design locomotives , both com
pound and simple , to compete with those of Mr.
İvatts' design, not for any reason of dissatisfaction
with the latter, but with a view to obtaining
definite results as to the qualifications of various
types. The writer would like to see a thoroughly
impartial trial made, extending over several
months and embracing every condition which
governs the working of a locomotive, between a
compound engine and a simple one, both to be of a
similar design, but differing in the one important
respect named . The results would be of the utmost
value.

KRAMOS RESISTANCES. — The Bath Electric Manu
facturing Company, Ltd., of Locksbrook Engineer
ing Works, Bath , have placed on the market a new
resistance piece which it terms the “ Kramos.”
This is not an ordinary carbon resistance, but an
electro-ceramic product for which are claimed many
advantages. For instance, that it is capable of
radiating a great amount of heat, is non - corrosive ,
non - fusible, heat, weather and air proof, non
inductive, and has a good insulation resistance.
To add to its charms, it is compact and completely
standardised , and , being manufactured in large
quantities, is cheap .

bought plate , and also , as will be seen later on , the
necessity of making three plates where one only is
required . However, if theworker's time is not con
sidered from a financial point of view , three plates
may be made at less cost than one bought one ;
and if due attention is paid to themethod ofmaking,
the result, as regards accuracy, ought to be better
than thatof the boughtplate — or, atany rate , quite
as good .
The ordinary surface plate as used for work
shop : purposes is not required to be anything
like as flat as the Whitworth plates described
further on , as the frequent use of the plate on work
that is not flat will in time make the surface more
or less like the work it is used upon — that is to say,
the high places on the different jobs will cause
corresponding depressions in the plate, and when
this happens, as it certainly will if the plate is
much used, the fact of having two other plates
one of which should always be kept as a standard
-will be a decided advantage, making it compara
tively an easy matter to re - scrape the damaged
one. Although , when making surface plates it is
advisable to make them as flat as possible , it is not
absolutely essential — a fair approximation to flat
ness being all that is required for average practice.
To produce a true plate it is necessary to have
three sound cast-iron plates from the same pattern ,
a convenient size for small work being the one
shown at Fig . 1: this is a rectangular plate , 12 ins.
by 8 ins. by about fin . thick, the top side of plate
is not shown, being, of course, flat ; the under side
is of the ribbed form as shown , the ribs being
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about in . wide by 2 ins. deep . The object of the
deep main and cross ribs is to prevent the plate
bending or distorting when working up and after,
and to ensure its retaining its form , as without
them it would be necessary to make it very much
thicker and consequently heavier and less handy
for use. The triangular form of the main ribs is
for the purpose of arranging that the plate shall
rest upon three points or feet, and not four , which
would be the case if the ribs followed the rectan
gular outline of the plate , the objection to four

FIG . 1.- A SURFACE PLATE FOR SMALL WORK .
points being that, in the very probable event of
the plate having to stand on an irregular surface,
it would in consequence bear unequally and place
the plate in a state of strain and possibly cause
distortion . This precaution of having three sup
porting points instead of four might with advan
tage be adopted for many other purposes, and
à propos of this I might mention the remark made
to me by an eminent scientist, to the effect, that
“ nothing but a donkey stood upon four legs," as
showing that the three -legged principle has very
valuable opinion to support it. When selecting
the plates , particular attention should be paid to
the appearance of the upper surface ; and should
signs of blowholes or spongy metal be detected ,
they should be rejected as unsuitable . Suitable
plates having been obtained, a good roughing cut
should be taken off the upper surface and the
underside finished, particular attention being paid
to the instructions mentioned in the last article as
to this operation, after which they should be
allowed to stand separately on their points for one
or even two weeks to allow them to assume the
form they will naturally take, the finishing cut then
being taken , the plates being made as smooth as
possible. The plates are now ready for surfacing,
which is done by scraping , in the manner described
in the last article , the tools required for the purpose
being the same, with the addition of a true steel
straight-edge, and for this work the bent scraper
may with advantage be ground to a thick knife
edge of about 60 ° and used in either direction ,
away or towards the worker, grasping the handle
n the right hand, and near the cutting end with
the finger and thumb of the left hand which may
be allowed to rest on the plate to serve as a guide.
A little practice will be necessary to enable the
worker to acquire the knack, and should he be
inexperienced in the use of the scraper , his first
attempts had better be made on a separate piece
of iron or gunmetal.
It will, perhaps, seem unnecessary and expensive
to require three plates to produce one ; but it must
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be remembered that the correct method of obtain
ing a true plate is being described and the object
of having three plates is for the purpose of com
parison one with the other , as will be seen below ,
and also that we are assuming the non -possession
of a reliable standard in the shape of a plate already
scraped true, three plates under these circumstances
becoming an absolute necessity ; but should the
worker have access to a plate known to be fairly
flat and not smaller than the one he contemplated
making, two of the three may, of course, be dis
pensed with . Before starting to scrape, each of the
plates must be tested with the straight- edge, and
the best one selected and plainly marked A on the
under side, the other two being marked B and C ,
respectively .
The plate A is now scraped as flat as possible ,
using the straight-edge as a template , or, what is
better, a good piece of thick plate- glass of a size
not less than the plate that is being worked , and
when a good surface has been obtained it should be
lightly rubbed all over with the red mixture ,
described in the last article . Plate B is now , after
being well brushed with a soft brush and rubbed
with the hand to detach any dust or grit that may
be adhering to it, lowered face down on to A , and
the high places indicated by the transference of
the red mixture, scraped , this being continued until
a good surface has been obtained, when the order
should be reversed and B coated with the mixture
and A compared with it, this being repeated until
the two plates are very nearly in contact with each
other, as will be indicated by the bearing points
on either plate being very numerous and evenly
distributed ; so much so , that upon lightly coating
one plate with the red mixture and bringing the
other in contact with it, the two plates will appear
to be equally coloured. Now , here is where the

Fig . 2. - SURFACE PLATE : UNDERSIDE AND END
VIEWS.
trouble begins, as although the two plates may be
in contact with each other it does not follow that
they are flat, in fact, they may be as in Fig . 4 , A
and B , concave and convex, respectively , and
to remedy this the third plate C is introduced and
scraped to coincide with B , taking care not to scrape
the latter. We have now A and B in agreement
and B and C equally so , and the next step is to
compare C with A , by coating A with the mixture
and placing C down on it ; when the amount of error
will be indicated by the absence of colouring
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mixture on C , the surfaces being more or less as
shown in Fig . 5 .
We have now to bring A and C into contact by
taking equal quantities from each surface, and care
must be exercised not to take more off one than
the other , and when these two have been brought
into agreement we again introduce B and scrape
it to agree with A , and then C to B , and finally
C to A ; taking an equal amount from each surface
B.
A

ktor

*
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Fig . 3. - HEXAGONAL SURFACE PLATE : UNDER
SIDE AND END Views.
as near as possible at each comparison. At this
stage C and A should be near enough for ordinary
workshop practice ; but if a very high degree of
accuracy is required, the process must be repeated
until each plate fits either of the others perfectly,
as shown af Fig . 6. It will be seen that the process
is one that requires a considerable amountof care,
and at first sightmay appear to be very complicated ,
but in reality this is not so, as when once the
system has been grasped and the platesmanipulated ,
as described , the process becomes very largely one
of care and patience ; a fairly large stock of the
virtue being a necessity .
The Whitworth planes, or as they are sometimes
called, friction tight plates, a descripton of which
will now be given, are very fine examples of skill
in the use of the scraper for the production of flat
surfaces , and, as mentioned in the preceding article,
represent the very highest degree of accuracy
obtainable in this class of work ; and to give an idea
of the flatness and agreement one with the other of
the original pair of plates, it may be stated that,
after wiping them perfectly clean and dry and.
placing one on the other , the upper one will appar
ently float on the lower one without being actually
in contact with it — this being attributed to the
presence of a thin film of air between them . After
the air has been expelled — this being effected by
sliding the plates together — they will adhere one to
the other , requiring a very considerable amountof
force to pull them apart — so much so ,that the upper
one will lift the lower one to which has been attached
a heavy weight. The explanation of this pheno
menon is generally considered to be due to the force
of molecular attraction ; consequently , if this theory
is the correct one, we may reasonably assume that
were it possible to make two perfectly flat surfaces,
and bring them absolutely in contact with each
other, they would then become one solid piece of
metal and it would be impossible to separate them
with a straight pull, although it is probable --- as a
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series of experiments in this direction have shown
-the insertion of a wedge or wedges at the joint
would effect this result .
Another explanation advanced is the one of
atmospheric pressure, but experiments have shown
that if the plates be suspended in a space devoid
of air the result is the same, the plates still adhering
to each other .
Although the production of a pair of these plates
is a long job, and calls for a large amount of skill
and patience, it is, at the same time, work of a very
instructive and interesting nature, and may be
carried out by almost anyone, particularly those
workers who may be desirous of finding some
creditable piece of work upon which to devote
their spare time, requiring only those tools already
mentioned for the surface plates, and which may be
comfortably managed on the kitchen table. A and
B (Fig . 3 ) shows the shape of these plates, the
dimensions given being very nearly those of the
original Whitworth plates. As will be seen , the
upper surface is hexagonal, the underside having
two annular rings, these being for the same pur
pose as the ribs on the under surface of the surface
plate (Fig . 1 ); and it will be noticed that three
pieces are shown placed equi-distant between the
rings, to serve as feet upon which to stand the
plates , and also to allow of a plate, or triangular
casting, into the centre of which a hook is fixed ,
being screwed to them , the feet, as shown, being
drilled and tapped for this purpose . The object of
this attachment to the undersides is to enable the
plates, after completion , being placed in contact
with each other, and suspended from a hook , a
weight being hung from the lower one, and makes a
very striking experiment. These plates may be
in either gunmetal or cast iron, preferably the latter
the tools and the method of making being exactly
the same as that described above for the surface
A

B
FIG . 4 :
С
A
FIG . 5 .

FIG . 6 .
plates, only in this case the process is carried
further — a very much higher degree of accuracy
being necessary .
As with the surface plates, three of these plates
are necessary, but four castings may be obtained ,
the fourth one being for the purpose of pairing with
the third plate , thus, of course, making two pairs of
plates, using up the third plate, which otherwise
would not be wanted after the completion of the
other two. The making of patterns for either of
the plates presents no difficulties , the pattern for the
plate (Fig . 3) being turned from the solid , a piece
of i-in . sycamore being the best for the purpose,
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turning the rings and glueing the three feet in after
wards. When the castings have been obtained ,
they should be carefully rough -turned, holding them
in the chuck by the rings ; after which they should
be allowed to stand for at least a week before taking
the finishing cut, each plate at this operation being
held with just enough pressure to grip them , and no
more . Use a good straight-edge to make sure that
the plates are being faced flat and neither concave
nor convex ; and do not use emery cloth under any
circumstances. The particular form of the scraper
marksmay be varied to suit the fancy of the worker ,
but should be very small and close together, as each
scraper mark on the finished plate is a point of
contact ; consequently, the smaller and closer the
marks are the nearer the surface will approximate
to a flat surface ; and when the plates are placed in
contact with each other, with the very slightest sus
picion of oil between them , they should appear on
the surfaces when taken apart, not as so many
bearing points, but as one big patch completely
covering each plate. Care must be taken to guard
against the possibility of grit getting between the
plates when comparing one with the other, the
penalty for a too deep scratch , as mentioned in the
last article, being the removal of the entire surface
to the same extent.
For the information of those who may care to
undertake this work , I might mention that castings
of the plates described , either in the rough or planed .
ready for scraping , may be obtained from Messrs ,
Cotton & Johnson, who advertise in this journal.
For
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(Any book revlewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court ,
Fleet Street, London, E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
A MANUAL OF MECHANICAL DRAWING . By Philip
D. Johnston . New York : The David Williams
Company . Price $ 2 .
The object in this book is to teach the principles
on which mechanical drawing is based, and it does
not pretend to deal with the wider and more com
plex subject of machine design . It commences
with simple geometrical definitions and problems,
and a chapter on drawing instruments and materials
and how to use them . The principles of projection
are then clearly explained and illustrated , followed
by chapters on conic -sections, various curves, the
helix , intersections, sections, isometrical projec
tion , and methods of drawing screw threads. A
collection of specimen shop drawings is then given ,
concluding with a complete set ofworking drawings
of an 8 by 6 vertical steam engine. It is evident,
from a perusal of this volume, that the author not
only thoroughly understands the subject himself,
but that he has the power of imparting this under
standing to others, and that he exactly realises the
requirements of the class of workers for whom this
book is intended . Wehave no hesitation in saying
that any student or mechanic who conscientiously
worked through the lessons and examples given by
Mr. Johnston would have no difficulty in reading
any workshop drawing within the range of ordinary
practice, and, moreover, that he would be capable
of himself preparing the majority of such drawings
if need be. The instructions given are clear and
precise, and the 69 full-page plates of drawings are
prepared in excellent style .
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ENGINES. By W. A. Tookey. London :
Merritt & Hatcher , Ltd. Price is . net.
We have already had occasion to favourably
comment on Mr. Tookey's little handbook on gas
engines, and his latest production on “ Oil Engines
is an equally practical and instructive volume. It
is divided into four parts, the first of which gives
some introductory notes on petroleum , the advan
tages of oil engines, powers of oil engines, and how
oil engines work. Part II is specially written for
purchasers of oil engines, and clearly explains the
advantages and disadvantages of the various types
and details of design. The next section deals with
foundations, connections, and other points in
volved in the erection of oil engines, while the last
part gives useful hints on the running of engines.
There is an appendix in which a number of the best
known modern oil engines are illustrated and de
scribed . The information throughout is clear and
concise and the book should be worth its price
many times over to the present user or intending
purchaser of an oil engine.
GAS ENGINES AND THEIR TROUBLES. By E. W.
Roberts and Professor W. F. Durand . Lon
don : E. & F. N. Spon , Ltd. Price 4s. 6d . net.
The title of this book hardly explains its scope,
which is really intended to cover the application of
the internal combustion engine to the propulsion
of small boats. The opening chapters are devoted
to descriptions of types of engines, carburettors,
and vaporizers, igniters, & c ., and to notes on hand
ling gasolene, operating engines, installing engines
in boats, and cruising and making repairs. The
second half of the book , which is from the pen of
Prof. Durand , contains three chapters dealing with
the design and construction of motor launches,
and the powering and propulsion of small boats.
The subject of motor boats is one which is coming
very much to the front just now , and we have no
doubt that those of our readers who are at all in
terested therein would find a good deal of useful
information in this book ,
WORM AND SPIRAL GEARING . By F. A. Halsey.
Price 2s .
London : E. & F. N. Spon , Ltd.
net.
Although this book is of somewhat modest
dimensions, it is full of information of an essentially
practical character and of vital importance to those
designing machinery or mechanisms in which either
worm or spiral gearing plays a part. The author
shows that a properly designed worm gear is not
necessarily short-lived and of low efficiency, and
he quotes several interesting cases of the conver
sion of failures into successes 'by modifying the
design of the gearing. He points out clearly the
procedure to be followed to ensure both durability
and efficiency, and also gives both analytical and
graphical methods of laying out spiral gearing.
This should be a 'most helpful little manual for
the professional draughtsman and designer .
OIL

VISIBLE GUN -SIGHT. - The use of radium to make
a gun - sight visible is an invention credited the
late A. A. Common , the British astronomer .
M.GAUDIN , the Swedish scientist, has discovered
large mineral deposits in Sweden , from which he
has obtained radium . He is keeping the exact
site of his discovery secret.:
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Further Remarks on Spark Coil
Constraction .

By J. PIKE .
I

(Continued from page 400. )
T is advisable to drill all the holes required before
hand. Insert the large secondary terminals, and
bore the holes in the underpart of the pillar
where it will be secured to the baseboard . Drill a
small hole in the ebonite cheek near the edge, and
open this out at the back and form a little groove
so that the wire from the first double-section cap
be pushed through and turned up in the direction
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FIG . 3 .
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of the terminal. This done, and the pillar and .
ebonite cheek fixed , place one at a time and with
liberal use of a hot knife , and wax , ten or twelve
in .
waxed paper discs which have been cut a
larger all round than those used for the wire. These
form a good hard and safe groundwork on which
to build up the wire sections, which work can now
be proceeded with . Or, in place of the above-men
tioned packing, we may use a thin wooden disc ,
turned up for the purpose, 1 in . thick , but, if so, it
must be thoroughly saturated with wax and the
central hole opened out so that hot wax may be
run in -- making safe insulation . The use of this
, paper or wooden disc at each end greatly facilitates
the final operation of covering with wax the built
up sections.
During the building up of the sections on the core
is the best time for making the connections one to
the other. The complete set of double -sections
will be stacked in order, and it is convenient to
arrange them on a shelf close at hand in the order
they should go over the tube or core. Firstly ,
those intended for the ends ; secondly , those fuller
of wire, the medium variety ; thirdly, the set in
tended for the middle portions of the coil, fully
wound and heaviest. These should be divided so
that we have six piles of sections divided something
like this : two, four, twelve, twelve, four, two ;
starting, therefore , from one end we are certain of
having the sections placed in the proper manner,
j.e., to form the oval-shaped arrangement of the
wire, which is the orthodox method.
The first double -section should have on one half
of it the few turns of stouter wire - for convenient
and safer attachment to the terminal on the bobbin
end or pillars, and it is this side which must face
the ebonite cheek ; first, make a small hole in the

wood or paper disc to correspond with that in the
ebonite cheek then place the double -section over
the tube and thread the stout wire through the
hole and draw it up to the terminal where it may
be fixed. · This done, and the double-section neatly
arranged centrally , proceed to fix it there by pouring,
with a hot spoon , some hot melted paraffin -wax
into the annular space so that it runs well in be
tween the inner turns of wire and the core or tube
covering the primary. If hot enough and sufficient
be used , the wax will run not only into the M
shaped space , but will permeate the inner turns of
wire and these will be observed to swell up slightly ;
now , with a hot knife, press the double -section
carefully down ; this will bring the wire back into
its place and force the wax — now cooling - into the
interstices. The section should be treated in this
way until, having set hard, the space is seen to be
completely filled , after which one or two waxed
and
blotting -paper discs should be placed
smoothed
The protruding, or free end , of wire from the
section should not be brought over the top of the
discs , but through a small hole made with a stout
pin near the edge. Wemay now suppose that the
first double section is properly mounted and in
. sulated
, with one end of the wire temporarily or per
manently attached to the terminal and the other
protruding from its face. This being so , have ready
a battery of somekind -- one cell of the accumulator
does very well -- and rig up the galvanometer in a
convenient manner, and close to the work , so that
the wire can be easily and quickly tested for con
tinuity at every stage, i.e., before putting on , and
after the joint - one double section to its neighbour
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FIG . 4. - COMMUTATOR .
-has been made. Do not be satisfied with less than
a decided swing of the needle . To proceed , take the
next double- section, test it, and having bored a
hole in the edges of the outside discs, separate the
wires (which are temporarily twisted together ), and
thread them through their respective discs ; pass
the double -section over the tube, and bring the end
of the first double - section and the beginning of the
second outside, bare the ends, and make a twist
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joint ( A , Fig . 3). Do not be satisfied with the joint
B. Solder carefully , and insulate with silk and
wax, after which the double -section may be turned
so that the joint lies neatly between the two double
sections ; this done, test the work at once with the

FIG . 5 .
galvanometer, and, all being well, proceed to run in
the hot wax , and fix the double-section exactly as
described for the first.
The procedure is adopted for each double- section
in turn ; carefully
test with galvano
meter before and
after fixing, and ,
each being done
properly , it will be
that the
found
whole of the sec
tions will require
no more battery
power to show a
marked deflection
of the needle , the
result, partly at
any rate, of the
careful jointing in
the manner indi
cated .
There is nothing
in all of this which
need intimidate the
amateur ;
merest
there is nothing
difficult about it ,
but thework cannot
be hurried . Never
use a double-section
about which there
is any doubt, and
never one which is thick in section ; far better
re-wind : there need be no waste of wire . The last
double-section will be, of course, exactly like the
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first, only reversed , and must be finished off in
exactly the same way with the thick packing of
waxed paper or disc .
Hard, white paraffin wax may be melted and
cooled , and re-melted many times, but if there
should be any signs of discoloura
tion , it should be discarded ; fresh
and new wax should be used .
There is no necessity to melt up
much at a time, and it is false
economy to work it to death . Good
quality bee's -wax is a better insu
lator, and, after all, although the
price is practically four times that
of paraffin wax , there is no reason
why this should not be used at the
ends of the coil. At all events,
probably not more than 1 lb. of
the best quality bee's -wax would be
required for the purpose ; so , that
on the score of expense, the worker
need not hesitate to make the ex
periment.
When winding a double- section
for, say , the ends of a coil wemay
run less or more wire into one half
than the other ; if this is done, the
section should always be brought
up even with the other by running
into it, while on the former some
waxed thread or fine string. If the
pairs of sections are not of the same
fulness or depth of wire, there is a
tendency sometimes towards an
uneven thickness of section : this is
a point which the worker will very quickly recog
nise when winding the sections.
Details of Commutator :-Fig. 4 , A a piece of
sheet brass , say , 3 ins. by 1 in . ; in the centre of

Fig . 6 .

this a hole is drilled to take a short length of brass
tube ( B ) (diameter about 1 in .). Another tube
( C ), } in . longer than B , must be made to fit the

1
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latter without shake ; in one end solder a stout
cheese-headed brass bolt with the screw downwards :
this is for the purpose of clamping down as tightly as
possible the ebonite disc F. In F , at opposite sides,
drill two holes large enough to take a couple of
1 -in . brass tapered screws. G G are two pieces
of brass tube attached to the ebonite disc
F by the two screws just mentioned ; pre
viously to screwing these home a hole is drilled in
the side of each, and the bared ends of a piece of
the best silk -covered twin wire passed through - one
to each tube ; the wire should be brought through
right up to the silk insulaton , threaded through one
end and soldered , or, if the screw is put in tightly ,
the wire is firmly held .
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round easily, but not loosely . The ends of the twin
wire GG being connected one to the contact
breaker , and one to the primary wire (see details
in the M.E. Handbook ) of the coil, and the wires
from the battery being connected to the terminals,
the handle also of commutator being as in the figure,
it follows that the current is reversed by the simple
process of turning the handle in the opposite direc
tion . The handle being at right angles to the base
the current is switched off. The springs, by the way
should , in the figure, have been drawn in opposite
directions. This commutator is one very easy to
make, and answers admirably ; there is rarely any
occasion to turn the handle more than a quarter of
a revolution , and this turn should be in the direc

FIG . 7 .
The screws used for holding the two pieces G , G
are not intended, of course , to pass right through
the ebonite disc, otherwise they would probably
make contact with the plate A , which would spoil
the whole apparatus.
The platform A is mounted on two wood sup
ports (RR), these again on a gas block, or anything
else suitable, or the base of coil ; if a gas block, it
should be channeled out on the underside, so that,
being screwed to the base of coil, the twin wire
may pass out easily. T , T terminals are inserted ,
one in each support, as shown , and fine brass
springs (SS) cut and fitted attached to the ter
minals , and arranged to make even and good con
tact with GG. A suitable handle is made by drill
ing two holes, one on each side, at the top end of
the tube C , and a piece ofbrass rod passed through
and soldered ; this should be done so that when C ,
fitted with the T piece , is passed through B , and the
ebonite disc screwed up, the latter may be turned

tion of unwinding the twin wire. The instrument
is a modification of one in Mr. Hare's book on
Coil Construction ,” though a similar arrangement
has been used as a reversing switch on a certain
make of electric motors for several years.
Some photographs, or electrographs, are repro
duced - taken, for themost part, with the 6 -in . coil.
The majority of my amateur friends, who are, by
the way, quite ignorant of electrical matters, even
of the simpler sort, look upon these as " stupen
dous " ! " How were they taken, and what lens do
(you use ? " says one ; " what stop ? ” says another ;
· what make and speed of shutter ? " chimes in a
third . So charmingly innocent is this ,that onealmost
hesitates to disclose the simple truth ,and dispel the
vasty speculations in the realms of science to which
these good people have abandoned themselves.
The photographs are reproduced on a reduced
scale ; quite naturally there is some loss of the
finer detail in a reproduction - a transparency is
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ings are beautifully shown ; the peculiar formation
at one side, like a bunch of thistles, emanating
apparently from one branch of the negative figure
(it may be observed coming up between two of the
palm leaf formations) is not often obtained. Fig. 7
was made in the same way, but in this ex
periment the ends of the wires resting on the plate
were within polished brass balls of about 1 in . diam
eter. The positive figure in this is very fine.
Fig . 8 was taken with the wires resting on the
face of the plate (without envelope) —the only one
taken in this way. The negative figure shows up
well in this , but some of the finer branch lines of
the positive are extremely attenuated , but perfectly
clear .
( T " he continued .)

the best method of showing these ; but I feel sure
that our printers will do their best.
There is no particular difficulty in taking these
“ spark ” photographs, as will be seen from the
details herewith, nor is it necessary to use a coil of
very large size.
Provide an insulated platform , such as a tall
glass lozenge jar ; this should be placed at a con
venient spot close to the coil, or on the base itself.
We require also a few light-proof envelopes, half
plate and whole- plate (the usual photographic sizes
in most demand ), such as are sold for radiography,
and , of course, a supply of dry plates .
The modus operandi is to place one of the dry
plates, enclosed in its light- proof envelope, upon
the top of the glass jar, and bring down on to its

FIG . 8 .
surface the ends of two stout wires attached re .
spectively to the two secondary terminals ofthe coil.
The wires should be well covered with insulation ,
brought well up into the air, and the points then
turned down with a gentle curve to press evenly on
the envelope, the sensitive plate being face up.
Having arranged the wires so that a distance of 5
or 6 ins. (or the spark length of the coil used ) inter
venes between the points, one or two sparks may be
allowed to pass and the plate removed and devel
oped , when the plain figure shown in Fig . 5 will be
pictured ; this is the usual result under the con
ditions. Arrange the apparatus differently for the
next exposure, e.g., place on the jar a piece of thin
sheet zinc, brass , or copper , rather smaller all
round than the dry -plate used ; this done, adjust
the latter neatly and squarely over the metal plate ,
arrange the wires as before, and send a spark or
Fig . 6 was one result here, and
two through
the characteristic positive and negative mark

A New LIFE -SAVING RAILWAY COUPLING . – One
of the many patents recently taken out is by Mr.
William Downing, engineer , 69, Burgoyne Road ,
Sheffield , who claims that by his process the work
of coupling and uncoupling railway carriages and
trucks can be performed in less time, while the risks
are reduced to a minimum . The device is simple.
Theman who is carrying out the shunting operations
can couple or uncouple the trucks or carriages by
a lever (which is on either side of the truck or
carriage). By pressing it down, the links lift up
on the drawbar hook , and without any necessity
for getting between the vehicles or under the
buffers. The old links in use at present can be
converted , which will reduce the cost very much .
The carriages are fitted with an appliance for draw
ing up the buffers after they are coupled . This
appliance is on the outside of the carriage on each
side. The patent has been valued by competent
railway judges at a large sum .
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Measuring and Marking -off
Tools, and How to Make Them .
By W. H. DEARDEN .
(Continued from page 392.)
HE combination calipers, shown in Fig . ,
TH must of necessity be made accurate, and
if proved so will be a very valuable tool.
They become at once inside and outside calipers,
measuring correctly the same at either end. " To
have the ends of opposite shapes, viz., straight and
bow , is certainly an advantage over their being
the same. Not only can they be used separately,
but from the outside diameter of one is given the

Fig . 8.-- COMBINATION CALIPERS : ONE-THIRD
FULL SIZE .
inside diameter at theother. Again , when measuring
a recess and the calipers have to be closed to insert
or remove them , having set them , place the rule
between the outside and at once you are given the
diameter of the recess. Likewise to ascertain the
thickness of a piece of work over a lip or flange,
place upon it the outsides, and after having set
them , measure the distance at the other end .
Now with reference to their construction ; it
will be obvious that this cannot be done from
the class of steel already mentioned , and they
had , therefore , better be made from 1-16th in .
sheet steel. Seeing that their outline is some
what irregular, it will be best to carefully line
them out, then drill a series of small holes
close to each other outside the line. Cut between
them with a sharp chisel, and file them up to the
outline. This will dispense with all bending , etc.
The two legs appear the same as each other, with
the exception of that part of one containing a
small quadrant slot. After having filed them up
upon the edges and also the flats, we can proceed
with the drilling, and , by the way, upon this de
pends everything.
In setting out the centres see they are exactly
midway between the points of the calipers . If
preferred , one may be marked and both drilled at
the same time, if they are clamped together truly.
In this case the 4 in . hole may be put through at
once and finished , but before drilling set the
dividers to the centre of the slot forming quadrant
viz ., } in ... Strike an arc and mark out a series of
fin . holes, making the slot about $ in . long . Upon
the other leg mark the centre for the hole to re
ceive the fin . screw , which should be tapped so
that the screw may be held firmly . The holes may
now be drilled , the slot filed out, washers and pin
turned , and the calipers jointed as before. When
this is accomplished, the points must be carefully
made to close exactly together, hardened , and the

tool polished up. The small quadrant screw and
nut is indispensable for securing the calipers
when once set. Should it be necessary to open them
wider than this admits of, the screw , & c ., can be
easily removed for this purpose .
For the model engineer's bench the following
calipers are required :
One pair of 6 - in . outsides .
6 - in . insides.
1
6 -in : “ mophs .
3-in . combinations.
1)
24-in . outsides.
21-in . insides.
The smaller ones will be found very useful and
The
may be carried in the waistcoat pocket.
outsides require strips 35 ins. long to construct
them . The above dimensions are taken measuring
from the toe to the centre of joint when finished .
Squares. - Our attention should now be directed
to the construction of the square . The common
ordinary square consists of a foundation , or stock ,
into which is secured a blade of steel at right angles.
This blade should be from 1-32nd in , to 1-16th in .
in thickness, according to the size of the square, and
its length is usually twice that of the stock . There
are many ways ofmaking a square: some are built
up in three or four pieces ; some - particularly small
ones — are made from the solid ; others are made
from two pieces only , viz., the stock and the blade,
the former being cut with a saw to receive the
latter, both being held together by three or more
rivets. For the purpose in view , two of these tools
will doubtless be sufficient, and these may be made
24 ins. and 6 ins. in length of blade, having a width
of 5-16ths and of respectively . The more solid
the square, the truer it remains, hence the method
of construction adopted should be that of making
the blade continuous throughout the length of

Fig . 9. - ORDINARY STEEL SQUARES.
the stock, or, in other words, cutting out the entire
square from sheet steel, adding steel strips to either
side forming the stock . Mark out upon a piece of
sheet steel 1-16th in . thick , the outline of the square
to be made, measuring 6 ins. by Ž 11-16ths ins .
wide ; drill all around it, and having cut it out,
file it up roughly to the line true with the square
inside and out, and equal in width . It should now
be filed or ground up on the surface, and polished
on the long side or blade . · Wenow proceed to pre
pare two strips of cast steel in . thick, * in . wide,
and 27 ins. long , one of which should be marked
off for drilling about f -in . holes, their position
being shown in Fig . 9. File up truly the inside
faces of the strips, clamp them together, and drill
them so that the steel wire intended for rivets will
be a driving fit; afterwards countersink them on the
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two outsides. This should be done with a long or
deep countersink , not broad . Two or three rivets
must now be put in to hold them together while
being filed up perfectly true, and square as one
piece. We can now separate them , taking one and
placing it upon the short end of our sheet steel
square, and after having set it true, leaving 1-32nd
in . at the end, also above and below , mark off two
or more holes carefully and drill them ; then insert
two or three rivets, and drill the others, using the
strip as a guide or jig ; or, if preferred , the two may
be held together, and all the holes drilled through
the strip . All burrs now require removing, the
rivets putting in , and the riveting -up done. When
this is finished and the heads cleaned off, the square
can be trued up, commencing with the inside of
the stock first. File the extension of the blade

Fig . 10.
O

Srock END OF
TEE -SQUARE .

down level with the stock , and face it up to a small
surface plate, with a slot cut in , so that the blade
may pass through . The bottom of the stock has
now to be finished off, making it perfectly parallel
and square with the top. Having satisfied our
selves that the stock is true, we now proceed to
true up the blade ; and herein lies the important
part of our work . It is an excellent thing to possess
a square which is absolutely true, for the reason
that it can be relied upon ; and if this is not the case
it will be a source of trouble always. It is an easy
matter to test a square, or to true one up accurately.
Place the inside of the stock , when finished , firmly
against the edge of the surface table , allowing the
blade to rest flat upon it ; then draw a line with a
fine scriber the entire length of the blade, reverse .
the square, and see ifîthe edge of the blade is true
with the existing line. This will be the best method
of trueing up the blade, removing all inequalities ,
both inside and out, until we obtain a satisfactory
result . Thus, without the aid of other squares, we
may guarantee that the one in question is correct.
This method of construction entails a good deal of
work , but ifdone carefully and well, the joint should
hardly be discernible , and we have the satisfaction
of knowing that our tool is not likely to get out of
truth , except for wear , The smaller one may be
made in precisely the samemanner, making it about
5-16ths in . wide, and the length indicated , the
blade being 1-32nd in . thick . There are what may
be termed right and left -handed squares, having
only a strip or stock on one side ; but these are
seldom found in use . In the formation of all
squares the stock should be of sufficient width to
ensure it being rigid . In addition to the ordinary
square we ought to possess two sheet steel set
squares - one being an angle of 45 °, and the other
60 °, which will be 30 ° also when reversed . This
can be made from 1-16th -in . steel, and will not be
a difficult matter , there being no need for the use
of a protractor. The right angle sides of the 45 °
must be of equal lengths, viz., 3 ins., and square,
the remaining side being trued up until brought to
a sharp edge, the 45° set-square showing half a true
square cut diagonally . The 60 ° set-square differs ,
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inasmuch as its shortest side equals half that of the
longest side. Therefore, having marked out the
right angle , strike upon the one line 3 ins . ; from
this point set off 6 ins. on the other line, and join
these two as shown in Fig . 7 , page 294, in the article
on “ Hints from the Marking-off Table.” Thus it
becomes obvious that 60 ° at one end will be 30 °
at the other. These , when truly filed up , may be
polished on the surfaces, and will prove very useful.
Difficulty is often experienced when lining out work
with a flat surface, the lines being required at right
angles. Owing to the stock of the ordinary T
square , it will not lay flat upon a surface . This may
be overcome by the use of a T -square, as shown in
Fig . 9, page 294, cut entirely from the 1-16th - in .
steel plate. The 45° angle on the other side is
useful, and also strengthens the tool, preventing it
becoming untrue. Itis a simple but very effective
T -square, without which it is difficult to obtain
correct right angle lines. Line it out first upon a
plate, drill small holes close to the outline, remove
the surplus metal, and carefully file it up. It may
be made to measure 6 ins. the blade, 4 ins. the part
forming the stock , and about } in . wide throughout.
If preferred , an ordinary T - square can bemade with
a strip on one side of the stock only , this becoming
practicable for use in either case. The strip may
be riveted on the stock as in the case of the ordinary
square, or the stock can be made separate and a
piece of sheet steel dovetailed in , forming the blade ;
afterwards secure it with one or more rivets (see
Fig . 10 ).
Having dealt with the squares for surface work,
etc., let us consider those used for round work . Of
these there are two kinds to mention . One is
known as the box -square, principally used for
marking off keyways upon shafts, where the same
cannot be placed between the centres and marked
off with the scribing block ; such an one is usually
made from a piece of į angle steel, and about 5 ins.
long and fin . thick , filed up perfectly true, having
the edges bevelled off from the outside until they
are about one- third the thickness, as seen in Fig .
10, page 295. The box-square can also be made
from a piece of -in . square steel, and length as re
quired . After having trued up the outside square
and parallel, cut along its length on one side a V
the angle of 90 °, carrying it within 1-32nd in . of the

FIG . 11. - A COMBINATION TOOL.
edges ; now drill f-in . hole through the block at the
bottom of the V fin. from the end . In this can be
placed a piece of steel wire 2 ins. long, having the
end turned down for a distance of in ., and bevelled
off to a sharp edge. This is held in position by a
milled screw at the end of the block ; the tool thus
becomes in turn a small V -block , a depth gauge,
a box -square, also distance gauge either upon round
work or square by reversing the scriber, and, if
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preferred , may be made in the place of the one
previously mentioned (see Fig . 11). The other is
known as the centre square, and by means of this
tool the true centre of a shaft , disc, or ring, may be
found, as it is applicable for inside and outside
use . It consists of a piece of about 1-16th sheet
steel, filed up to shape, into which is fixed two
accurately turned steel pins about 5-16ths in .
diameter and } in . long. These must stand per
fectly square with the gauge, and therefore had
better be turned down at the ends to a fin ., and
let into the same with a shoulder . After these
pins are fixed , the inside edge must be trued up
and bevelled, so that it becomes quite central with
the pins and absolutely square with them . Thus
it will be seen that by holding this square with the
pins resting against a circumference , a line can be
struck from the inside edge directly across the
centre of the same. It can be made about 51 ins.
long (see Fig . 11, page 295).
( To be continued .)

get the double web crank , which is of gunmetal,
perfectly true on shaft, I drilled both webs to be
a tight fit on shaft, then drove it on and brazed
them together with silver solder ; then I cut out the
remaining piece of shaft between the webs with a
hacksaw ; this made a very good job . The oil cups
and some of the brass fittings I made from scrap
brass .
The cylinders are i } in . by 2 in . stroke. I
made a sort of boiler from an old sheep -dip keg ,
riveted in the ends, and put in a stay between to
strengthen it, the metal being very light.
I
soldered in a safety valve and two small taps : the
safety valve I made from material found on the
scrap heap. I got up steam by placing the boiler
on kitchen fire and building coals up round the
sides ; the engine I placed on a chair before the
fire and coupled up with t -in . brass pipe. I may
say I did not get very good results, the boiler being
rather small to drive the engine at a good speed ,
and I dare not let the pressure get too high , in case
of an explosion .

A Model

NEW YORK's New FIRE Boat. - Considerable
interest is being taken in the new fire boat George
B.M'Clellan , which has just been officially tested .
The boat is one of the finest of her kind 'afloat, and
has the high speed of 15 knots. Her length is

Two- Cylinder Launch
Engine .

By WM . BALIANTYNE.
HE illustration herewith
is a photograph of a
THI
model launch engine
which I made when seven .
teen years of age. I obtained
a set of castings , and not
being the possessor of a good
lathe, I got the cylinders
bored , and flanges turned for
me; the lathe I had was an
old wood turner's; but with
a lot of difficulty and
patience , I managed to finish
the engine in one year of
0
my spare time.
The cylin
4
der ends were fitted on , then
filed down flush with cylinder
flanges, then I put cylinder
between lathe centres and
polished
the
ends with
cmery. In fitting the stuffing
glands, I had to drill the
bosses on cylinder bottoms
and steam chests the same
diameter right through , to
allow the taper tap to enter
far enough to cut a full
thread , then I screwed in
pieces of gunmetal to form
shoulder for packing, then
afterwards drilled these for
piston and eccentric rods ;
the guides were fitted true
to a square , the slide-valves
and faces of cylinder I got
true by rubbing them back
MR. WM. BALLANTYNE'S MODEL LAUNCH ENGINE.
wards and forwards on a
fine file, holding the work
with both hands — while the file was fixed to
116 ft., beam 25 ft ., and her draft loaded is 9 ft.
bench .
The steam ports are, 3-16ths in . by š in . ,
She is fitted with two large fire pumps, which ,when
the exhaust | in . by in . Tomake these, I drilled
connected with 12-in . mains, have a capacity of
two 3-16ths holes for each port with hand
3000 gallons each per minute. Another pump of
drill, then cut them to size with small chisel. To
smaller capacity is provided .
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a piece of gas-piping as handle for lever, as photo
graphs show , but I give a sketch of the handle I
intend making for it .
Again , the ink roller is an ordinary 6 -in , hand
roller , but I have found this so satisfactory, I have
postponed the purchase of a larger one.
It is my intention to alter the carriage of ink
roller, so that all work can be done by one man
alone. The bench on which the press rests is made
of spruce .
The type cases I bought ready -made and divided

Description of a Printing Press
Made of Wood .

By J. R. DAWKINS.
"HE following is a description of a printing press
TH which I made myself entirely of teak wood .
I may here state that it has been in constant
use for nearly two years, and has given every satis
faction .
My thanks are due to Mr. H. F.
Herrtage, printer , of East Dul
wich , S.E., for many practical
187 "
suggestions carried out in its de
sign , and which have contributed
greatly to its success : likewise for
much assistance in getting the
into
thorough
working
press
order . It will print
anything from a visit
ing card to a sheet
THE
the
size of
MODEL
ENGINEER
with the greatest ease.
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THE BED OF
PRINTING PRESS .
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the bench to suit the cases first. The cupboard is
for stationery, and is fitted with drawers which I
find more convenient than shelves. The space left
at back of cases has shelves on which are put stock
of ink , quoins, electros, and odd things.
The small ball castors on legs of bench allow of
For visiting cards only, one can work it alone by
fastening the tympan on to the carriage of the ink
roller , but for work requiring much ink , it takes
two.
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Certain details of minor importance I have not
had time to finish . For instance, I have been using

* / 21
FIG . 2 .

the whole apparatus being moved about or pushed
into a corner out of the way when not required .
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Fig . 20 .-- MR. J. R. DAWKIN'S PRINTING PRESS.

The bed of press ( Fig . 1 )
consists of two rails, 5 ft .
by 3 ins. by 2 ins. Fastened
to these are two rails, 5 ft.
by 2 ins. by i in. To the 1
ends of these are fastened
pieces 21 ins. by 3 ins. by
3 ins.
Across the rails , five
pieces, 18 ins. by 3 ins.
by i in . are fastened equal
distance apart (not six , as
shown in the drawing ,
Fig . 1 ) .
After these are secured ,
two rails 5 ft . by 2 ins. by
1. in . are laid between the
rails AA ' and AA' equal
distance apart and screwed
down upon each of the cross
bars. Upon these latter rails
and the rails A ' A ' slide the
tympan and the carriage for
ink roller.
position for
When
in
printing, the type is face
down and its bed (Figs. 3
and 4 ) is slipped into pocket
(Fig . 2 ) and secured and
adjusted therein by five
bolts.
At each corner of
pocket (Fig. 2 ) an 8 -in . by
1 -in . bolt is fixed and passed
through an iron bracket
attached to side ( Fig. 11).
Slipped over the upper end
of each bolt is a strong spiral
spring which rests on top
of the bracket. By turning
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the nuts down , a suitable tension is put
upon the springs which lift the pocket
and type back to the required height
after an impression has been taken . Close
to these long bolts and at each corner is
a bolt 4 ins. by in . secured to pocket
by an angular piece of wood (Fig . 12).
The bolts passing through these pieces
press upon steel plates let into the sides of
Fig . 11, and prevent any lateral move
ment of pocket.
Similar bolts are attached to Fig. 11,
which press upon ends of pocket at each
corner and prevent any backward or for
ward movement.
Above these latter bolts is a small
bolt at each corner which presses down
upon pocket and acts as a regulating stop.
The wedge-shape pieces ( Fig . 14 ) have a
strip of sheet steel on top, and on Fig . 8
similar strips are attached . The axle of
Fig . 8 is an ordinary fanlight hinge. The
slot cut in Fig. 8 is to allow it to pass
over centre bolt on pocket when sliding
up inclined plane (Fig . 14).
Fig . 3 shews bottom of type bed with
steel plates let in to take the pressure of
the bolts in the pocket.
Fig . 4 shews type, face up, with chase.
Fig . 5 is a section of type bed .
The
shaded part is a sheet of glass & in .
thick, and a little larger than the chase.
The chase rests upon the glass and

FIG . 21.- ANOTHER VIEW OF PRESS.
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the glass forms a level surface for the feet of the
type.
Fig. 6 is the tympan .
Fig . 7 is a section of tympan , containing a piece
of glass & in . thick . The carriage for ink roller
(Fig. 10 ) is made of stuff i in . by
in ., and is
strengthened at one end by an iron brace. All the
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Fig. 19 forms, as it were, a small table . There
are three of these in use : one for the ink slab , and
one on each side of the operator who is laying the
sheets. They slip in between the crossbars shown
in Fig. 1 .
Fig . 9 is the proper handle I intend making.
The press is worked in the following manner :
24 "
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Fig . 19 .

FIG . 17
bolts save those in Fig. 13 have two nuts each and
arranged as shown in Fig . 15.
The pieces, Fig . 11, of which there are two, are
put on last and are held together at the top by
crossbar 3 ins. by i in .; the bottoms are fastened
by several strong screws to the rails.
With the exception of the end pieces in Fig . 1,
every piece in the press is screwed into -position. -

Having locked the forme up in the usual way in
the chase , the type bed is placed within the pocket
and the five bolts are screwed down upon it. The
one who does the inking then works the ink up well
on the glass slab with roller , places roller in its
carriage and pushes it under and past the type
and back .
'The tympan, with its sheet of paper or card , 'is
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then pushed under the type, till it meets a stop, by
the one who is laying on the sheets . He then pulls
down the lever as far as it will go, and then releases
it at once. The type springs back out of the way
and allows tympan to be pulled from under. Then
the ink roller is passed under as before, and these
movements are kept up till job is finished .
A
speed of 500 an hour has been attained .
To make this it cost me a good many months of
hard work , but the pleasure and profit I have had
from it during the last two years have made it well
worth the trouble I expended upon it

Practical Letters from

our

Readers .

To Model Engineers in Woking .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,—Excuse the liberty I take in writing
to you , but being an entire stranger to Woking, I
should be glad if you could put me in touch with
somemodel engineers in this town, or inform me if
there is a Society of Model Engineers that I could
join here. My homebeing in theNorth of England

Pass

Queries and

(Atlention
especially directed to the first condition given below
and 110isnolice
will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing
Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." . No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by postunder the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST br. in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ). Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their qucries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
skould invariably be enclosed. (4. Queries 'will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 36—29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
are selected from the Queries which have been replied
The following
to recently: ( 10,772) Bell Wiring and Battery Arrangements. J. B.
(Wimbledon ) writes : Please state method for wiring and battery
arrangement for ringing bells in house and shed placed as described
with one set of four dry batteries. (1) Front door push to ring
single separate bells in ground passage and in garden shed 50 yards
distant (both to ring together). ( 2) Bedroom , dining-room , and
an upstair - separate pushes - to ring a separate bell in kitchen . (3)
Bedroom push ( 2) to ring bell in shed at same time as it rings in

Shed

Kitchen

Bell

Front
Door
Push

Q

Bed RM
Push

Replies.

D117117 %
pm Push

2 upistair
Pushes

Up
stairs

Kitchen
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DIAGRAM OF WIRING FOR HOUSE BATTERIES AND BELLS.

(Penrith ), I do not know anybody here, but am
anxious to follow up my hobby having a good deal
of spare time.— Yours truly,
Edw . IRVING .
1, Oakfield Terrace,
Church Street, Woking .

The new gunboat , H.M.S. Widgeon , launched
from the Yarrow works recently , although she
is 160 ft. long by 24 ft. 6 ins. in beam , draws only
29 ins. of water. She is intended for service in
shallow rivers.

kitchen. (4) Kitchen door push to ring simultaneously single
separate bell in kitchen , the bell in shed , and separate single bell
upstairs . (5) A separate push upstairs to ring the bell in shed,
There are, therefore, the following bells :-One in garden shed .
one in ground passage, one upstairs, and one in kitchen.
The sketch above shows connections to ring bells to suit your
requirements.
(10,736 ] Size of Dynamo and Engine for House Lighting.
G. K. Č . (Glasgow ) writes : I would be very much obliged if you
would give me some help on the following points. I am about to
make a dynamo to light a house of four rooms. Would you tell me
which would be the best type of dynamo to use (I intendmaking
the dynamo myself), also if five 8 c.-p. lamps would be enough to
light one room 16 ft. long, 12 ft. broad, 10 ft. high ? The other
rooms are about the same size. Would you tell me what kind of
engine I should make to drive the dynamo - one that would not be
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CONNECTIONS TO MOTOR FOR DRIVING SEWING
MACHINE.
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(1) Machine of about 40 watts. (2) Chromic acid or bichromate
cells. (3) Presuming motor to be wound for 10 volts 4 amps.,
you would need five cells in series— fairly large ones - or five sets
of two in parallel, the whole in series. (See diagram above.)
(10,734) Small Transformer. R. L. (Moss Side) writes :
( 1) Coald I make a transformer to transform tamp. 10 volts
into 1 amp. 5 volts = 5 watts. (2) If so, would you kindly give
me a diagram and quantity of wire to be used ? (3) Would the
transformed current (1 amp. 5 volts ) be a continuous or alternating
current ? (4 ) If two 8 c.-P. 100 volts lamps are in series on 200
volt mains, would the current in wire be
8 C.-P. X 4 watts
8 c.-P. X 4 watts
+
100 volts
100 volts
If you
supposing the lamp to take 4 watts per candle-power ?. (5) se
put a resistance of, say, iron wire, in a circuit does it decrea the
voltage and increase the ampereage, or does it decrease both ?
(1) A transformer of this size would be very inefficient. In order
to get i amp. at 5 volts out, you would need to put in , at least,
15 watts- perhaps, more. ( 2) Two machines wound for the
respective voltages could be used , such as described in “ Small
Dynamos and Motors," using one as a dynamo and the other as a
motor . (3) Continuous if commutator were used . (4 ) Current
would be as you have it
64
8 X 4 8 X 4
32 amp.
100
200
100
(5) It governs both, but obviously the ampereage, i.e., the current
flowing. See query in March 5th issue, 1903, on resistances of
circuits .
( 10,769) Small Electric Lamp for the Passage. H. C.
(Northampton) writes : I have a passage from front door about
12 ft. by 3 ft . and I wish to light the same, if possible , with an
electric lamp, power supplied from a battery . It would only be
used when answering the door at night. Will you oblige me by
telling me the cost of a battery and how to make it ? The length
of wire from lamp to battery would not be more than 6 or 7 it.,
and could you advise mewhat sort of lamp to get and the candle
power ?
A battery of Leclanché cells- say six or seven in series to light
a small 8 -volt lamp would probably answer your requirements.
Lamp would be about 1 c.-P. Connect cells up in series with a
switch to turn current on when wanted . Our handbook , “ Electric
Batteries,” gives information on the construction of these cells .
Use circular zinc plates to go round the porous pots- not touching
them - instead of the ordinary zinc rods, otherwise construction
is the same. Sack Leclanchés would be best in your case.
(10,766 ) Charglog Accumulators. 0.D. K.(London , S.W.)
writes : I have made half a dozen accumulators as described by
Mr. C. D.Martinetti in Vol. V , No. 62, December, 1901. They are
made of round jars 6 ins. by 4 ins. with porous pots 6 ins. by 21 ins.
and weigh about 64 lbs. I charged them up in series off a main at
3 amps. 14 volts for four days of ten hours with onehour break in
the middle of each day . Directly after this I connected them up

Coils
Field

Motor

with two 12-volt lamps which took about 5 amps. These they
only lighted for three-quarters of an hour. I further tried one of
the cells by connecting it in series with a battery of three gravity
cells as described by Mr. S. H. Caink in Vol. VIII, No. 98, for
four days. I found after this charge that it gave its full voltage,
but on leaving it to stand for one day it completely ran down. If
you could give me a reason for this I should be very much obliged .
Í may add that I have thoroughly paraffined the tops of the porous
pots so that their behaviour could not be due to short-circuiting
through creeping salts.
New cells need to be charged and discharged repeatedly before
they attain any capacity to speak of. One long charge is not what
is required . As regards running down on open circuit, it is a
matter to be solved experimentally . We cannot say definitely
what is the cause ; you can probably find out by observation .
( 10,760) Small Gas Engine Pistons. D. G. (Glasnevin ,
Dublin ) writes : I have made up a gas engine from a set of castings
obtained from Butler Bros. Now , when I came to the piston, I
looked up Mr. Hawley's article in the M.E. for December , 1902,
in which he gives a few hints on making a piston . He says to make
it 1-16th in . less in diameter than boce of engine, viz., 2t-in.
Accordingly I made my piston 1-32nd in . less than bore of gas
engine cylinder , which is 27-in .-- that was all right, but on testing
compression I found that the charge blew past piston very badly ,
slots being diametrically opposite each other. Thinking that the
rings were at fault, I made two new sets but they were all as bad
re leaking. I have run the engine for some time to see if they
would improve, but in vain . Now , I have it on the best authority
that pistons should fit as near as possible ; therefore, I am getting
a new piston but have not tried it yet. Please let me know which
is right,as I am making a model 3 -cylinder- petrol engine, it-in .
bore, and want to know what size to make piston. Is 3-32nds
in . thick enough for sides and top of cylinder ? Valves are placed
on top and the whole is water- cooled . Do you think it will work ?
I am fitting it with electric ignition and wick carburettor. I am
going to fit it into a boat when finished .
There is a good deal of difference between a gas engine and a
petrol motor piston. The former runs comparatively slowly ,while
the latter runs, perhaps, at over 1000 revolutions per minute.
Your piston should be just a good fit in the cylinder when cold , and
should slide in with a little pressure when cylinder is placed ver
tically to receive it. After a run it may show signs ofseizing when
hot, in which case it may be taken out and eased with a smooth
file where it shows hard . A small quantity of Turkey powder may
be put on when running - with plenty of oil. This will ease the
piston if at all tight,and quickly produce a smooth wearing surface .
Both piston and cylinder must be well cleaned out, however, after
a few hours' run with powder. The best plan will be to make your
pistons a good fit to start with , and ease them if required . 3-32nds
in . would be hardly enough metal. No, you could not, we are
sorry
say,shall
enterbeyour
motor
for the
competi
tition . to We
gladpetrol
to hear
whatboat
results
you steamer
get, however.
( 10,413] Re- winding Dynamo to Give Lower Voltage.
A. F. S.(Wimborne) writes : I have just bought a dynamo (second
hand ) wound for 50 volts 10 amps., F.M. 15 lbs., No. 19, armature
lbs., No.
castings
size asthis
given
in27 your
No. 18,
Io Manchester
Handbook astype
can; be.
Howas near
can toI alter
to
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much trouble to mind, and which can be started and stopped
easily ?
Unless you have had considerable experience in dynamo and
engine building, you will find that this job will be a fairly difficult
one . You would need twenty 8 c.-p. lamps in all, taking four
lamps per room . Three or even two 8 co-p. lamps per room would
give a good light for ordinary purposes , but, of course, four would
be better . Twenty 8 c.-p. at 4 watts per co- p . = 160 X 4 = 640
watts. A dynamo of 700 watts would suit. This would need, at
least, it h.-p. to drive it at full load . A 500 -watt dynamo would
suffice if twelve 8 c.-P. lamps were used . Our handbook, " Small
Dynamos and Motors," gives full instructions for making such a
machine (see Fig . 12 ) with windings for same. A it or it h.-p.
gas engine would do drive same.
( 10.7381 Motor to Drive Sewing Machine . A. J. S. (Bir
mingham )writes : I want to make a motor to drlve a Singer sewing
machine. (1) What power should I want ? (2) How many
batteries to drive it and what kind ? (3) Would a lamp do for
lighting and resistance ?
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RE-WINDING DYNAMO .
about 35 volts 14'25 amps. or 30 volts 16'6 amps. ? If only by
re-winding, what wire should I require ?
Re-wind with heavier gauge on armature- sameweight of No. 16
S.W.G. Wind field -magnets with No. 18 , or first try what results
you obtain by connecting the existing field coils in parallel shunt
to the armature as shown in sketch.
( 10,777] Resistances for Accumulators ; Reduction of
Voltage, & c . F. M. (Watchet, Somerset) writes : I should be
very much obliged if you would answer the following questions as
I am rather in a fog :-(1) In your handbook on " Small Accumu
lators," page 38, it states : " It will be necessary to reduce the
voltage by means of some resistance " ; also , " The lamps placed in
series should take the same current as the cells require." But in
answer to Query No. 8999, July 2nd, 1903, you say— " the number
of lamps in para will be determined by the amount of current
you wish to pass through cell." We know Ohm's Law - hence, if I
increase the resistance, I decrease the amps. not volts. Again, if
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the lamps take the same current as cells require, how can cells
have it ? What I want to find out is this : Does resistance affect
amps. or volts, or both; and what effect does connecting in parallel
have on volts and amps. ? (2) I know an installation consisting of
voltmeter, ammeter , and adjustable resistance, connected to
dynamo, in which , when the resistance is increased , the amps. go
down and the volts go up, and vice versa. Is this right, or are the
connections wrong ? ( 3) Will you kindly show me the correct con
nections for a small installation to charge accumulators consisting
of shunt-wound dynamo, cut-out, fuse, tumbler switch , voltmeter
ammeter, and adjustable resistance ? (4) What is the voltage and
internal resistance of the " Empire " battery ? (5 ) What should
be the life of a small H.E. 4-volt it c.- p: bayonet catch lamp ?
How many watts per candle- power should they take ? (6 ) What

1
+ ī Lamp Holders

+

+ Branch
or Lead

L
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loid accumulator cases, such as used in motor cycles , & c.; (2) pre
paration for viking joints in sime; and (3)where obtained ?
(1 ) Any of our advertisers could supply you with cases — such as.
Whitney's, Thompson of Greenwich, or the Universal Electric
Supply Company. ( 2) Amyl acetate is used for making joints ,
etc. (3) Any good chemist' could supply this, or the above people
perhaps could .
( 10,442) Electric Lamp Wiring. A. J. T. (Mile End. E.)
writes : Would you please oblige me with instructions to fit some
electric lamps and wire them up . They are to go round a board
used for displaying articles in a shop window . I suppose the lamps
would be about 8 c.-P. What I wish to know is how to fit them
through board and wire up, and what wire to use.
Your best plan would be to buy a numher of"
+ Main
lamp holders to carry the lamps from someelec
trical stores dealer , and then mount these as re
quired on your board. The connections from
main supply would be in parallel (see sketch ). Bore
holes in the board to fix the holders in and wire
as in sketch .
( 10,757 ] Power for Small Lighting
Dynamo. W. H. W. (Cheetham , Manchester)
writes : I am much exercised as to the horses
power of a small oil or gas engine required to
work a small dynamo which is to light one or two
16 C.-P. 100-volt lamps, such as are ordinarily used.
Could you state the difference between the power
required for one lamp and power required for two
lamps ? Also, do you mind stating what price I
should have to pay for engine and dynamo ?
A 60-watt dynamo, and I b.h.-p. engine would
do for one 16 c.-p. lamp ; and for two 16 C.-p. lampe
you would need a 120-watt dynamo and a th.-pe.
engine. Prices can be had from any of our ad ..
vertisers who supply both engines and dynamos, oto
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WIRING LAMPS FOR DECORATION .

is the reason of a No. 2 Leclanché zinc becoming black and
soon after
verysearched
and ?covered
corroded ted
and
booksbeing
? I have
remedycrystals
is the white
What with
amalgama
back numbers for answers to above questions, and cannot find them .
I only want one or two facts from someone who knows.
(1) If the lamps are 50-volt ones and the supply voltage is 100,
then we shall have to use two 50 -volt lamps in series otherwise
they would be burnt out. A perusal of query in March 5th , 1903,
issue on reduction of voltage, resistances, & c., will help to clear
this matter up. Remember that in any complete circuit the
potential drops from a maximum (supplied E.M.F.) to o , and the
current * resistance of circuit is always equal to the voltage.
Thus, in a circuit of uniform resistance the drop in volts (i.e.,
potential) at exactly half-way between its ends would be half the
total volts (i.c., the volts applied). Presuming you are using
lamps of corresponding voltage to the supply, then the more you
put in parallel the greater would be the current you allowed to pass
Why ? Because by placing resistances in parallel you give the
current choice of two or more paths, hence the resistance is less
than if current has all to go one way . By p'acing in series the
resistance of the lamps are added together, hence a lesser current
can flow . Is this clear ? By inserting a certain resistance you
allow a certain and know quantity of current to flow ; but unless
you also know the resistance of each individual section of the whole
circuit you cannot tellwhat the voltage is at any particular point
all you know is that in the whole circuit the drop must be equal to
the total E.M.F. Therefore, we advise the simpler method of
inserting a resistance in series with the cells to be charged ,which
will allow a certain known current to flow in the circuit . And if it
flows through the lamps or whatever the resistance is, it, of course ,
must also flow through whatever is in series in the circuit. (2)
This is quite possible. (3) See Fig. 23 in handbook, and for
variable resistances see recent query replies. (4) We have not
tested for this, hence cannot say. Possibly about 1'5 to 2 ohms.
(5) Vary considerably - anything from seventy to a few hundred
hours according to how they are treated. (6 ) Solution may be
too strong , or impure zinc. Remove with hot water and then re
amalgamate when clean , using a weaker solution instead of a
saturated one. Wehope you will find these brief notes assist you .
If still in doubt on any point, let us know .
(10,776 ) Accumulator Cases, R. A. L. (Sa! sbury) writes
Will you kindly assist me by giving (1 ) nanes of maker's of cello

Model Yacht Designing.
Mr. R. P. Kitchingman, Yacht Designer, 51,
Foster Street, Lincoln , informsus that he has now
started model yacht designing and building, in
addition to full-size yacht designing (which he
has carried on for sometime). He says that all
the models built by him are first properly
designed and calculated out, from which data
the boats are carefully built ; and although he does not keep
many yachts in stock , each one can be specially designed and built
for whatever purpose it may be required . Clients' own designs are
built from when desired . Halfmodels will be made at reasonable
prices. All enquiries should be accompanied by a stamp for
reply.
Trade Extensions.
Werecently paid a visit to the works of Messrs. Bassett-Lowke and Co., of Northampton, to see the new departments they have
added for the manufacture of model permanent way, signals,
rolling -stock , and engine and boiler fittings. Although our visit
took place at the end of the season , we found a good deal of
in teresting work going th :ough, including some rather extensive
special orders for model railway track. Tbc new workshops
are thoroughly well equipped , and in their cleanliness , lighting..
and general convenience, are admirably adapted for model work.

New

Catalogues and Lists.

Archibald J. Wright, Ltd., 318, Upper Street, London ,N., are
issuing an illustrated leaflet of electrical novelties, comprising,
medical coils, flash lamps, pipe sets. electric railways, & c., which
will be sent to any reader upon application ,
H. E. & F.Morriss, 82, Stroud Green Road, London, N. - A come
prehensive list has been forwarded to us of steam car parts and
accessories supplied by Messrs. Morriss, and of which prices are
included . Wenotice that flexible metallic tube, bronze , and steel ,
which is useful for many purposes in model making, is quoted for
in several sizes. The list will be sent to readers of this journal for
onepenny stamp to cover postage.
The Bath Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Locksbrook Engineering
Works, Bath .-- The pamphlet No. 15 issued by this firm describes
the new “ Kramos " Resistance piece, giving also a table of loads,
and price, also price of heating ribs. We note the fact that quota
tions will be given , on application, for complete resistance boxcs.
and frames, carrying any number of pieces.
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The Editor's

Page.

WING to the very large number of entries
we have received in connection with our £ 50
prize Subscription Competition , we are
unable at the present moment to announce the
result ; however , we may promise this in the next
issue of our journal (May 12th ). Those readers
who are still in possession ofundistributed specimen
copies are requested not to trouble to return them
to this office, but to make use of them by handing
them
to friends and acquaintances who have
not up to that time come across the journal. By
this means they will be furthering the interests
both of the recipients and of the M.E. and , in
directly , those of the readers at large. We shall
also take the opportunity of announcing the re
sult of the Foreign and Colonial Readers' Compe
tition , No. 37 , in our next number.
*
*
On page 426 of this issue will be found a rather
interesting and instructive account of the con
struction of a small printing press , such as may be
made by ny reader of this journal with ordinary
woodworking tools. As “ model printing — some
model engineers may perhaps learn with surprise
is not an altogether uncommon hobby amongst
home mechanics, we have no hestitation , judging
from the excellent specimens of work the contri
butor has submitted to us, in recommending to
prospective amateur typographers the building of
a small press on the lines laid down in this article .

O

Answers to Correspondents .

(Leeds).— Please see query reply No. 8537 in
April 9th, 1903 issue ; also No. 8198 in August
20th , 1903 issue.
W. B. ( Balham ).— Mr. W. H. Wilson - Theobald's
yacht designer's curves may be obtained from
B. J. Hall & Co., 39, Victoria Street, S.W.
F. C. H. (Swindon ).- Await our new book on the
subject, which is now in the press . Your query
can be worked out from the information given in
the series of articles entitled “ Compound En
· gines." Reckon on 12 sq . ft. of heating surface
per 1 h.-p.
J. F. (Altringham ).- Please see our handbook
“ Small Dynamos and Motors,” obtained from
this office price 7d., post free.
J. E. D. (Crotona Park North , New York ). — We
regret not having acknowledged your letter be
fore. The windings for your motor to run from
the 10 -volt dynamo would be - armature , 3 ozs.
No. 20 S.W.G .; and field -magnets , 1 lb. 6 ozs.
No. 16 S.W.G., connected in series. We doubt
whether the dynamo will be up to the work of
driving this satisfactorily .
W. P. (Liverpool).- This will not make any differ
ence in the working of your motor. Make the
armature larger to correspond with the size of the
magnet, and wind with rather more wire.
-

F. A. R. (Bradford ).– Fretwork does not come
within the scope of THE MODEL ENGINEER . You
will,however, find all the instructions you want,
The
and some full- size designs, in our book
Beginner's Guide to Fretwork ,” post- free , 7 } d .
J. B. (Bath ).— Thanks for your appreciative letter
F. THOMAS. - We regret that we are unable to use
your contribution .
G. W.- You can obtain ebonite discs for your
Wimshurst machine from Messrs. Whitney, 117,
City Road , E.C.
S. W. G. (London , E.C .).—- We know of no book
dealing exclusively with this subject , but any
text-book on elementary electricity treats of
Ohm s law , and what is dependent upon it.
W.M. M.— You will need an engine - either oil or
steam - capable of developing fully I b.h.-p.
Such a one would just drive dynamo at full load ,
if the latter is an efficient machine.
C. W. H. (East Freemantle ).- Write to Stuart
Turner, Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames .
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions or
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Mütter intended
for publication should be clearly written on che side of the paper
only,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be disunc.ly stated , when sending contributions, whethar
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent pos: free to any address for 135. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Post.il
Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
price lists, & c., for review ,to be addressed
apparatusand
all
new
and
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Bagi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence rela :ing to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .
Contents .
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MR. FRANK ) . PAYTON'S DESIGN FOR MODEL HIGH -SPEED COMPOUND ENGINE .
HERE are many features in the design of this

amateur model-makers. The engine is a
compound, having three cylinders and only one
crank and one eccentric . Considering the frame on
which the cylinders are mounted first, this is formed
from a small sheet of hard brass, say about 1-16th
in . thick , no special castings being required . It
should be cut into triangular form , and the various
portions bent over at right angles to hold the
cylinders and for attachment to the bedplate. The
guides for the crossheads are also of sheet brass,

bent at right angles and soldered or bolted to the
frame. To simplify the design , the connecting
rods are constructed of sheet metal. The cylinder
and valve boxes are shown without glands and
stuffing-boxes ; ordinary packed glands in actual
practice absorb a lot of the power, more particu
larly in small engines. The next novel feature is
the eccentric . One of the valve rods must be
permanently screwed into the sheave, but the other
two rods are attached with pins after the manner of
a feathering paddle wheel. The crankshaft bearing
is provided for by soldering two discs of brass on

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

either side of the frame before drilling the hole for
the shaft. The flywheel bearing is an ordinary
plummer block mounted on a sheet brass support,
which is soldered and bolted to the sheet brass bed
plate. With regard to the steam piping arrange
ment, the H.-P. cylinder is drilled through the ex
haust opening to the other side, so that the exhaust
steam may pass down each pipe to the two L.-P.
cylinders. The exhaust from the L.-P. cylinders
may, of course, be led either to the atmosphere,
feed water-heater, or to a condenser. The cylinders
are all the same diameter and stroke, which again
simplifies matters in a compound engine.
The Society of Model Engineers
London .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS . - Saturday, May 14th
Visit to Chiswick Power Station of London United
Tramways Co. The party will meet outside the Gene
rating Station , High Road , Chiswick, at 3.30 p.m.
Saturday, May 28th . – Visit to Flooks and
Smithies’Miniature Railway, Bricket Wood, Herts .
Members and friends wishing to avail themselves
of this visit, should write to H.GREENLY , 46 , Bruce
Grove, Watford .
Saturday, June 25th . – Launch trip up the
Thames. - HERBERT G. Riddle , Hon . Sec., 37 ,
Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.

Notes and Notions.

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column , based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord
ing to merit. Al matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.}
A Design for a Vernier Depth Gauge.
By “ SREGOR."
I venture to think that many of the readers
of this paper, besides constructing models in
their spare time, do a little tool-making for
their own use . To these, I would say, they will
find this tool a very handy size and possessing some
special features, the capacity of which is from zero
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to 3 ins. ; this can be increased , of course , by in
creasing length of blade.
This tool can be made correct and easier than
perhaps seems possible, considering its expected
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Provincial Societies.
Leeds. — This Society met on Tuesday evening ,
April 26th . There was a good attendance of mem
.bers, and Mr. Woodhead , a newly elected member,
presented a mechanicalhack -saw frame, to be fixed
on the bench of the Society's workshop, also
some good books on dynamos for the library, the
members present expressing their thanks. Arrange
ments were considered for a visit to the North
Eastern Railway new engine sheds and shops at
Neville Hill, Leeds, towards the end of May.-W.H.
BROUGHTON , Hon . Sec., 262, Carlton Terrace, York
Road , Leeds.
PROPELLER EXPERIMENTS. — It is proposed to
hold, under the auspices of the Aeronautical Insti
tute , during this year in London , a series of trials of
screw propellers designed for aeronautical pur
poses . The method of testing the propellers would
be to attach them to a motor provided with a car
riage of known weight which would be driven by
the propellers along wires or rails . The run will be
as long as possible , and it is hoped in this way to
secure valuable knowledge of the action of propellers
which cannot be gained by any other than a
“ straight away ” test such as this. It is proposed
at first to test only rotary propellers and those up
to about 4 ft. in diameter. For this purpose , the
Aeronautical Institute will provide a motor of from
h.-p. together with all the other necessary
# to
apparatus except the actual propellers which it is
hoped will be provided by members and their friends.
A small entrance fee will be charged and silver and
bronze medals will be presented to successful com
petitors. A sub -committee has been deputed to
consider the whole matter and to draw up the
necessary regulations, but before proceeding any
further it has been decided to approach members
with a view to ascertaining whether the Institute
can be assured of sufficient support to justify such
further steps being taken .

Workshop
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DETAILS OF A VERNIER DEPTH GAUGE . !
accuracy, if constructed the proper way ; and , from
experience, I can say the extra care and expense
necessary in making is well repaid by having a
tool that can readily be set to the accuracy of
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-001 in . The marking will require a special ma
chine for the purpose, so that when the tool is
erected it should be left with a firm who make a
speciality of this line. In this matter I experienced
no difficulty in getting it very plainly and accurately
graduated .
The sketches will serve the necessary informa
tion for its construction – Fig. 1, A , representing
elevation of gauge body, B a plan , C a side view ;
Fig . 2 showing part of body with the vernier plate
removed, exposing position of blade spring. This
is a feature of the design . The spring, and recess
which receives it, are much more easily made than
a gib , as generally used. The spring is made from
a thin piece of steel, bent round a mandrel to
size, then hardened and tempered in oil. The ten
sion on blade should only be just sufficient to keep
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The work that this part has to perform being only
to adjust the blade against the pressure of spring ,
ensures designing it as light as possible, which I
have aimed at.
Fig . 3 G shows knurled nut for adjusting screw ,
and H shows locking screws- one for body and
one for back saddle . Before the gauge is finally
finished , the blade and plate must be graduated ,
the blade left a little longer than its finished length .
After marking , fix the plate with the fitted dowels,
and set the zero line on blade opposite you on
plate, then the base can be faced up, which will
leave the end of blade the correct length . This end
can be bevelled to leave a thin edge. The lines on
blade are continued to the other edge. So that the
other end of blade can be used , this end can be
made to a point to facilitate gauging recesses. For

FIG . 4. - A VERNIER DEPTH GAUGE ,

it against the opposite edge , care being taken to see
that the spring is free to move when vernier plate
is fixed . The sketch shows that the recess for
spring allows it to act against edge of blade.
When drilling this, a piece must be fitted in blade
slot, and the hole finished with a flat-bottom drill.
The fixing of vernier plate is another feature of
this tool, from general practice it being tapered
at its edges both ways, as shown, and secured by
two small taper dowels ; this gives, also , a much
neater appearance than fixing with screws, and is
less liable to move when fixed and marked .
The body is of cast steel, and should be roughed
out to approximate size, then heated and allowed
to cool in powdered charcoal, after which it can be
machined with better results, and, if thought neces
sary , the base hardened , which will add greatly to
its value.
Fig. 3 E shows two views of back saddle. This is
not drawn to scale, as the foregoing views of body,
which are half full size .
The special feature of the saddle is its compact
ness. It will be observed that its width does not
provide for rivet conveniently to secure plate at
adjusting screw end , and should be dovetailed as
shown to receive top plate and riveted as shown .

this end the last line must serve as zero when the
blade is used with this end ; when this is set opposite
zero on plate the end must be made level with
base .

HARPER & BROTHERS announce for publication
on April 29th a work dealing with the theory of
starters and regulators for electric machines, an
important subject which has hitherto been some
what neglected. It is pointed out in the preface
that no work of a similar character exists in the
English language, and therefore it should prove
useful to those engaged in this branch of electrical
engineering, and also to students. A general know
ledge of the working of generators and motors
on the part of the reader has been assumed .
Its full title is “ Starters and Regulators
for Electric Motors and Generators,” by Rudolf
Krause, the translation being done by Carl Kinz
brunner, A.M.I.E.E., and N. West, A.I.E.E., both
of whom are instructors at the Municipal School of
Technology, Manchester. The book is accom
panied by a great number of illustrations and
diagrams.
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been the cause of some friendly correspondence
between the writer and Mr. G. Hutchinson , of
Galway. The latter gentleman , thinking that the
regulator intended was a small flat piece of brass,
suggested the arrangement depicted in Fig . 50 here
By HENRY GREENLY .
with . As will be seen from the two sketches,
(Continued from page 339.)
Figs. 49 and 50, there is, in principle, little differ
ence between them , in some respects Mr.
X. — THE REGULATOR AND SAFETY VALVE.
Hutchinson's idea being the better of the two, as
O complete the boiler and make it ready for
with his a greater portion of the original circular
plug is retained .
For the first described valve (Fig. 49) the round
—the regulator and the safety valve. The
plug , which should whilst circular be ground into
former, as the coloured plate (January 7th issue)
the round hole in the regulator box , should be filed
shows, is of the “ pull out ” type with the valve at
flat at each end so that just over one half of the plug
the smokebox end of the boiler, the handle in the
remains, the untouched portion
in the centre being grooved
longitudinally with a “ rat
tail
file to allow the steam
to pass by (see perspective
sketch , Fig. 49). The regulator
rod should be screwed into the
brass
valve and after being tempor
screws
arily removed for the filing,
should
reinserted and
be
sweated in place.
The regulator box may be
TU
tapped for the steam collecting
tube as shown, although this
is not essential, as it may be
FIG . 49. - REGULATOR Box AND VALVE .
secured in place by the two
screws which hold the oval cap ,
cab being placed vertically and extending through
in the same manner as the gland and cap at the
the roof cover plate .
other end . It will be also noticed that the regu
The regulator tube should be made of light solid
lator box at front end is counterbored slightly so
drawn brass tube 5-16ths in . outside diameter.
that a recess is formed at the end of the valve
Both ends should be screwed with a brass thread
seating . This course is much preferable to fitting
and the tube, after having its upper surface for
the cap directly against the end of the valve
about the middle two -thirds of its length pierced
seating , as under some circumstances a little dirt
with a row of, say, fifteen to twenty holes 1-40th in .
or grit lodged at the end of the seating might pre
vent the closing of the regulator.
in diameter should be screwed into the boiler from
the front, the hole in this end not being tapped .
The handle of the regulator is very simple, and
To turn the tube a saw -cut should be made across
beyond the fact that the hole for the fork on the
the end to take a flat piece of metal. At the back
Cuts in plugto
end of the boiler the regulator tube should be filed
allow steam
off quite flush , sweating the joint with soft solder
to pass
if required , so that the plug or gland , fitting into
this end of the tube may bed on to the boiler end
This gland
to a perfectly steamtight joint.
should be bored for the regulator rod , and be pro
vided with an oval flange. It must also be counter
bored with a slightly larger drill to form the recess
for the cotton packing . A plate of similar shape
and size as the flange, fin . in thickness , bored for
CROSS -SECTION
the regulator rod, the hole being countersunk on
ON A.B.
the inside, should be made to fit over the gland .
The dimensions of the oval flange may be taken
B
from the cross sectional view of the engine (Fig . 47
in the last article), and the holes for the No. 6 B.Ä.
Fig . 50. — ALTERNATIVE DESIGN OF REGULATOR
VALVE .
brass fixing screws should be tapped in the boiler
end only , when the tightening of the screws will
bring cover plate gland and boiler end in close
end of the regulator rod — which , by the way, should
contact and at the same time compress the packing
be of German silver, instead of brass or steel
in the recess provided by the countersinkings.
should be a short slot and not a plain circular hole ,
The accompanying detail (Fig . 49) illustrates the
needsno specialdescription . The end of the handle
regulator box and valve which is situate in the
should be pivoted to a small pillar screwed into the
smokebox . The exact method of construction
end of the boiler , and may be made from 3-32nds in .
steel plate.
originally intended is, perhaps, not altogether
evident from the general arrangements already
The safety valve employed in this design is one
published (the coloured plate, January 7th, and
which the writer has used with success , and is an
Fig . 2, January 14th issue). This circumstance has
attempt to get over the difficulties which usually
WHHAL
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arise in connection with small and simple patterns
of safety -valves, in which no separate casing is used .
In the present example any adjustment can be
made to the tension of the spring without occasion
ing the slightest damage to external finish . Plier
marks on the inner valve casing do not matter in
the least, and the valve may be taken out for re
grinding, or for a new spring, without spoiling the
appearance of the model.
The accompanying drawing, which is exactly
full size, shows the external casing from the side
and the end , and indicates the difference in the
profile necessary to make a neat job of the saddling
to the boiler .
To make the inner casing, a piece of 1-in . solid
drawn brass tube — not too light - should have one
end closed by silver soldering in a disc of 1-16th -in .
brass plate, the other end being tapped with a brass
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England and Belfast. They are all designed by
the Professor of Engineering in Glasgow University .
They are alike in model, in tonnage, and in engine
power. They differ in that two of them are to
have reciprocating engines with twin screws, and
two are to be turbine steamers. The first of the
four steamers has just been launched at Clydebank ,
and has been named the Antrim . She is one of the
two with reciprocating engines. The other recipro
cating-engine steamer will be launched a few days
hence from the yard of Messrs . Caird, at Greenock .
Both of the shipbuilding firms to which the build
ing of the steamers with ordinary engines has been
entrusted have had great success in turning out
steamers of high speed in recent years , while the two
turbine steamers for the same service are building ,
the one at Dumbarton , in the yard of Messrs.
Denny, the builders of the Queen and the Brighton ,
the two turbine steamers in the English Chan
nel, and the other at Barrow ,in the yard of
Messrs . Vickers & Maxim . It may be taken
for granted , therefore, that the test of the
merits of the twomodes of propulsion will be
thorough and exhaustive ; and in the event of
the turbine steamers showing undoubted
superiority both in economical working and
in sea-going qualities , the experiment will go
far to establish the turbine steamer as the
vessel of the future . All the four vessels are
contracted to have a regular Channel speed of
be ween 19 and 20 knots, and it will,therefore,
SECTION OF VALVE.
be interesting to see which mode of propul
sion attains this rate of speed in the most eco
nomicalmanner ; and as it is claimed that the
(Scale : Full size .)
turbine steamers in the English Channelmove
NIPPLE AND more smoothly in stormy weather than
INNER CASING . steamers with ordinary engines, if the steamers
of the Midland Company should show similar
ELEVATION AND PLAN .
results in the unquiet waters of the Irish
Fig . 51. - SAFETY VALVE FOR MODEL ENGINEER Loco.
Sea, it will be a great recommendation of the
thread to fit the screwed nipple fixed into the boiler.
turbine steamer in the eyes of passengers who
( This nipple should be soldered into the latter,
wish for a smooth crossing ofthe Channel.
taking care to see that no solder gets into the pro
jecting threads). The nipple should then be pre
pared to receive the valve by drilling a 5-32nd - in .
Some Mechanical Fallacies
hole , and , leaving a good proportion of the : tem
of the valve remaining , the casing may be put in
Explained .
place, and with Miller's falls hand -brace the valve
thoroughly ground in . It must also be seen that
By A. N. KEMP.
the spiral spring , which may be of tempered steel
T is with some surprise that I have, from time
or hard brass , finishes off at each end quite squarely ,
to time, come across mistaken notions re
as upon this the efficient working of the valve de
IT
garding some of the simple principles and
pends.
facts connected with mechanical subjects.
The inner casing should be provided with three
holes - in addition to the central hole for the valve
Possibly one of the most common fallacies is
stem - to allow for the exit of the steam . To ad
that connected with arches , and cylinders sub
jected to internal and external pressure. The
just the blowing -off point, the inner casing should be
screwed down on to the nipple for an increase in
general contention is that the cylinder subjected
to external pressure partakes of the nature of an
working pressure , or vice versa , as occasion requires .
arch , and , therefore, has an immense amount of
( To be continued.)
strength . This idea is probably due to the fact
The Turbine v . Reciprocating Engines for
that bridges are so commonly of this form , and the
conclusion drawn is that it must be a form of
Marine Work .
strength . The absurdity of this should , after a
A VERY interesting experiment is about to be
moment's consideration , make itself apparent. If
a piece of soft wire be bent into the form of an arch ,
and pressure be applied to the top , it will at once
test in a most thorough manner the respective
cating
collapse and tend to flatten out, whereas if it is
engines ,
merits of the turbine and the recipro
inverted and fixed to two supports , the force neces
Four vessels are being constructed for the service of
sary to destroy it will be considerable . It is true
the railway company between the north -west of
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shall be low , and also for the purpose of dissipating
more readily any heat that may be generated by
the friction . In connection with friction , it would
surprise many to see how enormously it momen
tarily increases when oil is applied to a pre
viously dry and clean pair of rubbing surfaces.
This is due, of course, to the viscosity of the
oil, and is only true for low pressures .
Another commonly met with fallacy is.
that concerning falling bodies. It is generally
supposed that a heavy weight will fall from
a given height more rapidly than a lighter
body. This is entirely wrong, as the question
of weight does not come into the law of falling
bodies at all. It is obvious, however, that a .
feather would not, in the ordinary way, fall
so quickly as a cannon ball ; but the reason
is simply that the resistance of the air is suffi
cient to retard the fall of the feather, which
has a low density, and is not that the gravi
tational effect is less on the feather than
the ball. If they were, therefore, let fall from
a height in a vacuum , they would both reach
the ground together. The experiment may,
however, be tried in the air with a cannon
ball, or other heavy article , and a small
bullet, or other similar thing, and it will be
found that the timeoccupied by their fall will
be the same.
Another mistaken idea , but one which ,
perhaps, does not exist in the mind of the
(see pages 439-441. young engineer, is that it is possible to

that it will adjust itself to the load, but it will still
support it. This is the principle of the suspension
bridge, which always adjusts itself to the position
of least work . This form of bridge, for the same

For țescription ]

FIG . 9.

quantity of materialgand same span , is far
and away stronger than the arch , but has
the disadvantage of necessarily being con
structed of iron , which is perishable , and
having a number of moving joints which
require attention .
The cylinder pressed internally is like
the suspension bridge, having great
strength to resist collapse , the pressure
always tending to make it conform more
and more to a perfect cylinder, any flat
portion being blown out like a balloon .
The externally pressed cylinder, on the
contrary, has any flatness accentuated ,
with the result that collapse ensues.
Take, again , a soft ring of iron . If it is
squeezed from the outside, it will collapse
entirely ; but if the pressure is applied
equally all round the inside, the force re
quired to burst it will be that of the actual
tensile strength of the material itself.
Another fallacious idea is that con
nected with friction . It is held by most
people that friction is increased by in
crease of rubbing surfaces . For instance,
it is held that if a brake block on a train
wheel were made to have more contact
with the wheel, then the breaking power
would be increased . This is quite wrong .
FIG . 10 .
[ see pages 439-441.
The breaking power is affected only by the For description ]
force applied , and not by the area of con
tact. It is obvious that if the area is increased ,
raise a weight greater than oneself, when standing
This
and the force applied remains the same, as it would
on the ground, by means of a single pulley .
do , then the pressure per unit area of the block
is also absurd , as the force a man can exert in
a vertical direction cannot exceed his own
would be less , but the actual total force would not
weight, however much he try , otherwise he would
alter. In fact, the bearings of high -speed engines
himself ascend.
It is evident that by pulling
where as little friction as possible is required are
the cord on one side, the weight on the other must
made very large, so that the intensity of pressure
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ascend as much and as fast as the cord is pulled
down. As the power and weight, therefore, move
with the same velocity, it is obvious they balance
one another, and, consequently , the single pulley
has no mechanical advantage at all.
Another fallacy of this nature is that by placing
a weight right on the edge of a pair of scales it will
weigh more than its own weight, but it is lost sight
of that the weight has to pass down a rod , to which
the pan is not rigidly attached , and which is always
constrained to move in a vertical straight line,
therefore the virtual velocity and work done are
the same for both pans.
A MAGNIFICENT model of the big turbine
Cunarder, which is not yet laid down, has been sent
to the St. Louis Exhibition . The model has been

Further Remarks on Spark
Construction .
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Coil

By J. PIKE .
(Continued from page 422.)
OVIDE a metal plate, or ring, and attach
PRROVIDE
length of wire to its edge, and connect
the wire to one of the terminals ; now place
a sensitive plate in position on top of the metal
plate or ring, bring the other secondary wire
neatly down to the centre, as near as can be
judged , send a spark through , and the result .
is a positive or negative figure, this depend

FIG . II .
made by Messrs. John Brown & Co., Clydebank,
who are building one of the vessels. Messrs. Brown
have also sent a model of the intermediate Cunard
steamer Caronia, which they are to launch shortly.
This vessel is to have reciprocating engines, and is
a sister ship to the Carmania , which is to be fitted
with turbines .
The opening of the yachting season in the south
of England was marked by the launch , at South
ampton , of the new Fife -designed fast cruising
yawl White Heather, built by Messrs. Fay & Co. to
the order of Mr. Myles Kennedy. White Heather
is 109 ft . 6 ins., over all, with a load water-line of
74 ft. 6 ins. 19 ft. i ins. beam , and 13 ft. draught.
She gives every appearanceof being one of the fastest,
as she is one of the shapeliest, cruisers that Mr.
Fife has yet designed. She will race in all the prin
cipal events of season .

ing upon which wire is brought down on to
the surface of plate, or, to put it another
way, the current being sent through , to which
terminal of coil the metal plate has been
wired . Fig . 9 is a positive figure taken in this
way, with a brass ring underneath the sensitive
plate and a brass ball on the top . Fig . 10 is
a negative figure with brass ball and metal plate :
this arrangement suits the negative figure best, as
with the ball the centre of figure is broken up .
Compare this with No. 3 photograph .
If a sheet of ebonite 1-16th in . thick , and larger
all round than the dry-plate,be placed between it
and the metal plate, another variation of the figure
may be looked for, the flash , straining as it were
to reach the metal through the extra insulation .
It is extremely difficult to arrange the sensitive
plate over themetal so that it shall lie evenly with it ;
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the spark will always take a short cut, and if it can
be avoided , should not be allowed to run over the
edge of the plate rather than the surface. All this

FIG . 12.
work with the coil
must be done, of
course , with great care
to avoid painful shocks
to the operator ; a
really good switch or
commutator is abso .
It is
lutely essential.
absurd and foolish to,
as I have seen pub
lished , hold the dry
plate in the hand by
finger and thumb when
sending
a
spark
through or across it.
Very curious results
follow when a track of
iron nails is laid down
for the spark to follow
(Fig . 11) ; note the
peculiar effect of the
even ,
tiny,
short,
sparks at right angles
to the third nail.
If a small 66 Tesla
coil be used (see page
516 , THE MODEL ENGI
NEER, May 28th, 1903),
another
variety of
electric high -frequency discharges can be obtained .
A typical discharge with this transformer is
Fig . 12 : two vertical rods are connected to the
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terminals of the “ Tesla ” secondary, and placed
about 4 ins. apart — this distance depends on
the capacity of the ordinary spark coil used . In
this figure a spark is seen at one side ;
this is where the writer's finger was
inserted , and approached close enough
to the rod to draw a spark from it ,
the fingers being placed midway be
tween the rods : the impression is felt
of extremely fine spray playing upon
the skin .
N.B. — The inexperienced
reader
must not make any mistake here
the sparks from the ordinary induction
coil are, emphatically , not to be played
with !
Fig . 13 is typical of the Tesla nega
tive and positive figure, taken as Figs.
9 and 10 , but wire points only; they
are, it will be seen , not so irregular as
with the Rhumkorff coil.
By making a path across the dryplate
with three copper coins, preferably
new or strongly marked, the result
may be interesting, as
is possible
to get a very fair reproduction of the
face of the coin ; the one next to the
positive terminal will probably show
up best, followed closely by the one
at the other end - negative — the one
in the middle showing a blank .
A slight acquaintance with photo
graphic manipulations is, of course , a
necessity . For various reasons the
writer usually works at this hobby at
night, though by meansof a shutter the
workroom itself may be made quite
dark ; a corner of the room is also
enclosed , and fitted as a dark room ,with

FIG . 13
illumination from the outside [daylight], and a gas
bracket on the work bench is available for use after
dark. In addition to this , a small ruby lamp is
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useful.
The illustration ( Fig . 8 ) was taken with
the spark sent across and through the sensitive
plate (resting upon a metal plate) without the use
of the light-proof envelope ; in order to prevent
fogging the plate, the room was made quite dark,
and thenecessary arrangements and working of the
coil is done by the aid of a small ruby lamp, the plate
then quickly removed to the dark room and covered ,
before turning up the gas. The negative (Fig . 8 )
shows some very fine branchings in the positive
figure, while the palm -like negative markings are
beautifully clear, though not better, on the whole ,
than others taken with the plate enclosed in a light
proof envelope ; in fact, the latter appears to be
as transparent to the electric spark as a sheet of
ebonite is to x -rays .

For
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RADIUM , AND ALL ABOUT IT. By S. R. Bottone,
London : Whittaker & Co. Price is.
The startling character of the properties of
radium has caused a very widespread interest to
be taken in the recent discovery of this element
and the subsequent investigations in connection
with radio -active materials. With his usual
promptitude, Mr. Bottone has followed the subject
up and has produced a handbook which gives a
very readable and instructive summary of the
work of the various scientists who have been ex
perimenting in this direction .

FIG . 14 .
Imperial
The dry plates used have been
Imperial
Extra Rapid66, and the developer the
pyro -metol with soda,” used in
Standard ,
variably of normal strength . If any variation is
attempted , it will be in the direction of larger pro
portion of accelerator (the soda solution ), detail
being of much more importance than mere density .
In conclusion, all results may be better or worse
according to the conditions prevailing - of atmos
phere, and the efficiency or otherwise of the contact
break, other matters being normal. You expose
three or four plates perhaps, and get nothing out of
the ordinary ; the nextmay be a gem , and repays all
the effort. The shape of the metal sheet on which
the sensitive plate is placed may be altered in
definitely , and variationsof the spark figure got in
this way.

VERBAL NOTES AND SKETCHES FOR MARINE ENGI
NEERS . By J. W. Sothern . London : Whit.
taker & Co. Price 5s. 6d . net.
This is the fourth edition of this well -known
handbook for marine engineers, the present volume
being brought up - to -date by thorough revision and
numerous additions, including descriptions of the
Parsons marine steam turbine, cold air and other
systemsof refrigeration , Weir's pump steam valves,
and combined steam and hydraulic reversing gear.
The book is very fully illustrated , and the notes,
while concise, are thoroughly practical in character.
The book should be a most useful one to all marine
engineers desiring to keep abreast of modern prac
tice, and particularly so to those intending to sit
for the Board of Trade examinations,
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Measuring and Marking-off
Tools , and How to Make Them .
By W. H. DEARDEN .
(Continued from page 425.)
GREAT requisition to the model engineer's
These are
bench is a pair of compasses.
A
invaluable for striking circles , radii, divid
ing and marking off work .
A pair should be
made measuring about 6 ins. from centre of
joint to the end , fitted up with quadrant piece,
The form of joint
adjusting screw and nut.
best suited is that known as the half-lap, and
herein lies a little work for the blacksmith , as
it will require forging.
The legs should be made
about in . square, tapering down to } in . at point,
the corners also being taken off slightly .
The part forming the joint should bemade in .
wide and fin . thick for about i in . long , being
finished off diagonally . It will require a little care
to fit up the joint, which should be quite close before
being drilled . When ready for drilling, strike a

coa

FIG . 12.
ADJUSTABLE
COMPASSES.
(One-third
full size.)

centre line continued from the level of the inside
of leg ; upon this mark a dot, and strike a f - in .
circle , also mark the centre for quadrant 11 ins.
down. Drill a hole for rivet 1 in . diameter, mark
the other leg from this one when placed together ,
and drill the same. A glance at Fig . 12 will show
the form of joint, and also the manner in which
they are placed together, being the same as that
adopted in the calipers . The position of the
quadrant will also be seen and the thumbscrew for
securing the compass when set, The adjustment
is done by meansof a wing nut fixed in the left leg ,
free to revolve, it being tapped to receive the
screw upon the end of the quadrant. This adjusting
wing nut should be turned 3-16ths in . diameter,
leaving a square shoulder, drilled and tapped
3-32nds in ., and a corresponding hole must be
drilled through the centre of the leg upon the line
previously marked for centre of quadrants, and

countersunk on the inside. The nut, finished , can
now be placed in position and riveted up on the
inside, filling up the countersink , but leaving it
free . The hole, 3-32nds, can be tapped after the
riveting is done, but should be drilled first so as to
ensure it being true. The quadrant must now be
made 3-32nds in , thick and į in , wide, struck with
If in . radius inside and it outside, carefully filed
up to lines . Its length is to admit the opening of
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Fig . 13. - SPRING DIVIDERS. (One-third full size.)
the compasses to a right angle . Upon one end of
this a screw must be formed , 3-32nds in . diameter,
and continuing straight from the centre for a
length of į in . A slot is now to be cut through the
right leg upon the centre line, sufficiently wide and
long enough for the quadrant to pass through
freely. A 3-32nds-in . tapping hole should be
drilled, and a thumbscrew fitted in the top of the
right leg , as shown in Fig . 12, the point being
hardened .
Having drilled a series of small holes, cut and
filed out the slot, etc., fitted up the tool by a
temporary rivet,wemay finish off the joint, making
the rivet and washers a good fit. Nothing remains
now but to file up and harden the points of the
compasses. While an adjustment is useful even
with calipers , it is certainly indispensable with
compasses. It will be seen that by opening the

GOOOO
Fig . 14. - ANOTHER FORM OF ADJUSTABLE
COMPASSES .
compasses as near to the dimensions required, and
securing it by the thumbscrew , the finer adjustment
may be readily obtained by the use of the wing nut.
Another form of adjustment shown (Fig . 14 ) is
by means of a steel wire or rod about } in . diameter,
placed at right angles to the compasses passing
through two turned pins attached to the legs, both
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pins being free to turn in proportion to the opening
of the compasses. Upon the top of the pin passing
through the right leg is a small collar or washer,
and underneath is a milled nut which , when
tightened up, grips the steel wire firmly between
the pin and collar ; at the left -hand end of the wire
rod is also attached a milled nut, and by opening
the compasses sufficiently and fixing the rod they
may then be drawn closer by means of the nut
upon the wire rod . As the adjustment takes place
in one direction only , the previous arrangement
is by far the best , and should be adopted .
In addition to our compasses, a pair of spring
dividers will be required . These may be either
made or purchased . If self-constructed , we shall
have to again revert to the skill of the blacksmith ,

☆
FIG . 15.- THE “ Fish - Tail " SCRIBER .
it requiring a neat forging for this tool. Their
outline being somewhat difficult , it will be best
seen in Fig . 13, drawn half size. From centre of
bow to adjusting screw should be about it ins.,
and from this point to end of dividers about 24 ins.
This will give us a pair measuring 4 ins. from the
centre of bow to points , and these will be capable of
marking a 5 -in . circle. The forging must be of
good tool steel, the part forming the bow being
in . wide, about 2 ins. long when straight, and
1-32nd in . thick ; when bent, it should be tempered
equal to a spring. The pin attached to the top is
very useful when striking small circles, & c . The
adjusting screw must be 21 ins. long and į or
5-32nds in . diameter. In addition to the milled
adjusting nut, there is a small conical collar, or
washer , which readily adapts itself to the position
of the leg and nut. The screw passes freely through
one leg, this hole being elongated , and is held in the
other by means of a small pin passing through it,
being free to oscillate. Having obtained the
forgings, they should be filed up all over , the holes
drilled , bow bent, and screw , & c ., fitted , not for
getting to harden and temper the points after
bringing them to the desired shape.
We now turn our attention to a tool known as
the scriber, without which we could do very little
marking off. Two ormore may bemade from f -in .
silver steel (being quite large enough ), ground up
to a fine long point from a distance of about } in .
up . In tempering, they should be left rather hard
(say light straw ). One slightly bent or set will be
found very useful ; the length of these should be
about 5 ins.
Another form of scriber is thatknown as a surface
It is usually made
scriber (see Fig . 3, page 293).
from a piece of sq. or by 5-16ths in . steel, about
5 ins. long. It is ground on three sides only, so
that the point is perfectly level with the remaining
side previously trued up. It is used for marking
lines from an existing flat surface, being held firmly
apon the same while in operation .
There is another design of surface scriber, gener
ally known as the “ fish -tail.” It is not often seen,
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but is invaluable for its purpose, viz., that ofmark
ing a line parallel with the surface upon which a
cylinder or bed has been set up, either with flat or
round surface possessing inequalities. It is some
what T - shape on the scriber end, the shank being
made about fin . by } in . by 4 ins. long. The tool
will require to be forged , and should resemble the
sketches shown (Fig. 15 ).
The underside which rests upon the work may be
slightly concave, to adapt itself for convex sur
faces, or vice versa . The scribing point should be
hardened as in other instances, and must be of
suitable height from base , according to the require
ments . It becomes , in actual use , a small scribing
block , and for model work the tool may be used to
advantage, as for marking surfaces requiring chip
ping or filing to bed them down satisfactorily ,
being made smaller if desired .
We have now arrived at the closing subject of
these remarks, viz., that of the centre punch . It
is necessary to have at least three of these tools,
varying in size for their respective duties. For fine
work , what is known as a dot punch is used ; it is
for dotting lines for machining, etc., the point
being ground to an angle of 50 °, and, therefore,
much sharper than is used with a centre punch
This can be made from a piece of
round silver
steel, 3 ins. long, tapered to f in . at the end from
about if ins. up ; or it may be made from an old
4 round file , care being taken to soften entirely the
upper part when letting down the temper to a dark
straw . Themedium size centre punch will be used
formarking centres ofholes, centring small work for
the lathe, etc. It should be about 3 } ins. long ,
and may be made from 5-16ths in . hexagon or
5-16ths in . square steel, having the corners filed off,
thus becoming octagonal. It will require grinding
or turning taper for about it ins. up, leaving it
3-16ths in . diameter at the end , the point being
ground to an angle of 60 °, and hardened . The larger
one can be used for contreing heavier work and en
larging the centre of holes marked for drilling, etc.

D
Fig . 16. - A Bell CentreING PUNCH .
full size.)

( Two-thirds

Made from a piece of -in . steel, either hexagon
or octagon
ins, long , it should be turned taper,
as in the previous instance, for a distance of 1 ins.
up , with a diameter of 1 in . at the end , the point
when finished being at an angle of 70 °. The reason
for using hexagon or octagon steel is to admit of
them being held more firmly than if made from
round material,
There is yet another form of tool, known as the
bell-centreing punch , shown in Fig . 16. It consists
of a bell, or cone, which is placed over the work
requiring centreing, carrying a centre punch , free
to move or slide up and down , held from falling out
altogether by a small screw , the point of which
comes in contact with a flat filed upon the punch ;
hence by holding this upright upon the work, and
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giving the punch a sharp blow , we at once acquire
the centre of the same. The one shown has
been reproduced to two-thirds full size, and the
dimensions can be taken therefrom . The cone or
outer casing should be made ofmild steel.
A great deal more remains to be said upon the
subject of tools , those described in these remarks
being but a part of the many and varied measuring
and marking-off instruments required by the prac
tical engineer, but it is a task well set to undertake
the construction of the few herein mentioned ,
and which , if brought to a successful issue, will be
a source of satisfaction and credit to every model
engineer or apprentice.

An

Interesting Collection of
Marine Models .

Y the courtesy of the builder (Mr. J: J. Atkin
son , of Liverpool), we are able to submit to
our readers somephotographs ofan interesting
collection of marine- type model steam engines .
These models were sent to us for our inspection ,
and were subsequently exhibited at the recent Con
versaziones of London and Manchester Societies of
Model Engineers.
With regard to their construction , Mr. Atkinson
writes :
The first, a set of compound surface condensing
marine engines , were made when a junior engineer
at sea, between the years 1870 to 1873, during such

Fig . 5. - A REVERSING OscilLATING ENGINE .

22

FIG . 3. — A SIMPLE LAUNCH OR
DYNAMO ENGINE.

FIG . 4. - A 9-16THS IN . LAUNCH OR
DYNAMO ENGINE ,

spare time and inter
vals that opportunities
I had
were afforded .
very primitive tools at
I also
my disposal.
made a boat out of a
cedar tree cut down
for me at Bermuda,
which I sailed on the
Amazon river , the
boat being 6 ft. long,
and though the surface
condenser is so small,
it answered very well,
the circulating pump
having been made ex
tra large, with thin
metallic
straight-lift
valves. Originally the
engine was fitted with
a more correct revers
ing arrangement, but
I altered this, it being
very awkward to get
at when in the boat.
General dimensions of
engines are as follows :
Length, 6 ins. ; total
width , 4 * ins. ; height
from bottom of pump
to cylinder tops, 64
ins. ; H.-P. cylinder ,
15-16ths in . ; L.-P.,
11- in . bore ; stroke,
I in . Link reversing
gear and screw wheels
slide-valve;
out-side
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ant copper receiver pipe between cylinders ;
Compound Engines .
twelve thin tubes in condenser 3 ins. long ;
air, circulating feed, and bilge pumps worked by
By W. J. TENNANT, A.M.I.Mech.E.
levers from L.-P. engine, and weight shaft with
bell crank to forward pump ; also single links and
(Continued from page 246.)
adjustable brasses. Pumps, 4- in , and 9-16ths-in .
bore, set well down below condenser bottom . The
injection is drawn through top tubes to meet hot
XI. -CYLINDER AND RECEIVER PROPORTIONS.
steam from exhaust, and enlarged above head
valves to form hot well for air pump. Solid ram ,
" HUS far it appears that only the size of the
TH L.-P. cylinder matters — that the proportions
feed and bilge pumps are fitted , having 5-16ths in .
diameter and -in . stroke. Continuous crosshead
in which a given total horse -power in a given
is arranged to all pumps. The
engines worked very well,and
surprised many by condens
ing so well — no steam passing
from air -pump discharge.
would remark that compound
marine engines were in an
early stage of construction
about 1870 .
The second are a pair of
H.-P. cylinder engines, with
link reversing motion and
screw with swivel nut and
hand wheel. All parts are
built up , riveted and dove
tailed together - no tinkering
with solder. The crankshaft
(double -throw ) had the body
pieces left i 16th in . too large,
and were then turned and
driven into steel webs, coun
tersunk and necked with a
V -chisel to prevent any turn
ing in webs, and riveted and
The photo
hand -turned .
graph will explain the re
mainder.
Fig . 3 is a simple launch or
dynamo engine, it -in . bore,
with reversing gear and slip
per guide on back column .
It has turned steel columns
in front.
I have another engine
which was taken from a
steamer 6 ft. long . It is a
well-fitted engine, with loose
guide shoes, secured by
cheese -headed bolts to cross
head , and works well. All
nuts , & c ., were made by my
self (rather like a joiner
making his own nails , and a
considerable waste of time
to the model-maker).
Fig. 4 is a photograph of a
9-16ths- in . ordinary launch
engine. The big end of the
connecting-rod is of wrought
FIG . 2. - A PAIR OF MODEL H.-P. MARINE ENGINES,
iron ,running on a steel crank
pin , which makes a neat and
compound engine may be divided between the
good running job in models, and prevents undue
wear.
The reversing oscillating engine shown in
H.-P. and L.-P. cylinders may be changed without
Fig . 5 is notable for the maximum of friction in the
altering either the sizes of the cylinders or the
minimum of space. I may say most of my work
quantity of steam per stroke put into the H.-P.
was done in tropical climates and in the Red
cylinder and taken out of the L.-P. — the change
Sea, temperature ranging from 90 ° to 110 °. The
being effected solely by adjustment of the valves .
boiler for the first-mentioned engine was a correct
This is true, but only so long as there is drop into
reproduction of a cylindrical marinetype generator.
the receiver to be reduced by raising the back pres
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sure on the high and forward pre sure on the low ,
or to be produced by lowering the back pressure on
the high and the forward pressure on the low . In
practice, however , this adjustment of powers by
the valve-gear within the limits permitted by drop
is employed only for what may be termed , for want
of a better expression , a “ fine adjustment ” of the
powers in engines already made. In the designing
1201
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FIG . 33 .
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of new compound engines, say a two -stage engine,
for example , it is usu'a to divide the diagram of total
expansion of each charge of steam supplied to the
engine so as to obtain , by continuous gradual ex
pansion, without any drop at all, two portions
of expansion diagram
(see Fig. 33) that are
equal, and are representative, therefore, of
equal power for each piston . The volume of
the steam at the end of the first stage of this
expansion suggests that the volume of the
H.-P. cylinder must be such as to accommodate it,
and the final volume of the steam , the volume it
possesses at the end of expansion in the second
cylinder, would determine the volume of the latter.
The volume of the H.-P. cylinder thus suggested has
usually to be modified, because if ( to accord with
practical convenience) its length be the same as
that which is allotted to its companion , the area of
its piston will be so great that the entering steam
at the high pressures of admission now common ,
acting on that large area , will set up a larger thrust
in the first portion of the H.-P. stroke than is devel
oped initially by the lower pressure in the L.-P.
cylinder 'even upon the larger area of the piston of
the latter . And as ordinarily it is not practicable
in overcoming this difficulty by reducing thearea of
the H.-P. piston to reduce the starting load thereon ,
to compensate for that reduction in area by an
increase of stroke, it is necessary to reduce the area
of the H.-P. piston, without correspondingly in
creasing its stroke, thereby lessening the H.-P.
volume suggested as above. This procedure, al
though it does not prevent admission of the required
volume of H.-P. steam per stroke into the reduced
H.-P. cylinder, provided that cut-off therein be pro
portionately delayed, will notprovide space in which
the admitted volume may expand gradually all
the way down to the required terminal pressure of
the first stage of expansion, and consequently the
steam has to be suffered, after having made grad
ually as much volume as movement of the H.-P.
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piston will afford , to expand suddenly into the re
ceiver after its useful expansion in the H.-P. cylinder
is at an end , falling suddenly in pressure in so doing ;
it can obviously not fall to the required pressure by
continuing, without “ drop ," its gradual expansion ,
for such continuance, as was above stated , would
have necessitated a larger H.-P. cylinder. All this is
illustrated by Fig . 33 and its companion Figures ;
for the moment, however, it will be better to con
sider the matter generally , leaving till later the
particular instances with which these Figures deal.
Here drop is introduced , not to provide for sub
sequent adjustment to one another of the powers
developed in the two cylinders, but because, while
they can certainly be initially proportioned to one
another without it, its absence would usually
necessitate an H.-P. piston of inconveniently large
area, exerting too great an initial thrust, and only
to be got rid ofby either increasing the H.-P. stroke,
or alternatively arranging to stop expansion in the
H.-P. cylinder beſore it has proceded along the
hyperbolic expansion curve to the required limit.
Both courses are, theoretically , unsatisfactory ;
but the employment of drop is the more practical
of these two possible solutions of the difficulty .
The introduction of drop to make the initial
thrusts in the related H.-P. and L.-P. engines,
equal or approximately so , destroys the balance
of powers in the two cylinders by reducing
that of the H.-P. engine, whilst leaving that
of the L.-P. engine untouched , the expression
engine " in this connection being employed
to denote not the whole structure, but a single
cylinder and the moving parts appropriated
to it . If desired , a further adjustment of the dia
grams, originally equal, may be made so that not
only are the equalised initial thrusts retained
but the powers developed in both the cylinders are
once more made equal ; this involves stillmore drop
than in the former case, and also a reduction of

Starting thrust as
71 is to 4
28.7 dia .
21 "

35 .
36

40"dia.

FIG . 34 .
area , not only of the H.-P., but also of the L.-P.
diagram , the size of the L.-P. cylinder remaining un
affected ; so that for its weight, cost and size,
which will also remain approximately the same the
whole compound engine is much less powerful than
before.
If the air or other pump be worked from the L.-P.
piston -rod or cross-head, it may be arranged to
absorb more or less of the excess power generated
in the L.-P. cylinder in the case in which the
initial thrusts have been equalised by introducing
just so much drop as will unequalise ” the H.-P.
diagram in relation to the L.-P., left larger as in the,
previous case ; thus the excess power does not get
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into the main moving parts any further than the
piston - rod .
That the maximum , as well as the mean stresses
in the two or more engines should be about the same
is desirable, because if this condition be satisfied the
dimensions of corresponding parts in the several
can be identica !, differences of size
" engines
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FIG . 35 .
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occurring only in the pistons themselves , the cylinder
castings and the valves . Similar parts are cheaper
and more convenient than dissimilar parts — at any
rate in marine and stationary engines.
Further Adfustment of Powers developed . - If any
further change in the proportions in which the
work is allotted to the different pistons be desired ,
that is to say, a change for which 'drop " is
adaptable, the cylinders themselves must be re
proportioned , after a re-division to the desired
degree of the “ diagram of total expansion ” above
referred to .
120
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engine will have a smaller L.-P. cylinder than that
in a condensing engine of the same power otherwise
similar ; it is of no service to extend expansion so
far upon one side of a piston that it shall be over
balanced by the resistance due to back -pressure
upon the opposite side plus the frictional resistance
of the engine and the driven shafts, and as the
piston in the non -condensing L.-P. cylinder works
against a back -pressure greater than that in the
condensing engine, the expansion in the non -con
densing engine is not carried out to so great a final
volume as in the condensing engine ; hence the
smaller L.-P. cylinder. But with this distinction
the samecylinder ratios will be observed throughout
compound engine practice, except in special cases,
such as that of the locomotive engine, in which
proportions that would be satisfactory in marine
or stationary work are sacrificed to the restricted
dimensions available , or to suit other conditions of
the design, such as balancing of the moving parts,
the employment of two or of three cranks, or the
employment of high -pressure steam in the L.P.
cylinder or other considerations concerned with the
obtainment of an engine which is required to exert
great tractive effort at starting as it has not the
same opportunity of taking on its load gradually
as has, for example , the marine engine, and whica
has moreover to be run at varying speeds with
leads that vary in a manner not always regular.
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Ratios in Practice : Small L.-P. in Locomotive and
other Non -condensing Engines. - In marine and
stationary practice certain cylinder ratios have
become common ; they will be found to be such
that the higher the boiler pressure the smaller is the
H. P. cylinder in relation to the L.-P. Further, with
the sameboiler pressure a non -condensing compound

In the accompanying diagrams, which deal
graphically with certain of the considerations above
set forth .
Fig . 33 is a continuous expansion diagram for a
volume of steam at an initial pressure of 120 lbs.
absolute per sq . in . expanded eight times, down to
a final pressure of 15 lbs. absolute against a back
pressure of 3 lbs. from a condenser ; the expansion is
not carried out to a lower pressure than that of 15 lbs.
absolute, as in the case under consideration the
resistance of the parts driven is such that no further
expansion could be of useful effect. The reversely
shaded portions of this expansion diagram are very
approximately of equal areas, and indicate as to
the top area the amount of expansion carried out
in the H.-P. cylinder , and as to the bottom area the
amount of expansion carried out in the L.-P.
cylinder.
Fig . 34 shows in plan in full lines H.-P. and L.-P.
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pistons which , with equal strokes, would provide
spaces in the cylinders to receive the volumes of
steam marked Vol. H.-P. and Vol. L.-P., respectively,
in Fig . 33. The starting thrusts on these two
pistons would be unequal, that on the H.-P. piston
being the greater.
Fig. 35 is Fig . 33 modified by the introduction
of drop into the H.-P. expansion , so that the ter
minal volume of that first stage of expansion could
be received in a H.-P. cylinder of no greater diameter
28-5 dia .
23.8.

37

36 " dia.
FIG . 38.
than that which is indicated by the dotted circle
35 in Fig. 34 ; by this reduction of size of the H.-P.
piston the starting thrust is lessened to equal that
of the L.-P. The final volume of L.-P. expansion
remains unaltered , and so , therefore , does the size
of the L.-P. piston .
Fig. 36 is Fig. 33 further modified so that the
H.-P. and L.-P. diagram areas are both so reduced
as once more to be made equal to one another, as
also are the reduced initial H.-P. and L.-P. thrusts ;
in this case, the diameter of the H.-P. cylinder can
be reduced still further to that of the inner dotted
circle 36 in Fig . 34 .
Fig . 37 is an expansion diagram for a volume of
steam at the same pressure as before (120 lbs.
120
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FIG . 39.
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-VOL.LEP absolute per sq. in .), but of greater weight, supplied
to a non - condensing compound engine . In this
case the back pressure is 18 lbs, and the terminal
effective pressure 12 lbs. as in the example of the
condensing engine. The total area of the high
pressure and low pressure portions of the diagram
is the same as the total area of the corresponding
portions of Fig . 33 ; in other words, the non -con
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densing engine is to indicate the same power per
stroke as the condensing engine. It will be obvious
that a much greater weight of steam per stroke is
used than in the case of the condensing engine, that
the degree of expansion is less, and that an area
representing a great deal of energy is wiped out on
the return stroke by the high back -pressure ob
taining in the absence of a condenser.
Fig . 38 shows in plan two pistons capable of
generating in equal strokes volumes corresponding
to those indicated for the H.-P. and L.-P. cylinders
in Fig. 37
Fig . 39 is Fig . 37 modified by the introduction
of drop into the H.-P. expansion in order to enable
the diameter of the H.-P. piston in Fig. 38 to be
reduced to that which is indicated by the dotted
circle 37 in that figure, that the initial thrusts
may be equalised . In Fig . 38 , the reduction of the
size of the L.-P. cylinder as compared with that in
Fig . 34 is obvious.
Fig. 33 shows incidentally that cut-off, for equal
powers, would have to be given in the H.-P. cylinder
at a little earlier than one-quarter of the stroke.
The first adjustment indicated by Fig . 35 , reducing
the volume of the H.-P. cylinder brings the cut-off
to a point which is nearer half-stroke, and would
in practice probably be shifted to a point still
later in the stroke ; such a cut-off may be satisfac
torily effected by the ordinary slide-valve, whereas
for earlier cut-offs a special cut-off valve would
be necessary .
(To be continued .)
A

Gas Carburettor for
Petrol Motors .

Testing

By D. W. Gawn.
POR the initial testing of newly -made petry
small shop, to employ gas.
A suitable
carburettor and tank for the legitimate fuel are
not, in most cases , always ready for such work ;
and a fairly satisfactory substitute is, therefore,
desirable. It is to be found in the simple and in
expensive device here to be briefly described , one
which may be kept at hand for immediate service
at all times in conjunction with an ordinary gas
bracket. Of course, it is to be understood that
none but most moderately powered motors will
have to be dealt with .
Essentially, it consists of two or three common
gas fittings arranged upon a wooden base, as shown
in elevation ( Fig . 1 ), or mounted otherwise, as choice
or requirement decides. A useful size for the
amateur to adopt will be that to be constructed of
t- in . iron fittings. These will comprise a tee, two
ceiling-plates or flanges, a cock for rubber tube
connection , and a short length of pipe. Firstly,
after running the screw -die over some 4 or 5 ins.
of the pipe, cut off a piece it ins. long . With that,
as a kind of nipple or connector, join together one
of the plates A and the tee B , as indicated . In
the side branch , fit the cock C and mount all on a
base, bedding down on stiff red -lead to ensure a
gas-tight joint between the board and the plate .
The upper end of the tee has then to have screwed
into it another piece D of the threaded pipe, 2 } ins.
in length . The top of this piece, by- the-bye,
should have been tapped previously, about 1 in .
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down. Pin it in the tee or fit it with a lock
nut. Take the remaining flange E and face its
bottom surface. If holes have been drilled in it ,
as is probable, stop them by counterboring and
filling with rivets, finished flush. Its place, when
completed , is upon the upstanding piece of pipe D ,

F

FIG . 1 .
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area ; but, obviously , it must not then exceed the
diameter of the plate. Another course open is to
fit permanently in the clip a short piece of pipe,
bell-mouthed as shown, having its upper end so
furnished that a regular induction pipe may be
easily adapted to it .
Maximum admission of air will be given by the
plate E at any distance below the pipe which
exceeds one quarter of its bore. By screwing it up
higher, and nearer the mouth of the pipe, the air
supply may be reduced gradually as requisite,
regulation to a nicety thus being done. The gas
also can be similarly well controlled by means of
the cock and the various jets, so that, practically ,
any degree of richness and quantity of mixture is
to be obtained. It will be apparentthat themixing
of gas and air is effected in the induction -pipe at
the point of entrance. The air rushes in between
the plate and the pipe - end, completely surrounding
the jet as it passes upward, precisely as in a car
burettor for petrol. If required , a throttle can be
fitted in the fixed pipe just above the clip .
It may be worth mentioning here that tests
carried out with coal gas will not afford a correct
indication of the power to be developed when using
petrol vapour. They will be mainly of value for
“ running in " purposes and first motion trials
generally

A

中

A Small Sailing Dinghy.

being screwed thereon in an inverted position as
will be seen . A smooth running fit is desirable
here, the plate having to be screwed up and down
subsequently with the object of controlling the air
admission .
The last portio necessary is a jet or nipple F to
fit in the top of the open pipe . A suitable shape is
that given in Fig . 2 , brass being, perhaps , the best
material to turn it from . The provision of a variety
of jets may prove advantageous under certain con
ditions, each having a different sized hole or
arrangement of several holes.
When the engine to be tested is fixed for the
trial, set and clamp the gas-feeding device at a

FIG . 2 .

similar, or a lower, level. Lead the induction pipe
from the motor so that its extremity comes cen
trally over the jet. It must have been cut and
finished squarely, and should be brought within
about fin . of the faced flange.
In order to hold the pipe securely in place, a
support and clip may be readily contrived from
some strip iron . In Fig . I a suggested form is
clearly shown, the end of the engine pipe it holds
being represented by dotted lines. If, as is ad
visable, a temporary induction -pipe can be em
ployed, its end may be swaged out or belled slightly,
as scen, so that the jet shall not restrict its effective

By G. H. M.
HERE must be many model yachtsmen , who,
while deriving a great deal of pleasure from
T
the sailing of their models, yet often feel
that the pleasure would be trebled if their yachts
were larger , and they were themselves at the tiller .
It may happen , also, that some of these model
yachtsmen , live by the sea , and possess a small
dinghy : in this case, with a little trouble and per
severance they may make themselves a very good
little sailing boat, which will amply repay the
trouble spent on it . Of course, the boat must be
of the right sort ; some of the ordinary rowing
dinghies would never make a sailing boat ; good
lines and plenty of “ body are necessary . The
accompanying photographs show a small boat
recently rigged by the writer, which has been out
in all weathers, and given great satisfaction . She
is rather weak in working to windward against a
tide, but it is hoped that the addition of a false
keel will improve her in this respect. I give the
following chief dimensions :-L.O.A., 12 ft. 4 ins.;
Beam , 4 ft. 21 ins. Sail area— Jib , 12 sq. ft.;
There
Mainsail, 40 sq ft.; Mizzen , 17'2 sq. ft.
is also a topsail of 8 sq . ft. The sail area is
very small as the boat is used in a stormy locality ,
and the yawl rig was chosen as tending to keep the
centre of wind -pressure low , but a cutter rig would
have made her easier to handle . The method
adopted was as follows :-The boat was first
measured, and a scale drawing of the boat and
rigging was made. In this case the designing of
the sails was done by eye, without paying much
attention to the centre of effort, but, of course,
better results would be obtained with a design that
was theoretically correct. Having made the draw
ing, all the edges and diagonals of the sails were
measured with the dividers , and the actual measure
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ments inserted in the
drawing .
A full -size
plan of each sail was
then made on the floor
of a room in the follow
ing way:-Suppose the
jib is to be made : A
piece of string is cut off
with a loop at either
end, exactly the length
of a side of the sail,
and the three strings
thus formed are
stretched on the hoor
by three nails through
the loops at their ends,
so as to form the full
size triangle.
The mainsail is done
in the same way, by
dividing it into two
The Sails
triangles.
may now be cut out
on the door and as
each hem is done it
may be set to the pro
per string while the
next hem is turned .
The cloth used was a light tanned
cctton, obtained from the Army and
Navy Stores, 36 ins. wide.
The mainsail was made first .
three pieces were cut off and joined
together by a double hem along the
selvedge so that the resulting piece
covered the whole pattern. The
sail was then cut out, one hem at a
time, the selvedge being taken for
the luff. Of course, the selvedge
must be hemmed, but need only be
turned once.
The foot of the sail
hemmed convexly , as otherwise the
sail would go out of shape. The
leech of the jib should be cut a trifle
hollow . When the sails were all
made, a fine cord of four strands
was sewn on round the edges, ex
cepting the leech lof the mainsail
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and mizzen , and the luft of the jib ,
as these hems require to stretch a
A cringle must be sewn into
little .
the cord at each corner of each
sail.
The spars were then made, being
all worked up with a plane, being first
planed square, then octagonal, and
then round, being finished with a
smoothing plane and three grades of
sandpaper, and varnished . The bow
sprit was made of pitch -pine, and the
two boomsand the outrigger are made
from ash handles as supplied for gar
dening tools.
The main boom thus
made is quite strong and so light that
a knock on the head would not be
very serious.
The jaws of the gaffs are of hard
wood , each bolted on
with two bolts, and
galvanized bands are
fitted to the masts
for the stays and hal
liard blocks.
The tiller is made
of hardwood
bent
SO as to clear the
mizzen mast.
A sail
cover was made of
“ Willesden canvas,"
and the jib and miz
zen are wrapped up
the
with
inainsail
when
at
anchor .
The ballast used is
a breaker of water
(oval), the advantage
of this being that
the boat does not
sink , even when com
pletely
waterlogged.
The total cost of sail
cloth, wood for spars ,
and
blocks, cleats
fittings, was about 23.
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Practical Letters from

our

Readers .
(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Laters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
A Simple Reversing Switch .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -- In the issue ofM.E. for March 31st,
1904, I note an article— “ A Simple Reversing
Switch." I send you a sketch of one that I have
constructed and used a number of times with
very good success . In connection with the sketch
I also give diagrams of the connections to the
motor and the operation thereto to produce the
reverse . The switch is intended to stand up
right, although it will work in any position . I
have taken the form of a lever motion , as I con
sider it more direct and quicker than the circular
motion of a cylinder, or wheel, in the circumference
of which the points of contact are arranged.
Fig . I shows the switch complete . The back
may be made of any hard wood, the shape as shown ,
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Drill a small hole in the block and fasten with a
wood screw to the back - mid -way between the two
F
F

B

2

FIG . 2 .
FIG . 1. - ARRANGE
MENT OF A SIMPLE
REVERSING
SWITCH .

A4

strips - make two more springs and blocks, as above
described , only smaller , and fasten them to the two
upper corners of the back , in such a position that
B
F

12
B

or any other shape more convenient. The side
elevation of the back shows the base or foot that
fastens the switch down where wanted . Nos. I
and 2 are two metal strips, 1-16th in . thick by in .
wide ; one of them 11 ins. long, the other as long as
may be required to make the lever handle. Holes
are drilled in one end of each strip , to take a small
wood screw . Place under the drilled end small
washers of the right thickness , to keep the strips
away from the back, and through the hole of which
the screw will pass . Screw the strips to the back ,
as shown in Fig . 1, leaving about fin . in the clear
between them . Have them fastened so that they
will move freely , and yet have no side shake.
Connect the strips to each other by a bar, or link ,
of some non -conducting material — I use hard
rubber. This bar must be so as to move freely on
the screws that fasten it to the strips. Cut out of a
piece of spring brass 1-32nd in . thick - a piece fin .
wide ; this to be soldered to a small brass block ,
by cutting slit in the block , and soldering the spring
in the slit, so that the centre of the spring will be
the same height as the two strips above described .

F.G. 3 .
they will make contact with the two strips, when
they are moved to the right or left , as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. This completes the switch , which
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should present an appearance like Fig . 1. Connect
and operate it as follows :-In Fig. 2, C is the
commutator of armature of a motor, B B upper
and lower brushes, FF inside terminals of the
fields. Connect the strips 1 and 2 with the fields,
spring 3 with the lower brush , and springs 4 and 5
with the upper brush . To operate, draw the lever
over to the right, which make the connections
and the current is directed as follows : From the
field terminal F , through the strip No. 2 , spring 5 ,
and over brushes thence through armature to under
brush , thence to centre spring 3 , strip No. 1, to other
terminal.
In Fig . 3, the lever is pushed over in the opposite
direction - forming other contacts . By tracing
them out, it will be seen that the current is re
versed in the armature, causing it to revolve in an
opposite direction .
This switch is very simple and easy to construct.
The parts are of such as will require the minimum
amount of skilled labour being expended on them ,
and the tools needed are such as are in the hands
of anyone who does any work in even the smallest
model building . At the same time, the result is
very satisfactory . I have, in describing the con
struction , made the back of wood . In those I have
built, I have used a brass casting, which makes a
more satisfactory job, but as the various parts
have to be insulated from each other, it takes a
more skilled use of tools than that required in the
above, which point I have endeavoured to avoid,
by reducing everything to the simplest mode and
means of construction .—Yours truly,
F. B. ASPINWALL .
New York , U.S.A.
The Potentiometer and its Uses.
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, --In reading an article , “ The Poten
tiometer and Its Uses, ” by F. J. Kean , in your issue
of October 15th last, I was struck by the absence
of any description of a method of ascertaining a
voltage higher than that of the accumulator used .
With the object of helping any fellow -reader who
may be at a loss to know how to proceed without
the aid of other apparatus in this direction , I send
you the following method, which you can insert if
you think it of sufficient interest :
As the voltage required to be measured is greater
than that of the accumulator, it is patent that it
cannot be ascertained by connecting up in place
of the Leclanche cell, shown in Fig. 12 in that
article . It should be connected up in place of the
accumulator, but in reverse order — i.e ., the switch
arm should be on the negative wire, and the
positive, together with the positive of the Daniell
cell, should be connected to the bridge in place of
the accumulator negative. The instrument is then
balanced in the usual way , and the voltage required
is
total length of wire in unknown circuit
X 1 '07
length of wire in Daniell circuit.
It should be remembered that as the direction of
current is reversed for the measurement , the
wire in the Daniell circuit is measured from the
free end of the bridge , in the opposite direction of
the usual method . If the pressures are high - say,
anything between 50 and 100 volts and higher —
the whole of the resistance wire will be required
in circuit; and the more that is looped in , the more
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exact can the measurements be made, not con
sidering the saving of current and the lesser heating
of the wire. In this way I have measured up to
1,000 volts on an instrument made with 260 yards
(about { lb.) ofNo. 30 platinoid wire .
An error also exists, I fancy, in Fig . 19 . The
half Ohm coil and the unknown resistance require
connecting up to complete the circuit through
them . It is also an advantage, and more con
ducive to accuracy , if, when working, to find either
balance in this case , especially so if the differences in
resistance are large to short circuit the unknown
resistance when balancing the fall of potential over
the half ohm coil, and also vice versa . — Yours truly ,
Coolgardie, Western Australia .
PERCY F. PRESTON ,
An Electrical Problem .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
(
Enquirer's " questio . re
DEAR SIR, -Seeing
flash from commutator of dynamo, I may state
that I am in charge of the tramway generating
station of a well-known south coast town, and have
had the same experience with machines of like
voltage ; and in these cases it was caused by the
load suddenly dropping off when the brushes were
well advanced , and flashed across from the com
mutator to the brush rocker spindle , a distance of
about 20 ins., owing to the sudden rise in E.M.F.
In another case a machine flashed across on to the
bearing, a distance of 16 ins.
In your correspondent's case I should say that
the same thing happened , owing to one or more
of the pumps being suddenly shut off. — Yours truly.
ARTHUR G. PRATT.
Hurst pierpoint.

“ Model Engineer " Competitions.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
Dear Sir , —The article in April 21st issue on Sir
H. S.Maxim and his work is an innovation which I
am sure your readers will appreciate . It has also
given me the opportunity to make a suggestion .
The fault of model engineers is, in my opinion ,
that in which they pride themselves, namely, a
slavish copying of existing designs, which (though
producing models often handsome, and always in
teresting), are of no practical utility . It rests with
you , as Editor of the organ of model engineering, to
lift the art from the deadly slough into which it.
has fallen . Let us produce something new .
A competition , in which was offered a silvermedal
or certificate, for the lightest motor of given power
submitted ( to include all adjuncts such as boilers,
vaporisers, accumulators, & c., and also material to
produce power for a given time) would set many
clever brains to work and would undoubtedly prove
to be of far greater benefit to science than any
speed competition can ever do. Other competi
tionsmight follow for lifting planes, air propellers, & c .
Even the great Edison did not produce a 6s. 6d .
phonograph at once , or Stephenson an express train .
Both these are the result of evolution , the pro
duce of many brains. The effect of keen competi
tion and careful selection has had a remarkable
effect on model building since the institution of your
paper. It mightbe, after all, no mechanica genius
who produces a practical flyingmachine, but theout
come of a carefully evolved scheme from small be
R. LUDWIG .
ginnings.-- Yours truly,
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Queries and Replies .

(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no nolice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." . No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by postunder the following conditions:-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side onof the
paper. only,
the sender's
be in,
scribed
the back
(2 )and
Queries
should nameMUST
be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26_- 29 , Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(10,917 ) Electro Plating. A. J. B. (Wolverhampton ) writes :
I am thinking of going in for electro-plating, and should be glad
of your advice on the subject. ( 1) Where could I obtain a small
vat and solution and anodes from about 5 ft. long by 2 ft. ? (2 ) What
size dynamo should I require - would a No. 4 to light six 8 c.-P.
lamps suit, as advertised in the M. E. by W. Macmillan & Co.
(Kapp type) ? (3 ) What sort of engine would you recommend,an
oil or gas ? and what size would suit above dynamo,if that dynamo
would do ?
( 1) Messrs . Canning & Co.,Great Hampton Street, Birmingham .
(2) The dynamo should be shunt-wound and give a heavy current
at low voltage ; for this reason electro-plating dynamos are not
suitable for lighting lamps, though lamps of very low voltage can ,
of course, be lit from them . The dynamo mentioned should give,
if wound for plating work , 6 volts and 30 amps , You should
stipulate that the brushes and commutator are large enough to
carry the current. (3) Gas engine, if gas is available by prefer
ence ; but oil engines are quite satisfactory ; it should give, at least,
1 brake horse -power ; at b.h.-p. size would be preferable . You
should buy and study a simple book on electro-plating, such as “ The
Electro Plater's Handbook ," by Bonney, price 3s. 3d . (post free),
from this office.
( 10,821) Car Controller. J. C. (Preston )writes : On the other
side is a 'rough sketch (not reproduced) of a tramcar controller.
Can you please inform me what “ brake " means, and the two
words " ser ” and “ par " ?
This arrangement may vary with different controllers, but the
general principle is as follows : The words mean series, parallel,
and brake, and refer to the effects produced by the controller when
starting and stopping the motors. When the controller pointer
is opposite the series divisions, the car motors are joined in series ,
and all the regulating resistance is in circuit ; this gives slowest
-speed. Thehandle is then moved over towards the parallel division ,
this movement first cuts out the regulating resistance. Then one
motor is cut out, and resistance again inserted in series with the
second motor ; then the two motors are put in parallel, and finally
all resistance is cut out. The motors then run at highest speed .
When the pointer is opposite the brake divisions, the motors are
cut off from the line current, and their field connections reversed
so that they will act as dynamos. To give them a load, a variable
resistance is connected across their terminals ; the motors thus
act as brakes, the momentum of the car being used up by drive
ing them as dynamos. By altering the variable resistance the
braking power is varied.
(10,838] Hot- Air Engines. H. E. (Cheetham ) writes : I
have read the various articles with interest, especially the one by
Mr. Swire on his hot-air engine, and this has specially roused me
up to asking the following questions :-(1) Have you ever had
any articles before on hot-air engines ? (2 ) Can you suggest any
reason why they do not appear to be more generally used ? (3)
Are they more expensive to run than gas,or steam , or oil ? (4 ) Are
they noisy or more dangerous than gas or steam , or oil (5 )
Whit space would a 1 b.h.-p. hot-air engine take up, including the
heating chamber ? (6) If you would kindly point out where I
oculd obtain a little knowledge sufficient to start and set one up
would be obliged . (7) Could you supply me with a working
sketch or diagram of a hot-air engine and chamber ? I have a
home-made wood -turning lathe for light work and would like to
make up the engine to drive this.
( 1) Some articles and information on hot-air engines have
appeared in The MODEL ENGINEER, Nos. 52 and 55, of Vol. V , or
you will find some information on the principles of their working
with drawings, and instructions on how to make a model hot-air
engine in our handbook No. 9 , " Simple Mechanical Working
Models," chapter II ; it would be advisable to make a model and
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study the subject before attempting to construct a 1 b.h.-P. engine.
( 2) Hot-air engines are used to a considerable extent in sizes up
to about b.h.-p., but owing to their large size and weight in pro
portion to power given out and troubles due to burning away of
the hot-air cylinders, they have not been much used in large sizes,
gas and oil engines being far superior. (3) Actual running costs
are low , and in this respect hot-air engines can hold thier own with
other engines . (4) They are not noisy and are quite safe in work
ing . (5 ) We have not at the moment dimensions of a 1 b.h.-p.
hot-air engine at hand, but a f b.h.-p. Robinson hot-air engine
has the following dimensions :-Over all, 4 ft. 5 ins. high by ft.
10 ins. by 3 ft. i in.; and weight, and cwts. ; diameter of working
cylinder , 10 ins. This will give you some idea of the cost and
work involved in making a 1 b.h.-p. enginewhich would be much
larger and heavier . (6 ) If you require more advanced information
consult " Gas and Oil Engines ," by ryan Donkin ; this is an
expensive book , but you may be able to consult it at a library .
( 7) The above information practically answers this query ; it is
doubtful if your tools are adequate to make such an engine.
(10,922) Spark Coils for Experimental Work . W. N.
(Wilmslow ) writes : (I) Would a 6-in . spark coil convey a wireless
message twelve miles ? ( 2 ) Could the same coil (6 - in .) be used
with the ordinary sizes of Geissler tubes ? If not, what size tube
would it require ? (3 ) Would a 4 -volt 3 amps. and a 6 -volt
3 amps. accumulator connected up in series work above coil ?
(1) This depends upon the conditions ofworking and apparatus
used. (2) Yes, you can regulate the intensity of discharge by
varying the power put into the primary by either using only one or
two cells or by using a variable resistance. Such a coil would
illuminate large tubes up to 3 ft. or more in length as well, if
required. (3) Yes, you could use the 4 -volt or 6 -volt accumulators
separately or in series, according to the spark length required .
( 10,617] Small Water Turbine. S. T. (Ulverston ) writes :
I should esteem it a great kindness if you could give me some
help
in the following matter . I have been doing some experimenting
for some time past in the water turbine line, with the object of
bringing into existence a powerful and c mpact machine of this
sort , of small dimensions - a machine tha would be handy and
manageable, and yet capable of exerting a considerable torque for
its size when supplied with water from any small beck by means
of a suitable pen stock . The machine belongs to that class of
turbines known as " Axial Parallel Flow ." In the presentmachine
the direction ofmotion of the vanes is at right angles to the direc
tion of the water flowing through the case of the machine, which ,
of course, necessitates the vanes being set at some angle relative
to the axis of rotation and the direction of the flow of the water.
Now , what I want is to know how to calculate this angle that
must be given to the vanes when the volume of water per second
is known , and also what force the vanes are thrust with in the above
mentioned direction . In this machine the water passes directly
into the " rotar " vanes without previously passing through guide

Query No 10617.

FIG . I.
vanes. Please give the answer to this query in as simple language
as possible, since my knowledge of trigonometry is not very great.
I have made a rough experimentalmachine, the “ rotar " of which
measures if ins. diameter , through which passes a spindle | in .
diameter. When supplied with water by means of a pipe measur
ing 4 ft. 6 ins. long and 1 7-16ths in . bore, placed in a vertical posi
tion (perpendicularly ), providing the pipe be kept quite full of
water, you cannot, under these circumstances, prevent the spindle
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going round by gripping it with your fingers for all you are worth ;
and I think this fact shows what the machine would be capable of
if properly made.
A parallel flow turbine, without guide vanes, can be represented
by the arrangement sketched in Fig. 1, in which the rectangular
box represents the enclosed space formed by a pair of vanes , the
inner edge of the wheel, and the walls of the pipe. The dotted
lines show the path of a particle . Let the wheel revolve so that
its peripheral speed in feet per second is V , then v is the velocity
of the jet relative to the vanes, and (v - V ), or Vo the velocity

kv

*
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V
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FIG . 2.
relative to the ground (see Fig. 2). The reaction developed per
pound of water is, therefore
Rolamy) lbs.,
&
and if n is the number of vanes, the reaction per vane per pound of
water is
R_ (V — V )
ng
The work done per second per pound ofwater equals
V (u - V )
RV
and, dividing by n , gives the work done per vane. This arrange
ment is not an efficient one, owing to the velocity of whirl (v — ),
the energy lost per pound ofwater amounting to
(U2 - V2 )
2g
Guide blades arranged to give an initial velocity of whirl equal and
opposite to (v — V ) would avoid this loss. The tangent to the tip
of the vanes at the inlet should be vertical, that is, parallel to the
axis ; and the angle between the tangent and the horizontal at the
discharge should be about 15°, in order that the wheel may clear
itself.
( 10,633) Cells for Motors, & c. W. R. B. (Bristol) writes :
(1 ) Which battery do you advise for charging small accumulators .
Fuller constant bichromate, or the ordinary single fluid bichromate
battery ? The accumulators are three 2-volt, 3 amp.-hours
capacity, and I am using five Fuller cells, but do not fancy the
battery fully charges them as they run down so soon ; six to seven
hours charging required . ( 2) What is the construction of the
Hibbert 1- volt cell recently introduced ? Would a battery of such
cells be suitable for working a small 6 -volt motor ? (3) I have a
small motor (the M.W.miniature motor, by Messrs . Marshall and
Woods), series-wound, 4 to 6 volts, current required 1 to 3 amps.,
with 7 -in . ventilating fan attached'; power for working is obtained
from three small glass cell accumulators, of 3 amp.-hours capacity.
I find the motor runs down after working less than ten minutes,
and one of the accumulator cells gases very violently when motor
slows down. Each cell contains two negative and one positive
plate and the negative plates sometimes turn a black or very dark
brown colour which can be rubbed off, when they appear slate
colour again . What is probable cause of this ?
( 1) The single-fluid cell is very satisfactory. (2) The Hibbert
-volt cell is what is called a " standard " cell, and is only suitable
for comparing and testing the E.M.F. of batteries and for scientific
purposes. Cells of this description are useless for working motors.
as they, practically speaking, will not give out any current. When
used at all, the method is to balance their own E.M.F. against that
of the cell to be tested , or are used with such very high resistances
in circuit that the current allowed to flow is extremely small.
(3) You are discharging your accumulators at too high a rate.
Small cells of this description should not be discharged at a higher
rate than 1 amp. If you take the current out at a rate of 1 to 3
amps. the efficiency of the cell drops enormously and they run out
in a few minutes . Your remedy is to use larger cells or a motor
wound to take a very small current, in which case you will require
more cells in series to obtain the same power. The brown colour
on the negative plates is probably caused by over discharging
unless you have that particular cell the wrong way about, that is ,
with its poles reversed .
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( 10,916 ) Use of Scales in Handbook No. 10 . P. W.
(Mealgate, Wigton )writes : I have just purchased " SmallDynamɔs
and Motors," by F. E. Powell. Will you kiadly say if the scales
repre ent the proper proportions of the field -magnets from
10 watts up to 300 watts of the different pattera of castings. Do
they represent inches and fractions of inches ? Also in the proper
winding tables given do these apply to tripolar armatures as well
as drum and rings and Siemens H -armature3 ? You might give
me this information as I think it very interesting in scaling these
little machines out.
Scales represent inches and fractions of an inch . The windings
for drum armature machines can be also taken as applying to
tripolar armatures. but it would not be advisable to build a
tripolar machine larger than 60 watts size ; a drum armature would
be better . On page 48 are given windings for Siemens H -arma
tures ; if tripolar armatures were used instead, the armature wire
could be about three gauges finer.
( 10,739) Batteries for Small Launch . W. H , W. (Belfast)
writes : I am building a small launch, I wish to drive it with
batteries, and would be obliged if you would let me know the
strongest and lightest cell (power required is 6 volts 2 amp3.). I
have tried bichromate cells, and don't like them , they always rua
down. Is the chromic acid cell any better ? Also, is there any
lighter substance which could replace the porous pot in the Daniell
cells, etc. ?
The bichromate form of primary battery is the best to use for
driving a model launch ; use chromic acid instead of bichromate of
potash , as you will then obtain about 2 volts per cell and the
current is more constant. Light cells may be constructed by
making wood boxes lined inside with pitch, old cigar- box wood
does very well ; use thin zinc plates and replace them frequently ;
allow the motor to run at a high speed . The Daniell cell is not
suitable for driving motors. You will find a great deal of informa
tion on the subject in MODEL ENGINEER handbook No. 5, Electric
Batteries ," price 6d .
(10,755] Locomotive Governing. C. F. A. R (Regent's Park,
w .) writes : I am anxious to settle an argument. Will you kindly
say if any governors (irrespective of shape or form ) exist on a
railway locomotive ? Ifnot, kindly say how speed is regulated .
No governors are used on a locomotive ; the speed, within limits,
is controlled by the engine-driver.
The News of

the

Trade.

( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this headings
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no paymont of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub .
mifted , co to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.]
* Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
For photographic Dealers.
We bave just received a copy of The Photographic Dealer's
Annual for 1904, published by Messrs . Marshall, Brookes and
Chalkley, Ltd., Harp Alley, Farringdon Street, E.C., price one
shilling net to the trade only . The annual is very well illustrated ,
and besides the usual information of value to purveyors of photo
graphic apparatus, contains articles on the testing of lenses, care of
photographic stock, on tricolour photography and photographic
papers.
New Model Yachts.
The Clyde Model Dockyard , Argyll Arcade, Glasgow , have sent
for our inspection two of their latest models . The first is a new
design of model Fia - Keel racing yacht, which measures 26 ins.
lony, on deck , and 44 ins. from the keel to the top of mast . The
boat is cutter rigged, and is well-finished, and can be recommended
to our readers. The other model is an ingeniously constructed fire
boat or foating fire-engine, driven by clockwork . This boat is
propelled by a screw , and at the same time the pumps throw a
jet ofwater through a nozzle which the fire nan on the deck holds
in his hand. The toy may be obtained in two sizes, price 75. 6d .,
and 3s. 9d. post free!

New

Catalogues and Lists.

Hooker and Harris , Paragon Engineering Works, Retreat Place ,
Hackney, London, N.B. - The gas and oil engine list issued by
this firm is to hand , containing prices of finished engines, and of
complete sets of castings and forgings. Testimonials from users
aie also given . We can recommend this list, which will be sent
post free to our readers, for one penny stamp.
Eric S. A. Smith , Bridlington . - We have received an illus
trated catalogue of hydraulic rams and farn -pumps, made by this
firm , also leaflets of the “ Backus " motor, suitable for driving
domestic sewing machines, either directly connected or by belt.
Lists and prices sunt upon application .
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Page.

E regret to announce that owing to the en
Wegeriet necessary, intawarding the prizes
offered in connection with our £ 50 Sub
scription Competition having taken longer than we
anticipated , we are unable , in this issue, to fulfil
our promise of last week to announce the names of
the prize-winners ; however, we hope to do so at
an early date, and with the least possible delay.
*
Although the entries in the Foreign and Colonial
Readers' Competition (No. 37) for the best article
on “ Some Models I have Made ” have not been
numerous, and in quality have not quite come up
to our expectations, we feel that great credit is due
to model makers in our colonies and in foreign
countries for the perseverance and enthusiasm in
the face of obvious disabilities, made evident by
even the limited number of articles we have re
ceived . We have awarded the first prize of £2 25. to
Mr. H. J. MAXWELL,
1 , Dover Street,
Summer Hill, near Sydney ,
New South Wales, Australia .
and a consolation prize of 1os. 6d . to
Mr. H. WEITZEL ,
459, Alfred Street,
North Sydney ,
New South Wales, Australia .
The articles received from Messrs. J. J. Greenlaw
(Winnipeg, Canada ), R.M.Kingsford (Lille , France),
Jas. Laverton (Uitanhage , South Africa ), J. W.
Read (Montreal, Canada ) may be specially men
tioned .
A New Zealand correspondent writes :
Could
you inform mewhat books would be necessary and
of immediate service to me, as I am desirous of
qualifying for the position of motorman , with
future promotion , on one of the systems of electric
tramways which are now being installed in New
Zealand . Where could the latest examination
questions and other necessary matter be obtained ? "
In the present state of electric tramway and rail
way development, as far as we know , nothing in
the way of a qualifying examination has yet been
instituted by any line in this part of the globe ;
but after an appointment has been obtained , or in
the case of the electrification of existing systems
the transference of the old drivers has been accom .
plished, the usual course adopted is to subject
the new motorman to a course of instruction for a
limited period ; and if at the end of this time he
satisfies the authorities , he is placed in charge of a
car. On electric railways the circumstances are
different, as two men are necessary on the “ foot
plate," and for new lines railway men of some ex
perience are alone chosen for the positions ofmotor :
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men and assistants. Steam locomotive men are
eligible, and, starting as a -sistants, have a chance
of getting the electrical knowledge necessary to
pass the examinations for drivers, which we are
informed are being set by the authorities on some
of the London electrical railways. Besides a clear
understanding of the air brakes used , and a general
experience in railway matters, a proficient driver
should be conversant with action of the controller
and the flow of the current through the motor.

Answers to Correspondents .
“ TRUTH ” (Huddersfield ).— The Daft Electric Co.
ran some cars in America in 1883, although in
1879 Messrs. Siemens & Halske laid a small model
electric railway at the Berlin Exhibition on which
a great number of people rode.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended .
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is'expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will b : sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum . payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order .
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the pap.r.
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review ,to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26–29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sule Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries : hould be addressed .
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Small Otto Cycle Gas Engine .

By J. R. G.

A SMALL OTTO CYCLE GAS ENGINE .

'HE photograph shown herewith is of a small
gas engine made by myself in spare time.
THE
The following is an account of its manu
facture and running.
It was made with the
idea of having some small source of power for run
ning a small dynamo or a lathe. The engine works
on the well -known Otto cycle " principle ; that is,
one power stroke in every four. Commencing with
the piston tight back in the cylinder “ the first ”
stroke outwards draws in a charge of gas and air
through a double-seated valve shewn at the back
of cylinder end . The “ second " stroke inwards
compresses this charge of gas and air into what is
called the combustion chambers, where it is fired
by the hot tube method ; this tube being kept to a
bright red heat by means of a Bunsen burner .
The third ” outward stroke is known as the power
stroke, when the great increase in pressure due to
the rapid combustion of gas and air is spent in

moving forward the piston . “ The fourth " inward
stroke expels the burnt products of the previous
stroke through the exhaust-valve shewn at the side
of cylinder , this valve being worked by the usual
two - to -one gear - in this case a pinion of fifteen
teeth on crankshaft gears with a spur wheel with
thirty teeth fixed on a sleeve to which cam is fixed
for working exhaust-valve, the whole working on a
small stud. The movement of cam is transmitted
to exhaust valve spindle by means of a lever ; the
motion can be clearly seen in the photograph . The
cylinder is water -jacketed and fitted with a liner
bored out 2 ins. and the piston has a stroke of 3 ins.
The crankshaft of engine is fin . diameter , made
from a mild steel forging ; the throw part was forged
solid and I had to cut this out before turning the
pin , which is f diameter ; same as the shaft. The .
key -ways were cut into shaft with a small slot
drill running in lathe chuck , and the crankshaft
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fixed on slide-rest and moved along in front of
drill. The connecting-rod is also made from a
forging and fitted with brasses at big end and held
to same by two turned bolts fitted with lock nuts
and split pins. The small end is fitted with a
turned brass bush bored to fit gudgeon pin in piston
which is fin . diameter .' The piston is fitted with
two steel rings turned rather larger than bore of
cylinder ; a small piece is then cut out of their cir
cumference and then filed and made to fit cylinder
bore and to be a nice joint at the split. A notch
is then filed one side of the rings to fit a small pin
let into the groove in piston to prevent them turning
round the splits in the rings to be put in opposite
places. The crankshaft bearings are bored and
fitted with adjustable brasses , these being lubri
cated by small wick oilers. The piston and cylinder
are oiled by a small drop lubricator adjustable by
a screw and milled lock -nut. The valves are easy
to get at for re-grinding or alterations of any kind,
by simply removing the valve-box covers, which are
held in place by two 3-16ths studs and nuts for
each cover .
The flywheel is ro ins. diameter with a 2 - in . face,
and will carry a load of 24 lbs. when running at
650 revolutions per minute, thus developing some
thing like fb.h.-p. I may say that an engine of
this type is extremely useful for amateurs for light
power purposes, it takes up small space , and can
soon be got running, the only loss of time being in
heating up the ignition tube, somewhere from five
to ten minutes at most .

The Society of Model Engineers .

Those of the exhibitors who were present received
certificates, the medals being kept back for the
purpose of being engraved .
The Chairman expressed regret that so few entries
had been received and urged members to endeavour
to get models and work they were engaged on
finished in time for the next competition .
Mr. Leonard Levy then proceeded to give his
lecture on
Radium ,” which proved exceedingly
interesting, being illustrated by many very success
ful experiments showing the various properties of
the different emissions from radium , together with
some original lantern slides . ' The lecturer also had
half a dozen spinthariscopes on view , which greatly
interested the members. ( The substance of the
lecture has already appeared in The Movel ENGI
NEER from the pen of Mr. Levy .) - A very hearty
vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. A. W.Marshall
and cordially carried .
The exhibits of the evening were , of course , the
models entered for the competition , some of which
evoked much admiration . Messrs. Wright , Clark
and Wallis also exhibited some fin . scale 2 - in .
gauge model Caledonian locomotives, which were
shown under steam . - HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon .
Sec., 37, Minard Road, Hither Green , S.E.
Members and friends wishing to visit the Br.cket
Wood Miniature Railway should write to H.
GREENJ.Y , 45, Bruce Grove, Watford .
A

Well - Made Milling Spindle .

By HENRY P. TAYLOR,
HE following is a description , with drawings
TH and photograph , of a tool I have recently
made.
The tool, as you will see, is a copy
of the 'one described by Mr. Cook in The Model
ENGINEER of January 8th , 1903, only smaller, in
order to fit the slide-rest of my 3 -in . back -geared
athe.
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London .
'HE last indoor meeting of the half Session
THEwas held on Tuesday, May 3rd, at Holborn
Town Hall, Gray's Inn Road , Mr. W. T. .
Bashford taking the chair at 7:45, and upwards of
seventy members and friends being present. The
minutes of the previous meeting 'having been read ,
two new members elected and announcements of
future arrangements made, the Chairman an
nounced the result of the model-making competi
tion as follows :
Mr. H. HILDERSLEY : Society's Silver Medal
and MODEL ENGINEER Bronze Medal (for
bestmodel exhibited ) for a 60 -watt very
Lahmeyer type dynamo.
Mr. H.G. RIDDLE : Bronze Medal for volt and
ammeter and switch .
Mr. L. W.WEBB : Bronze Medal for 3 -in . scale
model London & North -Western Railway
dining saloon .
Mr. ALFRED KIRBY : Bronze Medal fori -in .
scale express locomotive.
Mr. J. W.W.MUNRO : Bronze Medal for bipolar
undertype dynamo.
Mr. PAUL BLANKENBURG : Bronze. Medal for
horizontal steam engine and boiler.
Mr. W. B. HART : was highly commended for
a model sailing yacht..
Mr. A. R.M. SIMKINS was highly commended
for model electric locomotive .
Lieut.-Col. D. J. GAISFORD was commended
for an 8 -screw bell chuck .

May 19, 1904 .

GIl 10 9 8 ' Y' 6'5'4'D3'2'1'.
Fig . 2.-- METHOD OF MARKING OUT PITCH OF
WORM .

!

The frame is a gunmetal casting, for which I sent
a pattern to the Liverpool Castings Company. The
only difficulties I had to encounter were cutting the
worm and 'worm -wheel, and not having a 'screw
cutting lathe this is how I did it. ' .
Wishing a fairly quick speed , I determined on a
four-threaded worm , and having an 'old cold chisel
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which was of little use to me, I turned it down to
1 -in . in diameter and prepared to make a worm } in .
pitch in themanner shown in Fig . 2 :-On a piece of
stout paper I drew a line AB , and from the point C
let fall a perpendicular CD , equal to the circum
ference of the blank on which the worm was to be
cut ; in this instance, 2fins. From the point C , I
measured off CE equal to the desired pitch, viz.,
} in ., and joined DĒ and drew DG parallel to AB .
I next divided off CE to give me four threads and
three spaces, the apices of the first and fourth
thread coming under the points C and E.
I next drew the lines i, 1', 2 , 2', let parallel to
DE, and cut out the square C ,F , G , D , and fixed

459

respect, that mine is not a fixture : I simply slip it
on to the nose of the mandrel when required , and
clamp it tightly there with whatever chuck I am
using at the time. The pointer is exactly accord
ing to his description .
I next required a circular cutter with which to
cut the teeth in my wheel. This I made from the
end of a flat file . Having made a template I turned
it to shape, and by means of the division plate and
circular-saw divided it into twelve teeth , which I
filed to shape by small ' files and hardened and
tempered it to a light straw colour.
From the working drawings I had previously
made of the tool, I turned up a gunmetal blank ,

FIG . 1.-MR. HENRY P. TAYLOR'S MILLING SPINDLE .
it with seccotine round the blank. After it was
dry, I followed the lines with a very sharp chisel
and marked out what would be spaces between the
threads. These I deepened with a triangular saw
file until I had produced a rough presentable ,
although somewhat unorthodox, screw .
I next placed the worm vertically in a small wood
box , and poured lead round it to form a good thick
nut. Needless to say , on account of the contraction
of the lead on cooling and the inequalities left by
the file , this nut refused to move, so I had to resort
to the local smithy,when , with the help of a power
ful vice and the almost superhuman effort of a
Herculean fisherman, the nut finally consented to
move . We got it off after a time. The rest was
easy , as with the aid of the lead nut, emery, and
oil, I gradually got the screw to a state of smooth
ness.
The worm -wheel was the next difficulty. I had
previous to this fitted up a modification of Mr.
Cook's description of an overhead apparatus, and
also a division plate with circle of 100, 96 , and
60 holes, but different to his description in this

and by means of one of Leeson's cutter frames,
which never afforded me much satisfaction , and
with my cutter set to the angle of the threads on
my worm , I proceeded to cut twenty teeth . Of
course, anyone reading this will see that I was
working pretty much in the dark and trusting to
luck ; but instead of cruelly criticising me I beg
them to recollect that I am only an amateur and
writing for the benefit of other enthusiasts like
myself.
However , I got the teeth cut as deep as I thought
necessary , and it is needless to say that the per
formance tested my patience -severely . I thought
my labours were over , but alas ! worse was in store
for me.
After putting the worm -wheel on its spindle and
the worm into its place , I found that after a quarter
or half a turn the thing jammed . I was getting
somewhat tired of the job by this time, so laid it
aside for some time having a run of professional
work on hand .
I next thought I would try and find out the cause
of the jamming, and as a means thereto .thinly
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coated the worm with " ruddle ," and revolved , or
rather forced it round in contact with the worm
wheel,when I soon found where friction was greatest.
The high places on the teeth I eased by means of
scraper and sharp penknife . The appearance of
the wheel is certainly not beautiful, but the result
K
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as indeed are all working parts except the screw ,
which I left soft, so that it and the worm wheel
would sooner accommodate themselves to each other.
The spindle is made from an old bicycle spindle
mild steel, I suppose, and case-hardened. The
pulley was made from an odd piece of brass picked
wheel
Worm
20
reeth
.
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FIG , 4. - WORM WHEEL .
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FIG . II .
DETAILS OF Mr. H. P. TAYLOR's MilliNG SPINDLE .

ing action , I think I can fairly claim to be in the
neighbourhood of efficiency .
Little else remains to be said , the rest of the work
being plain sailing. The shank is a forging filed
and turned to dimensions. The graduations were
kindly done for me by an intimate friend, the happy
possessor of a Pittler lathe. He offered to cut the
worm for me; but I was independent and preferred
to cut the screw myself. I am not sure but what
a little amiable jealousy was also at work.
The nuts are ordinary iron ones, case- hardened ,

up somewhere in my rambles : I never pass a piece
of brass if it can legitimately be annexed to my
collection . Detail drawings are given above' Fig . 3
being two views of the frame. The worm wheel
and spindle are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 ; Fig . 6
is the adjusting screw . The holding bar, driving
pulley , adjusting nut, cutter spindle and sleeve
are shown respectively in Figs.7 , 8 , 9 , 10 and 11.
I hope this description may prove of slight service
to other enthusiasts who, like myself, have to invent
as they go.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The Bricket Wood Miniature
Railway .

IT

By HENRY GREENLY .
I was with considerable surprise that, just over
twelve months ago , the writer received a
letter from Mr. F. Smithies , the member of
the London Society of Model Engineers whose
labours in the improvement of model locomotives
are well known to most readers of this journal,
saying that he intended, in conjunction with Mr.

NIPFER

THE " NIPPER.”
G. E. Flooks, to build a comparatively large mode!
locomotive capable of pulling at least twenty
children , and asking for help in the matter of the
design .
Mr. Smithie's choice of prototype, a leading
coupled bogie tank , was a wise one, the idea being
to drive from a separate vehicle , and at the same
time to have a handy self- contained locomotive,with
short coupled wheel base, a firebox of more or less
unlimited length , and a large amountof weight on
the driving wheels. After a considerable discus
sion , a drawing — of which , except for the slight
deviations in design which , somehow , inevitably
occur during the building of a locomotive, Fig. 2
is a copy - was made, and the writer asked
to proceed at all speed with the preparation of the
drawings for the more intricate and important
points in the design, it being decided that owing to
the short time at their disposal ( the original inten
tion being to get the railway ready for the then
approaching summer) Mr. Smithies and his partner
would attend to all small details .
Although the engine was in a sufficiently forward
state some twelve or thirteen weeks after it was first
started to be able to run under steam , it was not
possible (due to pressure of other business) to get
the railway ready for work in 1903 ; therefore the
construction proceeded rather inore leisurely , and
the engine, duly completed and tested , was ex
hibited at the Society's last conversazione, gaining
admiration from all present.
The circumstances of the building of the loco
necessitated original methods of construction
There was no time for a great deal of pattern -mak
ing, and much of the motion work , frame details ,
etc., was made from stock material - angles, flat
bars, and rods. The first full -size drawings made
were details of the cylindərs, the idea des
cribed by the writer in the M.E. for July

9
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The cylinders and
15th , 1901 being adopted.
steam chests in the present example are cast in
one piece — in iron — and are 2 ins. bore by 4 ins.
stroke, with a deep piston , and a single ring having
a tongue piece at the joint. The steam chests
being outside the cylinders , holes are made in the
frames, which are 4 -in , steel plate , sufficiently large
to admit of the steam chest covers being fixed or
taken off and to expose the whole of the valves
without taking down any of the machinery or re
moving any very important part of the engine.
As readers will admit , this feature was much ap
preciated by the builder ;, and, in no small measure,
has helped on towards the success of the
machine as a whole.
The driving wheels are 9 ins. diameter,
and the trailing wheels 6 ins., the latter
being spokeless.
The chief feature in the engine is the
boiler.
This barrel is of the largest
diameter consistent with a good appear
ance, measuring 101 ins. outside. It is
made of 3-16th “ Weardale " steel, the
shell being made by Mr. T. Goodhand , of
New Brompton , Kent, who is to be com
plimented on his work . The firebox is
very long for the type of engine, and for
this reason a good fire can be carried .
This, together with the ample heating
surface provided (1,740 sq. ins.) and
the care taken with the smoke - box arrange
ments (blast pipe and chimney ) is responsible
for high evaporation of the boiler under the
most severe conditions of work . The chimney

GETTING READY FOR THE DAY.
and blast pipe were illustrated in the issue of the
M.E. for August 27th last. A gridiron superheater
is employed, with six
- in . tubes 8 ins. long
running horizontally just above the top row of
tubes, which , by the way , are & in . in diameter ,
21 ins. long, and made of solid drawn brass. A
dome is provided, but the main steam supply is
not taken from this , only the blower and other
auxiliary pipes being conducted to the dome. The
regulator is of the " undertype " pattern , and con
sists of a 1d- in . tube, pierced on its upper surface
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with a number of small holes and a circular valve
with four 3-16th -in . ports .
00
The engine is fitted with a MI · Vic " injector
and a fin . hand-pump: a donkey -pump is also in
course of fitting .
Themetion (Stephenson's link ) is placed between
the frames and the crank webs, and is very large in
all its parts. This accounts for the excellent beat
of the engine and its beneficial effect on the fire,
which , whilst the engine is working, is kept a white
heat. The engine can be linked up nearly to the
certre, running according to the load , and at all
times maintaining a regular and businesslike puff.
This , as all locomotive men are aware, is a sure
sigr of efficient working, and is borpe out by the
performances of the engine, of which the writer
will speak later.
Many interesting details, results of ingenuity of
the builders, are present in the locomotive, notably

straight 10 % -in . gauge track in a meadow , part of
a school-treat rendezvous, laid on ground rising
from end to end about 1 in 400, with a slight round
ing in the middle of its profile, Steel Vignoles
section rails are used , spiked to 4 by. 3 creosoted
sleepers. The starting end has a booking office
and engine-shed (see photograph on page 465).
To assist in starting away in greasy weather the
line is banked up to about 1 in 100 for a short dis
tance at each end so that the train falls slightly at
the commencement of the journey . To switch the
engine into the shed road , a section of the rails at
the station end are removable and another section ,
slightly curved , joining with the siding, may be laid
in place when the engine requires to come outof, or
go back into , the shed .
With an ordinary load the “ Nipper " takes the
train over the 200 yards track in fifty to sixty
seconds, and running light — that is, with only the
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104 Gauge TRAILING BOGIE TANK ENGINE FOR THE BRICKET Wood MINIATURE RAILWAY .
the firedoor, drawhooks, oiling arrangements , and
the steam brake, & c. The latter consists of a
it-in . cylinder , with a thick piston and large
rod, which when the brake is on , presses on vertical
levers , and pulls the blocks on to the wheels by means
of the long connecting-rod coupling the driving
wheel hangers and the upright lever. The pressure
on all the blocks is equalised by a very neat device ,
and the steam is admitted and released by two
cocks connected by a crossbar connected to the
driver's handle .
The engine weighs about 6 cwts. in full working
order , and the boiler is pressed to 110 lbs . per sq .
in . The two side tanks are arranged to hold suffi
cient water for about two journeys, and are con
nected to each other.
The engine, which has turned out so satisfactory
in actual running - thanks to the enthusiastic and
persevering way in which Mr. Smithies and Mr.
Flooks have grappled with the task - was designed
to exert a theoretical tractive effort of about 175
lbs. which it was estimated would move a gross
load on the level of if tons. In practice it will
easily pull six cars, the tare weight of which is
about 5 cwts. and sixteen adults , which , with
engine, may be considered to weigh about 14 tons.
The railway, which is 200 yards in length , is a

driver's truck attached the writer has gone down
on it from one end to the other in just over thirty
seconds .
The upper part of the passenger cars are of light
and not inelegant construction : The frames are of
wood with slat floors , the hornplates being of steel,
having gunmetal axleboxes and steel spiral bearing
springs . The wheels are cast-iron , and the centre
couplings are fitted with springs to lessen the shocks
-pushing and pulling - between each car. The
cars are constructed to seat two adults or four
children .
Those model engineers interested more particu
larly in miniature locomotives should not fail to
The
mak : a trip to see this railway at work ,
opening day was Good Friday, and on Easter Bank
Holiday, with local patronage only, between the
hours of eleven o'clock and six, the little locomotive
took over 1000 passengers — that is practically 250
passenger-miles in one day.
Bricket Wood is a village a few miles on the
London side of St. Albans, and every day during
the summer will be visited by hundreds of children .
The engine has been at work only once or twice a
week from Easter to the present time, but com
mencing on the Saturday following the publication
of this issue will be in daily service. The meadow
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in which the railway is situate is three minutes walk
from the L. & N.W. Railway Station , and model
engineers who indulge in country rambles should
make a point of going to Bricket Wood , where the
writer feels sure, the builders of the railway will
welcome any reader who may think it of sufficient
interest to visit the first British -built miniature
railway of this kind .
With regard to the fuel used, the Nipper " is
like the dog in the advertisement “ will eat any
thing," and although , perhaps, not fond of children ,
the reverse is certainly the case ; and some of the
admiring children are fairly old . Compressed coal
briquettes have been found to do very much better
than the coal ordinarily obtainable , more particu
larly in the matter of cleanliness. They emit
practically no smoke at all and as the briquettes
are said not to contain bitumen , very little flue
cleaning is required . Instead of having to put up
with reduced evaporation towards the end of a
hard day's work due to furring up of the tubes with
soot, and clinkers on the bars , the engine will run a
week without the least trouble in this respect, when
using the briquettes. The fire is raised by means
of a footbellows, which is attached to a large nozzle
(low pressure) auxiliary blower, the pipe from
which emerges from the bottom of the smokebox .
When steam is raised , which can be done from cold
water in 20 minutes, starting with a wood fire, the
cock at the bottom of this pipe is shut and the
steam ring -blower turned on . When running the
engine, one thing is noticeable ; and that is , with
even very ordinary skill in firing, that if the engine
runs up the track with a heavy load, instead of
lowering the pressure, it rises to blowing -off point
directly the locomotive gets to the end of its
journey.

The new airship invented by Dr. Greth , which is
to compete for the prize at the St. Louis Exposition ,
has been tried at San Francisco . The ship ascended
a thousand feet, travelled about four miles, was
steered in several directions, and made a successful
landing . It consists of a cigar-shaped balloon
inflated with hydrogen , carries a car, and weighs
1,920 lbs., having a lifting capacity of 2,500 lbs.
A NEW metal, which is similar to aluminium , but
still of lesser weight, has been discovered by the
engineer , Albert Nodon , and called
French
“ nodium ,” after him . It is manufactured by an
electric process . In colour, lustre and structure it
is almost exactly like steel. Its' specific weight,
when molten , is only 2.4 . Its resistance against
breaking is given as about 20 lbs. per square of
0'04 in . Its constancy in the air is higher than that
of aluminium . Its ductility is between 6 to 8 ins. ;
themalleability can be compared to that of bronze .
It melts at about600 ° . It is suitable for being cast
into forms. The conductibility for the electric
current is as high as thatof copper of equal weight.
If natural power, especially water power, can be
used for its manufacture, the cost, in round figures
The inventor expects
is about 15 cents per lb.
numerous uses of nodium in the near future, es
pecially for electric wires and cables , for light, but
strong parts of motor cars , torpedo boats, men -of
war, street cars , military outfits, air ships, etc.,
and for castings in place of bronze, German silver,
and similar metals.

Latest

in

Engineering .

Governing of Explosion Engines. - An im
provement in the governing of explosion engines
has been brought out by Mr. F. H. Smith , Datchet,
near Windsor. The engine is automatically
governed by causing the supply of the inflammable
mixture to be regulated by the suction of the engine
in such a manner that as the speed , and conse
quently the suction increases, the aperture of the
valve supplying the inflammable mixture is
diminished . The valve consists of a pair of discs
forced apart by a spring (which is preferably adjust
able ), the discs being perforated with holes which
are not in similar positions in the two discs , so that
the nearer the discs are together the more is the
passage of the gas past them impeded , whilst when
they are pressed into contact with each other the
passage is completely stopped . The faster, there
fore, the engine runs the greater the suction , and
the more it tends to raise the lower disc against
the spring, and thus diminish the supply of in
fiammable mixture .
patent has
Tube -making Machine - A
A
been obtained for a tube-making machine. The
crude hollow billets while in a highly heated or
glowing state have the thickness of their walls
reduced and their diameter increased , and are
rapidly rendered truly cylindrical and of uniform
thickness similarly and throughout their length , by
passing the billet revolved at a high velocity, say
from 1000 to 2000 peripheral ft. per minute through
the machine, the operation being one of hot " spin
ning.” The machine consists of an internal roller
and external anvil roller between which the billets
are rolled , and of side supporting rollers mounted
on armssupported in bearings, and working through
right and left hand screws outside the bearings.
A Water - tight Telephone Apparatus.
This apparatus is specially adapted for use in
exposed positions such as on the bridge of a ship ,
and can be used without alteration by persons of
different heights, which can be turned about a
vertical axis so that the user can face in any desired
direction , and by which the user can, whilst sending
and receiving telephonic messages, observe objects
at a distance in front or at either side of the appara
tus. The casing is mounted to turn round a
horizontal sound-tube carriage by a holder that is
mounted to turn about a vertical pillar or support,
the sound tube being in communication with the
telephonic receiver, and with a hearing tube that
is connected to the casing and serves as a handle
for turning the same, the arrangement being such
that the holder with casing and attached parts may
berotated upon the pilla ; or support about a vertical
basis, that by moving the hearing tube into position
for use, the casing will be simultaneously rotated
about a horizontal axis, and the speaking aperture
in it brought into a convenient position for speaking .
The Junior Institution of Engineers.
A

VISIT of the Junior Institution of Engineers
took place on April 29th to the Cassland Road
Higher Grade Board School, Hackney, to inspect
the heating and ventilating systems installed there,
in which the air is filtered and warmed . About
twenty tons of air are brought into the building
every hour,
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Some Causes of Loss in
Turbines and

Steam

Their Remedies.

May 19, 1904 .

motor, at 20,000 revolutions per minute, and ad
mitted first air and afterwards steam under the
varying conditions indicated in Table II below .
TABLE II.

By H. H. HARRISON .
PART from friction losses at bearings, which
A
are common to all classes of machinery,
the steam turbine, whilst being free from
some of the evils of the reciprocating engine (as,
for instance, cylinder condensation ) is liable to
sources of loss peculiar to itself, the magnitude of
such losses depending upon the type of turbine.
In this country very little experimental work has
been done; or, at all events, if experiments have
been made, they have not been published , and are,
therefore , not available to the general public. On
the Continent, however, a large amount of experi
menting has been carried out, and the results, sub
sequently published in the German and French
technical press .
The De Laval type of turbine has received the
most attention , probably on account of the small
size of fairly large power machines, and the various
losses have been thoroughly investigated .
With the exception of the loss in the gearing,
which is stated to be very small, the points to which
attention has been drawn are the friction losses
in the nozzles, the friction of the turbine wheel
due to the air resistance, or that of the medium in
which the wheel revolves, and the “ ventilation
losses," i.e., the loss due to the air or steam being
churned round in the empty buckets .
The following figures supplied by the de Laval
Company, of Stockholm , are given by Dr. Stodola
in his book Die Dampfturbinen (Steam Turbines ),
and are interesting as showing the losses due to
friction on the disc and the churning of the steam
in the turbine casing .
TABLE I.
Size
of
Machine.
H.-P.
10-15
20-30
50- 5
100-150
100-150
225-300
225
300

Revs.
per
min .

24,000
20,000
16,400
13,000
13,000
10,600
11,000
10,600

Steam Consumption at
Peri
Diam . phiral
no load, neglecting
gearing losses.
of Velocity.
Wheel. Feet
264 ins.
per sec . Atmospheric | Vacuum
Pressure.
H.-P.
H.-P.
564 30 to 3'3
6"
5.5
740
845
10 to II
I2
16 "1
21
895
20 PI
1,130
20
910
35
18
241" 1,170
301" 1,385
30

The above table shows very clearly one of the
reasons for the necessity of a good vacuum , as
taking, for example, the 50-75 h.-p. size, the fric
tion loss when the wheel is running in steam at
atmospheric pressure, varies from 20 per cent. to
15 per cent., whereas with a vacuum of 264 ins. of
mercury the loss is reduced to 5 per cent. to 8 per
cent. of the full load .
A further instructive experiment on a 30 h.-p.
de Laval machine is that of Herr E. Lewicki, jnr.,
and is published in the Zeitschrift des Vereines
Deutscher Ingenieure for 1901, page 1,717. Herr
Lewicki drove the turbine, by means of an electro

Medium in which
the turbine
wheel revolved .

Total Wheel Losses on'y .
Tempera- power
ture . absorbed
at no
Degs.
Atmos. Vacuum
Fah .
load . pressure. of 19 ins.

Air
Saturated Steam

86 °

Superheated
St-am

253 °
342 °
471 °
572 °

H.-P.
6.8
5'5
5:10
4:55
4'30
4'15

H.-P.
46
3: 3
2.85
225
2'05
1.88

H.-P.
15
0'95
0'60

The results given in this table are even more inter
esting than in Table I , as, in addition to seeing the
effects of reducing the density of the medium in
which the wheel revolves, first by replacing air by
steam , and afterwards superheating the steam ;
the third column gives an idea of the loss in the
gearing. Thus for air, 4 :6 h.-p. are absorbed by
the wheel, and the total power exerted by the motor
is 6-8 ; the difference 6-8 - 4:6 , or 2* 2 h.-p. is there
fore the power lost in the gearing , and is equal to
22
x 100 = 733 per cent., a figure which is , of
30
course, independent of the medium in the casing ,
and is , therefore, constant.
The beneficial effects of superheating the steam
are shown in a marked manner, and , as is well
known in jet apparatus, a superheated.steam jet is
more efficient than a saturated steam one ; so that,
considering the whole machine, there is a double
advantage by the employment of superheat.
The combined effects of vacuum and superheat
ing, in lowering the density of the atmosphere inside
the casing, as compared with the employment of
saturated steam , only show for the limiting result
a reduction of power absorption of 3-3-06
2'7 h.p., or a gain of, roughly, 11 per cent.
Monsieur Delaporte has given in the Revue de
Mecanique for 1902 (page 406 ) the results of an
experiment on a 200 -h .- p . turbine of the de Laval
type, as below :
Wheel friction
10'2 h.-p.
25
Bearing
20
Gearing
I'I
Churning action of empty buckets
Loss in nozzle
5'2 %
blades
1'9 %
8.3 %
Energy in jet at discharge
Comparing these figures with an ideal turbine
working under the same conditions as to steam
pressure, & c ., the efficiency of the turbine experi
mented on by Delaporte works out to , roughly, 65
per cent.
It must not be supposed that a high vaccum is
only necessary on account of its effect in reducing
disc friction . If we consider the case of steam ex
panding from , say , 150 lbs., or 165 absolute, its
velocity is approximately 3,000 ft . per second, and
165
the number of expansions is 15 = II. If, instead
of expanding to atmospheric pressure, a vacuum
prevails in the discharge chamber of, say, 28 ins.,
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or 1 lb. pressure absolute, the velocity becomes
about 4000 ft. per second , and the number of ex
WV,
165
and
The energy is
165.
pansions 1
2g
considering 1 lb. of steam as flowing per second ,
W = 1, and the energy developed in the two cases
is 140,000 ft . lbs. and 250,000 ft. lbs. respectively.
By thus providing a vacuum , the energy of the jet
is increased by 781 per cent., which means that
little more than half the possible work has been got
out of the steam in the first case .
With reciprocating engines a vacuum above

Model
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Torpedo

Boat

Destroyer .

By E. FENWICK ,
WITH are given three photographs
HEREshowing
a model torpedo boat, engine, and
boiler, which I built and intended to enter
for the last speed competition , but the speed of
this boat proved a failure, as I did not get more
than three miles an hour. The boat is 4 ft. 6 ins.

VELOX

MR. E. Fenwick's MODEL TORPEDO Boat DESTROYER.
24 ins, is not advisable commercially , as high ratios
of expansion in a cylinder are not necessarily
economical, owing to the increased temperature
range and the resulting cylinder condensation .
moreover, high vacua are expensive. In the case of
the turbine, on the contrary, every inch of vacuum
above 24ins. is a clear gain and appreciable economy
of steam results ; indeed , as a rule , about half the
work done by the steam is due to the vacuum .
The foregoing explains why it is an economical
arrangement to couple a turbine on to the exhaust
pipe of a reciprocating engine in place of condensing
—the condenser being attached to the turbine ex
haust. The temperature range is thus reduced in
the engine, and more work is got out of the com
bination than would be possible with the reciprocat
ing engine alone. Rateau , the distinguished
French engineer and inventor of the " Rateau steam
turbine, has done this in two or three cases with
satisfactory results, and it is not dangerous to pro
phesy an extended application of this method of
working in the future.

AN AUTOMATIC BOILER FEED . - There is a new
invention in connection with steam boilers that
reduces to a minimum the possibility of ex
plosions. The patent consists of an automatic
boiler-feed , and the apparatus provides the auto
matic fe ding by gravitation under steam pres
sure , and is so skilfully arranged that all the
steam used to put the water into the boiler is
also used up in heating the water. The patent,
therefore , fulfils a double purpose, as it is calculated
to save both time and money. Being automatic , it
works without attention , and keeps the water in the
boiler always at the same level, though , by another
ingenious arrangement, the level can be raised if
desired .

long , 6 ins. wide, and 6 ins. deep , and is made of
zinc and weighs 6 lbs. The boiler I made first of
all, was a saddle -back 12 ins. long, 5 ins. wide, and
3 ins. deep, with twenty -six vertical tubes 2 } ins.

THE ENGINE FOR THE Model T.B.D.

long, fin . outside dia . It was a very fair steamer,
but there was a lot of heat lost in the bottom of the
boat, having to fire it with a benzoline lamp. The
engine I tried was ofSpicer type, i-in . bore and g -in .
stroke, but was bad to start in the water. The
photo I send you is of the new boiler and engine.
The boiler is ordinary return tube, 5 ins. diameter
8 ins. long, 1-32nd in . shell, 24 -in . firehole , with
eight fin . cross tubes , and five in , return tubes.
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The engine is made from Mr. O. D. North's design ,
which appeared in the M.E. for January 8th, 1903.
I made mine f -in . bore and f -in . stroke ; it gave
very little power as a . compound, I therefore made
a new valve, which converted the three cylinders
into high -pressure. The great drawback to this
type of engine is the valve which , when once gets
slack , cannot be made tight again as in case of the

down flat on one side until it can be pushed into
the outer holes in such a manner as to give firm
support to the entire length of the two butting edges.
To make its insertion easy, one end should be
tapered to a point for a length of about 1 in .
Now the fibre may be glued into the grooves,
care being taken that the holes in the two discs
come exactly opposite to each other . It is per

THE ENGINE AND BOILER OF MR. FENWICK'S MODEL T.B.D.
slide-valve engine double- acting, which is now in
course of construction , and from which I hope to
get better results.

Experiments on
lations and

Electric

Oscil

Waves .

By R. P. HOWGRAVE GRAHAM , A.I.E.E.
(Continued from page 108.)
THE SECONDARY COIL .
'HE primary coil being completed , attention is
THI
next turned to the secondary, and the first
step in its construction is the drum on which
it is wound (see Fig. 25 ). The two end discs A A are
of teak , and turned to a diameter of 71 ins., a hole
( B ) 1 in . diameter being bored out of the centre of
each . In each disc a circular groove 7 ins. dia
meter, 1-32nd in . wide, and fin . deep , is turned in
one side, and two holes (CD) are drilled in radial
line with each other, the inner one (C ) being fin .
diameter, and the outer ( D ) { in . diameter. The
centre of the inner hole is 2 ins. from the centre of
the disc, while that of the outer one coincides with
the groove so that the latter divides the hole in two.
The body of the drum is formed by a piece of
1-32nd in . vulcanised fibre, 107 ins. by 22 ins.,
bent into a cylinder, and shaved down so that its
shorter edges butt accurately together on forcing
the ends into the grooves in the discs. Put to
gether in this temporary way , the length of fibre
visible should be 10 ins., and the length over all of
the drum 10f ins. Now a rod of hard wood 12 ins.
in length and fin . diameter, is turned up and shaved
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( See page 467.)

haps best to get one end securely fastened and
dried before attempting to glue on the other . Any
bulging tendency in the meeting edges can be
temporarily corrected by tying wire or string round
the centre.
When the glue at both ends is dried , a thin coat
ing of shellac varnish is applied to the outside and
allowed to dry, after which the inside is rather more
thickly coated with the same material. The latter
may be accomplished by pouring some varnish in
at one of the holes, and slowly rotating the drum
so that the varnish flows round it, pouring the
liquid out again through the hole when the inside
surface of the fibre has been uniformly covered.
The inner facesof the wooden discsmay be varnished
by the aid of a very long-handled brush , or an
ordinary brush bound to a suitable wooden stick .
After twenty- four hours' natural drying, the pro
cess may be completed by gentle warming at a fire.
The drum must now be mounted on some kind of
simple winding mechanism , which may either be
specially arranged for the purpose, or adapted to
an ordinary lathe.
In any case it is best to turn up a cylindrical
rod , i in . in diameter, with a flat planed or cut in
such a manner as to allow a wedge to be driven in
between the rod and one of the end discs . If a
lathe avails which can be turned quite slowly by
hand , the drum on its rod should be centred in the
ordinary way .
The surface of the fibre should be examined , and
all pimples or grits, due to particles in the varnish ,
should be carefully removed.
The added strain of numbers of turns of wire
wound at even a small tension tends to draw the
fibre in towards the centre, and slightly to decrease
the effective diameter of the drum ; the result of
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this is thatas the winding proceeds the turns already
laid on slacken , and , mounting the cotton spacing ,
touch each other with results which are disastrous
when the coil comes to be worked .
To remedy this, a layer of string should be laid
first on the drum , and taken off gradually as the
wire is wound on .
If a screw -cutting lathe be available, and if the
drum be running true, the wire (No. 38 silk - covered )
can be beautifully and evenly laid on with accurate
spacing. The average worker, however, will prob
ably find the following method more feasible :
The end of the wire and the end of a reel of No.
40 cotton are together attached to the fibre drum at
about $ in . from the left -hand disc by means of
a minute touch of hot shellac. The final winding
will not extend as far as this point, because the dis
charges tend to get to the primary by piercing the
end -discs of the secondary, the wooden frame-ends
of the whole coil, and the rod which supports the
primary ; but the first few turns are likely to be
irregularly wound, and can easily be removed when
the coil is complete.
Winding is commenced slowly with the wire on
the left and the cotton on the right ; no faults must
be passed over , and , above all, no touching or
crossing of wires is permissible . The winder is
recommended to watch very carefully , as, if an
undiscovered fault be afterwards noticed , there is
no remedy but removing several turns after the
coil has been varnished . The winding should be
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reason , or several turns will be displaced . If wind
ing must be stopped , the wire should be securely
fastened by a touch of hot shellac , or should be
carefully fastened to any projecting object which
cannot allow it to slacken . Kinks should be most
carefully avoided , and to conduce to this the bobbin
from which the wire is being wound must have its
rotation controlled by some simple application of
friction . When the varnish is nearly dry , the
cylinder is centred up so that it can rotate freely,
and the whole of the cotton spacing is wound out
from between the turns, the wire being left like a
screw thread . Wire is also wound off from the
beginning of coil until fin . of the drum is visible .
When the varnish has thoroughly hardened ,
another rather thicker coat is applied and allowed
ample time to dry, the final traces of moisture or
spirit being removed by gentle and prolonged
warming
The coil is now minutely examined, and loose
turns are secured by a little additional varnish ;
any turns touching each other are separated
carefully with a knife and varnished to hold
them in their new positions, while if two turns
cross , they must be cut and removed with adjacent
turns on either side, leaving a clear space where
the free ends can be jointed with solder, carefully
insulated with silk tape and secured by drops of .
hot shellac and afterwards by varnish .
When all is dry and hard, the central cylin
drical rod and that which supports the butting
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Fig . 25. - SECONDARY Coil .
stopped f in , from the end of the fibre, and the last
turn should be secured in two or three places with
small dabs ofmelted shellac .
Should joints be found necessary , they must be
made short, and secured with solder, a minute piece
of silk being placed under the joint and over the
adjacent turns to avoid any weakness of insulation .
When this has been done, the winding must receive
special care until the irregularity caused by the
joint has been passed. Joints in the cotton are
made with the smallest possible knot.
When the winding is complete, an even coating
of rather thin shellac varnish is laid on with a soft
brush , care being taken that no turns are displaced
in the process. The tension on the wire must
never be allowed to slacken , for jointing or any other

edges being removed, the secondary coil is com
plete , and the frame in which it and the primary
are to be mounted claims the next attention .
(To be continued .)

REFERRING to the contribution on tempering
and hardening taps, drills, & c ., on page 362 of our
issue of April 21st, the amount of water to be used
with the sulphuric and hyhrochloric acids, and
zinc sulphate, is three gallons.
THE publishers of Rosenberg's “ Electrical
announce that they have just gone
Engineering
to press with another impression , the third. It
was first published some nine months ago, and it is
now being used in a number of technical colleges
and schools as a text-book.
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A Model

Vertical High - Speed
Engine .

By BERTRAM Thos. ORD .
"HIS engine is really Mr. Spicer's engine (de
THIscribed in one of the early numbers of the
M.E.), with the cylinder so modified as to
make it much easier of construction by those with
limited lathe facilities .
Instead of using a casting for the cylinder, I
started with a piece of mandrel -drawn tube as near
the size as I could get, also another piece to slide
stiffly inside it for the piston .

May 19,1904.

Next, the piece of tube for piston was taken in
hand , a bottom sweated into it, and an eye fitted
to take end of piston -rod. When this piece of tube
was polished with rottenstone and oil it was a nice
sliding fit in cylinder.
The other work on the engine was done to all
intents and purposes, as indicated by Mr. Spicer .
L
K

M

к
L
Fig . 1. - PLAN OF UNDERSIDE.
Fig . 1 is an underside plan view of the cylinder
and steam -chest, showing the piece on the underside
of the steam - face N , which is bored to take the
valve-rod .
The lugs L and K are for the studs
which clamp the cover on . These lugs are well
shown in the photograph of the engine.
Fig . 2 is a vertical section on the line S T ; M is
the liner of mandrel-drawn brass tube ; HH are

Fig . 3. —
VALVE Rop .

0

the flanges which are recessed as shown on the
outside to take the lagging of tin or sheet copper ;
E is the steam port, F is the exhaust port, and C is
the hole through which the valve -rod slides.
This latter is shown at Fig . 3 . It has a slot at
one end to take the eccentric -rod , and at the other

HA

RO

M
Fig . 4.—MR. B. T. ORD's MODEL VERTICAL High
SPEED ENGINE.
Having obtained the tube, patterns were then
made for the steam -chest, steam -chest cover, cylin
der cover , and bottom cylinder flange. Two castings
were got from this latter, and when the eliptical
part was turned off one of them it made the top
cylinder flange.
The steam -chest and its cover were next dressed
up and fitted together , and the ports cut and the hole
drilled for valve rod . (In the exhaust part of steam
chest pattern observe the piece cast on the under
side in order to provide a long and steady bearing
for valve -rod .)
This being done, the flanges, cylinder tube, and
steam -chest were tinned , assembled and sweated
together.
A wooden mandrel was then turned a tight fit for
cylinder, dressed with rottenstone and oil ; and
whilst it was revolving in the lathe the cylinder
was passed to and fro on it ; this polished the inside
and made it practically cylindrical.

D

Fig . 2. - SECTION OF CYLINDER AND STEAM CHEST
THROUGH S. T.
end is a pin ( P ) which sticks up through the exhaust
port and engages in a hole in the underside of the
valve, which is not shown .
Reverting to Fig . 2, R is a slot cut through the
liner to allow steam to enter the cylinder .
It will be noticed that this leaves a considerable
space between R and the top of the cylinder . To
remedy this, the cylinder cover is cast with a tenon
which projects inside the cylinder nearly down the
R , as may be seen in the photograph of the patterns.
This tenon has a brass plate soldered on to it, thus
completely filling up the space above R.
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The space A is also a little too roomy for a steam
way, and this is remedied by filling up two of the
corners (as indicated by the dotted lines) with
pieces of brass filed roughly to shape and soldered
in before sweating the whole together .
The ports, of course, are cut out before sweating
the parts of the cylinder together ; and as the holes
are thoroughfare, it is a much simpler business than
the nerve-wearing task of making them in a steam
face which is cast on the cylinder .
In this particular engine every nut, stud and screw
was made by myself, though I am free to confess
that I generally buy these , as where there are many
to make, the job is rather a tedious one .
The cylinder of this engine is lagged with
polished tinplate, the edges being soldered to the
steam -chest, and all excess solder carefully filed and
scraped away .
I may add that if any reader in this district cares

The Construction

of Model

Alternators

By “ ZODIAC.”
(Continued from page 281.)
(9 ) Alternating P.D.'s and Currents. - In order to
measure the value of an alternating P.D. or current,
it is necessary to define what is meant by, say, a
volt or an ampère of alternating P.D. or current,
as the case may be.
Having the shape of a given E.M.F., or current
wave, it is a simple matter to find its mean value
over a positive or negative half period , the method
being that adapted by engineers when working out
the mean pressure from an indicator diagram .
For example , let Fig . 8a be the shape of a given

Fig . 5. — THE PATTERNS FOR MODEL Vertical HiGH -SPEED ENGINE,
to call on me at 52, Derwentwater Road , Gates
head, he can see the engine and patterns, and will
thereby get a much better idea of how to construct
the cylinder than by anything I could write.
AN ELECTRIC Pilot. - A novel invention , which
may enable ships to dispense with pilots in rivers
and harbours, has been brought out consisting of
an insulated cable laid on the bed of the navigable
channel followed by ships. An alternating current
of electricity is sent through the cable, and the
induction from the current affects two telephones
on board, thus enabling the ship's officers to keep
to the line of the cable by listening in the telephones .
LARGE RAILWAY WAGONS. — The London and
South -Western Railway Company, who were among
the first of the companies to make a trial of wagons
of large capacity, have now in use on their line a
number of 15 -ton wagons, their experience having
shown that this is the most economical type of
large wagon . The new wagon gives 50 per cent.
greater loading capacity than the standard wagons
in use, with an increased tare of less than 14 per
cent.

wave of E.M.F. To find the mean value of the
P.D., we divide the half period up into any number
of parts ( say 10 ), and at the middle of each of the
divisions erect a perpendicular as shown. Then the
sum of all these latter lengths divided by their
number will give the mean value.
To make this clear, let us treat Fig . 8a in this
way. We get the mean value
20 + 52 +87 +107 + 123 + 132 + 125 + 100 +70+ 20
IO
836 = 83.6 volts.
IO
The maximum value of the volts is, as shown on
the curve, 132 volts . This maximum value is the
P.D. tending to break down the insulation , so that
from an insulation point of view a shape of E.M.F.
wave having a flat top is the best, as tending to
strain the insulation less than a peaked one.
The heating effect of a currert at any instant
depends on the square of that current (heating
effect = current? x resistance): hence, the light given
out by an incandescent lamp (which depends on
the heating effect) will vary as the square of the
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force
of
Lines

that a continuous current at a voltage of 92.5 volts
would give the same heating effect as the alternating
voltage whose wave-shape is shown in Fig.66 8a.
Now , engineers are keenly aware that brevity
is the soul of wit," and hence they have adopted
the sign R.M.S. to represent the root mean square
value. By an alternating P.D. of i volt is meant
a P.D. whose R.M.S. value is unity. the saine, of
course, applies to the current.
R.M.S. values are :isually spoken of as virtual
values, i.e , virtual ampères or virtual volts .

Induced
EME
FIG , 86 .
FLEMIN G's
Molion Rule.

120

Volt
s
.

100

80
It is most important that the reader should
clearly understand the relation of the mean and the
R.M.Š. values, as it is the E.M.F. mean values that
are most readily calculated , while the R.M.S. values
are those really required .
(10 ) Form Factor. - It will be seen that for the
case of Fig. 8a we have
Mean value
83.6 volts .
R.M.S. value
92-5 volts .
The ratio of the R.M.S. value to the mean value

60

40

20

0
Fig . 8a . - VOLTAGE Curve ,
Taking the mean values for the curve Fig . 8a and
squaring them , we get
70 ° + 20,
20 ' + 522 .
= 400 + 2704 .
. 4900 + 400
which we can tabulate in order to make the matter
clear, as follows :--Square of
Mean value.
mean value.
20
400
2,704
52
7,569
87
11,449
107
15,129
123
17,424
132
15,625
125
100
10,000
4,900
70
400
20

85,600
836
The mean square , therefore , for Fig . 8a is—
85600 = 8560,
IO
the square root of which 78560 = 92.5 volts, so

NA
90 °
Fig . 10 , - Two- PHASE CURVE .
for a given shape of E.M.F. wave is called the form
factor.
R.M.S. value
= form factor.
mean value
in Fig. 8a the form
shown
of
wave
For the shape
factor is
9 ? '5 = 1'106 .
836
As a matter of fact , this particular curve was taken
from a 750 k.w. generator. For a true sine curve
the form factor is
• 707 = 1'11 ;
.637

-

current at any instant. Hence, the mean heating
effect will depend on themean square of the various
squared values of the current. Neglecting any
slight inductance of the lamp, its impedance will be
practically equal to its resistance, so that at any
instant the current is proportional to the voltage.
Hence, for equal heating effects :-(Continuous cur
rent) 2 = mean square of alternating current,. i.e.,
continuous current =
V mean square of alternating current,
so that continuous P.D.
V mean square of alternating P.D.
Now , the heating and lighting effect of the
current is really the quantity we want to know , so
that when dealing with these effects the square root
of the mean square valu . is ofmore importance than
the mean or maximum values of the current or the
voltage.
140
Max./32 Volls
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as in the case of a sine curve the mean value is
2
== .637 of its maximum value and the R.M.S.
value is equal to its maximum value divided by
1
✓2 =
•707, i.e., the R.M.S. value is •707 of
V2
the maximum value.
As already stated , it is near enough for model
alternator work to assume that the current and
E.M.F. waves are sine curves. Hence we have the
following important values :
(For E.M.F. or current)
Mean value
.637 x max. value.
R.M.S. value
•707 x max . value.
Suppose, therefore, we wish to design an alter
nator to give 105 volts, we mean 100 volts R.M.S.,
hence the maximum value will be
100
= 1414 volts,
*707
and the mean value (which is directly calculable
from the winding particulars and speed ) 1414 %
637 = 90: 1 volts.
In practice, the form factor of alternators varies
froin l'1 to 1'4 .

Na

Fig . 9. - Two -PHASE WINDING .
(11) Polyphase Currents.- I will now explain the
difference between single and polyphase currents.
The simple alternator, described in the early part
of this paper , gives a current-wave as shown in
Fig . 2 . Now , suppose that a second coil be placed
at right angles to the first coil (see Fig . 9 ), then this
second coil bb will give an alternating current just
the same, as regards its periodicity and voltage, as
the current given by coil aa , but when the one coil
is generating its maximum voltage, the other coil
will be passing through the zero voltage position, as
shown in Fig . 9. Hence, calling the complete cycle
360 °, the two waves of current will be 90 ° apart, or
will have a phase difference of 90 °, as shown in Fig .
10. where the full line shows the curve from , say ,
coil aa, while the dotted line shows the curve from
coil bb .
An alternator giving two currents differing 90 °
in phase in this manner, is called a two-phase ma
chine. The “ developed ” diagram of the winding
for a two-phase machine is shown in Fig . 13 .
Calling the distance between centres of two poles
of the same polarity (i.e., N. and N. or S. and S.)
360 electrical degrees, it will be noted from Fig . 13
that the two windings are placed 90 electrical de
grees apart.
The direction of the current in the various con
ductors is shown in the diagram (Fig . 9 ), a cross
representing the current flowing away from the
observer (i.e., into the paper), and a dot representing
( the point of an arrow ) the current flowing to the
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observer (i.e., out from the paper ) in accordance
with the usual custom ; the + representing the head
and the dot the point of the arrow .
The determination of the direction of flow of
current in a conductor moving across a magnetic
field is determined by the well-known and useful
rule of Dr. Fleming, which is illustrated by Fig . 85 .
The thumb and the first and middle fingers are held
at right angles to each other, as shown in the figure.
If the thuMB point in the direction of the Motion ,
and the FORefinger point along the direction of the
magnetic lines of FORCE (i.e., from the north pole

Bh

i

N

# 1
2
SE

FIG . 1 !.-- THREE -PHASE WINDING .
to the south pole ), then the middle finger will point
in the direction of the induced current in the con
ductor .
The reader can easily practice this rule by trying
for himself to find the direction of the current in
the conductor in Fig. 9 and seeing that this direction
of current is in accordance with that marked on the
diagram . He must remember that in order that a
coil may generate an electro-motive force, it must
cut the lines of force so as to change the number of
magnetic lines passing through the coil.
The distance from one pole centre to the centre
of the next pole of the same polarity is, as already
stated, divided up into 360 electrical degrees, the
two sets of windings for a two -phase machine being
90 electrical degrees apart . Hence a four- pole
machine will have 360 X no . of pairs of poles
360 x 4 = 720 electrical degrees . In the case of
2
a two-phase four-pole machine, therefore, the two
sets of coils would be still 90 electrical degrees

60

120

180

240

300

360

FIG . 12. — THREE -PHASE CURVE .
apart, this being, in this case, equivalent to 45
mechanical degrees.
For an eight-pole machine the 90 electrical de
grees would be equivalent to 22-5 mechanical
degrees.
Three-phase generators have three sets of wind
ings, placed 60 electrical degrees apart, as shown in
Fig . 11 . Calling the windings phase 1, 2 and 3 , if
we plot the curves from these windings, we find that
the respective voltages do not rise and fall together,
but differ in phase by 60 degrees, as shown by Fig . 12.
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The developed diagram of a three- phase winding
is shown in Fig . 14. For practical reasons it is
necessary to have the symmetrical arrangement of
phases given by three similar currents 120 ° apart.
This can be easily obtained by winding one set of
coils in the opposite direction, or by merely revers
ing the terminal connections. The result of this is
that we get the curves shown in Fig . 15, from which
the sum of the currents at any instant will be seen
to be zero . As will be shown later on , this enables

N

Z

S

Fig . 13. - Two -PHASE WINDING .
us to use only three wires for a three-phase trans
mission line, thus saving a .considerable amount of
copper.
(12) Power Factor. - It has already been show
that the current and the voltage are not always in
step . When the current is in advance of the volt
age, it is said to lead in phase ; while when, due to
inductance, the current is behind the E.M.F., it
is said to lag in phase.
If • denote the angle of lag or lead, then the
real power in the circuit is :
True watts = amps. X volts x cosine 0 .
The expression cosine o i.e., cosine of the angle
of lead or lag) is termed the power factor. The volts
multiplied by the ampères give the apparent watts.
Hencereal watts
power factor
apparent watts
or
apparent watts x power factor = true watts .
ive lead , cosine - 0
In the case of a non -ind
becomes equal to unity, so that the power here
equals the product of the volts and ampères , the

10

N

IN

360 °
Fig . 14.- THREE -PHASE WINDING .
volts and amperes being in phase with each other
in this instance .
For an inductic load the power factor is always
less than unity, and may be as low as 6 or 60 % .
Example
A known resistance of 9 ohms is placed on a
100 -volt circuit, the ammeter reading is found to be
95 amps.
Apparent watts = amps. X volts = 95 X 100 =
9500
But the true watts will equal current? x resistance,
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952 x 0 9
3.c.,-true watts
812205
apparent watts x power factor = true watts .
Hence
power factor = 81225
.855
9500
So that the power factor in this instance is 854 per
cent.
It must, however, be pointed out that the virtual
amperes squared and multiplied by the ohmic
resistance of the circuit only gives the true watts
when there are no motors on the circuit.
For power transmission work , three-phase cur
rents have of late years been very extensively
adopted ; while two-phase schemes for the same
purpose are also frequently laid down. The same
general rules of design apply equally to single ,two
or three-phase alternators.
( To be continued .)

For the Bookshelf .
(An book renewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court ,
Fleet Street, London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of posta e ]
The DICTIONARY OF MOTORING . By R. J.Mecredy.
Dublin : Mecredy, Percy & Co., Ltd. Price
55. net.
Many motor users , especially those not possessing
the advantage of a technical training, have doubt
less felt the need of a reference book in which they
can readily find an explanation of the various

360

Fig . 15. - A SYMMETRICAL THREE -PHASE CURVE .
technical terms and expressions in current use.
This need has been filled in a very satisfactory
fashion by Mr. Mecredy in the volume under review .
Nominally a dictionary , it is really an encyclo
pædia , for many of the explanations run into pages
apiece and are very comprehensive in character .
Indeed , under one heading, that of " Roadside
Troubles," we find no less than seventy pages of
extremely practical information , while nearly
twenty pages are devoted to the important subject
the
of Ignition ," and some thirteen pages to
internal combustion engine.” The information
throughout appears to be of a thoroughly reliable
nature , and the illustrations clear and instructive.
We notice a slight slip on page 185, where a line of
text referring to a “ Key-drift ” appears under the
Key -seat.” The book should be a
heading of
very useful addition to every motorist's library .
ELECTRICITY MADE EASY. By Edwin J. Houston
and Arthur E. Kennelly. New York : McGraw
Publishing Company. London : E. & F. N.
Spon , Ltd. Price 6s. 6d . net.
This is an attempt to explain in simple language
the principles which underlie the application of
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electricity to everyday domestic and industrial
purposes. Among the various matters dealt with
in this way are electric lighting both private and
public , the voltaic cell, the electric bell, the electric
telegraph , the dynamo, the electric motor, and the
telephone. The book is very freely illustrated ,
and the various scientific principles and facts are
enunciated and explained in the simplest possible
fashion . It is one of the few electrical books we
know of which can be understood throughout by
the non -technical reader without undue effort on
his part, and which at the same time gives him an
accurate conception of the subject. We can
cordially recommend it to those of our readers
who wish to get an intelligent understanding of
electrical engineering practice, but who do not feel
equal to digesting the more severely technical and
advanced text-books provided for the college
student and professional man .

Model Steamer Speed Competition , 1904.

Practical Letters from

our

Readers .
(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
A Small Brush Holder .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -I have noticed that in your valuable
columns of M.E. that no special care is taken in
designs of brush -holders for small machines. I

X
101

Milled nul

TO

f
THE
entries
for this Competition
will beall
divided
into
two classes.
Class A will include
boats
over 3 ft. 6 ins. and under 7 ft. in length ; and
Class B will include all boats of 3 ft. 6 ins. in length
and under.
The length is to be taken as length
in the water line. Each boat must make three
successive trips over a straight course of not less
than one hundred yards in length , or one trip of
not less than three hundred yards. At starting eahc
trip, steam must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fi teen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given .
The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip. These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem ;
bers of the executive of either any recognised
branch of the Society of Model Engineers , or any
recognised model yacht club , who must have been
present at the trials . In addition to the foregoing
particulars, the prize -winners must furnish photo
graphs and descriptionsof their boats for publication
in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
The awarding of the
prizes may be summarized as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat made by one
man , if beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL to the second fastest vesselmade
by one man .
In the case of either of the two winning boats not
being the entire work (designing and building) of
one competitor , Bronze Medals for the fastest, and
certificates for the second fastest boats will be
awarded to each partner. If the performance of
the first boat does not surpass that of last year,
then the highest awards will be Bronze Medals and
certificates respectively. No medal will be awarded
in either class unless three entries are received .
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required, giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance .
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than four
miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an aver
age speed of not less than three miles per hour.
The last day of entry is September 30th
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Fig . 1. - ARRANGEMENT OF BRUSH HOLDER .
enclose a sketch of one which I find works very
efficiently on models, and hope it will be acceptable
to readers of the M. E.
As you will see, copper gauze brushes are used ,
and the pressure of brush can be adjusted by
milled nut (C ). The part M might be cast or cut

S.

Po clear hole
Screw to tighten A
on To B and clamping to
spindle
brush
B

MO

-stopped hole
Fig . 2. - END VIEW
AND PLAN OF
CLAMP.

Box for holding qauze brush

2005

N

screw

Milled heod scre :v to tighten o brass
plote against brush

Fig . 3. — THE Brush Box .
from scrap ; N is better made from a casting. M is.
clamped to rocker-bar spindle by means of screws.
The side plates X are a sliding fit on rocker bar
spindle . The side plates can be rivetted to casting
N , as shown . The pin E is made from a piece of
t -in . screwed brass rod , and is a loose fit in the hole
drilled and tapped for it in casting M.
W.H. B.
Kirkstall .
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to take the photograph . The bill is mounted on
cardboard to preserve it, and is in a remarkably
clean condition , as will be seen from the photo
graph , although the print has in course of time
very much faded, and is now of a dull grey
colour.
It might be interesting to know
how many of these handbills are
TILE
still in existence . It is referred to
in Mr. Stretton's book on the
STOCKTON & DARLINGTON
“ Development of the Locomo
tive," where a short account of
the 64 Locomotion " (which is at
RAILWAY COMPANY
present mounted on a pedestal at
Bank Top , Darlington ), is given .
Mereby gibe Notice ,
-Yours faithfully ,
J.GILBERT P. MEADEN .
THAT the FORMAL OPENING of their Ralucar will take place on the 27
10 , Liston Road , Clapham , S.W.
instant, as announced in the public Papers - The Proprietorx will assemble at the
The Model Steamer Com
Permanent Steam Engine, situated below BRUSSELTON TOWER ", aboutwine Mila
petition .
Wert of DARLINGTON , al 8 o'clock , and , after examining their extensive vadines
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model
Planes there, will Hart from the foot of the BRUSSELTON descending Plane, al'
Engineer.
o'clock , in the following Order:
DEAR SIR, -I should like to say a
1. TRE COMPANY'S LOCOMOTIVE Esern .
little concerning model steamers.
Although we have had many
2. The Exorse's TENDER; with Water and Coals
3. Sex Waacons, laden with Couls, Merchandise . se.
suggestions put forward by differ
4. The COMMITTEE, and other.PROPRIESTORS, in the Coach belonging
ent contributors, personally I think
to the COMPANY.
that if you were to publish some
really good designs and lines of
5. Sıx WACGONs , with Scats reserved for STRANGERS
6. FOURTEEN WAGGoxs, for th Conveyance of Wurkmeniand others.
boats, and that each competitor
build
the boat from the lines him
The role of the abore i proceed to STOCKTON,
self there would be a great deal
7. Six Wacoxs, laden with Cuals in love the Procession at the
more credit to the builder of the
successful boat. Also , any com
DARLINGTON BRANCH.
8. Six Waecoxs, drawn by llorses, for Workmen and others.
petitor getting assistance from an
9. Ditto
Ditto .
source
should
state
outside
10. Ditto
Ditto
definitely what it is he has been
Ditte ,
assisted in . For myself, I prefer
11. Ditto
The COMPANY'S WORKNEN 1o leave the procesit at DARLINGTON, and dise al
a boat with a clipper stem . I
that Place at one o'clock ; excepting there to when Tickets are specially given for YARN,
think they look most graceful in
the water . I once built one 7 ft.
and for whom Conveyaners will be provided, on their arrival at STOCKTON.
long , 10 -in . beam , which drew
Tickets will be given to the Workinen who are to dior at DARLINGTON ,specifying
34 ins. forward and 4 ins. aft ,
the Houses ofEntertainment.
and worked at 50 lbs. pressure.
The PROPRIETORS,and such ofthe NOBILITY and GENTRY as may honourthem with
The propeller was 3-bladed , 4 ins.
their Company, will Dise precisely at THREE o'clock ,at the Town-Hall, STOCKTOS.
diameter, 104 ins. pitch , and the
Nuch of the Party as may incline to return to DARLINGTON that Exvning , will find Con
boat travelled at the rate of 100
veyances in waiting for their Accommodation, to start froin the COMPANY'S WHARP there
yds. in 27 seconds ; single engine
precisely at SEVEX o'cloch.
1 } in . bore, and stroke.
The COMPASY take this opportunity of enjoining on all their WORK-PEOPLE tha:
Mancunian ," in his letter of
the issue for February 25, speaks
Attention to Sobriety and Decorum which they have hitherto had the Pleasure of observa
of having to run the steam down
ing.
in the boilers of the Wirral Club , so
The COMMITTEE give this PUBLIC NOTICE, that all Persons who shall ride upos,
as to get more water in the boiler .
or by thesides of, the RAILWAY, on Horsebuch , will incur the Penalties imposed by the
This is an antiquated arrangement,
Acts of Parliament passed relative to this Railway
to my mind ; still, at the same
the Trna ofWorgen droegde ierard Plase frem Erster, and in Prague
Any I lush desirousof
time, I don't approve of a pump
Rer ELTO ,may lave e Opportunity of to doing, by bringyo te Kuwa Mr. Hac CARECEN pol leter than Hal per
being worked from the engine.
unch .
What I did was to fit a hand
, The Rs Imre
AIKINO
RAILWAY-OFFICE, Sept. 1919 , 162.5.
pump, with a { -in . ram , the suction
An Interesting Railway Relic.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, —Thinking it may be of some interest
to the readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER , I take the
liberty of sending you a photograph I have taken

pipe being soldered through bottom
ofboat. I had no trouble with this
arrangement, and it was easy
to give a few strokes of the pump now and
again . What is wanted is a good check -valve on
the boiler end. Another idea of mine was to fic a
cock on the bottom of the boiler, with a pipe
attached to the boat bottom . By that arrange
ment, when I put the boat on water, and opened

FACSIMILE OF A RAILWAY HANDBILL ISSUED IN 1825 .

of one of the original handbills issued on September
19th , 1825, prior to the opening of the Stockton
and Darlington Railway, on the 25th inst., an .
nouncing that auspicious event.
The original is in the possession of Mr. M ,
Higgins, of Highgate, N., who kindly allowed me
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cock , it very nearly filled the boiler , while the
lamp was being got ready. This same cock acts
as a blow -off cock . When the running is over open
it, and run the water out of the boiler.
The photograph of my boat, which I send here
with , includes , by the way, a photo ofMr. Richard
son (the gentleman on the right who holds the
bamboo rod ), who lost his life on the ill- fated
Cobra , the turbine destroyer which went from
Newcastle (Messrs. Parson & Co.), on board of which
he was one of the foremen .
In the construction of the model I made card
board patterns, exact copies of frames, and then
bent these out of thin copper about
in . wide.
The keel was made out of brass in . by } in ., and
bent to shape ; rudder post and frame cut out of
solid , scarfed , and riveted to keel. Then I marked
keel off to dimensions, soldered frames on keel,
tied at top with a piece of tin , till I had got them

A MODEL CLIPPER STEAMER .

all on . I had a centre line from stem to stern to
guide me for the centre of frame. All on , started
to bevel and twist till the plates lay level with
out showing any kinks. — Yours truly,
CLIPPER STEAMER. "
Induction Coil Construction .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
SIR ,—The articles by Mr. J. Pike on Induction
Coil Construction are of great interest and value ;
bu there
an important point in which , I think ,
he has erred - namely , in his modification of Hare's
commutator. The double handle is a decided mis
take (besides being unnecessary ), for this reason :
As all users of large coils are aware, it is very im
portant in many kinds of work to know which is
the positive and which the negative electrode ;
and this is easily managed by marking the battery
terminals and turning the single handle of the com
mutator to the right or left, as the case may be.
With the double handle confusion would certainly
arise. Again , the commutator, as made by Hare,
was neat and compact ; Mr. Pike's modification is
neither, but forms a clumsy and unsightly addition
to the base board, as the photograph in the issue of
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April 29th shows. Hare's form has nothing pro
jecting above the baseboard , but the pillar with
handle attached .
There is another point in the commutator as
described by Hare which is worthy of notice .
Instead ofmaking the contact springsof sheetmetal,
as is usual, he uses half a dozen pieces of springy
brass wire, soldered to a piece of brass . Each of
these wires makes certain contact, and thus con
siderably reduces resistance. - Yours faithfully,
Barnstaple.
WALTER SCUTT.

Old Model Sailing Ship .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , —I was greatly interested to see in
April 28th issue of The MODEL ENGINEER an illus .
tration of a model described as that of Messrs.
Green's old Blackwall liner, Newcastle . Now , sir
without wishing to detract in any
way from the maker's skill, or to
upset what is no doubt a cherished
belief on the part of the owners, I
am afraid that, judging from the
illustration , anyone who knew the old
ship well would fail to recognise her
in the model, which , I regret to say,
is not particularly accurate.
The
house flag, too , flying at the main
royal mast is certainly not Messrs.
Green's.
By a coincidence, I sailed round
the world in her in the year men
tioned in your article , and being even
then very keen on modelling , it is
extremely probable that the maker
was well - known to me, if it really was
made during that voyage, and not from
memory subsequently , as I am inclined
to suspect . If the owners would care
for it, I daresay I could copy a photo
I have of her, which might assist
them in rendering the model, with a
few alterations, a much truer repre
sentation of the original vessel.
Yours faithfully ,
Dublin .
ROBt. C. TAYLOR .
Transport, the illustrated weekly railway and
dock review , is just about to commence the
regular publication of a long series of illustrated
articles describing “ The Railway Works of Great
Britain .” These articles are being specially written
for Transport by Mr. Charles S. Lake, a gentleman
no doubt known to our readers as a specially well
qualified and practical authority on locomotive
matters . Each article will, before publication , be
submitted to , and approved by, the railway com
pany concerned . It will be seen , therefore, that
they will be reliable and of considerable value and
interest as a record of British railway work never
before attempted on such a complete and compre
hensive scale. In addition to various illustrations
of the works described , the articles will also include
a number of specially prepared reproductions of
typical locomotives and rolling stock . The first
article is on Gorton Works (Great Central Railway ),
and readers who are interested in railway work
should not fail to obtain the numbers containing
these articles.
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Queries and Replies ,

(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions:-( 1) ,Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back . (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receiph, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26—29, Poppin's Courk
Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
Thefollowing are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: ( 10,881) Motor Cycle . $. C. (Bolton ) writes : Will you please
answer me the following queries about the light 1 h.-p. cycle motor
made by Herdtle et Bruneau, and of which there was a slight
description given in the Latest Engineering column of the M.E.,
on April 7th :-(1 ) What is the bore and stroke of cylinder ?
( 2) What thickness of steel is the cylinder and cylinder end ?
(3) Would the cylinder end do flat ? (4 ) If the cylinder end is
flat, what would be the compression space ? (5) What is the size
of the inlet and exhaust valves ? (6) Are there two flywheels
enclosed in an aluminium crank chamber like an ordinary bike
motor ? (7) What is the diameter of flywheels and what weight
each ? (8 ) Does the Cyclist give a more detailed description of the
motor ? (9) What was the date when the article appeared in the
Cyclist ? ( 10 ) Is an aluminium cylinder end with radiating rits
as serviceable as an iron one for an ordinary motor bike ?
It would be impossible for anyone but the makers of the engine
to give you all the particulars you require , and we should imagine
they would not care about doing so , aswe find makers very reticent
even when the information is required for press noties. You had
better correspond with the makers or their agents direct. As to
aluminium cylinder ends we should not care to trust this metal
for the purpose, though it might stand in this small size , but what
would be the gain in weight ? merely a few ounces and less efficient
radiation , as aluminium is not such a good conductor of heat.
(10,644) To Blacken Motor Radiating Fins, J. F. C.
(Glasgow ) writes : I am constructing an air-cooled petrol motor
and have turned the outside of the cylinder, so that the radiating
ribs are polished . As a black surface radiates most heat, I requi e
them black . I do not prefer a black enamel, as I think it would
form a non -conducting surface. To blacken the cylinder I have
tried a “ Workshop Řecipe " in M.E. & E. for July 1st, 1901,
but it is a failure. Themixture discolours the metal but does not
blacken it. If you know a better recipe you might kindly give
me it.
Neither the recipe you name, nor black enamel, nor any other
chernical coating will retain the colour under the excessive heat of
an air -cooled cylinder. The nearest approach you can get is
common black lead or Graphite, and renew as required . Dixon's
powdered Graphite or Graphite paste is best and should be mixed
to creamy consistency with ordinary paraffin, applied by stiff
brush after first cleaning cylinder. There is only one other thing
we know of that you might experiment with , that is, Mauder's
grounding coat enamel ; it is a hydrocarbon and dries jet black .
it is largely used for cycle enamelling in first process and will stand
a heat of 800° Fah ., but whether it would stand on motor com
bustion head we could not say. Makers : Messrs. Mauder Bros.,
Varnish Works, Wolverhampton .
( 10,823) Dynamo and Motor Trouble. G. R. H. (Hammer
smith ) writes : (1) I have some No. 4 Kapp dynamo castings from
Macmillan's & Co. with the castings came the wire, in three
separate coils of I 5.16th lbs., 1 3-16th lbs., and 11-16th lb. re
spectively. I enclose specimens of each . Can you please tell
me for which each is intended , and the size (S.W.G.) ? " I have no
micrometer to measure with . (2) I have one of Marshall and
Wood's " M.W." miniature motors, which I made up from the
finished parts. As it would not work in series, as the instructions
said, I tried it in shunt ; then it worked all right. I took it home
from the workshop, and the only thing that I could get to work it
was a 2- volt 15-amp. hour accumulator. It runs very easily, and
the connections are all right. I tried a 3-cell bichromate battery,
and also a 3 -cell non- polarising bichromate battery, and also two
small accumulators (it amp.-hour each) ; the latter in parallel
and series, but all to no purpose. Would you kindly explain why
it takes such a lot to work it ? I tried the non-polarising battery
in series and parallel. (3) Would you kindly give me a sketch
and explanation of the winding of an 8 -slot drum armature for
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direct lighting from the dynamo ? I cannot follow the diagrams
in " Small Dynamos and Motors " or in “ A.B.C. of Dynamo
Design ."
( 1) The three samples ofwire sentare each No. 20 S.W.G. Wind
the armature with as much wire as it will take, and use the re
mainder for field coils. (2) The wire supplied by the makers would
be intended for series winding ; perhaps you did not make your
connections correctly, or you may have used the armature wire
for the field coil. Wire suitable for series-winding would not be,
correct if conne ted in shunt, as it would take too much current
though the motor would work ; this is proved by your experiments'
the low voltage accumulator giving plenty of current would suit
the conditions better than your small accumulators or bichromat
cells . Try re-connecting the field in series again , and study Chap.
ter I of our Handbook No. 10 , Small Dynamos and Motors.
( 3) If you cannot follow the diagram given in “ Small Dynamos
and Motors," we are afraid the only thing to make matters clear
would be some personal help from a friend - why not join the
Society of Model Engineers ? Study Fig . 19 , page 27, which gives
a 4 -section winding ; the 8 -section winding is simply an extension of
the same principle .
(10,854) Motor Car Engine. A. W. R." (Homerton ) wr.tes :
(1 ) At what number of revolutions does the old pattern 8 h.-p.
4-cylinder “ Mors " motor develop her 8 h.-p. ? Cylinders are
21- in . bore and 4- in . stroke, roughly. (2) On 2-1 shaft there is a
5-tooth i-in . pitch chain wheel mounted . Would it be safe (i.e.,
would it wear 2 -to- I gear wheels enough to make valves late ) to
work pump off same by chain ? (3) At what speed should rotary
pump with 4 -in , fan work to circulate through aforementioned
cylinders, water-cooled heads only ? Pump circulates water if
engine is turned smartly by handle at 6- to -1 gearing. (4 ) As
engine is fitted , exhaust box is directly under engine. I wish to shift
box to extreme rear of car : length of pipe 8 ft. (if shifted ).
Will this throttle exhaust, and what size tube shall I use ? (5 )
What width and thickness raw hide belts shall I require to
transmit 8 h.-p. gears 5 and 15 miles per hour respectively ? (6 )
What quantity of oil should I have in chamber , and how long will
same last , continuous running . (7) Should I use air or water
cooled motor oil ? (8 ) Can you state miles per gallon of petrol at 15
miles per hour ?
(1) About 800 revolutions per minute. We believe that the
cylinders are 24.in. bore by 3t-in . stroke. (2) You would not alter
the timing of the valves ; the pitch chain wheel is very likely in
tended to work the pump. (3 ) Cannot say . Is there no gear
wheel on the pump which would settle this question ? Probably
the pump speed is anything from 500 to 1,000 revolutions per
minute. (4) This will certainly affect the exhaust, but you can
minimize back pressure by using pipe as large as practicable-- the
larger the better. (5) We cannot reply to this question without
knowing the sizes of the pulleys and their speed ; and the matter
is also complicated by the particular conditions of working. You
should use belts as wide as the pulley will allow . (6 ) Fill up with
sufficient oil until the cranks splash well into it , and examine
periodically. (7) Not understandable. (8 ) Depends much on
roads and driver ; about 40 miles per gallon .
( 10,882] New Nut for Archimedian Drill. J. C. T.
(Croydon ) writes : Can you inform me through your query column
if it is possible to buy or to make a new nut for an archimedian
drill ? The nut has worn so much that it does not bite properly ,

7

Query N 10892
NUT FOR ARC !!IMEDIAN DRILL ,
but otherwise the drill is in first-class order and is a very good one,
and quite worth a new nut if it is possible to have one.
The best thing to do is to cast a new one. Obtain from a friendly
printer some old stereo plates or type metal; it will cost a few
for the
as an outside casing
pence. Make a brass collar to serve enough
; piace the collar over
nut, or bore out the old nut if large
the screw of the drill and pack some c ay round the lower end
holding the drill upright. Melt the stereo mctal in an iron spoon
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Query N : 10706.

CONTACT BREAKER FOR A MEDICAL COIL.

D

Downcomer

Fielgrubes.

10

to givebetter results than those obtained with the ordinary hammer
break . This device is termed the Vril break . The hammer ( H )
is mounted on a spring ( S) , and , as it vibrates, knocks apart the
platinum contacts (P ) at the instant it is travelling at its greatest
velocity - connection the same as for an ordinary coil and break.
(10,698) Small Dynamo.
NEMO " writes : I have small
Manchester dynamo
under : Field -magnets, soft grey iron
yokes, 12 ins. long by 3 ins. broad by it ins. thick ; cores , soft
Swedish iron , 4+ ins. long by 2 ins. diameter ; armature, laminated,
ring, 4 ins. diameter. Field cores wound with 4 lbs. each, No. 24
wire connected in parallel, then ,in shunt to brushes ; armature
wound with about 2 lbs. No. 22 in 12 sections. Dynamo works
all right, but gives very little current for its size - only 4 amps
at 25 volts. I think it could be made to do better if fitted with
new armature to hold more wire. Will you kindly help me, an !
say if drum armature in six or eight sections would be better .
You must not expect to obtain much more current with No. 22
gauge wire on the armature. From the large amountof wire on the
fields, it would appear that you are using a smooth - cored arma
ture, and that the gap space is large in length . You could, by re
winding the fields with the same weight of No. 20 gauge wire ,
both coils being in series and in shunt to thebrushes, and , if possible
increase the speed , depending upon higher volts for your increased
output, or use a new armature made of toothed stampings, either
ring or drum , wound with No. 20 gauge wire. It would be better
to adoptmore than 8 sections - 12 sections, at least, for a drum , and
sparking
liable to with
at
least, for aofring
be less
18 sections,
brushes. atParticulars
dimen
armatures,
the
ring would
and drum
sions, are given in The Model ENGINEER Handbook No. 10,
* Small Dynamos and Motors," price 6d. We shall be glad to hear
the results of your further" trials .
( 10,668) Steam Dynamo Plant. A. H. D. (Neath) writes :
Would you kindly advise meupon the following points ? (I) How
to find the size ofboiler for a compound engine ? It would hardly
be the samemethod as that employed for finding the size for a
simple engine, would it ? (2) My engine, for which I require the
boiler, is one of Stuart Turner's compounds, machined to if by
24 by it. When machined to it by 2 by it, with 80 lbs. pressure
wet steam , and running at 1,000 revolutions per minute, the engine
is supposed to generate 1 b.h.-p. Would it, machined as above,
together with pressure of 100 lbs., moderately superheated, give
If b.h.-P., so as to drive a 750 -watt dynamo for about four hours
continuously every day ? (3) Would you mind giving me the
heating area required for this engine, so as to fulfil the above con
ditions as nearly as possible ? (4 ) I rather fancy water-tube
boilers, so have made a rough sketch of a modified Yarrow type
boiler 122 f- in . and 14 field tubes to assist circulation . I think
I read somewhere that this type was liable to priming - is this so ?
Are there any other disadvantages ? (5) The Yarrow seems to me
to be fairly easy to construct, as I could get the two water-drums
cast in two pieces, so that I could screw and solder the t- in . tubes
into the steam -drum , and expand the other ends into the covers
of the water-drums, after which the bottoms of the water-drums
would be bolted to the covers . How do you think this would do ?
(6 ) The steam -drum would be flanged at each end, and cast gun .
metal covers bolted thereto . Could I use cast gunmetal for steam .
drum covers and water-drums, or is the difference of expansion
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and contraction between copper and gunmetal too great ? The
size of the boilerr, as dafted roughly, is about 15 ins. by 15 ins. by
15 ins., with 6 -in . steam -drum and 3- in . water- drums. (7) Is
there any better and easier boiler to make than the Yarrow con
templated ? It must be a fast steamer, and as small as pɔss.ble
( 8) Would it be possible to wind a 500 watt Avery -Lahmeyer
dynamo for an output of 750 watts ? If not, would it be possible
to enlarge the output of a 500-watt dynamo permanently at all ,
and to what amount ? (9) How can I calculate the proper amount
ofwater to force into a boiler with a donkey pump driven from the
same boiler ? (10 ) Would a donkey pump force hot water from a
feed -water heater into the boiler, or must the water be cold for
pump to cope with it ? (11) What thickness ofmetal should the
steam -drum , water-drums, tubes, downcomers, and field -tubes of
boiler be to stand 100 lbs.pressure ? I enclose a plan of the arrange
ment of tubes in the steam drum .
( 1) Yes ; you should consider the consumption of the H.-?.
cylinder only. See issue of January 1st, 1902 page 22., (2 ) Yes,
easily. (3) About 1,600–2,000 sq . inches of heating surface is re
quired . (4 ) You have weakened the shell to too great an extent
by the holes for the tubes ; employ - in . water-tubes in place of
-in . tubes. Not with good feeding arrangements and a separate
stoam -drum over themain drum . (5 ) The Yarrow boiler is usually
rather a difficult boiler to make satisfactorily ; but your idea is
one of the best methods of geting over this disadvantage we have
seen , and it should work outvery well indeed . There is no need to
flange the steam -drum : flange the ends of the drums. (6 ) Yes
cast all ends, but stipulate good materialwhen ordering. (7) No
we think sot, except that a tubular boiler would be less costly .
(8 ) Notby alterations in thewindings alone. The size of the various
parts would have to be increased , of the field -magnet cores, & c.,also
armature ; in fact, a slight increase in every way would be neces
sary . (9 ) Reckon on 200 strokes per minute , and calculate the
pump to throw for 50 per cent. more water than the boiler requires
at full power. Provide a by-pass on the delivery pipe to return
excess of water to the tank . ( 10) Put the feed -water heater be
tween the pump and the boiler. (11)Seim drum (6 ins.) 3-32nd

d

or ladle and pour it into the collar so as to cajt the nut 'on to the
Screw . The screw should be greise i to prevent th : cast nut from
-sticking, and the inside of the collar rou ghened so that the cast
metal will stick tightly in i
(19,706 )Auxiliary Contact -Breaker forMedical!Coil. G. B.
(Colae) writes : Will you inform me, through your query columns
on the following points - how to fix and connect an auxiliary sen
sitive contact-breaker to a medical coil ?
The sketch below will show the method employed and devised
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A PORTION
OF
THE BOILER

PLATE .

-Centre Vine of boxer
Query No 10668
in , thick , water drums 5-32nds in , thick ; downcomers, if of tube,
1-16th in. ; water tubes, 20 S.W.G. Smaller dry steam drum ,
I- 16th - in , thick .

The News of the Trade .

(The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading,
lools, apparatus, and materials
samples and particulars of newunderstoo
d that these reviews are
for amateur use. It must be
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
reserves the right to
Editor
being required or accepted. The
.criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
inserting
review
abstain
in any case whore
from
mitted, or to
a
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
Transference of Business .
We understand that the business of Messrs. Thorp & Salter, late
Clerkenwell, the makers of the well-known
Street,
Lion
of Red
small power “ Ruby " gas engines, has been taken over by the
New Century Lock & Engineering Conpany , Ltd., of 235, High
Holborn, London, W.C., to whom all enquiries for Messrs. Thorp and
Salter's specialities should be addressed .
Wire for Coil Making .
Messrs. Bowen & Odery, of68, Wellington Road, Charlton , inform
us that they are selling suitable wire for coil making at a very low
price. It is a matter of interest to all makers to be able to get
good English wire at a very low price, and Messrs. Bowen & Odery
say they believe that their prices for fine silk covered wires are the
lowest in the trade, especially as the wire is of the best quality
only. They also promise to supply promptly and in most cases can
deliver on the same day as the order is received.
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Answers to Correspondents.
The Editor's

Page.

'HE entries for the Subscription Competition
have, since writing the note in our last
THE
issue, been carefully scrutinized , and the
first prize, to the value of £ 25, awarded to
Mr. FRANK BENTLEY ,
57, Gisburn Road,
Newbridge, near Nelson .
The second prize-winner in this competition is
Mr. H. BRYSON ,
72, Rottenrow ,
Glasgow ,
to whom goods to the value of £ 10 have been
awarded . The third and fourth on the list, who
will receive tools, etc., to the value of £ 5 and ti
respectively , are
Mr. H. R. TIDSWELL ,
Holy Trinity Vicarage,
Bolton .
and

Mr. H. J. SKINNER ,
65A , Sumner Street ,
Southwark , S.E.
Readers will perhaps remember that in connection
with this competition we offered £ 5 to the news
agent who collected the first prize -winner's sub
scriptions , and a cheque for this amount has been

sent to
Mr. John BROUGHTON ,
1 , King Terrace,
Newbridge, near Nelson .
In congratulating the gentlemen who have been
successful, we feel that we must express our thanks
to the large number of readers who, although they
have not been so fortunate as to gain any of the
prizes offered , have for the last few months been
enthusiastically labouring in the interest and wel

A. R. (Rutherglen ).--This is a matter which you
must refer to some local cycle agent. We do not
know of any manufacturer who would supply one
set. Yes, the gas blowpipe would do used in
conjunction with a bed of coke or carbon .
W. V. (Hawthorne, Victoria ).— This is a question
of obtaining catalogues from advertisers of such
castings. Thanks for your appreciative remarks.
MR. H. (Borsibbah ).- A Siemens H -armature is no
use for charging purposes . The address you gave
us is insufficient, and our reply which we posted
to you has been returned by the Post Office .
E. W. A. (Transvaal).- We thank you for the
photograph , and will reproduce it when an
opportunity occurs .
Notices.

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expeeted or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper.
and allnew apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer,” 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London
, E.C. to advertisements and deposits to be
All correspondence relating
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & CO., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States , Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Contents .

fare of our journal.
A reader of the M.E.-F. B. (Workington )
writes : As the summer time is fast approaching,
could you find space in your valuable journal to
devote an article on ' Heliography,' and the making
of the necessary apparatus for the same on a model
scale .” In view of the possible interest of this
subject to our readers we shall be pleased to hear
from any model engineer who has had experience
in making and using small heliographic instruments,

We take this opportunity ofannouncing that the
publishers of this paper have been appointed official
publishers to the Junior Institution of Engineers,
and all communications with respect to supplying
copies of the records of transactions of this useful
and influential body to non -members should now be
addressed to Messrs. Percival Marshall & Co., No.
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

( The asterisk ( * ) denotes that this subject is illustrated. ]
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1 - inch

Scale Model Locomotive .

By A. G , CARTER .
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D
SIDE ELEVATION OF MR. A. G. CARTER'S I -INCH SCALE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .

HE

following description and accompanying

numerous readers of the M.E. The engine
is very similar to Mr. Oxbrow's prize design which
was published about three years ago. To me it was
about the best design I had seen , especially as
regards the boiler and placing of wheels. About
this time (1900 ) I was thinking of starting to build
a 1- in . scale model. Having four very strong, cast
iron locomotive wheels with 4 -in . steel axles in .
on tread, I thought I could use them for the drivers,
so I made a start on the frames ; these are made
from 1-16th in . charcoal plate, side frames and
footplates being formed in one piece. Plates were
fixed across in their proper position and all well
riveted together with iron rivets . Brass axle-boxes
are fitted in the usual way . The buffers are made
from two pieces of cycle tubing, one a sliding fit in
the other, and are fitted with proper springs, etc.
The engine is carried on four-coupled driving
wheels and a leading and trailing pony truck, with

steel wheels. Most of the weight is carried by the
drivers. Cylinders are built-up, using steel tubing
brass bar and sheet, and have the slide- valves which
are balanced on top . Pistons are of gunmetal
with ordinary cotton packing . Single slide-bar
are used , with a narrow crosshead , fitted with oil
cups on top ; lubricators are also fitted to the steam
chests. When finished , cylinders were lagged with
felt and thin sheet iron . Boiler is made of 3-32nds
steel plate and the firebox of brass, the crown of
which is stayed by four brass girders ; copper
rivets are used fin . pitch .
I found the boiler as big a job as I could manage
The
with the limited amount of tools I had .
usual fittings are provided , made by myself with
exception of thº steam gauge. I fitted blower tap
just over handrail outside boiler for convenience
in working. Steam is taken from boiler by a -in .
perforated pipe with pull-out regulator in cab , and
I get very dry steam . The boiler was lagged with
the same material as cylinders. I have experi
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mented a lot with the exhaust nozzle and have
adopted one I have made with a partition ofmetal
down the middle ; this gives very good results,
indeed . I was very interested in Mr. Greenly's
articles on the right diameter of exhaust nozzle,
and it is very important to get it right. The engine
is running at present with a return crank only in
forward gear, as I have not yet finished the proper
gear, which is of my own design , and I hope will
prove successful ; it will be worked by the before
mentioned return crank .
The tender is very much like Mr. Holden's G.E.R.
type, and is fitted with oil and water tanks, hand
pump, & c . It is carried on two four-wheeled
bogies, the wheels I cast in white metal. Paraffin
is used as fuel in a lamp of my own construction ,
and is very powerful, makes plenty of steam , and
is smokeless . I wish I could say that it was
noiseless . I have been engaged on this model a
good two years in spare time, and it has given me
the greatest pleasure in constructing and working .
It will pull a very considerable load behind it. I
was, in fact, surprised as I did not expect that it
would move itself. There are still a few things to
finish, such as the brakework , sandpipes , & c. The
engine was painted and lined by myself in G.E.R.
colours and presents a very handsome appear
ance .
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The Society of Model Engineers .

(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication .)
London .
N
two members visited , with the kind per
mission of J. Clifton Robinson , Esq ., the
Chiswick Power Station of the London United
Tramways Company. The party was met by the
engineer -in -charge and taken first over the engine
house, a most handsome structure and containing
a fine collection of engines ( cross compound Corliss
type) driving both continuous and alternating three
phase current dynamos. The plant also comprised
a large rotary transformer, and several motors for
driving fans for cooling circulating water, con
densers, and pumps and various other machines.
At the end of the building is a very handsome
switchboard approached by two flights of steps with
a fine iron balustrade. The boiler house was then
visited and the twelve Babcock & Wilcocks' water
tube boilers seen at work , being fed by Vicars'
stokers, the action of which was fully shown to the
members. An ingeniousmethod of replenishing the
coal bunkers was seen in operation , con •
sisting of an endless chain of pivoted
pans or buckets passing along the length
of the boiler house, over the bunkers and
then down through the floor to the base
ment in front of the ashpits , the con
14.
tents of which are nightly raked into the
buckets and carried away . An air com
pressing machine was also noticed in
course of erection to be utilised for blow
ing the soot off the boiler tubes. In the
MR. A. G. CARTER'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVE AND TENDER .
basement are also situated the stationary
transformers. A visit was then paid to
the car sheds and workshops, which proved very
In conclusion , I must state that I have had to
interesting, several of the motors and other car
work under difficulties with regard to tools , having
parts being there for repair, numerous lathes,
to rig up all sorts of makeshifts . When I started
drilling and grinding machines , and a hydraulic
the model I had no lathe, but since have purchased
press for forcing the wheels on the axles were
a 3 -in . centre Holmes's lathe and it has proved in
inspected ; also some up - to -date woodworking
valuable to me. I have made a few more steam
machinery used in executing repairs to the wood
models, and all very simple in construction
work of the cars. The fine proportions of the
although small. I shall be glad to describe any of
buildings, the compact arrangement and spotless
them at a future date with the Editor's permission .
cleanliness and brightness of the machinery house
Below are a few of the principal dimensions of the
and boiler house were much remarked on . Very
locomotive model :
hearty thanks were tendered to the engineer-in
Cylinders , if ins. by 14 ins. ; steam ports, 3-32nds
charge for his courtesy in taking the members
in . by 4 in .; exhaust ports, 3-16ths in . by } in .
round and fully explaining the various items of the
Wheels : 4 -coupled , diameter, 4 ins. ; leading
plant.
pony truck , 24 ins. ; trailing pony truck , 24 ins.;
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS. - Saturday, June 25th :
gauge, 3 } ins.
Launch trip up the Thames. Wednesday , July
13th : An all day trip to Portsmouth to visit the
Wheelbase : Coupled , 5 ins. ; total of engine,
I ft. 6 ins.
Dockyard has been arranged for this date. Further
Frames : Length , engine, 2 ft.; width over foot
particulars as to fares, & c ., will be announced in
plates, 7 } ins.
nextweek's issue - HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon . Sec.,
Boiler : Length , including firebox, i ft. 5 ins. ;
37, Minard Road, Hither Green .
diameter , 4 * ins. ; tubes , ten in number , diameter,
Provincial Societies.
* in . ; steam pressure, 45 lbs.;heating surface , about
Lincoln . -A number of model engineers in this
360 sq . ins. ; height from rails to top of chimney ,
13 ins .
district are contemplating the formation of a Local
Tender : Length , i ft. 8ins. ; wheelbase, 11 ins. ;
Society. Gentlemen wishing to join are asked to
communicate with Mr. S. E.SMITH , 19, Mint Street,
length of engine and tender over buffers, 3 ft .
Lincoln .
104 ins. ; weight, about 70 lbs.
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Liverpool. — The last meeting of this Society
was held on Wednesday, May 4th , at which Mr.
Whittle showed an electrically driven Wimshurst
machine made by him . The machine, with 18 -in .
plates , gave a 3 -in . spark readily . The motor
(Manchester type) joined in shunt, ran at about
5,000 revolutions per minute, being fitted with an
ingenious switch for two speeds and reverse. The
accumulator is 6 volts and about 20 amp. hours.
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday ,
June ist, commencing at 8 p.m., when Mr. Staveley
Further par
will give a paper on “ Boilers."
ticulars as to place of meeting, & c ., will be posted
to the members. - W . S. MARSHALL , Hon . Sec., 2 ,
Chatham Road , Rock Ferry .
Leeds. - A meeting of this Society was held on
Tuesday evening, May 10th, in their room in St.
Paul's Street. Mr. Woodhead brought a 5 -in .
centre la the fast headstock , which he gave to the
Society for the workshop , and Mr. Wilkinson showed
a very neat model of an inverted cylinder engine
and copper boiler combined 'which he had made.
Steam was got up and the engine run for some
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Workshop Notes and Notions.

[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience . Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.1
A Method for Raising the Lathe.
A correspondent in Modern Machinery gives the
following lathe device :
Raising the lathe to increase the swing is not an
easy task . Some lathes are better adapted for
raising than others, and as there are one or two
problems to be considered, it requires some judg
ment to choose the right lathe for blocking up . A
lathe to be permanently raised to a height of from
18 to 26 ins, should have a reverse gear on the head
stock for reversing the lead screw . This should be
by means of a lever instead of the extra stud used
on somemachines, the reverse lever being the more
convenient.
Fig . I represents the pattern for theraising blocks.

Fig . I

Fig . 2

៦

K

Fig . 5

Fig . 4

Fig . 3

DETAILS OF AN ARRANGEMENT FOR RAISING THE LATHE .

considerable time very satisfactorily . The next
meeting will be held on Tuesday evening, May
31st.-W. H. BROUGHTON , Hon . Secretary, 262,
Carlton Terrace , York Road, Leeds.

A NEW long distance telephone service between
Halifax and Sydney , Nova Scotia , 293 miles in
length , has lately been inaugurated .
NEW KIND OF BRONZE . - The demands of auto
mobile manufacturers for a metal able to sustain
extraordinary pulling and twisting strains have
led to the invention in France of a new alloy, which
is called
formetal.”
It contains, in addition to
the usual constituents of bronze and brass, a mix
ture of other metallic elements, which contribute
great power ofmechanical resistance . It is also said
to be unalterable by the effectsof exposure to the air ,
and it resists the attack of weak acids. It can be
drawn in bars, or rolled and forged. Nuts and
screws made of it are unoxidisable .

The casting that supports the gearing, Fig . 2 , is not
long enough to mesh with the gear on the spindle ,
and must be made longer by using an extra gear,
Fig . 3. The reverse lever will give right or left
thread without the use of any more studs or gears.
An 8 -in . latheraised to a height of 26 ins., will not
swing 26 ins. over the carriage, because it is made
to swing an 18-in . circle ; therefore, in order to keep
the carriage back from the work , it requires a cast
ing like Fig . 4 , which bolts on each side of the
carriage. The casting must be well ribbed to make
it strong, as it answers for a support for the carriage .
Four holes are then drilled in the top (Fig. 5 ), so
that the compound rest can be used in any direction .
We can, by the above method , turn a 26 -in . cast
steel ring in an 18- in . lathe in the time ordinarily
required in a 26 - in . lathe.

SUBMARINE A1, which was recently wrecked off
the Isle of Wight, is to be sent to Vickers & Sons '
works at Barrow -in -Furness to be repaired .
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A Method of Boring Out Armature Tunnels.
By A. L. S.
The following is a description of a simple method
of converting a drilling machine into a machine for
boring out armature tunnels , & c ., for those amateurs
who only possess a small plain lathe. All that is
necessary is to drill a hole of suitable size right
through the centre of machine table , as at A , and

The " Model Engineer "
motive :

Loco

By HENRY GREENLY .
(Continued from page 437.)
XI. - CHIMNEY, DOME, AND FRONT SPLASHERS,
"HE accompanying illustrations, which are re
alternative arrangements of chimney and
domewhich may be used for the “ Model Engineer
locomotive. These were referred to in the first
article , and adherence to one or the other, or ,
for that matter, to a different profile altogether ,
so long as the internal proportions are retained , will
be left to the individual reader. Personally, the
writer prefers the shorter chimney and flattened
dome, as shown in the shaded external view in the
January 7th issue.

В.
A
METHOD
OF
BORING
OUT
ARMA
TURE
TUNNELS,
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Cutter

C

A

turn down a length of steel, so
that it is a good sliding fit in hole
A ; also turn it down to fit in drill
holder B. The steel rod is now
drilled for one or more cutters .
The dynamo is fastened to niachine
table, and can then be bored out
smoothly and truly .
The Mallet compound locomo
tive now building for the Balti
more and Ohio Railroad will in
many ways be themost remarkable
engine ever constructed . Its total
weight will be over 134 tons, all
of which is on the driving wheels .
It will replace two heavy consolida
tion locomotives in pushing service
over a hilly and very crooked
track , and will, it is expected ,
exert a tractive effort of 31 tons
when running as a compound . The
boiler is of exceptional size, and
measures 38 ſt. 5 ins. in length from
the front to the firebox door, and
88 ins. diameter. It weighs 53
tons with water, but without the
exterior fittings. The weight of
Fig . 52. - CHIMNEY AND DOMES FOR " MODEL ENGINEER "
LOCOMOTIVES.
the water alone is 14 tons, and that
of the tubes 12 tons, the weight of
shell and firebox without tubes being 25 tons. The
Fig. 52 herewith shows an extra petticoat, and
working pressure is to be 235 lbs. per square inch .
although the smaller one cannot very well be used
The firebox is 108 ins. long by 96 ins. wide; So ins.
in conjunction with the ring blower, if this is not
deep at the front end, and 72 ins. at the back end.
employed , the addition of the second petticoat is
The boiler provides 5,372 sq . ft. ofheating surface in
advised, where the highest results are desired . The
the tubes and 219 sq. ft. in the firebox , making
tubes with the extension tube, which may be made
a total of 5,591 sq.ft. The grate area is 72 sq. ft.
of a piece of k -in . solid-drawn light brass tube,
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should be annealed at the ends and spun out with
a burnished tool, or with a roller, if necessary,
annealing once or twice during the operation . The
extension tube may be left parallel, the larger
petticoat tapering slightly towards the lower end
( from 7-16ths to 15-32nds in . diameter inside).

FIG . 53. -ALTERNATIVE DESIGN OF CHIMNEY .

A very trifling difference (say 1-32nd in .) in the
diameter of the funnel will spoil the appearance of
the engine. The template should for the lower
curve be marked out as at A in Fig . 52, or Fig . 53,
and the funnel turned to this shape. When the
saddling has been accomplished , and the funnel
sits squarely on the smokebox, the funnel
should be placed on a mandrel, and with a
half-round file the ridge left by the lathe
carefully drawn down until at each side
the curve conforms to that shown in the
end views. The above remarks also apply
to the dome, except that there is no need
to turn the inside of the latter fitting .
Fig . 54 is a detail of the leading wheel
splashers. Thesemay be cast in brass with
the polished edging strips raised , and when
the casting arrives, if it is a good one, all
that will be required will be to bed it to
the footplates ; drill two clearing holes in
each fixing lug — which , by the way, should
be as thin as possible — for the small coun
tersunk screws, and clean up the casting
generally , polishing the strip bordering the face of
the splasher .
A slight slip in the dimensioning of the main frame

r
! ad

The smaller tube is practically cylindrical. The
tapering of the first-named may be accomplished
by obtaining a fairly thick piece of tube and turn
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FIG . 54. LEADING WHEEL
SPLASHER .
36"
ing it down in the lathe. The extension tube should
be fitted tightly into a recess bored in the chimney ,
and the petticoats hung on to the latter by strips of
fin . by 3-64th -in . brass attached by very small
rivets, as shown in the cross section on page 28 of
the issue of January 14th last. Great care should
be taken to get the blast-pipe petticoats and
chimney perfectly in line, as upon this depends the
efficiency of the arrangement. If only one petticoat
pipe is used, the proportions should be taken from
the already published drawings, and , under any
circumstances, the petticoats should , when finished
be as thin as is consistent with strength .
The chimney and dome should be cast in brass ,
and to facilitate chucking may be cast about k-in .
longer at the top than the drawings show . The
internal diameter should be bored taper, the
largest diameter being a bare } in . A zinc template
should be cut to the profile of the outside, and in
turning up, care must be exercised to see that the
correct diameters of the various parts are obtained ,
as although it is fairly easy to obtain a correct
profile , the trouble is to at once get the proper
shape and the right diameter of the various parts.

drawings (Fig . 3 ) in the issue of January 21st
which alters the proportions of the frames , and
although not serious, may as well be corrected . The
smokebox portion of the frames is represented by

Fig . 55 .

ब

FRAME AS
DIMENSIONED .

ब

FRAME AS SIIOULD
BE DIMENSIONED .

the figures only, the drawing being correctly to scale
to be 13-16ths in . above the level of the top of
buffer planks, instead of 13-16ths in . above the
upper face of the footplates. This makes a differ
ence of 1-16th in . in the total depth of the main
frames at the cylinders, and to this extent affects
the dimensions of the smokebox saddle .
( To be continued.)
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Latest

in

Engineering.

A New Mercury Vapour Lamp. - We illustrate
herewith a new mercury vapour lamp, the joint
design of Mr. C. O. Basham and Mr. A. E. Salisbury,
possessing several novel features. The lamp,
which is being introduced on to the market by
Messrs. Rumney & Rumney , of 39 , Victoria Street,
Westminster, is shown in its normal position , but
when the current is switched on the series magnet G
is energised , and draws up the core G. This causes
the lamp A , which is attached to the beam N ,
to tilt, and the mercury (shown in dotted lines)
is thus separated at the negative electrode, and the
short arc first formed is subsequently lengthened
out along the whole length of the tube by the
pressure of the mercury vapour generated within
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especially for side- street lighting, and will , the
inventors claim , be more economical than incan
descent gas lighting . - Mechanical Engineer.
Design of Stirling Boiler. - The
A New
illusstration shows a new design of Stirling
boiler patented by Mr. T. Cowan , Edinburgh.
The ordinary type of Stirling boiler may be
familiar to our readers, drawings of which
In
appeared in February 5th , 1903, issue.
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A NEW MERCURY VAPOUR LAMP.

the arc . To overcome the absence of red rays in
the mercury vapour light, a carbon filament lamp
J can be provided in series with the vapour lamp,
and, with this combination , the resistance, C2, is
required as a starting resistance, and is auto
matically cut out when the mercury arc is suffi
ciently formed. The glass dome V which encloses
the combination being opalescent or ground, the
two lamps are indistinguishable from the exterior,
and their light combines to form what is practically
a pure white light. An efficiency of 2 } c.p. per
watt is claimed for the lamp when the carbon
auxiliary is not used , and i to l'5 c.p. per watt
when the latter is used . Each lamp requires from
40 to 60 voltsand 0.65 of an ampere, and the candle
power is said to be 80. It has been designed more

NEW

DESIGN OF STIRLING
BOILER .

WATER -TUBE

the design shown the two water drums are
situated one on each side of a central fire
grate, and connected to three upper steam
and -water drums in the manner shown , the furnace
gases being directed in proportionate volumes to
the right and left of the middle drum to the exit
flues by the aid of deflector plates , which also cause
the furnace gases, after they have passed upwardly
amongst the tubes adjacent to the furnace , to divide
and flow in proportionate volumes against the
banks of tubes most remote from the furnace and
then pass on each side of the middle steam -and
water drum to the uptake.

THE “ Perspectartigraph " is a new drawing
instrument of Mr. Otto Elchenberger, of Geneva ,
Switzerland . It consists of a telescope drawing
pencil, and board mounted on a tripod like a theo
dolite, and it enables a person with little or no know
ledge of perspective to make a perspective drawing
from nature mechanically .
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(Continued from page 418.)
VIII. - Three - Drum Armature Building .

By A. W. M.
'HE first consideration is the shaft . For very
TH small armatures, the straight, bright drawn
steel, usually known as silver steel, serves
ਜਦ

Centre

Fig .
2a .

FIG . I.

FIG . 26 .
very well, as it can be used without being turned
in the lathe ; but you should not use it without
making sure that the piece selected is really straight.
Frequently the lengths are bent to a slight extent,
which is not noticeable without careful examina
tion . Now , unless its shaft is nice and straight,
the armature will be out of balance, and you can
not make a good fit of the bearings. A want of
truth in the shaft is often the cause of
noise in running and sparking at the
brushes ; it is well worth while taking some
care to get a smooth sweet-running arma
ture. With solid cores, such as are often
used for shuttle and polar armatures, a
straight piece of this bright steel will do
very well for the shaft. Cut off a piece to
the right length , centre the ends accurately ,
and try it between the centres of a lathe ; if
it is bent, make it to run quite true ; the
centres will be useful afterwards for trueing up
the commutator and for winding. Centres should
always be left in dynamo and motor armature
shafts ; it is worth while making the centres

be
a

Vadow:2

FIG . 3.
properly by drilling a small hole and countersink
ing the end , as shown in Fig . 1, as the centre will
then always retain its position .
The best way to mount small cast-iron shuttle
and polar armature cores is to drill a hole right
through the core centre, making it of such size that
the shaft can be driven in tightly — not too tightly,
as you will then be liable to split the casting. A
small set screw should then be fitted through one
of the poles (Fig . 2a). It is important to fix the
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shaft tightly ; if you are fitting up a set of pur
chased finished parts, and find the shaft easy in the
armature-core hole , make it to fit tight by some
very thin packing , or by making a few burrs on the
surface of the shaft with a centre punch . If the
core is slack on the shaft, it will shift round in
working, and the commutator will then be out of
its right position . The hole through the core should
be straight ; if not, the shaft will be bent when
driven in place, and you will nothave a truerunning
armature (see Fig. 26), which gives an exaggerated
view of this. When laminated cores are used , that
is, cores built up with a number of discs or plates
strung together on the shaft, somemeans must be
adopted to clamp them together . A simple method
for drum armatures is shown in sketch , Fig . 3,
which has the advantage that only the ends of the
shaft which run in the bearings need be turned ;
a a are two circular clamping nuts ; b is the
laminated core ; the nuts are tightened up by
means of a two-pin spanner, holes being drilled in
the face of the nuts to take the pins. Fine threads
should be used , such as 24 to the inch . The bear
ing portions of the shaft should not be finished,
but only rough turned , until the stampings are
clamped tightly in place, as the screwing up of the
nuts tends to bend the shaft.
Before assembling armature stampings, all burrs
should be smoothed off, and each stamping coated
thinly on one side with shellac varnish or enamel ;

Slotted washer

FIG . 4
do not put them on the shaft until the coating is
dry : they should then be placed so that the var
nished side of one stamping is next to the un
varnished side of the next one, and so on ; this
varnishing is not absolutely necessary in very
small machines , but it is well to take the trouble
as the varnish assists in preventing the stampings
from shifting. When no lathe is available for
turning the bearing portions of the shaft, the
method shown in Fig . 4 can be adopted . Two
flats re filed in the shaft at each end of the core,
and two slotted washers, which take the place of
the clamping nuts , made to fit the slots ; one
washer is put in place, then the stampings are
threaded on the shaft, and finally the second
washer is put on to clamp all tight. The stampings
must be so adjusted in number that when they are
squeezed very tightly up together the second
washer can just be tapped into its slots with a
hammer, and so act as a kind of key, the outward
spring of the stampings will keep all tight. A hole
is then drilled through each washer, and for a short
distance into the core, say about
in ., and a pin
driven tightly into the hole. For small dynamos
and motors up to i h.-p. size, armature core stamp

n
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ings need not be keyed to the shaft, but it is better
practice to use keys for sizes above } h.-p. Fig . 5
is a section showing a keyed construction , the
stampings are clamped between two thick end
discs, the shaft being provided with a collar at one
end, and a nut at the other, or two nuts can be used .

bottom of the slots , the wire is pressed against the
corners of the end stampings (see the corners A ,
Fig. 9 ). and the insulation is very likely to break
down at these points. The end discs should be
thick , and not rounded too much , just the outer
corner, as in A (Fig . 8 ). It is a good plan, with
small -slotted armatures, to make a disc of
thick fibre to take the place of the end stamp
ings ; such discs should be cut with slots of the
same shape as the stampings. With this
Oil throw
method the risk of faulty insulation at the
ends is much less.
A good way ofmaking drum armature cores is
shown in section (Fig . 10). B is a brass bush
turned all over, and bored to fit tightly on the shaft ,
one end having a circular flange, and the other being
screwed with a fine thread to take the screwed
FIG . 5 .
circular flange C. This end should be made longer
A
Some precaution should be taken to prevent this
nut from working loose. A good way is to tap a
small screw through it into the end disc . The shaft
is fitted with a feather key and the stampings and
end discs slotted to fit it as shown i Fig. 6 .
Another method is to make the key in one with the
stamping, as shown at Fig. 7 , the centre hole being
punched of the shape shown ; it is then only necessary

A

FIG . 7 .

Fig . 6 .

to cut a groove along the shaft to fit the tongue in
the stamping centre hole .
The end clamping plates should have their outer
corner rounded to prevent the pressure of the wire
from cutting through the insulating material. In
A

Fig . 9 .
than actually required, so that the stampings can
be all put on the bush and easily tightened up .
If the bush is made to exact length , you will not be
able to screw on the flange, as stampings always
take up a great deal more room when they are
loose than when they are clamped up tight ; the
extra length can be turned away afterwards. Be
fore the stampings are put in place , the bush is
fixed to the shaft by means of a pin D , driven

B
D
A

FIG . 10 .
FIG

8.

the case of slotted stampings the diameter of the
end clamping plates should be such that they are
level with the bottom of the slots. When made
thus, the wires will lie straight and clear away from
the sharp edges of the stampings ( see the corners
A , Fig . 8 ), but if the clamping discs are below the

through both bush and shaft. When the screwed
flange is tightened up, it is fixed by a small pin ,
which is driven through the flange into the
stampings to a distance of about } in . This method
of construction gives clear ends for winding over .
and lessens magnetic leaka e.
Fig . II shows a way to make a smooth drum
armature core without the use of stampings. F is
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a flanged bobbin turned in place on the shaft out
of brass or hard wood, having three flanges, one
being in the centre. This bobbin is fixed to the
shaft by two pins (G ), drilled through both bobbin
and shaft at right angles , and driven in tight. The
spaces between the flanges of the bobbin are filled
ap with soft charcoal iron wire, which is wound
on between centres in a lathe ; the outer ends must
be soldered down to keep the wire from unwinding.
This wire should be, theoretically , of as fine a
gauge as possible ; but, in practice, it must be
fairly thick - about No. 18 gauge. Very thin wire
is exceedingly difficult to wind : it will develop into
a series of flats, and result in an unbalanced arma
ture. With fairly thick wire, the operation is
much less tedious, and very good results are ob
tained . When the last layer is on and the end
fixed, take a very light cut over the top, reducing
the wire to nearly its diameter ; this will give a
true, smooth surface to wind on , and correct any
small irregularities. Regarding the use of iron
wire for armature cores, it is worth noting that
Gramme, who was the first to make a really practi
cal dynamo, used iron wire for the cores of his
armatures . Before the wire core is wound on ,
notches must be cut in the flanges to take small
pegs of fibre for the purpose of dividing the arma
ture coil spaces , and keeping the coils in position .
The pegs should be driven in after the wire core is
on ; if the points are dipped in shellac varnish , they
will hold in tightly .
With toothed core stampings not keyed to the
shaft, some trouble may be experienced in keeping
the teeth in line ; the stampings tend to twist

Core
plates

1
JU

FIG . 12 .
round as the clamping nut is screwed up . One
way to prevent this is to fill one slot with a piece of
fibre or metal, whilst the stampings are slack ;
another way is to clamp them between a pair of
plates ( see Fig . 12), having holes large enough to
pass over the end clamping discs — this is a good
method, as the stampings can be pulled together

very tightly , the nut being screwd homewhen they
are clamped up.
Grooves for binding wires (Fig . 13), the best way
to produce these is to clamp up a sufficientnumber
of stampings to form one groove between a pair of
plates on a mandrel, the plates being of the same
diameter as the stampings, and turn them down
about 1-16th in . ; repeat this until you have as
many sets of reduced diameter stampings as there
are to be binding grooves ; then , when the core is
assembled and these sets are put on the shaft at
the required distances, you will have the binding
groves ready formed . If you attempt to turn
out binding grooves after the core is clamped up ,

Fibre H
a
pegs

F
OG

G

FIG . II.

FIG . 13.

you will probably have trouble , as the teeth will
not stand the cut, but will bend over . Filing out
these grooves is a tedious job . By filling up all
the slots with fibre, the bending over can be pre
vented ; and this is the precaution to take if the
outside of the teeth require trueing up . With good
stampings , however , a small amount of dressing up
with a file is sufficient.
It is a good plan to provide an oil- thrower at the
pulley end of the spindle (see Fig. 5 ) : it protects the
winding from rubbing against the bearing, and pre
vents oil from working up and spoiling the
insulation .
The bearing parts of the shaft should be truly
round , or smooth running is not produced ; it is
not at all unusual for a shaft to be nicely polished
and yet be oval instead of circular. Much filing
destroys the circular truth of a bearing ; you should
avoid filing the bearing portions as much as possible .
( To be continued .)
AUTOMATIC SIGNALLING . – An automatic sig
nalling apparatus has been installed on the main
line of the North -Eastern Railway between Alne
and Thirsk . The system is one of electric control
and mechanical operation. Each signal column is
fitted with a small apparatus operated by carbonic
acid gas for lowering the semaphores, the mechan
ism being set in motion by an electric current
conveyed to the signal columns by track
batteries which are operated by the passage of the
trains over the metals , all of which have been
bonded and supplied with a current of electricity .
While a train is on a section it cuts off the current
from the columns, and holds the semaphores of two
sections to its rear at danger, and no succeeding
train can get a clear signal until its predecessor has
passed over two sections in front of it . For the
present the automatic service will be worked con
currently with the existing mechanical signals ,
and a man will be stationed at each automatic
semaphore to report on its working .
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for Amateurs .

By W. H. LAWSON .
Y purpose in writing this article is that it
MYshall serve, in a more or less degree , as a
guide to the amateur who thinks he may
attempt to accomplish the castings for his models ;
but I would like to say that, being myself actively
engaged in a brassfoundry, if I should fail to make
everything clear, I shall at all times be pleased to
answer any question which I may receive. I shall
also try and avoid using highly technical language,
and the tools needed will be described as occasion
requires. This, I think , will prove a much better
plan than making out a list at the beginning, and
the amateur brassfounder may then obtain them as
he finds the need of them ; however, the tools used
are chiefly of the simplest kind . Having a furnace,
moulding sand , a few moulding boxes, and a fine
mesh riddle (sieve), the other tools which will be
found necessary are common objects in most model
engineer's workshops.
A furnace, of course, is indispensable , and will
prove, I have no doubt, the greatest difficulty to be
encountered . Without a furnace, or some other
means ofmelting brass , it will be impossible to do
anything, unless castings are made only in lead,
type-metal, or aluminium ; these , by the way, may
be cast in moulds just the same as when using gun
metal, and may be melted over a good domestic
fire in an ordinary iron ladle . All that may be
said with respect to ramming the boxes , finishing
off the moulds, and running the metal will apply
equally to these metals and alloys as to gunmetal
and brass .
To give the reader an idea of what is wanted in
the way of a furnace for melting brass, I will en
deavour to describe an ordinary brass furnace, such
as is used in most foundries doing small work, by
which Imean castings varying from i oz. to 4 lbs.
Furnaces are generally built of firebricks, set in
fireclay ; some are square, and others round . It is
just a matter of taste, some founders liking a square
furnace, and others the alternative. Personally , I
think the round furnace burns less coke, but is not
so easily constructed . The one I have in mind as
I write is 13 ins. in diameter — that is the portion
containing the crucible and the fuel - and is in use
daily, getting from five to eight heats per day, with
a 100 - lbs. crucible. In passing , I may say that
we might consider such a crucible the maximum
size which will be found economical in any
foundry engaged in this class ofwork .
A 100-lbs. crucible is , at the largest diameter ,
9 ins. across, and, put into a 13-in . furnace, allows
of 2 ins. of coke round the crucible . This amountof
fuel will be found sufficient to melt all the brass
which can be got into it at the first charging ; and
when this metal has melted, the crucible should be
lifted in the furnace with a pair of tongs, which grips
it round its diameter rather below the centre, where
it tapers away, so that the coke which has not burnt
away will fall to the bottom of the furnace and be
consumed , the upper part being recharged with
fuel — that is , if more metal is to be put into it for
a very full run . It is found that enough metal can
not be put into a crucible at the first charging to fill
it when melted , and this is the reason why a second
supply is necessary to obtain a very large charge.
This will give the reader an idea of what is done in
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actual practice, and also will show that sufficient
fuel space must be provided around the crucible ;
and in any case, whatever size is employed , 2 ins.
of coke should always be allowed around the
crucible when it is in the furnace.
The amateur's furnace may be a plain , cylin
drical, or square hole, built in firebrick, with some
kind of bars at the bottom to prevent the fire
falling out, and a hole at the top to take away the
products of combustion . A. plain piece of iron
plate will do for a cover , and if the chimney is high
enough to create sufficient draught to melt the brass
the furnace will serve just as well as the most ex
pensive one ever built .

FIG .

1. - CRUCIBLE FILLED WITH SCRAP BRASS
READY FOR LOWERING INTO THE FURNACE ,

A very cheaply constructed furnace , in which it
would be possible to melt 20 lbs. of brass ( I dare
say this will be as much as most will require at one
time), should , as the dimensions of a 20 - lbs. cru
cible are about 5 ins. diameter by 7 ins. high ,
measure about 9 ins. diameter by 14 ins. high in
ternally, this allowing the required 2 ins. of coke
space all round the crucible. For its manufacture,
procure an old oil drum about 12 ins. diameter by
14 ins. high - these figures not being particular to
an inch or so either way — and renove the end of the
drum ; next get four lengthsof 14 by 4 -in . bar iron ,
and make these into legs for the drum to stan
upon , using rivets to attach them . Before riveting
them , however, determine what size fire -bars
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will be used ; x-in . square iron should make very
good bars, and if it is decided to use this material,
two pieces of bar, about it by t in . section , will be
required for the supports. The top of the fire-bars
should clear the furnace bottom by 1 in . Although
there is no hard and fast rule for this , they should be
close enough to the furnace to prevent the coke
falling out, but not so near as to prevent air getting
round them . The legs will require twisting to throw
them into line, so that the fire-bar supports can be
riveted to them .
A round hole should be cut in the drum 2 ins.
from the top edge, the hole being 3 or 4 ins. diameter,
according to the size of the chimney employed , and
then the drum will be ready for lining. This can
be done either with fireclay or firebrick . Fire
bricks can be obtained similar to those used for
lining Tortoise stoves, but I believe they are rather
expensive, and , therefore, I should prefer to advise
lining the furnace with a mixture of fireclay and old
firebricks. The former should be of the best

Fig . 2. - A Few Common MOULDING .
TOOLS.

1

quality, and mixing it into a stiff mortar with the
old firebricks, which should previously have been
pounded into pieces the size of nuts , not forgetting
to include all the small particles and dust. · The
legs must be riveted on the drum before the lining
is attempted , as this will not stand any knocking
about afterwards.
Commence to line the iron drum by plastering
the fireclay on the inside, a few inches at a time,
allowing it to set for a few hours ; then do a few
inches more, say 3 or 4, and so on until it is lined
all the way up to the top . The flue, made of sheet
iron , should be fitted to the circular hole in the side
of the drum , and will require lining with clay also ,
otherwise it will be very soon burnt away. It will
be better to put the fireclay lining to the furnace
in two coats, say of about 1 in . in thickness , allow
ing it to dry gradually , and , placing the firebars in
position ; a fire should be lighted in it to complete
the drying process. After the furnace has once
been made red -hot, and a glaze formed on the sur
face of the lining, the furnace can be used at any
time. I would again refer to the Tortoise stove as
an appliance which should make a first- class fur
nace . The bottom and top would require to be
removed, and to the former something in the shape
of feet would have to be attached to bring the
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bottom of the stove about 6 ins. above the floor.
A support for the firebars will be necessary, and
also the already referred to piece of iron plate for
a cover . The top of the stove should be entirely
removed for the inside to be exposed to its full
diameter to allow the crucible to be put in and
taken out with ease .
The next thing to be considered will be the
position of the furnace . If a good high chimney
can be broken into, the flue of which is 25 to 30 ft .
high , the necessary strength of draught will be ob
tained , and no blast should be required . See that
the furnace cover is fairly level and admits no air
when the furnace is working, as this should only
enter through the fire, and should any leakage
occur above the furnace, the draught will be
spoiled, and, very likely , the melting of the metal
will prove impossible .
When everything is ready, the furnace should be
tried, and as hard coke — the best for foundry pur
poses — will be rather difficult to procure, seconds

FIG . 3. — A MOUIDING BOX FOR
SMALL WORK .
hard coke should be asked for. This is what is
used in a brassfoundry, and is not so hard as the
Cupola coke employed for melting iron , but
is considerably harder than common gas coke.
However, the reader may find it impossible to
or “ seconds ” coke, and
hard
obtain either
there will be no alternative but to use the ordinary
gas coke. There appears to be quite asmuch heat
in the latter as in the others, the chief difference
being that its softness allows it to be burnt away
very much more quickly .
To start the fire, plenty of wood should be used
following with coke, and putting the cover of the
furnace in place to give it a good start ; allow it to
get well alight before the crucible is placed in the
furnace .
Crucibles can be obtained in all sizes, to hold
from 1 lb. to 200 lbs., from Mr. R. Brimer, Water
Street, Manchester ; and it will be found that
crucibles, as a rule, hold slightly more weight than
that which they are sold for - one termed a 20-11 .
crucible will be found to hold 25 lbs. when full to
the top , a 10 -lb . crucible 12 lbs., and so on . Before
using, the crucible should be annealed , and this
should be done as soon as it is received from the
makers. Place it in a warm , dry place, upside
down, and in the case of a small crucible , the kitchen
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oven will be found to be a suitable means of
reason being that I have, through using cold
thoroughly drying it ; the crucible should then be
metal, run more bad castings than I care to think
about.
put into the furnace , mouth downwards (be par
ticular in this ), and the fire had better not be red
( To be continued. )
on doing this ; if it is so, place some fresh coke on
it just before putting the crucible into the furnace.
A fierce fire will very likely cause the crucible to
For the Bookshelf ,
fly into pieces. This is almost sure to occur if the
crucible is put into the furnace any other way than
mouth downwards.
[ Any book revicwed under this heading may be obtained from The
After the crucible has attained a red heat it may
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
be removed and allowed to cool down , or may at
the cost of postage .]
once be charged with scrap brass up to the top , and ,
ELECTRICAL DESIGNS. New York : American
if the fire requires it, further fuel added. The
Electrician Company . London : E. & F. N.
capabilities of the furnace may then be tried . The
Spon , Ltd. Price 8s. 6d . net.
fuel should be arranged so that there is at least 4 or
5 ins. of fire at the bottom of the furnace before the
We have previously referred to this book , on its
crucible is placed into it, and coke should be broken
first publication in New York . As, however, it is
into pieces, and placed all round it, level with the
now stocked in London by Messrs. E. & F. N. Spon ,
Ltd., we think it worth while again directing the
top , a few large lumps being put upon the top to
keep the crucible at an even temperature .
attention of our readers to its existence. For the
Providing there is sufficient draught,
and the firing has been properly done,
the metal should be melted in about forty
to fifty minutes ; if after this time it
should be thoroughly molten and the coke
appears to be burnt away underneath
a poker, consisting of a long piece of {-in .
round iron , being used to investigate this
matter -- the fuel at the top should be
raked to the bottom of the furnace, re
filling, and putting the cover on again .
Most likely another twenty or thirty
minutes will be required before the metal
is ready ; should , after all this time, the
metal only appear to be in a semi-plastic
state, it is quite evident that sufficient
draught has not been obtained , and some
means will have to be devised to getmore.
If the brass is properly melted , it will
appear quite thin , lîke milk , if, after the
dirt is skimmed off the top, it is stirred
with the poker.
Should the charge be common brass
Fig . 4. - PATTERNS ARRANGED IN THE BOTTOM HALF OF
MOULDING Box .
-i.e. old brass taps, gas brackets, & c.
it should be poured out ; and at this
point I should like to warn readers
against letting any of the molten metal come
amateur electrician of a moderate degree of skill, it
in contact with any water, as a serious accident
is one of the best workshop books we know of,
may ensue .
giving as it does so wide a range of designs and
As it is most likely that new sand is about to be
instructions for electrical apparatus making. There
used , it should be placed on the floor or bench ,
are thirty -one chapters altogether, containing in
and a number of small holes made in it sufficient to
structions for making a variety of motors, dynamos,
contain the contents of the crucible. Do not make
alternators , rectifiers, transformers, galvanon.eters,
these too large, else difficulties will arise when re
testing sets , photometers, induction coils, con
melting the charge, the piecesbeing arranged accord
densers, ammeters, voltmeters, etc., etc.
ing to the size of the crucible used . Also be care
ful not to make the holes in the sand so deep as to
allow the metal to come in contact with the wood
The New Engine -Room of a South African
of the floor or bench when running the metal.
Gold Mine.
Before going further , I should like to call special
attention to the fact thatit is absolutely essential to
a
make sure if it is possible to get the metal hot
A TRANSVAAL reader has kindly sent 146.
enough, especially for running light castings (on this
photograph , taken by an amateur friend, of
depends success or failure ); also if the casting be
one side of the new engine-room of a South
light, to pour themetal fnto the mould quickly.
African Gold Mine. We reproduce the picture on
No matter how good the mould may be, unless
the opposite page. Although it is not Model
а
engineering,” it may be interesting to many of ou
the metal is hot and quickly covers the mo
readers at home and abroad as showing a very
bad casting will result. It will be observed I lay
great stress on the correct heating of the metal, my
smartly appointed power station .
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A Model Clockwork

Locomotive.

A

A MODEL CLOCKWORK LOCOMOTIVE.
novel feature about it. The great defect of chil
dren's clockwork toys is that when they are lifted
up to be turneck round, the clockwork runs down .
To obviate this, the rear axle-boxes are slotted , so
that when the engine is lifted , the rear wheels drop
about fin ., and the axle depresses a lever engaging
in a pin on the driving wheel. The starting wheel
in the cab , when in the off position , also depresses
this lever by means of a disc fastened
obliquely on the bottom of the pillar.
The design of the engine is taken from
an illustration in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER of one of Mr. Simpkins' engines.
Although the photograph shows
white spots of reflected light, the
painting looks perfectly smooth to
the eye.

Over
type
Overtype
Dynamo,
Coil -Wound Armature .

Model
with

By HENRY HALL .
'HE accompanying photograph is of a model
TH electric locomotive I have made recently .
The framework is of wood, the “ works
consisting of an old drum clock . The engine will
run about 60 feet with one winding. There is one
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By W. B. R
N the issue of TheMODEL ENGINEER of April 2nd,
IN 1903, there appeared a very pretty model
overtype dynamo. After careful study of
this machine, I came to the conclusion
that it might be considerably improved
by increasing the number of slots in
the armature, and making a proper
type of commutator. After obtain
ing castings to dimensions, as used
for the machine just mentioned , and
properly fitting them , I turned my
attention to improving the armature
by means of the coil, which I am
about to describe.
First of all I obtained a silver steel
shaft (Fig . 2 ), 81 ins. long, 5-16ths in .
diameter , and then made two pieces
of brass tube (C ), } in . long, fin .
One
diameter, 5-16ths in . centres.
piece I sweated 13 ins. from com •
mutator end of shaft (where com
mutator key is shown ). Next I made
two brass discs ( B ), } in , thick , if ins.
diameter, with 5-16ths-in . centres , and
sweated one of these to the brass
tube: this making a firm foundation for armature
laminations, which can now be commenced to be
built.
The core laminations A (Fig. 2 ) had 24 slots in .
deep , fin . wide, with 27 in diameter, with 5-16th
ins. centres. (these were supplied by Mr. A. Avery ).
After putting on 2 ins. of discs, I put on the second
brass disc B , and clamped the whole lot together.

MA

THE first petrol motor floating
fire engine has been constructed by
Messrs. Merryweather & Sons, of
London, for the protection of the
biscuit works of Messrs . Huntley
and Palmer, at Reading. The boat
drives itself through the water by
water jets, supplied by
the fire
pumps, which can throw six streams
of water .
Fig . 1. - ARMATURE , SHOWING TAPED SINGLE COILS.
THE WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY Ex
PERIMENTS IN PARIS .-The experiments in wire
The discs were pulled up very tight, and the second
less telegraphy which have been conducted from
brass tube C was sweated to the shaft. The core
the Eiffel Tower have been attended with en
built (Fig . 2 ), I filed off all rough edges, and then
couraging results . Communications were ex
baked it, and while quite hot thoroughly soaked
changed with a point quite close to the Channel,
the whole with good shellac. The winding block for
and it is hoped that it will be possible in a short
armature coils ( Fig. 5 ) was my next move. It was
made of hardwood throughout . Fig. 9 denotes the
time to communicate with the coast or with a
short slot for coil A , and B the long slot, Fig . 12; the
squadron manæuvring at sea .
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brass pieces C (Fig . 8 ) were made a tight fit, to
allow for perfect forming of coil evolute. These
were fastened to the wood by I- 16th -in . screws.

stood by viewing single coils (one taped ) on the
photograph of finished armature, Fig. 1 (the photo
ofthe armature was taken after four hours' running ).
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FIG . 7. - COMMUTATOR BARS.
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Fig . 5. - Coil WINDING BLOCK .
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Fig . 9. – SHORT SLOT FOR Coil.

FIG . 4. — THE COMMUTATOR .

Fig . 8. - BRASS Piece .
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FIG . 10. - COMMUTATOR Bush .

B
Fig . 11. - COMMUTATOR NUT.

FIG . 12. - LONG SLOT FOR COIL .

DETAILS OF A MODEL OVERTYPE DYNAMO , with Coil-WOUND ARMATURE .
The coil consisted of a single wire, six turns, three
deep , two wide, for slots ; it was wound clockwise,
and the starting and finishing will be easily under

As the coils were removed from winding block, I
carefully shellaced the evolutes to keep them rigid ,
afterwards taping the whole coil with very fine
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cotton tape The commutator ( Fig 4) was made of
phosphor-bronze, consisting of 24 bars, D giving
both views. The bush ( Fig . 4 , A ) and ring ( C ), and
nut ( B ), with fine gas thread were all made out of
forged steel ; back and front ( V ) were insulated with
mica washers . The commutator was turned up all
over fin , across the top of bars. I took 1-16th in .
cut,and with the remaining } in . I filed little slots for
armature connections. When tested , I found this
armature to be perfectly balanced . It gave an

Engine and
Horizontal Steam
Vertical Boiler - Operating a
Fretwork Machine.

By PAUL BLANKENBURG .
'HE accompanying photographs show a hori
THE
zontal steam engine, which I have built in
Germany during spare time, representing a

hills
Scale
2

of inches
3
4

5

ԱՄԻ

OR

e

6

Cocob

PLAN AND ELEVATION OR SMALL HORIZONTAL ENGINE.
output, with
20 volts.

sparkless commutator, of 4 amps.

The turbine steamer Queen has made a record
passage from Calais to Dover, namely in 53#
minutes .
MR. NORMAN J. BOWATER, Woodville, Beeches
Road , West Bromwich , would like to correspond
with any gentleman in that district interested in
model engineering, and to assist in the formation
of a local society .

model of a 12 h.-p. factory engine built by
Messrs. Kuhn and Co., Stuttgart.
With due regard to the fact that Germany
occupies a foremost position in the engineering
world , model engineering — this most interesting
and instructive hobby — is , unfortunately , very
little cultivated there, and it is, therefore, almost
impossible to obtain ready castings for any kind
of model unless you are acquainted with the
English market, which I was not at that time.
Under these circumstances, I had to make my own
patterns, which were then cast by a local foundry .
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The Engine. The cross-head guide,main bearing,
and front cylinder cover are one casting, and the
cylinder is bolted on to it.
The cylinder is of gunmetal, 14-in . bore by 2 -in .
stroke, and is fitted with a lubricator and two drain
cocks with the necessary piping. I fitted the
piston originally with two rings, but found that
cotton thread (well soaked with tallow and evenly
wound) gives a far better result in small engines,
more so when the walls of the cylinder are nice
and smooth . The last packing has now worked
over three months .
The crosshead has guide blocks which can be
adjusted without any trouble or filing by simply
moving four nuts. The connecting-rod is fixed to
the crosshead by a taper pin to take up wear.
The crank disc has a counter weight cast in the
back , and is keyed on the shaft .
The bearings have split brasses for adjustment
and covers fitted with lubricators.
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Boiler fittings consist of a three -cock water gauge,
two test cocks, steam gauge reading to 50 lbs.,
safety valve blowing off at 50 lbs., stop -cock , blow
off cock , back -pressure valve, whistle, firedoor with
chain , a manhole with one dog, and a short brass
funnel. All the fittings give the boiler a good
appearance ; they are in proportion to boiler and
engine and are not too big .
The water -heater : The engine exhausts into a
water-heater, which is fitted with a coiled tube, a
gauge glass, cock t feed -pump, and a filler. The
exhaust is cut off in the water -heater, the condensed
water coming from engine, therefore, mixes with
the feed -water and ultimately returns to boiler,
whilst the dry steam is led through a hole cut into
the windowsill . I may mention that this apparatus
is very efficient ; it will prepare cold water for
pumping into boiler inside four minutes.
This water-heater is supplied with cold water by
a tank standing on a wall bracket ; same is fitted

MR. PAUL BLANKENBURG'S ENGINE AND BOILER DRIVING HIS FRETWORK MACHINE.
with a swimmer to indicate its contents, and a
cock by means of which the water in the water
heater is kept at a constant level.
The boiler being fired by a gas-ring, one can
easily see that the engine is capable of running at
even speed for a whole day without any trouble
beyond oiling all round about every hour. How
ever, an engine of this size is more or less a model
only , and is not very often used for actual work .
In this case it is different ; my engine has to do
work and sometimes very hard work . She drives
a fretwork machine which I have specially con
structed with a suitable gearing, & c ., and the
engine will drive through in . wood for any length
of time at the usual speed of a fret machine.
have cut a great number of home ornaments
amongst which are : The Oriental overmantel
(Hobbies design ), clocks, trays, picture frames
racks, shelves , & c . — all of which were cut by this
little engine, which has now driven the fret machine
for three years .
The Fretsaw has a stroke of z -in . ; the length of

I

Flywheel and Pulley ; The flywheel, 54 ins.
diameter , by * in . face, and pulley , 21 ins. by fin .,
are keyed to the shaft. The wooden patterns for
these were turned and the arms cut out with a .
handfretsaw . There are eight arms in the fly
wheel and six in the pulley .
The governor is very sensitive , has two speeds
and operates a simple throttle valve, the lever of
which is fitted with a counterweight to take up
dead movements in the levers ; it also prevents
the governor from jumping up and down and serves
to alter the speed of engine whilst running, by means
of adjusting the leverage.
The feed -pump is of the usual mushroom -valve
type, and pumps continually, keeping the water
level in the boiler by means of an adjustable by
pass on the delivery pipe ; plunger, 5-16ths in by
4 - in , stroke.
The Boiler , 13} ins. by 51 ins., is made of 1-16th
in . sheet copper, has internal firebox and a centre
flue. I have tested it to 80 lbs. by water and
70 lbs. by steam .
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the arm is 17 } ins. It is fitted with fast and loose
pulleys, i in . in diameter , and the striking gear is
worked by foot. There is no flywheel on the crank
shaft : the machine, therefore, stops instantly when
switched off, which is a great convenience and often
prevents fine work from being spoiled . It also
assists in working quick because there is no necessity
for stopping the machine by hand when switched
off every time the saw is to be put into another
hole . The machine is further fitted with a blower
worked from the lower arm , which removes the
sawdust from the pattern and a horizontal drill
driven from the main shaft prepares the work to
be cut.
Flat leather belts are used throughout, and to
prevent them from slipping, I use a little plum
jam now and then, which , according to my experi
ence, is a most effective remedy .

THE ENGINE AND BOILER .

In conclusion , I may mention that I am a
book -keeper by profession , and , since residing in
this city, my knowledge ofmodel-making has been
greatly improved, firstly , by coming into contact
with other and more experienced amateurs through
the Society of Model Engineers, of which I am a
member, and secondly , through the valuable infor
mation contained in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
This engine and boiler obtained a bronze medalin
the recent competition of the London Society of
Model Engineers .
THE Babcock and Wilcox Company have just
ates Navy for
received orders from the United
some fifty boilers, amounting to about 50,000 i.h.-p.
for several of their battleships and cruisers.
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Practical Letters from

our

Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nons-de-plume if desircd , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .)
Induction Coils and Coil Making.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DE * R SIR ,-Owing to the upset of a removal, I
have neglected Mr. Harvey's letter in the issue of
31st of March . I congratulate Mr. Harvey upon
his
grit,” and ultimate success . I may say here
that I imagine few coil makers succeed at first, or
even , maybe, second attempt, but they often , dis
appointed at not getting the full-sized spark at the
trial stage, make the mistake of un
winding when , probably , if the bobbin
ends were first removed and the sec
tions there thoroughly warmed with
hot iron — I use what is termed in the
drug trade a plaster iron - one large
epough to retain the heat, adding also
a few more waxed paper discs with a
good basting of really hot and fresh
wax ; the coil may be put together
again and finished , with the prospect
of good results. Another point has
just occurred to me, the space round
the tube, between tube, and sections
of wire , which it is imperative should
be perfectly filled with wax , is of suffi
cient width to allow for at least a short
length of wire being inserted (t in . is
the limit of depth ) ; now why notmake
an electric heater , which , properly
shaped , could be used to keep the space
filled with hot melted wax until every
little crevice is occupied with the in
sulating material.
I have made an
electric cigar lighter, which was nothing
more than a short piece of platinum
wire mounted on a handle, so that
when connected to the accumulator it
was made red -hot, this wire could be
bent U -shape, and the curved end care
fully pushed into the wax ; not much
current would be required for the pur
pose , as we should merely want heat.
I will make a few experiments on the
subject, and report.
The mere winding or re -winding of
the wire becomes — if we use an elec
tro -motor or some neatly-fitted and easy-work
ing winding gear — a detail, important certainly ,
but entailing no hard work or strain . Personally ,
I put great faith in the method of winding in
thin double sections, wound with an electro -motor.
Neatly done, they are perfect in every way ,
clean and even , especially all the inner turns,
and will bear any reasonable amount of hand
ling ; in fact, there is no reason whatever why
we should not be able to purchase our wire ready
wound in double sections of various diameters
ready for use. I fear I have exaggerated the
amount of wire used for my three coils — for I find
after providing the quantity usually prescribed for
the sizes, I have about 4 lbs. of No. 36 wire over,
and I certainly had nothing like this amount on
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the place to start with . Undue importance need not
be attached to the matter, but it points , I think ,
to the practicability of themethod. -Yours truly ,
J. Pike .
118, Woodborough Road , Nottingham .
May 6th , 1904 .
P.S. - On page 399, M.E. (April 28th ), last line
but one, for insulated read insinuated !

of which is shown at G ) to take the strain of strap .
I can now turn even steel and, in fact, am just
completing a model compound engine similar to
the one made by Mr. D. Thomson and described
on page 252 of the issue of March 17th , 1904 , all
E
D

Model Boiler Construction .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -Spun copper or brass model boilers
seem unknown in the columns of THE MODEL
ENGINEER. I can see no reason for making model
boilers with so many joints in the shell . I enclose
a design for a small model boiler with only two
joints in the shell, excluding those for fittings,
similar to a boiler I have made of 1-16th -in . spun

thickness
metal
No
drown

Rivelled

"
32

Kl"

-Sides should slant soas
to touch fire

Rivetted
4 "
A DESIGN FOR MODEL BOILER .
copper. Any dimensions, within reasonable limits,
may be used : The sides of firebox should slant,
because if they are
ght up the flame will not
touch them .
In experiments with small gasoline (petrol)
burners, I have noticed that when the vapour
izer is coiled so that the course of the liquid is
downwards in the coil in the flame, the burner will
puff, but will not do so when the vapourizer is
coiled upwards in the flame. - Yours truly ,
S. A.
Chicago.
Lathe Alterations.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR ,-A short time ago I wanted to do
some metal turning and only possessing a wood
turning lathe and not having the means to obtain
a metal-turning one, I made an attachment to
mine, a description of which I trust may be of some
use to those readers of the M.E , who are not in the
financial position to buy a proper metal-turning
lathe.
I bought for 6d . a trolley wheel 1 ft. diameter,
with a flat rim 4 ins. wide, and bolted it to my fly
wheel with four angle irons (C , Fig . 2 ) after having
cut the spokes out. I then turned a piece of teak
( E , Fig . 1 ) to fit over the old pulleys (D , Fig . 1 )
on the headstock , securing it by two wood screws.
I also fitted the supporting bearing F (a side view
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FIG . 1. - LATHE HEADSTOCK .
which , except
boring of the
the turning
cylinders , I have done with this lathe. - Yours faith
A. J. DINGLE .
fully,
Cape Town, S.A.
An Electrical Problem .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Enquirer's plea for infor
SIR , -In reply to
mation on the subject of his “ flash flame," I beg
to offer a possible solution . He describes himself at
the moment of the
17 “ explosion ” as standing on a
“ boarded floor
(hence partially insulated ), with
his left hand on a handrail 18 ins. from the com
mutator, his right hand hanging by his side. Con
sidering the voltage of themachine, he had no busi
ness to be so near the brushes, particularly as he
had no room to step back quickly . After describing
the plant, he says, “ the whole was revolving in
uniform and systematic order. " If he includes the
boiler in this description , I should like to see it ;
also his method of stoking .
Under the circumstances , his
С
right hand must have been
very near to one of the
B brushes , and it is more than
possible that he accidentally
lifted it from the commu
tator. This would account
for the “ flash filame." He
would have got a nasty shock
to earth through his arms if
the insulation of the other
brush was at all faulty. The
pain in his left hand , which he
only discovered on examina
tion , I put down to imagina
С
tion , or to the effects of the
shock .
The burning of the
commutator (which he calls
" scalding ” ) is accounted
for by my explanation . As
Fig . 2. - ALTERED
to whether a flame “ thus
FLYWHEEL OF
>
(how ? ) could
produced
L.ATHE .
scorch a hand 18 ins. distant,
he alone, being the only eye-witness, can say.
He was left in charge of the plant and he wants
to know if a steel handrail would conduct !
He affirms that “ these flashes do occur at times,
but very seldom .” Why , has he never examined
and rectified their cause, and why has he with
held his observations from the world of science
until now ? How could high resistance account
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for an arc -- for such I presume this " flash flame "
was ?
Can
Enquirer ” really attribute this
" flash flame
to a static discharge when the
voltage was only 550 ?
• I think Enquirer ” may consider the maximum
obtainable as the safest distance for him to be from
the commutator . If “ Enquirer ” would care to
repeatthe experimentwith a responsible eye -witness,
present (not the owner, or any other person with a
financial interest in the dynamo ), and will give me
detail readings of the voltmeter and ammeters, the
insulation resistance , before and after, of each line
to earth and the handrail, also more exact details
of his sensations and injuries, I shall be able to tell
him whether my explanation is the right one. I
should remark that lifting the brushes of a machine
under load is very liable to break down the insula
tion , which , if the accident had occurred before,
might account for the shock .
In conclusion , I should advise
Enquirer ” to
become more acquainted with 66 the methodical
and conditional (!) laws which govern this subtle
force as soon as possible, and in the meantime to
obtain the friendly assistance of one who has
already done so . - Yours truly,
A READER .
Tufnell Park .

immaterial what the section of the wire is like, pro
vided you adjust the lengths until, the resistances
of the various sections attain their right values.
The reason why a secondary cell is always applied
to the potentiometer wire is, of course, because the
P.D , at the terminals must remain as constant as
possible, and this is only attained by the use of
such cells. In the case of the street mains, where
voltage goes something like 100 , 115, 118, 112, 115,
109, 108, 110, in the space of about two minutes
(which is quite a common occurrence), it would
simply be impossible to take a decent reading with
a potentiometer if these mains were connected to
the slide-wire terminal, instead of secondary cells .
-Yours truly,
Forest Gate.
FRANCIS J. KEAN .

A Simple Blow - lamp.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, —To some readers , the description and
sketch of this blow -lampmay be interesting as it is
very useful for running solder into joints, etc.

Wick
Brass plug
(drilled)

The Potentiometer and its Uses.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,–In describing the uses of the Potentio
meter in your issue of October last I purposely
omitted to describe the method of measuring high
voltages. About three months ago, however, I
described the correctmethod in detailin an article en
titled “ The Volt Box and Its Use." Mr. Preston
does not appear to have seen this article. Further
more, I wrote a “ Practical Letter,” calling attention
to the wrong connection in Fig . 19 of first article ,
which was printed soon afterwards. It is entirely
wrong to short-circuit the separate resistances
whilst taking a measurement, as Mr. Preston sug
gests, and will only conduce to inaccuracy, because
the whole method is based on the fact that the
same current flows through both resistances and
remains unaltered (hence the use of a secondary
cell for the E.M.F.), whilst a balance is being ob
tained . I also wish to point out to Mr. Preston
that his method ofmeasuring high voltages is also
inaccurate, as will be evident when it is remembered
the potentiometer wire must (for anything like
accuracy ) be, as nearly as possible , of uniform
gauge throughout, in order to ensure that there is
the same fall of potential over equal lengths of
wire ; hence the wire has to be measured throughout
its length with a micrometer gauge. Now , in
dealing with 10 or 12 ft. of wire divided up into
separate lengths of 10 ins., as in the instrument
described , it is reasonable to expect to obtain the
wire of uniform section throughout, but it is very
unreasonable, and entirely contrary to every day
experience to expect 260 yds. of No. 30 gauge wire
to be of uniform section throughout : hence you
cannot assume that because there is a fall of, say
one volt down 10 ins. of wire that there will be a
fall of 1,000 volts down 10,000 ins. of wire , as Mr.
Preston does.
Now , in the case of a volt box, you can construct
it so that you can get any required fraction of the
terminal P.D., say, i'o , joo, and tooo ; and it is

Blow.pipe

Tube

Loose river

A SIMPLE BLOW -LAMP.

The bottle is a Cologne (medium size), the tube for
the wick being formed out of a bit of copper pipe.
The jointed arm soldered to the blowpipe is also
soldered to a little collar fitting the bottle neck .
S. B. TAYLOR .
Yours truly ,

The largest astronomical telescope is possessed
by Chicago University. It has a clear aperture of
40 ins., and a focal length of about 61 ft . Its
aperture is thus 4 ins. greater than any instrument
yet made for the purpose, and its light-grasping
power in the proportion ofnearly 5 to 4. The mag
nifying powers which can be used with the instru
ment range from 230 to 3,750, the last-named
power, however, only being available under ex
ceptionally good atmospheric conditions. The
weight of the crown -glass lens is about 290 lbs., and
that of the flint-glass over 300 lbs.
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[ Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand cornier of the envelope " Query
Department" . No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
ieference (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (4. Queries will be answered
as early as possible after rodeipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26–29, Poppin's Courh
Fle Street, London , E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently
( 10,859) Windings forMedical Coll. S.W.(Rothwell) writes:
I have a medical coilwound with primary, secondary , and tertiary
windings. Would you please give diagram , and explain the con
nections for primary shock, secondary shock , and tertiary shock ;
and also if there is any way of connecting up for secondary and
ertiary together .

1
HHHHH

Query No 10159
DIAGRAM OF WINDING FOR A MEDICAL COIL .

Screw holes
SBESON
Connecting
strip er
v
Le

65

FIG . 1. - REGULATOR.
used at a time, the switch preventing any possibility of both being
on at once . The batteries must be powerful enough to supply one
lamp ; they must not occupy more than an 18 ins. by 12 ins. by
10 ins. space, nor give off any fumes which would
prevent their being placed in a bedroom (as this is
the only available place) ; they must work for two or
three hours continuously with an interval of at least
one day between working periods, and require as
little
attention
as possible.
may ; say
am
expecting
too much
from
soYoulittle
but,that
as IIsaid
before, I am not thoroughly acquainted with this
kind of work, but would like to get as near those
conditions as possible .. I propose to fit up a red and
a white electric lamp ( as per Fig . 3) of 10 volts,
5 c.p. each (for photographer's dark room ) to be
operated one at a time by 8 bichromate cells of 1'25
volts per cell and controlled , first from a regulator (as
per Fig . 1), and second by a special switch (as per Fig .
2), so as to switch on either lamp as desired . ( 1 )
Would such lamps give sufficient light for the
purpose, only one being used at a time? If
not, what Size should be used ? ( 2) Would such cells, connected
in
series, give the required power to run this lamp for three hours
continuously
? What size of wire should be used , and how often
would cells require charging ? (3) If cells were arranged as de
scribed in Chapter III, Electric Batteries," would they give off
fumes , rendering them unsafe for placing in bedroom (the lamps
being used for photographic purposes only ). If so , would a jar of

102
O

Connect as in diagram . Terminals 1 and 2 give primary shock ,
and 3 secondary shock , and 3 and 4 tertiary shock ; terminals i
and 3 give primary and secondary combined, 2 and 4 give secondary
and tertiary combined , and 1 and 4 give primary, secondary, and
tertiary combined . If you do not get the desired result, experi
ment by changing over the connections from the various coils.
( 10,893) Small Motor Winding . T. B. R. (Smethwick ) writes
I have a small motor wound to take 15 volts at 2 amps., armature
it ins. by it ins., 8 cogs (laminated ). ( 1) Can I wind this to take
40 volts, so that I can run it from my dynamo, which gives 40 volts
8 amps. ? Please say what wire (weight and size of d.c.c.) I
shall require for field coils and armature. (2 ) Is it to be connected
in shunt or series ?
Yes ; wind the armature with No. 32 gauge single silk -covered
copper wire, getting on as much as possible. Wind the field
magnet with No. 26 gauge single cotton - covered copper wire,
and connect in series with armature. As you do not give dimen
sioned sketch , it is impossible to say what weight of wire the field
coils will take ; but the armature will take about 3 ozs. You will
probably be quite safe in filling up the field- coil space with as much
wire as it will hold . "
(10,454] Multiple Switch for Cells . J. D. R. (Scotstounhill)
writes : I wish to make a switch to use with six cells so that I can use
one or two at a time up to the six , so that when the switch is full
on Please
I wouldrefer
be using
to pageall20theof cells.
our issue for July 2, 1903. The sketch
given will suit your requirements.
(8,775] Electric Light for Dark Room . J. W. R. (Mon real,
Canada) writes : As I am an amateur photographer, I have, like
many others, perhaps, long since found the need of something
better ” than an oil lamp to work by, and being greatly interested
in electrical work, I propose to fit up an electric lamp and run it
with batteries, as I have no other means of running it. From the
enclosed sketches you will be able to understand the proposed
arrangement, which , it will be seen, is controlled by a double
pole switch (of my own make) in such a way that when
turned to one side, I get a red light, and to the other a white light.
If this is possible, I think it would be a very handy arrangement.
I also propose putting in a regulator as shown (which I intend to
make) so as to make a bright or dim light as desired ; but as I am
not thoroughly acquainted with the ins and “ outs ” of this

sort of work , having never done any more than fitting up in electric
bell, I would be greatly indebted to you if you could answer the
enclosed questions, should you consider them within your scope. The
conditions under which I would like to run the lamps are as follows :
One lamp must give enough light to work by , as only one is to be

O
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Query NO 8775
FIG . 2. - SWITCH .
fresh water absorb the fumes , or could the battery be placed in a
box ? (4) Which would be best to use- bichromate cells (as in
Question 3), accumulators (the gas battery , as described in M.E.,
November 15th , 1902, or gravity battery, per M.E.,March 12th ,
1903 ? (I have no means of re-charging accumu ators.) What is
the best method of connecting them , and would a space 18 ias,
ong 12 ins wide, to ins, high be sufficient to place them in ?
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( 5) Would a regulator similar to sketch (Fig . 1), work without
injuring
battery
give? enough light, but would require a big battery
;would
( 1) Yesthe
power to supply same. We advise not more than 2 c.-P. lamps.
( 2) Bichromate cells give almost a volts each ; 6 cells at themost
would be needed for 10 volt lamps. Yes ; use quart size cells at
least ; 20 and 18 S.W.G. would do. You must find this exactly by
experience. They could be used safely in the bedroom - no fumes

Fig . 4.- DIAGRAM or CONNEC
TIONS FOR А DARK Room
LAMP.

714HHH
8 cells
in series
Luuuh

Query No 8779

1

1

B

Query No8795
Fig . 3. - ARRANGEMENT OF DARK Room LAMP.

В.

A

arising. Keep zincs out of solution when not in use. (4 ) Good
large bichromates are as useful as_any, and less trouble to con
struct . This space would do . But bear in mind that 2 c.p.
lamps are about as much as these cells will supply continuously for
any length of time. (5) Yes. This is a better method than
inserting an adjustable wire resistance.
(12,000 ] Walschaert's Gear for Model Locomotives. C. S.
(Rotherbam ) writes : Will you please give me all particulars for
working out theWalschaert's valve gear, as shown on Messrs. Maffei
ani Co.'s express locomotive ? Whatwould be the length of levers
for 6 -in . engine ?
You will find Walschaert's locomotive valvelgear fully set out and
described in our new book on “ TheModel Locomotive," by Henry
Greenly , the details of construction being suited to model loco
motive practice more especially. The book will be ready in a few
da's, price 6s. net. What do you mean by a “ 6-i n. engine " ?
( 10,979) Apprenticeship . C. J. P. (Plymouth) writes : As I
have a greatdesire to go in for loc motive engineering, and havenot
themeansto pay thepremiumsasked by railway companies, could you
tell me of any firm which asks low premiums ?.. And would they
allow you in the drawing office during apprenticeship ? Do you
think ,after havingserved such an apprenticeship , itwould be possible
to get into a railway company as a locomotive engineer ? " If not,
could you tell me of firms (other than locomotive) who ask low

A

Q N ' 104 98
THREE -PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR WINDING AND
STARTING SWITCH .
wound in four sets to produce alternate north and south poles,
the sets being at right angles to each other ; coils B , B are also
wound at right angles to each other but at 45° to coils A , A ; the
two sets of coils are separate from one another. The direction of
winding is shown in the diagram . Coils B , B must be imagined as
being wound in a similar manner to A , A , but each set of coils only
occupies two slots instead of four. Use No. 20 gauge d.c.c. copper
wire throughout. winding in as much as possible. A diagram is
given showing the arrangement of starting switch which is first
closed into the upper contacts putting both sets of coils into thə
circuit and then as soon as the motor has run up to speed the

-
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premiums ? I am at present going through an engineering course
at the Technical Schools here.
It is very doubtful if you will go through the drawing office of
any firm of engineers unless you pay a premium as a pupil. Some
change is taking place generally in the apprenticeship and pupil
systems in this country , and you may be lucky enough to find somo
firm to give you a chance to carry out your ideas. If you have
served in any engine shop , you could probably afterwards get em .
ployment in locomotive works as a mechanic, and endeavour to get
an opportunity for advancement. If you want to get on the foot
plate as a driver, you need not be a mechanic, and should apply to a
railway company for a start in that direction , according to their
regulations. To become a locomotive maker and designer a good
plan would be to try and go through one of the private firm's
works first , and get employment with a railway company after
wards. A reply to a similar query ( 10,936 ) will shortly appear in
THE MODEL ENGINEER , which will assist you .
( 10,972) Dynamo Failure. E. C. (Bolton ) writes : Will you
kindly help me with my first attempt at model making ? I have
made a dynamo,multipolar, 20 volts 4 amps., at 1,200 revolutions
(which appeared in the M.É. of December 15th , 1902). I bought
field casting , and wound same.
I have wound and connected as
diagram , but could get no current. A friend put it on a 50 -volt
dynamo, and now I
getsparks on the brushes ; butwhen I put
a lamp (8 - candle) in circuit, there are neither sparks nor light in
lamp. If you could help me with this, I should be very glad. I
have gone through all my back numbers of the M.E., but cannot
find a trouble like mine. I should like very much to see it working,
as I want to make the engine.
In the first instance, your field -magnet was deficient in residual
magnetism , and so the dynamo would not start. By exciting it
on the 50-volt circuit the magnet has been magnetized , and the
sparks at the brushes indicate that the dynamo is either in working
order, or is trying to give current which may be unable to get away
into your lamp, owing to wrong connections in the armature. It
would seem that the 8 c.-p. lamp was of too low a resistance, and
short-circuits the machine. Try another lamp of smaller candle
power, and make sure that it is a 20-volt lamp. As you have full
directions for constructing, and the dynamo is a successful design ,
the fault may be in some wrong connection ; but it is very difficult
to advise you. The best thing to do would be to try and get some
knowledge of the principles of dynamos. If you will read MODEL
ENGINEER handbook on " Small Dynamos and Motors," price 6d.,
you will find simple explanations on making, testing, and faults.
( 10,498) Three- phase Induction Motor. N. P. (Hudders
field ) writes : In the case of the three -phase induction motor
described in January 1st, 1903 number, could (1) the stator be
wound so that it would run off the supply that we have here ...,
single-phase 100 volts 100 periods. (2) 'Would the wire be still
No. 24, and what weight would be required ? I suppose the
machine would develop about 7 h .- p.; is this correct ?
This machine can be wound to run off single-phase alternating
current, but it will then only give about # h .-p .; two sets of coils
are used as shown in diagram ; one set A , A is the working set,
and the other set B , B is only used at starting. Coils A , A are
В В
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switch blade is transferred to the lower contacts and cuts ] the
starting coils B out of circuit. If the motor is overloaded , it will
come out of phase and stop . The speed at roo periods will be
about 2,700 revolutions per minute . The starting switch can be
of ordinary change-over chopper pattern .
(10,977 ] Spark Coils; A Seeming Discrepancy . R.G. (Wal
sail) writes : Thinking of making a spark coil of 4 -in . spark , I
purchased and read your book on “ Induction Coils," but was
astonished to find how different the particulars are in Chapters
and VII. Will you please tell mewhich are rlgbt ? ( 2) What size
plates (two carbons and one zinc), and what amount of electrolyte
(pint, 2 pints, 3 pints, & c.) it would be advisable to use for the
3- in . and the 4- in . coil respectively ? Or would it be advisable
to use three carbons and two z ncs ?
In comparing the data of various induction coils you must take
into consideration that induction coils are not machines
which can
be calculated or worked with exactness, and this is especially the
case with larger sizes. The coil described in Chapter V is not the
same as thatofwhich particulars are g.ven in the tables on page 63.
The various particulars have been collected from coils which have
been built and tried , and must be considered as a guide to what to
do, rather than a series of exact figures. When a coil is at work ,
owing to the high voltage generated , leakage takes place over the
surface and through the interior , though the coil is working well
and giving full spark length ; and this leakage is not all in the form
of visible sparks. The materials used for i isulation , the capacity
of the condenser, the working of the break , and its condition will
all have an influence on the battery power required. You may
cou it on first that from 6 to 12 volts may be necessary, according
to your particular coil ; secondly , that the two sets of data given are
so near that it will make very little difference which you choose to
take, or it your sizes do not agree exactly with either ; and, lastly ,
that you can start w th a lower battery power , and add more cells
if required. You should not, however, overstrain the coil with too
high a battery voltage. (2 ) The larger you make the battery cells,
the better , as they will give their current more easily, and last
longer before requiring fresh solution . One zinc and two carbons
per cell wil do, say, 3l-in . by 24- in . plates at least, and 3 pts. at
least
of solution in each cell. You can , however, get some results
with smaller sized cells if you cannot well make the larger sizes.
With special reference to the number of sections in the secondary
coil -- the exact number does not matter , the more you use the
better ; but beyond a certan limit the coil becomes very bulky for
its spark length '30 to 48 will do well. Regarding contact breaker ,
it pays to use thick platinum points - as large as you can afford .
The News of

the

Trade .

Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
A Small Accumulator Set.
Considering the large number of amateurs and others interested
in electrical work , and who require a means of supplying current
continuously for their small motors, coils , or lighting a lamp,
without using primary batteries, or Company's mains, we feel sure
that this set will meet with a ready acceptance. Mr.W. S. Smith ,
90, Camden Street, Camden Town, is supplying a complete set in
parts , or already made up for a 5-amp. accumulator together
with full instructions for assembling. Upon receipt of a postal
order for 3s. the set will be sent post free to readers of THE MODEL
ENGINEER .
Casting for 4 - pole Electro-Motor.
The castings of the 4-pole Electro-motor described in the M.E.
Handbook and until recently supplied by Mr. James Webb, of
Bloxwich , can now be obtained only from The Elect ical Sundries
Manufacturing Company, 152, Grey Mare Lane, Manchester, who
will be pleased to supply readers with parts, or complete machines.

New

Catalogues and Lists .

W. J. Bassett - Lowke & Co., 206 Kingswell Street , North
ampton , have just issued a new well-printed and illustrated
catalogue of 48 pages, giving full particulars of the surplus of
their season's stock . In the introductory note they say that in
submitting this list to their customers they wish to point out that
it is not in any way a catalogue of damaged or out-of-date stock ,
but simply of the surplus (the exact number of each article being
indicated in the list),which they wish to dispose of at a considerable
eduction , owing to the rebuilding of their warehouse. The sale
prices and the usual prices are given. The catalogue include :
several new lines - notably, theModel Flagstaff and the Aeolicraft.
We can recommend those who wish to obtain good models at low
prices should send for this list at once, before the limited number
ofmodels are sold , enclosing a penny stamp to cover postage.
W , H. Harling, 47, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C., has
sent us an illustrated catalogue of mathematical drawing instru
ments , also comprising every requisite for drawing office use. List
will be sent post free to readers of this journal.
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The Editor's Page .
Y the time this issue is in the hands of our
BYreaders a new text-book of special value to
model engineers— “ THE MODEL LOCOMO
TIVE : Its Design AND CONSTRUCTION , " written
by our contributor, Mr. Henry Greenly, will be
published from this office. Such a book as this
one has long been in demand, and for our part
no expense has been spared to at once make the
work a useful, well printed volume, which shall
remain a standard work on the subject for some
time to come, and those who invest in a copy will,
we feel sure, not be in any way disappointed .
Model locomotive engineering is a subject with
many different phases, and indulgment in it as a
hobby even in its simplest form , involves a certain
amount of expense. Mr. Greenly's book , which is
the outcome of an extensive practical experience,
deals with the subject in minute detail, and in
such a way that given any prototype the model
maker will be able to design and build or
have built for him a successful engine, thereby
saving both time, expense , and disappointment.
The book contains 276 well-filled pages with over
370 illustrations, most of which are dimensioned
working drawings reproduced in nearly every
instance to regular scales, some of the drawings
being full-size for the finished models. A goodly
number of the illustrations are photographs of
finished parts ofmodel and small- power locomotives.
Designs for the simplest locos are included , as well
as for engines capable of useful work for estate and
exhibitional purposes. The volume also comprises
nine large folding plates of working drawings of
typical miniature railway engines, which , to render
them easily handled without risk of damage, are
quite separate from the book , and are contained
We can
within the covers by an elastic band.
heartily recommend this book to any reader in
terested in other types of steam engines besides
locomotives , and to give our readers an idea of the
scope of the book we shall refer to it in detail in
our review columns at a later date . The price of
the book is 6s. net. or 6s, 4d . post free.
*
In two or three days we shall also be issuing
another interesting and useful volume in “ RADIUM ,
AND OTHER RADIO -ACTIVE ELEMENTS," by Leonard
A. Levy and Herbert G. Willis. Mr. Levy's articles
on Radium are already well-known to our readers,
but this volume, which will be published at 2s. 6d .
net, deals with the subject at much greater length
in a more complete manner. The book is well
illustrated , and is printed on good paper com .
prising 105 pages and twenty inserted full-page
plates on art paper. Messrs. Levy and Willis' book
is an account of Radium and other elements having
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similar properties, treated in a practical and more
or less experimental way. Those who are interested
in the marvels of Radium and wish for a complete
correlation of the many facts concerning this won
derful substance should not fail to possess them
selves of a copy of this work .
*
*
*
With further reference to the Model Steamer
Speed Competition for the present year, we may
say that we are prepared to accept, where the com
petitor does not belong to any model engineering
society or yacht club , a declaration from a re
ponsible person , not in any way interested in the
boat or related to competitor, in place of the usual
signatures of club or society officials to the certifi
cates of performance. This course was adopted
last year without any difficulties arising ; however,
wherever it is possible the conditions of the com
petition should be adhered to , and even if the
competitor is not a member of a local society, we
are certain that the officials of such a body would
be very willing to oblige the competitor and our
selves by witnessing the speed trials of themodel.
*
*
*
As we have already announced, it is intended
to award a Model Engineer " medal to the reader
who makes the best engine to the design for the
“ Model Engineer " Locomotive,now being described
in detail in our columns, and the preliminary con
ditions have been published (see issue of Jan. 7th
last). The following suggestions from G. V. (Gal
way) may help towards arriving at the final con
ditions of the Competition.
Our correspondent,
after asking us to consider the question of the
engineering qualifications of the maker, and agree
ing that the best all-round model should get the
prize, says : “ I think a clause might be added
to the conditions of the Competition to the effect
that each engine entered should be accompanied
by a few notes from the builder as to whether he
made his own patterns, and he should also include
a list of tools at his disposal, and state if he
received any help in the construction of his model.”
We shall be very pleased to hear the views of our
other readers on this subject.
Answers to Correspondents.
C. W. P. (West Bromwich ).- If you will send a
stamped addressed envelope, we will forward you
our contributor's address.
G. C. S. (Victoria ). ---Thanks for your interesting
letter and the enclosed tables. As they do not
affect - in a material degree - the tables we have
already published , we do not see our way to in
sert your article .
H. D. (Southwark Park ).— Try Whitney's , 117 ,
City Road, E.C.
W. K. B. (Peterboro ).-We are awaiting our con
tributor.

May 26, 1904.

C. T. O. (London , W .).— We do not think such
models are obtainable . You will have to have
one specially made.
F. H. - Kinlly await the article we are now pre
paring for press .
J. A. H. (Westbury).— Your wire is No. 38 , and
will do well for coil if used with great care.
J. R. (Stockport).— The particulars you require
will be found in our handbook , “ Telephones and
Microphones," 6d. nett, 7d . post- free from this
office.
G. K. ( Ipswich ).— For information on photograph
ing models, see issues for May 14th and zist,
1903.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on ne side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to set the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Posta)
Order.
Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
AU correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review , to be addressed
to THE
EDITOR, " The Model Engineer,” 26-29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer , 26–29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 2629
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A

Model

Steamer .

By.ANDREW WREN .

ANIMALELOR

MR. ANDREW WREN'S MODEL STEAMER.

'HE photograph reproduced herewith is of a
TH small model steamer I made some years
ago . The hull is built of strips of tin and
soldered to wire ; the ribs same as usually done in
large steamers, only I first put on narrow strips
( 1 } ins. broad and about i in . apart), and then
soldered other broader strips on to the first strip ,
meeting the seams at centre of under strips ; this
made a thoroughly strong job , but is very tedious
work, and requires a lot of patience. However, I
filed all particles of solder off the seams, and when
polished up one could not detect them . Aswill be
noticed, the hull is rather deep, considering the

length ; but when I started the hull it was for a sail
ing yacht. After finishing same I converted it into
a steamer . I made up a small { -in . oscillating
engine ; diameter of cylinder is } in ., and has a 2 -in .
heavy flywheel. Steam is supplied from small
haystack boiler, in which are nine -in . tubes. The
lamp has two wicks, and burns spirits of wine. I
made up all the deck fittings, which are of tin . The
little saloon is also of sheet tin , and also the engine
room cover. A piece of cage wire runs along the top,
and two pieces of glass are slipped in tightly and
puttied at seams. The life -buoys are old brass
gaselier chain links flattened and painted ; the

r
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funnel is also of sheet tin , likewise the bridge. The
stern rails are of cage wire and perforated zinc ;
and the two life-boats are cut out of wood . The
propeller is also home-made ; I made it in copper ,
and find I can get more speed out of it than the
common propeller. I bossed up the blades, leaving
a slighthollow in the centre of each . The diameter
is 3 ins.
I run this little model — which is 3 ft. long by
7 ins. deep by 7 ins. beam - against another steamer,
which was 6 ft. long and had t- in . slide-valve
double-cylinder engine, 5 -in . propeller, and run
at 65 lbs. steam pressure, against 20 lbs. steam
pressure in my model. The distance was about
80 yds., and the time taken by my steamer was
I min . 15 secs., against the six-footer timeof i min .
However, I give it as my opinion that in models
I prefer a single -cylinder , and I think it is
better to have a small sized engine ; and for smooth
running and less friction I believe in doing away
with extra eccentric, say, for pumps and reversing
gear , & c .
Of course, to make a model as it should be , and
in proportion to a large steamer, it is quite impos
sible to get speed compared with a hull boiler
engine model. Take, for instance, one of our
Clyde river boats, and make a model to scale ; the
difficulty then arises , if everything is made in pro
portion, the boiler and engine would be only strong
enough to make the boat crawl along. However,
I think that model steamers can be made to go
along pretty well, and still be made a sort of good
looking piece of workmanship . I may say this
little model was my first attempt at model steamer
making .
The rigging is made of common brown cord,
with three pieces of wire across to keep rigging flat
and from clinging together. The boiler is made of
The
copper, and stands over 40 lbs. pressure .
height of masts are 2u ing., and the little grating
on dec at foremast admits air to burner .
The
lamp at masthead is a common glass bead and two
collar buttons , fixed with three pieces of iron bind
The rudder is of copper , and can be
ing wire .
operated by shifting pins at deck -house aft.
The deck is in three pieces, and can be taken
off by unscrewing four nails. Butalthough model
is seven years old , and has been run dozens of
times, it has never given me any bother .
The Society of Model Engineers .
London .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS. - Saturday, June 25th,
Launch trip up the Thames. Will those members
who are in any way able to take part in the im
promptu concert please write the Secretary, stating
in what way they will be willing and able to assist ?
Wednesday, July 13th : As briefly announced last
week , special permission has been obtained from the
authorities for a party of the members to visit the
Dockyard at Portsmouth . The railway company
will grant tickets to a party of not less than ten
at the reduced rate of 75. 8d . return . The party
will probably travel by the train leaving Waterloo
at 9.10 a.m. The Secretary will be glad to have
an early intimation from members who intend
ining the party , so that the necessary arrange
ments can be completed . — HERBERT G. Riddle ,
Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.
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The Junior Institution of Engineers.
On Thursday evening, May 12th, a visit was
paid by this Institution to the Great Nor
thern , Piccadilly , and Brompton Railway Works,
the party numbering about one hundred . They were
received , on behalf of the engineers, Sir James
Szlumper and Mr. W. Szlumper, by Mr. A. F.
Baynham , resident engineer of the South Kensing
ton to Holborn section. Mr. Price was also present
on behalf of the contractors for the works.
The railway is an amalgamation of two railways,
viz., the Brompton and Piccadilly Circus Railway
and theGreat Northern and Strand Railway. The
Brompton and Piccadilly Circus Railway will
extend from a physical junction with the Metro
politan District Railway west of Earl's Court
Station to Holborn at the upper end of the new
County Council Street. It there forms a junction
with the Great Northern and Strand Railway to
King's Cross and Finsbury Park . The Brompton
and Piccadilly Circus Railway Act was passed in
the year 1897, and that of the Great Northern
and Strand in 1899 ; they were amalgamated by
Act of Parliament in 1902.
From its junction with the District Railway the
new railway dips under the District line and pro
ceeds to South Kensington Station , where an
underground station will be provided below the
existing one. The line then passes along the Ful
ham Road to its junction with the Brompton Road
to a station to be named “ Brompton Road Station ,”
almost adjoining the Oratory ; thence it proceeds
up the Brompton Road to a station at the upper
end of Sloane Street and along Knightsbridge to
Hyde Park Corner , where a station will be provided
adjoining St. George's Hospital. The line then
proceeds along Piccadilly to Piccadilly Circus, with
stations on the way in Down Street and in Dover
Street. At Piccadilly Circus there will be a very
large and convenient station for interchange with
the Baker Street and Waterloo Railway , under
which line the railway crosses at a depth of 108 ft.
from the surface of the road . The line then pro
ceeds along Coventry Street to another interchange
station with the Charing Cross, Euston , and Hamp.
stead Railway in Charing Cross Road, opposite the
Hippodrome ; thence along Long Acre, with a
station adjoining Covent Garden , to Holborn ,
Russell Square, under King's Cross Railway Sta
tion and thence under the Great Northern Rail
way as far as Finsbury Park .
The works were commenced in the early part of
1902, and are in operation throughout the whole of
the line, more than half the tunnelling having been
completed . The ordinary “ Greathead ” shield
was used to commence with , but after the works
had been in progress for a short time an improve
ment on it was made by fixing an electrically
driven excavating wheel at the face of the shield ,
which obviated the necessity of the clay being
excavated by hand to permit the shield to push
forward. This appliance has proved to be a great
success, and is now in use over the whole of the
shield the
line. With the original Greathead
maximum number of tunnel rings completed in
any week was about 40 , whereas with the new
rotary excavating machine as many as 72 rings have
been inserted per week . This machine will be seen
at work at Brompton Road Station , where two
shafts, each 23 ft. in diameter, have been sunk to a
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depth of about 60 ft. from the surface, for the pro
vision of four lifts . Temporary connections have
been made between the foot of these lifts and the
railway tunnels. Both the up and down station
tunnels have been completed , each 21 ft. 21 ins.
internal diameter .
The running tunnels in a westward direction
have been completed , and one of the tunnels east
ward is completed for a considerable distance.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are faulted to contribute short practical Items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit.
Al matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]
A Grinding Attachment for the Lathe.
By E. SPON .
To all model-makers who possess a lathe the
tool illustrated in Fig . I will be a very valuable addi
tion . It is simple in construction , and can very
easily bemade. It consistsmainly of bearing, spin
dle, adjusting cone, and pulley. The main body
of bearing ( A ) consists of a piece of 14-in . hexagon

***

CA

.

47 "

*

1

*

The emery wheel can be obtained at most tool.
dealer's , and is fastened on the spindle by a nut and
washer .
The method of driving the grinding attachment
was this. On countershaft immediately over the
lathe I fixed a 10 - in . gut pulley, and drove direct
on to pulley D.

Piston Rings.
By J. A. B.
There have been many descriptions of piston rings
and how to make them in the M.E. at various times,
but an easy way to make them has not, according
to my ideas of work , been given . The following is

O

o

FIG . I.
a description of how I made a set for a so -called
1 -in . cylinder, but which is only 31-32nds in .
diameter.
I first turned the piston head an easy fit to the
cylinder andmade the grooves in it 2 * 7 m.m. wide,
and 1-2 deep, then from sheet brass 1'4 m.m.thick I

-4 %
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FIG . I.
A GRINDING
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ATTACHMENT
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FIG . 2 .
LATHE.

FIG . 2 .
brass , about 6 ins. long . First centre the ends,
and then turn the ends round for a distance of
about it in .; then hold one end in the self-centring
chuck and the other in a steady, bore a hole
in .
diameter through , and taper end out to suit spindle.
By turning it end for end , the other end can now
be tapered out also . I used two cycle lubricators.
The spindle B consists of a piece of if-in . dia
meter cast steel, about joins. long , and turned down
to suit the given dimensions. A pin ( E ) is driven
in the rear end of spindle, as shown, the object of
which is shown by C.
The adjusting cone ( C ) is also made from a piece
of it -in . cast steel or mild steel hardened . It must
be bored to fit the spindle , and a groove or key
way filed through to allow it to pass into position
over pin E , so that when the spindle rotates the pin
E will also drive the cone.
The gunmetal pulley ( D ) has a deep grooveturned
in it, and is fastened on spindle by a setscrew .

cut strips 3.0 wide and 90'0 m.m. long, filed up the
edges, and on a suitable piece of round iron held in
thevice Ihammered the strips to make them springy ,
and to close them with their ends butting together

FIG . 3 .
a close fit round a piece of brass turned to_24 4
diameter (Fig . 2 ). Lap joints, as shown at Fig . I
5.5 long were then filed on each ring, and they were
then sprung into a sink 25.4 m.m. diameter, and 103
deep, turned in a piece of thick brass, which should
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be also turned deeper in the centre leaving a narrow
step for the ring to rest upon to allow the cutter to
pass its edge when turning out the inside of ring to
23:45 m.m. diameter (Fig . 2 ).
A small quantity of
shellac will prevent the ring turning in the sink .

June 2 , 1904 .

centre, and cut the centre-pieces out with a hack
saw to a distance of it ins. by 4 in ., to allow the
jaws to work freely. The other end I drilled a
t-in . hole i in . deep, and screwed it to fit my man
drel nose .

Mr. E. C , STOCKEN'S DRILL CHUCK .
The jaws, and screw to hold same, I take off my
carpenter's ratchet brace and put on the accom
panying screw , which completes the chuck.
I think this fully describes, together with photo
graph , the making of the above chuck ; the jaws and

I then mounted a pieceof 3'0 m.m.thick brass on
a small mandrel and turned it down to 2.5 thick ,
and 23:45 diameter ; it was then heated and a small
quantity of shellac rubbed on its edge, then a ring
was put on and bound on with two rings of fine
iron wire , heated again and the wires twisted up
tight (Fig. 3). When cold , the wires were removed ,
and the ring turned an easy but close fit to the
groove in the piston head, and also an easy fit in
the cylinder. The rings, when finished, were oʻ7
thick all round , but the compression was very good.
Tried as finished on the lathe, without any " grind

FIG . 2 .

FIG . 3 .

FIG . I.
ing in ,” it took 7 lbs. pressure to force the piston
to the bottom of the dry closed cylinder , and only
1 lb. to force it through the open cylinder.
The shellac can be cleaned off the rings by soak
ing them in methylated spirit. All the dimensions
given are in millimetres.
screw need no describing , as most of your readers
are sure to have a carpenter's brace.
I find the chuck to be a very useful tool, as it
will hold so many more different size drills , etc. ,
than those you buy, which are very expensive.
Fig . I shows steel rod , 44 ins. long by If ins.

A Drill Chuck :
By E. C. STOCKEN .
To make this drill chuck , I procured a piece of
steel rod , 41 ins. long by if ins. thick , and reduced it
to 13-16ths for a distance of 24 ins. ;the reduced part

FIG . 4 .
I then screwed with a 12- pitch Whitworth thread (to
suit brace screw ) 2 ins. of its length , leaving 4 in .
plain to reduce the wear on the thread as shown .
I then drilled a f-in . hole 14 ins. deep through the

with hole drilled and tapped for mandrel nose. Fig .
2 shows chuck reduced to 13-16ths, and screwed .
Fig . 3 shows finished chuck . Fig . 4 shows complete
chuck , holding a f -in . twist drill.

June 2 , 1904.
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radiation losses through this , and no superstructure
is required for this boiler, the bottom drums being
supported by two cast- iron stools under each ,
thereby effecting a saving in the cost. The “ Berry
patent consists fundamentally of three drums
forming the base of the boiler, these drums being
connected to each other by inclined tubes, and are
in turn connected to a single steam drum in this
instance .

Engineering .

The “ Berry "? Palent Water - Tube Boiler .
- The “ Berry
patent water-tube boiler, illus
trated herewith , has several features which should
prove of interest to steam users. In designing it ,
special attention was given to the point of placin ;
all parts easily accessible either for inspection ,
cleaning , or repairs. In this boiler of 1,100 sq . ft .
of surface there is as much water above the tubes
over the furnaces as in a full-sized Lancashire
boiler 8 ft . by 30 ft. above the furnace crowns, a
point which diminishes the danger of overheating
through the temporary failure for some minutes of

Melting Steel in Electric Furnaces .-- A
patent has been obtained for a method of melting
steel in electric furnaces . The slag varies in com
position with the character of the crucible lining

"69:
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THE “ BERRY ” PATENT WATER TUBE Boiler.
the feeding arrangements. The emission of black
smoke is a fault common to many water-tube
boilers now on the market, and this fault, caused
by incomplete combustion of the gases , the designer
of this boiler claims to have got over in two ways
namely, the absence of any deep banks of tubes,
and by having two independent furnaces, with the
gases combining at the back end of the boiler , as in
the Lancashire type. Another point claimed for
it is that it will deal with all kinds of feed water,
owing to the very large mud drum capacity. One of
these boilers has been successfully at work night
and day, using canal water containing an average
of from 40 to 50 grains of solid matter per gallon .
Other features in the boiler are - that the tubes
are expanded in position parallel to each other, the
middle rows passing through the centres of the
drums, the outer rows of tubes being drilled paralle
to the middle row ; the tubes form the external
flues, consequently little is required in the way of
seating walls ; there is also a reduction in the

and the operation to be performed , but in every
case must consist of a material or mixture which
remains inert to the charge and to the electrodes at
furnace temperatures. The slag is maintained at
a high temperature by the passage of an electric
current through it , or by an arc or arcs formed be
ween the electrodes, and the slag and the steel or
other material, melted by the heat of the incan
descent slag. A convenient form of furnace for
carrying out the method consists of a circular
casing mounted on trunnions and lined with re
factory materials, leaving preferably an elliptical
interior which is covered with a refactory acid or
basic lining, according to the nature of the charge.
A tap hole is provided above the level of the bottom
of the crucible , and the electrodes may consist of
two carbon blocks capable of being raised or
lowered together over the mouth of the crucible .
Two other patents, recently taken out by the
same inventor, relate to electric crucibles formetal
lurgical purposes .
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Lessons in

Workshop

(Continued from

June 2 , 1904 .

cially if the motor is to look neat and be compact .
The method shown in Fig . 16 was devised by the
writer when designing some small motors in which
a maximum of power was required from a fixed
motor space ; these armatures gave no trouble
either in winding or working. The core is laminated
and may be either toothed or plain ; the stampings
are first riveted together by three rivets which pass
right through the core and remain in permanently ,
the core is then trued up and three thin keyways
are cut inside, being very slightly taper and situated
mid -way between the rivets. A three-armed spider
is then made with thin flat arms about 1-16th in ..
Distance collar

Practice .

page 489.)

IX . - Ring Armature Building .

By A. W. M.
ING armatures are much more troublesome to
construct mechanically than drum arma
R
tures, and unless you set about the work in
a careful manner, you will be very liable to have
the core mounted untrue, causing unsatisfactory
running. When commencing to fit up a ring
armature you must keep in mind that space is re
quired at each end of the core for the coils, that
owing to the inside circumference being smaller
than the outside circumference there is less space
for the wire , and consequently it will heap up, and
with small rings fill up all the space you can spare
so that all screws, lugs, and nuts must be kept as
far as possible from entrenching on the coil space.
The cores of ring armatures can be made detachable ,
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FIG . 14A .

FIG . 14
so that the winding can be put on more easily if
you are fitting up a core of this description the
work must be accurately done and the parts
marked , so that the core can be replaced in the same
position ; if these precautions are omitted, trouble
will result. A common way of mounting a solid
ring armature core is shown in Fig . 14 — three studs
being cast on to the core at each end for attachment
to the supporting spider castings. These studs pro
ject through the end windings and allow space for
the coils. The trouble which is likely to occur is
that the studs in small rings must be of small
diameter so as not to encroach on the wire space,
and when drilling up and tapping them for the
attachment screws the metal may split and break
off. A remedy is to cut off the cast studs and drill
and tap into the core small steel studs as shown in
Fig . 14A ; these studs being provided with a shoulder
for the spiders to butt against ;removable laminated
cores aremounted in a similarmanner, but the studs
then become long bolts and pass through the core ,
the stampings being threaded upon them (see Fig.
15). Theoretically these bolts should be insulated
from the spiders, but in small machines this pre
caution can be neglected . The distance collars are
screwed on to the bolts so as to keep the core to
gether when taken off the spiders.
Very small ring cores, say, if ins. to 2 ins.
diameter, present some difficulty to mount, espe

longer than the core, it is fixed on the shaft by a
pin or can be soldered on , the outer edges are then
turned up true and to a taper to fit the tapered
keyways in the core which is driven tightly on to
the spider ; the corners of the spider arms at the
small end of the taper are then burred up so that
the core cannot come loose by working back . In
the construction in Fig . 17 the core discs are pro
vided with keyway slots and threaded over the
spider, which is made in two pieces ; one piece is
provided with arms slightly longer than the core
and its boss is to be fixed to the shaft by a pin or
setscrew ; the other piece slides on the shaft over a
feather key , and , being pressed up by a nut screwing
Iron wire

desenta

za

Fig . 18.
FIG . 19 .
on the shaft, its arms will clamp the core discs
tightly together . The outer edges of the arms are
turned up true before the discs are slipped on and
the inside corner edges faced so that the core discs
are bound to run concentric with the shaft. These
spider fittings have the advantage that the coils lie
in close contact to the iron core, but they demand
skilful workmanship or the core is almost certain to
be at least slightly out of truth ; a method , which
demands much less experience, and yet is almost
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certain to produce accurate results, is shown in Fig.
18. The work is all done in the lathe, the mount
ing consists of a cylindrical tube having a flange
at one end , and carried on a central boss by three
spider arms. The boss is drilled and fixed to the
shaft by a pin or setscrew , which may be reached
through a hole drilled through the tube ; the surface
of the tube is then turned up true in its position
on the shaft, and a thread cut at one end to take a
screwed flange. The core stampings are threaded
over the cylinder and clamped up tightly bymeans
of the screwed flange. Ifthe cylinder is madeabout
in . longer than necessary in the first place, the
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central boss as before, but both flanges are cast in
one with the tube which is turned up true all over
as before . Iron wire is then wound on the tube
until the space is filled up ; the same precautions
are to be taken as in the case of wire -wound drum
cores . It should be noted that all supports for
ring armatures must be of non -magnetic material,
such as brass , so as to minimise the leakage of
magnetism across the centre of the core.
A system of supporting ring armature cores,
which has been largely used, is that in Fig . 20. А
faceplate provided with a boss is mounted on the
shaft and turned up true ; the core stampings are
JUODOVODU
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FIG . 20 .
stampings can be better clamped up, the extra
length being turned off after the flange is screwed
up.
The tube casting must be chucked with the inside
surface true, when boring the centre hole in the
boss, as this surface cannot be turned , so that all
The
correction must be made on the outside.
drawback to this design of core is that the amount
of idle wire is increased , but this does not affect
the efficiency to any great extent, and is more than
counterbalanced by the ease of fitting up and
certainty of having a true running core. A de
sign for a wire ring core is given in Fig . 19 ; the
flanged brass tube is carried on spider arms with a

Notes on

clamped together with bolts or rivets, which are
spaced alternately with screws passing through the
The
core and bolting it up against the faceplate .
faceplate must be provided with bosses to support
the core a sufficient distance away to provide space
for the end windings , or distance collars must be
slipped over the clamping screws ; the faceplate
can be fixed to the shaft by a setscrew or pin .
This is a good system for small armatures and
allows the core to be removed for winding or re
pairing coils , but it requires very careful work to
ensure the core being true .
( To be continued .)

Recent Locomotive

Practice .

By CHAS. S. LAKE.
A FAST RUN ON THE L. & N.W. RAILWAY .
very excellent start was made, Harrow (114 miles)
*HE writer has little doubt but that the ma
being passed in 15 minutes, and Watford (171
jority of MODEL ENGINEER readers are as
miles) in 22 minutes from starting . Rugby, 824
THI
much interested in the work performed by
miles out, was passed at 11.56 a.m., or i hour
locomotives as in the study of their design and con
23 minutes after leaving Euston . Subsequent
struction , and , therefore, a brief description of the
timings were as follows :
initial run between London and Manchester, and
Lichfield
..116 miles 12.32 (1 hr. 59 mins.)
vice versa , under the L. & N.W.Railway Company's
Stafford
..133
12.481 (2 hrs. 154 mins.)
Outside Crewe 158
1.19 (2 hrs . 46 mins.)
new timing, which came into operation on Monday,
May ist will, perhaps, be acceptable. The distance
At this point the train was brought to a standstill
between Euston and Manchester (London road ) is
owing to the fact that the “ Scotchman ," leaving
The
1884 miles, and in order to perform the journey in
Euston at 10 a.m. had been overhauled .
the scheduled time-allowance of 210 minutes,
special was, however, 6 minutes before time in
which includes a three minutes' stop at Stockport
arriving at Crewe, and as the delay only extended
an average speed of 53.5 miles per hour is neces
over two minutes , four minutes still remained in
sary ; but if the matter is calculated on the basis
hand when a fresh start was made.
of the Euston-Stockport non -stop run, 1837 miles
Quickly getting away again , such excellent pro
in 198 minutes, the speed then works out at over 55
gress was made that Stockport was reached at
miles per hour.
1.48 p.m., and Manchester at 1.59 p.m., the total
On the occasion ander notice, the writer made the
distance of 1881 miles ha ing therefore, been
down journey by a relief special leaving Euston
covered in 206 minutes, including the two stops
two minutes in advance of the ordinary Liverpool
referred to . This was an improvement on the pre
and Manchester express, due out at 10.35 a.m. A
arranged schedule of 31 hours with the Stockport
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stop only . The engines were No. 789 , " Breadal
bane," as train engine, and No. 837, “ Fairie
Queene," a Precedent and a 7 ft. 6 in . single re
spectively , the load all told being, approximately ,
256 tons.
The return journey was worthy of specialmention
being crowded with incident, and demonstrating
what can be done by a skilful driver after adverse
circumstances have robbed him of all chance of
observing punctuality. An exceptionally bad
start was made - indeed , by the time Crewe was
reached 3 minutes had been lost, whilst at Stafford
this had been increased to 54 minutes, no less than
75 minutes having been expended in covering the
distance of 55 miles from Manchester / roughly
speaking, 457 miles per hour.
Owing to there being no water in the Whitmore
troughs, a special stop had to be indulged in at
Stafford , and , as may be imagined , this made
matters considerably worse, four additional minutes
being consumed in taking in a supply of water .
Under these circumstances, it was decided to accept
a pilot, and No. 869, ". Lllewellyn," of the Precedent
class, was attached , the journey being resumed at
5.27 p.m., 9 minutes late, leaving 132 minutes in
which to cover the 1334 miles intervening between
Stafford and Euston .
It would occupy too much space to deal with
every feature of the run up to London in detail, but
a glance at the following table, which the writer
compiled en route , will serve to demonstrate the
character of the work performed :
Miles . Min .
Stafford
Left
5.27 p.m. 133 } 132
I 21
Passed Rugeley
124
5.39
Lichfield
1164 113
5.47
6. 7 .
97
93
Nuneaton
82]
804
Rugby
6.19
63
61
Blisworth
6.40
Bletchley
6.56
463
44
7. 2
Leighton
401
38
21
Kings Langley
7.21
19
Watford
161
7.231
17
Willesden Junc.
54
51
7.35 *
Arrived Euston
7.42
The two minutes by which the time allowance was
exceeded was wholly lost coming down the bank
from Chalk Farm , owing to a considerable reduction
of speed , consequent upon special working regula
tions necessitated by the constructional work at
present in course of progress. As an example of
skilful enginemanship , the occasion was a note
worthy one, as the whole of the lost time, amount
ing to nearly 12 minutes, was made up between
Lichfield and Chalk Farm , so that what at one time
appeared to be a hopeless position of affairs, so far
as puncuality was concerned , was converted into
a triumphal demonstration of what is possible
when occasion demands. The train engine on the
return journey, it should be added , was the
“ Jubilee " class 4 -cylinder compound “ Powerful. '

TURBINES FOR THE NEW CUNARDERS. — After ela
borate investigations the committee of experts
appointed by theCunard Company to consider the
advisability of adopting turbine engines in the new
fast steamships which the Company are to build
under their agreement with the Government,
presented their report, and after considering it the
Directors have decided to adopt turbines in the
steamers.
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A fine sieve (fth mesh ) will now be required for
riddling the sand, which must be free from small
pieces of brass , wood , coke, etc.
When using new sand, i.e., sand that has not
By W. H. LAWSON .
previously been used for moulding purposes, and ,
(Continued from page 492.)
therefore , not burnt, through contact with molten
' HE amateur, having assured himself the metal
metal, a good plan is to mix some pieces of red -hot
coke with it to burn it slightly .
will be satisfactory, may now turn his atten
THE
tion to the requirements for moulding. The
Sand when new is orange colour, and in time,
first and most important item is the sand to be used .
through contact with the molten metal, darkens,
Almost any fine sand will do, with the exception of
becoming nearly black ; it then requires renewing
sea -sand ; which is used in brassfounding, but for
with somenew sand .
a purpose to which I shall refer later. The sand used
The proper degree of moisture to be imparted to
in brassfoundries is the very finest obtainable, when
the sand is also of great importance. If the sand
is too moist the casting will be
blown, that is, when the casting
is machined it will be found to
be full of minute holes. This
is not the only cause of blown
castings, but is the most fre
quent. On the other hand, if
the sand is too dry, it will not
bind in the mould . The sharp
edges and corners of the mould
will break away, and the result
will be a ragged edged and bad
casting
A good test for the bind of the
sand , is to squeeze a handful in
one hand , and if it can then be
held between the thumb and
finger without falling to pieces,
it will do nicely .
Parting sand will be wanted .
The sea -sand previously men
tioned is the best for this pur
pose, but a piece of red sand
stone will make a good sub
stitute. Make the sandstune
red hot, allow it to cool, then
pound it into dust, and pass it
through the sieve. The parting
sand, whether sea -sand or sand
stone, must be quite dry.
The amateur must now pro
cure a few boards, slightly
larger than the boxes to be
used , with a batten across
about it ins. from each end .
The use of these boards will be
referred to at the commence
ment of moulding operations.
FIG . 5. - Two HALVES OF Box READY FOR CLOSING UP BEFORE CASTING .
Having procured the articles
previously mentioned , it is now
FIG . 6. - MOULDING Box RAMMED UP AND PATTERN WITHDRAWN ; THE
time to think of moulding some
BOTTOM HALF IS ON THE RIGHT.
thing.
I have said nothing about
dry , it is as fine as flour. Probably many readers
patterns. It is assumed the reader has already
will know of a bed of suitable sand ; but if not, a
patterns of the castings he requires.
local brassfounder would doubtless give the re
I may here mention that the cleaner the pattern
quired information .
is , the better will be the resulting casting . There
There is a good bed of sand situate at Fails
fore , if many castings are to be made from one
worth , near Manchester, and another at Hindley,
pattern , it will pay to have a good one.
near Wigan .
Brass patterns are , undoubtedly, the best, but
Having procured suitable sand, the next require
if wood patterns are used , they may be greatly
ment is a number of moulding boxes. These may
improved by a coating of shellac varnish . If but
be made of wood , of varied shape and size , to suit
few castings are required from one pattern , it is
different jobs. Small iron boxesmay be bought for
obviously undesirable to make a brass pattern . A
a few shillings, and are much preferable to wood :
good pattern makes the task of moulding much
they do not get out of shape, and do not burn if
easier. Patterns made in halves are the most con
molten metalbe spilled on them .
venient. When a pattern is rammed up in the
Brassfounding

for

Amateurs .
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box, and the top half of the box is lifted off, each
half pattern remains in the corresponding half box .
This gives greater ease in removing the pattern
from the box, and also there is less risk of breaking
the mould .
In the case of a solid pattern , it sometimes
happens, when the top half-box is lifted, part of
the mould will break away, and thus cause need of
patching ; and patched moulds are bad .
I will next explain the process of ramming a box .
A simple casting, such as a plain flange, as shown
in Fig . 6 , would do very well for a first attempt,
just a plain circular disc , 4 ins. diameter by t-in .
thick ; lay the pattern on one of the boards pre
viouslymentioned and place a female half-box over
it ; now sieve some sand into the box until the
pattern is nicely covered , then fill the box with
sand which need not be sieved .

Fig . 7. - A MOULDING Box READY FOR
CASTING .

After filling the box, take a rammer and ram
evenly round the box, working from outside to
centre. Care should be taken to avoid ramming
the sand harder in one place than in another. The
sand should be rammed sufficiently hard to prevent
it falling out when the box is turned over .
Another reason why the sand must be well
rammed is to prevent the molten metal burning
its way into the sand . I must mention , however,
it is possible to ram the sand too hard ; in that case
there is no escape for the air, and the casting would
probably be blown.
Having rammed the sand well up to the edge of
the box, take a fine knitting-needle, and prick into
the sand. The holes should be pricked about i in .
apart, evenly over the surface, and must be pricked
right through to the pattern ; this is termed venting
the mould . When the metal is poured into the
mould , the air escapes by way of these holes, and ,
therefore , the pricking is a most important feature,
and should never be omitted when making a mould .
Having now completed thebottom half of themould ,
it should be turned over, the pattern , of course,
remaining in the box . The face of the mould
should now be smoothed off with a small trowel,
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and a thin coating of parting sand sprinkled evenly
over the surface.
Gently blow the parting sand from the face of
the pattern , place the top half-box in position ,
sieve the sand in to cover the pattern , fill the box
and proceed to ram in the same manner as the
bottom half. Vent holes must be pricked as
described for the bottom half of mould .
The runner hole, for pouring the metal,must now
be thought of. This may be done by placing a
piece of tube in the required position when ramming
the box , or it may be cut with a piece of tube after
the ramming is completed , but I think the former
is more satisfactory .
Having completed the mould , the top half of the
box may now be lifted off and placed on a board
to prevent the sand falling out.
When a part of the pattern is in the top half-box

FIG . 8. - Box RAMMED UP, SHOWING TUBE FOR
MAKING RUNNER HOLE ,
it is better to loosen the pattern slightly in the
mould before lifting . This may be done by a sharp
tap on the bench, with a mallet; this will cause a
slight vibration, and give clearance to the pattern ,
and , therefore, much less risk of breaking sharp
edges of the mould when the box is separated .
This is not necessary in the case of a plain flange
or pattern which is entirely in the bottom half-box.
Having separated the box and smoothed any
rough places on the face of the mould , the pattern
may be removed . Before removing the pattern ,
take a wet swab and squeeze a little water from
the swab round the edge of the pattern ; this has
the effect of strengthening all sharp edges of the
mould , as they are themost liable to damage.
To remove the pattern from the mould, take a
sharp spike and tap it smartly into the pattern ,
sufficiently to hold the weight. Hold the spike in
the left hand , then with the right hand tap the
spike smartly to right and left and also in two
opposite directions. A short piece of } in . round
iron makes an excellent tool for tapping the spike.
When the pattern appears loose enough to draw
from the sand , carefully lift the spike, still tapping
gently while doing so, and the pattern should leave
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The
the sand without damaging the mould .
pattern being removed , the gate to the runner hole
may now be cut.
When cutting the gate, care must be taken that
it meets the runner hole or the metal will not run
into the mould .
The mould is now ready for dusting with common
flour. Brass moulders generally use flour for
finishing a mould . Plumbago is used for iron
moulding, but flour is undoubtedly best for brass .
To flour the mould , a small canvas bag will be
required . A small empty shot bag is best for this
purpose ; such a bag may be bought at an iron
monger's. Place a few handfuls of flour into the
bag, take the mouth of the bag in the right hand ,
and dust the flour on to the face of the mould .
After dusting the mould , take a pair of bellows
and gently blow off all superfluous flour. : The

Fig . 9.- SHOWING RUNNERS ON CASTINGS.

mould may now be closed , place the bottom half
box on the floor, with the top half in position , then
place a heavy weight on the top of the box .
Weighting the top of the box is most important,
and must always be done before themetalis poured .
If the box is insufficiently weighted , when the
metal is poured , the top half of the box will lift,
and by so doing allow the metal to run out at the
joint, thus spoiling the casting. Insufficient weight
on a box is a fruitful source of bad castings.
It is scarcely necessary to point out a wood floor
is unsuitable for a brassfoundry, unless great care
is used ; molten metal will be spilled , and the floor
considerably burnt.
Having described the process of ramming a plain
flange or any similar article, I will explain the
method of ramming a pattern , of which , half
must be in each half-box ; this is termed from
an odd side.
Ram the bottom half of a box with sand , then
cut out the sand and sink one half of the pattern
level with joint of the box ; this makes a temporary
bed for the pattern . Place the other half-box in
position , and ram the box up with sand. Having
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done this, the box may be turned over and the half
which was rammed first lifted off. This leaves the
bottom half -box with half the pattern in . Smooth
off the face and sprinkle the parting sand over the
mould . The sand which formed the temporary
bed for the pattern may now be knocked out of the
half-box, the box placed in position and rammed
up to complete the finished mould . If two or more
castings are required from this one pattern, the
half of another box may be used to complete the
mould , thus leaving the one oddside on which to
ram up any number of boxes required .
The pattern may now be drawn, and the runner
hole and gate having been previously prepared , the
finished mould may be dusted with flour and cast
in the usualmanner .
I do not think there is need for further explana
tion as to making the moulds, but I think a few
hints about the heat of the metal will not be out of
place.
If the metal is too hot, when poured into the
mould , it will burn into the sand and cause rough ,
unsightly castings ; on the other hand , if too cold ,
it will not fill the mould and the casting will be
drawn .
Yellow brass can scarcely be run too hot ; red
metal slightly cooler; and cock metal still more
cool.
Hard brass or gunmetal,when run , requires to be
rathermore cool than either of the former metals ;
but this to a great extent depends upon the size
of the casting. When running the metal for a
heavy casting, it should be cooler than if the casting
were light.
Some compositions ofmetals, which will be found
most suitable for amateur use, are :
For Common Yellow Brass : Copper, 16 parts ;
spelter, 6 to 10 parts, according to quality required .
The less spelter used , the better the quality of the
brass. Half a part of lead may be used ; this has
the effect of making the casting run more solid .
Lead , however , must not be used if the casting is
to be dipped or bronzed .
For Red Metal : Copper, 16 parts ; lead, 14 parts ;
spelter, 14 parts .
This makes first-class metal to turn by hand ,
and is the metal from which most gunmetal water
taps and plumbers' gunmetal is made --Cock Metal : Copper, 16 parts ; block tin , i part ;
spelter, i part ; lead, à part.
This is generally used for steam fittings, such as
wheel valves, gland cocks, water gauge brasses,
etc.
Hard Brass for Bearings : Copper, 16 parts ;
block tin , 2 parts ; spelter , 4 part.
Hard brass or gunmetal is made by the addition
of tin to copper. The 2 parts of tin to 16 of copper
is quite hard enough for most purposes. It is hard
and tough . More tin may be added to make it still
harder , as much as 3 to 3t of tin to 16 of copper.
More than this will do no good for bearings ; it be
comes too hard , approaching bell metal, which is
about 4 of tin to 16 of copper.
In preparing patterns for castings of small objects ,
such as cylinder covers, eocentric sheaves , chimneys,
and boiler fittings, it is usually the better practice
ts ( projecting circular lugs),
to arrange for small
as these greatly facilitate the chucking of the cast
ings during the subsequent operations in the lathe
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A

Design

for a Model Vertical
Boiler . *

By P. G. HEPWORTH .
'HE boiler here described has been designed to
quickly and will not require so much atten
tion as those burning ordinary fuel. It has a
heating surface of 686 sq . ins., besides the super
heater and smokebox. It is fueled with gas, the
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must be carefully fitted . The base upon which the
boiler stands and the smokebox are also cast brass ;
the outer shell is of solid drawn seamless copper,
1-16th in thick .
But the firebox being taper at the sides, must be
set out like a cone. To do this without trouble,
procure a sheet of paper 6 ft. 6 ins. by 2 ft. 6 ins.
and with the sheet laid lengthwise, mark off
a long parallel straight line 5 ins. from the top edge,
this line being the axis or centre line. From a point
on the extreme leftmark the apex A and 6 ft. 2 ins.
another point B on the same line. On B , as centre,
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Fig . 1. — CROSS -SECTION OF BOILER .
heat ofwhich is evenly diffused by layers ofasbestos
coke, as used in sitting- room gas fires . The heat
thus diffused is carried up eighty- four tubes, the
outside diameter of which is
in . The heat is
finally used to superheat the steam pipe, shown
coiled in the smokebox. The firebox tube plate is
of cast brass ; in . thick, the top tube plate is
5-32nds in . thick ; both plates are stayed together
with a 4 -in . stay rod of hard brass screwed at both
ends and fitted with faced nuts and washers. The
firehole and foundation ring are brass castings, and

* This article was awarded a prize of two
guineas in the recent Competition No. 40 .

draw a circle representing base with a radius of
3t ips., and through the centre of this circle draw
perpendicular D , B , F. From B , the centre of base ,
measure off 5 ins. (the height of box ) towards apex
on cep tre lide, and here set up another perpendi
cular, and with I as centre of this line mark off
3 ins. above to point C , and below ceptre line
3 ins. to a point E. Now , through these four
points, pamely, C , D , E , F , produce two lines meet
ing at the apex A.
Now for the radius of the cone. Produce E and
F below centre line for the purpose of marking off
the sum of the 24 parts, into which the circle on
centre B is divided ; in fact, 22 25-32nds ins, the cir
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cumference of the base . Having now stepped off
24 parts on the developed base , we will joint this
point H with a line meeting at the apex . The E
being s ips. nearer this point will represent top of
box which is produced with a radius of 5 ft. 9f ins.
to meet line À H and E , F , G , H will be the re
quired template, which will require fin . added for
the joint. This template can now be cut out to
mark off copper plate required. The joint will be
best made by dividing it into 10 equal parts for the

(000
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and can be drilled when in place. The stays are
3-16ths in . copper , screwed tight up with a fine
thread, and then snapped.
The safety valve is made to blow at 40 lbs., and
this and the other enlarged details will require
castings, but a steam gauge showing 60 lbs., and
other intermediate pressures, and the water gauge
can be purchased ready made at small cost. The
pipe joints in smokebox should all be brazed and
the socket for stop valve carefully set to meet stop
valve when being erected . The outer covering of
boiler is ofasbestos card f in , thick, this being kept
in place with sheet zinc outer cover with brass
bands 5-16ths in . wide with chips and bolts, the
latter being 1-16th in . diameter., three sets of which
will be required . The boiler , if worked within
doors, should have a stove pipe to carry off the
fumes of asbestos and gas to the nearest flue.
The base , smokebox, and flue pipe should be
painted with black varnish , and the boiler covering
enamelled with Aspinall's enamel of a suitable tint.

PPRFORATED
WIIN HOUS

Fig . 5. - ELEVATION AND PLAN OF FIRE -DOOR.

five projections and five recesses of the brazed joint.
The firehole to be marked off from the drawing
opposite this joint, but it will be best cut flat. The
patterns of the two tube plates and firehole ring
and foundation , & c ., can all be turned solid , but
the foundation ring and larger castings must have
due allowance for shrinkage, and extra metal for
cleaning up
The two tube plates are, when finished, 5-32nds
in . and } in . thick , and must be set out in each case
from the centre. The centre hole in each tube
plate is drilled | in . and the others in , for eighty
four thin brass tubes 1-64th in . thick , and spaced
out as shown on drawing at 60 ° with horizontal
centre line. The four riveted joints are to be care
fully tinned , and cleaned off before erecting . The
3-32nds in . copper rivets are spaced at 5-16ths in .

U
Fig . 7.- PLAN AND ELEVATION OF SAFETY -Valve.
This boiler with properly regulated feed , and gas
adjustment will supply ample steam for the
horizontal engine, i in . bore by 2 in . stroke (to be
described in a future number ), without the con
stant attention that is usually required with steam
boilers.

o

radi

Fig . 6. - CLACK Box .

centres. The firehole ring and firebox must be
carefully fitted up before the holes are drilled ,
which can be done when in place. The steam pipe
is perforated with thirty seven small holes and has
one end plugged . This and the superheater pipe
These
are of solid drawn copper & in . diameter .
two pipes will be best set to the required bends if,
first softened .
The eight firebox sidestays are
set out on the outside of shell from the rivet
centres of fireholes, as shown on plan (Fig . 3 ),

New ENGLISH INDUSTRY . - Until recently the
manufacture of carbons for arc lamps was scarcely
undertaken in England . Two German electrical
engineers have now opened temporary works at
Stoke Newington , where they are making their
carbons on a small scale. They hope to be able
soon to build works which will have an initial out
put of 75,000 carbons a day. In 1901 we imported
171,000,000 carbons from Germany alone.
ELECTRIC RAILWAY SIGNALS.
The Great
Western Railway Company have now completed
arrangements for the equipment of a section of their
main line at Didcot with electrically- controlled
signals. The motive power will be obtained from
accumulators, which will be attached to each
signal- post and charged direct from an adjoining
power station . The installation , which will be the
first of the kind on the Great Western Railway, is
to be inaugurated during the coming summer .
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The Work

of a

Colonial

Reader . *

AVING

By H. J. MAXWELL .
seen a paragraph in your valuable

subscriber for some two years ) inviting
Colonial and Foreign model makers to send photos,
drawings, and descriptions of models they have
made, I send you herewith photos and descriptions
of somemodels I have made.
HIGH - SPEED GAS ENGINE .
As will be seen from the accompanying photos,
the engine is a single cylinder vertical engine of
the enclosed type, and is at least 1 h.-p., being
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engine over the compression stroke. The gudgeon
pin is of mild steel 1 in . diameter, and is held in
place by a grub screw .
The connecting-rod is a forging with solid ends,
bored out and bushed with gunmetal, and is & in
by fin , and 8 ins. long btween centres.
The crankshaft is of mild steel, I in . diameter,
and has a balanced crank disc fitted on , the shaft
being tapered and screwed and a feather | in . by
1 in . by it ins. long fitted , and the disc diawn on
with a nut and the end of the shaft burred over to
prevent nut working loose ; the crank pin is mild
steel, fin . by 24 ins. long, and is also tapered and
drawn in with a nut and burred over ; the shaft
carries the governor and is supported at the outer
end by a very stiff bearing bushed with gunmetal
and bolted down to the bedplate .
The flywheel

j

FIG . I.
FIG . 2 .
MR. H. J.MAXWELL'S HIGH -SPEED GAS ENGINE .

27-in . bore by 4 -in , stroke, runsat a mean speed of
1,000 revolutions per minute, is fitted with electric
ignition and is, as far as the internal parts are
concerned , self oiling.
The cylinder is an iron casting, water jacketed
for 4 ins. of its length, while the remaining 24 ins.
projects into the crank case ; the cylinder head is
a separate casting and is also water jacketed, and
carries the inlet valve and the sparking plug, which
is fitted with porcelain insulator, and although I
believe that platinum tips are the best, I am
using steel points, which answer very well, and have
been in use for three or four months without
renewal.
The piston is a light casting of iron with four
rings, fin . wide by 3-32nds in . thick , sprung into
grooves in the piston, and they hold the compression
splendidly , it taking a lot of exertion to pull the
* This article was awarded the prize of two
guineas in the recent Competition No. 37 .

and small pulley for the belt drive are outside the
end bearing , and are held by keys 4 in . by 4 in . let
into the shaft .
The half- speed shaft is ofmild steel, 4 in . diameter,
and passes through the crank case, in which are the
gears for driving it ; the cam for opening the ex
haust valve is also inside the case, while the cam
for opening the inlet valve and the wire contact
breaker are on the outside end , which is supported
by a small bracket bolted to the crank case. The
contact-breaker is a pear-shaped cam of brass , and
at every revolution of half-speed shaft, the highest
point of it makes contact with a strip of brass
which is spring -controlled , and is mounted on an
ebonite base and may be retarded or advanced by
a lever which works in a quadrant and is nipped
by a milled nut.
The governor is quite my own idea, and consists
of a brass cylinder with covers top and bottom ,
and has a piston valve inside with ports cut to
admit the gas and air, and is capable of adjustment
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so as to alter the mixture as required , and when
adjusted it remains the same quality, the quantity
being regulated to the requirements of the load,
and there is an impulse at every second revolution
of the engine, no matter whether the engine is run
ning light or with full load ; the governor valve is
actuated by a pair of flyballs on the main shaft,
and running at such a high speed it is very sensitive
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your valuable paper, it is needless formeto describe
anything but thearmature . I was advised to obtain
suitable stampings from which to build the core.
Well, that is very well in London , but it is out of
the question in Sydney , so I had to resort to the
primitivemethod of cutting the plates out by hand ,
boring the centre hole out and turning them on a
shaft , afterwards getting the slots milled out. The
bedplate will besomewhat different to the
designers ' as I am going to drive with a
belt so will require two bearings.
VERTICAL STEAM ENGINE AND BOILER.

This model (as shown in Fig . 4 ) is the
first that I ever attempted , and was
finished some eight years ago , the whole
of the castings are in gunmetal, and runs
at about 2000 revolutions per minute , and
is fitted with feed-pump. The cylinder is
-in . bore by it-in. stroke, and is cast
with the valve casing on the ports being
bored and filed to shape ; the steam
ports are 1-16th in . by tin ., and the
exhaust port 3-32nds in . by #in ., the valve
is a D valve and has 3-16th in . travel.
The piston is of gunmetal, and is in two
halves with two cast -iron ring is 1-16th in .
wide and 1-16th in . thick in one groove ;
Fig . 3.— DYNAMO PARTS READY FOR ASSEMBLING .
the piston -rod is steel, f in . diameter , and
and the engine never varies its pace. The flyballs
has a stuffing-box and gland in the bottom cover ;
are connected to the valve by means of suitable
the top cover has a lubricator fitted as will be seen
in the photo. The crosshead is of gunmetal, filed
levers, and the speed of the engine may be con
trolled at will while running .
up to shape, the jaws for connecting -rod being
milled out and a gudgeon pin put right through .
The crank case is a single casting with a door on
one side to admit shaft and disc , while the bearing
for shaft is bored out and bushed with gunmetal.
The case is bolted down to the bedplate and carries
the oil for lubricating the internal parts , which is
thrown about by a small pin in the end of the
connecting-rod which dips in the oil. The bed
plate is a heavy casting with the face for receiving
the case, planed up so as to make an oil- tight
joint.
The sparking coil is an induction coil with
trembler, and never fails to fire the charge, and is
fed from a 4 -volt accumulator. I think I have
described all of the parts, but if some of it is not
quite clear, a glance at the photos should suffice .
Fig . 2 gives a front view showing all the levers,
& c ., for working governor valve ; Fig . I shows rear
view showing the lift for exhaust valve, exhaust
pipe, and water-circulating pipes.
This is the third gas engine I have made, having
sold the others to enable me to build this one. I
have made the whole of the patterns, and with the
exception of the bedplate and crank case, I have
done all the work on a 41- in . centre lathe; I use the
engine for driving the lathe, grindstone, emery
wheels, & c ., and am going to drive a 750 -watt
dynamo, which I have partly completed , from
designs by Spicer Bros., published in THE MODEL
ENGINEER . The coil and accumulator I made my
self.
Fig . 4. - A MODEL VERTICAL STEAM ENGINE AND
The weight of the engine is about 24 cwt.
BOILER.
A 750 -Watt DYNAMO, MADE FROM DESIGNS BY
MESSRS. F. L. & F. P. SPICER.
The connecting -rod is steel turned out of the
solid , the small end bored and bushed , the big end
The photograph ( Fig . 3) shows the field -magnet
being fitted with brasses and bolts after the style
casting with the coils on but not connected , and
of marine engines.
the armature, armature coils, and the bearings not
The eccentric is of gunmetal, secured by a set
finished. As such a lucid description appeared in
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pin countersunk in the shaft , and the straps
How to make a Sensitive Gal
are in halves, the rod is steel as is also the slide
rod .
vanometer.
The crankshaft is steel, 5-16ths in . diameter, and
the crank disc is gunmetal with steel crank pin | in .
SENSITIVE and well-made galvanometer
diameter ; the bearings are fitted with brasses and
may be used for a variety of purposes. Not
caps.
A
only may it be used for the testing of resis
The flywheel is ofgunmetal, and is 5 ins. diameter,
tances, both high and low , but by the use of a proper
1 -in . on face, and is keyed to shaft with an } in . by
shunt may be used to measure strong currents ,
} in . key.
and by the use of a high series resistance may be
The pump is gunmetal, and the plunger is hollow ,
used to measure the voltage of an electric circuit.
the rod being fitted to the bottom of it, and is fin .
An old telephone generator furnishes excellent
diameter by fin , stroke. The valves are brass ball
valves , and the pump works very well up to about
magnets for the construction of such a galvano
meter.
A magnet which the writer secured
1,000 per minute, but at any greater speed than
that, it does not do very well.
from such a source measures 6 ins, in length , and
The boiler is of 1-16th in , copper sheet, riveted
is made of steel, which is } in . by in . The more
and sweated , and is 5 ins. diameter by 9 ins. high ;
powerful the magnet the better will be the results .
the top plate of boiler and crown of firebox are
Its dimensions may vary somewhat from the one
used in the following paper, but the reader can
brass castings, riveted and sweated , and the fire
box has four tubes j in . diameter, and is fired by a
easily modify his instrument to suit his needs.
Bunsen burner and steams well, blowing-off while
A bottomless box with a glass top will be re
quired , mounted upon a base board , the whole
the engine is running at full speed . The boiler has
Make 2
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Fig . 1. - DETAILS OF A SENSITIVE GALVANOMETER .
for mountings, water gauge, test cocks, back
pressure valve, and stop valve, and safety valve,
and has a firedoor above the burner , and the engine
exhausts into the funnel, and with any load the
beat of the exhaust has quite a business- like sound .
The engine and boiler are mounted on a cedar
block with moulded edges, and the boiler and
cylinder are also lagged with cedar, with brass
bands; and all the wood work is varnished , giving
the model a very handsome appearance. I might
mention that I am not an engineer, but a printer,
employed at the Government Printing Office,
Sydney, and I have made the whole of the patterns
for my models.

A USEFUL penny-in - the- slot machine has been
patented by which the purchaser will be enabled
to obtain stamps at all hours. The machine is so
constructed that it can be fitted into a wall or
pillar -box, for it is of small compass . The pur
chaser, after placing the penny in the slot, presses
The
a knob and the machine does the rest.
stamps are placed on a roller , and only one stamp
is released at a time, while an indicator shows the
number of stamps remaining in the machine. It
is understood that the Postmaster-General has the
invention under consideration .

(Not to scale. )

being suited to be screwed to the wall, as shown in
Fig . 2. This box is 7 ins. by 13 ins. outsidemeasure
ment, and 41 ins. deep . The base board should be
154 ins. by 8 { ins. The box is secured to the base
board by two hasps, one on each side , two or three
dowel pins helping to hold the box from slipping.
This method of securing the box is adopted so that
the case may be easily removed , giving access to
the working parts of the instrument inside.
The magnet used being fin . wide, two pieces of
iron , shown at P , are made for pole pieces. These
are fin . square and 1 } ins. long , and have bored
through them two holes fin . in diameter, through
which are to pass screws to secure them in place.
Secure the magnet firmly to the base board , its
poles being 94 ins. from the bottom , and at equal
distances each side of the centre line. A block of
wood at each side of the magnet, another at the
bottom , and two clamps - one at each side- ought
to secure the magnet firmly in place so that it
cannot slip. Then screw the pole pieces into
place, taking care that they rest firmly against the
inner poles of the magnet. This will leave 1 7-16th
ins. of clear space between the poles, if the dimen
sions given have been followed. If the magnet
used has dimensions differing from those given at
M (Fig . 1 ), allowance will have to be made in the
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pole pieces so as to leave the proper space between
them .
In the exact centre of this space is to be secured
an iron cylinder , shown in Fig . 2 , and also at C in
Fig . 1. This is if ins. long and fin . in diameter .
It is to be fastened to the base board by a screw
passing completely through it. This should leave
a clear space of 1-32nd in . on each side of the
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Fig . 2. - THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF A SENSI
TIVE GALVANOMETER . (Not to scale. )

cylinder. It is well at this point to take a very
small , sharp chisel and cut two grooves in the base
board, these grooves being extensions backward of
the spaces between the poles and the cylinder on
each side. These grooves are necessary in order to
allow the coil shown in Fig . 2 to swing freely in
either direction without striking the back board .
Take next a piece of the thinnest copper pro
curable . It should be very thin in order to be
light and to take up as little space as possible .
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From this sheet copper make a frame such as is
shown at F (Fig . 1). It is rectangular in shape
and measures 2 ins. by } in . inside, and 24 ins. by
1 ins. outside. Its width is
in . As shown in
the side view at K , it is a framewith the edges bent
up so as to form a deep groove running around the
face of the frame for holding a coil of fine wire .
Where the frame overlaps it must be neatly sol
dered . At the corners the turned -up edges will
be cut away, but this will do no harm . Line the
slot in this frame with a layer of thin but tough
paper , fastened in place by shellac. This serves
to insulate the frame. Then wind the slot full of
No. 36 single silk - covered magnet wire.
The ends of this coil are left projecting, one at
each end . Shellac the outer surface of the coil,
and set it aside to dry . Now make two little pieces
shown at E (Fig. 1 ). They are made by taking a
piece of thin copper, in . by } in ., and soldering to
its centre a projecting wire of stiff brass , I in . long.
Flatten the outer end of the brass wire and drill a
smail hole through the flattened part. ' These little
pieces are then bound on to the ends of the coil by
silk thread , so that the projecting wires_form a
spindle about which the coil may rotate. For this
reason they may be so adjusted as to project from
the exact centre of each end. Also care must be
taken , in bending them on , to insulate them from
the coils by slipping a piece of thin paper under
them . Then the projecting ends of the coil are
soldered to these little strips, one at each end, and
the superfluous wire cut off.
Two pieces of brass should be made like those
shown at B , and also at H (Fig . 1 ). As shown in
Fig . 2 , these are to support the coil in position .
The hole through B , therefore, should be fin . from
the back side of the piece, and H should slide freely
through B , but may be secured by a set screw .
One of the pieces shown at H should be threaded
and provided with a thumb nut, as shown at T
(Fig . 2 ). One end of H should be flattened and
drilled, as were the ends of the projecting wires on
the coil. Now.procure some fine silk fibres, prefer
ably of raw silk , and pass one end of the fibre
through the hole in the upper wire spindle of the
coil, securing it firmly by a drop of sealing wax .
In a like manner secure a fibre to the lower spindle .
Then , with a Tin place (Fig . 2 ) pass the fibre through
the hole in T , pull it up until it is of the right length ,
and fasten with sealing wax. Do the same at the
bottom , and the coil will be suspended , so as to
swing freely in the space between the cylinder and
the poles.
Current is led into and out of the coil by two very
small slender springs shown at the top and bottom .
They are made from No. 36 (no finer) German silver
wire , coiled around a small pencil so as to make a
very weak spring. By carefully removing T , and
leaving the fibre slack , the ends of this coil may be
soldered to T and to the pivots of the coil. This
process should be repeated at the bottom , A
circular scale , made of a piece of white Bristol
board projects forward from the instrument,
and is bent so as to have the axis of the coil for a
centre . The radius of the arc of this circle is 24 ins.
A pointer (shown in Fig . 1) is glued to the bottom
of the coil, and its front end moves over the card
board scale . This pointer is made by taking a
strand from a broom , and fitting a thin piece of
copper at its outer end to serve as an indicator ,
The back end of the pointer projects beyond the
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coil, and is counterweighted with a small piece of
lead , as shown at L.
Thus the silk fibres serve to suspend the coil in
place, so that it may swing freely , while the coiled
springs encircling the fibre carry the current into
the needle
and also serve to
and out of the
to zero after being deflected . Binding posts at the
bottom are connected to the upper and lower sus
pensions, as shown.

MR. HERBERT G. Riddle's MODEL STEAM
If the amateur is skilful, he can improve the in
strument by using two very fine hair springs in place
of the coiled German silver springs. Thesemay be
secured at a watchmaker's, and besides being more
reliable , are not so stiff as the German silver springs,
and therefore render the instrumentmore sensitive.
– The American Telephone Journal.

MR. EDGAR B. FRANK , of 61, East 82nd Street,
New York City, would like to correspond with all
American subscribers to THE MODEL ENGINEER
with a view to forming an American Society of
Model Engineers .

A

Model

Steam

Crane.

By HERBERT G. RIDDLE .
HE model depicted in the accompanying
considerable time before the first number of
THE MODEL ENGINEER made its appearance, and
this fact must be held responsible for the lack of
fine finish which is so noticeable a fea
ture of most of the models that have
been seen in these pages. Neverthe
less, many happy hours have been
spent in the making and working of
the model, which , with its various
motions, form a pleasing change from
either locomotive or stationary engine
work .
Boiler.The boiler consists of a
seamless brass tube, 31 ins. diameter
by 74 ins. high , of which height it ins.
is devoted to the furnace ; a single
flue if ins. diameter passes up the mid
dle of boiler, being crossed by two } in .
water tubes. The boiler will raise 10 lbs.
cold water in seven
from
steam
minutes .
Furnace . — Three - wick methylated
spirit burner, the wick tubes being
above the highest level of spirit in
tank . This lamp gives not the slightest
trouble.
Fittings. — The boiler fittings consist
of two gauge taps, spring balance , safety
valve, pressure gauge, filler , and steam
pipe connection .
Engines. — The upper or winding
engine has a cylinder | in . by i in .,
which is rigidly fastened to boiler by
strips of sheet brass bent to shape,
the lowermost piece forming at its for
ward extremity a guide for the piston
Link reversing gear is fitted .
rod .
The frames are made out of old brass
door-plates. The winding drum is car
ried by a second axle geared down
from main shaft , 3 to 1. The drum
axle also carries a small cogwheel on
its end which gears into another fixed
on third shaft , which controls the rais
ing and lowering of the jib . The two
levers seen on top of frames are for
throwing the winding drum and jib
drum into or out of gear, either to
gether or separately. Stop pieces are
provided to prevent the drums un
winding, when weighted , while being
CRANE.
The lower or
thrown out of gear.
traveling engine also consists of a
in . by i in .
cylinder, reversing by a slip eccentric , and acting
by a train of gearing on the bind wheels.
The
crankshaft making about 96 revolutions to i of
the driving wheels, the rate of travel being conse
quently slow , but the pull powerful.
The two
engines are supplied with steam through a three-way
tap which enables either to work separately or both
together.
The crane is intended as a road engine, and the
front wheels are fitted in a swivel frame, the turning
of which is controlled on the endless chain principle
by the cranks seen at the other end of the platform .
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The model works usually at a pressure of 15 to
20 lbs. to the sq. in ., and at this pressure both
engines make 900 to 1000 revolutions per minute.
A NEW ILLUMINANT. - A new gas manufacturing
plant has been placed on the market which claims
a number ofadvantages over coalgas. The “ Eos ”
Air Gas Apparatus is compact, wholly independent,
and automatic in action . By its means one can
manufacture his own gas, which can be used for all
purposes, and which is not only an illuminant, but
a medium for cooking purposes. The principle of
the apparatus is the automatic inhaling of air,
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Practical Letters

from

our

Readers .
[The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication.)
A Model Hot- Air Engine.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR ,-Although a hot-air engine model is
not much use for power, it certainly makes a very

MR. W. G. BENNETT'S MODEL HOT-AIR ENGINE.
heating it with water and oil by a secret process ,
and converting it into combustible gas.
WINGED FLYING MACHINE . - A young Italian
engineer has invented a flying machine based on the
Aight of birds, which he has been studying for many
years. The wings of the apparatus are made of alu
minium and fine silk , and measure thirteen yards
from tip to tip . Themode of propulsion is the same
as in a bird's Aight, and a rudder will guide the
machine. It differs from others of its kind in that
it can be made to rise from level ground .

pretty working model, with very little trouble.
The one of which I am sending you photographs is
air -cooled , and runs a good speed .
Nearly all the parts are brass , the base is cast iron ,
the crankshaft mild steel, and displacer rod silver
steel. As will be seen , the flywheel is balanced ,
which makes it run very silently . The radiating
ribs are cut out of sheet bras, and driven on tightly,
then sweated with solder. A stuffing-box is fitted
to displacer rod . The working cylinder is brass,
with a gunmetal trunk piston , with a groove turned
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in it for packing . The connecting pipe comes from
the top of displacer cylinder to bottom of working
cylinder. Four brass rods go right through the
corpers, tapped into the cast iron base, and the four
brass tubes slipped over them , then the top base
plate slipped on top of them , and held down by
nuts at the corners . It is as well to solder a
brass washer in each end of the tube, so as to keep
them central. The base is lined with asbestos,
in . thick , to keep the heat from rising. The lamp
is an ordinary methylated spirit lamp, with an air
tube soldered in the top and bent over to keep the
lamp from flooding.
į Although the model is similar to the one de
scribed by Mr. A. Swire, in March 31st issue, mine
was all but finished some time previous to the for
mer's appearance .
The principal dimensions are as under :
Cylinder, bore, 14-in , stroke ; displacer cylinder
6 ins. by if ins. ; displacer, 4 ins. by išins.by 11-in .
stroke ; standards, 3 } ins. high ; corner columns
3 ins. by k in . ; flywheel, 4 ins. diameter ; cast iron
base , 5i ins. high , top, 3 } by 41, bottom i in .
larger ; crankshaft,
in . mild steel ; base board ,
64 ins. by 74 ins. by fin . — Yours truly ,
Waltham Abbey .
W. G. BENNETT.
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keyed on with gib head key. The engine is fas
tened to a brass foundation 1 } ins. by 4 in . The
stand , with rails and pillars on , is 24 ins. by 2 ins.
The model runs at a very high speed when either
blown from the mouth or with steam pressure. It
would be interesting to know if there is a smaller
horizontal slide-valve steam engine in existence.
Yours truly ,
Manchester .
SAMUEL GARSIDE .

Queries and Replies .

( A Hention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." . No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by postunder the following conditions :-(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ). Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (4. Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5)
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
A Small Horizontal Steam Engine
cannot be guiranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.)
DEAR
R , -I send you a photograph of a model
The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently horizontal slide-valve steam engine, which was
made by myself out of scrap brass . The cylinder,
[10,983] Accumulator Capacities. R. B. (Southport) writes :
slide, and bed are filed out of a piece of k- in . round
In your Small Accumulators " you state that a cell having
threepositives and four negatives , each plate being
6 ins. by 4 ins., has a capacity of to amp. hours .
Now , 6 by 4 equals 24 sq . ins. and the two sides
equal 48 sq . ins., and three times this equals 3 by
48, equals 144 sq. ins. , or i sq. ft. which you state
will hold 25 amps ;, but this cell only gives to amp.
hours, instead of 25 amp. hours . In Chapter III
you state that three plates 8 ins. by 61 ins. have
a capacity of 32 amphours Well, 8 by 6 equals
48 ; by 2 equals 96 ; by 3 equals 288 sq. How
ins. , or
2 sq. it, which should be so amp. hours.
do
you come to get such a loss ?
I have looked
through back numbers of The MODEL ENGINEER ,
but I cannot find anything to help me. What size
plates would be required to run a motor 8 volts
3 amps., 24-watt, for about three hours in a small
launch about 4 ft. long ?
The output varies to some extent with different
forms of plate. The ampére hours given by accu
mulators vary wļth the size and number of plates
that is, double the number of plates will more
than double the ampére hours ; there is a loss of
energy in getting the current into the cell, that is ,
when charging, and a further loss when getting the
current out of the cell, that is , when discharging
also , the whole of the material on the surface of
the positive plates may not be in an active condi
tion . The examples given in " Small Accumula
tors are taken from actual practical examples.
A SMALL HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE. ( Photograph is about full size .) You will require four cells connected in series,
each cell having three positive and four negative
plates, each about 6 ins. by 4 ins. By making the
brass, it ins. long. The crank bearings are fas
plates thin you will save a little weight but they will be liable to
buckle . If this makes too large a cell, then cut down the current
tened with four 1-32nd in . screws. The length of
by allowing the motor to run faster, and use smaller plates.
( 10,981) Telephone Troubles. H. S. (Walthamstow ) writes :
the engine from end of cylinder to centre of crank
Being employed at a factory where there are some telephones
shaft is it ins. ; bore of cylinder fin ., cylinder
installed , connecting the different floors, I was asked to put them
covers 9-32nds in . diameter ; crank (which was
right when they got out of order. I got them all working except
filed out of a piece of -in . brass wire), square web ,
the pair of which I enclose sketch (not reproduced ). On this the
1 - in . stroke, 1-16th in . diameter, 1 in . over all ;
bells ring all right, but the telephones don't work , as speech cangot
be
heard. At one time we could hear through them plainly , but
eccentric , 3-64ths in . stroke, 3-16ths in . diameter ;
the bell connected to the circuit-breaker , as I term it, would not
length of cylinder, 7-16ths in ., slide 5-16ths in .;
ring . The telephone must be hanging on the hook to get a call at
connecting-rod , * in . long, loose cap ; eccentric
this nd ; but this time it didn't ring with the telephone on the hook .
I can see the bell circuits plain enough, but I cannot trace the tele
rod , fin . long ; steam chest, in , square, fastened
phone circuit, unless it is through the bell. Then if it is through
with four 1-32nd -in . screws; flywheel, in diameter,
the bell, why doesn't it ring when the telephone circuit is closed ?
keyed on with gib head key ; pulley, 4 -in . diameter ,
The instruments were purchased at the General Electric Company's
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premises . They were all right for a time, then the battery ran out.
The battery consists of three No. 2 E.C.C. dry cells, and there are
three telephone circuits on them . Will you tell me the cause of
not being able to hear through this particular pair of telephones ?
Also , how is it that when the instrument is not on the hook the
bell will not ring ? The instruments are all metal, as far as I can
see, and cannot be taken apart without pulling plates off, which
are soldered to the frame. I have got your handbook called
Microphones and Telephones," and can understand them , but
cannot get anything to help me on in this case.
Your description and sketch is not clear, but there is probably a
fault either in the instrument itself or in theswitch which is actuated
by the arm upon which the receiver hangs. Examine this switch ,

DIAGRAM OF AN ARRANGE
MENT FOR AN ELECTRIC
TORCH .

ENGINEER Handbook No. 5 , “ Electric Batteries," and fit into the
handle of the torch ; the lamp is of the kind known as I c.-p. lamps,
and fits into the centre of the reflect r R ; G is the front glass ,
which may, perhaps, be made from a small watch glass. The
switch S presses together the two brass springs P P , and completes
the circuit. The springs must be insulated from one another ;
one can be soldered to the case, if the other,and the lamp, and the
batteries are insulated -- that is, the zinc casing of the battery
should be wrapped round with thick paper, and the lamp must be
so fixed that its little platinum loops do not touch anything except
the connecting wires, which must also be covered with cotton or
other insulating covering. The switch knob S should be of ivory
or similar non -conductor ; if you make it of metal, it must not

R

P

Query N. 10883.
and see if it makes contact in both positions of the switch arm .
When the receiver is hanging on the hook , the bell is switched in
circuit , and should ring when receiving a call ; but when the re
ceiver is lifted off the hook the bell circuit is broken , and the tele
phone circuit is made so that it is quite correct for the bell not to
ring , unless the receiver is on the hook . You will see from this that
if the switch does not make proper contact when the telephone
receiver is lifted off the hook tre instiument is not in circuit, and,
therefore , you could not hear. The instrument should always be
placed on the hook when done with , as if left off , the microphone
circuit is on all the time, and the battery will soon run down ; also,
the station cannot be rung up.
(10,634) Exhaust Box or Silencer for Small Oil Engines.
A. W. (Stoke Newington) writes : I should be greatly obliged if you
would tell me how to make an effective silencer for a 1 h.-p. oil
engine. I have been looking at the one described in the article
" Å Small Electric Lighting and Charging Set,” in January 7, 1904,
but cannot quite understand it. How are the tins supported
one inside the other ? How large a silencer should I require formy
engine ?
All that is needed is a simple metal box - a casting is used for
larg er engines, but a good strong tin box would do in this case , with
riveted joints- of, say, 8 by 6 ins. diameter, or a rectangular one
about 8 ins. by 10 ins. by io ins.. Placing one tin inside another
deadens the sound still more. They could be fixed in many ways

Query N ° 10634.
AN EXHAUST BOX FOR SMALL OIL ENGINES.
The innermost tin could be fastened to the second one with metal
clips, and the pipe P leading to atmosphere would be fitted securely
to the smallest tin , and passed through a hole in the top of outside
tin . The jointwould have to be well made at A , to prevent gases
getting out before passing round each tin .
(10,883) Flashlight Torch . W. A. C. (Birmingham ) writes :
How are flashlight torches made ? I enclose a sketch of what I
refer to (not reproduced ). By holding in hand, and pressing S
the light flashes out through a glass at G. It is cylindrical in shape'
I would like to make a fairly powerful one.
The accompanying sectional sketch will give you the essential
arrangements for an electric torch. The first thing to do is to obtain
the lamp L , which should be of lowest obtainable voltage-- I volt ,
if possible ; if you cannot obtain one less than two volts, you must
use two dry batteries coupled in series . The dry batteries are to
be made to the instructions given in Chapter IV of THE MODEL

touch the case. Generally you must so arrange matters thatwhen
the switch knob is up, no electricity can pass from the battery
but as soon as the knob is pressed down , electri ity can flow along
the connecting wires, because the two springs are pressed together
but that it cannot leak away by reason of short cuts existing
between the connecting wires or other parts of the electric circuit.
You can rig up your battery springs and lamp on a board, and try
them before fixing them in the metal case just to see that all is in
order .
( 10,948 ] L.Y.R. Ten Wheelers. F. H. (Oldham ) writes :
Would you be so kind as to answer me the questions for the Lan
cashire and Yorkshire engine No. 1,395, a photo of which I enclose,
for f-in. scale model ? Length and diameter of boiler and number
of tubes ; length o . frames and width over frames , also width of
cab ; diameter of bogie wheels , driving wheels and trailing wheels
distance between centres and number of spokes. Length of tender ;
distance between centres of wheels ; also diameter of wheels. Thé
size of inside cylinders suitable for themodel, valves to be on top .
See drawings in issues of April 2nd, 1993. for elevation of engine
May 1, 1902, for elevation of tönder ; May 21, 1903, front view ,
Use t- in . Alue tubes ; cylinders, or 13-16th - in . by 1f-in . stroke
(see drawing in “ Model Locomotive Book " ) working pressure 43
to 50 lbs. All other particulars may be obtained from the drawings
above referred to. If you wish for full r particulars as to details of
construction , we can advise you strongly to invest in our new
book , “ The Model Locomotive : Its Design and Construction ,"
or so. Price 6s net We feel
which will be ready in a weekinvaluabl
e to you , and save you ar
sure that the book will prove
immense amount of labour and , perhaps, disappointment
(10,945 ] Model Boiler . T. G. B. writes : I shall be pleased
if you will tell me whether the following materials for making
vertical boiler ( to drive engine 1 -in . bore, 2 -in . stroke) are about
ight. The body of boile : to be copper 6 in . by 9 ins., and 3-32nd
in. thick , with single-riveted joint ; firebox steel (no watec space )
4 ins. high end flanged in copper 3-32nd in . thick to be riveted
in sixteen tube : } in . outside, 3-64th in. thick , steampipe 3-32n 1
in . bore; one stay rod from end to end , with nutz. Would tubes
$ n outside and 1-32nd .thick bette ? Would a No 6 4 -in .
Primus burner be suitablein? And be
what would be the safe working
pressure of this boiler if wellmade ? What would be the best way
to te : t it ?
Why not make the fi ebox of copper ? It will be better
than steel. Number of tubes is large ; say twelve tubes | in .
diameter would give mo'e space fo water; f-tubes are larger
than required . Steampipe ould be somewhat larger in the
bore - say 5-32nd in. diameter ( see issue of April 28 last,
page 407). If single rivete 1, this boiler would safely be used
with about 40 lbs. per sq . in . pressure or 60 lbs. if double
riveted. It should be tested by hydraulie pressure by means
of an hydraulic force pump, as by this mean , no explosion
follows if any part gives way ; it is usual to have th test pressure
double the working pressure. Yes, burner would do, although we
think you would find a No. 5 3-in . silent burner do just as well
for a 1-in . by 2-in . engine, especially if you slightly superheat
the steam , which, in any case , will be davisable.
( 10,866 ] Wimshurst Machine. H. C.JW. (Nuneaton ) writes :
I have just made a small Wimshurst machine , which I cannot get
to work . It has two 10- in . glass plates, with sixteen tinfoil sec.
tions. The neutralising rods are of bent copper, and have tinsel at
their ends, and are fastened on to the wooden bearings, which are
bushed with copper for the spindle to run in . The collectors are
rounded , as I found a sharp point cut the sections. Please let me
know what is wrong ; also send sketch of connections to discharge
balls , Leyden jars, and neutralising rods. Will tin do for collectors ?
The collector points should not be rounded, but should be sharp
points ; they will not draw off the charge iſ rounded. The dis
charge balls should be of different sizes, that is, one small and one
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wire ; connect all in series and in shunt to brushes ; put on as much
wire as possible--about it bs. wi'l fill each coil . (3 ) Messrs, Lucas
and Davies , 9 , Wickham S reet, Lambeth , London . Run machine
at about 3,000 revolutions per minute. For methods of winding
and connecting, see Chapter 1 of “ Small Dynamos and Motors .',
(10,945 ] Apprenticeship . J. T. (Ayr) writes : Looking over
the query columns of your excellent little journal, I note you some
times dealwith queries relating to apprenticeship in the engineering
trade, and would feel deeply grateful if you would give me advice
with relation to my own case. At eighteen years of age I entered
a general engineer's shop as an apprentice, but owing to bad trade,
the works had to close ; and now , at nineteen years of age, I don't
know in what way to proceed . I got a good certificate for one year
at fitting, erecting, lathe and machine work , & c. I have a liking
for electricalengineering, and also for engine designing and draughts.
man's work , and would like you to tell me what course to set about
for an electrical engineer. Would I require to serve any more time
in an engine shop , or would it be an electrical shop I would re
quire to go into ? Can you tellme how long I should have to serve
in such a shop ? Do you think it would be advisable to attend
day classes at a technical college before I enter a works, so as to
learn the theory of my work thoroughly - say a course of three
years ? If I did this, would I need to be apprenticed, a lengthy
period ? Do you think my age (19) would be a serious draw .
back to my obtaining a starting job in a
shop ? An alternative course, if I cannot get
into the shops, is as follows : To attend day
classes in ecanic il engineering at the recog .
Fig . 3.
nized technicalcollege in the city of Glasgow ,
and learn engine design and the theory of
mechanical engineering , so as to obtain a
situation as an engine designer and mechani
Query Nº 10994
cal draughtsman in a good drawing office.
Would I be obliged to serve any more time
in the shops or otherwise after I had com
pleted the college course to obtain a good post
in a drawing office ?
Senioren
It v ry much depends upon what branch of
electrical engineering you take a fancy to.
2
26
In THE MODEL ENGINEER, Vol. VII,60Nos. 76 ,
77 , and 78 , is a series of articles on How to
Become an Eleatrical Engineer." You would
do well to get these numbers and study ta e
advice and information given . To a certain
Query No 10894.
extent you may consider that electrical engi
neering ismechanical engineering coupled with
electricalknowledge, and, therefore, if you be
Lug
come a good mechanical engineer first, you
can add a knowledge of electricity by evening
study. You will , of course, have to obtain
practical experience in electrical work , and
this is to be obtai ed by employment in a
manufacturing · lectricalworks or an electric
light and power station . If you have sufficient
means, your best course would probably be
to take the day electrical engineering courseof
study for three years at one of the large tech
nical colleges, as you already bave some expe .
rience of practical mechanical work ; at the
end of that time you would be able to decide
for
yourself in which branch to special ze. If
1
-11,
your means will not allow you to take this
course, you shou d spend two or three years as
an improver in several works - either mechani.
cal or electrical engineers , or both , according
to your luck in getting in - and attend evening
classes in electrical engineering . If you have
a fancy for electric central station work , you
could try and get into the engineer's depart
ment of a very large electric light or power
station at one, as you would get work on both
engines and dynamos, aswell as the other gear .
Your age will not prevent you from obtaining
employment as an improver, but you mustbe
FIG . 2 .
Fig . 1 .
prepared to work for a small wage. Do not
FIELD -MAGNETS FOR 100 -WATT MOTOR .
go into a drawing office until you have had
at least five years ' more practical experience
you cannot be more than a mere draughtsman unless you have
unless you can make the area of the yoke at least the sameas that
had good experience in making and using machinery . If you
of the magnet core Your sketch does not show the details of the
went through a complete course of study in either mechanica
bedplate , so you must use your own judgment on this point; but in
or electrical engineering at one of the large technical colleges
the new design the length of coil space has been shortened by
you need not then go through an apprenticeship at the end of
* in ., so that the yoke will have this extra amount. If the yoke
the time; you could probably obtain employment at a moder
makes good contact all over with the base plate, the latter area can
ate pay, but unless you have exceptional ability, you would pro
be counted in, as the iron in the base will all help . The length of
bably have to wotk for some
yea s in subordinate positions at low
magnet is the same as before, viz., 3f ins. Fig . 2 shows an alternative
rates of wages until you had accumulated the experience necessary
method of improving the machine by adding a second magnet on
to
enable
you
to
secure
a responsible post as a designer.
the top of the old one, this magaet being a duplicate of the old one,
[ 10,880) Model Feed Pump. N. H. (Wandsworth ) writes :
except that it hasno pole- pieces ; it could be joined on by four smali
I have a vertical boiler, 8 ins. by 4 ins., and horizontal engine,
lugs. The joints A A must be well surfaced together. (2) If Fig. I
in . by If- in . stroke. Please explain how I could make feed
is adopted , wind each limb of field -magnet with as much No. 23
pump for same ? Have you published one in THE MODEL ENGI.
gauge s.c.c. wire as you can get on ; about it lbs. will probably
NEER ? If so, which number ? Please explain how to make a
fill the space. Connect roils in series and shunt to brushes. If
model steam trap. Can they be bought ? If so , where ?
Fig. 2 is adopted , wind all coils with No. 22 gauge s.c.c. !copper

0

larger ; they are conected to the collector bars ; theneutralising
rods are not connected to anything except their support. The glass
plates must revolve in opposite directions : the brushes on the
neutralising rods must just touch the sectors, and must touch sec
tors on exactly opposite sections on a diameter . Try warm ng the
machine, so that it is perfectly dry , or give it an initial charge by
holding near it a glass rod which has been rubbed with silk and
touching one of the plates nearest the glass rod with your finger.
Th machine should be free om any points, except at the col
ectors, as the charge tends to escape from points . Try shifting the
neutralising rods to find the best position . " Static machines require
humouring. You should not despair , but try again until you
succeed .
[10,894] 100 -Watt Motor. J.R.J.(Mountain Ash ) writes : !
bought a dynamo supposed to give 25 volts 4 amperes, but it wil
not light a 20-volt lamp properly at any speed . An electrical
engineer told me there is not enough metal in the magnets to give
good results (Fig. 3). I intend to have new magnets . (1)What size
should field -magnets be to give above output ? (2 ) How much
wire , and what sizes for same ? (3 ) Where could I get castings to
my own pattern ?
(1) Sketch 1 gives the sizes for a new field -magnet of same design
as the old one. Your difficulty will be to increase the area of th :
yoke, as, of course , your improvement will not be very marked
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Please refer to our issue of 29th October, 1903, and you will find
a very instructive description of the making and fitting of a feed
pump to a small horizontal engine. Wehave not heard of a steam
trap being used for model purposes. Kindly look up the adver
tisements in any engineering journal for the construction of the
many different patterns of larger steam traps now on the market.
[10.779 ) Boiler for Model Traction Engine. C. I. M.
( British Columbia ) writes : I am commencing to build a model
traction engine boiler, dimensions of which ar as follows':— Insid :
diameter of barrel, io ins. ; length of smokebox, 6 ins.; number of
tubes twenty - 1 in . outside diameter and 231 ins. long ; firebox,
to ins. wide and 15 ins. long at grate bars, tapering | in . in tota
height on each end and side ; water space, } in . at foundation riaz
and 1 in . at top of firebox ; material to be used , 3-16ths in . steel ;
firebox crown stayed with radial screw stays, t in . in diameter,
about 2-in . pitch . I should be very pleased if you would let mi
know what size cylinder this boiler would likely supply with steam
at about 135 lbs. pressure and 300 revolutions. I may say that
I am designing this boiler to carry 150 lbs. I notice in one of my
back numbers of The MODEL BNGINEER , that in calculating the size
of cylinder required , you do not take into consideration to point
of cut-off, this being left to take care of clearance and condensation .
According to this arrangement I would need about 2,780 sq. ins.
of heating surface running at 100 lbs., and my boiler would have
about 2,173 sq. ins. But as this boiler is larger than the usual
model, and I intend to cut-off steam for in . stroke, I thought
possibly a 2-in . by 4 - in . cylinder would not be too large. I
should also like to know what you think of the proportions of the
boiler , especially the water space outside of firebox .
The rule given in our issue of January ist, 1902, is intended
only for engines burning methylated spirit or using “ Primus " or
other oil burners, and requires at all times to be tempered with
practical experience. As your boiler is a large one, and burns coal:
which , in addition , will be subjected to the effects of the blast,
we should prefer to put do.vn the evaporation at it to it cubic ins.
per miunte per 100 sq . ins. o: hoating surface. With a small
exhaust nozzle and the engine well loaded, you would , no doubt,
obtain a still higher evaporation . The cut-off where reversing
gear is employed in full gear should not be less than 75 per cent.
to 85 per cent. of the stroke, otherwise the enginewill not be a good
starter. There is no advantage in an early cut-off, as the act of
linking up varies the cut-off at will and you may be able to cua
the engine without appreciable cylinder condensation (the traction
engine cylinder being jacketed ) at 25 per cent, cut-off. For purposes
of boiler calculations we should put the cut-off at 75 per cent.
This , with steam at boiler pressure would mean that, the engine
will be developing its maximum power. At 1oo lbs , pressure
the water consumption in cubic inches per minute will be :
Cut-off x area of piston stroke, number of strokes (revs. X2)
Ratio of steam and water volumes at 100 lbs. pressure
75X3х4 х боо
Consumptica =
100 X 225
24 cubic inches par minnte
Heating surface required (under rule it cubic ins. per
100 sq . ins.) = 21 X IOO =
16 x 101 = 1,600 sq. ins.
You will, therefore, see that your boiler is well within the mark
and a 2 by 4 or 27 by 4 cylinder may be employed without fear.
We should with 3-16ths steel plates increase the pitch of the stays
to about 3 or 4 ins. See the chapter on staying of fireboxes and
flat sides in our new book on “ TheModel Locomotive," price 6s.
net. This book will help you in more ways than one in the con
struction of your engine, and we can advise you to obtain it with
out delay.
[ 10,913 ] Petrol Engine for Tricycle. H. G. (Watford )writes :
( 1) Would a 2 b.h.-P. petrol motor be of sufficient
to drive a
motor tricycle, with fore-carriage, at the rate ofpower
about fourteen
miles an hour, carrying two persons, and to ascend ordinary hills ?
If not, what power should I require ? (2) Would ordinary bicycle
wheels be strong enough for the above ? (3 ) Would you give draw .
ings of the Ackermann steering arrangement ? (4) 'Could you tell
meof a good firm to buy castings of these motors from ? ?
(1) You would require not less than 3 to 31 h.-p. to be of any use
at all on hills ; this would , of course, give you over fourteen miles on
the level, but you cannot get over the hill trouble by gearing down
excessively, because the great drawback is overheating through
slow passage through the air and sheltered position of engine.
Even with the higher power mentioned you might find it necessary
to fit some kind of fan -cooling device or water-cooled combustion
chamber ; 2 b.b.-p. is absolute;y useless for the purpose , even on the
level; (2 ) ordinary bicycle wheels would not be nearly strong enough,
either in tyres, spokes , or hubs. You would require at least two
motor cycle tyres, twelve gauge spokes, hubs with flanges 31 to
41 apart ; but the proper size tyres are 2 for idle wheels and 24
for driver. (3) We do not know enough of the Ackermann steering
gear to give drawings ; better write to the makers._ (4) The London
Autocar Company, Gray's Inn Road , London, E.C., have some
excellent sets of castings of various powers , both air -cooled and
water - cooled head .
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The News of the Trade .

(The Editor will be pleased to receive for reolew under this heading
samples and particulars of new Lools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
Small Dynamos.
For the purpose of lighting or charging accumulators , or fixing
on cars, Messrs. Bowen & Odery , 68, Wellington Road , Charlton ,
have produced a specially designed enclosed dynamo, as shown in

FIG . 1. - MESSRS . BOWEN & ODERY'S SMALL
ENCLOSED DYNAMO .
running, dust and water proof, and has no
sparkless
Fig . 1. It is
outside connections. Running at 3,000 , the machine gives to volts
3 amps. , and the price for the semi-enclosed , as shown, is [ 1 ros.;
price for the enclosed dust-proof dynamo is 41 155.

Fig . 2. - MESSRS. BOWEN & ODERY'S SMALL
CHARGING DYNAMO.
Fig. 2 represents their U type charging dynamo ; these range
from 5 volts 4 amps. at £ 1 4s . to 50 volts 3 amps., at £ 3 18s.
New

Catalogues and

Lists.

Ward & Goldstone, Dutton Street, Strangeways, Manchester
send us a copy of their list of electric lighting and bell material
It comprises fuse boards, hand shield fuses , main switches, cut
outs, lamp holders, the new Luna Nernst lamp, with particulars
of current consumption and candle-power of these lamps. Electric
fans, cables , and wires are al o included . Messrs. Ward & Gold .
stone will send their list to readers in the trade upon receipt
of trade card , as they supply the trade only. They request that
readers out of the trade should not send.
Gent & Co., Ltd., Faraday Works, Leicester . - We have re
ceived a leaflet containing particulars and prices of water-level
alarm apparatus, patent water -tight contacts for use with the
same, annunciators, bells, and switches . ,
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Answers to Correspondents.

The Editor's Page.
E have lately received quite a number of
! letters from readers, asking for advice on
the subject of engineering apprenticeships .
As an instance of the kind of query we are expected
to answer , a correspondent writes, saying that he
has spent so many years in an engineering school
of repute, and wishes us to give him the names of
firms, in the especial line of business he prefers,
who would take him as an apprentice, and also to
let him know the time he would be required to
seven
serve in that capacity. Whilst the older
years' apprenticeship ” has in many shops been sub
stituted by a term of about five years, most firms
would , in consideration of the knowledge of engineer
ing attained at the college or school, depart from
their customary practice and further reduce the
number of years to be served in the shops, generally
arranging that the expiration of the term shall
coincide with the apprentice's twenty -first birth
day; everything depends on the personal elements
involved , and we therefore have difficulty in giving
definite information , knowing little or no thing of
the qualifications of the candidate , the require
ments of the different firms, or, indeed , any of the
important features of the situation . We invaria
bly advise personal application and, where possible,
give a few names of likely engineering establish
ments to whom the querist can write . For the most
part, those who show the greatest qualifications
and state their case forcibly , but diplomatically ,
will be favoured with success . A friendly word
from someone in power is not to be despised , and
a student at a technical school should always let
the principal know what are his intentions on
leaving the school, as this gentleman is often in
possession of the information required .
*
*

W

Our two new sixpenny handbooks which we
announced last month - No. 20 , “ PATENTS SIMPLY
EXPLAINED , and , No. 21, “ MECHANICAL DRAWING
SIMPLY EXPLAINED ” —are
now on sale, and will be
followed by No. 22 , . ELECTRIC LIGHTING FOR
AMATEURS.” This handbook includes many use
ful hints on the fitting up of small lighting installa
tions, and, although it deals very largely with
battery plants, the last chapter describes all the
essentials of a small-power system of lighting.
Much of the matter has already been published in
the earlier numbers of THE MODEL ENGINEER ; but
as many of these issues are now out of print, the
book , in its revised and collected form , should be
welcomed by our readers and prove of real assist
ance to the amateur worker. All the fittings are
of the home-made variety , and the chapter on the
control of electric lamps from one or more points
willbe found ofspecial value as a means ofreference .

J. H. (Tipton ).– We know of no such book . Send
for our list oftechnical books .
W. G. (Tottenham ).— You will find further par
ticulars and drawings of the 2- in . scale tank loco
motive in our new book , " The Model Loco
motive," price 6s. net, per post, 6s. 5d .
C. P. D. (Co. Durham ). -We regret we cannot give
you particulars of this make of carburettor.
H. H. E. (Wigan ).-- You can obtain complete cast
ings of the M.E. Locomotive from Mr. J. Mac
kenzie , 17 , Benson Avenue, East Ham . Mr.
Stuart Turner, Shiplake, Henley-on - Thames
lists several of the more important parts.
W. D. G.- The fin . excess of length between the
driving and leading bogie wheels does notmatter
very much , so long as you alter the other things
in ., widen
to suit . Lengthen the side tanks
the gangway $ in ., and lengthen the bunker
* in .; add fin . to the length of the cab , making
the distance from the back end of the bunker to
the back weather board fin . longer.
Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects, Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order ,
Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatusand price lists, & c ., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to salesof the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival'Marshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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Trading Brig .

By W. M. B.

Two VIEWS OF A MODEL OLD -STYLE TRADING BRIG .

IF

F the following account of an old -fashioned
model trading brig constructed by the writer
some years ago does not exactly appeal to
those readers of the M.E. who are capable of
building vessels of the Lady Torfrida type, it may
possibly be of interest to some of the younger
readers and those who are as yet beginners.
At the time the model was built, the writer, who
had never seen a vessel of this class , had to rely on
pictures of ships in seafaring novels, and on occa
sional glances at a somewhat similar model that
used to grace the window of a certain second -hand
dealer's shop. Added to the disadvantage of the
lack of a prototype to copy was a shortage of both
tools and funds, and on this account perhaps,
some of the vessel's shortcomings maybe pardoned .

The hull, which is 26 ins, over all, with a beam
of 64 ins., and an extreme depth of 57 ins., is built
of 1- in . yellow pine, bread and butter fashion, the
inside being hollowed out with a gouge and finished
with a spokeshave . The layers are fastened to
gether with it-in . screws and it- in . sprigs, the
seams being caulked with whitelead and tow . As
will be seen from the photographs, the poop is
raised about | in . above the main deck . The main
deck is laid down in three pieces, and the quarter
deck in one piece. The masts are built-up of
yellow pine, and the sails are made of fine brown
holland . The standing rigging is stout string
painted to represent tar (which was tried , but
found to be undesirable ) and the running rigging is
fishing line and stout linen thread ; 3-16ths in .
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glass beads do duty for blocks, and although not
very realistic in appearance, answer the purpose
very well in use , as they are not apt to swell on
getting wet.
The deck fittings comprise main hatch , fore
hatch and companion head, skylight, steering
wheel, capstan , belaying -pin racks, six cannon ,
davits , long boat, two lifeboats , and dinghy. Little
ladders lead down from each hatch into the hold .
The steering gear consists of two cogwheels from
an American alarm clock , and the steering wheel
is a wooden disc with handles made from match
stalks let into the rim . A length of lead gaspipe
flattened out and fixed to the false keel with brass
screws helps to preserve the boat's balance when
afloat. The capstan is a bobbin -shaped piece of
wood , turning on a slender wood screw , a penny
watch -chain does duty as a chain cable , and a toy
brass anchor with a wooden stock fastened on with
copper wire, completes the ground tackle . The
boat is painted black with a white streak , and the
masts and spars are also painted black .
Although the vessel can neither lay claim to
elegance nor speed, she looks fairly realistic in the
water, and is a variation on the usual run of models
to be found on ponds nowadays.
The following measurements may be of use to
any intending builder of a similar craft :-Height
of mainmast, 22} ins. ; foremast, 22 ins. ; length
of bowsprit and jib -boom , 15 ins. ; boom , 8 ins. ;
gaff, 51 ins. ; mainyard, 81 ins. ; main top yard ,
71 ins. ; main top gallant yard , 64 ins. ; foreyard,
8 ins. ; fore top yard , 7 ins.; fore top gallant yard ,
6 ins.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column , based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord.
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.1
Combined Vee and Scribing Block .
By “ SREGOR ."

The accompanying sketch is a design for a com
bined vee and scribing block , both of which forms
an important part in every mechanic's outfit of
tools. " The sizes here given are such as will be
most appreciated by the model maker and small
tool maker. The block should be finished true and
square in every particular , as it will form a very
handy size to be used as parallel strips by using
the top edge of the vees. The base is recessed in
the centre, which gives it a steady support at each
end, the inside of vees are also recessed in the centre,
which allows spindles , & c ., to bear only at each end .
The scribing attachment is a simple but very
useful addition; which comprises the scriber , clip ,
and screw ; the one feature of the scriber itself is
Spindle in vees
B
Αο
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[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication .}
London .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS. - Saturday, June 25th ,
Launch trip up the Thames. Will those members
who are in any way able to take part in the im
promptu concert please write the Secretary, stating
in what way they will be willing and able to assist ?
Wednesday, July 13th : As briefly announced last
week, special permission has been obtained from the
authorities for a party of the members to visit the
Dockyard at Portsmouth . The railway company
will grant tickets to a party of not less than ten
at the reduced rate of 78. 8d . return . The party
will probably travel by the train leaving Waterloo
at 9.10 a.m. The Secretary will be glad to have
an early intimation from members who intend
joining the party, so that the necessary arrange
ments can be completed . - HERBERT G. RIDDLE ,
Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S.E.
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR INVENTORS .-— Prizes of £ 10
and £ 5 are offered by the National Rifle Association
for the first and second best miniature target
apparatus exhibited at Bisley Camp during the
meeting from July 11th to 23rd . There is no
entrance fee, and all the details of the competition
can be ascertained on application to the Secretary
of the Association , Bisley Camp, Brookwood ,
Surrey .
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Kamal Screw of suitable
diom :
DETAILS OF COMBINED VEE AND SCRIBING BLOCK .
the fact that it can be very finely adjusted . This
is accomplished by making the end cranked as
shown at B , so that by twisting the end Cup or
down it so adjusts the points to the required
height ; the clip is secured to block by a small screw .
At least two holes should be drilled and tapped to
fix clip to as shown at A , which increases the scope
for marking off. The scriber can be set to any
degree of angle around the screw as required .
To Ensure Alignment of Crossheads.
By W. H. DEARDEN .
The importance of having the crosshead and
slide-bars of any steam engine in proper alignment
with the axis of the cylinder will be patent to all
model engineers, and themethod recently adopted
by the writer to ensure a perfect fit between the pis
ton rod and crosshead for a model locomotive may
prove of interest to fellow readers. The engine in
question was provided with four slide-bars, but it
is immaterial what arrangement of slide-bars or
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design of crosshead is employed , as the accom
panying drawing (Fig . 2 ) will show .
The back cover should be fitted to the cylinders
and prepared to receive the bars, likewise the
motion plate, and after this portion of the work
has been lined up truly , the crosshead may be fitted
and slipped in place between the bars, a parallel
hole being drilled in the crosshead to afford an
entry for the special reamer . This reamer may be
made from a piece of silver steel rod , and should
b : of the samediameter as the piston rod ,to be used .
The end of the reamer may be made as shown in

FIG . 1. — THE END OF
REAMER .
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For the Bookshelf .
(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
GOVERNORS AND GOVERNOR MECHANISM . By H.
R. Hall. Manchester : Technical Publishing
Company, Ltd. Price 28. 6d. net ; postage 3d .
The importance of a well-designed governor in a
steam or other engine is patent to all, and this book ,

FIG . 2. - METHOD OF ENSURING ALIGNMENT OF
A CROSSHEAD .

the accompanying perspective sketch , Fig . 1, the
taper (if any ) being exactly the same as that of the
end of the piston -rod. To guide the reamer the
front end of the cylinder should be fitted with a
flanged disc, with a hole in the centre, checked well
into the bore of the cylinder. A lathe carrier may
be used to turn the reamer.

A Useful Workshop Accessory.
By J. E. B.

As it is so often necessary to hold in the vice a
piece of work , which at the same time must be
preserved from the vice jaw marks , a pair of
clams, as 'shown in the illustration herewith , will

RTE

VULNO

A PAIR OF VICE CLAMS .
be found very useful. ' Every amateur can make
them , in lead or other soft metal, with very little
trouble . When not in use on the vice , if they are
attached by a small chain , as shown , they are
always to hand when required .

which , besides describing themany patterns now in
use, includes a short introduction to the subject,
the principle upon which governors act, and a few
notes on the qualifications that a good governor
should possess, may be heartily recommended to our
readers as an excellent epitome of the subject.
MACHINES AND TOOLS EMPLOYED IN THE WORKING
OF SHEET METALs. By R. B. Hodgson ,
A.M.I.M.E. Manchester : Technical Publish .
ing Company, Ltd. Price 4s. 6d. net ; postage
4d . extra .
The working of sheet metals having during the
last decade undergone radical changes , engineers,
manufacturers and others requiring reliable infor.
mation on the subject, and details of all the more
recent improvements in machines and tools should
possess themselves of a copy of Mr. Hodgson's com
prehensive book. The book comprises 300 well
filled pages and 281 illustrations.
FRICTION AND ITS REDUCTION . By G. V. Wheeler,
Whit.Sc., A.M.I.M.E. London : Whittaker
and Co. Price 3s. net ; postage 3d . extra.
An excess of friction is, we suppose, the bite noir
of the practical engineer , and anything which will
help him in reducing its effects in the machines he
may design , make or tend, is to be heartily wel.
comed . Mr. Wheeler's interesting volume is very
clear and concise, and in its opening chapters
describes lubricants generally , the various kinds of
friction , and the laws involved , and also gives short
accounts of the well-known experiments of Morin ,
Galton , Stroudley, Westinghouse, Beauchamp
Tower, and Woodbury, on this subject. It deals
with the properties of oils, the methods of testing
lubricants, and the design of ball and roller bearings,
giving the results obtained by these anti-friction
devices in practice, and also includes useful notes
on forced lubrication . The book contains 168
pages and over 60 illustrations.
SOME bolts on London bridges have been found
to have rusted away in twenty -five years from
to
* in . in diameter.
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The " Model Engineer "
motive .

Loco

By HENRY GREENLY .
(Continued from page 485. )
XII.- TANKS AND CABS.
MONGST the least interesting tasks in the con
struction of the loco will be the making
A
and fitting of the cab and tanks. Many
amateurs revel in lathe or in vice work , but when it
comes to the plating, evince a great deal less
enthusiasm . However , as regards the external

strips of angle placed vertically in the corners ; to
attach the roof the angle brass need not be used
throughout the joint, but four pieces ( A , B , C , and
D ) may be pinned (or flush screwed ) and sweated to
the weather-boards and sides, and after the roof
has been cut out to the proper size and pierced for
the hand hole in the centre, it may be bent and
secured by a few flush screws to the sides and ends,
and the joint finished by being sweated with soft
solder, this being applied from the inside with a
soldering bit. The back weather -board should be
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FIG . 56. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF
THE CAB.
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Fig . 58. - REAR WEATHER - BOARD .

appearance of a miniature locomotive, there is
hardly a more important part , as it is upon the
superstructures the eye first rests, and if these are
of inferior build , the possibly excellent finish of the
working parts hidden away underneath may re
ceive a correspondingly smaller amount of admira
tion ; therefore, great care should be taken to see
that the plate work to the tanks and cab is per
fectly flat, free from kinks and lumps of solder, and
built up quite square with the rest of themodel.
· The cab (Fig. 56 ) consists of a separate structure,
comprising sides, back and front weather-boards,
roof and cover plate. The weatherboards are de
tailed in Figs. 57 and 58. It will be noticed that
the front and back plates differ in profile , and have
differently shaped windows. The front weather
board must be saddled to the boiler , and to affix it
to the tanks the portions resting on the latter
should be turned outwards and be drilled for four
(in all) No. 6 or No. 8 B.A. brass screws. To con
nect the various parts together , 5-16th
and
in . stout angle brass should be obtained . The
sides should be attached to the weather -boards by

K

47"
Fig . 57. – FRONT WEATHER -BOARD .

provided with two lugs at the back for fixing.
These may be bent from the solid , or, as will per
haps be found more convenient, may be small
pieces of angle brass riveted on . The cab should
be constructed of hard brass plate 16 S.W.G.in
thickness.
The edging for the sides may be f by 1-16th
section , or half-round section , bright brass wire,
fitted and soldered on the edge of the plates. The
same material may be used for the window edging ,
but this should be laid on the face, and would look
all the better if it were only 3-32nds in . in width .
To make use of the t -in , material, it may be laid
1-32nd -in . over the opening of the windows and be
afterwards reduced to a width of 3-32nds in . by
filing flush with the window openings. The strips
should be left bright. If half- round section brass
wire can be obtained , then it may be used to edge
the roof plate, as shown in the coloured plate .
However , this is optional.
The roof cover -plate should be 4 in . larger in all
dimensions than the hand hole, that is , 3 7-16ths in .
by 3 * ins. when laid flat, and, preferably, should
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rails, the best material for which is nickel-plated
motor bicycle wheel spokes.
When the tanks are being fitted it will be noticed
that they will not fit close up to the boiler, as they
should , owing to the flange on the back - plate of the
latter (see Fig . 46, April 14th issue). This must
therefore, be filed flat and almost flush with the
outer barrel at the point to allow the side tanks to
be placed in the proper position (see Fig . 47). To
secure th : tanks to the frames, a screw should pass
through the footplate bracket, near the centre of
the tanks, driven from underneath into an already
provided block ofmetal (an inch piece of 5-16ths in .

32

be made of 1-16th in . steel plate , as then the cover
will be found to retain its shape in very much better
manner . A simple fixing is to drill four holes in
the roof (at the corners of the hand hole), and
arrange for four 3-32nds in . pins projecting down
wards in the cover plate to engage these holes.
into place .
The cover will spri
The side tanks of the loco are entirely separate
from each other and from the other portions of
the engine. The outside plate should be made of
1-16th - in . hard brass plate, truly planished , and
free from kinks. The outside plate should be in
one piece , extending the total length and height.
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Elevation , Plan and Perspective Sketch .
Fig . 59. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF SIDE TANKS,
The back -plate, sides and bottom may be of 18
gauge stuff, and, as shown in the cross-sectional
view (Fig . 33) in the issue ofMarch 17th last, may
be in one piece, the portion of the bottom over the
driving wheels being a separate strip of plate sol
dered in ,
In the details , Figs. 59 and 60 herewith , a slightly
different method of construction is indicated , the
back and the top being ofone piece and the bottom
a continuous strip of metal fitting between the

el

х
FIG . 61. - TANK DETAILS .
front and back plates. Angles need not be used
throughout the whole length of the various joints ,
but only at intervals sufficient to tie the work to
gether for soldering.
The front end plate should be shaped as shown
in the perspective sketch , and in the end views
Fig . 60. The top should be provided with a hole
1 in . diameter for the water supply , and the back
plates drilled for the communication pipes as shown
by the mark near the rear end . The edging should
be by 1-16th
brass wire, laid on the top as
indicated . At the front end it should be returned
at right angles to the boiler (see Fig . 61). The
eiging should extend and be drilled for the hand

by 3-16ths in , strip brass) soldered inside the bottom
of the tanks as illustrated at A , A , in Fig . 59 .
At the front end a piece of angle should be
attached to the bottom of the end plate (see)
sketch ), and be tapped for two or three screws,
which may be driven from underneath the foot
plates. A block of brass, the same as A , A , Fig .
59, may be used in the bottom of the back end
( B ) to take a screw , driven as justmentioned , from
below , These fixing screws should all have easy
clearance holes in the footplates and should not
be driven home until the communication pipes
have been coupled up. These will be dealt with
in the next article. To keep the tanks upright a
small angle -lug may be screwed and soldered on the
top at the front end , as shown at X , in Fig . 61.
This should have a countersunk clearing hole for
a screw which may be tapped into the outer shell
of the bɔiler .
Although the engine will be more complete with
water-containing tanks, it must not be thought
that they are indispensible . They may be quite
dummies filled in with asbestos and without a back
plate . The engine should run continuously (if
silver -soldered ) from 30 to 35 minutes without
water, and to replenish , the hand-pump may be
coupled to a water tank beside the line.
(To be continued . )
The work developed by a model steam engine
ultimately depends upon the evaporative power
of its boiler .
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Latest in

Engineering.

Combined Drop and Power Hammer. - A drop
hammer of improved design, and combined with a
mechanicalpower arrangement for giving additional
force to the blow , has been introduced . The
special feature of this hammer (Jarman's patent)
is the introduction of spiral springs on either side
of the hammer block . The frame of the hammer is
of the usual form , but is provided with a specially
constructed recess in which the hammer block rises
and falls, allowing space on either side for the steel
spiral springs, which rest loose on lugs projecting
from the hammer block and come in contact with
the top of the recess. The hammer is lifted by
means of a chain , and as it is drawn upwards the
springs are compressed , the force of the blow being
regulated by the height to which the hammer is
drawn. The upper end of the chain is attached to
a segment mounted loosely upon the driving shaft,
which is revolved continuously in one direction by
a strap passing round the driving pulley. The face
of the segment forms one -half of a clutch box , the
corresponding half sliding upon a feather on the
shaft and revolving with it . This clutch is kept in
gear by means of a coil spring, but once during each
revolution of the shaft it is thrown out of gear to
allow the hammer block to drop and give the blow .
The sliding half of the clutch box is provided with
a pawl,which once at each revolution comes against
a wedge piece carried by a bent lever swinging on
the shaft, which is caused to strike the pawl sooner
or later , thus releasing the clutch and allowing the
hammer block to fall. On the lower end ofthe bent
lever is a notched rack , the position of which can
be altered by hand , and the blow accelerated or
retarded at will. A hand-lever connected to a
crank on the end of the driving shaft is also pro
vided, so that by throwing the strap off the driving
pulley the hammer can be worked by hand or
operated by means of treadle if required. The
hammer has a hammer block weighing 85 lbs.,
which , with the assistance of the springs, can give
a blow of upwards of 500 lbs. The springs can also
be readily removed if desired , and the operation is
then simply that of an ordinary drop hammer .
A New Marine Brake, which is effected by
greatly increasing the resistance of the ship in
passing through the water. This increased re
sistance is secured by protruding flat surfaces be
yond the side of the vessel and at right angles to
her keel. Such a system has been tried several
times before, but the trouble has always been that
the surfaces collapsed under the enormous strains
put on them . The inventor claims that his brakes
are amply strong enough , and will stop a steamer
in twice her length ; but it will be found that to so
rapidly reduce the speed of a good -sized vessel with
fairly fine lines travelling at a speed of 20 knots
it is necessary to continuously apply a retarding
force equal to about one- sixth of her displacement.
But since the resistance of a flat surface to passage
through water normal to its face , varies at some
rate greater than the square of the speed , it will be
seen that the retarding force produced by the flat
brakes must be very much greater when first
applied than the amount already mentioned , not
to mention the fact that it is theoretically impossible
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to absolutely stop an object by fluid friction . It is
proposed to dispose several brakes on each side of
the bow of a steamer, each unit consisting of an
arrester " revolving about a spindle fixed to the
are hollow struc
arresters
ship's skin . The
tures made watertight, and in plan are approxi.
mately triangular, with the pivot in the middle of
the base . By making the depth of the triangle
sufficient, the structure is enabled to carry a great
load . Below the waterline, and near the bow of
the vessel, cavities are arranged to accommodate
the brakes and allow them to lie flush with the skin
when not in use. The weakening of the hull, con
sequent on these cavities, is made up by inserting
decks and stringers. The forward side of the re
cesses is carried out in fair lines to allow water to
flow in and act on that side of the brake which
swings inboard. When the brake is shut up the
whole of the opening is closed by means of a
buoyant door, which is autom tically moved by the
brake itself. The spindle which carries the arrester,
and to which it is keyed , rotates in bearings inside
the vessel, and is controlled by means of hydraulic
power ; but on account of the brake being nearly
balanced , very little power is required to operate it .
It will be seen that an enormous strain is put on
the ship's hull, where the spindles are attached ,
so that these parts of the structure must be
strengthened. The strength of the brake vane itself
is undoubted , since one designed to give a retard
ing force of about 14 tons at 20 knots was not
broken with a distributed load of 75 tons ; but the
great question is — how much brake surface is
necessary ? The pressure on this brake is about
half a ton per square foot of area of 20 knots. If
a total retarding force of 5,000 tons (which at least
would be required by a 30,000 ton ship ) is required ,
the aggregate area of the brakes must be 10,000
sq. ft., to accommodate which would very naturally
reduce the capacity of the forehold . A syndicate
is being formed to obtain and fit up a small steamer
(about 70 ft. long ) for the purpose ofdemonstrating,
on a practical scale , the efficiency of the brake.
Test of a Superheated Steam Locomotive.
A test has been made on the Berlin -Zossen military
railroad of a steam locomotive of the 4–4–0 type,
weighing 120,000 lbs. in working order, and fitted
with a Schmidt superheater. The cylinders are
204 ins. diameter , the drivers are 78 ins. diameter,
and the working pressure 170 per square inch .
With a train of six cars weighing 224 tons, the
engine attained a maximum speed of 794 miles an
hour and an average speed of 57 miles an hour.
The maximum speed was reached 91 mins, after
starting. The entire run was made in 15 mins.
With three coaches, the maximum speed was 84
miles an hour, and the run was made in 13 mins., at
an average speed of 65.8 miles an hour. Six
minutes after starting the speed was 744 miles an
hour. A maximum indicated horse-power of 1,800
was developed . The train resistance at 794 miles
an hour is about 25 lbs. per ton , so that the power
actually developed is 1,787. In other words, the
power required to overcome head - end air resistance ,
machine friction , rolling friction, & c ., of the loco
motive is 1,800 — 1,187
613 h.-p., or about 34
per cent. of the total power developed by the
cylinders.
This illustrates one reason why high .
speed service is expensive. It is said that no
dangerous vibrations were set up in the loco .
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motive at the high speeds, but for easy riding
it is important to maintain a total wheel base
of 17ft .

Experiments on Electric Oscil
lations and Waves .

Model Steamer Speed Competition , 1904.

By R. P. HOWGRAVE GRAHAM , A.I.E.E.

HE entries for this Competition will be divided
THE
into two classes. Class A will include all boats
over 3 ft. 6 ins. and under 7 ft. in length ; and
Class B will include all boats of 3 ft. 6 ins. in length
and under .
The length is to be taken as length
n the water line. Each boat must make three
successive trips over a straight course of not less
than one hundred yards in length , or one trip of
not less than three hundred yards. Atstarting each
trip , steam must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given .
The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
branch of the Society of Model Engineers , or any
recognised model yacht club, who must have been
present at the trials. In addition to the foregoing
particulars, the prize-winners must furnish photo
graphs and descriptions of their boats for publication
in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
The awarding of the
prizes may be summarised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat made by one
man , if beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL to the second fastest vessel made
by one man .
In the case of either of the two winning boats not
being the entire work (designing and building ) of
one competitor, Bronze Medals for the fastest, and
certificates for the second fastest boats will be
awarded to each partner. If the performance of
the first boat does not surpass that of last year,
then the highest awards will be Bronze Medals and
certificates respectively. Nomedal will be awarded
in either class unless three entries are received .
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two . A signed declaration is required, giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Where the competitor does not belong to any
model engineering society or yacht club , a declara
tion will be accepted from a responsible person, not
in any way interested in the boat or related to the
competitor, in place of the usual signatures of club
or society officials to the certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than four
miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an aver
age speed of not less than three miles per hour.
The last day of entry is September 30th .

THE SECONDARY COIL .
(Continued from page 469) .
' HE frame of the coil is, as far as possible, built
THE frazithouthehe use ofmetal, pand its con
struction involves only very simple wood
work .
The end cheeks are of 3 - in , teak cut to the form
and dimensions shown in Fig . 26. The hole A , Á in .
diameter , takes the rounded ends of the rod from
which the primary hangs, and which also does
duty in holding the whole frame together.
The hole B , in . diameter, is for the glass rod B
(Fig . 27), which prevents the secondary bobbin
from turning round its centre on the wooden stay
C , passing through the central 1 -in . hole. It is
drilled only to a depth of 3-16ths in .
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A RADIUM ALLOY. - On the aluminium cover of
a capsule containing radium bromide, small drops
that appear to be a radium -aluminium alloy of
stable kind have been found by N. Orloff, a Russian
chemist. The drops have continued radio -active,
with no appreciable weakening, for six months.

G

F

Fig . 26. - WOODEN END FOR Coil .
The cutting away of the corner at G (Fig . 26) is
to allow the connecting wire from the secondary
to pass through , completely isolated in oil, so
that there is no possible escape through woodwork .
The two remaining holes, E , F (Fig . 26 ) are f in .
diameter to take the rounded ends of a pair of
rods, one of which shows at D (Fig . 27). These rods
are square in section (# in . by # in .) for 11 ins. of
their length , the remaining $ in . at each end being
turned down cylindrically to fin . diameter, or a
trifle less , to fit in the holes E and F (Fig . 26 ).
The rod C (Fig . 27 ) for the centremay be turned
out of one piece of wood 131 ins. long, and should
have a uniform diameter of 1 in ., excepting a disc
H , 11 ins. diameter and fin . thick , left at one end .
An alternativemethod is to turn the disc separately
and fasten it to the centre of the rod with a 21- in .
screw ; and this has the added advantage that the
disc may be cut from wood in such a way that the
grain of the wood lies at right angles to that of the
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rođ . This arrangement is more easily constructed
and stronger than the first.
The disc may be of ebonite, instead of wood , and
need not be circular ; but it is essential for strength
that a good long screw be used for fastening it to
the rod , otherwise when the frame is put together
the ten
on the screw will rip away the wooden
thread .
Before putting the whole coil together a piece of
f -in . glass rod , 11 5-16th ins. long,must be cut, and,
for greater safety of insulation , the rod supporting
the primary must be shaped away as indicated in
the figure at F (the square corners shown in the
original sketch of the primary coil were so drawn
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necessary the cheek is steadied by blocking it up on
each side of the projecting disc underneath . Now
the glass rod is passed through the holes in the
secondary coil- ends, and the secondary is passed
over the centre rods, the glass tube being pushed
into its hole in the end cheek . After inserting the
two remaining rods in their respective holes , the
other end cheek is slipped over the centre rod , the
other rods being guided into their respective holes
at the same time. The whole coil is finally clamped
together by a wooden wedge (G , Fig . 27), driven
through the hole in the centre rod , and thus all
metal is avoided, except the one screw fastening
the disc H thereto .
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Fig . 27. - ARRANGEMENT OF A TESLA Coil .
by mistake). Now , the primary rod and the two rods
D D are pushed into their corresponding holes in
the end discs, the latter being pressed towards each
other, while the rod is pushed through the centre
holes and a pencil mark is made at the place where
it emerges from the frame-end .
At this point a t-in . hole is drilled through the
rod from side to side at right angles to the axis , and
at such a distance from the end that the outer face
of the end cheek cuts off rather less than half of the
hole ,
Now the coil may be finally put together, as
follows :—The centre rod is passed through one of
the end cheeks, which is then laid on the table so
that the rod stands vertically up from it. If

The wedge is made by turning a piece of hard
wood to a gradual taper, so that one end is slightly
larger , and the other slightly smaller than the hole .
A flat is then planed on the wedge until on driving
it into the hole the two end cheeks are pressed
firmly against the shoulders of the three supporting
rods, and the whole construction is rigid .
(To be continued .)
A NEW electric cantilever crane has been made
and erected by the Naval Construction Works of
Vickers, Sons, & Maxim , Barrow . It lifts 150 tons
from the dock wharf into vessels ' hulls forty feet
away.
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I Have Made.

By A. W. RAVENHILL.
SEND some photographs I have taken, and a
description of some models I have made in
the little spare time I have at my disposal.
Being employed as a clerk , I have only a few hours
on Saturday afternoons.
A MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE. — This model
(Fig . 1 ), which is not yet quite finished , is made
up from a set of castings. The cylinder is 3 ins.
stroke by if in . bore, and is made of brass,
parallel guides , flywheel 10 ins. in diameter , cast
iron bed on tank foundation , which is painted to
represent granite blocks. The governors will work
throttle in steam pipe when finished , and force
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copper, riveted and sweated with soft solder 12 ins.
high to crown, and 161 ins. to top of funnel ;
diameter, 4 ins. There is only one 17- in . tube
through the centre, consequently it only generates
enough steam to run the engine at a low speed .
( The boiler was originally built to work'a f by 1 in .
vertical engine.) The fittings were all made from
odd pieces ofmetal taken from the scrap heap .
I may say at present I am working on a t -in .
scale model of a coupled driving locomotive .

A RECORD RAILWAY RUN . - The Great Western
Railway have recently established a record in a
journey from the West of England by bringing the
American mails from Plymouth to London , a dis
tance of 247 miles, in 227 minutes, or seven minutes

Fig . 1. - A MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE.
pump will be fitted on side of tank, and worked
with eccentric off the shaft.
A SMALL OVERTYPE DYNAMO. - This dynamo
(shown in Fig . 2 ) was made for the purpose of
charging pocket accumulators, which it does very
satisfactorily. It is fitted with tri-polar arma
ture, and when running at 3,500 revolutions, gives
about 10 volts.
A WIMSHURST MACHINE. – Fig . 3 is a piece of .
mechanism which needs no description , as it is
clearly shown in the photograph . The plates are
of vulcanite, 15 ins. in diameter, well coated with
thick shellac varnish , and will give almost con
tinuous stream of 5 -in . sparks.
A MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND BOILER.—
This model (shown in Fig . 4 ), with the exception
of the cylinder and flywheel (which are castings)
is made from
sheet and bar metal, the crank
disc being made from
the bottom of an old
clock 'barrel.
The cylinder is z -in . bore by it in .
stroke, flywheel 51 ins. in diameter . The foun
dation is a solid wood block painted to repre
sent granite. The boiler is made out of sheet

better than any previous performance. The mails
were landed from the liner Kron Prinz Wilhelm at
8.57 a.m., and at 9.23 the special train left for
Paddington. A stop was made at Bristol to drop
a portion of the mails and change engines , and the
train reached the Great Western Metropolitan .
terminus at 1.10 p.m., the entire distance having
been covered at an average speed , including the
stoppage, of slightly over 650 miles per hour .
NOTABLE INVENTION . - An instrument known as
a terracelestiscope has been invented , and it will
take the place of a compass, sextant, and all mathe
matical instruments now used on board ship. Be
sides telling the exact position of a ship at sea, it
will give the difference of time between any two
places in the world . In order to test the instru
ment, the inventor made a trip to Halifax, Nova
Scotia , going out with the Allan liner Laurentain ,
and returning with the Pretorian of the same line.
He is highly satisfied with the results . On the
passage home there were several days of very dense
fog , and he was able to tell the exact position of the
ship . He made all his observations in his cabin , it
being unnecessary for him to go on deck .
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Boilers .

By G. C. B.
OFAwakened to thefact that instead of mere
descriptions of their models, it would be
much more useful to send the results of actual tests
to the M.E. for the information of their brother
readers. Some time ago an article appeared on
the testing of model engines ; but the testing of
boilers seems to have been entirely neglected .
This is surprising, considering the fact that the fuel
is the most expensive of the running expenses of a
steam plant, and that this again depends on the
efficiency of the boiler . Having had some experi
ence in boiler testing, I venture to submit the
following modified method of testing a model boiler
to readers of the M.E.
Of course , the experimenter need not follow this
method to the letter, as it depends on the position
and size of the boiler how the readings are taken .
The main thing that I wish to point out is, how
ever , not how to take the readings, so much as what
readings to take, and how to obtain the required
results. The results aimed at are : ( 1 ) lbs. ofwater
evaporated per lb. of fuel, and (2 ) thermal efficiency .
Since, however, in the first no notice is taken of
the temperature of the feed and the pressure to
which steam is raised , engineers reduce this to the
" standard evaporation " —i.e., the equivalent evap
oration from and at 212 ° F. The reason for this
is not far to seek . Suppose a boiler A to evaporate

FIG . 3.- A WIMSHURST MACHINE ,

FIG . 2. - A SMALL OVERTYPE DYNAMO.

10 lbs. of water per lb. of fuel from
feed at 200° F. to steam at 300 ° F ;
a second boiler ( B ) evaporates 10
lbs. of water per lb. of fuel with
feed at 60 ° F. to steam at 310 ° F.
Now , boilers A and B both evapor
ate 10 lbs. feed per lb. of fuel ;
but this is obviously no compari
son , since B puts a great deal more
heat into the water than A , and is ,
therefore, working at a much
greater efficiency .
It is not so important to reduce
standard evaporation if the
to
thermal efficiency is going to be
calculated , since boilers can be
compared as well from this. To
get the thermal efficiency , it is
necessary to know the calorific
value of the fuel used , and also
to have a slight knowledge of the
subject of“ heat.”
Below I give the observations to
be taken , and a method of taking
the same.
( 1 ) Total weight of fuel used. This is found by weighing out a
certain quantity of fuel - more than
enough — and noting the weight.
At the end of the trial the remain
ing fuel can be again weighed and
subtracted from the total weight,
the result giving the weight of fuel
used ; knowing the time of trial the
weight used per hour.
(2 ) Weight of feed used . If the
boiler is fitted with a force pump
driven from the engine shaft,
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or some other source, this observation can be taken
like the last. Weigh out a tin or basin full ofwater,
and connect the pump suction to it (at start of
trial). If this tinful will not last, it can be re
plenished as often as you like, provided the extra
weight of water is noted and added. If any water
is left at the end of the trial, this must be weighed
and subtracted from the total weight. Caution
must be taken not to use any of this water except
during the trial, and a means must be provided for
switching the pump suction into another tank
directly the trial is over.
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To convert gauge pressures to absolute pressures ,
15 must be added , 15 being taken as the approxi
mate atmospheric pressure. From this it will be
seen that the above 30 lbs. per sq. in . absolute is
really 15 lbs. per sq. in . by the gauge approximate ,
14: 7 being the real atmospheric pressure.
Tables such as the preceding , fron o to 400 lbs .
per sq. in . absolute, are to be found in most text
books on the steam engine and in engineers' pocket.
books.
We will now summarise the observations as
follows :
( a ). Weight of fuel weighed
= lbs.
out
lbs .
Weight of fuel left
Time =
Weight of fuel used = lbs.
Weight of fuel used
per hour

16 Weight of water
= lbs.
weighed out
left = lbs.
lbs.
used
.
.
.
o per
hour
(c ) Temperature of feed water
(average) =
° F.
( d ) Boiler press. = lbs. per sq.
in ., whence steam tem .
perature
° F.
Note.The above two read
ings ( c and d ) should be taken ,
say, every ten minutes, and then
averaged up . The level of the
water in the gauge glass should
be kept as constant as possible
by regulating the feed . The
trial should last at least one
hour, but, if possible , two ,
three, or four. Two observers
should take part, if possible,
and both should start and finish
together.
Having taken the above ob
servations, we will now com
FIG . 4.-MR. RAVENHILL'S MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND Boiler.
mence to work out the results.
Let W
(3 ) Thermal Quantities :-(a ) the temperature of
weight of fuel used per hour.
F
the feed water taken in ° F.; (b ) the temperature of
weight of feed water per hour.
the steam in ° F. ( a ) is obtained with a ther
temperature of feed water ° F .
00
steam ° F .
mometer placed in the feed tank; (6 ) is obtained by
AL
taking the gauge pressure , and finding from the
Then
steam ; tables the corresponding temperature. I
(1 ) lbs. of water evaporated per lb. of fuel
have given part of such a table from 15 lbs. per sq .
F
= E.
in . absolute, to 30 lbs . per sq . in . absolute.
W
STEAM TABLE.
1083 +
Heat given to 1 lb. water = H
Press .
Press.
Temp.
Temp.
31 01 – (0 ,-32) .
'
F.
absolute .
•F.
absolute.
Hence heat given to steam by 1 lb , fuel
H XE.B. THỦ.
(
2
)
“
Standard
Evaporation
" (lbs of water evap
2131
15
23
235.5
16
HXE lbs.
24
216 : 3
237.8
ted from and at 212° F .) =
ora
17
966
240 : 1
25
219.6
26
222 : 4
18
242 ' 3
If C = calorific value of fuel in B. Th.U per lb.
19
27
244'4
225.3
useful heat
Hх Е
20
246.4
28
228.0
( 3 ) Thermal effy . = total heat in fuel
C
21
248 : 4
230.6
29
22
The reader who knows little or nothing of “ heat
2504
233 ' 1
30
must take the numbers given in the above for
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granted , as it would take much time and space to
explain the why and the wherefore.
To give readers a better idea of how to use the
formulæ given , I append a worked example . The
numbers are quite arbitrary, however, and no
reader must look upon this as an example from
practice.
The results of a model boiler trial are 22 lbs. of
water evaporated in one hour ; temperature of feed
was 70 ° F., and steam press. was to lbs. per sq . in .,
by gauge ; 2 lbs. of oil fuel were consumed , whose
calorific value was known to be 14,000 B.Th.U.
per lb. Then
22 = 10 lbs.
(1 ) lbs. of water per lbs , of fuel =
2
From tables , 10 lbs. per sq. in . = 25 lbs, ab
solute = 240° 1 ° F.
.. Heat given to water by i lb. of fuel =
(HXE ) = 1083 + ( 31 x 240) - (70-32 ) 10
I185 B. Th.U.
and ( 2 ) lbs, feed evaporated from and at 212° F.
11185
= II.5 lbs. per lb. fuel.
966
( 3 ) Thermal effy. = 1185 = .799, say, 80 per cent.
The above example should make the matter
clear, even to the most unscientific reader. The
calorific value of most fuels can be obtained from
any engineers ' pocket-book, or from oil, coke, coal
merchants , etc.
In conclusion , I may say that the above method ,
slightly modified , has been used almost exclusively
in testing large boilers up to 300 or 400 h.-p. of
many different types .

A COMBINED improved slide-valve gear and
governor for land and marine engines has just been
introduced . With the main engine stationary the
valve gear can be set in motion , and the slide
valves travel till the point of steam admission to
the cylinder is reached , when the piston of the main
engine will be moved in the required direction at
any desired speed . This dispenses with the double
eccentric link motion , the main slide-valves leading
the piston , controlling the passage of steam to the
cylinders, and providing a perfect governor.
The Admiralty have decided the question of in
ward versus outward turning propellers. In future
all naval vessels with twin screws will be designed
with the propellers to turn outwards. Inward
turning screws, it has been found on careful trial,
interfere with propulsive efficiency, and also with
the manœuvring qualities, especially on small craft,
where the screws comecloser together. The change
is in accordance with the experience of the French
and Italian navies. One of the advantages of
inward-turning screws which made the change a
reluctant one to adopt, except for just reasons, is
that the engineer's platform can be in the centre
of the ship, and thus give him full controland view
of both engines. In the merchant service this
advantage is got even with outward -turning screws,
but to obtain it, it is necessary to have heavy
columns in the front of the engine, so as to take
up the thrust. Extra weight will thus be involved
in this change, as well as a restricted view of the
engine, but the advantages gained will, it is con
cluded , outweigh these objections.

A
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Design

for a Model Hori
zontal Engine.

By P. G. HEPWORTH .
HE model horizontal high -speed engine here
described has a stroke of 2 ins., with a
THE
cylinder diameter of i-in . bore. This de
sign will be suitable foradvanced model-makers, and
for those who have a good lathe and can make satis
factory patterns. The flywheel is turned out of the
solid, and the spaces between the spokes, after
wards cut, as shown on the drawing. The other
pattern, the bedplate, can be built up, and cylinder
end, plummer block, & c ., can be shaped and stuck
on . The print to support main core will come
through crosshead guides. This part can be 3 ins.
by fin . by fin ., and the main core, which rests
here, must be made to leave an even thickness of
5-32nds in ., except parts which require machining,
which may be 3-16ths in . The cylinder pattern is
quite plain , with the exception of three projecting
bosses for oil, and drain cocks. The jacket is cast
separately , with recesses for steam and exhaust
ports. This part must be carefully fitted to cylinder ,
and afterwards sweated . The steam -chest has a
separate cover, so that the valve may be properly
set for lead and cut-off. The pump casting con
sists of four parts — the body, two flanged covers,
and gland . The valves and plunger can be made
from stick bronze. There are two sets ofsheaves and
one set of big -end brasses. The piston , which will
be cast plain and afterwards grooved for cotton pack
ing , the valve and valve -spindle guide and the
two glands complete our set of castings in phosphor
bronze.
The only two forgings required for the engine will
be the connecting -rod and the crankshaft; the former
has one forked end. This must be forged solid and
afterwards slotted to fit crosshead ; the latter and
the slide-bars can be made of scrap steel. The
crankshaft is i in . throw , forged solid and turned
and keyseated for flywheel and driving pulley .
The cylinder end of bedplate can be faced with
cutter and boring bar, the centre of which must be
true with centre of crank space, and parallel with
basė. Piston - rod, valve- rod and pump-rod can all
be made from scrap steel. The two eccentrics are
in one piece, also of steel, the valve eccentric being
fixed 120 ° in advance of crank centre. Strokeof slide
valve equals 7-32nds in ., stroke of pump 5-16ths
in ., so the throw of the two eccentrics equals
7-64ths in. and 5-32nds in . respectively. The
cylinder is fixed
to main casting, with six
hexagonal set bolts, 3–32nds in , diameter. These
are put in from the cylinder end to clear webs in
front. The other cover is finished bright with orna
mental bead , and is fixed with six hexagonal set
bolts of the same size . The cylinder is protected
with a covering of thick felt, enclosed with sheet
zinc and four screws.
All machined parts of this engine are left bright,
and inside of flywheel, cylinder covering, and pump,
with bedplate , are to be enamelled a suitable colour,
With well-finished and carefully fitted parts, this
design will make up a handsome and efficient work
ing model with a pleasing " up -to-date appear
ance ,
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A DESIGN FOR

A MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE .
By P. G. HEPWORTH.
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The “ Diesel ”

Gas Engine.

By H. H. HARRISON .
THIS engine, the result of several years' study
of the internal combustion motor on the part
THIS
of Herr Diesel, is interesting by reason of its
high thermal efficiency and the working cycle em
ployed - a cycle which is quite distinct from the
usual one adopted for internal combustion engines .
On its first appearance, about eight years ago, it was
not received favourably by English engineers ; but
as constructed to -day it compels attention and it is

FIG . 1.

not too much to say that if the gas engine is to have
the future prophesied for it (and there is no reason
to doubt this ) the Diesel engine will find consider
able application .
In combustion there are two temperatures to be
considered . ( 1) The temperature of ignition, and
( 2 ) that of combustion . The first - for any given
fuel and compression pressure - has a constant
value and depends on the nature of the fuel. It is
generally comparatively low and falls as the pressure
at which ignition is effected rises . The combustion
temperature is, however, variable, depending
amongst other things on the amount and condition
of the air supporting combustion, and it is always
higher than the temperature of ignition . In the
ordinary gas engine the combustion temperature
is attained by combustion after ignition . Diesel
maintains that this process is incorrect and that
the combustion temperature should be generated ,
not by and during combustion , but before and
independently of it . This temperature is, therefore,
in the engine we are considering, attained by com
pressing air, and the fuel has obviously to be intro
duced after compression is complete , or premature
ignition would result. A necessary condition to
this method of working is that the fuel must be
either in a powdery ( coal dust) or liquid (oil) form .
A third deviation from general practice is to admit
the fuel gradually at such a rate that there is no
sudden rise of pressure due to the added heat of
combustion . Directly ignition takes place the
piston moves out, the burning mixture expanding ,
and combustion thus takes place at constant pres
sure, the diagram during admission being flat and
similar to a steam engine card , as shown in Fig . 1,
which is taken from a test on a 35 b.h.-p. Diesel
oil engine. The fuel charge is forced into the
cylinder against the compression pressure prevail
ing, by means of a separate air pump in which air
is compressed to 80-100 lbs. per sq. in . in excess
of the pressure in the motor cylinder . Originally
the air for driving the fuel into the cylinder was
taken from the atmosphere , necessitating a pump
of considerable dimensions ; also , as the pressure
was required to be in excess of that in the motor
cylinder (50 to 60 atmospheres, or 650-900 lbs. per

sq. in .), the arrangement was not efficient. The air
is now taken from the motor cylinder after it has
been compressed to a certain extent, and the final
pressure is thus attained in two stages with the well
known economy attending such method , and this
enables the pump to be reduced to about one
fourteenth of its former size and the work done
is diminished from 4 per cent, to about i per cent.
of the full power of the engine.
In Fig . 2 the thermal efficiencies at varying
powers are given , the chain dotted curve showing
the mechanical efficiency or ratio of brake to indi
cated horse-power. On reference to the thermal
efficiency curve for i.h.-p.'s it will be seen that this
is high over a large range of power variation ; and
that, as the load is reduced it rises, becoming a
maximum at about 18 i.h.-P., after which it again
falls. The reason for this is that as the charge of
fuel is reduced to meet the load requirements, the
expansion is higher in just the same way as an early
cut-off in a steam engine cylinder. In the latter
case , however, a high ratio of expansion introduces
loss by init al condensation owing to the low tem
perature of the cylinder at release and re-admission .
This loss is not present in the internal combustion
engine. The mechanical efficiency and the thermal
efficiency per b.h.-p. are a maximum at full load ,
which is , of course, to be expecied .
It is not easy to state the cost in fuel per b.h.-p.,
as the price of oil fluctuates very greatly, and
depends also on the question of transport. If we
assume the price of oil at 38s. per ton (including
delivery on site ), the maximum .cost per b.h.-p.
per hour works out to about 0 °:25 pence.
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The above is sufficient to show that the Diesel
engine is well worth consideration , and as the
mechanical efficiency is improved , it will not (in
competition with othermotors ) be far from the top .
The advantages may be summarised as follows :
Crude oils can be used as easily as refined , and the
engine offers an improved method of using liquid
fuel as compared with oil- fired boilers and steam
engines. No ignition devices of any kind are re
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quired. An explosive mixture is not formed in
the cylinder during compression, and there is, there
fore, no danger of pre-ignition, which , in large
engines working on gases rich in hydrogen , may be
attended with disastrous results. There is no violent
explosion, and the indicator diagram is larger, and
therefore themean pressure higher, with the result
that the cylinder is, for the same power, smaller
than that ofan ordinary gas engine, and themoving
parts do not require to be so massive. The power

A
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Model N.E.R. Express
Locomotive .

By JAMES SIMPSON .
Y locomotive is a model of a North -Eastern
MYexpress engine of the 2015 class . It is not
built exactly to scale , owing to my not
being able to get the dimensions when I started

Fig . 1,-- MR. SIMPSON'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .

Fig . 2. - UNDERSIDE VIEW OF MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .
regulation is very delicate , the amount of oil ad
mitted being regulated by the governor, and the
indicator diagram during the admission period then
becomes smaller or greater, as in the case of a steam
engine with variable cut-off governor gear. Over a
large range of sudden load variation the momentary
increase or decrease of speed is well within 2 per cent.

Themodel is not yet completed , as will be seen by
the photographs, and up to the present I have
spent some four years ofmy spare time on its con
struction , but during that time I have also built a
motor, cycle. The chief dimensions of the loco .
motive are :-Cylinders, i in . by 2 ins. ; driving
and trailing wheels, st ins. on tread ; bogie wheels,

The Modet Engineer and Electrician .
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Construction of Model
Alternators .

the dielectric of the cables. The effects of this
capacity is exactly opposite to that of the induct
ance in the circuit, for while the inductance
tends to prevent the rise and fall of the
current in the circuit the effect of the capacity is
to assist the rise and fall of the current in the
circuit. As a mechanical analogy, inductance may
be represented by inertia and capacity by flexi
bility, the applied E.M.F. being represented by the

Ohm
ic
drop

3 ins. on tread ; gauge of rails, 5 ins. ; boiler barrel,
45 ins. inside ; firebox, 41 ins. by 3 ins. inside ;
total length of engine and tender , 4 ft . 31 ins.
The boiler , which is of copper, has six fin . brass
tubes through barrel, and six fin . water tubes across
firebox . It has been tested to 250 lbs. hydraulic .
and has supplied steam to the engine at 110 lbs.
per sq. in . The wheels , frames, cab, & c . , are all
made from sheet brass, but the axles, connecting
rods, and, in fact, everything connected with the
The
motion is of forged steel and brass bushed .
valve and reversing gear is the ordinary Stephenson
link , as used on the large engines. The crank axle
was forged with the cranks at right angles , and
then turned up on its various centres, this being a
very difficult job as the lathe I had was only 2 -in ,
centre, and entirely made of wood . The driving
and trailing wheels were also turned and bored on
this by means of chocking the heads up with wood
blocks, the turning all being done by hand . My
present lathe is a 24-in . Britannia without a slide
rest .
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= PLC
Reactive drop

C

W

torque or twisting force. Thus, taking the case of
a shaft having a heavy flywheel, this would be an
analogy to a circuit having a large inductance, the
By
Zodiac ."
force tending to twist the shaft to and fro being
(Continued from page 474.)
equivalent to the alternating E.M.F.
If a flexible or springy shaft be employed then
(13) Capacity.-- An electric -light cable really
this flexibility represents the capacity of the
forms a Leyden jar, the conductor forming the
circuit . The effect of inductance is as already
inner coating, the insulation taking the place of
stated to cause the current to lag in phase while
the glass in the case of the Leyden jar and the
the effect of capacity is to cause the current to lead
outer sheathing or the earth taking the place of the
in phase, hence they tend to neutralise each other.
outer coating of the Leyden jar. Thus, every cable
( This is only true when the capacity and induct
possesses more or less capacity, this capacity being
ance are both distributed along the whole length
of the circuit ; if the capacity were all at one end
and the inductance at the other end of the circuit
they would not affect each other, or at all events
only slightly.)
In order to keep the power factor as near unity
as possible , it has been proposed to introduce con
densers along the circuit in order to neutralise the
effect of the inductance due to the transformers
and motors working on the circuit ; in practice,
Choking coils
however, various difficulties have prevented the
Motor
use of such condensers. The capacity in any
model alternator circuit will be so small that its
effects may be neglected , but the effect of purposely
introducing capacity may be to produce an abnor
mal rise in voltage due to
resonance ," of which
more will be said later on .
( 14) Choking Coils . - From a care
ful study of what has been said re
Starting position
garding inductance (sections 6 and 8 )
it will be evident that by introducing
inductance
into a circuit the current
Chonge-over switch
will be cut down and the inductance
will, therefore, act somewhat like a
resistance .
This can be easily shown
Running position
experimentally by introducing a coil
of, say , 40 or 50 turns of thick wire in
series with an ordinary incandescent
Fig . 17. - ARRANGEMENT OF CHOKING Coils.
lamp fed from an alternating supply
source , The resistance of the coil will be so slight
in parallel with the circuit. When the lead and
return wires are considered we may look on the
that the light of the lamp will be unaffected. If,
two conductors as forming the two cuatings of the
however, an iron core be gradually lowered into
condenser, the insulation of the condenser being
the coil, the inductance of the coil will gradually
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become greater and greater and the inductive
E.M.F.now set up by the coil will oppose the supply
circuit E.M.F. and thus the lamp will burn dim
owing to the current being reduced .
Resistance cuts down the current by converting
it into heat. Reactance on the other hand ob
structs the current by reason of the opposing E.M.F.
set up , and hence choking coils, that is to say, coils
having a large amount of inductance are used to
cut down the current (for alternating current work )
owing to the fact that they do so with very little
waste of energy .
Owing to the small resistance of such choking
coils the heating loss (current? x resistance ) is very
small,while the waste of energy by hysteresis in the
iron core of the coil is negliable if the core is
properly laminated . As already shown
Reactance = P x L. (See Article 8.)
and since
= 27n
Reactance = 2 m n L.
Reactance is independent of the current, but the
reactive drop like the ohmic drop varies as the
ac
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FIG . 18. — DIAGRAM
SHOWING CHOKING
COIL EFFECT.

80 volts
Choking coil P.D.
current. That is to say, drop in volts due to
reactances :.e ., reactive drop = 2 in L C or
P x L x C drop in volts due to resistance, i.e.,
ohmic drop = R X C.
The impressed volts necessary to send a current
of C amperes through a circuit whose reactance is
27.n L , and whose ohmic resistance is R , is given by
the equation :
Impressed volts = ✓R + (2 7 n L )? XC
or, Impressed volts
✓ (RC )2 + ( 2 7nL C )
and from this we get Fig . 7 altered to Fig . 16,
where the current C has been introduced in order to
get the resultant voltage drop .
This is, of course , nothing more than Ohm's
E as modified to
simple law E = C XR or C
R
suit the alternating -current circuit, which law be
comes :
PD = current x impedance.
Choking coils are frequently used for reducing
the starting current taken by alternating -current
motors.
Fig . 17 shows the arrangement of a choking coil
in each phase for starting a 3-phase motor.
In the starting position the voltage at the motor
terminals is reduced to , say, half of the line pressure;
after the motor has run up to about half speed the
change -over switch is thrown over to the lower or
running position when the full line voltage is put
on to the motor. Choking coils, so arranged that
the amount of inductance can be varied by raising
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or lowering |the iron core into the coil, are much
used for “ dimming " lights in theatres, & c. When
the iron core of these coils is entirely drawn out the
ohmic resistance is so small that they do not lower
the voltage, the inductance being then , of course ,
practically nil. Suppose we wish to use alternating
current heater or other non -inductive piece of
apparatus, such as a batch of incandescent lamps,
taking 10 amp3. at 60 volts off a 10ɔ -volt 60 cycle
60 Volts

80 Volts

*

0000
Choking coil

Lamps or heater
-100 Volls
Fig . 19. - CHOKING COIL CONNECTIONS .

supply main we could reduce the voltage from
ion to 60 volts by using a resistance of 4 ohms,
but this resistance would waste 4 X 102 = 400
watts , for watts lost in heating = current? x re
sistance .
Now , suppose instead of the resistance we use a
choking coil of negliable resistance and whose in
ductance = L. The resistance being neglible, the
impedance will be practically equal to the reactance
that is , 2 h n L or p L.
If the resistance of the lamps or heater be
6 ohms, then the impedance of the whole circuit will
= 762 + p ? L ?. Since the required current is
Io amps. and the voltage 100 volts , we must have
100
hence P L = 8
10 =
76 + p ?L ?
8
8
and L =
y
2т хп 27 x 60 = '0212 Henr
since p = 2 an, and n
60 cycles.
So we find the inductance of the choking coil
must equal o‘0212 Henry, the henry being the unit
of induction .

Load current
current
Idle
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nt

al urre
c

Tot

FIG . 20. - DIA .
GRAM OF LOAD AND
IDLE CURRENT.
Now P D = current x impedance, hence the
PD at the terminals of the chking coil will = 10
X PL = 10 x 8 = 80 volts. This may puzzle the
reader who may have thought that it would be 40
volts but he must remember that the choking coil
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value is the R.M.S. value. The wattless current
loads up the armatures, reducing the useful output
of the alternators , and , in practice, causes trouble
some field reactions. Now , th : useful output of
an alternator will depend on the power factor ;
hence the total output is usually expressed as so
many kilo - volt-amperes , written K.V.A. Thus, if
the phase difference (either lag or lead ) be 60 °, the
power factor will be •5 , or 50 per cent. ( = cosine
ofangle of phase difference, cos. 60 ° = 5 ), and only
half the apparent watts in the circuit will be avail
able as true watts for doing useful work .
It may be pointed out that a wattless current
cannot exist by itself, as in order that this might be
the case , the angle of lag would have to be

PD is in quadratur with the current ; thus we
get
(P.D. across mains)? = lamp P.D ?. + Choking
Coil P.D.” (see Figs. 18 and 19).
If the incandescent lamps or heater were replaced
by apparatus such as an arc lamp, the inductance
of the arc lamp being by no means negligable, would
affect the result.
The reader will clearly see that the choking effect
of the coil depends on the frequency of the circuit.
(15 ) Wattless Current. - As already mentioned, the
current in an alternating current circuit is seldom
in pl ase with the volts , but leads or lags in phase.
Hence the total current may be divided into two
parts, the load current in phase with the volts, and
the idle ( urrent goº out of phase with the volts,
either leading or lagging.
The relation between tt ese may be represented
by the three sides of a right-angled triangle , as
shown in Fig . 20, so that ,
idle current = v (total current) – (load current)" .
This idle current is termed the wattless curr nt,
that is to say , it does not to any useful work . It
is rather difficult to grasp the idea of a current
existing without doi g any work, but the follow
ing very crude explanation may help the reader :
Imagine a boat sailing die north , and suppose a

-2 , which would require theresistance of the circuit
to be nothing.
( To be continued . )

A

A

tending to drive it ( ue west ; this might be termed
a wattless propeller, for it would not help the boat
along its journey due north . Now , while a current
may be wattless as far as its doing any useful work

Push for calling
servants

Simple Electric Light and
Bell Switchboard .

By J. A. CRABTREE .
FEW months ago I was requested by a friend
to fit him up a bell installation , which would
fulfil the following conditions :-(1 ) There
must be a call bell and push into the ser
vant's room , together with an answering
push and bell ; (2 ) a night- light was to be
fitted to tell the time by his watch at night ;
( 3) there must be a front door push ; (4 ) in

Light switch
House
bell

\Answering
bell for
sérvant House switch

FRONT
DOOR SHOA
Indicator

Servants bell
& push

Call
bell
switch
BH
оо

A switch may be
put here to cur
Poff Shop Bell if
|Front door
push

Nightlight
push

Shop
push

u
LHV
FIG . 1.- DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS .
is concerned , it becomes troublesome in many
ways.
A current, whether wattless or not, will
develop heat in a conductor, and will also pro
duce à magnetic field around that conductor.
Hence our wattless current causes, or helps to
cause, a drop of volts in the conductors .
resistance X current.
Pressure drop
Watts lost = pressure drop x current.
In ' the case of an alternating current, there is
the Ohmic drop and the reactive drop, as shown
by Fig . 16 , the current being the total ( virtual)
current - i.e ., the ammeter reading. The virtual

the shop there must be an arrangement to ring a bell
when customers enter, the shop door being open ;
and ( 5) all these circuits must be controlled from
my friend's bedside.
The diagram of connections will show how I
fulfilled these conditions. The switches were made
up of sheet brass, the studs being brass round
headed screws filed flat. The bells I made at home,
while the pushes were as follows :—Two china
pushes, one for mounting on switch board, and the
other (having its internal parts taken out) merely
acting as a terminal block for the night-light push ,

-
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the lamp on both switchboard and watch . Of
course, the leads on the right-hand side of the
diagram lead downstairs, all other connections
being upstairs. The indicator is placed over the
kitchen door, and shows whether shop or door
push has been pressed .
As I have never seen any written description , of
an arrangement to fulfil condition No. 4 , I propose
to describe what I did in detail. The first thing to
do is, by following the nails in the floor, to cut out
a trap-door arrangement, as shown in the sketch.
This will probably take rather a long time, as it is
best to get the edge of the trap (which , by
the way, should be about 2 ft. 6 ins. square)
over the centre of the joists as shewn, thus
preventing any chance of anyone going
through . After the planks have been cut
to the right shape, and the trap is finished ,
two strong flat springs want fixing up at
Flot spring
XX to push up the trap against its own
weight. These want tempering well, as
they otherwise soon lose their elasticity .
If a joist runs under the centre of the trap,
then all is well and good, but, if not, then
a dummy must be fixed . This is to fix the
Joist
push in position, that it may be capable of
adjustment. After the push is in position,
bore two rather large holes at YY, and screw
in two countersunk wood screws. Cover the
Sheer iron
whole arrangement with oil cloth or a big
doormat, and the thing is finished .
If the trap is not large enough , and
customers pass without ringing the bell,
then take a rather large piece of sheet iron
and screw to top of trap as shown , taking
care to file all edges so that the oilcloth will
-X
not wear through . A switch may be fitted
Batters
between shop. push and indicator at 2 , if
Jon trop
required to stop bell when serving in the
shop .
I might say, in conclusion , thatthe arrange
ment just described , and which I fitted
over twelve months ago , has only had to be
adjusted once, soon after it was erected , and
gives no trouble , ringing even for small pet
dogs or kittens.
The other connections will be readily ex
plained on reference to the diagram .

Door

Doorstep

Push clamped
To joist

Push

Joists

one walnut push for front door ; and two pear
pushes. The shop push is of a special type, being
waterproof and made of brass, costing , I think ,
about 2s. to 25. 6d .
For cells I used ordinary Leclanché as, of course,
the night-lightwas only required for a few moments
at a time. The lamp bracket consists of brass
tubing bent round , so that when the reflector is in
position the light is thrown down on to the switch
board .
For conveying the wires to the various rooms I
stripped off the wallpaper where required , and ,

To celebrate the completion of the fiftieth
year of the British Journal of Photography,
the proprietors will issue on June 10 next
a Special Jubilee Number of the publica
tion , which is the oldest of its kind in
FIG . 2. - ARRANGEMENT OF SHOP FLOOR BELL -PUSH .
the world . The ordinary issue of the
Journal of June 10 will be more than doubled
in size in the text portion, and amongst other
digging out a trough in the plaster , laid the wires
features will include, by way of supplement, an
in these troughs. The whole was then covered
illustrated history of The British Journal of Photo
with new wallpaper , and the leads at the present
graphy, with portraits and biographies of the
time cannot even be traced . In the diagram of
eminent men of science, journalists, and photo
connections, I have shewn all lines that are under
graphers who have been identified with the conduct
the wallpaper in dash and dot fashion . The cases
over the working parts of the bells are of cardboard ,
of the paper during the last fifty years. As a
and , together with the switchboard base, which is
souvenir of a unique celebration in photographic
of deal, are varnished and stained walnut.
I
journalism , the “ B. J." Jubilee Number will no
might say that the switchboard is fitted in a corner,
doubt be in great request, as it is not too much to
and I was thus able to fix a bracket on the wall at
say that the history of the paper during the half
right angles to the switchboard on which to hang
century of its existence is most intimately bound
a watch . This arrangement gets the full light of
up with the history of photography itself.
Floor boards

n
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Practical Letters from

our

Readers .
prho Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Laters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume if desired but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached.
though not necessarily intended for publication.)
Motor Suspension for Electric Locomotives.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,—I am sorry that “ T. B.'s ” letter in
the M.E. of April 28th has escaped my notice, and
would apologise for the delay in my reply .
I regret that I have not the patterns of the
motor, or “ T. B.” would have been welcome to
the use of them . The aluminium finish is produced
by means of three coats of " Darmstadt " B grade
aluminium enamel. Any good colourman would
supply this, price 35. 60. per pint. If “ T. B.”
cannot obtain it, I shall be glad to send him a tin .
It should be put on like varnish with a soft brush ,
in a warm room , taking care not to go over the
same part twice.
Probably “ T. B.'s ” failure is due to his having
used the cycle aluminium lacquers, which are use
less.
The dimensions of the motor, photograph ofwhich
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arranged on a lever , to which is attached a handle
( H ). The diagram drawings explain the rest.
Fig . 3 shows mirror covered by shutter ; Fig. 4 ,
back of board , on which is pasted a paper showing
the Morse alphabet ; Fig . 1, side view of completed
instrument ; Fig . 2 , front view , showing the shutter

FIG . 2 .

FIG . I.
A HELIOGRAPH .

deflected and mirror exposed to distant station .
To throw the sun's rays on the mirror , when the
shutter is deflected , a reflecting mirror should be
used . For convenience of adjusting , this reflecting
mirror should be hinged with ball or universal
joint.
For signalling, the heliostats are set up at their
respective stations in a position that the observer
can see the other mirror when exposed . In sig
nalling, the Morse alphabet example letter H is
represented , thus, ....; the handle should be
.

-

... I.I. I..
E
D
с
B
A
... II.
H
G
F
J
.... 11
III
I.
K
L
м
N
.ll. II. .. II .
..
P
Q
R S T
.ll ..
1. ) II..
х
z

A MODEL TRACTION MOTOR .
I enclose , are as follows : Armature, 2 ins. dia
meter, 21 ins. in length ; drum wound with twelve
sections No. 30 S.W.G. wire ; field -magnet ring,
31 ins. internal, 44 ins. external diameter .
The use of the flywheel was as suggested, to
prevent the locking of the wheels ; but it has been
found that the flywheel was not required, hence I
did not mention it in my article in this journal.
Yours truly ,
L. A. SPARKES.
Balbam , S.W.

Heliography .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-In reference to your Editorial Note
in THE MODEL ENGINEER of May 19th re a small
heliograph , I herewith enclose drawings of a simple
device that should answer well for short distances.
A piece of inch thick board, 1 } ft. by 1 ft., is
mounted on a suitable stand or legs, as in Fig . 1.
A mirror ( A , Fig . 2 ) is fixed near the top ( the mirror
should face the other station ). A shutter is now

FIG . 3 .

Fig . 4 .

deflected four times, leaving an interval of, say, a
second between each dot — i.e ., expose themirror one
second, pause one second , expose for the next dot,
another second , and so on ; at the end of letter pause
a longer time, say, four seconds ; the observer at the
other station , seeing a longer pause , knows the letter
is finished . The next letter, say , is C , represented by
I.1 . , i.e., dash, expose three seconds, pause one ;
dot, expose one, pause one ; dash, expose three,
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pause one ; dot, expose one, pause four, as it is the
end of the letter. After a word is spelt, a longer
pause must be given , and prior to the commence
ment of operations it is advisable to signal one
word , and then wait for a signal from the other
station to say if it is understood or not. Yours
truly ,
C. E. H.
Poole.
An Electrical Problem .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -Having noticed a letter in the M.E.
concerning dynamo sparking, I may say that I have
experienced several similar occurrences.
The explanation given by Mr. Pratt is the correct
one in this case, I should imagine. In one case I
experienced a 250 kilo -watt generator (460 volts)
was running at full load , when the main switch
came out, owing to a slight short. The machine
immediately flashed clean round the commutator,
which is about 2 ft. in diameter, the effect being
decidedly startling.
In another case, a 25 h.-p. motor running off a
500 -volt traction circuit, earthed at one of the
brush holders , due to an accumulation of carbon
dust.
The fuse immediately blew with a loud
report, and at the same time a discharge took place
to the bearing some distance away . The same
thing happened on another occasion , when the field
of the samemotor accidentally got broken (it was
separately excited ).- Yours faithfully ,
R. B. VERNEY.
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Queries and Replies .
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions:-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corra
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their gueries for
ieference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (noi post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually clapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (3 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some wecks must elapse
before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, The MODEL ENGINEER , 2629, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently:
(10,870 ) Motor for 5 - in . Lathe. W. W. W. ( Columbus,
Ohio, U.S.A.) writes : I wish to secure some information To motor
I am building to run my st-in . contre lathe and enclose sketch of
casting. The bore is 3 II- 16ths in . in the rough . I wish to build
a drum armature from plain circular stampings, 3t ins. diameter,
for t-in , shaft. When built up the core will be 34 ins, diameter
by 4 ins. long. The cross section of pole-pieces is 3 ins, by 4 ins., .
that corresponding to width of casting. I wish to run motor from
a lighting circuit (incandescent) 110 volts without using any re
sistance, except, of course, a starting box, Kindly tell me number
or gauge of wire and amount for field magnets, gauge of wire for
armature, number of slots and number of layers on same, diameter

12é '

DEATH OF A FAMOUS MANUFACTURER . - The
death of Herr Friedrich Siemens, the great manu
facturer is announced . Herr Siemens was born in
1826 , near Lubeck , and was one of a family of ten
brothers , several of whom became famous in the
world of science and industry . He worked for
some time in England with his brother Wilhelm
Siemens, who had won for himself a prominent
position among engineers in England , and was
founder of the Landore Siemens ' Steelworks . After
the death of his brother Hans in 1867, Frederick
took over the glassworks founded by the former in
Dr len , and ot only developed them into the
most important works of their kind in Germany,
but also founded several glass manufactories,

t*

Mechanical Fallacies
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, —Ihave been reading Mr. A. N.Kemp's
article, “ Some Mechanical Fallacies Explained.”
Does Mr. Kemp mean us to understand that the
arch is not a form of strength ? If so, I venture
Blackie's
to say that he has made a mistake.
no
says under “ Architecture,
“ Encyclopædia
one portion of an arch can be displaced or forced
inward ; and the arch cannot be broken by any
force which is not sufficient to crush the materials
of which it is made.”
Then , again , Mr. Kemp takes as an example a
ring of soft iron . He says : “ If it is squeezed from
the outside it will collapse entirely ; but if the
pressure is applied equally all round the inside the
force required to burst it will be that of the actual
tensile strength of the material itself.” Am I not
right in saying that it would take the same force to
collapse it if the pressure is applied equally all round
the outside ?-Yours truly ,
C. G.
Norwich .

Query No 108.70
CASTING FOR MOTOR TO DRIVE A LATHE .
to bore out pole-pieces for proper air-gap, number of sections in
commutator and advisability of using shellac varnish on armature
stampings when same are foreed on shaft without insulation , and
give me a diagram of winding and connections, and such other
information as you think will be of service to a beginner, I have
your handbooks on " Small Dynamos and Motors, and “ A B C of
Dynamo Design ," by Avery, butdo not quite grasp the latter , and
cannotdepend on myown calculations to secure an efficient machine
I got the dimensions of casting from A B C of Dynamo Desigas.
(500 watt size), and have only changed the bore of pole-pieces to
correspond to armature stampings I already have. I made my
own pattern .
Wind your armature with No. 24 gauge double cotton -covered:
copper wire ; about 1 lb. will be required. Wind the field-magnet
with 4 lbs. No. 24 gauge single cotton -covered copper wire on each
coll, or more if you can get it on ; connect field coils in series with
one another, and in shunt to the brushes . The gap space being
already somewhat large, do not bore out the pole pieces more than ,
you can help_only just clean them up. Wind the armature with
16 coils, dividing its circumference in to 32 spaces each , separated
by fibre pegs, as shown on page 89 of “ A B C ofDynamo Design ,'
and as many turns of wire as your clearance will allow ; and do not.
forget to leave room for your bin
wires and clearance. The
commutator should have 16 sect ons. A thin coating of shellac
will
stamping
armature
be advisable ; place them .
on one side of each
so that the varnished side of one stamping faces the upvarnished
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side of the adjacent one. For a diagram of connections for arma.
ture refer to page 35 of “ Small Dyriamos and Motors " (Fig 461
we cannot give you a better diagram . Instead ofhaving 16 sections
and two coils in each , you will have 32 sections and one coil in each.
Starting with one coil, you do not wind into the diametrica ly oppo
site sot, but in the one before, that is, on the side of the shaft round
which you bring your coil. Study Fig . 43, if Fig . 46 seems too
complicated . It will be advisable if your bearings are arranged
as in Fig. si of " A B C of Dynamo Design ," to connect the coils
to the commutator a few bars back , instead of to the bar opposite
the coil, or you may find difficulty in getting the brushes on the
neutral line of commutator, as they will foul the supports of the
bearing. Your starting switch should be so arranged that the
field coils are switched on whilst a starting resistance is in series
with the armature, or else you may find the motor refuse to start
(see several recent replies in The Model ENGINEER 16 starting
switches) ; you will find a great deal of simple explanations in
“ Small Dynamos and Motors." Be careful to arrange your field
coils to give N and S poles. If motor does not start. t.y altering
your field coil connections. This motor should be a good one,
and work8 well.
(12,01 ] “ Earths."
T. F. (Preston ) writes : Can you
explain why the earth is always " alive " in any large electric
lighting circuit, seeing that both cables are insulated from it ?
What are the advantages of polyphase current over the ordinary
continuous and alternating currents (single -phase) ?
There is always a certain amount of leakage over and through
the insulation of the mains and various installations connected to
them ; this leakage varies with the weather in wet periods the
leakage is greater than iu dry periods. I su ation is never abso
lutely perfect ; some people regard insulators that is insulating
substances , merely in the rank of very bad conductors , and in
fact that is what they really are. The sole reason for the use of
polyphase alternating current is that it enables motors to be used
which have a powerful starting effort and will easily run up to full
speed under load ; if a single-phase motor could be produced which
would start and run in the same manner as a continuous -current
motor, polyphase alternating current would become extinct
Kerent improvements in single-phase motors give some indication
that this may happen
.
(10,997 ] Testing an Electric Light Installation . ' F. A.
writes : I should be greatly obliged to you if you would kindly
give me the necessary information ,to enable me to test an installa .
tion with Evershed's ohmmeter and generator. Supposing the
installation has a 5-way fuse board ; I want to test each circuit to
earth between poles and both poles to earth . How can I get a
correct
reading
? ENGINEER for September 17th , 1903, No. 125 ,
In THE
MODEL
Vol. IX , you will find a full description of testing an electric light
installation with Evershed's ohmmeter under the heading The
Electric Lighting of a Private House," with information as to the
insulation figures which should be obtaine .
(10,988 ) Electric Lighting Plant. M. M. P. (Fencehousos )
co . Durham ) writes : I have for some considsrable time been much
interested in the various articles in THE MODEL ENGINEER and I
have been on the look -out for an article on the installment of small
electric light plant, of portable yet powerful proportions. I have
tried various plans, and have now arrived at the following ; wili
you kindly say if you think it feasible :-(1) Engine (steam ), draw
backs to this, cannot give attention . (2) Gas engine (have not got
gas). (3) Oil engine or hot-air engine - dynamo to light three
lamps of 16 c. p. brilliantly ; accumulators of sufficient power so
that I need not run engine for perhaps several days . ( 1) What
size engine must I have ? (2) What size dynamo ? (3) What
size accumulators.? . (4). Which_engine (oil or hot-air) is most
reliable and least expensive ? Two of the lights would be used
every night for six hours in winter, and, perhaps, two or three in
summer. I am quite without scientific knowledge of electricity,
though I understand the running of engines and can build them .
I shall be much obliged if you will give me your opinion on this
matter.
(1) 0 :1 engine of t. b.h.-p. size. (2) Dynamo to give 75 vilts
4 amps. (3 Accumulators
cells each, approximately 7 ins.
by 6 ins. by) 8 ins. to give thirty
50 amp.-hours. The lamps to
of
50 volts ; the dynamo would give about 50 volts when lighting the
lamps but must be speeded up or otherwise regulated to give from
50 to 75 volts for charging the cells. The battery provides twenty
five main cells and three regulating cells which are switched on as
the voltage drops . You will have to reckon on a proper switch
board provided with volt and ampere meters , automatic cut-out,
and regulating and main switches. The battery would light all
three lámps for, say, twelve hours or two lamps for eighteen hours.
The articles in Thế MODEL ENGINEER of August 20th , 1903, and
nine following numbers on “ The Electric Lighting of a Private
House " will give you information on lamps, fittings, wiring , & c.
It will be necessary for you to obtain information on the care and
tors.Engine Bearings
hand
ing of Small
accumulaGas
(12,028)
; luduction Coil.
G.A. D. (Wellingborough ) writes : I shouid be much obliged if you
could assist mein a difficulty I have with some gas engine castings
I bought recently . The cylnder is 15- in. bore, and I havemanaged
the castings all right except the bearings, but I cannnot see how
I'am to get these bored true and parallel with each other. The
bottom part of the bearings is formed by the cast-iron frame of
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the engine, and there are brass caps screwed on . The tools I havo
, and a car
are a 3-in . lathe, single-geared , a self-centring chuckabout
it ins.
penter's brace and twist drills . The bearings are
apart and I want them about t io . bore. I thought if I drilled
them with the brace the drill would cut into the brass before the
iron , and make a bad job of it. I shall be thankful for any advice
you can give me. (2) I have also made a shocking coil. Will you
please let me know what connections to make to obtain a com :
bined primary and secondary shock ? I have connected it up and
. I have
get a combined shockinformation
got a secondary shock but cannotbut
cannot find the
your book on Induction Coils,"
in it .
(1) There is something wrong about your engine design if the
bearings are to be half in cast-iron and half in brass ; have you
received
all the castings ? the bearings should be all cast -iron or
all brass. Mark them off so that the centres are at right angles
to the centre line of the cylinder and scribe circles of the size the
crankshaft bearings will be, then drill a small hole first through
both between the centres of your lathe and gradually enlarge these
holes by successive drills or by filing until they are almost finished
size, then make a reamer and put through the two holes so as to
smooth them out to size and get them in line. If you find the holes
run to one side correct the error by means of a round file before it
has gone too far. ( 2) See The MODEL ENGINEER, March 24th ,
1904, reply to query No. 10,390 , Shocking Coil. The circuit
through the auxiliary contact-breaker mentioned may be regarded
as a simple circuit from the battery.
(10,869] WimshurstMachine Trouble. A. E.L.writes : I
have just completed a Wimshurst machine and cannot get it to
work .' It is like the one described in the M.E., October ist, 1901,
The plates are 12 ins. diameter , ordinary window glass. I first
tried brass sectors, it refused to work, and now I have tried tinfoil ,
but cannot see any sign of a light. The Leyden jars are incan .
descent gas chimneys with a piece of boxwood turned and fitted
in , and glued , and, after well shellaced , coated with tinfoil 2 ins.
bigb and filled with shot. The jars are fixed in a wooden base.
Inside of the Leyden jars sockets is a piece of brass , and under the
brass is a piece of ebonite , so you see they are well insulated . The
brushes are copper wire, not insulated from each other, the dis
charging rods and balls are insulated from the glass with ebonite
rods, also the prime conductor. I have tried reversing the machine,
but fail each time. The neutralising rods are placed at right
angles to each other , the shots in the Leyden jars are connected by
brass chain .
It is very difficult to say what your fault is ; if you have followed
the description in The Model ENGINEER , the machine should be
all right. Perhaps you are not using the machine in the proper
manner. You must remember that the charge generated by a
static machine will leak away to earth as fast as it is produced
if there is any chance for it to do so. Do the brushes on the
neutralising rods touch sectors on exactly opposite sides ? They
must be on a true diameter . The discharging knobs should be ot
different sizes. Is there any point sticking out from the Leyden
jars or other part of the machine except the collecting points ;
Electricity rapidly discharges into the air fom such a point. Try
replacing the chains by smooth wires ; there may be a crack in the
glass of your Leyden jars. The glass plates must be well var.
nished and the ebonité supports must be perfect insulators ; if
their surfaces are not in proper condition the chagre will leak away
over them . Try drying the machine by warming ; if it is at all
damp or the air of the room is moist , it will seriously affect the
machine as regardsworking. The number of sectors on the machine
may be insufficient to enable it to excite : the brass ones should
have answered just as well as the tinfoil. The brushes must make
good contact with the neutralizing bar and must be set in the
right position by moving the bar until the best effect is obtained .
Try giving the machine an initial charge by rubbing a glass rod
with silk and holding it near the sectors and touching one of them
with your finger. The discharging knobs must be brought to
within a short distance of each other . Static machines of all kinds
require a great deal of humouring, and you must not be dis
heartened, but try until you succeed . The plates must revolve ia
opposite directions.
( 10,939) Battery for Medical Use. J. M. (Bowling) writes :
Can you tell me how many one-pint bichromate cells would be
required for a continuous-current battery as applied to the body
in medical treatment and what is attached to the ends of the wires
that transmit the current through the body ?
Such an important application of electricity cannot be dealt with
in a few words ; medical electric treatment is now quite a large
subject, and is by no means a mere matter of sending an unknown
quantity of electricity through the body in an indiscriminate
manner. By attaching zinc plates covered with soft rag or wash
leather to the ends of the connecting wires and saturating the
covering with water, electric currents will flow through the skin
if these electrodes , as they are called , are pressed against it ; the
pressure required varies from about 2 to about 30 volts, so that
any number of bichromate cells from one to fifteen would suffice .
You can use Leclanché or dry batteries as the amount of current
which can be safely passed into the human body is very small, and
is measured in milliamperes, that is, thousandsth parts of an
amp. Various kinds of electrodes are used , such as wire brushes ,
needles , rollers, & c., according to the requirements of the case ;
there is also the electric bath method of treatment. If you are
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simply desirous of experiencing the effects of electric current
when passed into the body these remarks will enable you to know
how to proceed, but if you are wishing to treat some disease you
should obtain medical advice. The electrodes can be made in th :
form of discs about the size of half-a-crown, and they are to be
placed on the skin one at each end of the path through which it is
desired that the current shall travel ; start with two or three cells
and increase the number as required .
(10,864] Wiring a Private House. T. B. writes : Will you
kindly say which is the best method
of wiring for electric light
a six - roomed house ? I don't want to see any unsightly casing .
Could I do it before the house was plastered ? It must comply with
the fire office rules.
The wires can be run in metal tubing which may be buried in
the plaster of the walls ; such tubing should have screwed joints,
and the seams brazed ; the system known as the Simplex screwed
tube would be suitable. The wiring should be on the distribution
board plan , which consists of bringing the mains to an enclosed
fuseboard from which the circuits for each room are branched ,
The subject is thoroughly dealt with in a series of articles entitled ,
“ The Electric Lighting of a Private House," in Nos. 121 to 130,
Vol IX of THE MODEL ENGINEER . If you intend to carry out the
work yourself, you should procure the regulations of the Electric
Supply Co. and Insurance Co. interested , and study them . If you
en trust thework to some firm , then stipulate that it shall be carried
out to comply with these regulations .
(10,953) Lifting Properties of Cases. G. C. (Sheffield ) writes :
Can you tell me ( 1) which gas has the most elevating power ?
(2) What weight will a cubic foot of ordinary house gas carry ?
( 3) What is the bestmaterial to make a balloon bag of ? (4)Would
the gas have any more elevating power by heating it slightly ?
(5) If gas was putunder pressure,would it have any more elevating
power per cubic foot ?
You do not state if you have in view the construction of a model
or an actual balloon . ' In THE MODEL ENGINEER for March 19th
and April 30th , 1903, you will find useful information , with details
of the construction of model ilying machines. Your questions in
detail are answered as follows : (1) Hydrogen gas, which has a
buoya icy of 13'3 lo . to the ft. (2 ) A balloon to support 1 lb. when
filled with coal gas should contain about so cubic feet. (3 ) Silk ,
dressed with a varnish of boiled linseed oil ; the oil, when boiled ,
becomes a thick gum , which is diluted with turpentine so as to be
sufficiently liquid to be applied with a brush. Goldbeater's skin
can be used for small balloons. (4) Yes . (5) No, it will have less
elevating power . You can use heated air instead of gas, on the
principle of the fire balloon .
(10,860 ) Wall Telephone Connections. J.A. (Sutton ) writes :
I should be greatly obliged if you could help me over a small matter;
In the sketch enclosed (not reproduced) of connections in wald
telephone there is a wire running from the bell push to the block
B , but there is no connection beyond. When the receiver is on
its hook the brass underneath the lower arm connects this block ,
but as the arm is off the piece of square brass nailed to base, there
is no further connection .
When the receiver hangs upon the hook, it presses down the arm ,
and in that position the spring contact on B presses on the brass
connecting plate on the lower of the parallel moving bars, so that
current is able to flow from block B through the spring along the
brass contact on the bar to the piece of brass nailed to the case,
and which is connected to LINE ; if the spring finger on the arm does
not press on the said piece of brass , then you will not get any
current to LINE , and you must so adjust matters that the spring
finger does press on the piece of brass. We hope this will make
matters clear. Read carefully the instructions in Chapter IV of
MODEL ENGINEER handbook , Telephones and Microphones ,"
and study the diagram on page 49.
(10,936 ] Apprenticeship . J. D. (Dublin ) writes : I would be
obliged for an answer to the following questions :-Is it usual in
marine engineering to take apprentices for three years ? What are
generally the wages given to a lad of eighteen during the first year ?
I would be further obliged if you would give me the names and
addresses of some firms (marine or otherwise) who take apprentices
on good terms or by competitive examinations. What is the
address of the Mr. Yarrow referred to in the article on “ The Ad.
mission of Pupils to Engineering Works," which appeared in your
paper some time ago ?
The general term for apprentices in marine engineer works is
five years. Pupils paying a premium of 100 guineas per year are
taken for three years. The apprenticeship system , however, in
this country is in a somewhat indefinite state ; all firms do not have
the same rules. You may find some firms still insist on a term of
seven years, but matters appear to be on the eve of a change : there
seems to be a tendency to have an apprenticeship system for the
training ofmechanics, and a kind of pupilage system for the train
ing of those intending to occupy superior positions. If you are
eighteen years of age, you will find some difficulty in obtaining an
entrance to any works, except as a pupil. Rates of pay vary very
much ; probably you would have to be content with
5s. per
week . The address you ask for is “ Messrs. Yarrowabout
& Co., Tor
pedo Boat Builders, Poplar, London ." Your best plan would be
to select some addresses from the trades section of a directory and
write to them . Why not try Messrs. Harland & Wolfe, the great
shipbuilders of Belfast ? You might also write Messrs. Denny
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Bros., Shipbuilders , Dumbarton. Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co.,
Queen's Engineering Works, Bedford , are makers of ships' auxiliary
engines, and have a special apprenticeship system .
( 10,814 ] Model Boiler and Engine. F. M. (Rotherham )
writes : Will you kindly answer the following questions :-I am
making a vertical centre flue boiler. Dinensions, 14 ins. high, 7 ins.
diameter, firebox 8 ins high , of 1 mild steel. Will itmake enough
steam to drive a double-cylinder engine, f by it, and wil engine
drive a 70 -watt dynamo, 10 volts, 7 amps. ? What size steel rivets
shall I use for the boiler ?
We cannot advise a single fue boiler in this case. The boiler
should be provided with six or seven tubes, 4 or 5-in . in diameter.
Use 3-16ths or 7-32nds. in . rivets, and 5-32nds in. plate will be
found quite thick enough. The engine, if of ordinary construction ,
will not develop sufficient power to drive the dynamo. Use a
it-in . by 27-in. cyinder, working at least 50 lbs. pressure and 50 )
revolutions per minute . A well designed high-speed engine with
a it by if cylinder might be employed , the speed being about
1.000 revolutions per minute.
The

News of the

Trade .

• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
• New Model Castings.
During a visit to Mr. Stuart Turner's premises at Shiplake,
Henley -on - Thames, we inspected , amongst several items of now
work in progress, some splendid castings for model work, including
71- in. drivers and it by 2- in. inside cylinders for i- in . scale model
locomotives. Also 5 - in . and 3-in . drivers for outside- cylindered
scale locomotives, and light 11-in . bogie wheels. The steel frame
plates for the M.E. locomotives are in every particular all that
could be desired. They are cut to overall dimensions, and are
very smooth and flat. For boiler work Mr. Stuart Turner now has
ready castings in gunmetal for the improved ventilated down.
comers which have recently been described in our pages. Price
and particulars sent to readers who enclose one penay sta np .
On Ordering Goods.
An electrical firm at Manchester , who advertise in this journal ,
write to say that they have received a P.O. for 5s ., and fourpence
in stamps, from Selby, but nothing else. Will the gentleman who
forwarded this amount and who is, perhaps, still awaiting an
acknowledgment, kindly send the number of the postal order,
togetherimmediate
with particulars
goods
he requires,
he will
attentionof ? theOur
principal
receivo
reason and
for drawing
Oʻir readers' notice to this act of forgetfulness is that we often
receive letters from customers who complain of inattention when
someslip , such as this , is the real cause of the delay.
New

Catalogues and Lists.

Alexander Wright & Co., Ltd., Earl Street, Westminster,
S.W., together with a descriptive booklet of the Simmance-Abady
Photometer , containing also a reprint from the proceedings of tho
Physical Society of London , we have received a price list of
photometers and accessories , such as saddles or carriages, lamps
candles, and sundries for the same. The above firm supplies a'l
kinds of scientific apparatus.
The Edisoo and Swan United Electric Light Company,
Ltd. - Wehave received Catalogue Section IX (electric bells, etc.),
and some leaflets. The catalogue deals with ordinary, medium ,
and best quality bells on wood bases, cheap, metal- framed
bells , continuous rin ing and “ Whittington " bells , and various
other types, amongst which we notice some very high -class
mining bells. Indicators of two qualities receive attention ;
and there is a well classified selection of pushes for all purposes.
Space is also devoted to electric bell pulls, burglar alarms, and
bell switches. With regard to batteries , the “ Ediswan dry
battery, and the “ O.K.” dry cell figure very prominently ; and
Leclanché cells of the ordinary and agglomerate type are also
listed . A well-made and reliable type of linesme detector is
shown with and without dry cells ; also thenecessary bellwires and
other accessories . The catalogue concludes with a lucid explana
tion of the action of the electric bell, and also with three pages
of . electric
diagrams
bell circuits,
showing
which
should system
be useful
describe
wireman
of
the small
to
Two leaflets
the linolite
lighting, and show the reduction in prices of the well-known
telephones
domestic
Economic
;
of
two
and
fuse
treat
;
"
board
“
a supplementary page to Catalogue Section VI illustrates some
quaint electric light brackets constructed ofhand-made fretmetal,
inlaid with mother -of-pearl. !
The Amateur Mechanic, No. 4 , published by the Liverpool
Castings and Tool Supply Company, 5 , Church Lane, Liverpool
contains some very interesting matter on the subject of slide-valve
setting, and also on the manufacture of screws by automatic ma
chinery, together with particulars of tool-holders , new pattern
vertical slide for the lathe, milling cutters, stocks, dies, and taps,
and other fittings this firm supplies . The pamphlet is very weli
illustrated with drawings and photographs.
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the

time that these pages' are in

the

engineers will be thinking of their summer
holidays , and in whatever direction it is decided to
travel, we may recommend that the baggage
should contain , in addition to the inevitable
camera , a note-book and a two- foot rule . To
adapt a saying, it is astonishing how much re
quires to be measured when you have left your rule
at home; and whether the holiday-maker spends
his time on the cycle , or journeys by train or steam
boat, there is sure to be something seen that is
worthy of more than a casual observation . On
the roadside many items of engineering interest
present themselves . Paper mills, pumping stations,
etc., especially appeal to the model maker , and a few
persuasive words will generally gain the interested
stranger admittance. Railway and .steamship en
thusiasts will naturally be attracted by the different
styles of locomotives and vessels they may meet
in their travels , and the opportunities of studying
any differences in details of construction OT
methods of working to what they have been accus
tomed , should not be left unnoticed .

Answers to Correspondents.
A. J. P. (Pwllheli ).- We can recommend you the
following books : · Metal Working Tools,” price
6d ., post free 7d . ; “ Practical Lessons in Metal
Turning,” by Percival Marshall , price 2s. nett,
post free 2s. 3d . ; and “ The Model Locomotive :
Its Design and Construction ," price6s. nett, 6s. 4d .
post free . You will then only require the neces
sary tools and perseverance to enable you to
complete your intended model.
J. D. (Leeds).— Yes. Boiled oil will make the
material waterproof to a great extent, and will
dry thoroughly if exposed to the weather for a
week or so .
E. W. A. (Transvaal).— A paragraph was inserted
in the Editor's Page of the issue for May 26th .
Juan, W., (Buenos Aires ).— Many thanks for the
interesting contribution just received .
J. J. G. (Winnipeg).— Your competition article was
received badly torn and is not worth returning.
W. D. ( Sheffield ).— We thank you very much for
the specification .
J. R. P. (Durham ).- We have not been able to
obtain a drawing of a steam winch . Kindly look
up the marine engineering books in your local
library, especially Reed's “ Handbook for Marine
Engineers."
E. O. B. (Newcastle- on - Tyne).- We thank you for
your interesting letter and suggestions. Wewill
endeavour to accede to your requests at an early
date. We have an article on the last-mentioned
subject, by an experienced contributor, already
promised .
W. J. T. (U.S.A .).-- Your articles duly received
Everything is quite clear.

E. A. B. (Derby ).— Your locomotive is badly over
cylindered . Line up the cylinders, and super
heat the steam .
J. E. W. (Clapton ).- One very good way of keep
ing the more interesting portions of large engin
eering journals — such as the Engineer, is to
tear out the sheets containing the articles it is
wished to retain , and to bind them up in order
of date , renumbering the pages and making a
written index of the contents of the volume.
H. E. K. (Wimborne).— You can obtain what
you want from the Clyde Model Dockyard ,
Argyll Arcade, Glasgow .
A. J. B. (Coalbrookdale ).-- Please refer to our
issue of January 7th for general arrangement
drawings of the " Model Engineer Locomotive .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138..per
annum , payable in advance, Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and allnew apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence rolating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-27
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U.S.A .. to whom
all subscriptions from these countries :hould be addressed .
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Some Steam
Engine Models.
By W. H. JACKSON .

.
Fig . 1.-MR. W. H. JACKSON'S MODEL MARINE ENGINE .
HE accompanying photograph ( Fig . 2 ) illus
THEtrates the model horizontal engine and boiler
recently made by me and exhibited at
The boiler is
Grantham Industrial Exhibition .

64 ins. in height, and 3 ins. in diameter, and is fitted
with steam and water gauges , lever safety valve,
steam cock , whistle , and firedoor. The engine has
a cylinder of in . bore, and 1 in . stroke ; flywheel,
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31 ' ins. diameter. Fittings of both engine and
boiler are of polished brass, and mounted on brass
bedplate . Total height of the model is 12 ins.,
and the length 13 ins.
Fig . I is a photograph of a model launch engine,
made some time ago, having the cylinder bored
11 -in ., and a stroke of 2 ins ; it is fitted with link
motion reversing gear . This model was awarded

-Workshop
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Notes and Notions .

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit.
All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.l.
A Useful Marking Tool.
By " SREGOR."
This little tool, I venture to think ,
' will find favour from many of the
readers of this journal, as it is easily
constructed and yet very effective , and
possesses greater capacity than many
tools of its kind , which cost much
more to construct. In designing any
form of marking or measuring tool it
is , of course, essential to devise it so
that it may be readily and accurately
adjusted to size required . The advan
tages are obvious; as for example com
pare the old -fashioned riveted caliper,
with the screw adjustable type ; this
equally applies to other tools of its
kind .
The accompanying sketch explains
this tool. As will be seen it can be
The
used as divider or trammels .
marking points can be set at any angle
around the rod ; also raised or lowered
to different heights to be adapted to
irregular surfaces. The tool comprises
six pieces as shown.
The rod or
bar , which may be cut to suitable
Fig . 2. - MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND VERTICAL BOILER.
length - a piece of 3-16ths in . silver
steel will do very well for this , as this
a first prize at the above-named Exhibition in
1902.
Centre punch
The Society of Model Engineers .

Provincial Societies .
Desborough , Northants. — Gentlemen inter
ested in the formation of a Local Society of Model
Engineers are invited to communicate with Mr.
FRANK HAMSON , 37, Rushton Road , Desborough ,
Northants.

A NUMBER of locomotives of the well-known
“ Pacific ” type, which are stated to be, so far as
size, power, and weight are concerned, quite excep
tional for the 3 ft. 6 ins. gauge of South Africa, are
now being delivered to the order of the Central
1 — which includes all
South African Rai
the railways in the Transvaal and Orange River
Colonies .

k

London .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS. — Saturday, June 25th .
Launch trip up the Thames from Richmond .
Members are requested to note that the last date
for return of tickets not required is Monday, June
20th . All tickets not required and cash for those
kept should reach the Secretary during that day.
Wednesday, July 13th . – Visit to Portsmouth
Dockyard . (For further particulars see last week's
issue. - HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37,Minard
Road , Hither Green , S.E.

siku

Suitable lengths.

Saw cut to
provide gripe
At
content
Silver steel

76
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Fig . 1.-A USEFUL MARKING TOOL .
can be cheaply bought and is of very uniform
thickness, which is essential where a spring grip is
used . Oneplain piece ofsilver steel for scriber , and a
piece to form the adjustable scriber are also required .
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The latter is a special feature of the tool,
as by simply making the point out of centre
with the body , by turning the body round
in its hole , the adjustment is effected ; the
top end being knurled as shown to form а .
grip for turning. Another piece 3-16ths steel
ground , a suitable angle on end to form a
dotting punch , is especially useful when mark
ing off a series of holes a given distance, as the
exact distance can be stepped off with centre
punch in position and then slightly tapped , the dot
so formed being the spot to mark the next dot
from ; this minimises the possibility of errors likely
to occur when dotting with a separate punch . The

-
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design , while Fig . 4 shows modified designs of valve
which may be employed in place of the 2 -way cock .
Referring to Figs. 1, 2, and 3; A is the shell of
the 2 -way cock , the passage i being in communica
tion with the induction valve chamber of the engine,
the passage 2 with a carburetter, and the passage
3 with the exhaust pipe. The plug B is hollow ,
and the interior is constantly in communication
with the induction valve chamber . In the peri
phery of the plug B are two passages 4 and 5 ,
which may be caused to coincide respectively with
the passages 2 and 3 in the shell A. The plug B
is provided with a projecting arm B , by which it,
can be turned , by hand , in the shell A , to regulate
the passages through the cock , but the said arm B
is preferably connected to the engine governor, so
that the passages are automatically regulated
according to the speed of the engine. When the
plug is in the position shown the explosive mixture
will pass through the passages 2 and 4 into the
interior of the hollow plug B , and therefrom , through
the passage 1, to the inlet valve of the engine.

FIG . 2. - PLAN OF MARKING TOOL ,

two sleeves can be made from brass, the holes being
reamed a little less than the diameter of scriber and
punch , and then slit ; this will form an effective
grip, at the same time can be readily moved along
bar to approximate length , and the size accurately
set by aid of the eccentric scriber.
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Gover ning International Combustion En
gine : -A recent patent by Mr. E. F. Bradley ,
The Hive, Tufnell Park , London , relates to an
improved method of governing the speed of
gas and oil engines . The principle being that of
admitting a certain proportion of the inert exhaust

a

А

d

5

5

a

FIG . 4 .

Fig . 3 .

1

B

u

A

2

FIG . I.

6

FIG . 2 .

gases to the combustible charge and so reduce the
explosive value of the explosive mixture. This
principle is , of course, not new , and the invention
relates to the mechanical arrangement of valves
and passages by which this is effected . Figs. 1;
2 , and 3 are views of a 2 -way cock embodying one

Should the speed of the engine increase above the
normal the governor operates the plug so as to bring
the passage 5 in the plug into communication with
the passage 3 , in the shell A , and thereby admits
inert gas from the exhaust which mingles with the
explosive mixture entering by the passages 2 and
4 , thereby reducing the richness of the combustible
mixture whilst keeping the total amount of gases
constant. Should the speed fall below the normal
the governor will turn the plug B in the reverse
direction , and restricts more, or less, the passage 3,
thus cutting off the supply of inert gas and opening
more widely the passage 4 , thereby increasing the
supply of combustible mixture, thus bringing up
the speed of the engine to the normal.
In the arrangement illustrated by Fig . 4 a double
beat valve BB, is employed instead of the 2-way
cock hereinbefore described . The casing , or valve
box A is provided with three passages, 1, 2, and 3 ,
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course, to stop the water running into the boiler
when it gets to the boiler water level, as otherwise
the water would all run out.
The device
for this is most ingenious. The feed pipe. termi
nates at the water level, as shown below . The water
tank is under pressure. When the water rises
above the level of the feed pipe, the steam to the
tank is shut off, condensation takes place in the
tank , and the pressure is reduced below that of the
boiler. When the water level falls, steam is ad
mitted to the tank , which then feeds water to the

valve
Check

communicating respectively with the inlet valve
chamber of the engine, the carburetter, or supply
of explosive mixture, and the exhaust passage from
the engine. Between the passages 1 and 2 is a seat
b , for the portion B of the double beat valve, and
between the passages 1 and 3 is a seat b , for the
portion B , of the said valve
The valve steam E.
passes through a long bearing D provided on the
cover A .,, of the casing or valve box A , and on a
projection from this cover is pivoted a lever C , one
end of which bears on a flange, or projection E
on the valve spindle , whilst the other end of the
lever C is connected with the governor of the engine,
so that, according to the speed of the engine, the
double valve will be removed by the governor and
allow more, or less, of the explosive mixture to
pass the portion B of the valve to the inlet valve
chamber, and at the same time the passage for the
inert gas from the passage 3 to the inlet valve
chamber will be opened or closed , more or less .
The operation of the arrangement will be readily
understood from the description given above.
The Mechanical Engineer .
A Petrol Motor Fire Engine. Messrs .
Merryweather have just placed on the road a fire
engine, the first of its kind in which a petrolmotor
is used both for propelling the vehicle and for
driving the pumps .
In the front, under the bonnet, is a 30 h.-p. four
cylinder vertical petrol engine which drives through
a three-speed and reverse gear-box of the sliding
spur-wheel type ; the power being transmitted to
the road wheels by side chains. The propelling
mechanism is thus in every way similar to that of
the majority of present-day automobiles.
For driving the three-throw Hatfield pump,
which has a capacity of .300 gallons per minute, a
separate spur-wheel is keyed to the second motion
shaft, the shaft being prolonged behind the gear
box to receive it. A sliding gear-wheel on a
separate longitudinal shaft , that passes rearwards
to the pumps, can be caused to engage with the
pinion at will, and , when engaged , the pumps are
driven through a single reduction gear at the rear
end of the shaft .
As will be understood, the three -speed gear is
still available for the pump, although for all ordi
nary purposes the top speed only is employed .
A very simple jaw -clutch is employed for dis
engaging the sprocket wheels of the side chains
before the pump is set running, the sprocket shafts
being carried by brackets having very long bearings.
To transfer the engine power from the road
wheels to the pump is only the work of a moment.
A small lever on either side of the chassis releases
the jaw -clutch of the side chains, and another lever
throws the pump shaft pinion into gear ; the pumps
then immediately begin working .
The practical demonstration of this fire engine's
capabilities is in every way satisfactory , very good
speeds being obtained both on the level and up
hills of varying gradient - notably up i in 9 on
Blackheath Hill .
A Novel Boiler Feed . - A contributor to the
Iron and Coal Trades' Review describes a gas
generating plant with an independent boiler having
an ingenious contrivance to reduce its attendance
to a minimum . It consists of an elevated tank or
cistern containing the feed water of the boiler, as
shown in the accompanying sketch. A pipe runs
from the tank to the boiler, but it is necessary, of
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A NOVEL BOILER FEEDING ARRANGEMENT.
boiler, because the pressure tending to feed the
water to the boiler is the steam pressure plus the
pressure of the head of water due to the elevation
of the cistern . By this device, which works ex
ceedingly well, the attendance on the boiler has
been reduced to a minimum . It is, of course, a
great advantage to have a constant working level
kept automatically without a pump, injector, or
other forcing device.
A CARDIFF correspondent writes us, saying that.
one of the Great Western Railway locomotives,
“ Tavy,” has been fitted with a mechanical stok
ing arrangement, and, of course, is using “ slack "
coal. This improvement should enable an inferior
quality of coal to be employed , and should lessen
the arduous duties of the fireman on express trains.
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Easily -Made Ornamental
Fountain .

By G. W. MORTIMER .
"HE
THER
enlawing
is in description
a small
of made
by orna
any
which can be
fountain
mental
one possessing a slight mechanical knowledge .
As will be seen from the drawing (Fig . 1 ) it is of a
simple design , which , according to the time,
abilities, and pocket of the maker , can be improved
an interesting and artistic
upon , and form
piece of work . The first things required are a
piece of copper or brass tube 3 ins. diameter
by 6 ins. long, and 1-16th in , in thickness, and a

cylinder . What is meant can be seen from Fig . 1.
A stopper is soldered in the f-in . hole, and a Lucas
cycle -tyre valve in the 1 in . hole . A tap must be
screwed to the end of the tube, and a brass nozzle
to the other end of the tap (see Fig . 1). The hole
in the nozzle must not be more than 1-32nd in .
diameter.
All is now ready for the testing. Fill three parts
full with water, screw stopper up tight, and pump
up with a bicycle pump. (Do not pump up too
hard for the first time or two. ) Unscrew pump and
turn the tap ; when the water ought to shoot up to
the height of ij ft. or 2 ft., according to the pressure

-Hole in nozzle
diam .
Rubber
washer

est

wycle
valve

Fig . 2. - PLAN OF Top .

of the air in the cylinder. If the test is satisfactory '
the finishing, touches can be proceeded with , such
as cleaning, polishing, & c .
If used for table decoration , it should be filled
with water, pumped up and placed in a large bowl
for basin , which is about quarter filled with water,
the fountain being covered with pebbles or stones.
and a few goldfish put in the water (see Fig. 3).

3"

Fig . 1. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT,

neet of copper or brass 4 ins. by 6 ins. and 1-16th
in . in thickness. With a pair of compasses describe
two small circles on the sheet of metal at a radius of
about i in ., and two circles to represent theamount
ofmetal included in the flange. In the centre of one
of the pieces, drill a central hole in . diameter, and
two more, one on each side of the central hole , & in .
and } in ., respectively (Fig . 2 ). Cut out round
the largest circle and flange down the edges of
the plate. The endsmust now be riveted, or well
soldered , to the cylinder (see Fig . 1) .
Now procure a piece of 7-in . gas pipe 7 ins. long,
which can be got at any gasfitter's shop for a few
pence, and solder it in the central hole in the top
piece, fixing it about a + in . from the bottom of the

FIG . 3 .
The stap is turned on when it is wanted . The
trouble taken to make it is well paid with the
results which will attend it.
If the pocket of the amateur will not allow him
to buy copper or brass tube — the only expensive
item - he can use an extra strong tin , such as a
large fruit or syrup tin . All the joints must be
examined and strengthened , as it will not bear so
great à pressure as the copper or brass tube.

l
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Eogin

Models .

E are enabled , by the kindness of Mr. Wm .
gentleman who has for many years been
interested in models and model making, to publish
particulars and photographs of some of the most
interesting engines in his collection .
Fig . 1 illustrates a very neat model beam engine
of the James Watt period. It is an engine of fair

n

ricia

and Elect

Total
The grate area is 28 sq . ins.
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The boiler and engine is all bright, and stands
on a polished box bed .
The attention of 'our marine readers may be
drawn to the splendid small power oscillating
paddle engine shown in Fig . 3. This engine has
a cylinder 4 ins. bore and 5 ins. stroke, the crank
shaft being if ins. in diameter . It is fitted with
reversing gear and all the motion is bright steel
and gunmetal.
Fig . 4 illustrates a very interesting historical
model locomotive of George Stephenson's days.

Fig . 1. - A SPLENDID MODEL OF A
power, having a cylinder 3-in . bore and 5 -in . stroke,
the length between the centres of the beam being
17. ins., and the connecting -rod 14 } ins. The di
ameter of the flywheel is 18 ins., and of the crank
shaft of if ins. The model is erected on an orna
mental bed , 301 by 84 by 6 ins. deep, and is fitted
with governor and pumps.
Another interesting stationary model steam
engine is depicted in Fig . 2 . It comprises a loco
motive boiler measuring 214 over all, having
twenty - four in . Aue tubes and a horizontal single
cylindered engine, 24-in . bore by 3t -in . stroke,
fitted with feed pumps and governors.
The heating surface of firebox is 196 sq. ins.
tubes
553
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BEAM ENGINP.

Its leading dimensions are as follows :
Cylinders , it-in . by 21- in . stroke.
Driving wheels (single ), 74 ins. diam .
Carrying wheels, 41 ins. diam .
Length ofboiler barrel, 141 ins.
Diameter
5 ins.
Gauge of rails, of ins.
Length of engineand tender over all, 3 ft. 71 ins.
The engine is named “ Colossus," and has a copper
boiler , feed pumps and all bright steel motion . The
engine stands under a handsome glass case and is
arranged so that it can be put in motion by turning
a handle attached to the base .
Another model of interest to lovers of old loco
motives is shown in Fig. 5. This is said to be a
model of a M.S. & L.R. (now G.C.R.) engine. The
cylinders are 2 ins. diameter , 34 ins. stroke, and the
four-coupled driving wheels 74 ins. in diameter.

-
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Fig . 5. - A MODEL OF AN OLD M.S. & L.R. LOCOMOTIVE .

FIG . 4. — A HISTORIC MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .

FIG . 6.- A MODEL N.E.R. TYPE COMPOUND SINGLE EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE.
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Tubes (number )
I2
(diameter)
* in .
The boiler is of copper and is fitted with an
injector.
The model locomotive depicted
in Fig. 6 is a free rendering to a
scale of 1 ins. to the foot of the
7 ft . 7 ins. compound singles, built
by Mr. T. W.Worsdell some years
ago for the North Eastern Railway
Company. The leading dimensions
are as follows :
Cylinders : H.P. bore
ż ins.
L.P. bore .
3
Stroke,
31
Diam . of driving wheels II
bogie wheels ..
trailing wheels
tender wheels
►)
Length of boiler barrel 28
Diam . of boiler barrel
71
Firebox (outside)
11.73
104 x 6
(inside)
(depth )
9
Tubes ( twelve)
94 ins. diam .
Total length of en
gine and tender
6 ft. I in .
The boiler is of copper and has
steam and water gauges, injector,
ashpan and dampers . The cylin
FIG . 2. - A Model HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.
co
u
au

The gauge of the rails is 7 # ins. and the total length
length 5 ft. I in . Other dimensions are as follows :
5 ins.
Diameter of leading and tender wheels
of boiler barrel
7 is

FIG . 3. - A MODEL OF AN OSCILLATING PADDLE ENGINE.
Length of boiler barrel
Gauge of rails
Firebox (outside)
(inside)

21} ins.
71
71XII
0 } x 101

ders are fitted with drain cocks and the slide valves
are placed above the cylinders, and are actuated by
Joy's radial valve gear, as in the prototype. The
tender is fitted with brakes.
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Compound

Engines .

By W. J. TENNANT, A.M.I.Mech.E.
(Continued from page 449.)
PROPORTIONS.
)
XI ( continued .RECEIVER
THATEVER the volume of the intermediate
WHA
receiver may be, the back -pressure line of
the H.-P. diagram will rise during the expul
sion of steam from the H.-P. cylinder into it in the
period in which the l.-P. cylinder is not open for
admission ; this rise will occur to a much less extent

561

not practicable in compound engines of ordinary
types, as has previously been stated ..
In engines of the Woolf type, in which the pistons
in the H.-P. and l.-P. cylinders are arranged in
tandem operating on one rod and a single crank ,
or are otherwise caused to move in company, the
H.-P. exhaust is less out of coincidence with the
L.-P. admission (see Fig . 40, showing the distribu
tion for Mr. Greenly's engine in an altered form , in
which the cylinders are in tandem , with a receiver
reduced in capacity by 30 per cent.) than in an
engine with two or more cranks not aligned with
one another ; but the rate at which one cylinder
empties is not so great as that at which the other

Comp.inlo
receiver

FIG . 40 .
if the volume of the receiver be excessively large
than if it be extremely small, and will in either case
reduce the area of the H.-P. diagram , and increase
that of the L.-P., heightening the admission and
expansion curves of the latter. Drop, also , will be
greater when the H.-P. exhaust goes into a large
receiver than when it is delivered into a small one.
But in engines with such receiver proportions as are
found in practice a very considerable alteration in
receiver volume brings about very slight altera
tion in the diagram area and in the
drop ," as
may be seen from Fig . 39, which shows in dotted
line the lower parts of the indicator diagrams of
Fig . 20, and in full line the altered diagrams re
sulting from a reduction of the receiver volume by
as much as 30 per cent., all the other dimensions of
the engine remaining the same as in Fig . 20 .
To prevent any rise of pressure upon the issue
of H.-P. exhaust into the receiver the l.-P. cylinder
must take it out again at the same rate as that of
its entry , and in such a case there would be no
fluctuations and no need for a receiver ; but this is

fills (see Article II), so that the receiver cannot be
altogether dispensed with, although , as there is
very little compression of steam into it, the capacity
of the receiver can be reduced as compared with
the volume allotted to it in engines in which the
pistons do not move in company, and which are
often referred to as “ receiver engines," as if to
imply that the Woolf engines possess no receiver
whatever — an inaccurate suggestion, as will be
seen from the following remarks :
The outer surfaces of an engine radiate heat into
the surrounding air, and this heat is obviously lost
to the engine ; thus far the smaller the receiver ,
and hence the smaller the radiating surface it ex
poses, the better. On the other hand, a very small
receiver causing during H.-P. exhaust a consider
able rise in receiver pressure, which is “ back
pressure on the high ," reduces the area of the L.-P.
diagram so much that an extremely small receiver
is not permissible. It should be as small as is con
sistent with the preservation of an H.-P. diagram
of the desired area . But if the desired size of re
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ceiver be obtained
steam settled by
Fig . 39, it is quite
be necessitated by
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with the aid of a distribution of
a diagram , such as Fig . 20 or
likely that a larger receiver will
practical considerations, even in

for possible excessive length - .e., not below
another minimum which must be such that the
passage of steam through it may not be choked by
undue constriction ,
Diagram of Receiver -pressures. - A
diagram
of variations of pressure
occurring in the receiver in any given
case may be obtained in the prepara
tion of a comprehensive diagram , such
as that illustrated in Fig . 20 or Fig .
40, by, for instance , assuming a piston
in the receiver, perforated with holes
so that the pressure of the receiver
steam shall exert no useful effect upon
it,"and operated by a crank of its own ,
set upon the same crankshaft as that
possessing the H.-P. and L.-P. cranks.
This perforated piston may be as
sumed as having such an area and
stroke that it will sweep through the
whole receiver-volume from one end
to the other during each half-revolu
tion of the crankshaft. In Fig. 39 the
volume of the receiver is plotted to the
same scale as that of the cylinders ,
and it is convenient to allot to the
perforated piston a stroke of 2.454 ins,.
which happens to be the same length
as is allotted to the volume swept
through by the H.-P. piston in the
Figure. A crank -curve for this imagin
ary perforated piston set above the
portion of Fig . 39 allotted to the re
ceiver, and suitably positioned with
relation to the other two crank -curves
of that figure, will enable the position
of the perforated piston in the receiver
to be determined for any position of
the H.-P. and L.-P. cranks. The crank
curve for this imaginary piston is
shown in chain lines in Fig . 39, and is
positioned as if the perforated piston
were operated by a crank set side by
side with the H.-P. crank . This setting
is arbitrary , and is chosen only because
it is easily referable to that of the H.-P.
crank , whereas if some other position
were chosen , a difficulty in locating the
position of this imaginary crank might
arise .
The pressure diagram for the cycle
of pressure changes in the receiver is
shown in Fig. 39 in two kinds of chain
lines (disregarding for the moment the
dotted line), the bolder chain line indi
cating pressures which obtain in the
receiver during one stroke of the H.-P.
piston , when the H.-P. and L.-P. dia
grams are as in full lines, and the less
bold chain line showing the like pres
sures that obtain in the receiver during
the return stroke. Fig . 41 is a view
of one of the same two lines, shown
separately for clearness. The dotted
line, additional to the chain lines, in
Fig. 39 shows, for comparison , the lesser varia
tions that occur during one stroke in the larger
receiver of Fig. 20 , the corresponding indicator .
diagram Curves being also showu in dots. The
perforated piston has no work performed upon
it , and is assumed merely in order to obtain suc

gr
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an engine of the Woolf type ; for instance, the
minimum length of a receiver constituted by all the
connected passageways between two cylinders will
be settled by other features of the design not con
veniently modifiable, and its cross- sectional area
will not be susceptible of reduction in compensation
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Simple

Switches.

By R. E. H.
structed an
electric
it is sur
sur
and tires
amablece
switch, and
fic switch
Mºstructed
prising that almost every one has been
contented with the ordinary two -way design - one
which rarely looks well and is productive of many
annoyances. I have known enthusiasts work
diligently for months at a model entirely of their
own design and after constructing most ingenious

MU

Ekonomi
11.09

cessive positions on the horizontal base-line of the
diagram upon which to set up, in some understand
able relation to the successive positions of the main
pistons, the successive receiver -pressures, which ,
without such artifice, as nothing in the receiver has
motion , could only be regarded as rising and falling
all in one place, and , therefore, could only be
plotted up and down one straight line, instead of
side by side in such a manner as to enable the order
or the several changes to be clearly seen , and their
timeof occurrence (the timeat which the imaginary
crank occupies its different positions ) ascertained .
As the pressures in the receiver, assuming normal
working of the engine, remain at the same average
level, the rises and falls of pressure during the
movement that the perforated piston receives in
a single revolution cancel one another, as may be
seen . The fall in receiver pressure from 87 to 9
is simultaneous with the fall from 8c to 9c during
admission in the L.-P. cylinder.
In all receivers the average pressure is constant
as is stated above, and the rises and falls of pressure
occurring therein may all be assumed to take place
higher in the pressure scale than a certain minimum
level of pressure that may be regarded illustratively

Fig . 1.--SECTION OF Switch.
mechanism they go and spoil what would otherwise
have been a handsome model by adopting a switch
ofmost primitive design.
In this article I propose to give oneor two designs
which will help the model maker to construct a
switch which will suit his model, and at the same
time present none of the annoyances such as badly
constructed switches are apt to do.

to
ed
lo
0
FIG . 2. - SWITCHBOARD , SHOWING ARRANGEMENT
OF SWITCHES,

Fig . 41.
as a sort of “ low -watermark ,” the line l.w.of Fig .
39 .
Entry of H.-P. exhaust into the receiver raises
the “ water-level ” above " low -water mark
at
each exhaust, and the withdrawal of steam from
it by the L.-P. cylinder sooner or later lowers in
every stroke the “ water-level " to the “ low -water
mark " again . In any engine in which the rate of
flow into the receiver is not precisely the same at
every instant as the rate of how out of it , but is
somewhat greater in certain portions of every
stroke, there will be rises of pressure above this
“ low -water mark ."
( To be continued. )

DEEP MINING . – The advance of engineering
science is resulting in great advances in deep -level
mining. Some years ago 3000 ft. was deemed the
lowest boring practicable, but this limit has now
been greatly exceeded . At Fienu, in Belgium ,
3,600 ft . has been touched , while at Calumet,
Hecla , and Tamarack , in the United States, mines
from 4,500 ft. to 5,400 ft. are being worked . Engi
neers look forward to reaching coal and other
deposits at a depth of 7,500 ft. Temperature is
the great difficulty to be overcome.

The first is a modified plug switch , and is specially
suitable for controlling lights on model boats or
railways ; a number of them can be made on one
piece of vulcanite, and so form a switchboard which
will take up very little space.
All that is required is three brass cheese-head
screws, thread about 1-10th ip ., four nuts to fit

W

A

FIG . 3. - SECTION OF Box Switch .
same, a small scrap of brass, and a piece of vulcanite
i in . square .
Having thoroughly sandpapered the vulcanite to
make it look peat, drill and tap three holes in line
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with one another ; these should be made so that
when the two outer screws are screwed home there
is just enough space between their heads to allow
the thread of the middle screw to clear . In the
slot of the middle screw , solder a small piece of
brass to form the handle .
The switch is now finished ; the connections will
be understood by the drawing (Fig . 1) ; the current
is put on by merely screwing down themiddle screw
until its head makes a tight contact with the other
screws ; half a turn to the left is sufficient to stop
off the current.

June 16 , 1904 .

the box, if circular, can be made of a short piece
of vulcanite tube or may be turned out of hard
wood; if made square, the sides will have to be built
up of four pieces of thick sheet vulcanite ; the base
is also of vulcanite.
The third switch is of quite a different construc
tion and will require a little more skill in the
making .
First, procure a piece of sheet brass about 1-16th
in . thick and cut to a circle of it ins. diameter ; in
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Fig . 4. - PLAN or Box Switch :
COVER REMOVED .

Fig . 5. -SECTION OF THIRD SWITCH FASTENED
TO DECK .

The second switch is of the same pattern as the
first, but is more elaborate ; this makes a neat little
starting and stopping switch for model boats as it
has more the appearance of being the real thing.
I think the construction can be gathered from
the drawings (Figs. 3 and 4 ). A piece of sheet

the centre of this cut a hole of } in . diameter, in
the centre of this cut a hole of } in . diameter ; this
is best done by drilling a small hole first, and then
riming out to the desired size ; if your rimer is not
large enough , it can be finished with a large file .
One side of the ring must be rubbed down with

0

Do
o

Fig . 6. - PLAN OF TWO -WAY Switch .
brass A is drilled and tapped in the centre to take
a brass screw to which is soldered a small wheel ( W )
-a clock wheel answers this purpose very well
the cogs must first be filed off and then a piece of
wire riveted at a point on the rim to form a handle.
This forms the top ofan insulating box containing
two contact pieces kept in place by screws which
project on the under side forming terminals to
which the wires are connected .
When the wheel is screwed down it bridges the
contacts and so opens the circuit . The sides of

Fig . 7. - PLAN OF SINGLE -WAY Switch .
emery- cloth until a perfectly flat surface is ob
tained ; this is essential to ensure good contact.
Drill and tap three holes to take about No. 6 B.A.
cheese -head screws, in positions ( C ) shown in Fig .
6 , and six holes to take ordinary brass wood
screws ; these last must be countersunk . The ring
must now be screwed down to a piece of vulcanite
If ins. square, by means of the small screws, their
heads being flush with the ring . Saw -cuts must
then be made at places indicated in Fig . 6. Now
unscrew the pieces and finish off the edges with a
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smooth file. Three holes are then drilled in the vul
canite base to allow the large screws to drop in
nicely . All can now be screwed down tightly , and
two nuts placed on each of the three screws. It
is advisable to place a thin piece of vulcanised fibre
in each of the saw - cuts otherwise they get filled up
with dirt after the switch has been in use, and the
insulation may be destroyed . A hole should now
be drilled exactly in the centre of the vulcanite base,
to take a short piece ofbrass tubing. This forms a
bearing for the spindle, which consists of a piece of
brass wire having a thread cat on each end.
A
piece of brass of about the same thickness as the
ring, measuring it ins. by fin . must be fastened
to the spindle fin . from the lower end, care being
taken to solder on square. Place the lower end of
the spindle in its bearing, and on the projecting

Flying

on
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Nature's

Principle .

By Hugh BASTIN .
EARLY twenty- five years ago I conceived the
N
idea that it should be within the scope of
human ingenuity to obtain mechanical flight.
There was, at any rate, a splendid model for one to
try to imitate.
At that time, as also from my earliest years, I
had great advantages for studying the flight of
various birds and insects, and having a penchant for
natural history, I followed the study with good
purpose . While keeping the actual flight problem
in view I kept my eyes and mind open to various
side issues .
The ballooning instinct, though not carried out on

Fig . 1. - A MODEL OF MR. BASTIN'S FLYING MACHINE .

part beneath slip a short spiral spring, secunng by
means of a nut ; it is best to add another nut,
screwed tightly to the first, to prevent it from
loosening. To complete the switch a handle must
be made to fit the top of the spindle ; the best form
is a lever ; it should be fixed by first slightly squaring
up the top of the spindle, but be sure of leaving a
thread on the corners to engage a nut which is
screwed on before the handle is placed on .
The
handle will have a square hole made at the end to
fit the spindle and should be secured by a second
nut being screwed on after it.
This is an ideal switch for electric model boats,
as it can be placed below the deck , the handle pro
jecting above through a small hatch , which should
be large enough to allow the whole switch to be
taken out when desired .
Fig . 7 shows how the last described switch can be
modified to form a single- current switch with two
segments only , to throw in or out a single cell or
battery of cells ,

the gas- bag principle, is evinced in several un
winged creatures, and is utilised by spiders,
caterpillars, & c ., for enabling themselves to drift
in an air current to fresh fields of operation . Seed
bearing plants, also, use like devices . In each case,
a filmy or feathery structure is provided for
temporary use, to cause flotation in the air of bodies
themselves heavier tiran the air . The idea of the
apparatus is fulfilled, because the final resting
place is immaterial, or left to chance.
This convinced me that the ballooning principle
is lacking in utility, where controlled locomotion
is required , so I put the matter out of the ques
tion of flight, and though many so -called professors
or exponents of aerial navigation hold to-day to
the idea of dirigible balloons, I must say that it
is a useless study , and a waste of money on experi
ment. To judge by results up to present time,
nothing satisfactory has been accomplished
Then in the matter of Aeroplanes, except in
isolated cases, where the objective is as capricious
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as above, I found that Nature gave no usefulmodel
to man . And we have had numerous object lessons
show us how useless they are where controlled
navigation of the air is concerned - another case
ofmis -directed energy and useless expenditure .
Nature, from the time of its earliest efforts up
till the actual present, has used wings, and wings
only , for endowing a certain object with the power
of transporting itself from the place of present
rest to any other particular place, with its own
A

B
Reefed
front:

C
Fig . 2. — THE STRUCTURE OF THE WING .
volition , and without regard to ordinary currents
of air or wind . These objects are always heavier
than the air, and it would appear, from geological
observations and fossilised examples in our pos
session, that the weight and size of some of the pre
historic flying creatures was enormous.
The “ secret of the birds ” had a charm for me,
so I decided to follow Nature's plan, and learn from
her how to obtain actual and controlled flight.
First, I considered the structure of Natural
wings, as used by birds, insects, butterflies, and
the like. There were wings of feathers, of mem
brane ; wings articulate , and wings disarticulate ;
some were fixed at right angles to the body, others
were adapted for folding ; but in all cases the same
principle of construction for use was apparent,
viz ., a rigid front or anterior portion and a flexible
posterior portion .
The front rigid bar appears to be used as the
central pivot of an aeroplane, of which the front
half is inoperative and reefed , as it were, to the

А

FIG . 3.-_ SHOWING THE FLEXION OF THE WING .
pivot, while the springy back part is retained for
use as a driving medium .
The front bar A is pivoted , as at the shoulder B
(see Fig. 2 , a membraneous wing) and is vibrated
vertically . The fiexible part C , in meeting the air ,
is driven out of its plane both on the up and down
motions (see Fig . 2), thus causing the air to press
the aeroplane forward . The direction of move
ment is at right angles to the direction of beat,
and, of course, always towards A , and this whether
the wing covering is of membrane or feathers.
Thus it will be seen that the wings are specially
constructed drivers, working on a fixed principle ,
so far as their direct action on the air is concerned ,
and are veritable mechanical apparatus.
To operate these wings, so as to obtain controlled
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flight, requires a series of motions in other direc
tions, but to describe these motions lucidly would
take more space than the scope of this article
will allow .
The small model engine was the first I made for
actuating a single pair of wings, and the results
were satisfactory. However, the great drawback
in using steam for aeriation is in the matter of
boiler space, fuel and water supply , which cause
rapid accumulation of weight - and weight has
necessarily to be kept down.
In my present model, as here depicted , I use a
double pair of wings, and a petrol engine for power
supply . The doubling of the wings preserves the
necessary even keel, and prevents tumbling for
ward or aft ; while the outspread, being under con
trolled movement, prevents the machine from
turning turtle.”
The normal position of the wings, when not in
motion, is at right angles to the body (see diagram ).
and parallel with the horizontal plane. The wings
are locked in this position , so far as the heat is
concerned , but can be varied in plane at will.
This position , then , would be utilised for soaring or
gliding upwards or downwards.

Fig . 4 -SHOWING THE AMPLITUDE OF THE BEAT.
The amplitude, or beat , is controlled as to its
degree (see dotted lines in Fig . 4 ), and at the
same time, without affecting these motions , the
plane of the wings can also be changed for upward
or downward flight -- the mechanical power being,
as before described , always at right angles to the
direction of flight.
The model, which is 44 ins. long, 12 ins. in dia .
meter, and with an outspread of 84 ins., is divided
into three compartments ; the engine room in the
centre, and a saloon fore and aft. It is entirely
the work of Mr. A. Cole, of Clapham Park Road,
to whom I am indebted in many ways for help in
the practical experiments I have from time to
time made.
A MULTIPLE electric propeller has been invented ,
and a vessel is to be constructed 600 ft. in length ,
a cost of £ 400,000 to test it. The vessel will have
two shafts astern , three on either side, and two at
the bow . Each shaft carries two propellers. The
motors on the shafts are connected by electric wires
with the turbine, which generates sufficient power
to attain thousands of revolutions per minute. The
inventor claims that the vessel will beable to cross
the Atlantic in three days.
BRIQUETTE FUEL is now extensively used in
mines, mills, factories, smelting works, chemical
works, & c., in all parts of Germany , and the results
are said to be eminently satisfactory . Experiments
with lignite briquettes in a plain grate furnace re
sulted in the generation of 5 kilos, of steam per
1 kilo . of fuel, or a relative capacity of two or three
compared with ordinary steam coal. It is also
claimed that lignite briquette fuel, being smokeless ,
affects the grates and boilers much less than coal.
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Design for a 14 h.-p. Single
Phase Slow Speed Induction
Motor .

By Chas. E. SAVAGE .
FTER a consideration of the number of towns
which now have an alternating electric
A
current supply , and the few attempts made
by amateurs to makemotors to run from such town
supply mains, I trust the following attempt will
help to make the single- phasemotor a more familiar
machine to those who live in towns where there is
an alternating current supply .
Undoubtedly the first and best thing to do will
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Watford .
Torquay.
Wimbledon,
Wandsworth .
( This list may be liable to additions, as it was
produced from 1901 reports.)
We will now consider what the motor we are
undertaking to make is capable of doing . It will
give out b.h.-p. at 1,500 revolutions minus slip ,
i.e., # b.-h.p. at a mean speed of 1,350 revolutions
per minute. The great objection to this kind of
motor is that, having attained its full speed at full
load, it will vary only slightly from such a speed ,
and we must, therefore, employ cone pulleys to
permit of variations in the speed . It may be em
ployed to drive the following machines, providing
they be in good condition :- A back -geared screw
cutting lathe between 3-in . and 43-in . centres ; a

TIL

THE STEAM ENGINES FOR THE FIRST WORKING MODEL OF MR. HUGH BASTIN'S FLYING MACHINE.
( These engines are very light, weighing only 11 lbs., and in design are wonderfully compact. The over
all dimensions are 75 x 3 x 2 ins., the cylinders (two) being f-in . bore by 1-in . stroke.)
be to give a list of towns employing single -phase
alternating current at 100 volts and a frequency of
50 periods per second , and , further, a list of towns
using current at 200 volts and a frequency of 50
periods per second .
List of Towns where alternating current at 100 volts
Cand V = 50 is available .
St. Luke's and Clerken
Islington Borough
well .
Council.
Southport.
Harrogate .
Leeds. *
Wallasey .
West Ham .
Leicester .
* In Leeds there is also a frequency of 53 periods
per second .
List of Towns where alternating current at 200 volts
and V = 50 is available.
Beckenham .
Paisley.
Eastbourne.
Plymouth .
Portsmouth .
Eccles.

small shaper 4 - in . stroke ; a sewing machine,
if run at constant speed ; a clothes mangle ,
22-24-in . rollers ; a small milling machine ; or
a small drilling machine, holes up to fin . in
diameter .
In alternating current practice the speed of all
motors cannot be chosen at random , or to suit any
special machine, but must be made to suit the con
dition under which they are to be worked ; in this
instance, where we have a frequency of 50 , sup
posing our motor has two poles, then , as
V x seconds per mins.
No. of pairs of poles.

_Speed of stator field in
revs. per min .,

we find that this motor may run at the following
speeds, under definite conditions :
As a two -pole motor it will run at
50 X 60
= 3000 reys. per minute - slip .
I
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be left standing up, as these bosses have to be left
As a four -pole motor it will run at
loose in the sand and drawn out after the pattern
50 X 60
= 1,500 revs. per minute - slip .
has left the mould . Those bosses at the end fur
2
thest from the printmay be left solid on the pattern .
As a six -pole motor it will run at 1000 revs.
If the bosses be run solid right through , there will
per minute - slip .
be no trouble with loose bosses, all being fastened
As an eight-pole motor it will run at 750 revs.
to the pattern .
per minute - slip.
The corebox will present no difficulties. Take a
The first speed is rather high , the second being
piece of wood that will permit of an 88 -in . hole
more suitable for general purposes, though rather
being bored in the lathe into it, and make its thick
low for a motor of this h.-p., it necessitating a
ness such that it will be equal to the thickness of
rather large size motor for the h.-p. It will be
the pattern plus the thickness of the core print.
clearly seen that an alternating current motor is
There must be ☆ in . left on the facings on the in
confined to within definite speed limits, which is a
side of the stator case (thus making the diameter
drawback when used for driving machine tools
across facings 81 ins.) for boring ; also f in . each
which require variable speed ; nevertheless, it is
side of stator casing for facing, making the width
capable of speed variation . Motors may be con
equal to 3f ins. In making all patterns for cast
nected in the tandem if polyphase ; this is generally
iron , for every foot length of pattern allow } in .
for traction working. They can also be made to
longer for contraction and 3-16ths in . per foot
start as a four-pole machine at 1,500 revolutions per
length for brass contractions.
Thus, for the
minute ; then run as a six - pole at 1000 revolutions
stator ring, 97 ins. diameter, make it 94 ins. +
per minute ; and lastly as an eight
3Ź
pole at 750 revolutions per minute,
the changing in the number of poles
being effected by a switch ; but
Hole for
terminal
all these speeds will require correct
ing to allow for slip .
It will be noticed that the word
“ slip " is mentioned on each draw
ing and elsewhere, and a brief des
cription will tend to a better under
Slip ” is the technical
standing .
term for the difference in speed
82 "
which exists between the stator field
and the speed of the rotor, and it
is generally given as a percentage
of the stator field speed ; thus, in
this type ofmotor the slip is usually
from 7 to 12 per cent . of the stator
is
field speed . Assuming a 10 per cent .
slip at full load , then the speed of
the rotor for this particular motor
will be 1,350 revolutions per
minute . It will be seen , on refer
V. SH
ence to text -books, that slip is
-8 "
essential to the working of the
Fig . 1. — THE IRON STATOR CASING .
induction motor .
To be able to build this machine
we must just note the size of lathe required to do
3-32nds in . to the standard rule , to allow for
the machining as most of the work can be done on
contraction .
a lathe. We shall require a 41-in . centre gap
After having thusmade the stator casing pattern,
screw -cutting lathe, or any other lathe that will
it may be sent to some foundry who make good
permit of a job of 10 -in . diameter being handled
castings in iron ; there should be no difficulty ex
in it .
perienced in this iron age in getting good castings
Stator. - In describing the construction of the sta
of this thickness. After returning from
the
tor, wemust first consider what patterns are neces
foundry, the casting should be measured up all
sary . There will be wanted a pattern for the stator
over, and then , if it proves correct, it should be
iron casing (Fig . 1), which may be either turned as
mounted on to the lathe faceplate and bored out to
a boss in the lathe and a print put on for coring out
8 } ins. in diameter . This bore will exist on the
the inside, the feet and stud bosses being afterwards
four facings only . This method of fixing to the
added ; or, as an alternative, the whole thing may
faceplate will be found a little more convenient to
be pared by means of a chisel from solid wood ,
the amateur than a boring bar for a job of this size,
leaving all on except the stud bosses, a print for
although it may be a little more difficult to bore out
coring out the inside being afterwards added . In
a parallel hole on the faceplate. After having
both the above cases, a corebox will be required for
bored out this hole , the end nearest the saddle
coring out the inside to drawing . The bosses for
should be faced , and when this is done the job
the studs may be left solid on right through, or
should be turned over and the other side similarly
made to drawing ; if made to drawing , those bosses
faced , so as to bring the width up to 34 ins. When
on the same side as the core print will require to be
taken from the lathe the feet should be trued up
loose, being secured by one brad each , which must
with a file and chisel, if necessary, and marked out
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for the holding-down bolts ; for these a 7-16ths -in .
hole should be drilled for a f -in .bolt or wood screw .
If a wood screw be used for holding down, let it be.
a coach screw . When this has been performed ,
holes should be marked out for the end frame studs,
which should be drilled and tapped for a -in .
Whitworth standard . Frame studs should be cut
from a piece of 1 tapped rod , as eight of these will
ibe wanted, and when made they should be inserted
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The ' stator iron next -- claims, our attention
( see Figs. 2 and 5 ).
This is built up of
thin plates of annealed iron , termed stamp
ings ; these should be between oʻ02 and 0 :015
in . in thickness . If the stampings are oʻQ15 in . in
thickness, then there will be 150 of them
re
quired to build up to the thickness required ;
these, plus insulation , will give us the proper thick
ness . These stampings will want to finish 8 } ins.
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Fig . 3. - PLAN OF MOTOR ,
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Fig . 2. - Cross Section , SHOWING
STATOR IRONS .

O

Fig . 4. - FRONT AND SIDE ELEVATIONS .
and the nuts put on . Holes should then be drilled
and tapped for four -in . set screws, one through
each of the facings ; these are for clamping the
stator iron when finished . Holes should now be
drilled for the terminals , which are t in . in diameter.
and their pitch is given on drawing. There are also
two small screws for holding block down, and
these will also want drilling and tapping into the
stator casing. When this has been done, the stator
casing is practically finishe 1 for th : present,

in diameter and bore out 41 ins. The slots for the
winding are k in . long by 3-16ths in . wide, and one
end of them comes up to the edge of the 41- in . hole
within about 1-32nd in ., the number of slots being
32. At the inner end of the winding slots a saw
cut should be made through from the box to the
slot, so as to permit of the winding being easily in
serted. This slot might, with advantage, be made
wider, as this would permit of the wire being in
serted jwith a much lessened risk of damaging the
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insulation , it can be widened by means of a file
after the saw cut. If a triangular file is used , it
will take off the sharp corners , both inside and
outside.
It is essential that there should be a very thin
piece ofmetal between the stator bore and the slot ;
if there is a material thickness of metal, there will be
magnetic leakage. Undoubtedly the best plan
would be to get a ring stamping, 8f ins. outside
diameter and 4 ins. inside diameter , and have the
slots then stamped in at an inside diameter of
4 9-16ths ins. ; this will allow 1-16th in . for turning
and boring out all over. The 43-in . hole will have
to be bored out accurately , as there is such a small
clearance for the rotor. No trouble should be ex
perienced in obtaining the stampings, as the stamp
ing machines used only stamp one slot at a time,
and so the dividing plate may be adjusted for any
number of slots. If there be any trouble about the
slots, an ordinary dynamo die of this size will serve
the purpose , providing that at the bottom of the
slots there is a small radius (these radii will be
found at the bottom of slots of all modern stamped
armature cores). At the end furthest from the
tore it does not matter about a radius ; and if it
can be obtained cheaply thus, the slots need not
have semicircular ends, as shown in drawing.
(State the exact requirements as given here to the
stampings manufacturer .) In building up the
stampingsbetween every plate place a disc of paper,
preferably tissue paper, for insulation. The slots
may be kept in line by small pieces of wood being
pushed through the slots of the first few discs, and
the succeeding plates and paper discs dropped over .

Fig . 5. - SECTION SHOWING LAMINATIONS .
After the core has been built up, it should be
tightly clamped up, and four holes marked out and
drilled, as per drawing ; these are for inserting the
permanent clamping bolts (Fig . 4 ),which , when the
holes have been drilled , should be inserted and (with
a large size washer under the nut heads) tightened
up . The amateur who is not afraid of a little extra
work will find it a decided advantage if hemake two
brass rings, 81 ins. outside and 6 ins. inside diam
eter, $ in . thick , and drill right through these,
the core, and the brass plate the other side ; and
after having made bolts 5-16ths in . longer than
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drawing, bolt all up together. In fact, this is the
standard method, though departed from for sim
plicity and ease of construction . When bolted up,
the core should be placed over a gas flame to burn
out the paper insulation from the hole and slots.
The whole may now be placed upon the lathe and
bored out to 41 ins. exactly parallel, and turned up
to 81 ins. diameter outside ; these holes should be
exactly concentric , as we trust to accurate turning
and boring for bringing the machine eventually
into line and truth .
When the machining is done and the core has

Back connectors

Front connectors

wift

Fig . 6. - DIAGRAM OF WINDING .

been tried into the stator casing , we must
pay attention to the winding. The arrangement
of the winding is given in diagrammatical form
in the detail (Fig . 6 ), this view showing the end'con
nection between slot and slot, and also the connec
tion of the coils from terminals and the connecting
wire between the different pole windings. The stator
is in this case wound for four poles, to keep the
speed low . The connections between pole and pole
windings must not be mistaken for the slot wind
ings. This connecting wire will be clearly seen
outside the slot windings, and if traced round, will
be clearly identified . In the windings from slot to
slot there will be more than one wire, as there is in
a dynamo armature A table of windings is given
below :
Volts
200
100
No. of conductors
1,024
2,048
No. of conductors
per slot
32
64
Wire gauge
No. 18 S.W.G. No. 22 S.W.G.
Amount of wire
170 yds.
340 y
Arrangement of
Conductors
IIX3
16x4
Weight of copper
3-5 lbs.
2.5 lbs,
Current density 2000 per sq. in . 2,800 per sq. in .
( To be continued .)
A NEW suspension ferry has recently been
inaugurated at Nantes. On each bank of the river
Loire is a tall steel tower , joined together by a kind
of railway track 165 ft . above the river. Suspended
from the car that travels along the rails is the plat
form or ferry, which carries horses , vehicles, railway
carriages, and foot passengers . Electricity is the
motive power . The cost was £ 80,000. Ships with
the tallest masts can pass beneath without trouble

A
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Passenger

Lift .

By WALTER J. RUSSELL .
'HE model illustrated in the accompanying

hours during the past winter months. It
has a wooden track 4 ft. in length with canvas ,
painted green on either side as imitation grass
banks, with } in . square iron rails, fixed with fine
screws through the centre, and filed off flush with
the line ; this makes a very strong, neat, and easy
way of fixing small rails. The top station is built
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with handrails, and folding doors form the en
trance, with grass banks all round :
The imitation brickwork was made from red
paper , carefully lined with pen and ink . The
bricks are in . by fin . ; this was a very eye-tiring
job , but it has a very good effect, though it does not
show in the photograph .
The working of this model is very simple , and
is as follows :
When the empty car arrives at the top station,
it presses against a small button valve which
immediately lets out water from the main tank
into the car tank , which , when full,weighs the other

.
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MR. W. J. RUSSELL'S WORKING MODEL PASSENGER LIFT.
ofzinc,' being a disguised tank for the water ; it has
two sliding doors, a window and a chimney pot,
through which the tank is filled . This tank holds
sufficient for ten to twelve journeys.
The cars are built of zinc, the length being 5 ins.
by 2 ins. wide, running on a gauge if ins., having
curtains, seats, glass windowpanes, & c., inside,
and sliding doors each end . Below each car is a
small tank to hold water , each car is mounted on
four small brass wheels . The bottom station is also
built of zinc, containing a pay office, turnstile, seats
and a suspended notice " Pay here " ; it is lighted
by two small paraffin lamps, made by drawing lamp
cotton through brass tube coming from the chimney
pot and ending in a tée shape over the turnstile
opposite the pay office. A few spots of oil will keep
the lamps alight for about five minutes , and they
look very much like gas lamps. A flight of steps

car, which is of course empty, in the bottom station ,
up ; when the full tank arrives at the bottom
station it meets a projecting pin , which opens
another button valve on the tank and lets the
water out into a small trough from whence it is
conducted by means of rubber gas tube to a large
tank or drain . This model could be made to run
continually if I connected the top station with a
continuous supply ofwater .
At the bottom station I have an automatic spring
brake which will only work as the cars come down,
at about 9 ins. from the station ( this brake is not
complete yet) so as to check the speed the heavy
car attains on its downward run , as, it is obvious,
the further down the track it runs the faster it
goes. The first time I tried it without the brake
with only the spring buffers, it nearly smashed the
station and the car itself.
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The whole model takes to pieces and for con
venience in packing I have made the track to
hinge in the middle . In conclusion , I may say that
thewhole model is quite original and my own work ,
only the position of the cars as they meet the
station is what I remember of the Hastings lift,
which first gave me the idea of building this
model.

How to Build a Feather - weight
Model Yacht.

By G. E. HOPCROFT.
SIMPLE plan of building a model yacht of
extreme lightness, I think , will be of use to
A
many readers of these pages. This style of
boat is not untried , for my own boat, Shark ,
built from these lines last year, headed her
class in club racing.
The first thing to obtain will be two pieces

B
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the strain of the mast with its sail is very great
indeed , and with } in . sides great care is needed ,
but I have found } in . quite thick enough when the
frames are in the right place ; as my boat has been
through several big blows, this proves that these
frames are quite strong enough .
I think if I now explain the figures, I shall better
explain the boat and her construction .
Fig . 1. – The black lines are the beams and cross
frames, the frames AA should be but fin . thick ,
but the cross beams BB should be
in ., the cross
frames about 4 in . each way . The lower part of
Fig . I shows the first stage, the two planks cut and
placed on each other with holes for wire to keep
them together to distend the hull till the wooden
blocks (dotted lines ) are all in place ; dotted lines
also show method of taking the fin right through the

B

B

B

FIG . 3.

SECTION .

ham
FIG . I.

Fig . 2 .
of picture frame backing about a foot (or less ) wide,
and 6 ft. long; this should be of } in . thick , and as
free from knots as possible. Cut the wood in the
shape of the profile ofyour boat (Fig . 1 ) ; then lay
the two pieces on each other and bore small holes
in the keel from end to end (Fig. 1 ) ; in these holes
put a small piece of wire (this is only to keep the
boat together while you distend her). Now screw
some pieces of } in . backing about i in . wide on
the inside of the boat ( Fig . 2 ), this is to make
the sides stronger for the cross beams; these should
be about in , thick and 2 ins. wide, and all used to
distend the hull.
Along the inside at the keel and along the inside
at the cutwater, pieces of wood cut to fit should be
placed ; they need not extend the whole way , but
can be placed a few inches apart. These should be
fastened with small screws, or, better still, with
black pins clinched .
The hull should have cross-frames as shown in
Fig . 3 , but even another one might be added to the
two shown with advantage. Themast beam should
be larger and stronger than the other beams, as

Fig . 4. – COMPLETE BOAT, SHOWING Sails .
boat for strength . The black line along the keel is
tape , which is best put on by means of cycle black .
First put the black on the place where the tape is
to be stuck , then about five minutes after apply
the tape (dry ), then when stuck give the tape itself
The hull at this stage
a coat of the same black .
should be given a coat of boiled oil both inside and
out.
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Fig . 2 shows the method of distending the hull ;
the number of beams used will be best judged by
the builder himself, the nature of the wood some
times needing more and sometimes less.
Fig . 3. — The sides of this boat are as shown ,
quite V - shaped , but this, on accountof the extreme
lightness, is no disadvantage , as would be the case
in a vessel of greater weight. The fin should not
be more than fin . thick, and putty must be placed
inside at the place where it enters the hull. The
bulb should be cast in a mould cut in two pieces of
wood ; its weight being about 10 lbs.
When the hull has been so far completed , the
deck must be obtained ; this, in my boat, the Shark,
consists of canvas with two coats of boiled oil.
The canvas should be fastened in the same way as
the tape was, but must have a number of black pins,
also itmust not be oiled until it is in place, then well
A
shrink it, and when dry the oil may be used .
batten must be put around the boat to hide the
place where the canvas is stuck to thehull, and also
to prevent the sharp side of the wood from rubbing
away the canvas when the vessel rubs the side of a
pond . The hull is then ready for painting.
Sail Plan . — The mast, boom , gaff, and bowsprit
should be of bamboo and need not be very thick ,
as bamboo is of great strength . The sail cloth can
be obtained at many places in London at is. per
yard . Holes may be made in bamboo with a sharp
awl. I think the sail should follow the drawing as
closely as possible.
Practical Letters from
Readers .

our

have witnessed much , and would , on no account,
disparage, dishearten , or depreciate any enquipes
after knowledge. — Yours truly,
Ariw
Newcastle .
JOHN ROBINSON.IO
The Potentiometer and Volt Box :
To The Editor Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I was very much interested in the
two articles which appeared in the M.E. for Oc
tober 15th , 1903, and February 11th , 1904, on the
Potentiometer and Volt Box respectively by Mr,
F. J. Kean . As I am thinking of making a couplė
of instruments of this kind, I should be pleased if
either you or Mr. Kean ' would give me a little
instruction with regard to the following : ( 1 ) What
alteration , besides in the gauge of wire, would be
requisite in their construction in order that the
line terminals of volt box could be connected
across, say, 220 volt mains continuous current and
readings down to i- roth volt taken on the poten
tiometer ? ( 2 ) What gauges of wires would be
suitable for the potentiometer and volt box re
spectively ? (3 ) what would be therange in amperes
that could be measured with the combination ?
(4 ) Is there not a mistake in the wiring diagram
( Fig . 19), page 375 of M.E. for October 15th, 1903,
of the connections of the half-ohm and unknown
resistance coils to the compound switch ? -Yours
S. C. F ;
truly ,
DEAR SIR , -In reply to Mr. “ S. C. F.,” I should
advise him to use No. 32 B.W.G. platinoid wire
for the volt -box. This wire has a resistance , of
about 2 ohms per foot, and will carry safely a
current of half an ampere without any appreciable
Voltmeter

ELPHI
Mains
to
Volt box

topt

Galvanometer

I

O
Switch
.P

Igat

[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
An Electric Problem .
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , -I observe three letters have ap
peared on this question , and yet the solution seems
afar off. Where underground pumps are driven
by a surface dynamo, Iwould suggest that any inter
ference with any of the largest motors, while in
motion underground, would interrupt and cause
flashes at the surface commutator ; also , any sudden
accident at the resistance end, which might stop
the pump or pumps, would produce a state of con
fusion in the voltage at the dynamo. Theory can
not determine all the mysterious happenings
relating to electric installations ; and experience
is thesurest guide and gauge to singular phenomena.
The size of flashes and their cause cannot at all
times be explained by the readings of the volt
meter and ammeters ; even the lifting of a brush
under load does not often cause a flash . Wooden
handrails are preferable to steel in all cases. “ En
quirer ” must live and learn . No man without a
full knowledge of the facts peculiar to any given
case can offer an accurate solution . There has
been , and will continue to be, cases which baffle
the amateur and expert. Great care must be
exercised by the underground men in charge to
avoid any undue resistance by interruptions of
tightened glands, or shortness of the water supply .
Failing this, there will, I guess, at times be flashes '
at the dynamo, which cannot be measured . I
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FIG . I.
heating. To find the resistance of the volt-box
wire under the given conditions
E 220
R =
= 440 ohms.
с 05
Hence 220 ft. of No. 32 D.s.c. platinoid wire will be
required . Then referring ' to Fig . 3 (page 113,
February with ) the resistance between terminal
E and F being 440 ohms, the resistance between
E and C must be 4.4 ohms (about 2' 2 ft. of wire) .
The P.D. between E and C is , therefore,
220
100 = 2'2 volts ,
which can be measured on the potentiometer .
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As regards the potentiometer wire, I should
recommend the use of the same gauge bare platinoid
wire ,selecting pieces which are, as nearly as possible ,
of the same uniform diameter . Use 120 ins. of
wire - that is , insert an extra 20 ins. of wire in
side the instrument ; join two secondary cells in
series with each other and the slide wire ,and include
in circuit an adjustable resistance ( say, a piece of
the platinoid wire ), as in Fig . 1. Adjust this re
şistance so that on making contact on the potentio
meter wire it requires 53.5 cms. to balance the
E.M.F. of the Daniel cell. Then
53.5 ins. balance 1407 volts.
.., 1 in : balances 107 = 0 :02 volts.
53'5.
... 120 ins. balance 120 x .02 = 2'4 volts. .
Hence you can easily measure your 2.2 volts at the
volt box terminals. Suppose, on trial, you get a
balance with the volt-box in at 111.3 ins. of wire,
then the
E.M.F. at potentiometer terminals of volt-box
= I11'3 X '02 = 2226 volts .
Hence E.M.F. at line terminals of volt-box
+ 2'226 X 100 X 100 = 2226 volts .
Therefore your supply voltage is 222: 6 .
As regards current measurements , if you refer to
the article in October 15th issue, you will see that
it depends on what standard resistances you have.
For instance , with a half-ohm coil and a drop of
2.4 volts on the slidewire you can measure
E_24.
C ===
= 4.8 amperes .
R 05

With reference to Fig . 19, page 375 of October
15th issue ( 1903), it is , as I have already pointed
out, a printer's error (see “ Practical Letters ” in
the May 26th issue).
Trusting this letter will furnish Mr. “ S. C. F.”
with the requisite instructions, —Yours truly,
FRANCIS J. KEAN .
Forest Gate .
Model Locomotive Competition .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , -Re the last paragraph under the
heading of The Editor's Page, May 26th issue, I
quite agree with
G. V." as to each competitor
sending particulars as to his engineering qualifica
tions ; also as to the making of his own patterns,
and the tools he has, etc.
I think you should most certainly handicap the
professional, otherwise you place him — with his
superior knowledge of tools and engineering on
the same footing as the amateur pure and simple ,
who generally has taught himself the use of engi
neering tools. - Yours faithfully,
C. R. E. POPE .
Exeter .

A SUCCESSFUL exhibition was held in the Adam
Smith Hall, Kirkcaldy, from May 4-7th , under the
auspices of the Kirkcaldy Home Arts and Industrial
Association . Amongst the many prize -winners, the
following names appear in the Model Engineering
Section :-For a working model steam hammer :
Samuel Garside, Manchester, was awarded a special
prize. Ernest Rogers, Birmingham , first prize for
à bevel -edge square . Wm . Robb, Kirkcaldy, first
prize for a Manchester dynamo. In the section for
models in motion: James Sultie , Kirkcaldy, obtained
first prize for a power loom .
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Queries and Replies .
( Atention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope . " Query
Department". No othermatters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envolope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ). Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapsé' before the Reply can be forwarded . ( 5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, The MODEL ENGINEER , 26–39, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently : -

( 12,119 ] Firing a 1- in . Scale Model Locomotive. H.S.S
(Rangoon ) writes : I am on the point of finishing a 1- in , scale
L.T. & S. Railway engine and find that when getting steam with a
couple of “ Primus " burners, their combustion is very imperfect
and clouds of pungent oily smoke co.ne out of the chimmey. Be
sides this , flames come out all round the bottom of firebox and
make the whole engine black . It takes over half an hour to get
any signs of steam ,and even with the engine working the draught is
insufficient to make the lamps burn satisfactorily. I have triei
with only one burner, but the improvement is not noticeable, and
it takes longer to get steam . The boiler is made as shown in your
articles on this engine. I am giving up this boiler in favour of a
water-tube type as shown in your current numbers . A chimney
and artificial draughtwould , no doubt, get over the difficulty whilst
raising steam but the boiler is still unsatisfactory even when run
ning. How would you get over this ?
You should use an auxiliary blower (see page 244 ofModel Loco
motive Book ) and you will not get a particle of smoke during ste m
raising . Failure of the boiler to steam when the engine is not
complete is not unusual, but when you get the smokebox air-tight
the blast pipe in the correct position, and the boiler absolutely
steam - tight, you will find it no trouble to raise and maintain , at
least, 50 or 60 lbs. of steam , and without smoke.10 Wedo not quite
understand what you mean by the sentence A chimney and
artificial draught would no doubt get over the difficulty .' If a
chimney has not been fitted , then your experiments do not in any
way indicate what will happen when the engine is finished . Loco
motive engines do not and can not work with natural draught, the
induced draught of the blower and blast pipe being at all times
necessary to promote the combustion . Model fire tube boilers .
with the flues placed horizontally , invariably require induced
draught and " artificial” draught is the " life " of the locomotive,
both real and model, Wecan recommend you to obtain the above
book , price 6s net, from this office.
( 12,089) Marine Engineer's Examinations. W. S. s
(Small Heath ) writes : Would you be so kind as to let me know
whether a person is eligible for a sitting at a Board of Trade exa nina
tion for marine engineers, providing he has served three years as
an apprentice in a gas engine shop, and who has also received a
technical education ?
No. Only those who have served some time in a marine engine
works or shipbuilding yard are qualified to go to sea in the first
place, and before you can sit for the Board of Trade examination
and obtain your and engineer's ticket you must serve a few years
at sea - we believe either two or three .
( 12,092 ] Driving a 31 -in . Lathe. H. C. D. (Felsted
writes : I should bemuch obliged if you would kindly let meknow
where I can obtain castings of a petrol motor required to drive
one of Drummond Bros. new design 3 ! -in . centres self-acting
lathes. Could I use an air-cooled motor since water supply is not
good ? What horse-power would be necessary ? The size of the
castings to be turned does notmake any difference as I have the
use of several large lathes.
Any of our advertisers advertising motor castings could supply
h.-p. motor would be ample . Air-cooled would be
you . A
useless for a stationary engine unless you made a fan to drive a
currentofcool air against it.
(12,095) Battery for Small Motor. E.W.M. (Teignmouth )
writes : I wish to make a battery suitable forworking a smallmotor
or a coil, electric chimes , or electric railway. Will you please
inform mehow to make a battery suitable for the above, one that
does not require to have the zincs taken out when not in use,
because very often I wish to use either for a short while and then
stop for, perhaps, half an hour or an hour and do not wish to take
out the zincs every time.
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A Daniell battery could be used . Please see our handbook
“ Electric Batteries " for detailed information . A bichromate cell
would be more suitable, and it is not a very tiresome job to lift
or wind the zincs outwhen battery is not in use.
( 10,955] Converting Gas Engine to Petro). T. M. (New
Miller, Dam ) writes : I have a small gas engine and I want it to
work with petrol. The engine is r- in . bore and 2- in . stroke. I
have made a carburettor like that in The MODEL ENGINEER ,
October ist, 1902. The engine will not suck the vapour from the
carburettor. It has three valves , and there is only the inlet valve
thathas a spring. What kind of valves should I use, and where
can they be had ? Should the carburettor be heated.?
Provided all your valves open and close at the correct time, and
that all are a good fit on their seats (i.6., do not leak ), and provided
also the piston is a sufficiently good fit in cylinder to tend to create
a partial vacuum when moved forward, all you need do is to adjust
the spring on the air valve, or cut down supply of air by means
of a cock on the air supply ipe to engine until the suction is
sufficientto drawin a qu intity of the petrol vapour into the cylinder
on the charging or suction stroke of engine. In cold weather you
might heat the carburettor slightly by surrounding it with some
hot water, but on no account use a flame of any description. In
warm weather this is not necessary.
[9,081) Standard Screw Thread for Model Work . J. B.
W. (Great Harwood) writes : Will you kindly answer the following
questions :-(1) Which is thebest standard screw thread for model
work ? (2 ) Which is the best book on dynamos, accumulators ,
and batteries, giving full descriptions how to connect to lamps,
etc. ? (3) Where could I obtain castings, & c., of a perfect model
of a horizontal engine of the compound tandem or other good
type about th..p . ? (4 ) Which is the best type of boiler most
suitable for above, horizontal or vertical ?
(1) The British Association Standard Screw -thread is the best
for model work. (2) “ TheABC of Dynamo Design ," price is.,
postage 2d. ; “ Small Dynamos and Motors," price 6d., postage id . ;
Small Accumulators : How Made and Used ," price 6d ., postage
id ., all obtained at this office. Write for list of technical books.
Obtain our new book on “ Electric Lighting," which is now ready,
price 6d . (3 ) There are none on the market at present. Stuart
Turner, Henley-on- Thames, can supply you with castings that
would suit your requirements. (4) Your last query is far too
vague to admit of a definite reply .
( 10,862) Model Locomotive Querles. P. R. (Leeds) writes :
I am about to construct a model locomotive (scale it-in . to the
foot) and should feel greatly obliged if you would enlighten me on
a few points re the boiler. The diameter of barrel will be 61 ins.
inside ; length between tube plates, 167 ins. ; size of fire-grate,
To ins. by 5 ins. How many tubes, and of what diameter aid
thickness wou d give the best steaming results with a coal or
charcoal fire ? I was thinking of using 1-in. or f-in . copper or
brass tubes. Would either of these do, and which would be the
more suitable metal to use ? Lastly, would this boiler drive a
pair of 2t-in . by 37-in . stroke cylinders (representing 18 ins. by
26 ins. cylinders in prototype) with a working pressure of 90 or
too lbs., or would it be advisable to reduce them to 2 ins. ?
The boiler might be 7 ins. diameter with advantage. The
length is all right, but must, of course, suit other circumstances
in the design . Flue tubes should be f to i in . diameter Send us
a drawing of the boil er if you wish us to give you best arrange
ment. Probable number twenty- four to eighteen according to
size of tubes, and to the shape of tube p'ate. Brass or copper
may be used ; there is little to choose. No ; cylinders should not
be larger than it ins, by 3 ins. or if ins. by 3tas., otherwise the
pressure will drop to much below the working pressure when the
engine is running . You can get all the information required ,
together with drawings , in our new book, " TheModel Locomotive
Its Design and Construction ," by H. Greenly, price 6s. nett 65.4d.
post free, from our Book Department. The book contains a draw .
ing for cylinders for a 1t-in . scale locomotive
(12,033) Exciting Fluid for Small Dry Cells. W.C. (West
Didsbury) writes : What solution is used to excite the small bat.
teries used with pocket electric light sets - cigar case form ? The
cell is of zinc, with rod of carbon separated by sawdust. If only
solution ofsal-ammoniac, itwould not last so long as it does .
The exciting fluid is practically a solution of sal-ammoniac ,
You will find full par.
which saturates the sawdust mixture.
ticulars of the ingredients used in making a dry cell on page 51 of
MODEL ENGINEER Handbook No. 5, " Electric Batteries : How to
Make and Use Them ."
(12,074) Peculiar Behaviour of a Small Electric Motor.
C. S. (Streatham ) writes : I have constructed a motor similar to
the one described by “ F. M. W." in the second volume of the
M.E., with this difference, that the field-magnet is an electro.
magnet put in series with the armature, and the commutator of
the disc type. I should be glad for an explanation of the following
phenomenon : When running at a fair speed , with two bichromate
cells in series, if I blow hard on the commutator, the speed increases
and remains so for about half a minute, when it returns to the
formal. There is always a certain amount of sparking at the
brushes . What is the reason for the increased speed ?
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Probably the spark is more quickly extinguished and the current
dies out sooner whilst the coils are on the dead points than under
normal circumstances ; when the circuit of an electro -magnet is
broken the current tends to continue by reason of electro-magnetic
inertia o : self- induction , this would have a retarding effect in such
a motor, as it would mean that the poles of the rotating magnet
would remain of the wrong siga whilst passing over the dead points,
whereas by depriving them of their magnetism , they pass freely
over the dead point;, and readily take up the new siga as the
current enters in the reverse direction .

The News of the Trade.
( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools , apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers. )
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
A Small Motor for Amateurs.
Many amateurs interested in electricity who are not in possession
of the more expensive tools required in the making of small elec
trical apparatus will welcome the Universal Electric Supply Com
pany's latest production. It comprises, for the very small sum of
2s., all the parts, finished and ready for putting together .of a small
single- coil motor with a Siemen's armature. Themodel,it is statei,
when 'made up, works well with one dry cell, and from the sampls
we have received we can recommend this motor to all
who are
unable to undertake the building of a motor from castings in the
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THE PARTS OF THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY
Co.'s “ MARVEL " MOTOR .

ordinary way. All the difficult portions are sent out finished , viz.
the winding of the field coil, and the fitting of the commutator and
armature to the spindle. The accompanying illustration shows
the component parts (1) armature, spindl
e and commutator ;
(2 ) brass bearings ; ( 3) wire for armature ; (4 ) field -magnets ; (5 )
field -coil ; (6) brushes ; (7 ) terminals ; (8 ) polished baseboard . The
address of the Universal Electric Supply Company is
Brook
Street, Chorlton -on -Medlock , Manchester .
* Electro - Plating for Amateurs.
Electro-plating has, perhaps, received a smaller amount of atten
tion by the readers of our journal, owing to the fact that it has in
the past been difficult to obtain the necessary materials. There
fore the set for the nominal sum of 5s. (carriage extra ), which
Mr. J. Powell, an electro-plater of many years' experience, is
now supplying, may be heartily recommended to any of our readers
taking a practical interest in electro-plating. We have received
and tried a sample set, and were very well pleased with results
obtained by its use. The set comprises separate copper and silver
baths, electric battery elements and solution , wire, pure copper
and silver anodes, suspending rods, and preparing powder.
The virulent poisons used in electro-plating on a larger scale are
omitted. Mr. Powell, whose address is rra , Hatton Yard, Hatton
Garden , E.C., is open to supply , we understand, materials for
gold and nickel plating. All enquiries should be accompanied by
a stamp for reply .
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The Editor's Page.
OME few weeks ago we paid a very interesting
visit to the workshop of a well-known model
maker in South London, for the purpose of
viewing a working model of what appears to be a
successful attempt to solve the problem of flight.
The inventor of the machine, Mr, Hugh Bastin ,
has to our knowledge been working assiduously for
many years towards the production of a really
scientific flying machine, and has, for the benefit
of our readers, penned a few notes on the subject of
his experiments. As for the present Mr. Bastin is
not divulging the details of operating and governing
mechanism of the model,we are unable to publish a
description of the internal arrangements ; how
ever, the action of the bird's wing is clearly
demonstrated by his article. Themodel, which is
illustrated on page 565 of this issue , was put in
motion and proved itself to be an actual flying
machine in that the heavy metal bodywas, without
great effort, immediately it was let go, lifted from
its support in the manner in which a bird rises
from the ground , and travelled in mid -air . We
understand that Mr. Bastin is awaiting the time
when he will be able to build a larger machine, and
he is confident that the system he has adopted is
the only practicable one. We wish him every
success in his labours.
*
*

S

With regard to the discussion upon the conditions
of the forthcoming MODEL ENGINEER locomo
tive competition we are inserting further letters on
this subject in our “ Practical Letters " columns,
and we shall be glad to hear from any readers who
think that the preliminary conditions published in
our issue of January 7th are capable of improve
ment, at an early date.

R. C. TAYLOR (Dublin ): - We shall be glad if Mr.
Taylor will let us have his full address.
T. J. J. K. (Delft, Holland ).--We regret we cannot
give you fully dimensioned sketches such as you
ask for, but advise you to refer to a recent query
reply on this subject. We do not know that the
parts of the magneto igniter can be obtained at
all ; they can be purchased ready -made from any
motor cycle or motor car agency, however.
J. W. F. (Barrow -in - Furness).– We would suggest
that you send your query to the offices of Work ,
La Belle Sauvage , Ludgate Hill, London , E.C.
J. A , H. (Kingsbury ).— The earliest volumes are
out of print and are much sought after .
Vol.
IV , which can be obtained from this office,
price 3s. iod . post free, contains much model
locomotive matter, including the “ Dunalastair
articles..
C. R. E. P. (Exeter).— Many thanks for your
letter ; it will be inserted in our next issue.

Notices ,
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only ,and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
rentuneration is'expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent pos: free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postał
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review ,to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26—29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court; Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Ean ida, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries -hould be addressed .

Answers to Correspondents.

Contents .

C. W. (Oswestry ).— If the time agreed upon was
three years then you may go out as journeyman ,
your wages, of course, depending upon the dis
trict you go to and whether you are a union or
non -union man . Seagoing engineers generally
serve five years before going to sea , though in
somecases only three or four. Their examinations
come on after they have been to sea some con
siderable time.
“ YORKSHIRE ” (Hebden Bridge).— Please refer to
our Handbook , Small Dynamos and Motors,"
7d . post free from this office .
C. R. L. (Dublin ).— We do not know of one. Pro
bably the Yachtsman , 143, Strand , London ,
could advise you .
N. F. V. (South India ).— We have not heard of one
having been made, and should say it is a matter
fo experiment.
W. J. W. (Bishopshill).- Write to the Secretary
of the Society of Model Engineers.

( The asterisk (* ) denotes that this subjectis illustrated. ]
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will do if economy has to be considered — 1 ft. of
bright f - in . mild steel and 6 or 8 ins. of -in . brass
rod and four castings for pulleys, which can be got
By F. R. N. CURLE .
from a metal merchant, 4 ins. diameter with 4 -in .
PROPOSE in the following article to give a
groove ; a fairly big pulley does not require
description of an overhead gear suitable for
to run so fast, and is not so likely to slip the cord .
Cut the z -in . rod into four 21-in . lengths, screw one
driving the various milling and drilling attach
end for i in ., turn brass collars & in . wide by fin .
ments which have lately appeared in THE MODEL
to screw .: on these, also
As will be
ENGINEER .
standard nuts. Take the
seen from the photograph ,
pulleys, chuck them true,
it is of very simple con
face sides and beds, then
struction , and involves no
set. Place the slide rest
pattern making. It con
in a position to bore
sists essentially of two
a slight taper, increasing
parts — the stand and the
inwards, bore each pulley ,
bar carrying the pulleys.
leaving the hole at the
The stand is not required ,
front f- in . diameter ; then
if a suitable support can
turn up a taper mandrel
be found for the bar .
We will take the stand
with a nut, and finish the
edge of each pulley true
first. This is composed of
and semicircular. Next
t- in . steam piping. The
take
the brass rod , and
sides should not be less
with the same setting of
than 7 ft ., and the top
the rest turn a taper bush
should be long enough to
clear the ends of lathe ;
to project 3-16ths through
the
hole in one of the
can be got cut
the piping
and
screwed .
The sides
pulleys ; part this off
about 1 in . long , heat the
are joined to the top by
elbows, and at the bot .
pulley slightly , and drive
in the bush ; on the pul
tom have flanges which
ley cooling, it will be
are fixed to wooden beams
firmly held . When all the
by four screw nails ; the
bushes have been fitted ,
ends of the pipe project
chuck the pulleys again ,
about I in . beyond the
and bore each out with a
flange into a i -in . hole
bored in the beam . The
-in . twist drill. The best
wooden beams are each
way to ensure accuracy
is to put a 4 - in . drill
2 ft . 6 ins. by 4 ins. by
through the bush , then
3 ins., and have strips
take a small inside turning
1 in . thick at the end , to
A USEFUL OVERHEAD GEAR FOR THE LATHE .
The
tool, and true up the
prevent rocking .
hole ; then finish with a
stand will be improved by
standard drill, turn up each end of bush , leaving
a brace fixed across one corner, as shown , and lock
them about i in . long ; fit them on the spindles and
nuts can be used where needed. This completes
secure them with a collar and split pin through
the stand, which is quite independent of the lathe,
collar and rod . If they do not revolve freely , the
and can be moved about as desired .
For the working part we require to get some
rod can be smoothed with a file or emery . The
forgings will require holes bored in them , as shown ,
4 -in , by 4 - in . flat iron , bent as shown ; we also need
fin . in diameter , and the four marked A , to which
about 2 ft. 6 ins. of k- in . mild steel rod - iron rod
An Overhead Gear for the Lathe .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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the wheels are bolted , have set screws fitted . The
other forgings are for suspending the bar from the
stand ( B fits over the stand ; D fits over the rod ,
and C connects them ), and are adjustable . Use
5-16ths-in . bolts and nuts, so that this part may
have plenty of play. Four collars are needed of
k-in . bore. Two of them fix the forging marked D ,
and two of them are at the end to adjust the position

25. ; forgings, is . 9d.; - in . steel rod , 3d.; brass
rod, 9d .; and chain , is.-- 75 . 9d . Total, £ i is . 5d .
These prices are very full.
The cord can come either from the driving wheel
of the lathe or from the mandrel, if the lathe has
back gear. I find 3-16ths cord , spliced, quite satis
factory .
The photograph is taken from an overhead ,
which I have just completed exactly as described ,
and which I find quite satisfactory .
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The Society of Model Engineers .
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a dear nine days before its actual
date of publication .]
London .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS. — Saturday, June 25th ,
Launch trip , leaving Richmond at 2 p.m. Wed
nesday, July 13th , Visit to Portsmouth Dockyard .
Return tickets at reduced rate of 7s . 8d ., train
leaving Waterloo at 9.10 a.m. The Secretary will
be obliged if members intending to join the party
will give him early intimation to that effect. HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S.E.

yft

To clear ends of lothe

LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE TRANSVAAL . — The Vul
can Foundry, Ltd., of Newton -le -Willows, are now
delivering a number of locomotives, which , for size,
power , and weight, are stated to be quite excep
tional for the 3ft. 6in . gauge — the South African
standard . These engines are being built for the
Central South African Railways system , and are

Wood
beam
1
FIG . I.

o.

ng

dej

adi

txa irony
of the weight ; these can easily be
turned out of 1 - in . iron rod ; they
4o
The weight D
require set- screws.
should be 7 or 8 lbs., and hangs by
a chain - a bit of stout dog chain
HT
is excellent . A strong key ring fits
over the bar, and another length of
Y"
chain hangs over the stand to act
iron
as a safety chain if anything goes
wrong with the cord , preventing C
ОООО
the weight falling far.
00
The point of suspension must be
near the left -hand pair of pulleys.
Ax2
screws
with
set
at A ond 2 at B
iron
The forgings marked A should be
*x*i
examined after the set-screws are
3"
xtiron
fitted, to see that the pulleys are
parallel with the rod ; if not, a little
filing will make them right. The
A
River or screw
pulleys work on the outside. The
B
,
hole
.
-in
f
the
pin is put through
and is tightened up by the nut.
FIG . 2.
This overhead will do all faceplate
of
the
wellknown " Pacific " type. The engines
work, ornamental turning, wheel-cutting, & c., and
exert a tractive force of 26,602 lbs., and weigh
will cut a keyway about i ft. long with one setting ;
60 tons 7 cwts., whilst the tender , which runs on
by moving the wheels, more can be done. When
eight wheels , carries no less than 4,000 gallons of
setting the wheels, see that the cords run straight
water and 10 tons of coal, and weighs an additional
on to them .
48 tons 184 cwts ., so that the engines in working
The cost will be, roughly :
order have an aggregate weight of 109 tons 64
For stand : wood, is. 60. ; 19 ft, of pipe, 8s.;
cwts., this being quite unusual for the smaller
two elbows, IS. 8d . ; two flanges, is, 6d . ; and four
South African gauge of 3 ft . 6 ins., as against the
lock nuts, js. — 138 . 8d .
British 4 ft. 84-in . gauge.
Working part : -in . steel rod , 2s.; four pulleys,
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By HENRY GREENLY .
(Continued from page 533. )

to within about #in . of an inch of the top, the filler
is then screwed down and the spirit supply cock
opened. When this is accomplished, the fuel will
run down into the lamp drum , and to take its place
the air will find its way through the drum and up

XIII. - BUNKER SPIRIT LAMP, ETC.
HE bunker of the model is arranged , on the
supply , and it is advisable that this portion
of the model shall be quite separate from the foot
plate, and affixed to the latter by four screws, one
in each corner, driven from below into the angle
brass attached to the bottom of the side plate on
the left -hand side and into the bottom of the spirit
tank on the right hand .
The main spirit tank must be provided with a
filler — those supplied for " Primus " oil stoves being
the best to use , being quite airtight when screwed
down. From the top of the tank an t -in . outside
diameter pipe should be led down - as shown in
the accompanying Fig . 62 and the back view of
the model given in the issue of March 31st, emerg
ing near the bottom of the tank just in front of the
supply cock , as shown in the coloured plate. This
pipe must be again bent at right angles, and should
extend at least it ins. below footplate level, the
exact distance being a matter for subsequent ex
periment.
The spirit supply cock should be provided with
bent nose , and may have a length of f-in . pipe
attached to it. This pipe is not essential so long as
the nose of the bib cock can be arranged to project
well into the vertical supply tube attached to the
top of the spirit lamp drum under the footplate,
For convenience in actuating the spirit cock , an
B
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FIG . 62. - SECTION AND Plan OF BACK BUNKER .
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FIG . 63. - SPIRIT LAMP.

extension piece may be fitted to the plug, in place
of the ordinary handle, as shown in the coloured
plate, this portion being supported by an angle
bracket- soldered to the main supply tank of the
bunker .
The action of the fuel apparatus is as follows :
Having filled the spirit tank ( the cock being closed )

the air pipe into the top of the
main spirit tank. To allow of
this the pipes must be very
IT
slack in the vertical tubes from
the lamp drum . As soon as the
spirit reaches the level of the air
pipe and closes the end , the
passage of the air to the main
tank will be stopped, and fol
lowing this, the spirit will cease
When the lamp has
to flow .
consumed the spirit and the
level in the auxiliary tank falls
below level of the end of the
air pipe, the flow of spirit will
recommence and continue until
the air pipe is again covered .
no
The exact length of the air
pipe is a matter for experiment.
It should be made of the maxi.
mum length to commence with ,
and be cut down afterwards, if
such a course is found necessary .
Fig. 63.herewith is a detail of the spirit lamp.
The drum should be made of a piece of tube i ins.
diameter and 2 ins. in length . The vertical tubes
should be soldered in to suit the position of the nose
of the bib cock .
The supply -tubes are best silver soldered to the
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wick tubes. The former should be made of 3-16ths
in . brass tube (not larger in any case ), and , after
the -in , wick tubes have been drilled, they should
be nicked with a file at each wick tube, to allow of
the spirit to flow to the latter , as shown in the plan
view of the detail drawing . They may then be
silver-soldered to the wick tubes, and the latter
afterwards plugged with discs of 1-16th - in . brass,
ordinary tinman's solder being used .
The forward ends of the supply -tubes should be
plugged , and just behind the rear pair of wicks a
washer should be soldered on to each tube. These
will act as
drips," and prevent lighted spirit
running along the pipes to a position under the
lamp drum , thereby lessening the risk of a con
13 "
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Fig . 64. - CROSSHEAD .
flagration should the wicks overflow . Asbestos
should be used for the wicks, as this material does
not burn away .
To strengthen the lamp, two pieces of 3-16ths in .
by 3-32nd strip brass may be soldered from tube
to tube, as shown ; and to support the lamp the
tubes should be arranged to hang from the throat
plate of the boiler in a sling formed of strip -metal
or wire, as depicted in the coloured plate. The
drum should have two blocks soldered on to the
back , as shown in the detail. These must be drilled
and tapped for the side chain eyes on the rear
buffer beam which support the drum .
Finding that a separate drawing of crosshead has
been omitted in the previous articles , the writer
includes a full - size detail herewith . Complete
dimensions are given , and except that thematerial
used for this portion is gunmetal, no further des
cription is necessary. The hole for the little end
bolt (gudgeon pin ) should be tapped in one cheek
of the crosshead (the outer one), so that the nut
forms a lock nut for the bolt.
( To be concluded.)
For the Bookshelf .
(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
HANDY ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY (a practical hand
book of reference containing definitions of
every used electrical term or phrase .) By .
W. L. Weber, M.E. Chicago : Frederick
J. Drake & Co. Price (cloth ) is. (in leather )
is. 9d . ; postage id .
This little book should be useful to anybody
who may require to ascertain the meaning of the
terms used in electrical engineering. The very
wide range of electrical work and the rapid progress
of the industry cause many new definitions, so that
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it may almost be said that electricity has a language
of its own . The title should be “ A Handy Elec
trical Pocket Dictionary," as the size is only 6 ins.
by 24 ins. by in . thick . The author might, with
advantage, simplify some of the definitions, while
that given for the word “ hydrometer ," on page 81,
is absolutely incorrect. However, the book can be
recommended as a really useful work , a good
feature of which is the section giving illustrations
of conventional diagrams used to indicate the
various electrical appliances and circuits.
THE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE : ITS DESIGN AND CON
STRUCTION. By Henry Greenly. London :
Percival Marshall & Co. Price 6s, net ; 6s. 4d .
post free .
In this book an attempt has been made for the
first time to treat the subject ofmodel locomotive
designing in a scientific manner . The engineering
critic will most probably say off-handedly that it
is absurd to speak of design in connection with
model locomotives , it being only a question of
scale reduction . Most readers of the MODEL
ENGINEER are, however, aware that if the object
in view is a workable model , modifications in various
directions have to be made. Passing the inter
esting preliminary note by Mr. W. J. Tennant,
A.M.I.M.E., the first chapter is mainly introductory
in character , and contains a diagram , giving sizes
and approximate weights of model locomotives
from fin up to 2 -in , scale, data of which use is
made later on . The vexed question of gauges is
also discussed . Chapter II is devoted to loco
motive types, the relative advantages of the
variations being fully pointed out.
With Chapter III commences the subject of
design . In this chapter the reader is shown how
to calculate the theoretical tractive force of a
locomotive with any given combination of driving
wheels, cylinders, and steam pressure; and rules
are laid down for the best size of cylinder, and the
most suitable steam pressure to adopt for a given
scale. The reason for the increased initial con
densation of steam in cylinders of model size is
explained conclusively, and in an interesting man
ner by means of a diagram , and the steps necessary
to reduce the losses under this head are enumerated
and their relative advantages discussed .
The author is severe on compounding , holding
that any advantage gained by the increased ex
pansion is lost in the extra friction of and by the
complication of extra parts introduced. In this
he seems to the writer to be quite correct, and
although compound locomotives have been built
and worked , no experiments have yet been brought
forward to show that such locomotives are more
economical than a well-designed simple engine.
Such experiments, to be conclusive, would require
to be carried out by men trained to delicate ex
perimental work , qualifications which (with all
due deference to the enthusiastic and ingenious
builders of compound locomotives) are not pos
sessed by the amateur, or even the professional
modelmaker .
Chapter IV deals with the design of locomotive
boilers, both water and fire-tube, and is a very
complete treatment of the subject. The require
ments as to strength , disposition of tubes, and
amount of heating surface are pointed out, and
definite rules, as guides to design , are laid down .
The important question of blast nozzle and chimney
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proportions is very fully discussed , and the necessity
for an efficient blast explained .
Chapter V is taken up with the construction of
frames, bogies, trucks, and radial axle-boxes ,
buffers, & c ., and is full of illustrations of alternative
suggestions, among which an improved form of
radial axle box may be mentioned .
Chapter VI treats of wheels, axles, and bearing
spring arrangements, various methods of manu
facture of cranked axes being given . The next
chapter is on cylinders and valves, and is also not
able for its suggestions.
The whole of Chapter VIII is devoted to valve
gearing and the action of the D slide-valve, with
the various relations of lap, lead, and angular ad
vance, the pons asinorum of the budding (and often
the full-blossomed) engineer, are fully explained
by copious diagrams. A few well-known valve
gears are illustrated and the methods of setting
them out given ; but the writer thinks that one or
two “ point path ” diagrams of the Stephenson ,
Walschaert, and Joy gears would have enabled the
reader to understand their action much better.
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and the word “ multiply " should be substituted
for “ divide " in lines 4 and 5 on page 63.-H.
H. HARRISON .

Workshop Notes and Notions.

[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord .
ing to merit.
AR matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP . ! on the envelope.]
A Simple Chuck for the Lathe.
By
Cross Keys."
I send herewith rough sketches of a very simple
lathe chuck , which can be made by almost anyone,
and in any size to suit the owner's lathe. The
material is wood - any hard wood , such as beech
or oak, is suitable -- and the drawings are, I think ,
almost self-explanatory, though, of course, not to
scale . The points to note are, that the wood must
be planed up truly square and parallel, the holes
carefully bored through at right angles to the faces,
and the wing nuts an easy fit on their bolts. The
bolts securing the wood blocks to faceplate are
fitted with ordinary square or hexagon nuts, and
having a small square under the head , the nuts can
be tightened without trouble.
Hardwood
sliding jows

НО
VDU

Jaws for square
wood furning
A SIMPLE CHUCK FOR THE LATHE.
Chapter IX is on the subject of motion details ,
and is very complete. Following on this we have
boiler construction , numerous designs and ser
viceable hints being given . The succeeding chap
ters deal with boiler and tender fittings, and are
fully illustrated and replete with ingenious designs.
An appendix of twenty -two pages, with nine folding
plates, gives various designs for model locomotives,
principally by the author ; and the appendix alone
may be said to be worth the cost of the book .
Speaking of the book generally, the get-up, the
printing, paper , and the illustrations (of which
there are 370 , and the aforesaid folding plates,
many being photos of parts actually constructed ) ,
are matters for congratulations to both author and
publisher ; and on this account alone the book
would be pleasing on any engineer's (model or
otherwise ) bookshelf.
Although dealing exclusively with model loco
motive work, it may be read with both pleasure
and profit by those interested in other branches of
model engineering, and having regard to the
author's known successful experience as a model
loco. designer , it may be accepted as a thoroughly
reliable guide to the fascinating subject of model
locomotive construction . The scale of diagram
Fig. 9 , p . 21) should be 5-32nds in , and not fin . ,

The chuck can be used for a variety of pur.
poses - for instance, cleaning up the valve-chest
faces on model engine cylinders, facing the valve
chest itself, cleaning up feet of bearing blocks,
facing steam blocks of oscillating cylinders, and
for various jobs requiring flat and otherwise
" must-be-planed - or- filed ” surfaces.
The perspective sketch shows a “ half-brass
of a t-horse oil engine being held whilst the joint
tace is turned true, instead of being filed . The
writer was thus enabled to face the four halves for
main bearings, and also the two halves of con
necting -rod big end , in less time than would be
taken in filing a single pair . The half brasses were
then ready, without being touched with file or
scraper , to be soldered together for boring to size
and finishing .
By fixing one-half of the chuck to faceplate, it
can be used as a
square-hole " for wood - turning
( a V -piece being cut out of each jaw ) for repetition
work .
Other uses will suggest themselves to the turner
in wood or metal, and the maker will never regret
the small expenditure of time and money involved
in its construction . It will
clear from the dr
ings that “ out-of-centre ” work of various kinds
may be dealt with .
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Scale Model Printing

Press .

three silver and three bronze medals and certificates
being awarded to their machines for general ex
cellence in design and workmanship.

Electrical Ignition for Automobile Engines

1

recent Printing Trades Exhibition , held in
the Agricultural Hall, Islington , London ,
was a fine scale model of a large cylinder printing
press. By the courtesy of the well-known firm of
Messrs. Hunters, Ltd., who exhibited it, and a
number of full- size presses, we have been able to
photograph the model, several views of which we
reproduce herewith .
The model, which was shown in motion at the
Exhibition , is built to a scale of 1-10 full size, and
is wonderfully complete in every respect. It is, we
understand , quite capable of doing actual printing.
The prototypes are fine machines manufactured
at Wurtzburg , in Germany, and are notable for
the sun -and -planet motion actuating the bed . The
founder of the firm of Koenig & Baur, Fredk .
Koenig , was the inven :or of the cyliader printing
press and first used the abuve referred to motion
in 1840. However, this did not prevent an enter
prising American patenting the movement in this
The chief
country about forty years later.
feature of the motion in actual practice is its sweet
working and absolute silence and although the
system has not yet found favour with British
printers aine tenths of the machines manufactured
for the Cor.tunen ' aro vui!: upon this principle.
To give an idea of the attention the model
attracted at the Exhibition , wemay mention that a
purchaser of one of the large machines insisted , as
part of the bargain , that he should have the model
aiso , and , at the sam- time, the Board of Edncation
asked for the loan of the model for the Sou.h Ken
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T is necessarily a matter of interest to the elec
trical world , as well as in automobile circles ,
that Sir O. Lodge is taking up the subject of

A VIEW OF THE MODEL PRESS, SHOWING SUN
AND PLANET MOTION .

ignition for explosion en
gines. He has seen that
one of the great advan
tages of adopting a spark
of very high frequency is
that such a spark does not
follow Ohm's law ,does not
prefer the path of least
resistance, but does fol
low the path of least
self-induction , i.e., the
straightest course. As the
the
distance between
spark plug points can al
ways be made shorter
than any leakage patb
over the porcelain in the
cylinder, he secures that
no matter how sooty the
porcelain leakage path
the discharge will always
take place through the
explosive gas . He has
recently given a popular
proof of this effect by
A SCALE MODEL CYLINDER PRINTING Press.
immersing a spark plug
sington Museum . Being disappomied in this, the
in water, and under water obtaining the dis
authorities are negotiating for the supply of a fac
charge in the desired position . He has not
perhaps realised to the full the difficulties of
simile ,
The work on the model is very good indeed, the
automobile ignition , but if he has, and has
iron castings employed being exceptionally light,
mastered them , nothing could be more welcome
clean , and smooth . The bright brass parts are
than this invention . His method is to close
the secondary of his coil through a small spark
plated, giving the model an excellent finish .
gap , and shunt that spark gap by a couple of
Messrs. Hunters ' exhibits received high honours,
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small condensers, obtaining a B spark , which ,
being of an oscillating character, is suitable for
use inside the cylinder . The difficulty, which we
hope he hasmastered , is the difficulty of persuading
this B spark to recur with the very great fre
quency required in motor-car engines, and at the
precise time necessitated for obtaining the maxi
mum power . The ordinary high -tension coil has
been fitted with so -called high - speed trembler
blades, ofwhich there are a multiplicity of designs,
many of which can , in the hands of a pertinacious
user , bemade to work satisfactorily , but almost all
of which are liable to be altered in adjustment by
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one . But it is hoped that its production will be
accompanied not by an assertion , but by a proof
that the spark occurs always at precisely the same
interval of time after the primary circuit has been
closed by the cam or other contact device on the
engine.
PLATING ON ALUMINIUM . – Attempts to plate
upon aluminium have been mostly unsatisfactory .
The difficulty is attributed to an invisible film of
oxide forming on thatmetal, and in a new process ,
C. F. Burgess and Carl Hambuechen seek to dis
solve this film by adding to the bath a little sodium

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SCALE MODEL PRINTING PRESS EXHIBITED AT THE AGRICULTURAL HALL .
minute wear of the platinum points . The rate of
development of the auto - industry is such that there
has not been much time for the slow and accurately .
Secondary
of Coil

MW
-A . shark
ELECTRICAL
Condensers

IGNITION
DIAGRAM .

B.spark

working physicist to investigate the claims made
by the inventors of new devices, and it is with great
pleasure that we see a physicist himself producing

or ammonium fluoride, or free hydrofluoric acid .
As they find zinc most adhesive to aluminium ,
they first deposit a thin zinc coating. On this
other metals, such as copper and silver, may be
deposited by the usual electrolytic methods, but
if gold plate is required , a film copper must first
be deposited , as the gold sinks into the zinc and
disappears in a few weeks.
OVERHEAD ELECTRIC OMNIBUSES WITHOUTRAILS.
-In several German towns electric omnibuses are
in use which derive their power from an overhead
track and yet do not run on rails .
INVENTORS will rejoice to know that from next
January the Patent Office proposes to render them
some service in return for the high fees which it
exacts . Under the Act of 1902 the Department
actually intends to inform applicants for patents
whether their inventions have been wholly or partly
forestalled . In the United States this has long
been recognised as the primary duty of a Patent
Office. Our easy -going Department has left rival
inventors and patentees to settle such matters for
themselves by costly lawsuits.

A
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Design for a
Phase Slow
Motor .

14 h.-p. Single
Speed Induction

By Chas. E. SAVAGE .
(Continued from page 570 ).
FTER the winding has been done and the coils
( Fig . 8 ) should be made to drawing . This
is fastened to the stator casing by two screws, the
terminals screwing through the block so as to permit
of the connecting wires being soldered on . After
mounting the stator core in the casing and securing
it longitudinally central by the clamping screws,
the terminal block should be fastened on and the
25

5

ML14484

K
* whit 20 threads
per in .

Rotor. – The rotor, or, as previously mentioned ,
the revolving part, will now claim our attention .
The one thing which becomes apparently noticeable
is the small difference in diameter which exists be
tween the rotor external diameter and the stator
internal diameter - viz ., Oʻ02 in ., or 1-1ooth all
round the rotor (see Figs . 12 and 12a ).
Commencing the description with the shaft, as
the rotor iron is to be built upon it, we see, accord
ing to Fig . 12 , that it has an overall length of
11 ins., and is of mild steel. Its greatest diameter
is 3 in ., and this is where it passes through the rotor
iron . Near to each end of the rotor iron a screw
thread should be cut for the nuts that tighten up
the rotor iron ; these screwed portions are chased
to 14 threads per inch . Beyond the screw threads
at each end it is turned down to i in . for a length
of } in ., and is V - grooved to act as oil- throwing

Oil throwing rings

12

GP Holes

Tapped for
14 Threads
per inch

8

Thickness o
t Screw

Fig . 13

31
FIG . 12.- ROTOR .

FIG . 13A.

FIG . 10 .

FIG . 8 .

FIG . 12A. - END
View OF MOTOR .

Fig . 19. - TERMINAL
COVERING Box .
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Fig . 9 .

FIG . 7 .

wires connected up ,making sure that the terminals
do not catch the iron ; but for safety's sake wrap
the end of terminal and soldered joint with cotton ,
well varnished , when fixed .
Before leaving the stator, mention should be
made of the covering for the block shown in
Fig . 19. This is a boxmade ofmahogany to fit over
the terminal block ,having twoholes in for the leadsto
come through . If possible, it should be put together
without any metal present anywhere in it, and after
being finished it should have a good coat ofvarnish .
The object of this box has been undoubtedly fore
seen , but we will just mention its utility . It is put
on to prevent anything from short- circuiting the
motor terminals, and also to prevent the amateur
from getting shocks when putting in and out the
clutch driving gear, as well as preventing accidental
touches, such as will often occur. Make sure that
the stator stumpings are securely bolted together,
or they will hum when working .

Fig . 14. - BEARING .

rings. Next to these oil-throwing edges is the
plain portion, $ in . in diameter and it ins. long ;
this is for running in the bearings , and should be
turned very accurately , as the good concentric fit
of the rotor depends greatly upon this.
Proceeding nearer to the ends than the bearings,
we find another } in . length at each end devoted to
oil-throwing arrangements, and beyond this the
shaft should be followed out to drawings, noting
that at the same end as the Vee-d driving pulley, a
feathered key is screwed to the shaft, as per draw
ing , which should , where the amateur is able , be
let into shaft to take the strain from the screws,
as shown. After the nuts have been finished
according to drawing (see Fig. 10 ), we shall be ready
for building up. The nuts are of mild steel, 5-16ths
in . thick , and chased to shaft, four slits being cut
in for barring up , which may be done by the aid of
a screwdriver. " The rotor iron , like that of the
stator, should be built up of laminations o‘015 in .

-
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thick, 150 being required . The rotor stampings,
should be punched , if possible ; but failing that
obtain them 4f ins. in diameter with a -in . hole
through. When these have been obtained, and a
number of discs of tissue paper prepared with a
3 -in . hole in each, place one nut on the shaft in its
proper position , and place on the laminations and
paper discs between the plates, and proceed like
this until the whole thing is completed, remember
ing to keep the rotor conductor holes in line, if
there be any put in in the stamping process ; then
place on the other nut, and bar up very tightly.
Now place the shaft with the built-up rotor on it

-867
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Fig . 15. - END FRAMES.

FIG . 16.- BEARING BRUSHES.
--1

Mains

Fuses

2 Pole switch
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20 threads per in.
FIG . 24 .

Motor
FIG . 25. - CON
NECTIONS,

fiftieths marked on it, and make the piece of iron
that was fitted into the stator bore 1-50th in .
shorter in length , rather making it bare than too
much shorter . This piece of iron , which we will
assume has now been made, is the exact diameter
to which wemust turn up the rotor iron , so that we
must turn up the rotor to 41 ins. in diameter, with
fine V cuts, and finish to 4:48 ins. by scraping and
filing ; this method is rather simple , and one which
does not run away with a lot of time. If exactly
made, the template bar will be 4:48 ins. diameter,
so that the callipers may be set to it without the
further intervention of a rule.
After the rotor has been mechanically finished,

it is ready for its winding , which is simplicity itself,
as the rotor is wound with a squirrel-cage winding .
To carry out this winding we will proceed as fol
lows : Obtain 0: 5 lb. of No. 10 S.W.G. insulated
copper wire ( this will be something more than three
yards), and cut it off into lengths of 31 ins. Bare
the ends of the wire, leaving a middle piece of
2 } ins. only covered . These bars can be inserted
into the rotor holes , and slightly wedged if neces
sary (see Fig . 9 ).
Attention should now be given to the short cir
cuiting rings (Fig . 11). Two will be required - one
for each end ; these are of copper, and may be pro
duced by one of the following methods :-Obtain
two solid discs of copper , and turn them out from
these ; or , as a cheaper alternative, make a pattern
(allowing for turning all over ), and get two cast in
copper from it. In the electrical trade there are
quite a number of firms who cast copper for them
FIG , 20.
FIG . 17. - DRIVING
CLUTCH
PULLEY .
STRAP .
FIG . 18. - CLUTCH .
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CLUTCH DETAILS .

selves, and they should be tried to see if they will do
it. Failing these resources, bend up a bar (of a
section which will allow of turning ) into a ring , and
braze or solder the joint ; then turn up to the draw
ing sizes. If brazing is outof the question , halve the
joint together , and drill a 3-16ths- in . tapping hole
through it, tap the hole , and insert a piece of
copper studding, which should be cut off and well
riveted to swell the screw ; then finish the joint
with solder, and turn up to drawing. The copper
short-circuiting ring should be placed level with the
end of the rotor conductors, and the rotor bars
secured to the short-circuiting rings with solder ,
using resin as a flux .
The job , now that the rings have been soldered
on , should be cleaned up - i.e., clean off the spare
and extra solder, and give a coat of varnish all
over, with the exception of the shaft and the
periphery of the rotor. The oiling rings should now
be made, which can be produced from a piece of
brass tube of 1 in . outside diameter, and about
I - roth in . thick ; being $ in . long, they should
be put into the lathe and fled bright ( see Fig . 13).
After having finished these , we must proceed to the
end frames which carry the shaft .
End Frames. - These are of cast -iron , and, there
fore , will necessitate a pattern being made, which
should be turned up from solid wood (or, better
still, it should be built up of sector-shaped pieces
in two thicknesses ) to the outside shape given in
drawings ; the boss for the bearing being after
wards added . The inside of the end frames will be

#

into the lathe, and scribe a line to represent the
centres of the rotor conductor holes diametrically ;
then space out twenty- four holes round this circle .
These holes, which have already been marked out,
should now be drilled with a 3-16ths-in . twist drill.
If the holes are already in the stampings obtained ,
there will be no harm in putting a 3-16ths-in . drill
through to clear them out.
Now that the rotor is properly built up , drill
four 3-16ths-in . holes right through the nut, core,
and the nut on the other side, and insert the soft
iron rivets, and rivet the whole together. It may
now be placed in the lathe,and turned up to 4:48 ins.
in diameter as follows : Take a piece of iron , 1 by
by 4 9-16ths ins. long, and make it a very tight
fit into the stator bore, trying it in several places.
When this has been done, take a rule which has
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better if cored out, as this will allow a stronger job
being made of the pattern. Prints should be made
to the shape of the large holes in the end frames,
and put on the pattern ; a fin . print will also be
wanted at the end of the boss which forms the
bearing, and also one where the oil well core cuts
through the flat face of the boss. A corebox should
be turned out for the inside of the end frames, and
the bottom cut down for the large holes in the end
frame. There will also be an internal box in that
for the bearing, and this will want a fin . print in
the centre of it. A small corebox should now be
made to core out the bearing ; and when all this has
been made to the drawings it can be forwarded to
the foundry. The small core in coring up the
mould will be placed into the large one ; therefore ,
there should be a check in the small box , and a
similar piece cut from the fin . core prints. Then ,
to bring the large core into its proper place, there
should be a check in the box, the pattern being
arranged to suit. Probably it would be best to
obtain the help of a friendly pattern -maker
to accomplish this pattern, as it is the most difficult
and , therefore, hardly the sort of job for the amateur
who is not well up in pattern -making and foundry
methods of moulding.
The end frames may now be placed in the lathe,
and the faces which come up to the stator casing
machined , and the spigot end which fits into the
stator casing turned. The } in . hole for bearing
should now be turned out, and the oil recesses
chambered also . Before proceeding further, the
hotes for the pinching screws should be drilled and
tapped , the chamber drain -holes into the oil-well
drilled , and a hole drilled and tapped for the drain
screw plug.
Now we must give attention to the bearing
bushes ; these are castings made from a pattern
that will permit of both being made in one tube.
When made, they should be turned to a fairly tight
fit into the holes in end frames , and marked and
cut off to length . They should now be placed into
the end frames, and fastened by the pinching screw ,
the whole end frame being now centred in the
lathe and the bearing bored out to f in .
The
bushes should then be carefully marked and taken
out, and the slits marked and cut to drawing, which
allow the oil ring to take bearing on the shaft. The
bushes may now be inserted again , and per
manently fixed. The holes for fitting over the
studs in the stator casing should be drilled 4 in .
clear ; and the end frames, with one exception, are
now completed. The end frame on the clutch side
has two 5-16ths in . tapping holes drilled and tapped
to drawing, for the clutch -gear pillar and guide.
The end frames can now be placed over the shaft ,
and bolted up to the stator casing, and the rotor
tried for a good running fit. Wemust suppose that
the machining has been accurate enough for the
motor to pass this test . Most amateurs will un
doubtedly fit the whole together before attempting
any winding. This course is the best method ;
but where winding is required it has been described ,
along with the part of themotor to which it belongs.
Nevertheless, I would strongly advise anyone
attempting the motor to do all mechanical fitting
up to this point before beginning any winding or
electrical work :
Clutch -Gear. - We now come to the clutch gear,
and perhaps a word as to why its use is necessary
will not be out of place. As is well known, the
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great disadvantage under which the single-phase
motor labours is that it has no starting torque, and ,
therefore, must be brought up to half-synchronism
speed - in this case by a mechanical and external
means. When this has been done, the motor
possessing a small torque, it will run up to full speed
and the whole load may be applied .
The first detail with regard to the clutch -gear is
the fast key on the shaft, which was mentioned
when the shaft was under consideration , and should
be to drawing. The driving pulley is of cast-iron ,
the rim being cast solid and then turned out for the
belt , the two bosses which fit into the clutch being
cast on . The clutch itself is from a brass casting ,
and should be machined as per drawing, not for
getting the key -way to slide over the key on shaft .
At the outer end of the driving pulley is a collar
fastened on by a screw for pulley to run up to on
one side, the other side running up to a small
shoulder on the shaft. The strap for moving the
clutch is also of brass, and extends below the centre
line of clutch , so that it is necessary to spring it
over the clutch ; this will then keep it in place .
The pillar on which the clutch lever is fixed is of
mild steel, and should be machined to Fig. 21.
The clutch lever guide is also ofmild steel, and this ,
including the clutch lever and the pin upon which
the lever turns, should be of mild steel exactly to
drawings. This arrangement is so simple, and the
principle so well understood , that a further descrip
tion is unnecessary . The belt used for driving is
similar in section to those used on motor bicycles,
which transmit their power exceedingly well ; and
if not obtainable for the section required they
should be made by cutting and planing from a
piece of leather.
As previously mentioned , this motor cannot start
itself, but has to be started by artificial means. In
this case, a speed that corresponds to the rate of
750 revolutions per minute must be attained . In
this case, it is performed in the same manner in
which a spinning top is started. Of course, the
motor can be started by electrical means, but to
bring in further electrical complication would , no
doubt, deter some from giving it any consideration .
In this case, a pulley is put on the end of the shaft
furthest from the driving end . This pulley is a flat
flanged cast-iron wheel secured to the shaft by a set
screw , as shown on detail sheet. It is machined
all over, and should not be made too smooth on the
part upon which the cord is coiled .
Balancing. - Now that we have completed the
whole of the mechanical details , carefully mark the
positions of all loose details, and take the motor to
pieces to facilitate balancing. Assuming that the
rotor has been wired , place the clutch and driving
pulley on , and also the starting pulley. To balance
the rotor level up two knife edges at a distance
apart equal to the centres of the bearings, and place
the rotor upon them ; and then , according to
gravitation , the heaviest side will turn until it gets
to the bottom . Very slight balancing should be
necessary if all has been machined carefully , as
there is only one projection to be out of balance
and that the key. If there does happen to be any
want of balance, unship the starting pulley and
drill out a small hole on the inner side of pulley on
the heaviest side, and continue this until a balance
is obtained . The holes thus caused by balancing
should be filled with cork ; and the balancing should
be continued until the rotor will not settle in one
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fixed place . Supposing that the stator has been
wound , we may now fit the motor together again ,
and put on all finishing touches, including a
clutch -gear and starting arrangements, not for
getting the oiling rings.
Switch Gear. - The writer is of opinion that all
fittings used on town mains for switch gear, etc.,
should be of the authorised standard patterns in
general use . Without in any way attempting to
slight amateurs' work, it is not wise to put home
made switches, which may not have a quick break ,
upon town mains, as they may cause much trouble
through getting out of repair ; so this switch
gear for this motor is just an assembling of
standard switches and fuses.
The base-board
may be of mahogany , or, better still, of
enamelled slate or marble, 9 ins. long by 8 ins.
wide, and fin . thick , with bevelled corners.
The
double -pole fuse blocks of the 5 -amp. size are
fastened to the baseboard to the centres given on
the drawing ; but take particular notice to see if
there is a hole in the fuse block lid to permit of the
expanding air escaping when the fuse blows. Ir
this precaution is not taken , the lid is liable to burst
The
and cause serious injury to anyone near.
switches also are of the 5 -amp. fluted cover tumbler
type, the handles being connected by a bar to form
These switches can be
a double-pole switch .
bought connectedjap, as shown . A wiring diagram
from mains to fuses, fuses to switches, switches to
motor, is shown in switch gear sketch and in the
accompanying Fig . 25.
The switchboard is secured to the wall or other
place by four wood screws. If put on to the wall
plug the wall first, and screw into the plugs. Any
cable necessary between mains and switchboard
and switchboard and motor should be carried in
wood casings ; or, if fixed on a workshop wall, it
might be carried on porcelain cleats screwed to
wooden plugs in the wall. This latter method has
the advantage of being rather cheap , and permits
of a wire fault being easily seen and repaired , the
cleats being placed 3 ft. apart on straight runs. The
fuse wires used are — for the 100 -volt circuit, of tin ,
of No. 24 S.W.G. size ; and for the 200 -volt circuit ,
tin No. 28 S.W.G. If these should fuse at starting,
then insert a No. 23 and 27 , respectively.
These
fuses are liable to go at starting, as these single
phase motors take about double current to start
them . The connecting wire from fuse block to
switch block should be a piece of 110-38 or 177-49
stranded flexible let into the underside of base, and
the gap filled up with wax . This flexible should be
used wherever we have free wiring - i.e ., wiring not
fastened to a wall, & c . There will, no doubt, be a
piece of such between a wall and the motor.
The
wire used in the wooden cleats or casing should be
No. 16 S.W.G. for 100 volts, and No. 18 S.W.G.
for 200 volts ; the flexible for 200 volts being 62-38
or 97-40 , the other flexible given being for 100 volts.
All windings on motor should receive a good coat
of shellac varnish , and then be placed in an oven ;
when dry, repeat the process.
Starting . – To start the motor, coil the starting
cord tightly round the starting pulley from side to
side two layers deep ; then close the double-pole
switch , and give the cord a sharp and prolonged
pull ; this will start the motor up to the rate of half
speed, when it will run up to full speed itself.
When full speed has been attained, the clutch lever
should be made to put the clutch in , and the motor
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will then begin to drive the load ; but do not over
load the motor too much , as its torque is
then liable to a fall. This motor will run in either
direction according to the direction in which it is
started, so reversing is an easy matter.
The
amateur should practice pulling the starting cord
a few times without the current on , to become
proficient. No resistance is necessary in the stator
circuit as the choking effect of the stator windings
prevents an excessive current flowing, such as
would burn the insulation if left for any period
of time.
Testing. – Undoubtedly the proof of the pudding
is in the eating -- so the proof of this motor must be
in the testing. Starting with the stator windings,
we may test them in a way as follows :-Connect
one end of the secondary winding of a transformer
giving either 150 or 300 volts pressure, as the case
may be, to one terminal of the motor, and touch
the framework ofmotor with the other end ; and if
no spark appears, then we may conclude we are
progressing favourably . Then connect one end of
the secondary winding to the terminal that was idle
before, and again touch the framework with the

To molor

8 "
To mains
FIG 26.- SWITCHBOARD .
other wire ; and if there is no small flash or spark ,
then our motor will be fit for running from ſtown
mains. If there is adjustment on the coils for the
200 -volt motor test with 300 volts from the trans
former ,and for the 100 -volt motor test with 150 volts.
If a spark does occur, first examine the terminal
block to see if the fault is there ; then , supposing
that it is not, divide the windings into the four
pole arrangement in which they were put on , dis
connect the coils, and try each one separately to
iron ; then the one that shows any sign of a spark
will have to be unwound and the faulty place in the
insulation found . Examine the winding as it is
being unwound , as the fault may not be right at
the bottom . To ensure no second failure ( this
might be adopted at first) warm up the stator
iron , and give all the slots a good coat of shellac
varnish : this will act as an insulator on the iron .
The rotor windings are at such a low potential with
being short-circuited , that there is no need to test
their insulation . To test the switchboard, connect
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the first and second and second and third ring a
disc of 1-32nd in . copper is inserted , making the
piston still more steam tight.
The dimensions ofthe valve can be gathered from
the drawings in detail ; it can either be made of
gunmetal, cast-iron , or phosphor-bronze. Extra
care must be taken in facing the valve and the
cylinder valve face. The ports must be dead "
square and perfectly parallel to the edge of the
valve ; the latter must also be square and sharp, so
that the cut-off may be absolute and neat.
The
steam port passages are made a little larger than the
port openings to facilitate machining. It will also
be noticed that the valve only opens three-six
teenths to steam ; this gives a wider exhaust port
opening and quicker exit of the exhausted steam .
The cover needs no special description , only care
must be taken that the top clearance should be
1-16th in . ; the bottom clearance being } in . This
can be reduced a little by making the piston , say,
I 1-32nd in ., adding the 1-32nd in , on the under
side.
The lagging cover is a brass casting polished and
secured by pin as shown . The distance-piece is also

one terminal of the transformer to one terminal of
the fuse , and see if there is any spark between the
fuse blocks of the two poles when the motor con
nections are made, but not switched on ; if not,
then it is as well to proceed similarly with the
switches. If these come up to the standard, then
we are pretty safe , but if not, do not switch on till
fault is discovered . To test the brake h.-p. of the
motor, make a Prony brake, and apply as described
elsewhere in The MODEL ENGINEER .

Design
for an
Enclosed
Vertical Engine.

-738

'clear holes
9p_fi
topped holes
gold

By “ Mito ."
HE engine here described though not a novelty
T
in the engineering world , yet to model engi
neers may rank as such . The enclosed
type of engine has once or twice appeared in these
pages, but the details were different to the one
here described . In this respect the writer has taken
the liberty to suggest that it may prove a novelty.
Leaving “ side patter ” alone, and coming to the
engine, the reader will have noticed that it is of the
high -speed splash lubricating
type (vertical), suitable for elec
tric lighting, coupling direct to
the generator. The speed will
Eight
be in the vicinity of 1,200 revo
6 studs
lutions per minute with a steam
pressure of 75 lbs. per sq. in .,
at which pressure and speed
brake horse-power can be
reasonably expected .
Now , a few words re the con
struction and principal dimen
sions. The cylinder is of cast
iron , one end being enclosed .
This method of construction
may not meet with the approval
of some, but the writer, can
assure them
if their objection
10
lies in the way of labour, and
there is no other as far as can
be seen -- that it is not so difficult to cast and
machine as it looks ; and more, it saves the jointof
an extra cover with its accompanying studs and
turning, so that the extra work spent in coring
and boring will be amply repaid by the saving of
the joint, studs, & c ., and as far as strength is con
cerned, it is much improved .
At the end of the cylinder there is a counter -bore
to allow the cylinder being rebored wihout much
difficulty and without having a slack fit between
the cover and cylinder walls. The diameter of the
cylinder is 24 ins., and the stroke if ins. These
proportions should give a very high rate of speed or
revolution . Here I may point out that the term
“ high -speed ” is more in the shape of a misnomer
when applied to these short stroke engines.
A
better term being that used by Mr. J. W , Restler :
viz ., " quickly revolving ." . The latter appellation
being by far more correct if not so brief.
The piston has three Ramsbottom packing rings
3-16ths in . by 3-16ths in ., which are kept in place
by a steel plate 3-16ths in . thick secured in position
by six steel countersunk screws } in . diameter and
soldered or dabbed to prevent loosening . Between
-3
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48 - á studs
4"

-12 - ā studs
B 58

FIG . 3. Plan
very simple . Nevertheless, care must be taken to
work to the dimensions given , and to bore the holes
for studs and those clearing in their proper position .
Fig. 5 shows a half plan and half section on E , F ;
also a diagonal section taken at an angle of 45°.
At Fig . 14, a 5-32nd in . setscrew and washer is
shown ; two of these are screwed into the distance
piece. By removing the washer and screwing the
pin down it lifts the distance -piece from the case,
so that a wedge will not be necessary when this
operation has to be done. They can also be
attached to the cylinder cover, valve chest cover ,
case doors , and end bearings. A stud is purposely
omitted from the cylinder for the reason that
neither a stud , bolt or screw , & c., could clear the
door of the distance -piece and the outside of the
port passage. But the remaining seven are ample
for all purposes .
A lubricator is attached to one of the webs or
ribs ; this must be of the screw -top type with
syphon . The oil drips into the circular groove in
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the trunk guide and on the up stroke is forced to
the crosshead pin . This is shown in section at
Fig . 2 . The wrist or crosshead pin is kept from
rotating by a 5-32nd in . pin locked by a nut as
shown . The connecting- rod is of the marine type,
and it demands no detailed description .
The nuts must be placed on the underside or else
they would not clear the guide barrel. The shaft is
also of the ordinary marine type, the balance webs
are of the shape shown by Fig . 10 .

12 - á studs
“ clearing

oil being then carried to the cylinder by the onrush
of steam .
At Fig . 15 the travel, advance of eccentric, etc.,
of the valve is given and no difficulty should arise
from this. Figs . 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , and 10 follow
the general scale , and Figs. 8 , 9 , 11, 12, 13, and 14
the detail scale . So that all other dimensions
omitted either by oversight or from fear of over
crowding can be obtained . The engine cylinder
must be well lagged . The lagging cover being
either mahogany strips or
blued planished steel. The latter
being more up -to -date and much
more like the “ real thing ."
/"

ut

A Year's Patent Office Work .

***
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THE number of inventors in
this country is not in creasing, if we may judge from
the report of the Patent Office,
recently issued. The number
of applications in 1903 was
28,832, compared with 28,972
in 1902. There were 583 appli
cations from women inventors ,
194 of which were for inven tions connected with articles of
dress, and 112 for improve
ments connected with cooking
and domestic economy. Any
railway accident or fatal fire
produces a crop of inventions
guaranteed to prevent disasters
in future. Thus in 1903 there
was a large number of inven
tions for safety couplings and
for signalling ; also fire-escapes
and similar appliances. Themost
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Shaft

10 .

& fret
The balance disc is also a simple matter. It is
keyed to the shaft by 5-16ths in . by #in . key. The
eccentric sheave is made of cast- iron , two holes
being cut through to lighten it.
The straps and rods are of phosphor-bronze or
good gunmetal ; the upper strap and rod being in
one piece as shown by Fig. II. The footset and
guide to the valve spindle is of steel to dimensions
given in Fig . 13. The oil dripping from the guide
passing to the eccentric wrist pin by the two small
holes as shown .
Next we come to the case which is designed as
simple as consistent with this type of engine. The
centre bearing is a separate casting, thereby
facilitating a good deal of the pattern making.
The seat of this bearing should be turned when
boring and facing the end ones .
The end bearings are not very difficult to con
struct ; they are lined with a gunmetal shell 3-16ths
in . thick . It will be noticed that the bearings are
very long , so that the wear and tear on them will be
reduced to a minimum . The case is filled with good
mineral oil to the level shown . The splash of the
“ big end ” being caught by the large oil holes of
the bearings and then after lubricating the shaft
the oil returns to the case again by the holes pro
vided for that purpose.
A glance at Fig. I will explain this .
The valve face and cylinder can be lubricated by
the ordinary cylinder type lubricator or else the
lubricator can be attached to the steam pipe, the
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striking growth , however, is shown in the electrical
classes , especially generators and motors, which
have increased 34 and 33 per cent. respectively.
The large growth of 35 per cent, in toys, games, and
exercises is mainly due to inventions for golf balls ,
amounting to 56 in the year. Cycles are losing
the attention of the inventor, as the most notable
decrease in inventions is found in that class. This
class has decreased 15 per cent., and contains less
than a quarter of the numbers for 1896 and 1897 .
The development of motor- cars advanced con
siderably during the year.
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A

Dis

Efficient

Cheap and
placement

Lubricator .

By A. O. GRIFFITHS.
" HE ordinary displacement lubricator, though it
TH does its work efficiently, is anexpensive article .
The accompanying sketch represents one con
structed by the writer from ordinary pipe fittings
at a fraction of the cost of the trade article . It is
in daily use , and I can answer for its efficient work
ing. Of course, it will not compare in appearance
with the real thing, but that is a secondary matter.
The one shown has been fitted to an engine of
3 or 4 h.-p., but would act on an engine half or

G
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engine

A SIMPLE STEAM ENGINE LUBRICATOR .
quarter the size , or less, if reduced in proportion .
I give a complete list
fittings used in the one
described , so that the cost may be calculated at
once : Two 1-in . caps , one 1 -in . nipple , two wheel
valves to fit f in . diameter brass or copper
pipe, two unions, two nipples, and one plug cock
same size, about a foot of same size copper pipe, and
a filling plug for oil reservoir. The reservoir is
formed out of the two 1 - in . caps, which are con
nected by the nipple , the joint, of course , being
steam -tight. In the chamber thus made four holes
are drilled , one to take fin . gas thread for filling
plug at top end , one to take drain tap at opposite
end over a little under fin . diameter in the side
near the top, to couple wheel valve on to, and the
other same size, but on the opposite side near the
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bottom . Two holes of this size must also be ,
drilled in main steam pipe.
The sketch will explain the arrangement. A is
the main steam pipe, B oil container , C and D are
wheel valves for shutting off lubricator when re
quired , E the drain tap , F filling plug, G the brass
or copper pipe, which acts as a condenser.
The
position of the unions is clearly shown .
Most readers of the M.E. will understand the
action , but I will explain it shortly in case some
may not. To start the lubricator, C , D and E are
shut, plug Funscrewed , and the reservoir filled
with cylinder oil. The plug is then replaced , and
C and D opened. A portion of the steam coming
into pipe G is cooled , and condenses into water ;
this accumulates in the pipe and in B , displacing
the oil, which flows into the steam pipe through
valve C , “ impermeating ” the steam , and being
carried by it through the steam chest and cylinder.
Hence the name of “ impermeator " sometimes
applied to this apparatus. The valve C must be
regulated to the rate of feed required . In the
actual one here described it is kept almost closed .
When the reservoir is empty, C and D are shut,
F is unscrewed and E opened, which empties B of
the water which has displaced the oil ; then E is
shut, and the lubricator filled and started as before.
The rate of feed is affected by several things,
e.g., the surrounding temperature, which influences
the rate of condensation ; also surface exposed by
the pipe G , a large surface of course condensing
more than a small one. In a moderately warm
place G may have to be made longer , and coiled .
The vertical distance from C to D also affects the
feed , as on it depends the head of water forcing the
oil in .
With a little ingenuity, a sight feed arrange
ment could be added , enabling one to see the oil
going through drop by drop. But with a little
use , one can set the valve C to a nicety , with the
knowledge that it will feed for so many hours. An
addition more easily made is the fitting of a small
gauge glass , like a water gauge, on the side of B ,
when the level of oil and water can easily be seen .
I cannot understand why any engines are fitted
with the old style of lubricator, with two taps and
a chamber between , at this date. Such a lubricator
simply floods the cylinder when filled and turned
on,then all is practically dry in a few minutes,while
the displacement lubricator feeds the oil in drop
by drop, as required .
“ PATRICK ” METAL. - A new metal is being
placed on the market which is a perfect substitute
for nickel, being silver white through and through .
It appears exactly like yellow brass except in colour.
Patrick
Some of the advantages claimed for
metal are as folows :-It retains its silver white
appearance permanently, whereas nickel-plated
goods soon become spotted by damp and lose their
brilliancy. The colour is not affected by usage, in
fact, the more it is used the brighter it becomes.
It retains a very high degree of polish, and with
ordinary care will not rust, even under the most
unfavourable conditions. It does not easily oxidise ,
It is malleable to a degree when cold, and can be
easily soldered and brazed, the flux for this metal
being the ordinary soldering fluid or powdered
borax. “ Patrick ” metal is supplied in the rough
state in ingot only for casting purposes, and in the
finished state in fittings of every description .
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Interesting Test of a
Brotherhood

Small

Engine.

RITING to Power, Mr. H. J. Travis gives the
following results of tests of а small
“ Brotherhood " engine which may be of
interest to some of our readers. A short descrip
tion may not be out of place here, as this type of
engine is unfamiliar to some. The cylinders are
3 ins. in diameter by 3 ins. stroke, and are set at
120 ° angles . All are connected to cranks on a
single shaft and entirely enclosed , running in an
oil bath .
The cut-off is fixed , admitting steam
for five-eighths of the stroke. A modification of
the “ Brotherhood ” steam engine is seen in the
drawings given on the first page of our May 12th
issue. For a design more correctly representing
Brotherhood's original engine, the reader is re
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to the steam -chest . All pipes were thoroughly
covered and only about .35 per cent, of moisture
was found in the steam . The results are given in
the accompanying table.

W

A

Model

Steam -driven

Fan .

By FRANK WATSON .
HE model, of which a photograph is here
given , is an exact representation of the
THE
engine and fan working in the mine at
Ryhope Colliery, near Sunderland . Following
are a few particulars of the construction of the
model :
The cylinder is fin . bore and 17-in . stroke, and
is built up from a piece of brass tube put on a
mandrel and reduced at each end for flanges which

A MODEL STEAM -DRIVEN FAN .

ferred to an article by Mr. G. W. Halpin
M.E. for April 23rd , 1903.

Steam Chest Revolutions per
Pressure.
minute.

70
85
87
80
80
80
85
90
95

810
876
1008
1116
1128
1176
I 200
1524
1592

in the

Brake
Horse
Power.

Steam Consump
tion per Brake
Horse -power
per Hour.

4.0
5.8
6.7
7.25
7.5
7.2
8.9
II.4
11.4

72.5
68.0
63.4
58.4
57.4
55.5
54.4
50.0
+7.5

The engine was thoroughly overhauled before
being tested , so that a very small amount of steam
was lost by means of worn parts. No governor
was used , the speed being regulated by the torque
on the brake shell. The complete engine weighed
75 lbs .
A Webb water brake or dynamometer was used
to absorb the power, and a Wheeler condenser
piped to the exhaust gave the measure of the steam
consumed . A boiler of the locomotive type fur
nished steam from its dome through 7 ft. of pipe

are brazed on . The steam chest is made from a
piece of same tube as the cylinder , but is hammered
square on a mandrel and then brazed on . The
piston is a piece of fin . brass turned to fit and
wound with two turns of cotton. The connecting
rod is made from a piece oi 5-16ths-in . round brass ,
hammered square at each end , then put between
centres of lathe and turned up and polished . The
bedplate I made a pattern for and got it cast. The
crosshead is of the slipper type with motion bars
held down on each side of crosshead with five
screws. The eccentric sheave is turned from a
piece of
in . brass and is keyed on shaft. The
flywheel is turned from a casting and is 3 } ins. in
diameter. The shaft is turned from brass 5-16ths
in . thick , and the bearings from 4 - in . brass, fitted
with screws . The crank is of the disc type , turned
from { -in . sheet brass .
The fan is an open Waddell type and draws the
air through the wall box ; at far side it has eight
vanes in and is on 5-16ths-in . shaft with pulley, also
with four grooves turned in it the same as the fly .
wheel. The ropes I have on from engine to the
fan are four in number and made from a mason's
chalk line spliced together . The fan is 41 ins.
diameter and geared 5 to 1 . I may say that this
is only one engine out of fourteen that I havemade,
and I am a rope splicer by trade at Morton
Colliery .
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My Model Yachts.
By H. A. TAYLOR .
' O construct the steam yacht illustrated here
of best pine 8 ft. by 11 ins. by 3 ins. long,
and a piece 8 ft. by 11 ins. byit ins., rather longer
than is wanted , as the boat is only 7 ft . long ; cut
these to 7 ft. i in . long, nicely plane them , and get
them perfectly flat so as to get a good joint, put
about six screws long enough to hold the four
planks firmly together, then make a templet of a
piece of f- in . brass or iron rod bent to shape of the
deck , mark the centre line all round the block of
wood , place the templet on the side where the deck
is to go and mark off. Now place a narrow strip
about #in . by } in . on the opposite side for the
keel — see that it is quite straight and in the centre
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be rabbited out to receive the deck . Give the hull
three coats of paint, each one being rubbed down
with glasspaper, and two coats of enamel and
varnish (the enamelling is best left until last ).
Dimensions, when finished , are 7 ft. long, 10 % -in .
beam , 9 ins. deep in centre, 10 ins. at bow and
stern , the hole for propeller is 5 ins. by 2+ ins .
Other details can be gathered from the photograph
which show its lines fairly well.
The engines are made entirely of gunmetal and
steel, all nicely turned and well fitted (see Fig . 3 ) .
The crankshaft is made from a piece of Bessemer
steel, 14 in . by 4 in . by 8 ins. long; this is marked out
and holes drilled all round the cranks and the pieces
of metal cut out, it is then made red hot and the
cranks twisted to right angles, centred at the ends,
and the shaft turned to fin . I then made a jig
to turn the crank pins ; this was made of a
piece of the samemetaldrilled fin . to take the ends

0

FIG.1.-- MR. H. A. TAYLOR'S MODEL STEAM YACHT.
-then saw off the corners of the block leaving + in .
for finishing, then cut a templet to the shape of
the hull in the centre, which is nearly square, as will
be seen in Fig . 2. Now shape the centre to the
templet ; after this is done anyone with fairly good
eye can shape the bows and stern sufficiently
well without templets, but these may help
you considerably . When the hull is roughed out
to shape unscrew the planks and cut the centre out
of the three planks with a saw leaving } in . all
round except at the ends, where it is best left solid
for strength ; of course, the bottom one will have
to be carved , or drilled out. Then see that all the
joints come up close when in the hand-screws, as
they should do if they have been planed up with a
trying plane, but if they do not , shoot them again
with a trying plane, then glue up , and finish off.
A piece of brass { in . by
in . is now let well
into the hull for the rudder post, and a piece of
flat brass rod fin . by } in . extending from bow to
rudder post is screwed on the whole length of keel.
The rudder if made of a piece of 7 -in . sheet brass ,
cut and filed to shape will make a strong job .
Now make a thick whitewash and rub it well into
the wood ; this will fill in the grain and make a good
surface for painting, & c. When it is dry, it should

Keel.
Strip of Brass
Fig . 2. - SECTION OF HULL .
of the shaft , cut with a saw , and fitted with a set
screw to clamp it . Then mark off the centre of
shaft, centre and clamp it in line with the pin to be
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ins. wide in the centre, tapering
to f in . at stern and to a point at
the bow . The work was laid on the
bench , and the rudder post and
the board , which are made of oak ,
set up and mortised together. Then
I bent some pine 4 in . square to the
shape of the deck ; this and the
keel should be first notched out to
receive the ribs ( fifteen each side),
bent with steam in pairs to shape
and screwed in their place. After
th's I commenced to lay the twenty
four planks each side ; the one
nearest the keel is 14 ins. wide, the
others are 9-16ths in . wide, made
of teak, and screwed to the ribs
with brass screws and well papered
up . If the joints are well fitted,
.the varnish will make it water- tight.
The deck is thin pine } in . thick ,
with a bead all round the edge. The
spars are all pine with brass fit
tings, and are made so thatthey can
easily b fitted up or taken down,
similar to the majority of racing
yachts. For the lead keel I made
a pattern and had it cast at a foun
dry ; its weight is about 70 lbs.
when finished and held on with
six brass screws .
The rudder is
half lead and half wood ; this I
FIG . 4.-MR. H. A. TAYLOR's MODEL SAILING YACHT.
cast myself,
I got the wood all
ready with four screws in one edge,
turned . Now commence to turn the pins ; this is
and just as the lead was getting cold , I pressed the
a slow job as you cannot take a big cut, or else it
wood down to meet the lead. When this is finished
will bend and fy out of the centres.
off you get a neat joint and you cannot see what
holds the lead on .
Dimensions are it- in . bore by 14- in . stroke, link
reversing gear , and the lubricator is screwed
in the steam pipe which is the best place on
any engine, providing it is in a convenient
position . The propeller has three blades
5 ins. diameter and a sharp pitch .
The boiler, marine type, is 7 ins. diameter,
13 ins. long, distance between tube plates,
10 ins.
The barrel is made of 18 B.W.G.
sheet copper, rolled with tin can joint. The
tube plates, made from 3 -in . sheet brass
turned to fit the barrel, and to take the fire
tube, and drilled for tubes are placed 14 ins.
from each end of the barrel. The fire tube
3 ins. diameter and 107 ins., seamless copper
return tubes are expanded in the plates and
all well sweated together. Tested to 70 lbs.
per sq . in . The fittings are water gauge,
two gauge taps, safety valve, whistle, and
pressure gauge .
I did not find it necessary to make any
drawings of any part except the engines,
which was found useful for length of con
necting and eccentric rods, etc.
With methylated spirit fuel this boat will
go between seven and eight miles per
hour.
My model sailing yacht ( shown in Fig . 4 )
will be found rather difficult for some
amateurs to make successfully . The first
thing I did was to get all the planks cut at a
mill, and then some margarine tubs. I cut
the ribs to a suitable length and width , then
Fig . 3. - ENGINES OF THE MODEL STEAM YACHT.
I cut the keel 4 ft. 2 ins. long , 2 ins. deep by
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Dimensions are : Length of hull over all, 6 ft .
94 ins., 18 ins. deep , 144 ins. beam ; height of mast
from deck , 8 ft. 6 ins.; length of bowsprit from
hull, 2 ft. 11 ins.
Radium .
A

LECTURE on
Radium
was delivered at
the Royal Institution , on May 20th, by Pro
fessor Rutherford , of Montreal. The lecturer first
showed the power of radium to excite phosphor
escence and to discharge a charged electroscope,
and then described the properties of the three kinds
of rays which it had been found to give off. In
addition , it gave off an emanation which behaved
like a gas, and could be condensed by cold ; it
could also be secluded in the radium itself, and
was liberated when the salt was dissolved in water.
This emanation , though exceedingly minute in
quantity, possessed three-quarters of the charac
teristic powers of radium and all its properties.
If we could collect a cubic inch of the emanation ,
the tube that contained it would probably melt,
while a few pounds would supply enough energy
to drive a ship across the Atlantic, though each of
those pounds would require seventy tons of radium
to supply it. In ' regard to the process going on in
the emission of the emanation , he advanced the
theory that radium was continually producing it ,
but that when produced , instead of remaining
constant, it was continuously being changed into
something else . He supposed that some atoms
of the radium in some conditions became unstable ;
then there was an explosion , and particles of matter
were shot off at great velocities. There was a
series of such explosions due to atomic , not mole
cular changes, and resulting in the formation of a
series of transition elements. A mass of radium
left to itself must therefore throw itself away ;
probably in about 2,000 years its radio -activity
would fall to half -value, and after 50,000 years it
would cease to exist. It was therefore to be sup
posed , since radium was produced from minerals
more than 50,000 years old , that it was being itself
produced from something else, and was itself a
transition element.
A year ago to find evidence
for this point of view did not seem a very promis
ing task , but since then a great deal had been done.
In the self -destruction of radium two things must
be produced that were not radio -active - the a -rays
and the final product . Now helium was always
found associated with radium minerals, and the
suggestion that that gas was one of the prodụcts
had been confirmed by Sir William Ramsay, who
had shown that the emanation was able to pro
duce helium from itself. The evidence pointed to
the view that the a particle was the helium .

G.N.R. LOCOMOTIVES. — The G.N. Railway are,
we understand , turning out some new
Atlantic
locomotives to work the heavy East Coast express
and the more important London and West Riding
trainsi
PATENTS IN AUSTRALIA. — The Secretary of the
Chartered Institute of Patent Agents announces
that a cablegram has reached the Institute from
which it appears that theAustralian Commonwealth
Patents Act has been proclaimed and is now
in force, thus enabling protection to be obtained in
the six States by a single patent .
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Practical Letters

June 23. 1904 .

from

our

Readers .
[The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Lellers
may be signed with a nom de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Model Engineering .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, —The letter in issue of May 12th ,1994 ,
by R. Ludwig , entitled “ Model Engineer Competi
tion ," echoes what I wrote in a former article ;
and I am very glad to see that there are others than
myself who think the same on this subject - that
model building , unless it has some practical end ,
or unless the model engineer aims to produce some
thing that is more than a mere copy , he is not ad
vancing , nor is he doing anything to raise the art
of model building above the drudgery of the copy
ist, who, day by day, goes around and around in
the same circle, accomplishing nothing and advan
cing no further than others have done in the same
direction , simply repeating their work without any
improvement consequently without achieving a
single result other than his own satisfaction in
having done something that someoneelse has thought
out and accomplished . True, he may have learned
a better use of his tools, and acquired moremanual
skill in using them , which is, as regards himself ,
something ; but if that is all, he is no better than any
other machinist, nor has he any more knowledge
than one who works simply for the pay he receives
for his toil, and not as well for the knowledge that
it has been in his power to acquire. I know that in
all vocations of life there is a certain amount of
drudgery and sameness of work that we must all
go through if we would succeed ; still, that routine
need not, and should not, be in a circle. If it is
necessary - and how often we find it so — to be
obliged to go, day by day , around and around a
prescribed centre, our line of work and thought
need not, and should not, be a line that always ends
in itself ; let it be rather a spiral that continually
with each revolution , mounts into a higher plane ,
that each day , while we are brought opposite to our
point of starting, we have advanced higher , and
are above where we were when we started . Be it
ever so little a point to which we have been raised
by using our mind and reasoning faculties by look
ing for a reason for what we do and studying out
closely the cause and result ofwhat wemay accom
plish , or in which we may for the time fail . In
using the phrase “ for the time fail," I desire to be
understood literally , for I firmly believe that there
is no such word as failure, for those who work with
the determination and earnest wish and desire to
succeed . I wish I could express myself more
forcibly , and show how very strongly I feel on this
subject ; but I fear that I would weary many of
your readers, and that I have offended some by
what I have already said . I know that there are
a few — and I trust a very few — who look on their
model building simply as a pastime and recreation
and work for the sole pleasure they can get out of
it, looking for nothing else and caring for nothing
else . As I said , they are , I trust, few , and I wish
from my heart that they were fewer. It is, how
ever , to those who look beyond this limit that I
speak and especially to the young model builders
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who have just begun to build , or who , attracted
by the work of their friends, are thinking of taking
it up . To them especially I would say, think out
well your ideas, compare them with what you have
seen , study the effect produced from known
causes , and then try and see if you cannot evolve
some new principle , however slight, that in work
ing out will bring better results and an economy of
labour in producing them . Do not neglect or
overlook small beginnings — the larger ones will
come later, when you are better able to cope with
them . I know it is easy to say, “ It is good
enough ,” and how few of us realise how quickly
this grows upon us until the results are disastrous
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methods of manufacture are different. Then there
is " model engineering." which may also be termed
small-power engineering.” Here a knowledge of
design is needed , and it is in this branch of the
work that the electrical reader has, we think, the
greater scope. - ED., M.E. & E.]

A Model G.N.R. Locomotive .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , -I send herewith a photograph of an
inch scale model G.N.R. locomotive built by an
acquaintance to drawings which appeared in a
contemporary somenine years ago . Although the
engine has been very carefully worked out to the

A MODEL I - INCH SCALE G.N.R. LOCOMOTIVE .
Let it rather be “ Anything that is worth doing is
worth doing well.” An old saying, and almost
worn threadbare by its common and repeated use ,
still one that I think is a good one to live up to.
One point that I do not agree with Mr. Ludwig on
in his letter is when he says that it is the mission
of your paper to raise model builders out of the
slough that they are in . What I do admit and
contend is that while your paper may be the
medium , the relief is in themselves. I would be
very glad indeed to hear from someone else on this
subject. This is an age of specialists, and only in
that can a man succeed who has the will and
determination to do something, be it ever so small,
better than it is now done. — Yours truly .
F. B. ASPINWALL .
New York .
[We would point out that the work of our
readers more especially interested in the making
of models , divides itself into two broad classes.
On the one hand there is “ model -making,” in the
sense that the aim is to produce scale replicas of
existing machines , which may or may not work in
the same way as the prototype. In this, however ,
more than mere copying is involved , as the

designs given , it is not a good steamer owing to
insufficiency of heating surface and imperfect
smokebox arrangements, and I would , therefore,
suggest that gentlemen who are making engines
to these drawings should provide the boiler with as
many tubes of -in . outside diameter as the barrel
will contain , not extending the crown of the firebox
higher than 3-16ths in . above the centre line of the
boiler , and to lengthen the firebox over the trailing
wheels so as to obtain the maximum grate area .
As the cylinders in the design are rather larger
than necessary and the maintained pressure will,
in any case, be low , it would also be good policy to
fit a superheater of the gridiron pattern ,when with
solid fuel, if the valves are correctly set, success
should be assured , in spite of the type being not one
of the best for a working model. — Yours truly,
H. GREENLY .

MESSRS. WHITTAKER & Co. will publish shortly a.
new work by H. M. Hobart, M.I.E.E., entitled
“ Electric Motors : Their Theory and Construc
This work will deal fully with the design of
tion .”
induction motors and continuous current motors .
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Queries and Replies.
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition, given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2) Queries sliould be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . 14. Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt but an interval of a few days
must itsually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (3 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, The MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29 , Poppin's Courh
Fleet Street, London , E.C.]
The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :

1

(12,034 )Model Compound Marine Engine. F.M.(Forest
Hill) writes : Could you tell me if there have been any designs for
a compound H.-P. and L.-P. marine engine in THE MODEL ENGI.
some
mewhere I couldofpurchase
NEER, or , iffor not, could ?you I advise
THE MODEL
am a constant reader
drawings
the saine
ENGINEER, and like the paper very much . The diameters of
cylinders about it ins., and stroke about 2 ins.
Yes ; you will find exactly what you want in our issue of Sep.
tember ist 1902, in Mr. Stuart Turner's design for high-speed
vertical (marine type) compound engine, with it by 27 by it in .
cylinders, Mr. Stuart Turner (address, Shiplake, Henley -on
Thames ) will supply you with all the castings and also full-size
drawings.
(12,107) Accumulators for 2 - in . Coil. W. G. S. (Bristol)
writes : Recently I have taken up the subject ofspectrum analysis,
and for that purpose purchased a 2- in . spark (Raumkorff) coil.
To work this I was recommended a 10 -volt s amp. ebonite accu
mulator this I have tried but find that the discharge is very
rapid . lasting barely an hour, although only using small tubes.
observe by Browning's list that a 6-volt 15 amp.-hour accumu.
lator is coupled with a 4 -in . spark coil. Will you kindly tell me
if a 4 - volt, 45 to 60 amp.-hour capacity would answer my purpose ,
as this type is listed by Isenthal & Co. ? The coil I havewill spark
over a 3- in . gap with the 10 volts. Is this sufficient for a small
X- ray tube with screen ?
The volts and amperes required depends very much on the
design and make of the coil. We think you should not go below
6 volts for your coil, and it is advisable not to put the accumulator
direct on to the coil, as the stickingof the contact-breaker in work
ing causes heavy rushes of current and soon runs the cells down. It
is better to use some resistance in circuit, say, a coil of about 3 yds.
No. 18 gauge platinoid or German silver wire with a regulating
switch so that you can cut in or out a portion of the wire according
to the spark length required. The capacity of the accumulator,
to be of much service should be at least 15 amp.-hours, but 30
amp.-hours or more is much better ; possibly your 10 volts 5 amp.
accumulator is of very small capacity ; it might be worth while
trying a resistance with that and see if you get better results. A
3-in . spark is quite sufficient to work a small x -ray tube, and to
show results on a screen , You should make sure that the tube is
designed for a short spark length when buying it.
( 10,999) Dynamos and Accumulators, & c. W.H.(Southsea )
writes : I should feel greatly obliged if you would advise me as
under. (1 ) I have a fan motor (by theGeneral Electric Company ,
Ltd.), which takes 80 volts direct current, and want to know if
it would be possible to use same as a dynamo for charging accumu.
lators ; and, if so, how should it be connected up , and what could
I get out of it ? ' (2 ) Can you kindly let me know where to get
calcium tungstate, and about the price, as it cannot be had here.
and barium platino cyanide is too dear. (3) Why accumulators
have three positive plates, 4 by 4 , in each cell (six cells)? Charging
dynamo gives a good 15 volts, please saywhat current is permissible,
and what resistance to use to get it. My amp.meter registers
as much as 7 amps. sometimes when charging, is this too much ?
I have also two smaller accumulators with one positive plate in
each , 3 ins. by it ins. Please say how to charge them -- from the
above dynamo or from three cells of the larger accumulator ?
(1) Yes. Can be used as a dynamo, butmust be re-wound with
fields connected in shunt. Presuming it is a table fan motor, a
good winding would be to give about 20 volts 3 amps. Wind
armature with No. 24 D.S.C. S.W.G. cop er wie, and fieids
with No. 24. s.c.c. As the particulars given are so meagre,
you willdo well to obtain " Small Dynamos and Motors," and study
tables of dimensions, & c., therein . (2 ) Try Townson & Mercer
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of Camomile Street, E.C., and Johnson & Mathew , Hatton Garden ,
E.C. (3) Charging current should be about 25 amps. to 3 amps. ;
partly depends upon make of cells ; 15 volts will be required to
fully charge cells. Regulate voltage by a resistance of about
3 ohms, say, 2 ozs. No. 20 German silver wire , having a switch , so
that it may be varied as required . Charging current should be
about amp. To charge from three of the larger cells, use a re
sistance of 2 ozs . No. 24 G.S.wire, or from dynamo, 6 ozs. of same
wire .
( 12,084 ) Demagnetising . J. Y. (Early Braes) writes : (1 ) I
have a small 4 -volt motor, shuntwound, which I wish to use for
working a demagnetising machine. Is it possible to work same in
anyway from a 250- volt supply ? I have tried it connected through
a 250- volt 16 candle-power lamp, but the motor won't move ; yet
it works all right with a couple of bichromate cells. The lamp
lights up, so I koow that the current is passing all right. (2) I
have made the demagnetising machine myself, but I do not know
if I have enough wire on the magnet. It is composed of a brown
paper core 3 ins. by 3 ins. by # in ., of oval section, to admit watch ,
and it is wound with six layers of No. 20 D.c.c. wire. Is that
enough
to completely
demagnetise
piece itofconnected
steel thatwith
w 11
go insideturns
the core
with a 4-volt
current. aI have
a reversing device composed of a double commutator on a small
shaft. There are four sections on each commutator , and there are
two copper brushes to each commutator. The sections of the com
mutators are connected so that the current is reversed in the coil
four times to every revolution of the shaft. I wish to use the
motor for turning this double commutator instead of a hand-wheel.
(3) I saw a device something similar worked with a hand -wheel,
which you could connect directly with a lamp-holder . What kind
of a resistance would there be on this machine ? There we e some
parts enclosed, so I did not see all the e was of it but I suppose
there would be a resistance of some kind . (4 ) Would it be possible
to work the motor connected so that the current would go from
terminal on base-board through the coil, and back through the
motor to the other terminal. Of course , the reversing com
mutators would only reverse the current in coil and not in the other
part of the circuit
The reason your motor does not run when tried in series with the
lamp is because the lamp does not pass sufficient current. Your
motor probably requires two or three amperes , whilst a 250 -volt
16-C.-p lamp will only pass I of an ampere The remedy is to use
lamps in parallel until the motor does receive sufficient current,
For instance , the current from eight 16 -c p . lamps sent through
the motor would probably run it all right. A more feasible plan is
to re -wind the motor with finer gauge wire. You do not say what
type ofmotor or what size, but presuming it is very small, if the
armature was wound with No. 30 gauge wire and the fields with
No. 26 gauge wire connected in series, it would run well through a
single lamp. (2 ) Similar reasoning applies to your demagneti er,
If you are going to work it through a lamp from high voltagemains,
it should be wound with many turns of fine wire to take a small
current. Probably about No. 26 gauge wire will be suitable ;
the amount to be put on must be a matter for experiment. This
gauge would also be about right if you are going to work themotor
in series with it through a lamp. For use with your batteries ,
No. 20 gauge would be about correct. The amount you propose
to use seems reasonable, but the subject is obviously of such a
special nature that experiment alone can determine the best
arrangements. In the apparatus referred to the lamp was possibly
the resistance through which the current was passed ; there would
probably be a resistance, and a coil could be wound with sufficient
resistance to run direct from themain . A lamp is a very cheap and
effective resistance. (4 ) You could run the motor in this way ,
but we are inclined to think it would be advisable to work it from
a separate lamp : the experiment is easily tried .
(12,121) Concerning Apprenticeship . W. M. B. (Belfast)
writes : I have served about eightmonths ofmy timeto mechanical
engineering , and am thinking of dropping it and taking up elec
trical engineering , because my people do not wish me to go to sea
when I am out of my time. Will the eightmonths I have served
countanything to me in the electrical engineering ? What examina
tions has an electrical engineer to pass ? What work is there to
do, and what wages does he receivewhen he comes out of his time ?
Could you tell me what you think about draughtsmanship , and
aboutwhat salary a draughtsman receives - does itdepend upon his
ability ?
Your eight months' experience will always be of use to you
and will help you on if you enter an electrical engineering works.
An electrical engineer is really a thoroughly well- trained mechanical
engineer with a certain amount of electrical knowledge. Hence a
good mechanical experience would be advisable in your case.
It is also quite possible to get this experience in an electrical shop ,
although such conclusions can only be definitely arrived at when
you know which shop orworks you are going to enter. It depends
entirely upon your future employers whether the eight month ;
previously served will count. It is possible they would take this
fact into account in deciding upon the time they wish you to serve .
Examinations, in many cases, are quite optional ; but if you attend
any evening classes , particluars of all the science ands engineering
exams.may be obtained from any of your instructor . The ques
tion of wages and the kind of work you may have to do is a large
one, and both will depend on your abilities and the kind of work
you have been acquainted with .
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( 10,959) Apprenticeship . S. T. (Liverpool) writes : I have
a friend in India who wishes to apprentice two of his sons to the
electrical engineering . Will you kindly inform me through your
valuable paper of some firm or firms in or about London , with
whom he could communicate on the subject ? I will send a copy
of your paper with your reply out to him , which I think will be a
treat considering that it will have to go away out in the Punjaub .
Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Electrical Engineers, Old Charlton,
near London ; Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., Falcon
Works, Loughborough , Leicestershire ; Crompton & Co., Arc Works,
Chelmsford, Essex ; Indiarubber Gutta Percha and Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd., Sivertown , London , E. See MODEL ENGINEER ,
Nos. 76. 77 , 78, Vol. VII— " How to become an Electrical
Engineer .'
(10,990 ] Charging Accumulators. H. P. (Clayton ) writes :
I have a small dynamo for charging accumulators. When I get
the dynamorunning at 25 volts, and put 10 cells in series, I find that
I only get 1.5 amps. flowing through cells, instead of 3 amps. I
may say that I tried putting six spirals (12 yds. in each spiral)
of 20 iron wire in parallel to try and increase current, but it had no
effect upon the strength of current. I have tried to puzzle it out
with the aid of your very handy book on “ Accumulators ," & c ., but
haven't succeeded , so I would like to know if you would kindly
inform me how to increase the current from 1.5 amps. to about 4
or 5 amps. ( 2 ) Will you tell me the effect upon the cells , if
instead of chargin : ten cells in sèries on 25-volt machine, I only
put eight in series ?
The only way to get more current through the cells is to increase
the voltage of dynamo, or decrease the number of cells ; putting
resistance wire in parallel with the cells is useless. If your cells
are large in propo tion to thedynamo, you may find that the dynamo
voltage drops when the cells are put on , owing to the internal
resistance of the armature. The only way to remedy this is to use
fewer cells, and place some resistance wire in series with them ,
adjusting matters until the dynamo maintains sufficient volts
to give 5 amps. Is the dynamo large enough to give the output
you require and suitably wound ? The back E.M.F. of 1o cells
in series would be about 20 volts at the early part of the charge,
so that you could not possibly get more than a certain rate of
current through them ; this rate would depend upon the size of the
cells .
(10,419] Motor Cycle Clutch . L. W. L.) Edinburgh) writes :
I am sending you the drawings (not reproduced ) of a motor-bike
clutch , and should be very glad if you would tell me whether it is
practical, and , if so , whether it is worth patenting.
We are unable to speak at all favourably of your design for
motor bicycle clutch , as it does not provide for the chief require
ments in such a clutch . The idea is feasible enough for very slow
running machinery, but what would be the effect of letting this
clutch in with an engine running at 2,000 revolutions ? Neither
engine nor clutch would last long, and the driving tyre would not
have a long life . If a belt should be the chosen drive, it would
either have to be adjusted so loosely as to be useless, or would break
every time. With a positive chain drive, either the chain would
break or the clutch would go , and probably the rider be thrown
out of the saddle. There is a good opening for a motor bicycle
clutch , but it must provide for (a ) instantaneous release of clutch
to give free engine, ( b ) a gradual engagement absolutely free from
shock , and giving any percentage of drive from zero to maximum ,
with a corresponding gradual slowing down to zero when required ;
(c ) itmust be so operated that it can be put into action or withrdawn
by finger pressure on a lever preferably placed on the handle bar,
and not necessitating the rider moving his hands, or (d ) it might
be arranged to be operated from the pedals, as in the back pedal
brake ; ( e) it must be absolutely reliable under all conditions, and
must be encased from weather and in terference from mud and grit ;
and finally it must be (f) designed to conform with existing fittings
and frame designs in the matter ofdisposition of stresses on these
fittings, particularly in the lateral direction.
(12,025] Acetylene Gasometer. H. D. O. (Paddington , W.)
writes : I have recently made an acetylene gasometer of one quar
ter the capacity of the one described in Chapter II of your r.and.
book , and should be glad if you could suggest a remedy for the
following defect : The gasometer generates more gas than it can
contain , and then blows thewater outof the tank , and thus escapes .
The gasometer then sinks and generatesmore gas, and repeats the
performance, thus wasting the carbide, and causing an unpleasant
smell . I have used both ordinary and oiled carbide, also salt
water. The tank and gasometer are half the weight and half th :
diameter of the measurements given . I have fitted a safety valv ?
of thin brass tubing with hole, which reaches to within it ins. of
the bottom ofgasometer. This , however , does notact, but, appar
ently, fills with water, and prevents the gas from escaping, as on
passing a piece of wire through it , water and gas bubble forth ,
and the gasometer sinks at least 2 or 3 ins. I have tried a cage
containing two baskets it ins. deep, and a cage containing five
baskets just under an inch deep. I have now made the gasometer
If ins. deeper ,but this does not have the desired effect, and I must
rernove the extra piece, as it does not allow the top trays to reach
the water. I have made enquiries among friends, and the above
seems a common fault with this class of gasometer. I should be
obliged if you could suggest a remedy.
We are indebted to Mr. C. N. Turner for the following reply :
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Mr. Osterfield's trouble is the natural sequence of having too small
a gas-holder , as the evolution of gas from carbidewill not, of course,
adapt itself to the size of the holder , but the size of the latter must
be suited to the amount of gas generated , and it is best to err on
the side of having a large holder than on one too small. Th :
materials are so cheap and so obtainable that there is no excuse
formaking one of inadequate capacity. Your querist hasalso made
his safety vent tube too long ; it should be no longer than just to
clear the water-level when the holder rises to within ; in. of the
limit.
is arranged
to do of
this,
water will
blown out of
the tankIf. itWith
a gas-holder
fullnocapacity
and be
a little
to spare,
the safety vent pipe would hardly ever be called into action .
also think he may have too heavy a holder for its size. A very
light one is best, as it can be weighted to any reasonable pres
sure by placing weights on top if so desired .
(12,090) Making Electro Magnets . J. H. B. (Dublin ) writes :
I would feel very much obliged if you would kindly answer the
following : (1 ) Is it possible to obtain magnets of sufficient power to
be able to lift very heavy weights, say a weight of 100 lbs., and it
it is possible to get such a magnet, would it be very heavy and of
very large proportions ? (2 ) How can I make magnets by the aid
of electricity, and what sort of a currentwould I require ? Would
a current of 220 volts 5 amps. do ? Also, what sort of steel or
iron is best for making magnets from ? Perhaps if you referred
me to somegood book dealing with magnest , I would get the infor
mation I want.
We presumeyou mean steel permanent magnets and not electro
magnets - that is,magnets having soft iron cores, which are excited
and made magnetic by means of copper wire coils wound on and
through which an electric current is passed . Themethod ofmaking
permanent steel magnets is as follows : A bar of high quality steel
is bent to the shape required , and then hardened in the usual man .
ner ; a coil of insulated copper wire is then slipped over the bar,
and a strong current of electricity is passed through it ; this mag
netises the steel, which retains the magnetism after the current is
switched off ; or the magnet may be placed against the poles of
a powerful electro-magnet and 'magnetised by it. Re-heating
the bar would cause it to lose its magnetism . The steel known as
tungsten steel is considered the best kind to use for permanent
magnets . There are tricks of trade in the making of first-class
permanent magnets, and you will not be able to equal the work of
experts ; but you can certainly make fairly good magnets with some
practice . You could use your 220-volt s -amp. current, providing
it is not alternating current : it only means winding the exciting
coil to suit. The way to make a very powerfulmagnet is to make
it compound - that is, built up of a number of thin magnets placed
side by side. If you will study “ The Electro -magnet," by S. P.
Thompson , you can find out practically all the information on the
subject which is available. This author gives an example of a
nine-plate compound permanent magnet which weigbed 22 lbs.,
and carried from 66 to 88 lbs. weight There are various methods
of making a permanent magnet by the use of other magnets.
These methods are explained in books on electricity and magnetism .
Iron and soft steels are useless. The horseshoe form is very much
more powerful than the straight bar pattern .
New

Catalogues and Lists.

The Edison & Swan United ElectricLight Company, Ltd.,
have sent us two further catalogue sections of their 1904 series,
These comprise Section VII (glass and silk shades) and Section X
(telephones) . The first contains a large quantity of illustrations U
glass shades , which show up very well on a black background ;
these include many styles, from the ordinary conical to the most
elaborate cut glass , and some ofthe designs are of an entirely novel
kind. This applies particularly to the “ Art Noveau drop
shades, which have the appearance of long trumpet-shaped flowers,
and when combined with suitable fittings, present an unique effect.
Many patterns of candle clips and shields are shown, and the list
concludes with a selection of bead and silk fringes in a large variety
of colours. The Telephone Catalogue comprises a large number of
the best selling lines , from domestic to municipal telephones, and
sets , for which
a special feature is made of intercommunication
there is now an ever -increasing demand. There are also some very
neat wall instruments at extremely moderate prices. The list
should prove a handy reference catalogue to the buyer, who will
also find that prices have been reduced owing to the large demand .
A. 0. Thornton , Paragon Works, King Street West, Man
chester.-A ofsmall
illustrated
pamphletinis issued
this firm
variousby styles
descriptive
drawing
instruments
and,
qualities , drawing boards, tee and set-squares, and other drawing
office requisites supplied by them . The pamphlet is written in an
interest.ng and descriptive style, and includes valuable hiits on
the choire of drawing inst:uments. It comprises also notes on the
" Perry slide rule.
Arthur Firth, Engineer , Cleckheaton , Yorkshire, sends us his
illustrated price list of lathes, chucks, straight shank twist drills ,
engineers' tools, machines, castings, & c ., & c. List will be sent
post free to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER for three penny
stamps. This list is fully illustrated and gen rally very well got
up, and should find a place in every model maker's workshop.
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The Editor's Page.
"HE last Gauge ” Competition having proved
THEso successful, the total number of prizes
awarded amounting to considerably over one
hundred , we have again decided to reopen the com
petition , commencing from the first of next month
until the end of September. For the enlighten
ment of new readers , we may explain that our offer
is to send a
Columbus sliding caliper gauge to
every model engineer who sends us a sufficiently
good photograph and description of any model,
tool,or piece of apparatus he hasmade, for insertion
in our journal. We wish to encourage model
makers to let us and their fellow readers see what
they have accomplished , and we feel sure that
there will be as satisfactory a response to our
invitation as there was to the previous one. If
preferred , any other tool or article to the value of
6s. 6d. will be sent in place of the Columbus gauge .
Entries should be accompanied by a separate letter,
giving the title of the article and stating exactly
what tool is required . If other than a “ Columbus
gauge is desired , the page and number of the tool
in the firm's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only , with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photo .
graphs and any separate sketches enclosed with the
contribution should similarly bear the name and
address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise in
the awarding of the prizes . It is essential in this,
as in our other competitions, that the copyright of
the photographs must be the property of the
sender and the covering letter should contain a
declaration to this effect.
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J. McC . (Belfast).- We suppose that the demand
for such castings have not warranted any firm
making the patterns, and therefore we cannot
help you . We understood that the firm named
were about to supply castings, but presume that
nothing has been done.
H. M. T. (Welshpool).- See our issue of January
7th last . You might as well complete the volume.
All the issues for the last five volumes are in
print.
R. H. (Gateshead).- We shall publish descriptions
of the models gaining medals at the Society's
recent Model Making Competition at an early
date.
J. H. (Exeter).— Please refer to article in December
ist, 1902 issue for information re alarm clocks.
Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, wheiher
remuneration is'expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisement ratesmay behad on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., forreview , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26–29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26–29; Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paser
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-2
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C. :
- Sole Agents for United States. Can da, and Mexico s Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U.S.A .. to whom
all subscriptions from these countries : hould be addressed .

Contents .
Answers to . Correspondents.
H. S. (Southwark ).— We are glad that you are
pleased with your prize and thank you for your
appreciative letter. We have an article on the
subject you mention in hand and it will be pub
lished at an early date.
J. P. (Grimsby).- Without a water jacket you will
not be able to run your gas engine continuously.
G : H. (Manchester).--You do not say precisely
what your difficulty is and we must refer you to
the articles on model electric tramcars in recent
issues -- notably, in the numbers for April 30th ,
1903, May 7th , 1903, and February 18th , 1904,
and other contributions bearing on the subject.
W. M. B. (Hailsham ).- We have this in mind ; all
the same we thank you for the suggestion .
P. W. (Alexandria ).- Write to Hr. A. H. Avery,
Fulmen Works, Tunbridge Wells. He will
supply you with all the electrical fittings re
quired for the model river launch illustrated in
our issue of August 15th , 1902.
A. E. (Leicester).-- We regret that we have no
further particulars .
W. C. R. (Battersea ).— See the coloured plate given
away with our issue of January ist, 1903.

[ The asterisk (* ) denotes that this subject is illustrated . ]
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Steamer

“ Ivy ."

By S. L. THOMPSTONE.

MR. S. L. THOMPSTONE'S MODEL CARGO STEAMER .
HE photo herewith is of a model steamer I
THhave recently made and exhibited at the
recent Conversazione of the Manchester and
Salford Society of Model Engineers. It is 50 ins.
long, 8 } ins. beam , and 6 ins, deep .
The hull was cut out of a yellow pine block , and
is slightly larger than the dimensions given . It is
divided into four compartments - viz ., fore peak ,
boiler room , engine room , and store room . The
stern , keel, bilge keels, and stern -post are of drawn
square brass.
The deck is off- in . ash , and has a combing round
of teak . The hatches and skylight over engine
room are also of teak , and give easy access to the
blow - lamp, boiler , engine, & c.
The boiler room is lined inside with asbestos, and
under the boiler , in addition , with 6 lbs. sheet lead ,
which keeps the hull perfectly cool.
The boiler, which is ofcopper , is 41 ins. diameter

by 104 ins. long, including smokebox , and has stood
a steam test of 110 lbs. per square inch . The boiler
shell is a piece of solid drawn tube, 1-16th in . thick ,
flanged at the ends to receive the end plates, which
are securely riveted thereto . There are also two
longitudinal stays from end to end, 3-16ths in .
diameter . The flue is 2 ins. diameter, fitted with
{ -in . cross tubes. The dome is a piece of 2- in .
tubing, it ins. high, flanged and secured to boiler
shell with round -headed screws. The fittings con
sist of a water gauge, 100 -lb . steam gauge, check
valve, steam cock , and two safety valves, one
pressed to 50 lbs, and the other to 70 lbs. per square
inch. The lower pressure valve may be locked up
so as to work at 70 lbs., if required. The blow -off
from the water gauge is carried up on to the deck ,
which tends to keep the boiler room dry . There is
also a pipe from the check valve to the deck , by
which means water can be pumped into the boiler
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without disturbing anything. The escape pipe
from the L.-P. safety -valve is carried up in front of
the funnel. The boiler is fixed in the hull by means
of two saddles with four long screws, which screw
into lugs fixed in the bottom of the hull.
The engine, which is clearly shown in the photo,
is f- in . bore by k -in , stroke, and running light, with
50 lbs. of steam through f -in . pipe, attains a speed
of 2,100 revolutions a minute. It is fitted with
oil cups, split bearings, & c . The steam supply is
taken direct from the boiler dome. It was in
tended at first to fix a superheater in the smokebox
of boiler, but the steam supply was found to be
quite sufficient, so it was dispensed with , as it only
tended to complicate the piping arrangement and
interfere with the ready taking out of the boiler,

June 30 , 1904.

participate in the visit should write the Secretary
before the 6th July, in order that the necessary
arrangements can be completed .
On Saturday , May 28, abyut twenty ofthe Society
visited the Bricket Wood Miniature Railway, at
the invitation of their fellow -members, Mr. F.
Smithies and Mr. G. E. Flooks. The “ Nipper
was in full going order all the afternoon, and the
visitors were able to see the engine working under
all conditions, running both light at high speeds,
and with moderate and heavy loads. Turns were
also taken at the regulator. Tea over, Mr. D. Corse
Glen, the vice-chairman , proposed a hearty vote
of thanks to the owners of the
Nipper, com
menting favourably on their work, which was
passed with acclamation . Both Mr. Smithies and
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etc. The exhaust pipe of engine is taken up the
back of the funnel.
The boiler is heated by means of a vertical
Swedish blow -lamp, which was not quite satis
factory at first ; but with a little alteration between
the valve and the nozzle , it is now all that could be
desired .
In conclusion , I may say that this boat was not
made for speed, yet it can attain a speed of 3
miles per hour, the screw being a cast three-bladed
one 3 } ins. diameter. With the exception of the
pump and lamp, it is entirely my own design and
make.

The Society of Model Engineers .

London .
FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS . - Wednesday , July 13 :
Visit to Portsmouth Dockyard . Permission has
also been obtained for the party to visit the Ports
mouth Corporation Electricity Supply Station
Special cheap tickets, 75. 8d. return ; train leaves
Waterloo at 9.10 a.m. All members wishing to

Mr. Flooks replied . - HERBERT G. RIDDLE , Hon .
Sec., 37, Minard Road, Hither Green , S.E.
Copies of the photograph reproduced herewith ,
which was kindly taken by a Liverpool member ,
Mr. E. Ellerton Thorp, may be obtained from him
(address : 7. Devonshire Road , West Kirby ,
Cheshire), at cost price, 6d. each .
Provincial Societies.
Leeds. — This Society held their meeting on
Tuesday evening, the 14th inst. On Saturday ,
June 11, a party of members and friends visited
the new sheds and workshops of the North Eastern
Railway Company, at Neville Hill, Leeds. Mr.
Younghusband , 'the superintendent, received the
party and conducted them through the shops,which
proved an interesting and profitable visit . - W . H.
BROUGHTON , Hon . Sec., 262 , Carlton Terrace, York
Road, Leeds.
THE Hon . Charles A. Parsons and M. de Laval,
the two pioneers of the steam turbine, have been
honoured by'theGerman Engineers’ Associat n ,who
conferred on each of them the Grashofmedal, insti.
tuted in honour of the founder of the Association .

June 30 , 1904.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column , based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord .
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP on the envelope.)
A Dividing Head for the Lathe.
By WILLIAM LAMB.
The photographs herewith reproduced are to
illustrate a small dividing head which I have made
for use on my lathe, and with which I have cut a
number of wheels and milling cutters, having
made the cutter and also cut the wheel shown in

the division plate eighty ; multiply the wheel by
the division , then divide by the number of divisions
to be cut ; set the pointer B to the number of
divisions on plate , and secure in position with screw
B '. All being ready, put O on the division plate
to O on fixed plate, as shown in Fig . 2 ; lock man
drel firmly and cut first division or tooth , having
finished that bring pointer B to O on fixed plate
for the next division or tooth ; then for every sub
sequent division slack screw D ; then place o on
division plate to O on fixed plate . Secure it firmly
with the screw D , and then bring pointer B to 0 on
fixed plate. Repeat this until all the divsions are
cut.
Cutting a Left - hand Thread with a Right
hand Tap .
By J. TROUCHE .
The following is another way of cutting a left
hand thread with a right-hand tap. Commencing,
right-hand
tap is placed in the screwed cut of a
a
die of an adjustable screw - plate. Of course, the
tap and the die must be of the same pitch . The
rod to be screwed is placed close to the tap and the
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FIG . 1. - A DIVIDING HEAD FOR THE LATAE.
G
the photograph (Fig . 1 ). The following is a de
scription of the tool :
A is the division plate, divided into eighty
divisions ; B is a pointer secured to A by the screw
B '; C is a sleeve for locking A to the worm spindle

H

FIG . 2. — ANOTHER VIEW OF DIVIDING HEAD .
other die then pressed against the rod, taking care
the threads of said die does not come in contact
with the rod. To prevent this, a small piece of
copper or brass foil is inserted between . The rod
is then secured in the vice and the screw -plate

A

B

o boblue
DVD

CUTTING A LEFT-HAND THREAD WITH A RIGHT
HAND . TAP .

Fig . 3. — THE DIVIDING HEAD READY FOR USE .

turned round in the usual manner, the result
The
being a left -hand thread cut on the rod .
accompanying diagram makes this clear, A being
the tap , B the rod, C the copper or brass foil, and
D D the dies .

by the screw D ; E is the handle on the worm
spindle, and turns A , B , C together with the worm ;
F is a collar retaining mandrel I ; H is a handle ,
with an eccentric working in the plate G for locking
mandrel in position while the cutting is being done.
The mode of using the head is as follows : The
worm wheel (shown in Fig . 1) has thirty- six teeth ,

THE NEW OCEAN RECORD . - The Atlantic liner,
the Kaiser Wilhelm der Zweite , which has just
created a new ocean record , has the further attrac
tion to passengers of being practically unsinkable ,
fitted as he with the Stone-Lloyd ” System of
Simultaneous Closing Bulkhead Doors.
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Engineering .

New Winding for Induction Coil. – An en
tirely new system of winding the secondaries
of induction coils and transformers has been de
vised by Mr. Leslie Miller, of Hatton Garden , E.C.,
whereby the secondaries of coils to give from 10 - in .
to 18 -in . sparks are made in from 700 to 1,200
separate single wire sections, with a disc of paper
between , continued from one to the other without
any joint in the wire or break in the paper. This
new method of winding will be readily understood
from the accompanying figure. For the sake of
clearness, this shows the sections separated from
one another by a wide distance, instead of being
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over the best of the old section -wound type has been
clearly demonstrated . A 12- in . coil worked with
24 volts and an ordinary mercury break will fully
light up five or six x -ray tubes at once, connected
in parallel. By a slightmodification of the winding
machine, it can be used to wind non -inductive
resistances , & c.
The process is carried out by means of a very
simple machine, which winds the wire in a flat
spiral without in any way injuring it or the insu
lating covering.--- The Electrical Review .

I

Shallow Draught Sectional Steamer. - A
vessel has been built by the firm of Yarrow for the
British Admiralty for service abroad in shallow
waters, and although 160 ft. long, has been con
structed in ten sections, so that re -erection may be
easy . Each section is floatable , and it will be quite
possible to put this gunboat together while the sec
tions are afloat, thus saving the expense and risk
of launching operations. It will, perhaps, be re
membered that this same firm built a vessel in
sections for the journey up the Congo, made by
Stanley in 1883, and since then the plan has come
to be used very frequently .
The bɔilers of the
vessel are so designed that wood, as well as coal,
may be burnt, and it is calculated that eight pounds
of wood will be consumed per horse-power hour.
With ordinary coal, about half this weight would
suffice. The vessel is fitted with a screw , and not
paddle wheels, as is usually the case in shallow
waters.

The

000
A NEW WINDING FOR INDUCTION COIL .
actually wound on the top of one another and after
wards strongly compressed together . The winding
commences at A on the paper disc shown black ,
and is continued to B and back to c without any
break , and then (on a paper disc previously threaded
on the wire) to D , and so on , till the source of wire
comes to an end . A joint is then made, on the
outside only , and the winding continued .
It is evident that this method of winding is in
accordance with theory, and the increased efficiency
of coils so constructed fully confirms this. It has
the following advantages :
1. An internalbreakdown , owing to wires between
which a high potential difference exists coming
together, cannot possibly occur. There is a safety
margin of 500 per cent. or more in the paper discs,
and the separate turns of wire, not being actually
wound on the top of one another, can even be bare
metal, although , for convenience, they are silk
covered . The whole insulation of the secondary
winding is very high .
2. The secondary winding can be compressed to
any extent. This probably stops internal brush
discharge, and largely accounts for the increased
efficiency.
This
3. Low ohmic resistance of secondary.
makes the new coils specially suitable for charging
Leyden jar condensers, such as are used in wireless
telegraphy and medical high - frequency apparatus.
4. The coils will stand any climate . It is im
possible for the wires to shift after the sections have
been compressed .
The superiority of coils constructed in this way

A Turbine Steamer for America . — The new
passenger steamer Turbina, for the Turbine Steam
ship Company, built by Messrs. Hawthorn Leslie
and Co. at Hebburn recently sailed from the Tyne
for America , preparatory to regular service on Lake
Ontario . She is fitted with three of Parsons' com
pound steam turbine engines, and being the first
vessel of the type introduced into America her
construction has aroused national interest. The
Turbinia is 260 ft . long. and her other dimensions
are such as to enable her to safely pass the various
locks between the sea and Lake Ontario . She has
accommodation for between 1,500 and 2000 passen
gers, and the provision throughout is of the best
description . The contract speed of the Turbinia
was 20 miles an hour, but on her official trials she
easily made 22 } miles.
New Fog - Signalling Apparatus. - At Snow Hill
Station , Birmingham , a new fog -signalling appa :
ratus, the invention of Mr. Ledbrook , the chief
inspector of signals for the Midland section of the
Great Western Railway Company,64has been tested .
The device, which is termed the Automatic Bell
Auxiliary Railway Signal,” is fixed to the inside
of one of the rails . When the signal is at danger
the mechanism is ready for operation . The flange
of the engine wheel cleaves the contrivance, which
operates a lever, causing two hammers fixed along
side the line to strike a bell simultaneously . When
the signal is clear the alarm drops, and the
engine wheel makes no contact. When the bell
has been ringing a pneumatic cylinder gradually
sets the apparatus again , ready for the next train .
During the last quarter of a century 1,200 sets of
apparatus for
nalling have been tested by the
railway companies, but none have satisfied them .
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Alternators ,

39
By “ ZODIAC. "
(Continued from page 546.)
( 16 ) Power Factor and Economy of Working.
From what has been already said , the reader will
note that a high power factor is desirable : for the
loss of energy in heating the conductors varies
inversely as the square of the power factor, since

Lamp

Condenser

secondary circuits, arc lamps, or induction motors,
will have a power factor which may be as low as
50 per cent. ( ?), or even less . Lightly loaded ,
alternating current induction motors have a low
power factor ; a three-phase 1ị b.h.-p.motor would
have a full load power factor of about 78 per cent.,
and a half -load power factor of 55 to 60 per cent..
(17) Condenser Capacity . - The capacity of a
condenser is the quantity of energy which it can
store up and is dependent on the area of the plates,
and their distance apart . The unit of capacity is
the Farad ; but as this capacity is many thousand
times larger than anything met with in practice, it
is usual to take 1000000 of it, which is termed the
microfarad .
The currentCin a condenser of k farads capacity,
supplied with an E.M.F. of E volts at a frequency of
n cycles is
C = 27
πη E *
Example : If a condenser of 3 microfarads capacity
be fed by an E.M.F. of440 volts at60 cycles,
C = 6 •28 x 60 X 440 X 3 = 0-497 amperes.
1,000,000
-C - 1

Alternator

FIG . 21.
for a given sload and P.D. the current varies in
versely as the power factor ; further, the drop of
potential along the mains will vary inversely as the
power factor. A low power factor prevents the
steam alternators in the generating station being
kept fully loaded ; for instance, suppose the
power factor be 1 (lag
60 ° ; see Section 15 ), and
suppose the total load be supplied by two equal
sized alternators, each machine supplying its full
load current. Now , although each alternator is
supplying its full load current, it is, owing to the
power factor being }, only running at half load ,

1.73

m
a

VE olts

F
Vol

VE olls

ts

FIG . 23

E volts

and the engine driving it is also only running at
half load . If the power factor in the above case
was unity, then onemachine alone would be capable
of dealing with the load , and its engine would be
running fully -loaded , and , therefore, at its maxi
mum efficiency. A bank of incandescent lamps, or
of fully-loaded closed-circuit transformers, forms
a non -inductive load, whose power factor will be
practically unity. An alternator running on an
inductive load such as transformers with open

C =/ 7

-C = 1

Fig . 22.
The condenser , therefore, acts as if it had a re
sistance of
440
= 890 ohms approx .
0 :497
1
The capacity impedance 27 n k is sometimes
termed the condensance , capacity being considered
as a negative inductance .
The introduction of a condenser in series with a
continuous-current circuit would render it im
possible to send any current round the circuit, for
the resistance of the condenser is , of course, in
finitely large . A study of the foregoing remarks,
however , will show that in the case ofan alternating
current, if the periodicity and the condenser capacity
are large enough , we can get , say, a lamp lit when
arranged , as shown in Fig. 21, although the Ohmic
resistance of the circuit is practically infinitely
large, seeing that the condenser is connected in
series.
(18 ) Resonance. - Closely connected with the sub
ject of condenser effects, is the so -called " Reson
ance .
When a circuit contains resistance and capacity,
but not self -induction
P = 27 n , and k
capacity in farads.
E
C =
✓ R² + I
p'R ?
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If the circuit contain resistance, self- induction
and capacity, then
E
C =
2
VR? +(pl -bie)
pk
Now , if the inductance and capacity were so
O , then

the capacity and inductance would neutralise each
other, and the current would be in phase with the
volts .
The voltage due to the inductance would equal
the voltage due to the capacity, but these voltages
may be many times greater than the voltage of the
circuit ; if the ohmic resistance R = 0 then there
is no limit to the value of the voltages due to the
inductance and the capacity.
(It is, of course , impossible in practice to have
R : 0 , but R may be very small.)
The phenomenon accompanying3 ) these conditions
is known as electric Resonance or Syntony."
As an example, let the resistance R = 2 ohms, let
25 henry and k = 10 microfarads, the volt
L
age of the mains being 200 volts at 100 cycles.
Then—
I
PL =
or pº x L k =
pk
10 = 1.
for(21 X 100 ) x 0-25
1,000,000
Hence
E 200
C
R
2 = 100 ampères .
The voltage across the terminals of the condenser
C
IOO
= 16,000 volts approx .
pk 27 X IOO XO'00001
The voltage across the inductance would, of
course , also equal 16,000 volts. It need hardly be
pointed out that apparatus insulated suitable for
a 200 -volt circuit would break down under such a
high voltage. The above facts should not be lost
sight of, for neglect of the necessary precautions
may cause the insulation of apparatus used to break
down by its being subjected to voltages which it
was never designed to withstand . When the Lon
don Electric Supply Corporation first started their
Deptford station the Ferranti mains connecting
Deptford and the London sub- stations consisted of
copper tubes , the one tube being inside the other,
and insulated from it by being covered with layers
of paper. Owing to their construction these mains
possessed considerable capacity , and after the
supply was started it was found that the pressure
drop was much less than anticipated . This effect
was, of course, due to the capacity or resonance ,'
though at that time electric resonance was not
known, and hence the effect puzzled engineers for
some time.
(19 ) Skin Effect. - An alternating current tends
to distribute itself unequally over the cross -section
of the conductor, being crowded towards the outer
portion of the conductor. Hence with conductors
of large size the inner portions of the conductor
carry practically no current. The effect of this
crowding of current on the surface is to increase
the resistance and diminish the inductance of the
conductor. This so -called “ skin effect ” or “ skin
resistance ” increases with increase in the periodic
ity, so that tubes or flat strips are used for carrying
heavy alternating current and thin flat strips is
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used for modern lightning conductors owing to the
oscillatory nature of lightning discharges.
The skin effect is enormously magnified in the
case of iron conductors owing to the high perme
ability of this material. In the case of ordinary
frequencies of 50 to 100 cycles per second, this skin
effect does not become appreciable for copper con
ductors under in . diameter, so it will not bother
us in our design at all.
A similar thing occurs , viz ., an unequal distribu
tion ofmagnetic induction over the cross -section of
a mass of iron subject to an alternating magnetic
force .
( 20 ) Single-phase Distribution . — The distribution
of current from a single-phase alternator is quite
simple and merely requires a lead and return con
ductor the same as in the case of continuous current.
From what has been said regarding choking coils
etc., the reader will note that for alternating
current work , if iron tubes such as “ simplex con
duit " be used , both lead and return wires must be
placed in one tube, otherwise if " lead " be run in
one tube and “ returp " in another tube along side,
there would be a considerable drop of pressure in
the mains due to the inductive effect.
(21) Two-phase Distribution . - If the phases are
kept independent of each other, then each phase
bas two wires and thus four conductors are required
for transmitting the power . The system may be
looked upon as consisting of two single-phase
systems, the phase difference in the two being 90
degrees. Sometimes, however, a two-phase circuit
is connected up so as to only require three wires for
The
transmitting the power as shown in Fig. 22 .
middle wire in this case carries a larger current
than the two outer wires, the ratio of the current
If,
or 1:41 to i approximately.
being 72 to
when using four wires each wire has to be x -square
inches in area, then the total cross-section will be,
of course, 4 * . If three w res are used , the total
cross-section will be 2x + 1'41x = 341% . Hence ,

with the three -wire system we only have 3.41
4
85 per cent, of the copper used in the case of the
four-wire system . The saving in copper, however ,
is balanced by the fact that better insulation of the
line is necessary . When four wires are used , the
P.D. between any two of the lines never exceeds
the E.M.F.of one of the alternator windings. With
the three- wire system the P.D. between the two
outers is about 40 per cent. higher than the E.M.F.
of one winding .
For Improving the Efficiency of Petrol
Engines.
For improving the efficiency of petrol engines, it
is proposed instead of charging the cylinder
by suction direct from the carburettor, by which
means it is difficult to get a full charge, to use a
light intermediate charging cylinder , whose capacity
is varied by the governors from nothing to some
thing more than that of the working cylinder, which
would give a positive charge of vapour according
to the requirements of the engine up to more than
can be obtained at present.
The inlet valve of
the charging cylinder only need be operated
mechanically , and the governors can form part of
the eccentric , so that without much multiplication
of parts a very flexible engine can be obtained with
out using very large cylinders.
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Fast German Steam Launch
of Tetrahedral Design .

"HIS vessel is built of galvanized mild steel,
THand measures 36 ft. over all, 6.8 ft . beam .
The maximum draught of the vessel is to be
found forward , and measures 1'6 ft . At the stern ,
where the greatest beam is to be found, the vessel
lies absolutely flat upon the water. The submerged
portion of the boat resembles in form that of an

of no little importance to the Mainzer Rudder
Verein (Mainzer Boat Club ), since the vessel was
to be used in the shallow waters of the Rhine and
the narrow channel of the Main (where the boat
club has its still-water training course). When
forcing the engine, it was necessary for the launch
to be capable of following the fastest eight-oared
shell. The club, in imposing its conditions laid
particular stress upon the fact that the launch
should not only be adapted for the purpose of train
ing crews, but also that it should not unnecessarily
agitate the water ; that it should be stable and

Huy
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THE FAST STEAM LAUNCH Moguntia.
aquatic bird , and not of a fish. The displacement
of the Moguntia , completely equipped, when the
boilers are filled and petroleum enough is stored
for a journey of twelve hours, is 3.8 tons. The
builders of the vessel, Escher-Wyss & Co., of
Zurich , guarantee a speed of 12:42 to 13 miles per
hour. During the trial trips not only was this
guaranteed speed maintained, but far exceeded ,
for the launch in a one hour's endurance run made
134 knots. With forced draught in deep water ,
themaximum speed of 14 knots was attained . The
attainment of the guaranteed speed was a matter

seaworthy ; that it should be capable of so
readily obeying its helm that it could be turned in
the narrow Main channel without the use of boat
hooks and the like. The training of crews necessi
tates a constant change of speed. It was necessary ,
therefore, that the vessel should be not only fre
quently stopped and often propelled very slowly ,
but be also capable of towing a shell with the utmost
care. The boat club consequently required varia
bility in speed and the ability to reach full speed
with the utmost rapidity after each stoppage.
These rigorous requirements prohibited the use of
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an explosion motor of the automobile type. Since
in training crews it is of particular importance that
the coach should be able to act independently of
the crew , and to control the entire launch and its
motor with one hand, the further condition was im
posed that themotor and its controlling mechanism
should be of the simplest possible construction .
In selecting a motor it was necessary to consider the
fact that little or no noise should be produced
either in starting or stopping the boat, so as not to
interfere with the giving of commands. For this
reason automobile explosion engines could not be
used . It was furthermore stipulated that at full
speed , with four men on board , the launch should
not draw more than 3 ft. After
much corresponding with boat
building firms in every country
of Europe, the boat club was
about to give up the problem ,
when the new construction of
Naval Constructor Kretschmer
was brought to their attention .
After examining plans, which
were prepared in accordance
with his tetrahedral construc
tion , the club decided to have
a boat built of this type. The
boat fully met all expectations.
Driven at full speed , no great
blow wave is formed , but only
a relatively small stern wave,
which does not in the least
disturb
the crew's rowing
No
launch .
alongside the
hollowing of the water at the
sides of the boat is perceptible .
It was found that the stern
wave increased in size and the
speed of the launch diminished
when theboatwas heavily laden
at the stern . Similarly, the bow
down to any extent,
weighed
cannot be
otherwise the boat ships water over the bow
and refuses to obey her rudder. The same
phenomena are to be observed in all launches,
but the tetrahedral forms seem to be particularly
sensitive in this respect. The waterline of the boat
is absolutely straight, and the bow angle at the
water- line is twice as sharpas that of a boat of equal
length and beam of prismatic plan . The sharp
angles of the waterline and the fact that the water
lines are straight for the entire length of the boat
may be regarded as the cause of the inappreciable
wave formation , since the currents are not sub
jected to a constant change in direction as in ordi
nary boats. The flat, broad stern formation
enables the water to reach the propellers unob
structed in quantity . The launch can be com
pletely turned end for end in a circle of about two
boat-lengths. It can be driven astern , and obeys
its helm as well as a paddle boat. Screw -driven
boats, as a general rule, swerve from their course
when the engines are reversed . Despite the great
sharpness of the lines, the boat has a greater beam
than vessels of like sharpness , built on ordinary
lines, and hence a greater superficial area above
water. From this it follows that the launch has an
almost unprecedented stability . As a result of
this great stability , a liberal above-water hull and
broad , comfortable seats are provided for passen
gers. In order that the boat might have sufficient
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lateral support under the energetic action of the
rudder when turned at full speed, the hull above
water, at the greatest beam , which is at the stern ,
was provided with a large reserve displacement.
This marked outward extension of the form of the
stern over the water -line prevents the vessel from
sinking too much when forced draught is used . It
was not necessary to provide fins in order to secure
lateral stability in turning. The broad, flat stern
of the tetrahedral boat renders it particularly
necessary that the designer should calculate the
centre of gravity with nicety, in order that the
vessel'may preserve her proper trim ." The ordinary
boat can be easily trimmed by shifting ballast, and

MR. P. TAYLOR'S SHOCKING COIL .
runs quite smoothly, even though it be not in abso
lutely proper trim . The tetrahedral boat, on the
contrary , cannot be so readily trimmed, and is at
a marked disadvantage if its trim be not properly
preserved . — American Shipbuilder .

A

Shocking Coil.

By P. TAYLOR .
'HE most difficult piece of work in the 'shocking
coil - illustrated and described here - is the
THE
winding. First make two end flanges for the
coil ; they can be made of 1 in . ebonite , fibre ,
wood , or any non -conductor. When this
done,
drill and tap } in .hole at the bottom of each flange,
so that when the coil is finished it can be fastened
tightly on baseboard , by means of screws. Next
get a brass tube 41 ins. long - outside diameter
-in ., inside diameter 7-16ths in . — or as thin as
possible ; the thinner the better . Cut a piece of
brown paper 41 ins. wide, and coil it on brass tube
to fin . outside diameter . Between layers paste
glue or shellac varnish , so that when dry it will
form a hard tube. Take it off brass tube and glue
it into the holes in the flanges, which will then form
your bobbin for the coil. Fix the bobbin in the
winding machine.
A winding can be easily constructed with two
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pieces of wood for uprights , fastened at the bottom
to erect the model on a baseboard, 12 ins, by 7 ins.
by another piece of wood ; a bar of į in . steel or
by k ins. In addition to the two screws at the
iron bent for mandrel and handle . First wind the
bottom of the flanges to keep the coil firm on the
primary, which consists of two layers of No. 20
board , I fastened a piece of copper strip over the
S.W.G., D.C.C. Two holes must be drilled in one
coil on to the board . When all is erected on board
flange for the leads of the primary to come out ;
connect the wires at bottom of board . A diagram
leave the leads when winding about i ft. long .
of connections is given . Groove the bottom of
When this is done, insulate over the primary wire
board where the wires are to lie and place the wires
paraffined paper, a lew layers being sufficient.
in them . Fill in with praffin wax .
Then wind on ten or twelve layers of No. 36 S.W.G.,
Two handles will now be required as shown in
s.s.c. Cotton covered may be used , but silk is the
the photograph . They must be made of hollow
better of the two. Between the layers, a sheet of
brass and a length of wire connected to each of
paraffined paper or thick brown paper should be
them from terminals .
used . This is called the secondary coil.
Two
holes must be drilled opposite flange for leads of
secondary ; this completes the making of the coil.
A
Simple Working Model
For the appearance of the model place a covering
Crane.
Steam
of silk , plush , or satin over the coil to suit the
maker's fancy.
By A. C. BROWN .
Next make a core, which consists of a bundle of
soft iron wire about No. 21 gauge. Cut each wire
'HE accompanying photograph illustrates my
44 ins. long and pack them into the brass tube,
made from odd pieces of metal, no lathe being
until there is sufficient in for the tube to slide easily
over them . Gradually pull the bundle of wires out
used . The base, or bedplate, is an old grandfather
of tube and bind tightly with tape or wire as you
clock plate, which has the four pillars attached to
do so , then bake in shellac varnish . When this is
form the feet. It is 6 ins. long, 4 * ins. wide, and
done the core should be very
hard . Fasten a brass collar
in , wide, 7-16ths in . inside
diameter , 9-16ths in . outside
diameter, on the core } in .
from one end . Now fix core
tightly in paper tube, leaving
fin . out at the end where
the collar has been fastened ,
also place the brass tube over
corə . Wenow name the brass
tube as draw tube which
regulates the current.
Now , the draw tube should
slide evenly on core and be
tween the paper tube. Next
step to the contact-breaker.
I should advise you to buy
one, or if you wish to make
one you may follow the in
structions given . The centres
of the poles are if ins. Get
two round pieces of brass
of in . diameter about it
height. Drill and tap 3-16ths
in . hole at the bottom of each
pole about in . deep . At one
pole drill and tap 3-16ths
hole, centre to be it from
bottom .
Then
make a
3-16ths in
contact screw
(platinum tipped ) to fit in
the pole , drill and tap } in .
A BEGINNER'S WORKING MODEL STEAM CRANE .
hole centre iſ ins. from bot
tom of other pole . Next get
24 ins. high . The boiler is copper, 3 ins. diameter
a piece of 1-64th sheet brass or German silver,
} ins. long and in , width . On the end of it solder
and 34 ins. high , and is fixed to the plate with two.
pieces of American clock plate, 24 ins. long, ſin .
a piece of soft iron } in . by } in . by 4 in . A small
piece of platinum (sheet) must be fastened on the
wide, which are riveted on so that the boiler does
sheet brass about the centre .
Fasten it on the
not touch the bedplate . I fastened it on in this
pole in which you drilled a } in . hole at right
way, so that the bedplate should not get heated .
The boiler fittings consist of a starting tap, steam
angles. This completes the contact-breaker.
Five terminals are next required , but no particu
tap, water tap , whistle and safety -valve . It has
lar size is needed . A switch can be made to any
a central flue, and is heated by gas, ample room
being provided for such a burner .
design just as the maker requires it. Now begin
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I next made the standards for the engine out of
strips of American clock plate, 3 ins. high , } in .
wide. The cylinder was then fixed horizontally .
It is made of brass , and is a single -action oscillating
cylinder, 1 in . bore, i in . stroke.
The crankshaft is a piece of brass wire, 3 ins.
long, } in . diameter . The crank is a piece of brass
plate, and the cran
is a piece of steel wire.
The flywheel is 24 ins. diameter. On the crank
shaft I fixed the small gear-wheel, which is made of
brass, and has ten teeth . I then put up another
pair of standards, and fitted the large gear -wheel,
which is if ins. diameter , and has fifty- four teeth.
Thus the flywheel revolves nearly five and a half
times to one revolution of the drum , which is made
of wood . The - jib consists of two lengths of thick

A MODEL ELECTRIC TUG -BOAT .
brass wire, each 13 ins. high, which are mounted on
a revolving base . At the top I fixed the pulley .
Two brass chains lead from the top of the post to
the bedplate, which keep the post rigid while the
load is being lifted .
A Model Electric

Tug Boat.

By W. SAUNDERS.
AVING a little leisure sometimeago, I thought
H
I would try my hand at model making .
The accompanying photograph gives a
representation of my labours. It is an electric
tug -boat, built up of { -in . layers of good hard
wood , with a - in mahogany deck , all of which are
cut out by hand, as I had no tools at my disposal.
Some of the leading dimensions are :-Length
overall, 2 ft . ; width at widest part, 5 ins. ; depth
outside from deck , 31 ins. ; depth inside from deck ,
2 } ins. The boat is driven by a “ Hustler ” motor,
and the supply taken from a “ Dania ” dry cell.
The switch , as you will observe, is on the cabin
top , the whole of which is removable to admit of
getting at the motor. It is made so that I can take
the entire deck off, which , of course , is necessary
when changing the dry cell.

A

Model
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Traction

Engine .

By S. P. SMITHIN .
THE photographs herewith are of a model
THEtraction engine, which I may say is mainly
the result of my having come across the
handbook , Model Boiler Making," about twelve
months ago, after reading which I was at once
fired with the ambition of making a boiler .
The
type of boiler that took my fancy was the locomotive
Fig . 22 in the handbook . I was rather afraid to
tackle the throat-plate, as there described , so I
decided to make the firebox larger in proportion
to the barrel, so as to get a circular flange to fit
end of barrel into ; the result was quite a success,
and the boiler stood a water test
of over 100 lbs. per sq. in .
Dimensions of boiler : Barrel
(drawn brass tube), 4 ; ins. di
ameter, 12 ins. long ( including
smokebox 2 ins. long ). Firebox
-outside, 4 * ins. long, 51 ins.
wide, 8 ins. high ; inside, 3 ins.
long, 48 ins. wide, 6 ins. high .
Heating surface - tubes , 130 sq .
ins. ; firebox, 110 sq . ins. ; total,
240 sq . ins. . The boiler plates are
I -16th in . thick brass. There are
six flue tubes, & in . diameter, and
one in the centre, & in . diameter.
The grate bars are cast in one
piece, and can be drawn out at
front of ashpan for cleaning out
ashes, & c . The boiler steams well
with a coal fire, after the difficulty
of first raising steam to work
blower .
Of course, a boiler was of no
use without an engine. I first
thought of making a portable, but
afterwards decided to make a trac
tion engine of it . I made my own
patterns according to fancy, and
obtained castings from them . The cylinder is
steam jacketed, with ports cored out, 11 -in . bore,
11- in . stroke.
The piston has two rings, bent
steel crankshaft, 7-16ths diameter , link reversing
gear, feed-pump with return to tender when not
feeding boiler , worm -wheel steering gear and a fly
wheel 64 ins. diameter. I bought lathe change
wheels for travelling motion,
in . wide.
The
travelling wheels are built up of stout sheet brass ,
with cast- iron hubs, hind wheels, 98 ins. diameter ,
I ins. wide ; front wheels, 63 ins. diameter , if ins.
wide. Total width of track is it ins., length of
engine with tender, 24 ins. ; height to centre cf
crankshaft, 12 ins. ; to top of funnel, 20 } ins.
The water gauge, whistle , pressure gauge, and
'most of the screws were purchased . The feed
pump was also bought ; but I had to make a new
barrel and gland to it , as it would not supply
enough water for the boiler, only having i in .
plunger. The present one is fin . diameter , with
about fin . stroke, and will supply plenty of water
when running at full power.
Themodel will run at a fair speed on an ordinary
lawn with 30 lbs. pressure, which soon rises to blow
ing -off point (45 to 50 lbs.) while running.
I wish to say that I have been much helped in
making this model by reading the M.E.

-
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MR. S. P. SMITHIN'S MODEL TRACTION ENGINE,
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firmly , and making a good contact. These ter
minals were made from the posts of a knife switch
by cutting off the tops and removing the nuts on
the bottom . The holes and the screw d were in
the original, and the latter was left in case it might
be of some further use , but is not needed .
The terminals are screwed into a piece of red
fibre, 17 ins. long, i in . wide, and 3-16ths in . thick ,
having two countersunk, holes for screws; next to
this comes the wall-plug E (shown in detail at F ),
which is made of two pieces of red fibre fastened
together with three screws ( E ), and then two
3-16th holes drilled # in . apart to the depth ,
and the remainder (h ) drilled to suit the wires.

An Electric Alarm .
By John W. REID (Montreal).
OME months ago , having to rise very early , I
Sondecided to fit up an electric alarm in con
nection with a clock ; but owing to a serious
illness which I had , I lost the use of my left ear,
and while in the hospital had got in the habit of
sleeping on my right side, being thus “ dead to the
world ” with respect to hearing ; therefore an ordi
nary bell would not be ofany use .
After experimenting with a common alarm
clock , I hit on the idea of placing a small electric
bell under my pillow and connecting it with the
alarm clock in the usual way, thus conveying the

A
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AN ELECTRIC ALARM .
sound directly to my right ear , but as an electric
bell was in no way convenient for continual hand
ling, and an uncomfortable thing to have under
one's pillow , I finally decided to try a buzzer , and
so set about to fit it up in this way :
Having already installed an electric door bell,
I made use of the same battery, which is placed
in the next room , as shown at A , and a detail of the
battery-box is shown at B , space being allowed for
two batteries, but there is only one at present.
From this battery wires are run through the wall,
and over to door-post of bedroom (as shown at A ) ,
down on the outside of door-post, which they pass
through , and are secured to wall-plate C (shown in
detail at D ), by twisting them once around ter
minals , which are screwed in tight, binding the wires

Two brass pins (J ) were then made by sawing a
slot in a f - in . diameter brass bar, hammering the
sides until the slot was closed , and then filing the
bar to the shape shown in plan , after which a small
hole ( K ) was drilled , and the wires L soldered into
it. The fibre blocks were next drilled and chipped
out, and pins J fitted in place, the space above the
pins allowing room for the ends of cotton insula
tion being tied together . This plug may be used in
the top, bottom or front of the wall plate , and is
shown in the bottom on sketch .
From the wall-plug two wires (L ) lead - one to
the clock and the other to the buzzer ; the former
is secured to terminal M on the back of clock , which
is shown at G , and the latter to one of the terminals
of buzzer shown at H , the internal mechanism of
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which has not been shown for convenience; this
buzzer , being only 4 in . high by 27 in , diameter
overall and nickel-plated , makes a very neat and
handy arrangement, and fulfils the requirements
most satisfactorily ; to the other terminal of the
buzzer is secured a wire which leads to terminal N
on the back of the clock G , and insulated from it
in the following way :

Red fibre
fibret
d
20!

DETAIL OF WALL
PLATE .

D

Polo
CAN

Wires to
battery

B

THE BATTERY Box AND BRACKETS .
A hole was drilled somewhat larger than the end
of the terminal, and a small paraffin paper tube,
* in . long (having both ends slit with scissors), let
into it ; the slitted ends were then turned outward
and the terminal put in place; a washer was then
pushed on the inner end , and while it was thus
securely held a drop of solder was put on top of it,
thus insuring a good tight joint.
A word as to the running of this alarm . The
key O is turned each night, as shown by the arrow ,
to wind the clock , and the lever P is moved
around at right angles to the position shown on
sketch , thus setting the hammer free to move
when the time arrives ; the key R winds the alarm
when turned in the direction shown by the arrow ,
but the original key was replaced by one having
one end slightly longer than the other ; this length
is such that when the nut from terminal N is re
moved , the alarm key will clear terminal without
touching same, thus immediately converting alarm
back to its old method , while with the terminal nut
in place, the key R (owing to the clock being
wound up full ) is forced up against it, thus making
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a complete circuit, and so starting the buzzer,
which the writer places under his pillow on retiring.
The effect can hardly be imagined until tried ;
but the writer believes that nothing could have a
more startling effect than the above, as it is so
sudden and directly under one's ear . The first
thing the writer thinks of is the battery, and so he
jumps to switch the buzzer off, which is done by
moving the lever P to the position shown in sketch ,
thus locking the hammer and then turning the key
R back from terminal until it reaches the first
tooth of ratchet inside clock , which positon is
shown in sketch ; by the time this is done the writer
is well awake, and , with a little effort on his part,
is soon into his clothes ; for this reason he did not
think it advisable to put a switch on the circuit,
for fear he would be inclined to
turn over for a
little doze ."
The advantages of this arrangement are many,
and the disadvantages (the writer has found) few ;
among the former might be meritioned the almost
entire absence of any noise outside of that of the
buzzer (which only reaches a short distance when
placed under the pillow ). This is controlled by
bringing key R to the first tooth of ratchet only, as
previously explained, and the writer's brother
(who slept beside him ) stated that all he heard was
three strokes of the bell , and no buzzer ; these
strokes might even be stopped by bending the arm
of hammer.
The writer is of the opinion that some people
believe that a clock will not work any more
if an electric current is passed through it, and, in
regard to this , would say that his brother was one
of these people , while the rest in the house were
sure the clock would not work , as it was one of the
cheapest alarm clocks on the market ; but the
results were far from this, for it has been running
for about seven months, and in that time it has.
never once stopped , and after being set it has re
mained so , without losing a minute as far as the
writer is aware .
As for the battery, it beats me altogether, as,
after once charging and placing in box, li remained
so for about ten months without giving the least
trouble, supplying power through from 60 to 80
ft . of wire to a much -used door bell, besides work .
ing the above alarm every morning ; and during
that time it has been short -circuited about eight
times, on two occasions lasting from 5.20 p.m. ( the
hour it is set for a.m.) until 6.0 p.m., when the
writer returned from work , and after once more
opening the circuit and allowing it to remain for
half an hour, it was just as good as ever.
Thewriter was told ,when purchasing this battery ,
that it was the best on the market, and he truly
believes it ; it is without a name, but has a hollow
corrugated carbon vessel containing (he supposes )
carbon granules, and around this, and separated
from it by rubber rings , is a circular band of about
3-32nds in . zinc, the ends of which come to about
in . of one another. The jar measures 31 ins.
square and about 6 ins. high overall. The charge
is the usual salammoniac mixture .
The total cost of the above arrangement was :
Battery (about) 60 cents ; alarm
clock (about)
50 cents buzzer , 50 cents — total, $ 1.60
IN soldering electrical wires, do not use killed
spirits of salts as flux , but resin or a special paste.
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Tramcar .

I

periments of thescientific order ; but this is not so , as
through a certain amount of of theoretical explana
tion is given , the book really consists of sketches
By JUAN WILLIAMS.
and illustrations of a series of pieces of homely
SEND you herewith photo of an electric tram
apparatus, such as would illustrate the working
car that I have just finished , and as an induce
of that used in the every -day applications of
ment to the younger amateurs, I may say
electricity, viz ., batteries, telephones, telegraphs
that it was made with bits of tin , cardboard, wood ,
electric motors and dynamos, measuring instru
and scrap brass, and the fewest of tools. The
ments, and so on . A good feature is that the
wheels are discs of wood that are used in the
information is graduated from the simplest state
centre of roll of paper used on the Morse telegraph ,
ments to somewhat more advanced instruction .
with tin tacked round so as to conduct the
There are a few points which are open to criticism :
current from the tin rails .
the chapter referred to on page 33, as giving
instructions for winding the armature
for the 1-2oth h.-p. motor is missing, and
there are no instructions for making the core
and shaft ; perhaps the author intends the
article to be read in conjunction with
Chapter 42 on the design of a small dynamo ;
but here again he refers to an armature core
in Chapter 1, which deals entirely with the
construction of a small battery. It is also a
mistake to have selected cast steel for the
dynamo field -magnet ; this material is
practically unobtainable to the amateur,
and is so unreliable for small castings, on
account of blow -holes, that it is not to be
recommended ; cast iron is much better in
every way for the case in question . There are
more uncertainties in the article dealing
with the construction of a simple arc lamp
and a battery to work it. The arc is not
PERL Y MUCH
usually above } in . in length ; in open type
lamps it is nearer f in . in length . Ten
accumulator cells will not maintain an arc ,
and it is doubtful if the amateur will succeed
in
forming and charging the battery
described . It is very vague to say that
the E.M.F. of the battery “ is consider FIG . 1. - A SOUTH AMERICAN READER's MODEL ELECTRIC
able .” It is unkind to advise the reader
TRAMCAR .
to file down ordinary arc lamp carbons to
Brass plate
The motor I made more or less after the one on
page 170 , September, 1898, of M.E .; gearing from
page 152, August, 1898. I use four bichromate
cells , taken from your Handbook , Electric Bat
This works the car beautifully . There is
teries.”
-24
a small electric lamp inside the car, worked with a
dry battery (“ Ever ready " ) inside the car, and
a switch at the top of the door outside.
The reversing switches, one each end of platform ,
serve as starting and reversing . This is an idea of
my own, very simple , and works well ; the wires
from same, lead to motor and trolley arm .
Red
fibre

For the Bookshelf .
( Any book revlowed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Depariment, 26–29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage ]
EASY EXPERIMENTS IN ELECTRICITY AND HOW TO
MAKE THEM . By L. P. Dickinson . Chicago :
Frederick J. Drake & Co. Price 4s. net ; post
free , 48. 4d .
A good book for boys or amateurs mechanically
inclined and who may take pleasure in constructing
some simple electrical apparatus of the working
model character . The title conveys the impression
that the instructions given would deal with ex

you
K3
FIG . 2. — THE FIELD MAGNETS OF THE MOTOR FOR
THE MODEL ELECTRIC TRAMCAR .

} in . diameter for this lamp; even if they can
be picked up in the street, it is a tedious job .
Chapter 50 on How to Make an Electric Bomb, "
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might be well omitted ; and in Chapter 25 the
reader should be cautioned to expect more or less
severe shocks when playing with Leyden jars.
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR ALL . By W. Jerome Harrison ,
F.G.S. London : Iliffe & Sons, Ltd. Price,
IS. net ; postage, 2d . extra .
This book comprises an elementary text-book
and introduction to photography, and may be
recommended to all beginners in the art. It is
very comprehensive, written in a good style , and
well worth the money charged for it. It would
have been improved by one or two specimen
pictures illustrating, more especially , the chapter
on the development of the negative.
WORK . Vol. XXVI (from Aug. 8 , 1903, to Jan. 30 ,
1904 ; Nos. 751 to 776 ). London : Cassell &
Co. Price, 4s. 6d , net ; postage, 6d . extra .
We have received the latest bound volume,
which , to the home mechanic , should prove as

The “ Model Engineer "
motive ,

Loco

By HENRY GREENLY .
(Concluded from page 580.)

XIV . - PUMP, STEPS, ETC.
complete the description of the construction
T ° of this model locomotive, the writer includes
a full -size drawing of the hand pump,which
was depicted in the drawing (Fig . 62 ) in the last
issue as situate in the left -hand side of the bunker.
The base of the pump consists of a block of brass
with two fixing lugs at the sides into which a piece
of brass tube ( treblet), as nearly as possible 11-32nds
in . inside diameter, is screwed or driven in and
sweated . The two valve boxes should be drillep
and afterwards bored out on the faceplate with a
hook tool so that the bottom is left quite square .
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FIG . 65. - HAND -PUMP .

interesting as ever . It contains 414 well-filled
and illustrated pages , and also several coloured
supplementary plates.

In order to test the efficiency of electricity as
against the ordinary mechanical interlocking for
the operation of railway signals and points, the
Midland Railway Company have just placed a
contract_for the equipment of a section of their
lines at Derby with " all electric " signalling. This
will be the first instance of signals on the Midland
Railway being controlled and operated by electrical
power .

The hole is then continued downwards with a
3-16ths in . drill as shown . To connect the valve
boxes and the ram chamber a horizontal passage
should be drilled 3-16ths or 5-32nds in . from the
delivery side of the pump, the entry for this passage
being subsequently blocked by a screw as shown.
A screw is preferable, as the passages may at any
time be easily cleaned out with a piece of wire.
The passage which provides communication between
the suction valve and the ram chamber must be
drilled at an angle as indicated on the drawing.
The cap for the suction valve box is a plain
screw plug, and may be arranged to be screwed in
with a screwdriver. The thread may be $ in .
gas. A plug should be similarly fitted on the
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delivery side. This , however, must have a hexa
gonal head and should have the delivery pipe fitted
to the top . The hole for this pipe should not be
drilled right through as the ball valve in rising
would then be likely to stop up the outgoing passage;
but from the underside of the plug three or four
1-16th in . holes should be drilled at an angle into
the central hole of the cap. The ram or piston
should have two deep grooves for packing, and the
rod should be made separate from the knob to
allow of the guide or gland in the top of the ram
tube being placed in position . The latter should
be a tight fit in the tube and need not be provided
with any other fixing. A hole should be drilled
near to the top of the tube to allow of trapped water
escaping .
The pump connections are as follows : -- The
communication pipe between the two side tanks
should be in two parts , coupled by a union (see
Fig . 47, page 388, April 28th issue), and from the
left-hand portion of this pipe a 3-16th tube, which
should have been previously silver soldered on ,
should be taken to below the suction valve box of
the pump, a union (see the coloured plate) inter
vening.

+
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The pipos may be covered by a raised footplate ,
as indicated by the dotted lines in the coloured
plate. This, however, is a refinementwhich may be
omitted .
A few details, such as steps (which , please note,
are set back from footplate edging), lubricators ,
and drawhooks, are included herewith .
In conclusion the writer would like to mention
that any question arising out of this series ofarticles
will receive his immediate attention if addressed
in the usualway to the Editor of this journal.
THE END .
Practical Letters

from

our

Readers .
(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a non -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sendei must invariably be attached .
though not necessarily intended for publication .]
Inductance in Bell Circuit.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, –I consider that the following simple
experiment demonstrates clearly the damping effect
of inductance on an ordinary bell circuit :-An
electro -magnet is connected in series with a bell,

cu
å counter sunk
screws

FIG . 67. - REAR STEPS.

+ :

titi

Scale : Full Size .

Fig . 68. - FRONT STEPS .

FIG . 70.- DRAWHOOK .

' MODEL ENGINEER ” LOCOMOTIVE DETAILS.
The delivery leaves the pump at the top of the
delivery valve box, and should be provided with
a union , as shown on the detail herewith . If the
check valve is of the stock pattern , with a cock
between the valve and the boiler, a plain union
will suffice ; if not, a union cock may be used on
the delivery pipe just above the pump in place of
the plain union , as it is always desirable that the
pump shall be arranged so that communication
with the boiler may be completely shut off and
leaking back prevented. Bicycle balls may be
used for pump valves, but they should be changed
every three or four months. Do not use the balls
with which the valve seats are ground- in for the
final valve. The former may be soldered on to a
rod ofmetal for convenience during the grinding -in
operations. Brass balls may be used if they can be
obtained .
Of course, if the tanks are not used for the water
supply, the pump suction may be connected to a
flexible pipe, which may be dipped into a tank
beside the line when the water in the boiler requires
replenishing ; or the pump may be placed in the
tank beside the line, connection being made by a
flexible delivery pipe to a union in the bunker.

battery and push . Under ordinary conditions,
pressing the push causes the bell to ring. If while
it is ringing a piece of soft iron is allowed to be

INDUCTANCE IN A BELL CIRCUIT.
attracted to the magnet, the ringing at once ceases.
This effect is evidently due to the increased in
ductance caused by the presence of the iron arma
ture , Have any more of your readers noticed this
effect in so marked a manner ? --Yours faithfully,
Bristol.
W. H. GEAKE.
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A Small Electro -Motor.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , —The accompanying photograph and
description is of a miniature motor I have lately
completed . The idea was not to copy any par
ticular machine, but simply to make something
small that would work . The field -magnet is of the
Kapp type ; it is 15-32nds in . square by 25-32nds
high .
The armature is of the Siemens H -type, 9-32nds
dianieter , and same length as field -magnet. It is
mounted on a steel spindle and runs between steel
centres of No. 8 B.A , screws. These screws are

FIG . 1.–MR. GEO . BRAUN'S MINIATURE
ELECTRO -MOTOR .
fitted into brass bridges which are of the shape
shown, and are held in position by two No. 12 B.A.
screws, the centre screws are then locked by hexa
gon nuts.
The commutaror is a disc of ivory 7-32nds in .
diameter, into which is screwed two No. 10 copper
pins diametrically opposite . The brush holder is a
piece of ebonite fin . square by fin . long, supported
by a strip of brass f in , wide, 1-32nd in . thick by
7-16ths in . long ; the ebonite is held to brass support
by a No. 12 screw . The support is slipped on over
the centre screw and held in position by the handle
nut shown in the photograph .
The brushes are two thin platinum wires fixed to
ebonite by two No. 12 screws. The machine is
mounted on an ebonite base it ins. by 2 ins. by
in . thick ; it is fitted with two terminals and four
ivory collects, through these sleeves the wires are
taken to underside of base for connection , the
white collects showing up very neatly on the
polished ebonite.
The F.M. limbs are wound with four layers of
No. 36 and the armature with as much No. 40 as
I could get on , which was not very much owing to
the spindle taking up a considerable amount of
room . The machine is connected up in series and
runs at a great speed with one Leclanché cell. The
photograph is about full size. — Yours truly ,
St. John's Wood, N.W.
GEORGE BRAUN .
MR. CARNEGIE's generosity has extended to the
Royal Institution . He has given a sum of £ 1,200
to enable Professor Dewar and Mr. R. A. Hadfield
to prosecute their joint investigation on the physical
properties of steel and other aſlovs at low tempera
ture .
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Queries and Replies.
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions thereint stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post under the following conditions :-(1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST bc in
scribed on the back. (2 ) . Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . 14. Queries will be answered
as early as possible after roceipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
answer inserted in this column
Correspondents who require an weeks
must elapse before the
should understand that some
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.]
Thefollowing
: - selected from the Queries which have been replica
to recentlyare
(12,117 ] The 1730 Model Yacht Rule. G. H. (Blyth ) writes :
A Model Yacht Club has just been formed here, and they have
me the best
adopted the 1730 rule . Would you kindly ?inform
I would like one
form of model to sail under the above rule
about 3 ft. overall. Also please to give me the formula for the
1730 rule . I may say I am a regular subscriber to THE MODEL
ENGINEER, and I have made a yacht from Paxton's design in the
M.E. for January, 1900 . I am thinking of building one from
Mitchelmore's design of Zebra, in April M.E. for 1900, but before
doing so, I would like to have your advice as to the best form to
sail under the 1730 rule.
The 1730 rule is as follows :
(L + B ) 2 = Rat ng
1730
This rule produces a narrow beam with great depth and plenty of
lead and a long water line. Both Mr. Paxton and Mr. Mitchelmore's
designs are for 10 -raters under the late L. & S.A. rule, and are
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Fig . 2. — DETAILS OF SMALL ELECTRO -MOTOR .
entirely unsuited for the 1730 rule. Your club might be a little
more up -to -date and choose a more modern rule for your models.
Anything is better than going to a rule which has proved to foster
an undesirable type of boat. However , this is a matter for your
committee to decide. For a 3-ſt. model, under the 1730 rule the
beam should be about 6 ins., draught 9 or to ins., and as large a
displacement as is possible, together with as much sail area as can
be crammed on .
(12,166 ] Gas Engine for Lathe. F. R. (Merthyr Tydfil
writes : Would you kindly give me a little information as to the
following :-Iintend making a small gas engine, the bore of which
is it-in . (1) What power could I obtain from it and would it be
powerful enough to drive a small lathe 24-in . centre ? ( ) Could
I run it from an ordinary home gas burner ? (3) What size tube
would I require to supply the engine from burner ? (4) What
would be the cost of running per hour ?
( 1) Hardly. A 2-in . bore by 3- in . stroke might, but depends
greatly upon design. ( 2) Yes. ' (3) Quarter-inch box gas barrel.
( 4) Approximately id.
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(12,154) Cells for Motor Cycle . W. H. M. (York ) writes :
Please give dimensions and number of plates to make an accumu.
lator to run a motor bike 100 to 150 miles. Total height of
accumulator not to be more than 6 ins. ; total width , 3 ins. ; total
length , 4 ins. Should prefer it low rather than tall. I have your
book on Accumulators .
If you require the cells for ignition purposes any of those
described in handbook will do - say about 4 volts and 10 to 12
amp.hour capacity ; if, however , you wish to use the cells as a
source of power for driving they would have to be so large and
heavy as to preclude their use for such a prupose. Such a scheme
is not practicable.
( 12,1552 ) L.N.W.R. Locomotive, “ Charles Dickens."
E. W. (Northampton ) writ s : Will
you kindly give me a front vi'w of
the sime
the above-named
new
view toin your
scale
as the side engine
book- “ The Model Locomotive," by
H.Greenly . We herewith illustrate
the view you require. As you will
see , the engine super-structures are
rather narrower than usual.
(12,020 ) " .abar - t " Cell . A
S.C. (Wolverhampton ) writes : I
have r'cently seen particulars of the
“ Cabaret " 'cell, and should be glad
of some further information about
it . It consists of an outer jar, a
zinc cylinder suspended from cover
and reaching hali way down the cell,
and a piece of 1 in . lead pipe,
perforated at the bottom . To charge.
-Place crystals of sulphate of
copper in lead pipe and fill with water,
The
is ready for action in about
FRONT VIEW OF five cell
or six days, and is said to be used
for electric clocks. ( 1) What is the
L. & N.W.R. Ex
PRESS LOCOMO E.M.F. of cell ? (2) Kindly explain
chemical action , also action which
TIVE, ' CHARLES takes place in the five or six days
DICKENS " CLASS . previous to cell being ready
(3)
Would cell be suitable for lighting,
say , for one hour at a time (4)
What current would cell give on short circuit if made, say,
pint size ? (5) What current would a bichromate single fluid celi
with plates 5 ins. by 1 in . by 1 in . give on short circuit ?
Weare unacquainted with this cell ; it appears to be a kind of
gravity Daniell cell ; the E.M.F.of a lead zinc Daniell cell is about
volt, and this is probably the E.M.F. of the cell you mention.
it would not be a suitabl cell for lighting, though 'possibly you
might use it with a very small lamp ; the cell would probably give
about i amp. on short circuit. (5) Depends upon the distance
apart of the plates and whether you use bichromate of potash or
chromic acid for the solution . You might expect about 15 amps.
(12,150 ) Winding for Tripolar Armature. J. A.W.(Brondes
bury) writes : I have a simple dynamowound for 10 volts with
Siemen's H armature , 2 ins. diameter, It ins. long. I wish to put
in a tripolar armature for charging accumulators. Could you
kindly tellme what gauge wire, and what quantity ? I have your
book on " Small Dynamos and Motors,” but cannot see any in the
tables abouttripolar armatures .
Wind armature with No. 24 gauge double silk -covered copper
wire. Get on as much as you can ; about 3 ozs. will be required .
If you can manage to carry out the work , you will obtain much
better results from a laminated drum armature with eight coils and
eight teeth , wound two coils in each slot, commutator eight sec
tions, sarné wire as above. Machine must be shunt wound for
charging accumulators.
(12,069] Induction Coil Windings. W. B. W. (Blackpoo!)
writes : 1 am making the i-in . spark coil described in “ Electrical
Instrument Making," by S. R. Bottone. The secondary winding is
1 lb. No. 39s . By how much will it increase the spark if I use
If lbs. of 39s ? If I use 1 lb. of 395, would it not be better if I
wound the secondary in four sections, t lb. on each bobbin ? If
I may use it lbs. with advantage, can I wind the secon lary in
four sections - lb on each of the middle bobbins, and { lb. on
each of the end ones ?
When making an induction coil to an example , it is well to ad.
here to the quantities and gauges of wire and general proportions
as much as possible, and not to depart from them unles you are
an expert and have good reason for doing so . If you increase the
quantity of secondary wire to it lbs., you may increase the spark
length by perhaps about 1 in . ; but, on the other hand , you may
only succeed in breaking down the insulation or increasing the
leakage. It would be a good plan to wind the secondary in two or
four sections, but they should each contain equal amounts of wire.
The actual totalweightofwire will not affect the question ofwind
ing in one or more coils. If you will read THE MODEL ENGINEER
6d. handbook on “ Induction Coils for Amateurs ," you will find a
great deal of useful practical information on the subject,with pa
ticulars of a number of coils ofdifferent spark length .
(12,101] Cistlag Iron in Plaster Moulds. C. M. M.
(Stokeley) writes : Will you kin lly advise me on the following
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subject :-(1) Can iron be cast in plaster of Paris from wood
patterns ? (2 ) If so , would any special precaution have to be
taken to let away the gas other than good vent holes on top of
pattern ? (3) Would any precaution have to be taken to prevent
the plaster sticking to the wood, such as greasing it ? (4) Would
a sprinkling of sand on the plaster before putting the second half
of pattern on make parting ?
(1 ) We know ofno reason why iron should not be cast in plaster
of Paris moulds. (2) Themoulds should be very thoroughly dried
and several riser holes provided . (3) You would find it necessary
to grease the wood patterns or give them a coating of melted
paraffin wax. (4) The plaster would be better coated with shellac
varnish to make the parting.
(10,956 ) Making Small Piston Rings. W. F. E. (Ware )
writes : Will you kindly clear up the following difficulty for me.
For a cylinder of a given diameter the piston rings must be of a
proportionate width and depth ; this rule I know . But how can
i determine how much to cut out of a ring to give it the necessary
amount of spring, and also how large to turn the ring to allow this
amount to be cutout ? The rule for this will greatly help me.
The rings should be turned to a diameter 1-10th larger than the
diameter of the cylinder ; that is , if the bore of the cylinder was
I-in . the diameter of the ring before it is split should be i I- roth in .
approximate , and the thickness of the ring is to be about half as
diametrically opposite to the cut as the
againat at
thick
thickness
thethe
cut.point
Is this what you require ?
(12,096 ] Acid for Accumulators. G. B. (Newington ) writes :
Could you please help me in the following matter through your
Query columns ? (1) In M.E. Handbook on Accumulators,"
I find thatthe proportions ofaccumulator acid is 5 partsof sulphuric
to 21 of water.
But in a trade circular issued with accumula
tors by one of your advertisers, I find that the proportions are &
to 1 ; and this difference seems to me fairly large. (2) Can you
please tellme how to test specific gravity , and the correct propor
tions for the above ? Thanking you very much for past favours.
( 1) The proportions given in our handbook are those generally
adopted for usual types of plates. There may be some reason for
the statement in question which is not apparent in the circular.
(2) With an hydrometer, which can be purchased from opticians
or scientific instrument dealers. It consists of a glass tube having
a weighted bulb at one end ; the tube is graduated . The method
ofusing is to place it in the liquid to be tested ,when it will sink
more or less, according to the density of the liquid ; at the point
touched by the surface of the liquid the number gives the specific
gravity . For the testing of accumulator liquid specialhydrometers
can be obtained from accumulator makers and electrical dealers
having the correct density marked on the tube. The specific
gravity of the liquid in an accumulator should be 1.2 when the
cell is charged , when first put in the cell the specific gravity
should be 1.13, or slightly more,up to 1.17.
(12,130) Ohm neter Reading and Small Plating Dynamo.
JACK ” (Bootle) writes : Will you kindly explain to me as simply
as possible , the reading of the ohmmeter for installation testing?
I have an enclosed motor, but would like to wind it for
electro -plating if possible - say, about 4 volts . The dimensions
are :-Two field cores f in . by in . by in . deep, wound with
If ozs. of 26 s c. wire on each ; armature, long and i diameter ;
twelve slots and six bars in commutator, wound with 36 s.c.
wire . Please tell mewhat wire to wind on same.
A description for the ohm meter , with instructions for using it
in installation testing, is given in THE MODEL ENGINEER of Septem
ber
17th , 1902,
under
theyour
heading
" Electric
Lighting
Private
House."
We are
afraid
motor
is too small
to beofofa any
use
as an electro -plating dynamo ; it is doubtful if you will get it to
excite. Wind the armature with No. 26 single silk - covered copper
wire, and the fields will do as they are for a trial. They should be
joined in shunt to the brushes. If you find that the machine does
not excite, re-wind them with No. 24 s.c.c. copper wire. You will
only be able to plate very small articles.
[ 10.890 ] Motoi Cycle Ignition . “ CENTRAL VALVE
(Assam )writes : I am making a motor in my spare time and can see
trouble ahead with reference to the ignition . Dry batteries seem
too bulky and are also very expensive. I have read with care the
different accumulator replies that have appeared , but have not
found what I want, viz. : (I ) What length spark in air would do
for ignition ? (2) What size accumulator plates would be neces
sary to run the coil for, say, five or ten hours on end , also twenty
hours ? (3 ) Wil mall dynamo (I $ in .., by 3 ins. ling, shuttle
armature), wound with No. 20 C. c. and nearly 4 lbs. of No, 20 C.C.
wire on field -magnets, charge accumulator ? It is shunt wound ,
but I am not satisfied with it. At about 2000 revolutions it gives
a high voltage, registering over 3 volts through all the resistances .
I can put on about 250 ft. of No. 36 copper wire. It may be con
siderably more than 3 volts , as the shock , whe the wires, one held
in the hands and connection broken , is fairly stiff, but I cannot
get any current to speak of. It will light three 4-volt lamps easily
in series , but the currentwillnotwork a smallmotor or an induction
coil . What would you recomiend to get a larger current ? If
as it is it is not suitable for charging purposes, I have (by this
mail) written for a volt and an ammeter .
(1) About 5-in . ; it should be a good fat looking spark , not a very
thin one. (2) Difficult to answer, as it depends much on conditions
ofworking. Two cells in series, each having two positive and three

negative plates, all 4 ins. by 3 ins., would run a small car 400 to
700 miles , and plates 5t ins. by 31 ins . would run it 500 to 1000
miles , depending upon conditions of use . (3) A shuttle armature
is not suitable for charging accumulators ,as the E.M.F. and current
are pulsating constantly from nothing to full value, and the accu
mulators are short circuited every time the brushes press on both
sections of the commutator, that is, twice in every revolution .
Thehigh voltagenoticed when breaking circuit is only a momentary
one, due to the self-induction of the machine, and is caused by the
act of breaking the circuit. The machine should generate at least
6 volts to charge the above cells ; you should fit a new armature
of laminated drum pattern , having a number of coils eightwould
be a good number -and wind it with No. 24 double silk covered
copper wire, and keep the fields connected in shunt as before ; the
present field winding will serve for the new conditions. You
ought to beable to get about 10 volts and 5 amps . from the machine
if the field -magnet is well designed and the armature runs close
to the pole pieces, with a speed of 3000 revolutions per minute.
Probably the small motor and induction coil tried were of too low
a resistance to enable themachine to fully excite. A shuntmachine
is not so suitable as a compound wound one for that kind of work.
We advise you to read Model Engineer handbook , " Small Dyna
mos and Motors ," price 6d., so as to get a better understanding of
the subject.
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way, in a standing position the board being placed in the vice. The
vice is a strong one, indeed the whole bench seems to be well de
signed for the purpose for which it is primarily intended , and
should also be useful to amateur workers. The only objection to
the idea would appear to be that flap bench , upon which work

SYER

LONDON

PATENT

K2

Hull
MESSRS. T. SYER & Co.'s New COMBINED METAL
WORKING BENCH AND VICE.

U
U2
CORRECTED DIAGRAM OF BELL CIRCUIT ( see issue
of May 5th ) .

may be wanted to stand, must be lifted to get at the tools , and if
kept open the tray will quickly become filled with filings, etc.
Fuller particulars and prices of the bench may be obtained from
Messrs . Syer & Co., at the above-named address.
* A Good Electric Bell Set.
We have just received , together with the fifth edition of the
Electrical Sundries Manufacturing Co.'s catalogue (which is a well
printed , well illustrated booklet, describing all kinds of electrical
accessories, bells , indicators , terminals, batteries , wire coils, lamps
motors and dynamos at very low prices), an excellent electric
bell set, as shown in the ilustration . This set is all ready for
fixing, which we may say we accomplished within half an hour

A Correction . - We give herewith an amended diagram of the
bell circuit which was given incorrectly in May 5th issue. Two
correspondents wrote us concerning the error. The ringing of the
extra bells can be obviated by using switches instead of the
ordinary pushes, the switches being arranged so that the movement
of the lever breaks the circuit of the extra bell.
The switch lever
could be moved against the tension of a spring, so that the circuit
would be automatically restored on releasing the switch handle.
All,with the exception of Kı, will be single series bells .
The News of the Trade
The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heating
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepled . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers. )
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
A New Metal Working Bench .
A combined iron bench and vice, more especially suited for use
in schools of engineering and manual training classes where the
pupils have so many varied tasks set them , has been brought out
by
& Co., of 45,
Street, Finsbury,
E.C.
theWilson
bench with
tool bo open
TheMessrs.
illust T.
ionSyer
herewith
an I the drawing in the rack behind in such a position that it is at
all times in front of the worker. Marking-out and other small
work can be done whilst sitting. Class drawingmay bedone either

ESTER
CELL

EFFICIENT

STAPLES
BETALITYFLATSTEN

THE ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MANUFACTURING Co.'s
CHEAP ELECTRIC BELL SET.
and should , at the price, 3s. 6d., be very popular. We can heartily
recommend it to all our readers. The special advantages are :
No glass jar to break in transit, all connections are ready made;
it is smart in appearance , and works exceedingly well. Twin wire
is supplied , being much easier to fix on the wall than two separate
wires, which are always getting twisted . The Electrical Sundries
Co.'s catalogue will be sent to any reader post free for 3d .
Address : 152, Grey Mare Lane, Manchester .
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The Editor's

Page.

ITH this issue we complete our tenth volume,
and, in accordance with our usual prac
tice, include a complete index of the con
tents of the volume. We would also remind our
readers that cloth binding cases for the volume can
be obtained from this office, price is ., or postage
paid for is . 3d .
W

Writing upon the subject of MODEL ENGINEER
Competitions," a correspondent (“ E. V. B., "
Newcastle-on -Tyne) says : - “ I have been a reader
of the M.E. for three years , and on looking through
my back numbers, I cannot find much about
model electric travelling cranes . There has been a
competition for designs of model steam cranes,
but could we not have one for the best design for
an electric crane ? It should be quite feasible ;
in fact, a neat design has lately been described in
the pages of the M.E. This model was worked by
two motors, worked independently of each other ;
whereas if a rule were made to the effect that there
should be only one motor, a far more interesting
and instructive model should result . It would
require more skill to arrange the three motions
from one motor to the best advantage." Whilst
we gladly accept “ E. V. B.'s ” idea , and offer a
prize of £ 2 25. for the best design for a practical
working model electric travelling crane to run on
a railway of 31 ins. gauge (the Society of Model
Engineers' standard gauge), we do not see our
way clear to limit the designer in the manner
our correspondent suggests, but would prefer to
leave the details of the design to the individual
competitor. The crane should be capable of lift
ing, slewing and travelling , and should not require
a large battery of cells to drive it. The other
conditions of the competition will be published
in full in our next issue, and will, in the main ,
conform to those usually provided. The designs
should reach this office on or before the 15th of
September next.
Answers to Correspondents.

R. C. (Watford ).- See our handbook , ( Small
Dynamos and Motors, " price 6d., or 7d . post
free .
G. B. A., Junr. (Long Benton ).— All our competi
tions are judged at this office, and entrance fees
are not demanded of the competitors.
G. E. B. (West Ham ).- Wedo not supply drawings.
Look up the leading engineering journals at your
local library. You will find that working draw
ings of steam engines of all kinds are published
from time to time as supplements .
e . V. B. (Newcastle ). —Your second letter was
received too late to make the correction . Thanks
for the notes on the subject of railway motor
coaches .

CONSTANT READER " ( Sunderland ). -We regret
we do not know of one.
“ MODEL MAKER ” (London ).— The drawing for
the model of the Smith's patent compound
cylinders in our new book on the Model Loco
motive ” forms part of the design for a model
Midland locomotive belonging to the Model
Manufacturing Company, 52, Addison Road
North , Notting Hill, W., castings for which they
supply. See our reviews in issues of July 2 and
November 26 , 1903.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all ainateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to sec the Editor personally can only do
so bymaking an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent pos ! free to any address for 138. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Posta !
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app:ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
apparatus
and allnew
and price lists, & c.,for review ,to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26-29. Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi
neer, 26-29 . Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26-29
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .
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Do
Anything

in

You
the way of fine tools

Want ?

to make your model-making a success ?

If you do , send to Headquarters for it.
If you don't think you do , but are not quite sure , send
six penny stamps
for one of our big Catalogues, and you are sure to
find something in it

that will help

you

out of that little difficulty

you

are in

just now !
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are able , come and
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see us, as we have large
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London , E.C.
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SALE

AND

EXCHANGE.

Private Advertisements are inserted in this
column at the rate of 6d . for the first 18 words or
less, and id . per 3 prords after.
Trade Advertisements
inserted in this
column at the rate of is . for the first 12 words or
less, and id. per word after.
Single letters or figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
tiser's name and address is charged for.
40
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager,
20-29, Poppin's Court, Float Stred , London , E.Č.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
Al Advortisements must be received by Arst
post on the SATURDAY procoding date of issuo .
Advertisements roceived after this time will be
Inserted in the following number.

Our Deposit System .
Notice – As we cannot accept any responsi.
bility for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
deal.ng with persons with whom they are unac
quainted
beloro
. . to adopt the Deposit System explained
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Dorositor and the l'endor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on absroral cach person to pay carriage
one cay. The actoszi is retained by us until we
are adrised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a fee of
6d for the sum of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £1, to cover postage, Ởc., must be re
mitted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London, E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 2s. 6d .
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ) .
The Fee mentioned above skould be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
it should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party . W
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Trade.
Why not To-day ? Send for those books you
require. Ernest Pouteau supplies any book pub
lished or advertised ; catalogues free . – Address,
ERNEST POUTEAU, 231A , Gray's Inn Road, Lon.
don , W.C.
“ Gulde to Soldering, " sent free to all appli
cants enclosing a stamp for postage. ERNEST
POUTEAU, as above.
" Model Engineer." --New bound vols., 4 , 5, 6 ,
and 7 ; 38. 6d. each , free 35. rod. All Vols. and
Nos. on sale. - ERNEST POUTEAU, 231A , Gray's
Inn Road, London , W.C.
“ Model Engineer." — Wanted Vol. I, or odd
parts ; good price given. - ERNEST POUTEAU, as
above.
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches ,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions,6d. post free . - THE MORRIS Cohen Co.,LTD .,
132, Kirkgate , Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished : list ad. - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley .
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers. - King & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
or lists, free one stamp. – KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.

Twenty - three Handbooks, bound in one volume,
cloth , 3s. 9d., carriage paid , or separately as below .
Brass Founding.-- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes ” (diagrams), post free,6d .
Blacksmithing. — " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free , 6d.
Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers , with diagrams : post
free , 6d.
" Grinding and Setting Edge Tools,” trom a
razor to an axe, with diagrams; post free, 6d.
“ Metal, Pipo and Tubo Bonding " ; Cycle
Tubes,Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
“ Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d .
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
" Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw .
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .66
Metal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
Metal Surface finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing , Lacquering ; 6d .
“ How to Solder Gold , Silver, Aluminium , Brass,
& c., Brazing : 3d .
“ The Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells ,
diagrams, 6d.
Making Bells and Batteries
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
“ Mending and Repairing ” Metal, Wood, Glass,
& c. Ceinent Recipes ; od .
“ Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d.
“ Bookbinding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d.
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ; the law clearly explained ; 6d .
“ Cycle Brazing," 4d. ; " Cycle Enamelling,"
6d.; " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside,” 6d.
Any Three Above Books, is.; any six, 19. 7d. ;
eight or more, 3d. each , all post free.
" Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d .
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road,
West Didsbury ,
Manchester.
Australian Wholesale Agents :
" Robertsons ."
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test a Lathe : giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free .
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force .-- DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Arts and Trades Catalogue Free. - This
valuable list contains books on Brewing, Building,
Electrical, Bngines and Boilers, Iron , Steel, and
Metallurgy, Design , Decoration , Chemistry,
Photography, & c. 100,000 Books, all kinds
Please state wants. - BAKERS' Great Bookshop,
Birmingham .
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work , etc., or
: Motor cylinder
every description. Speciality
boring ; Plain , spiral, and ske gear-cutting ;
Screw -cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
general milling, planing, etc.--GEORGE ADAMS,
144, High Holborn , London , W.C.
George Adams for all work needing special
accuracy, finish and prompt despatch. Plantmost
up -to-date and complete in the country.
New Illustrated Catalogue of Water Motors,
Pelton wheels, turbines, including Sectional Draw
ings and prices of Complete Sets of Castings, 6d .
post free. - PERCY PITMAN, Bosbury, Ledbury,
Herefordshire.
Castings. --Brass Castings of Marine or Dynamo
Engine, i.in. bore, i-in . stroke, 7s.6d . ; bored
cylinder. Being massive, these Castings afford
excellent lathe work . - MODEL FOUNDRY, 72, Mill
hill Road, Acton , London .
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Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value ; bore from 173. 6d . ; bore from 25s.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d. ; | 6.-P., 17s.6d.;
th.-P., 308. Castings, 35., 5., 9s. 6d. Cheapest
form of power
for light Induction
.- WHITNEY.
Colls, guaran
Contact Breakers forwork
teed platinum , silver plated ; f in . to centre , Is. 9d .;
1 in ., 28. 3d.; it ins., 28. 6d . ; it ins., 28. 9d.;
It ins., 35. All other materials in stock. - WHITNEY.
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 21 ins.
inside, Is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, ed. : negative, 7d . each ;
sd.; Terminals, 3d. Excellent value. Grids,
WHITNEY
Telephono Roceivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ios . 6d . ; only 38. 3d ., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id .. post
free . Every one tested. — WAITNES.
Whitnoy's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers . Prices trom 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by if ins., ts. ad.; 6 by it ins.,
Is. 8d, ; 7 by a ins., 25. 3d.; 6 by 2 } ins., 45. 6d.;
6 by 3 ) ins., 58. 3d . : 6 by 4 ins.. 55. gd. 8 by 4 ins ,
. - WHITNEY.
dozen packed
75. Battery
Zincs for above, 25., 38., 45., 6. od .
78. 9d., 8s. 9d., tos. 9d., 13s. 6d. dozen . Fuller
pattern, 7s. 9d ., 9s . 68. dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes. - WHITNEY.
Rails for Model Railways. - Correct section,
25. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
up. Hard lead flanged Wheels , i in ., is. od. ;
if ins., 28. rod . dozen, post free. - Whitney .
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitney_ for New and Second-hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitney , The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
Road , London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchanged . Estab
lished over quarter of a century.
Free . - Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD , Snow Hill, London .
Whitworth Screwplates, with Taps and Tap
wrench , 1, 3-16ths, t, is. id . ; Modeller's ditto ,
IS. id.; Lathe Carriers (steel), is. 9d . set : Lists
Ifd . - WILKINS, 87, Marlborough Road , Bowes
Park .
Compound Sudo- rests, 25, 155. 6d. ; 3-in ., 173. 6d.
(swivel) ; Lists, itd . - WILKINS.
3 -jaw Sell- centring Seroll Chucks, 2 -in ., Ss. 60.
PINKNEY , Heanor, Nottingham .
Private .
Kindly ser under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same
gives protection to both pur
chaser
andplace,
seller which
.
For Sale , a Guitar-Zither, in first-class con
dition ; had scarcely , any wear (cost € 3 ) : no
1easonable offer refused. --Apply, LENCH , 77,
Regent Street, Gloucester
24 b.h.p. “ National " Gas Engine, £ 40 . 3-unit
Dynamo, compound-wound , 100 -volt: 640 Switch
board , with 2 meters, etc. ; £ 20 . 1 h.-p Motor,
£ 12. No reasonable offer refused. Also Sundries,
for prices of which apply to J. S Evans, 31
Hilldrop Road, Holloway, N.
Exchange Siemens Dynamo, 18 volts 3. amps.
requires a little adjusting) for 15- in diametex
brass or aluminium Horn ; brass preferable.-- Par
ticulars, apply H. NOBLET, I, L'pper Dock Street,
Fleetwood.
Sale. - 115 " Practical Engineers " (clean ); cost
195 .; 18 " Works " : 5 MODEL ENGINEERS, 100 * Me
chanical Worlds." 100 “ Answers " ; or Exchange
anything - physical culture, mechanical, heavy
weights ; offers. - H . E. BROWN James Street,
Coalville .
Wanted. --About | h.-p. Hot-air, Oil, or Steam
Engine and Boiler, for driving dynamo ; must be
cheap ; letters only : approval. - WOODALL, 52,
Oldfield Road, Stoke Newington .
Have you soid those Tools yet ? If not, try
an advertisement in this column.

-
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DARTON’S

Specialities.

New

VOLTS
New

Automobilist's

Bag

Tool

Voltmeter,

Fitted with our Patent Shunt showing
exact working capacity of Cell .

16 /

The DON

Motor ,

with tripolar armature .
Very powerful.

6/9

each.

Exceptional Reversing Motor,
Illustrated List of
£ 1 12s . 6d . Can be reversed whtlst
running full
.
Blectric Coils , Bat. Darton's Non-stop Dynamo : 6 volts, 2 amps., £ 1 speed
8 volts, 4
teries, Motors, Dy amps., £2 6s. Very suitable for charging Motor Car 78.;
Accumulators
namos, etc., free by
post .
of ALL ELECTRICIANS or the SOLE MANUFACTURERS
F.DARTON
142 ,

St.

John's

&

Co.,

Street, Clerkenwell,
LONDON .

GIFT.
FREE
general rule , “ We niver do owt for nowt for nubbody," but this
hard rule being somewhat thawed by the genial atmosphere prevailing at this festive
season, we intend to give practical effect to our wishes of Good Will to all Model
As a

Engineers, and instead of simply wishing our thousands of customers a “ Happy
New Year ” (wishes cost nothing ), we have decided to make someModel Engineer
a Present of a

Lathe, No. 40, Series G , page 16

Why

should

we

give

this

in our New Catalogue.
to

you

?

Write and tell us ; and the person giving what is, in our opinion , the best
reason , will have the Lathe presented to him . Our decision will be final, and no
person in any way connected with us will be allowed to compete.
Address your Answers to “ COMPETITION ,” Hughes, Fawcett & Co., Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire.
All letters must reach us on or before January 31st, 1904 . The Lathe will be forwarded to the success
ful competitor on February ist, 1904, and his name and address will be published in our next
Advertisement after that date .
Our New

Catalogue is now ready, 72 pages, 200 Illustrations, sent free on receipt of Stamps
value 3d . to cover postage. SEND FOR ONE .

HUGHES , FAWCETT

&

CO .,

HEBDEN
BRIDGE.

YORKS .

1

(Continued from page iv .)
Bargain. --- 2 h.-p.Motor Castings (Madison Com
pany) with tank, carburettor, accumulator, driving
rim , switch handles , belt, plug, & c.; £ 2 155. - WAT.
RIVS, 8, High Street, Clapham .
For Sale.- Sewing Machine Stand, suitable for
driving lathe ; 10s., or (nearest offer.--PoiTER,
34 , Mosley Street, Burton -on - Trent.
Pair of Lathe Heads (3-in .) and Tools, 159.; Ver
tical Engine, 2 by 6 , £ 1 ; Horizontal, on cast
frame bed , 255. - Weston, 9, Ramsey Street,
Oldham .
Wanted, a very perfect working model of a
Standard Locomotive. - Particulars from W., 34,
East Parade, Harrogate.
Sale or Exchange for anything Electrical, 1 Vol.
* British Battles " ; consists of 13 is. parts .-- G .
SANDERSON , 44, Spring Grove Mount, Thwaite
Gate , Leeds.
A Bargain. - Bench Lathe, back geared ; 2 }-in .
centres ; 30 ins. strong gap bed, compound slide
rest ; cost 30s.; 2- in . self-centrcing American
patent chuck , slide-rest, tools , & c.; good working
Horizontal Engine, if ins. bore and 2} in . stroke ;
lot, £ 5, or nearest offer. - JAMES LFGGETT , The
Farm , Wheatley Hill, Durham .
For Sale.-- London pattern Anvil ; weight, I
cwt. 9 lb .; price, 25.-J. WATKINS, Fleur-de-lis,
Cardiff.
Horizontal Engine, 1 by 2 , linkmotion , reversing
gear, 42 ; also Vertical Engine, il by 2 , for driving
a dynamo, 355. Both are strongly made of gun
metal and steel ; in good working order. - Below .
Splendid High Speed Vertical Engine, I 9-16ths
bv i.; strongly built, balanced crankshaft ; never
used : 355 . Above engines can be seen any even.
ing after 7 o'clock .--Relow .
Wanted. - Good 4-b.h.-p. Oil Engine ; also 200
watt Dynamo, drum armature, shunt wound ;
would part Exchange for any of the above engines,
or give cash.-- 1.MUDGE , 34, Tudor Road ,Hackney,
Cushman's 4-in . Lever Chuck, two sets jaws ;
complete , perfect ; as new ; 215.- MACNAIR, Fair
holme, Ferry Road, Edinburgh .
For Sale. - 20 -volt 12 -amp. Overtype Dynamo ;
only used once ; lamps and wire for same ; € 3 the
lot.-W. L. ANDERSON, 25, Christ Church Road ,
Doncaster.
Motor Bike, minus engine and front wheel ;
new ; £ 7, nearest offer. - PICKSTON , Liverpool
Road , Warrington .
Boiler, us by 24 ins. (Goodhand's ) ; Engine
(Vertical), 2) ins. by 3 ins. ; lot £4 10s. ; shown
running.--PAUL , 1, Florence Villas, Milton Road ,
Herne Hill .
For Sale.-- 3-in . Compound Slide-rest, swivel,
( graduated ), tool steel screws, square thread, 255.;
s- in . 4 -jaw Chuck, tapped 1 , 158.; Pittler's Handy
Bench Drill, capacity 1 ; nearly new ; 308., cost
50s. - STORER ,Wood Street, Ripley, Derbyshire.
Electro -Motor, Siemens' armature , with gearing
ready for car, 3s. 6d . ; Telephone Receiver, 2s. 6d.
two Relays, 45, 6d. - Below .
Water Motor, drives small dynamo, 4s.; Wims
burst 12-in . plate , 255.; exchange Bench Lathe. 124, Windham Road, Bournemouth , Hants.
What Offers ? for a 1 h.-p. Steam Engine and
Boiler, with all fittings ; nearly new ; exchange,
with little cash , for Motor Bike.-W. L.ANDERSON ,
25, Christ Church Road, Doncaster.
For Sale or Exchange. - One of Holmes' No. 3
Treadle Lathes ; only used once : 305. --- W. L.
ANDERSON , 25, Christ Church Road , Doncaster.
Flashlight Batteries can be recharged ; instruc
tions, 3d . ; Ever Ready " Torch , 58.; a few
Pocket Lamps, gd , each ; Vol. IX MODEL ENGI
NEER , 25.; back numbers “ Boy's Own Paper ,"
in monthly parts, 3d. each ; Volumes,_2s. each ,
post free. - Apply to ARFALLOWS, Dungiven ,
Ireland.
Wanted. - Spark Coil, if-in , spark or more ;
approval required .-- Particulars and lowest price
to B., 26 , Clarendon Road, Putney.
Riveted Copper Boiler, 14 by 7 , in ternal firebox ,
central flue, pressure and water gauge, lever safety
valve ; Horizontal Engine, 1-in . bore , 2 -in . stroke,
good working order, 30s. · part exchange Electric
Motor or small Voltmeter. - BODDY , 66 , Cambridge
Road Lowestoft.
Wanted. --Gas Engine, h.-P., water jacketed ;
complete , ready for running ; two flywheels ; must
be in good order and cheap. - J . OAKES, 20, Astley
Street, Stalybridge .
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Wanted at Once . - Treadle Lathe, 21 to 31
Large. heavy 8-groove Lathe Flywheel, with
centre, gap-bed, slide-rest, faceplates , chucks, heavy double throw crankshaft, 7. od ; worth
double. Also hard wood Bed , 28. 60. - GARDEN ,
tools, etc. ; good condition and maker ; cheap for
Milward Road , Hastings.
cash ; state full particulars (no cards). W. J. 5, Wanted
, -Twelve small Glass Accumulator
LEWIS, 16 , Ash Grove, Liscard , Cheshire .
Cells. Also 5 amp. double-pole and single-pole
Horizontal Engine, it by 3 ins. stroke (new ) ;
Switches
and Fuse Boxes ; as new ,
Tumbler
255., or exchange. - WhiteHOUSE , 14, Holly Hall, COCKERSOLL, Hankin
Terrace , North Ormesby ,
Dudley.
Yorkshire.
Sale , cheap, 250 -watt Manchester -type Dynamo
copper
Steamer
Hull,
3
ft.;
6d . Riveted Vert
Castings, half finished ; conical bush bearings ; · Launch Boiler, Halpin's7s. desig
n; 205.
ical
258., or will exchange anything useful - Below .
Engi
Launch
ne, 15s. Vertical copper Boiler, all
600-watt Manchester- type Dynamo; will generate
fittings; 255.- HORNBY , Wynyard Road ,Hillsboro',
but wants repair ; £ 4. I hop . Ediswan Motor,
Sheffield .
Sale . - Horizontal Slide-valve Engine, 1 by 2 ;
only wants field -magnets winding ; new condition ;
double- acting cylinder, drain -cock, lubricators, 2
£ 3. Two Armatures, complete, with commuta
standards, bronze bearings ; heavy 8 -in . flywheel
tors ; about 1 h.-p. (new ) ; Ios. each , or will ex
change anything useful. - HORSFALL, Station Rd.,
(turned) ; with strong vertical copper boiler,
Thornhill Lees , Dewsbury .
14 by 5 (burns charcoal) ; with all fittings : 30s. ,
or nearest offer Also, Vertical Gas Engine, it
“ Work ," 200 copies, cheap ; what offers : cash
or model.-- Address (letters only), EDWIN LEMON , by 3 ; beautiful model ( cost 658 ): sacrifice, 18s.
Apply, Reis, 6, Shakespeare Road , Bedford ,
991, Abbeydale Road, Millhouse, nr Sheffield.
Sale.-- Set ten Comic Lantern Slides, 12 by 3, and
Sale or Exchange . - it- in , by 24- in . Steam En
seven Mechanical, 5 by 3 ; bargain , ss. Also
gine ; will take 228., or good Gramaphone.
H. PlackerT, 159, Knox Road , Wellingborough .
Folding Camera Tripod, 256d.-COTTON, Gym
khana, Park Road , Bexhill.
Columbia Phonograph, 10 records and recorder,
For Sale. - Set Gas Engine Castings, 4 by 2 ;
203.; Crown Phonograph , 125.; Air Gun , 12s. ; 50
MODEL ENGINEERS : 45.; all equal to new ; or
water-jacketed and perfectly bored ; nearly
finished ; no part spoiled ; no time to finish ; exchange Dynamo or Pitman's Water Motor , or
weight, 70 lbs ; cost 355., take 255. Exchange for offers.--Stott, Brunswick Street, Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire .
Stand Camera, t- plate ; stamp. -- TUCKER, St.
Ives, Cornwall.
Exchange, Gent's Cycle (value [ 2) for Steam
For Sale.-- Richard's Steam Engine Indicator, Locomotive, Rails, & c . -STANTON , 6 , Grove Park
six springs, mahogany case ; 64 IOS.-- JAMES Lane, Harrogate '
AIMERS, Viewfield , Melrose.
Manchester Dynamo (30 watts), 8-section com
Bargain . - Vertical Engine and Boiler, feed
mutator, for sale ; or exchange Copper Boiler,
pump, etc. - Particulars, penny stamp, to HACKER , about 12 ins. by 8 ins.--ALMOND , 489. John Wil
liamson Street, South Shields.
Morley House, Escott Road , Swindon .
Dynamo, 50 volts , 10 amps., drum armature,
-5.-P. Electrobenze Engine, complete , with
80 yds. cable, elevcn 16 c.-p. lamps and holders, spark coil ; new ; only used once ; made by Bow
flexible wire ; nearly new ; £ 16, Dearest offer.
Electric Company ; drives 60-watt dynamo easy :
Day, Kendal.
owner getting larger one ; 38s. (cost 48s.), or
Slide-valve Steam Engine, f -in . bore, 4 -in . stroke, nearest offer. - CHARLES, 20, Řose Lane, Canter
boiler and fittings ; splendid model ; bargain ; bury.
price 158.-P. WALSHAW , Flanshaw , Wakefield .
Wanted, Vertical Steel Boiler , 24 ins. by 76 ins.,
or larger, with at least ten tubes ; complete, with
Wanted. — 41-5-in . Screw -cutting Lathe ; Milnes
preferred ; good and accurate ; no shop -worn tool
gauges , etc. ; tested to 150 lbs.; working pressure ,
70 lbs. : cheap - JAS. OAKES, 20 , Astley Street,
wanted . - ROBERTS , 42, S. John's Street, Oxford .
Wanted. - Back-geared , gap bed , Lathe, about Stalybridge.
3 - in . ; state condition , accessories, etc.-A. FIND
Wanted Avery's Tramcar Motor or Castings ;
exchange Desk Telephone; or sell, 6s. 6d. - Below .
LAY, Victoria Wharf, Limehouse, E.
Main Switch, 28.6d . ---Below .
Exchange or Sale. — “ Hobbies,” 308 . t-plate
Button -hole Lamp, is. 60.- Below .
Hand Camera, washing trough , rack, lamp,
Bicycle —22 ins. frame, Bartlett tyres, 255.-S.
5 dishes , 4 frames, 4 books and accessories;
hardly used ; take small treadle lathe, or offers.
SAUNDERS, 39, Devonshire Place, Newcastle .
For Sale --- Box of Electrical Experiments ; only
Perceval, 140, Sidney Grove, Newcastle-on -Tyne. been
used once . Cost 175. 60 . What offers ?
For Sale . - 21-in . Bench Lathe, with treadle ;
also 3-in . chuck, nearly new.-W. Wilson , 12,
Stamp for reply .--- Below .
Wanted . --Second -hand 1 -plate Camera Stand .
Standard Street, New Kent Road, London , S.E.
24-in , Centre Lathe, advertised on page xii, Stamp for reply . - D . H. CHAMPION , Ebley, near
Stroud, Gloucestershire.
December 17th issue, unsold ; price reduced
to
£
3
Wanted . - Treadle Lathe, strong, accurate, with
to effect an early sale.-W. MANLEY, “ Exmoor,
compound slide-rest. No " Holmes " la thes.
Torquay.
, 63, Sycamore Road, Smethwick, Staffs.
YOUNG
Sale .- Splendid double Verticalmachined Engine
Brazing Lamp, very powerful, 41. Also several
Castings, it ins. by If ins.; one set finished ,
Taps,
Drills,
Saw Blades , Chisels, etc. List sent
Hand Drills, and Taps ; special opportunity ;
esteem offers . Also Screws. - Davison, Church
-- Letters CUSTERSON , 56, Clifton Road , Peckham
Tools.-- Set of 3 dozen , in lined
Carving
Wood
Villa , Wingate, RS.O ,
8-in. Compound Slide-rest, taper adjustment, mahogany case ; sell 255.--- BOWER, 134, Fen :
church Street, London .
perfect condition, 355. 45 amp re hour Lithanode
Gas Engine (Madison ), I h.-p., dew ; £5.
Accumulator (as new ), 295.--Below .
Riveted Vertical Copper Bofler (new ), 45 lbs., Dynamo, 120 watt; £ 2 105. No. 1 Avery's Dynamo
208. Ditto Horizontal Marine, 30 lbs., 155.-(without wire ) ; £ 1 . Stamp Album , 900 stamps ;
I ros, All this year's M.E., 6s. 6d . Copper
Full particulars apply below .
Two Telegraph Sounder Machines for model
Shell, 20 ins. by 9, and materials for boiler ; 155.
station (new ), 205. pair ; cost 428. 4 -volt Pocket ELECTRICITY, 18, Alexandra Street, Southend .
Accumulator, 55. - Below .
Wanted, 8 -in . Slide-rest, working order , for
Copper Su.phate (20 lbs.), Potassium Bichromate
cash ; cheap. BURNAND, 1, Selwood Terrace,
South Kensington ,
(5 lbs.) ; 6s. the lot. - BOWER , 134, Fenchurch
What offers 8 - One Longuemare Carburettor
Street, London
(Model E ), with throttle, and one 1904 Type with
Skates.-- Pair Norwegian Racing (Hagen's); com
bined boct and skate, size 8 ; as new ; cost 355.;
regulator and throttle ; both new.-F. CLARKE, 23 ,
Latimer Street, Stepney, E.
what offers ? — F., 5, Oriel Road, Homerton ,
London.
8 -Fluted Whitworth Pitch Taps, 1, 5-26ths, & in ..
Model L.S.W.R. Loco, by Bassett- Lowke, 3- in . plug or taper : gd., rod., id each . - BERNARD
gauge ; 50 ft. track ; perfect condition : £3 Tos. GREEN , Cockermouth .
Double -cylinder Launch Engine, i by I , by Mar
2 h.-p. Rex Motor, nearly finished : price ( 3.
Apply, E. HOYLE, 23, Grosvenor Crescent, Scar
tin , with vertical boiler force- pump, etc. ; £ 4 ros.
borough
,
Finchley.
Road
Cyprus
-ASHDOWN, Caradoc,
21 by 4 Horizontal Engine, grand design , good
Magic Lantern, with 100 slides, 31 by 31. Also
good Bellows and Blowpipe, for brazing ; ex
worker ,63 ; 5 -in . Pressure Gauge , to 80 lbs., 75. 6d .;
change good lathe or cycle motor,with accessories .
exchange anything ; Petrol Motor or Castings pre
ferred . - ERNEST SHIERS, Pinxton , Alfreton .
- For particulars apply Srutt. 19, Wycliffe
(Continued on page xxiv.)
Grove, Argyle Street, Huli.
..
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A

SIGNAL

SUCCESS

Is the result of our being in a position to deal with every
branch of the Model Engineering business. We have an
immense variety of new lines.
OUR

STOCK

Model

OF

Engines,

Locomotives ,
and
is

the largest

Hundreds

of

in

all Accessories
Great

Britain .

Locomotives, Different Gaugos
Types, to select from .

and

Soale Model of the Celebrated C.N.R. 8 - ft .

Our Scale Model Signal parts, as shown above, are complete in every
detail and are the only real Model Signal parts that have ever
been produced commercially.
Prices and Particulars soe Catalogue.

Single Express Locomotive, No. 776 .

117.76

Soale Model North -London Loco .

NIR

This Locomotive is built en tirely of CASTINGS throughout, and is fitted with a strong
This Locomotive has a strong enamelled Brass Boiler, four Brass Boller, with circulating Tubes : Double-Action Slide-Valve Cylinders, fitted with
Coupled Wheels, 2 ins. diam ., a pair of Double-action Slide Link-Motion Reversing Gear worked by a lever in cab, 4-in . turned Brass Driving Wheels,
Valve Cylinders, with Reversing Motion worked from cab, exhausts steam into funnel, Steam Dome, Safety Valve, Whistle in cab, turned Brass Hand
and exhaust into Funnel. Smoke Box, Side Tanks, Whistle Rails, Three Headlights, loose 4 -wheel Bogie Carriage. The whole Locomotive, including
in Cab, Safety Valve, Dome, and Brass Buffers. This is one the Boiler, is enamelled and finished in best style and in correct G. N. R. colours, and in
of the most popular small Gauge Locos.we have placed before every small detail has had our careful attention. We can safely say it is one of the finest
the public
Models of its kind on the market. This Locomotive is very powerful Length over all.
£ 2 15 6
24 ins.; Height, 77 ins.
14-In Gauge
3 3 0
2 - in . Gauge
Price complete, £6 6s.
2 } -In . Guage
New Catalogue : Section A.
Post free, 4d .
and Electric Locomotives , Coaches , Brake Vans, in all gauges and correct colours of the
leading Railway Companies.
Rails, Points, Signals, Crossings, Turntables, Bridges and every accessory for Model Railway Work .

Clockwork , Steam

Section B.
Post Free , 3d .
For Gunmetal Engine and Boiler Fittings, Injoctors, Pressure Gauges, Water Gauges, Model Permanent Way,
Marine Engines, Tools, and Electrical Sundries.

W.

J.

BASSETT -LOWKE

&

CO .,

Northampton .
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ORDER

A

The

AT

COPY

ONCE

OF

Practi

cal

Electri

cian's

THB PRACTICAL
ELECTRICIAN'S
POCKET BOOK
LAND DIARY

POCKET

DIARY

and

BOOK

for

1904

Price : Cloth , 1s.; Leather, 1s . 6d .
Of all Booksellers .
Postage 2d , extra .

'HIS is the Sixth Edition of this excellent little
THIS
work , and we wish particularly to draw the atten
tion of buyers to the fact that it was the first
Electrical Pocket Book and Diary ever published , and,
although it has had several imitators, it is still the
best, and has by far the largest sale .
READ

THE

FOLLOWING

" A handy little book .” — Electrical Review .
“ Practical working men will find it of great
value." -- The Engineer .
“ Every Practical Engineer will find it a handy
volume.” — Model Engineer.

“ Should prove of valuable assistance to Elec
tric Light Foremen and Contractors.” _ WM.
PETO, M.I.E.E.

“ Electricians inform me that they are of valuable
assistance to them .” — G . BRAULIK , A.I.E.E.

LONDON :
S. RENTELL

or

through

&

Co., Ltd.,

any

36 , Maiden

Bookseller

in

the

Lane, Strand, W.C .;

Empire.
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CRYPTO WORKS Co., Ltd.
,
"

THE

29 , Clerkenwell Road , LONDON ,

E.C.
Telephone

SET

OF
No. 6562 CENTRAL.

CASTINGS

Telegraphic Address :

FOR

“ Commutator,
AMATEURS.
London ."
Makers

DYNAMOS,

of

Small

MOTORS ,

BOOSTERS,

ALTERNATORS .
Transformer

for

Alternating

to

Continuous, Continuous to

Alternating , Alternating to Alternating .

New

Continuous,

Continuous

to

Catalogue, 3d .

DETE

0

HKENZO
Combination Slide Rest for Metal and Ornamental Turning.

Shaping and Planing Atta hment for Lathe.

Metal Spinning
Tools.

Special Cutter Bar tor Screw -Cutting.

Set of 12 Slide-Rest Tools,
Special Cutter Bar for Boring and Internal Screw -Cutting .
Enquiries solicited for Lathes, Tools, Hand-Planing and Milling Machines, and Cutters.

HENRY MILNES ,

Lathe and Tool Maker, Ingleby

Set of 12 Haod- Turning Tools.

Works, BRADFORD .
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Lathe

st

that

co

£

2,500

THIS sum of Two Thousand Five Hundred Pounds was the amount spent on special machinery , etc., by us
before the first one of our new design 37- in . Screw - cutting Lathes was put on the Market, and, therefore, was
the actual cost of a Lathe that we sold for £ 13 IOS.
The Lathe on the opposite page has been so designed and studied , and special machinery put into use
on it, in order that we could put on the Market a Lathe of the best possible quality at
the cheapest possible price, and every effort was made, sparing no tine, trouble , or expense,
to bring the price down without sacrificing workmanship , material, or first-class design . By these means we
have been able not only to cut the price of a Self-acting, Sliding, and Screw -cutting Lathe down to about the
price of an ordinarily good plain Lathe of the same size, but we have also embodied many new and useful
features. This Lathe, in fact, if made by ordinary methods in small quantities, would cost double the money
to build than the price we can sell at.
We tell you all the above in order to show you how it is that, although the price is cheap, the tool
is not in the least like all other cheap articles ; it could not be made better by anyone. We guarantee that
the material, workmanship , and finish are the very best, and invite comparison
with similar Lathes , no matter what their cost may be.
Every part is made in our own works by the best
class of workmen .

A

Specially- constructed

This is what this Lathe is, and in its construction
fully considered , for instance, Cylinder Boring
We have made the Slide-rest to come away bodily by
self-acting boring carriage ; this gives every opportunity
done on a special boring Lathe in large work .

Tool

for Model-Making

the special needs of Model Engineers have been care
and the boring of Dynamo Tunnels .
loosening one nut, leaving a truly surfaced 1 slotted
to do boring in a proper manner, just as it would be

Making small steam
and water cock plugs. — This is a difficult job on a small
scale , unless the Headstock is made to set over to the angle required , and the head has a hollow mandrel so
that they can be made from the rod , being too small to put between centres, and so short a projection being
allowable from the chuck that the Slide-rest , if set to the angle , is usually in the way .
The Mandrel of these Lathes is hollow and the Headstock is made to set over, and is graduated ; Tail
stock also sets over for long taper work , and to obtain positive accuracy for piston -rod turning.
A neat
travelling steady is provided for this class of work .
High speed is wanted , as many parts in models are very small.
Low speed and considerable power is wanted for such jobs as turning the flywheel
of even a very small model.
This has been well studied , and a very high polishing speed is obtainable, and
with the low speed also provided , and the 9 to i backgear, the Lathe is capable of doing very heavy work .
We allow 5 per cent. discount for cash , or £ 1 ios. with order and the rest in Monthly Payments of £ 1.
So confident are we of the merits of this tool that we will send on 10 days' trial and
approval before final purchase, on receipt of M.O. post dated ten days in the case of cash , or on receipt of
formal order form signed and first payment of £ I 1os. in the case of deferred payments.
DRUMMOND

BROTHERS , Ltd., RYDE'S

HILL, nr. GUILDFORD, Surrey.

-
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DRUMMOND
BROTHERS, Ltd.,
NEW
DESIGN
GEARED ,

BACK

and

SELF

SCREW

ACTING

CUTTING

BORING

SLIDING ,

LATHE .

TREADLE

HIS LATHE has been designed specially for
TH Model Engineering and Precise Work , and has
many points of usefulness, among which are the fol
lowing : - The Slide-rest can be detached by undoing
one nut, leaving a truly surfaced 1 -slotted , self-acting
sliding Boring Carriage, converting the Lathe into a
Boring Lathe of first-class design for accurate Boring
of Cylinders and other long true holes such as
Dynamo and Engine Bearings in situ , etc. The Slide
rest swivels to any angle or right round .
The Headstock can be set over for such work as
making small Taper. Cock Plugs, etc., and boring the
holes for same to exact angle ; it is graduated for this
purpose. The Tajlstock can also be set over for long
ta per turning or to obtain positive accuracy for piston
rod and other parallel turning. When accurately set
it REMAINS TRUE (until altered for taper ), as it is
accurately guided by and locked to the outside of
bed, instead of loosely fitting a slot as in the ori' .
nary pattern lathe. The lead -screw is central anu
close up to the saddle, and therefore has no twisting
tendency, and works easily . Quick return by hand
can be made when cutting odd pitch -screws without
chalking gear-wheels or the use of clumsy wood stops,
etc. The whole design of the Lathe is much more
rigid than the ordinary pattern Lathe, and it will
therefore do easily and accurately much harder work .
It is speedd highly for small work and wood turning,
and bas low Speed also for large work . The workman
ship throughout is of the very best.
GUARANTEE .
We guarantee all our work, and will replace or re
pair any fault in material or workmanship free of
charge.

SPECIFICATION .
TEAVY pattern bed with
short gap , mounted on
H
cast -iron tray and standards ; back- geared
Headstock , with steel hollow mandrel, 4- inch hole ,
bored from the sol id ; running in chemically hardened
adjustable parallel bearings ; back gear-wheels cut
from the solid ; Poppet-head with steel barrel and
square thread steel screw ; sliding boring carriage car
rying slide-rest, with steel square thread draw -screw ;
steel 8-pitch lead -screw , full length of bed, with throw
out action and fitted with hand -wheel ; set of change
wheels , cutting all Whitworth's threads from 1-16th
inch to 1 inch ; also fine and gas threads for brass and
iron tube ; heavy -turned fly-wheel.
Each Lathe has the following accessories :-Com
bined Face-plate and Driver Chucks, Travelling
Backstay , Hand - rest, Tool Steel Coned Centres,
Driving Belt, and Spanners.
Height
of
Centres.

Length
of
Bed .

Length
adınitted
between
Centres .

Diameter
admitted
in
Gap .

Length
of
Gap

Diameter
admitted
over
Saddle.

Price .
Approximate
Weight.

With Treadle .

inches.
31

ft. ins.
2

6

ft. ins.
I

72

inchos

IO

inches .
4

inches.
6%

Ib .
300

d.

&
13

10

0

As Bench Lathe.
€
10 10

d.
O

Or with Counter-Shaft for power instead of treadle motion , same price as Treadle Lathe. All Slides are carefully hand-scraped to a porfoot at
All Gear-wheels machine cut from the solid .
DRUMMOND

HILL,
BROTHERS, Limited , RYDE'S
Near GUILDFORD , SURREY .
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ENGINES

FOR

1904.

HIGHEST

QUALITY .

BEST
WORKMANSHIP .

Complete Price List of
these and other Engines ;

also of Loco Boiler
Castings, 3d. POST
COLER

The “ STUART ” No. 3 .
High -Speed
Compound .
TURNER
Bore 158 ins., and 238 by 158 ins. stroke.
Above Photo taken from Engine Atted with Reversing Gear,
SHIPLAKE,
which developed 3.24 BRAKE HORSE POWER .
Nett Weight, as above, 24 lbs.
HENLEY-on-THAMES
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR STEAM CANOES.
4

STUART

The “ STUART” No. 1 .
2 ing. by 2 ins.
A Customer writes :- " I have experienced more
pleasure in constructing your 2 in . by 2 in . than Ihave
ever done with many brass models . I consider it a
genuine piece of engineering work."

COETHEDRAL.Worms,
CH

CHUR

LIVERTOOL
LANE

The
ASTINGS
Liverpool (
TOOL SUPPLY COMPANY
5. CHURCH LANC
LIVERPOOL

WATEKER

N

SOLE PROPRIETOR & MANAGER
MESKETH WALKER

É
ESK

Machinery Merchant.
Manufacturer of Bolts, Nuts, Screws & Model

SteamAppliances.
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Special

Subscription

£ 50

IN

xiii.

Competition .

PRIZES

that there are still many people who would become regular readers if the special features of the paper were
brought to their notice. Indeed , we know this to be the case from the frequent letters we receive from new
readers, who state that they have only just discovered that such a journal exists. As a personal intro
duction is undoubtedly the best method of making The MODEL ENGINEER better known, we wish to enlist the
services of our present readers to introduce the paper to those to whom its contents are likely to appeal, and , as
we do not wish these services to be given gratuitously, we have decided to offer the following prizes to those
readers who are the most successful in their efforts :
value
$ 25
First Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the largest number of new subscribers).
value
$ 10
Second Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the second largest number of new subscribers).
value
25
Third Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the third largest number of new subscribers).
Five extra Prizes of £ 1 each , and Ten extra Prizes of
10s , each ,
to be awarded to those who come next in order of number of new subscribers obtained .
CONSOLATION PRIZES. - A useful engineering book will be awarded to every competitor (other
than a prize-winner) who obtainsnot less than five new subscribers.
The above prizes will be awarded under the following conditions,which must be carefully read and observed :
(1) The prizes will be of the values stated , but will not be given in cash. They will be given in the form of
lathes, tools, finished models, apparatus, or castings, or any of the goods advertised in THE MODEL
ENGINEER, and must be ordered through us from one or other of our advertisers. Subject to this con
dition , each prize-winner may exercise a free choice up to the value of his prize. This does not apply
to the books offered as consolation prizes, which will be given at our own discretion, and may vary in
value according to the success of each competitor's efforts.
(2 ) Each subscription collected by the competitors must be for a six-months' supply of the paper (26 copies,
45. 4d .). Subscriptions for a shorter period will not be counted . All subscriptions must be handed to
a local agent for the paper, together with the name and address of the subscriber to whom the copies are
to be supplied . The agent will give a receipt, which should be handed to the subscriber, On no
account should the subscription be sent to us. Subscriptions should be handed to the agent immediately
they are received , so that each new subscriber may at once commence to obtain his copies. For the assist
ance and convenience of competitors a parcel of printed subscription and receipt formswill be sent by
us, on application . We shall also be pleased to send, free and carriage paid , a parcel of assorted specimen
copies of the paper, to assist competitors in interesting new readers. All applications for these should
be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
(3 ) The competition will close on March , 31st, 1904, and each competitor must send us a report of his work
not later than April 7th . This report must give the competitor's name and address, a list of the names
and addresses of the new subscribers he has obtained , and the name and address of the agent to whom
he has handed the subscriptions. As it is expected that each competitor shall himself be a regular reader
of the paper, evidence of this must be furnished by cutting out and enclosing with the report the thirteen
successive competition coupons, which will appear in our issues from January 7th to March 31st inclusive .
All reports must be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER, and must be marked
“ Subscription Competition ” on the envelope. No reports should be sent in before March 31st.
(4 ) In the event of two or more competitors securing an equal number of new subscribers, the value of the
prize to which they may be entitled will be divided between them .
(5 ) No newsagent, or other trade agent for the sale of The MODEL ENGINEER, or anyone in the employ of
such agent, will be eligible to compete ; but a special prize of £ 5 (cash ) will be given to the agent
who receives the most subscriptions from competitors. In the event of a tie for this prize, the sum will
be divided between the agents concerned .
(6 ) Proper enquiries will be made as to the bona -fide character of the successful competitors' work, and the
awarding of the prizes will be carried out by the Manager of The MODEL ENGINEER , whose decision
must be accepted as final.
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O. L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDGB .
CASTINGS AND

DRAWINGS .

STUART HIGH -SPEED

ENGINES .

* in . scale L.N.W. TANK ENGINE
( see M.E., July 23rd , 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence.
Castings and Materials, with
Drawings, now ready.
Price List, id. Stamp.
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d. Stamps.

1904 Catalogue now ready.

TheModel Manufacturing Co.'s
New Illustrated List Is now ready ; price Bd. It
is themost complete List of high -class Models and
Castings yet produced , and should be in the hands
of every Amateur ModelMaker , and will be found
of special interest to Scale-Model Locomotive
Builders
68 and 58, ADDISON ROAD NORTE,
NOTTING HILL, LONDON, W.
ROUND
LOOK
your Workshop for Tools, Models,
and Materials which you no longer
require. You can tum these into
cash by advertising them in our
" Sale and Exchange " column.
Private rate , three words a penny,

TURNER .
Shiplake, Henley-on - Thames.

The Franklin Dynamo.
50 Watts. 10 Volts, 5 Amperes.
3000 to 4000 revolutions. Sets
of material, finished parts, com
plete machines. For amateur con :
struction - very efficient. Will
drive a dental engine, sewing ma
chine or small lathe ; run as a
for
current3.50
furnishParts,
willlamps.
,
$
six 6 -candle
FRANKLIN generator,
ModelShop $6.00, $ 8.50. Complete, $ 12.50 .
Write for circular 14.
PARSELI, & WEED,
129-181, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.
The original Cocoa.

2 stamps.

&L8athe
Engine
£118s
.from

Postage, 3d .
SMALL MOTORS from
28. 60.
MOTOR PARTS from 18.
BLECTRIC LAMPS , 9d .
each (2 volts upwards).

STUART

JASPER
REDFERN , LTD.,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS .
Best Forged Steel of every description. High
class Lathes from 30s. Blectrical and Scientific
Apparatus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.

MR . GREENLY'S
COMPOUND UNDERTYPE ENGINE
CASTINGS
and, inparts
building
this magnif.
and
and Gunmetal,
Iron ,forSteel
cent Model
including all Boiler Materials are now ready .
and workmanship . See
Castings of the finest quality issue
Patterns made
EditorialNotice, Nov. 19th
to Drawings. Castings from your own Patteros.
Castings to Drawings a speciality. Best work only
and at reasonable prices. All enquiries, id. stamp.
MACKENZIE ,
17, BENSON AVENUE, East Ham , LONDON , B.

THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO .
151, High Holborn , LONDON, W.C.
ACCUMULATORS
From 3/6

Gas & Oil Engines.
Our “ SPECIAL Engine is guaranteed to
drive a 41 in . Screwcutting Lathe or a 200
watt Dynamo.
Price 26 only
Hooker & Harris ,
Paragon Works, Retreat Pl.,
HACKNEY, LONDON .
CASTINGS 'n ALUMINIUM
BRASS, GUNMETAL,
, & IRON
To Customer ' Patterns or Drawings .
Best Quality English DRAWING INSTRU.
MENTS at Reasonable Pricos.

INC

OW to PATENT an INVENTION
GRATIS .
BOOK,ADVICE
giv ful particulars as to Cost,
from
Forms,ing& c.,l FREE
CASSELL & Co. Regd . Patent Agents,
Crown Chambers, 9, Regent Street,
LONDON , W.
(Patents sold and placed upon the market.)

Electric Batteries:
HOW TO MAKE

A

W.H. HARLING , Manufacturer,
47, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.
ESTABLISHED 1851.
WORKS : HACKNEY , E.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION .

AND USE THEM .

Your Steam
+ posto Model
dot
age, id . comploto Ismttbout
31

Amateur

Boiler

Practical Guide for
Electricians.

Opinions :
the following Bxpertlittle
Read Engineet
book for
says : " A useful
The
young electricians commencing to study this branch
The constructive do
of practical electricity .
talls should also prove of value to all wishing to
construct batteries .'
Electricity says: " This is a capital little book ,
replete with practical information concerning all
the ordinary types of primary batteries.
Such an
The Photographic Dealer says : " .
Instructive and thoroughly reliable book . . is very
welcome, and is certain to prove popular ..."

Feed
Pum p .
All Brass, with Valve, Tap, and Pipe adjustable to
any position . Well finished and works perfectly .

Bond , 245 , Euston Rd., London
When writing to Advertisers ,
please do not forget to mention
“ The Model Engineer."

EPPS'S

( The most nutritious)

COCOA
And still the best.

Price 6d . net ; Post Froo, 7d .
May be obtained from all Agents for Tu MOD
ENGINEER, or from
THE BOOK DEPARTMENT,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.O.

T. Tamblyn - Watts,
Daly authorized maker of the Apparatus illustrated
and described by Professor ANDREW JAMIESON.
M.Inst.C.E., F.R.S.E., in bis Elementary Manual
published by
of Magnetism and Electricity,
Coas. Griffin & Co., 12, Exeter St., Strand, London,
Soientifio Apparatus Works ,
Settle, Yorkshire,

Engine
Dynamo
completo
10s.£9&

Gas Engines Oil Engines
2 h.-P. £ 7 108.
A h.-p. £ 8 10s.
Complete.
Comploto , with 1 Flywheel
3-in . bore , 6 -in . stroke, water -jacketed .
Six months guarantee. Other sizes equally
cheap.
Gas Bngines, Oil Engines, Electric
Novelties, Blectric Alarms, Scarf
Pins,Pocket Accumulators, Medical
Ooils, Volt and Ampère Meters,
Dynamos, Battery Lamps, etc.
Splendid Value.
All goods guaranteed. Testimonials daily. New
Illustrated Catalogue, 20 pages, 1d. stamp.
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MICROMETER

If they only Knew .
Amateurs would never bother with ordinary
French Polish , but would use KITLENE LIGHT
NING FRENCH POLISH for AMATEURS.
It is an ordinary “ Best White Shellac " Polish, with sundry
additions which enable an Amateur to acquire the art without the
tedious apprenticeship neces.ary with the ordinary medium .
Outfit, containing everything requisite, 2s., postage, 3d .
RE-FILLS. – Polish , 9d .; Oil and Spirit, 7d . Postage on each, 3d.

CALIPERS .

Made entirely from

Best Cast Steel.

Perfectly

Wardrobe Chambers,
Kitlene Syndicate, Ltd., LONDON , E.C.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

Accurate
WITH

METAL

SHEARS. Japanned
DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS.
I

Nos.
Opening
fin .
... 7 /
Price
Case extra
1 / ...

2

3
in .
10 /
1/6

4
Iin .
13/6
27

7
11. in .
22 /
2/6

8
2 ins.
26/6
37

in .
8/
1/8

NATI
STIE
FORED

Opening
Full Length,

Prices- STRAIGHT
BENT

1s. Bd. per pair .
2s. per pair

Poot
Free .

CROSS RD.,
MATTHEWS BROS., 154, CHARING
LONDON
Send for LIST OF SPECIAL LINES.

Price
Case

Nos. 5
1 in .
17/6
2/8
Postage, 3d .

The ModelManufacturing Company

52 & 53 , Addison

ROAD NORTH ,

NOTTING
is

THE

Models
highest

Firm
and

to

go

HILL,
to

Castings of

for
the

class .

We hold large Stocks of Castings of the following :
Caledonian Railway, MR Compound , G.N.R., L B.
and S.C.R., S.E. & C.R., and L. & S.W.R. Locos ; also
Castings of Launch and Marine Engines.
We often have a number of good Second .
hand Models for Sale at low prices.
We are actual Manufacturers, and do not
import foreign models, so spend your money
with us, and support British enterprise.

Micrometer Holder, 2/6 .

Send 6d . in stamps for 96 pp . Illustrated List of
Measuring Instruments, Chucks, Cutters, Drills ,
Rules, and other Small Tools.

GEORGE
SEND

STAMPS FOR OUR NEW
SIX
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE .

Postage 3d .

ADAMS ,

144, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

XX
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SEND FOR OUR
Novelty List,
POST FREE .
SEND FOR OUR

Dynamo List,
POST FREE,
Shooking Colles from 2s.f8d.: postage extra.
Complete Dynamos from 125.Bd.
Castings from 38. por set

Catalogue
OF

THE

" OWSTHIS .”

Everything
Electrical
COMPLETE or in PARTS, Post
Free, including all
the above,

9

9D.

.

Each .

Each .

2d .

Powerful Shockdng Coil, with Battery en losod,
45. Od.oach ; postago extra

НЕ
Works :
WILSON STREET.

Combination Shade and Holder, to suit Loop Lamp, ed. arch .
Metal Shade, to suit Capped Lamp, 6d. each; postago extra .

152, GREY MARE

Established

Contractors to the Admiralty .

1789 .

NEW

Working

LANE , MANCHESTER

YEAR'S

Model Steam
Model

Engines

Racing

E

&

GIFTS .

Clyde - Built

Yachts .

R
OUR FAMED
YACHTS ARE TOO
WELL KNOWN
TO REQUIRE MUCH
DESCRIPTION.

CORRECT MODEL ENGINES OF L. & N.W.RY., L. & S.W. Ry..
G.N.R., & C.Re., Coloured and Lined .
Carr. free.
Carr free .
Gauge o Engine & Tender ,
14 6 Gauge 3 Engine & Tender, .. 706
28 6
1
. 906
1
57 6
9)
91
Reversing Vertical Engines, 8/5, 46, 6 6

Tested in Water under Full
Sall and Guarantood.
Length of Deck, 16 ins. 7' carr. free.
Length of Deck , 18 ins., 9 9 cart. free. Length of Deck, 22 ins., 22 6 carr . paid .
20 ins., 114
24 ins., 256
RAILS, SWITCHES, TRUCKS, COACHES, TUNNELS, STATIONS,
21 ins., 14 6
SIGNALS , oto., to at aú railways. Best quality at lowest prico . Seo
SPÉCIAL PRIZE DESIGN AS LLUSTRATED — Length of Deck, 30 ins., 40 Catalogue.
carr. free . Ditto, 36 ins., 45,6. Ditto, 42 ins , 65/6 .
Write to -day for our NEW CATALOGUES. Over 600 Splendid Engravings of above and Motors, Dynamos, & c., post free, 62.
Model Yacht Builders,
Blectricians,
Engineers
Clyde Model Dock -yard and
Engine Depot, Modeli
Yachtand
Builders
ARCADE , GLASGOW , N.B.
ARGYLL
to order or specification , and shall
We bave a highly skilled staff of competent and experienced workmen for any class of Engine, Yachts or Fitt
be pleased to receive your enquiries.

-

-
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STEAM , GAS, & OIL
ENGINES , DYNAMOS &
ELECTRO -MOTORS.
High
Portable S.V. Steam
Class Dy
Engines, on Steel Vertical
namos .
Boilers,as shown . Complete
These Dy
Set of Castings, including
namos are
Pump Castings and Draw
of the
for 48 h .-p : price 10/6
WMEC
ings
Kapp'ıype
per
carr. per
paid ;set.4 h.-p.,
carr.
and specially designed for Electric priceset, 14/6
Light Installations, charging Accumu. paid ; h .-p price 25/6 per
High -Speed Gas and
Electro-plating,
paid
lators,
etc.
carr.
They
set,
are
price
;
1b.p.,
Oil Engines ; Water-cooled
fitted with adjustable Rocker Brushes , 35/6 per set, carr. paid .
Cylinders,
large diam . Fly .
extra long Bearings. Oil Cups , etc .; Steel Vertical Boilers 902
wheels, steady running, simple
for all pressures.
and are the best small Dynamos pro : supplied
in
construction,
curable, where real and constant work Engine and Boiler Fittings. Special Loco " De Dion " Boughton -type Petrol reliable; specially strong
designedand
for
is required .
Pressure
Gauges,
in.
dial,
reading
to
Motors
for
Launches,
River
Boats,
etc.,
elecdriving
Dynamos,Lathes,
etc.
No.
carr. pd. 130 lbs., 4/6 ; 1 in . dial, 5/6 ; larger, 14 ins. tric or tube ignition water -cooled Cylinders ; Complete Sets of Cast
1. To light Four 3C.-p. Lamps, 19/6 to it ins., 7/6. See Catalogue for particular . out or inside Balance Wheels ; speed , 500
to ings, Forgings, and full-size
s
2.
Four 5 C.-P.
25 /
2000 revolutions per minute.
Working Drawings to con
Four 8 C.-P.
3.
47/6
complete
structh.-p . Gas or Oil En
Forgings,
of
Castings,
sets
Complete
4.
Six 8 C.-P.
70/- Sets of Cast
construct Engines, as gines ; per set,30/- carr. paid .
Drawings
to
full-size
and
5.
C.-P.
Five
16
with
110/ings,
above
;
1
%
h.-p.,
price
set,
per
carr.
paid,
35/;
Complete set to construct
6.
Ten 16 C.-P.
155 /- Screws, Steel
suit Boats up to 14 ft. long.
2.-P.Engine,56/ -carr. paid.
Nos. 1 and 2 have H armatures, all for Crankshaft,
Complete Sets Castings, Forgings, and For larger, smaller, or inter
othershave drum armatures. Materials Piston,and S.V.
full-size Drawings to construct 33% h.-p. Motors, mediate sizes see Catalogue.
with wire and full instructions for con- Rods ; Ports
shown
65/- Cars,
carr. paid.
structing same can be supplied at:No. cored out, with heavy Flywheel, Bed ; as
Boats
Motor
up ;to price
20 ft.perorset,
1 b.-P.Suit
set, 70/- ; 6 h.-p. set, £ 5 158.
1, 9/6 ; No. 2, 13/6 ; No. 3, 19/6; No.4, Drawings, Instructions, etc., to construct " Sandow " Cycle Motors, with complete Attachment, ready to fix on
25/- ;'No. 5, 35/-; No. 6, 49/6 carr.pd high-speed s.v. Horizontal Engines, as machine, including Motor, Carburettor, Coil, Silencer, Accumulator, Wires,
-shown,suitablefor running above Dynamos. etc. if h.-P., £ ll 108.; 2 h.-P., £ 13 ' 108.; 24 h..p ., £ 14 105. Castings,
with Drawings, 26 /- and 36/- set.
No. 1 Set, 1-5th b.-D., to run No. 1 Kapp Dynamo, 13/6 carr. pd.
2
17/6
2
Reversible Propellers, with shafting, etc., to suit Launch Motors,
20/
3
3 )
supplied . Working Drawings for building a 20- ft. Motor Launch,5/6 per set.
22 6
Full Set of Castings, Forgings, and Drawings, for 6 h.-p. Twin Cylinder
32/6
51
» 5& 6
91
Steam Car Engine, price, 7015 carr. paid,
See Catalogue for other Designs of Dynamos, Launch-type Steam Engines ; also Gas and Oil Engines, for driving same. Lamps, Wire, Fittings, etc.
Send Six Penny Stamps for our Large Illustrated Catalogue - nearly 500 Dlustrations of Model and Small Power Steam , Gas
and oil Enginos ; Locomotive, Vertical, Horizontal, Launch, and Paddle Engines; Vertical, Horizontal, and Marine Boilers; separate
Pinished Parts Engine and Boiler Fittings; Castings all kinds; Dynamos, Electro-Motors, etc., etc.
W. MACMILLAN &

Co., Engineers and Modellers , Mar

Street, ALLOA, N.B.

NON - SPILLING

ACCUMULATORS

Pocket-Accumulators
AND

REPUBUQUE
FRANCAISE

AND
Reading Lamps
For Travellers and
Inspectors, eto.

PALM
EXIA
1890

188

FITTINGS

For Carriage Lighting .
Highest Award, Crystal Palaco, 1890, 1892.

Portable
of

Electric
every

Safety

Lamps

description .

TESTING BATTERIES.
ELECTRIO OYCLE LAMPS .
BRISTOL'S
In

As Buttonhole Lamp,

PATENT ACCUMULATORS

Celluloid or Ebonite Cases for Electrical Ignition
for Motor Cars, Motor Cycles, etc.

WRITE
THE

NEW

BRISTOL

FOR

ILLUSTRATED

ELECTRIC

40 , GREAT SMITH
Telegraphlo Address : “ LUCIFEROUS, LONDON. "

PRICE LIST.

SAFETY

LAMP

STREET, WESTMINSTER ,

WORKS,
S.W.

grii.
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SPECIAL

The Sun Never Sets
On

Engineering
Publications
By T. JONES, M.L.Moch.E , and T. G. JONES, M.Sc., Wh.So

the Students of the

American

School of Correspondence

MAP
of
NEW ZEALAND Aucke
fland
SHOWING
STUDENTS

Nelson

Wellinoton

(clmistchurch

Inverso
garcilla

Dunedin

The map above shows the distribution in New Zealand
of students of the American School of Correspondence.
Every dot indicates a group of students. Wherever there
is prosperity, industry and enterprise, there will be found
students of the American School of Correspondence.
The courses are Civil,Mechanical,Electrical, Station
ary , Locomotive and Marine Engineering , Architecture,
Heating, Ventilation and Plumbing , Mechanicaland Per
spective Drawing, Pen and Ink Rendering , Sheet Metal
Pattern Drafting, Refrigeration , Telephony, Telegraphy,
Navigation and the Manufacture of Cotton and Woolen
Cloth . They offer an opportunity to obtain instruction
at home under the direction ofmembers of the faculty of
an American resident engineering college of wide repu
tation .
The instruction papers are used as text books by the United
States Government in the School of Submarine Defense , Fort
Totten , New York ; by the Westinghouse Electric and Manu
facturing Co., in its “ Shop School ” ; and in a number of
colleges and schools.
Our courses offer parents who have not the means to
send their children to college, an opportunity to obtain
for them a certain amount of technical training at a
moderate cost , under the direction of teachers of recog
nized standing .
If you are too far from a technical school or college to
attend it - if you must support yourself, or have others
dependent on you- If you have not the entrance qualifi
cations demanded by a resident college of engineering,
the courses of the American School of Correspondence
provide a means of fitting yourself for a position require
ing technicalknowledgewithout leaving home or giving
up your daily work .
Illustrated catalogue may be had on request.
American School of Correspondence ,
at

Technology
Institute ofChicago
A.
8. A.
, Ill., U.. S.
Room Armour
89e,
BRANCHES.
192 Queen Street,
Aukland, N. Z. (Head Office.)
20 Willis Street,
Wellington
Z.
Christchurch ,, N.
N. Z.
149 A Cashel Street,
Dunedin , N , 2 ,
10 Rattray Street,
Sidney,
South
Wales,
New
160 Vickery's Chambers, Pitt St.,
James Humphries Company, Durban, Natal,So. Africa .

Machine Drawing Books.
These books are anequalled for clearness and completeness of drawing and
excellence finish .
BOOK I. - 8th Edition , enlarged . General Details of Engines & Ma
Post Free. 3/4
chines, 50 plates ( Two Coloured ), 11 by 81 ins.
BOOK II, PART 1. - Machine Tools. Drilling, Planing, Slotting and
Shaping. 25 Plates (Two Coloured ), 11 by 8} ins.
Free 2/3
Post(Four
BOOK , PART 2. - Engine and Pump Details . 44 Plates
Coloured ), II by 8j ins.
Post Free 3/3
WORKING
MODELS .
Slide Valve Models .
SERIES 1 and 8.- Show at a glance the working of the various
cardboard Models, in box, with full explanations. Post Free
SERIES 8.- Comprising 6 cardboard Models (91 by 6 inches) of
MODERN HIGH SPEED ENGINES, specially constructed for
driving dynamos. Complete in box, with full explanatory 5/3
notes.
Post Free
“ X ” Series
MODEL No. 1.- Comploto Working Model of an Englao, fitted with short
D slide valvo.
MODEL No. 8 - In this Model a Moyer's Varlablo Expansion Valve is added
ordinary D valve, and the Bngino differs in design from
to the No.
Model
I.
MODEL No. 1.- Complete in box, with book of “ Notes," and short
Essay on the Steam Engine .
Post Free
MODEL No. 2. Complete in box, with book of “ Notes," & c., as 2/9
with Model No. I.
Post Free 3/3
MODEL Nos. 1 & 2.- Complete in box, with book of ““ Notes," & c.
Post Free 5/3
Full particulars of the above Post Free from
THOMAS JONES , M.I.Mech.E., Gold Medallist,
4 , Manley Road, MANCHESTER
THE GREENWICH DYNAMOS AND MOTORS .
HAVRO Your Boom our celebrated littleThiBOAT
s er
cellent little Motor is fitted with a genuine La
mi
nated Drum Armature , also an 8 -segment Com
mutator , mounted on vulcanised fibre. The
power is very great, and is suffic t to drive a
Boat 4 ft. in length and large-sizedien
Model Tram
cars and Locos .
Price
sent post paid .
10/6
No. 2 B.MOTOR .
Complete Sets Castings and Parts, 8/10 post paid .
We also make a special heavy SELF-STARTING
MOTOR for driving Sewing Machines and Small Lathes at 18/6 .
The THOMPSON DYNAMOS
cannot be beaten for effi
ciency, finish , and low prices
Consider that you get a
genuine Dynamo, fitted with
a Laminated Drum Arma
The Commutator,
ture .
mounted on fibre, segments
separated with fibre or mica ,
Up- to-date Brush Rocker.
Spring Holders, and Copper
Gauze Brushes. They will
give the output as listed , and
in the larger sizes far more
For instance, the No. S size
From a Photo .
will give easily 30 volts 7
ampères without overheating.
Prices of finished Dynamos (as Illustration ):
Price, complete
Price , complete
Price Set of Castings. Volts. Ampo. Price. Set of Castings.
Volts.
ΤΟ Amps.
ΙΟ TO
75. 60.
4 £ 1 60
2
76
175 . od
IO
tos. od .
7 1 14 0
25
6
[ 2 to o 175 . od .
20
IOS. od .
4 £ 1 15 6
Our Bnlarged and Fully Illustrated Catalogue will give you further par
ticulars, and is worth having. Price 8d.

T. W. THOMPSON
Postage to America is 2 }d . for every

ounce.

CO .,
&
28, Deptford Bridge, GREENWICH .
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LATHES

for

the

LATHES

for

the

xxiil.

Engineer

Model

Amateur

LATHES for the Motor -Car& Cycle Engineer

LATHES

for

the Up -to -Date

HAND LATHE., PEDESTAL LATHE. , PEDESTAL LATHE.
Ist size.
2nd size .

Workshop

The “ A.B.C.”

4 ins. centres,
16 ins. between
Hollow Spindle , $ 9 in . bore,
centres.
Back- geared , screw -cutting
Hollow Spindle ,
gap bed .
Hollow Spindle, H in . bore.
bored 38 in .
Gap bed , back -geared ,
Best material and
434 ins. centres,
screw -cutting ,
workmanship .
32 ins. between centres,
494 ins. centres,
20 ins. between centres.
Price £ 8 88.
Complete with graduated
Complete for foot.power,
Compound Slide with graduated Slide- rest.
slide-rest, and self-acting
rest, graduated for
surfacing feed .
Price £ 21 108 .
cone turning ( extra )
Self-acting surfacing feed
£ 3 88.
Price
£ 28 .
( extra ), 81

LATHES.

Made in three sizes.
A
... 54 ins. centres .
B
... 6
С
6 % >
Lengths of bed, from 3 ft. 6 ins. to
6 ſt. 6 ins.
All Hollow Spindle , back - geared ,
and gap bed .
Prices from
£ 26 to £ 50 .

The above Lathes are all made of best material, and the workmanship and finish
have been pronounced by all purchasers to be exceptional.
ALL

THE CHANGE WHEELS

is a tremendous advantage .

ARE MACHINE -CUT and
Send

3d . in

GEORGE

144 ,

HIGH

Stamps for

In the Screw - cutting Lathes

the large HOLLOW
48 pp . Illustrated

SPINDLE
List to

ADAMS,

HOLBORN ,

W.C.
LONDON , W
.C

xxio.
(Continued from page vh.)
Water-cooled, 24 h.-p., Cycle , almost complete,
£ 12 ; Launch Motor, 3 h.-p., £ 14 ; Reversing Pro
peller , £ 4 10s. - 25, George Lane, Lewisham .
What Cash Offers P for Vol. III (bound ), IV and
V (unbound ), " M.E ." - A . GARNER , 4, Alma
Road, Clifton .
Wanted. – Sturdy little S.C. Lathe, 4 ft., 31
centre (about), drilling vice, twist drills, 3-16ths in.
to in.; exchange Vertical Engine - GEO. TATE ,
London Road , Ipswich .
Wanted, quickly. - Good Condenser for inch
coil ; state particulars and price. - WILSON , 15,
Ash Street, Hazel Grove, Cheshire.
3-in. Bench Lathe, mandrel & Whitworth ,
30-in. gap-bed, hand-rest and compound slide-rest,
with tooi holder and cutters, 28s.; Strong Wood
Bencb , with drawer for tools and treadle motion ,
with four-grooved pulley, also small pulley for
slow speed , 128. ; 6 -in . 3 -jaw Independent Chuck ,
tapped & Whitworth , 128. ; or the lot 5os. ; ali
almost new . - JOHN MACRAY, 3, Crichton Street,
Edinburgh .
Exchange Studio Camera for good Phonograph
and Records, or Gent's Bicycle. - F . TAYLOR, 15 ,
Little Butts Street, Bedford .
Dynamo ( 10 -volt, 7 ampe.) for Sale, drum
armature, shunt wound ; perfect condition ; a
real worker ; price 305. — ROWLES, Cliftonville ,
Margate.
Exchange Stuart's
h.-p. Vertical Steam
Engine (new ) for good Bicycle to suit 24 h.-p.
motor engine. - A . GAY, 6, Bast Street, War.
minster , Wilts.
Exchange Dynamo, 20 C.-D., for small Slide
valve Engine, or sell. - GREEN, 8 , Raglan Street,
Lowestoft.
Belleville Bollor, all in solid drawn copper tube,
nearly finished , 120 tubes, about 1 h.-p., with
partly finished high -speed vertical engine, steel
forgings , heavy phosphor- bronze working parts ,
flywheel and crank turned , cylinder bored and
planed ; boiler weighs about 56 lbs. ; nearly all
tube ; cost 25. Ib .; unable to finish owing to
affairs ; £3 159., or offers. Also a Yacht, with
sails, 5 ft. over all, built up with mahogany ;
offers ; and a set of i -in . by $ Launch Engine
Castings, cylinder bored , 3s. 6d . ; seen after 7.30
evening.- E . Hell , 352, Mile End Road, London.
Wanted, a Vertical Slide-valve Bngine, t- in .
bore by i stroke, with boiler ; also one smaller.
Owen FLACK, Highfields, Great Shelford, Cambs.
Second-hand Gas or Oil Engine,
For Sale.
b.-P., 558. Also part- finished Horizontal Steam
Engine, 2 by 31, 258.- BARKHAM , 52, Oxford St.,
Boston , Lincs.
Sale or Exchango. - 21 h.-p. Motor Castings, and
complete accessories for attachment to cycle ;
£ 3 10s., or exchange Gramaphone, with records.
COOKE, Cross Street, Kettering .
Grand Bargain . — Large Phonograph , in oak case,
recorder and reproducer, with large aluminium
horn, 18 Edison moulded and Columbia Records.
For particulars apply C. K., 410, Stoney Stanton
Road , Coventry .
Model Locomotive (Bateman's " Circus" ), 4s. 6d .;
2-volt Motor, 28.; " Temperate Chile" (cost ios. 6d.,
quite now ), 8s.-M. DAY, 12A, Belgrave Road ,
Edgbaston , Birmingham .
Hand Planer (nearly new ) : plane 16 tas. by 7 ins.
by 5 ins.; approval. - A BAKER , 53, Sandon
Street, New Basford, Nottn .
For Sale.-- b.-p.Gas Bngine, governed , new six
months ago ; 2 heavy flywheels ; also 6 ft. of 1 in ,
shafting, 2 adjustable hangers, and 5 pulleys :
£ 10 the lot, or nearest offer ; changed to oil for
£t extra. - CODNER, 104, Stapleton Hall Road,
Stroud Green , London .
For Sale. - Bdison "Gem ” Phonograph , with 40
records, value £4 155. ; take £ 3 Ios., or nearest
offer ; new a month ago ; list of records, stamp.
SLATER , St. Amour, Seagrove Road, Portsmouth .
Bargains.Splendid Launch Engine, 1 in . bore,
I-in .stroke ; 215. Hand Force Pump, fin . bore,
24-in . stroke ; ros . Force Pump, 5-16ths in .
bore, t-in . stroke ; . 6s.; all gunmetal; warranted
new ; perfect order . - BAINBRIDGE, 2, Mitford
Terrace, Wick Lane Bow , E.
4-in . back -geared, sliding Screw -cutting Lathe,
3 It. 6
gap bed , face-plate, ball chuck , etc.;
this is a substantial accurate tool; nearly new ;
bargain, to guineas. - BROWN, 20, Hildreth Street,
Balham
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Bargains ; giving up . — Mode Engineer, from
No. 1 to date ; two vols. bound ; £ i. Work, from
No. 505, 1898, to 530, and from Dec. 29th , 1900 ,
to Jan. 3rd . 1903. complete ; 55 . Fourteen Hoa
bles , weekly ; 6d. Seven Cassell's Popular Edu
cator, monthly ; IS. Two " Electr city in Service
of Man," and one M.E. Handbook , " Telephones
and Microphones " ; 6d . A Pair of Telephone
Stations, complete ; £ 1 (cost £ 4). A Small Copper
Boiler , 8 ins. by 4 ins., three taps ; 25 . A Solid
Drawn Copper Tube, 14. ins. by s ins. ; 5s. A
Powerful Shocking Coil, ss. A Hand Sewing
Machine ; 25. Seven Comic Rubber Stamps,
specimen sent ; 6d . A Nickel Fretsaw Frame,
screw top and handle ; saws ; 28.-J. PENN , Weat
worth Lodge, Craven Road , Newbury .
Miscellaneous and Late .

Fastest Steamer In Kingdom . - To satisfy those
on thusiasts who write for design of “ Bra " (winner
of Speed Competition ), a limited number of Blue
Prints of her working drawings are being prepared .
Copies of same (30 ins. by 20 ins., about), at 5s. 3d.
each ; early application necessary. - A . B. FOSTER,
56 , Willmer Road, Birkenhead .
Gas Engines, $ 1.-P., 405.; }, 60s.-- HUNT, 2.
Blm Road , Leytonstone,
2 h.-p. Rex Motor Bicycle , £ 13 ; 3 sight feed
Lubricator for dashboard, 8s. Many articles for
sale, very cheap ; write for list. We are open to
buy Motor Parts and Accessories for cash ; state
full particulars and prices ; must be cheap. TWENTIETH CENTURY MOTOR CO ., LTD., Padua
Road, Penge, S.E.
Screw -Cutting," “ Serew
“ Screw -Cutting,"
Cutting .” - Below .
The Best Booklet on " Screw -Cutting," sent for
7d . — Below .
' Cycle Frame Brazing," sent for 4d -Below .
“ Guide to Soldering," sent for 3d . - Below .
The Above Three Booklets are sent for One
Shilling postage free. - GEORGE HARRISON (M ),
45, Rupert Street, Nottingham .
What offers ?-Almost finished Castings of 1 in.
by 2 in . gas engine, small Boat Motor in polished
case, and No. 1 Kapp Dynamo, new Watch Volt
meter to to volts, 1 lb. 28 s.c.c. Wire, 5 ins. centre
Wood - turning Lathe (headstocks and T -rest),
pair dropped Cycle Handlebars, Smith & Wesson
Revolver , Repeating Air Rifle. Stamp for replies.
-A. OSBOURN , 2, Featherstone Buildings, Bedford .
1 in . Spark Coil, completely wound, thoroughly
insulated , wants core and mounting ; large con
denser for same ; 8s. 6d .; or separately, 78. and 2s.;
owner made larger coil. 4 -cell lifting Bichromate
Battery,with switches for series and parallel (new ),
185.Scott, Nuneham , Newport, Barnstaple .
For Sale. - Complete Set of wood Cylinder Pat
terns, 2 ins. bore, 4 ins. stroke, with core boxes ;
accept 12s . Also Set of Cylinder Castings, with
pedestals and brasses ; accept 8s. Particulars
stamp. - W . BLACKSHAW , 1, Congleton Road, Mac
clesfield .
Beneh Lathe, 3-inch contre, 30-inch gap-bed ;
back -geared : slide-rest, hand- rest, and two tees
takes 18 inches between centres, 10 inches in gap :
new ; £ 4 IOS. - STAMP, 75, Monument Road, Bir
mingham .
Horizontal Engine, f bore, It stroke, on cast-iron
boz, moulded bedplate (nearly new ), 158. - BROWN ,
20, Hildreth Street, Balham .

IF NOT, SEND FOR
" MACHINE DRAWING"
CAN
made easy. It contains
over 200 Detail Drawings
(Dimensioned ),
handsomely bound .
YOU
Post free, 2/9. Address:
Wallace c . Bentley,
M.LM.E.,
Consulting Engineer,
? C HALIFAX , ENG .
DRAW
Thousands in use.

Model

Engineer

Handbooks

No. 1.- " SMALL AQOUMULA .
TORS,"
No. 2. — " TAB SLDB VALVB
.
SIMPLY BXPLAINBD ."
No. 3.— " BLBOTRIO BBLLS AND
ALARMS."
No. 4. -- " TBLBPHONBS AND
MICROPHONBS."
No. 5.— " BLBOTRIO BATTBRIES."
No. 6.- " MODEL BOIL BR
MAKING ."
No.7.-- MBTAL WORKING TOOLS
AND TABIR USBS.
No. 8.- " SIMPLB BLBOTRICAL
WORKING MODBLS.”
No. 9.— “ SIMPLE MBCHANICAL
WORKING MODELS."
No. 10. — “ SMALL DYNAMOS
AND MOTORS. "
No. 11.- " INDUCTION91
OOILS
FOR AMATEURS."
STEAMBR
“ MODBL
No. 12 . BUILDING .”
No. 13.
“ MACHINERY
FOR
STEAMBRS."
MODEL
No. 14.— “ SMALL BLECTRIC MO
TORS."
No. 15.— " SIMPLB SCIENTIFIC
EXPBRIMENTS
IN
BLEC
TRICITY, MAGNETISM , HY
DRAULIÓS, & c."
Every book contains many Illustrations,
with useful hints on the making and use
of the various articles described .
Of all Agents for THE MODEL ENGI
NEER , price bd . each nett ; or post free 7d.
from
Percival Marshall &
86-29, POPPIN'S COURT, FLEET
LONDON , E.O.

Co.,
STREET,

ADVERTISERS
would oblige by sending Postal
Orders for amounts of One Shilling,
or over. Halfpenny Stamps, when
Stamps are sent, are preferred .

When

writing

Advertisers

in

to

this

Journal please men
6 The
tion
Model
Engineer.”
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UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
SUPPLY
60 , BROOK
STREET, C.-on - M ., MANOHESTER .
* EMPIRE " DYNAMO.

Co.,

Q
Best Carbon Filament
Lamps , 9d . each .
See List (page 33).
Electric Alarm Clocks, 4/6
each .
See List page 8 ).

Quaranteed Reliable British Manufacture.
price 126
0 B win light flvo 8-volt lamps
15 0
1 B will light five 10-volt lamps
17,6
1 C as above, but will charge Accumulators
Larger sizes - see our List pages 24-27).
00

Bracket Sets, from 3/ .
See List (page 34).

IMPORTANT.

. G
GO

Every reader
of THE MODEL ENGINEER
should send for our large 44-page
Illustrated List (Eighth Edition ) of

Blectro Motors , from
2/6 each ,
Sme List (pages 28 and 29).

Everything

Electrical

Not only are the latest novelties listed, but
for those who prefer to make up their
own MODELS we list and supply
all parts. Send at once two
Stamps for above list to
Universal Electric Supply Co.,
60, BROOK STREET, C.-on - M .,
MANCHESTER

Loud Ringing Bells ,
from 1/6 each
See List (page 4)

Parts, for making above,
See List (page 7).

16

Pocket Galvanometers ,
10d . each .
See List (page 12).

MEDICAL AND SHOCKING COILS, from 8/8
2/6
Completo Parts for Making,
See List (pages 21, 22, and 23).

16
POCKET FLASH LIGHTS
ELECTRIC LIGHT SCARF PIN ,
with Pocket Dry Battery, ready
for use
30

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., 60, Brook St. , C.-on- M ., MANCHESTER .
Contractors to H.M. Government.
Established 1892.
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THE

TECHNICAL
Hector

BOOKS.

Water
Water Motor,
OR

DOMESTIC

We have prepared a new 16 -page List of the
latest books on Engineering, Electricity ,
Amateur Mechanics, and Woodworking .
This will be sent free to any address on
receipt of application , enclosing Stamp for
postage.
Co. ,
&
PERCIVAL MARSHALL

ENGINE .
For Driving every descciption of
Small Machinery Works from
the ordinary house-tap or any
convenient water supply,
Silent and Clean in use. Ab
solutely
reliable.
fix
and work
it. Anybody
No Noisecan
or
Smell. About quarter the price
of a good gas, oil, or steam en
gine or electric motor.
As Supplied to H.M. Government.
Size No 0 wil! Drive Shop Window Attractions, Working Models, Dental
Machinery . Roasting Jacks, & c. Price complete, £ 3 .
Size No 1 Drives Sewing Machines. Coffee Grinders and 'Roasters, Ventilat.
ing Fans, Bottle Washers, and Machinery used in Chemical and Physio
logical Laboratories, & c. Price £ 4 10s .
Size No. 2 Drives Lathes, Fretsaws, Drills , Potato Peelers, Small Churns, Ice
Cream Freezers, Cartridge Turnover Lathes, Hairdresser's Overhead
Brushes. Knife Cleaners, Small Mincing Machines. Price £ 6 .
Size No. 3 (Special Domestic Size) Drives Washing and Mangling Machines,
Large Churns, Hay Choppers, Pulpers, Large Cream Separators, Soda
Water Bottling Machines, & c. Price £ 9 .
Cash wil Orair. Package and Carriage Free .
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS : ONE- THIRD THE AMOUNT WITH THE
ORDER, AND BALANCE IN 58. MONTHLY PAYMENTS .
Illustrated Catalogue, with Engraved Sectional Drawings, showing all
Working Details, 6d. Ilustrated List, 1d . Stamp. Agonts Wanted .

26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.O.

LOOK

NOTICE .-Those who offer everything from a Telephone to a Donkey
Pump, are not manufacturers of Water Motors. They are Merchants or
Agents. If you have bought a cheap and worthless imitation ofmy Motors
or Casting; return them , and send to the Sole loven tor and Manufacturer :
BOSBURY,
PERCY PITMAN , LEDBURY, HEREFORDSHIRE .

USEFUL

BOOKS

EXCHANGE," page iv .

ELECTRICAL

ON

Bloctric Wiring, Fitting , Switches, and Lampe. By W.
PERRIN MAYCOCK , M.I.C.E. Postage 4d .
Blectrical Influence Machines. Their Historical Development,
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction . By J.
GRAY, B.Sc. Postage 3d .
Mappetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H.E.HADLEY.
Postage 3d .
Bloctro -Motors. How Made and How Used. A Handbook for
Amateurs and Practical Men . By S. R. BOTTONE. With 70
Illustrations. Third Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Postage 3d.
Blectro -Plater's Handbook. A Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Students. Second Edition . Revised and Enlarged, and an
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d . .
Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs. Sixth Edi.
tion . 71 illustrations. By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
Wireless Telegraphy and Hortzian Waves. By S. R.
BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
The Dynamo: How Made and Used . By S. R BOTTONE.
..
Postage
With
144
illustrations.
By
G.
E.
Electrical Experiments :
BONNEY. Second Edition . Postage 3d.
Practical Electrical Measurements. An Introductory Course
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers. By
E. H. CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer.
ing, Sheffield Technical School. With 56 illustrations.
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth . Postage 3d .

ROUND

your workshop for Tools, Models,Materials ,
and Appliances, which you no longer re
quire. You can turn these into cash by
in our “ SALE AND
advertising them
EXCHANGE ” Column.
PROMPT SALES
are effected .
For particulars of charges
and details of our
DEPOSIT SYSTEM
AND
under
the heading “ SALE
see

8. d.
6 0
46
2 6
3 0
30
3 6

3 0
2 6
2 6

SUBJECTS .

8. d .
Induction Coils. A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers.
By G. E. BONNEY. With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
those wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With tor
illustrations. Postage 3d .
Elementary Principles of Electric Lighting. By ALLAN A.
CAMPBELL SWINTON , Associate I.E.
Third Edition . En
larged and Revised With 16 illustrations. Crown 8vo. Cloth .
1
age
Post ad .
Wireless Telegraphy . Popularly explained by RICHARD KERR.
F.S.S., with Preface by W.H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S. Illustratec
Postage ad. Paper is. Cloth .
16
Electric Light for Country Houses. A Practical Handbook
on the Erection and Running of Small Installations, with Par.
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working . By J. H. KNIGHT.
Postage ad .
How to Manage a Dynamo. By S. R. BOTTONE. Second
Edition. Revised and Enlarged . Illustrated . Post 8vo. Cloth ,
1 0
pocket size. Postage ad .
Dynamos and Electric Motors. How to Make and Run Them .
1 0
By Paul N.HASLUCK . Illustrated . Postage ad .
Dynamo Attendants and Their Dynamos. By ALFRED H.
10
GIBBINGS, A.I.E.E. Third Edition. Postage ad .
A Guide to Electric Lighting for Householders and
Amateurs. Fully Illustrated. By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage ad . 10
Intensity Coils : How Mado and Ugod By DTER. Sixteenth
1 0
Edition. Postage ad.

Address all Orders for Books to
The

Book

Department,

“

THE

MODEL

ENGINEER,”

26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, LONDON , E.C.
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EXCHANGE .

Private Advertiseinents are inserted
this
Column at the rate of 6d . for the first 18 words or
less , and id . per 3 trords after .
Irade Advertisements are inserted
this
olumın at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
.
id
per
word after
less, and .
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
liser's name and address is charged for. .41
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.Č.

IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be received by first
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number.
Our Deposit System .
Notice --As we cannot accept any responsi
bility for the bona- fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted, to adopt the Deposit System explained
belora
.
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowiedge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the l'endor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are senton approval each person to pay carriage
One way. The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepted.
In additior to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
6d for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
initted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged.
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 25. 8d.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted).
The Feementioned above should be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order ,
it should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party. We
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Trade.
" Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 3s. rod. each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos, on Sale.-E. POUTEAU, 231A ,Gray's Inn
Road, London
Whitworth Screwplates, with Taps and Tap
wrench , 1, 3-16ths, , is. Id . ; Moreller's ditto ,
is. id.; Lathe Carriers (steel), Is. gd . set ; Lists
1fd . - WILKINS, 87, Marlborough Road , Bowes
Park .
Compound Slide-rests, 21, 155. 6d. ; 3- in ., 175. 6d .
(swivel) ; Lists, itd. - WILKINS.
Free. - Poeket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London ,
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery . Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions,6d. post free. - THE MORRIS Cohen Co., LTD ,
132, Kirkgate, Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished : list 2d . - REYNOLDS Bros., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers.--King & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries . Write
for lists, free one stamp. - King & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.

Twenty -three Handbooks, bound in one volume,
cloth , 3s . od., carriage paid , or separately as below .
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
Pattern Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Blacksmithing. " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d.
“ Metal Rivetting ” (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
free, 6d
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," trom a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
“ Metal, Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
“ Témpering Steel Tools,” Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
" Wiped Joints in Load Water Plpes,” Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
“ Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
plates and Taps, Making Dies , Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
“ Metal Drilling, Drili Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering ; 6d .
“ How to Solder Gold, Silver, Aluminium , Brass ,
& c.,“ The
: zd.How to Use it on Wood and
Brazing
Saw " and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
“ Electrie Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells ,
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, 6d .
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
“ Mending and Repairing ” Metal, Wood, Glass,
& c. Cement Recipes ; 6d.
“ Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d .
“ Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering , & c. ; 6d .
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
“ Cycle Brazing," _ 4d.; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d . ; " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside,” 6d .
Any Throo Above Books, is. ; any six , is. 7d. ;
eight or more , 3d. each , all post free .
Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of usefulhints
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d.
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester
.
Australian Wholesale Agents :
40 Robertsons."
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test a Lathe ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force.-- DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Arts and Trades Catalogue Free . This
valuable list contains books on Brewing, Building,
Electrical, Engines and Boilers, Iron, Steel, and
Metallurgy, Design , Decoration , Chemistry,
Photography, & c.
100,000 Books, all kinds
Please state wants . - BAKERS' Great Bookshop,
Birmingham
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work , etc., or
every description Speciality : Motorcylinder
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear-cutting ;
Screw -cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
general milling, planing, etc.- GEORGE ADAMS,
144, High Holborn , London, W.C.
George Adams for all work needing special
accuracy, finish and promptdespatch . Plantmost
up-to-date and complete in the country.
New Illustrated Catalogue of Water Motors,
Pelton wheels, turbines, including SectionalDraw
ings and prices of Complete Sets of Castings, 6d .
post free. - PERCY PITMAN, Bosbury, Ledbury,
Herefordshire.
Castings. - Brass Castings of Marine or Dynamo
Engine, 1-in . bore, 1-in. stroke, 7s.6d. ; bored
cylinder . Being massive, these Castings afford
excellent lathe work.-- MODEL FOUNDRY, 72, Mill
bill Road , Acton , London ,

iii.
Please Note Change of Address.--New Sliding
Resistances, by Westinghouse (cost 455.), suitable
for motors, & c., price 5s. gd. Coils wound with
silk -covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
needle pivots, suitable for making galvanometers,
& c. (cost 455.), price 5s. 9d . Odd Galvanometers,
in cases, 5s.6d . Polarized Relays, slightly de
fective ( cost £ 3 ), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
£ 25), price £ 3. Quantity of odd Telephones and
Sounders, from 6s. 6d. ; also hundreds of useful
oddments, can be inspected by appointment.
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. -- SAM
MIDDLETON , Faraday House , 179, Camden Grove
North
, Peckham , S.Ė. Submarine Engineering,
Aeronautical
and
special terms to experimenters. — THE SOUTH
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING WORKS, Blackheath
Hill, Greenwich .
Cycles ! Cycles ! !-Frames, fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
Bros., 1889.
lished
Flash Bollers for Launches, Steam Cars, and
portable purposes ; lightness, power, safety from
explosion . Contractors to the Admiralty
BOLSOVER BROS., LID ., Eaglescliffe, co . Durham .
Motor Castings to fit any cycle ; 2 h.-p. alu
minium crank chambers ; complete set, 258.
SHORTLAND, Portland Road, Rushden .

Private
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements .
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place, which gives protection to both pur.
chaser and seller.

Length , 16 ins. ; circum
Copper Boiler.
ference, 17 ins. ; on stand ; fittings ; price,
IOS. - ROBERT SMALL, Brooklawn , Blackrock ,
Dublin .
Lathe ( Treadle ).— 31 -in centres, 3- ft. bed ; prac
tically unused, with accessories ; cost £ 8 ; what
offers ?--- MACLEOD , Glenburn , Worcester Road ,
Sutton , Surrey.
Oil Engine, - h.-p. complete , with Ætna blow
lamp, tank , & c.; £ 3 Ios. - Box No. 192, The MODEL
ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London, E.c.
For Sale , -Double-cylinder Horizontal Engine,
illustrated in No. 118, July 30th , 1903 ; also Verti
cal Boiler and Engine in sameNo., best cash offers ;
must be sold ; no cards. - YOLE, Nurseryman,
Tavistock, Devon .
h.p. Engine, nearly finished ; sell, or exchange
for smaller one. MODEL ENGINEERS, 1901to 1903 ;
what offer.--- TRENXERY, Wooley Terrace, Crook ,
Durham .
Wanted. - Small size 3 or 4 -cell “ Doe " Primary
battery. - T. WHITE , junr., Swinhill House,
Queen's Road , Barnsley.
Wanted, good set of Engineers ' Drawing In
struments (complete ) ; also Spons' “ Mechanics '
Book." - ATTENBOROUGH , Long Eaton .
Gramophone. - Concert sound -box , 12 records; in
good condition ; 38s.; a bargain.-- COLLING, 23,
Chanctonbury Road, Hove, Brighton .
Hall-Horse Engine and Boiler. ---Nearly finished ;
sell, or exchange anything useful.---FRED . BERDITT,
Desborough .
Don't throw that half-finished Model on the
scrap-heap. Try an advertisement in this column,
if you wish to get rid of it.
For Sale.- Vertical Engine and Boiler ; engine,
31 by 4-in . stroke ; boiler welded with 3 cross
tubes; injector, steam -gauge; is in good working
order ; suitable for stationarywork ; is 2 ft. by 4 ;
will take £7. - H . Cox, 104, Margett's Road,
Kempston , Beds.
4 -in. Back -geared Head -Stocks and planed iron
hed , 3 ft. 6 ins., 355.: 4-in. self-centreing chuck , £1 ;
2 heavy solid flywheels, suit lathe, 20 ins. diameter;
flat rims, 2 ins. across, if ins. bore ; 55. each .
Wanted, Model Steam Loco, or Electric Loco or
Car.-- S. HALL, 133, Sankey Street, Warrington.
Grand Barga'w . - Large Phonograph, in oak case,
recorder and reproducer, with large aluminium
horn , 18 Edison moulded and Columbia Records.
For particulars apply C. K., 410, Stoney Stanton
Road, Coventry:
Have you sold those Tools yet ? If not, try
an advertisement in this column

iv .
Riveted Copper Boiler, 14 by 7, internal firebox,
central flue, pressure and water
safety
valve ; Horizontal Engine, 1-in. gauge,
bore, 2-lever
in . stroke,
good working order, zos.. part exchange Electric
Motor or small Voltmeter. -Bodox , 66, Cambridge
Road, Lowestoft.
Must Sell. - h..p . Steam Engine and Pump,
355. ; a bargain ; very cheap. - J . CARTER , 32 ,
Buxton Road, Luton .
Gas Engine, 3- in . bore, 6-in. stroke (Otto),
tank , dynamo plating ; Motor Bike wanted , or £ 16
cash . - 1 , Four Posts Hill, Southampton .
Urgent Nood of Cash sole reason for selling.Hand Planing Machine, 16 by 7 ! by 5, indexed
and
slide,
tool box
swivelling
vertical square
thread
feedindexed
-screws ;traversing
a superb ma
chine : soon earn its cost making slide-rests ,
sınaller planers, & c. ; very powerful ; new ; used
twice ; cost £ 7 10$. ; sacrifice £ 5 ros. — Below .
Also , complete set (11 by 2 ) double cylinder
Marine Engine Castings, link reversing, propeller,
etc. ; one cyiinder finished , other all but steam
chest ; many other parts done ; castings cost
18s. 6d . ; price 25 .---Below .
Also, pair new wrought- iron Frames, 5-16ths
thick , for G.W.R. broad gauge 8 ft. single express ;
cost 12s. - Below .
Also, Gent's “ Acme " Skates ; warranted a !
steel ; cost
gd. ; littlestamped
used ; 58.
All approval,
deposit
; full8s.particulars
envelopo.
What
offers ? " Locomotive Magazine,” Vols. II to IX
inclusive, unbound, cost ais . ; also MODEL ENGI
NEER, June, 1901, to date ; cost 155.; all good
condition. - K ., 3, Wisbech Road , Lynn .
2 b.-p. Motor, carburettor, tank , oil tank , coil,
accumulator, silencer , levers, rim , belt ; complete ;
(8. - Coombs, Ditchling, Sussex.
Drawing Instruments Wanted in exchange for
Horizontal Steam Engine, it-in . bore, 24 stroke,
or would sell for 5os. ; also , 8 -volt Dynamo, only
8s.---GILLINGHAM , 21, Loveday Road, Ealing.
New . - 5 Empire Batteries, in case , two holders,
complete with cord grip and shade carrier, two
shades and two lamps ; 138., or exchange for
Violin .-- Apply, “ ENGINEER," 38 , Bartlett Street,
Caerphilly, Glam .
Vertieaſ Brass Boiler, 1-16th thick , corper fire
box, six tubes ; not quite finished ; requires a little
riveting or soldering ; 1os. 60.-W. DEADMAX, 6,
Abingdon
Road ,Flywheels,
Kensingtonf .axles and pin , bushed
2 h.-p. Motor
connecting- rod, well finished , ios. 6d . Drilling
Machine, 2-speeds, adjustable table, 3-jaw chuck ,
few drills , cost 305. ; 2os. 6d . : offer. Dynamo,
laminated H -armature, finished, ins. 6d . Lot 4os .
-WALKER , Uplands, Ben Rybdding.
Four Guinea Electrical Machine, 16-in . glass
jointed discharger, insulated
well-made
plate,
stool, three
large jars coated foil, rods with balls
for ditto , figure stand ; lot 30s.- REGINALD HILL,
Foxmoor, Ebiey, near Stroud , Glos.
Magnetic Machine, 155. ; Medical Shocking Coil,
75. 64 ; pair Telephones, 125. ; Gentleman's Cycle,
555. - HAWKINS. 58, East Street, Taunton .
Buffalo Injector, donkey pump combined,
B Bargains.
class, for steam
; new . Wall
- Below .Telephones,
- Pair boiler
splendid
Batteries, small Copper Loco Boiler, quantity
flexible Cord ; any reasonable offer accepted . —
G.Gentleman
A. V , Highgiving
Street,
Kent.
up Dartford,
Photography
wishes to dis
pose of No. i Folding Pocket Kodak , in case,
dishes, two almost new paraffin lamps (red , yellow ),
printing frames, etc.; all excellent condition ;
355., or nearest offer ; cost over 50s. - Seen with
photos
at Royston
Lodge,
Richmond.
“ Model
Engineers,
" Vols
. I, II, III, leather
bound, in good condition ; will take ios. – J.
86 , Heigham Road, East Ham .
COOKE,
What Offers B -MODEL ENGINEERS, Vols. VII,
VIII, and IX , unbound ; together or separately.
DOUGLAS GORDON , Kenmuir Cottage, Tollcross,
Glasgow
Violins or Offers for t-plate Photographic Out
fit ; Magncto Machine, in box ; B flat Clarionet ;
Youth's Bicycle, Mandoline Case, etc.-G.Downs,
. II to IX (127 Nos.),
Road , Sheffield
29,“ Sydney
Model Engineers,"
Vols.
clean , unbound. Offers, cash or Photographic to
F. F. MOU'LSON, 30 , Colehill Lane, Munster Road ,
Fulham .
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“ Model Engineer," Nos . 8-18 (slightly soiled ) ;
56 Nos. Mechanical Engineer " (clean ) ; 31 Nos.
Work ," 52 “ Electrical Times " ; also few
assorted . Offers.- G . N., 30 Princes Street, Tun
bridge Wells .
14 h.-p. Cycle Motor, complete with plug con
tact-breaker, exhaust lift , and carburettor
requires piston rings to finish ; £5, or best offer. East, Gasworks, Treharris, Glamorganshire.
Double Shot Gun, nos. ; No. 3 Air Gun , 12s.
Saloon Rifle, 125. ; strong Bike Frame (complete),
double forks, ros. ; Spark Coil, unfinished , 48. ;
; approval
Ladies ' Cycle,
Lane,
Rishton photo
272,; exchange
- Address,
Goods.cheap
graphic
Bolton .
Exchange IIS. 6d . Mitre Machine for small
Gas or Oil Engine Castings or Dynamo Castings,
or what offers ? - " BOOT-MAKER," 3B,Addy Street,
Sheffield .
Disc Graphophone (cost 4 guineas), nearly new ;
sell or exchange. What offers ?-WHITE , 24,
Deverell Street, London , S.E.
Lathe, 5 ft. 64 ins. diameter, gap bed , screw
rests, tools ; suitable for engineers ; £7.- ĠIBSON ,
15, Temple Street, Strood .
800 « Hobbies " Fretwork Dosigns ; clean ;
Cash or Photographic offers to P. MOULSON , 30,
Colehill Lane, Munster Road, Fulham .
Exchange Electricity in the Service ofMan "
(79. 60.), 40 MODEL ENGINEERS and cash , for a
good Water Motor, or state price for motor.
-NICHOLAS, 15 , Seymour Street, Aberdare.
Screw -cutting Lathe (by Gannon Bros.), 44
centre , gap bed, full set of change wheels, hollow
mandrel set over heads, attachment for vertical
slide-boring bar, attachment for milling , self
centring chuck , faceplate, and throw chuck , tools ,
etc. ; all in perfect condition ; price to clear, £25 ;
well' worth £ 35. - Duck , 38, Wightman Road ,
Harringay.
Bargain .-- Brass Horn for Phonograph , 24 -in.;
bell, 12-in . ; capital order ; ros. Electric Motor
(small, new ). in first- rate order, 58. — FILDES,
Greenodd, Ulverston .
For Sale.--Bench Lathe, 3 -in . centre, T -rest,
255. — YOUNG , 59, Russell Street, Hull.
Treadle Lathe, 30 - in . gap bed, 3-in . centres ;
practically new ; must sell ; will take 358.-- Cass
WELL, 3. Vincent Place, Hurslet, Leeds.
For Sale. - One Clockwork Engine, Tender and
three Coaches, it-gauge North -Western finish ,
with brake, 75. 60.; 15 sections straight, 12 sections
circular rails, it -gauge, is 6d. per dozen sections,
three switches, is , each (Lancasters , Le Merveliux ),
#-plate stand camera, including tripod , three double
dark slides, and all accessories, 158.; “ Bantam
camera, is. 6d .; also quantity carpenter's tools.
All above guaranteed in good condition ; exchange;
offers .--- Further particulars, W. LOVEDAY , 20,
Alfred Street, Northampton.
New Horizontal Boiler, 12 by 5 gauge, and all
other fittings ; engine, with oscillating cylinder on
top, 12s.; worth double .- C . ROBATHAN , Malvern .
Bargains.-- Three new cycle lamps, 5s.; 26 new
press-pushes, ten new ceiling-roses, 8s.; small
dynamo castings, wire, etc.; ready for putting to
" M.E." 'handbook, “ Dynamos and
gether ;" 45.
Motors
; Nos. 88-139 MODEL ENGINEERS, 8s.
Postage extra . All in perfect condition . Lot
235.-- BATLEY , Vernon House, Heckmondwike.
400-watts Dynamo Castings. - Manchester type,
magnets wound; boring and machined done; ring
oilers wants armature ; castings to complete with
working drawings ; will take 62 ros., or nearest
offer. - R . TEMPERLEY, Delves Terrace , Consett,
co. Durham .
Model Railway. - It-in. gauge; loco , tender , four
vans, twenty sections straight, fifteen circular
rails on tarred sleepers and scale chairs, five points,
one 3-way point ; take 358. Also Horizontal
Engine and Boiler; slide-valve in , by | in .; feed
pump, gauge , & c .; new ; 155. Particulars, id .
stamp. - H . Hill, Loughboro Road, West Bridg.
ford, Nottingham .
11 Minerva Pattern Motor. - Round brass petrol
and oil-tank ; complete , with oil pump ; offers
wanted .-- HOPKIN , Milner Road, Wisbech .
For Sale.- High - speed Vertical Slide - valve
Engine, in . by i in ., and boiler with feed -pump
and all fittings ; splendid working order ; 21s., or
nearest offer ; particulars stamp. - H . BILSON , 88,
Whitby Street, West Hartlepool, Durham .
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Grandfather Clock (Eight-day):-- Splendid brass
dial : 65 Tos. - Below .
Electric Clock. - 36-in. dial and self-winding
regulator, which will drive any number of clocks
offers. - Below .
Voltmeter (100 volts), 2os.; Ammeter (50 amps.),
208.; both in good condition .- CHAPMAN , 94. Den
mark Hill, London .
500 -watt Dynamo Castings.--- Finished except
bearings and switch ; on slatc bed ; exchange for
gun or repeating rifle ; sell, 50s.---FELL, Hackney's
Lake, Congleton .
Sale.-- Cassell's Cyclopædia of Mechanics
new ; 4 Vols. ; 185. 60.- GRANT, 30, Denys Build
ings, Clerkenwell Road , London .
Loco Tubular Copper Boiler, 15 by 4 ) , and some
fittings, 215. - BLACKMORE, 30, Gower Place , W.C.
Motor Cycle Coil ; guaranteed in working order ;
giving t- in . fat flaming spark (by Lever Bros.) ;
IOS.; no exchange.--- L ., 10 , Hurlingham Road
Fulham ,
For Sale. - Complete Set 4 h .-p : Vertical Steam
Engine Castings (hy Warsop ), cylinder bored and
part finished , 16s. ; Electric Motor Reversing
Brush Bar, 5s. ; Wireman's Draw Vice, complete ,
new , 6s.
00 ; six 6 -in . Vacuum Tubes, 45.; 50 monthly
parts , Work ." What offers ?-- Apply by letter,
GIBBS, 12, Queen's Road , New Malden, Surrey .
Table Engine, it bore , 2 stroke, splendidly
made, with 10 -in . heavy flywheel, extra strong
riveted copper boiler, with centre flue ; the whole
on mahogany stand ; cost £ 15 secondhand ; sell
£ 5 . Also , well-made Horizontal Engine, it bore ,
2 stroke, with strong riveted copper boiler and
all fittings ; boiler , 17 by 6 , with furnace and
centre flue ; £ 3 ; useful exchange entertained .-RICHF , 24, Clyde Road , Croydon .
Two Accumulators, 60 hours, 2 volts 3 amps.
will exchange for anything Electrical, or sell
cheap. Also, Dynamo, 8 volts 2 amps. ; particu
lars stamp.--- H . CHAPMAN , 24, Wellington Street,
Skipton , Yorkshire .
What Offers 2 - Avery -LahmeyerDynamo (new )
10 volts 3 amps. - TURK , Winchcombe Street,
Cheltenham .
1 h.-p. Gas Engine, new condition , £2 155. ;
powerful Water Motor, 75. 60.-A. ROBINSON ,
Adwy-r-Clawdd, near Wrexham .
Wanted.-- About h.-p. Oil, Hot-air, or Steam
Engine and Boiler ; must be cheap and in working
order .--- WILFRED WARD, Patrington nr. Hull.
12 Edison Gold Moulded Records, loud and per
fcct ; gs . ; new Christmas. - C . TAYLOR , 259 .
Copenhagen Street, London, N.
Wanted to Exchange, MODEL ENGINEERS, Vols .
II to VIII, and cash , for rent's Bicycle. - FRANK
SMITH, 432, Manchester Road , Bradford .
“ Model Engineer,” Vols. IV, V , VI, VII, VIII,
and IX , bound in blue cloth ; will accept 215.;
worth much more.-- ALF . GEORGE , Y.M.C.A.,
Plymouth .
For Sale. –Vertical Boiler, fire tubes, steel,
18 ins. by 26 ins. ; fircbox, 15 ins. by 12 ins. ;
working pressure, 100 to 120 lbs. sq . in .: extra
strong, machine riveted , firebars and all fittings,
smokebox and funnel ; would do for small launch ;
good steamer ; nearly new ; very little used
lagged with hair felt and teak wood with steel
bands ; cheap ; F.O.R.; M.E. deposit system ;
price £ 12 , or near offer. - Below .
Horizontal Return Tube (dry back ) Steel Boiler
and 12 brass tubes, dome and fittings; working
pressure, 80 lbs. sq.in .; riveted (13 ) ins. by 28 ins).
7-in, flue, extra long fire-bars and large smokehox ;
quick raiser ; suitible for 2-in . cylinder ; hardly
used ; owned abroad : very cheap ; immediate
delivery ; F.O.R .; M.E. deposit system ; price
£ 8.- Below .
Vertical Boller, 18 ins. by 9 , riveted, with nine
fire tubes : very good steamer ; 80 lbs. working
pressure ; stop, safety, and blow down valves,
internal fire ; in first-rate condition ; lagged with
felt and wood, with steel bands, cast-iron bed ;
for immediate delivery, cheap ; F.O.R .; M.E.
deposit system ; drive if- in , engine ; price £5.
Box 193, The MODEL ENGINEER, 26 to 29, Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street, London , EC.
Volume I (bound ), Volumes I, II, III, IV , V , VI
(unbound ), MODEL ENGINEER. Clean
Offers
wanted . - EDWIN WADE , 27, Cambridge Street,
Newcastle-on -Tyne.
(Continued on page visi.)
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HOPPER
For

Every

Co., 48 , Strand , London , W.C.

&

“ Eureka ” Electric
Bicycle Lamp

Purpose.
The finest quality
in the world .

The 12-hour Lamp.

Fresh Batteries,
1/- each .

Price List on appli.
cation .
4 by 3 by 143. 1/3

E RG

No dirt. No smell.
Light without
dismounting

2/3

4 by 4 % by 1 %

.
Ordinary
With leps
. .
Nickel .
with lens .

each
1/6
2/
2/
2/6

Batteries, 11- each,
post free.

House Lamps,
Torches,
Clocks,
Candles,
etc., etc.

Tie Pios in all
varieties, with elec
tric light in
centre , 3/6 each .

Manufacturers and Importers of all descriptions of Electrical Novelties , Bells , Dry Cells , etc.
1d . for Catalogue.

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

60, Brook Street, C.-on - M .,
MANCHESTER .

Trade supplied .

Co.,

Established 1890 .
Contractors to H.M.Government

Every Reader of the MODEL ENGINEER should send 2 Stamps
for our 44-page Illustrated List.
It contains Illustrations and
particulars of

Everything

Electrical

At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up
their own Models all various parts are listed.
ELECTRIC BELLS, TELEPHONES , INDICATORS ,
COILS , etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List (44 pages), post free,
2 Stamps, before purchasing Electrical Goods.
The “ EMPIRE ” Dynamo.
price 12/6
OB will light five 8-volt lamps
15 0
1 B will light five 10 -volt lamps
17/6
1 C has drum armature and will charge Accumulators

66 The

Model

SUBSCRIPTION

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
60 , BROOK STREET, C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER .

METAL WORKING
TOOLS
AND
THEIR
USES .
You have, perhaps, just taken up Model-making, and ,
though having some little experience of tools, have had no great
opportunities to acquire skill in their use. At times you may be
in doubt as to the best methods of using them .
This book has been prepared specially for such cases as
yours, and the information contained in it is bound to be a help
to you in your work . The proper tools to use for the different
operations in Metal Working are fully illustrated and described ,
and there are numerous hints as to the methods of using them to
the best advantage.
Price 6d . nett ; post free , 7d.
Of all Agents for The Model ENGINEER, or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29, POPPIN'S COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON , E.C.

Engineer '

COMPETITION .

COUPON

No.

2.

JANUARY 14 , 1904 .
P

R

O

M

P

T

S

A

LES ,
ADVERTISERS

If you have Tools or Workshop Appliances to dispose of and in doubt as to
how to do it,try an Advertisement in the SALE & EXCHANGE Column .
For particulars of charges and details of our Deposit System see under heading
page their
iii. surprise at the number
& EXCHANGE,
SALE
We have many letters from
Advertisers,
expressing
of replies received to Advertisements.

would oblige by sending Postal
Orders for amounts of One Shilling,
or over. Halfpenny Stamps, when
Stamps are sent, are preferred .
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ARMSTRONG & Co., TWICKENHAM ,
Accumulator Makars and Manufacturers,

THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO .
151, High Holborn , LONDON, W.C.
SHOCK COILS ,

Japuary 14, 1904

The

“ RUBY "

Engines
% and 7 b.h.-p.
Prices from
£ 7 10s .
Castin
Oomplete Sets of
gs supplied .

Gas
1/6 & 3/6

6 - VILT Росквт
TYPE , 9 brs light,
either shape,
EBONITE, 8/6.
TRANSPARENT CELLULOID , 9/-, All
sent charged
Ready forLighting. Acid -proof terminals. Non.
spilling vents.

Postage, 3d .
SMALL MOTORS from 28, 6d .
MOTOR PARTS from 18.
ELECTRIC LAMPS , 9d. each (2 volts upwards )
1904 Catalogue now ready . 2 stamps .
Mention Paper.
THE
Launch , Yacht, and small -power Warino
Engine Builders.
ENGINEERING
ARDWICK
Castingsof Engines from a Model up to 100 Lb.p.

Electric A.
larm Clocks, Curved ,
terminals Trans
contacts parent
and
4-VOLT
4.volt
complete,4.
Best quality.s-br. Bl- POCKET ACCUMULATORS.
g-br. 71- Curved Ebonite, 5-br., 4/9
12-br.10/
g-br., 6/6 ; 12-hr., 9/6
Rectangular Celluloid , g-br., 71- ; 12-hr. 11/
All sent charged ready for immediate lighting.
Postage, any above, 41. extra. Accumulators, any
kind, cheaply charged and repaired. Obtain im .
mediately our large Electrical Catalogue and Ţes.
timonials, 41. Grandest goods. Genuine bargains.
No rubbish at Armstrong's. Pick of the Ma ket
rigbt away, ARMSTRONG'S IGNITION Accumu .
lators for your MOTOR BIKE

HARMONOGRAPHS
Amateurs desiring to experiment with the In
strument described in this issue of the " M.E."
can be supplied with either the Finished Apparatus
or Parts for building.
PRICES .
COMPLETE SET MATERIALS .
20
FINISHED INSTRUMENT
40 PACKING , 2
Separate.Parts supplied . Stamp for quotation .
A.M. AVERY ,
FULMEN WORKS TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

CASTINGS

AND

DRAWINGS.

To have models
made to your own designs , draw .
ings or instructions, send to , or call on ,

Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANOHESTER .

A. COLE ,
111, Clapham Park Rd. ,London , S.W.
(Two Minutes from Clapham Common
Station )

" OWSTHIS

"

Powerful Shocking Coil with Battery enclosed in
Handsome Polished Walnut Case.
Send for Catalogue containing everything Electrical,
complete or in parts. Post free ad .
Dynamo List, Free.
THE ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MPG . CO.,
152. Grey Mare Lane, MANCHESTER .

MODERN ENGINE CASTINGS
with themost difficult parts machined .
12 * 1, 4/6 ; 34 x 1762 , 7/9 .
Picture
Post-card will be sent you on receiv
A
ing your address, with price list of Castings and
illustrations of the 1 in. by 2 in. Engine, fitted with
Boiler Feed -Pump and Governors complete .
Catalogue (6th Edition ), Price 3d .
WM . STEVENSON Brearley (Late
& Stevenson ),
63. ST. PAUL'S ROAD , SHIPLEY .

The Model Manufacturing Co.'s
New Illustrated List is now ready ; price 6d. It
is the most Complete List of high -class Models and
Castings yet produced , and should be in the hands
of every Amateur Model Maker, and will be found
of special interest to Scale-Model Locomotive
Builders.
52 and 58, ADDISON ROAD NORTH ,
NOTTING HILL, LONDON , W.

Electrical Ignition for

CARS .

JASPER REDFERN , LTD .,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS .
Forgings in steel or iron . Castings in steel, iron ,
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High - class
Lathes from 30s. Electrical and Scientific Ap
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE , 4 STAMPS.

Every description of Electrical,
Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason
able rates. Write requirements.

l is Steam
+ post ModeYour
pot
31 age, id . complete without
A
Boiler

F. O. BLAKE ,
E sctrical and Mechanical Engineet,
STATION AVENUE ,
GARDENS,
KEW
LONDON .

Feed
Pump
All Brass, with Valve, Tap, and Pipe adjustable to
any position . Well finished and works perfectly .

Gas and Oil Engines.
SPECIALITIES:
Coils giving a flaming spark ,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accuma
lators, & c., specially suitable for

STUART HIGH -SPEED ENGINES .
34 in . scale L.N.W. TANK ENGINE
( see M.E., July 23rd , 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence.
Castings and Materials , with
Drawings, now ready.
Price List, id. Stamp .
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d. Stamps.
STUART TURNER
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames .

235. High Holborn , W.C.
Tolophone: 4907, Holborn. Works: Holloway, N.

CO .
Drilling Machines, Chucks, Propellers, Stern
Tubes, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine Oil Motors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, bd .

4/6

SMITH'S
Electric Catalogue .
Owing to the great demand, this List is now
out of print. A New Edition is being prepared,
and will be sent shortly to all those who have
applied for it.
Instrument
Loganufacturer
W.A.C.SMITH , Electric
,
53, DUNDAS ST., QLASGOW .

Any reader interested in a small reliable
two-seated Motor Car, at £ 95, send for
particulars to ...
THORPE & SALTER ,
ENGINEERS,

MOTOR

Bond , 245, Euston Rd., London

January 14 1904.
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192CHNICS

The

Magazine

for

Technical

Students.

Devoted exclusively to matters of special interest to technical students. It aims at
furthering the cause of Technical Education generally .
Questions relative to all branches of Technology will be fully discussed and illustrated .
" Technics " contains authentic information useful to students in their work and is the
medium of the interchange of ideas between students attending Technical Institutions.
NOW

READY.

LORD KELVIN .

JANUARY.
Some of the Principal
A Biographical Sketch and full -page Portrait .

NINEPENCE NET.
Contents :

PROGRESS OF THE MONTH IN SOIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
SIR WM . DE W. ABNBY , K.C.B., D.Sc., F.R.8 . On Techpical Education .
METALLOGRAPHY , OR THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF MBTALS. Illustrated from Photo
Michrographs. By A. H. HIORNS.
RADIUM . An Illustrated Article by Edwin EDSER, A.R.C.S.
SOME SUGGESTED SOHBMBS OF TEXTILE DESIGN AND MANUFAOTURE. By Professor R.
BEAUMONT, M.I.M.E. Fully Illustrated .
SIR WILLIAM WHITE , K.O.B., F.R.S. On Tecbnical Education .

THE CONTINUOUS CURRENT DYNAMO. By H. M. HOBART, M.I.E.E. Profusely Illustrated by Diagrams
PRESENT DAY MURAL DECORATION . By ARTHUR SEYMOUR JENNINGS.
CHARLOTTENBURG .
The Berlin Technical High School. Illustrated from Photographs and Plans. By Prof.
W. E. DALBY, M.A., M.I.C.E.
PROFESSOR WERTHEIMER On Technical Education, and the maintenance of our Industrial and Commerci
position.
RAPID STEEL-CUTTING . By Professor J. T. NICOLSON .
THE MODERN ART OF DYBING . By REGINALD Brown, F S.C.
ON THE TRAINING , OF CHAUFFBORS. By SIDNEY H. WELLS.
ON THE DIAGRAMMATIO ILLUSTRATION OF OL ASS LBCTURBS. By WILFRED J. LINBHAM ,
M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E., M.I.M.E. Profusely Illustrated by the Author's Diagrams.
& c.
& c.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
& c .,
$ 200 and a GOLD MEDAL for the " Technics " Prizeman .
ISSUE.
$ 100
IN
PRIZES OFFERED
IN
THIS
GEORGE NEWNES ,Ltd.,5-12 , Southampton St., Strand, London , W.C.

TECHNICS

viji
(Continued from page iv .)
Petrol Motor wanted, cheap for cash , or part ex
change ; also other parts of attachment.- JAMES
PRINGLE, Lesmahagow , Lanarkshire .
3-in . Compound Slide-rest for Sale : cash , ros.
G. A., 5, Conegra Road , High Wycombe.
Dynamo; 150 watts ; finished except armature ;
price, with all parts for finishing ; 308. - TOMLIN
SON , Arolla , Pinner, Middlesex .
Sale.- Graphophone and 2 doz. P Records ;
155 ; cost over £2 . t-plate Stand Camera ; fine
R R lens, all the latest movements, best double
dark slides, focussing cloth, carrying case, fiames,
etc.; cost over £ 3 ; accept 26., or nearest offer.-R. M.White , Polvellan , Looe, Cornwall,
Wanted.--Good English Concertina . Exchange
first- class English -made Model Great Northern
Locomotive.- WELCHMAN, 10 , Mill Crescent, Ton
bridge.
Lathe, 6 -in . centres, 4 ft. 6ins. bed , self- centre
ing chuck , two sets of jaws, etc.; £ 5 155. — Below .
Gas Engine, h.-P., [ 5 55.- Below .
Boiler, 3 ft. by 13 ins., with all fittings ; as new ;
tested 100 lbs.; 4 58. - Below .
I ever Slide-Rest for 6-in . lathe ; cost £ 5 ; 308.
Be ow .
A Fine Model Horizontal Steam Engine, about
I h.- p :; £ 5 155. - Below .
Small Dynamo, about 8 amps. 158.- Below .
Powerful Spring Motor, 5os. - Below .
Steam Water Raiser, 155.; cost £ 3: - M.
SHEARER, 809, Old Kent Road, London , S.E.
Drawing Instruments.--- First- class Set, in Russian
leather pocket case ; never been used £5.- W .
GRANGER, Oldswinford, Stourbridge.
t -plate Camera, superior make, 3 slides, lens
16, irst. shutter, canvas case, tripod ; 525.
W.GRANGER, Oldswinfo : d , Stourbridze.
Two beautiful high -class Vertical Engines , very
powerful, suitable for dynamo driving 1 in . by
i in . (engineer made) ; must be sold ; approval
willingly .- Particu.ars Scott, Eaton Road, Mar
ga te .
multitubular Copper Boller, return tubes, super
heater, corrugated firebox, pressure-gauge, water
gauge safety valve and steam tar ; tested 60 lbs. ;
4f ins. by 12 ins. ; 62 ros.--Below
High -speed Launch Engine, if ins. bore by i in .
stroke ; 255., or £ 3 ros. for both. “ Companion
Latbe and Fretsaw machine, 155. - NORRISH ,
Tudor Road, Upper Norwood .
For Sale.- Horizontal Slide -valve Engire ;
cylinders, 2 ins. by 6 ins.; partly finished , and
stocks and dies- , 5-16ths 1, 7-16ths, } in .; taps ;
sos. the lot.-G. WARD , High Grange, Howden -le
Wear, Carlington .
“ Ideal " Phonograph (new ), all parts nickel
plated , oak case and cover, “ Cock " reproducer ,
12- in . aluminium horn , complete , 218., or offers ,
cost 328.; can be heard after 7 p.m .--BARBER, 23,
Acton Street, Kingsland Road, London .
For Sale.--Good Dynamo or Motor (half price),
TOS. ; also, fine Camera, takes 40 films, four speeds;
price 16s. - ASHE, Limerick .
Gas Engine, it by 3, water-cooled ; can be seen
running after 7 p.m.; 255 - G . ABBOTT, 123, Freer
Road, Handsworth , Birmingham .
Bargain . - 10 b.-p. Petroleum Engine, twin
cylinders, wants few fittings, 64 tos . ; also , high
class Electric Motor, 10 volts 3 amps., rew , 61.
Write, Brown , 19, Rollins Strect, New Cross.
Bargain.-- Hand Camera , carries six plates,
carte size , with finder ; 53. 6d., post frec.-- F.
TUXLEY , Hucclecote, Gloucester.
X -Ray Coils.-- 9 -in . Spark Coil, complete with
commutator ; will give continuous 9 -in . spark with
12 volts ; price £ 12. Also 5-11.. Coil, with com
mutator ; price 17 ; approval, deposit. -ALIEX ,
19, Bradford Road, Derrsbury.
Sale.- - 3 -in . Spark Coil (secondary ), 50 sections ;
çerfect ; 555.--- T . DUNKERLEY, Hyde Road, Ard
wick , Manchester.
Splendid Phonograph and 26 records ; genuinc ;
30s., or offers.--- CHARLES SCOTNEY, junr., Saw
try, Peterborough .
* Feilden's Magazine," to date-- Vols. I and II,
cloth hound, izs. and ics.; Vols . III to IX , un
bound , 3s. each ; " Tramway and Railway World ,"
last four volumes , unbound, complete excrpt
November, 1903, each 55. ; " Motor," Vols. I to
III, unbound , Nos. 56 and 57 missing , 78. lot ; all
above in absolutely perfect condition .- S. GOULD ,
Newton Park , Blackrock , Dutlin .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
S.-geared Treadlo Lathe, 4.ft. bed, 4l centres, 6
speed driving wheel, 3-speed gut coue, slide-rest,
tools, and spanners, 2 tec-rests, and socket-slotted
faceplate, bell, taper, screw , drill, driver, and prong
chucks ; as good as new , ; £ 9 . 10 -volt 3 -amp.
Crypto Works Dynamo, 255.; Vesuvius blow
lamp, 78. 6d.; all carriage paid . - 10, Moorfields
Place, St. George, Bristol.
For Sale.-- Two-speede Breast Drill, 58 .; 5-in
Emery Wheel on spindle for lathe, 2s.6d .; perfect
bargains.-- Brown , 13, Hindle Street, Accrington.
Sale.- " MODEL ENGINEERS (60 to 140 ), 5
Handbooks, Vol. I “ Young Engineer," " Sandow's
Magazine " for 1903.-H.GINNS , 81, Union Street,
Desborough, near Market Harborough.
Vertical Milling Attachment for 3 or 4 -in . lathe
requires no overhead gear ; 12s.60. - Ross, 8,
Markhouse Parade, Leyton .
Model Rallway for Sale, it- in . gauge, trucks,
clockwork engine (with brake ), turntable , 30 ft.
tin rail, signals, peints , etc. ; approval, deposit ;
as new ; 308.- STEWARD, Northholme, Broadlands
Road, Highgate, London , N.
Gas Engine, th.-p., £ 3 Ios.; “ Universal ” Cycle
Motor, 2 h.p., £ 3 Tos. ; both new and perfect.S ::ERBURNF , Sussex Road , Southport.
Sale.--New | b.-p. Launch Engine, link -motior ,
reversing gear, lubricators, wheel valve ; 14 1os. ;
worth double. - WILLIAMS, 4 , Spencer Street,
Stantonbury, Bucks.
Exchange Gent's Cycle (good condition ), 100
Works ,' pair Cushion -tyred Wheels, MONEL
ENGINEERS, from 1898-1903, for Phonograph ,
arything Electrical, or offers .-- 173, Minor Street ,
Failsworth , Manchester.
For Sale.--Alodel Sicam Loco, with tender,
carriages, and 14 ft. of rails ; gauge, 14 ins. ; 155.;
a bargain ; in good condition .-- FITZGERALD , 15 ,
Cobourg Street, Portsmouth .
Avery Tramcar Motor, 6 volts 21 amps. ; price
125 .-- 1. HOLMES, 50, Hartington Street, Parrow
in - Furness.
Launch Engine, it ins. bore, 1 in . stroke; strongly
made for hard wear, and nicely finished ; slipper
guide ; lubricator on cylinder ; in perfect order ;
255.- Below .
Horizontal Scale Model Factory Engine (Brear
ley & Stevenson ), fin. bore, i in . stroke, lagged
cylinder : mounted on stand , with brass vertical
lagged b« iler, with Bunsen burner ; 345.- Below .
Model Gas Engine, if ins. bore, 3 ins. stroke ;
two 6f ins. flywheels ; substantially made by en
gineer ; on polished mahogany base ; cost 65$ ;
sell 325. - CHADWICK , Ironmonger , Hamstead Rd.,
Birmingham .
Horizontal Steam Engine, gunmetal cylinder,
with drain cock ; all bearings adjustable ; bore
If ins., stroke 3 ins.; engineer made : bargain , 30 .
Below .
Horizontal Steam Engine, 11- in . bore, 2} -in
stroke ; perfect order ; 245. - Below .
Vertical Engine (Steam ), 14-in .bore, 24-in.stroke;
engineer made; cylinder lagged, etc.; 265.; bargain ,
--Below .
Launch Engine, 1-in . bore, it -in . stroke : cylin
der lagged ; perfect order ; 175 .---Below .
3-in . centre Lathe, 24-in , hed, tools, etc., with
treadle and stand complete, 255. ; Self-centreing
Chuck, 2 sets of jaws, open to 3 ins. (condition
niew ), 235. ; Breast Drill (2 speeds), spirit level, 2
sets of jaws perfect order , with few drills, Ios.
Send for further particulars, C. ELLIOTT, 26A, Park
Road North , Acton, W.
Horizontal Engine, 2 by 4 : splendid finish ;
boiler, steel plate, brass end ; send for particulars ;
photo, stamp.- Below .
Lathe and Fretwork Machine, Hobbies drilling
attachment and emery wheel, 30s.-- Below .
Cycle , aluminium enamelled , free wheel, rim
brake, £ 4.- VINCENT POWELL , I, Parson Street,
Dudley .
For Sale.--- Vols 10, 11, 12, 13, " Railway Maga
zine." Vols . 7 , 8 , 9, " Locomotive Magazine." Also
38 " Motor Cycles," 30 “ Motoring Illustrated ,"
and 5 " Car" Magazines ; what offers ? exchange
entertained . - SHARP, Breadsall, Derby.
Sale. - If ins. by 3 ins. Horizontal Slide-valve
Engine, in good condition --For particulars apply
C. K., 410, Stonev Stanton Road Coventry
Sale. — MODEL ENGINEER, 5 to 100 ; unbound.
Cushman Chuck . 2 sets jaws, boss screwed , id ins.
Few Taps and Dies. Offers.- WIDDAS, Osborn
View , Leeds.
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Horizontal Steam Engine ; id ins. by z ins. ;
nearly complete ; all working parts finished ; 155.
or offer --BIRRELL, 12, Richmond Terrace, Charles
Street, Hull,
Sale.-- -plate Hand Camera, with outfit com
plete ; also Phonograph and Records ; bargain ,
255. - HERD 9. Delverton Road , Walworth .
Exchange Small Reversing Loco, it-gauge, 3-ft.
circle rails, small truck (Bassett-Lowke) ; perfect
order ; new condition . Small charging Dynamo
wanted ; must be in perfect order.- WILFRED
Moxon , Bracken Moor, Stocksbrirlge, near
Sheffield
Accumulator, 4 -volt 15-amp. hour Transparent
motor cycle, 218.; also powerful Motor in good
working order ; will work sewing-machine on $
volts ; 23s. --GLAISHER, 265, High Holbom , Lon
don .
Violín, attributed to Stainer ; beautiful instru .
ment ; price, 5os. with Bow and Case ; Violu ,
“ Strad " mcdel, good tone ; 3os.; approval :
letters.--- F .GREEN , 8, Raglan Street, Lowestoft.
2 h.-p. ,Motor Attachment, complete ; Madison
Engine (new ), F.N , carburettor, coil and accumu
on Premier
lator, belt, driving rim , tank, etc ; MOTOR
,
frame ; must sell ; 65 155. - Apply,
Telford Road , West Hendon , London.
Miscellaneous and Late .
Fastest Steamer in Kingdom . - To satisfy those
enthusiasts who write for design of “ Era " (winner
of Speed Competition ), a limited number of Blue
Prints of her working drawings are being prepared.
Copies of samc (30 ins. by 20 ins., about), at 5s. 3d .
each ; carly application necessary .- A . E. FOSTER ,
56 , Willmer Road , Birkenhead .
“ Screw -Cutting," " Screw -Cutting," “ Serew
Cutting ." - Below .
The Best Booklet on “ Screw -Cutting," sent for
70.- Below .
" Cycle Frame Brazing," sent for 4d .- Below .
“ Guide to Soldering," sent for 3d . - Below .
The Above Three Booklets are sent for One
Shilling postage free . --- GEORGE HARRISON (M ),
45. Rupert Street, Notiingham .
Turning, Gear-cutting, and machining of all de
scriptions
pattern. -making, Forgings, Castings.
all
metals.; Below
“ Fortis " Motor Cycles, Motor Castings and
Fittings, Electric Catle, Lamps and Fittings " FORTIS" ELECTRICAL AND ENGINEERING COMPANY,
Regent Street, Coventry.
The Dynamo Company, Rough Head, Hebden
Bridge, supply Castings for Overtype Dynamos
from 15. 6d , per Set ; Manchester type from 6s. 6d .
Finished Dynamos to quotation . Lists, id . stamp.
Lathe Faceplates Tapped any size and Finished at
is.9. per inch diameter. - KINGSTON, Tokenhouse
Yard, Putrey .
Cushman Lerer Chuck, 3 irs., nearly new ,
mounted fo : Whitworth screwed mandrel ; 18s.
STAMP, Monument Road, Birmingham .
Wanted. -A hand - feet Arc Lamp of a good
maker, 100 volts 5-30 amps.-- T. HUDSON , Danes
field , Marlow ,
Bench Lathe, 3-in . centre, 2 ft. bed , faceplate,
band- rest, four speeds, gunmetal bearings ; 155.
Below .
Hobbies' Improved Rogers Fretsaw ; in good
and Colourman ,
condition ; 125.-- J. Scott,
157, Hornsey Road, Holloway .
(Continued on page x .)

Over 88,000 in use !!
BENTLEY'S 4 BOOKS :
GOT
Machine Construction."
" Applied Mechanics,"
" Rules and Definitions,"
THEM and “ Machine Shop
Companion ."
The Lot (post free) 28.7d.
WALLACE C. BENTLEY, M.IME
YET ?
Consulting Engineer
HALIFAX , ENG
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EDUCATIONAL

INVESTMENT

Ten Pounds Spent on
a Correspondence
Course Brings an Increase of £ 25 per Month

o sientoscigs, Moxico,8-20 1000
American School of Correopondence,

Dear Sirs,
Chen Jenwolle
your School Iwas earning 12.500 per month
thatwas last year. Iam now with one
Langestruning Concerno.Extanto my lazy
wijlsome permonth + Chancesgood forą further
increase. Bettering my condition is due but
to one thing a that is your . School , your
teachings y bur Hund patience .

Pespectfully
Carlos F. Jones.

His statement, following , will show why his carning power has been doubled .
" I recently had occasion to determine the center of gravity of a four-wheel locomotive , the builders having placed
the center ofgravity seven inohes ahead ofthe main drivers. As I have to run this locomotive and pull heavy trains up a
four and one-half per cent grade occasionally , I found that it did not adhere to the rail as it should if theweight had
been properly distributed , so I determined to figure it out. I took mymeasurements and data, and as a result ofmy cal.
culations found the center of gravity should be four and one-third inches back of the main driver or eleven and one- third
inches back of where the builders claimed it should be. Itwas a tolerable rash proposition for a correspondence school
student, but I impressed my Superintendent that Iwas right, and he took thematter up with the builders, who admitted
the fault and have rectified it. Your school taughtmehow to do this."

ENGINEERING

BYMATE

Illustrated 200 page Bulletin , detailing how a correspondence school works, and gibing full out
lines of sixty different courses in Engineering,may be had , free , on request
SPECIAL

To every reader of The Model Engineer giving us the names of two friends
interested in Engineering we will send, upon receipt of two 27% d stamps
to pay postage,as a specimen instruction paper, a copy of our “ First Book on Mechanical Drawing ,"
Book No. 89G , prepared by Irving Kenison , S. B., Instructor in Mechanical Drawing, Massachusetts
lastitute of Technology . This valuable work contains specimen pages from “ Architectural Letter
ing" by F. C. Brown, Arch .,and takes up the subjects of instruments and materials (boards, peocil ,
paper, use of T square, triangle, etc.); Lettering (Office Lettering, Classic Roman , Gothic, Italic
and Renaissance Alphabets, etc.), methods of " laying out” Drawings, Penciling, Inking , etc., in a
practicalmanner. (Address Chicago Office)

School of Correspondence
AT
Armour Institute of Technology
CHICAGO , ILL ., U. S. A.
Mention " THE MODEL ENGINEER,"
Pitt St., Sidney , New South Wales.
160 Queen
Vickerys.Chambers,
Australasian Branch , 192
St., Auckland, New Zealand.
New Zealand
South African 0 Jas. Humphris Oo ., Mutual Bldg., Smith St., Durban, Natal, So. Africa.
American

Postage to

America , 2 %

.
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(Continued from page ofli.)
15 Nloole Disc Records ; new ; used twice ; ios.
lot : sample 9d.; particulars free.- Joxes, 2 ,
Kincraig Street, Cardiff.
For Sale. - Gregorian Telescope, in splendid con
dition , 4-in. metal speculum ; Es, or exchange for
Screw -cutting Lathe, with slide-rest.- Below .
Wanted, for cash , Screw -cutting Lathe, with
slide- rest.- WILTSHIRE , The Cedars, Hereford .
B Clarionette, 13 keys, by Jerome Thibouville
Lamy, Paris ; perfectly equal to new ; also, In
struction Book , by T. Westrop ; accept £ 2 ; worth
double ; approval willingly ; deposit. - E . SMITH ,
Jackfield , Shropshire.
“ Practical Lessons in Metal Turning." - All
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 25. 3d .,
post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , B.C.
Milling Attachments , 218.
MACHINE VICES.
Hand Shaping Machines.
DRILL AND MILLING SPINDLES.
WHEEL-CUTTING
ATTACHMENTS.
LEYLAND BARLOW & co.
Throstlenest Works, Trattord Road, Manchestor.

PROMPT SALES are effected
through our “ Sale and Exchange "
Column. Give it a trial.

LOOK

Electric Batteries :
HOW TO MAKE
AND USE THEM .

A

Practical Guide for
Electricians.

ROUND

your Workshop for Tools, Models,
andMaterials which you no longer
require. You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in our
" Sale and Exchange " column
Private rate , three words a penny .

Amateur
AVOID

Read the following Bxpert Opinions
The Engineer says: “ A useful little book for
young electricians commencing to study this branch
The constructive de.
of practical electricity .
tails should also prove of nalue to all wishing to
construct batteries. "
Electricity says : " This is a capital little book ,
concerning all
information
practical
with types
replete
batteries.
of primary
ordinary
the
Such an
The Photographic Dealer says :
is very
Instructive and thoroughly reliablebook .
welcome , and is certain to prove popular .

by addressing all communications
or
Advertisements
respecting
Deposits to The Advertisement
Manager, " The Model Engineer,”
26 to 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St.,
London , E.O., and NOT to the
Editor or the Publishers.

writing

When
Price bd. net ; Post Froo, ra.
May be obtained from all Agents for TH MODEL
ENGINEER , or from

THE BOOK DEPARTMENT,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London E.O.

THE LOCOMOTIVE : simply EXPLAINED.
This is a first introduction to the study of the Locomotive,
and while dealing with thoroughly up-to-date practice, is
written in the simplest and clearest style possible. It is
fully illustrated with scale drawings of locomotive details,
aud also contains a number of photographs of representative
types of modern engines. Every model locomotive builder ,
as well as every apprentice and railway enthusiast, will find
this book both instructive and interesting .

Advertisers

tion

6

The

in

to

this

Model

Engineer.”

ACETYLENE
How

DELAY

to Mako

GAS

and Use

:

It .

Price 6d .; post free 7d .
Of all Agents for the MODEL ENGINEER , or from

This Book is a thoroughly practical guide to the construc
tion of various types of small Generators, with hints on fitting
u ) Pipes, Burners, and Purifiers.
The method of working a Gas Engine with Acetylene Gas
is also described .
The Book is fully illustrated , and will prove of value to all
interested in Acetylene Gas and its Uses.
Price 6d , nett, post free 7d , Of all Agents for THE
MODEL ENGINEER, or from

MARSHALL
CO .,
&
PERCIVAL
26—29, POPPIN'S COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON , E.C.

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St., London , E.C.

Simple
VOLUME

IX

OF

TheModel Engineer
644 pages. Well Illustrated.
Cloth Bound, containing Twenty -seven issues, July 2nd
to December 31st, 1903, 6s.6d each ; post free, 68. 11d .
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

Co

26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

Mechanical

Working Models .
If you are as yet only a begioner in Model-making, this
book will be a very useful one for you .
It is practically a first course in Model-making , and gives
particulars of some simple, but interesting , working models,
which almost anyonewith a few tools at their disposal can make.
The Models will give satisfaction when completed, and ,
though neither complicated nor difficult to make, serve as a
useful introduction to the necessary skill in fitting required for
the production ofmore elaborate machines.
Price Bd. nett ; post free, 7d.
To be obtained from all Agents for THEMODEL ENGINEER, or
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
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Twenty -three Handbooks, bound in one volume,
cloth, 35. 9d., carriage paid , or separately as below .
Brass Founding.-- " How to Mould and Cast
Private 4 dvertisements are inserted in this
Brass, Aluminium , Silver , & c .; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
Pattern Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
less, and id . per 3 mords after.
Trade Advertisements are inserted
this
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Blacksmithing. " How to Forge and Weld
column at the rate of is . for the first 12 words or
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free , 6d .
less, and id . per word after.
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
Single letters of figures are charged as words
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams post
and a compound word as tivo words. The adver.
free, 6d.
tiser's name and address is charged for.
40
Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," trom a
A dvertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
razor to an axe, with diagrams; post free, 6d .
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
Metal, Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
“
or Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager,
Tubes , Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.Č.
" Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
diagrams, 6d .
All Advertisements must be received by Arst
Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue. Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
Advertisements received after this time will be
Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
inserted in the following number.
plates and Taps, Making Dies , Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
“ Metal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
Our Deposit System .
" Metal Surface Finishing," Filing , Polishing ,
Burnishing, Lacquering ; 6d .
How to Solder Gold , Silver, Aluminium , Brass,
Notice . -As we cannot accept any responsi
bility for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
& ir Pramba "and How to Use it on Wood and
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
belora .
Making Bells and Batteries ; diagrams, 6d .
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
We will receive from intending purchasers the
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
by our advertisers, and will ack:nowiedge its receipt
& c. Cement Recipes ; 6d.
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
names and addresses must be given . When the on “ a Rubber
small Scale : 6d .
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
“ Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
One way. The deposit is retained by us until we
c. ; 6d .
Lettering,
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
Patents & for
Inventions, and Registration of
of the article having been returned and accepted .
the law clearly explained ; 6d.
in additior to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of Designs," ; Brazing,"
4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts 6d “ Cycle
. ; “ Pneumatic Tyre Repairing. Workshop or
in excess of £1, to cover postage, e., must be re
Roadside,"
6d.
to
the
Advertisement
sent
and
time,
mitted at the same
Any Three Above Books, is. ; any six, is. 7d. ;
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, eight
or more, 3d. each , all post free.
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged . and" information
on Mechanical Matters, 3d.
7 he minimum amounc received in Deposit is 2s. Bd .
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road,
West Didsbury,
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
Wholesale
Agents :
Manchester.
Australian
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
“ Robertsons."
caonot be accepted ) .
X
Book
on
the
Lathe
;
full
of
information
on
in
Stamps
be
sent
skould
above
Fee
mentioned
The
or by Poslal Order as a separate amount. If the the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
should be made payable to the Advertiser of the American, with a chapter on
How to Test & Lathe ; giving a practical
goods.
in the case of exchanges , money to the value of method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
the article should be deposited by each party. We invaluable to lathe users.
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
Trade.
on machinery is in force .---DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford.
Flash Boilers for Launches, Steam Cars , and
portable purposes ; lightness, power, safety from
“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
explosion . Contractors to the Admiralty
VI, and VII, 35. rod . each , free . All back Volumes
BOLSOVER BROS., LTD ., Eaglescliffe, co . Durham .
and Nos. on Sale.-E. POCTEAU, 231A,Gray's Inn
Road , London
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work, etc., or
Arts and Trades Catalogue Freo. This every
description . Speciality : Motor cylinder
valuable list contains books on Brewing, Building, boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear-cutting ;
Electrical, Engines and Boilers, Iron, Steel, and
Screw -cutting, English and Metric , any pitch ;
Metallurgy, Design , Decoration , Chemistry,
general milling, planing, etc. - GEORGE ADAMS,
100,000 Books, all kinds
Photography, & c.
144, High Holborn, London, W.C.
George Adams for all work needing special
Please state wants . - BAKERS' Great Bookshop,
accuracy, finish and prompt despatch. Plantmost
Birmingham .
Free.-Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name up -to -date and complete in the country.
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels, Turbines, Hy.
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps. Electric Motors,
FORD , Snow Hill, London .
and Dynamos ; state your requirements. Water
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches , Motor lists id . (new ) ; Pelton Wheel list 6d.Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury, Herefordshire .
Castings.-- Brass Castings of Marine or Dynamo
tions,6d . post free . - THE MORRIS COHEN CO .,LTD .,
132, Kirkgate, Leeds.
Engine, i- in . bore, i- in . stroke, 75. 6d . ; bored
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
cylinder. Being massive, these Castings afford
finished : list 2d . - REYNOLDS Bros., Barnsley .
excellent lathe work .---MODEL FOUNDRY, 72, Mill
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
bill Road , Acton, London .
for model engineers.-- KING & COMPANY , below .
Cycle Hubs, complete (500 ), 2s. each to clear,
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
post free ; suitable for making Grinders, as illus
for lists, free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY, trated page 604, December 24th , 1903, MODEL
ENGINEER . - FRANK STEVENSON, Accrington .
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE.

iii.
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value : bore from 173. 6d . ; 1 bore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d . i h.-p. 175. 6d. :
h.-p., 30s. Castings, 38., 5., 93. 6d . Cheapest
form of power for light work .- WHITNEY .
Contact Breakers for Induction Colls, guaran
teed platinum , silver plated : & in . to centre, is.gd.:
1. in ., 25. 3d.; it ins., 2s. 6d. ; 1$ ins., 28. od . :
14 ins., 35. Allother materials in stock . - WHITNEY .
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 67 by 4 by 2} ins.
inside, Is . 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive , 9d . · negative , 7d. each ;
Grids,
WHITNEY5d.. ; Terminals, 3d. Excellent value. Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ios. 6d . ; only 35. 3d.. post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , ts. Id ., post
free. Every one tested . - WHITNEY.
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers Prices trom 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished.
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ins., Is. 2d .; 5 by it ins.,
IS. 8d. ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d . ; 6 by 24 ins., 43. 6d . ;
6 by 3 ins., 55. 3d. : 6 by 4 ins., 55. gd . 8 by 4 ins
75. dozen packed . - WHITNEY.
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 38., 45., 65. od.,
78. 9d ., 8s. 9d ., ios. 9d., 13s. 6d . dozen . Fuller
pattern , 7s. gd ., gs. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes . - WHITNEY.
Rails for Model Railways. - Correct section ,
25. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, i in ., is. 9d . ;
ins., 28. rod. dozen , post free.-WHITNEY.
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitney for New and Second -hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements .
Whitney, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
Road, London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold and Exchanged. Estab
lished over quarter of a century .
Mr. Greenly's 1904 Locomotive.-- Complete Set
of beautifully-moulded Wheels, in best soft iron ;
correct to drawi: gs. Drivers to machine to
35-16ths ins.; Bogies to 2 3-16ths ins. Price,
45. 6d . per Set. Set, beautifully turned and
finished, gs. per Set. For prices of Castings and
Finished Cylinders, etc., please send stamp, We
in tend to give special attention to this splendid
Model, and if you think of building, don't fail to
write us. Lowest prices for best quality work .
Please enclose an extra fd . stamp for copy of our
New List of Tools and Engines. - Geo . GOOD
MAN & Co., East Hayes, Bath .
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Manufactures.-- Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.

Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
tor rates for these advertisements .
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place, which gives protection to both pur
chase and seller .
Wanted. - Small size 3 or 4 -cell " Doe " Primary
battery. - T. WHITE, judr., Swinhill House,
Queen's Road, Barnsley .
Splendid Phonograph and 26 records ; genuinc ;
3os., or offers. CHARLES
SCOTNEY, junr., Saw
try, Peterborough .
Wanted . - Second-hand Dynolite . - Below .
For Sale . — 27- in . Bench Lathe, by Lee ; all
accessories, slide-rest, self-centreing chuck ; Benzo
line Brazing Lamp ; all in good condition ; cheap.
-NAYLOR, Resh, Fermanagh .
Destroyer Hull (length 54 ins.).--Fitted with
deck , four brass funnels, rudder , & c.; price 16s.
HOAR, 15, Hanover Park, Peckham , London .
Hypnotism .-- " Personal Magnetism and Mind
Reading," by Psychic Research Company ; cost
18s. 6d. will exchange for good ignition coil. LOCKHART, East Stewarts Street, Coatbridge.
Exchange 540 Foreign Stamps (cost £ 3 ) for Rifle ,
or sell.-A. F. HUGHES, Hilbre View , Flint.
Have you soid those Tools yet : If not, try
an advertisement in this columnn.

iv .

Exchange Edison Gem Phonograph (new ) for
pair of Lathe Heads, about 4 ins. centre.-- JACK
SON , 13, Whetley Lane, Bradford .
Look !--horse machined Cylinder Castings,
piston and rod one piece ; also finished Steel Con
necting-rod , and solid steel Web Crank , Fly and
Pulley Wheel and sundries ; two Safety Valves ;
1903 ; 16
66 M.E.” August, 1901 to January,
Autocars " ; lot 128.-E. GASSTON , JUNR.,
Stanford ,Hythe.
Sale.- Vertical Copper Boiler, 14 by 7, lagged
mahogany and felt, brass bands, all fittings ;
working at 60 lbs.; price 30s. ; bargain . - W.
Boycott, Potteries, Horsehay .
Magnificent Model (Horizontal) Steam Engine,
beautifully constructed ; parts cost £ 6 ; sacrifice
50s.-C., to , Westminster Parade, Lower Ed.
monton .
Gas Engine, 1 h.-P., new six months ago , £ 4 ros.;
Dynamo, 120 watts, in thorough working order ,
drum armature, with switchboard and six 8 c.-P.
lamps and holders, £ 3 ros . ; also Columbia Phono
graph , aluminium horn , reproducer and recorder,
and carrying case , 308. - Letters only to " DYNAMO,
co Walton , 6, Linahurst Road , Colwick Road ,
Nottingham .
For Sale.--MODEL ENGINEER , Nos. 40 to 113 ;
clean ; 6s.-E. SANSOME , Wood Street, Hinckley.
Exchange. - A.T.Graphophone, aluminium horn,
recorder and reproducer (cost £ 5 ros.), few records ;
good Independent Stop-watch wanted , or ofiers. CHURCH, Timekeeper, Chatteris, Cambs.
Gas Engine, 24 ins. by 5 ins., £ 4. nos. ; Dynamo,
120 watts, [2 ros. ; last two Vols. of " M.E." ;
Stamp Album , 900 stamps, 305.— “ ELECTRICITY,'
18 , Alexandra Street, Southend-on -Sea .
Bargains.- Splendid I h.-p. Horizontal Steam
Engine, perfect condition , 62 155. ; new gunmetal
Hand Force-Pump, ; in . by 24 ins., IOS. ; Ditto,
5-16ths in . by 1 in. (horizontal), 75. 6d .- BAIN
BRIDGE , 2, Mitford Terrace, Wick Lane, Bow , E.
24-in . Compound Slide-rost for sale ; quite new ;
a bargain ; 155.-L. BALLS, 13, Chediston Street,
Halesworth .
128 Numbers " Model Engineer ” ; clean and
perfect : ros. 60. - STEAD , St. Annes-on -Sea.
5 -in . Medical Coil, with handles (without
battery ) 75. 6d . - PETRIE , 56 , Brunswick St.eet,
Ardwick Green , Manchester .
“ Model Engineers for sale unbound , Nos.
25 to 140 ; Vols . III to IX complete. What
offers ? -R . H. HILTON , Castle Eden Colliery, co.
Durham
Wantod. - First-class Scale Model Locomotive ,
4-coupled preferred, with -railway and stock , in
exchange for 24 Motor Tricycle , with De Dion
engine ; cost £ 75 .-- HALL, Craiglands, Redrar .
for Sale.- Motor Cycle Driving Rim ,with clips,
25 50 parts on Ixi Steam Engine, 4s.; onc
set of Cycle Motor Castings, t2s.;. “ Castle " Ac
cumulator, 125.. cost € 1 ; or exchange for any
thing useful for home. --SID WILES, 33, Nene
Parade, Wisbech .
Drilling Machine, pillar, powerful, extension
crank , self-feed (variable speed ), drill to centre
of 16 -in circle ; weight about go lbs. ; as new ;
sell or exchange for small, good, back- geared
Bench Lathe, & c. - HUDSON , 601, Green Lenes,
London , N.
Horizontal Engine, in . by It-in . (new ), 16s. ;
particulars stamp ; very powerul. -H . DUDLEY ,
15, Salvin Road, Putney ,
Bargains. ---3 ft. Steamboat Hull, Ios. ; also,
4 ft. Boat Motor, 5s. ; take 145. the two. 37,
Crawthew Green , East Dulwich , London .
Wanted.- to h.-p. Gas Engine ; also 3-in .
Slide-rest.-- THOMAS, Bank Chambers , 109, New
Oxford Street, London , W.C.
Massive Cylinder Static Machine, mahogany
stand, always generates, complete , large , small
Leyden jais, Henley's discharger electroscope,
pith balls, fluorescent screen , accessories : £ 2 55.
cash , cost £8 ; whole in travelling case. - Fuller
particulars , Watts, Gray's Road , Faracombe,
Surrey.
For Sale.-Dynamo, good condition , 158. ;
Horizontal Motor Engine, I h.-P., carburettor,
needs slight repair , 3os. ; -in . Spark Coil, zs.
Apply, SMYTHURST, Post Office, Liskeard .
Telephone, Watch receivers, Blake trans
mitters, in home-made cases ; two stations com
p!cte. Also Exal Motor and tri-pole motor ; ex
change for dynamo, or good spark coil. - TRIM , 88,
Sherbrooke Road , Fulham , London .
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For Sale. - Worth double ; Powerfu !Coils , 48.6d.,
29. 60. ; S.B.C. Lamps, 4- volt, ro -voit, gd . ; Loop
Lamps, 4-volt, 10 -volt, 6d . ; Ceiling Roses, bd.;
Wire, 60 yds., 4c!. ; Porous Pots, 4d . ; Motor,
35. 6d . ; Accumulator Plates , 4 volts 6 amps.,
2s. 6d. 1 all post free. - WILLEY, Library , Peter
borough
Bargains. - Powerful Clockwork Motor, two
springs, weight about #cwt., made for driving
sewing machine ; £ 1 ios.-- Below .
Brass Telescore, one draw , 3 ft. 2 ins. when
drawn ; I s.-- Below .
Bench Lathe, 3-in . centre, adjustable brass
bearing ; 18s. - Below .
Microscope, with five objectives, forceps, live
box, £ 2 ; quantity of Microscopic Slides , cover
Glasses, Photographic Slides , and two Micrometers ,
100 lines and 1000 lines to the inch ; 12s . d.
Below .
l -plate Rectilinear Lons, Iris diaphragm , Ios ;
polished mahogany Lantern, f-in . condenser, solid
brass front, rack , two pinion portrait objective
and 3-wick lamp ; £ 1 ros. - Below .
Cinematograph, with 13 films; been showing at
the Aquarium ; 63 155.---Below .
Several Parts of Model Engines, two levers,
safety valves, 6 ins. long screw , and 4 long
sciew , a reversing gear, 1-in . bore , force pumps,
etc. ; Oscillating Cylinder, : by 2 , mounted with
cranks ; all gunmetal and steel ; weight, lbs. ;
the lot IIS. - Below .
Polished Cokernut Japanese Fiddle , I string.
in polished case, plated fittings ; cost 63 : sell for
tos.-- J. Martix, French Polisher, Workshop, rear
of 29, Gloucester Street, Brighton .
Wanted . --Small Oil Engine ; electric ignition ;
dynamo, drum , complete ; cheap ; good condi
tion.-R., Holly Lodge,Grove Road , Brixtou .
For Sale.-- A 3t-in. Centre Luthe, with slide
rest, chucks, faceplates , & c., complete ; cost {8 ;
sacrifice for £ 4.
Also I American Bench Drili, with drills ; cost
158.; take 6s.
Also i Horizontal Steam Boiler , 12 ins. by 5 ins.,
with 10 tubes ; cost £!; take 8s. Seen after 7
o'clock . - BREWER , 51, Northampton Street,
Clerkenwell, E. C.
Double Cylinder Launch Engine, about 1 bore ,
stroke, slide-valves, eccentrics, to unk pistons, oil
cocks, oil-cups, & c.; good condition ; has driven a
6 -ſt. boat ; bargain, 30s.- Below .
Double Launch Engine.--in . bore, } in . stroke,
oscillating ; ready for boat ; bargain , 105. - ORR ,
I8,Greyhound Mansions , West Kesington ,
For Sale . - Lathe: back-geared , gap bed, com
pourd slide-rest, hand rest, faceplate, drill chuck ,
heavy fly -wheel ; good condition ; 4.- ). BOOTH ,
St. Annes, Newbury.
Sale.-- Vertical Steam Engine ; I h .-p.. with
steam pump ; £ 5, or oflers. - D . EADES, The Rise ,
Sunningdale , Ascot.
Sale . --Bicycle Motor ; 2 h .- P.; run 200 miles ;
cheap for cash ; also Coil (Basse Michel) ; high
speed trembler ; full particulars, stamp. - F .
Tuck , 16 , Leroy Road, Wisbech ,
Double Cylinder Marine Engine, 2 ins. by 2 ins.;
all brass excepting working parts ; 325., approval ;
further particulars, id . stamp.- HOOPER, 41,
Hadrian Road , Wallsend.
Boiler, 8 ins. by 3 ins.; fittings ; Nos. 88-104
" M.E." Handbooks - 2, 6, 7, 12 , 13 ; exchange for
bound vols. " M.E.," or offers ; also Magneto
Electric Machine, 205.; cost 30s.-E. FIELD , Hart
wood Road , Southport.
“ Engineering." - About425 weekly numbers for
Disposal, ranging from 1890 to 1901 ; what offers ?
-NOYCE , Liberal Club, Rochester
For Sale . — Paraffin Blowlamp, Reservoir and
Tube for oil engine ; Wheel Valve for regulating
lamp ; Wheel Valve and Needle Valve for feeding
engine, pipings and fittings ; £ 1 ; exchange with
cash for 20- to 30- volt, 10 to 20 amps . shunt
wound , Dynamo, Medical Coil, or anything useful.
-FREEMAN , 40 , Spencer Street, St. Albans.
Wanted.--- Treadle Lathe, back -geared , screw
cutting, hollow mandrel, three- jaw chuck , com
pound rest, accessories ; must be perfect .
Williams, Uplands, Stoke Poges, Bucks.
Very Cheap. - Steel Boiler, 10 ins. by 18 ins.,
strong, quick steamer , all fittings : ! h.-p. Engine ;
both in good working order : £ 3. - RODDING, Bow .
bridge Road , Newark . Notts.
(Continued on page xii.)

:

Grand Bargain .--Large Phonograph , in oak case,
recorder and reproducer, with large aluminium
horn, 18 Edison moulded and Columbia Records.For particulars apply C. K., 410 , Stoney Stanton
Road , Coventry.
Inverted Vertical Engine.-- Boiler ; excellent
working condition : requires cleaning ; charcoal;
complete , 358.; offer ; cost 1,5 ; stamp reply.- R .
MITCHELL, Kirkstall, Yorkshire.
For Sale. - Cheap large model Electric Car ; or
Exchange Gas Engine or Slide-valve Locomotive.
-Apply , HELLIN , 37, Hampden Road , Wrexham .
Sale . - Bench Lathé (3 -in . centre) ; new : one
breast drill and spirit-level ; 215. lot.-J. H. H.,
Raven Street, Bradford .
Sale. - Table Engine ; well finished , 2 ins. by
51.ins ; pump, governor ; photo ; £6 ios. —
COLONEL CLEMENTS , Bryerswood, Southbourne,
Hants.
Bargain. - Complete Set of Horizontal Castings ,
If by 31 ; also, one Set Brass Castings, 1 by 2,
cylinder bored and ports cut ; also, Cylinder , 1 by
31, bored and ports cut ; or exchange ; Dynamo
preferred , about 25 volts , or 255. lot. - JOHN
VETHVEN, Whitehall, Cardenden , Fife.
For Sale. - Zoetrope, of ins, diameter, and Hot
air Engine to drive same; new exchange for
Phonograph , or sell 155 .---Particulars to BUTLER ,
77, Rowley Street, Walsall.
“ Model Engineer," first four volumes, unbound :
also Vol. I, Motor Cycling " ; offers . - Noakes,
Fraser Road , Southsea.
Exchange 1-in . Starrett's Micrometer (new ), in
case , cost 275. 6d ., for Phonograph or Drawing
Instruments. - DEATH , Ipswich Road, Stowmarket.
Sell or Exchange.--- One high -speed Launch
Engine, 4-in . cylinder, by 4 -in . stroke, £ 5 ; one
double cylinder Slide-valve Beam Engine, cylin
ders if by 5 -in . stroke ; really first-class exhibition
model ; 65 ; or exchange either for Edison Phono
graph ; must have approval.- N . ORR, School
Lane, Mill, near Preston.
“ Modei Engineers," 84 Nos., Es ; exchange for
Revolver or Rifle --S . MCINTYRE , Schools, Dun
ston -on- Tyne.
Sale or Exchange. - Two Riley Cycles (lady's
and gent's), in perfect order ; shop soiled ; £ 19 ; or
exchange for Motor Bike, in good order, 21 h.-p.
or more, or good Framewith everything complete
except engine.- Crosby, Cycles, Wellington ,
Somerset.
For Sale . - Half-guinea set of Drawing Instru
ments, in box ; nearly new ; 55. 60 .-- Apply ,
BAGSHAW , 63, Stamford Road , Kettering .
A Troughton Micrometer for sale or exchange ;
worth £ 5.- Apply, L. PAGE, 10, Ainsworth Road,
West Croydon .
For Sale . — 1 h.-p. Horizontal Engine, £ 3 Ios. ;
and | h.-p, ditto , 62, or nearest offer ; both quite
new .-- BURRELL, 144, Upton Lane, Forest Gate, E.
Locomotive , 16 ins. long , scale, steam auto
matic brake, pump, throttle valve ; engineermake ;
quite new ; wants painting ; take 10 guineas cash
to clear. - Below .
Loco Boiler (tubular ), 12 by 3, for 9-16ths or
scale ; quite new ; cash 355. to clear. They only
want seeing .-- Apply, Mr. A. Brown, 94, Lower
Marsh , Lambeth .
Wanted. - A 21 ft. Gapped Bed for stand Lathe.
-BROADWAY, Bank House , Alnwick , Northum
berland .
Sale. - Double Vertical Engine, 21 by 6 , 1 h.-p.,
50s. ; also Injector (by Gresham & Craven ), capa
city , 4141 in feed ; 255., or exchange.-- HeYWOOD,
81, Chapel Lane, Unsworth , near Manchester .
Sale.- Edison Home Phonograph and about
20 records : quite new ; with recorder and shaver ;
£6 , or any offer ; stamp reply . - A . TURNER , 17
Cleveland Road , Crumpsall, Manchester.
Bargains . --Copper Vertical Boiler, 12 by 20 , all
fittings, sound , 45$. ; high -speed S.-V. Engine
(Horizontal), 1-in. bore, i-in . stroke, 155. ; one
Oscillating Engine, { bore, it stroke, new , ios. 6d .;
one Marine Boiler (Copper), new , with sockets for
fittings, 1os. 6d . ; one Cylinder , bore, it stroke,
and eccentric , 4s. ; one smaller Cylinder, bore,
stroke, new , crankshaft, bearings, and eccentric,
75. hd . , all on approval on cash deposited with
MODEL ENGINEER . - Further particulars , apply W.
Essex .
Nottage, “ Insteps," White Colne,
Exchange Large Treadle, powerful Water
Motor, three Leclanche cells, for Boiler to drive
double cylinder engine, 1 in. by 2 ins., or sell
178. 6d . --GORROD , Till Road , Lowestoft.
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Co., 48 , Strand , London , W.C.
“ Eureka ” Electric
each
House Lamps,
Purpose.
Bicycle Lamp.
.
Ordinary
Torches,
1/6
The finest quality
Clocks,
With lens .
2/
The 12-hour Lamp.
in the world .
Candles,
Nickel .
2/
etc. , etc.
Fresh Batteries ,
with lens. 2/6
Price List on appli
1/- each .
Tie Pias in all
cation .
varieties, with elec.
4 by 3 by 138. 1/3 No dirt. No smell.
Batteries , 1/- each ,
tric light in
Light without
centie, 3/6 each .
4 by 4 % by 1 % 2/3
post free.
dismounting

Manufacturers and Importers of all descriptions of Electrical Novelties , Bells, Dry Cells, etc.
1d . for Catalogue.

BIGGER wages and better positions are in the reach of all who can read
and write by becoming an Electrical or Mechanical Engineer . We teach you by post
direct to your home in your spare time. Leave the overcrowded , and consequently poorly
Daiderades andwrite to us today WAGES and spellsuccess in site. We have
thousands, throughout the world , trom the overcrowded trades to first-class positions.
Our system is practical, thorough, simple, and within the reach of all.
You could not have a BETTER opportunityWe
thanteach
the
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electric Light and Power Wiring,
Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam Engineering, Electric Tramways,& c.,& c. Our old students
Thos. A. throughout the world are holding the finest POSITIONS possible
Mr.EDISON
Bngineers
Write
of the
andtoleading
Edisonfree
Great sent
by thebook,
recommends us. Weare
Electrical
all, a Can
to -day recommended
I become
an world.
for our interesting
or
Mechanical Engineer ?"
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION ,
488. TEMPLE CHAMBERS, TEMPLE AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.

STEAM , CAS , &
High
Cass Dy
namos
These Dy.
namos are
of the
" Kapp'ıype
and specially designed for Electric
Light Installations, charging Accuma
lators, Electro-plating, etc. They are
fiettd with adjustable Rocker Brushes,
extra long Beuings Oil Cups, etc.,
and are the best small Dynamos procurable, where real and constant work
is required .
No.
carr.pd.
Four 53 C.-P.
c.-p Lamps, 25/
19/6
21.. To light Four
Four & c.-P.
3.
47/6
4.
Six 8 C. p .
70
Five 16 C.-P.
5.
110 /Ten 16C.-P. 19 155/Nos. 1 and 2 have H armatures, all
othershave drum armatures. Materials
with wire and full instructionsfor conStructing same can be supplied at: No.
1,9,6 ; No. 2, 18/6 ; No. 3, 19/6 ; No.4.
251- ; No. 5, 35/-; No.6, 49/6 carr. pd

OIL

ENGINES . DYNAMOS

&

Trade supplied .

CASTINGS AND DRAWINGS,
STUART HIGH -SPEED ENGINES .
34 in . scale L.N.W.TANK ENGINE
(see M.E , July 23rd, 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence .
Castings and Materials, with
Drawings, now ready.
Price List, id . Stamp.
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d . Stamps .
STUART TURNER ,
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames
ELECTRO -MOTORS .

Portable 8.V. Steam
Engines , on Steel Vertical
Boilers , as shown. Complete
Set of Castings, including
Pump Castings and Draw .
ings for 4 h .-p : price 10/6
per
carr. per
paid ; b.-D.,
priceset, 14/6
set. carr.
paid; h.-P., price 25/6 per
Higo-speed was and
set, carr. paid , I b.p., price
Oil Engines ; Water-cooled
35/6 per set, carr. paid,
Cylinders, large diam . Fly .
Steel Vertical
Boilers
wheels, steady running, simple
supplied
for all pressures
construction, strong and
Engine and Boiler Fittings. Spe ial Loco " De Dion " Boughton -type Petrol in
reliable; specially designed for
Pressure Gauges, in . dial, reading to Motors for Launches, River Boats, etc.; elec - driving Dynamos, Lathes, etc.
30 lb., 4/6 ; 1 in. dial, 5/6 ; la -ger tins. tric or tube ignition water-cooled Cylinders ; Complete Sets of Cast
to 1f ns .. 7/6. See Cataloguefor particulars. out or inside Balance Wheels ; speed , 500 to ings, Forgings, and fu l-:ize
2000 revolutions per minute.
Working Drawings to con
complete
Complete sets of Castings, Forgings, struct h..p . Gas or Oil En
Sets of Cast
and
full-size
Drawings
to
construct
Engines,is
gines ; per set, 30 /-carr paid.
ings, with
above ; 15h.-p., price per set, carr . paid , 36 /- ; Complete Set to construct
Screws, Steel
suit Boats up to 14 ft, long .
b.-P.Engine, 56 -carr. paid .
for Crankshaft,
Complete Sets Castings, Forgings, and For larger, smaller, or inter
Piston,and S.V.
full-size
Drawings
to
construct
3
%
b.-P.Motors,
mediate
sizes see Catalogue.
Rods; Ports
shown
65 /- Cars,
carr 4paid
. .Suitt, 70/- ; 6 h.p. set, £5 158
cored out, with heavy Flywheel, Bed ; as
Boats
up ;to price
20 ft.perorset,
Motor
hp
Drawings, Instructions, etc., to construct
Sandow " Cycle Motors, with complete Attachment, ready to fix on
bigh-speed s Y. Horizontal Engines, as machine, including Motor, Carburettor, Coil, Silencer, Accumulator, Wires,
shown,suitable for running above Dynamos. etc. Id 1.-P., £ 11 108.; 2 b..p ., £ 13 10s. ; 21 h..p ., £ 14 108. Castings,
No. 1 Set, 1-5th b..p ., to run No 1 Kapp Dynamo, 13/6 carr. pd.
with Drawings, 26 /- and 36/- set.
2
2
17/6
Reversible Propellers, with shafting, etc., to suit Launch Motors,
20/
" 3
» 3
13
supplie : Working Drawings for building a 20 -ft. Motor Launch, 5/6 per set.
22 6
» 4
Full Set of Castings, Forgings, and Drawings, for 6 h.-p. Twin Cylinder
1
» 5& 6
3)
32/6
5
Steam Car Engine, price , 70 /-, carr. paid ,
See Catalogue for other Designs of Dynamos, Launch -type Steam Engires ; a'so Gas and Oil Engines, for driv'ng same. Lamps, Wire, Fittings, etc.

Send Six Penny Stamps for our Large Illustrated Catalogue - nearly 500 Illustrations of Model and Small Power Steam . Gas
and oil Engines; Locomotive, Vertical, Horizontal. Launch, and Paddle Engines ; Vertical, Horizontal, and Marine Boilers; separate
Pinished Parts Engine and Boiler Fittings ; Castings all kinds; Dynamos, Electro-Motors, etc., etc.
W. MACMILLAN &

Co., Engineers

and Modellers, Mar

Street, ALLOA, N.B.
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Electricity
Page 7 x /10 ins.
Bound in Green Buckram .
Over 100 Illustrations.
ANY people believe Electricity cannot be
MA
taught outside the class room .
To demonstrate the standard , scope, and
methods of our instruction, we have bound up
four representative text books in our Electrical
Engineering course in a handsome linen cover
under the title of
Practical Lessons in Electricity

and will send one copy for four shillings (the cost
of binding and express charges) to every reader of
THE MODEL ENGINEER sending us the names of
two friends interested in Engineering. (Address
Room 89 H ) .
The book is easily worth 12 shillings, and we
make this liberal offer because we know that an
inspection of our text books will be convincing
evidence of the practicalvalue of our instruction .
Partial Table of Contents :
STORAGE BATTERIES (by Prof. F B. Crocker. Columbia
University) : Types; General Principles ; Chemical Action ; Data
Sheets; Edison Storage Battery ; Management ; Electrolyte ; Cad .
mium Test: Charging; Efficiency; Troubles and Remedies ; Testing;
Portable Batteries for Automobiles and Boats, etc.
ELECTRIC WIRING (by H. C Cushing, Jr.. author of
" STANDARD WIRING " ) : Dynamo Installation : The Switch
Board ; Lightning Arrestors ; Motor Installations ; Tables ; Trans
formers ; Three -Wire System ; Poles and Pole Setting ; Inside
Wiring; Arc Light Wiring; Conduit Work ; Fixture Wiring; Cutouts;
Switches ; Distribution of Light; Arc and Incandescent Systems ;.
Fuses : Inspection , etc.
ELECTRIC CURRENT (by L. K. Sager S.B ): Volt, Ampere ,
Ohm ; Resistance, Conductivity ; Tables; Circuits, Grouping of
Cells; Quantity; Energy; Power; Coulomb; Joule; Watt, etc.
ELEMENTS OF ELÉCTRICITY (by L K Sager S.B.): Mag
nets, Experiments with Magnets; Magnetizing Steel, Conductors
and Insulation ; Electric Machine, Leyden Jar; Voltaic Coil, Types
of Cells : Electromagnets ; Induction Coil ; Electrolysis ; Électro
typing and Electro-Plating ; The Telephone ; The Telegraph ;
Sounder, Alphabet, Key, Battery , Relay, etc.
Illustrated 200-page quarterly Bulletin giving full outlines of 60
different courses in Engineering (including COLLEGE PREPARA
TORY ) will be sentwith each book .
American School of Correspondence
at Armour Institute of Technology , CHICACO, ILL., U.S.A.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER .
Postage to U.S., 21d.

oz.

Boilers, Marine and Land : their Construction and
Strength . By T. W. TRAILL, M.I.C.E., F.E.R.N. For the Use of
Engineers, Surveyors, Boiler-makers, and Steam Users . Third
Edition, to which has been added many New Tables for Pressure, up
to 200 lbs. per square inch . Pocket Size. Leather. Postage 3d .
12s. Bu
12s. 60.
Larger size for Office use . Cloth . Postage 4d.
The Steam Turbine. By ROBERT M. NEILSON, Wh. Ex..
A.M.I.M.E. With 145 Illustrations. 8vo. Postage 4d .
10s. Bd
Steam Engine Theory and Practice. By W. RIPPER,
9s. Od.
With 438 Illustrations. 8vo. Postage 4d.
A Text Book on Steam and Steam Engines. Ву
Prof. JAMIESON . For the Use of Students Preparing for Competitive
Examinations. With 600 pages . Over 200 Illustrations, 6 folding
Plates , and numerous Examination Papers. Thirteenth Edition .
8s. Bd .
Revised Postage 4d .
Valves and Valve-gearing. By Charles HURST, Prac
tical
Draughts
. Including
the Corliss Valve and Trip Gears.
Revised
Third Edition . man
and Enlarged
. With numerous Illustrations.
8s. Bd .
Postage 4d.
The Steam Bngine, and Gas and Oil Bngines. By
JOHN PERRY, F.R.S. ' Illustrated . Third Impression . 8vo. Post
age 4d .
Indicator Diagrams." By w . W. F. Pullen, wh.Sc.,
A.M.I.C.E., etc. A Treatise on the Use of the Indicator and its
Application to the Steam Engine. With over_260 Illustrations of
Indicators and Diagrams from Actual Practice. Postage 4d . Rs. 0 .
The Steam Engine. By GEORGE C. V. HOLMES. With
212 Illustrations. Fcp . 8vo. Postage 3d .
Rs. Od .
REYNOLDS,
Michael
Enginefor Driving
Stationary
A Practic Manual
Engineers. in By
Charge
Stationary
Engines.
of
With Plates and Woodcuts . Sixth Edition . 8vo . Cloth . Postage
3d.
46. 6 .
Steam Boilers. By R.'D. MUNRO. Showing their Defects,
Management, and Construction . Fourth Edition . Fully Illustrated .
45. 60 .
Postage 3d .
The Proportions and Movements of Slide-valves.
45. 60 .
Steam Engineering . By w . w . F. Pullen, wh.Sc.,
M.I.M.E., A.M.I.C.E. A Treatise on Boilers, Steam , Gas and Oil
Engines,
Supplementary
Machinery,
for Carry.
numerous
ing
out and
experiments.
350 with
pagesInstructions
. 300 Illustrations
Postage 5d.
24s. Od .
Blementary Manual of Steam and the Steam Engine.
By Prof. JAMIESON.: For First year Students. Ninth Edition , Re
vised . With Illustrations and Examination Papers. Postage 3d .
3s . 60
Injectors : Theory, Construction
and Working. By
W F. PULLEN , WK.Sc., A.M.I.C.E. Second Edition , Revised and
Enlarged . Crown 8vo . Postage 3d .
35. 6
Kitchen Boiler Bxplosions. By R. D. MUNRO. Show
ing Why they Occur, and How to Prevent their Occurrence. A Prac
tical Handbook based on Actual Experiments. Diagram and Colour
Plate. Postage 3d .
3s. Ou .
Steam . By W. Ripper . With 185 ¡llustrations. Post
2s. 60 .
age 3d .
A Handbook for Steam Users. By M. Powis BALE,
M.I.M.E., A.M.I.C.E. Giving Rules for Engine Drivers and Boiler
Attendants, with Notes on Steam Engine and Boiler Management, and
Steam Boiler Explosions. Fcp . 8vo. Postage 3d.
2s.61.
The Working of Steam Boilers.
By EDWARD G.
HILLER. Postage 2d .
1s. Od
Cloth . Postage 3d .
1s. 61.
The Care and Management of Stationary Bngines.
By C. HURST. A Practical Handbook for Men -in-Charge. Crown Svo
Cloth . Postage 3d .
..
1s. 00

THE BOOK

DEPARTMENT,

26-29, Poppin's
Fleet

St.,

Court ,

LONDON , E.C.
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UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

COMPANY,

Established 1890.
60, Brook St., C.-on-M., MANCHESTER. Contractors to H.M. Government.
Every Reader of the “ Model Engineer ” should send two Stamps for our 44 -page Illustrated List. It contains
Illustrations and particulars of

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL
At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up their own Models all various parts are listed.
ELECTRIC BELLS, TELEPHONES, INDICATORS, COILS , etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List (44 pages ), post free, two Stamps, before purchasing Electrical Goods.

BLBOTRIO BELLS,
Loud Ringing, from 1/6 .
See List, pages 4 to 8 .

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60 , Brook Street,
C -on - M ., -MANCHESTER .

eestu
Stick
TO STICK l O
THE STUFF
EVERYTHING
MENDS Shoes Come one
Nahrachold
. So allnetal
Brush should
nchidedbe whthoueachme
dealersbottle.prxe6.and
everywhere lo
Sole Moncluren
.
. STANLEYOf TEAST
CO . LTD . LONDON
RECENT DATE .

THEY

SPEAK

FOR
By

THEMSELVES .

Dear Sirs, -I received Lathe OK, and indeed
must say that it is well worth double the money .
I am going to fit same on sewing machine stand ,
and hope it will work well. - Yours truly , J.G.S.E.
Sir, - Received Lathe on Wednesday and con
sider it well worth the money . - Yours truly ,
R.C.J., Oswestry .
Dear Sirs, — The Lathe runs very true, and every
body that sees it considers it wellworth the money
it costs . - M.M.I.
Sirs, I received the Lathe on Saturday last,
and am highly satisfied with it. I hope to give you
another order before long.-S.S.
Sir , - I received your Lathe. I have given it a
fair trial ; I have found it a very useful machine
for its class - strong, accurate, doing its work neat
and quick . I must congratulate you on your neat
little compound Slide-rest. You do your work
well, and charge a moderate price to meet the
workman's pocket. I hope you will excuse me for
not writing, but I thought I would test its strength
to the uttermost. I have had a piece of steel,
fin ., and I have turned it down to t at one end,
and the other, and there is not a flaw in it. Yours truly , B.D.C.
KATOLOC , 4

Stamps.

S. HOLMES

&

E. ROSENBERG ,
TRANSLATED BY

Electrical

W. W. HALDANE GEE ,
B.Sc. (Lond.), A.M.I.E.E.,
AND
Engineering:

CARL KINZBRUNNER .

With 263 Illustrations and Diagrams,
Demy 8vo.
Index, etc.

2nd Impression .

6 /
POST FREE .

“ As the author is chief engineer to a large continental
firm of electrical engineers, the book is worthy of study.
The illustrations are numerous, and the matter is well
chosen . The part of the book dealing with alternating and
polyphase current working is exceptionally good . The
subject is presented with a clearness and simplicity which
is seldom met with in ordinary text-books.” — Electricity.

Co.,

Engineers,
BRADFORD ,

HARPER & BROTHERS, 45, Albemarle St., London, W.

-

OF

" A book on electrical engineering which
will enable any novice, possessing an average
intelligence, to acquire a clear idea of the main
principles of the subject.” — Electrical Times.
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Tho Model Baglncer and Electrician .

L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDGE .
The Franklin Cas Engine.
One-half Horse -Power.
worth $ 100 complete . We sell all
necessary Castings , Materials, and
Detail Drawings for $ 16'50. For
real work - not a toy. 450 revo
lutions per minute. Upright or
Finished parts
horizental form
or
by Gas
. Runs
sold separately
with
and men
For boys
The FRANKLIN Gasolene.
Model Shop a mechanical turn . Write for
circular
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-181, West 31st Street,New York, U.S.A.

Ulustrated
Catalogue

4d.

NA

MO

S

ARMATURE LAMINATIONS .
GS ES 1NGtoS 24 ins, diam .
All types and
S sizes
IN from
OR AST GIN TTI LS
T
N I
L
MO C E , F
CE , etc.

DY

Electrical Novelties,
Great Variety Electric Bells ,
Batteries, Medical Coils,
Pocket Accumulators ,
Night Lights Battery Lamps, etc.
PRICES LOW . QUALITY HIGH .
All goods guaranteed . See Testimonials . New
Illustrated Electric Mechanical Catalogue,
24 pages, 1d. stamp.

JO

Dynamos, Dynamos
CASTINGS from 3s. per Set. FINISHED
DYNAMOS, 128.
OIL and GAS ENGINES, } h.p., from £ 8.

Electrical
Specialities.

ARMSTRONG & Co., Twickenham .
MOY'S
Accumulator Makers & Manufacturers.
Handsome Electric
Scarf Pins; gold plated , Patent Ellipsograph
Parisian Brilliants. Fit . For describing accurately any size
ted with best English
lamp ; all complete as
Ellipse up to 4 by 37 ins.
shown, 3/3 each. Recog .
nised as the only practi
Price 30 /
cal made electric pins
on themarket. Send for
Particulars on application .
Price List and Testi
monials, 4d . Saves you
pounds. Pick of the
market at Armstrong's. W.M.HARLING ,
Ele strio
Alarm Clocks. 4.Volt Accu
Manufacturer,
mulators to
quality , light Pins.
Bestwith
fitted
ter.
47 ,Finsbury Pavement, London, B.O.
minals an icon . Curved , Trans.
Established 1851. Works: Hackney, E.
tacts. Price 4/-, parent ; 5 -hour,
Marvellous 61-. g-hour 71
12-hour 10 /-.
Postage 4d . value.
Postage 40.

A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

O ,

The Central
Electric Co.,

151, HIGH HOLBORN ,
LONDON, W.C.
Best quality Pocket volt
and ampère meters — 3, 6 ,
or 10 volts or ampères,with
leather case , 18) . each .
Ignition Coils,from 22/6 ea.
Accumulators, Test Lampi,etc.
1904 CATALOGUE Dow ready,
3d. Stamps. MENTION PAPER .
JASPER REDFERN , LTD .,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR

Harmonographs.
Amateurs desiring to experiment with the
TWIN -ELLIPTIC INSTRUMENT described in
this issue of the " M.E." can be supplied with
Finished Instrument or Parts as under :
PRICES .
COMPLETE SET MATERIALS
23 FINISHED APPARATUS
85 PACKING , 31
Separate Parts supplied . Stamp for quota .
tion .

A. H. AVERY ,
FULMEN WORKS, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS .
Forgings in steel or iron . Castings in steel, iron ,
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High- class
Lathes from 80s. Electrical and Scientific Apo
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.
Your Steam
+ post
not
- age, id . Model
complete
without
31
Boiler
Feed

Pump
PROMPT SALES are effected
through our “ Sale and Exchange
Column . Give it a trial.

All Brass, with Valve, Tap, and Pipe adjustable to
any position . Well finished and works perfectly.

Bond ,245 , Euston Rd ., London

January 21, 1904
Ask

your grocer for

EPPS'S

( The most nutritious)

COCOA

And take no other.

Model

Engineer

Handbooks.

No. 1.- " SMALL AOOUMULA
TORS,"
No. 2. - " THB SLIDB VALVE
SIMPLY BXPLAINBD . "
No. 3. — “ BLBOTRIO BBLLS AND
ALARMS."
No. 4. - " TBLBPHONBS AND
MICROPHONES ."
No. 5.- " BLBOTRIO BATTBRIES .”
No. 6 .- " MODBL BOIL BR
MAKING ."
No.7. - MBTAL WORKING TOOLS
AND TUBIR USBS .
No. 8 .- " SIMPLE BLBOTRICAL
WORKING MODBLS."
No. 9.— “ SIMPLE MBOHANICAL
WORKING MODBLS ."
No.
10. — “ SMALL DYNAMOS
AND MOTORS. "
COILS
No. 11.- " INDUCTION
FOR AMATEURS ."
STEAMBR
“ MODBL
No. 12 .
BUILDING .”
No. 13.
" MACHINERY
FOR
STEAMBRS. "
MODEL
No. 14.- " SMALL ELECTRIC MO
TORS."
15. - " SIMPLB SCIENTIFIC
BXPBRIMENTS
BLEC
IN
TRICITY, MAGNETISM , HY
DRAULIOS , & c."
No. 16. – " ACETYLENB GAS :
How to Make and Use It. "
No. 17. – " THB LOCOMOTIVE :
Simply Bxplained ."
No.

Every book contains many Illustrations,
with useful hints on the making and use
of the various articles described.
Of all Agents for The MODEL ENGI
NEER, price 6d . each nett ; or post free 7d.
from
Percival Marshall &
26-29, POPPIN'S COURT, FLEET
LONDON, E.C.

Co.,

STREET,

January 31, 1904.
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MICROMETER

Not ?
Why
Any Amateur can obtain BRILLIANT
RESULTS if he uses Kitlene Lightning
French Polish for Amateurs .
COMPLETE OUTFIT , containing all that is requisite ,
in handsome red case , 28. ; postage 3d.
RE- FILLS,-- Polish , 9d.; Oil and Spirit (combined ), 7d .
Postage on each. 3d,

CALIPERS .

Made entirely from

Best Cast Steel.

Wardrobe Chambers,
Kitlene Syndicate , Ltd., LONDON , E.C.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

Perfectly

Accurate
WITH

HAND -DRILL

DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS .
Xus.
Opening

I
in .
7/
1/

Price
Case extra

With

Chuck

and

Six

Drills ,

Nos. 5
11. in .
17/6
2/3 ...

Opening
post

free ,

MATTHEWS

2/9

.

.2
in .
8/
1/3

Price
Case

3
in .
10 /
1/6

4
I in .
13/6
21

7
* in .
221
2/6

8
2 ins.
26/6
3/

BROTHERS,
Postage, 3d .

154, Charing Cross Road , London , W.C.

The AUTO -MATIC !

It

Stands

BRITISH

ENGINEERING

132

Out.

BUILT.

Katolog , worth double , 4 Stamps .
Ask about it .

ALBION

1615
S12437

WORKS, Bradford.

BACK
NUMBERS.
Have you looked through the pages of Back Numbers
that have appeared in recent issues ? You may find
some articles dealing with the work you are now engaged
upon. From all Agents of THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
price 2d . each , or 8d. post free, from –
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO . ,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , 30.

Micrometer Holder, 2/6 .

Postage 3d .

Send 6d. in stamps for 96 pp . Illustrated List of
Measuring
Instruments, Chucks, Cutters, Drills,
Rules, and other Small Tools.

GEORGE
144, HIGH

ADAMS,

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

Special

Subscription

£ 50

IN

January 21, 1904 .

Competition .

PRIZES .

LTHOUGH THE MODEL ENGINEER has now a larger and a wider sale than it has ever had before, we believe
brought to their notice . Indeed , we know this to be the case from the frequent letters we receive from new
readers, who state that they have only just discovered that such a journal exists
As a personal intro
auction is undoubtedly the best method of making THE MODEL ENGINEER better known, we wish to'enlist the
services of our present readers to introduce the paper to those to whom its contents are likely to appeal, and , as
we do not wish these services to be given gratuitously, we have decided to offer the following prizes to those
readers who are the most successful in their efforts :
First Prize
value
£ 25
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the largest number of new subscribers).
Second Prize
value
$ 10
( To be awarded to the reader obtaining the second largest number of new subscribers).
value
£ 5
Third Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the third largest number of new subscribers).
Five extra Prizes of £ 1 each , and Ten extra Prizes of
10s, each ,
to be awarded to those who come next in order of number of new subscribers obtained.
CONSOLATION PRIZES :-A useful engineering book will be awarded to every competitor (other
than a prize winner) who obtains not less than five new subscribers.
The above prizes will be awarded under the following conditions, which must be carefully read and observed :
(1 ) The prizes will be of the values stated , but will not be given in cash . They will be given in the form of
lathes, tools, finished models, apparatus, or castings, or any of the goods advertised in THE MODEL
ENGINEER , and must be ordered through us from one or other of our advertisers. Subject to this con
dition , each prize-winner may exercise a free choice up to the value of his prize. This does not apply
to the books offered as consolation prizes, which will be given at our own discretion, and may vary in
value according to the success of each competitor's efforts.
(2 ) Each subscription collected by the competitors must be for a six-months'supply of the paper ( 26 copies,
45. 4d .). Subscriptions for a shorter period will not be counted . All subscriptions must be handed to
a local agent for the paper, together with the name and address of the subscriber to whom the copies are
to be supplied . The agent will give a receipt, which should be handed to the subscriber. On no
account should the subscription be sent to us. Subscriptions should be handed to the agent immediately
they are received , so that each new subscriber may at once commence to obtain his copies. For the assist
ance and convenience of competitors a parcel of printed subscription and receipt forms will be sent by
us, on application . We shall also be pleased to send, free and carriage paid , a parcel of assorted specimen
copies of the paper, to assist competitors in interesting new readers. All applications for these should
be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
(3 ) The competition will close on March , 31st, 1904 , and each competitor must send us a report of his work
not later than April 7th . This report must give the competitor's name and address, a list of the names
and addresses of the new subscribers he has obtained , and the name and address of the agent to whom
he has handed the subscriptions. As it is expected that each competitor shall himself be a regular reader
of the paper, evidence of this must be furnished by cutting out and enclosing with the report the thirteen
successive competition coupons, which will appear in our issues from January 7th to March 31st inclusive .
All reports must be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , and must be marked
“ Subscription Compétition " on the envelope . No reports should be sent in before March 31st.
( 4) In the event of two or more competitors securing an equal number of new subscribers, the value of the
prize to which they may be entitled will be divided between them .
(5 ) No newsagent, or other trade agent for the sale of The MODEL ENGINEER , or anyone in the employ or
such agent, will be eligible to compete ; but a special prize of £ 5 ( cash ) will be given to the agent
who receives the most subscriptions from competitors. In the event of a tie for this prize, the sum will
be divided between the agents concerned .
(6 ) Proper enquiries will be made as to the bona fide character of the successful competitors' work, and the
awarding of the prizes will be carried out by the Manager of THE MODEL ENGINEER, whose decision
must be accepted as final.
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DYNAMOS.

DYNAMOS

Castings, 30 watts , 3s. per

Set.

Complete Dynamos , 12s. 6d . each .
D

Photographed from our
No. 6
MAOHINE .

“

The

THE

ELECTRICAL
SUNDRIES
Works
152, Grey Maro
WILSON STREET .

Engineer "

Model

SUBSCRIPTION

YN A MO
LIST
FREE
CATALOGUE, containing everything Electrical, complete
or in parts, post free, 2d.

COMPETITION .

COUPON

No.

3.

JANUARY 21, 1904 .
Established

Working

CO.,

Lano . Manchester.

METAL WORKING
TOOLS
AND
THEIR
USES .
You have, perhaps, just taken up Model making, and,
though having some little experience of tools, have had no great
opportunities to acquire skill in their use. At times you may be
in doubt as to the best methods of using them .
This book has been prepared specially for such cases as
yours, and the information contained in it is bound to be a help
to you in your work . The proper tools to use for the different
operations in Metal Working are fully illustrated and described ,
and there are numerous bints as to the methods of using them to
the best advantage.
Price Bd. nett ; post free, 7d.
Of all Agents for THE MODEL ENGINEER, or from
PERCIYIL MARSHALL & 00.,
26-29 POPPIN'S COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON , E.C.

1789 .

Contractors to the Admiralty .

Model Steam
Model

MANUFACTURING

Engines

Racing

&

Clyde-Built

Yachts.

OUR FAMED
YACHTS ARE TOO
WELL KNOWN
TO REQUIRE MUCH
DESCRIPTION .
Tosted in Water under Full
Sail and Guaranteed.
CORRECT MODEL ENGINES OF L. & N.W.RY., L. & S.W.Ry.,
G.N.R., & C.RY., Coloured and Lined .
Length ofDeck, 16 ins. 7/6 carr. free.
Carr. free.
Carr. free.
Length of Deck , 18 ins., 9/9 carr. free. | Length of Deck , 22 ins.. 22 6 carr. paid .
Gauge o Bogine & Tender
14/6 Gauge 3 Engine & Tender ,
70 6
20 ins., 11/4
I
24 ins.. 25 6
28 6
2
29
29
9
. 906
13
11
21 ins., 14 6
2
57 6
2
SPÉCIAL PRIZE DESIGN AS ILLUSTRATED — Length of Deck , 30 ins., 40 Reversing Vertical Engines, 8/-, 4: 6, 6/6
carr free . Ditto, 36 ins., 45, 6. Ditto, 42 ins , 55/6 .
Write to-day for our NEW CATALOGUES. Over 600 Splendid Engravings of above and Motors, Dynamos, & c., post free, bd .
Model Yacht Builders,
Engineers and Electricians ,
ARGYLL ARCADE , GLASGOW , N.B.
We have a highly skilled staff of competent and experienced workmen for any class of Engine, Yachts, or Fittin's, to order or specification , and shali
be pleased to receive your enquiries,

xii.
(Continued from page iv.)
Wanted. The complete parts or partly finished
small Motor for Phonograph , drum or ring arma
ture . also Spark Coil, about 2-in . Will exchange
or sell Dynolite Cycle Lamp, 8s.; Varley's Polarized
Relay, 8s.; Bull's-eye Hand Camera, 98. ; Toy
Electro -Motor,with pump, 35. 6d. ;small Induction
Coil, 3s. 6d . ; Telegraph Galvanometer, 2s . 6 .
G. HANA , 360 , Stanstead Road , Catford, S.E.
Launch Engine (new ), 3 by 4 , link motion ,
hand-pump ; sell cheap .- H ., River Lodge, Grove
Park , Chiswick .
For Sale . — Whole-plate Camera Outfit (by
Midland Camera Co.), all latest improvements ,
three D.D. slides, time and instantaneous shutter,
R.R. lens, case , locking- joint tripod , turntable , all
accessories ,chemicals, etc.; accept ( 5 or near offer;
all new this season ; stamp particulars.-- A . T. M.,
36 , York Road, Edmonton .
WII Exchange a Gent's Road Racer Cycle, in
good condition , for a Treadle Lathe.-- Letters , W.
G. BOWRINC, 35,Moxon Street High Barnet.
Two Strong Wood Hand Printing Presses (one
self-inking) in working order, print şi ins.by 8 ins.:
six trays, and also boxes assorted type, brass and
zinc rules, compositor's stick , & c.; no use to
owner ; cost (new ) over £ 4 ; take £1, or exchange
for Model Engine, Boiler, or tools ; no approval.
ELAM , Littleport Street, Lynn.
Exchange "Lancaster Hand Camera (holding
twelve t-plates ) and accessories for good Medical
Coil.-W. J. TINGLEY, “ Sherringham ," Morland
Avenue, Croydon .
Quantity 3-16ths in . T-Handle Brass Petcock ;
2d . each, is . 8d. dozen ; post id. - Below .
Engineer," 1904 ; post free when fortnight old ;
TIS.-R. SMART, Zulla Road, Nottingham .
Gas Engine. .- ., water- cooled , electric
ignition ; 3os., or exchange. Stamp full particu
lars.-B. TICEHURST, Havelock Road , Hastings.
For Sale.-Vertical Boiler, fire tubes , stech,
18 ins. by 26 ins. ; fircbox , 25 ins. by 12 ins. ;
pressure, 100 to 120 lbs. sg . in .; extra
strong, machine riveted , firebars and all fittings,
smokebox and funnel ; would do for small launch ;
good steamer ; nearly new ; very little used ;
lagged with hair felt and teak wood with steel
hands ; cheap ; F.O.R .; M.E. deposit system ;
price £12, or near offer. - Below .
Horizontal Return Tube (dry back ) Steel Boiler
and 12 brass tubes, dome and fittings; working
pressure , 80 lbs. sc.in .; riveted (12! ins, by 28 ins).,
7-in. flue, extra long fire-bars and large smokebox ;
quick raiser ; su tible for 2- in , cylinder ; hardly
rised : owned abroad : very cheap : immediate
delivery ; F.O.R .; M.E. deposit system ; price
£8 .--Below .
Vertical Bollor, 18 ins. by 9, riveted , with nine
fire tubes : very good steamer ; 80 lbs. working
pressure ; stop , satety, and blow down valves,
internal fire ; in first-rate condition ; lagged with
felt and wood, with steel bands, cast-iron bed :
for immediate delivery , cheap ; F.O.R .; M.E.
deposit system ; drive it-in . engine ; price £ 5 .Box 193, The Model ENGINEER, 2% to 29, Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sale or Exchange.-- Powerful Medical or Bazaar
Shorking Coil, with regulator, switch , and battery,
18s. 6d.; motor and battery, 35. - YOUNG, 20,
Bank Road, Skerton .
For Sale.--Gas Engine, it h..p., splendid run
ning order, with gasbag, etc.; seen running by
appointment; price £ 10. - BLAKENEY Tanker
ville Road , Streatham .
High -speed Launch Engine ; Mr. Spicer's first
prize design ; It-in . bore ; z -in . stroke ; in per
lect working order ; 155. - 16, Howarth Street,
Louth , Sunderland .
Wanted, small Bench Lathe, with or without
slide rest; cash , or exchange Lecturer's I antern.
A. MCLELLAN , 4 , Highbury Grove, London , N.
£ 13 will Buy a 1 horse-power Steam Engine and
Briler,worth double ; boiler has 20 copper tubes : a
bargain : must be sold . - Apply BROWN, 13 ,Hindle
Street. Accrington .
Wantes, in exchange for if ins. by 2 ins. Launch
Engine (with reversing, and small dynamo), about
3 ins. Back - geared Lathe, compound rest.- Par
ticulars to K., 2. Spencer Park, S.W.
Sale.- Waterproof Overalls for cycling, touring .
fishing: bestmaterial: jacket and trousers; scarcely
used ; worth sos.; what offers ? Cash or Tools .
PARK, Churchover, Rugby.
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Hor’zontal Engine (2 ins.), 258.; Dynamo (wants
re-winding), ros. 6d.; Phonograph and Records,
5s ; Lucas's Acety phote Lamp, 8s. 60 .; Saddle ,
Ios. 6d. (suit motor ) ; V Belt, gs . 6d.; 50 MODEL
ENGINEERS, 35, 6d. Clearing Photo Accessories .
List, stamp. Letters only.-G. FRITZ, Victoria
Road, Harborne.
Good Italian Mandoline for sale, or exchonge for
Good Bojler, to burn coals.- COGGON , Hill Top ,
Gomersal.
Wanted . - Cycle Motor ; exchange splendid
Model Plough , cost 6os. Camera, t-plate - Mono
pole," 12 plates, cost 63$. Also wanted , Grama
phone. - GIVEN, Galashiels .
Two English pattern Midland Carriages and two
Guards' Vans, 21 gauge ; wish to exchange for
London and North Western Carriages and Vans, or
would sell, zos,lowest ; perfect condition.- Below .
Locos, 21. gauge, clockwork , one L. South
Western and one Midland, 4os. One steam , Mid
land, Sos All just new . - ORR, Io. Belgrave
Place, Edinburgh .
Sale. - 3-in , compound Rest, graduated taper
adjustment, balanced handles, cast steel square
screws ; practically new ; 205.- STORER, Wood
Street, Ripley, Derbyshire.
Salo . - 5 -in . stroke Crankshaft, driving and fly
wheel, 8s.; Scribing Block, 25. ; ten Turning Tools
35. ; Grindstone and Spindle, 2s . ; fifty Model
ENGINEERS, 35.; carriage forward - Frank Ellis ,
101, Warley Road , Halifax .
Warranted.-- Compound Slide- rest, with bed
plate , 7-in . centre Lathe, 62. Bourdon Pressure
Gauge, 3-in . dial,60 lbs., 5s. Automatic sight-feed
lubricator Steam Engine, 125. - CHERON, 107,
Canterbury Road , New Cross.
Boiler and Flue, 2 ft. high by 3 ft.; water and
steam safety -valve ; guaranteed ; nearly new , but
water tap broken ; cost over £6 ; sos.- Below .
Lathe Bench (“ Britannia " ).- Cost over 67 ; 3 ft.
long, 3: on face, 3 deep,gap slide-rest ; perfect con
dition ; £ 3.– ROBINSON, Elworth Street, Sandbach.
Bargain (£ 7 vos. for quick sale).-- ModelS.E. and
C.R. Bogie Express Loco ; inside slide-valve
cylinder , if ins. by 1 in , complete with tender ,
copper tubular boiler worth $ 20 ; beautifully
painted and lined ; perfect model ; too cheap for
approval ; guaranteed to work well. - WRIGHT,
157 , Southwark Bridge Road, London , S.E. (cost
£30 ; hardly used .)
Bargain .-Vertical High-speed Engine, 2-in .
bore , 3-in . stroke ; Undertype Dynamo, shuttle
armature , 4 amps . 25 volts ; both in good con
dition ; cheap for cash. - BROADHURST, 30, Ash
down Road, Worthing.
Sale. - 33-in . Launch , with motor and propeller,
designed for speed , 12s. 6d . ; also Winchester
Rifle, good condition , 155., or offer.- E . V. B, 9 ,
Warrington Road , Newcastle.
011 Engine (new ), į b.h.-p., horizontal, petro
leum , 2- in . bore ; 15 ; photo .- H . PESTELL , Gower
Road , Haywards Heath .
For Sale.--- Dynamo, 55 volts 7 amps., to light
eight 16 C.-p. lamps ; can be seen running.–
HODKINSON, Church Street, Accrington , Lancs,
Lathe, 21, Britannia, slide- and tee-rests, face
plate, various metal chucks and centres, carrier ,
hand and slide tools , saw cutter , spindle , 4-in .
emery wheel, & c.; splendid all round model
makers ; lot £ 5. Also, 4-in. Cushman , two sets
jaws, 20s. ; 2- in . Ditto , 12s . ; nearly new ; both
at lathe ; some other tools ; seen any time.Kent, 219, Upland Road , Peckham Rye.
Sale. -Steam Engine Books (by Arthur Rugg) ;
cost 245. new ; sell for 155., or exchange for Gas
or Hot-air Engine to drive 1 C “ Empire " dynamo.
-E. Williams, New Brighton , Minera, nr. Wrex
hin . N.W.
18 -Switch Lamp-Holders ; cord - grip ; is. each .
10 Switches, is. 2d . each . 9 f-in . Brass Holders ;
5d . each . 8 -in . Bronze ditto : all new.-E., 3,
Ladbroke Crescent, Notting Hill, W.
For Sale.- Vertical Engine ; it ins. by at ins.;
Gitted with link-motion ; 155.-G.Fox , 58, Macklin
Street, Derby.
Sale, 1 h . p . Horizontal Steam Engine, 355.-T.
STRUGGLES, 54, Brunswick Street, Ardwick Green ,
Manchester.
For Sale.- 1b.h..p . Gas Engine, with two heavy
flywheels , water tank 4 ft. by 18 ins , and gas bag
and all connections ; grand condition ; bargair ;
45.-W. L. ANDERSON 25, Christ Churcb Řoad,
Doncaster .
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Sale or Exchange.-New Cycle Back Wheel, Ios.
Pair New Handles, 5s. 6d Electric Bell , 25 .
Wanted, anything electrical or mechanical.-- FRED
SMITH , Langton Collia y , Pinxton, near Alfreton ,
Derbyshire
Electric Light Set, consisting 4 batteries, 2 lamps
with holders ; very little used ; in working order ;
exchange for model boiler, or set of castings.BONTOFT, 24A , Gathetums, Louth .
Mcmltan's Gas Engine, i in . bv 2 ins. (nearly
finished ), 78.; finished S.V.Engine, polished base,
brass bed , 35. 60.; quantity Engine Parts, cheap ,
I " Solito " Camera, 3 D.D. slides and case, 125 .
Wanted , Printer's Type, etc.-G. BROCKLEHURST.
Cross Street, Gainsborough .
Accumulators.-- Three 2 volt, 40 amp re hour
Accumulators, nearly new , 30s. (worth double ) .
13, Barwick Road, Forest Gate .
Knurling Tool, 2 wheels, Is. 60 .; 5.in. slotted Face
plate, zs. 6d .; ro Slide-rest Tools (fin ), 6s. 6d . :
swivel- jaw Machine Vice, opening 3 ins., 75. éd . :
steel Grinding Spindle , with 2 emery wheels fitted .
35. 6d. -ALBERT SMITH, Lime Grove, Longea ton ,
Derbyshire .
Dynamo. - High -class machine, drum armature.
brush rocker ; gives 8 volts 5 amps. eası' v ,
128. 6d. ; perfect. Water Motor, | h.-p. ; runs oft
house tap, tos. - SUTCLIFFE, 30, Drake Street,
Rochdale.
Columbia Phonograph, 10 records and recor les
(cost gos .), 208.; Flywheel, 26 - in ., diameter grooved ,
6s. ; one 16 - in ., 4.; Air Gun, Ios. ; exchange
Dynamo or Steam Gauge,or offers . Stort, Bruns.
wick Street, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire.
Three Model E. Carburettors, with throttle and
regulators ; all new ; 2os . each.-F. CLARKE, 23,
Latimer Street, Stepney,
Exchange. - Silver Albert for small Electric
; must be in good going condition.
Motor
40 MOTOR,"
3, Roebuck Street, Crewe.
For Sale.-- 1 by 2 Vertical Slide-valve Engine,
with steel briler and best gunmetalmodel fittings :
complete ; £2 175. 6d . : appointment by letter.
to F. BATE , 28 , New Bridge Street, London , EC
Miscellaneous and Late.
Fastest Steamer in Kingdom . - To satisfy those
enthusiasts who write for design of “ Era " (winner
of Speed Competition ), a limited number of Blue
Prints of her working drawings of hull are being
prepared . Copies of same (30 ins . by 20 ins..
about),at 58. 3d . each , earlv application necessary .
-A . E FOSTER. $6 . Willmer Road, Birkenhead .
Coloured Working Drawings of improved Blow .
lamp Burner, four stamps -DUXBURY , 18. Lord
Street, Gorton , Marchester
3 -jaw Sell- centring Seroll Chueks, 2-in ., 8s. 6d .
-PINKNEY, Heanor, Nottingham .
Ammeters and Voltmeters. Will the Kent
gentleman who sent me particulars of his own
make of these in 1902, please communicate ?
TURNER, Ardingly, Sussex .
Plumbago Crucibles, 6d. ; Brassfounder's Sand ,
cwt. bags, s. 6d. (Instructions).- GEO . WELIS.
Needham Market
Engineering Firm starting model making re
quires the Name and Address of a Firm of First
class Painters and Liners of Models ; London house
preferred. - Apply, Box 194, THE MODEL. Exgi
NEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London ,
E.C.
Gentlemen's Triplet Cycle, in good condition , bv
good maker, mounted with triplet tyres , 21
dropped handles and front handles square ; would
make a grand motor tandem ; best offer, or ex
change small Gas Engine and Dynamo. - E . ROOK ,
49, Frostoms Road, Workington.
Screw -Cutting, “ Screw -Cutting," “ Serew
Cutting." - Below .
The Best Booklet on “ Screw -Cutting," sent to
7d. - Below .
“ Cycle Frame Brazing," sent for 4d. -- Below .
“ Guide to Soldering," sent for 3d . - Below .
The Above Three Booklets are sent for One
Shilling postage free. -- GEORGE HARRISON (M.
45 Rupert Street, Nottingham .
To Makers of Model Engines.-- Electric Motors
and Novelties ; also to Publishers of Handbooks on
all subjects . - We require Wholesale Terms, with
Catalogues . - FLAMwells, Engineers, Worksop
(Continued on page riv.)
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SINCE THE APPEARANCE of our Advartis sment in the November issue of “ The Model Engineer,"
pffering a limited numbər of these High-class Dynamo Parts, itted and wound as the offer below , we have been
besieged with requests from readers who were too late to get one of these specially - fitted sets (all the 500 being
cleared out within six days from the issue of the Advertisement) that we have decided to prepare another 10.0
of these fitted and wound sets, which will POSITIVELY BE TÉE LAST we can supply this season .
The Cog -Drum Armatures alone of these Sets, being built up from the best soft charcoal iron stampings,
would cost as much in the ordinary way ready wound as weare offering the whole set of Parts for complete
Orders will be received up to January 31st only for these Fitted Sets, and in case the 1000 Sets are
cleared out before that date, we reserve the right to return remittance .
SPECIAL NOTICE . - Wewill do
the following FREE OF CHARGE
EFFICIENCY
HIGH
to all Sets ordored BEFORE
January 81st : Drill and Fit Arma
ture Bearings and Rocker Bar,
0
WIND THE ARMATURE , and
provide Finished Elght - Section
KAPP
Commutator, which will be con
nected to Armature Wires ready
for running. This offer applies
only to the FIRST 1000 SETS,
DYNAMOS
being solely to introduce our goods.
The winding of an eight-section cog drum armature having hitherto been
the chief obstacle to amateurs in fitting up these higher-class Dynamos,
we have put down special machinery for this purpose, and are enabled to
make the above offer to introduce our Sets. These armatures, ready wound ,
would cost as much in the ordinary way as we are offering the whole Sets
for complete .
These Machines (see Illustration ) are of the “ Kapp " type, and are
specially designed for either lighting lamps direct, or for charging accumu.
jators. The Nos. 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 Sets have drum armatures, such as are fitted
to the most expensiveMachines only, adjustable rocker brushes, extra long
bearings, with oil cups, and, in fact, are the finest small Dynamos procur

able where real and constant work is required . Full Drawings and Book of
Instructions sent out with all Sets of both Engine and Dynam free of
charge. COMPLETE SETS, WITH WIRE FOR WINDING , SCREWS
AND BOLTS FOR ERECTING - in fact, everything required to complete the Dynamos without further expenditure.
No. 1 Set, carriage paid, gs. 6d., to light Four 3 c.-p. lamps.
2
Four 5 C.-P.
13s. 6d .,
Four 8 c.-P.
3 ,
195. 6d., »
Six
4
255. od., .
8 c.-P
Five 16 c.-P. . »
5
355. od .,
495.6d.,
Eight 16 C.-P.

The following letters, every single one of which has been sent quite voluntarily on the part of the
Purchaser , speak for themselves :
Carluke, N.B 11th January , 1904. - DearSirs,—Received
I , Lansdowne Terrace, Ramsgate . - Received your Set
the Parts of the Kapp Dynamo on Saturday afternoon
of Castings safe , and am very pleased with them . I am
and am very pleased with them . - Yours truly , R. GOOD .
sure they are worth double the money . - Yours truly , W.
Bangor Road, Ruabon , 8th January , 1904. - Dear Sirs,
KNIGHT.
Miles Platting: -I think your Castings are excellent, and
— Kindly send me parts for your 1 h.p. Horizontal Engine.
I had Castings of a Dynamo from you some time ago, and
cannot be beaten . They have given me very little trouble
had no difficulty in making a very fine machine. -Yours
to make up. I bought Castings from you two years ago ,
truly, P. ATLEE.
and was just as pleased with them . You shall certainly
have all my future orders. - Yours truly , F. RYLANCE, Jun .
31, Bowbridge Road , Newark . - Dear Sirs,—The No. 3
Portsmouth Road , Woolston . - Dear Sir , I had a No. 2
Set of " Kapp ” Dynamo Parts you sent me I like very
" Kapp " Dynamo and Gas Engine from you some time
much .
They are very clean and good . I fitted it to
back for electro-plating, and afterusing expensive batteries,
gether and put it in the Industrial Exhibition here (open
I consider the Dynamo to have paid for itself. I should
to the United Kingdom ), where it took third prize. It
advise all jewellers who do their own electro -plating to
also runs very well as a motor , driving a small lathe
have one of your splendid machines. I have electro
splendidly .-- Yours, etc., J. T. RODDING .
Exeter Villas, Uplands, Swansea. — Dear Sirs, —I beg to
plated all the brass work . Itmakes a fine novelty for the
window . I enclose order for larger Dynamo and Engine.
acknowledge receipt of No. 3 Set “ Kapp" Dynamo. They
are the neatest and best Set of Castings I have ever seen .
You maymake what use you like of this. — Yours truly ,
F. CASE .
- Yours truly J. P. MARTIN .
14, Back Portugal Street, Manchester. - Dear Sirs, -I enclose two stamps
65, Oakfield Road, Stroud Green , N - Dear Sirs, -Some time ago I pur
for your Catalogue. A friend of mine bought one of your No. 6 Sets of
chased from you a Set of Dynamo Castings. I have made one or two .
“ Kapp " Dynamo, which works very well, lighting his workshop beauti
Dynamos previously , and have paid more money for much smaller Sets to
other firms. These are the cheapest and best I have ever comeacross, and
fully - Yours truly, H. COWLEY .
7 , Bank Street, Tonbridge.- Dear Sirs, —I bought a Set of your No. 3
it is a pleasure to testify as to good value received.-Yours truly. G. R.
MICKLEWOOD .
Dynamo last week , which I have made up into a splendid machine, of which
I am very proud. Yours truly, S. Wood .
41, Strathesden Street, Belfast. - Dear Sirs,-Dynamo Parts, etc., arrived .
13, Brunswick Street, Swansea. - Dear Sirs, - I received the fittings of
on the 29th , and are excellent value. Two friends who have seen them are
No. 3 Dynamo on Tuesday, and am more than pleased with them . I should
ordering
Sets by this post.-- Yours truly , W. LAZENBATT.
be glad if you could make any reduction on one dozen Sets.-T. ROBERTS.
Rydar Street, Truro .--- Dear Sirs, ---Castings received all right, and am
Dumfrochac Road , Greenock . - Dear Sirs, —The No. 5 Set of Dynamo
very highly pleased with them . - Yours truly, E. Jose.
arrived sately . It is a very good Set, and I am well pleased with it.-Yours
Attleboro ', Nuneaton. - Received Dynamo Parts safely. Am very pleased
truly, R. BOTTRILL.
George Street, Whitby. — Dear Sirs,-Received Dynamo parts all right,
with the Set, and glad to have got in time for your Special Offer. - Yours
and was much pleased with same.-W. T. HILDRECK .
truly, H. S. J.
Orders for above Sets will be booked on receipt of deposit of ss., and from Foreign and Colonial Readers the limit will be extended for one month
within which order may be received .
Liberal terms to Colonial Agents .
Large 50 -pago ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of all our Manufactures sent Free on receipt of Two Stamps for postage.
BRITISH

MODELLING

AND

ELECTRICAL COMPANY, LEEK , STAFFS .
(ESTABLISHED 1882.)
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h.-P., 40s.; t, 6os. - HUNT, 2 ,
Gas Engines.
Elm Road , Leytonstone, E.
21 h.-p. " Minerva " Engine ; new ; £ 7. ith -p .
" Minerva " Motor Cycle Set ; new ; complete,
except accumulator ; £ 8.5 h.-p. Two-cylinder
“ Decauville " Air -cooled Engine ; new ; £ 9 .
Several other Engines, very cheap . Some New
Celluloid Accumulators, very cheap. Many other
things very cheap. Send for List.-- TWENTIETH
CENTURY MOTOR CO., LTD ., Padua Road , Penge,
SE
Straight Lathe Beds, accurately planed ; under
cut; 30- in ., IIS. 6d .; 36-in ., 16s. 6d List, stamp.
-ARTHUR FIRTH , Toolmaker, Cleckheaton .
Brazing Superseded ! -- " Tenax," the new high
melting point Soft Solder; melts about 600 degs. F.
Indispensable for boilers, built cylinders, etc., 5d .
OZ., 3 Ozs . Is ., post free ; sample, id. stamp.
W. M SIMPSON , 41, Elphinstone Road, Hastings..
Wanted. - Back -geared, Screw - cutting Bench
Lathe, 3 ft 6 ins. bed, 4 ins. centre ; first-class con
dition ; state maker , lowest price, and full par
ticulars.-- " ACCURACY ,' Times Office, Bury .
Double Cylinder Portable Engine. - Cylinders
1 in . bore ; feed pump, governors, throttle-valve,
stop-valve, spring balance safety-valve, set safety .
valve , pressure-gauge, water-gauge, with three
cocks, whistle, swivel fore carriage ; packed on
rail, 65 cash ; worth much more ; splendid present
for a youth . - R . W. WRIGHT, 5, Ella Road
Norwich .
Rails Wanted , if ins. gauge or single ; also
Switches. Send particulars and lowest prices.
21, Shepperton Road , Sherfield
Sale.- Kapp Dynamo, 13 volts 2 amps., Ios.
Premier Phonograph , 55.-F. Page, 17, Havant
Road , Portsmouth .
Don't throw that half-finished Model on the
scrap -heap. Try an advertisement in this column,
if you wish to get rid of it.

VOLUME
OF

"

X -Ray Coils. - 9 -in . Spark Coil, complete with
commutator ; will give continuous 9 -in . spark with
12 volts ; price £12. Also 5-in, Coil, with com
mutator ; price 17 ; approval, deposit .-- ALIEN,
19, Bradford Road, Dewsbury.
Practical Lessons in Metal Turning." — All
Mechanics and Ainateurs can find useful informa
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 2s. 3d .,
post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

IF NOT, SEND FOR
" MACHINE DRAWING "
CAN
made easy. It contains
over 200 Detail Drawings
(Dimensioned ),
handsomely bound .
YOU
Post free, 2/9. Address
Wallace C. Bentley ,
M.LM.E.,
Consulting Engineer ,
DRAW
?
HALIFAX , ENG.
Thousands in use .

THE DYNAMO CO .,
Rough Head , HEBDEN BRIDGE,
SUPPLY CASTINGS FOR
OVERTYPE DYNAMOS from 1/6
per Set, and
MANCHESTER TYPE from 6/6
per Set. Finished Dynamos to quotations.
LISTS FREE .

A

Practical Guide for
Electricians.

Amateur

Read the following Bxpert Opinions :
The Engineet says : “ A useful little book for
young electricians commencing to study this branch
The constructive de
of practical electricity .
tails should also prove of value to all washing to
construct batteries."
Electricity says : " This is a capital little book,
replete with practical information concerning all
the ordinary types of primary batteries.
The Photographic Deaier says : “ . . . Such na
Instructive andthoroughly reliablebook ... is very
welcome, and is certain to prove popular ...'

Price 6d . net ; Post Free, 70
May be obtained from all Agents for THE MODE
ENGINEER, or from ,
THE BOOK DEPARTMENT,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London E.O.

ACETYLENE
How

Cloth Bound, containing Twenty- six issues, January
ist, 1903, to June 25th , 1903, 6s. 6d. each ; post
(ree Rs . 11d .

&

CO . ,

26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

GAS

:

to Make and Use It .

This Book is a thoroughly practical guide to the construc
tion of various types of small Generators, with hints on fitting
up Pipes, Burners, and Purifiers.
The method of working a Gas Engine with Acetylene Gas
is also described.
The Book is fully illustrated , and will prove of value to all
interested in Acetylene Gas and its Uses.
Price 6d , nett, post free 7d , Of all Agents for The
MODEL ENGINEER , or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL

&

Co.

26-29, Poppin's Court , Fleet St., London , E.C.

Simple
VOLUME

Electric Batteries:
HOW TO MAKE
AND USE THEM .

VIII

The ModelEngineer "
620 Pages. Well Illustrated .

PERCIVAL MARSHALL

January 21, 1904.

Mechanical

IX

OF

TheModel Engineer
644 pages. Well Illustrated.
Cloth Bound, containing Twenty-seven issues, July 2nd
to December 31st, 1903, 6s.6d. each ; post free, 6s . 11d .
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

Co.,

26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

Working Models .
If you are as yet only a beginner in Model-making, this
book will be a very useful one for you.
It is practically a first course in Model-making , and gives
particulars of some simple, but interesting, working models,
which almost anyone with a few tools at their disposal can make.
The Models will give satisfaction when completed, and,
though neither complicated nor difficult to make, serve as a
useful introduction to the necessary skill in fitting required for
the production of more elaborate machines.
Price 6d. nett ; post free, 7d .
To be obtained from all Agents for The MODEL ENGINEER, or
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
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Twenty - three Handbooks, bound in one volume
Whitney's Mode! Launch Engines are excellent
value : bore from 178. od. ; } bore from 255.
cloth , 3s. 9d., carriage paid , or separately as below .
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Brass Founding.-- " How to Mould and Cast
Private Advertisements ar inserted in this Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c .; How to Build
Water Motors from 6s. 6d.; h.-p. 175. 6d.
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
Small Furnace," post free , 6d .
b . p . 3os. Castings, 35., 5., 9s. 6d . Cheapest
Pattern
Making.and
How
Patterns
Make
to
less, and id . per 3 prords after.
form of power for light work . - WHITNEY .
this
Trade Advertisements are inserted
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Conta't Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran .
column at the rate of is . for the first 12 words or
Blacksmithing. " How to Forge and Weld
teed platinum , silver plated ; & in . to centre, is. 9d.
less, and id . per word after.
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d.
1 in ., 25. 3d. ; it ins., 25. 6d. ; 1$ ins., 28. 9d . :
Single letters of figures are charged as words
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
1 ins., 35. All other materials in stock . - WHITNEY
and a compound word as two words. The adver
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams; post
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 24 ins.
tiser's name and address is charged for. AU
free, 6d.
inside, is. 3d . each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid,
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, 9d. negative, 7d . each ;
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
Grids, 5d. ; Terminals, 3d . Excellent value.
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
Or Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager,
“ Motal, ` Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle WHITNEY .
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Telephone Roceivers, with Compound Magnets
Tubes,Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
“ Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
in ebonite cases ; cost 1os. 6d. ; only 3s. 3d ., post
Hardening, 6d.
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin, is. id ., post
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ; free. Every one tested . -WHITNEY.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
diagrams, 6d .
Whitnoy's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
All Advertisements must be recelved by Arst
" Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipos," Soldered
for feeding small boilers Prises from 30s. Many
post on the SATURDAY proceding date of issue. Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Advertisements received after this time will be
" Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ios., is. 2d .; 6 by it ins..
plates and Taps, Making Dies , Taps ; diagrams,
inserted in the following number,
is. 8d . ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d. ; 6 by 2. ins., 43. 6d . :
6 .
6 by 31 ins.. 55. 3d. i 6 by 4 ins., 55. 9d . 8 by 4 ins ,
" Motal Drilling, Dr Making and Using " ; 75. dozen packed. - WHITNEY.
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 35., 45., 6s. 9d.,
diagrams, 6d .
Our Deposit System .
* Metal Surface Finishing, " Filing, Polishing, 75. 9d., 85. od., tos, ed ., 13s. 6d . dozen . Fuller
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d.
pattern , 78. gd ., 9s. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
“ How to Solder Gold, Silver, Aluminium , Brass , in many sizes. - WHITNEY.
Notice -As we cannot accept any responsi
bility for the bona- lides of Advertisers, we recom
& c.,
Rails for Model Rallways.-- Correct section ,
Brazing
; 3d .How to Use it on Wood
“
The
Saw " and
and
2s. 3d . dozen 16- in . lengths. Very easy to make
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in., is . 9d. :
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells , il ins., 28. rod . dozen , post free.- WHITNEY.
quainted , to adopt the Deposil Systems explained
Delore .
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, 6d.
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
Polishing, Stalning, Varnishing " ;
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
We will receive from intending purchasers the with“ French
Polish Recipes ; 6d .
something that you want.
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
Whitney for New and Second-hand Dynamos,
by our advertisers, ana will acknowledge its receipt
& c . Cement Recipes ; 6d .
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils , Wimshurst
to both the Detositor and the l'endor, whose full
“ Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working Machines , Microscopic Accessories, etc.. etc.
names and addresses must be given . When the
on a small Scale ; 6d .
Please state exact requirements .
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
" Bookbinding Without Special Tools," Gold
Whitney, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
one way . The deposit is retained by us until we Lettering,
& c . ; 6d .
Road
London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of atus , Bought,
Sold and Exchanged. Estab
of the article having been returned and acccpled .
lished over quarter of a century.
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
Designs " ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
Brazing,"
“
Cycle
Enamelling,"
4d
.
·
;
Cycle
6d for the sumsof £ 1 and under , and is for amounts
Please Note Change of Address.-- New Sliding
6d . ; * Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, c., must be re
Resistances, by Westinghouse (cost 455.), suitable
6d .
mitted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement Roadside,"
for
motors, & c., price 5s, 9d . Coils wound with
Any Three Above Books, is.; any six, is. 7d . ;
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Courl, Fleet Street,
silk -covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident eight or more, 3d. each , all post free.
needle
pivots, suitable for making galvanometers,
Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
& c. (cost 453. ), price 5s. 9d . Odd Galvanometers,
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged . and Cole's
information on Mechanical Matters , 3d .
in
cases,
5s.6d . Polarized Relavs, slightly de
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 2s. Bd.
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury ,
fective (cost [ 3 ), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
Manchester. Australian Wholesale Agents :
£25
),
price
£ 3. Quantity of odd Telephones and
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques
“ Robertsons."
cannot be accepted ).
Sounders, from 6s. 6d . ; also hundreds of useful
X Book on the Latho ; full of information on
oddments
,
can be inspected by appointment.
The Fee mentioned above skould be sent in Stamps
the construction of Lathes. X
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. - SAM
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and MIDDLETON , Faraday House , 179, Camden Grove
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
, with a chapter on
h , Peckham , S.É.
# should be made payable to the Advertiser of the American
How to Testa Lathe : giving a practical Nort
Aeronautical and Submarine Engineering,
foods.
method
testing
throughout
of
accuracy;
a
lathe
special
terms to experimenters. THE SOUTH
for
in the case of exchanges , money to the value o
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING WORKS, Blackheath
tre article should be deposited by each party . We invaluable to la the users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ; Hill, Greenwich .
cannot receive the articies themselves.
foreign readers post free .
Cycles ! Cycles ! !-- Frames , fittings, wheels ;
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty all parts supplied : write for catalogue.-- DIMMACK
on machinery is in force.-- DRUMMOND BROTHERS, BROS., 48 , Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
Trade.
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
lished 1889 .
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work , etc., or
Manufactures.-Special lines and designs illus
“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V,
every description . Speciality : Motor cylinder
VI, and VII, 3s. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gcar-cutting :
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
Whitworth Screwplate , with Taps and Tap
and Nos. on Šale.-E. POCTEAU , 231A,Gray's Inn
Screw - cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
wrench , 1, 3-16 , , or Modeller's Set, is. Id each .
Road , London
general milling, planing, etc.--GEORGE ADAMS,
--WILKINS, 87, Marlboro' Road , Bowes Park .
Arts and Trades Cataloguo Froo. --This
144, High Holborn , London , W.C.
Compound Slide- rests.-Swivelling 21, 155. 6d .•
valuable list contains books on Brewing, Building,
George Adams for all work needing special
Electrical, Engines and Boilers, Iron , Steel, and
accuracy , finish and prompt despatch . Plantmost
3 in . i7s. 6d . Steel Lathe Carriers, is. gd. set.
Lists, itd. - WILKINS.
up- to-date and complete in the country.
Metallurgy, Design , Decoration, Chemistry,
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels, Turbines, Hy
100,000 Books, all kinds
Plumbago Crucibles, 5d . ; Brasstounder's Sand.
Photography, & c .
cwt. bags, is. 6d (Instructions ).- Geo . WELLS
Please state wants. - BAKERS' Great Bookshop, draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps. Electric Motors,
Market.
Needham
and Dynamos ; state requirements . New Water
Birmingham .
Free.- Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name Motor lists id . Hire purchase terms arranged.
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Percy PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury, Herefordshire.
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
Mr. Greenly's 1904 Locomotive.-- Complete Set
Private .
FORD , Snow Hill, London .
of beautifully -moulded Wheels, in best soft iron ;
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials . --Watches,
correct to drawings. Drivers to machine to
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
3 3-16ths ins.; Bogies to 2 3-16ths ins. Price, for rates for these advertisements.
tions, 6d . post free. - THE MORRIS Cohen Co., LTD ,
45. 6d. per Set. Set, beautifully turned and
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
132, Kirkgate, Leeds.
finished, gs. per Set. For prices of Castings and the same place, thich giies protection to both pur.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes , Fans, rough or
Finished Cylinders, etc., please send stamp, We chaser and seller,
finished . list 2d .---REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
in tend to give special attention to this splendid
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory Model, and if you think of building, don't fail to
Sale. - Table Engine ; well finished , 2 $ ins. by
for model engineers.-- KING & COMPANY, below .
write us. Lowest prices for best quality work.
Please enclose an extra fd . stamp for copy of our 51 ins
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
pump, governor ; photo ; £ 6 ios. –
GOOD
GEO,
COLONEL
ČLEMENTS, Bryerswood , Southbourne,
Engines.and
Tools
of
List
for lists , free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY, New
Hants.
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol. ! MAN & Co., East Hayes, Bath .
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE .

(Continued from page xii.)
Gas Engines. - h.-P., 408 .; t, 6os. - HUNT, 2,
Elm Road , Leytonstone, E.
21 h.-p. " Minerva " Engine ; new ; £7 . 1th -p.
“ Minerva " Motor Cycle Set ; new ; complete,
except
accumulator
; £8.5Engine
h.-p. : Two-cylinder
“ Decauville
" Air- cooled
new ; £ 9 .
Several other Engines, very cheap. Some New
Celluloid Accumulators, very cheap. Many other
things very cheap. Send for List . – TWENTIETH
CENTURY MOTOR CO., LTD ., Padua Road, Penge,
SE
Straight Lathe Beds, accurately planed ; under
cut : 30 -in ., IIS. 6d .: 36 -in ., 16s. 6d List, stamp.
-ARTHUR FIRTH , Toolmaker, Cleckheaton .
Brazing Superseded ! — “ Tenax ," the new high
melting point Soft Solder; melts about 600 degs. F.
Indispensable for boilers , built cylinders, etc., 5d.
oz.., 3 ozs. Is., post free ; Sample, id. stamp.
W. M SIMPSON , 41, Elphinstone Road , Hastings.
Wanted. - Back -geared, Screw -cutting Bench
Lathe, 3 ft 6 ins. bed, 4 ins. centre ; first-class con
dition ; state maker, lowest price, and full par
ticulars.- " ACCURACY ,
Times Office, Bury .
Double Cylinder Portable Engine. - Cylinders
I în . bore ; feed pump, governors, throttle -valve,
stop-valve, spring balance safety-valve, set safety
valve, pressure -gauge, water -gauge, with three
cocks, whistle, swivel fore carriage ; packed on
rail, 65 cash ; worth much more ; splendid present
for a youth . - R . W. WRIGHT, 5, Ella Road
Norwich .
Rails Wanted, I ins. gauge or single ; also
Switches. Send particulars and lowest prices.
21, Shepperton Road , Sheifeld
Sale.- Kapp Dynamo, 13 volts 2 amps., Ios.
Premier Phonograph , 55.-F. PAGE, 17, Havant
Road , Portsmouth .
Don't throw that half- finished Model on the
scrap -heap . Try an advertisement in this column,
if you wish to get rid of it.

VOLUME

X -Ray Coils. - 9-10 . Spark Coil, complete with
commutator ; will give continuous 9 - in . spark with
12 volts ; price £ 12. Also 5-in . Coil, with com
mutator ; price 47 ; approval, deposit. - ALIEN ,
Road, Dewsbury .
192* Bradford
Practical Lessons in Metal Turning." - All
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 25. 3d .,
post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29 ,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

A

IP NOT, SEND POR
" MACHINE DRAWING "
CAN
made easy . It contains
over 200 Detail Drawings
(Dimensioned ),
bandsomely bound.
YOU
Post free , 2/9. Address
Wallace o . Bentley
M.LME.
Consulting Engineer ,
HALIFAX , ENG .
DRAW ?
Thousands in use.

How

The Model
Engineer"
620 Pages. Well Illustrated .
Cloth Bound, containing Twenty- six issues, January
ist, 1903, to June 25th , 1903, 68. 6d . each ; post
(ree 6s . 11d .

PERCIVAL MARSHALL
26-29 , Poppin's

&

CO .,

Court, Fleet Street, London,

E.C.

IX

OF
TheModelEngineer

644 pages. Well Illustrated .
Cloth Bound, containing Twenty- seven issues, July 2nd
to December 31st, 1903, 6s.6d. each ; post free, 6s. 11d .
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

Price 6d. net ; Post Free, 70
May be obtained from all Agents for THE MODE
ENGINEER, or from
THE BOOK DEPARTMENT,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London E.O.

to Make

Co.,

26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

GAS :

and Use It .

This Book is a thoroughly practical guide to the construc
tion of various types of small Generators, with hints on fitting
up Pipes, Burners, and Purifiers.
The method of working a Gas Engine with Acetylene Gas
is also described .
The Book is fully illustrated, and will prove of value to all
interested in Acetylene Gas and its Uses.
Price 6d , nett, post free 7d , Of all Agents for THE
MODEL ENGINEER , or from

PERCIVAL MARSHALL

&

Co.

26-29, Poppin's Court , Fleet St., London , E.C.

Simple
VOLUME

THEM .

Amateur

Practical Guide for
Electricians.

ACETYLENE

VIII

Batteries:

TO MAKE
AND USE

Read the following Bxpert Opinions :
The Engineet says : A useful little book for
young electricians commencing to study this branch
The constructive de
of practical electricity .
tails should also prove of value to all w.shing to
construct batteries.
Electricity says : " This is a capital little book ,
replete with practical information concerning all
the ordinary types of primary batteries.
Such a
The Photographic Dealer says : " .
Instructive and thoroughly reliable book
is very
welcome, and is certain to prove popular

THE DYNAMO CO .,
Rough Head, HEBDEN BRIDGE,
SUPPLY CASTINGS FOR
OVERTYPE DYNAMOS from 1/6
per Set, and
MANCHESTER TYPE from 6/6
Per Set. Finished Dynamos to quotations.
LISTS FREE .

OF

"

Electric
HOW

Mechanical

Simple
Working

Models .
If you are as yet only a beginner in Model-making, this
book will be a very useful one for you .
It is practically a first course in Model-making, and gives
particulars of some simple, but interesting, working models,
which almost anyone with a few tools at their disposal can make.
The Models will give satisfaction when completed, and ,
though neither complicated nor difficult to make, serve as a
useful introduction to the necessary skill in fitting required for
the production ofmore elaborate machines.
Price 6d. nett ; post free, 7d.
To be obtained from all Agents for The Model ENGINEER, or
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

January 28, 1904.
SALE AND

The Modol Engineer and Electrician .
EXCHANGE .

Private Advertisements are inserted in this
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words of
less, and id. per 3 trords after.
this
Trade Advertisements are inserted
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
less, and id. per word after.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
fiser's name and address is charged for. AIL
A dvertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS .
All Advertisements must be recelved by Arst
post on the SATURDAY proceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in tho following number,

Our Deposit System .
Notice -As we cannot accept any responsi
bility for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unc
quainted , lo adopt the Deposil System explained
below .
We will receive from intending, purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge ils receipt
to both the Derositor and the l'endor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way. The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
bd for the sums of £ 1 and under, and is for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
nitted at the same time, and seni to the Advertisement
Manager , 26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
Tithin the United Kingdom , double fees are charged.
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 2s. Bd .
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above skould be sent in Stamps
* by Postal Order as a separale amount. If the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
# should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
foods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
fre article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articies themselves.
Trade.

“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 35. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Šale.-- E . POCTEAU, 231A, Gray's Inn
Road , London
"Arts and Trados Cataloguo Froo. -- This
valuable list contains books on Brewing, Building,
Electrical, Engines and Boilers, Iron , Steel, and
Metallurgy, Design, Decoration , Chemistry,
Photography, & c. 100,000 Books, all kinds
Please state wants .-- BAKERS' Great Bookshop,
Birmingham .
Free.-Pockot Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials .-Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions, 6d . post free. - THE MORRIS Cohen Co., LTD ,
132, Kirkgate , Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished : list 2d .- REYNOLDS Bros., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
tor model engineers.-- KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
for lists, free one stamp. - King & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.

Twenty - three Handbooks, bound in one volume
cloth , 35. ed., carriage paid , or separately as below .
Brass Founding.-- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c .; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Blacksmithing.- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
free , 6d.
Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
“ Metal, Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
" Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d .
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
" Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipos," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
" Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
“ Motal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
* Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing , Lacquering ; 6d .
“ How to Solder Gold, Silver, Aluminium , Brass,
Brazing " ; 3d .
The Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting : diagrams, 6d.
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, 6d .
Making
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d.
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood , Glass,
& c. Cement Recipes ; 6d .
“ Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d.
“ Book binding Without Special Tools,” Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d .
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ; the law clearly explained ; 6d .
“ Cycle Brazing," 4d . ; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d. ; " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d.
Any Three Above Books, is.; any six, is. 7d . ;
eight or more, 3d. each , all post free .
" Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d .
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester.
Australian Wholesale Agents :
" Robertsons.''
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test à Lathe : giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy ;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force.--DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work, etc., or
every description . Speciality : Motor cylinder
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear-cutting :
Screw - cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
general milling, planing, etc.- GEORGE ADAMS,
144, High Holborn, London , W.C.
George Adams for all work needing special
accuracy, finish and promptdespatch . Plantmost
up-to -date and complete in the country.
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels, Turbines , Hy
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps. Electric Motors,
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Motor lists id . Hire purchase terms arranged .
PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury, Herefordshire.
Mr. Greenly's 1904 Locomotive.-- Complete Set
of beautifully -moulded Wheels, in best soft iron ;
correct to drawings. Drivers to machine to
3 3-16ths ins. ; Bogies to 2 3-16ths ins. Price,
45. 6d . per Set. Set, beautifully turned and
finished , os. per Set. For prices of Castings and
Finished Cylinders, etc., please send stamp. We
in tend to give special attention to this splendid
Model, and if you think of building, don't fail to
write us. Lowest prices for best quality work.
Please enclose an extra d. stamp for copy of our
New List of Tools and Engines.- Geo. GOOD
MAN & Co., East Hayes, Bath .

iii.
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value : bore from 178. od. ; bore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d . ; & h.-p. 175. 6d .
h.-P., 30s. Castings. 35., 5., 93. 6d. Cheapest
form of power for light work. - WHITNEY.
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran .
teed platinum , silver plated ; in. to centre, is. 9d .
i in ., 25. 3d. ; it ins., 25. 6d . ; Itins., 25. 9d . :
ins., 3s. All othermaterials in stock . - WHITNEY
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by at ins.
inside, is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, od.. negative, 7d . each ;
Grids, 5d. ; Terminals, 3d. Excellent value.WHITNEY.
Telephone Roceivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost tos. 6d. ; only 35. 3d., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id., post
free. Every one tested . - WHITNEY .
Whitnoy's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers Prices from 3os. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ips., is. 2d .;6 by lins.,
is . 8d . ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d. ; 6 by 24 ins., 43. 6d . ;
6 by 3 ) ins., 55. 3d. : 6 by 4 ins., 55. 9d . 8 by 4 ins ,
- WHITNEY .
78.Battery
dozen packed
Zincs .for
above, 25., 3., 45., 6s. 9d .,
78. 9d., 8s. gd., tos. 9d., 135. 6d . dozen . Fuller
pattern , 78. gd., 9s. 68. dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes. - WHITNEY.
Rails for Model Railways .-- Correct section ,
25. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in., is. 9d. :
ins., 25. rod . dozen , post free. - WHITNEY.
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
use
to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
of
something that you want.
Whitney for New and Second-hand Dynamos ,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories. etc.. etc.
Please state exact requirements .
Whitney , The Scientific Exchange. 117 , City
Road , London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold and Exchanged . Estab
lished over quarter of a century .
Please Note Change of Address. - New Sliding
Resistances, by Westinghouse ( cost 458.), suitable
for motors, & c., price 5s. 9d . Coils wound with
silk -covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
needle pivots, suitable for making galvanometers,
& c. (cost 455. ), price 5s. 9d . Odd Galvanometers,
in cases, 5s.6d . Polarized Relavs, slightly de
fective (cost [ 3 ), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
( 25 ), price £ 3. Quantity of odd Telephones and
Sounders, from 6s . 6d. ; also hundreds of useful
oddments , can be inspected by appointment.
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. -- SAM
MIDDLETON , Faraday House, 179, Camden Grove
North , Peckham , S.E.
Aeronautical and Submarine Engineering,
special terms to experimenters. THE SOUTH
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING WORKS , Blackheath
Hill, Greenwich .
Cycles ! Cycles ! ! ---Frames, fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied : write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
Bros., 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889.
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Manufactures.-- Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
Whitworth Screwplate, with Taps and Tap
wrench , 1 , 3-16 , t, or Modeller's Set, is. id . each .
-Wilkins, 87, Marlboro ' Road , Bowes Park .
Compound Slide- rests .--- Swivelling 21, 155. 6d. :
3 in . 175. 6d. Steel Lathe Carriers, is. gd , set.
Lists, ijd.- WILKINS.
Plumbago Crucibles, 5d . ; Brasstoundei's Sand,
cwt. bags, is. 6d (Instructions).-- Geo . Wells
Needham Market.

Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place , thich gives protection to both pur
chaser and seller.
Sale. — Table Engine ; well finished , 24 ins. by
55 ins ; pump, governor ; photo : £6 ros. COLONEL
Hants. CLEMENTS , Bryerswood , Southbourne,

iv.
January 28 , 1904 .
a
Electr
ician .
er nd
For Sale. - 1 by 2 Vertical Slide-valve Engine,
Horizontal Slide-valve Engine, 1.5 th h.-p., in
Collection of high -class Chemical Apparatus fot
with steel boiler and best gunmetal model fittings ; good working order ; cheap ; 205. ; Kapp Dynamo
sale ; includes sets of stoppered bottles, etc.;
complete : (2 175. 6d . ; appointment by letter.
(No. 1), with wire ; almost finished ; 158., or
cost 45s., take 2os., or exchange for Trembler Coil ;
to F. Bate , 28, New Bridge Street, London , E.C.
nearest offer.-- " ELECTRO ," 3, Cambridge Road,
details, 'stamp.-- W . H. BRADBURY, Kirkstall,
Leeds.
Sale or Exchange.--Air- cooled , it horse Motor, Southend.
Vertical Steel Bollor, 7 by 14 (by Macmillan ),
to
be
made
or
could
bed
on
oak
fixed stationary
.--Dynamo for sale, 10 volts 5 amps ;
and high -speed Horizontal Engine, it-in . by 24, newBargain
fix on cycle ; wants electric ignition fitted ; 308.
condition ; 355.--Poulter, 15, Brunswick
Harry, Ardingly, Sussex.
with pump ; cost 67. What offers in cash ? or
Road , Leyton .
good Loco entertained.- 102, King Street, Egre
Horizontal Steam Engine : cylinder , 21 ins. by
Set of Martin's h.-p. Horizontal Engine Cast
in ., parallel slide bars, webbed crankshaft, | in. mont, Cheshire.
ings, box bedplate, pump, gunmetal fittings ; no
dianieter ; flywheel, 14 ins. by 1 in . face ; pulley,
Sale or Exchange. - Nearly 1 b.-P. Engine ;
fault ; cost 62 148. ; I-plate Hand Camera, twelve
12 ins. by 2 ins. face ; cylinder lubricator and scarcely finished ; offers ; exchange for Musical
plates ; cost £ t is. ; offers. - B . P., 13, Vicker's
Instrument. - Below .
lubricators to all parts, adjustable bearings, on
Road , Erith .
cast-iron bed ; weighs over cwt. ; 355. ; approval,
Nearly
h.-p. Splendid Engine ; never used :
20 volts , with Siemens armature :
deposit ; exchange for a 12-bore Gun.- MILLBURN , cost £ 8, sell 65, or offers ; exchange both for first, willDynamo,
sell 18s., or exchange for small Charging
Cambridge Street, Aylesbury.
class Gramaphone.--Address, JOHN THOMSON , Dynamo. - RATCLIFFE, Lingard Street, Leigh ,
Lancs.
For Sale. --Genuine it Minerva Motor , comº Post Office, Sanquhar.
Wanted .- Small Model Electric Motors ; ex.
plete with tank, carburettor, coil, accumulator,
" Model Enginoor,” Vols. IV, V , VI, VII , VIII ;
change valuable Foreign Stamps, or for cash.
rim , belt, etc. ; will fit ordinary bike frame ; bar
ten parts Vol. IX ; twelve parts Vol. III ; seven
2.vn ; 67 IOS.-A. CARASS, Boroughbridge, Yorks. JENKS, " Abbeydale,” Gerald Street, Wrexham .
parts
II ; clean ; new condition ; price 75. 6d .
Books ! Books !! Books !!! One volume -GEOVol.
Hall -horse Gas or Oil Engine wanted ; must be
. AVERY, Tenterden .
cheap ; deposit system . - F. PAGE, Aswell Street, " Young Engineer," two numbers slightly damaged
Magnificent Model L.N.W.R. Locomotive, with
Louth , Lincs .
is 6d. ; one volume" Engineering World ,” is, 6d.;
three trucks, 8- in . gauge, length 5 ft. 6 ins., burns
one volume “ Work," and 16 numbers, 1901, 28. ;
Cycle Motor, 21 h.-p., silencer, carburettor ;
coal ; boiler tested 200 lbs. ; perfect order ; scen
6 ios. ; approval, deposit. - Particulars from H. 53 numbers " Hobbies and Designs," 1901--02, appointment ; sacrifice any reasonable offer ; part
59. 60. ; all clean . Offers, or exchange anything
exchange. - Letters , O., 3, Orchard Road , High
L. FRENCH , Garden Walk , Victoria Road, Cam
useful. - R . MORLEY, care of London Snackery,Old
gate.
bridge.
Shambles, Manchester.
780 Foreign Stamps, good condition, in clean
Bargains.-- 6 -volt 14 amp.-hour Accumulator ,
in ebonite lined teak case, nearly new , 255, :
Wanted .-- Small Tramcar Motor, or Electric
album ; approval, deposit ; 30s., or near offer.
Foco, or Car ; good condition ; low price. - 62, powerful 6- volt Electric Motor , self-starting , ros :
CHAMPION , 59 , Henry Road , Gloucester. cylinder, Lrankfort
Avenue, Rathgar, Dublin .
two pairs 4- in. scale Model Loco Driving Wheels ,
Model Vertical Slide-valve Engine, 4
on stand with boiler, safety valve, pressure gauge ;
Bargain. - Lathe (by Holmes), treadle, 3 -speed
65. pair ; two pairs ditto Bogie Wheels, 4s. pair ;
runs easily 2 lbs. pressure ; usual pressure 25 lbs.
30-in . gap -bed , 3-in . centres , compound slide-rest, set of Points and Crossings, built to t- in . scale,
one doz. metal turning tools, seven wood ditto,
36s. --Below .
15.; Magic Lantern , quantity of slides, ros. ;
bell chuck ; cost new last October 24 125. ; sell No. 2 " Brownie " Kodak,, 58.; Camera, 6s.;
Copper Locomotive, two f -in . cylinders, 31-in
the lot, £3 155., or separately. Advertiser wants
Vols. X , XI,“ Railway Magazine," is. 9d. volume;
;
55.gauge, safety valve ; in good working order
large Lathe ; also one of Avery's 355. Tramcar MODEL ENGINEER, Vols. IV , V, VI, is. 3d. volume:
F. West, Barbourne, Worcester.
Electric Motors ; hardly used ; £ 1. - A . STURDY, no reasonable offer refused . — THWAITES, 55, Nevill
Battery Fan Motor, with 8 -in , fan , wire guards,
The Wick , Branksome, Bournemouth .
etc., for sale ; new ; used three times to kecp shop
Road, Stoke Newington , London .
Sale.- New double-cylindered Vertical Launch
window from steaming, with great success ; price
Gas Engine, f b.h.-P., perfectly new , extra heavy
Engine, about 2 h.-P., link -motion , governors ,
355.--Box No. 195 , THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26
flywheels, extremely silent and reliable, with water
tank and gas-bag ; seen running any time ; £ 4 58 .
pump, lubricators, etc. ; price £ 16 ; also Loco
29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Type Boiler, length 32 ins., 5-16ths plate copper , -A. BINCH , Bancroft Lane,Mansfield , Notts .
Lathe, 41-in. (Buck ), with slide-rest, etc. ;
price 112 ; also Arc Lamp, 200 -volt glo :y lamps, box and tubes ; tested 180 lbs.; all fittings ;
Sale or Exchange.- Pickering Governors, new ,
accumulator, switches, cut-outs , lamp holders,
65 ios .- Full particulars , THOMPSON , 15 , Yarm
suit 6 or 8 h.-p. engine ; will sell for 30s., or ex
bell indicators, Acme electric meter ; offers
Road , Darlington .
change for Electric Ignition Outfit, suit 2_h .- p .
requested. Wanted , Clockmaker's Lathe and
For Sale .-- Model Vertical Boiler Engine and
oil engine. - TUCKER , 29, Commercial Road ,
accessories. - 50 , Upper Berkeley Street, London . Dynamo, with hand pump, and feed -water heater, Llanbilleth , Mon.
fitted on polished stand ; £ 3.- J. WOOLER, 131,
Charging Dynamo, 15 volts 4 amps., 155. ; 4-volt
t -plate Stand Camor , Busch rapid Aplanat
curved Pocket Accumulator, 5-6 hours, 2s. 6d . ; Southfield Road , Acton Green , Chiswick .
lens, T.P. shutter, Iris diaphragm , with all acces
Don't Miss This !---Force Pump and Eccentric
sories (listof same, stamp) ; £5 ros. ; part exchange
Ditto (rectangular), 9-10 hours, 3s.'6d . ; all fault
los . 6d . ; three Wheel Valves, 5s. 11d.; three -cock
good Dynamo or Boiler ; approval, deposit. - A .
less ; approval.- S . A. ROBINSON , Preston Tower ,
Water Gauge, 5s. 6d. ; Lever Safety Valvc, 4s. 6d .;
North Shields.
CARTER, Burlings Road, Knockholt, Kent.
2-in . Centre Headstock, gs. (new ) ; one 3 -in . Drain Cock , 35. ; Cock with union , 3s. 6d . All new
For Sale. - 1 h.-p. Oil Engine, electric ignition ;
centre back -geared Lathe, slide-rest, T -rest,
also Dynamo, 20 volts 3 amps. ; accept sos. or
goods ; exchange for Lathe or parts or any use
driving plate drill chuck ; 65 ros. ; maker, Brit
ful exchange ; offers invited . - A . T. RRES, 47, nearest offer .- BROWN, Coalhall, Drongan ,
tania ; nearly new.-C. BATES, 15, Gloucester
Must be Sold.-- 21 h.-p. Air-cooled Petrol Motor,
High Street, Pontypridd, S. Wales .
Gas Engino , nearly new , if by 3 , complete, in
in first-class condition ; will sell for £6 , or nearest
Crescent, Regent's Park, N.W.
For Sale.---Gem Air Gun , 8s.; Vertical Boiler
good working order ; sos.-A. PAYNE, Scalford
offer . - Apply, B. LAMBERT, junr., Devonia , Snod
wanted , steam to 100 lbs.-H. FLEMING , Darohall, Road, Melton Mowbray.
land, Kent.
Winsford .
Automatic Photograph and Developing Ferro
X -Ray Coils. - 9-in . Spark Coil, complete with
Sale or Exchange.---New Injector, $ hole , com
type Camera, self-contained, pictures taken and codunutator ; will give continuous 9- in . spark with
plete, flanges , bolts ; work to 300 lbs. ; one set
finished in five minutes, mahogany, brass bound ;
12
volts ; price £12. Also. 5-in . Coil, with coin
water gauges , three taps, one safety valve, lever,
63 ; exchange scale Model Locomotive, or good
mutator ; price ( 7 ; approval, deposit.-- ALI EN ,
etc. ; weight : wheel and check valves. What
Vertical Engine and Boiler.-- Wn. HOLMES, Derby
19, Bradford Road , Dersbury.
offers ? -Below .
Road , Heanor.
Offer Wanted for Two-seated Car, 5 h.-p. De
New Vertical Steel Boiler, six tubes, 28 by 15 ,
What Offers ?-Avery Multipolar Dynamo ; Dion engines (air -cooled ), two speeds ; take Motor
lagged ; working pressure, 70 lbs. ; £ 8. Want wants testing . Wanted, Electric or Steam Loco ;
Bike in part exchange. - G . BORDYCOAT, 38, Union
Horizontal, about 3 by 18, for too lbs.-- DANKS,
sell £ 3.- WILLMORE, Co Thacker, 17, Temple
Street, Accrington .
Street, West Bromwich .
Meeting Street, Netherton , Dudley ,
Wanted.- First four volumes MODEL ENGINEER ,
For Sale.-- Bargain ; 5 -in . centre Lathe, 4 ft.
Bench
Tools.-Repairing
Cycle
in
Bargains
complete and clean ; unbound ; state lowest price.
hand-rest, 4-in .
-G . H., 35, Wopping, Liverpool.
Drill, two speeds, vice and table, 155. 6d. ; set 6 ins. bed , compound slide-rest,
Stocks and Dies, in case, 3-16ths to 9-16ths, Cushman's chuck, 10 -in. faceplate ; also heavy
Shocking Coil, 6 ins. by 3 ins., Morocco covered
Blowpipe, bellows, and vice.-- LEROY, 74, George
129. 6d. ; Millennium Bottom Bracket Tap , with
walnut base ; splendid article. What offers ?
guide, 59. ; Steering Tube Die , 3s. ; Paragon Wire Street, London , N.W.
Particulars on application .--- Thaw , Westhouses,
anything
Exchange
;
to
Books
value
or
Salo
for
five
;
3s.
Screwer,
Spoke
Strainer, 55. ; Mikado
Alfreton .
to 16 gauge, 28. od . ; Guillemin's Electricity and Magnetism ," 75. 6d. ;
circular Spoke Dies,
Complete Electric Light Sot - It h.-p. Calvert
( 2 vols ), 6s . 6d .; Jamieson's Water-cooled Petrol Motor, with 25 -volt 6 amp.
Cutter, 45: ; pair Tube Clamps, Gordon's ditto
Mikado
Spoke
is. 6d. ; Hot-Plate for stripping covers, 4s. 6d. ;
ditto , 28 . 6d.; Stewart's ditto, IS. 6d.; dynamo, lamps , holders, shades, brackets, counter
Electrician Primers (Theory, and Practice ), balance weights, switchboards, wire, etc .; £ 12 125.;
adjustable Hub Die, 3s. ; Gas Ring, Is. 5 doz .
Pump Leathers, 25. 60. ; two gross Nipples , is. ; 2s. 6d. ; Maycock's " Electric Wiring , & c ." 35. 6d.; in thorough working order .- Below .
in the Service of Man ," 45. 6d.;
* Electricity Lectu
Also , Horizontal Steam Engine, 1 } by 3, all
Lucas Luminator
I lh .Lamp,
Masticated
er, 35. ;Cape,
Fleming's
res to Electrical Artisans,". brass
"
Gas
58. 6dRubb
. ; Cycling
36 ins , best
but foundation, and 4 - in . steam gauge
quality, 28. 6., above tools were all new last
25. 6d. ; . Bonney's “ Electrical Experiments,"
What offers ?--A . C. DEFRAINE, Walton , Ayles
April ; cost double . Three 4 -volt Cycle Accumu
Is. 6d . ; Hobb's Electrical Arithmetic," gd., and bory.
lators, 308. (cost ( 3) ; B. and M. Trembler Coil,
several others .-- STEVENS, 26 , Carlton Hill Lon
siool Horizontal Engine, i-in. by it-in . stroke,
175. 6d . (cost 358. ) ; Voltmeter , in case, gs. 6d. don , N.W.
engineer made, in perfect condition , 205. ; Whit
cost 195. 60.) ; new in July . I guarantee them
Hughes Fawcett's 8-in . Back -geared Bench
ney
Dynamo, 6 volts, new , 8s.; Force Pump,
all in perfect condition ; good as new ; must sell Lathe, 24-in , gap-bed, compound slide-rest on
t -in . by i-in ., 5s.; Whitney Spring Safety Valve
as I ain going abroad ; will sell separately or am
rack actuated saddle , 3-in Cushman chuck, and
and
Stop
-cock , new , 58.; Sheet of Copper, 1-1őtk ,
open to cash offers for the lot. Wanted , a Glad
all accessories ; nearly 15 months old ; £ 7 ros.
(10 by 22 ), 75. 60. ; 15 Copper Tubes, i by jo,
stone Bag or small Portmanteau ; not less than
(cash only ) nett ; good foot motion on rollers at
75. 6d . ; the lot, [2 10s. - EASTWOOD, 13 , Matban
20 ins. , would exchange any of above to value. - 1 small extra cost ; good reason given for selling ; Grove, East Dulwich , S.E.
J. STOCK, Mill Road , Stock , Essex.
Continued on page viis.)
stamp. - A ., Broomfield Road , Heaton Moor.
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HOPPER
For

Every

ERG

&

Co., 48 ,

Purpose .
The finest quality
in the world .

Price List on appli .
cation .
4 by 3 by 143. 1/3
4 by 4 % by 1 %

2/3

Strand , London , W.C.

“ Eureka ” Electric
Bicycle Lamp.

.
Ordinary
With lens
.
Nickel .
. .
with lens .

The 12-hour Lamp.

Fresh Batteries ,
1 /- each .
No dirt. No smell.
Light without
dismounting

each
1/6
21
2/
2/6

Batteries, 1/- each ,
post free .

Manufacturörs and Importers of all desoriptions of Electrical Novelties , Bells , Dry Cells, etc.
1d . for Catalogue.

House Lamps,
Torches ,
Clocks,
Candles ,
etc. , cto .
Tie Pins in all
varieties , with elec.
tric light in
centre, 3/6 each .

Trade supplied .

SBPN OUR ADD . ABOUT
THE
GRINDER ?
Tust a reminder that our NEX OBN
TURY LATHE still sells at

OFFER .
Weare clearing
someof our last
year's stock at
greatly reduced
prices, if you
wish to secure
any of the un
dermentioned.
Sets of 1903
Motor Casting ,
21 B.H.P , 308. per
Sot
8 Sets of 1903
Motor Castings,
3 B.H.P., 358. per
Set.
These are ex
actly as were
sold last season
for £ 3 and 54
per set.
Any part aan bo machined at an extraordinary low
price .
Motor Tanks from £ i . Motor Cycle Frames
and Wheels from £ 6 .
Several Now and Completo Motor
Bicycles at £ 20, worth £ 45 .
We can also supply you in the way of
Launches and Launch Engines, Cars,
Carriers, Propellers, and Castings of
every description , from 11 to 150 h.-p.
WRITE OR CALL AT ONCE.

2999999

17/6 .
( By Test) Katolog, 4 stamps. ( The Best)
S. HOLMES & Co., Engineers, Bradford

GRAND

The Noble Motor Co.
POCOCK STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD ,
LONDON , S.B.
ADVERTISERS
would oblige by sending Postal
Orders for amounts of One Shilling,
or over. Halfpenny Stamps, when
Stamps are sent, are preferred .

NEW

0
8
.
GOODS
THE

SEASON'S

St.George's ElectricalMfg . Co. ,
Offices : HICH STREET, SYDENHAM , LONDON, 8. E.
MANUFACTURERS and EXPORTERS of every description of
Batteries ,
Light Fittings,
Electrical Novelties,
Line Wires ,
Accumulators,
Telephones ,
Induction Coils ,
and all Accessories .
Bell Materials,
HANDBOMB LARGB OATALOGUB, fully illustrated and beau
tifully printed on thick art paper, price 4d . and 2d. for postage
(deducted from irst order), FREE TO THE TRADE
EVERYTHING
ELEOTRICAL

STOCKED .

State
requirements

PRO

M

P

T

SALES .

If you have Tools or Workshop Appliances to dispose of and in doubt as to
how to do it,try an Advertisement in the SALE & EXCHANGE Column.
For particulars of charges and details of our Deposit System see under heading
SALE & EXCHANGE, page i .
We have many letters from Advertisers, expressing their surprise at the number
of replies received to Advertisements.
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ARMSTRONG & Co., Twickenham ,
Ac :umu ator Makersand Electricians.
HANDSOME ELECTRIC STANDARDS

THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO .
151, High Holborn, LONDON , W.C.
ACCUMULATORS

From

DPAD

Everything complete as shown, including 4 -volt
lamp, either pattern,
6d .
HANCING 4 - volt Curved4s.
Ebo
LAMP, with wire nite 4 - volt
guard complete, 2/6 . Pocket Accu
mulator,
shr ghr. iabr.
4/9 6/6 9.6
Sent charged
ready for light
ing the Stand
ards or Hang
ing Lamps.
30 hr. Acoumulator, in
Polished Mahogany case,
£ 1. Postage any above 4d .
extra , Large Accumulator
ard Electrical Catalogue, 4d.
Overwhelming Testimonials
LATHES
PLAIN AND SCREW - CUTTING .
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
PACE & ANGLE PLATES .
Bright Mild and Tool Steel.
Lists, ed . postage.
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, ENGINEERS
STORES,
35 & 35A, Clerkenwoll Rd.,London , E.C.
SMITH'S
Electric Catalogue .
Owing to the great demand, this List is now
out of print. A New Edition is being prepared ,
and will be sent shortly to all those who bave
applied for it.
Instrumrent
Lanufacture
W.A.C.SMITH , Electric
,
DUNDAS
GLASGO
ST.,
58,
W.
MODERN ENGINE CASTINGS
with the most difficult parts machined .
72 XI, 4/6 ; 34 x 172 , 7/9 .
A Picture Post-card will be sent you on receive
ing your address, with price list of Castings and
illustrations of the I in ,by 2 in . Engine, fitted with
Boiler Feed-Pump and Governors ccmplete.
Catalogue (6th Edition ), Price 3d .
WM . STEVENSON Brearley (Late
& Stevenson ),
63 ST. PAUL'S ROAD SHIPLEY.
H. SHAW & BROTHER ,
HEBDEN BRIDGE,
MAKERS OF LATHES ,

F. &

PLANERS , ANGLE - PLATES ,
VICES, CHUCKS, MILLING
ATTACHMENTS , ETC.
ILLUSTRATED LIST, 3 Stamps .

3/6
Postage, 3d .
SMALL MOTORS from
28. 60
MOTOR PARTS from 18.
BLECTRIC LAMPS, 9d .
each (2 volts upwards).
1904 Catalogue now ready.

2 stamps.

THE
Launch , Yacht, and small-power Marino
Engine Builders.
ENGINEERING
ARDWICK
Castings of Engines from a Modelup to 100 Lb.p.
CO .
Drilling Machines, Chucks, Propellers, Stern
Tubes, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine Oil Motors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, 6d .

Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANOHESTER .
" OWSTHIS "

Poworful Shocking Coll with Battery enclosed in
Handsome Polished Walnut Case.
Send for Catalogue containing everything Electrical,
complete or in parts . Post free ad
Dynamo List, Free.
THE ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFG . CO .,
152. Grey Mare Lano, MANCHESTER.

Electrical Ignition for

SPECIALITIES :
Coils giving a flaming spark,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accumu
lators, & c., specially suitable for
MOTOR

CARS .

Every description of Electrical,
Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason
able rates . Write requirements .

F. O. BLAKE ,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineet,
STATION AVENUE ,
GARDENS ,
KEW
LONDON .

January 28 1904 .

CASTINGS

AND

DRAWINGS

STUART HIGH -SPEED

ENGINES.

4 in . scale L.N.W.TANK ENGINI
( see M.E., July 23rd , 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the mos
efficient Working Model in existence.
Castings and Materials , with
Drawings, now ready .
Price List, id. Stamp.
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d. Stamps.
TURNER ,
STUART
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames
To have models
made to your own designs, draw
ings or instructions, send to , or call on ,

A. COLE ,
111, Clapham Park Rd., London , S.W.
(Two Minutes from Clapham Common
Station )

The MORRIS COHEN CO ., Ltd.
VULCAN , WORKS,
ALFRED STREET, LEEDS
Manufacturers of every des
cription of Small Screws,
Bolts , and Nuts, in Steel
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work , both
Standard Whitworth and
British Association Threads
Illustrated Catalogue B ,
post froe, 1d.
AGENTS IN MOST TOWNS.

The Model Manufacturing Co.'s
New Illustrated List is now ready ; price Bd . It
is the most Complete List of high -class Models and
Castings yet produced , and should be in the hands
of every Amateur Model Maker, and will be found
of special interest to Scale-Model Locomotive
Builders.
62 and 58, ADDISON ROAD NORTH ,
NOTTING HILL, LONDON , W.
JASPER REDFERN , LTD .,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS ,
Forgings in steel or iron . Castings in steel, iron ,
or brass , to customers' own patterns. High - class
Lathes from 30s. Electrical and Scientific Ap
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE 4 STAMPS.
l is Steam
+ post• ModeYour
not
3 /- age, id complete without
A
Boiler

Feed
Pump
All Brass, with Valve, Tap, and Pipe adjustable to
any position . Well finished and works perfectly.

Bond, 245, Euston Rd., London

January 28, 1904
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UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

Reliable

Co.,
Established 1890.
Contraotors to H.M. Government.

SUPPLY

60 , Brook Street, C.-on - M .,
MANCHESTER .

Every Reader of the MODEL ENGINEER should send 2 Stamps
for our 44-page Illustrated List. It contains illustrations and
particulars of

British
EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

Manufacture.
At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up
their own Models all various parts are listed .
ELECTRIC BELLS, TELEPHONES , INDICATORS,
COILS, etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List (44 pages), post free,
2 Stamps, before purchasing ElectricalGoods.

The “ EMPIRE " Dynamo.
price 12'6
O B wil light five 6 -volt lamps
15 0
1 B will light ive 10 -volt 'amps
176
i C has drum armature and will ebarge Accumulators

DON'T

OVERLOOK

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co ,
60, BROOK STREET, C.-on - M .. MANCHESTER .

THE

FACT

That our Special Offer (see last issue) of High -class Kapp Dynamo Sets, with Cog Drum
Armatures, fitted and wound free of charge, expires on January 3 st, after which
no orders can be received .
British

THE

Modelling

and

Electrical Co., LEEK , STAFFS .

G.B.' SURFACE CONTACT SYSTEM
(GRIFFITHS-BEDELL ).

Absolute Security.
The Simplest System .
No Projections above the Paving of the Road .
Small Initial Outlay .
Cheap to Maintain .
Can be seen in « peratiun on application to the Company.
Offices :

Hamilton

House,

Bishopsgate

Street Without,

E.C.

viii.
(Continued from page to.)
Horizontal Return Tube (dry back ) Steel Boiler
and 12 brass tubes, dome and fittings; working
pressure, 80 lbs. sq.in .; riveted (13 ) ins.by 28 ins).,
7-in fue, extra long fire-bars and large smoketox ;
quick raiser ; suitable for 2- in . cylinder ; hardly
used ; owned abroad : very cheap : immediate
delivery ; F.O.R.; M.E. deposit system ; price
£ 8. - Below .
Vertical Boiler, 18 ins. by 9 , riveted, with nine
fire tubes ; very good steamer ; 80 lbs. working
pressure ; stop, saiety, and blow down valves,
internal fire ; in first-rate condition ; lagged with
felt and wood , with steel bands, cast-iron bed ;
for immediate delivery, cheap ; F.O.R .; M.E.
deposit system ; drive if-in . engine ; price £5.Box 193, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26 to 29, Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
200 Miniature Festoon Lamps, silvered backs,
3 to 8 volts, £ 3 6s. ; 55. doz., post free. Sample
lamp, post free, 7d . --- PARRY , 70 , Mayes Road,
Wood Green .
Wanted. - Gas Engine (horizontal), about 2- in .
bore, water-cooled ; must be in thorough working
-order and good model. --BOYD , 29, Stephenson
Street, Middlesbrough .
For Sale, or Exchange for Revolver, good Copper
Boiler, los. For sale, double cylinder Engine,
Ios. ; Electric Motor, 5s. ; Rifle, gs. Lot 30s.
BLENKIN , Burstwick , Hull.
Lathe, 4 ], massive 34 iron bed , legs, three
speeds, headstock , faceplate , rests, drivers, 4 -in .
self-centring chuck (by Britannia Co.), 5-in. inde
pendent chuck, drill chuck , tools, American drills ,
compound
swivel
stand
heavy
take £ 5 ros.,
cost slide-rest,
treble. Two
Slidevalvework
Loco;
Cylinders, it by t, unused , take 6s. ; Steam Gauge,
35. 6d . ; two Śteam Cocks, Water Gauge, Loco
Whistle , Dome (correct shape), by Whitney, gs.
Will separate . Marine Type (t by % ) Whitney
Engine, requires little finishing, 8s.; Vertical
Boiler for same, tubular (wants finishing),14 by 4,
brass, Es. ; Model ENGINEER, Vols. I to VII in
clusive ; cash offers. - MORRIS , 24, Park Terrace ,
Willenhall Road, Wolverhampton.
“ Model Engineer," six volumes ; 23 numbers
Motor
i six Games " ; four volumes “ Boy's
Own ; 20 others.-Particulars, DYER, Butleigh .
41 Compound Slide -rest, new , 355. ; large double !
Web Crank, _38. 6d. ; exchange Slide-rest for
h.-P. Gas Engine ; stamp reply.-- SAVILLE , 9,
Garden Street, Eccles, Lancashire.
Kapp Dynamo, new , light six 8 c.-p. lamps,
$ 2 ros., with lamps ; pair 26 -in . Racing Bicycle
Wheels , nearly new , 62 ; exchange Joiner's Tools ;
offers.--GILES, Awsworth , Notts.
Stocks and Dies, with three taps, five sizes from
1.16th in ., new , 2s. 6d . ; 4-in . Emery Wheel, on
spindle, 35. ; Bevel Hand Drill, for drills and bits,
25 ; Launch Engine, by it, wants eccentric,
gs. 60.-C. CRUISE, 119 , Clarendon Road , Hove ,
Sussex.
Kodak, good condition , takes 5 by 4 picture,
cost £ 4 fos. will accept 40s., or exchange for
Lathe.-CHRISTIE , West Street, Sheffield .
Gas Engine Castings, sound, 3 by 6 , cylinder
bored, 38s. ; offers.--R . HEYWOOD , West Street,
Weston -super-Mare.
Gentleman's Bicycle for Sale, free wheel, Bow
den brake, also front rim brake ; recently re-plated ,
re-enamelled , and new outer covers ; complete
with carrier , stand , lamp, and accessories ; s.
Apply, EMBLETON, Glendower, Nassington Road ,
Hampstead .
8-Ħole Indicator, ros. ; two Telephones, 158.
and ros. ; lot 30s.--HARRIS, Ingleside, Helens
burgh .
Wanted.--3 -in . Treadle Lathe, back-geared ,
with gap bed , slide-rest and chuck ; send full par
ticulars i approval. - HOLZAPFEL, Mount Tavy,
Tavistock , Devon .
6 -in . Centre Treadle Lathe, 4 ft . bed; new com
pound slide-rest, heavy groove flywheel ; 63 1os.;
particulars stamp.-- BEVAN , 262, Dukinfield Road,
Hyde, Manchester,
horse Engine, nearly finished , good condition ;
exchange for Gramaphone with records, Telescope,
or Motor Bike Castings, or offers ; particulars
stamp: -Davies, Easton , Stamford .
Exchange Manchester Dynamo, 120 watts, for
Phonograph , or sell.-J. MORRIS , Sunnyside,
Keithball, Inverurie.
31 -in Back -geared Lathe, head and poppet,
12 ios. , also 3t-in. Compound Slide-rest, Er ;
also 23- in . ditto , ios. 60.-E.ANS 30, High Street,
Staines .
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Sale or Exchange.-- Set 1 Motor Castings,
nearly finished ; No. 6 Kapp Type Dynamo,
armature needs repair ; one 3- and one 6 -in . com
pound Slide-rest ; Cornish Boiler (9 by 30 ), and
fittings (tested 300 lbs.) : Gent's Bicycle (new ),
plated wheels, Morrow hub and free wheel, cost
£ 10 ; Walking-stick Air-Gun, complete, cost £ 7 ;
22-in . Lawn Mower, good as new ; B Clarionette
(by Potter), cost € 5. What offers ? ---Below .
Wanted. - Manchester or Avery Dynamo, about
35 volts 20 amps., shunt wound.-SEWARD , Wim
borne
.
Sale. - Two Slide- valve Engines, by , with
fittings, each 5s.6d .; London make Vertical
Engine, brass, 28. 6d .; Electric Motor, Is . 6d ., post
free.-W. PICKING, 5-in -3, Scotland Road , Liver
pool.
Bargains.-- P.R Motor Accumulator, 58. 6d . ;
I- 10th h.-p. Motor , 45. 60. ; Bicycle Frames, 35.;
Electric Launch , 1os.--HOLMES, Brunswick Road ,
Plymouth .
Forge (Portable), Sturtevant's Fan Blower ;
practically new : cost £ 6 , price £ 3 .-- KIRTON,
Woodridings, Pinner.
60 -watt Four-pole Dynamo, bored, planed , and
fitted ready for winding,
6d . ; No. 3 Practical
Typewriter, 145.; as new .125.First
cash offer taken .
-L. JERSEY, 87, Heathwood Gardens, Charlton ,
London, S.E.
Horizontal Engine (reversing ), 2f stroke, if
bore , ic -in . flywheel, with large vertical copper
boiler, fitted with water tubes, safety valve, water
gauge ; clack valve and pump worked off crank .
shaft ; engineer made ; good working order :
6os. ; a bargian. - KIRTON, Woodridings, Pinner ,
Vertical Milling Slide-rest for 3. to 4-in . lathe ;
no overhead required ; 12s. 6d. --Ross, 8, Mark
house Parade, Leyton .
What Offers ? for t-in . (full), engineer made,
Spark Coil ; 8- in . plate Wimshurst Set ; Shocking
Coil ; Album containing over 900 different Stamps,
many old and rare. Part exchange, or part ex
change with cash for 4 h.-p. (about) complete
Engine, finished (oil preferred ), or part exchange
for Water Turbine ; letters invited .- W . Ď .
Will Ams, Parkydrissy, Carmarthen .
To Model Loco Builders. - Beautifully made
Crankshaft for 7-scale model for cylinders it
stroke ; cut from the solid ; never been used ; 1os.
-Below .
One Pair of Brass Paralle. Guide Bars, suit engine
I-in . or it stroke ; finished ; new ; 25. 6d.; full
particulars, id. stamp. - J. HALLAM , Church Road ,
Broadstone, Dorset.
Wanted.-- Good Shocking Coil ; must be per
fect and cheap.- NEWMAN , 19 , Baton Lane,
Buckingham Palace Road , London .
Horizontal Engine, bore, if stroke, on cast
iron , box moulded bedplate ; nearly new ; 155.
Below .
Silver-plated Ducellier Head Lamp, 61-in . face ,
with generator ; used four times ; cost £ 6 ; sacri
fice 63 cash , or £ 4 exchange ; Boiler wanted .BROWN , 20 , Hildreth Street, Balham .
Edison's Standard Phonograph, complete, nickel
gallery , ear tubes, trumpet ; 10 - in . Ransom's
Lawn Mower ; two pairs Steel Skates ; cash offers .
--WRIGHT, Silverdale, Lyminster, near Arundel,
Sussex,
Mode! Yach for Sale , 55 ins. long , 71 ins. beam ,
newly rigged, 255. ; photo , id . stamp. Also ,
Horizontal Slide-valve Engine, f-in . bore, It-in .
stroke. What offers ? -- S . THOMPSTONE, Nelson
Street, Broughton , Manchester.
Electric Light Installations. - Quantity Ceiling
Roses , Switches, Cut-outs, etc., very cheap. to
amateurs fitting up own houses ; state require
ments. - GARDEN , 5 , Milward Road, Hastings.
Gunmetal Propeller, 4 blades, 11 ins. diameter
suitmotor launch , 258. ; Pressure Gauge (Schaeffer
and Budenburg), 100 lbs., it-in . dial, 55. ; Coil
Boiler, it tube, to ins. diameter , six turns, 5s.
R.PARKER , 23, Vyner Street, York .
Model Racing Yachts, one 5 -rater . two 3 - footers
large quantity Spars, Sails , Rudders ; 255. the lot ;
worth £3. - GARDEN, 5, Milward Road , Hastings.
Electric Light Plant for Sale , with ih.-p. Gas
Engine 600 watt Dynamo, set of 32 volt 40 ampere
hour Accumulators, switchboard and fittings ; price
£40 complete, or sell separate ; new 2 months ago ;
can be seen running and lighting 3 houses.- W .
CARR , Church Street, Deptford , London .
Exchange Photographic Enlarger for Lathe, or
Sale. Complete Printing Outfit: 455 rubber- faced
type, stops, spaces, etc. Print Washer. What
offers ? -A. BAYLEY, 54, Bourne Walk , Hastings.
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Lathe, 6 -in . centres, 4 ft. 6 ins. bed , self-centre
ing chuck, two sets of jaws, etc.; £5 155. — Below .
Gas Engine, h.-P., £ 5 55. - Below .
Boiler, 3 ft. by 13 ins., with all fittings ; as new ;
tested 100 lbs.; 64 58. - Below .
Lever Slide -Rest for 6 -in . lathe ; cost £ 5 ; 303.
Below .
A Fine Model Horizontal Steam Engine, about
I h .-p.; £ 5 155. – Below .
Small Dynamo, about 8 amps., 155. — Below .
Powerful Spring Motor, 50s.- Below .
Steam Water Raiser , 155.; cost £3 . - M
SHEARER, 809, Old Kent Road, London , S.E.
Model Factory Engine (Stevenson's), 4 by i in
brass boiler, lagged , Bunsen burner ; 305. - STAVE
Monument Road , Birmingham .
Drilling Spindle , 18s. Victor Tool Holder and
Dozen Cutters, 5s. Five Turning Chisels and
Gouges, handled ; 55 . All equal new . - JEFFREY
BROWNING , Glenerne, Ayr
High- Speed Electric Light Engine, by Kingscote
Bros. and Williams; 1 by r ; first-class running
order ; 355. - Below .
5 -in . Chuck ; 4 independent jaws; 135. 6d. ou
offer. - Below
Dynamo, 2-in .laminated armature ; 65. - Below
Double Cylinder Oscillating Engine, 1 by f ; to
drive propeller . Offer ; tos. 60. - WALKER , Up .
lands, Ben Rhydding.
Wanted, 4-jaw reversible Chuck (f Whitworth )
in exchange for Cinematograph , complete in case.
except lamp ; also , 58 MODEL ENGINEERS, ex
change for Engine Castings or Screwing Tackle.
J. HARDING , 4, Brentwood Terrace, Torquay.
For Sale. — Water Motor, £ 3 ; Magic Lantern ,
1os.6d .; Locomotive Steam Engine , 10s.; Large
Fort, 75. 6d.; Vertical Steam Engine , 5s .; Wheel
of Life , 3s. 6d.; Metal Train , 38 60 .; Butterfi
Box , 38. 6d.; Small Fort, is .60.; two Butterfly
Setting Boards, is. No reasonable offer refused .
-For Particulars P. RYDER, Westleigh , Sidcup .
Kent.
Wanted.-- Breacley Stevenson's Engine Castings
(2 ins.).— Below .
Wanted. - Lathe Standards, wheel, cranksbait.
- Particulars GOODWIN , 125, Elgin Road, Ilford .
Sale.-- Banjo , plated rin , 5 strings ; or will ex
change for good Lathe, bed 2 ft. 6 ins.- DURRANT,
5, Bushey Road, Sutton .
Wanted, Dynamo, must be in perfect working
order ; 250 or 300 watts .-- H . SMITH , Ash Cottage .
Sutton , Surrey .
“ Flelden's Magazine " to date, Vols. I and II
(cloth bound ) ; Vols. III to IX (unbound ). Tram
way and Railway World , last 4 vols. (unbound),
complete except Novernber, 1903. Motor , first
three vols . unbound, and Nos. 56 and 57 missing .
MODEL ENGINEER, Vol. IH , February missing
Vols. IV to IX complete ; all unbound . All above
in perfect condition . What offers ? S. GOULD .
Newtownpark House, Blackrock , Dublin .
For Sale.; engineer
h.-p. Gas
Engine,
all
accessories
made.
Whatgoverned
offers ? ; No
reasonable offer refused . - H . CODNER , 104, Staple
ton Hall Road , Stroud Green , London .
Wanted , the following.-- A reliable Motor Cycle;
Dynamo, to light 6 small lamps for 3 rocm ;; Gas
Engine, 1 or 4 -h.p . Will buy for cash, or exchange
for Cycle (£ 10 os., new last season ), Zither Banjo
and Case (as new , cost £ 5 16s. 60.), Stand Camera
and Outfit (cost £ 2 188.). MILLS, Agusta Street ,
Pentre, Rhondda.
Set of 1 b.h.-p. Horizontal Gas Engine Patterns,
modern design , tube ignition , 203.- Particulars,
ARTHUR FIRTH, Engineer , Cleckhea ton .
Bargains. - h..p. Gas Engine: 30s. Bourdon
Pressure Gauge, 4 -in . dial ; registers to 100 lbs. :
IOS. Cylinder Lubricator , 4+ ins. high ; 45.
Winchester Rifle, 128. 6d. Hot-Air Engine, 28.
“ Brownie " Camera , 25. 6d . Or nearest offers
Carriage extra. Full particulars free. - B TICE
HURST, Havelock Road, Hastings.
Wireless Telegraphy Outit, consisting of relay,
coherer, bell with decoherer attached ; all finished
for putting together, with terminals and full
instructions. Also Oscillator, completed ; have
been tested ; in perfect condition ; 2. Approval.
Deposit. - BISHOP, Bellamarsh , Newton Abbot.
41-in . Centre Lathe, V -bed, ft . 6 ins. long,
T-rest, bell chuck, two face-plates, two-crank
treadle ; exchange for 1 h.-p. Engine and Boiler,
or higher power , or exchange offers : seen any
evening.-- MOORE, 91, Malham Road, Forest Hill.
(Continued on page x.)
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Special

Subscription
Subscription

£ 50

IN

Competition .

PRIZES ,

that there are still many people who would become regular readers if the special features of the paper were
brought to their notice. Indeed , we know this to be the case from the frequent letters we receive from new
readers, who state that they have only just discovered that such a journal exists. As a personal intro
auction is undoubtedly the best method of making THE MODEL ENGINEER better known, we wish to enlist the
services of our present readers to introduce the paper to those to whom its contents are likely to appeal, and , as
we do not wish these services to be given gratuitously, we have decided to offer the following prizes to those
readers who are the most successful in their efforts :
value
$ 25
First Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the largest number of now subscribers).
Second Prize
value
$ 10
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the second largest number of new subscribers).
35
value
Third Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the third largest number of new subscribers).
Five extra Prizes of $ 1 each , and Ten extra Prizes of
108. each ,
to be awarded to those who come next in order of number of new subscribers obtained .
CONSOLATION PRIZES. - A useful engineering book will be awarded to every competitor (other
than a prize winner) who obtains not less than five new subscribers .
The above prizes will be awarded under the following conditions,which must be carefully read and observed :
( 1) The prizes will be of the values stated , but will not be given in cash . They will be given in the form of
lathes, tools, finished models, apparatus, or castings, or any of the goods advertised in THE MODEL
ENGINEER , and must be ordered through us from one or other of our advertisers. Subject to this con
dition, each prize -winner may exercise a free choice up to the value of his prize . This does not apply
to the books offered as consolation prizes, which will be given at our own discretion, and may vary in
value according to the success of each competitor's efforts.
(2 ) Each subscription collected by the competitors must be for a six-months' supply of the paper ( 26 copies,
45.4d.). Subscriptions for a shorter period will not be counted . All subscriptions must be handed to
a local agent for the paper, together with the name and address of the subscriber to whom the copies are
to be supplied . The agent will give a receipt, which should be handed to the subscriber. On no
account should the subscription be sent to us. Subscriptions should be handed to the agent immediately
they are received, so that each new subscriber may at once commence to obtain his copies. For the assist
ance and convenience of competitors a parcel of printed subscription and receipt forms will be sent by
us, on application . We shall also be pleased to send , free and carriage paid , a parcel of assorted specimen
copies of the paper, to assist competitors in interesting new readers. All applications for these should
be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
( 3) The competition will close on March , 31st, 1904, and each competitor must send us a report of his work
not later than April 7th . This report must give the competitor's name and address, a list of the names
and addresses of the new subscribers he has obtained , and the name and address of the agent to whom
he has handed the subscriptions. As it is expected that each competitor shall himself be a regular reader
of the paper, evidence of this must be furnished by cutting out and enclosing with thereport the thirteen
successive competition coupons, which will appear in our issues from January 7th to March 31st inclusive.
All reports must be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER, and must be marked
“ Subscription Competition " on the envelope. No reports should be sent in before March 31st.
(4 ) In the event of two or more competitors securing an equal number of new subscribers, the value of the
prize to which they may be entitled will be divided between them .
(5 ) No newsagent, or other trade agent for the sale of THE MODEL ENGINEER , or anyone in the employ of
such agent, will be eligible to compete ; but a special prize of £ 5 (cash ) will be given to the agent
who receives the most subscriptions from competitors. In the event of a tie for this prize, the sum will
be divided between the agents concerned .
(6 ) Proper enquiries will be made as to the bona fide character of the successful competitors' work , and the
awarding of the prizes will be carried out by the Manager of The MODEL ENGINEER , whose decision
must be accepted as final.
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(Continued trom page vili
For Sale. - Bench Drili; the handiest drill made :
2IS. Also 2 -speeded Breist Drill, 55 ; perfect ;
bargains -BROWN, 13. Hindle Street, Accrington .
Accurately Planed Slotted Angle -plates, 3 by ' !
inches, is. ; 3) by 2 inches, 25. 3d .; 4 by 3 inches,
25 9d . ; 21-in. Bel Chuck , 4 screws, tapped } in.,
35 6d . ; bargains. - Albert Smith, Lacemaker,
Lime Grove, Longeaton , Derbyshire.
For Sale. — Mode Undertype Dynamo, 10 v .
3 amps.; Siemens Armature : splendid machine
but wants slight repair ; also, unwound Drum
Armature for same : sacrifice lot for 145., or best
offer. -W MAYALL, Belvedere.
Miscellaneous and Late.
Wanted. - 20,000 Purchasers for the most
popular Booklets ever issued .
Practical Instructions on Screw - cutting."
Cycle Frame Brazing."
“ Guide to Soldering."
The above sent to any part of the world for one
shilling from GEORGE HARRISON (M ), 45, Rupert
Street, Nottingham .
Wanted. - An Engineer experienced in Model
making, and well up in Drawings.-- Apply , MESSRS.
CO -OPERATIVE MANUFACTURING AND INVESTMENT
SYNDICATE , LTD ., .27, Chancery Lane, London ,
W.C.
Voltmeters ; -300 turns. magnetic control; read
ing to 10 ; price 3s. 9d . - Below .
Ammeters, reading to 10 : price 35. 6d .; brass
cases. - WARD & NEWMAN, Electricians, Hope
Works, Ilford , E.
New Bourdon Pressure Gauges , 4-in . dial, up to
15 lbs. per sq. in , 4s. 6d , each ; ditto , up to 20 lbs.,
58. 6d . each Channel iron Motor Underframe,
new tos. 20 amps. hour Gallia celluloid Acrumu
lators and iron cases, wi handles, tos,each . Many
other things equally cheap . Send for list.
Twentieth CentURY MOTOR Co., Ltd., Padua
Road , Penge, SE .
Cushman's Lever Chucks, 3 ins., 16s 6d .; 4 ms..
194 ; 5 ins., 225. List Stamp. - ARTHUR Firth,
Engineer, Cleckheaton .

Launch Engina (by Whitney !, by stroke ,
tought week ago , 208. ; Model Donkey Pump (by
Whitney ), bole, perfect condition . ; cost 375, 6d .
Lake 255.; genuine bargailis -- ORR, 18,Greyhound
Mansions, West Kensington
Tin Rails on black wooden sleepers, 2 11-16ths
or 29 bauge, 16-111. lengths, two straight, two
curved , stop block, pair points ready to connect
to signal-box ; lot 35. ; 23 It., 24 gauge, on metal
Streners, six straight, twelve curved ; 5s., or offer.
Slide-valve Cylinder, built up , 9-16ths by 1, with
slip eccentric, 45. – POPE , 1, Queen's Terrace,
Exeter .
Bargain.by if Horizontal Engine, complete
with coppe, boiler, lamp : perfect ; accept 125.
J. TOMLIN , 131, Beecham Road , Reading .
Wanted. - Loco Boiler, about 4-in . scale ; must
be first-class condition ; cheap : give full particu
lars ; approval, deposit.--- ARCHER , 32 , White
Cross Road , York .
“ Invincible " Gas Engine, £ 3 5s., cost £5 ios. ;
Avery Dynamo, 358. 6d . ; double cylinder Launch
Engine, cost £6 6s., take 48s.; Ignition
Accumulator ( cost 355.), price iSs. 6d. ; everything
new ; unused . Repeating Rifle, 30s. ; Model Steam
Railway , 8s., or exchange. - T. Daly , The Grange
Lodge , Totteridge Herts.
Splendid I h.-p. Horizontal Steam Engine ;
wanted , Dynamo and Lamps, etc., for about
80 c.-P. - MINNITT, Nether Edge, Sheffield ,
Over 33,000 in usel !
BENTLEY'S 4 BOOKS:
GOT
" Machine Construction ,
" Applied Mechanics,"
" Rules and Definitions,"
and Machine Shop
Companion."
The Lot (post free) 28.7d .
WALLACE C. BENTLEY , M.I MŁ.
Consultii g Engineer
YET ?
HALIFAX, ENG .

Owing to great pressure on our
space, several Advertisements
have to be held over until our
next issue.

LOOK

OUT !

NEARLY

TWIST DRILL GRINDER .
A cheap handy Twist Drill Grinder has long
been needed . No use telling you this . You know
1 rills ground with this Grinder will BORE A
HOLE DEAD TO SIZE. You have been accus .
tomed to throw broken twist drills away . No
more thrown away. You will save the cost of
Grinder in a very short time in Drills alone. Then
CONSIDER THE CONVENIENCE OF A DEAD FIT
EVERY TIME. Will grind as TRUE and ACCU
RATE as the most expensive Grinder made. Send
for Leaflet. Stamp: Mark envelope " Grinder ,"
Price, including Carborundum Emery Wheel,
50 /
S. HOLMES
&
CO ,
Engineers ,
BRADFORD .
and

BRITANNIA

Buy

a

First -class

READY !

WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR .
Wehave designed a Handy, Neat, Accurate Bench

Modern

LATHES Machine

Lathe

at

a

Moderate

Tools

Price .

22
Write for Catalogue,
and Specify your
Requirements.

OTO

KOLIO

Have supplied thousands
of Lathes and Machine

ALSO MAKERS
Britannia Safety

Tools to the Admiralty,
War Office, India Office,

Automatic Oil Engine,

etc., etc.

THE MOST PERFECT POWER
FOR DRIVING SMALL WORKSHOPS

No. 16 Iathe.
BRITANNIA

ENGINEERING

HEAD OFFICE & WORKS :
Co., Ltd., COLCHESTER
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EXCHANGE .

Private 4 dvertisements
inserted in this
alumn at the rate of 6d . for the first 18 words or
Der 3 trords after.
ess,
and id.
Advertisements
Trade
ara inserted
this
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
less, and id. per word after.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
tiser's name and address is charged for .
AU
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be recelved by Arst
post on the SATURDAY proceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this #mo will be
inserted in the following number.
Our Deposit System .
Notice. -As we cannot accept any responsje
bility for the bona - fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its reccipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor , whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way: The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
6d for the sumsof £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mnitled at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street ,
London, E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged.
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 28. 6d.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above skould be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
it should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party. Wo
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Trade.

Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value : bore from 179. hd ; bore from 255
Many distinct types Approval with pleasure,
Water Motors from .6s. od .
h .-p .. 17$ 5d .
h.-p., 30s. Castings, 38., 5s., 9s. 6d. Cheapest
form of power for ligbt work . - WHITNEY
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran .
teed platinum , silver plated : & in . to centre, is. 9d .
i in ., 25. 3d. ; it ins., 2s. 6d. ; 1 ins., 28. od. :
1 } ins., 3s. All other materials in stock . - WHITNEY
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by at ins.
inside, is . 3d . each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, 9d. · negative, 7d. each ;
Grids, 5d. 1 Terminals, *3d. Excellent value.
WHITNEY.
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost tos . 6d . ; only 35. 3d., post
free. Magnets , with wound bobbin , is. id.. post
free . Every one tested. - Whitner.
Whitnoy's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers Prices trom 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by it ins., Is. 2d .; 6 by it ins..
IS. 8d. ; 7 by z ins., 25. 3d . ; 6 by 24 ins., 45. 6d . :
6 by 31 ins., 55. 3d . :6 by 4 ins., 55. ed . 8 by 4 ins ,
73. dozen packed.--WHITNEY .
Battery Zincs for above, zs., 35., 45., 6. ed.,
75. 9d., 8s. 9d., ros. gå., 135. 6d. dozen. Fuller
pattern , 7s. 9d., 9s. 66. dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes.- WHITNEY .
Rails for Model Railways. - Correct section ,
28. 3d. dozen 16- in . lengths. Very easy to make
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., is. 9d . ;
ins., 25. rod . dozen , post free. - WHITNEY.
Why keep good_apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY'S for
something that you want.
Whitney for Now and Second-hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines , Microscopic Accessories, etc .. etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitney, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
Road , London. Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchanged . Estab
lished over quarter of a century.

Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements .
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place, which gives prolection to both pur.
chaser and seller:
Salo .—Table Engine ; well finished , 24 ins. by
51 ins. ; pump, governor ; photo . [6 ros. -COLONEL
Hants . CLEMENTS, Bryerswood , Southbourne,
Wanted.-- Smail Model Electric Motors ; ex
change valuable Foreign Stamps, or for cash .
JENKS, “ Abbeydale," Gerald Street, Wrexham .
For Sale.- Horizontal Engine, boie by i-in .
stroke 155. ; a bargain ; worth double ; photo id .
--12, Sunningwell Road , Hinksey, Oxford .
Platinum Foil, 6d. per inch ; Wires, & c., half
price ; stamped envelope. - W . H. HAYMAN ,
Fryern Hill, Chandler's Ford, Hampshire.
Breast Drill (Ratchet), as new , 5 $ . ; very cheap .
- Below .
Spark Coil, i-in ., with commutator, in working
order ; 255. ; cost double.-BRIDGE, 21, Barnfield "
Terrace, Accrington .
Bargain . - Magnificent high -speed Vertical En .
gine and Tubular Boiler , double-action slide
cylinder, water gauge ; price 12s. 60.-W.DAVIES,
Brynheulog , Pentre, Glam .
Sale .-- I - in . by 3-in . Horizontal Slide-valve
Engine, in capital condition . - For particulars,
apply , C.K., 410, Stoney Stanton Road, Coventry.
Phonograph, fifteen records, with recorder and
reproducer ; 62 ; or exchange.- G . GABITES, 5,
Pawson Place , Sheffield .
Vertical Boiler , 51 by 28, all fittings, including
pressure and water gauge ; (5.- Relow .
11 b.-p. Horizontal Engine, with governors ;
in good working order ; 70s. - Particulars, apply ,
T. JACKSON Front Street, Stanhope, R.S.O.
31 Motor Castings, cylinder boced , piston fitted ,
Aywheels turned and polished ; Universal set ;
Paraffin Brazing Lamp, very powerful ; t-plate
Hand Camera . What offers ?-WILLIAN BUR
ROWS, East End, Main Street, Broxbun.

:

“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 35. rod. each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos, on Šale.-E. POCTEAU, 231A ,Gray's Inn
Road , London
Arts and Trades Catalogue Free. This
valuable list contains books on Brewing, Building,
Electrical, Engines and Boilers, Iron , Steel, and
Metallurgy, Design , Decoration, Chemistry,
Photography, & c . 100,000 Books, all kinds
Please state wants . - BAKERS' Great Bookshop,
Birmingham .
Free.-- Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London..
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials.--Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions,6d. post free.-THE MORRIS Cohen Co., LTD ,
132, Kirkgate , Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished : list ad . -REYNOLDS Bros., Barnsley .
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers.--KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
for lists , free one stamp. -- King & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.

Twenty -three of Colo' Reliable Handbooks,
bound in one volume cloth , 3s. ed ., carriage paid,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c .; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free , 6d .
Pattern Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes ” (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Blacksmithing. " How to Forge and Weld
Iron ” (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
“ Metal Rivetting ' (Hot and cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams; post
free, 6d .
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
" Metal, Pipo and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
Tempering Stoel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Motal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw .
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
" Metal Drilling, Dri Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d.
" Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
6d . Aluminium brass,
Lacquering : silver,
Burnishing, Solder
,
Gold,
“ How to
& c: „Brazing
:
"
3d.
The Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
" Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells ,
Making Bells and Batteries " : diagrams, 6d .
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d.
Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
& c. Cernent Recipes ; 6d .
Rubber StampMaking," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d .
“ Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c . ; 6d .
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
" Čycle Brazing," _ 4d. ; " Cycle Enamelling,"
6d . ; " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d.
Any Three Above Books, is.; any six, is. 7d. ;
eight or more, 3d. each , all post free.
“ Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of usefulhints
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d.
M. Cole , 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester. Australian Wholesale Agents :
“ Robertsons."
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American, with a chapter on
How to Test a Lathe ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy ;
invaluable to la the users .
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free .
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force. - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford.
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work , etc., or
every description Speciality : Motor cylinder
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear-cutting ;
Screw -cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
general milling, planing, etc. - GEORGE ADAMS,
144, High Holborn , London , W.C.
George Adams for all work needing special
accuracy, finish and prompt despatch. Plantmost
up -to -date and complete in the country.
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels, Turbines, Hy
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors,
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Motor lists id . Hire purchase terms arranged .PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury, Hercfordshire.
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Manufactures. - Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
Whitworth
with Set,
Tapsis.and
Tap.
wrench
, 1 , 3-16,Screwplate,
\, or Modeller's
id . each
-WILKINS, 87, Marlboro' Road, Bowes Park.
Compound Slide-rests.-- Swivelling 2 ), 155. 6d . ;
3 in . 175. 6d . Steel Lathe Carriers, is, gd. set.
Lists, ild - WILKINS.
Plumbago Crucibies, 5d . ; Brasstounder's Sand ,
cwt. bags, ss. od ( Instructions).- Geo. WELLS,
Needham Market.
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The original Cocoa.

ARMSTRONG & co., TWICKENHAM ,
Manufacturing Blootriolanı.

CASTINGS AND

EPPS'S
(The most nutritious)

COCOA

TT

ete
.

FI

FULMEN WORKS,
A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

Electric
HOW

A
OW to PATENT an INVENTION
ADVICE GRATIS .
HOWBOOK, giving full particulars as to Cost,
Forms, & c., FREE from
CASSELL & Co.. Regd. Patent Agents,
Crown Chambers, 9, Regent Street,
LONDON , W.
Patents sold and placed upon the market.)
Your Steam
+ post
dot
- ago, id . Model
eomplete without
31
А

Boiler
Feed
Pump.

STUART
TURNER
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames

Dynamos , Dynamos
CASTINGS from 38. per Set. FINISHED
DYNAMOS , 128.
OIL and GAS ENGINES , 4 h.p., from £ 8 .
Electrical Novelties,
Great Variety Electric Bells ,
Batteries, Medical Ooils ,
Pocket Accumulators,
Night Lights Battery Lamps, etc.
QUALITY HIGH .
PRICES LOW
All goods guaranteed . See Testimonials. New
Illustrated Blectric Mechanical Catalogue
24 pages, 1d . stamp.
0. L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDoe .

IN

GS

ARMATURE LAMINATIONS .
S
GS ES 1 to 24 ins.diam .
All types
MO andS sizes
N
IN from
S
NA TOR AST GI
Y
LL
D MO C , EN ,
CE ,

4 in . scale L.N.W. TANK ENGIN )
( see M.E., July 23rd, 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the mos
efficient Working Model in existence .
Castings and Materials, with
Drawings, now ready .
Price List, id . Stamp.
DON'T FORGET- every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d. Stamps.

Batteries:

TO MAKE
AND USE THEM

Practical Guide for
Electricians.

Amateur

The MORRIS COHEN CO ., Ltd.
VULCAN , WORKS,
ALFRED STREET, LEEDS
Manufacturers of every des
cription of Small Screws
Bolts, and Nuts, in Steel
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work , both
Standard Whitworth and
British Association Threads
Illustrated Catalogue B,
post free, 1d.
AGENTS IN MOST TOWNS.
Bost Quality English DRAWING INSTRU .
MENTS at Reasonablo Prices

TI

JASPER REDFERN , LTD . ,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS .
Forgings in steel or iron . Castings in steel, iron ,
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High -class
Lathes from 30s. Electrical and Scientific Ap
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.

4d.

MR . GREENLY'S
COMPOUND UNDERTYPE ENGINE
CASTINGS and parts for building this magnif :
cent Model, in Iron , Steel and Guometal, and
including all Boiler Materials are now ready.
Castings of the finest quality and workmanship. See
Editorial Notice, Nov. 19th issue Patterns made
to Drawings. Castings from your own Patterns.
Castings to Drawings a speciality. Best work only
and at reasonable MACKENZIE
prices. All enquiries, id . stamp.
,
17 BENSON AVENUE, EAST HAM , LONDON , B.

i he Franklin Model Shop
Experimental work for inven
tors ; anything in metal, from a
single piece to a complete working
model. Apparatus for colleges.
Exhibition models. Introduction
samples of patented articles .
Special tools for making metal
novelties. Inventions perfected .
Bb FRANKLIN Drawings and designs worked out
Model Shop from inventors' ideas. Send for
circulaf 14
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-181, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.
Electrical
Specialities.

The Model Manufacturing Co.'s
New Illustrated List is now roady ; price 6d.
is themost complete List of high- class Models and
Castings yet produced , and should be in the hands
of every Amateur Model Maker, and will be found
of special interest to Scale Model Locomotivo
Builders.
62 and 58, ADDISON ROAD NORTH ,
NOTTING HILL , LONDON, W.

And still the best.

Barbara
Illustrated
Catalogue

4 -voltEbonite
Accumulators
to Tighthang.
ing fittings
shown. 5-br.
4/9 ; 9 -hr,6/6 ;
12 hr., 9/6.
Sent charged , ready for lighting. Postage, 4d extra.
Handsome Electric Hanging Lamp: Prices
include Lamp, everything as shown, with Hand
some Shade, silvered inside, 3/6 ; with beautiful
imitation CutGlass ditto, 2/10. Postage, 4d. extra .
Large Accumulator and Electrical Catalogue, 4d.

DRAWINGS

STUART HIGH -SPEED ENGINES

Read the following Bxpert Opinions
The Engineer says : " A useful little book for
young electricians commencing to study this branch
of practical electricity .
The constructive de.
tails
should
also prove of value to all wishing to
construct
batteries."
Electricity says : " This is a capital little book ,
roplete with practical information conce
oncerning ati
the ordinary types of primary batteries.
Such an
The Photographic Dealer says :
Instructiveand thoroughly reliable book . . is very
welcome, and is certain to prove popular ...'

All Bras with Valve, Tap, and Pipe adjustable to
any posis,
tion . Well finished and works pertectly .

Price 6d . net ; Post Free, 7d.
May be obtained from all Agents for THE MODEL
ENGINEER, or from ,
THE BOOK DEPARTMENT,

Bond ,245, Euston Rd., London

26-29, Poppin's Court, Floot Street,
London, E.C.

W.H.HARLING , Manufacturer,
47, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.
ESTABLISHED 1851.
WORKS : HACKNEY , L
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION
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The Sun Never Sets
Lathe

the Students of the

American

School of Correspondence

ESMARCH'S

Carriers

PATENT CARRIERS .

E
SY SMA
ST R C H
EM 'S

On

MAP
of
NEW ZEALAND AUCK
land
SHOWING
STUDENTS

No. 1 takes

from

ito 2 ins.
No. O takes
Nelson

Price 2 -

Wellington

up to
17. ins.
Conistchurch

DO NOT

Price 1/6 .

MARK TE
WORK ,

Dunedir?

VERY

zarciles

POWERFUL

Themap above shows the distribution in New Zealand
of students of the American School of Correspondence.
Every dot indicates a group ofstudents. Wherever there
is prosperity, industry and enterprise, there will be found
students of the American School of Correspondence .
The courses are Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Station
ary ,Locomotive and Marine Engineering , Architecture,
Heating, Ventilation and Plumbing, Mechanicaland Per
spective Drawing, Pen and Ink Rendering, Sheet Metal
Pattern Drafting,Refrigeration , Telephony, Telegraphy,
Navigation and the Manufacture of Cotton and Woolen
Cloth . They offer an opportunity to obtain instruction
at home under the direction ofmembers of the faculty of
an American resident engineering college of wide repu
tation ,
The instruction papers are used as text books by the United
States Government in the School of Submarine Defense, Fort
Totten , New York ; by the Westinghouse Electric and Manu
facturing Co., in its “ Shop School” ; and in a number of
colleges and schools.
Our courses offer parents who have not the means to
send their children to college, an opportunity to obtain
for them a certain amount of technical training at a
moderate cost under the direction of teachers of recog
nized standing.
If you are too far from a technical school or college to
attend it if you must support yourself, or have others
dependent on you - If you have not the entrance qualifi
cations demanded by a resident college of engineering,
the courses of the American School of Correspondence
provide a means of fitting yourself for a position requir
ing technical knowledge without leaving homeor giving
up your daily work .
Illustrated cataloguemay be had on request.
American School of Correspondence ,
at
Armour Institute of Technology,
Chicago, Ill., 1. S. A.
Room 89e ,
BRANCHES.
Aukland , N. Z. (Head Office.)
Street,
Queen
Wellington , N.Z.
Street,
20192
Willis
Christchurch , N.Z.
149 A Cashel Street,
Dunedin , N , Z.
10 Rattray Street,
Sidney , New South Wales .
160 Vickery's Chambers, Pitt St.,
James Humphries Company, Durban , Natal, So. Africa.

GRIP .

Spanners for Nuts

Heart-Shaped

ounce.

Steel

8d . each .

Carriers

NICKEL

BLACK

PLATED .

FORGED.
No. 1,
in . ... 9d.
No. 2 ,
* in . ... 1/
No. 3 ,
14 in . ... 1/3
No. 4 ,
1. in .... 1/6
No. 5 ,
I in .
21
No. 6 ,
Il ins... 2/6

No. 8 ,
8d .
4 in .
No. 9,
pe in ... 100
No. 10 ,
1
* in .

No. 11,
in . ... 1/1
No. 12,
H in .... 1/3

Send 6d . in stamps for 96 pp. fully illustrated Price
List of Small Tools to

GEORGE

144 , HIGH
Postage to America is 2ļd. for every

...

ADAMS,

HOLBORN , LONDON , W.C.
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(Continued from page to.)
Charging Dynamo, 15 volts 2 amps. (by Uni
versat Étectric Supply Co.) ; cost 175. 6d. ; nearly
new ; 123. 60. - SANDERS , 33) Quernmore Road ,
Harringay, N.
For Salo . - Water Gauge Fittings, t ; packed
Stop-valve.it Gunmetal ; Loco Whistie, ti
Bench Shears, 12-in . jaws, new ; offers.-- SIMES,
94 , Allcroft Road , Kentish Town .
Sacrifice. - Splendid Phonograph , on oak sound .
box, 24 records ; equal new 22s. 6d . ; reply
Street, Dursley.
stamp. - PHILLIPS,
What offers 8 - Two Model & Longuemare Cars
burettors, with throttles and regulators , and one
F. N. with throttle ; also few Sparking Plugs and
Voltmeters, o to 5 ; all new.-F. CLARK, 23,
Latimer Street, Stepney, E.
Exchange Double cylinder Horizontal S.V.
Engine, I in . by 2 ins., and little cash , for smaller
Engine with boiler, or sell.-- , Raglan Street,
Lowestoft.
For Salo. - MODEL BNGINEERS, unbound Vols.
and separate numbers ; also several Accumulators;
particulars on application . - MADDOCKS, 192,
King's Road, Chelsea.
Horizontal Slide-valve Steam Englno, r in . by
2 ins. ; 2os., or near offer. - W . HINCHLIFFK, ai,
Bradford Road North , Huddersfield .
For Sale . -Vertical Boiler, fire tubes, steel,
18 ins. by 26 ins. ; firebox , 15 ins, by 12 ins. ;
working pressure, 100 to 120 lbs. sq . in .: extra
strong, machine riveted, firebars and all fittings,
smokebox and funnel ; would do for small launch ;
good
; nearly
new teak
; very
lagged steamer
with hair
felt and
woodlittle
with used
steel
bands ; cheap ; for immediate delivery ; F.O.R. ;
M.E. deposit system ; price £12, or near offer . Below .
Horizontal Return Tube (dry back ) Steel Boiler
and 12 brass tubes, dome and fittings; working
pressure, 80 lbs. sq.in .; riveted ( 13) ins. by 28 ins).,
7 -in . flue, extra long fire-bars and large smokebox ;
quick raiser ; suit able for 2 -in . cylinder ; hardly
used ; owned abroad ; very cheap : immediate
delivery ; F.O.R. ; M.E. deposit system ; price
£8. - Below .
Vertical Bollor, 18 ins. by 9, riveted , with nine
fire tubes ; very good steamer ; 80 lbs. working
pressure ; stop, safety, and blow down valves,
internal fire ; in first-rate condition · lagged with
felt and wood , with steel bands, cast-iron bed ;
tor immediate delivery, cheap ; F.O.R .; M.E.
deposit system ; drive 1f-in , engine ; price 5.
Box 193, The ModrL ENGINEER, 26 to 29, Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
11 h.-p. Petrol Motor Engine, new condition ,
with tank and surface carburettor fitted ; 64 158 .
-MURRAY, 37A, Charles Street, Hatton Garden ,
Holborn .
For Salo . - Breast Drill, two speeds, 5s . ; cheap ;
or exchange anything useful. - BROW , 13, Hindle
Street, Accrington , Lanc.
For Sale. - Cinematograph , with four films and
box of slides ; only used once. What offers ?
Also , Steam Vertical Boiler (tubular) and Engine,
water gauge, & c. ; high-speed and perfect ; price
95.-G. H. HILL, 182 , Park Street, Blakenhall,
Wolverhampton.
Now Small High -speed Gas Engine, 3 -in . bore,
4 -in . stroke, latest design , porcelain ignition tube ;
18 ; Wescott's Little Giant Drill Chuck , o to }-in .
nearly
new ; 128. - Geo . HODGSOX, Toft Mills,
Cleckheaton
.
For Sale . - High -speed Vertical Slide-valve En
gine, f-in .by 1-in ., and boiler with feed pump and
all fittings ; splendid working order ; 18s., or
nearest offer ; particulars stamp. - H . Bilson , 88 ,
Whitby Street, West Hartlepool, Durham .
Wanted.-- Small Horizontal Engine ; also Metal
Tools ; will exchange various articles. - J. Wilson ,
junr., 78 , Harehills Avenue, Leeds.
Microscope, separable i-in ., 4 -in ., 1.in. objec
tives, live box , stage forceps, condenser, & c.; in
mahogany box ; also Turntable for making slides ;
nearly new ; 575. 6d . - JONES, South Terrace ,
Wolstanton , Staff.
Sale or Exchange.-- Powerful Electric Motor
drives sewing machine easy ; MODEL ENGINEERS,
from Vol. I to present date , only three copies
Practical Electricity," Vol. I
missing
; )Modera
( illustrated
; 1 lb. Bobbin German Silver Wire
(covered). Wanted, small Gas or Oil Engine ;
offers. - W . M. 586, Stockport Road, Longsight,
Manchester.
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Lathe Bonoh , treadle motion , with four-grooved
pulley and slow speed pulley cheap. - MACKAY,
3, Crichton Street, Edinburgh .
Light Motor Frame, two wheels 28 by it, free
wheel, and driving rim , 409.; belt, 45. — 134,
Sussex Road , Southport.
Massive 6-In. Back-goared Treadle Lathe, com
pound (swivelling ) slide-rest ; recently overbauled ;
17 ios. - ALBERT SMITH , Lime Grove, Longeaton,
Nottingham .
Launch Engino, 2 by 31, new , sos., all fittings,
or exchange for Dynamo.- EBORNE , I, Walton
Place, Aylesbury, Bucks.
ho-p . Horizontal Steam Engine, in vorki
order ; sell 35s. ; exchange good Lathe Head
LUCAS, 40, Warrington Road , Prescot.
Sale or Exchange.-- 5-in . Centre Lathe, in
frame, compound slide-rest, chucks, and tools
£ 4 5s.; or exchange good Gramophone or Phono
graph and records. - HUGHES, Chapel Street,
Dawley .
Gas Engine, 1 h.-p. (Madison), £ 4 10s.; Dynamo,
200 watts, 408, goo Stamps in Album , 308.
" ELECTRICITY,” 18, Alexandra Street, Southend .
Dynamo. - High- class Machine : drum armature,
brush rocking gear, & c.; gives 8 volts, s amps.
easily ; perfect ; 12s 6d. -SUTCLIFFE, 30, Drake
Street, Rochdale.
8-in. Lathe Heads and Tools, 158. Horizontal
Engine, it by 3 ; good . order ; 255. Vertical,
24 by 6 ; 205. About 400 MODEL ENGINEER ,
Mechanical World, English Mechanic : IOS. or
ofiers. — R . WESTON , 9. Ramsey Street, Old am .
Double- acting Oscillating Engine, bore, 1.in.
stroke ; vertical brass boiler ; mounted on solid
brass stand ;_bargain, los. 60.---WILSHAW , 41,
Salem Street, Etruria, Stoffordshire.
Almost Given Away. - For sale, owing to having
no spare time, a 500-watt Dynamo ; nearly fin
ished; £ 2; materials alone cost £5. - HARGREAVES,
Whitehead View , Elton , Bury.
Bargains.-- Parts Horizontal Boiler, 9 ins. by
3.ins., 35. 6d.; Fretsaw Frame, 20 ins., is. 3d . ;
pint bottle Bichromate Battery , Is . 6d.; Daisy
(new ), 2s. 60. ; powerft Electric Bell,
Air
28. 6d. ; Stamp Album , 890 stamps, 178. 6d. small
Pistol, is. 6d. ; g-ct. gold Carbuncle Ring, 6s. 6d .
--Below .
Rex 31 h.-p. Motor Cylinder, air -cooled, valves
and piston complete, 52s. 6d . or offers ; carriage
extra ; p..rticulars free.--- B . TICEHURST, Havelock
Road , Hastings.
Wanted, Bowden Brake in good condition ; must
be cheap for cash . - Thos READSHAW , 23,Greens
field Terrace, Gateshead .
Applied
“ Elementary
Sale . - Jamieson's
Mechanics," IS. 6d .; Poyser's “ Advanced
Electricity," 29.; Barker's * Graphic Engine
Desiga," is. 6d .; Sheldon's “ Alternating Current
Machines," 5s.6d. (all excellent condition );
Jamieson's " Elementary Steam ,' new , 2s.;
Poyser's " Elementary Electricity," new , is. 3d.;
stamped envelope for reply .-- Books, Market
House , Threadneedle Street, Chelmsford .
£6 6s. Typewriter, “ The Hall." No use for it,
Any offer accepted. Also Edison Phonograph ;
recorder , reproducer, etc. Offers . - R . G. THAXTER,
Olive Road, South town, Gt, Yarmouth .
Mr. Edward Prince wishes to dispose of his Quar
ter -plate, Half-plate,land Stereoscopic Negatives of
Ships (Ocean Liners ), Locomotives, and Trains.
To be sold in one lot, or in dozens.-- 12, Gordon
Avenue, Southampton .
Slide-Rest for 4t- in . centre lathe ; condition as
new ; 30s.- SELMAN, 9, Parkdale Road, Plumstead ,
Kent.
Dynamo 6 volts, 10s.; one 20 volts. 3 amps. 158.;
both suitable for charging : good condition.
WILLIAM M. HOGG , Viewmount, Stonehaven .
Bargain. - Beautiful Model Gas Engine (new ),
If bore , 4-in . stroke ; £ 2 (cost £ 4) ; particulars,
stamp. Also 60 Hobbies designs : what offers ?
-SLATER , St. Amour, Seagrove Road , Ports
mouth .
Wanted, second -hand Horizontal Steam Cylin
der, I in . by 2-in. stroke; complete. - E . SOUTHERN ,
3 , Lister Street, Nuneaton .
Sale. -Model of L S.W.R. Engine and Tender,
painted and lined. - Below .
1-5th h.-p. Gas Enginos, cylinder bored and all
parts machined .- Below .
Spondid Ride, with lock -bolt action.-- Below .
Exchange anything useful. - JAMES CROSLAND ,
S7, Clifton Avenue, Harehills Lane, Leeds.
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Steel Plato ; useful pieces for making gauges
cutters, etc.; asscctment six , different shapes and
sizes ; 7d., carriage paid . - HARRIS, 38 , Jubilee
Street, Stepney, London ,
For Sale.--Gas Engine, 3 ins. by 5 ins.; in work
ing- order ; £ 3 ; or exchange Gent's Freewheel
Bike.-D. DE J. CROUDACE, Talke, Stoke-on - Trent.
Sale or Exchange . - Power double-cylinder Steam
Engine, 1 h.-B., complete with force-pump: 255.
cash ; Electric Cycle Lamp with plated reflector
and parts for making 4 -volt accumulator for same,
6s.68.-H. CLIFFORD, 93, Berkeley Road, Bishops
ton, Bristol.
Model Marine Engine Castings, with cylinder
bored and ports cut, from 45. 3d. per set ; particu
lars, stamp.-- WILSON, Albert House, St. Peter's,
Kout.
Wanted . --Lathe about 3 ins. centre, 24 to 36 ins.
gap bed, with stand, flywheel,and treadle complete ;
Tools also wanted ; must be cheap. Send full par:
ticulars and price to G. PEARSON , Heath , Leighton
Buzzard .
Bargains for Cash,—3-in . Compound Slide-rest,
swivel adjustment, 13 tools, 30s. 45-ampere hour
Lithanode Accumulator, 15s.; Lined Mahogany
Case 3 dozen Carving Tools, 203.; pair of Model
Telegraph Station Sounders (new ), t58.; cost 425.;
Pocket Accumulator (4 -volt), 48.; Miscellaneous
lot, containing quantity Copper Sulphate, Spark
Coil, Motor, Leclanche Cell, Pocket Accumulator,
etc., ios.; sell lot, 895.--BOWER , 134, Fenchurch
Street, London .
Bargain. - Vertical Steam Engine, it ins. bore,
24 ins. stroke ; engineer made ; perfect order ;
268.- Below
Horizontal Engine, 14 ins. by 21 ins.; perfect
order ; 20s.-- Below .
Lathe .---3 -in . centre , 3 speeds, stand, treadle and
tools, 255., also a 3-in . Self-cen treing Chuck, with
two sets of jaws , new ; 229. - Below .
Launch Engine. --- 2-in . bore, 21 ins. stroke ; all
complete ; wants packing and adjusting ; 265.—
Below .
Wanted. - A Good Boiler in exchange for Cash .C. ELLIOTT, 26A, Park Road North , Acton , W.
Special Bargain ; no further use.-- 350 assorted
Wood Screws, Is. 3d., post paid : 8-1b . Packet
assorted Nails, is. ; Box Hinges Brackets. Files ,
Sundries , & c., all handy and useful, 25. ; can of
splendid Engine or Machine Oil, 6d. ; can of best
Black Evanel, 6d.-MR. GEORGE, 146 , Brady
Street, Whitechapel.
Wanted. - Model Locornotive, slide- valve cylin
ders, four wheels ( coupled ), gauge 3-in ., reversing,
exhaust through funnel ; pattern, Mid ., G.N.R.,
or N.W .; perfect order ; state lowest price.
Loco ," 27, Rendlesham Road, Clapton , N.E.
Very Reliable t-plate Hand Camera, 6os.;
Telephone Bell,_55. 6d . ; two Watch Receivers ,
95. ; seven Pear Pushes, new , 2s. 6d . : four t-plate
Printing Frames, Is. 6d. ; all in first-class order.
Particulars , DODDs, Little Benton , Newcastle-on
Tyne.
Gas Engine , 1 b.-P., for sale, 24 bore , 21 stroke,
two flywheels , io ins. diameter, gunmetal bearings ,
tube ignition , water jacketed ; guaranteed worker ;
63 155., or offers . - Rowles, Cliftonville, Margate.
Set of Martin's Tilbury Tank Loco Castings, all
wheels turned and mounted , eccentrics, bogie
truck, springs, and compensating levers finished ;
cylinders almost finished ; all drawings ; all in
good condition ; no time to finish ; price £6 ros.,
or near offer. - ĠILBODY, Fernlea, Handforth .
Exchange.- Very powerful Shocking Coil, with
battery, new (worth 20s.), in stained case ; Lathe
Tools (hand ) preferred ; offers . - FOWLER , Station
Street, Chatteris , Cambs.
Water Motor, 1-10th h.-P., pulley and bottle
washing attachment ( cost 175. 6d. ), take ios. ;
1 h.-p. Water Motor (cost 424. 6d.), take 2os. ;
Coil ( cost 3s. 6d.), 2s. ; Magic Lantern , six slides,
fit pocket electric lamp, Is . 6d. ; six Grand Concert
Cylinder Records, 28. 3d. each seven small
Cylinder Records, and five ditto blank, in case
holding the dozen, 95. ; 5s. Lincoln Stamp Album ,
new , 35. ; 1000 Stamp Hinges and Lincoln Cata .
logue, rs.; 208. worth Antidipso Powders, cure for
drunkenness, 75. 6d . ; course in Hypnotism and
Higher Course, £ 1 ; cost double ; or exchange whole
lot with few extras thrown in for b.-p. or larger
Gas or Oil Engine ; no cards. — MCARTHUR, junr.,
Station Hotel, Cupar.
(Continued on page * .) .
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Special

£

Subscription

50

IN

Competition

PRIZES

that there are still many people who would become regular readers if the special features of the paper were
brought to their notice . Indeed , we know this to be the case from the frequent letters we receive from new
readers, who state that they have only just discovered that such a journal exists.
As a personal intro
duction is undoubtedly the best method of making THE MODEL ENGINEER better known, we wish to enlist the
services of our present readers to introduce the paper to those to whom its contents are likely to appeal, and, as
we do not wish these services to be given gratuitously, we have decided to offer the following prizes to those
readers who are the most successful in their efforts :
value
First Prize
$ 25
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the largest pumber of new subscribers).
Second Prize
value
10
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the second largest number of new subscribers ).
Third Prize
value
25
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the third largest number of new subscribers).
Five extra Prizes of £ 1 each , and Ten extra Prizes of
108 each ,
to be awarded to those who come next in order of number of new subscribers obtained ,
CONSOLATION PRIZES . - A useful engineering book will be awarded to every competitor (other
than a prize winner) who obtains not less than five new subscribers.
The above prizes will be awarded under the following conditions, which must be carefully read and observed :
(1 ) The prizes will be of the values stated , but will not be given in cash . They will be given in the form of
lathes, tools, finished models, apparatus, or castings, or any of the goods advertised in The MODEL
ENGINEER , and must be ordered through us from one or other of our advertisers. Subject to this con
dition , each prize-winner may exercise a free choice up to the value of his prize. This does not apply
to the books offered as consolation prizes, which will be given at our own discretion , and may vary in
value according to the success of each competitor's efforts.
(2) Each subscription collected by the competitors must be for a six-months' supply of the paper (26 copies,
45. 4d .). Subscriptions for a shorter period will not be counted . All subscriptions must be handed to
a local agent for the paper, together with the name and address of the subscriber to whom the copies are
to be supplied . The agent will give a receipt, which should be handed to the subscriber. 'On no
accountshould the subscription be sent to us. Subscriptions should be handed to the agent immediately
they are received, so that each new subscriber may atonce commence to obtain his copies. For the assist
ance and convenience of competitors a parcel of printed subscription and receipt forms will be sent by
us, on application . We shall also be pleased to send, free and carriage paid , a parcel of assorted specimen
copies of the paper, to assist competitors in interesting new readers. All applications for these should
be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
(3 ) The competition will close on March , 31st, 1904 , and each competitor must send us a report of his work
not later than April 7th . This report must give the competitor's name and address, a list of the names
and addresses of the new subscribers he has obtained , and the name and address of the agent to whom
he has handed the subscriptions. As it is expected that each competitor shall himself be a regular reader
of the paper, evidence of this must be furnished by cutting out and enclosing with the report the thirteen
successive competition coupons, which will appear in our issues from January 7th to March 31st inclusive .
All reports must be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , and must be marked
“ Subscription Competition " on the envelope. No reports should be sent in before March 31st.
(4 ) In the event of two or more competitors securing an equal number of new subscribers, the value of the
prize to which they may be entitled will be divided belween them .
(5 ) No newsagent, or other trade agent for the sale of THE MODEL ENGINEER , or anyone in the employ of
such agent, will be eligible to compete ; but a special prize of £ 5 (cash ) will be given to the agent
who receives the most subscriptions from competitors. In the event of a tie for this prize , the sum will
be divided between the agents concerned.
(6 ) Proper enquiries will be made as to the bona fide character of the successful competitors' work , and the
awarding of the prizes will be carried out by the Manager of THE MODEL ENGINEER, whose decision
must be accepted as final.
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Halo - Force pump (5-16ths in . boro, i in .
stroke,) new , 6s.; lot scale Loco Castings, 16s.
Horizontal Bngine v
( ins. bore, it ins. stroke),
IIK - BAINBRIDGE , 2, Mitford Terrace, Wick Lane,
Bow , B.
Doublo-Cylinder Marine Engine Castings. - It ins.
strolve; most parts finished 128.; Marine Motor,
0. - B. ROBINSON , 170 , King's Road, Chelsea.
Miscellaneous and Late .
Ono Shilling and Ono Ponny will purchase the
best book for Turner or Fitter ever issued . It
contains a mine of information and
is fully illus
trated with machines of modern construction . To
be bad from GEORGE HARRISON (M ), Bookseller
and Publisher, 45, Rupert Street, Nottingham .
Tbo_Motor Bioycle " : Its Mechanism and
How to Drive It, is undoubtedly the best shilling's
worth ever offered on the subject ; post free,
n . id . - GEORGE HARRISON , above.
Pocket Accumulators. - Special line of 4 -volt
stbour , curved, transparent, 44. 60. ; postage 4d.
-A. R. HOLMES, 78 , Richmond Road , Barnsbury,
N.
t bo-op. Cas Engines, bos.; I h.-p., 405. - HUNT, 3
Blue Road, Leytonstone, B.
6 - b.- D. Two-Cylinder Air -Cooled Docauvillo
Engino (new ), £ 9 ; 10 h.-p. Two-Cylinder Water
Cooled , Governed Engine, 613 ; 6 h.-p. Water.
Cooled Governed Engino, £ 9 ; 2 h.-p. Daw Engine
and Tank (new ), £ 6 ros.; Two-Cylinder Bassee and
Michel Trembling Coil, 309.; Blake Motor Car
Trembling Coil (new ), 26 .; ditto for motor cycles
(now ), 228.; Channel Iron Frame for light motor
car ; 2 b.-p. Calvert Motor Bicycle, £ 12 . Many
other things equally cheap. Write for List, or cal
at our works. - TWENTIETH CENTURY MOTOR Cox
PANY, LTD ., Padua Road, Penge, S.E.

For Sale. -Model Locomotive, f in . by it ins.
cylinders , with 50 ft. rails, $4. - WRIGHT, The
Birks, Harborne.
Pattorn Making (Motor or Model).-Accurate
Work at Reasonable Prices. - H . E. SKINNER , 50,
Church Road , St. Geory , Bristol.
Salo. - 7 -stone Championship of Bngland Belt,
carat Eurb Albert. - T. ERWOOD, 289, Odessa Road ,
Forest Gate , B.
" Model Engineer." — No. 13 to date ; five mis
sing, all clean ; 1os., or exchange. - A . WESTLEY,
Moor End , Northandan .
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CAN

YOU

IF NOT, SEND POR
" MACHINE DRAWING"
made easy . It contains
over 200 Dotall Drawings
(Dimensioned )
handsomely bound .
Post free, 2/9. Address
Wallace c . Bentley ,
M.IME.
Consulting Engineer ,
HALIFAX , ENG.
Thousands in use.

BIGGER wagos and better positions are in the reach of all who
can read and write by becoming an Electrical or Mechanical Engineer. We
teach you by post direct to your home in your spare time. Leave the over
crowded, and consequently poorly paid trades, and write to us to-day
hod led us to you WAGES and spell success in life. We have
throughout the world , from the overcrowded trades to first- class
positions. Our system is practical, thorough, simple, and within the
reach of all.
the
thanteach
You could not bave a BETTER opportunity
present. We
Electrical Engineering. Mechanical Engineering, Electric Light and
Power Wiring. Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam Engineering. Electric
Tramways
c., &c. Dar old students through: POSITIONS
Mr. Thos. A. out
the ,&world
and leading Bagineers
possible. We are recommended by the Great Edison
EDISON
recommends us. of the world . Write_to-day for our interesting book. sent free to all,
" Can I become an Blectrical or Mechanical Engineer ?"
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION ,
488, TEMPLE CHAMBERS, TEMPLE AVENUE, LONDON , B.C.

DYNAMOS . DYNAMOS

Castings , 30

watts,

3s. per Set.

Complete Dynamos, 12s . 6d . each .
D

Photographed from our
MACHINE .
No. 6

FRE E
LIST
Y NA MO
OATALOGUE, containing everything Electrical, complete
or in parts, post free, 2d.

THE
ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MANUFACTURING CO.,
152, Crey Mare Lane, Manchester .
WILSON STREET.

BEATALL
LITTL
E
THE
LITTLE
IS THE
8 ins. centres, 24.ins. bed.
Teree hand - turning tools, and cen
FAVOURITE.
tres all hardened, ready for use.

F. MARSHALL & Co., Engineers ,
WELLCROFT WORKS, MANOR LANE ,
SHIPLEY, YORKS.
OUR LATHES SELL THROUGH THEIR OWN MERITS, AND GIVE
ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

METAL
AND

WORKING
WORKING
THEIR

TOOLS

USES .

You have, perhaps, just taken up Model.making , and ,
though having some little experience of tools, bave bad po great
opportunities to acquire skill in their use. At times you may be
in doubt as to the bestmethods of using them .
This book has been prepared specially for such cases as
yours, and the information contained in it is bound to be a help
to you in your work . The proper tools to use for the different
operations in Metal Working are fully illustrated and described ,
and there are numerous hints as to the methods of using them to
the best advantage.
Price 6d. nett ; post free, 7d.
Of all Agents for THE MODEL ENGINEER, or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29, POPPIN'S COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON , EC.
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The Model Engineer and Electrician .
EXCHANGE .

Private Advertiseinents are inserted in this
column at the rate of 60. for the first 18 words or
less , and id . per 3 Fords after.
Trade Advertisements are insertea in this
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words of
less, and id. per word after .
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
User's name and address is charged for .
AU
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager ,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be received by first
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number.

:

Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
Twenty -three of Cole's Reliable Handbooks,
value ; bore from 178. od . ; ! bore from 255.
bound in one volume cloth , 3s. 9d., carriage paid ,
of separately as below .
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure .
Water Motors from 6s. 6d . : ! h.-p. 175. 6d. :
Brass Founding.-- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c .; How to Build
h.-D., 305. Castings, 3s., 5., 9s. 6d. Cheapest
Small Furnace," post free , 6d .
form of power for light work .- WHITNEY .
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran
Pattern Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
teed platinum , silver plated : # in . to centre, is . 9d .
Core Boxes ” (diagrams), post free, 6d.
I in ., 2s . 3d.; it ins., 25. 6d. ; it ins., 28. od . ;
Blacksmithing.-- " How to Forge and Weld
ins., 3s. All other materials in stock . - WHITNEY
Iron
” (30 diagrams), post free , 6d.
66 Metal
Rivetting
(Hot and cold ), from
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 67 by 4 by 21 ins.
inside,
Is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
post
:
diagrams
with
boilers,
steam
to
jewellery
free, 6d.
formed, 4 by 4 ; positive, ed . · negative, 7d. each ;
5d . ; Terminals, 3d . Excellent value. “ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools,” trom a Grids,
WHITNEY .
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
“ Metal, Pipo and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost tos. 6d. ; only 35. 3d ., post
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
“ Tempering Steel Tools,” Annealing and Case free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id., post
Hardening, 6d .
free. Every one tested. - WHITNEY.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers Prices from 30s. Many
diagrams, 6d .
" Wiped Joints in Load Water Pipes," Soldered
patterns, all beautifully finished.
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
Battery Carbons, 5 by 17 ins., IS. 2d.; 6 by it ins.,
Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
IS. 8d. ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d . ; 6 by 24 ins., 45. 6d . ;
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams, 6 by 31 ins., gs . 3d. : 6 by 4 ins., 5s.gd. 8 by 4 ins,
6d .
75. dozen packed .-- WHITNEY.
Metal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 35., 45., 6s. 9d.,
75. 9d., 8s. 9d., 1os. 9d ., 135. 6d. dozen. Fuller
diagrams, 6d.
Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing, pattern, 7$. 9d ., 9s. 6d. dozen . Also Cut Carbons
Burnishing, Lacquering ; 6d.
in many sizes. - WHITNEY.
“ How to Solder Gold , silver, Aluminium , Brass,
Rails for Model Railways.- Correct section ,
25. 3d. dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
& c./ The
Brazing
: 3d .How to Use it on Wood and
Saw " and
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, i in ., is, 9d . :
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
1 ins., 25. 1od. dozen , post free.-- WHITNEY.
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells ,
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, 6d.
" French Polishing, Stalning, Varnishing " ;
something that you want.
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
Whitney for New and Second-hand Dynamos,
“ Mending and Repairing ” Metal, Wood, Glass, Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories. etc.. etc.
& c. CementRecipes ; 6d.
Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
Please state exact requirements .
on a small Scale ; 6d .
Whitney, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
“ Bookbinding without Special Tools,” Gold
Road , London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold and Exchanged. Estab
Lettering, & c. ; 6d .
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of lished over quarter of a century .
Designs ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
Please Note Change of Address.-- New Sliding
“ Cycle Brazing," _ 4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
Resistances, by Westinghouse (cost 455.), suitable
6d . ; *** Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
for motors, & c., price 5s. gd. Coils wound with
Roadside," 6d.
silk -covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
Any Three Above Books, is.; any six, is. 70. ; needle
pivots, suitable for making galvanometers,
eight or more , 3d. each , all post free .
& c. (cost 455. ), price gs . od . Odd Galvanometers,
“ Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
in cases, 58. 6d . Polarized Relays, slightly de
and information on MechanicalMatters, 3d .
fective (cost £ 3 ), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury ,
25), price £ 3. Quantity of odd Telephones and
Manchester. Australian Wholesale Agents :
Sounders, from 6s. 6d. ; also hundreds of useful
Robertsons."
oddments, can be inspected by appointment.
X Book on the Lathe ; fuil of information on
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. — SAM
the construction of Lathes. X.
MIDDLETON , Faraday House, 179 , Camden Grove
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
North , Peckham , S.É.
American, with a chapter on
F. & H. Shaw & Brother offer for several weeks
How to Test & Lathe ; giving a practical
only the following Tools atreduced prices.- Below
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy ;
Treadle Screw -cutting Lathe, 34-in . centres
invaluable to lathe users.
3 ft. gap-bed , saddle and compound slide-rest,
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ; hand-rest,
face and catch plates , treadle complete
foreign readers post free.
with standards, crankshaft, and two flywheels,
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty hollow
mandrel
machine-cut change and gear
on machinery is in force.-DRUMMOND BROTHERS, wheels, machine-cut
steel reversing wheels and
LTD., Rydes Hill, near Guildford.
rack and pinion, belt, spanners, & c.; usual price,
£ 22 ; sale price, £ 18 tos.- Below .
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work , etc., or
every description. Speciality : Motor cylinder
Back -geared Treadle Lathe, 3 -in ., 36 -in . gap
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear-cutting ;
bed, slide-rest, hand -rest, face and catch plates,
centres, & c. : on standards with crankshaft and
Screw - cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
general milling, planing, etc.- GEORGE ADAMS,
two flywheels ; belt, spanners , & c. ; usual price ,
144, High Holborn, London , W.C.
410 Ics. ; sale price, £ 9. - Below .
George Adams for all work needing special
8-in . Centre Ditto, 30 - in . gap -bed ; usual price,
accuracy, finish and prompt despatch. Plantmost
£9 , sale price, 48.- Below .
up-to-date and complete in the country.
Bench Hand Planing Machine, 16 ins. by 7.by
5 ; complete with spanners, & c. ; usual price,
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels, Turbines, Hy
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors, £ 9 10s. ; sale price, £ 8 ios.- Below .
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Hand Planing Machine on Standards, 20 by 7
Motor lists id Hire purchase terms arranged .by 5 , self-acting feed, special vice, angle plate ,
tools , spanners, & c. ; usual price, 615 12s . ; sale
PERCY PITMAN . Bosbury, Ledbury, Herefordshire.
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical price , {13 1os. — Below .
Manufactures. -Special lines and designs illus
Engineer's Parallel Bench Vices, strong, 3-in .
by 3-in . ; usual price, 155. ; sale price, 12s. each.trated this issue ; look it up immediately .
Below
.
Whitworth Screwplate, , 3-16ths, , with Taps
Gas Engine, kb.h.-P., nearly new , gas-bag,
and Tapwrench, Is. id. ; Modeller's Set, is. id. silencer , tank , piping, pulley, belting, & c. (cost
WILKINS, 87, Marlboro' Road , Bowes Park .
( 12), will sell for £7 cash .--Below .
Compound slide -rests (Swivelling), 2), 155. 6d. ;
3 -in ., 175. 6d. · Tools, is . gd . set. Lists, itd.
Mustrated Catalogue of Lathes, Planers, Vices,
WILKINS.
Chucks, Surface Plates, Tools, Bright Steel Shaft
Plumbago Crucibles, 5d.; Brassfounder's Sand ,
ing, & c ., three stamps.
F. & H. Shaw & Brother, Waterside Engineering
cwt. bags, is. 6d (lostructions), - Geo. Wells,
Needhamn Market.
Works, Hebden Bridge

Our Deposit System .
Notice. - As we cannot accept any responsi
bility for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers , and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way. The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase , or
of the article having been returned and acccpled.
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
6d for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mitted at the sametime, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 2s. 6d .
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Feementionci above skould be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
t should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value o
the article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articles themselves.

Trade.
“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 35. rod . each , tree. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Šale.-E. POUTEAU, 231A, Gray's Inn
Road London
Arts and Trades Catalogue Free. - This
valuable list contains books on Brewing , Building ,
Electrical, Engines and Boilers, Iron , Steel, and
Metallurgy, Design, Decoration , Chemistry ,
Photography, & c . 100,000 Books, all kinds
Please state wants. - BAKERS' Great Bookshop ,
Birmingham .
Free.--Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W.Rich .
FORD, Snow Hill, London .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery . Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions, 6d . post free. - THE MORRIS COHEN Co., LTD .,
132. Kirkgate, Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished : list 2d . - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley .
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers.--- KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
for lists, free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works. Stonebridge, Bristol.

iv.
Aeronautical and Submarino Engineering,
special terms to experimenters. THE SOUTH
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING WORKS, Blackheath
Hill, Greenwich .
Cycles ! Cyclos ! !-Frames , fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied ; writo for catalogue. - DIMMACK
BROS., 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889 .
Turning, Milling, Dividing, Fitting, Repairing
etc., undertaken by the DENTAL BNGINEERING
Co., Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road , London .
-In . Midland Sets, 255.; f-in . “ Lord of the
Isles," . 205. ; enormous variety odd parts ; all
scales. - LADENSACK , Rayleigh .
Pocket Accumulators.-- Special line of 4 -volt
5-hour, curved , t:ansparent, 43. 6d. ; postage 4d .
-A. R. HOLMES, 78 , Richmond Road, Barnsbury ,
N.
Private.
Kindly ser under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place, which gives protection to both pur.
chaser and seller.
Vory Rollable t- plate Hand Camera, 6os. ;
Telephone Bell, 5s. 6d .; two Watch Receivers,
95. ; seven Pear Pushes, new , 25. 6d . ; four t-plate
Printing Frames, Is. 6d. ; all in first- class order. Particulars, Dodds, Little Benton, Newcastle-on
Tyne.
Bargain ; £ 3.- Vertical Engine, bigh -speed , 1 by
I , boiler (copper), water -tube, firebars, gauges,
etc., pump and connections. -TILEY, 14, Alma
Road, Westham , Weymouth .
Wanted. - Vertical Tubular Boiler ; will send
list of articles for exchange (mechanical) to 20s.
value. - A . H., 33, Broomfield Road, Heaton Moor.
Wanted. - Vertical Boiler, about 7} ins. by
15 ins. ; must be first-class condition ; cheap ;
give full particulars ; approval, deposit. - ARCHER ,
32, White Cross Road, York .
Pair New Telephones, 98.; Motor, Is. 6d . ;
1 h.-p. Oil Furnace, 155.; Vertical Engine, 15$. ;
Electric Lantern , 28.; Cyclopædia Applied
Mechanics,” £ 1 ; exchange Columbia Q. offers.
HOLMES, Brunswick Road , Plymouth .
10-volt Dynamo, unanished, armature ( cog
drum ), wants winding, 75. 6d. ; 15 -hour celluloid
Accumulator, 4 volts (cost 12s.), take 7s., only
charged twice ; Field -magnets for 10 -volt dynamo,
is. 6d. ; High Efficiency Lamp, Is.-G. WEVILL,
Clough Head, Golear, Huddersfield .
For Sale ; perfect order.- h.-p. Horizontal
Slide-valve Engine, 2t bore, 41 stroke ; also multi
tubular Boiler, steel riveted, 2 ft. by i ft., con
necting pipes for supply and exhaust, water gauge
pressure gauge, check valve and force pump ; a
bargain ; must sell ; owner leaving for Australia ;
[ 7 ios., or nearest. - PHILLIPS, Old Road East,
Gravesend.
Model Makors. - Contents of ModelWorkshop :
Planing Machine, Lathe, partly made quantity of
Patterns, Sheet Brass, Electrical Stuff, Taps,
Drills, Steel (cast and mild) ; call or write ; going
abroad. -SPENCE, 4, Harbord Street, Edgehill,
Liverpool
For Sale.-- A complete Electric Light and
Charging Plant, consisting of gas engine, I h.-P.,
all connections and including water tank , gas
bag, silencer, & c.; dynamo, 30 watts, C type,
shunt wound , drum armature, pilot lamp and
holder, three switches and accurate ammeter,
reading 0-5 ; can be seen running and charging
accumulator any evening after 7. - Any further
particulars , write or call to FELGATE , 70, Mayola
Road , Clapton, N.B.
6 c.-p. Dynamo, run as a motor, 1os. ; Launch
Engine, nearly finished , 8s. - NEWELL, Hughenden
Avenue, Wycombe.
Whitworth Stocks and Dies and Taps. - to 4,
125. ; Gas Set, 135. ; 12-in. Footprints , 25. 6d.":
Galvanometer , 45. 6d. ; lot of Tools, cheap.
HAMBLEY, Plumber, 15, Campbell Road , Southend .
Clockwork Loco and Tender, 2-in . gauge, two
speeds, reversing gear and brake ; good working
order ; accept 175. 6d . ; also two L.N.W. Bogie
Carriages, good as new (cost 30s. 6d.), accept 23s.
cach . -Burt, juar., 3, Chuich Street, Tranent,
N.B.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
Exchango.-Vols. II and III, MODEL ENGINEER,
mahogany pattern Bedplate and several ofher
patterns for Mr. Greenly's compound engine,
11 Pressure Gauge up to 150 with union . Wanted ,
M.B." Morris Tube, or offers. - DUNBAR , 6,
Soham Road, Enfield Lock .
Sale.-Strong 9-in. 4- jaw Chuck new , 225. ;
Phono, large aluminium horn , and five records,
75. 6d.; 200 “ English Mechanics," only 8s.
COBB, Jameson Street, Arbroath .
WI Exchange t -plate Camera and Outfit,
small Lathe, Induction Coil, Electric Lamps ,
Holders, for second-hand Motor off bike, petrol
tank , and accumulator. - CLEMENT RHODES, 10 ,
Wellington Place, Halifax .
Portablo Engine and Bollor, t horse ; two Beam
Engines and Vertical. - G . WINSBORROW , 55,
Oxford Road , High Wycombe.
Watchmaker's Kit for sale, nearly complete.
- Particulars, RITCHIE , c/o Craig, 7, James Orr
Street, Glasgow .
Wanted for Cash , a choap but strongly built
Bicycle to carry motor.-- H . LUCKING, Aldenham
School, Elstree.
For Salo . - Walking-stick Gun , 410 bore (by
Jeffrey, cost 50s. new ; accept 355. ; approval,
deposit.---FRANK MALLABY , Masham .
Edison Gem Phonograph, aluminium horn , 50
assorted records ; good condition ; whole cost
£ 6 T23., take £ ? 155. cash : exchange 100 “ Hobbies "
and 140 Designs, and 14 -in . patent lever Hand
Fretsaw , for set Locomotive Castings or Lathe.
J. ARCHBOLD, Fleets Square, Birtley.
Exchange. - 2 h.-p. Windmill Fittings ; Grama.
phone Concert Sound-box ; 7 -in Records ; Letter
press Printing Materials ; pair wrought-iron Pulley
Blocks, suit a boat or launch . - W . CAROLAN ,
Grant Street, Dingwall, Ross -shire, N.B.
Wanted. Second-hand Treadle Lathe, 4 cen .
tres, back -gear, screw -cutting, gap-bed, compound
slide-rest. — FOGDEN, 32, ByotGardens, Hammer
smith .
For Sale. - Number of Telephone Receivers
(ebonite cases ), 23. 3d. each , post free. - J. D.
MACDONALD, 691, Oswald Street, Glasgow .
Wanted. - 21. or 3-in . Self-centring. Chuck ;
cheap ; must be perfect ; approval. - HUDDART,
22 , Lowther Street, Whitehaven .
Quantity Morse Twist Drills for Metal, new ,
t-in . to 1-64th in .; cheap ; also Set Stocks and
Dies, } in ., 3-16ths in ., 1 in .; as new (by Marples );
75. 6d .; also Bench Vice , new , 2s. 60.-A. LEE,
Silver Street, Broughton, Northants.
Model Steamer, 25 ins. long, metal hull, maho
gany deck, two masts, brass boiler , and double
acting engine ; in splendid condition ; 355. 6d .
Also, G.W.R. Bogie Corridor Coach (by Bassett.
Lowke ), 3t-in . gauge, special bogies, 30s. -- J.
RUTHERFORD , 4 , Catherino Terrace, Gateshead .
Lathe.-- 6 -in . centre, 6 ft. bed, balance flywheel,
double dip crank, hand-rest, tees ; cheap ; ex
change Bicycle. - Particulars, 7, Lollards Road,
Riverside, Norwich .
Sale. -Silver English Lever Watch (cost sos. ),
bargain ; 255., or exchange anything to value. —
MASON , 8, New Burns Lane, Oxton, Birkenhead .
Amateur's Clearance. -21-in . back - geared
Treadle Lathe, compound slide-rest, 3- in . Cush
man chuck , two sets jaws, faceplate, tee-rest, two
tees, centres, few tools , £ 3 ros. - Below .
Also , 5 -in . Britannia Lathe (treadle ), compound
slide-rest, tee -rest, Whitton self-centreing chuck ,
centres, faceplate, few tools, £ 4, or without
chuck , £ 3 ios. ; heavy lathe Flywheel, 25 -in ., with
forged crank , 6s . ; ornamental Gas Fire (by
Fletcher ), cost 255., price 6s.: ditto , with fuel and
connection (by Wright), 6s. ; pair 28-in . Bicycle
Wheels, 5s. ; Frena Hand Camera, 20$. ; two
18-in . Vacuum Fountains for 4s. Stamp reply.
WALLER , 55, Grove Road , Walthamstow .
For Sale.-- MODEL ENGINEERS, from December,
1899, to present date, complete, or exchange for
good or 7-in . Spark Coil. - YEWDALL, Meanwood ,
Leeds.
Sale.- Vertical Boiler, 18s.; Melodeon, £ 1 8s.;
Hand Organ, 135. ; exchange for Overmantel.
BOYCE , Macaulay Street,Grimsby.
Horizontal Engine, 2 ins, by 41 ins., with feed
pump ; wants overhauling and new piston rings ;
30s., or nearest offer ; seen any time. — " St.
Winifreds," Lancaster Gardens, Ealing.
Magneto Electric Machine, cost 16s.; also Model
Electric Motor. What offers ? -A. WILLIAMS, 52,
Richmond Road , Cambridge.

February il, 1904.
Sale or Exchange. - Launch Engine, gunmetal,
14. ins. by nins., feed pump, horizontal tubular
boiler, 12 ins. by 5 ins., fittings, “ Primus "
burner ; £ 3 ; particulars stamp. - Below .
Wanted. - Good Vertical Tubular (water and
flue) Boiler, about 24 ins. by 12 ins., or with cash
Stewart No. 1 or 3 , or similar high -speed Engine.
-Below .
Wanted.-- Avery Tramcar Motor, 6-8 volts
cheap for cash.-A. LIVERMORE, H.M.S. Andro
mache," Harwich .
Petrol Motor, it h.-P., water jacketed cylinder ,
heavy outside flywheel ; compression perfect ;
455.-L. BADDELEY , Chingford.
Printing Press, prints 8 by 5 , with type and
everything complete ; only 12s. 60. - Letters only
to William , 54, Florence Road, Stroud Green ,
London .
Fine Model Yacht, 5 ft. long, fin keeler, good
sailer, 82 10s., or part excbange ; Shocking Coil,
6 -in . coil, home-made, 6s. ; Zither Harp ( cost 358. ),
take 2os. ; set of Undertype Castings, ss.; arma
ture, it ins. diameter.- Jos. COTTAM , 10 , Battery
Street, Anaan , N.B.
Sale for Cash . — 24-in. Britannia single- gear
Bench Lathe, new and bright, 2f-in . compound
slide-rest, and new set of tools ; want a larger
one reason for selling. - MILLINGTON , Goldthorn
Hill, Wolverhampton .
Dynamo-Motor, 5 amps. 8 volts, upright, under.
type, cogged, laminated , drum armature, com
pound wound ( cost 16s.), sell 98. - LUSH , 16 , West
Newington Place, Edinburgh .
100 watts Simplex Dynamo, laminated (Walker ),
armature, solid steel pulley and flywheel, brush
adjustments ; simplicity itself ; grand machine ;
almost new ; inspection invited ; 558., or nearest
offer. — 2, Sternhall Lane, Peckham Rye, S.E.
For 7s. or Oflors ; set of 14 white metal Loco
Wheels (drivers), 3i_ins. diameter. - H . SMITH ,
19, Patterson Street, Earlestown, Lancashire.
Sale . - 1$ ins. by 2 ins., reversing Launch Eo
gine ; also t h.op. Gas Engine, Small Dynamo
arf Pin ; letters
Motor and Fan , and Electric
only.-K., 2, Spencer Park , S.W.
Wanted.- Horizontal ot Vertical Boiler (brass
or copper), about 14 ins. by 7 ins., for cash . – T.
Smith, 182, Croft Street, Galashiels.
Wanted , cheap for cash , Second-hand Dynamo :
light required, ten 8- candle-power lamps ; in good
condition. - T.GARFIELD MORGAN, 17, West Road ,
Pontypridd , S. Wales.
Wanted.- Small Gap Lathe ; deposit system ;
full particulars ; cheap for cash.-H. TAYLOR,
Parkfield, Prince's Risboro', Bucks.
Gent's First Grade Humber Cycle for sale, free
wheel back -pedalling band brake, front rim brake,
anti-vibrating handle-bars ; good condition ; cost
£19 ; sell £ 8 ; cash only ; full particulars, stamp .
--H . N. OPENSHAW , Brcoklands, Bury, Lancs
“ Model Engineer," Vols. III, IV, V , VI, VII,
VIII, IX , clean , unbound , t6s. ; 116 nurrbers
“ Work," 1894-5-6 ; offers. Wanted , good lg.
nition Coil.-F. KENNARD , Percy Street, Strat.
ford -on -Avon .
Wanted. - Charging Dynamo ; exchange i horse
(full) Launch Bnigne, absolutely perfect condition,
with force pump , also large Hand Force Pump
or sell, 65s.-H. WYATT, Seafield Park, Fareham ,
Hants .
Stuart High -speed Engine, it by 21 ; also Copper
Boiler, nina tubes, brazed, and all fittings ; both
new ; 63 IOS. ; a bargain ; carriage paid.-L. E.
WILLETTS, Halesowen Road , Netherton , near
Dudley .
Bargain. - Loco Boiler for sale, 24 ins. by 5 ins.,
internal firebox, with seven
tubes ; 3os. — W.
JACK , 45, Brook Street, Ratcliff.
Exchange Treadle Wheel, 231 ins. diameter,
with shaft 1 in . square, 19 ins. long (never used ),
with saw spindle, 161 ins. long by i, for Model
Engineering Tools or material value I 25.
DIVIANI, 14, Tivoli Road, West Norwood.
Bargain .-Water-tube Boiler Parts for sale (see
“ Model Boiler Making," page 46), comprising two
best cast brass ends, with covers for same ; size,
64 ins by 24 ins. deep, faced , anu holes for tubes
drilled ; 19 seamless copper in. tubes, screwed
each end, with double brass nuts for each ; down
tubes only required to complete ; three - cock water
gauge, steam gauge, two safety valves, check valve,
gunmetal wheel valve, & c. ; 456. cash.-F. OXLEY ,
Chapel-en -le-Frith .
(Continued on page ed .)
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TRAMCAR & BOAT MOTORS
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10/6
No. 2 B.Motor .
For driving 4ft. Boats, Air Pumps, and Phonographs. For driving Tram
cars and Electric Locos up to 20 lbs. in weight.
This Motor is fitted with a genuine laminated 8 -SECTION DRUM ARMA
TURE, and 8 -Segment Commutator, mounted on Vulcanised Fibre.
VOLTS
this MOTOR has
At 4
POWER , and
will
WONDERFUL

T. W. THOMPSON
&
CO .,
28 , Deptford Bridge, GREENWICH .

BOOKS on GAS & OIL ENGINES ,
and GAS FITTING .
THE GAS AND OIL ENGINE . By DUGALD CLERK,
M.I.C.E. With 228 Illustrations. 8vo. Postage 5d. 155
GAS ENGINE CONSTRUCTION . By PARSELL AND
WEED. A Practical Treatise describing in every detail
the Building of a Gas Engine. Cloth . Postage 5d . 145.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MODERN GAS AND
OIL ENGINES. By FRED. GROVER , A.M.Inst.C.E.
Third Edition . Illustrated. With 372 pages. Postage
...
5s.
4d .
ACETYLENE : THE PRINCIPLES OF ITS GENE
RATION AND USE . By F.H. LEEDS, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
and W.J. ATKINSON BUTTERFIELD , M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.
55.
With Diagramsand Illustrations. Postage 4d..
GAS FITTING . By W.GRAFTON . With 143 Illustrations.
5s.
8vo . Postage 4d .
GAS AND PETROLEUM ENGINES. Adapted from
the French by H. DE GRAFFIGNY, by A.G. ELLIOTT, B.Sc.
A Useful and Elementary Treatise for Non - Technical
2s. 6d.
Readers. With 52 Illustrations. Postage 3d.
PRACTICAL GAS FITTING . By PAULN.HASLUCK. With
120 Illustrations, 160 pages. Cloth . Crown 8vo. Pos
2s.
tage 4d . ...
GAS ENGINES : THEIR ADVANTAGES , ACTION ,
AND APPLICATION . By W. A. TOOKEY. Hints to
Purchasers, Erectors, and Attendants . Postage itd . Is.
GAS AND OIL ENGINE , MANAGEMENT. By M.
Powis BALE, M.I.M.E. A Handbook for Users. Being
Notes on Selection , Construction, and Working. Crown
... 35. 6d.
...
8vo. Cloth . Postage 3d.
The Book Dept., 26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St., London , E.C.

(prepaid )

A
256

drive a 20 lb. Tramcar easily .
The sale of this Motor is very great, and amounts to 1000 We have
Testimonials from all parts for you to see, if you care to call.
APPROVED BY THE EDITOR OF "" THE MODEL ENGINEER.”
ΓΗ ONLY MOTOR SO FITTED ON THE MARKET at the VERY
LOW PRICE ASKED .
PRICE ONLY 10/6 , carriage paid .
Castings and Parts, 3/10 , carriage paid.
Machine-cut Worm and Wheel, 4 /- per set.
A similar Motor can be supplied al 8/6 , fitted with Tripolar Armature.
SEND FOR OUR FULLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of the “ GREENWICH ” High
class Charging and Lighting DYNAMOS and
MOTORS for driving Lathes, etc. PRICE 3d .
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Page 7 x :10 ins.
Bound in Green Buckram .
Over 100 Illustrations.

Y people believe Electricity cannot be
MANtaught
outside the class room .
To demonstrate the standard, scope , and
methods of our instruction , we have bound up
four representative text books in our Electrical
Engineering course in a handsome linen cover
under the title of
Practical Lessons in Electricity
and will send one copy for four shilings ( the cost
of binding and express charges) to every reader of
THE MODEL ENGINEER sending us the names of
two friends interested in Engineering. (Address
Room 89 H ).
The book is easily worth 12 shillings, and we
make this liberal offer because we know that an
inspection of our text books will be convincing
evidence of the practical value ofour instruction .
Partial Table of Contents :
STORAGE BATTERIES (by Prof. F. B. Crocker, Columbia
University ): Types; General Principles; Chemical Action ; Data
Sheets ; Edison Storage Battery ; Management; Electrolyte ; Cad .
mium Test: Charging; Efficiency; Troubles and Remedies ; Testing :
Portable Batteries for Automobiles and Boats, etc.
ELECTRIC WIRING (by H. C Cush'ng, Jr., _ author of
10 STANDARD
WIRING " ) : Dynamo Installation : The Switch
Board ; Lightning Arrestors ; Motor Installations ; Tables ; Trans
-Wire System ; Poles and Pole Setting ; Inside
Three
;
formers
Wiring; Arc LightWiring; Conduit Work ; Fixture Wiring; Cutouts;
Switches ; Distribution of Light ; Arc and Incandescent Systems ;
Fuses : Inspection , etc.
ELECTRIC CURRENT (by L. K. Sager $.B ): Volt, Ampere,
Ohm ; Resistance, Conductivity ; Tables; Circuits, Grouping of
Cells; Quantity; Energy; Power; Coulomb; Joule; Watt, etc.
ELEMENTS OF ELÉCTRICITY (by L K Sager S.B.): Mag
nets, Experiments with Magnets; Magnetizing Steel, Conductors
and Insulation ; Electric Machine, Leyden Jar; Voltaic Coil, Types
of Cells : Electromagnets ; Induction Coil ; Electrolysis ; Electro
typing and Electro-Plating ; The Telephone ; The Telegraph
Sounder, Alphabet, Key, Battery, Relay, etc.
Illustrated 200-page quarterly Bulletin giving full outlines of 60
different courses in Engineering (including COLLEGE PREPARA
TORY) will be sentwith each book.

American School of Correspondence
at Armour Institute of Technology, CHICAGO , ILL ., U.S.A.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER .
Postage to U.S., 2 } d . $ oz.
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May 1, 1901.
A Neat Model Vertical Engine. (Illustrated).
The Construction of an latercommunicating Telephono Set (cont). (Ilhaust.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). ( Illustrated.).
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Locomotive, “ Duna
lastair No. 3 " (continued ). ( Illustrated.]

May 15, 1901.
Stephenson's No. 1 Engine, " Billy." ( Illustrated .]
How to Make a Simple Electric Beam Engine (continued )... (Illustrated ]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated. )
A Small Accumulator Installation : How Made and How Worked. (illust.)
Design for a Model Horizontal Engine. (Illustrated . ]
A Model Donkey Pump. ( Illustrated .]

September 1, 1901.
A Model Single-Barrel Force Pump. (Illustrated .]
An In
ve Model Slide-Valve Engine continued ). (Illustrated.)
How to Construct an Electric Night-Light Set. (Illustrated . ]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illust ated .
How to Build a Model, & c., “ Dupalastair No. 3." (continued.) [Illustrated. ]
Model Vertical Compound Engine. ( Illustrated.)

September 15 , 1901.
A Model Compound Corliss Engine. (Illustrated .)
Some Primary Battery Inventions.
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated.]
How to Make a Simple Shocking Coil. [ Illustrated .]
Compound Engines for Model Marine Work. (Illustrated .)

June 1, 1901.
Some Interesting Models. (IU rated.]
Solenoids. (Illustrated .)
How to Make Electric Pendulums and Clocks. (Ilastrated . )
An Inexpensive Water Motor . [ Illustrated. )
Design for Signalling for a ModelRailway Track. ( Illustrated . )
Motor Cycles and How to Constract Them (continued). (Illustrated .)
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No.3 " (continued). (Illustrated .)

October 1, 1901.
Engineering Models at the Glasgow Exhibition. [Illustrated.)
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus continued). (Illuscu.ed.
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No.3" (continue" ). (Illas trated.
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated. )
A Model Show Ground . (Illustrated .)

June 15 , 1901.
Feed Arrangement for Water Tube Boilers. ( Illustrated .)
How to Make Electric Pendulums and Clocks (coatinged ). [ Illustrated. )
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated.]
The Construction of a Direct Current Fan Motor. ( Illustrated .)
Design for Signalling for a Model Railway Track (cortinued). (Illustrated .)
A New Lathe Overhead. (Illustrated.)

October 15, 1901.
Engineering Models at the Glasgow Exhibition (continued ). (III strated.]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued ). (I lu : trated .)
Model Hydraulic Press . (Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued).
A Model Electric Night-Light. [Illustrated . )
Propelling Macbinery for Twin - Screw Steamers. (Illustrated.)

July 1 , 1901.
Simply -Constructed Driving Pulleys. [Illustrated .)
A ModelHot-Air Engine. (Illustrated.).
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No. 3 " ( continued ). (Illustrated .)
How to Make an Amateur's Printing Press. (Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated .)
An Improved Battery for Amateurs.

November 1 , 1901.
An Advocate of Small Scale Locomotives. [ Illustrated. )
A Model Self-Acting Lathe. (Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated.)
How to Make a Simple Transmitter. (Illustrated.)
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No.3 " (continued ). [Illustrated
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus continued )
A Model Electric Torpedo Boat Destroyer. ( Illustrated .)

July 15, 1901.
A Model Electric Torpedo Boat Destroyer, Sunfish. (Illustrated.)
How to Make a Simple Slip Eccentric. [Illustrated.)
A Simple Bobbin Winder. [Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ( continued ). (Illustrated .]
A Model Gravitation Railway. [Illustrated .)
A Small Donkey Feed -Pump. [Illustrated .)
How to Make an Amatear's Printing Press (continued). (Illustrated. )
Shamrock II : How she was Designed .

November 15 , 1901.
A Simple Home-Made Lathe. (Illustrated.]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ( continued ). (Illustrated. ]
Model Hydralic Press ( continued). (Illustrated .)
Fittings for Model Yachts. (Illustrated.)
Polarity of Electrodes and Terminals.

August 1, 1901.
A Quick Steaming Boiler for a Model Steamer. (Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illas rated.)
How to Build a Model, & c., " Danalastair No. 3 " ( continued). (Illustrated .)
A Very Simple Electro Motor. [Illustrated .)
The Construction of " Built Up Model Yachts. (Illustrated . )
How to Make an Amateur's Printing Press (continued ). (Illustra'ed .)
Model Railways (VII) : A Model Clockwork Railway. (Illustrated.]

December 1, 1901.
How to Make a Four- Jaw Chuck , ( Illustrated.)
A Useful Switch board for Amateur Electricians. [ Illustrated.)
An Enclosed Dynamo for Autocar Ignition . [ Illustrated.)
How to Make a Volt and Ampère Meter. [ Illustrated .)
Design for a Model Traction Engine. [Illustrated .]
How to Fit up a Twist-Drill Grinding Machine (Illustrated. ]

August 15 , 1901.
An Inexpensive Model Slide-Valve Launch Engine. ( Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). [Illustrated ]
Signals for Model Railways. [ Illustrated . !
The Construction of “ Built-Up " Model Yachts (continued). ( Illustrated ]
How to Make a Relay. (Illustrated.)

December 15 , 1901.
A Window Blind Worked by Hydraulic Power. [Illustratedal
A Miniature Working Model Locomotive. [Illustrated .)
How to Build a X h.-p.Water Motor. ( Illustrated .)
Design for a Model Electric Locomotive (Illustrated.)
How to Increase the Efficiency of a Spark Coil. ( Illustrated.)
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UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

Co.,
Established 1890 .
Contractors to H.M , Government

60 , Brook Street , C.-on - M .,
MANCHESTER .
Every Reader of the MODEL ENGINEER should send 2 Stamps
for our 44-page Illustrated List. It contains illustrations and

Reliable

particulars of
British

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

Manufacture.

At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up
their own Models all various parts are listed .
ELECTRIC BELLS, TELEPHONES , INDICATORS ,
COILS , etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List (44 pages), post free,
2 Stamps, before purchasing ElectricalGoods.

The “ EMPIRE Dynamo.
price 126
0 B wib light ive 6 -volt lamps
15 0
lamps
10- re
voltand
will drum
light ive
17 6
will chargo Accumulators
armatu
11 BC has

SUPPLY Co.,
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC
60 , BROOK STREET, C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER .
Your Steam
+ post• Model is not
- age, Id . complete without
31
A

ARE
YOU
SATISFIED
with your present position and your presentwages ? Do you want to get
ded and poorly paid trades,interestin
a paying profes
out ?of Iftheso,overcrow
g Booklet,
Can .I
how to do it. Our and enter
let us tell you
sion
Become an Électrical or Mechanical Engineer 8 " which we send free to all,
explains how we have been the means of enabling thousands in all walks
of life all over the world to improve their position , increase their wages,
and spell success throughout their life.
WE TEACH YOU BY POST DIRECT TO
YOUR HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME,
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Steam Engineering, Me
chanical Drawing, Electric Lighting, Electric Tramways, Short Electrical
Course, Electric Motorman's Course, Dynamo Tender's Course, Telephony,
Mr. Thos. A. Telegraphy, etc., etc. Our terms are low , and within the reach of everybody .
EDISON
We are recommended by the great Edison , and the leading Engineers of
recommends us. the day. If you want to advance in lite, write for our interesting Booklet.
We send it to you free.
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION,
488, TEMPLE CHAMBERS, TEMPLE AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.

VOLUME

IX

OF

TheModel Engineer

644 pages. Well Illustrated .
Cloth Bound, containing Twenty - seven issues, July 2nd
to December 31st, 1903, 6s.6d. each ; post free, 6s. 11d .

PERCIVAL MARSHALL &
26-29 , Poppin's

Court, Fleet

Co.,

Street, E.C.

Boiler

Feed
Pump.
AU Brass, with Valve, Tap, and Pipe adjustable to
any position . Well finished and works perfectly.
Bond , 245 , Euston Rd., London
AVOID

DELAY

by addressing all communications
or
respecting
Advertisements
Deposits to The Advertisement
Manager, " The Model Engineer,
26 to 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St.,
London , E.O., _and NOT to the
Editor or the Publishers .

HERCULES MOTORS.
1904 Featherweight Motor Equipment, 2 h.p., to fit
your present Roadster , £ 10 10s. 12 months' guarantec .
2 h.p. Components, £ 3 17s.6d. Castings & Drawings, 253.
Hercules 5 h.p. Twin Cylinder Motor , £ 14. Castings
and Drawings, £ 3 18s.
Hercules Water-cooled Car Motors, 4 h.p., £ 12 ; 6 h.p ,
£ 16 10s. ; 12 h.p., £ 32 ; 24 h.p., £60.
Hercules Launch Motors from 72 h.p.
Hercules Renowned Gas and Oil Engines from 781)
24 h.p. 12 months' guarantee.
Whatever you wantin the Motor linewe can supply you . Any
odd size Pistons, Pislon - rings, Cylinders, Flywheels, Crank
cases,etc. Delivery at sharp notice. Interesting Catalogue ,4d.
Speciality - F.D .Werner's converted to rear-drive, and made
up to date, Spray Carburettor, etc.; excellent results, £ 4 15s.
Delivery back 3 davs. Several already done.
YOU KNOW MY PLACE
HENRY BUTLER , Whiston
ngine Works,
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ARMSTRONG & Co., Twickenham .
Accumulator Makers & Manutacturers.
Handsome Electric
Scarf Pins; gold plated ,
Parisian Brilliants. Fit )
ted with best English
lamp ; all complete as
shown,3 /3each. Recog .
nised as the only practi.
cal made electric pins
on themarket. Sená for
Price List and Testi
monials, 4d . Saves you
pounds. Pick of the
market at Armstrong's .
rm Clocks 4.Volt Accr .
AlaElectric
mulators to
quality
Bestwith
fitted
ter light Pins.
minals andcor. Curved, Trans
tacts. Price 4/«, parent ; 5-bour,
Marvellous 51., 9 -bcur 71
value.
13-bont 10/ Postage 40
Postage 4d.
LATHES
PLAIN AND SCREW -CUTTING .
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
FACE & ANGLE PLATES.
Bright Mild and Tool Steel.
Lists, 2d . postage.
ENGINEERS'
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, STORES,
35 & 35A, Clerkenwell Rd., London , E.C.

SMITH'S
Electric Catalogue .
Owing to the great demand , this List is now
out of print. A New Edition is being prepared ,
and will be sent shortly to all those wbo bave
applied for it.
Electric Instrument
W.A.C. SMITH , Manufacturer,
53, DUNDAS ST., GLASGOW .
THB
Launch , Yacht, and small -power Karino
Engine Builders.
ARDWICK
ENGINEERING
Castings of Engines from a Model up to 100 Lb.p.
CO .
Drilling Machines , Cbacks, Profe'lers, Stern
Tubes, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine OilMotors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, bd.
Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANCHESTER .

HOWSTHIS

”

Powerful Shooking Coll with Battery enclosed in
Handsome Polished Walnut Case.
Send tor Catalogue containing everything Electrical,
complete or in parts. Post Iree ad .
Dynamo List, Free.
THE ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MPG . CO .,
152 ,Grey Mare Lane, MANCHESTER.

TheModel Manufacturing Co.'s
New Illustrated List is now ready ; price 6d. It
is the most Complete List of high-class Models and
Castings yet produced, and should be in the bands
of every Amateur Model Maker, and will be found
of special interest to Scale-Model Locomotive
Builders.
52 and 53, ADDISON ROAD NORTH ,
NOTTING HILL, LONDON , W.
JASPER

REDFERN , LTD .,

SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS.
Forgings in steel or iron Castings in steel, iron ,
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High -class
Lathes from 30s. Electrical and Scientific Ap
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.
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The MORRIS COHEN CO ., Ltd.
VULCAN , WORKS,
ALFRED STREET, LEEDS
Manufacturersof every des
cription of Small Screws,
Bolts, and Nuts, in Steel
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work, both
Standard Whitworth and
British Association Threads
Illustrated Catalogue B ,
post free, 1d.
AGENTS IN MOST Towns.
Model

Engineer

Handbooks .
To have models
made to your own designs, draw
ings or instructions, send to, or call on,
A. COLE ,
111, Clapham Park Rd. ,London , S.W ,
(Two Minutes from Clapham Common
Station ).

CASTINGS AND

DRAWINGS .

STUART HIGH -SPEED ENGINES .
34 in , scale L.N.W.TANK ENGINE
(see M.E., July 23rd, 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence .
Castings and Materials, with
Drawings, now ready.
Price List, id . Stamp.
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d . Stamps.
STUART TURNER ,
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames

Electrical Ignition

for

Gas and Oil Engines.
SPECIALITIES :
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accuma
lators, & c., specially suitable for

No. 1. - " SMALL ACCUMULA
TORS."
No. 2. - " THB SLIDB VALVE
SIMPLY BXPLAINBL ."
No. 3.- " BLBOTRIO BELLS AND
ALARMS."
No.
" TBLBPHONES
AND
MICROPHONES."
No. 5.- " BLBOTRIO BATTBRIES ."
No. 6 .- " MODEL BOIL BR
MAKING ."
No.7. - METAL WORKING TOOLS
AND TABIR USBS.
No. 8.- " SIMPLE BLEOTRICAL
WORKING MODBLS."
No. 9.- " SIMPLB MBOHANICAL
WORKING MODELS."
No. 10. — " SMALL DYNAMOS
AND MOTORS."
No. 11.- " INDUCTION
COILS
FOR AMATEURS .'
STEAMBR
No. 12 .
“ MODEL
BUILDING .”
No. 13.
“ MACHINERY FOR
STEAMBRS.”
MODEL
No. 14.— “ SMALL ELECTRIC MO
TORS."
No. 15.— “ SIMPLB SCIENTIFIC
EXPBRIMENTS
BLEC
IN
TRICITY, MAGNETISM , HY
DRAULIOS, & c."
No. 16 – " ACETYLENB GAS :
How to Make and Use It. "
No, 17.
Simply Explained.”

Every description of Electrical,
Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason
able rates. Write requirements.

Every book containsmany Illustrations,
with useful hints on the making and use
of the various articles described.

F. O. BLAKE,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
STATION AVENUE,
GARDENS ,
KEW
LONDON .

Of all Agents for The MODEL ENGI.
NEER , price 6d . each nett ; or post free 7d.
from

Percival Marshall &
26-29, POPPIN'S COURT, FLEET
LONDON , E.C.

Co.,
STREET,

February 11, 1904.
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THE 'G.B.' SURFACE CONTACT SYSTEM
(GRIFFITHS-BEDELL).

Absolute Security.
The Simplest System .
No Projections above the Paving of the Read.
Small Initial Outlay .
Cheap to Maintain .
Can be seen in Operation on application to the Company .
Offices :

Hamilton

House,

Bishopsgate

Street

Without,

and

E.C.

Modern

Machine Tools

Buy

a

First- class

fathe

at

a

Moderate

Price.

Write for Catalogue,
and Specify your
Requirements .
TLD

LITO

Have supplied thousands
of Lathes and Machine

ALSO MAKERS

Britannia Safety
Tools to the Admiralty,
War Office , India Office,
etc., etc.

Automatic Oil Engine,
THE MOST PERFECT POWER
FOR DRIVING SMALL WORKSHOPS.

No. 16 Lathe.
BRITANNIA

ENGINEERING

HEAD OFFICE & WORKS :

Co., Ltd., COLCHESTER
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For Sale . - Vertical Boiler, fire tubes, stecl,
18 ins. by 26 ins. ; fircbox, 15 ins. by 12 ins. ;
working pressure, 100 to 120 lbs. sq. in .; extra
strong , machine riveted , firebars and all fittings,
smokebox and funnel ; would do for small launch
good steamer ; nearly new ; very little used ;
lagged with hair felt and teak wood with steel
bands ; cheap ; for immediate delivery ; F.O.R. ;
M.E.
Below .deposit system ; price £ 12, or near offer.
Horizontal Return Tube (dry back ) Steel Boiler
and 12 brass tubes, dome and fittings; working
pressure, 80 lbs. sq.in .; riveted (13) ins, by 28 ins).,
7 -in . flue, extra long fire -bars and large smoke! ox ;
quick raiser ; suic able for 2-in . cylinder ; hardly
used ; owned abroad ; very cheap ; immediate
delivery ; F.O.R. ; M.E. deposit system ; price
€ 8, or near offer. - Below .
Vertical Boller, 18 ins. by 9, riveted , with nine
fire tubes ; very good steamer ; 80 lbs. working
pressure ; stop, satety, and blow down valves ,
internal fire ; in first-rate condition ; lagged with
felt and wood, with steel bands, cast-iron bed ;
tor immediate delivery , cheap ; F.O.R .; M.E.
deposit system ; drive 1f-in . engine ; price £5 , or
Dear offer .--- Box 193, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26 to
29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.c.
Hand Planer for Sale ; plane, 16 ins. by, 7 ins.
by 5 ins.; £4 Ios .-- ARCHIE BAKER , Goldschmidt's
Factory, New Basford, Nottingham .
Wanted .--Screw -cutting Lathe, with chuck ,
compound slide-rest, and tools ; applicants please
state where it may be seen and other particulars.
Address, FARMER , Brook House, Burnage Lane,
Levenshulme,Manchester.
Heavy Double Oscillating Cylinder, complete ,
it-in. bore, 2-in. stroke, gunmetal chest and
pivot, never used ( cost 165.), take 9s. ; 3 -light
Gas Meter, used eightmonths, 145. ; six hardwood
Turning Tools, long handles, 3 $. ; large Tool
Chest, ios. ; 24 Carving Tools, in handles, mostly
new , 125., or exchange for Self-centreing Chuck,
borse Boiler Fittings, or Feed Pump.--PRING,
8 , Haverfield Gardens, Kew .
For Model Steamer or Yacht ; suitable hulls,
36 ins. long, 7 ins. beam .; also 19 ins. long ; best
offers, or exchange for Travelling Case. --Below .
Gentleman's Bicycle for sale ; excellent con
dition ; £2 os., or best offer . - RICHARDSON , 14 ,
Brentwood Avenue, Liverpool.
Bargain. - Copper Horizontal Boiler , 18 by
51 ins., six cross tubes and two return tubes, with
all fittings ; 235.-J. FOGGON , 37, Poplar Street,
Hirst, Northumberland.
Hero's Bargains. - Model Railway, if ins.
gauge, 4 vans, 2 locos, 4 signals, 40 ft. of rails, on
wood sleepers, 5 points ; new , 30s. Also it rail
way, 50 ft. tin rails, clockwork express loco, 2
tenders (1 8 -wheeled), 3 bogie corridor coaches ,
1 truck ; 255.; particulars, stamp.--H . Hill,
Loughborough Road, Nottingham .
Cycle Motor, it h .- p .; as new , £ 2 ; cost more
than twice as much . - Below .
Horizontal Engine, 2 h.-P. (eccentric and cross
head lost) ; double-webbed steel crankshaft ; £2 ;
-Below .
Small Centrifugal Fan, 2 ins. by 6 ins. (brass) ;
6s. 6d .- Below .
Horizontal Engine (S.V.), I in . by 2 ins.; 7 -in .
flywheel ; Tos. 6d.- Below .
Force Pump (brass ), # in by i in ., and eccentric ;
48. 6d.-- Below
1 -Plate Hand Camera (A.B.C.), by Spiers and
Pond ; cost 195. 9d .; 125.-- Below .
Several Oscillating Cylinders (brass), 6d. each ;
particulars . - M . BEAVAN , Denebrow , Jesmond,
Newcastle-on - Tyne.
Typewriter; Sale or Exchange anything. “ Cali.
graph:" --ARCHIE BAKER , Goldschmidt's Factory,
New Basford, Nottingham .
1 h.-p. Nominal Gas Engine, two flywheels, all
fittings, starting compression ; no further use for
same ; £ 10 ros.; nearest offer. - F . KING , St
Paul's, Cheltenham .
Lathe.- High -class American ; new condition ;
Barnes treadle, 3) ins. centres, 33 ins. feed screw
slide-rest, 2 T -rests, tap for making chucks, cen
tres, faceplate, hand and slide-rest tools, etc.;
£ 6 1os.; 24 -hole Screwplate and Taps (new ), 5s.;
10 ins. Grindstone, 25. 60 .-- HOWLETT, Sheen
Cottage, Railway Road , Teddington .
Model Horizontal Engine, it ins. by 2 ins.;
finished except guides and valve rods : 185.
DAVID CURRAN , 20 , Fleuchar Street, Dundee.
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Lathe ( Treadle).- 6- in . centres, 4 ft. 6 ins. iro
bed and standards, back-geared , four speeds, com
pound rest, two-throw crank, heavy flywheel, face
plate , taper chuck , & c.; £8 ros., or highest offer.
Highfield House, Ridgway Cross. Mal
TURNER,
vern
.
Steam Engine; 31 ins. bore 6 ins. stroke. Hor
izontal Pump, £ 3 10s. - ARCHIE BAKER, Gold
Schmidt's Factory, New Basford, Nottingham .
For Salo.-- MODEL ENGINEER, Vols. I, II, III
IV , V , VI, VII, bound, and in good condition
What offers ? -- Apply , Box No. 197, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.
Locomotive Magazine," Vols. III, IV , and V ;
slightiy soiled ; onemissing ; 58. ; Vol. VIII (weekly
issue), clean, one missing, 58.-- N . LESTER , 5 .
Upper High Street, Thame, Oxon .
Inch Spark Coil, 175. 6d. ; two celluloid 4 - volt
6-hour Accumulators, 6s. each ; India - rubber
Cases for same, rod.; ebonite 4-volt 6 -hour
Accumulator, 4s. 6d . ; ij lbs . 36 D.C.c. Wire, 8s .;
strong Shocking Coil, 4s. 60.-H.SYMONDS, Crown
Street, Bury St. Edmunds.
Bargain.- Horizontal S.V. Engine ; wants ad .
justing ; 45. 6d ., or exchange. - N . SOUTHERN , 12,
Hamilton Gardens, Seven Kings, Essex.
10 h.-p. Twin -cylinder Petroleum Engine,
£4 ios., or exchange for good Cycle Motor, com
plete ; also 10 volts 3 amps. Motor, drum armature ,
new , 125.-- Write BROWN, 19 , Rollins Street, Old
Kent Road , S.E.
Sale.-Model Horizontal Slide-valve Engine,
I- in . bore, it-in . stroke, vertical copper boiler,
all fittings, £ 6. - K . HILLIER, Stradella Road,
Herne Hill.
For Sale.— Brass Pitman Water Motor, h .- Ray
12 ios. ; no exchange ; approval, deposit. – P.
ŘYDER, Westleigh, Sidcup, Kent.
Motor Engine, new , it h.-p., tank and car
burettor ; weightof engineonly 22 lbs. ; thoroughly
good engine ; not cheap rubbish ; sacrifice ; 65
for quick sale.-G., 63, Brownhill Road, Catford .
Wanted. - 24 or 21 Bench Lathe ; must be by
first-class maker and in perfect condition . SKELTON , 9, Cavendish Avenue, West Finchley , N.
Horizontal Slide-valve Steam Engine, gunmetal
cylinder, with drain cock , all bearings adjustable,
bore it ins., stroke 3 ins. ; engineer made ; bar
gain ; 30s.-- C . CLAYTON, 21, Wheatstone Road,
N.Kensington , London .
Violin , a very fine tone instrument, labelled
Stradinarius ; cost £ 5 thirteen years ago ; price
£ 2 ios.- JENKENSON, 119, London Road , Ports
mouth .
What offers f -- Few Voltmeters , o to 6 , IOS.
each ; two Longuemare Carburettors, with throttle
and regulator, 2os. each ; also high -speed Trembler
Coil, 205. ; all brand new and perfect. - BUILDER ,
175 , Oxford Street, Stepney , London.
Motor Chains; new ; Weldless steel Frame wherls ,
etc. What offers ?-ARCHIE BAKER,Goldschmidt's
Factory, New Basford , Nottingham .
" M.E.' from June, 1901, to present date. Br.
change for anything useful.--Mr. A. CHURLICK , 2,
Pavement, Ponder's End.
Bicycle ; New Departure free-wheel and brake ;
lamp, pump, tools, mud-guards, etc., all complete ;
£ 5 (cost £ 10 ).-GASKILL , 198, Oldham Road, Roch
dale.
Exchange or Sale. - Magneto -Electric Machine,
35.; Cylinder Electrical Machine, 3$. ; " Electric
Waves," by. Hertz ; 45. 6d. (cost ios.). Small
Dynamo and Self-starting motor wanted.-- STORES,
18, St. Aldate's, Oxford ,
Wanted . -Oil Engine, cheap ; in good working
order; 1 or 1 h.-p. - Particulars to F. PIKESLEY,
Woburn Sands.
Vertical Copper Boiler , 17 by 6; also parts of
horizontal ditto ; water and smoke tubes , 308.
P. BUCKLEY, Old Vicarage, Batley, Yorks.
Sale .- Water Motor, 4s. 6d. ; Electric Motor,
Is . 6d.; Switch and Current Reverser , 4s. 6d .;
Vertical Engine, 2s. Lots of MODEL ENGINEERS
and handbooks for sale or exchange. - W . PICKING ,
5 in 3 , Scotland Road, Liverpool.
Stanley's New Adjustable Moulding and Beading
Plane, complete with 19 cutters ; new Jack and
Smoothing Planes ; also Brace and Bits ; also
Joiner's new brass Milling Attachment, with vice
(no overhead needed ). Lot, 555., or separate ;
exchange Kapp Dynamo, or other good make
-LUCAS, Derby Street, Prescot.
(Continued on page xiv.)
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(Continued from page iv.)
First-class 1 h.-p. Gas Engine, complete , with
tank, & c.; can be seen working. - BRIERLEY AND
Son , 444, Middleton Road , Oldham .
Sale .-- Horizontal Steam Engine, 1 h.-p., slide
valve ; nearly new ; offers. " AMATEUR , 18,
Thorpe Road , Highfields, Sheffield .
Sacrifice.--Splendid Vertical (it by it) Engine
Parts, taps and screws almost finished ; splendid
design ; 1os. - Davison , Church Villa , Wingate ,
county Durham .
Sale.-- Heads and Rest for 5 -in . lathe, fly
wheel and crank to suit with bearings ; offers
wanted. -NEILSON , Birchbank, Kilmarnock .
Exchange Breech - loading No. 12 bore Fowling
Piece , top extractor, in good condition , by first
class maker, for Petrol Motor or Gas Engine
or
Boiler, 1 h .-P. - REID , 1, Cornhill Terrace, Leith.
Massive 1 h.-p. Horizontal Engine, parallel
guides ; all working parts gunmetal ; can be blown
round ; lubricators ; £2 or exchange anything ;
also suitable Boiler, fittings, 213. - PRINGLE, junr.,
Lesmahagow .
Pair of 26 -in . SprintWhools, “ Liberty " rimsand
tyres, Perry's hubs, it-in . chain line, 1-in.
,
with canvas tyre covers ; new . What offerspitch
? or
would exchange for 45 -in . Compound Slide-rest.
-85, Barningham Street, Darlington .
Wanted , in good condition, a Circular Saw
Spindle, with plummer block or other suitable
bearings, to take saws up to 9 ins. ; also a Boring
Collar for a 37-in . lathe.-Address, E. P., Adare ,
Co. Limerick .
Wanted to Exchange, several hundred “ Vanity
Fair " Cartoons, for a Bicycle Motor or a Dynamo,
in sound working condition ; the equivalent value
could be made up in cash by arrangement. - E . P.,
Adare , co . Limerick .
For Sale. - Pair of Cylinders, 2 ins. by 21 ins.,
with connecting-rods and crankshaft ; complete ;
handsome finish ; also Cylinder, with crankshaft
and bedplate, 24 ins. by 41 ins. ; lot gos. ; bargain.
PARKER, 69, Kimberley Gardens, Harringay, Lon.
don , N.
Massive Crankshaft, 2-in . throw ; suit launch
engine ; price 8s.-F. Powell, 358, Main Road,
Darnall, Sheffield .
Vertical Boiler (steel), 12 by 24, all fittings ;
Vertical Engine Cylinder, 2 by 2 , 50-volt Dynamo;
all nearly new ; cost £ 15 ; sell for £ 8 ; can be seen
any time.-H. Ellis, 34, Clifton Street, Brighton,
Sussex.
Belleville Boller, all in solid drawn copper tube,
nearly finished, 120 tubes, about i h.-P., with
partly finished high-speed vertical engine, steel
forgings, heavy phosphor-bronzenworking parts
planed ; boiler weighs about 56 lbs. ; nearly all
tube ; cost 28. Ib . ; unable to finish owing to
affairs ; £3 155., or offers. Also a Yacht, with
sails, 5 ft. over all, built up with mahogany ;
offers ; and a set of i-in . by Launch Engine
Castings, cylinder bored . 3s . 9d. ; seen after 7.30
evening. - É . Heil, 352, Mile End Road, London.
Gramophone, with 55 records ; cost £ 12 nos. ;
excellent condition ; price £6 10S. ; · English
Mechanic " three-wheeler Engine. Whatoffers ?
G. M. THOMPSON , Front Street, Framwellgate
Moor, Durham .
Overtype Dynamo, shunt wound for 30 volts
5 amps., cog drum laminated armature, pulley ;
complete ; beautiful design ; perfect order ; must
sell ; £ 2, or close offer ; cash only --H . WORRALL,
88, London Road , Chelmsford
Amateur's Bench Drill, faceplate, and parallel
vice, dog drills ; pair Whitworth Stocks and Dies,
tot by 1-16th , taper and plug to each ; one pair
Brass Tube ditto, t, 5-16ths, s, two taps to each
size, zos. lot ; 5-16ths Wheel Valve, 25. ; Vols. VI,
VII, VIII, IX , Model ENGINEERS, 5$. 6d. ; ex.
change lot for small Vertical_Slide-valve Engine
complete , or Model Donkey Pump.-A. REDMAN ,
5, Factory Path , Staines.
Bentley's “ Machine Drawing," new , Is. 8d . ;
Wooden Steamer Hull, 3 ft., 6s. 6d. ; small Steel
Webbed Crankshaft, 25. - HORNBY, Wynyard
Road, Hillsboro', Sheffield .
Dynamo, 50 volts, in very good order ; selling
on account of getting higher volt machine ; will
take £ 3 Ios. - Apply, A. TEMMETT, Dorchester,
near Wallingford , Berks.
23-in . Mitre Machine, 8s.; t -plate Camera,
355. ; also accessories, 128. ; Printer, 25. 6d. ;
exchange Dynamo or Electrical offers. - A.
MEIKLE, 10 , Percy Terrace, Newcastle-on- Tyne.
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First-class h.-p. Gas Engine, complete, with
tank , & c. ; can be seen working.- BRIERLEY AND
SON , 444, Middleton Road , Oldham .
Sale. — Horizontal Steam Engine, i h.-P., slide
valve ; nearly new ; offers. " AMATEUR, 18,
Thorpe Road , Highfields, Sheffield .
Sacrifice.-- Splendid Vertical (it by it) Engine
Parts , taps and screws almost finished ; splendid
design ; ios. - Davison , Church Villa, Wingate,
county Durham .
Sale.-- Heads and Rest for 5- in . lathe, fly .
wheel and crank to suit with bearings ; offers
wanted. -NeilsON , Birchbank , Kilmarnock .
Exchange Breech -loading No. 12 bore Fowling.
Piece , top extractor, in good condition , by first
class maker, for Petrol Motor or Gas Engine or
Boiler, i h .-p .-- REID , 1, Cornhill Terrace, Leith .
Massive
h.-p. Horizontal Engine, parallel
guides ; allworking parts gunmetal ; can be blown
round ; lubricators ; £ 2 or exchange anything ;
also suitable Boiler, fittings, 21s. - PRINGLE, junr.,
Lesmahagow .
Pair of 26 -in. SprintWheels,“ Liberty." rims and
tyres, Perry's hubs, it-in , chain line, 4-in . pitch ,
with canvas tyre covers ; new . What offers ? or
would exchange for 44- in . Compound Slide-rest.
-85, Barningham Street, Darlington .
Wanted, in good condition , a Circular Saw
Spindle, with plummer block or other suitable
bearings, to take saws up to 9 ins. ; also a Boring
Collar for a 37- in . lathe.--Address, E. P., Adare,
co. Limerick .
Wanted to Exchange, several hundred " Vanity
Fair " Cartoons, for a Bicycle Motor or a Dynamo,
in sound working condition ; the equivalent value
could be made up in cash by arrangement.-- E . P.,
Adare, co. Limerick .
For Sale.-- Pair of Cylinders, 2 ins. by 24 ins.,
with connecting -rods and crankshaft ; complete ;
handsome finish ; also Cylinder , with crankshaft
and bedplate, 21 ins.by 41 ins. ; lot sos. ; bargain.
PARKER, 69, Kimberley Gardens, Harringay, Lon.
don , N.
Massive Crankshaft, 2- in . throw ; suit launch
engine ; price 8s.-F.' POWELL, 358 , Main Road,
Darnall, Sheffield .
Vertical Boiler (steel), 12 by 24, all fittings ;
Vertical Engine Cylinder, 2 by 2 , 50-volt Dynamo;
all nearly new ; cost £15 ; sell for £ 8 ; can be seen
any time.-H. ELLIS , 34, Clifton Street, Brighton ,
Sussex .
Belleville Boiler, all in solid drawn copper tube,
nearly finished , 120 tubes, about # h.-P., with
partly finished high -speed vertical engine, steel
forgings, heavy phosphor-bronze working parts,
flywheel and crank turned , cylinder bored and
planed ; boiler weighs about 56 lbs. ; nearly all
tube ; cost 2s. Ib . ; unable to finish owing to
affairs ; £ 3 158., or offers. Also a Yacht, with
sails, 5 ft. over all, built up with mahogany ;
offers , and a set of 1-in . by Launch Engine
Castings, cylinder bored. 38. 9d. ; seen after 7.30
evening.-- É . HeiL , 352, Mile End Road, London .
Gramophone, with 55 records ; cost £ 12 Ios. ;
excellent condition ; price £ 6 IOS. ; English
Mechanic " three-wheeler Engine. Whatoffers ?
G. M. THOMPSON , Front Street, Framwellgate
Moor, Durham .
Overtype Dynamo, shunt wound for 30 volts
5 amps., cog drum laminated armature, pulley ;
complete ; beautiful design ; perfect order ; must
sell ; £ 2, or close offer ; cash only - H . WORRALL,
88, London Road, Chelmsford
Amateur's Bench Drill, faceplate , and parallel
vice , dog drills ; pair Whitworth Stocks and Dies,
to | by 1-16th , taper and plug to each ; one pair
Brass Tube ditto, t, 5-16ths, $, two taps to each
size , 30s . lot ; 5-16ths Wheel Valve, 2s. Vols. VI,
VII, VIII, IX , MODEL ENGINEERS, 58. 6d . ; ex .
change lot for small Vertical Slide-valve Engine
complete, or Model Donkey Pump.-A. REDMAN ,
5, Factory Path , Staines.
Bentley's “ Machine Drawing," new , Is. 8d . ;
Wooden Steamer Hull, 3 ft., 65. 6d . ; small Steel
Webbed Crankshaft, 25.---HORNBY, Wynyard
Road, Hillsboro', Sheffield .
Dynamo, 50 volts, in very good order ; selling
on account of getting higher volt machine ; will
take £3 ros. - Apply, A. TEMMETT, Dorchester,
near Wallingford , Berks.
21-in. Mitre Machine, 8s.; t-plate Camera,
355. ; also accessories , 125. ; Printer, 25. 6d . ;
exchange Dynamo or Electrical offers. A
MEIKLE, 10 , Percy Terrace , Newcastle-on - Tyne.
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For Sale.- Vertical Boiler, fire tubes, stecl,
18 ins. by 26 ins. ; fircbox, 15 ins. by 12 ins. ;
working pressure, 100 to 120 lbs. sq. in .; extra
strong, machine riveted , firebars and all fittings,
smokebox and funnel ; would do for small launch
good steamer ; nearly new ; very little used ;
lagged with bair felt and teak wood with steel
bands ; cheap ; for immediate delivery ; F.O.R. ;
M.E. deposit system ; price £ 12 , or near offer.Below .
Tube (dry back ) Steel Boiler
andHorizontal
12 bras Return
tubes , dome and fittings; working
pressure, 80 lbs. sq.in .; riveted (131 ins. by 28 ins).,
7-in . flue, extra long fire-bars and large smoker.ox ;
quick raiser ; suic able for 2-in. cylinder ; hardly
used ; owned abroad ; very cheap ; immediate
delivery ; F.O.R.; M.E. deposit system ; price
£ 8 , or near offer.---Below .
Vertical Boiler, 18 ins. by 9, riveted , with nine
fire tubes : very good steamer ; 80 lbs. working
pressure ; stop , satety, and blow down valves,
internal fire ; in first-rate condition ; lagged with
felt and wood, with steel bands, cast-iron bed ;
for immediate delivery, cheap ; F.O.R.; M.E.
deposit system ; drive it-in . engine ; price £5, or
near offer . - Box 193, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 to
29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, C.C.
Hand Planer for Sale ; plane, 16 ins.by, 7
by 5 ins.; £ 4 ios. - ARCHIE BAKER, Goldschmidt's
Factory, New Basford, Nottingham .
Wanted. - Screw -cutting Lathe, with chuck ,
compound slide-rest, and tools ; applicants please
statewhere it may be seen and other particulars .Address, FARMER, Brook House , Burnage Lane,
Levenshulme, Manchester.
Heavy Double Oscillating Cylinder, complete,
It- in . bore, 2 -in . stroke, gunmetal chest and
pivot, never used (cost 16s.), take 98 .; 3-light
Gas Meter , used eightmonths, 148. ; six hardwood
Turning Tools, long handles, 35. ; large Tool
Chest, ros. ; 24 Carving Tools, in handles, mostly
new , 128., or exchange for Self- centreing Chuck ,
* borse Boiler Fittings, or Feed Pump.- PRING,
8, Haverfield Gardens, Kew .
For Model Steamer or Yacht ; suitable hulls ,
36 ins. long, 7 ins. beam ; also 19 ins. long ; best
offers, or exchange for Travelling Case. --Below .
Gentloman's Bicycle for sale ; excellent con
dition ; £2 Ios., or best offer. - RICHARDSON, 14,
Brentwood Avenue, Liverpool.
Bargain. - Copper Horizontal Boiler, 18 by
54 ins., six cross tubes and two return tubes, with
all fittings ; 235.-J. FOGGON , 37, Poplar Street,
Hirst, Northumberland .
Here's Bargains. -Model Railway, I ins.
gauge, 4 vans, 2 locos, 4 signals, 40 ft. of rails, on
wood sleepers, 5 points ; new , jos. Also it rail
way, 50 ft. tin rails, clockwork express loco, 2
tenders (1 8-wheeled ), 3 bogie corridor coaches ,
1 truck ; 259.; particulars, stamp.--H . Hill,
Loughborough Road, Nottingham .
Cycle Motor, it h .- P.; as new , 62 ; cost more
than twice as much . - Below .
Horizontal Engine, 2 h.-p. (eccentric and cross
head lost) ; double-webbed steel crankshaft ; 62 ;
-Below .
Small Centrifugal Fan, 2 ins. by 6 ins. (brass) ;
6s. 6d.- Below .
Horizontal Engine (S.V.), i in . by 2 ins.; 7-in.
flywheel ; Tos. 6d . - Below .
Force Pump (brass ), 4 in . by I in ., and eccentric ;
45. 6d. - Below .
3 -Plate Hand Camera (A.B.C.), by Spiers and
Pond ; cost 195. 9d.; 123. - Below .
Several Oscillating Cylinders (brass), 6d. each ;
particulars. - M . BEAVAN , Denebrow , Jesmond,
Newcastle -on - Tyne.
Typewriter; Sale or Exchange anything. " Cali
graph:" -- ARCHIE BAKER, Goldschmidt's Factory,
New Basford , Nottingham .
h.-p. Nominal Gas Engine, two flywheels, all
fittings, starting compression ; no further use for
same ; £ 10 IOS.; nearest offer . - F . KING , St
Paul's , Cheltenham .
Lathe.--- High -class American ; new condition ;
Barnes treadle, 31 ins. centres , 33 ins. feed screw
slide-rest, 2 T-rests, tap for making chucks, cen
tres,1os.;
faceplate,
and slide-rest
.;
46
24-hole hand
Screwplate
and Taps tools,
(new ),etcss.;
10 ins. Grindstone, 25. 6.- Howlett, Sheen
Cottage, Railway Road , Teddington .
Model Horizontal Engine, it ins. by 2 ins.;
finished except guides and valve rods ; 18s.
DAVID CURRAN , 20, Fleuchar Street, Dundee.
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Lathe (Treadle).- 6- in . centres, 4 ft. 6 ins. iron
bed and standards, back -geared, four speeds, com
pound rest, two -throw crank , heavy flywheel, face
plate, taper chuck, & c.; £8 ios., or highest offer.
TURNER, Highfield House, Ridgway Cross. Mal.
vern .
Steam Engine; 3 ) ins. bore 6 ins. stroke. Hot
izontal Pump, £ 3 10s. — ARCHIE BAKER , Gold .
schmidt's Factory, New Basford, Nottingham .
For Sale.--MODEL ENGINEER, Vols. I, II, III.
IV , V , VI, VII, bound , and in good condition ,
What offers ? --Apply , Box No. 197 , THE MODEL
ENGINEER. 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C.
“ Locomotive Magazine," Vols. III , IV , and V ;
slightiy soiled ; onemissing ; 58. ; Vol. VIII (weekly
issue), clean , one missing, 55.-N. LESTER , 5 ,
Upper High Street, Thame, Oxon .
Inch Spark Coil, 175. 6d . ; two celluloid 4 -volt
6 -hour Accumulators, 6s. each ; India -rubber
Cases for same, rod. ; ebonite 4 -volt 6 -hour
Accumulator, 4s. 6d . ; 1 lbs . 36 D.C.C. Wire, 8s.;
strong Shocking Coil, 4s. 6d.-H. SYMONDS, Crown
Street, Bury St. Edmunds.
Bargain . - Horizontal S.V. Engine ; wants ad
justing ; 4s. 6d ., or exchange. - N . SOUTHERN , 12 ,
Hamilton Gardens , Seven Kings, Essex .
10 h.-p. Twin-cylinder Petroleum
Engine,
£ 4 ios., or exchange for good Cycle Motor, com .
plete ; also to volts 3 amps. Motor, drum armature ,
new , 125.-- Write Brown, 19 , Rollins Street, Old
Kent Road , S.E.
Sale.----Model Horizontal Slide-valve Engine,
i-in : bore, it-in. stroke, vertical copper boiler ,
all fittings , £ 6. - K . HILLIER , Stradella Road,
Herne Hill.
For Sale.— Brass Pitman Water Motor, i h.-P.,
£ 2 nos. ; no exchange ; approval, deposit. – P.
ŘYDER, Westleigh, Sidcup, Kent.
Motor Engine, new , it h.-p., tank and car
burettor ; weightof engine only 22 lbs. ; thoroughly
good engine ; not cheap rubbish ; sacrifice £ 5
for quick sale.-G., 63, Brownhill Road, Catford .
Wanted. — 25 or 2t Bench Lathe ; must be by
first-class maker and in perfect condition . SKELTON , 9, Cavendish Avenue, West Finchley, N.
Horizontal Slide- valve Steam Engine, gunmetal
cylinder , with drain cock , all bearings adjustable,
bore if ins., stroke 3 ins. ; engineer made ; bar.
gain : 30s.-C. CLAYTON, 21, Wheatstone Road,
N. Kensington , London .
Violin, a very fine tone instrument, labelled
Stradinarius ; cost £ 5 thirteen years ago ; price
2 ios. - JENKENSON, 119, London Road, Ports .
mouth ,
What Offers P - Few Voltmeters, o to 6 , Ios.
each ; two Longuemare Carburettors, with throttle
and regulator, 2os. each ; also high -speed Trembler
Coil, 20 . ; all brand new and perfect.- BUILDER ,
175, Oxford Street, Stepney , London .
Motor Chains; new ; Weldless steel Frame wheels,
etc. What offers ? --ARCHIE BAKER,Goldschmidt's
Factory, New Basford , Nottingham .
“ M.É." from June, 1901, to present date. Bx
change for anything_useful. - M . A. CHURLICK, 2,
Pavement, Ponder's End .
Bicycle ; New Departure free -wheel and brake ;
lamp, pump, tools, mud -guards, etc., all complete ;
£ 5 ( cost £ 10 ).- GASKILL, 198, Oldham Road, Roch .
dale.
Exchange or_Sale. - Magneto -Electric Machine,
35 ; Cylinder Electrical Machine, 3$. ; " Electric
Waves," by Hertz ; 48. 6d . (cost ros.). Small
Dynamo and Self-starting motor wanted . - STORES,
18 , St. Aldate's, Oxford .
Wanted. -Oil Engine, cheap ; in good working
order; for 1 h.-p.--- Particulars to F. PIKESLEY,
Woburn Sands.
Vertical Copper Boiler, 17 by 6 ; also parts of
horizontal ditto ; water and smoke tubes, 305,
P. BUCKLEY, Old Vicarage, Batley, Yorks.
Sale.---Water Motor, 4s. 6d. ; Electric Motor,
Is. 60 .; Switch and Current Reverser , 45. 6d.
Vertical Engine, 28. Lots of MODEL ENGINEERS
and handbooks for sale or exchange. - W . PICKING,
5 in 3, Scotland Road, Liverpool.
Stanley's New Adjustable Moulding and Beading
Plane, complete with 19 cutters ;
Smoothing Planes ; also Brace and Bits also
Joiner's new brass Milling Attachment, with vice
(no overhead needed ). Lot, 555., or separate ;
exchange Kapp Dynamo, or other good make.
-Lucas, Derby Street, Prescot.
(Continued on page xiv.)
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A few numbers of the issues mentioned below
are still in print.
Early application for same should be made.
The price is 2d., from all Agents
of " The Model Engineer , or 3d., post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,.
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
January 1, 1903.
March 19 , 1908.
Coloured-plate - Design for Model Horizontal Undertype Compound Engine
A Model Dirigible Air Ship . [Illustrated .]
and Boiler. Also Article on Construction of Same. [ Illustrated.]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued). [Illustrated.]
How to Build a Three- phase Alternating Current Motor. [Illustrated .]
Screw Propellers for Model Steamers. [Illustrated .]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making. [ Illustrated .]
Designs for Model Steam Turbines. [Illustrated .]
How to Determine the Direction of Rotation of an Electro-Motor. (Illust.)
How to Graduate Small Voltmeters and Ammeters . (Illustrated .)
Sail Plans for Model Yachts. [ Illustrated.)
Design for a Model Compound Undertype Engine and Boiler ( con .). [Illust. )
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves.
A Splendid Model Steam Yacht. [Illustrated.]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design , Construction , and Use (con .). ( Illustrated.]
Milling in Small Lathes (continued ). [Illustrated .]
Milling in Small Lathes. [Illustrated .]
March 26, 1908 .
January 8, 1903.
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). (Illustrated .]
A Working Model Colliery. ( Illustrated .]
A
Splendid
Model
Steam
Yacht
(continued ). [Illustrated .]
Electro-Motor
Reciprocating
(Horizontal Type). [Illustrated .]
A
The Lubrication of Model Engines and Small Machinery . [Illustrated .]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design , Construction , and Use (con.). ( Illustrated .]
Compound Engines (continued). [Illustrated .]
The Model Cruiser Harlech . [ Illustrated .]
How to Make an Electric Engraving Machine. (Illustrated . ]
Design for a Model Compound Undertype Engine and Boiler (con.). [Illus.]
The 750-watt Direct-Coupled High -Speed Engine and Dynamo Prize
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ).
Design . [Illustrated. ]
Design for a Model Compound Launch Engine. (Illustrated.]
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). [Illustrated .}
January 15 , 1908.
April 2, 1903.
A Portable Electric Lantern . (Illustrated.)
Screw Propellers for Model Steamers (continued ). [Illustrated .]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design , Construction, and Use (con.). [ Illustrated .]
(continued ). [Illustrated .]
Making
Pattern
in
Lessons
Simple
Illustrated.]
(
Lessons
).
(continued
in Pattern Making
Simple
How to Make an Electric Engraving Machine (continued ). (Illustrated .)
A Neat Small-Power Horizontal Engine. [Illustrated. )
ons
nts
and Waves ( continued ). [Illustrated .}
Oscillati
Electric
on
Experime
Oscillations
).
(continued
and Waves
Experiments on Electric
How to Make a Model Steam Roller . [Illustrated .]
January 22, 1908.
ed.]
(Illustrat
Signalling.
Electric
Railway
Model
The Construction of a “ Wheatstone Bridge " and an Astatic Galvano
meter. (Illustrated .]
April 9, 1903.
Milling in Small Lathes (continued ). [Illustrated.]
How to Make a Model Steam Roller ( continued). (Illustrated .]
A Model Steam Turbine. (Illustrated .]
An Oil Spray Burner for Models. (Illustrated.]
The Points of a Good Lathe.
A Switchboard for Electric Railways. [ Illustrated.]
Paper -Made Model Boats. ( Illustrated .]
A Good Battery for the Amateur. [Illustrated .]
A Novel Model Launch Engine. ( Illustrated .]
January 29 , 1908 .
Design for a Model Compound Undertype Engine and Boiler (con .). (Illust.)
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ).
Designs for Model Steam Turbines ( continued). [Illustrated . ]
A Wooden Model Locomotive. (Illustrated .]
April 16, 1903.
Compound Engines.
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). [Illustrated. ]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use (con .). [Illustrated.]
A Good Battery for the Amateur ( continued).' [Illustrated.]
February 5 , 1903.
Milling in Small Lathes (continued ). (Illustrated .]
A Model Post Office Railway Van . [ Illustrated.]
An ArdentModel Maker. (Illustrated.]
Hints on Condenser Making. ( Illustrated . )
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ).
How to Make a Model Steam Roller (continued ). [ Illustrated .)
Original Designs for 750-watt Direct-Coupled High-Speed Steam Engine
and Dynamo (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
A Convenient Reading-lamp for the Bedroom . [Illustrated .]
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). (Illustrated .]
April 23, 1908.
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued). (Illustrated.]
A Model Launch Engine. (Illustrated.]
Design for a Model Compound Undertype Engine and Boiler ( con.). [Illust.]
Sea -going Model Yachts. (Illustrated.)
February 12, 1903.
A Clockwork “ Twopenny Tube " Engine. [ Illustrated . ]
A Simple Boiler . (Illustrated. ]
A Portable Electric Lantern. [ Illustrated .)
Original Designs for 750-watt Direct-Coupled High -Speed Steam Engine
A Model “ Brotherhood ” Steam Engine. [ Illustrated .]
and Dynamo (continued ). ( Illustrated .)
A Well-Made Model Steam Yacht. [Illustrated.)
My Experiences in Model Locomotive Building . (Illustrated .]
Some Interesting Experiments with Steam Nozzles.
Testing a Pelton Wheel.
Compound Surface-Condensing Engines of s.s. Bolivar. [Illustrated .]
Milling in Small Lathes (continued ). (Illustrated .]
Silver Solder, and How to Use It. [ Illustrated .]
February 19, 1903.
April 30, 1903.
ModelMaking for Beginners- XII, An Easily Made Electro -Motor ; XIII, A
An AttractiveModel Horizontal Engine with Link -Motion. ( Illustrated .):
Primary Cell. [Ilustrated.]
(continued ). [Illustrated .]
Making
Pattern
in
Simple Lessons
Steering Gears for Model Yachts. [ Illustrated .]
A Small Boring Machine. (Illustrated .]
Compound Engines ( continued ).
Steering Gear for Model Yachts . [ Illustrated. )
A Model Railway. [Illustrated.]
Setting Out Plates for Conical Boiler Work . (Ilustrated.]
Model Engineering in Russia . [Illustrated.]
A Compact Steam Plant. (Illustrated.]
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued .)
A Model Flying Machine. (Illustrated .]
February 26, 1903.
A Model Electric Tramway. [Illustrated.]
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). (Illustrated .]
Practical Facts about Batteries.
TheMotor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use (con.). (Illustrated .]
May 7, 1908.
Milling in Small Lathes ( continued ). [ Illustrated .]
A Model Quick -Firing Gun . [Illustrated .]
A Small Easily.Made Transformer. [Illustrated .]
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). (Illustrated .)
A Model Screw Tug. [Illustrated.]
A Model Electric Tramcar (continued). [ Illustrated.]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued). [Illustrated .]
A Small Fan . (Illustrated .]
March 5 , 1903 .
A Fast Steaming Model Boat. [Illustrated .]
A Controller for Small Electric Motors. (Illustrated .]
Practical Facts about Batteries (continued ) .
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making ( continued ). (Illustrated .)
A Useful Grinding Machine . (Illustrated .]
Screws and Screwing Tackle for Model Engineers. (Illustrated .]
The Use of Aluminium for Patterns.
Compound Engines ( continued).
The Use ofHighly Superheated Stearn.
A Design for a Model Steam Turbine (De Laval Type). (Illustrated .]
May 14, 1908.
Recent Experiments with Model Electric Railway Locomotives. [Ilíust.]
A Model L. & Y. Railway Ten -Wheeler. [Illustrated.]
March 12, 1903.
How to Photograph a Model. [ Illustrated .)
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). (Illustrated.]
The Amateur Electrician : What Shall he Make ? [ Illustrated .]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making ( continued ). ( Illustrated .]
Safe Speeds for Flywheels .
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use (con.). (Illustrated.]
A Model Electric Man -o'-War. [ Illustrated .]
Water Softening for Amateur Engineers. ( Illustrated .]
The Feed -Water for Model Boilers.
Designs for Model Steam Turbines (continued ). [Illustrated .)
Model Hand-Feed Arc Lamp for Optical Lantern Use. (Illustrated .)
An Evening in a Model Engineer's Workshop . [ Illustrated .]
A Stock and Dies for Model Work. [Illustrated .]
The Measurement of Resistance . (Illustrated .]
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Wouid Exchange good if h .-p Gas Engine, tank ,
silencer,and all fittings in splendid running order),
for Screw cut:ing Lathe, or good | h.-P.Gas En
gine.-G. DANN , 2, Hillgrove Street, Stokes Croft,
Bristol.
Lathe, 24 ins.; 2 ft. 6 in3. gap bed, compound rest,
bell chuck , and few tools . Cheap . No cards.
PARK & Co., Victoria Road, Keighley.
Gas Engine (nearly new ). 11 by 3 ; complete,
with gas bag ; 40s. approval. - A . PAYNE, Scal
ford Road , Melton Mowbraysale
. ; half-plate ; time
New Stand Camera for
and instantaneous ; including three dark slides,
carrying bag ; all complete with dishes, etc.63 1os.
--DEARNLEY. 45, Percy Street, Rochdale .
For Sale.-- Shunt-wound Dynamo, 57 volts 25
amperes, slide rails and bolts complete, very little
used, £ 25 ; Voltmeter to 80, 25 .; Ammeter to
35, 255.; Voltmeter Switch , 35. ; two 6-cell E.P.S.
Accumulators (50 ampere hours), in teak cases, £5
each ; two 6 -cell 18 ampere-bour Bristol ditto , 5os.
each . All carriage paid .---Further particulars from
HONORARY SECRETARY, General Hospital, Chel
tenham .
1 h.-p. Launch Engine, link mocion, £2 155. 6-volt
Night Light, 3s. Leather Gear- case, 4s. Two
pairs Opera Glasses in cases, ros. No. 3 Saloon
Rifle and Cartridges 45. 6d . Exchange. Wanted ,
it Motor Engine. Particulars , stamp. - 19, Oliver
Street, Grimsby.
Complete Electric Light Plant.--I h.-p. water
cooled Carlton Petrol Motor, B and M. coil, P.
and R. accumulator, and F.N. carburettor , tanks,
wires, etc.; complete for running ; on combined
stand, with 25 volt. 6 amp. Dynamo; also lamps,
shades, counterbalance, weights, switchboard , etc.;
in perfect order ; £ 12 125. the lot -CHAS. DE
y. others at 45. ;
FRAINE,
Walton,
Induction
155. ; two
Coil, Aylesbur
Motors
Accumulator, 2-volt 14 amps., 55.;
(two
55.;
)
eight Porous Pots (Whitney's two-star), 4s.
Dynamo, wanting armature, 6s. ; also 48 MODEL
ENGINEERS, March , 1893, to date , with other
books on Construction , 45., or will exchange
whole for Treadle Lathe.-- HOPWOOD , 73, Theo
bald's
Road,
Whiton Co., U.S.A., 6- in . geared
by W.C.
Chuck,
scroll ; little used ; good condition ; accept 30s.
COOKE , South Bank , Chichester.
Complete Outåt for Model Screw Steamer, up to
4 ft.- Powerful beautifully finished slide-valve
engine, bore, it stroke ; propeller and shaft ;
copper boiler , 9 by 45 ; two funnels, six water
tubes, filler, safety valve, steam dome, taps ,
unions ; working pressure, 35 lbs. ; methylated
spirit blowlamp ; perfect order ; £ 3 Ios. ; worth
double ; part exchange Marine Boiler, working
pressure not under 60 lbs., or Locomotive ; mutual
approval. - Belowl.
Copper Vertica Boiler, 10 by 5, central flue,
four under water tubes , water gauge, safety valve,
taps ; complete ; working pressure, 35 lbs. ; 255.
-42 , Holly Street Sheffield .
Bargains ! Bargains !! Bargains !!!- Brad
bury Road Racer Cycle, free wheel, 355. ; Foun
tain Pen , 55. ; cost more than double ; Centuria
Phonograph , Tos. (cost 175. od .) ; valuable col
lection Foreign Stamps (over 600 ), all different,
30s. ; cost five times as much. Stamp Album ,
2s 6d (cost double) ; case Drawing Instruments ,
6s. 6d. (cost 145. 60.) ; Electric Tie-pin , with
battery, 25. uid. (cost 75. 6d.) ; 200 numbers of
Boys' Papers , 55.; “ Brownie " Camera 2s.6d . ;
Lady's Silver Watch, 45.6d.; Gent's Watch ,
35.6d . ; Electro -Motor, is . 6d . ; Electric Tramway,
complete , 175. 6d. ; Armstrong's Pocket Accumu
lator, 4s. 6d . (cost 125. 6d .) : Air Gun , 3s .6d . (cost
double) ; Revolver, in case, 8s. 60. (cost {2 ) ;
Lancaster Stand Camera, see-saw shutter, 18s.
Nipper " Camcra, 28. - H , BENSON, 70, Edward
t, d,SmallWatre
Lancaster.
Stree
Wheel, about 2 ft. diameter,
Wante
cash.-G.H. FERGUSON , Wolleigh, Bovey Tracey.
Wanted . - Loco Castings scale for " Dunalastair
No. 3" :whole or part set.- Particulars to STEARN ,
13. The Terrace , H.M. Dockyard , Portsmouth .
Motor Castings for Sale (two Sets ), at is. gd .
r t One Set Dynamo Castings (30 watt) 25
pe
-F.SeJACKSON , 253, Middleton Road, Oldham .
One Side Fillster, one Moving Side Fillister ,
pair of Hollws and Rounds, pair of Tongue and
Groove Planes, also a Strap (27 ins. by 28 ft ).
Offers wanted , or exchange. In good condition .J. BATH , 61, Nashville Street, Salford.

Gas Engine, I h.-p., 64 , or best offer. - M ., It ,
Ferriby Terrace, Clapton Road , Nottingham .
For Sale . - Breast Drill, with drills , 5s. ; new
Leg Vice (56 lbs.). 5d. Ib .; Gas Engine, h.-D., 2
flywheels, 26 ; stamp reply . - BROWN, 13, Hindle
Street, Accrington
Lathe Carrier , takes it ins., IS. 2d. ; 4 -hole Tap
Wrench, 25. ; 6 -in . Engineer's Box Square; is. gd.
--YOUNG , 20, Bank Road , Skerton , Lancaster.
Lathe, 21-in centre, 30-in, gap -bed , back -geared ;
new last year ; scarcely been used ; price 458.
Miers, Park Villas, Roundhay, Leeds.
Double -Cylinder Horizontal Slide-valve Engine,
by I ) ; 278. 6d. Or exchange Cushman Chuck
preferred. - J. A. HINCHLIFFE, 3, Castlegate,
Huddersfield .
21-inch Gauge Clockworks Locos ; one London
and South Western ; one Midland ; 40 each .
Also Midland Scale Model Carriages and Vans ;
305. each .- ORR , 10, Belgrave Place, Edinburgh ,
Edison Gem Phonograph , and one dozen records,
355. (cost three gu'neas); no excharge. - G . B.
STANLEY, 98, Teddesley Street, Walsall.
21 Dion 1rike Motor, with surface carburettor ;
new and unused ; price £7 Ios -A . F. G., No. 20,
ChesnutAvenue, Queen's Road, Hull.
Bargains.- Bourdon Pressure Gauge, 4 ins. dial,
reg sters to roo lbs., 8s. 6d .; Cylinder Lubricator ,
41 ins. high , 45.; or offers. Particulars free.-B.
TICEHURST, Havelock Road, Hastings.
Treadlo Lathe, 3-ft. 6-in . bed, 4-in . single gear
( cost £ 7 Ios.) ; Vertical Engine, 4-in . stroke (cost
50s.); cash offers.--35, St. Philip's Road, Norwich .
Sale. - High-speed Horizontal Slide-valve Steam
Engine, complete except flywheel, if ins. by 3 ins.
stroke ; mounted on bedplate ; gunmetal cylinder,
drain cocks, lagged, disc crank , and all bearings
adjustable ; also force pump fitted ; engineer
made ; in perfect running order ; 308.; bargain .
-A. POOLE Waterworks, Copton, Faversham ,
Kent
Sale. — Mode! Vertical Copper Boi'er; 15 by 5 ,
riveted throughout, 8 fittings ; cost 5os., sell 255.
-J. FLEWITT, Farnworth , Widnes.
Planing Machine Patterns, will plane, when
finished, 18 by 9 ( tool box and slide are finished) ;
£ i tos., cheap. - C . BATES, 15 , Gloucester Crescent,
Rezent's Park , N.W.
Launch Engine, it bore, 1 in . stroke, open front,
slipper guide ; also Spi er engine, it in. bore ,
in. stroke ; 155. each ; carriage paid ; approval.
-16 , Howarth Street, Sunderland.
Miscellaneous and Late.
Fastest Steamer In Kingdom .-- Blue Prints of
working drawings of “ Era's lines -- winner of
Speed Competition - now ready ; price 5s. 3d.
each.-A. E. FOSTER , 56 , Willmer Road, Birken
head .
3 - jaw Self- centrelng Scroll Chucks ; 2 ins.,
8s. 6d. - PINKNEY, Heanor, Nottingham .
The Apex Milling Attachment, 255. Full Set
Castings, Nuts and Bolts, Steel, etc. ; gs. 6d. ;
easily madeup. - Below .
Tenax ; high melting point soft solder ; indis
pensable for model boilers : sd . oz., 3.oZs., IS.
W.M. SIMPSON , 41, Elphinstone Road, Hastings.
Send to Arnold & Co., 9 , Camden Street, Isling
ton , London , for their Illustrated Price List of
Electrical and Mechanical Models and Accessories,
2d. stamps.
11 h.-p. Minerva Motor Bicycle, £ 11 ; It h.-p.
Werner Motor Bicycle, £ 8 Ios. ; 2 h.-p. Calvert
Motor Bicycle, £ 11 ; 2 h.-P. Daw Engine and Tank ,
new , £6 tos. ; 5 h.-p. two-cylinder air -cooled
Decauville Engine, new , £ 9 ; 3 h.-p. Vertical Steam
Engine, £5 ; 2-cylinder Steam Engine for E.M.,
three-wheeler, new , £5. Many other things equally
cheap ; write for list, or call at our works
TWENTIETH CENTURY MOTOR CO., LTD ., Padua
Road , Penge, s.e.
7-in. Compound Slide- rest ; exchange for 6 -in.
same. - Below .
Buffalo Automatic Injector (class B ), never been
fitted to boiler.- Below .
Pair Splendid Wall Telephones, 255. ; Dynamo,
12-volt, Siemens, 20s.; large splendidly finished
Shocking Coil, gs.; lb. 22 s.c.c. Wire, Is. ;
gallon Gasoline, 23.-G. A. V., High Street, Dart
ford, Kent.

The Most Up-to-date Book for the Fitter or
Turner is sent for is. Id . from HARRISON . - Below .
“ The Motor Bicycle " : Its Mechanism and How
to Manage It, is sent for is. Id. from HARRISOX.
Below . ring,"
and Brazing," are two useful
Solde
Booklets ,which are sent for 7d.-HARRISON , below
Machine Drawing Examination. - All those who
wish to pass should send their address to GEORGE
HARRISON (M ), 45 Rupert Street, Nottingham .
Model Screw Steamer for Sale , 25 ins. by 4 ins.,
D.A.O. engine, i by l- in .; brass boiler,64 by 3 ins
(by Lucas & Davies), propeller and 3-blade screw .
lamp and spirit tank , two ventilators, working
order, loose hatchways ; colour, red and black ,
white line, deck and hatchways white ; £ 2. — E.
PYCROFT, 4 , Vine Street, Hulme, Manchester.
Gas Engine, 1 h.-p. ; Horizontal Engine, bore,
If stroke ; Vertical Copper Boiler, 41 by 6 . What
cash offers ?-GAY , 6, East Street, Warminster .
21- in. Back -geared Treadle Lathe, with slide
rest, chucks, circular saw , & c., for sale ; no reason
able offer refused ; no further use ; would exchange
for Vertical Slide for 44- in . Lathe. - W. MANLEY ,
Exmoor,"
Coil,Torquay.
2 ins., with commutator and spark
Spark
ing device, on polished mahogany stand, cori
taining condenser ; secondary win ling is defective
and may require re-winding ; sacrifice ; 355. , or
offers ; approval, deposit. - BISHOP, Torquay Road ,
Newton Abbot.
Horizontal Steam Engine, h.-P., 20s. ; Vertical
Boiler , 10 by 18, all fittings, [ 2 ; Dyr amo, 40 C.-P.,
30s. The lot, [4 ; particulars stamp. - RODDING ,
Bowbridge Road, Newark , Notts.

THE AUTO -MATIC
LATHE

STANDS

OUT

10s .
£ 6
Price
This Lathe is practically a Screw -cutting Lathe,
and holds its own against all comers. It Stands Out
KATOLOG , FOUR STAMPS.
Seon our GRINDER
Seen our GRINDER ?
CO ,
&
S. HOLMES
Engineers,
BRADFORD .
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Price 1- net.
Postage 3d .
PBROIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29, POPPIN'S COURT, FLEET STREET,
LONDON, E.C.
LOOK
ROUND
your Workshop for Tools, Models,
and Materials which you no longer
require. You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in our
“ Sale and Exchange " column
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Private 4 ducrtisanents are inserted in this
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
less, and id. per 3 arords after. inserted
in this
I rade Advertisements are
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
less, and id . per word after .
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
tiser's name and address is charged for. .411
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
o Stamps; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager ,
26-29. Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be recelved by Arst
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issuo .
Advertisements receved after this time will be
inserted in the following number,
Our Deposit System .

Trade.

“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
Vi, and! VII, 38. tod . each , tree. All back Volumes
and Nos . on Šale.-E. POUTEAU , 231A, Gray's Inn
Road London
Arts and Trades Catalogue Free. This
valuable list contains books on Brewing, Building,
Electrical, Engines and Boilers, Iron , Steel, and
Metallurgy, Design, Decoration , Chemistry,
Photography, & c.
100,000 Books, all kinds
Please state wants. - BAKERS' Great Bookshop,
Birmingham .
Free.-Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paving
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions 6d . post free. - THE MORRIS COHEN Co., LTD ,
132 Kirkgate, Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished list ad . -- REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and everv accessory
for model engineers.--KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
tor lists , free one stamp. KING & COMPANY ,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.

Turning, Milling, Dividing, Fitting, Repairing
etc., undertakan by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
Co., Rot er $ Mews, Hamstead Road, London .
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Manufactures. - Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
Whitworth Screwplate, t, 3-76ths, , with Taps
and Tapwrench , is. id.; Modeller's Set, is. Id . WILKINS, 87, Marlboro' Rord, Bowes Park .
Compound Sudo-rests (Swivelling), 24, 155. 6d . ;
3-in ., 175. 6d . · Tools, is. gd . set. Lists, 10.
WILKINS
.
Plumbago Crucibles, 5d. ; Brasstounder's Sand,
cwt. bags, Is. 6d (lostructions). Geo . WELLS .
Needham Market
Electric Bells, 21- in , gongs, 18. 6d. Large Dry
Batteries, Is. 2d. Best Loop Lamps. 9d . each .
Skill Competition for money prizes open to all
our customers. Full particulars with price Lists .
Pocket Flash Lamps, best quality, tested before
despatched Post free, is, 6d . each .
Skill Competition , most popular, now running.
Full particulars with our Illustrated Price Lisis.
Illustrated Price Lists of ElectricalGoods, Steam
Engines and Fittings, Novelties, etc, post free , 2d .
-ECONOMIC
Electric Co., 14 , Ivy Lane, London,
E.C.
Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
tor rates for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place, which gives protection to both pur
chaser and seller .
For Sale. -Vertical Boiler, fire tubes, stecl,
18 ins. by 26 ins. ; firebox , 15 ins. by 12 ins. ;
working pressure, 100 to 120 lbs. sq. in.; extra
strong, machine riveted , firebars and all fittings,
smokebox and funnel ; would do for small launch
good steamer ; nearly new ; very little used
lagged with bair felt and teak wood with steel
bands ; cheap ; for immediate delivery ; F.O.R. ;
M.E. deposit system ; price £ 12, or near offer. Below ,
Horizontal Return Tube (dry back ) Steel Boiler
and 12 brass tubes, dome and fittings; working
pressure, 80 lbs. sc.in .; riveted (13) ins. by 28 ins).,
7- in . flue, extra long fire-bars and large smoketox :
quick raiser ; sui able for 2-in . cylinder ; hardly
used ; owned abroad : very cheap : immediate
delivery ; F.O.R .; M.E. deposit system ; price
£ 8Vertical
, or near offer.--- Below.
Boiler, 18 ins. by 9 , riveted , witb aine
fire tubes ; very good steamer ; 80 lbs. working
pressure ; stop , safety, and blow down valves,
internal fire ; in first-rate condition ; lagged with
felt and wood, with steel bands, cast-iron bed
for imn ediate delivery , cheap ; F.O.R .; M.E.
depusit system ; drive it-in . engine ; price 65, or
near offer .-- Box 193, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 to
29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.c.
Wanted to Exchange, several hundred " Vanity
Fair " Cartoons, for a Bicycle Motor or a Dynamo,
in sound working condition ; the equivalent value
could be made up in cash by arrangement.- E . P.,
Adare , co . Limerick .
Sale.-- 1 } ins. by 2 ins., reversing Launch En
gine ; also t h.-P. Gas Engine, Small Dynamo
Motor and Fan , and Electric Scarf Pin ; letters'
only.-K., 2 , Spencer Park , S.W.
h.-P. Horizontal Gas Engine (Warsop's) : best
design out; engineer made ; 2 heavy-rimmed fly .
wheels ; good running order ; thocoughly reliable
engine. Runs on house gas, petrol, benzoline, or
acetylene. Very powerful for its size ; drives
5 -in . screw -cutting lathe easily, or 150 -watt dy
namo. Beautifully compact engine. A real bar
gain : 64: Also an 8-volt. 4 amps. charging
Dynamo, in thorough good working order ; 8 -sez
ment commutator, drum armature. A good sub
stantial machine, charges accumulators very
quickly, and runs very easy . price i, packe i
Vive Hand Camera , splendid lens, with automatic
self-setting shutter. Takes 12 44 by 4t plates ,
also the usual i plates, or 36 filmsat one charge ;
thorough good condition, with extra carriers, etc.;
price £1Ios. Useful exchanges entertaincd .
Want Switchboard , Voltmeter, and Ammeter,
reading to 25 volts and to ampères respectively.TURNER, Ardingly , Sussex.

..

Notice . As we cannot accept any responsi
bility on the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves , when
deoking with persons with whom they are unac .
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
belone .
We will receive from intending, purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our adversets, and will acknroledge its reccipt
to both the Derositor and the Vendor, whose ful!
names and addresses must be given . When the
gouds are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
One way . The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit , a Fee of
Bd for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mitted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London, E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 2s. Bd.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
of by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
# should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the vaine of
the article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articies themselves.

Twonty -three of Cole's Reliable Handbooks,
bound in one volume cloth , 3s. 9d., carriage paid,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding .-- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver , & c.; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
Pattern Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Blacksmithing.-- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post tree, 6d .
“ Metal Rivotting ' (Hot and cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams post
free, 6d .
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," trom a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free , 6d.
“ Metal, Pips and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
" Temporing Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
Wiped Joints in Load Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
“ Motal Scrowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
and Taps. Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
plates
6d
.
Motal Drilling, Dr Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d.
Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing , Lacquering : 6d .
" How to Solder Gold , Silver , Aluminium , brass,
& c The
Brazing
: 3d .How
: to Use it on Wood and
Saw " and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
“ Electrie Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, 6d.
French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
“ Mending and Ropalring " Metal, Wood, Glass,
& c., CementRecipes ; 6d .
Rubber Stamp Making,” and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d .
“ Bookbinding without Spoctal Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d.
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
“ Cycle Brazing," _ 4d . ; " Cycle Enamelling,"
6d.; ** Pneumatic Tyre Repairing. Workshop or
Roadside," 6d.
Any Three Above Book , is. ; any six, rs. 7d . ;
eight or more, 3d. each , all post free .
" Cole's Compendium ” ; 32 pages of useful hints
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d.
M. Cole, 194 , Burton Road , West Didsbury,
Manchester.
4 Robertsons.' Australian Wholesale Agents :
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test a Lathe ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not Sont to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force . - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Wanted , Turning, Boring, Milling Work , etc., or
every description. Speciality ; Motorcylinder
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear -cutting ;
Screw -cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
general milling, planing, etc .--GEORGE ADAMS,
144, High Holborn , London , W.C.
George Adams for all work needing special
accuracy, finish and prompt despatch . Plant most
up- to -date and complete in the country .
1 -In . Midland Sets, 255. ; t- in . “ Lord of the
Isles," 205.; enormous variety odd parts ; all
scales. - LADENSACK Rayleigh .
The “ Hector " Water Motors and Steami Tur
bines ; complete sets of perfect Castings now
supplied ; list id . stamp. Easy to construct.
Indispensable in every Amateur's Workshop.
The “ Hector ” Water Motors and Steam Tur
bines have been supplied to His Majesty's Govern
ment, Lancashire and Yorkshire, and London and
North -Western Railways, under rigid inspection .
Since the “ Hector " Waters were put on the
market, the most utter rubbish has been adver
tised . Be wise in time. Send for new list, Water
Motors and Castings, id.-- PERCY PITMAN , Bos
bury, Ledbury, Herefordshire.
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Wanted.-- 21 or 2: Bench Lathe ; must be by
Watchmaker's Lathe, “ Sans Pareil " (by Boley ),
first-class maker and in perfect condition.
good as new ; head and tailstock , bar foot, T -rests
SKELTON , 9, Cavendish Avenue, West Finchley, N. and adapter, driver, taper screw , emery wheel,
Treadle Lathe, 3-ft. 6 -in . bed, 4- it single gear
three split bell or eight screw chucks, & c.; cost
(cost £7 ros.) ; Vertical Engine, 4 -in . stroke (cost
£ 3 12s.; take £ 2 10s.-- MENZIES , Balerno, N.B.
Sale. - 32 MODEL ENGINEERS (Vols. VI and VII,
gos ); cash offers.--35, St. Philip's Road, Norwich .
and Nos. 56 to 63 of Vol. V ); 66 " Electricity
43 Turners' Tool3-- Callipers (various),Squares,
(Nos. 43 to 52 of Vol. XV, all 52 numbers Vol.
T -squares, Gauges (very various), Rules, Spirit
XVI); 74 " English Mechanics," (Nos, 1901 to 1974 \;
Level, etc.; a splendid assortment. What offers ?
cash or offers ; good condition .-- A . KENDALL, 37 ,
---38, Cambridge Road, Blackpool.
Hartington
Cottages , Staveley, Chesterfield.
Gas ngino , i in . by z ins., splendid condition ,
“ Work ," about 300 back numbers ; exchange
ros. 6d . : one pair " Regent” Roller Skates, ad
for Phonograph or cash.--Below .
justable to any size , 5s.: Copper Boiler Shell,
Electric Motor, 4-volt, new (by General Electric
8 ins. by 22 ins., and nine - in . Copper Tubes
Co.) ; cost gs., sacrifice 5s. - HAWE, 85, John
(make splendid boiler ), cos. - Below .
Street, Govan .
Launch Engine Finish- d Parts, two cylinders,
Model Engineers " for sale, from No. I to 146
inclusive ; unbound ; guaranteed in excellent con
it ins. by 2 ins., 205 ; Methylated Spirit Blow
lamp, 25. 6 .; two heavy Iron Flvwheels, 6 ins.,
dition ; best offer taken.-- COLONEL HOLDEN,
Is each ; small power Electric Motor, 2s --- Below .
Beaconsfield House, Wibsey, Bradford.
New Gramaphone Records (cost 25.), sell is .
51-in. Centre Screw -cutting Lathe, with full set
each ; three pint Bichromate Batteries, Is. 6d . each ,
of change wheels, 11-in . Universal chuck , face
plate, and all tools : price £ 12 105.-J. WILKINSON ,
and two 1-pint ditto, is. each .--HARTNÉLL, 5, Tyne
Road , Horfield , Br!stol,
5 , Black Hill, near Keighley.
4- volt Celluloid Pocket Accumulator , 9 hours ;
Bargains.- Marine Engine, it by it, with
button hole set complete ; new ; ros. or exchange
reversing gear, £ r ; set of finished fitted Castings
for ditto, 155. ; Horizontal Engine and Boiler, 155.;
for anything mechanicalor electrical. - H . CARTER,
Loco Boiler, with fittings , 7s. ; built Yacht, 5 ft.
Commondale, Yorks.
long, £ i ; Loco , 6s., cost 61 ; Rook Rifle, 75. ;
For Sale ( plate Hand Camera, with outfit ;
Del
Vertical Steel Boiler , with three water- tubes and
carries 12 plates ; sacrifice 25 $.-- A . H. 9,
fittings , 155. ; Induction Coil, 25. 6 .; Steam
verton Road, Kensington, S.W
Water-Motor, (I-10 h.-p.), 2 yds. hose and nozzle,
Gauge, 2-in . diameter ; offers. Telescope, with
massive brass stand ; two “ Combie " Cameras
(cost £ 1); working order ; 12. or will exchange
(gunmetal) ; Brownie," with finder; 25: 6d ..;
with cash for 1 h.-p. oil engine. - HARTSHORN ,
Revolver, 6-chamber , 4s. 6d. ; -plate “ Primus
Skegby,Mansfield , Notts.
reflect focal plane Camera, 355.- Below .
Exceptionally ine Horizontal Engine; cylinder
Wanted. Goertz or other fine Camera Lense ;
2- in . bore ; new condition ; worth 65 ; offers
also good t-plate Camera ; any of above part
wanted, Photo - W. M. PANNETT, High Street,
exchange. - CAIRNS, Silverton, Trinity, Edinburgh .
Lewes.
Dynamo (Manchester type), ready for winding,
Sale or Exchange.-- Pair of splendid Wall Tele
output 30 volts 6 amps. ; only ros.-W. ALEXAN
phones, in perfect condition , for or #in . Spark
Lodge,
CLAPHAM
tley
255.-R.
,
Ben
for
or
sell
Coil,
DER, 103, Carisbrooke Road, Liverpool.
Horizontal Table Engine, it-in . bore, 3-in .
Meanwood, Leeds.
Sale . - 1-plate Photographic Outfit, good as new , stroke, perfect, 30s. ; Vols. IV , V , VI, VII, M.E.,
6s., or exchange.-- WHITEHOUSE, 14,
including compact folding camera and tripod , unbound,
double dark slide (book pattern ), three developing Holly Hall, Dudley ,
Sale.-- A number of Wood and Metal Working
trays, printing frame, ruby lamp and glass measure;
cost 5 guineas, take_ £ 3 , or nearest offer.
Tools Gauges, & c . ; also several Electrical Fittings :
list on application . --J. GRIERSON , 25, Derby Lane,
WHERRIT, Sedgefield , Ferry Hill, Durham .
Liverpool.
“ South African War (Creswicke), 20 parts,
25 volts 5 amps. ; 12 accumulators ,
with coloured plates ; cost £2, exchange for model.
20 Dynamo,
amp.-hour, standards, brackets, pendants,
--CARRICK , 537, Castlehill, Edinburgh.
Wanted. - Back -gear Lathe Head , 5 ins. to 7 ins.;
ampere meter, galvanometer, cut-outs, switches ,
cheap ; worn one will suit.-W. R., Mon Repos, lamps, & c.; £5 ros. - SMITH , 13 , Bath Road , West
Ham , London .
Paignton .
For Sale .-- High - class h.-p. Horizontal Engine,
For Sale . - Petrol Tank for Motor Cycle , with
24 ins. by 31 ins. ; complete with governors, cocks,
department for cells ; painted and lined ; price lubricators
etc.; lagged cylinder, engineer made,
6.-A. CHALK , 40, Bridge Road, Hammersmith ,
and in new condition ; photo and details sent;
London .
For Sale.- Small Bench Lathe, 31-in. centre, will sell cheap - GALE, St. Edward Street, Leck .
Genuine Dion Coil, fitted in wooden case ; x-in .
with slide-rest and drill chucks.-- Apply, 212,
Fulham Road , London .
spark ; perfect condition ; 255. post free .-- DRAGE,
Vertical Slide-valve Engine, cylinder 1 by it, Southbury Road, Enfield .
Sale . - Steam Boiler ; steel ; civeted ; 1 ft. 6 ins.
lagged and fitted with oil cock ; flywheel, 51
diameter ; 218.-- H . K. Foot, 37, Victoria Avenue, diameter by i ft. 9 ins.; fittings complete. 21 in .
Surbiton .
Hand Force Pump. Working Model Vertical
5 ft. Racing Model ; also Torpedo Hull, 4 ft.
Engine, slide valve, with copper boiler and fittings,
gas heater. - RAPAREL , Barnsta "le.
long ; 4 ft. Model Yacht ; will sell or exchange for
numbers of " Model Yachtsman ," or useful
Inverted f-in . by 11-in . Engine and Boller
(riveted, stayed , charcoal firebox ); all usual
articles ; stamp. - HENRY TUMELTY , 18, Victoria
Street, Southwick, Sunderland,
fittings ; requires cleaning ; excellent working
Dynamo, about 20 C.-P. ; wants finishing ; never
crder ;. 3os . (cost £ 5 ) ; instrument-maker made.
Below
been used ; 155. ; particulars given .--- TURNER,
Water Lane, Newport, Salop.
Lathe ; 2 -in.; bed, 2 ft. ; three speeds, tee ,
Swivel- Jaw Machine · Vice, 2- in . jaws, 3 -in .
rest, 14 very excellent tools in handles ; not a toy;
308. - Below .
opening,, 218., or offer ; seen by appointment ;
photo id.Below .
Barthel Blowlamp, 4s. Surface Plate, 34 ins.
Overtype Shunt Dynamo, 20 watts, 25 volts at by 41 ins. ; 45. 25 Assorted British Association
Taps, 3s. Several Gross Odd Termigals, Nuts,
3000 revs., 8-slot drum armature, brush rocker,
long bushed bearings, runs beautifully ; 375. 6d., Screws, etc.; 6s. Vertical Engine, wants repairs ;
in. by it ins.; 55. All above guaranteed
or best offer ; seen by appointment ; photo id. genuine. Carriage forward . Stamp reply.
HAROLD SABINE , 20 Chapter Road, Willesden
RAYMOND MITCHELL , Kirkwood, Vesper Road ,
Green , N.W.
40 numbers “ M.E.," from 1899 ; cheap ; no
Kirkstall, Leeds, Yorks.
reasonable offer refused .- H . PEERLESS, 61, High
Bench Lathc ; 27 -in . centres, gap bed , face
Road, Balham .
plate, 2 chucks, and treadle, with heavy flywheel ;
Sale.--Horizontal Engine, on cast- iron bed ,
255 A volt, 14 amp hour Accumulator, in ebonite
lined teak case ; £ 1. " Twencent " Electric Motor;
h.-P., beautifully finished, cylinders 2+ ins. by
4 ins., lagged with wood and brass bands, crank
Ios. (cost double ). Set of Points and Crossings,
shaft turned out of solid ; requires one pedestal
in scale, brass bulkhead rails ; Ios Magic
cap and flywheel to finish ; 50s. ; photo id .
Lantum
Camera
No. t-plate
COLEMAN , " Beauvale ," Endon , Stoke-on - Trent.
(Ty'ar's , quantity
Tit Bit of
" ) ;slides
8s ; 8s.
2 * Brownie
For Sale. - MODEL ENGINEER , Nos. 12 to 77 ; Kodak : 4s 6d . Would exchange above for good
reading cass. - Offers to G. E. SMITH , 8, Clareville Screw Cutting Laihe. — THWAITES, 55,Nevill Road ,
Grove, South Kensington .
Stoke Newington .
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Lathe Attachment for ciruclar saw or emery
wheel, 6s. 6d. ; Grindstones , 3 ins. by r in ., extra
fine stone for chasing and screw - cutting tools ,
35.; 6 ins. by 2 ins., with hood , 5s. ; 10 ins. by 2 ins.,
with hood , IOS. 6d.; Compound Slide-rests ,
5t-in ., 63 ; 6-in., £3 Ios. All new ; splendid
finish.— BAXTER , Holbeach Road , Caftord .
Paddle Steamer, " Ripple," Model ENGINEER
Certificate (see issure January 28th for description ),
€ 3.; small fast Screw Steamer (copper), water-tube
boiler,Whitney's engine, 30 $. ; both working order ;
after
9.-C. GOUDGE, 14, St. Thomas' Road,
Hackney
.
Sale. --Ariston Hand Organ , with 12 tunes ;
could be driven by model engine, 355. ; a bargain :
approval, deposit Also 90 copies MODEL ENGI
NEER, and 150 weekly copies of " .Work " ; cash
offers, or exchange Boiler Fittings or Engineer's
Tools. - , A . JARRETT, Twaites Cottages,West Lynn ,
Norfolk
Bargain . - Cycle, fitted ready for motor , driving
rim fixed"; salé £6, or good exchange ; particulars
one stamp. Also Bench Lathe (Holmes'), cost
225, 6d., headstock damaged ; offers : Also about
120 British Birds' Eggs; offers --A. BROOKER , 21.
Mendy Street, High Wycombe.
Horizontal Slide-valve Engine, 1 by $ ; exchange
for powerful
Motor, W.
working
at not more
than
2 voltsElectric
amp.-G.
MORTIMER,
182 ,
Sherborne Road, Yeovil.
Italian Mandoline and Case ; new ; splendid
tone ; cost 25$. ; offers ; no exchange. - C . WARNER ,
35, York Road, Walthamstow .
Vertical Slide- valve Engine, 24-in . bore, 4t-in .
stroke, cylinder lagged mahogany and brass bands,
parallel guides, disc crank , flywheel, 14 ins . diam . ;
rim , it by 2 ; driving pulley and brass feed pump :
weight over 1 cwt. ; just been overhauled ; price
( 2 55. for immediate sale ; no approval ; too cheap
, 5, Ray Street, Heanor
and
Notts.too heavy. - Jackson
1 h.-p. Gas Engine, £ 14 : 600 -watt Dynamo, 46 ;
32-volt 40 amp.-hour Accumulators, £ 12 ; 1 h.p.
Motor, £ 4 ; all new . - Particulars,W.CARR, Church
Street, Deptford , London .
Back Numbers of this paper for sale or exchange.
-1899, 1900 complete ; 1901, missing numbers,
59, 60-1, and 63 ; 1902, 75 and 80 ; 1903, 103 ,
114 , 134.-M. E., 71, Newman Street, W.
For Sale.-- " Hobbies " Companion Lathe and
Fretsaw , complete , on sewing machine treadle ;
€ 1. - SMITH , 90 , Camden Street, N.W.
Series Wound Motor, with switch, 14 volts ,
6 -pole armature, oil rings on shaft ; weight about
10 lbs. ; height, 71 ins. ; perfect ; 215. Paraffin
Brazing Lamp, with pump, cost 125. 6d. ; Electric
Bell, cost 5s.6d . : MODEL ENGINEER, 38 to 54
What offers ? Quantity Tools, Electrical Goods,
and Books ; list and particulars , stamp. - JAMES,
Fountain Street, Buxton .
Dynamo (Shunt Wound ), 10 volts 3 amps.,
H -Siemens armature, quite new , worth 40 $. ;
Switchboard, 16 ins. by 23 ins., very complete,
worth 30s. ; two Bichromate Batteries, 4- pint,
each worth 78. 6d.; Electric Motor, worth 55.;
photo sent. What offers ? -- ALEXANDER, Romanby
Road , Northallerton .
Phonograph (Edison Standard ), shaver , re
corder, reproducer, and 18 records ; £4 or best
offer ; stamp reply.-- " ELECTRICIAN ," Muncaster
Theatre, Bootle .
Salo.-- Horizontal Engine, it ins. by 21 ins.,
heavy flywheel, parallel guide bars , in good
working condition ; cheap ; particulars. siamp.
HOUGHTON, 70, Park Road, Hindley, Lancs .
Wanted, a 1 h.-p. Engine and Boiler, in good
conditon and cheap.-- G . WALTERS, Merrington
Lane, Spennymoor.
Horizontal Engine, 2 by 4 cylinder, engineer
made throughout, Standard pattern, interchange
able bearings ; honestly worth double ; 255. ;
must sell ; no exchange : approval.- KERRY, Peet
Street, Derby.
Lathe, 2- in . centre, 19-in . bed , 24- in : flywheel,
slide-rest, T-rest, faceplate , chucks, cutters,
drills, emery wheels, circular saws, carriers, and
other tools ; also Watchmaker's Mandrel, with
tools. What offers ? --13 . Grantham Street,
Coventry.
Lathe , 3-in . gap-bed, complete , £ 2 nos. ; Arc
Lamp. 61 ; Lathe (Buck ), 41 traversing mandrel,
slide-rest, chucks, £ 12. Wanted , Triumph
Lathe and Accessories for clockwork ; in perfect
condition . --50, Upper Berkeley Street, London .
(Continued on page ril.)
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sOther
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.,Qualitie

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

COMPANY,

Established 1890.
Contraetors to H.M. Government.
Every Reader of the “ Model Engineer " should sond two Stamps for our 44 -page Illustrated List. It contains
Illustrations and particulan ol
60, Brook St., C.-on -M .,MANCHESTER

EVERYTHING

No
connection
with any
other firm .

ELECTRICAL

The " CLARION " Bell,
Loud-Ringing Electric Bell ,
splendidly made, with
2 Gong ... 1/3 each .
23 22
1/4 }
1
3
1/6

At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up their own Models all various parts are listed.
ELECTRIC BELLS, TELEPHONES , INDICATORS, COILS , etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List ( 44 pages), post free, two Stamps, before purchasing Electrical Goods.
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60 , Brook Street,
Please note only Address
C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER

When

Writing

to

Advertisers

In this Journal, please mention THB MODBL ENGINBER .

BETTER

VALUE .

BETTER

VALUE .

FCF

17/6
WELVE min :hs ago our 173. 6d. Lathe stood above all others ; it was
T in a class all its own. It is to -day 50 per cent. better than then ,
. Now , we highly delight. Its value in .
Then , we gave satisfac
. It stands out. We
creased . Its price the sametion
guarantee its accuracy. That's a block of it above,
See it. 17. Bd. There is not another Lathe to
come within miles of it at the price.
Notice . - We have just finished a Double Geared
Lathe, with
conical cut,
bearings
the You
gearingknow
, under
stand,
is machine
not ;cast.
the
difference. 2 } .in . centres, 30 -in . heavy gap bed.
Made with modern tools in our own works, which
are open to every reader of The MODEL ENGINEER ,
if he cares to pay us a visit. We can open bis eyes.
Seeing is believing .
See that block of our Gem Twist Drill Grinder.
You have long wanted something like this ,
but the price has stood in the way, hasn't it ?
Well, here it is at 50s .
' Tis annoying, isn't
it, to grind twist drills on a stone, no guide, merc
guess work ; then , when you imagine you have
made a good job of it, it drills holes nearly twice
BETTER
the size it should do. That casting is scrap, straight
off. With our Gem the hole is dead to slze every

S.

HOLMES

Co.,

time ; cannot get wrong. Saves its cost directly ; saves your temper .
It is an economiser , withoutdoubt.
Then see the Auto-Matic Lathe above. You can throw the saddle
into motion , and slide the whole length of the bed . That's something,
isn't it ? Not only this, but it is a Screw -Cutting Lathe. For 255.
we can supply you with a set of change wheels, all complete, and
there you are. But the price is not the price of a
screw -cutting lathe, not by a long chalk . Fancy,
with change wheels complete , £ 8 58. Common single
geared lathes are advertised at this price. Every lathe
we have sold of this kind has brought a testimonial
That's some thing. That's the foundation of our
business. Just look here. Sit down, and send us four
stamps ; per return, we will let you have our illustrated
Katolog, which tells you all you want to know about
our
Katolog.
itselfto isamateurs.
worth the Or,
money
for.
Hints
tables.
- cutting The
Screw goods.
one stamp, we will send leaflet of Twist Drill Grinder.
Just another word . If you are fond of building
a thing yourselt, we can supply you with a full
set of grinder castings, guaranteed clean and perfect,
for 12s.6d , We make an offer . Send for a set
of these castings, and when you have built up
themachine we will award one of our 175. 6d. Lathes
to the best submitted .
Particulars in next issue of THE MODEL
VALUE .
ENGINEER.

Engineers ,

Bradford .
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DYNAMOS.
Castings,
Complete

DYNAMOS

30 watts , 3s . per

Set.

Dynamos, 12s. 6d . each .

DYNA MOLIS T
ER
E
E.
CATALOGUE, containing everything Electrical, complete
or in parts , post free, 2d .

Photographed from our
No. 6 MACHINE .

THE ELECTRICAL
SUNDRIES
WILSON STREET. 152, Croy Mare

MANUFACTURING
CO .,
Lane, Manohester.
AVOID

BIGGER wages and better positions are in the reach of allwho
can read and write by becoming an Electrical or Mechanical Engineer. We
teach you by post direct to your home in your spare time. Leave the over
crowded , and consequently poorly paid trades, and write to us to-day
hod let martesyoue WAGÉS and spell success in life. We have
throughout the world , from the overcrowded trades to first-class
positions. Our system is practical, thorough, simple, and within the
reach of all
the
thanteach
You could not have a BETTER opportunityWe
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electric Light and
Engineering, Electric
Power Wiring. Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam
& c ., & c Our old students through: POSITIONS
Tramways,
Me. Thos. A. out
the world
the
holding
are
EDISON
possible
We are
recommended
the Great
Edison book,
and leading
Engineers
recommends us. of
the world
Write
to-day forby our
interesting
sent free
to all
“ Can I become an Electrical or Mechanical Engineer ?"
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION
488, TEMPLE CHAMBERS, TEMPLE AVENUE, LONDON , B.C.
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Engineers, Surveyors, Boiler-makers, and Steam Users . Third
Edition , to which has been added many New Tables for Pressure, up
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Steam Boilers. By R.D.MUNRO: Showing their Defects,
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4s. Bd .
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By W.D.WANSBROUGH . Postage 3d.
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W F. POLLEN, WW.Sc., A.M.I.C.E. Second Ed ion . Revised and
Enlarged . Crown 8vo. Postage 3d .
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Kitchen Boiler Bxplosions. By R. D. MUNRO: Show
ing Why they Occur, and How to Prevent their Occurrence. A Prac
tical Handbook based on Actual Experiments. Diagram and Colour
Plate . Postage 3d .
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A Handbook for Steam Users . By M. Powis Bale ,
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The American School of Correspondence
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Electrical
Sanitary
Mechanical
Stationary ENGINEERING Marine
. . also ..
Architecture , Structural Ironwork ,Mechanical
Drawing, Sheet Metal Work , Telephony, Te.
legrapby, Navigation , Refrigeration ; Woolen ,
Worsted and Cotton Manufacturing .
Instruction under the direction of members of the faculty
of one of the foremost American Technical Colleges - The
Armour Institute of Technology.
Arthur E.Moss (graduate), Dunedin , New Zealand, says :
“ Although I have read and studied considerably ,
I have never found anything that gave me such
a clear idea of Electrical Engineering. The
instruction papers are simple, yet thorough , deal
ing only with essential details . I consider my
course the bect investment I have ever made."
Handsomely illustrated catalogue, full of interesting
information , may be had free of charge, by addressing
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
AT
Armour Institute of Technology
Chicago , Ill., U. S. A.
BRANCHES .
Auckland, N.Z. (Head Office).
192, Queen Street,
20, Willis Street,
Wellington, N.2 .
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Dunedin , N.Z.
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Patent Ellipsograph
For describing accurately, any size
Ellipse up to 4 by 372 ins.

your grocer for

EPPS'S
( The most nutritious)

Price

30 /

Particulars on application .
COCOA

Illustrated
Catalogue

4d.

CUSHMAN'S LEYER CHUCKS,
3-10 ., 16s. 60. ; 4 - in ., 199.; 5-in ., 22s. Geared
Scroll Chucks, 24-in ., 20s. 9d. ; 3-in ., 27s. ; 4 -in .,
33s. ; 5-in ., 89. Bd. Independent Chucks, 44-in .,
355. ; 6 -in ., 48s. Bd . ; 8 -in ., 62s. 6d . Finished
Slotted Faceplates, 5-in., 8s. 8d . ; 6- in ., 8s. 6d. ;
8-in., 5s.6d . ; 9-in ., 6s. 9d . ; 10 -in ., 8s. 9d . Straight
Lathe Beds, planed and undercut, 30-in ., 11s. Bd .;
36-in ., 16s. 6d.; 42-in ., 24s. New List, two stamps.
ARTHUR FIRTH , ToolMaker,
CLECKHEATON .

Electrical
Specialities.

MR. GREENLY'S
COMPOUND UNDERTYPE ENGINE
CASTINGS and parts for building this magnifi.
including all Boiler Materials are now ready.
Castings of the finest quality and workmanship. See
Editorial Notice, Nov. 19th issue. Castings from
pour own Patterns. Best work only and at ceason
able prices. All enquiries, id . stamp.-- In prepara
tion, Castings for the " Model Engineer” Locomotive.
MACKENZIE ,
17, BENSON AVENUE, East Ham , LONDON , E.

Jo

Everything complete as shown, including 4-volt
lamp, either pattern, 4s. 6d.
HANCING 4 - volt Curved Ebo
LAMP, with wire nite 4 - volt
guard complete, 2/6 . Pocket Accu
mulator,
sbr. ghr. 12br.
4/9 6/6 96
Sent charged
ready for light
ing the Stand
ards or Hang
ing Lamps.
30 hr. Accumulator, in
Polished Mahogany case,
£ 1. Postage any above 4d .
extra . Large Accumulator
andElectrical Catalogue, 4d .
Overwhelming Testimonials .

W.M.MARLING ,
Manufacturer ,
47, Finsbury Pavement, London, B.O.
Established 1851. Works: Hackney , E.

ARMATURE LAMINATIONS.
S
OS S sizes
GS ES I1NGto 24 ins, diam .
All types
N T
AM Oand
R TIN from
I
N
S
T
LL
DY MOT CAS ENG FI
CE , ete.

A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
CASTINGS AND

DRAWINGS ,

STUART HIGH -SPEED ENGINES .
34 in . scale L.N.W.TANK ENGINE
( see M.E., July 23rd, 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence.
Castings and Materials , with
Drawings, now ready.
Price List, id . Stamp.
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d . Stamps.
STUART
TURNER ,
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames

LOOK
ROUND
your Workshop for Tools, Models,
andMaterials which you no longer
require. You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in our
“ Sale and Exchange " column.
Private rate, three words a penny.

The MORRIS COHEN CO., Ltd.
VULCAN, WORKS,
ALFRED STREET, LEEDS
Manufacturers of every des
cription of Small Screws,
Bolts, and Nuts, in Steel
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work , both
Standard Whitworth and
British Association Threads

97

Compound Horseshoe Magnets
OF IMMENSE POWER .
Each one consists of seven separate
five ch Magnets.
Will lift 6 lbs.
2s
POST
PAID .
W.BOND , 245, Euston Road,London

Illustrated Catalogue B ,
post free, 1d.
AGENTS IN MOST Towns.

And take no other.

Dynamos, Dynamos
CASTINGS from 38. per Set. FINISHED
DYNAMOS, 128.
OIL and GAS ENGINEŚ, 1 h.p., from £ 8 .
Electrical Novelties,
Great Variety Blectric Bells,
Batteries, Medical Ooils,
Pocket Accumulators,
Night Lights, Battery Lamps, etc.
PRICES LOW
QUALITY HIGH .
All goods guaranteed . See Testimonials. New
Illustrated Electric Mechanical Catalogue,
24 pages, 1d . stamp.
Grand Novelty List, 1d. The two Lists, 11d.
O. L. FORD .
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDGE .
The Franklin Dynamo.
50 Watts. 10 Volts, 5 Amperes
3000 to 4000 revolutions. Sets
of material, finished paits com
pletemachines. For amateur com
struction - very efficient. Will
drive a dental engine, sewing ma
chine or small lathe ; run as a
generator, will furnish current for
Ch FRANKLIN six 6 -candle lamps. Parts, $ 3-50 ,
Model Shop $6.00, $8.50. Complete, $ 12.50.
Write for circular 14.
PARSELL & WEED,
129-131, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.

ORK

WOODW

JOINTS :
How to Make and
Where to Use Them .
Themaking of Joints is often a stumbling-block
to the successful completion of a structure, and is
looked upon as a difficulty not easily overcome.
The matter is not a serious one, bowever , if the
proper methods are adopted ; and this book ,
written in a practical manner by a practical man ,
gives the necessary instructions for setting out and
making joints of every description .
If the instructions are carried out as given , any
person who can use Tools should find ao difficulty
in carrying out any job he undertakes in a work
manlike fashion .
137 Illustrations.
85 pages .
From all Agents for THE WOODWORKER , price
6d . net, or 7 % d . posl free, from

PERCIVAL MARSHALL &
When writing to Advertisers,
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Any Amateur can obtain BRILLIANT
RESULTS if he uses Kitlene Lightning
French Polish for Amateurs.
COMPLETE OUTFIT, containing all that is requisite,
in handsome red case, 28. ; postage 3d.
RE -FILLS. - Polish, ed .; Oil and Spirit (combined ), 7d .
Postage on each. 3.1.

No. 1 takes

e Chamber
Kitlene Syndicate, Ltd., Wardrob
E.C. s,
LONDON,
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

from

it to 2 ins.
No. O takes
IX

VOLUME

OP

Price 2 .

up to
11. ins.
DO NOT

Price 1/6 .
TheModel Engineer
644 pages. Well Illustrated .

MARK THE
WORK .

Cloth Bound, containing Twenty -seven issues, July 2nd
to December 31st, 1903, 6s.6d. each ; post free , 6s. 11d.

VERY
POWERFUL

GRIP .
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

Spanners for Nuts

...

6d . each .

JUST PUBLISHED .

New and Cheaper Edition , price 6 /- net.
Heart - Shaped

MODEL

ENGINE

NICKEL

BLACK
FORGED.

No. 8 ,
in . ... 8d .

With Practical Instructions to Artificers
and Amateurs.

No. 9 ,
in ... 100 .

By

No. 10 ,
in . ... 1/

J. ALEXANDER , A.I.E.E.

WHITTAKER

No. 1,
9d.

No. 11,
1/1
} in .

No. 2 ,
in .... 1 .
No. 3 ,
16 in . ... 1/3
No. 4 ,
1 in . ... 1/6
No. 5 ,
I in . ... 2 /

No. 12 ,
14 in . ... 1/3

999No. 6 ,
If ins... 2/6

Send 6d. in stamps for 96 pp . fully illustrated Price
List of Small Tools to

GEORGE
&

Carriers

PLATED.

CONSTRUCTION

With numerous Illustrations & 21 Working Drawings.
CONTENTS,-Tool Used in Model Bugino Making - Boilers and
their Fittings -Steam Engine - Fitting up Engine - Re
versing Gear - Beam , Horizontal, and Vertical Engines
- Traction, Portable , and Semi - Portable Engines
Locomolive Engine and Tender - Locomotive Engines
Carriages and Rallways - Compound Marine Engines
Proportions of Engines, Castings, Pattern Making - Hot
Air Engine, Small Power Engine, Notes - Index
“ Excellent drawings and ample instructive matter." — Daily Chroniche.
“ An instructive book , which we do not hesitate in recommending to our
apprentices and amateurs," - Railway Herald.
* In this bok Mr. Alexander, aided by the drawing of Mr. C. E. Joncs ,
has made things considerably easier for the model maker.” — Engines .
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Instruction under the direction of members of the faculty
of one of the foremost American Technical Colleges - The
Armour Institute of Technology.
Arthur E.Moss (graduate), Dunedin , New Zealand , says :
" Although I have read and studied considerably,
I have never found anything that gave me such
a clear idea of Electrical Engineering. The
instruction papers are simple, yet thorough , deal
ing only with essential details. I consider my
course the best investment I have ever made."
Handsomely illustrated catalogue, full of interesting
information ,may be had free of charge, by addressing

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
AT
Armour Institute of Technology
Chicago , Ni., U. S , A.
BRANCHES .
Auckland , N.Z. (Head Office).
192, Queen Street,
20, Willis Street,
Wellington , N.2 .
149A , Cashel Street,
Christchurch , N.Z.
IO, Rattray Street,
Dunedin , N.Z.
160, Vickery's Chambers, Pitt Street - Sidney,New South Wales.
James Humphries Company, Durban, Natal. So. Africa.

Court,
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E.C.

Postage to America is 24d . for every $ ounce.
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Ask

MOY'S
ARMSTRONG & Co., Twickenham ,
Accumulator Makers and Electricians.
HANDSOME ELECTRIC STANDARDS.

Patent Ellipsograph
For describing accurately any size
Ellipse up to 4 by 372 ins.

your grocer for

EPPS'S
( The most nutritious)

Price 30 /
Particulars on application .

COCOA

Cam

And take no other .

CUSHMAN'S LEYER CHUCKS,
3 -in ., 16s. 6d . ; 4 -in ., 19s. ; . 5-in ., 22s. Geared
Scroll Chucks, 24- in ., 20s . 9d.; 3-in ., 27. ; 4-in .,
33s. ; 5-in ., 89s. Bd . Independent Chucks, 44-in.,
355. ; 6-in ., 43. Bd . ; 8-in., 52s. 6d. Finished
Slotted Faceplates, 5-in., 8s. 8d. ; 6 -in., Bs. 6d . ;
8 -in ., 5s. 6d . ; 9-in ., 6s. 9d. ; 10 -in., 8s. 9d. Straight
Lathe Beds, planed and undercut, 30-in ., 11s. 6d .;
36-in., 16s. 6d .; 42-in., 24s. New List, two stamps.
ARTHUR FIRTH , Tool Maker,
CLECKHEATON .

Mustrated
Catalogue

ol

4d.

MR . GREENLY'S
COMPOUND UNDERTYPE ENGINE
building
CASTINGS
and inparts
this magnifi,
cent Model,
Iron,forSteel
andGunmetal,
and
including all Boiler Materials are now ready.
Castings of the finest quality and workmanship . See
Editorial Notice, Nov. 19th issue. Castings from
pour own Patterns. Best work only and at ceason
able prices. All enquiries, id. stamp. - In prepara
tion, Castings for the “Model Engineer" Locomotive.
MACKENZIE
17, BENSON AVENUE, EAST HAM , LONDON , E.

Electrical
Specialties.

ARMATURE LAMINATIONS.
OS and sizesGS from 1 to 24 ins. diam .
All types
AM ORS STIN
N
,
DY MOT CA
EN
GI
FI NES
TT
I
CE NGS
LL
, S
etc
.

Everything complete as shown, including 4-volt
lamp, either pattern,
6d .
HANCING 4 - volt Curved4s.
Ebo
LAMP, with wire nite 4 - volt
guard complete, 2/6 . Pocket Acou
mulator,
sbr. gbr. 12br.
4/9 6/6 96
Sent charged
ready for light
ing the Stand .
ards or Hang
ing Lamps.
30 br. Accumulator, in
Polished Mahogany case,
£ 1. Postage any above 4d .
extra. Large Accumulator
ard ElectricalCatalogue, 4d .
Overwhelming Testimonials .

W.H.MARLING ,
Manufacturer,
47 , Finsbury Pavement, London, B.O.
Established 1851. Works: Hackney , E.

FULMEN WORKS,
A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS
CASTINGS AND

DRAWINGS ,

STUART HIGH-SPEED

ENGINES.

34 in . scale L.N.W.TANK ENGINE
( see M.E., July 23rd, 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence.
Castings and Materials , with
Drawings, now ready .
Price List, id. Stamp.
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d. Stamps.

LOOK
ROUND
your Workshop for Tools, Models,
and Materials which you no longer
require. You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in our
“ Sale and Exchange " column.
Private rate, three words a penny.

Electrical Novelties,
Great Variety Blectric Bells,
Batteries, Medical Ooils ,
Pocket Accumulators,
Night Lights , Battery Lamps, etc.
PRICES LOW . QUALITY HIGH .
All goods guaranteed . See Testimonials. New
Illustrated Electric Mechanical Catalogue ,
24 pages, 1d. stamp.
Grand Novelty List, 1d. The iwo Lists, 1fd.

O ,

The MORRIS COHEN CO .,Ltd.
VULCAN, WORKS,
ALFRED STREET, LEEDS
Manufacturers of every des
cription of Small Screws,
Bolts, and Nuts, in Steel
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work , both
Standard Whitworth and
British Association Threads
Mustrated Catalogue B ,
post free, 1d.
AGENTS IN MOST Towns.

L. FORD .
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDOB .

The Franklin Dynamo.
50 Watts. 10 Volts, 5 Amperes.
3000 to 4000 revolutions. Sets
of material, finished pais com
pletemachines. For amateur con
struction - very efficient. Will
drive a dental engine, sewing ma
chine or small lathe; run as a
generator, will furnish current for
The FRANKLIN six 6- candle lamps. Parts, $ 3-50,
Model Shop $6.00 , $ 8.50 . Complete, $ 12.50 .
Write for circular 14.
PARSELL & WEED,
129-131, West 31st Street, New York , U.S.A.

RK

DWO

WOO

JOINTS:

How

STUART TURNER ,
Shiplake, Henley-on -Thames
Compound Horseshoe Magnets
OF IMMENSE POWER .
Each one consists of seven separate
five-inch Magnets.
Will lift 6 lbs .
2s
PAID .
POST
W.BOND , 245, Euston Road ,London

Dynamos , Dynamos
CASTINGS from 38. per Set. FINISHED
DYNAMOS, 128.
OIL and GAS ENGINES, 4h.p., from £ 8 .

to Make and

Where to Use Them .
The making of Joints is often a stumbling-block
to the successful completion of a structure, and is
looked upon as a difficulty not easily overcome.
The matter is not a serious one, however, if the
proper methods are adopted ; and this book ,
written in a practical manner by a practical man ,
gives the necessary instructions for setting out and
making joints of every description .
If the instructions are carried out as given , any
person who can use Tools should find no difficulty
in carrying out any job he undertakes in a work
manlike fashion .
137 Illustrations.
85 pages .
From all Agents for THE WOODWORKER, price
6d . net, or7d. posl free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,

When writing to Advertisers,
please do not forget to mention
The Model Engineer.”

26-29 , Poppin's Court,
Fleet St., LONDON , E.C.
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Not

?
Lathe
ESMARCH'S

Carriers
PATENT CARRIERS .
ES
SY MAR
KT CH
EM 'S

Any Amateur can obtain BRILLIANT
RESULTS if he uses Kitlene Lightning
French Polish for Amateurs.
COMPLETE OUTFIT, containing all that is requisite ,
in handsome red case, 2s . ; postage 3d .
RE- FILLS. – Polish, ed .; Oil and Spirit (combined ), 7d.
Postage on each. 31.

No. 1 takes

LONDON, E.C.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

from

ito 2 ins.
No. O takes
VOLUME

IX

OP

Price 2 -

up to
14 ins.
DO NOT

Price 1/6 .
TheModelEngineer
644 pages. Well Illustrated .

MARK THE
WORK .

Cloth Bound , containing Twenty -seven issues, July 2nd
to December 31st, 1903, 68.6d. each ; post free, 6s. 11d.

VERY
POWERFUL

GRIP.
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

100

Spanners for Nuts

6d. each .

JUST PUBLISHED .
New and Cheaper Edition , price 6 /- net.

Heart - Shaped

MODEL

ENGINE

With Practical Instructions to Artificers
and Amateurs.

By

J. ALEXANDER ,

A.I.E.E.

With numerous Illustrations & 21 Working Drawings.
CONTENTS,-Tool Used in Model Bugino Making - Boilers and
their Fittings - Steam Engine - Fitting up Engine - Re
versing Gear - Beam , Horizontal, and Vertical Engines
- Traction , Portable , and Semi - Portable Engines
Locomo!ive Engino and Tender - Locomotive Engines
Carriages and Railways - Compound Marine Engines Proportions of Engines, Castings, Pattern Making - Hot
Air Engine, Small Power Engine, Notes - Index.
" Excellent drawings and ample instructive matter." - Dally Chronicle .
An instructive book , which we do not hesitate in recommending to our
apprentices and amateurs," - Railway Herald .
" In this book Mr. Alexander, aided by the drawing of Mr. C. E. Jona ,
has made things considerably easier for the model maker.” — Engineer.

BLACK

PLATED .

FORGED.

No. 8 ,
8d .
* in .

No. 9 ,
in ... 100 .
No. 10 ,
#in .
1/

No. 11,
1/1
in .

10

No. 12 ,
1 } in . ... 1/3
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No. 1,
in . ... 9d .
No. 2,
in .... 1 .
No. 3 ,
1. in . ... 1/3
No. 4,
1 : in .... 1/6
No. 5 ,
I in . ... 2/
No. 6 ,
14 ins... 2/6

Send 6d. in stamps for 96 pp . fully illustrated Price
List of Small Tools to

GEORGE

WHITTAKER

Carriers

NICKEL

YY

CONSTRUCTION

Steel

ADAMS ,

CO .,

White Hart St. ,Paternoster Sq., London , E.C.

144, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON , W.C.
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Competition

.

PRIZES

LTHOUGH THE MODEL ENGINEER has now a larger and a wider sale than it has ever had before, we believe
that there are still many people who would become regular readers if the special features of the paper were
brought to their notice. Indeed , we know this to be the case from the frequent letters we receive from new
readers, who state that they have only just discovered that such a journal exists.
As a personal intro
duction is undoubtedly the best method of making The MODEL ENGINEER better known, we wish to enlist the
services of our present readers to introduce the paper to those to whom its contents are likely to appeal, and , as
we do not wish these services to be given gratuitously, we have decided to offer the following prizes to those
readers who are the most successful in their efforts :
value
First Prize
$ 26
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the largest number of new subscribers).
Second Prize
value
$ 10
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the second largest number of new subscribers).
value
25
Third Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the third largest number of new subscribers ).
Five extra Prizes of £ 1 each , and Ten extra Prizes of
108. each ,
to be awarded to those who comenext in order of number of new subscribers obtained .
CONSOLATION PRIZES. - A useful engineering book will be awarded to every competitor (other
than a prize winner) who obtains not less than five new subscribers.
The above prizes will beawarded under the following conditions, which must be carefully read and observed :
( 1) The prizes will be of the values stated , but will not be given in cash . They will be given in the form of
lathes, tools, finished models, apparatus, or castings, or any of the goods advertised in The MODEL
ENGINEER , and must be ordered through us from one or other of our advertisers. Subject to this con
dition , each prize-winner may exercise a free choice up to the value of his prize.
This does not apply
to the books offered as consolation prizes, which will be given at our own discretion , and may vary in
value according to the success of each competitor's efforts.
(2) Each subscription collected by the competitors must be for a six -months' supply of the paper (26 copies,
45.4d.). Subscriptions for a shorter period will not be counted . All subscriptions must be handed to
a local agent for the paper, together with the name and address of the subscriber to whom the copies are
to be supplied . The agent will give a receipt, which should be handed to the subscriber. "On no
account should the subscription be sent to us. Subscriptions should be handed to the agent immediately
they are received , so that each new subscriber may at once commence to obtain his copies. For the assist
ance and convenience of competitors a parcel of printed subscription and receipt forms will be sent by
us, on application. Weshall also be pleased to send, free and carriage paid , a parcel of assorted specimen
copies of the paper, to assist competitors in interesting new readers. All applications for these should
be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
(3 ) The competition will close on March , 31st, 1904 , and each competitor must send us a report of his work
not later than April 7th . This report must give the competitor's name and address, a list of the names
and addresses of the new subscribers he has obtained , and the name and address of the agent to whom
he has handed the subscriptions. As it is expected that each competitor shall himself be a regular reader
of the paper, evidence of this must be furnished by cutting out and enclosing with the report the thirteen
successive competition coupons, which will appear in our issues from January 7th to March 31st inclusive .
All reports must be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , and must be marked
“ Subscription Competition ” on the envelope. No reports should be sent in before March 31st.
(4 ) In the event of two or more competitors securing an equal number of new subscribers, the value of the
prize to which they may be entitled will be divided between them .
(5 ) No newsagent, or other trade agent for the sale of THE MODEL ENGINEER, or anyone in the employ of
such agent, will be eligible to compete ; but a special prize of £ 5 (cash ) will be given to the agent
who receives the most subscriptions from competitors. In the event of a tie for this prize, the sum will
be divided between the agents concerned .
(6 ) Proper enquiries will bemade as to the bona fide character of the successful competitors' work, and the
A

awarding of the prizes will be carried out by the Manager of The MODEL ENGINEER , whose decision
must be accepted as final.
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NUMBERS .

A few numbers of the issues mentioned below are still in print.
Early application for same should be made.
The price is 2d., from all Agents
of " The Model Engineer," or 3d ., post

free, from

PERCIVAL

MARSHALL

&

Co.,

26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
JULY 1, 1902.
JANUARY 1, 1902.
A Model “ Willang " Central Valve Engine. (Illustrated .]
The Model High-Speed Steam Yacht Dorothy. (Illustrated . )
Two
Simple Forms of Resistance. . (Illustrated.]
Tools for Small Engineering Work.
How to Become an Electrical Engineer.
Two Useful Galvancmeters, and How to Make Them . [Illustrated .)
How to Make a Lever Switcb . (Illustrated .)
How to Demagnetise a Watch . [Illustrated.]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use (con.). ( Illustrated .]
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S.R.Loco. [Illustrated. ]
A Model First-Class Battleship, and How to Make It (con.). (Illustrated.
A Model Electric Locomotive. [Illustrated.]
JULY 15, 1902 .
JANUARY 15, 1902.
Two Model Steam Engines. (Illustrated .)
Hints on Building a Model Steam Pinnace. [Illustrated. ]
Model Electric Railways on the " Third Rail." System . (Illustrated . ]
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S.R. Loco (continued). [Illustrated.)
How to Become an Electrical Engineer (continued)..
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated . ]
An Air Compressor for Driviog Model Engines. (Illustrated.)
A Model Electric Locomctive (continued). [ Illustrated . ]
How to Set a Simple Slide- Valve. [Illustrated ]
A Model Electric Lightard Power Plant. Illustrated ]
AUGUST 1, 1902.
How to Build a } h..p Water Motor. [Illustrated .]
A G.N.R. Locomotive Model, Built in America. [Illustrated.]
How to Become an Electrical Engincer (continued ).
FEBRUARY 1, 1902.
TheMo:or Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use (con.). (Illustrited.)
An Easily Made Amateur's Bench Drill. [Illustrated.]
The Rating ofModel Yachts. [Illustrated ]
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S R. Locomotive (continued ) [ Illustrated .]
A
New Depart.re in Wimshursi Maclines
Mtor Cycles, and How to Constract Them (continued ). [Illustrated .]
AUGUST 15 , 1902.
A Sarking Dynamo for Gas Engine Service. (Illustr..ted ]
A
Simple
Model Steamer. [ Illustrated.)
Tcols fur Sn all Engineering Work (continued).
Model Electric Railways oa the Third Rail " System (co 2.). [Illustrat d.)
FEBRUARY 15 , 1902.
Th : Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use icon.). (Illustrated.]
The Steam Turbine. [Illustrated. ]
The First Lccomotive ever Made in England. (Illustrated. ]
Motor Cycles,and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated.]
The Construction of an Electrical Indicator. [ Illustrated .)
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus. [Illustrated.)
A Model Electric River Launcb . [ I lu trated ;
Fittings for Model Yachts' Spars. [Illustrated .]
SEPTEMBER 1, 1902.
How to Make a Watch Screw Driver.
A Home-made Gramophone. (Illustrated ]
MARCH 1, 1902.
Testing Small Engines and Boilers. (Illustrated. )
The " Stuart " Compound Vertical Engine. [Illustrated. )
How to Build a Model Steam Launch Hull. [Illustrated.)
Clockwork Model L.B. & S.C. Raiway Locomotive. [Illustrated. )
The Steam Turbine (continued). [ Illustrated. ]
Railway Photography : Prize Competition Result. [ Illustrated .]
Home-made Dry C - lìs : The Secrets of Success.
SBPTEMBER 15 , 1902
A Simple Working Model Locomotive. (Illustrated.)
Some Notes on a Large Static Machine. [ Illustrated . ]
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued).
Construction
of
an
"
Electrical
Indicator " (continued). [Illustrated. ]
MARCH 15 , 1902.
The Construction of “ Dug Out" Model Yachts. (Illustrated.)
A Model Traction Engine. [Illustrated ]
A Useful Lathe Milling Appliance. [Illustrate..)
The Hyde Park Model Steamer Explosion . [Illustrated.)
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design Cobstruction ,and Use (con. ). (Illus:rated.)
The Construction of a Small Storage Cell. [Illustrated.]
OCTOBER 1. 1902.
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued). [Wustrated.)
A
Small Power Water Motor. Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated. )
A
Model
VerticalMarine Engine. (Illustrated. )
Eagice and Boiler for a Fast Steam Launch. [Illustrated. ]
The Construction of " Dug Out " Model Yachts ( ontinued ). [I lastra tel.)
APRIL 1, 1902.
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use (con.). ( Illustrated. ]
A Model Electric Locomotive._ (Illu trated. ]
Some Hints on Building a Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer. [Illustrated. ]
A Model Built-Up Horizontal Engine . Illustrated.)
How to Make a Simple Voltmeter or Ammeter. [Illustrated. ]
M tor Cycles, and How to Constract Them (continued ) [Illustrated.]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus ( ontinued). (Illustrated . ]
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued ). [Illustrated .]
OCTOBER 15, 1902
A NeatModel Electric Launch. (Illustrated .)
An Invertible Electric Night-Light Set. (Illustrated ]
Trolley
Arm
Model
for
Electric
Tramcar. ( Illustrated.]
APRIL 15 , 1902.
Th : Running of Small Gas Engines.
How to Make a Powerful Bichromate Battery . [ Illustrated.]
How to Make Experimental ElectricalApparatus (continued).
A Visit to the Piimaston Moor Green Model Railway. [Illustrated . ]
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued). [Illustrated.)
A 40-ampère-bour Accumulator, and How to Make It. (Illustrated. ]
The Uses of Engineering Models. [Illustrated.]
Design for an Engine to Drive a Model Twin Screw Steamer. (Illustrated.]
NOVEMBER 1, 1902.
Motor Cycles, and How to Coostruit Them (continued ). [Illustrated .]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use (con. ). (Illustrated.]
How to Make a Spring Chuck.' [Illustrated ſ
MAY 1, 1902.
The Model Screw Steamer l'ictoria . (Ulustrated.)
Model Steam Travelling Crane. ( Illustrate ! ]
Hints on Testing and Repairing Small Dynamos and Motors.
Tae Construction of a 1-1oth h.-p. El.ctro Motor. (Illustrated. )
A Water-Regulating Resistance for a 1-in . to z-in . Spark Coil. ( Illastrated. ]
Hints for the Amateur Boiler Maker. [ Illastrated .]
Mr T. Smithie's Model Express Locomotive “ Dön ." (Illustrated. ]
The Uses of Engineering Models (continued). [Illustrated.]
D.vice for Winding Springs. ( Illustrated ).
Design for a Miniature Model Yacht. [Illustrated .]
NOVEMBER 15 1902.
A Model Clockwo: k Railway. [Illustrated. ]
Some Notes on the Construction of a Model Electric Locomotive. [ Illust. )
MAY 15 , 1902
The Motor Bicycle: Its Design, Construction, and Use (con.). ( I.lustrated. ]
An Electro Motor and How to Make It. [Illustrated.]
A Lathe from Scrap." (Illustrated.]
A New Design ofModel Tank Locomotive. (Illu trated.]
The
Construction of a Demagnetiser. (Illustrated. ]
)
Magnets.
Electro
[Illustrated.
Permanent
Make
and
How to
A Gas Battery. [Illustrated . ]
Design for a Model Launch Engine. [Illustrated . ]
A Novel Electric Clock. (Illustrated.)
.
]
Workshop.
(ll'ustrated
An Imateur's Compact
DECEMBER 1, 1902.
JUNE 1 1902.
A Cheap Model Locomotive. (Illustrated.]
A
Model
TorpedoBoat
Destroyer.
[llla:trated .)
An Acetylene Generator and Reservoir. [Illustrated. ]
Automatic Electrical Alarm Clocks. (Illustrared. ]
A New Design of Model Tank Locomotive (continued). [Illustrated .]
Models Made without a Lathe : A. Electro Motor. [Illustrated.]
Original Design for 750-watt Direct-Coupled High Speed Steam Engine and
Dynamo. ( Illustrated.)
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use.
The Motor Bicycle : Ils Design , Con truction, and Use (con .). (Illustrated. ]
How to Make Permanent and Electro Magnets (continued). [Illustrated.)
A Small Power Vertical Engine. (Illustrated.]
DECEMBER 15, 1932 .
How to Make a Power Fretsaw . ( Illustrated .]
JUNE 15, 1902.
Model
Yachts
and
Y.R.A.
Rules. (Illustrated.]
A Model Travelling Steam Crane. [ Illustrated .]
A Compact Model Electric Railway. (Illustrated . ]
A Model First-class Battleship, and How to Make It. [Illustrated .]
Original
Design
for
750-watt
Direci-Coupled High-Speed Steam Engine and
How to Build a Model Four-pole Electro Motor. [Illustrated. ]
Dypamo (continued). (Illustrated.]
The Model Twin -screw Steamer Duke of York. [Illustrated.I
A Multipolar Dynamo för Direct Driving. [Illustrated.]
A Handy Vice. (Illustrated.]
A Year's Running of a Steam Car.
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(Continued from page iv .)
3 -in . Compound Slide-rest, adjustable to turn
taper work ; best make ; 175.6.- 8 , Markhouse
Treadle Lathe, 3-in . centre (Britannia Co.'s),
Parade, Leyton , E.
three speeds, headstock adjustable for wear; heavy
Exchange.-- Album of over 700 British and
lywheel, weighted for starting : 3- jaw self-centring
Foreign Stamps (different), catalogued about 255.
chuck, with combination key; three chucks for
What
offers ? Prefer something Electrical. - D .
turning wood, & c.; gunmetal faceplate (new ), head
REFFELL , Bourneside, Gomshall, Surrey .
centre and carrier, compound swivel slide-rest ;
square threads, adjustable for wear ; practicaily
For Sale. - Two pairs Telephone Receivers, 5s. ;
new ; a bargain ; £ 3 155. lot.-E. L. TAPPIN , Lewes .
Emery Wheel, 9 ins. by i in ., on spindle, 4s. ;
Wanted. - Boiler for 1 h.-p. engine ; about 1
Milling Attachment for Lathe, 12s. ; also offers
by 24 ins., 100 lbs. per sq. in . ; cheap. - F. wanted for “ M.E." Vols, II to IX.-G.E. HILLS,
SAMUELSON , care H. Broadbent, Eton .
14, Kemble Road , Croydon .
Fine Scale Model of the Ramsgate paddle tug
Sale.-- 3t-in . Drummond, back-geared , self
boat, “ Aid ," 54 ins. long, ready for engines ; acting, sliding, boring and screw -cutting Treadle
Lathe ; for full particulars of accessories , specifi
price £3 , or near offer ; Small Charging Dynamo,
cation, and illustration of lathe, see Drummond's
8s. ; 4- volt Pocket Accumulator, 2s.6d. ; Électric
full-page advertisement in Model ENGINEER,
Bracket Lamp, with switch and shade, 29. 6d. ;
January 7th last. Also , a 4-in . Whiton Champion ,
seven Fuller's Batteries , 78., or is. 3d. each ; two
independent jaw chuck , four jaws (reversible),
Te.ephone Receivers, zs. each, or 3s . 6d. pair ;
fitted to lathe by the makers , and a 2-in . Whiton ,
new Ammeter . 0-10 amps., 6s. ; two new 4.volt
3.jaw , self-centreing Chuck ; only been used a few
Lamps, with holders , is . 2d . each ; Wire and other
times ; the lot 613 ios, f.0.r. ; M.E., deposit ;
sundi ea particulars stamp. - E . MEERS, 3 Sion
no approval.- PUDDEPHATT, 1, Randall Well
Hi Ramsgate .
Street, Bradford , Yorks.
For Sale . - Brass Model Vertical Engine; I Is.6d.,
Save.-- 100 MODEL ENGINEERS. Whatoffers ?
or exchange for silver watch . - BURRELL, 144,
JOHN FLEWITI , Barrows Green , Farnworth -in
Upton Lane, Forest Gate.
For Sale . - Castings of 12- in . Loco .; all brass ; Widnes.
Well-made 24-in . Lathe stand, fiywheel, treadle ,
83.; Marine ditto, 2s. 6d .; also
Plate Camera
som le.e ; several uscful steel and brass Chucks :
Set, 258. - EVANS, 388, High Road , Chiswick .
215.-K., 104, Swinyate Lane, Plumstead, S.E.
Exchange, Phonograph and to records for vice ,
Wanted , a Model Slide-valve L.S.W.R. Locomo
or offers. - HOWARD, 8, Selborne Terrace , Peel
tive, 2 or 3 ins. gauge ; must be in perfect con
Road, South Woodford, Essex.
dition.
- IRVING, Milford -on -Sea, Hants.
For Sale , 9s. ; MODEL ENGINEERS, from Vo !. I;
For Sale.- New 14 h.-p.Motor ; complete ,with
clean 137 numbers. - R., 9, Hothfield Place ,
contact-breaker
and belt rim ; 6.3.-H. WEBSTER,
Rotherhithe.
Hyde House, Willesden, N.W.
Flywheel 25 ins. diam ., grooved , 5s ; one 15 ins.,
Powerful
Electric
Bell, 2s ; Brass Bell Push , is ;
IS. 6d.; a two-grooved Pulley, 9 ins. dia., Is. cd . ;
Pint Bichromate Battery, IS.; Air Gun , 28.;
one-grooved , 71 ins. dia ., Is.; Treadle Wheel, Pistol, is . Carriage extra -B. TICEHURST , Have
grooved, in stand , 18 ins. dia ., 35, 6d. ; Sewing
Road, Hastings.
Ma hine Stand, 4s. Stamp for reply, -Srott, lock
Horizontal Boller ; 10 ins. by 5 ins.; and Engine,
Brunswick Stret, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire.
Force Pump, and all fittings ; bargain ; 255. or
offers. Particulars, stamp. - W . BRIAN, 156 ,
Wanted, Dynamo : drum armature , about 100
watts ; must be in good cond :tion .- Particulars
Copenhagen Street, London . N.
to A. CARTER, Burlings Road, Knockholt, Kent,
Slide-Rest, Accumulator, Carving Tools , etc. (see
Wanted. - Secondhand Water Tank : Governor my advertisement last week ), still unsold ; no
Balls, with leves; and Automatic Lubricator for reasonable offer refused. - BOWER, 134, Fenchurch
3-in . bore gas engine.-- KINGSTON , Tokenhouse, Street
Putney.
Treadle Lathe, 31-in . centre about, 2-ft. 6 -in .
11 by 2 Horizontal Engine, comprising cylinder, gap -bed ; three -speed driving-wheel; bargain :
guide-bars, crosshead with brass blocks, steel
£ 4 , or offer .-- ORR, 18, Greyhound Mansions, W.
Kensington .
connecting-rod , adjustable brasses, t shaft, disc
Three Splendid Models.-- Manual Fire Engine, 308 .;
crank and pin , plummer blocks with adjustable
Crane, lagged boiler, reversing gear, and brake
white metal bearings, eccentric and rod , 7- in .
heavy flywhel, 2 -cock lubricator mounted on Tevers, 5os. ; Engine, Dynamo and Boiler, 508 18 ins. by 9 ins. polished and lacquered brass bed WITHERS, 12. Rignold Road , Camberwell.
Gent's 24-in Cycle frame, chainwheel cranks
plate weight of plate 54 lbs.) and mounted on
and handlebar, 355. Esmond saddle , 75. 6-1.
dozen 2 -in . turned walnut columns and base,
Below .
bolted ihrough columns with steel studs , spare
White Flannel Coat and tronsers, unwor!
bolts, nuts, columns ; ring disc , 4 taps, brass force
pump (t by 5-16), eccentric ; Bench Drilling Ma
195. 60.; dress suit (dinner -jacket ), 355. – Beku
chine, top pressure, wheel, side handle ; pair 12-in .
Jeffery Sporting Rifle (cost £ 7 os.) for 65.
hy 8 -in . Bronze Swivel Gas Brackets ; pair f -in . Spaniel Puppy ; will make perfect sporting dog or
companion ; £ 2. Will exchange any of above for
Speaking -tube Mouthpieces with tell- tales , nair
12-in by 3t -in . Copper Vertical Boilers , b dies and Dynamo, and Lathe, 3 or 3 $ , to value.--HUTCHIN.
ends seam.d and sweated , each having to tubes , son, Library, Millom .
unscrewable , in one piece, endi ig in it funnel,
Don't throw that half-finished Model on the
lamrs no fittings ; 70 MODEL ENGINEERS ; 42 6d.
scrap-heap. Try an advertisement in this column,
if you wish to get rid of it .
parts Lloyd's Dictionary : 206d . parts Dante's In
ferno, & c ., 4 full-page plates to each , £5 58. Lot
Horizontal Slide- valve Enrine (11 by 2t ), ad
carriage paid. Exchanges entertained . - F . D , 24
Copper Boiler, with fittings ; £2 ; or exchange for
Will am Street, Sitti: gb'urne.
good Steel or Copper Tubular Boiler or Dyn.in
Lathe, 5 ins. centre, 5 ft. bed ; strong double
(Avery's preferred ) - Particulars H. MACADAV
geared fast headstock ; improved change motion
Lower Bridge Street, Stirling
for right or leit ; screw -cutting. Cost £ 30 ; new
h.-p. Gas
Must be disposed of at once .-3 months ago ; will accept £ 17. - G . E. ELLIS, Engine ; 200-watt Dynamo ; Riveted Copper
Bell Hotel, Godstone, Surrey .
Boiler , 20 ins. by 9 ins. ; 900 Stamps in Album ;
Phonograph Castings (Edison concert) ; nearly
photo, stamp. - Below .
finished ): 30s. Wimshurst, ebonite plates (quite
Wanted. --Stuart No. 2 Engine, and Avery's
new ) , 3 ins. spark ; ( I. Wanted , Bench Lathe, Multipolar Dynamo. - ELECTRICITY , 18, Alex
4 -volt Motor, etc. -READ , 26, Westwick Gar andra Street, Southend.
dens, W.
Wanted .-- Second-hand Treadle Metal Turning
Exchange splendid tone Portable Harmonium
Lathe, with chucks, not less than 3l-in . centre ;
for Petrol Motor, Gas Engine, Oil Engine, or about 30s. ; must be true.---Apply by letter, J.
TASSELL, 14, Lewes Road, Widmore, Bromley ,
Charging Dynamo ; or sell £6. - W . HIERONS, 3,
Kent.
Bensham Grove, Thornton Heath, Surrey.
Phonograph Records Wanted , also Recorder ;
What Cash Offers for new horizontal h..p .
Stearn Engine and Vertical Tubular Boiler, also
exchange Quackenbush Air Gun . Dynamo, Piccolo ,
Bench Drill ? Exchange t-plate Hand Camera ,
Brass Horn , Engine Castings, 27 Amateur Photo
tripod , and accessories, for Motor, accessories,
graphs : letters only.-- BICKERTON , Builder, New
castle , Staff.
voltmeter, etc.; approval. Also one Grindstone,
9 ins. by 2 } ins. - Write A. Biggs, Chapmanslade , 1 Have you sold those Tools yet ? If not, try
an advertisement in this column.
Westbury, Wirts,

February 18 , 1904.
Bargain . - 3 h.-p. Horizontal Steam Engine,
şt-in. bore, 8-in . stroke ; maker, Lane ; fitied with
feed pamp, governors, and lubricators ; cylinders
lagged with mahogany, and two brass bands
round : perfect order ; can be seen working by
appointment ; £ 12, or near offer. - Apply H. STEEL.
28. Mill Hill Road , Acton , W.
Stevenson's Engine and Boiler, 1 in . by 1 ; with
Bunsen burner for gas ;_255. ; new ; engine alone
cost money. Model Engineer, 52 numbers for
1903; 45. 3d.-- STAMP. Monument Road, Birming
ham
.
h.-p. Horizontal Steam Engine ; gun
Sale.
metal cylinder, brasses and lubricators, parallel
guide bars ; engineer made ; in first-class order ;
£ 1. Particulars , one stamp. Seen any evening
after 6. - BATTLEY, 21, Radnor Gardens, Twicken
ham .
Bargain . - Loco- type Boiler (copper) ; tenia .
tubes, water space round firebox, and all fittings
complete ; 30 to 40 pressure ; 355.-- Below .
Vertical Steam Engine, engineer made, good
worker, lins. by 21 ins ; complete , with lubri.
cator and drain cock ; 265. - Below .
Vertical Boller, 4 ins. by 9 ins., 4 tubes and
central fue ; 35 lbs. pressure ; all fittings ; Lin .
don make ; 178.- Below
Horizontal Steam Engine, rins. by 25 ins.;
Splendid order ; nuts and bolts throughout Bar.
gain , 175.- Apply C. Elliott , 26A, Park Road N.,
Arton , W.
Sale .--Five absolutely new Bichromate vell-jar
Batteries -pint size . What offers ?-CARRICK ,
163, Coatsworth Road , Gateshead .
For Sale . - Two pairs 4-in . scale model Loco
Driving Wheels, 6s. pair ; two pairs ditto Bogie
Wheels, 45. pair. - STEARN , 13, The Terrace, H.M.
Dockyard , Portsmouth .
Wanted. - Vol. I or II, Model ENGINEER ,
bound.-- State price to DR.GORDON , Charles Street,
Berkhamsted.
Quantity 3 16ths in . Brass Pet Cocks, ad . each ,
Is. 8d. doz., post id . ; sold everywhere gd. each ;
Engineer," 1904, post free each week when fort
night old ; 115.-R. SMART, Zulla Road , Notting
ham .
Small Chest of Drawers for Workshop , 6s. 6d.;
pair Pneumatic Road Skates (cost £5 ros.), accept
ios. - YOUNG, 20 , Bank Road, Skerton , Lan
caster,
Oil Engine, b.h.-p., horizontal, lamp, tank ;
complete ; 14 ios. ; suit dynamo or lathe. -H
Pestell , Haywards Heath , Sussex .
Vertical Six-cylinder Compound Launch Engine,
having 3 H.-P. cylinders if-in . bore, and 3 L.-P.
cylinders 31-in. bore , with a common stroke of
4 ins. ; no valves ; single-acting ; top pistons have
two rings each, bottom pistons are trunk pistons
with one ring each ; phosphor-bronze connecting.
rods, steel crankshaft runs in roller bearings ;
cranks set at 60 degs ; reversing lever (lagged ) ;
wants adjusting : weight about 1 cwt. ; can be
seen under steam ; [ 2 'ss. - MILLBURN, Cambridge
Street, Aylesbury .
Set of 81 b.-p. De Dion Pattern air- cooled Motor
Castings, 80 mm . by 80 mm .; cylinder bored, piston
finished , and rings fitted ; head finished ," with
valves complete : fly-wheels partly finished ;
aluminum crank cases, & c.; working drawings.
Grand lot, £ 6 ; cost double. Or exchange for 2 h.-p.
ClementGarrard Engine complete. - WRIGHT, 157,
Southwark Bridge Road , London , S.E.
Horizontal Steam Engine, 2 by 4 : good working
order. Bargain , 355.- JAMES, 26 , Arthur Street,
Heolfach , Ystrad , Glamorganshire.
Chuck for Sale ; Cushman , 3 -pinion Geared
Scroll Chuck , 6 ins. diameter, with two sets jaws
and key ; quite accurate ; cost £ 3 16s. 6d ., un
mounted ; take 50s. Lathe sold . --HANCOCK , 168 ,
Newport Road , Cardiff.
Bargains. - A few Medical or Shocking Coils, as
new , 2s. 3d . to 5s.--Particulars, Kent, 53, Cock
burn Street, Liverpool.
High Speed Horizontal Steam Engine, it by a } ,
with pump in perfect working order, 30s. Also
Vertical Steam Boiler , 7 by 14, all fittings, £ 2 ros.
Dynamo, 12 volts, 12s. ; also one 8 volts, minus
brushes ,5s.-- 102,King Street, Egremont, Cheshire.
Wanted. - Small Lathe, anything in the model
line. Exchange British Aviary Birds : list on
application . Stamp. - Ross, 4, Walter Street,
Bolton .
(Continued on page xlo.)
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No. 1.-- Small Acoumulators : How Made and Used .
An excellent little book
for Amateur Electricians, giving full instructions for making, charging , and using small accumulators. 41 Illustrati« ns.
Seventh Edition . Price 6d . Post Free, 7d .
No. 2 .-- The Slide Valve : Simply Explained . — This is specially written for young
Engineers and Apprentices, and gives a clear and simple explanation of the working of the steam engine slide valve
under varying conditions. 36 Illustrations. Fifth Edition
Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 3. - Electrio Bells and Alarms.-- A practical handbook describing fully the
various types of electric bells and alarms, and giving complete instructions for fitting same to any part of a house of
ordinary building. 51 Illustrations. Seventh Edition . Price 6d. Post Free , 7d .
No. 4. - Telephones and Microphones : How to Make and Use Them .-- Con
taining full instructions and drawings for making and fixing small telephones. 29 Illustrations. Fifth Edition . Price
6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 5 .-- Electric Batteries : How to Make and Use Them .-- A practical hand
book on the construction and uses of primary batteries. Fully Illustrated . Sixth Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 6.— Model Boiler Making .-- Contains full instructions for designing and making
Model Stationary, Marine, and Locomotive Boilers. Fully Illustrated with original working drawings. Fourth Edition.
Price 6d. Post Free, 7 % d .
No. 7 .-- Metal Working Tools and Their Uses.-- A handbook for young engineers
and apprentices. Shows how to use simple tools required in metal working and model making. Fully Illustrated .
Second Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 8. --Simple Electrical Working Models : How to Make and Use Them .-- A
practical handbook for electrical amateurs and students, showing how to make simplemodels. 43 Illustrations. Third
Edition. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 9.- Simple Mechanical Working Models : How to Make and Use Them .A practical handbook for apprentices and others interested in simple working models. Fully Illustrated . Second
Edition. Price 6d . Post Free , 7d.
No. 10. - Small Dynamos and Motors . - Contains full instructions for making
various types of small dynamos and motors, with particulars of windings for different outputs. Fully Illustrated with
original working drawings. Third Edition . Price 6d . Post Free, 7d.
No. 11.
Induotion Coils for Amateurs : How to Make and Use Them . - A
handbook giving precise instructions to amateurs for making shocking and sparking coils of various sizes. Fully Illus
trated. Second Edition. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 12. — Model Steamer Building . - A practical handbook on
the building of
model steamer hulls and fittings. Fully Illustrated. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 13 .-- Machinery for Model Steamers. - A handbook on the design and con
struction of engines and boilers for model steamers, the use of liquid fuel, etc. Fully Illustrated . Price 6d. Post
Free, 7d .
No. 14. - Small Electric Motors : How to Make and Use Them . - Fully Illus
rated . Price 6d . Post Free, 7d .
No. 15. — Simple Scientific Experiments in
Etc. - Fully Illustrated . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
OTHER
From

USEFUL

BOOKS

TO

Electricity, Magnetism , Hydraulics,

FOLLOW

IN

THIS

SERIES .

all Agents of " The Model Engineer," Price 6d.; or post free 7d. from

PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

CO., 26-29,Poppin's Court,Fleet Street,E.C.
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(Continued from page xii.)
" Practical Lessons in Metal Turning. " - All
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 25. 3d.,
post tree, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Miscellaneous and Late .
Fastest Steamer in Kingdom .-- Blue Prints of
working drawings of " Era's lines - winner of
Speed Competition - now ready ; price 5s. 3d.
each.-A. E. FOSTER, 56, Willmer Road, Birken
head .
You Can Obtain for One Shilling and Twopence
each , the following Cloth -bound Books— " Basket
Work ," " House Decoration," “ Boot Making and
Mending,"
How toFinish
Write
Tickets, and
ing,Signs,
Posters, “ "Wood
" Dynam
os and
Electric Motors." " Cycle Building and Repairing,"
,
Mount
and Framing, Pictur
es,ding Smith
Mod ."
Work, ing60 Glass
-working . “ Bui
Boats," " Blectric Bells," " Bartoo Work, " " Taxi.
dermy “ Tailoring," “ Photograh Cameras,"
" Optical Lanterns," " Engraving Metals." Each
took contains from 100 to 240 illustrations, and
are sent post free from GEORGE HARRISON ( M ),
Bokseller and Publisher, 45, Rupert Street, Not
tingham .
High -class Angle Plates. accurately planed an !
holes drilled from the solid . Lists free .-- A In .
H. CLARKE, General and Electrical Engineers
Coventry.
Voltmeters, 300 turns, magnetic control, brass
cases, price zs. gd.; Ammeters, 30 turns, as above,,
price 3s . 6d . ; postage 4d .- WARD & NEWMAN
Hope Works, Ley Street, Ilford , E.
New Exhibition Model Gas Engines, 4 h.-P., in
verted vertical ; most economical and compact ;
descriptive illustration free. - WHITEHEAD & Co.,
Gas Engineers, Dukinfield .

Small Armatures, correctly wound, perfectly
insulated ; guaranteed ; stamp particulars. -- W.
TOWNSEND, Stowmarket.
Wanted. --Good Bench or Treadle Lathe, about
3-ins, centres, in exchange for new Solid Gold Lever
Watch , or other Watch or Jewellery to value.
RICHARDS, Jeweller, Exmouth , Devon .
Horizontal Boller , 13 ins. diameter , with new
Bourdon gauge, back pressure valve, & c., 379. 6d .
- Below
Dynamo, 50 volts 15 amps., overtype, shunt
wound ; splendid machine, 67 158. Particulars .
42, Pearson Street, Stockton -on - Tees.
Sale or Exchange.-- h.-p. Petrol Motor, fitted
with tube and electric ignition ; in working order ,
356.
bech . Stamp reply . - P. TEED, Nene View , Wis.
Complete Set of Finished Lugs and Parts ; plated
Hubs for Forecarriage, £3. - 25, George Lane,
Lewisham .
Unfinished 21-1.-2. Water-cooled Motor Cycle.
new , 1.12 10$ ; if Motor, new , £4 Ios.; complete .
Great bargains. - 25, George Lane, Lewisham .

VOLUME
OF

IV

THE

Model Engineer
284 Pages.
Cloth

Well Illustrated .

bound .

Containing

ISSUES, January
TWELVE
1st, 1901, to June 15th , 1901,
3s.6d. each ; post free , 3s. 10d.

When

you Write
to Advertisers ,
Do not forget to put your Name and
Full Address, which means Number
and Name of Street, and Name of
Town , enclose Stamped Envelope, if
you want a reply ; and if a List is required ,
Enclose Stamps according to Ad.
vertisement.

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court,
FLEET STREET,

E.C.

PROMPT SALES
We should be obliged if
Advertisers would
send
small remittances in
d.
stamps .

BOOKS on GAS & OIL ENGINES ,
and GAS FITTING .
THE GAS AND OIL ENGINE . By DUGALD CLERK ,
M.I.C.E With 228 Ilustrations. Svo. Postage 5d . 158.
GAS ENGINE CONSTRUCTION . By PARSEIL AND
WEED. A Practical Treatise describing in every detail
The Building of a Gas Engine. Cloth . Postage 5d. , 145.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MODERN GAS AND
OIL " ENGINES. By FRED. GROVER, A.M.Inst.C.E.
Third Edition . Illustrated. With 372 pages. Postage
...
...
5s,
7d.
ACETYLENE : THE PRINCIPLES OF ITS GENE
RATION AND USE. By F.H.LEEDS, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
and W : J. ATKINSON BUTTERFIELD, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.
With Diagramsand Illustrations. Postage 4d. ...
55.
GAS FITTING . By W.GRAFTON . With 143 Illustrations.
55.
8vo. Postage 4d:
GAS AND PETROLEUM ENGINES. Adapted from
the French by H.DE GRAFFIGNY,by A. G.ELLIOTT, B.Sc.
A Useful and Eleinentary Treatise for Non - Technical
2s. 6d.
Readers. With 52 Illustrations. Postage 3d .
PRACTICAL GAS FITTING . By PaulN.HASŁUCK. With
120 Illustrations, 160 pages. Cloth . Crown 8vo. Pos
...
2s.
tage 4d .
GAS ENGINES : THEIR ADVANTAGES, ACTION ,
AND APPLICATION . By W.A. TOOKEY. Hints to
Purchasers, Erectors, and Attendants. Postage I £ d . IS.
GAS AND OIL ENGINE MANAGEMENT. By M.
Powis BALE , M.I.M.E. A Handbook for Users. Being
Notes on Selection, Construction , and Working. Crown
3s. 6d.
8vo . Cloth . Postage 3d.
The Book Dept.,26-29,Poppin's Court, Fleet St. ,London, E.C.

are effected through an Advt. in
our Sale and Exchange Column.
Give it a trial.

ACETYLENE
How

GAS :

to Make and Use

it .

This Book is a thoroughly practical guide to the construc
tion of various types of small Generators, with hints on fitting
up Pipes, Burners, and Purifiers;
The method of working a Gas Engine with Acetylene Gas
is also described .
The Book is fully illustrated , and will prove of value to all
"interested in Acetylene Gas and its Uses.
Price 6d , nett, post free 7d . Of all Agents for The
MODEL ENGINEER , or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St., London , E.C.

Simple Mechanical
Working Models .
If you are as yet only a begioner in Model-making, this
book will be a very useful one for you.
It is practically a first course in Model-making, and gives
particulars of some simple, but ioteresting, working models,
which almost anyone with a lew tools at their disposal can makr.
The Models will give satisfaction when completed, and,
though nei'her complicated nor difficult to make, serve as a
useful introduction to the necessary skill in fitting required for
the production of more elaborate michines.
Price 6d. nett ; post free, 7d.
To be obtained from all Agents for THEMODEL ENGINEER, or
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

February 25, 1904.
SALE AND

The Model Enginoor and Electrician .
EXCHANGE.

Private Advertisements are inserted in this
column at the rate of 6d . 1or the first 18 words or
loss, and id . per 3 trords after .
Irade Advertisements are inserted in this
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
less, and id . per word after .
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
liser's name and address is charged for.
41
A dvertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
of Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Managa ,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fled Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advortisements must be received by Arst
post on tho SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisoments received after this time will be
inserted in the following number.

Our Deposit System .

Notice. - As we cannot accept any responsi.
bility for the bona-fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
to adopt the Deposit System explained
quainted,
.
below
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way. The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
6d for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mitted at the sametime, and seni to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged.
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 2s. Bd.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letler (Cheques
caonot be accepted ).
The Fec mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
amount of the Deposit is seni by Money Order ,
tl should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party. We
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Trade .
" Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV, V ,
VI, and VII, 3s. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos . on Šale.-E.POUTEAU, 231A, Gray's Inn
Road. London
L NW , Rallway Locomotives. - A Register , giving
the names and numbers of every engine now in use
on the London and North Western Railway ;
new and revised edition ; price 6d., post-free hd
Railway Catalogue and List of Books we want
tree.- JUCKES, Book Merchants. Birmingham .
Free. -Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London ,
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials .--Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery . Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions, 6d .post free. - THE MORRIS Cohen Co., LTD.,
132. Kirkgate , Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes , Fans, rough or
tinished : list 2d . - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers .-- KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
tor lists, free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.

Twenty -throo of Colo's Rollable Handbooks,
bound in one volume cloth, 38. ed., carriage paid,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding. " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c .; How to Build
Small Furnace ," post free, 6d .
Pattern Making. “ How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d.
Blacksmithing. — “ How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free , 6d.
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
free, od
" Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
" Motal, Pipe and Tubo Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
* Témpering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
" Wiped Joints in Load Wator Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Metal Serowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw .
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
“ Metal Drming, Drm Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
Motal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering ; 6d.
" How to Solder Gold , silver, Aluminium , Brass,
& c . Brazion "and How to Use it on Wood and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Electric Bélls : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Making Bells and Batteries " diagrams, 6d .
“ French Polishing, Stalning, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d.
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood , Glass,
& c. Cement Recipes ; 6d.
Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d .
“ Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d.
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
“ Cycle Brazing," 4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d . ; Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d .
Any Three Above Books, is. ; any six, is. 7d. ;
eight or more, 3d . each, all post free.
"" Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d .
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester. Australian Wholesale Agents :
Robertsons."
X Book on the Latho ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test & Latho ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free .
Not sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force. - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work , etc., or
every description. Speciality : Motorcylinder
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear-cutting ;
Screw -cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
general milling, planing, etc. - GEORGE ADAMS,
144, High Holborn , London , W.C.
George Adams for all work needing special
accuracy, finish and promptdespatch. Plant most
up-to-date and complete in the country.
-in . Midland Sets, 255. ; f -in . “ Lord of the
Isles," 20s. ; enormous variety odd parts ; all
scales. - LADENSACK , Rayleigh .
The Hector " Water Motors and Steam Tur
bines ; complete sets of perfect Castings now
supplied ; list id. stamp. Easy to construct.
Indispensable in every Amateur's'Workshop.
The “ Hector ” Water Motors and Steam Tur
bines have been supplied to His Majesty's Govern
ment, Lancashire and Yorkshire, and London and
North -Western Railways, under rigid inspection .
Since the “ Hector Waters were put on the
market, the most utter rubbish has been adver
tised . Be wise in time. Send for new list, Water
Motors and Castings, id. - PERCY PITMAN , Bos
bury, Ledbury, Herefordshire.

Whitnoy's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value ; bore from 173. 6d . ; 4 bore from 259.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d. ; $ 1.-p. 175. 6d. ;
h.-P., 308. Castings, 3s., 53., 98. 6d. Cheapest
form of power for light work .-- WHITNEY.
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran
teed platinum , silver plated ; | in . to centre, is. 9d .;
1 in ., 2s. 3d . ; it ins., 28. 6d. ; If ins., 25. 9d . ;
14 ins., 3s. All othermaterials in stock .-WHITNEY .
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 6} by 4 by zt ins.
inside, is. 3d . each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, 9d. · negative, 7d . each ;
Grids,
5d . ; Terminals, 3d . Excellent value.
WHITNEY
Telephone Rocolvors, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ios. 6d. ; only 35. 3d ., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id ., post
free . Every one tested. - Whitner.
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices trom 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ins., Is. 2d.; 6 by it ins.,
IS. 8d. ; 7 by z ins., 25. 3d. ; 6 by 24 ins., 48. 6d . ;
6 by 3. ins., 55. 3d . : 6 by 4 ins., ss. d. 8 by 4 ins ,
75.dozen packed. - Whitney .
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 35., 45., 6s. 9d.,
75. ed., 8s. ed., 1os. od., izs. 6d. dozen. Fuller
pattern, 75. gd., gs. 6d. dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes. - WHITNEY .
Rails for Model Railways. — Correct section,
25. 3d. dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., is. 9d . ;
It ins., 25. 1od , dozen , post free. — WHITNEY.
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at Whitney's for
something that you want.
Whitney for Now and Second-hand Dynamos,
Engines, Beilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines , Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements .
Whitney, The Sclentific Exchange, 117, City
Road , London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar.
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchanged . Estab
lished over quarter of a century.
Please Note Change of Address .-- New Sliding
Resistances, by Westinghouse (cost 455. ), suitable
for motors, & c., price 5s. 9d . Coils wound with
silk -covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
needle pivots, suitable for making galvanometers,
5s. gd . Relays,
Odd Galvanometers,
& c. (cost 455.), pricePolarized
slightly de
in cases, 5s. 6d.
fective ( cost € 3 ), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
£25 ), price £ 3 . Quantity of odd Telephones and
Sounders, from 6s. 6d. ; also hundreds of useful
oddments, can be inspected by appointment.
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. - SAM
MIDDLETON, Faraday House, 179, Camden Grove
North , Peckham , S.É.
Aeronautical and Submarine Engineering,
special terms to experimenters. THE SOUTH
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING WORKS, Blackheath
Hill, Greenwich .
Cycles ! Cycles ! !-Frames , fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied ; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
Bros., 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889.
Turning, Milling, Dividing, Fitting, Repairing
etc., undertaken by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
Co.,
Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road, London .
Armstrong's
Accumulators and Electrical
Manufactures. — Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
Plumbago Crucibles, 5d . , Brasstounder's Sand,
cwt. bags, is. 6d lostructions).- GEO . Wells.
Needham Market.

Private.
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for ratss for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place, which gives protection to both pur.
chaser and seller.
Sale.-- -plate Photographic Outfit, good as new ,
including compact folding camera and tripod ,
double dark slide (book pattern ), three developing
trays, printing frame, ruby lamp and glassmeasure;
cost 5 guineas, take 13, or nearest offer.
WHERRIT, Sedgefield , Ferry Hill, Durham .
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43 Turners' Tools - Callipers (various), Squares, 1
T -squares, Gauges (very various), Rules, Spirit
Level, etc. ; a splendid assortment. What offers ?
-38, Cambridge Road, Blackpool.
Motor Cycle .-- 2 h.-p., vee belt, spray carburettor;
t -st-class order ; £ 18 ; or exchange Gas Engine
an. Dynamo. - BATESON , Eurnham -on -Crouch.
Engine t- in , by 4 -in .; incomplete ; copper boiler ,
9 ins.by 3 ins., gauge brasses, valves , etc.; 8s. 6d .
--Chas.
TATAM
, Ipswich Road, Colchester .
Wanted,
Compound
Slide-Rest, 31- in . centres ,
aon -screw -cutting ; cheap ; approval ; deposit.
lohn Dun Junr., Craigpark , Galashiels.
For Sale. - A genuine B.S.A. Motor Framo,
wheels fitted with Clincher tyres, it h .-p: engine,
tank, coils, accumulator, silencer, trembler,
carburettor, Bowden brake, Brooks' saddle ;
requires fitting and adjusting ; price £ 15, or near
offer. - 97, Great Bastern Street, B.C.
Double Cylinder High -Speed Overtype Steam
Engine, 1f-in. bore , 34-in . stroke, all steel ;
regulator and lubricator on gunmetal chest
between cylinders ; 4 draincocks, heavy ilywheel.
all wearing parts ; gunmetal, engineer made ; 458 .
- Below
Vertical Steel Boller, 10 by 21, 50 lbs., working
pressure, steam gauge, water gauge, safety valve,
steam and odd cock ; a bargain ; 405. - Particulars
GRIST , 5 , North Street, Westminster , SW
Bargaln.-- Bicycle Motor, suitable for ordinary
roadster ; improved pattern, by Butler ; polished
aluminium crank chamber ; interchangeable valves,
positive contact-breaker ; condition as ;new ;
accept £ 2 10s. - HANBY PRYKE, Broad Street,
King's Lynn.
Dynamo Castings, is . 3d.; Pump and Clips,
15. 61.; Ignition Coil, 7s. ; Crankcase , Head pat
terns, as .-- HOLMES, Brunswick Road , Plymouth .
-plate Magazine Camera , holds' 12 : lamp,
dishes . trames ; 205 . Six Vacuum Tubes, gs.
330 Army Revolver ; 175. 6d ., or offers. - S ., 3,
Jubilen Terrace, Dartmouth .
For Sale.---Horizontal Engine ; i-in . bore , 2-in.
stroke : on brass bed ; mounted by six pillars
from teak baseboard ; in working order ; accept
215.-J. GLASSON, Tyack's Hotel, Camborne.
Drilling Machine. -Double geared , two -speed ,
Horizontal Flywheel, drills to inch , self-acting and
hand feed ; i2 drills, slotted table, self-centreing
vice : nearly new ; cost £6 178., sell £ 4 155. Ex
change Hand Planer, Lathe appliances.-- Below .
Gas Stocks. - Plumpton's patent outfit, compris .
ing Screwing Stocks, Dies, Taps, for in ., in .,
in . brass and copper tube, and I in . iron pipe,
rymer , wrench , wire cutter , gas and burner
pliers , tube cutter, adjustable shaver, turnscrew ,
widener, centre punch ; complete ; in polished
oak case ; as new ; cost 485., sell 28s.; or ex
change. - LINCOLN THOMPSON , Bishop Auckland .
Destroyer Hull, length , 66 ins., deck , funnels,
rudder, etc., 259. Also ditto , 54 ins., 175. 6d.
Torpedo Boat Hull, length , 44 ins. ; complete ;
I2S. Brass Marine Boiler, very powerful, riveted ,
29 tubes ; fittings include water gauge ; war
ranted ; 15s.--HOAR, 15 , Hanover Park , Peckham ,
London .
Warranted, 50-egg Incubator ; bestcupper tank ,
complete. Exchange Bicycle (good condition ) and
little cash . - CHERON , 3, Hornshay Street, Old
Kent Road ,
For Sale ,-Loco type Boiler , 32 ins, long, 5-16ths
in . plate ; copper box ; all fittings ; price £6.
Particulars, ToMPSON 15 ,Yarm Road , Darlington .
Dynamo, Compound, 100 volts 12 amperes, slide
rails, voltmeter, ammeter ; nearly new ; offers.-52, Ainsworth Road, Radcliffe , Manchester .
Genuine De Dion Motor Tricycle, absolutely
thorough condition , £ 18 ; double-cylinder Paddle
Engine, 21$. 6d.; high -speed Trembler Coil, 245.;
unused Ignition Accumulator, 178. (Celluloid ) ;
offers. - T. DALY Grange Lodge, Totteridge.
Pair Wall Telephones (as new ), cost 12, 259.;
6 -volt Dynamo, 8 - section Armature, 2os.; Steam
Table Engine, 2-in . bore , 35 -in . stroke, 2os.; t -plate
Camera Lens, 8-in.- focus, 5s. 6d . ; Chater Lea
Bicycle, Palmer tyres ,New Departure hub, Crabbe
front brake, 64 - W . TRIGG , 151, Battersea Rise,
S.W.
Shocking Coil in good order , with com
mutator and condenser, 55. ; bargain. - JAMES
ALFREY, 57, Piccadilly Road , Burnley , Lancs .
Dynamo ; 100 volts, 8 amp.; lights twelve 16
C. p . lamps; £ 7 ; almost new . - PROCTOR , 3
Downing Road , Bootle, Liverpool.

.

and Electr

ician

Set (4 ) Boxing Gloves, 3s. 60. - Below .
Universal Motor, 38.6d . Bell Set, battery,
push , as . Leclanche Battery, is. 6d. Shocking
Coil, is. 6d. Ogden's Photo Album (new ), 28.
Gem Steam Gauge, advertised in MODEL ENGI
NEER (new ), 35. 6d . 30 MODEL ENGINEERS ; 2
small Cocks and Oil Lubricator (brass ) ; offers ;
suit model boiler. Lot 18s., or separate. --TURNER ,
Water Lane, Newport, Salop.
For Sale.-- 2 h.-P, Engine and Boiler ; also Dy.
namo, 100 C.-P. May be seen working by appoint
ment. - Apply MORETON, Mere Heath , Davenham ,
Cheshire.
Sale or Exchange.--- Horizontal Engine, in good
condition; steel vertical bojler, pump and fittings :
cost £9 ; exchange for a good | h.-p. or over Oil
Engine. - Particulars, J, R. JONES, Harcourt Rd.,
Mountain Ash , Glam .
Bargain. - Two Lathe Headstocks (new ), 6s. ;
cost 15 . ; never been used . - W. PEDDIE,. 16 ,
Atholl Street, Perth ,
Exchange Splendid Fretwork Machine, tilting
table. 14 by 26 ins., for Horizontal Engine and
Boiler ; must be good,-F. BLACKWELL, Drump
Road, Redruth .
Hot-Air Engine , it by it stroke ; with cooling
tank , 125.--- H . ANDRITT , 2, Trogley Road , B.
Dulwich .
Steam Engine, about 8 b.h.p. for sale ; to
make room for more powerful one. - Can be seen
working at Royal MIDDLESEX LAUNDRY, 26, Park
Road, North Acton .
For Sale ; spark Coil, 5-16 ths in . spark, almost
new ; will accept 78. 6d. Also Geissler tube for
same with stand, is. extra ; bargain . - J . ALFREY,
57, Piccadilly Road , Burnley, Lancs .
Small De Laval Turbine and Dynamo ; 10 c.-P .;
155.- JAMES HAMILTON, 1, Phillips Street, Paisley.
Double -Cylinder Vertical Engino ; # by 1 ; revers.
ing gear ; vertical boiler, 10 tubes ; all fittings ;
355.- Below
Horizontal Boiler ; 12 by 21 : fittings ; 8s. 6d .
Launch Engine, i bore ; nearly finished ; 5s.
Model T.B Ď ., 3 ft. ; complete , except engine ;
255.-- Below .
353. worth of new Engine and Boiler Fittings ;
TOS. - Below .
Water Tube Boiler ; 1 steam and 2 water drums ;
nearly finished ; 1 ft. 3 in . brass tube ; 8s. 6d .
Small Vertical Engine and Odd Cylinders, etc.;
4s. Model ENGINEER : January, 1902, to date.
Offers .--- 42, Luther Street, Brighton .
“ Model Engineer," 90 numbers, from 1899 to
da te ; good condition . What offers ? Cash or
exchange . - Particulars, F. BRABNER , Fobello ,
Barlow Moor Road ,West Didsbury .
Pittler Pedestal Lathe (small); treadle and ped
estal damaged ; 135. Lathe, with Foot Motor, 158.
Brazing Lamp, 5s. Engineering Books ; Boys'
Papers, 4s. All genuine.- GILES, 3 , St. Mary's
Hill, Newbury.
Steam Engine for Sale, whistle, valve, 3s.; mail
carriage (doors open ), is.; both o gauge . Bowden
Brake, good condition ; 45 . Good Air Gun ,
automatic loader ; requires slight repair : 25. 6d .,
Or offers.--62, Frankfort Avenue, Rathgar,
Dublin .
Genuine Bargain .-Dynamo by Dollond ( cost
£ 4 ); 10 volts, 5 amps.. new condition ; 228. 6d , or
offer.--POULTER , 15, Brunswick Road, Lcyton .
For Sale. - Handsome Model Steamship ;
polished mahogany, rigged , 4 ft. 4 ins. long
overall; 9- in , beam . 10 ins. deep, with copper
boiler roj ins. by 8 ins. by 5 ins., with fittings,
hand pump, etc, Also propeller, shaft, and stern
tube ; requires engine to complete model ; price
£ 10.--Write, B., 198, Old Road West, Gravesend .
Owner Forced to Sell 1 h.-P. Engine ; never
used ; just finished ; splendid article ; offers. Below .
Nearly 1 h.-p. Engino, unfinished, 30s.; cheap ;
must be sold . --Relow .
Wanted, pair of Cycle Mudguards. - JOHN
THOMSON , Post Office , Sanquhar.
Exchange Horizontal Engine, 2-in . bore, 4.in.
stroke, circular valve, for 6-in . Slide-rest or any
thing useful.---JOSEPH BLENKINSOP, Old Lane,
Birkenshaw .
For Sale. -Twenty Edison and Columbia
Phonograph Records, tos.; 4-volt Transparent
Accumulator, 35. 6d.; 4 way plated Switch , ebonite
base, 28. (cost 43. 6d.) Also what offers for 95
M DEL ENGINEERS, 75 Hobbies and designs. - R .
GEDDES, 26 , Rae Street, Dumfries, N.B.
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For Sale. - Winchester Repeating Rifle , holds 18
cartridges , 458.; also Guinea Rifle, takes same
cartridges, 1os.; also sct ofGolf Clubs, in new bag,
£ i ; also Electric Boat Motor, 4s. 6d .; also
Galvanometer ( cost 125. 6d .), take ss.--MR.
SEEDHOUSE, 5, Brittain Street, Sheffield ,
Exchango Pair long range Glasses, 3 change
( field ,marine or theatre) ii solid leather case ;
cost255.; would accept Electrical Sundries, or
offers. - CHURCH , Chatteris, Cambs.
For Sale.---Lathe, 6 ins. by 6 ft., complete, with
change wheels, spanners, slide-rest tools, chucks,
face-plate, etc. ; good condition - The Woop .
LANDS LAUNDRY, Tunbridge Wells.
100 Miniature Festoon Lamps, silvered backs, 3
to 6 volts , 335. 60 .; 55. doz ; sample, post free,
7d . Would exchange part Dunlop Outer Cover,
28 ins. by it ins. - PERRY, 70 , Mayes Road , Wood
Green .
For Sale, or Exchange for Small Billiard Table , a
Stewart No. 2 Engine; offers .-- . Davies, The
Laurels , Oakdale Road, Nether Edge , Sheffield .
For Sale, - Vertical Boiler , fire tubes, steel,
18 ins. by 26 ins. ; fircbox, 15 ins. by 12 ins. ;
working pressure, 100 to 120 lbs. sq. in .; extra
strong, machine riveted, firebars and all fittings ,
smokebox and funnel ; would do for small launch
good steamer ; nearly new ; very little used ;
lagged with hair felt and teak wood with steel
bands ; cheap ; for immediate delivery ; F.O.R. ;
M.e. deposit system ; price £12, or near offer.
Below .
Horizontal Return Tube (dry back ) Steel Boiler
and 12 brass tubes, dome and fittings; working
pressure, 80 lbs. sq.in .; riveted (13) ins. by 28 ins).,
7-in , flue, extra long fire -bars and large smokebox ;
quick raiser ; suicable for 2- in , cylinder ; hardly
used ; owned abroad : very cheap : immediate
delivery ; F.O.R. ; M.E. deposit system ; price
£ 8 , or near offer. - Below .
Vortleal Boller, 18 ins. by 9 , riveted , with nine
fire tubes ; very good steamer ; 8o lbs. working
pressure ; stop, safety, and blow down valves ,
internal fire ; in first-rate condition : lagged with
felt and wood, with steel bands, cast-iron bed ;
for immediate delivery , cheap ; F.O.R .; M.E.
deposit system ; drive if-in . engine ; price £ 5 , or
near offer. -Box 193, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 to
29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sale.-- Kapp Dynamo, new , 5-amps., 30 volts,
by Macmillan, 12 os., 7 new Ediswan lamps
for same; also wire and bayonet holders. 5 - in .
Centre Lathe, slide-rest , chucks, etc., 63.
h.-p.
heavy Horizontal Engine, link motion , reversing
gear, £ 2 ios. Vertical Boiler, i ft. by 2 ſt., by
Goodhand, with fittings, £ 2 ios.-J. HASTIE , si.
Sandymount Road, Wath -on -Deare, near Rother
ham .
Vice, 5 -in . jaw , parallel, Ios.; Patterns and
Drawings for 4 -in . Ram Hydraulic Press, 155.;
suit model boiler work ; also Chemicals and
Apparatus, new . - DAVEY, 95, North Hill , High
gate, London , N.
Concert Sound Box (at any disc machine), 8s. 6d .
- Below .
Phonograph, aluminium horn ; 8 records ; 155.;
approval. - Below
Phonograph, first-class, with reproducer, re
corder, 18 records ; new Christmas ; bargain ; 423 .
-C. TAYLOR, 259, Copenhagen Street, London , N.
Bench Lathe, well-made, flat, 3-in . centre and
chucks ; 405.; a bargain . - REYNOLDS, Aldgate
Avenue, E.
Wanted, 31 or 4 -inch Compound Slide-Rest, or
other lathe parts. Exchange 28 -bore, single -bar
rel, central fire, breech loader ; good condition.
Hayton Manor, Stanford , Hythe.
For Sale . - Bound Vols. 34, 35, 36 , 37, 39, 40 ,
41, 62, 65, 68, 69, 70 , 71, 72, 73 of English Me
chanic"; will take 2s.6d . per vol. to clear the lot.
-S. FILDES, Greenodd, Ulverston .
For Sale (bargains).--8 -in . Faceplate Casting,
IS. 60 6 -in . ditto, finished , screwed k-in . Whit
worth , 25. 6d . Set small machine Vice Castings
(planed), 25. I doz . fine Carving Tools, 45. 8
Copper Trays and Zincs for gravity battery ;
described in M.E. June 18th ; in oak case, glass
shelves, and front ; 6.-C. HUSKINSON , Fairfield ,
Sevenoaks.
Sale.-- A 5 -volt Motor, in splendid order ; als
2 new Bichromate and 2 Leclanche Batteries ; los
the lot ; offers.-- E . K., 2, Cornwallis Crescent
Clifton , Bristol.
(Continued on page ril.)
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'LITTLE

BRITON '

HACK - SAW

This Machine will save its cost in

MACHINE .

a short time in

saving saws, as breakage is very greatly reduced , and
LITTLE

almost impossible.
It is particularly desirable for
Amateurs who are not skilled in the use of Hack -saws.
Write

for

Catalogue

BRITOR

No. 166 .

Sample Machine sent for trial, on

approval, car

riage paid , upon receipt of 19/6 .

THE

FAIRBANKS

Glasgow Office :
9. HOWARD ST.

78-80 , City

ACETYLENE

COMPANY ,

Road , LONDON , E.C.

GAS :
Up-to

How

to Make and Use

It .

1961
This Book is a thoroughly practical guide to the construc
tion of various types ofsmall Generators, with hints on fitting
up Pipes, Burners, and Purifiers .
The method of working a Gas Engine with Acetylene Gas
is also described.
The Book is fully illustrated , and will prove of value to all
interested in Acetylene Gas and its Uses.
Price 6d , nett, post free 7d . Of all Agents for THE
MODEL ENGINEER, or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St., London , E.C.
METAL
AND

WORKING
THEIR

|

Date
Model

9

Loco.
The above represents our latest, which is a Model G.W.Ry. Tank.
31 ins. gauge, built up entirely of Castings, in best gunmetal (no
rubbish ).
£ 2 complete Set.
Water Tube Boilers, brazed and silver soldered ; tested to 150 lbs.
per sq. in .; or parts to make up. Write for particulars, one Stamp.
60, LEAYESDEN RD.,
WATFORD .

TOOLS

USES .

TECHNICAL
You have, perhaps, just taken up Model-making, and,
though having some little experience of tools, have had no great
opportunities to acquire skill in their use . At times you may be
in doubt as to the best methods of using them .
This book has been prepared specially for such cases as
yours, and the information contained in it is bound to be a help
to you in your work . The proper tools to use for the different
operations in Metal Working are fully illustrated and described ,
and there are numerous hints as to the methods of using them to
the best advantage.
Price 6d. nett ; post free , 7d .
Of all Agents for THE MODEL ENGINEER, or from
PERCIYAL MARSH
& Co.,
26-29, POPPIN'S COURT, PLEBT STREBT, LONDON , E.C.

BOOKS .

We have prepared a new 16 -page List of the
latest books on Engineering, Electricity,
Amateur Mechanics, and Woodworking.
This will be sent free to any address on
receipt of application , enclosing Stamp for
postage.
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &
Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.C.
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April, 1900 .
A Unique Locomotive Model.
Model Railways : (iv ) Mr. Henry Lea's Model Midland Engine and Rail
way. [Illustratod .]
The 10-rater Zebra , and How it is Being Built. [Illustrated .)
May, 1900 .
How to Make a Model Quick- firing Gun . [Illustrated .]
How to Fit Blectrical Ignition to a Gas Engine. ( Illustrated .)
Where Engineers are Trained : (i ) The Battersea Polytechnic. [Illustrated )
Model Railways : (iv ) Mr. Henry Lea's Model Midland Engino and Rail
way ( continued ).
June 1900
How to Make a Simple Bichromate Battery. (Illustrated .]
Twin -Screw Engines for Model Torpedo Boat Destroyers. [Illustrated.)
Pipe Fitting on Model Locomotives.
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun ( continued ). (Illustrated .]
A Continuous Adjustable Model Railway Track . [Illustrated . ]
July , 1900.
How to Make an ElectricalAlarum . [Illustrated . ]
How to Make a Model Quick-Firing Gun ( continued ). (Illustrated .)
Reversing Valves for Model Engines. Illustrated.]
The Halford Gradient Railway. (Illustrated .]
August, 1900.
How to Make a Model Railway Carriage. (Illustrated .)
The Construction of Primary Batteries. [illustrated.]
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun (continued ).
How to Make a Morse Telegraph Key and Sounder. (Illustrated.]
September, 1900.
A Model Engineer at the Paris Exhibition. [Illustrated.]
How to Fix Gas and Oil Engines. [Illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus. [Illustrated . ]
How to Build a Rectifier for Single Phase alternating Currents.
October 1, 1900 .
A Working Model Reversing Water Wheel. (Illustrated.)
The Horse Power of an Engine.
An Interesting Steam Launch . [ Illustrated. ]
How to Build a Rectifier etc. (continued ). (Illustrated .)
How to Make a Model Quick- Firing Gun (continued ).
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus ( continued ).
October 15 , 1900 .
How to Make a Square Webbed Crank. [Illustrated .]
Improved Methods ofMaking Induction Coils.
The Ideal Motor Car.
An Amateur's Electric Light Plant. [Illustrated. )
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun (continued).
November 1, 1900.
ModelRailways : (v) Mr. R. St. J. Willan's Model Railway. (Illustrated .}
How to Make a Model Quick -Ficing Gun (continued ).
Design for a Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer. (Illustrated. ]
My Wimshurst Machine, and How I Made It. (Illustrated . ]
November 15 , 1900 .
Steam Port Areas and Piston Speeds of Model Locomotives.
The Construction of Primary Batteries (continued ). [Illustrated .]
How to Build and Braze Together a Model Loco Boiler . [Illustrated .)
How to Make Experimental Blectrical Apparatus (continued ). [Illus. ).
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun (continued ).
December 1, 1900.
A Feed-water Heater for Model Boilers. [ Illustrated .]
How to Make a Simple Sensitive Galvanometer . [Illustrated.)
The Model Steamer , Turbina. [Illustrated .]
Desiga and Complete Specification of a 27- in . Gauge Model Locomotive.

December 15 , 1900 .
High-Speed Telegraph of the Future . [Illustrated.l.
How to Make a Model Quick-Firing Gun (continued ).
Design and Complete Specification for a 24-in . Model Locomotive ( con
tpued). (Illustrated.).
How to Mako Simple Tool Holder. (Illustrated .]

January 1, 1901.
Model Railways : (vi) Mr. H. Soper's Model Railway.. [Illustrated .]
How to Make a Model Drilling Machine. [Illustrated .]
A Useful Wire Table for Amateur Electricians.
A Model Single Phase Alternator. (Illustrated .]
January 15 , 1901.
A f-in . Scale Model G.N.R. Locomotive. (Illustrated .]
Dynamo Ills and Remedies. [Illustrated. ]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued ). (Illustrated .1
Hints on Designing Model Yachts. [Illustrated .)
Fast-Steaming Model Boilers. [Illustrated .]
February 1, 1901.
A Home-Made Riveting Machine for Model Boiler Making. ( Illustrated.]
Dynamo Ills and Remedies (continued ).
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Loco , “ Dunalastair
No. 3." (Illustrated . )
How to Make Experimental Blectrical Apparatus (continued ). [Illustrated. ]

February 15 , 1901
A Model Light Draught Saloon Passenger Steamer. (Illustrated.]
How to Make Experimental Blectrical Apparatus ( continued ). [ Illustrated .)
Design for a Model Road Loco. [ Illustrated .]
How to Use a Wimshurst Machine. ( Illustrated .)
A Two-Jaw Grip -Chuck and How to Make It. (Illustrated. )
A Simple Boring Machine for Model Cylinders. [Illustrated .]
March 1 1901.
The Control of Blectric Lamps from Two or More Points. [Illustrated.)
The Construction of a 4 -in . Spark Coil. ( Illustrated.]
“ Dunalastair No. 3 " ( continued ). [Illustrated .)
How to Use a Wimshurst Machine (continued ).
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them . [Illustrated .] Continued to
end of year .
March 15 , 1901.
A Model Light Draught Saloon Passenger Steamer (continued ). [Illus.).
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ( continued ). ( Illustrated . ]
Design for Model Railway Track . (Illustratod.)
How to Use a Wimshurst Machine (continued ). (Illustrated .]
How to Make a Model Electric Telegraph . [ Illustrated.]

April 1, 1901
A Model Boiler for Steam Launch. [Illustrated.]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ( continued). (Illustrated. ]
How to Make a Model Electric Telegraph ( continued ). [ ìllustrated .]
Design for Model Railway Track (continued ). [Illustrated .]
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Locomotive, “ Duna
lastair No. 3 " (continued ). [Illustrated.]
My Model Launch Engine. [Illustrated .]
April 15, 1901.
A Novelty in Locomotive Design . (Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
The Construction of an Intercommunicating Telephone Set. [ Illustrated .]
How to Build a Cardboard Working Model Locomotive (cont.). (Illustrated.j
The Model Screw Steamer, Black Prince. (Illustrated .)
A Simple Wall Plug for Use in Connection with Electric Bells. (Illustrated .]
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The Sun Never Sets
On

the Students

American

vil.
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CASTINGS &
FOR

of the

School of Correspondence

ENGINE FITTINGS
AMATEURS.
List of Castings
and Engines fin
ished from them
Post free.
List of Engine Fit
tings, Screws, & c .
(17 quarto pages :
Post free.
List of Rails,
Switch Points
Cross Rails , & c.
Post free
List of Ships end
Ships' Fittings.
Post free

MAP
of
NEW ZEALAND Auck
land
SHOWING
STUDENTS

Nelson

Wellington
Full Catalogue, in .
cluding above
lists, of Locomo
tives, Stationary
Engines, Clock
work and Steam
Boate, Magic Lan .
terns, & c . (100
pages, 400 illog.
trations), 3d . post
free without cou
pon , or 6d. with
coupon

Christchurch

Inverse
garcille

H.WILES
MAKER
ASTE

Dunedin

The map above shows the distribution in New Zealand
of students of the American School of Correspondence.
Every dot indicates a group of students. Wherever there
is prosperity , industry and enterprise, there will be found
students of the American School of Correspondence .
The courses are Civil,Mechanical, Electrical,Station
ary, Locomotive and Marine Engineering , Architecture,
Heating, Ventilation and Plumbing,Mechanical and Per
spective Drawing, Pen and Ink Rendering, Sheet Metal
Pattern Drafting, Refrigeration , Telephony, Telegraphy,
Navigation and the Manufacture of Cotton and Woolen
Cloth . They offer an opportunity to obtain instruction
athome under the direction ofmembers of the faculty of
an American resident engineering college of wide repu
tation .
The instruction papers are used as text books by the United
States Government in the School of Submarine Defense , Fort
Totten , New York ; by the Westinghouse Electric and Manu
facturing Co., in its “ Shop School” ; and in a number of
colleges and schools.
Our courses offer parents who have not the means to
send their children to college, an opportunity to obtain
for them a certain amount of technical training at a
moderate cost, under the direction of teachers of recog
nized standing.
If you are too far from a technical school or college to
attend it - if you must support yourself, or have others
dependenton you - if you have not the entrance qualifi
cations demanded by a resident college of engineering,
the courses of the American School of Correspondence
provide a means of fitting yourself for a position requir
ing technical knowledge without leaving home or giving
up your daily work .
Illustrated catalogue may behad on request.
American School of Correspondence ,
at
Armour Institute of Technology ,
Chicago, III., U. S. A.
Room 89e,
BRANCHES .
192 Queen Street,
Aukland,N.Z.
(Head Office.)
Wellington,
N.Z.
20 Willis Street,
Christchurch , N. Z.
149 A Cashel Street,
Dunedin , N , Z.
10 Rattray Street,
160 Vickery's Chambers, Pitt St.,
Sidney, New South Wales.
James Humphries Company,Durban, Natal, So. Africa.
Postage to America is 2ļd. for every

ounce,

Turning, Boring, Screweutting.
Wheel eutting in Brass up to
12 ins diameter ,
REPAIRS OF ALL KINDS.
ESTIMATES FREE,

H. WILES
36 & 38, Market Street,
MANCHESTER

MOTORS .
2 h.p., to fit
t
Equipment,
1904 Featherweigh Motor
your present Roadster , £ 10 10s. 12 months' guarantee.
2 h.p.Components, £ 3 17s.6d. Castings & Drawings, 258 .
Hercules 5 h.p. Twin Cylinder Motor , £ 14 . Castings
and Drawings , £ 3 18s.
Hercules Water-cooled Car Motors , 4 h.p., £ 12 ; 6 h.p.,
£ 16 10s. ; 12 h p ., £32 ; 24 h.p., £60.
Hercules Launch Motors from 72 h.p.
Hercules Renowned Gas and Oil Engines from 18 to
24 h.p. 12 months' guarantee.
Whatever you want in the Motor line we can supply you. Any
odd size Pistons, Piston -rings, Cylinders, Flywheels , Crank
cases,etc. Delivery at sharp notice . Interesting Catalogue, 4d .
Speciality - F. D. Werner's converted to rear-drive, and made
up to date, Spray Carburettor, etc. ; excellent results, £4 15s.
Delivery back 3 days. Several already done.
YOU KNOW MY PLACE
HENRY BUTLER , Whiston Stogine Works,

HERCULES

VOLUME
OF

V

The Model Engineer .
288 pages, profusely Illustrated .
Cloth Bound , containing Twelve issues, July 1st to December
15th , 1901, 3s. 6d net each ; post free 3s . 10d .
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26 to 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street LONDON , E.O.
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ARMSTRONG & Co., TWICKENHAM ,
Accumulator Makers and Manufacturers ,

6. VOLT Росквт
TYPE, 9 hrs light,
either shape ,
EBONITE , 8/6.
TRANSPARENT CELLULOID , 9 /-, All sent charged
Ready for Lighting. Acid -proof terminals. Non
spilling vents.

Electric A.
larm Clocks, Curved ,
terminals Trans
and contacts parent
4.VOLT
complete,4/- 4-volt
Best quality.5-hr. 31- POCKET ACCUMULATORS .
g-br. 71. Curved Ebonite, 5-br., 4/9
9-br., 6/6 ; 12-br., 9/6
12-br.107
Rectangular Celluloid, g-br., 71- ; 12.br. 11/
for immediate lighting.
ready
All sent charged
Postage, any above, 4d. extra. Accamulators, any
kind, cheaply charged and repaired . Obtain im
mediately our large Electrical Catalogue and Ţes.
timonials, 41. Grandest goods. Genuine bargains.
No rubbish at Armstrong's. Pick of the Market
right away. ARMSTRONG'S IGNITION Accumu.
lators for your MOTOR BIKE.
you Write
to Advertisers ,
Do not forget to put your Name and
Full Address, which means Number
and Name of Street, and Name of
Town, enclose Stamped Envelope, if
you want a reply ; and if a List is required,
Enclose Stamps according to Ad
vertisement.

When

The ModelManufacturing Co.'s | The MORRIS COHEN CO ., Ltd.
VULCAN , WORKS,
New Illustrated List is now ready ; price Bd. It
is the most Complete List of high -class Models and
ALFRED STRBET, LEEDS
Castings yet produced, and should be in the hands
Manufacturersofevery des
of every Amateur Model Maker, and will be found
cription of Small Screws,
of special interest to Scale-Model Locomotive
Bolts, and Nuts, in Steel
Builders.
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work , both
52 and 53, ADDISON ROAD NORTH ,
Standard Whitworth and
NOTTING HILL , LONDON, W.
British Association Threads
JASPER REDFERN , LTD.,
Illustrated Catalogue B ,
post free, 1d.
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
AGENTS IN MOST TOWNS.
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS .
THB
Forgings in steel or iron Castings in steel, iron ,
Launch , Yacht, and small -power Marino
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High - class
Lathes from 30s. Electrical and Scientific Ap
Engine Builders,
paratus, etc.
ARDWICK
ENGINEERING
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.
Castings of Engines from a Model up to 100 Lb.p.
To have models
made to your own designs, draw .
ings or instructions, send to , or call on,

CO.
Drilling Machines, Chucks, Propellers, Stern
Tubes, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine Oil Motors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, od.

A. COLE ,
111, Clapham Park Rd. ,London , 8.W.
( Two Minutes from Clapham Common
Station ).

Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANOHESTER .

CASTINGS AND

DRAWINGS .

STUART HIGH -SPEED ENGINES .
34 in , scale L.N.W. TANK ENGINE
( see M.E., July 23rd , 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence.
Castings and Materials, with
Drawings, now ready.
Price List, id . Stamp.
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d. Stamps.

Compound Horseshoe Magnets
OF IMMENSE POWER .
Each one consists of seven separate
five-inch Magnets.
Will lift 6 lbs.
POST
28. PAID .
W.BOND , 245,Euston Road, London
PROMPT

SALES

are effected through an Advt. in
our Sale and Exchange Column.
Give it a trial.

STUART TURNER ,
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames

SMITH'S

RK

DWO

E
Electric
Owing to the greatCatalog
demand , this List ue.
is now
out of print. A New Edition is belng prepared,
and will be sent sbortly to all those who have
'applied for it.
Electric Instrument
W.A.C. SMITH , manufacturer ,
53, DUNDAS ST., GLASGOW .

DYNAMOS
CASTINGS from
3 / - per Set.
Motors from 2/6 , complete.
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 100.; Electric
Alarm Clock , 41 ; Shocking Coils, 3/- ;
Bichromate Batteries , 7d.; Bell Sets , 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free , 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d.
Catalogue of Everything Elec'rical, 21.,
post free.
The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFC . Co.,
152, GREY MARE LANE,MANCHESTER .

WOO
Electrical Ignition

for
JOINTS :

Gas and Oil Engines.
SPECIALITIES :
Ooils giving a flaming spark,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accumu
lators, & c., specially suitable for

How to Make and
Where to Use Them .
The making of Joints is often a stumbling-block
to the successful completion of a structure, and is
looked upon as a difficulty not easily overcome.
The matter is not a serious one, however, if the
prcper methods are adopted ; and this book ,
in a practical manner by a practical man ,
CARS. written
MOTOR
gives the necessary instructions for setting out and
making joints of every description .
Every description of Electrical,
If the instructions are carried out as given , any
Mechanical, and Experimental work
person who can use Tools should find no difficulty
in carrying out any job he undertakes in a work
executed with accuracy and at reason manlike fashion .
able rates. Write requirements.
137 Illustrations.
85 pages.
From all Agents for THE WOODWORKER, price
F. C. BLAKE ,
Bd . net, or 7 % d . post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineet,
STATION AVENUE,
26-29 , Poppin's Court,
KEW
GARDENS ,
LONDON .
Fleet St., LONDON , E.C.
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'G.B.' SURFACE CONTACT
(GRIFFITHS -BEDELL ).

SYSTEM

Absolute Security .
The Simplest System .
No Projections above the Paving of the Road .
Can be seen in Operation on application to the Company.
Cheap to Maintain .
Small Initial Outlay.
Offices :

Hamilton

House, Bishopsgate

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

Street Without,

SUPPLY

60 , Brook Street, C.-on - M .,
MANCHESTER .
Reliable

E.C.

Co.,

Establlshed 1890.
Contractors to H.M. Government

Every Reader of the MODEL ENGINEER should send 2 Stamps
for our 44-page Illustrated List. It contains illustrations and
particulars of

British

Manufacture.

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up
their own Models all various parts are listed .
ELECTRIC

BELLS, TELEPHONES, INDICATORS ,
COILS, etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List (44 pages), post free,
2 Stamps, before purchasing Electrical Goods.

The “ EMPIRE ” Dynamo.
price 12/6
OB wit light five 6 -volt lamps
15 0
1 B wil ught ivo 10-volt lamps
176
1 C has drum armature and will charge Accumulators
BACK

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co.,
60, BROOK STREET, C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER .

NUMBERS .

Have you looked through the pages of Back Numbers
that have appeared in recent issues ? You may find
some articles dealing with the work you are now engiged
upon . From all Agents of THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
price 2d . each , or 8d. post free, from –
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO . ,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.O.

PROMPT SALES .
If you have Tools or Workshop Appliances to dispose
of and in doubt as to how to do it, try an Advertisement
in the SALE & EXCHANGE Column. Many advertisers
write us expressing surprise at the number of replies
they receive to their advertisements.

The Model Englacer and Eloctrician .

Special

Subscription

£ 50

IN
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Competition .

PRIZES

DEL EN INEER has now a larger and a wider sale than it has ever had before, we believe
T.
that there are still many people who would become regular readers if the special features of the paper were
brought to their notice . Indeed , we know this to be the case from the frequent letters we receive from new
readers, who state that they have only just discovered that such a journal exists.
As a personal intro
duction is undoubtedly the best method of making The MODEL ENGINEER better known, we wish to enlist the
services of our present readers to introduce the paper to those to whom its contents are likely to appeal, and, as
we do not wish these services to be given gratuitously, we have decided to offer the following prizes to those
readers who are the most successful in their efforts :
value
$ 25
First Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the largest number of new subscribers).
value
$ 10
Second Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the second largest number of now subscribers).
value
$ 6
Third Prize
( To be awarded to the reader obtaining the third largest number of new subscribers).
Five extra Prizes of £ 1 each , and Ten extra Prizes of
10s, each ,
to be awarded to those who come next in order of number of new subscribers obtained .
LTHOUGH

A

CONSOLATION PRIZES. - A useful engineering book will be awarded to every competitor (other
than a prize winner) who obtains not less than five new subscribers.
The above prizes will be awarded under the following conditions, which must be carefully read and observed :
( 1) The prizes will be of the values stated , but will not be given in cash . They will be given in the form of
lathes, tools, finished models , apparatus, or castings, or any of the goods advertised in THE MODEL
ENGINEER, and must be ordered through us from one or other of our advertisers. Subject to this con
dition , each prize-winner may exercise a free choice up to the value of his prize . This does not apply
to the books offered as consolation prizes, which will be given at our own discretion , and may vary in
value according to the success of each competitor's efforts.
(2 ) Each subscription collected by the competitors must be for a six -months' supply of the paper (26 copies,
45.4d.). Subscriptions for a shorter period will not be counted . All subscriptions must be handed to
a local agent for the paper, together with the name and address of the subscriber to whom the copies are
to be supplied . The agent will give a receipt, which should be handed to the subscriber. On no
account should the subscription be sent to us. * Subscriptions should be handed to the agent immediately
they are received, so that each new subscriber may at once commence to obtain his copies. For the assist
ance and convenience of competitors a parcel of printed subscription and receipt forms will be sent by
us, on application . We shall also be pleased to send , free and carriage paid , a parcel of assorted specimen
copies of the paper, to assist competitors in interesting new readers.. All applications for these should
be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
( 3) The competition will close on March, 31st, 1904, and each competitor must send us a report of his work
not later than April 7th . This report must give the competitor's name and address, a list of the names
and addresses of the new subscribers he has obtained, and the name and address of the agent to whom
he has handed the subscriptions. As it is expected that each competitor shall himself be a regular reader
of the paper, evidence of this must be furnished by cutting out and enclosing with the report the thirteen
successive competition coupons, which will appear in our issues from January 7th to March 31st inclusive .
All reports must be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , and must be marked
“ Subscription Competition " on the envelope. No reports should be sent in before March 31st.
(4 ) In the event of two or more competitors securing an equal number of new subscribers, the value of the
prize to which they may be entitled will be divided between them .
(5 ) No newsagent, or other trade agent for the sale of THE MODEL ENGINEER , or anyone in the employ of
such agent, will be eligible to compete ; but a special prize of £ 5 (cash) will be given to the agent
who receives the most subscriptions from competitors. In the event of a tie for this prize, the sum will
be divided between the agents concerned .
(6 ) Proper enquiries will be made as to the bona-fide character of the successful competitors' work , and the
awarding of the prizes will be carried out by the Manager of THE MODEL ENGINEER , whose decision
must be accepted as final.
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USEFUL

MODEL
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OF

HANDBOOKS

AT

SERIES

POPULAR

PRICES .

No. 1.--Small Accumulators : How Made and Used .-- An excellent little book
for Amateur Electricians, giving full instructions for making , charging, and using small accumulators. 41 Illustrations.
Seventh Edition. Price 6d . Post Free, 7d .
No. 2.-- The Slide Valve : Simply Explained —This is specially written for young
Engineers and Apprentices, and gives a clear and simple explanation of the working of the steam engine slide valve
under varying conditions. 36 Illustrations. Fifth Edition . Price 6d . Post Free , 7d .
No. 3. — Electrio Bells and Alarms.-- A practical handbook describing fully the
various types of electric bells and alarms, and giving complete instructions for fitting same to any part of a house of
ordinary building. 51 Illustrations. Seventh Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 4.- Telephones and Microphones : How to Make and Use Them . — Con
taining full instructions and drawings for making and fixing small telephones. 29 Illustrations. Fifth Edition . Price
6d . Post Free, 7d.
No. 5. - Electric Batteries : How to Make and Use Them .-- A practical hand
book on the construction and uses of primary batteries. Fully Illustrated . Sixth Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 6. — Model Boiler Making --Contains full instructions for designing and making
Model Stationary, Marine, and Locomotive Boilers. Fully Illustrated with original working drawings. Fourth Edition .
Price 6d. Post Free, 7 % d .
No. 7.-- Metal Working Tools and Their Uses.-- A handbook for young engineers
and apprentices. Shows how to use simple tools required in metal working and model making . Fully Illustrated .
Second Edition. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 8 .--Simple Electrical Working Models : How to Make and Use Them . - A
practical handbook for electrical amateurs and students, showing how to make simple models. 43 Illustrations. Third
Edition . Price 6d . Post Free, 7d .
No. 9 .-- Simple Mechanical Working Models : How to Make and Use Them.
A practical handbook for apprentices and others interested in simple working models. Fully Illustrated . Second
Edition. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 10. - Small Dynamos and Motors . - Contains full instructions for making
various types of small dynamos and motors, with particulars of windings for different outputs. Fully Illustrated with
original working drawings. Third Edition . Price 6d . Post Free, 7d .
No. 11. - Induction Coils for Amateurs : How
to Make and Use Them . - A
handbook giving precise instructions to amateurs for making shocking and sparking coils of various sizes. Fully Illus.
trated. Second Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 12. — Model Steamer Building . – A practical handbook
model steamer hulls and fittings. Fully Illustrated. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .

on

the building

of

No. 13. - Machinery for Model Steamers . - A handbook on the design and con
struction of engines and boilers for model steamers, the use of liquid fuel, etc. Fully Illustrated. Price 6d. Post
Free, 7d .
trated.

No. 14. - Small Electrio
Price 6d. Post Free, 7d

Motors :

How

to Make and Use

Them . - Fully

Illus

No. 15. — Simplo Scientific Experiments in Electricity, Magnetism , Hydraulics,
etc. - Fully Illustrated . Price 6d . Post Free, 7d .

OTHER
From

USEFUL

BOOKS

TO

FOLLOW

IN

THIS

SERIES.

all Agents of “ The Model Engineer," Price 6d.; or post free 7d . from

PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

CO., 26-29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

xii
(Continued from page iv .)
Wanted, Small Bench or Treadle Lathe, suitabie
for model work ; cheap for cash.-WALL.ER, 41,
High Street, Walthamstow
£ 7 10s. - Massive 6 -in . Treadle Lathe, compound
slide-rest, back gear, faceplate, angle -plate ; good
sound tool ; recently overhauled ; cost £ 20 ; offers
entertained . Excellent Surface-plate, 4 by 3, steel
handles, 4s. Slotted and planed Angle-plate, 4 by
3, 2s. 6d . Ditto , 3 by it. Is. Worth double.
ALBERT SMITH , 4, Lime Grove Longeaton, Notts.
For Sale.- Vertical Boiler, twelve i-in . tubes.
Horizontal Twin-cylinder Steam Engine.
F.
SIBLEY, Crown , Luton , Beds.
Wanted. - Boiler (borizontal) ; 18 ins. by 9 ins.;
complete fittings ; working pressure, 60 lb. Ex
change Vertical ditto; 200 lb. - HERBERTGILLARD,
Westport, Curry-Rivel, Tauntor .
Sale.- Lucas New IlluminatorAcetylene Lamp ;
perfect condition ; almost new : 95., carriage paid ;
no cards. - Moss, 4 , Roxburgh Street, Dowanhill,
Glasgow .
Must be Cleared.- 20 -amp. “ Eclaire " Accumu.
lator, 5s. The Motor , Nos. 57-100 ; 25. The
Motor Cycle, Vol. 1 : 45. First P.O , secures any
of above.- A . L. P., 21, Albert Street, Barrow -in
Furness .
Bargains.- horse-power Horizontal Engine,
with pump, perfect order, 558.; Horizontal Engine,
15.in. bore, l-in . stroke, ros. 6d .; Force Pump,
5-16 in . by 4 in. (new ), 6s.; Hand Pump, } in. by
21 ins. (new ) , ros.. also some 4 -in . scale Gun
metal Loco Driving, Trailing, Bogie Wheels ; other
parts cheap . - BAIN BRIDGE, 2, Mitford Terrace,
Wick Lare, Bow . E.
Treadlo Fretwork Machine, with tools, 139. ; 2
Bell Telephone Receivers, ios. ; 2 Bells, 38. 6d . ;
4 Carbons, 2 Zincs, Is. 60.-H. CROUCHER , Stan .
ford Cycle Works, Lymington , Hants.
4 -volt Accumulators and Cycle Lamp with
Switch , 6s.; new ; bargain ; approval ; deposit.
Wanted , Maycock's “ Wiring." -- BRAILSFORD,
Worksworth .
X - Ray Tube, suitable for 3-in . to 4- in , spark,
8s.-J. N. HARVEY, The Grove, Kidderminster.
Vertical Steel Boiler, 30 ins. high by 12- in .
dia .; all fittings, except water gauges and steam
pipe for injector; £ 3 5s. cash. - MCLEOD , 12, Flem
ing Street, Riccarton . Kilmarnock .
For Sale.- Horizontal Steam Engine, 21ins. by
5 ins. stroke, disc driving , double slide-bars , heavy
fly, 23 ins. by if ins. ; engineer made ; bargain ;
£6.- İ OR FURLOW , Bryngelly, Wain felin ,
Pontypool, Mon.
80 -watt Dynamo ; mágnets wound ; bearings
and brushes missing ; no time to finish ; 8s., or
offer. - Particulars, 102, Whitechapel Road , Lon
don .
High - Speed Launch Engine ; it in. bore , I in .
stroke ; open frame slipper guide ; perfect order :
price [ 1, or exchange. - CHADWICK , Ironmonger,
Hamstead Road , Birmingham .
Wanted.-- Small Gas Engine and Dynamo for
charging accumulators ; perfect condition and
cheap.-- ROCKETT, 20, Chestnut Avenue, Wal
thamstow .
Horizontal Engine ; 24 by 31 ; slipper guide ;
adjustahle crosshead '; marineheadi ; heavy fly
wheel ; phosphor-bronze bearings ; Pessemer steel
crankshaft ; cast-iron bedplate ; copper Steam
and exhaust pipes fitted ; boiler pump coupled to
engine ; new ; £ 10 . Photo on application.
RINGHAM , 15, Croydon Grove, Croydon .
Gent.'s Light Roadster ; aluminium enamelled
handles (half-drop), freewheel, Powden wireless
tyres ; pearly new ; medium gear. Exchange for
heavier one,with good wheels and tyres, for 2 h.-p.
motor. Sell 14. - Below .
3-plate Lancaster Stand Camera, with changing
box (hold dozen plates) ; light ash stand, lamp,
paper , most accessories. Exchange for Motor
Accessories (except engine). Wanted , Coil Accu
mwator, F.N. carburettor, V rim , oil pump, belt,
levers, etc. Sell £3 or exchange lot for Motor
Frame and Wheels.-Write ARTHUR ROWELL, 90 ,
Park Street Slough .
A Bargain . - h.p. Enclosed Motor ; perfect
running order ; 220 volts ; recently new ; cost
[ 12 ; invest cash offer, £ 5.- A . LEIGH , 35 , Elles
mere Street, Rochdale .
Wanted, Hand Planer (cheap), any condition .
Also other Machines and Models. - Price and par.
ticulars to W. Chew , 49, Hulton Street, Manches
ter, S.W.
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Vertical Boiler (steel), 2 ft. 6 ins. by gins .; eleven
Wanted.—- 4-in . Centre Screw -Cutting Lathe :
fire tubes ; working pressure, !00 lbs .; all brass must be accurate. --State price and particulars to
SMITH , 29, London Road , S.E.
fittings. Horiz ntal Steam Engine ; cylinder,
27 ins.; 31 ias, stroke, complete , in working order ;
For Sale , perfectorder, 1 h.-p. Horizontal Steam
price £5 ros.-W.H. D. PRIEST, Terneleigh , Old
Engine. Exhibited last Glasgow Exhibition
Hill .
driving six sewing machines, when £ 13 was offered
Exchange Microscope ( two eye-pieces) for Launch
and refused. Going abroad ; accept immediate
Engine or Loco, to value of 25 .-- LIVINGSTON , 14 , disposal, £ 6 1os. - 16 , Waverley Gardens, Crossmy
Woodhead Road, Sheffield .
loof, Glasgow
2 h.-D., 1903, Minerva Motor Cycle ; splendid
Spark Coil (gives 14 in . sparks) ; condenser,
running order ; me nanical valves ; £25 .-Below .
break , and commutator : sacrifice £ 12. - K . CHAD
Magazine Hand Camera ; carries twelve plates ;
WICK , Lauriston , Leeds Road , Hariozate.
best R.R. lens ; splendid condition ; cost 70s. ;
Sale .- One Gas Engine Castings, cylinder bored
price 40s., including sundries . - Below .
and parts machined ; two splendid Rifles ; 4.volt
Pocket Kodak ; cost 215. ; 55. 6d . or offer. Accumulator ; Dynamo Castings (20 volts) ; Elec
Below .
tric Bell ; t-plate Camera . Stamp for particulars.
£ 2 2s. Pathe Phonograph ; 30 -in . horn ; 13 in
-JAMES CROSLAND , 54 , Clifton Avenue, Harehills
Lane, Leeds.
destructible records, extra loud , 4 wax : 429. lot.
210, Osborne Road, Forest Gate .
HARVEY,
Launch Engine (new ), # bore, price 12s.; full
Singer Motor Bicycle, 2 h.-P. ; Magneto ignition ,
particulars, stamp. - T. COTTON, 56, Nightingale
Dunlop tyres , spare tank, tools , & c. ; equal new ,
Road , Southsea .
not had much wear ; guarantee in perfect running
Half a Mo ! Magneto Shocking Machine (cog order.
Exceptional bargain , E17 IOS.-B., 113 ,
gearing ), 5s. Hercules Shocking Coil, with plated
Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham .
handles and cords 45. All 1903 MODEL ENGI
Wanted .
English Mechanic," LXXVII,
NEERS, <s. 6d. “ Coil and Current (new ), 25.- C
LXXVIII ; MODEL ENGINEER , Nos. 1 to 63 in
HOPKINS, 88, Linnaeus Street, Hull.
clusive
;
cash
or
exchange. ---Offers to LINCOLN
“ Werner " 2 h.-p. Motor Cycle , electric igni
THOMPSON, Bishop Auckland .
tion , Dunlop tyres, Lincona belt ; complete ; ac
Young Engineer," Vol. I, 4d. numbers , pair
cumulator coil, lamp, and toois ; fast machine ; in
perfect order ; 16 ios. Will send for approval ; cast- iron Moulding Boxes, each ro by 7 by 24 .
offers ?-BRAGG , Irthlingboro', Norths.
deposit with Editor.--81, Bracebridge Street, Bir What
For Sale .- High speed Horizontal Slide -valve
mingham
Engine, 1-in . bore, it- in . stroke, parallel guides,
“ New Millita " Air Gun ; largest size, very
brass bed , to ins. long, and Aywheel 6 ins, diameter ,
powerful, as new ; £ t (cost 358.). Saloon Rifle ;
side lever action , case hardened ; takes No. 1 made entirely of brass and steel, fitted throughout
hexagonal steelnuts ; piston fitted with rings;
bulleted caps, or '22 cartridges : new condition ; with
a magnificent model ; in splendid working order :
155. (cost 275. 6d .). Small Pocket Revolver ;
cost
double
; 255. - Below .
six chambers, '22; nickel-plated; as new ; 5s. ( cost
Loco Crankshaft, & scale , 75. 6d. ; pair Parallel
1os. 6d .). Approval, deposit. - J . Moodie , 13, Guide
Bars,
28. 6d.; full particulars stamp. - J.
Pelgrave Road , Dover.
HALLAM , Church Road , Broadstone, Dorset.
Sale.- h.-p. Gas Engine and Gas Bag ; good
Sale
or
Exchange.-Tenor
Horn , E flat (by
working order. Letters only .-- K ., 2, Spencer
Strangeways, Manchester ), 205. ; Musical Box ,
Park , SW .
10
airs
,
wants
repairs,
155.
;
Mandoline
and Case,
For Sale.- Complete Lighting and Charging
Pocket Camera , 4S. ; Auto
IOS. : " Bantain
Plant ; 30 watts ; exceptionally cheap ; may be
Harp
;
or
2s.
,
will
exchange
for
Engine
and
Boiler
seen running. - For particulars, write or call to
or Dynamo, or anything electrical. - E . ATHERTON ,
FELGATE, 70 , Mayola Road , Clapton , N.E.
Grove
11,
Park
Lane,
Harrogat
e.
Horizontal Engine, i in by it ins. stroke, en .
Wanted.-- First-class Motor Cycle ; will give in
gineer made, in perfect order, 205. ; Whitney Dy .
nearly complete Model of N.E. Railway
namo (new ), 6 volts, 8s.; Force Pump, f- in . by exchange
Passenger Loco, No. 2015. -- SIMPSON,
I-in. stroke, 55. ; Spring Safety Valve and Stop Express
Preston
Tower
Lodge, North Shields.
Cock (new ), 55.; Sheet of Copper, 1-16 thick,
Small Fan, suitable for blacksmith's hearth or
11 ins. by 22 ins., and 15 f-in Copper Tubes, 155. brazing.-Full
particulars, apply Taylor , 46,
The lot, sos. - EASTWOOD , 13, Chatham Grove, Sutton Street, Aston
, Birmingham .
East Dulwich , S.E.
Electric
Crane,
all brass, self-starting motor,
Beeston Motor Tricycle, good condition ; has no
two drums, no jib ; price 85. - BRIDGE, 9, Burt
engine : good chance to fit up for yourself ; sacri
Terrace, Gateshead.
fice ; £7: -- CAM , Shambles, Worcester.
Must Sell. - Gas Engine and Dynamo ; will take
12 Splendidly Polished Vulcanite Boxes, 31 ins. Mandoline
in part exchange or 63 the lot.- Par
by 6j ins. by 61 ins. deep ; 2 ribs at bottom in
L.MILLS , 84, Bevios Valley, Southampton .
side ; 25. each.-C. HAMPSON , Langdale , Hazel ticulars,
Lathe, 24-in ., single gear , 3-speed Foot Motor,
Grove, Stockport.
5 -in . slotted faceplate , tools, cost 64 (British
What OffersP69 Nos. MODEL ENGINEER, from
Modelling Co.) ; 355., or best offer ; 3- in . Cushman
July 1st, 1902. Would exchange for Good Revol
Self-centreing Chuck ,125.; first-class 3-in . Com
ver.- Below .
pound Slide-rest (swivel), square thread screws,
Sale.- Horizontal Steam Engine, 2-in . bore,
255. - GEE, 194, Castle Hill, Hindley.
slide- valve, 2 flywheels, 7s. 60. Crypto Charging
Sale.-- 3-in . spark Wimshurst ( cost sos.),
Dynamo, 10 volts (cost 638.), 255. 10 -volt accept
26. ; Gent's Pneumatic Cycle, front rim
Dvnamo, H Armature, ros. Dynamo, drum arma brake, 375. 6d. ; also MODEL ENGINEER from com
ture, 3t by 31, 255. Set of Dynamo Castings, 40 mencement, few numbers missing, Vols, I and II
watts ; finished, except windings : 65.-W. SPALL,
complete ; particulars stamp. - STORES, 18, St.
Railway Terrace , Framlingham , Suffolk .
Aldates, Oxford .
Bargains.- * b.b.-P. Gas Engine, tank, gasbag,
" Invincible " Gas Engine ; cost £ 5 ros. ; un
nearly new : splendid worker ; seen running any
used ; sacrifice 63 55. Set Gas Engine Castings,
evening ; owner getting larger, Ej. Ignition Coil,
75.
6d . Two Sets 1 by 2 Horizontal Castings,
; Astor
pattern , new . Water Motor,
trembler
guides ; all screws and nuts , etc ; 8s, set.
58.BROWN,
79, Kender
Street, New Cross, S.E. parallel
--TOM
DALY, The Grange Lodge , Totteridge,
Wanted. - 1 h.-p. Gas Engine, cheap , good
order ; give size of flywheel and pulley. - H. Herts.
Bargalns.--Dynamo; 12-volts, Siemens armature
PRIOR , Woburn Sands.
brushrockei) ; 12s. 255. Voltmeter, 20s.
Exchange Dynamo, 20 volts, Water Motor, *(wants
Pilot"
Camera ; 100 mounts ; print frame : 6S .
Wire and Lamps, all in working order, for a good
Lot, 355.---Binns, Unity Street, Keighley.
Phonograph and Records.-- " ELECTRICIAN , 15 ,
we'l finished machine, drum armature ;
Dynamo,
Seymour Street, Aberdare.
suitable for lighting or charging accumulators ;
New Exhibition Model Gas Engine, 4 h.-p., in
I 28. 60.; gives 8 volts 5 amps. easily. Larger
verted vertical ; most economical and compact ; Dynamo, 25 volts 5 amps. ; 255.-- SUTCLIFFE, 30,
10 guineas ; descriptive illustration free. - WHITE
Drake Street, Rochdale .
HEAD & Co., Gas Engineers, Dukinfield .
Vertical Copper Boiler, 12 by 6, steam gauge
Motor Bicycle (Excelsior), 1 h.-p., Clincher
), water gauge, lever safety valve,
tyres, two brakes, complete, electric ignition ; (inaccurate
cock
and union ; only 155. Also 3 -in . Compound
";
16
£
accept
;
fast
and
perfect
send on approval. BIRD , Swivelling Slide-rest, IOS. Must sell. Letters
bargain ;order
genuine running
Exchange Dining Rooms, 26 , Whittall Street, only.---WALKER, JUN ., Abbey Gateway, Malvern. (Continued on paze xiv.)
Birmingham .
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BOOKS

FOR ENGINEERS
Draughtsmen , Science Students, & o.

SATISFIED
ARE
YOU
with your present position and your present wages ? Do you want to get
a paying " proi
and enter Booklet,
poorly
andhow
out
Can ;I
Our interesting
it. trades,
to dopaid
let us tell you
sion ? of Iftheso,overcrowded
Become an Electrical or Mechanical Engineer ? ” which we send free to all,
explains how we have been the means of enabling thousands in all walks
of life all over the world to improve their position, increase their wages,
and spell success throughout their life .
WE TEACH YOU BY POST DIRECT TO
YOUR HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME,
Eiectrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Steam Engineering, Me
chanical Drawing , Electric Lighting, Electric Tramways, Short Electrical
Course, Electric Motorman's Course, Dynamo Tender's Course, Telephony,
Mr. Thos. A. Telegraphy, etc., etc. Our terms are low , and within
the reach of everybody.
EDISON
We are recommended by the great Edison, and the leading Engineers of
recommends us. the day . If you want to advance in lite, write for our interesting Booklet
We send it to you free.
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION
488, TEMPLE CHAMBERS, TEMPLE AVENUE,LONDON, B.C.

The ' Practical Bngineer " Pocket
Book, Price is and is 6d . nett .
The " Practical Engineer " Elec
trical Pocket Book . IS. & is . 6d , nett.
Governors, and Governing Me
chanism ,” by K. R. Hall. 28. 6d . nett.
The Proportions and Movement
of Slide-Valves " (Wansbrougb ). 45. 6d.
" Specification of a Lancashire
Boiler and its Seating." 5s, nett.
Machines and Tools employed in
the Working of Sheet Metals," by
R. B. Hodgson. Price 4s. 6d. Dett.
The Manufacture of Iron and
Steel Tubes," by E C. R. Marks.
2nd60 Ed . Price 55. rett.
Continuous Current Dynamos
P
R
O
M
PT.SALES .
and Motors and their Control "
(Kelsey).
55.
Dett.
81
If you have Tools or Workshop Appliances to dispose of and in doubt as to
The Resistance and Power of
how to do it, try an Advertisement in the SALE & EXCHANGE Column.
Steamships " (Atherton ). Price 5s. Dett.
For particulars of charges and details of our Deposit System see under heading
'Notes on the Construction and
SALE & EXCHANGE, page iii.
Working of Pumps " (Marks). 35. 6d .
Wehave many letters from Advertisers, expressing their surprise at the number
" Modern Ironfoundry Practice ,"
replies
of
received to Advertisements .
by G. R. Bale. Price 5s. nett.
" Modern Gas and Oil Bngines,”
by F.Grover . 3rd Edition . 55. nett.
MODERN ENGINE CASTINGS
The Indicator and its Dia
INVENTORS .
TO
with themost difficult parts machined.
grams " (Day). 3rd Ed. 45. 6d., nett.
%2 * 1, 4/6 ; 34 x 1/2 , 7/9 .
The Chemistry of Materials of
A Picture Post-card will be sent you on receiv
Inventions developed and
ing your address, with price list of Castings and
Engineering " (Sexton). 58., nett.
of the i in. by 2 in . Engine, fitted with
The Management of Small En . illustrations
placed on the market.
Boiler Feed -Pump and Governors complete .
gineering Workshops." 75. 6d . nett.
Catalogue (6th Edition ), Price 3d .
(Late
Problems in Machine Design," by
WM . STEVENSON Brearley & Stevenson ),
Patented articles
Chas. Innes. 2nd Edition . 45. 6d. nett.
63, ST. PAUL'S ROAD , SHIPLEY .
" Heat and Heat Engines " ( Popple
manufactured in quantities.
well). Os nett.
Centrifugal Pumps, Turbines , LATHES
THORPE & SALTER ,
and Water Motors." 3rd Ed. 4s. 6d.
PLAIN AND SCREW -CUTTING .
" The Design of Structures " (Pullen ).
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
Engineers and Contractors,
Price 6s. nett .
FACE & ANGLE PLATES.
ESTABLISHED 1877.
Bright Mild and Tool Steel.
Bngineering Estimates and Cost
Lists, 2d . postage.
Accounts ” (Burton ). 2nd Ed. 35., nett .
Holborn , London ,
High
235,
ENGINEERS'
W.C.
Graphic Methods of Engine De
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, STORES,
Works : HOLLOWAY.
sigp,” (Barker). 3*. 6d. nett.
35 & 35A, Clerkenwell Rd., London , E.C.
Injectors : Theory , Construction
and Working " (Pullen ). 2nd Ed. 35. 60.
of Cranes and
Construction
VII
VOLUME
Lifting Machinery." 35. 6d . pett.
OF
" Marine Engineers : Their Quali.
fications and Duties .' 58., nett.
A.B.O. of the Differential Calcu
ENGINEER
MODEL
THE
lus " (Wansbrougb ). 35. Dett.
286 pages, well Illustrated .
" The Theta Phi Diagram Applied
to Steam and other Engines." 3s . nett.
Cloth Bound, containing Twelve issues, July 1st to December 15th ,
Mechanical Engineering Mate
1902, 38. 6d , each ; post free 3s . 10d .
rials " (Marks). Is. 5d, nett
e
make a Handsome Present for anyone interested
would
Volum
This
" The Naval Engineer and the
and Electrical Subjects.
Mechanical
in
Command of the Sea " ( Burton ). 2s 6d .
THE
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO ., 26-29 , Poppin's Court,
Technical Publishing Co.,
Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester .
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
You would please both Advertiser and ourselves, if you made
26 23, POPPIN'S Coukt, LONDON , E.C.
a point of naming " The Model Engineer " in your letter ,
And all Booksellers.
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Continued irom page xii.)
Model Engineer," Vols. 1-6 ; also Vols. 2, 3 ,
complete , unbound ; good condition ; offers .
NOAKES, Fraser Road , Southsea .
Must Soll.- Electric Tram ; 3 cars ; 13 ft. rails;
quite new ; cost 1 ; 145. or nearest offer.-- A .
MILLMOR, Fairfields, Shanklin , I.W.
21 h.-p. Cycle Motor, 21 by 21 ; aluminium
crazk -cases ; complete with contact-breaker and
cover; new ; accept £ 4 4s. - SHARP, 120, Roding
Road , Clapton Park , London , N.E.
Hörizontal Engine, t by it, on cast-iron box,
noulded
Below . bedplate ; drive sewing machine; 12s . (d .
Dynamo, by Dyson Walton, about 120 C.-p. ; in
thorough order ; 63 1os., or offers. - Brown, 9 ,
Blackheath Hill, Greenwich .
27 b.h.-p. Cyclo Motor (paraffin or petrol), com .
plcte ; 20 v. Dynamo; both in running order ;
ofters.- 52 , Hillside Terrace, Springburn , Glasgow .
What offers 9 - MODEL ENGINEERS, vols. 3 , 4 , 8 ,
and 9 (unbound ) ; also various odd numbers, from
to 30
Vol. 1 ; also several Accumulators , from
amp. hour , cheap. - MADDOCKS, 192, King's Road ,
Chelsea
.
Don't throw that half- finished Model on the
scrap -heap. Try an advertisement in this column,
if you wish to get rid of it.
Gentleman's Free-wheel Bicycle ; nickel-plated
rims, Bowder and front rim brakes , -in . pitch
cbain ; equal new ; lamp and tools with it ; bar
gain, £ 4 755. Approval willinly. - 60, Newton
Street, Birmingham
Sale or Exchange. -Good Piccolo (worth 78. 6d .);
small Dynamo ; anything electrical. - A. E
PICKETT, JUNR., Victoria Park , Dorchester, Dorset.
Stoel Loading Screw , 34 by t ; first class make
perfectly new ; split gunmetal nut; bracket. 155.
--- HOBLEY, Ranelagh Road, Wellingborough.
* Practical Lessons in Metal Turning." - All
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
lion in this book , the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 2s. 3d.,
nost free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29,
Pppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Simple

Sale. - Induction Coil 2 in . spark : practically
made ; perfect.---Full particwiars, stamp T.
DUNKERLEY, Hyde Road, rd vick, Manchester.
For Sale . - Bench Drilling Machine ; will drill
to (bevel gear), 98. – TOMLINSON , Westbourne
House, Linthorpe, Middlesbro'.
Sude Valve Locomotive for sale, 205. — For par
ticulars, address DUNCAN , 22, Rothesay Gardens,
Partick , Glasgow .
Miscellaneous and Late.
Fastest Steamer in Kingdom . - Blue Prints of
working, drawings of Era's lines - winner of
Speed Competition -- now ready ; price 5s. 3d .
each.-A. E. FOSTER, 56, Willmer Road, Birken
head .
High- class Angle Plates, accurately planed uni
holes drilled from the solid . Lists free.-- A till
H. CLARKE, General and Electrical Engine fs
Coventry.
Amateur's Own Armaturos efficiently and suit.
ably wound and finished ; state requirements.TOWNSEND, Stowmarket.
Machine Drawing Exam . - If you mean to pass,
send for “ Machine Drawing," over 200 details of
engine and machine parts, fully described ; most
of the leading Universities have adopted them ;
25. 6d. and postage 3d. - HARRISON , below .
Fitters ' and Turners ' Handybook is absolutely
the best work that is published ; price is. Id., post
free.--HARRISON,
below .
66
Screw -cutting," " Cycle Frame Brazing," and
three useful books, post
Guide to Soldering
free, is. - HARRISON , below .
The Motor Bicycle, and How to Manage, is. id .,
post free. - GEORGE HARRISON (M ), 45, Rupert
Street, Nottingham .
To Plumbers and Engineers . - If you wish to
save money , send stamp for our Tool List ; the
COLEMAX & Co.,
prices will surprise you .
Southend .

February 25, 1904.
Cylinder Castings to bore out 21 ins. and 2t ins.
is. 2d . each ; Piston Castings for above, i id. each ;
ditto machined , 25. ; Connectino-rods in the
rough , 63 ins . centre, Is. 3d. ; ma hind, zs. 3d. ;
it in . Machined Inlet Valves, 7d . Machined Ex
haust Valves, 9d . ; Inlet Valve Seat Castings, sd.;
Cylinder Head Castings, 4s. 6d. ; Machined Fly
wheels, 64 ins. diameter for 24 in . and 3 in . stroke,
25. gd . each ; Brake Wheel Castings, 6 in . diameter ,
8d . each ; Machined Cylinders with stamped ribs,
45. 6d . ; sets of 14 Stamped Ribs, Is . 6d . Above
prices are post free ; these goods can be sent on
approval through M.E." Deposit system , if
carriage paid both ways. Three new Decauville
two-cylinder, air- cooled Engines , 5 h.-P. each ,
bore 2 13-16ths ins., stroke z ins. ; £9 each ; suit
light car. Many other things equally cheap .
Write for list. Nearly all our goods can be sent
on approval. - TWENTIETH CENTURY MOTOR Co.,
LTD ., Padua Road , Penge, S.E.
h.-p. Water
Treasure Seekers. - Pitman's
Motor, 198, 6d. (as new ) ; No. 3 Practical Type
writer (new ), 155. 6d. ;Magneto Machine, 6s. vid . ;
Bazaar Shocking Coil, 3s. id. ; 4 Bichromate
Cells (in case) for experimen ting , 3s . 11d . Stamp
reply .-- HALL , Electrician, Masham .
Ofers Wanted for 5 only 303 Lee-Metford Rifles.
also 1o Bicycles, Kynock fittings. ROBINSON ,
Bridgnorth .
Gas Engines, I h.-P., bos.; ! h.-P., 4os. - HUNT,
Engineer, 2, Elm Road , Leytonstone, E.
AVOID

DELAY

by addressing all communications
or
Advertisements
respecting
Deposits to The Advertisement
Manager, " The Model Engineer,"
26 to 29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St.,
London , E.O., and NOT to the
Editor or the Publishers.

Mechanical

Working Models .
Il you are as yet only a beginner in Model-making, this
book will be a very useful one for you.
It is practically a first course in Model-making, and gives
pa ticulars of some simple, but interesting , working models,
which almost anyone with a few tools at their disposal can make.
The Models will give satisfaction when completed , and ,
though neither complicated nor difficult to make, serve as a
useful introduction to the necessary skill in fitting required for
the production of more elaborate machines.
Price 6d. nett ; post free , 7d.
To be obtained from all Agents for THE MODEL ENGINEER, or
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

"

The

Woodworker .'

PUBLISHED
Price

2d .

and Appliances, which you no longer re
quire. You can turn these into cash by
“ SALE AND
advertising
them
in our
EXCHANGE " Column.
PROMPT SALES
For particulars of charges
are effected .
and details of our
DEPOSIT SYSTEM
the heading
SALE
AND
see under
EXCHANGE," page iv .

Post free, 3d .

A Practical Journal for all interested in
CARPENTRY,

FRET - WORK ,

JOINERY,
CABINET MAKING ,

ROUND
LOOK
your workshop for Tools,Models,Materials ,

FORTNIGHTLY .

MARQUETRY,
INLAYING ,

WOOD CARVING ,
WOOD TURNING ,
and Constructive and Decorative Woodwork of all kinds.

Artistic Designs, Original Working Drawings,
and Practical Articles appear in every
issue. Send 3d. for a Specimen Copy . You
will be pleased with it.

PERCIVAL

MARSHALL

&

Co.,

26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.C.

March 3 , 1904.
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Twenty -three of Colo's Rolable Handbooks,
bound in one volume, cloth , 38. gd., carriage paid ,
or separately as below .
Private Advertisements are inserted in this
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver , & c .; How to Build
column at the rate of 6d . for the first 18 words of
Furnace," post free, 6d .
Small
less, and id . per 3 words afler.
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Trade Advertisements
inserted
Core
Boxes
” (diagrams), post free, 6d .
column at the rate of is . for the first 12 words or
Blacksmithing. " How to Forge and Weld
less , and id . per word after .
Iron ( 30 diagrams), post free , 6d .
Single letters of figures are charged as words
(Hot and Cold ), from
“ Motal Rivotting
and a compound word as two words. The adver.
tiser's name and address is charged for.
AD
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
6d.
free,
60 Grinding
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and Setting Edge Tools," from a
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
razor
to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
or Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager ,
*
Motal,
Pipe
and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
86-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Strand, London , E.C.
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
" Tempering Steel Tools,” Annealing and Case
Hardening, od.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, od.
All Advertisements must be recelvod by Arst
Wiped Joints in Load Water Pipes," Soldered
post on the SATURDAY procoding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
Motal Serewing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw .
inserted in the following number.
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
“ Motal Drilling, Dr Making and Using" ;
Our Deposit System .
diagrams, 6d .
* Motal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering ; 6d .
Notice . - As we cannot accept any responst
“
How to Soldor Gold, Silver, Aluminium , Brass,
bulty for the bona- fides of Advertisers, we recom
& Co,
Brazing
; 34.How to Uso it on Wood and
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
Saw " and
“ The
dealing with persons with whom they are unac. Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
belove .
Making Bells and Batteries ; diagrams, 6d .
We will receive from intending purchasers the
“ French Polishing, Stalning, Varnishing " ;
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
Polish Recipes ; 60.
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt with“ Mending
and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full & c. Cement Recipes ; 6d .
names and addresses must be given. When the
“
Rubber
Stamp
Making," and Rubber Working
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
on a small Scale ; 6d .
one way. The deposit is retained by us until we
“ Bookbinding without Special Tools," Gold
are advised of the completion of the purchase, of Lettering, & c. ; 6d .
of the article having been returned and accepted .
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of Designs
" ; the law clearly explained ; 6d .
6d. for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 15. for amounts
“ Cycle Brazing," 4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
6d
Pneumatic
Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
.
;
mitted at the sametime, and sent to the Advertisement Roadside," 6d.
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fled Street ,
Any
Thres
Above
Books, 18.; any siz, 18. 7d. ;
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
eight or more, 3d. cach , all post free.
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
"
Colo's
Compendlum
" ; 32 pages of usefulhints
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 2s. Bd .
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d .
The amount of the Deposit must be sent cither
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Australian Wholesale Agents :
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Chequos Manchester.
cannot be accepted ).
“ Robertsons."
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
X
Book
Lathe ; full of information on
the
on
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
the construction of Lathes. X
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
a
of
Good
Points
Lathe, both English and
should be made ayable to the Advertise of the American , with a chapter
on
goods.
How to Tost a "Lathe ; giving a practical
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
od of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy ;
meth
the article should be deposited by each party . We invaluable to lathe users.
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post freo.
Not Sont to America whilst prohibitive duty
Trade.
on machinery is in force.-DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD., Rydes Hill, near Guildford.
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches,
“ Modol Engineer," now bound Vols. IV , V ,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
VI, and VII, 38. rod. each , free. All back Volumes
tions, 6d . post free. - TH MORRIS COHEN Co., LTD .,
and Nos . on Šale.-B.POUTEAU , 231A ,Gray's Inn
132. Kirkgate, Leeds.
Road , London
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Miing Work, etc., or
finished : list 2d . - ROTNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
every description. Speciality : Motorcylinder
Whitworth
Bolts and Nats, and every accessory
boring ; Plain, spiral, and skew gear -cutting ;
tor model engineers. - KING & COMPANY , below .
Screw -cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
Eloctrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
general milling , planing, etc. - GEORGE ADAMS,
tor lists, tree one stamp. - KING & COMPANY ,
144, High Holborn , London , W.C.
n Electrical Works, Stonebridge . Bristol.
George Adams for all work needing special Wester
L.N.W. Rallway Locomotives .- A Register, giving
accuracy, finish and prompt despatch . Plantmost
the names and numbers of every engine now in use
* up -to -date and complete in the country .
London and North Western Railway ;
The Hector Water Motors and Steam Tur on the
new and revised edition ; price 6d., post- free 7d
bines ; complete sets of perfect Castings now
Catalogue and List of Books we want
Railway
supplied ; list id . stamp. Easy to construct. free.- JUCKES,
Book Merchants. Birmingham .
Indispensable in every Amateur's Workshop .
Sets, 258.; f-in . " Lord of the
Midland
.
4
-In
The “ Hoctor ” Water Motors and Steam Tur . Isles," 205.; enormous
variety odd parts ; all
bines have been supplied to His Majesty's Govern . scales.- LADENSACK , Rayleigh
.
ment, Lancashire and Yorkshire, and London and
Fitting, Repairing
Dividing,
Milling,
Turning,
.
rigid inspection
North -Western Railways, underwere
undertaken by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
put on the etc.,
Since the “ Hector ” Waters
d
Road, London .
Mews,
Hampstea
Roberts
Co.,
market, the most utter rubbish has been adver
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
tised. Be wise in time. Send for new list, Water Manufactures. - Special lines and designs illus
Motors and Castings , id . - PERCY PITMAN , Bos. trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
bury, Ledbury, Herefordshire.
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE.

iii.
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value ; bore from 173. 6d . ; t bore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d. ; $ 1.-p. 175. 6d . ;
ļh.-P., 30s. Castings, 38., 58., 99. 6d . Cheapest
form of power for light work . - WHITNEY .
Contact Breakers for Induction Colls, guaran .
teed platinum , silver plated ; f in . to centre, Is. 9d .;
i in ., 2s. 3d . ; it ins., 2s. 6d. ; If ins., 25. 9d. :
it ins., 3s. All other materials in stock . - WHITNEY.
Glass Cells for Acoumulators, 64 by 4 by at ins.
inside, Is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed, 4 by 4 ; positive, ed. ; negative, 7d. each ;
Grids, sd.; Terminals, 3d. Bxcellent value .
WHITNEY .
Tolophono Rocolvors, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost tos. 6d . ; only 38. 3d ., post
froc . Magnets, with wound bobbin , is, id ., post
tree. Every one tested . - WHITNEY.
Whitnoy's Model Donkoy Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished.
Battery Carbons, 5 by it ins., 18. 2d.; 6 by it ins.,
11. 8d. ; 7 by z ins., 23. 3d . ; 6 by at ins., 48. 6d . ;
6 by 34 ins., 58. 3d . ; 6 by 4 ins., 58.gd. : 8 by 4 ins ,
73. dozen packed.-- WHITNET.
for above,
45.,. 6s.Fuller
9d.,
73.Battery
ed ., 8s.Złnes
9d., ros.
ed ., 13s.25.,6d.38.,
dozen
pattern, 75. gd., 9s. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
Ralls for Model Railways. - Correct section ,
23. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., is. gd.;
1} ins., 28. rod . dozen , post free.- WHITNEY.
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitney for New and Second-hand Dynamos,
Engines, Bollars, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitney , The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
Road , London . Telephone: Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchanged . Estab
lished over quarter of a century.
Motor Castings, it b.-P., suitable Motor for
ordinary frame, easily constructed on small Lathe ;
225. set. - CREWE MOTOR Co., 46 , Ruskin Road ,
Crewe.
Arnold & Co., 9, Camden Street, Islington ,
London, supply Electrical and Mechanical Models
and Accessories ; best quality ; keen prices. Sed
stamp for Illustrated List.
Nickel Silver Tobacco Boxes, with your name
richly engraved on lid, from 35. ; sample stamp ;
must be approval ; stamp ; Small Nameplates
made and richly engraved ; price according to
work. - Thos. HARGREAVES, 40 , Monk Street,
Accrington , Lanc.
Whitworth Screwplate , t, 3-16ths, t , Taps and
Tapwrench , Is. id. Set ; Modeller's Screwplate
Set, is . id . - WILKINS, 59, Silvan Villas, Bowes
Park .
Compound Slide-rests, 21, 155.60.; 3-in ., 175. 60.;
31-in ., 218. Lists, itd . - WILKINS, above.

Private .
Kindly sce under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same plai?, which gives protection to both pure
chase and seller.
New Exhibition Model Gas Engine, 4 h.-p., in
verted vertical ; most economical and compact ;
ro guineas ; descriptive illustration free. - WHITE
HEAD & Co., Gas Engineers, Dukinfield .
Set Accurately Planed Castings._Swivel Jaw
Machine Vice , opening 31 ins. ; cost 8s. 6d . ; take
45. 3d. Bargain.---ALBERT Smith , Lime Grove,
Longeaton Notts.
For Sale, Cheap.-- Edison Gem Phonograph and
Recorder , two small and one large funnels and
stand, and about 30 records ; cost £ 7 twelve
months ago ; take £4 or offers.--HELLIN , 39 .
Hampden Road , Wrexham .
Exchange Double - barrelled Breech -Loading
Gun (maker, "Ling " ) for small Charging Dynamo.
drum armature. No i Rook Rifle, 75. 6d . ; cos
in . Spark Coil, 16s. ; cost 30s.-- 9 , Park
155.
holme Road, Dalston .

iv .
For Sale. -Vertical Boiler, fire tubes , stecl,
18 ins. by 26 ins. ; firebox, 15 ins. by 12 ins. ;
working pressure , 100 to 120 lbs. sq. in .: extra
strong, machine riveted , firebars and all fittings,
smokebox and funnel ; would do for small launch ;
good steamer ; nearly new ; very little used ;
lagged with bair felt and teak wood with steel
bands ; cheap ; for immediate delivery ; F.O.R .;
M.E , deposit system ; price £ 12, or near offer.
Below .
Horizontal Return Tube (dry back) Steel Boiler
and 12 brass tubes, dome and fittings, working
pressure, 80 lbs. sq.in .; riveted (13) ins. by 28 ins ).,
7 -in , flue, extra long fire-bars and large smokebox ;
quick raiser ; suitable for 2-in . cylinder ; hardly
used ; owned abroad ; very cheap : immediate
delivery ; F.O.R. ; M.E. deposit system ; price
£ 8 , or near offer. - Below .
Vertical Boiler, 18 ins. by 9, riveted , with nine
fire tubes : very good steamer ; 80 lbs. working
pressure ; stop, safety, and blow down valves ,
internal fire ; in first-rate condition : lagged with
felt and wood, with steel bands, cast-iron bed ;
tor immediate delivery, cheap ; F.O.R .; M.E.
deposit system ; drive it- in . engine ; price £ 5, or
near offer. - Box 193, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 25 to
29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Launch Engine, 1 by t . and Boiler Feed Pump
(Whitney's) ; exchange for two small Dynamo
Motors (not Siemens armatures ), or offer, MACHIN , 71, Culmore Road, Peckham .
Wanted.---- 31. Back -geared Lathe-head Gut
band, suitable for V and flat bed . Approval, must
be cheap. - W.G.P., 139, Jerningham Road, New
Cross, London , S.E.
“ Model Engineer " for sale, from 12 to 147, un
bound ; guaranteed every one clean . Price , 75. 6d .
--J. TILFORD , 10 , Franklin Street, Rochdale
Road, Manchester.
Water Motor, 1 h.-p., & main pipe ; 275. 6d .;
cost £ 3:-PERRY, 5,* Nansen Road, Sparkhill,
Birmingham .
Lathe Head, 6 -in ., back-gear and slide-rest ;
new ; 455. ; cost £ 5.- Geo . RODGERS, 12 , Latimer
Street, Sheffield.
Wanted at once.-- 2-in . throw whole steel
Crank , 1 in ., shaft 7 ins. long each side of web,
or estimate for a new one. - KINGSTON , Token
house Yard, Putney .
One Volume“ Handyman," 6s.6d.;“ Electricity
in the Service of Man ," '6s. 6d.; " flustrated
Scientific News," 6s. ; and nineteen WOOD
WORKERS, 35. Lot € 1 is . ; exchange, Oil Engine
preferred .-AVES, Gt. Shelford .
Sale. - Gent's Cycle Frame, with wheels ; every
thing complete except tyres, 358. - Box 198, THE
MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet
Street, London , E.C.
To be Sold . — Triangular Bar Lathe, with rest ;
a good tool ; 208. - Below .
Acetylene Gas Generator, in case (Fowler's
patent) ; never used ; 218. ( cost £ 3 55.). --Below .
Magie Lantern , full size , in box ; complete ;
with lense and incandescent burner ; condenser
slightly cracked : 12s.6d. MODEL ENGINEÉR ,
Vol. VIII (unbound), 23. 3d. - HADDOCK, 35,
Wapping, Liverpool.
Amateur Giving Up. --Send for full particulars ;
all goods dirt cheap. - TAYLOR, 26, Pole Street,
Nottinghan.
Splendid Hand Camora, holds six t-plates ;
nearly new Exchange for Air Gun .- Howden ,
Adwick -le -Street, Doncaster.
Double -Cylinder Horizontal Slide-valve Engine,
#in . by 1 ins.; 255. - Below .
Dynamo, 4 volts; 5s. 60.- Below .
Water Motor, 24-in . wheel; 45.60.--Below .
Gas Engine, i in. by 2 ins. 1os . 6d., or ex
change : Phonograph wanted ; stamp particulars.
- ) . HINCHLIFFE , 3, Castlegate , Huddersfield .
Wanted.---Holmes 175 , 6d . Lathe with treadle .
Exchange Model Gas Engine, f bore, 2- in . stroke;
two 5-in. flywheels ; in good working order ; with
gas-bag and pipes . - S. YOUNG , Ormonde House,
Albion Road, Stoke Newington .
Vertical Engine Castings, 3 by 4 stroke (new ),
255.; cost 375. receipt shown. Also back-geared
Lathe Heads, £2 (very cheap ). Stamp.--EVANS,
30, High Street, Staines.
Model Engines (Vertical and Horizontal), pair
on walnut base, brass boiler, five taps ; exchange
small Dynamo, or offers ; also Electrical Sundries,
Telephone Receiver, & c. Offers.- T . S. BUSHEN ,
4. Cross Street, Barnstaple.
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12 Pocket Electric Lamps, is. each ; 1 Electric
Candle, 9s.; 6 Electric Bells, Is. 6d ., 25., 25. 6d .
, 308 .; 40 Vacuum
each ; i Induction Coil, 1 in . spark
Tubes, ed ., 19., Is. 6d . each ; 3 Électric Motors,
2s.6d. and 3s. 6d. 13 Electric Lamps, 6d. each ;
all new ; never used . - SMITH , 449, High Street,
Lincoln .
For Sale.- New h.-p. Horizontal Engine, 2; int.
bore, 3 ins. stroke ; all parts machined, cylinder
lagged , etc.; splendidly made; £ 2 158.; a bargain .
Also Finished Parts of 41 by 4t vertical engine,
255. Force Pump, with eccentric (tram ), 78. 6d .
Stamp for particulars. - W . HODGE , 58 , Beacons
field Street, Bedford .
Two 4 -volt 20-amp. Hour Motor Accumulators ,
155. each ; ! coil, 155. Dynamo, 25 volts. 6 amps.,
wants rewinding, 158 . 2 Voltmeters , 70/130,
258., and o /15, ros. 6d . Treadle Sensitive Drilling
Machine, 13 108.5 ft . bed 6 -in , Centre Lathe,
not quite complete, and a quantity of Instrument
Wire. What offer ? Exchange any of above for
household furniture. -COOK, 2, Shelborne Terrace ,
Lansdowne Ruad. Tottenham ,
Lathe.-- 4 -in . back -geared , compound-slide- rest,
3 in. by 6 in . machined iron bed, boring head , 8 in .
faceplate , chucks, emery wheel attachment, tools,
etc. ; in good condition . - H . C. HAYDEN, 62,
Hampshire Street, Buckland, Portsmouth .
Gent's 24-in . Frame B.S.A. Bicycle ; grand con
dition : 2 rim brakes, free-wheel, Palmer tryes,
mud-gu ırds,motor horn ; sacrifice £4 IOS., or ex
chang , with cash, for Motor Cycle. Also Dynamo,
65. ; bargain . - L . LUCKETT, Wooburn Green ,
Bucks.
For Sale .-- MODEL ENGINEERS, Vol. II (bound ),
28. ; unbound from No. 25 to No. 140, only Nos.
missing, 125. " Page's
20, 36 , 41, 128 and 13879.
Magazine," 10 numbers, ; " Electricity in the
Service of Mankind," 16 numbers, 6s.; Vol. I
Woodworker," bound, 2s. All clean. - DAWSON,
High Street, Southend -on-Sea.
Treadle Lathe, 3-in. centre, chucks, & c., 308.;
bargain. Particulars, stamp.- J. BANKS, Park
Nook , Kedleston , Derby .
Wanted . - Two Lathe Heads, 21 ins. Or 3 in .
centres ; back geared, good condition, and accurate.
-W . PEDDIE , 16, Atholl Street, Perth .
For Sale . - Bench Lathe, new , suitable for
treadle ; 3 -in . centre, 3 -speed cone, brass bearings,
bed 2t ins. by 3 ins, 26 ing. long ; machine-planed
catch -plate, hand-rest and T ; drill- rest and bell
chuck . Lathe is fitted with milling attachment
cutting straight and bevel teeth . Sell, complete,
sos. ; separate, 256 - H . WADE, Morton Banks,
Keighley, Yorks.
Bargain . - Splendid Hull of 4 -masted Sailing
Vessel, 58 ins. long on deck, by professional builder,
fitted with lead keel, sails, beautifully-made bilge
pump, lacquered brass mast, sockets, capstans,
etc., without spars ; good design ; never used :
working drawings for spars if required. Offer or
part exchange Small Shaping Machine.-- Apply,
by letter, to Š., 5, Boltons, London, S.W.
Double Cotton-Covered Wire for dynamo or coil
making, 41 lbs. 22, 31 lbs. 24, 10 OzS. 36. Offers in
cash.-S. SYKES, 11, Dixon Street, Warrington.
Exchange engineer-made Horizontal Engine,
by it lagged cylinder, iron bedplate on moulded
wood stand : wanted Marine Boiler about 41 ins.
wide, or small Scale Loco Boiler. - S ., 109, Ken
sington Avenue, East Ham .
Bargain . - Parts Loco Boiler, small brass engine,
one 10 - in . flywheel, partly finished, and small
boiler
several
small fitting
; 25 .Gardens
; stamp,
reply . ;--- also
COOKE
, Alassio,
Hounslow
Hounslow .
Exchange 30 " Locomotive Magazines," for any
volume of Railway Magazine before 1902.
BROOK , 65, Brooke Street, Brighouse, Yorks .
Medical Coil, complete accessories, 255. (cost
50s.t; Motor and Saw , 5s. (cost ros. 6d .) ; Motor,
3s. (cost 55. 6d.) ; Shocking Coil, 38. 60. ( cost os.) ;
Parker Pen , gs. (cost ros. 6d .) ; Telephone, 12s.6d.
( cost 25s.). List and particulars free.-F. TAYLOR ,
44, Leven Street, P. Shields, Glasgow .
Sale. - MODEL ENGINEERS, 4 to too, unbound,
155. ; Cushman Self-centreing Chuck , two sets
jaws, tos. - WIDDAS, 8, Osborn View , Leeds.
Wanted.- Small Lathe for metal work ; ex
change Silver Watch , Air Gun , Books ; letters
only.-C. HIGGENS, 25, Finborough Road, South
Kensington .
Wanted. Some Rails , straight and curved , 2
gauge ; cheap for cash . - IRVING , Milford -on -Sea,
Hants.
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Vertical Bollor, 2 ft. 6 ins high, 14 ins. diam ;
fittings complete ; Horizontal Engine, 1 h.-p.
good working order ; £7 tos.-A. B., 12 , Royal
Parade, Fulham .
Finished Iron Moulds for casting leads grids
for accumulators, 6 } by st, 4s. 6d. ; 4t by 3t.
35. ; Casting of 3-in . Parallel Jaw Vice, 25. 3d . set
- RAWCLIFFE, Daisy Street, Aspley, Hudders
field .
Exchange 500 -watt Avery-Lahmeyer Dynamo,
self-oiling bearings, partly finished by engineer,
and t-plate Hand Camera, new condition , for Cycle
Motor, or separately for offers. - H . KNAPTOS ,
Cavendish House, Farsley, Leeds.
Wanted . — Good to or t -plate Photo Camera,
or 3t centre Treadle Lathe, with slide-rest, in
exchange for 1 h.-p. Vertical Engine, interchange
able bearings, horizontal boiler, external heating,
or offers.--67, Summerset Road, Coventry .
For Sale . - Cassell's “ Technical Educator,"
complete, in 24 6d. editions, in excellent con
dition for binding.- Best offer to F. L., 137A,
Southfield Road , Chiswick .
8 h.-p. Universal Engino and Carburettor,
running order, fits on ordinary bike ; made by the
Universal Motor Co. last year ; 63.- CHARLES
Belcham , Swaffham , Norfolk .
Sale.- Motor Boat, 3 ft. long, fitted with splendid
motor and accumulators, cabins, bridge, wheel
house, six boats on davits, masts, & c. ; in good
condition ; accept 30s. ; also strong , portable ,
case new , to hold same ; 95., or nearest offer ; ali
painted. —TOM WATSON , 133, Hilltown, Dundee.
What Offers 8-24- in . Rovolution Spring Frame,
splendid order, handle bars, never used , chain
wheel and cranks ; 28 - in . cover , wants wires ;
Kapp Dynamo, 18 C.-D., (cost 40s.), little used ;
It- in . Pressure Gauge, 150 lbs., never used, cost
145. - 67, Millbank , Wellington , Salop .
What offers 8 - Cash , English Mechanics , "
February, 'or to July, 'o3, 123 numbers ; good
condition ; one missing.-- HACKING , St. George's
Street, Chorley.
Medical Coll, very powerful, with indicating
dial and regulator, and twelve cells ; in handsome
polished case 21 by 9 by 7 ; 41 55. - FARMER,
Fernlea, Grove Hill, South Woodford, London .
Coll, English, in 50 sections, 61 ins. spark
patent contact- breaker, seen at Regent Street, £ 7,
--TALLENT, 10 , Sibella Road, Clapham .
Gas Engino, , two 10 -in . Ay-wheels, bushed bear
ings , 3 piston rings,massive webbed crank , water
jacketed ; bargain , 65s. Photo , 3 stamps. - M .,
11, Ferriby Terrace, Clapton Road, Nottingham .
Sale or Exchange.- Horizontal Copper Boiler,
14 by 9 ins., with steam dome, internal firebox
6 by 5 ins., six 4- in , water tubes, six f- in . and four
L -in . fire tubes ; all solid drawn copper tubing :
finished all but fire-door and fittings. Exchange
for a good Dynamo for charging accumulators
10 or 15 volts and a 10 -volt voltmeter ; or sell,
308.-COOPER, 15, High Park Terrace, Newton
Abbot.
Gent's * Ralolgh " Cyclo.-- Good, strong, ser
viceable machine ; suitable for fitting a motor to ;
Dunlop tyres (newly rubbered ) : cost net 19
guineas. Price £ 3.- Below .
Metal- Bodied Rubber Type. Several Founts,
various styles, in partitioned boxes ; ornaments,
holders, reglets, & c. ; suitable for addresses, cards,
billheads, & c. ; 155. lot ; cost about 455.-E. L
TAPPIN , Lewes.
For Sale, in good condition .-- 4t- in . single -gear
Lathe, 4 - ft. bed , iron standards, 2 ft. 6 speed
driving wheel, headstock and back poppet, slotted
faceplate, taper screw ; prong, driver, bell, and
plain drill chucks; tee- rests and socket, compound
swivelling slide-rest, spanners 3 wood turning, 3
brass and 3 slide-rest turning tools ; 67 Ios.
Carpenter's Plough ; has had little use, ros. ;
cost 168. 14 -in . iron bottom Smoothing Plane,
fitted with polished wood , 75. 6.- SKINNER , 50,
Church Road , St. George, Bristol.
Headstock, 6 -in ., three-speed , built for back
gear, r2s. 6d. ; also one 5 !-in., three-speed, built
for screw -cutting, ros. ; another 5 - in ., three-speed ,
tos. ; all in splendid condition ; particulars stamp.
-VENN , Beaumont Villas, Shaw Road, Bushbury,
Wolverhampton.
Wanted.-- 3t- in . Headstock, back -geared pre
ferred , also compound slide-rest ;must be in good
condition and cheap. - DowSETT, 25, Hartington
Road, South Lambeth .
(Continued on page st .)
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THE UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY CO.69,Brooke Ber Server .

ELECTRICAL ,"

Send for our 4i-page List of “ EVERYTHING
post free, 2 stamps.

MAKE

YOUR

OWN

SHOCKING

COIL .

10

The " Clarion " Bell.
Splendid loud ringing
.
1s. 3d bell.
24 gong
1s. 4 d.
D)
1s. 6d .

Established 1890 .
Contractors to H.M.Government.

ID

Powerful Shocking Coil Set,
including Bobbin Wound_primary and secondary, Magnet, Slide
Tube, Terminals, Contact Breaker. Handles, Cord and Base. Every
thing complete, with instructions for easily fitting up a splendid and
powerful Coil.
Students ' size, complete , 2s. Bd. Post 8d. extra ,
8s. 9d.
Hercules

Further particulars see our 44-page Illustrated List.
post free, two stamps.

Lamps from 10d. each .
All sizes and voltages.
See List, post free , two stamps.

Send 2 stamps for our
EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
List , the money saver.
Universal Electric Supply
Company,
60, BROOK ST., C.-on -M .,
MANCHESTÉR.

100 CP

50 CP
NGS
FITTI

MAKE

YOUR

OWN

12 Candle Power
20
99
50
99
100

101CP
FITTINGS

SMALL DYRAROS
AND MOTORS
TASTRUCTIDES

A 76- page Book on Dynamos
provided with each Set

DYNAMOS.
CASTINGS AND PARTS
COMPLETE
£ S. d .
6
O 5
6
0 8
0 12 6
0
1 5

SETS, MACHINED and FITTED ,
with Drum Armaturo Stampings.
d.
0 10 0
0
1 0
1 12 6
3 12 6

ROOO

SIZE.

20 CP
FITTINGS

EXTRA FOR WIRE.

1

S.
2
5
7
2

d.
0
3
6
6

These Sets are accurately designed , are simply constructed , and include all necessary parts for the construction of a splendid machine. To
those who have no la the we recommend the machined , fitted parts. Further particulars see List, Page 27.
SEND FOR OUR 44- page Illustrated “ Everything Electrical” List, and note carefully our name and address
UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

CO., 60 , Brook

St., C.- on - M ,

MANCHESTER .
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April, 1900.
A Unique Locomotive Model.
Model Railways : fiv) Mr. Honry Laa's Modal Widland Bagino and Rail
[Illustrated .]
The 10- rater Zebra , and How it is Being Built. [Illustrated.]
May, 1900 .
How to Make a Model Quick -firing Gun . [Illustratod .)
How to Fit Blectrical Ignition to a Gas Engino. [Illustrated . ]
Where Engineers are Trained : (ii) The Battersea Polytechnic. [Illustrated ]
Model Railways : (iv ) Mr. Henry Lea's Modal Midland Engine and Rail
way (continued ).
June . 1900
How to Make a Simple Bichromato Battery . ( Illustrated.]
Twin -Screw Engines for Model Torpedo Boat Destroyers.' [ Illustrated .]
Pipe Fitting on Model Locomotives .
How to Make a Model Quick-Firing Gun (coatianed). [Illustrated.]
A Continuous Adjustablo Model Railway Track . [Illustrated .)
July, 1900.
How to Make an Blectrical Alarum . (Illustrated .]
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun (continued) . [Illustratod .]
Reversing Valves for Modal Baginos. ( Illustrated .)
The Halford Gradient Railway. (Illustrated . )
August , 1900.
How to Make a Model Railway Carriage (Illustrated .]
ion
The Construct of Primary Batteries. [Illustrated .)
How to Mako a Model Quick- Firing Gun ( continued ) .
How to Make a Monte Telegraph Koy and Sound &c. (Illustrated .]
September , 1900 .
A Model Bogineer at tho Paris Bxhibition. (Illustrated .]
How to Fix Gas and Oil Engines. [ Illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental Blectrical Apparatus. ( Illustrated .]
How to Build a Rectifier for Single Phase alternating Currents.
October 1, 1900.
A Working Model Roversing Water Wheel. [Illustrated .]
Tho Horse Power of an Engine.
An Interesting Steam Launch . ( Illustrated .]
How to Build a Rectifier etc. (continued ). (Illustrated .)
How to Make a Model Quick - Firing Gun (continued).
How to Make Bxperimental Blectrical Apparatus ( continued ).
October 15, 1900.
How to Make a Square Webbed Crank. [Illustrated .]
Improved Methods of Making Induction Coils.
The Ideal Motor Car .
An Amateur's Blectric Light Plant. [Illustrated .)
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun (continued ).
November 1, 1900 .
Model Railways : (v ) Mr. R.St. J. Willan's Model Railway. [Illustrated .]
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun (continued ).
Design for a Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer . (Illustrated .)
My Wimshurst Machine, and How I Made It. (Illustrated.]
November 15 , 1900 .
Steam Port Areas and Piston Speeds of Model Looomotivas.
The Construction of Primary Batteries (continued ). [Illustrated. ]
How to Build and Braze Together a Model Loco Boiler . (Illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental Blectrical Apparatus ( continued ). [Illus.].
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun (continued ).
December 1, 1900 .
A Feed-water Heater for Model Boilers . (Illustrated .]
How to Make a Simple Sensitive Galvanometer. [ Illustrated.]
The Model Steamer, Turbina. [Illustrated .]
Design and Complete Specification of a at-ia . Gauge Model Locomotive.

December 15 , 1900.
High-Speed Telegraph of the Future. [Illustrated. ]
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun (continued ).
Design and Complete Specification for a 25-in . Model Locomotive ( con
tinued). [ Illustrated.)
How to Make a Simplo Tool Holder . (Illustrated .)
January 1, 1901.
Model Railways : (vi) Mr. H.Soper's Model Railway. (Illustrated .)
How to Make a Model Drilling Machine. ( Illustrated . ]
A Useful Wire Table for Amateur Electricians.
A Model Single Phase Alternator. [ Illustrated .]
January 15, 1901.
A f-in . Scale ModelG.N.R.Locomotivo. [Illustrated .]
Dynamo Ills and Remedies. [ Illustrated . ]
How to Make Experimental Blectrical Apparatus (continued). [Illustrated .]
Hints on Designing Model Yachts. [Illustrated .)
Fast-Steaming Mo Boilers. [Illustrated .]
February 1, 1901.
A Home-Made Riveting Machine for Model Boiler Making. [Illustrated .]
Dynamo Ills and Remedies (continued ).
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Loco , “ Dunalastair
No. 3." [Illustrated .]
How to Make Bxperimental Blectrical Apparatus (continued ). [ Illustrated.]

February 15 , 1901
A Model Light Draught Saloon Passenger Steamer. [Illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued ). ( Illustrated.]
Design for a Model Road Loco . [Hlustrated .)
How to Use a Wimshurst Machine. [Illustrated . ]
A Two- Jaw Grip-Chuck and How to Make It. (Illustrated .),
A Simple Boring Machine for Model Cylinders. [Illustrated .]
March 1, 1901.
The Control of Blectric Lamps from Two or More Points. [Illustrated .)
The Construction of a 4 -in . Spark Coil. ( Illustrated .]
“ Dunalastair No. 3 " (continued ). [ Illustrated .)
How to Use a Wimshurst Machine (continued ).
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them . [Illustrated .] Continued to
end of year .
March 15 , 1901.
A Model Light Draught Saloon Passenger Steamer (continued ). [Illus.).
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Thern ( continued). [ Illustrated .]
Design for Model Railway Track . [ Illustrated .]
How to Use a Wimshurst Machine (continued ). [Illustrated .]
How to Make a Modal Blectric Telegraph . [ Illustrated .)
April 1 , 1901
A Model Boiler for Steam Launch . [Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). [ Illustrated. ]
How to Make a Model Electric Telegraph ( continued ). [ Illustrated .]
Design for Model Railway Track (continued ). _ ( Illustrated. ]
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Locomotive, “ Duna
lastair No. 3 " ( continued). [Illustrated .)
My Model Launch Engine. (Illustrated .]
April 15 , 1901.
A Novelty in Locomotive Design . [Illustrated.!
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated . ]
The Construction of an Intercommunicating Telephone Set. (Illustrated .)
How to Build a Cardboard Working Model Locomotive ( cont.). ( Illustrated.j
The Model Screw Steamer, Black Prince. ( Illustrated .]
A Simple Wall Plug for Use in Connection with Electric Bells. (Illustrated .]
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A
few numbers of the issues mentioned below are still in print.
Early application for same should be made.
The price is 2d., from all Agents
of " The Model Engineer,” or 3d ., post free , from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
JULY 1, 1902
JANUARY 1, 1902.
A Model “ Willans " Central Valve Engine. (Illastrated.)
TheModel High -Speed Steam Yacht Dorothy. [Illustrated.]
Two
Simple
Forms
of
Resistance
. . (Illustrated.)
Tools for Small Engineering Work .
How to Become an Electrical Engineer.
T vo Useful Galvanometers, and How to Make Them . (Illustrated .)
How
to
Make
a
Lever
Switch
.
Illustrated.)
How to Demagnetise a Watch. [ Illustrated .]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction,and Use (con.). (I'lustrated.]
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S.R. Loco. (llustrated .]
A
Model
First
Class
Battlesbip
,
and
How to Make It (con .). (Illustrated .
A Model Electric Locomotive. [Illustra' ed .]
JULY 15. 1902.
JANUARY 15, 1902.
Engines.
Two Model Steam
( Illostrated.)
Hints on Building a Mcdel Steam Pinnace. [Illustrated .)
Model Electric Railways on the “ Third Ka'! ” System . (Illustrated .]
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S.R. Loco (continued ). [Illustrated .)
How
to
Become
an
Electrical
Engineer (continued).
Motor Cycles , and How to Construct Them (continued ). [ Illustrated.) .
An Air Compressor for Driviog Nicdel Engines. ( Il'ustrated.)
A Model Electric Locomctive (continued ). (Illustrated.]
How to Set a Simple Slide-Valve. (I lustrated ]
A Model Electric Light and Power Plant. [ Illustrated. ]
AUGUST 1, 1902.
How to Build a ; h.-p. Water Motor. [Illustrated.)
AG N.R. Locomotive Model, Bailt in America. [ 11:ustrated. )
Engineer (continued ).
Electrical
an
to
Become
How
FEBRUARY 1, 1902 .
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use (con.). (I.lustr.tod .)
Drill. · (Illustrated.)
Easily Made Amateur's Beoch Locomotive
An
The Rating of Model Yachts. ( Illustrated )
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & SR.
(coatinued ). [ Illustrated .)
A New Departare in Wimshurst Machines.
Mtor Cycles, and How to Constract Them (continued ). (Illustrated .]
AUGUST 15 , 1902.
A Sparking Dynamo for Gas Engine Service. (Illustrated )
A Simple Model Steamer. (Illustrated.)
Tools for Small Engineering Work (continued ).
Model Electric Railways on the " Third Rail " System ( coz.). (Illu trat d )
FEBRUARY 15, 1902.
TheMotor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use icon.). lllus:rated . ]
The Steam Turbine. (Illustrated. ]
The First Locomotive ever Made in England. (Illustrated.]
MotorCyc'es, and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated .)
The Construction of an Electrical Indicator. [ Illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatos. ( Illustrated.)
A Model Electric River Launch . ( Illustrated . ]
Fitings for Model Yachts' Spars. [ Illustrated . )
SEPTEMBER 1, 1902 .
How to Make a Watch Screw Driver.
A Home-made Gramophone. (Illustrated. ]
MARCH 1, 1902.
Testing Small Engines and Boilers._ [Illustrated . )
The “ Stuart " Compound VerticalEngine. (Illustrated.)
How to Build a Model Steam Launch Hull. [Illustrated .]
Clockwork Model L.B. & S.C. Railway Locomotive. (Illustrated .]
The Steam Turbine (continued). [Illustrated. ]
Railway Photography : Prize Competition Result. (Illustrated. ]
Homemade Dry Cells : The Secrets of Success.
SBPTEMBER 15, 1902.
A Simple Working Model Locomotive. [Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ).
Some Notes on a Large Static Machine. (Illustrated. ]
Construction of an “ Electrical Indicator " (continued). [ Illustrated.]
MARCH 15, 1902 .
The Construction of " Dug Out" Model Yachts. (lilustrated. )
A Model Traction Engine. [ Illustrated. )
A Useful Lathe Milling Appliance. [Illustrated.)
The Hyde Park Model Steamer Explosion. [ Illustrated . ]
TheMjtor Bicycle : Its Design Construction ,and Use (con.). ( Illustrate '. )
The Construction of a Small Storage Cell. [ Illustrated .)
OCTOBER 1, 1902.
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued). [Illustrated .]
A
Small Power Water Motor. Illlo strated .]
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued). [Illustrated.]
A Model Vertical Marine Engine. (Illustrated .]
Engine and Boiler for a Fast Steam Launch . [ Illustrated . ]
The Construction of " Dug Out" Model Yachts ( :ontinued ). (I lustreted.)
APRIL 1, 1992.
The Motor Bicycle : Iis Design, Construction, and Use (con .). [Illustrated .)
A Model Electric Locomotive. [Illustrated . )
Some Hints on Building a Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer. [Illustrated .)
A Model Built-Up Horizontal Engine. Illustrated. )
How to Make a Simple Voltmeter or Ammeter. [Illustrated . ]
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ) (Illustrated. ]
How to Make Experimental ElectricalApparatus(continued). (Illustra !ed ,]
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued ). (Illustrated .]
OCTOBER 15, 1902 .
An Invertible Electric Night-Light Set. (Illustrated.]
A NeatModel Electric Launch . ( Illustrated .)
Trolley
Arm
for
Model
Electric
Tramcar. [ Illustrated .)
APRIL 15, 1902.
The Running of Small Gas Engines .
How to Make a Powerful Bichromate Battery . [ Illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (contiaged ).
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued ). (Illustrated .]
A Visit to the Piimaston Moor Green Model Railway. (Illustrated .!
The Uses of Engineering Models. ( Illu trated. ]
A 40 -ampère-bour Accumulator, and How to Make It. (I.lustrated.j
Design for an Engine to Drive a Model Twin Screw Steamer. ( Illustrate 1.)
NOVEMBER 1, 1902.
Motor Cycles, and How to Coostruit Them (continued ). [Illustrated.]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use (con. ). (Illustrat.d .)
MAY 1, 1902.
How to Make a Spring Chuck . (Illustrated í
Model Steam Travelling Crane. (Illustrated |
The Model Screw Steamer l'ictoria . [llustrated.)
The Constraction of a 1- roth h.-p. Electro Motor. ( Illustrated . )
Hints on Testing and Repairing Small Dynamos and Motors.
A Water.Regulating Resistance for a 1-in . to z.in. Spark Coil. (Illustrate d . )
Hints for the Amateur Boiler Maker. [lllastrated .)
The Uses of Engineering Models (continued ). [Ilustrated .]
Mr. T. Smithie's Model Express Locomotive " Dün ." (Illustrated. )
Dovice for Winding Springs. (Illustrated ).
Design for a Miniature Model Yacht. [Illustrated.]
NOVEMBER 15 , 1902.
A Model Clockwork Railway . (Illustrated.]
Some
Notes on the Construction of a Model Electric Locomotive (Illust. )
MAY 15, 1902.
The
Motor
Bicycle:
Its
Design,
Construction, and Use (con .). (Illustrated .]
An Electro Motor and How to Make It. [ Illastrated .)
A Lathe from Scrap." (Illustrated.)
A New Design ofModel Tank Locomotive. [ Illustrated.)
The
Construction
of
a
Demagnetiser.
(Illustrated. )
How to Make Permanent and Electro Magnets. [Illastrated.)
A Gas Battery. (Illustrated.)
Design for a Model Launch Engine. [Illustrated .]
A Novel Electric Clock. [Illustrated .)
An Amateur's Compact Workshop. (11:ustrated.)
DECEMBER 1, 1902
JUNE 1, 1902.
A Cheap Model Locomotive. (Illustrated.j
A Model Torpedo-Boat Destroyer. (Illustrated .)
An Acetylene Generator and Reservoir. [ Illustrated .]
Automatic Electrical Alarm Clocks. ( Illustrated .)
A New Design ofModel Tank Locomotive (continued ). [Illustrated.]
Original Design for 750 -watt Direct-Coupled High Speed Seam Engize and
Models Made without a Lathe : Aa Electro Motor. [Illustrated.]
Dynamo. (Illustrated.).
TheMotor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use.
How to Make Permanent and Electro Magnets (continued ). (Illustrated .)
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction,and Use (con.) (Illustrated.]
DECEMBER 15, 1912.
A Small Power Vertical Engine. [Illustrated. ]
How to Make a Power Fretsaw . (Mastrated. )
JUNE 15, 1902.
Model Yachts and Y.R.A. Rules. (Illustrated .)
A Model Travelling Steam Crane. (Illustrated .]
A Compact Model Electric Railway. [Illustrated . )
Original Design for 750-watt Direct-Coupled High Speed Steam Engine and
A Model First-class Battleship , and How to Make It. ( Illustrated .]
Electro Motor. [Illustrated. ]
Model
Four-pole
a
Build
to
How
Dyramo (continued ). [ Illustrated.]
The Model Twin -screw Steamer Duke of York. (Illustrated . ]
A Multipolar Dynamo for Direct Driving. (Illustrated . ]
A Year's Ranning of a Steam Car.
A Handy Vice. [Illustrated .]
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ARMSTRONG & Co., TWICKENBAM .
MANUFACTURING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Best Quality English DRAWING INSTRU
MENTS & t Reasonable Prices .

WORKSHOP ,

TOOL HOUSE,
CYCLE HOUSE ,
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO , etc.,
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charged ready for only 10 /-. Switch to each Fila .
W.H.HARLING ,Manufacturer,
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a : d Reading Lan- voltage Lamp inserted.
47, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.
terns, as shown above, 5-br. 5/ ; 9-br. 7 .; 12-hr. 10/
ESTABLISHED 1851 :
WORKS : HACKNEY, E.
Our large Electrical Catalogue, 4d. No rubbisb at
's. Wesave you pounds. Accumulators
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION .
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A. H. AVERY ,
CASTINGS

The " Model Engineer " Loco .
Cylinders,Wheels, Bogie Castings,Boiler Tubing ,
Sheet Steel, Sheet Brass,Screws, Bolts , Nuts, & c.
Mr Greenly's Compound Undertype Engine.
Complete sets of Castings in Iron, Steel, and Gun
metal,and all Boiler Materials. Complete list, 1 d .
See Editorial Notice, November 19th issue.
ALL ENQUIRIES 1D, STAMP.
MACKENZIE , 17, Benson Avenue, East Ham , E.

Compound Horseshoe Magnets
OF IMMENSE POWER .
Each one consists of seven separate
five.inch Magnets.
Will lift 6 lbs .
POST 2s
2s .. PAID .
W.BOND ,245,Euston Road,London
The Franklin Gas Engine.
One-half Horse -Power.
worth $ 100 complete. Wesell all
necessary Castings, Materials, and
Detail Drawings for $ 16 :50. For
real work -- not a toy . 450 revo
lutions per minute. Upright or
horizental form . Finished parts
sold separately. Runs by Gas or
Gasolene.
For boys and men with
The FRANKLIN
Model Shop a mechanical turn . Write tor
circular
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-131, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.

AND

my
CATALOCUE
F. T. WALKER ,
Meersbrook Bank, SHEFFIELD .
OW to PATENT an INVENTION
ADVICE GRATIS .
BOOK , giving full particulars as to Cost,
Forns, & c., FREE from
CASSELL & Co.. Regd. Patent Agents,
Crown Chambers, 9, Regent Street,
LONDON , W.
(Patents sold and placed upon the market.)

TheModelManufacturing Co.'s
New Illustrated List is now ready ; price Bd. It
is themost complete List of high -class Models and
Castings yet produced , and should be in the bands
of every Amateur Model Maker, and will be found
of special interest to Scale -Model Locomotive
Builders.
52 and 53, ADDISON ROAD NORTH ,
NOTTING HILL, LONDON , W
JASPER REDFERN , LTD .,

S

,
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CE

FI

“ ROYAL AJAX "
MOTORCYCLES.
Send for Free Price List:
2 ) h.-p.
The British Cycle Mfg.Co.1901,Ld.
( L Dept ) 1 & 3, Berry St., LIVERPOOL.

TT

IN

GS

RoyalAjar

Illustrated
Catalogue

GUINEAS .

Electrical
Specialities.

38

for

FULMEN WORKS.
DRAWINGS .

SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS.
Forgings in steel or iron . Castings in steel, iron ,
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High -class
Lathes from 30s. Electrical and Scientific Ap
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.

STUART HIGH -SPEED ENGINES.
34 in . scale L.N.W.TANK ENGINE
(see M.E., July 23rd , 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence.
Castings and Materials, with
Drawings, now ready .
Price List, id . Stamp.
FORGET -every
Casting
DON
overy Casting
'T
DON'T FORGETis Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d . Stamps.

STUART TURNER ,
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames
The MORRIS COHEN CO ., Ltd.
VULCAN , WORKS,
ALFRED STREET, LEEDS
Manufacturers of every des
cription of Small Screws,
Bolts , and Nuts, in Steel
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work , both
Standard Whitworth and
British Association Threads

Illustrated Catalogue B ,
post free, 1d.
AGENIS IN MOST TOWNS.

Dynamos, Dynamos
CASTINGS from 38. per Set. FINISHED
DYNAMOS, 12s.
OIL and GAS ENGINES, { h.p., from £ 8 .

Electrical Novelties,
Great Variety Electric Bells,
Batteries, Medical Coils,
Pocket Accumulators,
Night Lights, Battery Lamps, etc.
PRICES LOW
QUALITY HIGH .
All goods guaranteed. See Testimonials. New
Illustrated Electric Mechanical Catalogue,
24 pages, 1d. stamp.
Grand Novelty List, 1d . The two Lists, 11d .
o . L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDGB .

Stickeestuff
THE STUFF TO STICK
CommentsEVERYTHING
MENDS
Nohousehold
be wako Sorden bere
here
Brush shoulddadahKEOPBalency
STANLEY FEAST CO LTD LONDON
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If they only Knew .
Amateurs would never bother with ordinary
French Polish , but would use KITLENE LIGHT
NING FRENCH POLISH for AMATEURS.
It is an ordinary " Best White Shellac " Polish , with sundry
additions which enable an Amateur to acquire the art without the
tedious apprenticeship neces :ary with the ordinary medium .
Outfit, containing everything requisite, 2g., post ge , 3d.
RE-FILLS. - Polish , 9d.; Oil and Spirit, 7d . Postage on each , 3d.

No. 1 takes

Wardrobe Chambers,
Kitlene Syndicate, Ltd., LONDON , E.C.
Mention . THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN .
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1
No. O takes

361

Up-to

up to

Date

1. ins.

bi Model

LOCO.
The above represents our latest, which is a Model G.W Ry. Tank .
31 ins. gauge, built up entirely of Castings, in best gunmetal (no
rubbish ).
£ 2 complete Set.
Water Tube Boilers , brazed and silver soldered ; tested to 150 lbs.
per sq.in.; or parts to make up. Write for particulars, one Stamp.
60 , LEAYESDEN RD.,
WATFORD .

Price 21

DO NOT

Price 1/6 .
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POWERFUL
GRIP.

Spanners for Nuts

Heart-Shaped

50 /

50/

NICKEL
PLATED ,

"
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."

FOR
THE BEST IDEA
submitted to us, bearing on the question of a new Tool for
Amateurs. You know that there are many little things
which would be useful in your workshop, but which, at
present, are not upon the market in a light cheap form .
Just think of something which is wanted in this line. For
the best idea we will present one of the above Grinders.
Entries close March 31st, and all envelopes to be marked
“ Competition ."
Shall we send you our Katalog, four
stamps ? We can interest you .
8. HOLMES

&

Co., Engineers, BRADFORD.

6d . each .
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No. 1,
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No. 4 ,
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No. 5 ,
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No 6 ,
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No. 8 ,
8d .
4 in .

You have not yet sent for particulars of above. Now ,
come along ! Hurry up ! Look at the price. If you care
to build one yourself, we will let you have the Castings for
12 6. Cheap, eh ! We find that there are too many diffi
culties in the way of running the competition previously
announced, and so we have fixed on something which will
give all an equal chance.

to 2 ins.

No. 9,
Pin ... 10d .

No. 10 ,
1/
in .
No. 11,
1/1
fin .
No. 12 ,
fi in .... 1/3
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Competition .

PRIZES .

that there are stillmany people who would become regular readers if the special features of the paper were
brought to their notice . Indeed , we know this to be the case from the frequent letters we receive from new
readers, who state that they have only just discovered that such a journal exists. As a personal intro
duction is undoubtedly the best method of making The MODEL ENGINEER better known, we wish to enlist the
services of our present readers to introduce the paper to those to whom its contents are likely to appeal, and, as
we do not wish these services to be given gratuitously, we have decided to offer the following prizes to those
readers who are the most successful in their efforts :
value
£ 25
First Prize
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the largest number of new subscribers).
Second Prize
value
£ 10
( To be awarded to the reader obtaining the second largest number of new subscribers).
Third Prize
value
£ 5
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the third largest number of new subscribers).
Five extra Prizes of £ 1 each , and Ten extra Prizes of
10s, each ,
to be awarded to those who come next in order of number of new subscribers obtained .
CONSOLATION PRIZES.-- A useful engineering book will be awarded to every competitor (other
than a prize winner ) who obtains not less than five new subscribers.
The above prizes will be awarded under the following conditions, which must be carefully read and observed :
( 1) The prizes will be of the values stated , but will not be given in cash . They will be given in the form of
lathes, tools, finished models, apparatus, or castings, or any of the goods advertised in THE MODEL
ENGINEER, and must be ordered through us from one or other of our advertisers. Subject to this con
dition , each prize-winner may exercise a free choice up to the value of his prize. This does not apply
to the books offered as consolation prizes, which will be given at our own discretion , and may vary in
value according to the success of each competitor's efforts.
(2 ) Each subscription collected by the competitors must be for a six-months' supply of the paper (26 copies,
45. 4d .). Subscriptions for a shorter period will not be counted . All subscriptions must be handed to
a local agent for the paper, together with the name and address of the subscriber to whom the copies are
to be supplied . The agent will give a receipt, which should be handed to the subscriber. On no
account should the subscription be sent to us. Subscriptions should behanded to the agent immediately
they are received , so that each new subscriber may at once commence to obtain his copies. For the assist
ance and convenience of competitors a parcel of printed subscription and receipt forms will be sent by
us, on application . We shall also be pleased to send, free and carriage paid, a parcelof assorted specimen
copies of the paper, to assist competitors in interesting new readers. All applications for these should
be addressed to The Manager, The MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
( 3) The competition will close on March , 31st, 1994 , and each competitor must send us a report of his work
not later than April 7th . This report must give the competitor's name and address, a list of the names
and addresses of the new subscribers he has obtained, and the name and address of the agent to whom
he has handed the subscriptions. As it is expected that each competitor shall himself be a regular reader
of the paper, evidence of this must be furnished by cutting out and enclosing with the report the thirteen
successive competition coupons, which will appear in our issues from January 7th to March 31st inclusive .
All reports must be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER, and must be marked
“ Subscription Competition ” on the envelope. No reports should be sent in before March 31st.
(4 ) In the event of two or more competitors securing an equal number of new subscribers, the value of the
prize to which they may be entitled will be divided between them .
(5 ) No newsagent, or other trade agent for the sale of THE MODEL ENGINEER, or anyone in the employ of
such agent, will be eligible to compete ; but a special prize of £ 5 (cash ) will be given to the agent
who receives the most subscriptions from competitors. In the event of a tie for this prize, the sum will
be divided between the agents conce ned.
(6 ) Proper enquiries will be made as to the bona.fide character of the successful competitors' work , and the
awarding of the prizes will be carried out by the Manager of THE MODEL ENGINEER , whose decision
must be accepted as final.
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SERIES

ог

USEFUL

HANDBOOKS

AT

POPULAR

PRICES.

No. 1 .--Small Acoumulators : How Made and Used .-- An excellent little book
for Amateur Electricians, giving full instructions for making , charging, and using small accumulators. 41 Illustrations.
Seventh Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 2.-- The Slide Valve : Simply Explained . — This is specially written for young
Engineers and Apprentices, and gives a clear and simple explanation of the working of the steam engine slide valve
under varying conditions. 36 Illustrations. Fifth Edition. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 3. - Electric Bells and Alarms. - A practical handbook describing fully the
various types of electric bells and alarms, and giving complete instructions for fitting same to any part of a house of
ordinary building. 51 Illustrations. Seventh Edition. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 4.- Telephones and Microphones : How to Make and Use Them .-- Con
taining full instructions and drawings for making and fixing small telephones. 29 Illustrations . Fifth Edition . Price
6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 5. - Electrlo Batterlos : How to Make and Use Them .-- A practical hand
book on the construction and uses of primary batteries. Fully Illustrated . Sixth Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 6. — Model Boiler Making .-- Contains full instructions for designing and making
Model Stationary , Marine, and Locomotive Boilers. Fully Illustrated with original working drawings. Fourth Edition.
Price 6d . Post Free, 7 % d .
No. 7. - Metal Working Tools and Their Uses . -A handbook for young engineers
and apprentices. Shows how to use simple tools required in metal working and model making . Fully Illustrated .
Second Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 8. — Simple Eleotrical Working Models : How to Make and Use Thom .-- A
practical handbook for electrical amateurs and students, showing how to make simple models. 43 Illustrations. Third
Edition
Price 6d . Post Free , 7d .
No. 9. - Simple Mechanioal Working Models : How to Make and Use Them.
A practical handbook for apprentices and others interested in simple working models. Fully Illustrated. Second
Edition. Price 6d . Post Free, 7d.
No. 10. — Small Dynamos and Motors . - Contains full instructions for making
various types of small dynamos and motors, with particulars of windings for different outputs. Fully Illustrated with
original working drawings. Third Edition . Price 6d . Post Free, 7d .
No. 11. - Induction Coils for Amateurs : How to Make and Use Them . - A
handbook giving precise instructions to amateurs for making shocking and sparking coils of various sizes. Fully Illus
trated . Second Edition. Price 6d . Post Free, 7d .
No. 12. - Model Steamer Building . - A practical handbook on
model steamer hulls and fittings. Fully Illustrated. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .

the building

of

No. 13. — Machinery for Model Steamers. - A handbook on the design and con
struction of engines and boilers for model steamers, the use of liquid fuel, etc. Fully Illustrated . Price 6d. Post
Free, 7d .
No. 14. - Small Electrio
trated . Price 6d . Post Free, 7d.

Motors : How

to

No. 15. — Simple Scientific Experiments in
etc. -- Fully Illustrated . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.

OTHER
From

USEFUL

BOOKS

TO

Make and Use

Them . - Fully

Illus

Electricity, Magnetism , Hydraulics,

FOLLOW

IN

THIS

SERIES.

all Agents of " The Model Engineer," Price 6d.; or post free 7d. from

PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

CO.,26-29, Poppin's Court
, Fleet Street, E.C.

(Continued from page iv .)
Horizontal Engine, in by it ins. stroke, en
gineer made, in perfect order , 208.; Whitney Dy.
namo (new ), 6 volts. 8s.; Force Pump, 4-in . by
I-in. stroke, ss. : Spring Safety Valve and Stop
Cock (new ), 5s. ; Sheet of Copper, 1-16 thick,
11 ins. by 22 ins., and 15 k-in Copper Tubes , 158.
The lot, sos.- EASTWOOD, 13, Matham Grove,
Bast Dulwich , S.E.
Well-made 27-in , Lathe stand, flywheel, treadle,
com lele ; several useful steel and brass Chucks ;
215.-K., 104, Swinyate Lane, Plumstead, S.E.
Hall h.-p. Hor(zontalGas or Oil Engine Tank ;
Wants exhaust valve and rings ; £3 or offer. Below
Telephone Parts . — Hunnings Transmitter and
Watch Receiver, 6s. Two Ebonite Bell Receivers,
45.-A. BURTON , 158 , Chorlton Road, Manchestor .
21 Bench Lathe, 2 ft. bed , T -rest, catch -plato ,
centres ; nearly new ; cash 128. 60. – S., 112,
Gladstone Street, Portsmouth .
A Real Bargain . - Horizontal Steam Enging,
4-in. bore, 6- in . stroke : £ 3. - Pass, 138B, Bedford
Poad , Birkenhead .
Phonograph, in oak case, nickel horn repro
ducer, reproducer and recorder combined, 37s.6d .
-F. MAYCOCK , 35, Bennet Street, Buxton , Derby .
shire.
“ Daisy " 40- Egg Incubator, automatic regulator ,
oil or gas ; reliable ; as new ; £ 3 35., or exchange
good Drilling Machine, or Stocks, Dies and Taps.
-LARRAD , Horbury, Wakefield.
For Sale . - One Armstrong Boring Bar, and one
Victor Toolholder ; price ros. ; a bargain.
BRADLEY, Braunstone, Leicester.
Exehange Zither Banio, and Case for Model
Engine and Boiler ; offers, or sell £ 2 ; approval.
H. KENDALL, West Road, Oakham .
Sale.-- Splendid Double (it ins. by it) Vertical
Engine Parts; one engine finished , other engine
finished except glands, eccentric ; guides, capped
bearings, mounted on polished bed, cylinders
polished, lubricators with cocks, screws, taps,
drills.--Below .
New Magie Lantern and Hot Air Bagine ; cost
135. i offers. - DAVISOX , North Road, Wingato,
cour.ty Durham .
Locomotive, with tender, slide-valve cylinders,
1} ins by it ins., reversing gear, water gauge,
valve, whistle, chimney escape, 3-in. driving
wheels ; offer, or exchange Slide-rest, 4- in , centre .
-42, Monkton Street, Ryde.
Motor Castings for sale (two sets ), at is. 9d .
per set , one set of Dynamo Castings, 30 watts,
25. ; exchange 60 MODEL ENGINEERS, for anything
useful.-- ALLEN , 71, Napier Street West, Oldham ,
Wanted — Vertical Copper Boiler , about 9 by
4 : give full details. - 42, Cicada Road , Wands
worth Common, S.W. or 3-in . centres, back- or
Wanted. - Lathe, 2
single-geared, slide-rest, & c. ; cheap .-- Particulars,
Dow , 242, High Street, Kirkcaldy.
Loco Boiler, 15 ins. long, 41 ins. diameter, ten
t -in tubes, fittings, and smokebox ; complete ;
good order ; 35 Îbs. pressure ; bargain ; 335.
Below .
Horizontal Steam Engine, if ins, by 2 ins.,
good order, nuts and bolts throughout; ios.
Below .
Vertical Engine, if ins. by 25 ins. ; splendid
engine ; bargain : 255.- Below .
Launch Engine, 2 ins. by 21 ins. ; wants packing
and adjusting ; bargain ; 255. ; can be seen any
time.- Apply, C. ELLIOTT, 26A, Park Road North ,
Acton , W.
For Sale. — 7 ft. of 1-in . Steel Shafting, and three
Plummer Blocks ; three 6- in , Pulley Wheels and
belt, 20 ft. by it ins. ; the lot, 30s.-W.ANDERSON ,
25, Christ Church Road, Doncaster.
Gramophone, fitted with concert sound box,
side wind ; runs any size record ; 299. ; a bargain .
COLLING , 23, Chanctonbury Road, Hove,
Brighton . Castings for 2-in. by 2- in . two-stroke
Machined
petrol motor, 255. ; Tubular Locomotive Boiler,
21 diameter, 12 inş, long, 125. 6d . ; particulars
stamp. - Owen , 10, Waldeck Avenue, Bedford ,
For Sale. - Quantity Photographic Apparatus,
small Kodak , frames, dishes, lamp, mounts, tripod
pins. Feriotyres, (3 ; also Shot Gun, '410 bore ,
top lever, leather carrying case and bag, £3 ; also
special Lens and Auto Shutter (Cost £ 10), take £6 .
No reasonable offer refused. --SPENCE, 4, Harbord
Street, Edge Hill, Liverpool.

Cruiser Bull, 6 ft. long, in frame, ready for
planking, with materials and drawings ; 65.
Below .
4- pole 6 v, Roversing Motor, to develop 240
foot-lbs. at 1000 revs. ; new ; 185. - Below .
17 by 17 Launch Engine, piston valvo ; light
design ; new ; 155. - Below .
Water- tube Boller, some fittings ; suit 3 ft. 6 in.
boat ; new ; 125,-Below .
B.A. Stocks and Dies, t, f, and I in.; 66. Stamp
for particulars.-- MOORE, Wyvenhoe Cross, Essex.
8 ] or 4-in. Compound Slide-rest, taper adjust
ment; also Haydon Cutter Bar ; both new ; 375. 6d .
Offers ; stamp.- H ., 24, St. Clement's Hill, Nor.
wich .
For Sale. - Two-speeded Breast Drill, 5s.; also
Bench Drilling Machine, 259. perfect bargains.
BROWN, Hindle Street, Accrington .
Sale or Exchange.- Horizontal Engine, 2 ins. by
3t ins., 305 .; Steam Turbine, 7s.6d .; 16 -pole Blec
tric Motor, 75. 6d.; Driving Rim and Clips, Is. 6d .;
or exchange Avery No. 2 Tramcar Motor , 6 -volt
Accumulator, or Phonograph . - THEO. BROWN , 26 ,
Beckhampton Road , Bath .
Vertical Milling Attachment for 2 -in . Lathe,
makes lathe a milling machine, 1os. 60.- Ross, 8 ,
Markhouse Parade, Leyton , E.
What Offers ? for “ Little Nipper No. 2 " Hand
Camera, with packets of Printing Paper and
plates ; quite new . 50 British Birds' Eggs, all
different ; Sea Fishing Line ; letters only.
PARMER, 64, Howard Street, Bccles New Road,
Salford .
Fine Model Cattor, complete with four sails ;
length 30 ins., beam 6 ins.; by Macmillan ; very
fast boat ; cost £ 3 155., sacrifice 338.-W.
BSTRIDGE , Repton .
Sale. - it-in. by 2-in . Reversing Launch Engine.
small Dynamo, and Voltmeter.- Letters only to
K., 2 , Spencer Park, Ş.W.
Wanted, 1 b.b.p.Oil or GasBngine (new or second
hand ). -Full particulars of bore, stroke, flywheel,
etc., to H., 21, Denver Road , Stamford Hill,
London, N.
For Sale or Exchange.-- Horizontal Engine, i in .
by 2 ins., engineer made, nearly finished ; also
flue tubed boiler , 7 ins. by 3 ins., with stop-cock ;
ros. lot, or nearest offer . - W . PARKINSON Staf.
fordshire House, Fleetwood .
Scrow Marine Engine and Copper Boiler, double
action oscillating cylinders, 9-16ths in. bore, i-in .
stroke, reversing gear, working order ; 228. 6d . ;
approval, deposit ; " M.E." system . - GOODMAN ,
72, Mill Hill Road, Acton , W.
Splendid Small Model direct-coupled Brush
Dynamo, Slide-valve Engine, on iron bed, brass
boiler, steam gauge, & c. 355. ; M.D Arc Lamp,
18s. 6d. dozen ; new Switches, 35. - WITHERS, 12,
Rignold Road , Camberwell Grove.
For Sale. - 440 watts Dynamo ; bargain ;
£ 2 155. ; large Medical Coil, new , 8s., or offers .
F. J UDSON, 239, Fell Lane, Keighley .
For Sale. - One 12-in . Shocking Coil, fitted with
12-in. indicating dial, three pair brass handles,
rotary motor, bells, and regulating switch ; the
wholé mounted on polished wood stand ; 455.;
particulars stamp. - Hill, 31, Cromwell Terrace,
Audley, Blackburn , Lancs.
“ M.E." Loco, 1904. - Pair Cylinders, finished
except for a few screws, with lubricators correct
to the drawings ; also mild steel crank casting
and set of driving and trailing wheels, partly
machined , correct to the design of January 7th ;
228. 6d ., or offers. - J. W , DEWHURST, 52, North
End Road, W. Kensington .
“ Cassell's Popular Educator," bound, 135.
Below .
Wanted. - Good 3-in. Parallel Vice, Carpenter's
Planes and Saws. - Particulan , GOODWIN , 125,
Elgin Road, Ilford.
Graphophone (" .Columbia " ), in oak case, 14
records in stained box, complete ; very compart ;
excellent bargain ; 255., or nearest cash offer.- S .
LAXTON , Postmaster, Rippingale, Bourne, Lincoln
shire.
What offers ? for MODEL ENGINEERS, clean , for
1902–3 ; also Ratchet Brace . - Below .
Wanted for cash. - Lathe Driving Wheel for
It belt, three or four speeds.-- EDWARDS, 1, Cundy
Street, Walkley, Sheffield .
Turning Lathe, treadle , 6- in . centres, tools,
circular saw attachment, & c., 5o8. ENGINEER ,
No. 12 to date. What offers -GIVEN , Gala
sbiels,

1 b.h -p. Gas or Oil Engine, tube ignition ; per
fect ; £4 ios. ; Voltmeter, 10 volts, gs. 6d . ; Ithf
Motor, partly finished except cylinder, 12. 6 .
.390 Colt Repeater ( 16 ), new , 14 ; " ' Triumph
Free Wheel, ss.; new £9 Gold Watch , never used
£ 4 IOS . - WANNOP, Lesmahagow .
Sale or Exchange , 1 h.-p. Horizontal Stearr
Engine, with lubricator and drain cocks, 355.
also Vertical Boiler, 9 by 16, with gauge anu
steam cocks, and safety valve; working pressure,
45 lbs. ; central Aue, 358., or exchange both for
Treadle Lathe.--- Apply, F. CONEY, 13, Bushes
Road , Sutton .
84-in. Scrow -Cutting Gap -bed Bench Lathe, by
good maker, with complete set of change wbeels
and 3-jaw chuck ; in perfect condition ; 67 . Bar.
gain . - 50, Stowell Street, Hyde Road, Manchester.
What Offers -Splendid Model Steamer, with
out engines ; built of mahogany, fitted with
funnels, masts, propeller and shaft, davits, bridge,
port-holes, movable deck , zinc-lined engine-room .
A splendid model ; no reason for exchange . Send
penny stamp for particulars. - B . TETLOW , Urm
ston Lane, Stretford ,Manchester.
Horizontal Engine (S.V.) ; will work a dynamo :
nearly new ; 125. Worth double. - C . ROBATHAN ,
Malvern .
Bench Latho, 3- in . centre, 3- ft. bed , V -shape
bed , T -rest ; 175.-T. STRUGGLES, 54, Brunswick
Street, C.-on - M ., Manchester.
Bargain. - Ring Armature Stampings, 7 by 7.
8s. ; 12 lbs. No. 12 D.C.C. Wire on bobbins, 135. ;
2 Lathe Heads, 4-in . centres, 75.; never used.
MACLEOD , 12, Fleming Street, Riccarton , Kilmar
nock .
For Sale . — Dynamo (new ), 10 volts 3 amps .,
shunt wound, 8 -cog drum armature ; MODEL
ENGINEER type ; perfect condition ; 20s. or nearest
offer. Stamp for photo.-- A . Bonner, junr., 103,
Wentworth Street, E.
Motor Trleycle, famous French make, thorough
order, £ 20, or exchange for good Screw - cutting
Lathé. GARNER, 3, Stamford Street, Manchester,
S.W.
44 Centro Troadle Lathe, high -class tool, 64, or
exchange. --Below .
8 b.-p. Machined Motor Castings , aluminium
crank case, 355. ; would accept part exchange
Tools or Models. - W . CHEW , 49, Hulton Street,
er . S.W.
Manchest
h.-P. Gas
Engino, 2 flywheels ; a smart
engine, £4 . 2 h.-p. Bike Engine ; well made,
almost finished, £ 2 55,-S., 301, Kilburn Lane ,
West Kilburn , London .
Sale. - Air -Gun ; heavy pattern ; nearly new :
for slugs or darts, 125. - PREAKLEY, 12, King's
Avenue, Stone, Staffs.
Three Cycle' Electric Lamps (Portable Electric
Co.'s ) ; listed 145 6d . each ; price 5s.6d . two
4-volt Accumulators, price 3s each. - FLINDERS,
49, Dane Hill Row , Margate.
For Sale.-- Steel Launch Boiler, 5 ins. by 12 ins.;
complete ; 175. 60.-G. W., 48 Camberwell New
Road , London .
Sale. -14 in . by 3- in . Horizontal Slide- Valve
Steam Engine ; price £ 1. - Apply, C. K., 410,
Stoney Stanton Road , Coventry.
Sale or Exchange. - Old Collection 1,187 Stamps ;
useless to owner ; exchange Boiler, Tools , any
thing, or 259. - GASSTON, JUN., Stanford, Hythe.
1 h.-p. Cycle Motor, sound brass petrol and oil
tank, lubricating pimp, horn ; 505 ; exchange, or
offers.-- HOPKIN , Milner Road, Wisbech .
Bleycle Motor , 2 h.-P., for quick disposal ; just
finished ; been working very fast and powerful ;
advance spark and plug ; fit any cycle ; 12.–
BUTCHER , 16, Endsleigh Street, Newington , Hull.
Bargains. - Set 4 Agglomerate Leclanchés, 3s. 6d .;
Oil Furnace, ros. Recorder, 4s. 6d .; Typewriter,
3s. 6d . ; Acumulator, gd. i Boiler , 2s. Relay
Castings, 3d. - HOLMES, Brunswick Rd., Plymouth
For Sale . - Horizontal slide- valve Steam En.
gine ; reversing gear; gun-metal bearings: all parts
adjustable ; cylinder i-in . bore by it stroke.
Also steel-riveted Vertical Boiler, tested to 150
lbs., for working above engine ; with air-chambered
hand -force pump, pressure gauge, water gauge,
lever safety valve, blast, drain cocks, & c., with 6 ft.
of chimney (more can be added if wanted ) ; will
burn coal, & c. Also other Odd Fittings, made for
running small dynamo ; the lot £ 5 , or offers.-- Call
or write to C. P M., care of Mr. Wells, Coal and
Corn Merchant, E. Molesey, Surrey.
(Continued on page xlo.)
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DYNAMOS.

DYNAMOS

Castings, 30 watts, 3s. per
Complete

Set.

Dynamos, 12s. 6d . each .

DYNAMO AND NOVELTY LISTS, post free, 1d .
CATALOGUE of EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL, post free, 2d .

Photographed from our
No. 6 MACHINE .

Foot and Power

"NEWMODEL

THE

ELECTRICAL

WILSON STREET.

SUNDRIES
SUNDRIES

152, Crey Mare

Lathes
“ Star ”
9 & 11-in . Foot Lathes.
9 , 11, 13 & 14-in . Power Lathes.
Higb grade Screw -cutting Engine Lathes built
for the most accurate and exacting service
Guaranteed as accurate as any precision lathe.
Especially adapted for the Machine Shop and
Tool Room , Model Makers, Gunsmiths, Technical
Schools, etc. Can furnish with Draw -In Chuck,
Gear-cutting, Milling, and Taper Attachments.
Send for Catalog " B." .
THE SENEGA FALLS MFG . CO .,
560 , Water Street,
SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.

MANUFACTURING

CO .,

Lane , Manchester.

41, MORA ROAD, CRICKLEWOOD , N.W.
Dear Sirs,
20 Feb., 1904 .
Since writing you last I have thoroughly over
hauled the 3t-in . B.G. Lathe made to my order,
and cannot let the occasion pass without compli
menting you upon the price, quality, and finish of
the tool supplied. Having made a 4- in . Screw
cutting Lathe from the rough castings, I can fully
appreciate and recognise the trouble you take in
your fitting ; indeed, I and my friends were more
than surprised at the workmanship, and large
wearing surfaces of every part, and its accuracy.
I have tested theLathe with some heavy turning,
and it ran beautifully sweet and light, and the
absence of tremor and vibration under all speeds
was very noticeable. - 1 am HENRY
, yours faithfully,
S. BOORMAN

F. & H. SHAW

&

BROTHER,

HEBDEN BRIDGE .
Illustrated Catalogue, post free, 3d.

BOOKS on GAS & OIL ENGINES ,
and GAS FITTING .
VOLUME
OF

IX

TheModel Engineer
644 pages.

Well Illustrated .

Cloth Bound, containing Twenty -seven issues, July 2nd
to December 31st, 1903, 68.6d each ; post free, 6s. 11d.
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

Co.,

26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
ACETYLENE
How

to Make

GAS :

and Use

It .

This Book is a thoroughly practical guide to the construc
tion of various types of small Generators,with hints on fitting
up Pipes, Burners, and Purifiers .
The method of working a Gas Engine with Acetylene Gas
is also described.
The Book is fully illustrated ,and will prove of value to all
interested in Acetylene Gas and its Uses.
Price 6d , nett, post free 7d , Of all Agents for THE
MODEL ENGINEER, or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St., London , E.C.

THE GAS AND OIL ENGINE . By DUGALD CLERK,
M.I.C.E. With 228 Illustrations. 8vo . Postage 5d. 158.
GAS ENGINE CONSTRUCTION . By PARSELL AND
WEED . A Practical Treatise describing in every detail
the Building of a Gas Engine. Cloth. Postage 5d. 145.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MODERN GAS AND
OIL ENGINES. By FRED. GROVER, A.M.Inst.C.E.
Third Edition . Illustrated. With 372 pages. Postage
...
4d.
55.
ACETYLENE : THE PRINCIPLES OF ITS GENE
RATION AND USE . By F.H. LEEDS, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
and W. J. ATKINSON BUTTERFIELD, M.A., F.I.C .; F.C.S.
With Diagrams and Illustrations. Postage 4d .
5s.
GAS FITTING . By W.GRAFTON . With 143 Illustrations.
8vo . Postage 4d .
55.
GAS AND PETROLEUM ENGINES. Adapted from
the French by H.DE GRAFFIGNY,by A.G. ELLIOTT, B.Sc.
A Useful and Elementary Treatise for Non -Technical
Readers. With 52 Illustrations. Postage 3d .
28. od.
PRACTICAL GAS FITTING. By PAULN .HASLUCK. With
I20 Illustrations, 160 pages. Cloth . Crown 8vo . Pos
2s.
tage 4d .
GAS ENGINES: THEIR ADVANTAGES, ACTION ,
AND APPLICATION . By W.A. TOOKEY. Hints to
Purchasers, Erectors, and Attendants . Postage Iļd. IS.
GAS AND OIL ENGINE MANAGEMENT. By M.
Powis BALE, M.I.M.E. A Handbook for Users. Being
Notes on Selection , Construction , and Working. Crown
8vo. Cloth . Postage 3d .
· 35. 60.
The Book Dept.,26-29 ,Poppin's Court,Fleet St., London , E.C.
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Splendid Horizontal slide-Valve Engine and
Boiler, 5- in . flywheel,with all fittings; also Launch
Engine, high -speed lagged cylinder ; also 8 - volt
Lamp complete , with bayonet holder and cords.
Set photos and particuars, stamp. Exchange for
good Gent's Cycle (Free-Wheel ; B.S.A. pre
ferred ). Will make up exchange in cash, if neces.
sary or would sell.- E , PUXLEY, Market Place,
Chelmsford , Essex.
For Sale.-- 40 Numbers of THE MODEL ENGI•
NEER, and four MODEL ENGINEER Handbooks
Small Accumulators , Dynamos and Motors ;
Electrical Models, and Electric Batteries ; and ;
Vols. of The Mechanic " ; bound. All are quite
new , and are no further use to owner. Will take
6s. 6d. lot. Marshall & Wood's 4.Volt Motor, in
splendid condition ; cost 155. ; will accept iis.
May be had on approval. Deposit system .- W .
LEWIS, 82, Golborne Road , North Kensington .
Exchange, Gent's Cycle, racer ; new Departure
Hub for cycle motor, 2 h..p., or sale ; £ 3 ros.
BROOKER, Mendy Street, High Wycombe.
For Sale.- Vertical Copper Boiler, 11 ins.
diameter by 30 ins. high ; perfect condition ; all
fittings, £4. Horizontal D.A.S.V. Engine, it ins.
by 21 ins., engineer made, £ 3 ; Hall & Knight's
" Algebra," Holme's “ Steam Engine," Poyser's
Magnetism and Electricity," Jago's Inorganic
Chemistry
the lot of books, ros. Hand
Magazine Camera , 6 plate, double -view finder,
instantaneous
time and
shutter ; new ; 123. 6d.
New Ratchet Drill, 5s. Silver-plated 6 -chamber
Revolver, 7 mm. bore, self-barrel mover ; good
condition ; IOS. Further particulars stamped
envelope ; approval on deposit system .-- JOHN
SMITH , 45, Equitable Street, Milnrow , Rochdale.
Screw -Cutting Lathe, 4 ins., with 3-ſt. gap -bed ,
41-in . Cushman chuck , & c. Also vertical pillar
Drilling Machine for hand or power, and a set of
" English Mechanic " Bicycle Motor Castings ;
cylinder bored and turned ; £ 14 the lot. — SEVERN ,
110, High Street, Oxford Road ,Manchester.
Motor Cyele.
ew Hudson ,_2 h.-p. Dion , V
belt, Longuemare Carburettor; Dunlops ; spares ;
new condition ; £ 29 Ios. (cost £45 few months ago ).
Part instalments. - BRIGHT, 73, Church Street,
Camberwell.
Have you sold those Tools yet ? If not, try
an advertisement in this column.

USEFUL

Pair Cylinder , i in . by # in . ; fitted with piston
valves, eccentrics, cranks, & c. ; 48. each. High
speed Launch Engine, a ins. by it ins. ; double
webbed steel crankshaft (cut from solid ), i in.
diameter ; running in 4 G.M. halved bearings in
brass holders; bammer type standards, lubricator
and bib cocks ; £ 3. Particulars, send stamp.
M. BLAVAN , Danebrow , Jesmond, Newcastle-on
Tyne.
Miscellaneous and Late .
For Salo. - Complete Set of Patterns of 4-Pole
Motors ; exceptional chance for model supply
firms. Giving up model business. - J. WEBB ,
Electrician , Bloxwich .
8 - jaw Sell - centrelng Seroll Chucks, 2- in ., 8s. 6d .
--PINKNEY,Heanor, Nottingham .
Bo Wise and Obtain the Best Book on Machine
Drawing : post free, 28. 9d. - HARRISON , below .
“ Fittors and Turners' Companion," is id . HARRISON , below
“ Model Engineer," is. 3d. “ Practical Metal
Turning, 2s. 3d. - HARRISON , below .
“ Cabinet Maker," is. 3d. Woodworker, Is. 3d .
-HARRISON, below .
“ Motor Bicycle , and How to Drive It," IS. id .
-HARRISON , below .
Cycle Building,". Is. 2d . post froe. " The
Modern Safety Bicycle," 38. 3d.-GEO. HARRISON
(M ), 45, Rupert Street, Nottingham .
For Sale.- A Parcel of Engineers ' Hand Tools ,
including callipers, squares, tap wrenches, screw
plates, micrometer, etc. ; quite new ; by Starrett
and Brown & Sharp ; bargain to a user.-- BAN
CROFTS, Woolshops, Halifax.
Motor Bicycles for Sale. - Werner , £ 8 ios. ; Roth
well, with Minerva engine, £10 ; Leader, £ 11 ;
Minerva, ki tos. : F.N., £12 ; Royal Sovereign,
£ 13 : Humber, £13. Some Engine Castings, rough
ar machined, very cheap. Gas Engine, 24 ins.
by 2 } ins. 358. ; 4 ins. by 4t ins. Vertical Steam
Engine, £ 3 24 ins: by 25 ins. Vertical two
cylindei Steam Engine, new , 65. Many other
things equally cheap ; write for list. - TWENTIETH
CENTURY Motor Co., LTD ., Padua Road , Penge,
S.E.

BOOKS ON

Electric Wiring. Fitting, switches, and Lampe. By W.
PERRIN MAYCOCK, M.I.C.E. Postage 4d.
Electrical Influence Machines. Their Historical Development,
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction . By J.
GRAY, B.Sc. Postage 3d .
Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H , E. HADLEY.
..
Postage 3d .
Electro-Motors. How Made and How Used . A Handbook for
Amateurs and Practical Men , By S. R. BOTTONE. With 70
Illustrations. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged . Postage 3d.
Electro -Plater's Handbook A Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Students. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged , and an
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d .
Hectrical Instrument Making for Amateurs. Sixth Edi
tion . 71 illustrations. By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
Wireless Telegraphy and Hortzian Waves. By S. R.
BOTTONE . Postage 3d .
The Dynamo : How Made and Used. By S. R. BOTTONE,
Postage 3d.
Electrical Experiments . With 144 illustrations. By G. E.
BONNEY. Second Edition. Postage 3d.
Practical Electrical Measurements. An Introductory Course
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers. By
E. H. CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer
ing, Sheffield Technical School. With 56 illustrations.
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth . Postage 3d.
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We Want You !-to know that we are making
a speciality of Gas and Oil Engine Castings. Below
We Want You to know that the quality is un
surpassable. All Castings guaranteed , nuts,
screws included . - Below .
We Want You to know also that we build
Engines from to 40 b.h.-P. Gas ! Oil !-Below ,
We Want You to Read our Prices. Here they
are. Rockbottom . Quality very best possible.
Below .
Gas Engine Castings, I b.b .... 17.6d . ; : b.h.-P.,
195. 6d.; b.h..p., 399.6d.;
b.h.-P., gos. ;
1 b.h.-P., 578. 6d. ; it b.h.-p., 755. 6d . ; 2 b.h.-D.,
855.
Oll Engine Castings, 18s. 6d ., 219.6d., 453.,
558., 62s. 6d ., 795. 6d., gos. - Below .
We Want You to Note these Prices. - Finished
Engines (gas), b.b.-P., £ 2 195. 60.; t b.h.-P.,
; # b.b.-P., 19 ;
£3758.; tbh.- p: £5 195. od.
1 b.h.-P., € 10 ; if 6.h.-P., [15 tos. ; 2 b.h.-p.
£ 17 ros. -Relow .
We Want You to Note these Pricos Also . - Oil
Engines , £, £3 75. 6d . ; £, £4 ; £, £6 128. : t, £ 10 IOS.
i bh.-p. £ ur 55. ; It b.h.-P., £ 16 nos. ; 2 b.h.-P.,
£ 18 ros.- Below .
We Want You to know that we have special
workmen experienced in above work , that we have
special tools and machinery for this class of work ,
and that we can give you entire satisfaction in
every way. List three stamps. - Below .
Wo aro the Universal Co., St. James' Road ,
Derby .
Electric Lighting Plant.-- One ; b.h.-P. Gardner
Gas Engine, with spares; 8 anps. 30-volt Jones
Dynamo ; switchboard ; amp. ` and voltmeters ,
resistance boards ; 3 large Accumulators. AN
splendid condition ; £27. Part instalments . Seen
running. – BRIGHT, 73, Church Street, Camberwell.
FILES
ARCADE
Cut Faster, Last Longer, Cost no More.
SAMPLE SENT on APPROVAL for TRIAL.
Write for Catalogue, Order Sheet , and Discount.
THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
78-80, City Road, LONDON , E.O.
8 , Howard Street, CLASGOW .

ELECTRICAL SUBJECTS .

8. d .
6 0

S. d .
Induction Coils. A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers .
By G. E. BONNKY. With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
those wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With 101
illustrations. Postage 3d .

2 6

30
3 0
3 6

30
26
2 6

2 6

Elementary Principles of Electric Lighting. Edition
CAMPBELL SWINTON, Associate I.E.E. Third By ALLAN
. EnA..
larged and Revised With 16 illustrations. Crowa 8vo. Cloth .
..
Postage ad.
1 6
Wireless Telegraphy, Popularly explained by RICHARD KERR,
F.S.S., with Preface by W.H. Preece , C.B., T.R.S. Illustrated.
Postage ad . Paper is. Cloth .
16
Electric Light for Country Hongos. A Practical Handbook
on the Erection and Running of Small Installations, with Par.
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working . By J. H. KNIGHT,
1 0
Postage ad .
How to Manage & Dynamo. By S. R. BOTTONE . Second
Edition. Revised and Enlarged . Illustrated . Post 8vo. Cloth ,
1 0
pocket size. Postage ad .
Dynamos and Electric Motors. How to Make and Run Them .
By Paul N. HASLUCK . Illustrated . Postage ad.
1
Dynamo Attendants and Their Dynamos. By ALFRED H.
1
GIBBINGS, A.I.E.E. Third Edition . Postage ad.
A Guide to Electric Lighting for Householders and
Amateurs. Fully Illustrated . By S. R. BOTTONE . Postage ad .
Intensity Coils : How Made and Used By DYER. Sixteenth
Edition. Postage ad.
10
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4 6
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SALE AND EXCHANGE.

Private Adrertisements are inserted in this
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
less, and idAdvertisements
. Der 3 trords after .
Trade
are inserted in this
column at the rate of is, for the first 12 words of
less, and id. per word after.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
liser's name and address is charged for. AN
A dvertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager ,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
AN Advertisemerts must be recelvod by Arst
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number,

Our Deposit System .
Notice. -As we cannot accept any responsi
bility for the bona -fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from intending, purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose ful!
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are senton approval each person to pay carriage
one way. The deposit is relained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepled .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
6d . for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, Gr., must be re
mitted at the same time, and seni lo the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.c. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 2s, Bd.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letler (Cheques
cannot be accepted).
The Fee mentioned above should be seni in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
h should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value o
the article should be deposited by each party. We
cannot receive the articies themselves.
Trade,

iii.

Twenty -three of Cole's Reliable Handbooks,
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
bound in one volume cloth , 35. ed., carriage paid , value : f bore from 173. 6d . ; bore from 255.
or separately as below .
Many
distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Water Motors from 6s. 6d. ; \ h.-p. 175. 6d. :
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build th.-p., 308. Castings, 3s., 5., 93. 60. Cheapest
Small Furnace," post free , 6d .
form of power for light work . - WHITNEY .
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d.
teed platinum , silver plated ; A in. to centre, is.gd .:
i in ., 25. 3d . ; it ins., 28. 6d . ; If ins., 28. od . :
Blacksmithing.— “ How to Forge and Weld
1 ins., 35. All othermaterials in stock. - Whitney.
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
“ Metal Rivetting (Hot and Cold ), from
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 67 by 4 by 21 ins.
inside, is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams; post
formed, 4 by 4 ; positive, gd . : negative, 7d . each ;
6d.
free,
“ Grinding
and Setting Edge Tools," from a Grids, 5d. i Terminals, 3d. Excellent value. WHITNEY .
razor to an axe, with diagrams; post free, 6d .
“ Metal, Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
in ebonite cases ; cost ios. 6d. ; only 3s. 3d ., post
“ Tempering Steel Tools,” Annealing and Case
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id ., post
Hardening, 6d .
free. Every one tested . - WHITNEY.
" Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
diagrams, 6d .
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ins., Is. 2d.; 6 by if ins.,
“ Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
IS. 8d. ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d . ; 6 by 21 ins., 45. 6d. ;
6 by 31 ins., 55. 3d . : 6 by 4 ins., 55. 9d . 8 by 4 ins ,
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
75. dozen packed. - WHITNEY .
“ Metal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 35., 45., 6s. 9d.,
75. ed ., 8s. 9d ., 1os. ed ., 135. 6d . dozen . Fuller
diagrams, 6d.
Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing, pattern , 75. ed ., gs. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes. — WHITNEY .
Burnishing, Lacquering ; 6d.
How to Soldor Gold , Silver, Aluminium , Brass ,
Ralls for Model Railways.-- Correct section ,
25. 3d. dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
& c., Brazing " : 3d.
« The Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
up . Hard lead fanged Wheels, 1 in ., is. gd. ;
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d. Tins., 28. 1od . dozen , post free. - Whitney.
“ Eloctric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, 6d.
of use to you ? Exchange it at Whitney's for
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
something that you want.
with Polish Recipes ; 6d.
Whitney for New and Second-hand Dynamos,
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood , Glass, Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
& c. Ceinent Recipes ; 6d.
Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
Please state exact requirements.
on a small Scale : 6d .
Whitney, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
“ Bookbinding without Special Tools," Gold
Road , London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
Lettering, & c . ; 6d .
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchanged . Estab
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of lished over quarter of a century .
Designs " ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
To Plumbers and Engineers. If you wish to
“ Cycle Brazing," _ 4d . ; Cycle Enamelling,"
save money, send stamp for our Tool List ; the
60. ; * Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
COLEMAN & Co.,
prices will surprise you .
Roadside," 6d.
Southend .
Any Three Above Books, is. ; any six, Is. 7d . ;
Turning, Milling, Dividing, Fitting, Repairing
eight or more, 3d. each , all post tree.
etc., undertaken by the DentAL ENGINEERING
Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of usefulhints
Co., Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road , London .
3d.
and information on Mechanical Matters,
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury, Manufactures. - Special lines and designs illus
Manchester.
Australian Wholesale Agents :
trated
this issue ; look it up immediately.
“ Robertsons."
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels , Turbines, Hy.
X Book on the Latho ; full of information on
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors,
the construction of Lathes. X
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and Motor lists, id . Complete Sets of Perfect Castings.
on
chapter
a
with
,
American
--Percy PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury, Hereford
How to Test & Lathe ; giving a practical shire,
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
Whitworth Screwplate, t, 3-16ths, $, Taps and
invaluable to lathe users.
Tapwrench , Is. id . Set ; Modeller's Screwplate
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ; Set, is. Id. - WILKINS, 59 , Silvan Villas, Bowes
foreign readers post free.
Park .
Not Sont to America whilst prohibitive duty
Compound Slide-rests, 21, 158. 6d .; 3-in., 175. 6d.;
on machinery is in force. - DRUMMOND BROTHERS, 31-in ., 215. Lists,
ifd.- WILKINS, above.
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials . - Watches,
Private.
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
tions,6d . post free. - TheMORRIS COHEN Co., LTD .,
advertisements.
for
these
for
rates
132, Kirkgate , Leeds.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes , Fans, rough or
the same place, which gives protection to both pur
finished list 2d . - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley .
chaser
and seller.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers.-- King & COMPANY, below .
Lathe, 2 Ins. centres, treadle, bench with drawer;
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
4 ins. faceplate , driver chuck , two carriers two
tor lists , free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY,
turning tools ; 255. Nearly finished 1 in . by 2 ins.
Western Electrical Works. Stonebridge, Bristol.
Horizontal Engine, heavy bedplate, all brass , tos*
L.N.W.Rallway Locomotives. - A Register, giving Excha
nge first-class Drawing Instruments.-- 105
the names and numbers of every engine now in use
oo Road , Middlesbro .
on the London and North Western Railway ; Waterl
Racing Model Yacht, length 3 ft.: built to scale
7d from the Ailsa ; los . Collie Shepherd , good cross
new and revised edition ; price 6d., post-freewant
Railway Catalogue and List of Books we
bred , affectionate : splendid yard dog. Also
free.- JUCKES, Book Merchants. Birmingham .
7-stringed Banjo : latest improvements.
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work, etc., or splendid
- Particulars PADLEY, 27, Sydney Street. Boston
every description. Speciality : Motor cylinder
volts ; needs slight repair ; also
Dynamo,
boring : Plain, spiral, and skew gear-cutting ; 8-volt Lamp:12 ros.
., a bargain or exchange to
Screw -cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ; value 155.- Below .6d
general milling, planing, etc. - GEORGE ADAMS,
Toins
diam ., with 14 buckets and
Water
Motor,
144, High Holborn , London , W.C.
suitable for driving above Dynamo ;
Geor Adams for all work needing special flywheel;
85, Jobo Street,
exchange.-HAWE,
cash
offers,
or
accuracy , finish and prompt despatch . Plantmost
Govan .
up-to-date and complete in the country.

.

“ Model Engineer, " new bound Vols. IV , V,
VI, and VII, 35. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos, on Sale.-E. POUTEAU, 231A ,Gray's Inn
Road, London
Please Note Change of Address.-- New Sliding
Resistances , by Westinghouse (cost 455. ), suitable
for motors, & c., price 5s. 9d . Coils wound with
silk -covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
needle pivots, suitable for making galvanometers,
& c. (cost 455.), price 5s. 9d . Odd Galvanometers,
in cases, 5s.6d . Polarized Relays, slightly de
fective ( cost € 3 ), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
£ 25 ), price £ 3 . Quantity of odd Telephones and
Sounders, from 6s. 6d. ; also hundreds of useful
oddments, can be inspected by appointment.
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. -- SAM
MIDDLETON, Faraday House, 179 , Camden Grove
North , Peckham
, S.É.
Aeronautical and Submarine Engineering,
special terms to experimenters . — THE SOUTH
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING WORKS, Blackheath
Hill, Greenwich .
Cycles ! Cycles ! !--Frames, fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied : write for catalogue.-- DIMMACK
Bros. 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889.

The Model Enginoor and Electrician .

iv.
5 ft. Torpedo Boat, with motor, 63, or nearest
ofter ; photo . - CUMMINGS, 120 , Algernon Road,
Heaton , Newcastle-on - Tyne.
For Sale. — 50 C -p . Dynamo (overtype), lami
pated drum rmature, brush rocker : all finished,
except winding field-magnets ; output 50 volts, 3
amps .; also holder, with shade carrier ; 308.;
approval. Also genuine old Violin , splendid
inellow tone, sell for 155 ; or exchange for course
in Mesmerism , etc.- " ENGINEER," 38, Bartlett
Street, Caerphilly, Glam .
Gent.'s Cycle , pneumatic tyres, front rim brake,
roller chain ; all in good condition : bargain ,
375. 6d .; photo 2d.- Below .
Exchange MODEL ENGINEER (unbound ), from
No, i to present date, inclusive, for decent 50-watt
Dynamo, or smallGas or Oil Engine ; cash offers
entertained . – STORES, 18 , St. Aldates, Oxford.
Copper Cylinder, with bolted iron covers , 19 ins.
by 12 ins., weight' 58 lbs. Pure Rubber Washer,
20 ins. diameter, by 1, weight u lbs. Two Gun
metal
Valves and Plunger, 3. ins. diameter,
29 lbs. Pump
Copper Tubes and Steel Boiler Tubes ,
i in . Brass Fireman's Helmet, London pattern
(new ). Guitar Zither (new ). Wanted, Boiler
complete, for 2-in . bore, 4 stroke Engine or Oil
Engine ; good condition . Stamp for particulars .
-WYVER , Cromwell Road. Whitstable.
Chain -driven Hand-gear Dynamo, 40 volts
6 amps.; as new ; 455. - AINES , II , Shrubland
Road , Dalstop .
Electrical Oddments. - Novelties and Sundries,
rh ap for cash i particulars free ; state wants.
KENT, 53. Cockburn Street, Liverpool.
inematograph, in case ; worth 30s., sacrifice
155 ; weekly payments. 110 Bird's Eggs, ios. 6d .
-B. ROBINSON , 178, King's Road, Chelsea .
Sale.- Brass Vertical Boiler, II by 5, and
Engine and Electric Torch ; new ; 30s . the lot ;
can be seen after 7.- LEWIS, 43, Grant Road,
Clapham Junction .
h.-P. Oil Engine ; vertical, oil-enclosed , with
extra fittings for gas ; heavy flywheel, £ 7 : cffers.
Sei High -speed Launch Engine Castings, 21 by 2 }
iron ; phosphor bronze, reversing, and forgings ;
weight, 60 lb., 16s. 6d.; patterns of same, 6s.
Heavy Treadle Motion , 55. Mahogany built
Yacht, sails, ios. Must sell ;_seen after 6.30.
E. HEIL, 352, Mile End Road, E.
Lathe Wanted (screw -cutting) ; exchange
thorough good cycle and cash , or sell £ 7 ios.;
no rubbish offered and none wanted . - Fullest
particulars to WINCH , 2, Kingscliffe Villas, Hamp .
den Road , Celney Hatch Lane.
Dynamo. - Lahmeyer tyre, sbunt, laminated
(og drum ; as new ; 10 - volts.. 3 -amps., 20s.;
deposit system . - J. W. THOMES, 4, Rink Street,
Dewsbury
For Sale. - MODEL ENGINEER , Vols. III to
IX .; clean , unbound. - Offers to J. HOWARD,
96, Crawford Street, Ashton -under -Lyne.
Wanted, Phonograph ; fcr Horizontal Engine
( 2 by 4 ) and Boiler ; or sell £ 3 ; photo , stamp.
Below .
“ Hobbies " Lathe and Fret Machine ; patent
chuck for drills, etc.; 255.-- VINCENT POWELL,
1, Parsen Street, Dudley.
Sale.- Model High- speed Vertical Engine ; it
ins, by it ins.; handsomely made : direct- coupled
to jo volt, 6 amp., undertype dynamo ; with
vertical steel boiler ; copper riveted internal
firebox and uptake, lamps, wire, copper pipes ;
bargain . - Write, PAYNE, 69, KentStreet,Grimsby.
Two High-Speed Vertical Engines ; balanced
crankshafts, it by 2 ins. and if by it ; for
dynamo or launch ; 308. each ; in good working
order, and piston rings ; before 9.-- GOUDGE , 401,
Mar : Street, Harkney .
1 doz. “ Star ” s-in . Hack Saw Blades, 2s Hand
Vice, Dew IS. 3d . 2 small Drill Cbucks, new ,
IS. 6d . “ Rachet " Screw Driver , new , Is. 3d .
Fly Drill, new , Is. 3d . Plated Watchmaker's
18 ft. round I - in . Gut Belt, new ,
Vice, A.
newLEE
, 28.
39.-, Silver Street, Broughton , Northants.
Splendid Set of 2 h.-p. Motor Bicycle Castings.
inciuding aluminium crank cases, 20s.---MARRIOTT,
I ishpool, Bury, Lancashire.
6 -inch Lathe Head, with wood chuck and hand
rest ; ros; the lot. Pair Bicycle Wheels ; com
plete except tyres ; 6s.6d . Square Leather
Camera Bellows, t-plate, 29. 60 . Portable Shed
and Chicken House combined, so ft. by 7 ft. 6 Ins.,
well made, nearly new ; £ 3.- " LYNTON," More
land Road, Croydon .
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Sale.-- A 25-volt Kapp type Dynamo, in good
order ; drum armature ; cost sos., take 4os., or
nearest offer. - J. R. Jones, Harcourt Road ,
Mountain Ash , Glam .
Sale or Exchange, 1 h.-p. S.-V. Steam Engine,
28-bore, 6 in stroke; bigh speed; perfect; 63 os.,
or exchange for Drum -armature Dynamo, 50 to
100 C.-P.- HOSKINS, 55, Parade, Pontypridd, S.
Wales.
Set of 10 c.-p. Ironclad Dynamo Patterns, 5s . ;
planed Surface-plate , 6 by 4 (bandled ), 38. - Belcw .
Acme Drilj chuck , o to in . (new ), 115, 6d .; two
Plummer Blocks, tip . bore, is. gd, each pas
ticulars free.- PERCY TAYLOR, 127,Geldard Road ,
Leeds.
Doublo Cylinder Engine and Boiler, all fittings,
3.in. stroke ; price £ 5. - Tyas, Turner Street,
Manchester .
For Sale.-- A new Proctor's 85-egg Incubator
and Foster Mother ; a genuine bargain ; 355., or
exchange anything Electrical.- ISAAC SIDDOWN,
Newdigate Street, West Hallam , Derby .
Wanted.--About 5 lbs. of good 36 gauge Silk
covered Wire ; cheap.— " COILWIRE," 36 , Tolling
ton Road, N.
*Model Engineer " parts, clean , Vols. VI and
VII, 12 parts, is. 6d . each ; Vols. VIII and IX ,
24 parts, 28.6d. each ; 12 Edison Records, 78. 6d.,
all post free. - CALDERBANK , 182, Pall Mall,
Chorley, Lancs.
Sale.- Splendid Horizontal (t h.-p.) Steam
Engine, engineer made ; will drive dynamo, & c . ;
455. ; particulars stamp. - WM. Watt, 73, Wood
bine Street, South Shields.
“ Model Engineer,” over 100 numbers, 5s. 9d . ;
strong Lathe Crank, 31 ins. long, 3$.---BLANCHARD ,
5 , Little North Street, Grove Road , N.W.
Wanted. - Strong Marine Engines and Boiler for
twin -screw steamer, to drive boat 6 ft. long. Below .
Sale . - Beautiful Model Yacht (cost £ 8 ), travel
ling case , four sets of sails ; exchange or offers.
Smith , Cambridge Lodge, Ilkley.
Wanted. - Paraffin ( second -hand ) Brazing Lamp;
vessel or lamp out of repair ; cheap . - Make and
price to F. MARSHALL, Haddon Street, Tibshelf,
near Alfreton .
Cassell's “ Popular Educator," Cassell's " Tech
nical Educator," Handyman's Book “ Wood
working," first volume “ Focus," one volume
Photogram ," first volume " Work " ( two num
bers missing) ; first volume Young Engineer,"
Vols. VI and VII, MODEL ENGINEER ; cost gos .
new condition ; exchange Lathe or Engine and
Dynamo.-- BARBER , 1, Union Road, Oswaldtwistle ,
Lancashire.
For Sale.- One of Southall's | h.-p. two -cycle
Gas Engines, complete with tank, gas -bag, and
silencer ; grand condition ; a bargain ; £ 4. - Below .
For Sale.- A pair of Wall Telephones, and four
batteries , and 150 yds. of wire ; never been used ;
205. ; will exchange Telephones for Engine and
Boiler or Gas Engine. - W . ANDERSON , 25, Christ
Church Road , Doncaster .
Aneroid Barometer, 21 ins. diameter, registering
vernier, nickel case ; perfect order ; 78. 6d . ; cost
double ; approval.- Below .
Substantial Slotted Faceplate, 67 (Martin ),
tapped I, 4s. 6d . ; also one same size, 1, 55. 6d . ;
approval.---HARRIS, 38, Jubilee Street, Stepney,
London .
Madison Gas Engine, { h.-P., two flywheels,
tank, gas- bag, silencer and connections ; working
order ; £ 2 . WADMORE, II, Vincent's Walk ,
Southampton .
Lady's Cyclo, £ 3 ; large Lathe double webbed
crank, 2s.6d . ; Flywheel and Crank for small
lathe, 5s. 6d.; Water Motor , 48. 6d . ; particulars
stamp.-- SAVILLE, 9, Garden Street, Eccles , Lan.
cashire.
Horizontal Slide-valve Engino and Boiler ;
cylinder, 2-in , stroke ; nearly new ; 408.- SMART,
10, Crofton Villas, New Brompton .
Chemical Apparatus for sale , or would exchange
for Slide-rest or Treadle for lathe ; also set of
Metric Weights , scales , and stand. - L . ASPEL ,
East Molesey.
Cyclo Frame for Sale, including wheels, pedals ,
etc., 125. ; no tyres ; particulars. Wanted , good
Gramaphone ; cheap for cash. - 62, Frankfort
Avenue, Rathgar, co. Dublin .
Edison Victor Concert Phonograph , with repro
records (one
ducer, aluminium horn , rece
grand ) ; cheap for cash ; no rubbish ; guaranteed.
-H . S. CLARKE, 29, High Street, Chatteris, Cambs.
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Grindstone, 9 ins. diameter, 34 ins. on face
with grooved pulley, 34 ins. diameter ; in frame
with hood ; 45. Air Gun , 75. 60.; Flywheel
15 diameter, is. 6d . ; stamp for reply . - STOTT
Brunswick Street, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire .
Wanted.--- Phonograph of graphophone type to
take large or small records.- Below .
Phonograph, 34 records, eight blanks, large brass
trumpet, small aluminium trumpet, recording
trumpet, recorder, two reprodcers (one grand ) ;
perfect ; £3 10s. lot ; cost [8 155. Xmas ; stamped
envelope. - Fuller particulars to W. STEVENS, 89,
Coleman Street, Brighton , Sussex .
Bench Lathe, 41-in . centres , back -geared , 4 ft.
gap -bed , V -edges, compound slide-rest, two face
plates, catchplate, hand-rests, numerous drills ,
drill chucks, tools, & c. ; in perfect working order ;
owner just completed 3-in . by 3-in. cycle motor,
and has no further use for same ; bargain ; £6.10s.
-R. BROOKS, 49, Woodhouse Road, Mansfield.
Vertical Boilor, 30 ins. by 13 ins., all fittings ;
£ 5 158., or exchange Gent's Bicycle ; must be first
class. - Below .
Volt and Ampere Meters, 50 and 35, respectively,
on board with two switches and fuses ; 335.;
worth double ; no exchange. - KERRY, Peet Strect,
Derby.
“ Practical " Typewriter, No. 3 , in case, com
plete keyboard , perfect condition (cost 258.), sell
i79. 6d ., or offers.-- WILSON , 78, Harehills Avenue,
Leeds.
Bargains in Books.-- Vols. I and II " The Car,"
90 Autocars," 100 “ The Motor," 50 Motor
Cycle," “ Electrical Instruments," Bottone; " Wire
less Telegraphy," Bottone ; “ Badminton Library
Motors " ; The Automobile," Hasluck ; " Motor
Cycles," Wilson ; “ Light Motor Cars," Knight ;
Living Animals," complete. What offers ?
LOWE, 113, Manor Road , Leyton , N.E.
Hand of Stand Camera ; R.R. lens and tripod ;
cost 255.; sell 155. Model Torpedo Boat De
stroyer ; hull 4 ft. long , 5 -in . beam ros. " Gem
Air Gun , gs.' 6d. - Particulars, S. PILGRIM , 19 .
Lanark Villas, Maida Vale, London .
Lathe.-- Back -geared , 4 -ft. bed, 5-in . centres,
slide and hand -rest, 8- in . 4-jawed reversible
chuck, die chuck , faceplate, centres, & c.; quan
tity of Tools. Can be seen any time. What
offers ?-N., 36, Despard Road , Highgate .
Trailer Rigid Frame, requires seat, 178. 6d. 21
horse Engine (Minerva position ) by Price, Plais
tow ,with F.N. carburettor, £ 5 155. Will exchange
for lighter Clement Engine. Also genuine Chater.
Lea (Minerva) Motor Frame, upturned bar,
saddle, pedals ; suitable for 26 - in . wheels ; £ 2 155.
Exchange Trailer for good 5 -in . 14. or f6 Lens.
" MOTOR ," 40, Knowles Hill, Lewisham .
Bargain, £ 1.– Strong Canvas and Ribbed Boat,
good condition carry two ; 12 by 21 ft., 3-in .
keel.- Hunt, “ Avondale ," Kingswood , Wotton
under-Edge, Glos.
t- in . Spark Coll, with commutator, also power .
ful Motor ; 123. for both; or nearest. – 64. West
wood Street, Accrington.
Exchange Shocking Coil, complete with battery,
for Dynamo or Motor (cost 8s.).- HOLLAND,
Audenshaw Road , Audenshaw , near Manchester .
High- class Shunt Dynamo; quite new . 110
volts, b. p., self-oiling, splendid working order
with resistance coil ; $4 tos. (cost double ) or
nearest offer ; approval; deposit.-- BELLINI, 2 ,
Vernon Street, Bolton .
Salo or Exchange for Good Folding Film Camera,
Complete Set :-in. scale Loco Castings, byGreenly.
-E. JENNINGS, The Crescent, Gateshead .
Winchester Cannon , No. 12 cartridge (cost sos. ):
perfect condition . What offers ? or exchange for
Phonogiaph . - HOUSE, 4, Victoria Street, Man
ningham , Bradford ,
High-class American 5-string Banjo, by Thomp
son & Odell, Boston ; also "Reliance" Case ; accept
£ 3 , or exchange for small Lathe, Engine, Drill, or
anything useful to amateur. - EDGE,Hutton Street,
Chorlton Road , Manchester.
Bargains.-- Vertical Copper Boiler, riveted fire
box and tube, ros.; also by i Horizcotal Engine.
128. 6d. ; both by Whitney ; good working order ;
no reasonable offers refused. - R ., 59, Nortbbrook
Road, Ilford
What offers 8–1902-03 MODEL ENGINEERS, also
Hobbies Fretsaw Frame (patent clamps) .- SHAW .
Stoke House, Alverstoke, Gosport, Hants.
(Continued on page vifi.
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DART

TWIST

EMERY

DRILL

WHEEL

GRINDER .

The
Dart " Twist Drill Grinder provides
an inexpensive appliance for accurately grind
ing Twist Drills, from 1-16th in . to % in . As it
frequently happens trouble from breakage is
frequently experienced with these small drills ,
which is often caused by their not being cor
rectly ground this machine will soon repay
its cost in any Works where these small drills
are used .

OPAL ZURICA

Write for Catalogue No. 176 .
Sample Machine sent for trial on

approval, carriage paid to any point in the U.K. upon
receipt of £ 3 128. ed .

Glasgow Office :

FAIRBANKS

THE

9 , HOWARD ST.

RESULT

78

OF

OUR

Jan. 7, 1904 ,Competition.
The successful Competitor is Mr. JAMES
TOLLAN, Back 148, Kent Street,Grimsby .
and the Lathe has been forwarded to him
The delay in announcing the result is
due to the immense number of entries we
received . A great many competitors de
served a Lathe for the reasons they gave,
and we are truly sorry we had only one
Lathe to give away . But there is NO
LIMIT to the number we can SELL, so
send your orders on .
Very soon we shall have an announce
ment to make of special importance to
Apprentices. Keep your eyes open for it,
and in the meantime we want you all to
be prepared, so send for our new Cata .
logue (70 pages),and enclose Stamps value
3d . for the postage.
HUGHES, FAWCETT & Co.
HEBDEN

BRIDGE .

80 ,

CITY

COMPANY,

ROAD ,

LONDON ,

E.C.

BOOKS on GAS & OIL ENGINES ,
and GAS FITTING .
THE GAS AND OIL ENGINE. By DUGALD CLERK,
M.I.C.E With 228 Illustrations. 8vo . Postage 5d . 155.
GAS ENGINE CONSTRUCTION . By PARSELL AND
WEED. A Practical Treatise describing in every detail
the Building of a Gas Engine. Cloth . Postage 5d. 145.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MODERN GAS AND
OIL ENGINES, By FRED GROVER, A.M.Inst.C.E.
Third Edition. Illustrated. With 372 pages . Postage
4d .
gs.
ACETYLENE : THE PRINCIPLES OF ITS GENE .
RATION AND USE . By F.H.LEEDS, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
and W. J. ATKINSON BUTTERFIELD, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.
5s.
With Diagramsand Illustrations. Postage 4d. ...
GAS FITTING . By W.GRAFTON . With 143 Illustrations.
...
5s.
8vo. Postage 4d. ...
GAS AND PETROLEUM ENGINES. Adapted from
the French by H.DE GRAFFIGNY,by A.G.Elliott, B.Sc.
A Useful and Elementary Treatise for Non - Technical
Readers. With 52 Illustrations. Postage 3d.
28. od.
PRACTICAL GAS FITTING . By Paul N.HASLUCK. With
I20 Illustrations, 160 pages. Cloth . Crown 8vo . Pos
25.
tage 4d .
GAS ENGINES : THEIR ADVANTAGES, ACTION ,
AND APPLICATION . By W. A. TOOKEY. Hints to
Purchasers, Erectors, uid Attendants. Postage 1 d . IS.
GAS AND OIL ENGINE MANAGEMENT. By M.
POWIS BALE , M.I.M.E. A Handbook for Users. Being
Notes on Selection, Construction , and Working. Crown
35. 6d.
8vo. Cloth . Postage 3d . '...
The Book Dept., 26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St. , London , E.C.

vi.

ARMSTRONG & Co., TWICKENHAM ,
CASTINGS AND DRAWINGS .
MANUFACTURING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
Electric Standards, all Nickel-Sil
STUART HIGH- SPEED ENGINES.
vered , very handsome, fitted any
voltage lamp, complete as shown,
5/6 , 9 ins. high ; includes lamp.
34 in . scale L.N.W. TANK ENGINE
(see M.E., July 23rd , 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence.
Castings and Materials, with
D : awings, now ready.
Price List, id. Stamp.
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
Double Filament 24in .
is Guaranteed .
Powerful Cycle and
Reading Lanterns, handsomely
Complete Price List, 3d . Stamps.
Nickel-Silvered , & splendidly made.
No rubbish . 'Switch , Connectors, STUART TURNER .
Bracket and Coat Clips any Voltage
Lamp; all complete,as shown,itins.,
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames
4,11 ; it ins., 5/11 ; 2 } ins., 76.
Double Filament, 2} ins. only , 10/-.
Switch to each Filament ; very
SMITH'S
powerful; includes any voltage lamp
Electric Alarm Clocks. Electric Catalogue .
Owing to the great demand, this List is now
Best quality only , with
terminals and contacts ; out of print. A New Edition is being prepared ,
complete , 4- A marvel. and will be sent shortly to all those who have
applied for it.
Special Line
Instrument
of 4.volt trans
W.A.C. SMITH , Electric
Armstrong's
Manufacturer ,
superior Elec- parent unbreakable Pocket
58,
DUNDAS
ST.,
GLASGOW
.
tric Alarm Accumulators. Sent
Set, complete charged ready for lighting
as a bove, our Standard and Cycle
ready for use, and Reading Lanterns, as
76 Grand shown above ; 5 -hour, 5/- ;
value.
9 hour, 7/- ; 12-hour, 10 ,
Our large Electrical Catalogue, 4d. No rubbish
DYNAMOS
at Armstrong's. We save you pounds. Accumula
tors charged and repaired cheaply and quickly.
CASTINGS from 3 /- per Set.
Motors from 2/6 , complete.
The ModelManufacturing Co.'s
New Mastrated List is now ready ; price Bd. It
is themost Complete List of high -class Models and
Castings yet produced, and should be in the bands
of every Amateur Model Maker, and will be found
of special interest to Scale-Model Locomotive
Builders.
52 and 53, ADDISON ROAD NORTH ,
NOTTING HILL , LONDON, W
JASPER REDFERN , LTD .,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR

& FITTINGS
MODEL
,
in steel, iron.
steel or iron . Castings
Forgings in ENGINES
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High - class
Lathes from 30s. Electrical and Scientific Ap
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.

Compound Horseshoe Magnets
provideseparate
Each one five
comme
inch Magnets.
Will lift 6 lbs.
Post 2s
PAID .
W.BOND , 245, Euston Road,London

To have models
made to your own designs, draw .
ings or instructions, send to, or call on,
A. COLE ,
111, Clapham Park Rd. , London , S.W.
( Two Minutes from Clapham Common
Station ).
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Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 10d.; Electric
Alarm Clock , 41 ; Shocking Coils, 3 /- ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d.; Bell 'Sets , 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free, 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d.
Catalogue of Everything Electrical, 2d.,
post free,
The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFG . Co.,
152, GREY MARE LANE,MANCHESTER .

Electrical Ignition for

Gas and Oil Engines.
SPECIALITIES :
Coils giving a flaming spark ,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accumu
lators, & c., specially suitable for
MOTOR

CARS.

Every description of Electrical,
Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason .
able rates . Write requirements.
F. O. BLAKE,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
STATION AVENUE ,
KEW
GARDENS ,
LONDON .

The MORRIS COHEN CO . , Ltd.
VULCAN , WORKS,
ALFRED STREET , LEEDS
Manufacturers of every des
cription of Small Scres
Bolts, and Nuts, in Stee.
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work, both
Standard Whitworth and
British Association Threads
Hustrated Catalogue B.
post free, 1d.
AGENT IN MOST Towns
THB
Launch , Yacht, and small - power Karine
Engine Builders.
ARDWICK
ENGINEERING
Castings of Engines from a Model up to 100 Lb.p.
CO .
Drllling Machines, Chucks, Propellers, Stern
Tabes, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine Oil Motors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, bd .

Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANOHESTER .
BUNDLES .
Rolled Strip Brass , assorted , from wide,
One and Sis
Rolled Angle Brass, assorted , from wide.
One and Sir
One and Sir.
Silver Steel, finest drill quality
Assorted Whitworth Screws, 4 doz., 1-16th to
One Shilling
5-32nds ..
Assorted Bolts and Nuts, 1-16th to 1, 1 doz.,
One Shilling
Hexagon Steel, for bolts, from 1-16th to t
One and Sis
Round Brass Rod
One Shilling.
One and Six
Hexagon Brass Rod
All post free from
THE LIVERPOOL CASTINGS SUPPLY COMPANY,
5 , CHURCH LANE, LIVERPOOL .
The Franklin Model Shop
Experimental work for inver
tors ; anything in metal, from a
single piece to a complete working
model. Apparatus for colleges,
Exhibition models . Introduction
samples of patented articles,
Special tools for making metal
novelties. Inventions perfected .
O FRANKLIN Drawings and designs worked out
Model Shop from inventors' ideas. Send for
circular 14 .
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-131. West 31st Street, New York , U.S.A.
TO

INVENTORS .

Inventions developed and
placed on the market.

Patented articles
manufactured in quantities.

THORPE & SALTER ,
Engineers and Contractors ,
ESTABLISHED 1877,
235 , High Holborn ,
Works : HOLLOWAY.

London ,
W.C.
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:

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

,see
Qualities
.Other
List

COMPANY,
Established 1890.
60, Brook St., C.-on-M .,MANCHESTER, Contractors to H.M , Government.
Every Reader of the “ Model Engineer should send two Stamps for our 44 -page Illustrated List. It contains
illustrations and particulars of

No
connection
with any
other firm .

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

The " CLARION " Bell.
Loud -Ringing Electric Bell,
splendidly made, with
2 } Gong ... 1/3 each.
1/4 }
28 1 )
1/6
3

P

R

O

At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up their own Models all various parts are listed.
ELECTRIC BELLS, TELEPHONES, INDICATORS, COILS, etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List (44 pages ), post free, two Stamps, before purchasing Electrical Goods

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60 , Brook
Please note only Address

P

M

T

A

o

Street,

C -on - M ., MANCHESTER

LES.

If you have Tools or Workshop Appliances to dispose of and in doubt as to
how to do it, try an Advertisement in the SALE & EXCHANGE Column.
For particulars of charges and details of our Deposit System see under heading
SALE & EXCHANGE, page iii.
Wehave many letters from Advertisers, expressing their surprise at the number
of replies received to Advertisements.

LATHES
PLAIN AND SCREW -CUTTING .
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
PACE & ANGLE PLATES .
Bright Mild and Tool Steel.
Lists, 2d. postage.
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, ENGIN
EERS'
STORES,
35 & 35A, Clerkenwell Rd., London , E.C.

and
BRITANNIA

Buy

a

First-class

Modern

s
hine
LATHES Mac
Machin
Tools
e Tool

Lathe

at

a

Moderate

Price .

Write for Catalogue,
and Specify your
Requirements.

OTOCOLOQOLAD

Have supplied

thousands

OS
ALSO MAKERS

of Lathes and Machine
Britannia Safety
Tools to the Admiralty ,
Automatic Oil Engine,

War Office , India Office,
etc., etc.

THE MOST PERFECT POWER
FOR DRIVING SMALL WORKSHOPS.

No. 16 Lathe,
BRITANNIA

ENGINEERING

HEAD OFFICE & WORKS :

Co., Ltd., COLCHESTER
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Water Motor, drive 30 -volt dynamo easy , 65.;
(Continued trom page to . )
two 4-volt Pocket Accumulators, one transparent,
Bargaln . — 24 Edison Gold -moulded Records, 12
55.
60. - CROUCH, 49, Tillie Street, Glasgow .
Columbia and Pathe-moulded ; all new ; owner
Set of 4 Motor Car Wheols , 28 ins. and 26 ins. ;
overstocked ; 228. the lot, carr. paid (case free ); or
ball bearings and steering pins fitted ; £ 4 os ., or
98 per doz., assorted ; all selected quality.-- Baw
nearest offer. - A . BURTON , 158, Chorlton Road,
DEN, 1,Gas Street, Coventry .
Manchester.
For Disposal, about 50 lbs. of Strip Steel, in .
by 3-32nds in .; also fin . by 3 64ths in .; what
Pollett Carburettor, about 4 h .-p.: cheap ; ros.
A. FAREBROTHER, 128, Chorlton, Manchester,
offers ? Also an Essex Chuck, by Britannia Com
pany, with four spring dies, o to 1 in .; only used
Vertical Boller ; 12 ins. high , 6 ins. diameter ;
few times: cost 258 .; take i2s. 6d .---RICHARDS, 53,
internal flue, 5 ins. diameter ; f-in, water space ;
Military Road , Colchester.
nine -in fire tubes, safety valve, water gauge,
For Sale. -Set of four-pole Dynamo Castings,
steam gauge, steam valve, check valve ; engineer
about 125 watts ; almost ready for winding ; 3os . made ; Copper riveted and soldered ; tested 60 lb.,
Slide-valve Steam Engine, i- in . bore by z ins., by
working pressure, 45 lb.-E. G. White , Co E
British Modelling Company ; 456. or offers.
Wellman & Son, 2 , Minster Street, Reading,
Berks.
HARDY, Romsdal, Ridgway, Enfield .
Sale or Exchange.---- English Mechanic,” Vols.
Bench Latho, 3 -in . centre , 30-in . gap-bed ;
LXXV, LXXVI, LXXVII, LXXVIII ; 7. lot. back
-geared , screw -cutting , and surfacing ; no
“ Electric Instrument Making," " Electric Ex
change
wheels ; £8 158. - Below .
," " Electric Arithmetic," " Dynamo De
periments,"
Model Factory Engine (Stevenson's ), 1 by i in .,
sign," all new ; cost 8s., sell 5s.6d. “ M.E."
with brass boiler, lagged mahogany, Bunsen gas
Handbooks, Nos. 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 ; and
“ Electricity ; cost 58., sell 23. 6d.; a few backs burner, 245. ; MODEL ENGINEERS for 1903, 52
numbers, 45.--STAMP, Monument Road, Birming
slightly soiled. - Below .
ham .
Melodeon, New ; cost 135. ; 4 double bellows ;
2 h.-p. Cycle Motor, partly finished , exchange
powerful tone ; sell 8s. Swiss Lever Watch, new
two months ago ; cost 215., sell 16s. All bargains.
for Boiler, or sell £2.- 6 , Starkey's Fields, Yeadon ,
near Leeds.
Exchange for Tools, Dynamo, or Engine ; no
rubbish . - Offers to H. ROPER, 1. Nickolson's
Exchange 28 by i } Wheel, with Eadie Coaster
Buildings, New Shildon , near Darlington .
Hub , for Brazing Lamp, or Motor Cycle Coil, or
Exchange.- h.-p. Horizontal S.V. Engine for
sell 155. - ALBERT, Jeweller, Woodford Green .
vertical, about it by it. Offers invited . Steel
Wanted. - 3 to 4 -in . Treadle Lathe, back-geared ,
Boiler, 11 by 22, for sale.-- 8, Raglan Street,
compound slide-rest chuck and tools ; must be
Lowestoft.
perfect. - M . KENDRICK Crosshill House, Mother
For Sale. - 21 h.-p. Cycle Motor and Silencer ; well, N.B.
new ; £6 ros.-A. ROWE, High Street, Hadlow ,
Leading Screw , 34 byt, first-class maker,
Tenbridge.
perfectly new , split gunmetal nut, guaranteed
accurate, 125. free. - HOBLEY, Ranelagh Road,
Quantity of Model-Making Tools, including
small Lathe (little damaged ) ; machine treadle, Wellingborough .
vice, screwing tackle, & c.--- Below .
Wanted . Small Lathe, with slide-rest and self
centreing chuck preferred ; cheap. - HERBERT
Quarter-plate Hand Camera, carrying case ,
tripod, chemicals, washing tanks, frames, measure, CHARLES, 55, Grove Road, Walthamstow .
lamp, & c. ; nearly new ; [2.-- Below .
Bargain.-Guaranteed in excellent condition,
4 n.b.-p. Vertical Engine, boiler, and donkey pump;
A Large Electric Signalling Bell ; cost 63 tos. ;
sell 255. Also four-hole Indicator Electrical Re
working pressure, 90 lbs ; can be inspected under
placement ; sell 7s. 6d. - Below .
steam , stamp reply ; [ 15 or near offer. – R.
Quantity of Electrical Literature ; best authors ;
JACKSON , 23, St. Nicholas Street, Ipswich .
Bargain. - Beautifully finished Vertical Boiler
355. " M.E." from 1900 to date . Offers .
Cylinder ElectricalMachine, 55. — Below .
and Engine, force pump, and all fittings, powerful
Exchange any above to value. - Below .
S.V.cylinder, 1 by it stroke ; cost 755. lastmonth ;
Wanted. — Dynamo or Finished Castings ; Gun ; will sell 50s., or nearest offer ; also Dynamo,
8 volts ; sell 1os. - Communicate E. JOSEPH , The
anything.- BULLIVANT, 21, Union Street, Pimlico,
London.
University, Birmingham .
Wanted. - Milling Cutter Frame to suit slide
Sale, Cheap.-- " Electric Light Installations "
rest of 3 -in . lathe.- " CLOCKMAKER ," 204 , Wool
(Salomans), 3 vols., 175. 6d.; Electricity and
Its Uses (Munro ) ; Model Engines and Small
wich Road , S.E.
Sale.--Set of brass Horizontal Slide-valve
Boats ; 6s. “ Toy Making for Amateurs," 25. 6d.
Engine Castings, cylinder and crankshaft com
As new . Offers. Stamp reply .---5, Kyme Street,
pletely finished , i-in. bore by 2-in . stroke, without York .
Good Horizontal Steam Engine ; I h.-p. on bed
bedplate , 7s.6d . ; “ Brownie " Developing Ma
chine, complete , new , 58.; t-plate Rapid Rectili
plate ; £ i ; carriage extra. Or exchange Elec
near Lens, 4s . ; Jamieson's “ Elementary Steam ,"
trical. - WHITEHOUSE , 14 , Holly Hall, Dudley.
new , is. 60.- " Books," Market House, Thread .
“ English Mochanics,"
Building
Work ,"
World ," " Electricity in the Service of Man " ( com
needle Street, Chelmsford.
Launch Engine, reversing, drive 9 ft. boat ; plete). Cash offers. - WRIGHT, “ Silverdale,"
quite new . - Letters, K., 2 , Spencer Park, S.W.
Lyminster, near Arundel, Sussex .
Breech -loading Gun, long single barrel, No. 24
For Sale.-- 8-cell Bichromate Battery, in frame
complete, with lifting gear ; very suitable for
bore, top lever action (a good killer ), and 200 cart
ridges ; a bargain ; £ 2 the lot, or will exchange for working spark coil ; price gs. 60.-D.GAMES ,
a 12-bore double barrelled Breech -loader. - MILL
Heoldraw , Crickhowell, Breconshire .
BURN , Cambridge Street, Aylesbury .
Bargain. - 3-in . Compound Slide-rest, grad .
Bargains.- Watch Voltmeter, in case, o to 5,
uated square, left-hand steel screws ; price 255.
1os. (cost 325. ) ; Pair Telephones, ros. ( cost 26s. ) ;
A. STORER, Wood Street, Ripley, Derbys .
Calliper Gauge, 35. (cost os. ) : Wire Gauge, 28. 6d .
(cost 7s. 6d.); 7-16ths Twist Drill, Plug Tap,
| Reamer , 2s.; Magazine Camera and Accessories,
Miscellaneous and Late .
hold six plates, 31 by 2ť, 4s. 6d . (cost double), or
exchange.--W , 87, High Street, Gosport, Hants.
t-plate Photographic Outit, splendid condition ,
including three dark slides, tripod, and waterproof
Engineer's Lathe, 6 - in. gap -bed, swings 22 ins. •
slide
case ; cost £4 45. ; bargain ; £ 2 nos. — HUTCHINSON ,
extension piece , 14 - in . faceplate , compound
rest, tools, chucks ; £ 10 ; cost £ 25. Would ex
32, Market Street, Kirkby Stephen .
change above and cash for Screw -cutting Lathe.
Dynamo. - Splendid machine, has drum arma
Below .
ture, all modern improvements ; gives 50 volts
“ The Motor " from No. 1. What offers ? Four
5 amps. easily , and lights ten 8 c.- p lamps ; per.
fect. What offers ? Wanted, 3 ins. to 5 ins. geared
“ Model Engineering ' Books, 25. t -in . Stock
self- centring Chuck , (two sets jaws). -SUTCLIFFE, and Die, 28. od . it and it stroke Crankshafts,
30. Drake Street, Rochdale.
IS. 6d . each ; 2-in . ditto, 28. 3-in . Cushman
Chuck , 8s. 6d . Wanted , Bowden Back -Brake ;
1 h.-p. Gas Engine, 64 ; or oflers. 20 by 9. cop
cheap for cash . Stamp for reply.-- HENNESSY,
per-riveted Boiler ( few fittings), fr. 155. Photo,
stamp.- " ELECTRICITY ," Alexandra St., Southend.
30, Albert Grove, Southsea.
See Page vi for our Bundles of Brass
Have you sold those Tools yet ? If not, try
and Steel. - LIVERPOOL CASTINGS SUPPLY,
an advertisement in this column.
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Electric Bolls, Batteries, Wire Pushes, Alarm
Clocks, Bell Sets, Coils, & c. ; lists two id . stamps.
-A. & H. CLARKE, General and Electrical En
gineers , Coventry.
Castings for latest pattern (narrow ) at b.h ..
Motor Engines (Vertical or Inclined ) ; complete
with bolts, nuts, steel for axles , template for cam
and full-size drawings ; £2 nos. ; Gear Wheels cut
and axle turned, 5s. extra. - AKROYD , MOTOR CO
36 , Tollington Road , London , N.
Examination on Machine Drawing. Study best
book . - Below .
“ Machine Drawing,"
Machine Drawing,"
28. od., post free. - Below .
200 Fully Dimonsioned Detalls in “ Machine
Drowing." - Below .
“ Fitters' and Turners' Companion, ” is . Id.,
post
66 free. - Below .
The Motor Bicyelo " : How to Drive ; Is. id.
-Below .
Useful Engineer's Constants ” for the Slide
rule, rod . - Below .
“ Screw -cutting,"
; " “ Brazing," and " Soldering;**
three Booklets, is. - Below .
George Harrison (M ), 45, Rupert Street, Notting.
bam .
Work Wanted by T. NEWTON , Model and Ex
perimental Engineer , 200, Westgate Road , New
castle.
To Model Makers. - Have some jod. Boxes of
Tempering Paste,with which novices can temper
small drills, taps, etc., to cut cast steel or any
thing ; lasts years . 7d , per box , free . - TAYLOR.
30, Wellington Terrace, Falmouth ,
Vertical Slide for milling in a Lathe : 90 over
head required : 1os. 60. - Ross, 8, Markhouse
Parade, Leyton , E.
th.-p. Robinson Patont Hot-Air Engine, in
thorough working order ; what offers ? will part
exchange -STEVENS, 10, Cooper's Lane, Leyton,
E.
Nine Motor Bleyclos, from £8 ios. to £ 12 each
It h.-p. Engine, new , with exhaust lifter ; 3 Ios
Faure
Some Cycle Engine Castings, cheap.
Light
otherexcept
things cars.
equallysent
cheap.
Write Car,
Goods,
on
for €25.
List. Many
approval for two days, through MODEL ENGINEER.
it carriage paid both ways. - TWENTIETH CENTURY
MOTOR COMPANY, LTD., Padua Road, Penge, S.B.
Fitting Done for Amateurs ; no work too small ;
can undertake any kind of mechanical work.-G.
HOWARD, St. Alban's Views, Mapperley Plains,
Nottingham .
PatternsMade for Amateurs ; Castings supplied ;
also boring, turning, & c . - GILBERT HORN , 25.
Lavender Gardens, Battersea .
Gas Engines, I h.-p. (two cylinders), 6ss.
HUNT, Engineer, 2, Elm Road, Leytonstone, B.
We Want You ! - to know that we are making
a speciality of Gas and Oil Engine Castings.
Below .
We Want You to know that the quality is un
surpassable. All Castings guaranteed , nuts.
screws included . - Below .
We Want You to know also that we build
Engives from to 40 b.h.-P. Gas ! Oil !-Below .
W. Want You to Road our Prices. Here they
are . Rockbottom . Quality very best possible. -Below .
Gas Engine Castings, 1 b.b.-D., 178. 6d . ; 1 b.h.-p ..
195. 6d.; Ib.b.-P., 39. 6d. ;
b.h.-P., sos.
1 b.h.-P., 578. 6d.; if b.h.-p., 758. 6d. ; 2 b.h.-p ..
858.
Oll Engino Castings, 18s. 6d ., 218. 6d ., 455..
558., 623. 6., 795. 6d ., 90s. - Below .
We Want You to Noto those Priool. - Finished
Engines (gas), b.h.-P., 52 195. 60. ; b.h.-P.,
£ 3. 159. ; b.h.-P., £5 195. 6d. ; tb.b.-P., 19 :
I b.h.-p., £ 10 ; if b.h.-P., [15 tos. ; 2 b.h.-p.
£ 17 ros. - Below .
We Want You to Note these Prices Also. - Oil
Engines, 1,63 78. 6d . ; }, 84 ; , 46 125. : £, £ ro ros.
1 b.h.- p.. 11 58.; It b.b.-P. ( 16 tos. ; 2 b.b.-D.,
€ 18 10s. - Below .
We Want You to know that we have special
workmeu experienced in above work , that we have
special tools and machinery for this class of work ,
and that we can give you entire satisfaction in
every way . List three stamps. - Below .
We are the Universal Co., St. James' Road ,
Derby
High - class Angle Plates, accurately planed , and
- A & H.
holes drilled from the solid ; lists free.Engineers,
CLARKE, General and Électrical
Coventry.
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Special

Subscription

£ 50

IN

ix ,

Competition .

PRIZES

that there are still many people who would become regular readers if the special features of the paper were
brought to their notice. Indeed, we know this to be the case from the frequent letters we receive from new
readers, who state that they have only just discovered that such a journal exists.
As a personal intro
duction is undoubtedly the best method of making THE MODEL ENGINEER better known , we wish to enlist the
services of our present readers to introduce the paper to those to whom its contents are likely to appeal, and, as.
we do not wish these services to be given gratuitously, we have decided to offer the following prizes to those:
readers who are the most successful in their efforts :
First Prize
value
$ 25
( TJ be awarded to the reader obtaining the largest number of new subscribers).
...
Second Prize
value
$ 10
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the second largest number of now subscribers).
Third Prize
value
35
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the third largest number of new subscribers ).
Five extra Prizes of £ 1 each , and Ten extra Prizes of
108 , each ,
to be awarded to those who come next in order of number of new subscribers obtained .
CONSOLATION PRIZES . - A useful engineering book will be awarded to every competitor (other
than a prize winner) who obtains not less than five new subscribers.
The above prizes will beawarded under the following conditions, which must be carefully read and observed :
( 1) The prizes will be of the values stated , but will not be given in cash . They will be given in the form of
lathes, tools, finished models, apparatus, or castings, or any of the goods advertised in THE MODEL .
ENGINEER , and must be ordered through us from one or other of our advertisers. Subject to this con
dition , each prize-winner may exercise a free choice up to the value of his prize.
This does not apply
to the books offered as consolation prizes, which will be given at our own discretion , and may vary in
value according to the success of each competitor's efforts.
(2) Each subscription collected by the competitors must be for a six -months' supply of the paper (26 copies,
45. 4d .). Subscriptions for a shorter period will not be counted. All subscriptions must be handed to
a local agent for the paper, together with the name and address of the subscriber to whom the copies are
to be supplied . The agent will give a receipt, which should be handed to the subscriber. On no
account should the subscription be sent to us. Subscriptions should be handed to the agent immediately
they are received , so that each new subscribermay at once commence to obtain his copies. For the assist
ance and convenience of competitors a parcel of printed subscription and receipt forms will be sent by
us, on application . We shall also be pleased to send, free and carriage paid , a parcel of assorted specimen
copies of the paper, to assist competitors in interesting new readers. All applications for these should
be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
( 3) The competition will close on March , 31st, 1904 , and each competitormust send us a report of his work
not later than April 7th . This report must give the competitor's name and address, a list of the names
and addresses of the new subscribers he has obtained , and the name and address of the agent to whom
hehas handed the subscriptions. As it is expected that each competitor shall himself be a regular
er
of the paper, evidence of this must be furnished by cutting out and enclosing with the report the thirteen
successive competition coupons, which will appear in our issues from January 7th to March 31st inclusive .
All reports must be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , and must be marked
“ Subscription Competition ” on the envelope. No reports should be sent in before March 31st.
( 4) In the event of two or more competitors securing an equal number of new subscribers, the value of the
prize to which they may be entitled will be divided between them .
(s ) No newsagent, or other trade agent for the sale of THE MODEL ENGINEER , or anyone in the employ of
such agent, will be eligible to compete ; but a special prize of £ 5 (cash ) will be given to the agent
who receives the most subscriptions from competitors. In the event of a tie for this prize, the sum will
be divided between the agents concerned .
(6 ) Proper enquiries will be made as to the bona-fide character of the successful competitors' work, and the
awarding of the prizes will be carried out by the Manager of THE MODEL ENGINEER , whose decisioo
must be accepted as final.
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The Principal Prize in LADIES' NEEDLEWORK SECTION will be a HANDSOME PIANO, value 30 Guineas.
£ 300

IN

PRIZES

AND

SPECIALS

Will be awarded for Oil Paintings, Water-Colours, Photographs, Mechanical Drawings, etc.; also Mechanical
Work , Model Engines, Hand-Painting , Fretwork (special section for mechanics taking City Guild courses every
where), Stuffed Birds, Artificial Flowers, Wood Carving, and Ladies' Useful and Ornamental Work of Every
Description . Children's School Work , Butter, Eggs, Jams, Jellies, and Bread - Baking Competition , etc.
Open to all Comers.
Entry Fee , Ladies' Section , 1s . each Exhibit .
COSTLY ENGAGEMENT of the Celebrated BAND of THE ROYAL ENGINEERS, Chatham ,
To be opened on Thursday, 14th April, at 2 p.m., by SIR JOHN URE PRIMROSE , Lord Provost
PROSPECTUS, ready February 27th , giving full particulars. POST FREE, TWOPENCE.
A. T. HUTCHINSON , Secretary, 35 , Leith Street, EDINBURGH.

USEFUL

ELECTRICAL

BOOKS ON

Bloctric Wiring, Fitting, switches, and Lamps. By W.
PERRIN MAYCOCK, M.I.C.E. Postage 4d .
Electrical Influence Machines. Their Historical Development,
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction. "By J.
GRAY, B.Sc. Postage 3d.
Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H.E.HADLEY.
Postage 3d.
Electro-Motors. How Made and How Used. A Handbook for
Amateurs and Practical Men . By S. R. BOTTONE . Witb 70
Illustrations. Third Edition . Revised and Enlarged. Postage 3d.
Blectro - Plater's Handbook A Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Students. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged, and an
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d .
Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs. Sixth Edi
tion. 71 illustrations. By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
Wireless Telegraphy and Hortzian Wavos. By S. R.
BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
The Dynamo : How Made and Used. By S. R. BOTTONE.
Postage 3d .
Electrical Experiments. With 144 illustrations. By G. E.
BONNEY. Second Edition. Postage 3d.
Practical Electrical Measurements. An Introductory Course
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers. By
E. H. CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer
ing, Sheffield Technical School. With 56 illustrations.
Small Crown 8vo . Cloth . Postage 3d .

8. d .
6 0
4 6
2 6
30
3 0

36
30
2 6
2 6

2 6

SUBJECTS .

8. d .
Induction Coils. A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers.
By G. E. BONNEY. With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
those wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With 101
illustrations. Postage 3d . .
Elementary Principles of Electric Lighting. By ALLAN A.
CAMPBELL SWINTON , Associate I.E.E. Third Edition. ko
larged and Revised With 16 illustrations. Crown 8vo. Cloth .
Postage ad.
Wireless Telegraphy. Popularly explained by RICHARD KERR,
F.S.S., with Preface by W.H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S. Illustrated .
Postage ad . Paper is. Cloth.
Bloctric Light for Country Houses A Practical Handbook
on the Erection and Running of Small Installations, with Par.
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working . By J. H.KNIGHT.
Postage ad .
How to Manage a Dynamo. By S. R. BOTTONE. Second
Edition . Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated . Post 8vo . Cloth ,
pocket size . Postage ad .
Dynamos and Electric Motors. How to Make and Run Them .
By PAUL N. HASLUCK . Illustrated. Postage ad .
Dynamo Attendants and Their Dynamos. By ALFRED H.
GIBBINGS, A.I.E.E. Third Edition . Postage ad.
A Guide to Electric Lighting for Householders and
Amateurs. Fully Illustrated . By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage ad .
Intensity Coils : How Made and Used By DYER. Sixteenth
Edition . Postage ad .
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iii.
Twenty -three of Cole's Rellable Handbooks,
To Plumbers and Engineers. - 1f you wish to
bound in one volume cloth, 35. 9d., carriage paid,
save money, send stamp for our Tool List ; the
or separately as below .
Private Aduertisements
COLEMAN & Co.,
inserted in this
prices will surprise you .
Brass Founding.– “ How to Mould and Cast
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words of
Southend .
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c .; How to Build
loss, and id. Der 3 words after .
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
Repairing
Milling,
, Fitting,
I rade Advertisements are inserted
undertake
ENGINEER
etc.,Turning,
the DENTAL
n by Dividing
ING
this
Pattern Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
Co., Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road , London .
Boxes
Core
free,
post
6d
"
(diagrams),
.
less, and id . per word after .
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Blacksmithing. — " How to Forge and Weld
Single letters of figures are charged as words Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
Manufactures. Special lines and designs illus.
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
and a compound word as two words. The adver
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
liser's name and address is charged for. AU
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels. Turbines, Hy.
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
A dvertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors,
free
,
6d
.
66 Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," trom a
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Motor lists, id . Complete Setsof Perfect Castings.
01 Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager,
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
--PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury , Ledbury . Hereford
“ Metal Pipe and Tube Bonding " ; Cyclo
shire ,
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
" Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
Private .
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
AN Advertisements must be received by irst
diagrams, 6d .
advertisem
these
rates
ents .
for
tot
SATURD
preceding
post
the
date of issue.
on
AY
Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Advertise
ments recolved alter this time will be Gas" Wiped
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
protection to both pur.
place,
gives
the
which
same
inserted in the following number .
“ Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
chaser and seller.
plates and Taps. Making Dies , Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
. — 27 h.-R. Cycle Motor and Silencer ;
“ Metal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ; newFor Sale ros.-A.
Rowe, High Street. Hadlow ,
; £6
Our Deposit System .
diagrams,
Tonbridge.
Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing ,
Metal 6d.
Phonograph, with repro
Concert
Victor
Edison
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d.
Notice . - As we cannot accept any responsi
ducer, aluminium horn, recorder, 12 leords (one
“ How to Solder Gold , Silver, Aluminium , Brass,
bility for the bona - fides of Advertisers, we recom
cash
cheap
no rubbish ; guaranteed .
;
grand
for
;
)
& c., Brazing " : zd.
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
-H . S. CLARKE, 29, High Street, Chatteris, Cambs.
“ The Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
Guaranteed
in excellent condition ,
Bargain.
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
System explained
quainted
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells, 40.b.-p. Vertical Engine, boiler , and donkey pump;
below . , to adopt the Deposit
pressure,
can be inspected under
;
lbs
90
working
Bells and Batteries " : diagrams, 6d .
We will receive from intending purchasers the Making
steam , stamp reply ; £ 15 or near offer. -- R.
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
Street
Nicholas
, Ipswich .
JACKSON,
St.
23,
Polish Recipes ; 6d .
by our advertisers, and will acknowiedge its receipt with“ Mending
Double Cylinder Engine and Boiler, all fittings,
and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
stroke
price
3-in
.
TYAS,
Turner Street,
;
£
5.
Ceinent Recipes : 6d .
Manchester.
names and addresses must be given. When the & c.“ Rubber
Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage on a small Scale
volts
amps.
Dynamo,
British
Modelling
30
5
(by
6d.
one way : The deposit is retained by us until we
" Bookbinding ; Without
Co.), new , lamp holders, 6 -coil, resistance board ,
Special Tools," Gold
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or Lettering,
vak
case
about
100
switches,
main
for
ft. 3/20
& c. ; 6d .
of the article having been relurned and accepted .
cable ; £ 4 ios., or exchange finish Dynamo Castings,
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of Designs
wire
winding,
ready
offers.800
with
watts,
for
or
" ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
6d for the sumsof £ 1 and under, and 1s . for amounts
H. DWIGHT, I, Monnow Road, Southwark Park
“ Cycle Brazing," 4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
Road , London , S.E.
6d. ; Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
mitted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement Roadside," 6d.
Wanted. - Dynamo, shunt wound , 10 to 30 volts
for accumulator charging ; must be in good con
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
Any Three Above Books, is. ; any six , is. 7d. : dition
and cheap ; approval. - McCRACKEN , 236,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident eight or more, 3d. each , all post free .
Ashton New Road , Beswick , Manchester.
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
" Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
Sale.-- Horizontal Slide-valve Engine, bore,
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 28. Bd.
Mechanic
informati
Matters,
and
al
3d
on
.
on
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
stroke, 2os., or exchange for small Bench Lathe.
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury ,
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques Manchest
-HARRY PARKE , Castle Street, Hapton.
er. Australian Wholesale Agents :
cannot be accepted ).
For Sale.- -plate Camera, 12 sheaths, good lens,
Robertsons.
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
8s. 6d. ; t-plate Changing Bag, 55. ; Electric Motor,
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
quite
new cost 18s. 60.), take 125.; Ajax
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
the construction of Lathes. X
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order ,
Motor (cost 7s.), quite new , take 45.-J. B. Dixon ,
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
Hall, Victoria Park, Manchester .
Dalton
It should be made payable to the Advertiser of the American
, with a chapter on
goods.
Mahogany Biunial Lantern, 4 -in . condensers,
How to Tost a Lathe ; giving a practical double
objectives, all brass fronts, in lock -up
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
travelling case, Incanto acetylene generator and
The uticle should be deposited by each party. We invaluable to lathe users.
anno! receive the articies themselves.
-through jets for limelight, 12 ft. sheet
blow
jets,
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage :
and frame, with complete lecture sets “ Round the
foreign readers post free.
and
World
“ All about London," £6 ros.; Bench
”
Not sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
Drilling machine, geared , almost new , heavy, drills
Trade.
on machinery is in force. — DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
,
id
355.
; good Gramaphone, 10-in . turntable,
to
up
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford.
concert sound box , 36 - in . horn , 15-in . brass bell
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials . - Watches, mouth
records, 64. Bxchange, wanted 3 by
and
18
“ Model Engineer,” new bound Vols. IV , V , Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
6 -in . stroke Gas Engine, or small Reels Blower. VI, and VII, 3s. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
tions,6d. post free . - THE MORRIS COHEN Co., LTD.,
Holloway
DUKES,
End, Stourbridge.
T.
ind Nos. on Sale.-E. POUTEAU , 231A , Gray's Inn
132. Kirkgate , Leeds.
For Sale.-- Hull of Paddle Steamer, described
Road , London
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
"
by
Sardonyx
"
in
M.E., " finished to top deck ;
"
Motors ! Motors ! Motors !-Should be obtained
finished : list 2d . - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley .
98 Nos. Model ENGINEER, 56 Nos. “ Practical
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
rom MADISON MOTOR CO., 9. Woolrych Street,
Engineer,"
Nos,
98
and
Vol. III (bound ) “ Loco
Vorks, Derby. — Below .
tor model engineers.--- KING & COMPANY, below .
ive Magazine ," and 33 Nos. of “ Motor "
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write mot
21 Motors complete to fit any roadster ; with
the
lot
Bou
€
2.
WA
rnb
KE,
rook , Birmingham .
11 accessories from 48. Castings from 19s, 6d . tor lists, free one stamp. – KING & COMPANY,
Offers Wanted in exchange for t-plate Hand
et. Below .
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge , Bristol.
Camera
,
holds
plates,
12
R.R. lens ;
Motors ! Motors ! 27 to 8 h .-P. - Below .
L.N.W.Rallway Locomotives . - A Register, giving also s by 4 Hand and Standfocussing
Camera, three D.D.
the names and numbers of every engine now in use slides,
Our Attachments can be fitted by anyone, with
complete.--in
case
;
GEORGE,
J.
H.
4,
ut risk to your present cycle prices low .on the London and North Western Railway ; Chapel Street, Swansea.
Below .
new and revised edition ; price 6d., post-free 7d
Gent's
Bargain.-tyres,
Bradbury
Cycle,
new
Gas and Oil Engines, } to 500 h .-p.- Below .
Railway Catalogue and List of Books we want in good condition ; 255. : particulars stamp. - W .
Gas and Oil Engines, Í upwards. ---Below .
free. — UCKES, Book Merchants. Birmingham .
SHORT, Hermon Road, Crossgates, Leeds.
Dynamos and Motors ; all powers, all purposes.
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work, etc., or
Wanted .--Screw -cutting Lathe, about 43-in.
- Pelow .
every description . Speciality : Motor cylinder centres, with chucks, & c. ; in good working con .
These Engines aremade to run Lathes, Dynamos, boring ; Plain, spiral, and skew gear-cutting ; dition and near London .-- Full particulars, 64,
pitch
tc,. prices from £2. Castings, Ios. upwards.
Metric,
any
Screw -cutting, English and
; Plaistow Lane, Bromley, Kent.
bteresting Catalog , 3 stamps . - Above.
general milling, planing, etc.- GEORGE ADAMS,
Sale . - Two Clothes Chests (new ), 10S.; Revolver ,
Re- plate Your Bicycle Aandle.--Herbert's Re
144 , High Holborn , London, W.C.
40 cartridges, 45. ; Jack Plane, Is. 3d . ; 7-st.
able Plating Solution, is 3d., carriage paid ;
George Adams for all work needing special Championship Belt of England (silver , worth 62) ;
ur Bicycle Plating Outfit, 29. 6d. complete. accuracy , finish and promptdespatch . Plantmost offers : Gas or Oil Engine, or 9 -ct. Albert.
-HERBERTY, (Dept. D ), Urmston, Lancashire.
up -to -date and complete in the country.
289, Odessa Road, Forest Gate E
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE .

.
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For Sale.- Motor Cycle, co nplete all but wiring.
h.-p. Gas or Oil Engine, in working order ;
offers ? -BROOKE, 47, Market Street, Hanley
replacing hy larger one ; 6os.-J. REBBECK , care What
For Sale. -Mandoline, in leather case , IOS..
Avons, Melksham , Wilts.
Pair of Runners ; ball bearings ; 12s. Powerful
Sale or Exchange.-- Course of Hypnotism and
— LLEWEL
Coil,8s.
Shocking
Magnetic Healing, 18s. 6d. ; Outer Cover, canvas, LYN
.
, Chiswick Dynamɔ.
RoadWanted,
, 605, High
is. 6d.; 84 " Hobbies and Designs " ; Chess, is.
Horizontal Engine, cylinder 1 by 2 ; good order ;
W. JAGGER, 108, Millcroft, Shaw , Oldham , Lancs, 12S.,
or offer. Partly finished Loco Boiler, I scale,
Butler Gas Engine, i bh.-p., unused (cost € 15),
10 tubes (material cost 30s .) : bargain ; 16s.-P.,
take { 1o. - Pass , 138B , Bedford Road , Birkenhead.
13, Albion Road, Hampstead .
Sell or Exchange.-- Large Drilling Machine ( cost
8 -in . Centre Headstock, 2s.6d .; Sliding Com
£ 3), sell £ 2, or exchange for Lathe or Loco ; also
bination Gauge, contains inside, outside calipers ,
several Engine and Boiler Parts.- JONES, 8, Nar
scribing block , scriber, in case, 6s.; Lathe Test In
ford Road, Clapton .
dicator, in case, 8s. All these tools are perfectly
Wanted. - Wimshurst Machine ; must be choap
and in good condition . - Particulars to B. J. new ; never been used. Gent's Bicycle, 14.-C.
BATES, 15,Gloucester Crescent, Regent's Park .
LANHAM , 59, Isledon Road, Holloway, London .
Special Bargains to Clear, for Casb.- Amateur
Electrical Fittings for Sale. - 12 Edison Switch
giving
up.- Below .
Lamp Holders with shade carriers ; 12 21-in . Ceil
Boilor (steel), Dynamo, Motor, Air Gun , Magic
ing Roses ; 1 Main Switch on enamelled slate ;
Lantern
, Fountain Pens, Hull,Blectric Cycle Lamp,
125.6d. Also i Atkinson Typewriter (as new ), 1os.
Candle do.,Gas do., Camera (s by 4 ),Musical Box .
Enclose stamp for particulars. – Casona, 157 , Stocks
and
Dies, "Matchless" Gas Burner, Grapho
Loughboro' Road, Brixton .
phone and Records, Revolver, Cycle Baskets, Ver
Phonograph, thorough working order; 20 Edison
tical
Engine,
Incubator (70 eggs ), several Engin os,
lot.
the
3os.
;
case
gold -moulded Records in
25. each . Send rd. for particulars . Wanted, pur.
Apply, JOHNSON , 71, Rutland Road Chesterfield .
chases
for
above.
- HERBERTS, Westport, Taunton .
For Sale. - A i h.-p. Steam Bngine, in good
working order : 63 tos., or offer. - T. T.NEEDHAM ,
86, Main Road , Oldham .
Brass Engine and Boller, } in , bore (reverse).
Below .
EASTER
HOLIDAYS
Siemens' H Armature, 2 ins. diam ., laminated,
with spindle ; wound with 6 ozs. No. 22 D.C.C.
Below .
Wanted, 31 ins. or 4 ins. drum or ring Lamina
Kindly note that all Adver
tions. - TURNER , Kildwick, Keighley.
tisements for the issue of
Vertical Engine and Boiler, centre throw crank ;
March 31st must reach us by
cylinder lagged : fitted with drain cocks ; lubrica
tor ; boiler lagged ; all fittings ; about i h.-F.
25th
first post on March
Also 21 ins. centre Bench Lathe : 4 speeds ; slide
(Friday), as we have to go to
rest, T rest, brass headstock and poppet. { 10 , or
press earlier tban usual with
nearest offer.- F . BOOTH, Leverton, Boston .
Exchange Sandow's Developer (new ) for Brazing
that issue.
Lamp ; or offers.- Below .
Also Nickel-plated Revolver (self-ejector, ebony
handle ) for small Force- pump or Pressure and
Water Gauge. - J. Swan , Lockerbie.
First-class Phonograph, Recorder, Reproducer,
Motor (electric ), nearly new , 4 to 6 volts (Thom
12 Records ; almost new ; 358.; cost £ 3 155.
son's), 8s. Accumulator, 6 volts ; perfect ; Arm
Below
.
strong's best ; for car or launch ; 1os. 6d . nett .
Penny -in -Slot Polyphone ; handsome instru
Coil trembler (Basse-Michel), for Motor Bicycle ; ment
; profitable investment; quantity tunes ;
new , and ouaranteed ; 245. nett.-W., 4 , Wellesley
bargain ; 63 155.; cost £ 10 1os. - TAYLOR , 259,
Road, Liverpool.
Street, London ,N.
For Sale .-A pair of D.A. Oscillating Cylinders ; Copenhagen
One dozen “ Columbia ," & c., Records (almost
1-in . by 24 ins.; with standards and bedplate , new ), 10 .; small Accum'lator and Breast Pin ,
10s. Also a complete Set of Castings of s.v. 6s. ; Hot- Air Engine, 6s. ; Motor, 4s. 6d. ; Accumu
Engine ; it by 21 ; nearly finished, 8s. 60 ,
lator, 6s. ; Donkey Engine (slide-valve), 35. ;
B. TREWEEKS, Pembroke.
exchange.- HARRISON , 56 , Edge Lane, Liverpool.
For Sale.-- MODEL ENGIN EERS, 1 to 49, and 13
Exchange.--Motor (cost 55.) ; Accumulator,
odd parts, 75. - JAMES FETTES, Union Street, never
used (cost 45. 9d.) Wanted, small Dynamo,
Brechin .
or Engine ; offers. -C . Swift, Northgate Street,
Oakham .
For Sale. - plate Camera ; R.R. Lens ; Iris
diaphragm , 3 double dark slides, tripod ; Thornton
Two Oblong Tank Aquariums, with small
Pickard Shutter, timeand instantaneous : 2 print
Rockery in centre, 3s. each , worth gs. 60. ; 200
ing frames and dishes ; bargain , £ 4 . Also ,
cloth -bound Novels, by popular Authors ; con
4 -plate Wimshurst ; 18 -in . mahogany cased ,
dition as new ; 45. per dozen . The “ Popular
glass sides, and front dischargers, 4 Leyden con .
Incubators , and How to Make Them ," 60. - W.
densers ; splendid machine by Griffin Bros.; 6-in. GRAHAM , Nelson Place , Blyth, Northumberland ,
spark ; cost 412 ;. cne plate slightly cracked,
Dynamo, about 3c C.-P., price 275. ; in good
otherwise perfect, £ 3 10s. Also,
order ; bargain . - G . KING , 62A, Goldsbro' Road ,
Launch Engine (gunmetal) 1-in . by 1- in . link
Wandsworth Road , South Lambeth .
reversing motion, steel shaft, well made, as
Wanted . - Gas Engine, second-hand, about
new , £ 1. Also ,
t 6.-p.; must be in good running condition ;
Vertical Boiler, i 16th.-in. iron , 12 ins. by 6 ,
State
price and full particulars to Leroy, 165,
wa ter space round internal firebox , 6 by 5 ;
Cambridge Street, Rugby.
burns coal ; forced draught, safety clack valve ;
For Sale.- New 1 h.-p. Engine, Boiler, and 80
filling plug, blow off and test taps ; quick steam ;
watt Dynamo ; boiler of steel (by Goodhand),
all riveted, work at 40 lbs., £ i ; or together, 358 .
12 by 24 , all best fitting ; working pressure, 80 lbs.;
E Willis , 5, High Street, Windsor.
engine is fitted with ball valve pump, syphon oil
Model Locomotive, with Tender, 22 ins. long ; cups, large wearing surfaces, and all parts adjust
slide-valve cylinders , Suspended tubes, parafin
able ; works screw -cutting lathe ; £ 10 the lot, or
burner ,gauges ; allworked from footplate ; 255.
near offer. - J . HEATH, 127, Fortess Road, Lon
don , N.W.
Also Two No. 2 Bichromate Batteries and Coil ;
5 $.- K ., 54, Honley Road , Catford .
Water Motor or anything Electrical ; exchange
three volumes Boy's Own Paper," unbound. For sale.-- " Hector " Water Motor, No. 3 ;
h.-p. at go lbs. Pressure, including stop-valve ,
P. THACKERAY, 4, Easby Mount, Bradford .
For Sale.horse Water Motor (by Pitman ),
Iriving-wheel, and lubricators ; also 3 interchange
60 lbs. pressure ; £ 2 55.-F. W. Fish , 157, Eden
able Nozzles with pipe connection ; price £ 5.
M.WHITE, Redclyffe , 219, Nithsdale Road, Pollok .
Terrace, Deane Church Lane, Bolton .
Wanted.-- Screw -cutting Lathe, about 4 -in .
shields, Glasgow .
“ Hercules," 11 h.-p. Motor ; coil, carburettor,
centres ; full particulars and lowest price. - LOMAS
225, Nantwich Road, Crewe .
petrol tank helt and belt rim , in perfect working
order ; 64. Or would exch inge for lathe, or Gas
Don't throw that half-finished Model on the
Engine (about 1 h.-p.) - SHEIDON , Jur., Tam
scrap-heap. Try an advertisement in this column.
worth Street, Lichfield .
if you wish to get rid of it.
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Kodak, takes photos 27 by 71 (cost £ 3 ) ; el.
change Motor, Dynamo, Spark Coil, or Engine
and Boiler . - B . W., 6 , King Arthur Street, Pek
bam .
Gultar Zither, with 50 strings, new condition
IÓS. (cost 2 ) ; Marion's Guinea Hand Camera
quite new , 128. 6d. ; Japanese one-string Fiddle
is. 6d . - YOUNG , 7 , Ridge Street, Lancaster .
Grindstone for Sale ; not been used ; 14•in .
stone, handle one side, 10 -in . pulley otber ; letters
only.-K., 2, Spencer Park, S.W.
Exchange.- “ Royal Eagle ” Roadster , free
wheel, two brakes (Dunlop's), and “ Ideal "
Phonograph , 30 records, recorder and reproducer,
and quantity of useful articles, for obsolete Werner,
front driver, in fair condition . - H . 25, Romilly
Road, Finsbury Park , N.
91 Auto Motor Engine, silencer, spray car
burettor, new , £8 ; if Motor Cycle, rear driven,
V -belt in running order ; £ 12 cash .-- 9 , New ,
Street Brightlingsea, Essex.
“ Model Engineers ” (80), not all clean but all
readable, 6s. ; 4t-in . 4 ft. bed Treadle Lathe ;
cheap. - F. TAYLOR , 25, Effra Road , Wimbledon,
S.W.
Wanted. - Number of Hand-turning Tools for
iron and wood . - Particulars and price, BELL , 4,
Hill Street, Dunfermline.
Stuart's 2 by 2 Vertical Engine, good working
order, 255., or exchange Compound Slide-rest.
SINCLAIR , Tullochgorum , Boat-of-Garten , Scotland
What offers 8 - A Goot " Scout Camera, cost
55. od ., with finder ; nearly new . Also Vol. VI
(bound), VIII nd IX (ughound) of THE M DEL
ENGINEER . - A . SMITH , Roebuck, Hampton Hill,
Middle :ex .
Copper Marine Saddle Boller, ni ins. by 41 ios ,
very cheap, 155. Horizonta Steam Engine Cylin
der, fins. by 21 ins. ; * ood working order p.m.
: bar.
gain ; 155. What offers ? Seen after 7
JAMFS. 7, Rye Hi1 Park , Peckham .
Wanted. --Milling Cutter Frame to suit slide
rest of 3-in . lathe.— " CLOCKMAKER," 204, Wool
wich Road, S.E.
For Sale. — 4 -volt Ebonite Accumulator, for
firing 100 miles, 75. 6d.; large Shocking Coil, co.l
size 4 ins. by 3 ins., ros.; Parlour Skittle Board
and Skittles (skittle bed , 48 ins. by 12 ins ). ios.
-HARDY, Ardingly, Sussex.
Wanted, small Screw - cutting Lathe (Drum
mond's bench preferred ), cheap for cash , or ex
change Rudge-Whitworth Cycle (cost 18 guineas).
-BARROW , Upper Dovercourt.
Motor Bicycle (ready for engine); B.S.A. fittings:
26 ins. by 2 ins. Clincher motor tyres (jointless
rims) ; powerful brake : in excelle it condition ;
cheap. - HARRIS, 23, Martindale Road , Balham ,
London
For Sale . - Gent's Rudge Whitworth , 27-in .
frame; new tyres ; recently been overhauled ; £ 4.
-THOMSON , 30 , Hervey Road , Blackheath , Lon
don , S.E.
Loco Frames, wheels, etc., 48.; pair cylinders,
eccentrics, etc., all finished , 6s.-H. DUDLEY, 15,
Salvin Road, Putney,
1-h.- p. 011 Engine, with water-tank , coil,
accumulator and carburettor, 63. Also Dynamo,
15 vols., 5 amp ., £ 1 5s. Can be seen running
after 7 p.m.-W. S , 109, Lewisham Road ,
Lewisham , S.E.
Bargain . - Motor Cycle Frame, complete, 22 ins.,
plated rims for 26 ins. by 2 ins. Dunlop-Bartlett
tyres ; Riley free-wheel ; t-in . pitch -chain com
plete with handle -bar, L pin , front brake . and
4t- in . rubber pedals ; all plated and enamelled ,
and extra strong tubing ; 65 59., or offer. --Apply ,
1, Chandos Avenue, Kenilworth Avenue, Hoe St. ,
Walthamstow .
Lathe, 5 ins. centre, compound rest, iron stand .
ards -- cost £15 -- for £6, or offer, Also Pronour iph
and Records (cost [ 3 ) ; would exchange forMe
Castings, about 2 h.-p .- CHRISTIE , West Street
She field .
Motor Bicyc'e, 2 h.-P .; vertical engine; Longue
mare carburettor; trembler coil; pump lubricatin
long wheelbase; 417–61, Coombe Road , Croydon
Sale . - A rightand left cranked Armstrong Tool
holder ; quite new cost 155.- ALAN TODD , Prest |
Lea, Belvedere ,
Vol. I and II of " With the flag to Pretoria (unbound ) with one binding cover : any reason
able offer or exchange. - J . SHACKELL West End
Pinner.
(Continued on baie v ži
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UNIVERSAL

V.

ELECTRIC
SUPPLY

Co.,
60 , Brook Street , C.-on - M .,
Established 1890.
Contractors to H.M.Government.
MANCHESTER .
Every Reader of the ModeL ENGINEER should send 2 Stamps
for our 44-page Illustrated List. It contains illustrations and
particulars of

Reliable
British
Manufacture.

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up
their own Models all various parts are listed.
ELECTRIC BELLS, TELEPHONES, INDICATORS,
COILS , etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List (44 pages), post free ,
2 Stamps, before purchasing Electrical Goods.
The " EMPIRE " Dynamo
0 B will light five 6 -volt lamps
price 12,6
1 B will light five 10 -volt lamps
15 0
1 C has drum armature and will charge Accumulators
176

When Writing

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co.,
60 , BROOK STREET, C. on - M ., MANCHESTER .

to

Advertisers

In this Journal, please mention THB MODBL BNGINBBR .

WE PUT

O matter what is your present position, what saiary you aremaking, we can show you how to improve
N
them , by qualifying yourself in your spare time to become an Eectrical Engineer. There is no other
prolession that offers such briliant opportunities, quicker advancement, and greater pecuniary rewards.
Are you satisfied to remain in the crowd, amongst the poorly-paid trades, where the supply always exceeds
the demand ? and where the

YOU
UNEMPLOYED
QUESTION
has to be considered
. If not, we can teach you by post direct to your home, in your spare time,
S
THE
ON
a paying profession . We
have students all over the world to-day who testify to our system , and
U
whom we are putting on C
the high road to success . Our meth ds have proved successful, and
we have not to -day, to our
knowledge, an old student out of a situation .
C
R
E
O
ELECTRICALSENGINEERING ) is our speciality.
A
S
D TO
We would be glad if you would investigato
WEteach by
post direct to
our Statements for yourself, and be
your home
convinced that we can carry
Electrical
Engineering ,
out what we state .
Kechanical Engineering, Elec
Lighting
tric
Dynamo Designs,
Electric Motorman's Course, Short Elec .
trical Course ,
Telephony, Telegraphy,
etc., otc.

Why not qualify yourself ? We are endorsed by the Great Bdison and all
leading British Engineers. Our fees are low , and can be paid in Monthly Instal
ments if desired . Write to -day for our interesting Booklet, sent free , entitled ,
to Become an Electrical or Mechanical Engineer."
It tells the story of success .
To-day is your opportunity . To-morrow the other fellow's.

THE ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF
CORRESPONDENCE

" How

INSTRUCTION ,
488 TEMPLE CHAMBERS ,
TEMPLE AVENUE ,
LONDON , C.C.
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ARMSTRONC & CO., TWICKENHAM .
Makeis of over 1000 sizes in
Portable, Ignition, and Pocket
Accumulators. All fitted with
acid -proof termirals and non
spilling vents. Illustrated Lists
and Testimonials , 4d. Special
lire, own design , double fila.
ment Cycle Lantern; fitted with
two switches controlling , each
6 volt 9 h . curved filament. Beautifully nickel
or rectangular, 8.6 , plated in 4, 6, and 8 volts, 10 sent charged.
each . Intensely power
ful.

Electric A
larm Clocks,
termin als
and contacts
complete ,4.Bestquality .

Curved,
Trans
parent
4 - volt
5-hr. light 5 /- Postage any above
4d .
g-hr.
71
extra.
10.
12 -hr.

Electrical Novelties,
Great Variety Blectric Bells ,
Batteries, Medical Doils ,
Pocket Accumulators,
Night Lights, Battery Lamps, etc.
QUALITY HIGH .
PRICES LOW
All goods guaranteed . See Testimonials. New
Illustrated Electric Mechanical Catalogue,
24 pages, 1d . stamp.
Grand Novelty List, 1d. The two Lists, 112
O. L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Bngineer,
STALYBRIDOB .
FILES
ARCADE
Cut Faster, Last Longer, Cost no More .
SAMPLE SENT on APPROVALfor TRIAL
Write for Catalogue, Order Sheet, and Discount.
THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
78-80, City Road, LONDON, E.O.
9, Howard Street, GLASGOW .
Electrical
Specialities.

JO

4d.

The Franklin Dynamo.
50 Watts. 10 Volts, 6tions
Amperes.
3000 to 4000 revolu
. Sets
of material, finished parts com
plete machines. For amateur con .
struction – very efficient. Will
drive a dental engine, sewing ma
chine or small lathe ; run as a
generator, will furnish current for
& FRANKLIN six 6 - candle lamps. Parts, $ 3.50,
Model Shop $6.00 , $ 8.50 . Complete, $ 13.50.
Write for circular Key.
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-131. Wost 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.

Dynamos , Dynamos
CASTINGS from 38. per Set. FINISHED
DYNAMOS, 128.
OIL and GAS ENGINES, } h.p., from £ 8 .

Illustrated
Catalogue

vi

NOTICE TO COIL MAKERS .
Buy your Wire at the lowest price :
No. 86 silk -covored Coppor, at 5s. Ed. por Ib .
43. 44 .
Cotton
Postage 4d. extra.
Our Wire is of the highest grade and conductivity only.
Send 2 penny stamps for our New Illustrated Book
let and Wire List. We are actual makers of
Dynamos, Motors, Accumulators, Coils, etc.
WRITE AT ONCE .
68, Wellington Road ,
BOWEN & ODERY,
Old Charlton , Kont.

MOY'S
Patent Ellipsograph
For describing accurately any size
Ellipse up to 4 by 37 ins.

Price

30 /

Particulars on application .

W.M.HARLING ,
Manufacturer,
47, Finsbury Pavement, London, B.O.
Established 1851. Works: Hackney , E.

LAMINATIONS.

NA
MO
TO S
CA RS
ST
EN INGS
, GIN
FI ES
TT
I
CE NGS
LL
, S
etc.

ARMATURE

MO

All types and sizes from 1 to 24 ins, diam .
DY

IN STOCK .
New -in. Centre
geared
Treadle Lathe, 4 - ft. Gap bed, Self-acting, Sliding ,
Surfacing, and Screw -cutting, with Full Set of 22
Change Wheels. Weight, 4 cwt. Illustration
free. Price, nett, £ 21 . Horizontal Gas Engine,
3 in . bore, 4 in . stroke ; latest design . Porcelain
Ignition Tube. It will drive a Dynamo lighting
ten 16 c.-p. lamps, or a 4.ft. Power Planer, etc.
Weight, 2 cwt. " Full particulars on application .
Bargain, £ 8 10s., nott. - ARTHUR FIRTH ,
Engineer and Tool Maker, OLECK .
HEATON .

FULMEN WORKS ,
A. H. AVERY , TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

FOR
SALE .
Complete WORKSHOP of TOOLS
in the Best Part of the West Bnd.
Would suit Model Maker, Electri.
cian or Motor Repairs . Small con .
nection . Low rent. An exceptional
onportunity. No agents.
CARTER , 40, Now Bond St., London , W.

The MORRIS COHEN CO ., Ltd.
VULCAN, WORKS,
ALFRED STREET, LEEDS
Manufacturers of every des
cription of Small Screws,
Bolts , and Nuts, in Steel
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work , h both
Standard Whitwort and
British Association Threads
Nustrated Catalogue B ,
post free, 1d.
AGENT IN MOST Towns.

AVOID DELAY
by addressing all communications
or
Advertisements
respecting
Deposits to The Advertisement
Manager, " The Model Engineer
26 to 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St.,
London , E.O., and NOT to the
Editor or the Publishers.

Model

Engineer

Handbooks .
No. 1. - " SMALL ACCUMULA.
TORS."
No. 2 - " TAB SLIDB VALVE
SIMPLY BXPLAINBD . '
No. 9.-" BLBOTRIO BELLS AND
ALARMS.
No. 4. - " TBLBPHONBS
AND
MICROPHONES ."
No. 5.- " BLBOTRIO BATTBRIBS."
No. 6.- " MODBL BOIL BR
MAKING."
No. 7.-- MBTAL WORKING TOOLS
AND THBIR USBS.
No. 8.- " SIMPLE BLBOTRICAL
WORKING MODBLS."
No. 9.— “ SIMPLB MBOHANICAL
WORKING MODBLS ."
No. 10 . " SMALL DYNAMOS
AND MOTORS."
No. 11.- " INDUOTION
COILS
FOR AMATEURS."
No. 12.
STEAMBR
“ MODBL
BUILDING .”
* MACHINERY FOR
No. 13.
MODEL STEAMBRS. 39"
No. 14. — “ SMALL ELECTRIO MO
TORS .”
No. 15.- " SIMPLB SCIENTIFIC
BXPBRIMENTS
BLEC
IN
TRICITY, MAGNBTISM , HY
DRAULIOS, & c."
No. 16. — “ ACETYLENE GAS :
How to Make and Use It. "
No, 17. " THE LOCOMOTIVB :
Simply Bxplained.”
No. 18 - " SIMPLE BXPERI
MENTS IN STATIC ELEC
TRICITY . "
No. 19.- “ X RAYS SIMPLY EX .
PLAINED ."
Every book contains many Illustrations,
with useful hints on the making and use
of the various articles described .

Of all Agents for THE MODEL ENGI
NEER , price 6d . each nett ; or post free 7d .
from
Percival Marshall & Co.,
26-29, POPPINS COURT, FLEET STREET,
LONDON , E.C.
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Why
Not ?
Any Amateur can obtain BRILLIANT
RESULTS if he uses Kitlene Lightning
French Polish for Amateurs .
COMPLETE
FIT, containing all that is requisite ,
in handsome red case, 28. ; postage 3d .
RE- FILLS.-- Polish , ed. ; Oil and Spirit (combined), 7d .
Postage on each . 3 1.
Wardrobe Chambers,
Kitlene Syndicate, Ltd., LONDON
London ,,E.C.
E.c.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN .

MILLING CUTTERS
SPECIAL SMALL SIZES .

End Slotting

Mills .

,Bin., 1/-

78 ,

each .

each .

14 in ., 1/3

, š, kin., 1/6 each .
sa Pi
Frin ., 1/9

each .

15
,
WHITTAKER'S

12 in .,

2 / - each .

PRACTICAL HANDBOOKS.
Diso Slotting

Cutters .

1 in dia., , , } in . wide ) All tapped
8
in . Whit .
17 , s,
1/6 each .
8
I
19 17

4

1

;
}

Model Engine Construction. With Prac
tical Instructions to Artificers and Amateurs. By J.
ALEXANDER . With 59 Illustrations and 21 sheets of
Working Drawings by C. E. JONES. 6s. Det.
' An instructive book, which we do not hositato in recommending to our
apprentices and amateurs." - Railway Herald .
Engineer Draughtsmen's Work. Hints
to Beginners in Drawing Offices . By a PRACTICAL
DRAUGHTSMAN . With 80 Illustrations. Is. 6d
“ A more efficient and instructive help than this little book it is impossi
ble to conceive." -- Rallway Engineer .
Metal-Turning .
A Practical Handbook .
By J. HORNER . With 81 Illustrations. 45
CONTENTS :-The Lathe- Tools and Tool Handles - Chucks -Chucking
General Remarks on Turning - Hand Turning - Slide-rest Turning - Boring
-Screw -cutting, etc.
Telephone Lines and Methods of Con
structing Them Overhead and Underground. By W.
C. Owen , Consulting Telephone Engineer. With
270 Illustrations. 5s.

tin.wide, 4 in
hole, 3 /- each.
This size has ground teeth .

it in . dia.,

Baoked -off Convex Cutters .
Width ,

Bore.

Diam .

Price.

| 3/
too for it in . fin.{Lin wnitw.} each.

3
& in.{ Screwed
in .Whitw . ) each .

4 in .

Tubes . By
Experiments with Vacuum
Sir David SALOMONS, Bart. With 52 Illustrations. 25
End and Face Mills .
Bore .
Width Diam .
Price.
each.
in .
in .
31
Ž
Taper
41
cooler
ko

Friction and Its Reduotion by Moans
of Oils , Lubricants and Friction Bearings. By G. U.
WHEELER, Wh.Sc. With 62 Illustrations. 35. net.
CATALOGUE of Books on ENGINEERING, ELECTRICITY, eto., Post Free .

*

WHITTAKER & Co., White Hart St., Paternoster Sq., London, E.C :

I
ACETYLENE
How

GAS :

Screwed
s in .Whit. )
Sorewed

* {Pin whit.} 61

to Make and Use It .

All these cutters have ground teeth on end and face.
This Book is a thoroughly practical guide to the construc
tion of various types of small Generators,with hints on fitting
up Pipes, Burners, and Purifiers.
The method of working a Gas Engine with Acetylene Gas
is also described .
The Book is fully illustrated , and will prove of value to all
interested in Acetylene Gas and its Uses.
Price 6d, nett, post free 7d . Of all Agents for THE
.MODEL ENGINEER , or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.
26-29, Poppin's Court , Fleet St., London , E.C.

Send 6d. in Stamps , mentioning this
fully illustrated 96 pp. Price List to

GEORGE

paper, for

ADAMS,

144 , HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C

viji.

For Sale. - Launch Type Steam Engine, 2 ins
by 24 ins. (made by Macmillan, Alloa ), quite new ,
unused ; also ir ins.by 24 ins. Vertical Steel, central
fue boiler, little used , no mountings ; must be
sold together or separately . What offers ?-Belov .
Wanted.-- Single-action High -speed, Steam En.
gine, about 1 h. p . ; must be first-class workman
ship and in good condition ; deposit. - Particulars
and price, Box 199 MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29 ,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street. London , E.C.
Private Gentleman has for sale scale working
Model compound North -Eastern Locomo ive Ea .
gine and Tender, fitted with Jor's valve gear, also
scale working Model Great Northern Locomotive
Engine and Tender ; complete. Gold medals
awarded for high -class work . Worth inspection
-69, Burgoyne Road, Sheffield .
Oil Engine, 21 by 3t ins., with two heavy fly
wheels, lamp, tank , etc. MODEL ENGINEERS from
beginning to date, (3 vols., bound) What offers ?
-F. PAGE Aswell Street Louth Lincs.
Exchange Patent Child's Swings for Electrical
Books and Appliances or Too's value 5s. Write
for illustration . - JONES, 8, Ashby St., Norwich .
Kapp Type Dynamo ; No. 3 British Modeling
Co. almost finished ; Ios. or near st offer. - G .
STEVENSON,
Junr., Hopebok, Carnoustie , Scot
land.
Latho ; 3 -ins, centre , sliding barrel in pospe :
head, 3 speeds, with 2 flywheels, crankshati, con
plete working order ; nearly new ; with all acces
sories ; 178. 6d . Beam Engine, 2 by it ; en ineer
made ; new ; ac ept 125. — ELLIS, Burley - D
Wharfedale
Bargain . - 3-in . Gap Bed Bench Lathe 4 speeds,
driver chuck, faceplate, few tools, heavy fly.
wheel, 205. Heavy 4 -in . Compound Slide-rest ;
cost £ 2 58., price 2os. Treadle Lathe, 25-in .
( complete ), requires putting together ; chucks,
tools, faceplate, 2os. Splendid 5-in . Headstock ,
3 speeds ; perfect condition ; nearly new ; worth
30s., price 8s. Engineer made Vertical or Marine
Engine (slide valve ) ; almost new , os.; worth
30s.
Horse Bojler and Engine, all fittings,
£ 4 ros.; boiler alone cost 47. Stamp reply .
WALLER, 55, Grove Road , Walthamstow .
Paragon Oil Engine. vertical, 2 h .-p.; also 2 h.-p.
horizontal Steam Engine, link motion, vertical
boiler, 4 ft. by 2 ft. ; 33 It-in. steel tubes ; water
all round firebox : all in thorough good condition .
Dynamo, voltmeter, 6 lamps, shades, holders;
full particulars on application . Will exchange
for Motor Bicycle must be in perfect condition :
not less than 21 h .-p:-J. TUCKER, 29, Commercial
Road, Llanbilleth , Mon.

:

Sale.-- High-class Wall Bracket, fitted with
B.C. sockets and new lamps, 6s. 6d. ; Headstock ,
all complete, with spring chuck ; in splendid con
dition ; tos. ; 6 lbs. of pure Battery Zinc, 2s.
one dozen Porous Cells, Is.; approval, stamp. - W .
LEWIS, 82, Golborne Road, North Kensington .
Muller's “ Orphous " Autoharp ; 25 shillings, or
Dearest cash offer. - MACKLIN , Pitsea House , Cam
bridge Road , Hanwell, W.
Exchange Carpenter's Plough , Rip Saw , Iron
Smoothing Plane, Gauges, and sundry other tools,
for Slide-rest to suit 4f-in . Lathe, in good con
dition . - SKINNER , 50 , Church Road, St. George ,
Bristol.
One dozon -and- a-hall_New Fllos, various sizes ;
offers or exchange. - J. Bath, 64, Nashville Street,
Salford .
Lady and Gentleman wish to sell their
" Imperial " Cycles ; both new recently ; both
freewheel machines ; plated rims ; sell 64 16s .
each, or 69 the two ; approval, deposit Editor.
IIO, Nechells Park Road , Nechells , Birmingham .
3 Model Salling Yachts for Sale or Exchange,
about 4 ft. long would exchange good Books on
Model Yacht Building ; stamp for reply . - HENRY
TUMELTY, 18 , Victoria Street, Southwick ,
Sunderland
Pair of Motor Cycle Wheels, unused ; plated
motor , Westwood rims ; 28 by 2motor tyres with
reinforced treads, 458.; cost 66 , or will sell outer
covers separate, gs. each ; approval. - BOOTH ,
Union Street, South Halifax.
Sale. – Make and Break ' Ignition Coil, ros.
Sound Box and Horn for gramophone, IOS.
Working Model C.L.R Loco and Car, ios. - 43,
Milson Road, West Kensington .
L.S.W.R. Castings, f-in . scale ; about go parts ;
frames mide up ; wheels, buffers, cylinders, bogie
carriage finished ; price 255. - R. BURFORD, 72,
Bedford Hill, Balham , London ,
Wanted - Pittler Lathe, in exchange for ; h.-p.
“ Ideal " Gas Engine, and Dynamo built for me
by Avery ; both little used and in splendid order.
-H . DRAPER, 23, Mary Street, Dublin.
50- volt Cogged -ring Armature, 2 ins. by 2 ins.,
fitt d , compete with cmmutator and shaft,
with brass journals and lubricators ; mide by
el-ctric il firm ; gs. 60.--- Below .
Parafin Blow Lamp; 6s 60. - Below .
4 Pole 6 -volt Reversing Motor ; 165.--- Below .
B.A. Stocks and Dies, t-in ., -in ., 1- in . ; 65.;
particulars,
stamp. Moore, Wyvenhoe Cross,
Esse .
Water Motor, by Pitman ; bucket wheel, 20 ins.
diam . : 20 buckets ; 200.-R. SMART, 2, Zulla
Road, Nottingham .
h.-p. Gas Engine (new ) horizontal S.V.engine,
splendid model, small vertical copper boiler ; also
Bench Lathe, 4t-in . centres, 3 ft. bed ; would ex
change. — Below
Wanted, Back-geared Bench Lathe and Slide
rest.-W.Chew , 49, Hulton Street, Manchester,
S.W.
Horizontal Steam Engine, if ins. by 2 ins.,
perfect order ; 175. — Below .
Loco Boiler, 30 lbs. pressure, 15 ins. by 41 ins.,
ten j- in . tubes and fittings ; bargain ; 26s. 6d.
Below .
Dynamo, 12 volts, in perfect working order,
145. 60 .-- Below .
Double Cylinder Oscillating Engine, t in . by
i in ., complete ; 123. - Below .
Vertical Slide -valve Steam Engine, it ins. by
24 ins ., lubricator and drain cock ; splendid order
sell 265. 60.--Apply, C. ELLIOTT, 26A, Park Road
North , Acton, W.
Wanted. - Small Treadle Grindstone, and Lathe
Tools, & c.; cheap ; approval.--- Address, J. W. F.,
Brook House, Burnage Lane, Levenshulme, Man
chester.
Wanted.-- Small Boiler Fittings, Pressure Gauge,
Dynamo, anything Electrical ; exchange clean ,
unbound Volumes, Model ENGINEER. - E . HART,
Hardwick Street, Newnham , Cambridge.
For Sale.--- Pair Cycle Motor Timing Wheels,
machine cut, new , 25. 6d. pair ; Plummer Blocks,
It- in ., 25. 6d. ; it -in . stroke Crankshaft, is.;
Milling Tool, is. 3d. ; five Engineering Books
IS. 9d . ; t-in . Whitworth Stock and Die, 25. 6d. ;
stamp for reply .- HENNESSY , 30, Albert Grove,
Southsea .
Vertical Milling Side for 3-in . or 4-in . lathe,
ss, 8, Markbouse Parade, Leyton , E.
[ 2s, 6d.

Miscellaneous and Late .
Machine Drilling and Woodwork ; neatly finished ;
cash.-S., 50, Bath Street, Poplar.
Electric Novelties, Sundries, High -speed Engine
Castings ; list, stamp: - CLAYTON & Co., Old
Dover Road , Blackheath . London .
The “ Apex ” Milling Attachment, 255. ; Castings,
Bolts, Nuts, Steel, & c., gs. 6d . ; Tenax Solder,
5d . oz ., 4 ozs. Is., post free ; see notices MODEL
ĒNGINEER, March 3rd and roth.-W. M. SIMPSOX ,
41, Elphinstone Road, Hastings.
11 h.-p. Engine, with valve-lifter (new ), £3 Ios.;
two-cylinder air-cooled 5 h :-p . Decauville Engine
(new ), 19 ; De Dion Bngine, with 2 9-16ths by
27 ins. water-cooled cylinder , £ 9 ; Plated Tank , to
hold petrol,water, and oil, fitted with radiator and
oil pump ( suit light car or quad), 308.; 4 ins. by
4t ins. vertical Steam Engine, 63 ; eight Motor
Bicycles, from £ 8 ios. to [12. Many other things
equaliy cheap. Write for List. Approval through
M.E., if carriage paid both ways.- IWENTIETH
CENTURY Motor Co., LTD., Padua Rd., Penge, S.B.
500 and 800 watt Dynamos, built to order, £ 8
and £ 10 . Specification , stamp. Bxcellent design .
-GRIFFITHS & Co., Caergwrle, Wrexham .
Bargains.- Horizontal Engine, if -in . bore, 2-in .
stroke. Also Vertical Steel Boiler ; water around
firebox ; and fittings. Price 355. Also Phono
graph , 8s.-W. Cox , 27, Addison Road , New
Bilton, Rugby
It is a Fact !-A Modern Safety Bicycle can be
made by anyone for £2 175 : --Below .
“ Workman's Cycle Builder," giving full details
how to do it. - Price is. from GEO . HARRISON (M ),
45, Rupert Street, Nottingham .
(Continued on page » .)

:

(Continued som page 10.)
For Sale. - Lathe, engineer made, 6-in. centre,
4.ft. planed iron bed iron standards, 3-speed
back-gea ed compound shde-rest, hand turning
rest ; £7 ; a bargain .- BROWN, 13, Hindle Street,
Accrington .
" M.E." Loco, 1904.--- Pair Cylinders, finished
except for a few screws, with lubricators correct
to the drawings ; also mild steel crank casting
and set of driving and trailing wheels, partly
machined , correct to the design of January 7th ;
225. 6d ., or offers. - J. W. DEWHURST, 52, North
End Road , W. Kensington .
Model Paddle Boat, 3 ft._long ; also Model
Launch Engine and Copper Boiler, and a Slide
valve Vertical Engine. What offers ? Photos of
same one stamp. - A . LAWSON , 5, Parma Crescent,
Clapham , London .
Wanted. - Bench Lathe (Drummond Brothers ),
3t centre, or America Star Lathe. --Stott, Brung
wick Street, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire.
Electric Tramway, with Trailer, Rails, and
Batteries, beautiful model, 185. 6d . ; Electric
Candle, ros. 6d . ; Electric Cycle Lamp, ros. 6d . ;
six Pocket Lamps, rod. ; two Motors, 58. ; 18-celi
Selector Switch , 6s.; five_Switches, 9d . ; six
Pushes, 6d. ; Tie Pin , 35. ; Electric Alarm , com
plete with bell, wire, and batteries , ros. 6d .; twelve
Dry Cells , Is. ; sixteen Leclanche, is . ; all new ;
three Telephones, 7s.6d.- SMITH , 449, High Street,
Lincoln .
Bargain. - Twelve strong polished Vulcanite
Boxes, 31 ins. by 64 ins. by 64 ins. deep ; two
ribs at bottom inside ; is. each.-C. HAMPSON ,
Langdale Hazel Grove Stockport.
New Bicycle ; complete , less the tyres (Gent's
1904 ) ; plated rims, gold-lined ; fin. chain ;
free wheel ; brake on rim ; cost € 5 ; accept cash
£ 2 16s. ; or exchange Concert Phonograph .-- B .,
113, Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham .
For Sale.--Horizontal Engine, 2 by 4, new
355. Set of Casting, 4 by 6, 403. 11 h.-p. Vertical
Engine and Boiler, 67. One Set for double hori
zontal engine, 24 by 4 ; 18s. Electric Cycle
Lamp ; cost £ i is. ; sell 55. Upright Engine, 11
by 21 ; good condition ; 155., or exchange for New
Departure or Morrow Hub. SIDNEY WILES,
Nene Parade, Wisbech .
Gentleman's Freewheel Bieycle ; nickel- plate
rims ; back and front rim brakes, f-in . pitch chain ,
equal new ; lamp and tools with it'; bargain ,
£4 155. Approval willingly. - 60, Newton Street,
Birmingham .
Vertical S.V. Engine and Boiler ; Engine drives
a dynamo ; boiler riveted and burns charcoal.
Exchange for Gas Engine, or sell, 225., or
separately . - C . ROBATHAN ,Malvern .
What Offers 24 h.-p. Engine ; copper boiler ,
2 ft. long, 4 cross tubes and donkey pump ; in
splendid working order ; 20 A.D.P. switch in teak
case , glass cover . I-plate Stand Camera ; all
accessories . - J . PARSONS, Bedum Street, Salisbury.
Cash Offers Wanted.-First 7 Vols. “ MODEL
ENGINEER,
and 2nd to 7th Vols. (inclusive)
“ Locomotive Magazine " ; all unbound and
clean.--ROBERT PARKINSON , Rock Mount,
Clitheroe, Lancashire.
Bargains !-Driving Shaft, 2 ft. 9 ins., with fast
and loose 14 -in . by 3 -in . pulleys ; wrought rims
and plummer blocks ; 8s. Brass Circulating
Pump, 5s. -in . Spark Coil, 58. Two 5-in .
ins. ;
pulleys on shaft, is. 6d . Set of Springs, 2ft. 6gauge
,
with shackles and hangers, 7s. Steam
3 ins. ; 55. 20 ft. 7 -in Iron Pipe ; new ; 35 . 2 ft.
Yacht Hull, 4s. 23- in . Driving Pulley , Is. 60.
A. BURTON , 158, Chorlton Road ,Manchester .
Splendid Six -wheel Model Locomotive Tender,
very strongly made, with water tank , screw
brakes, buffers, 5t- in . gauge ; suit i-in . scale
model; £ 3. - PRINCE, 12, Gordon Avenue, South
ampton .
For Sale. - Trailer, in good condition, 28 -in .
wheels , with Dunlop tyres ; as good as new ; has
not been ridden 20 miles ; willſtake ( 3 for quick
sale ; also 14 h.-p. Motor Engine (Werner), in good
condition ; £ 4 or nearest offer, or exchange for
21 h.-p. Motor Engine.--PACKWOOD , 80 , Newton
Road , Rushden , Northants.
Sale . - No. 1 Kapp Dynamo, new , 155. ; small
Horizontal Slide-valve Engine and Boiler, 5 . ;
two miniature Bayonet Holders, with shade
carrier and cord grip , 5 yds. flexible cord , one 4 ,
one 10 -volt cap lamps to suit : new ; 35. lot.
Apply, THORP, 27, High Street, Salisbury.
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DYNAMOS.

DYNAMOS

Castings, 30

3s . per Set.

Complete

watts ,

Dynamos , 12s. 6d. each .

DYNAMO AND NOVELTY LISTS, post free, 1d .
CATALOGUE of EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL, post free, 2d .

THE
Photographed from our
No. 6 MACHINE .

ELECTRICAL

WILSON STREET.

SUNDRIES

152, Croy Mare

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

Lane , Manchester.
About 2 of our

VOLUME

OF

IV
“ Star ” Lathes
(9-11-13-14 inch Swing)
are now being ordered with countershaft for
light macbine shop and tool-room service.
Toe reasons : They are accurate durable,
convenient, and more economical than large
lathes.
We also make a heavy 13-in . " Star" Tool
room Lathe for power only. Send for
Catalog B.

THE

ModelEngineer
L

284 Pages.

"NEW MODE

Well Illustrated.

Containing
Cloth bound.
TWELVE ISSUES, January

THE SENECA FALLS MFG . CO .,
( 50
560, Water Street,
SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.

1st, 1901, to June 15th , 1901,
3s. 6d. each ; post free, 3s. 10d .

THE

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court,

FLEET STREET, E.C.

Auto

OODWORK

Matic .

JOINTS :
IT

STANDS

OUT .

The Cheapest Screw -Cutting Lathe ever made.
Would you ask the Cat for an honest opinion regarding the Canary ?
your own conclusions. This lathe is only £ 8 158. Od .
Change Wheels, 25s. extra.
KATOLOG

4

Draw

STAMPS.

S. HOLMES & Co.

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,

ENGINEERS,

26-29 , Poppin's Court ,
Fleet St., LONDON , E.C.

BRADFORD ,

1

How to Make and
Where to Use Them .
The making of Joints is often a stumbling-block
to the successful completion of a structure, and is
looked upon as difficulty not easily overcome.
The matter is not a serious one, however, if the
proper methods are adopted ; and this book,
written in a practical manner by a practical man ,
gives the necessary instructions for setting out and
making joints of every description.
If the instructions are carried out as given , any
person who can use Tools should find no difficulty
in carrying out any job he undertakes in a work
manlike fashion .
137 Illustrations.
85 pages.
From all Agents tor THE WOODWORKER , price
Bd . net, or Wyd. post free, from

X.
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On Sale . - Engine Indicator (MacNaught's ) ;
good condition ; 405. -7-hole Electric Indicator
(new ) ; cost 275. 6d . ; take 125.6d. Injector
(new ) ; suit up to 2 horse-boiler ; 20s. Scribing
block (unused ), eccentric adjustment ; cost 255.;
take 12s. 6d . Grindstone, 9 ins. by 2 ins. ; 2s. 6d .
Draughtsman's flexible Steel Scales (brand new ) ;
English and French ; 90 ins. long ; cost 7s. 6d. ;
take 5s. 6d . All carriage paid. - JOHN TWEEDALE,
2,Miles Terrace ,Rochdale, Lancashire.
Seven 14 -Ampere Hour Accumulators (B.P.S.
type ) ; new ; £ 2. Switchboard Voltmeter to 35 ;
5s. Ditto Ammeter to 6 ; 55. Eight Excelsior
Batteries, without jars, 35. 6.- 71, Pole Lane,
Unsworth , Manchester.
3 -Plato Stand Camera ; splendid condition ;
tripod ; double dark slide ; Iris diaphragm ; 155.
--Smith , Queen Street, Wellington , Salop .
High -Class Cycle (Gents) ; this year's make ;
Clincher tyres ; free wheel ; rim brake ; mud
guard ; hardly soiled . Offer ; £4 Ios . Approval
if desired.- ) . LANCASTER, 103, Heeley Road,
Selly Oak , Worcestershire.
Vertical Boller, 2 ft. by 1 ft., and Engine on
stand ; central flue, inside firebox ; all fittings ;
double cylinder ; 3-in . stroke ; 2-in . bore ; ma
hogany lagged , moulded iron bedplate ; adjustable
bearings, lubricators, drain-cocks ; complete, with
pump unions and all connections. Sacrifice £ 6 ;
worth double. - Mr. JOHN Laws, 21, Dene Terrace,
Murton Colliery, Durham .
2}-{n. Latbe ; slide-rest, wooden stand, with
drawer : very heavy flywheel ; treadle ; various
chucks : £ 2 128. 6d. ; with 3 -in . Cushman,63 128. 6d .
--- H .G., 46, Bruce Grove,Watford.
Lathe, 8 -in. Centre, with heavy flywheel and
strong frame' 18s. or offer. Also Headstocks,
Tee-rest and Hand-wheel for 3t centres ; weight,
19 lbs. ; 58.-H. ABBOTT, 66, Queensbery Street,
Dumfries.
" Praotical Lessons In Metal Turning." - All
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 25. 3d.,
post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

USEFUL

Back Numbers. In the advertisement pages
of recent issues will be found particulars of the
principal articles appearing in issues published
during the last three years. Copies can be obtained
from all agents for THE MODEL ENGINEER , price
2d. each,or 3d. post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL
AND CO., 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
OWNER REMOVING TO LARGER PREMISES.
To Blectricians, Photographers, and Others . — 88 ,
George Street, Croydon.
DIICKINS & SONS are instructed by Messrs. W.
J. BISHOP & Co., to SELL BY AUCTION, on
the Premises, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, 17th
and 18th March , at TWO O'CLOCK precisely ,
The large Surplus Stock , Fittings, & c., compris
ing Field Glasses, Aneroid Barometers, Dry Cells,
Bells and Fittings, Electroliers, and other Électric
Light Fittings, Two Fine Biunial Limelight Lan
terns, a number of other Magic Lanterns (full-sized
slides), several fine Model Locomotives, Vertical
and other Engines, Kodak , Hand and other Cam
eras, Tripods, Plates, Printing Paper and Frames,
Ruby Lamps, Photographic Albums, Mounts, & c.,
nearly new Steam and Gas Engines, Telephone
Apparatus and Fittings, Galvanometers, Volt
Meters, Accumulators, Magnets, Generators, and
very valuable Lenses by Dallmeyer and Wray,
excellent Cinematograph by Velograph Syndicate
(complete), Shop and Office Fittings, & c., & c.
On view day prior and mornings of sale. Cata
logues may be obtained at the Auctioneers'
Offices, 4,George Street, Croydon . Telephone, 450.

BOOKS

your Workshop for Tools, Models,
and Materials which you no longer
require. You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in our
" Sale and Exchange " column .
Private rate , three words a penny.

ON

A

C

OF

DYNAMO

DESIGN .

BY
ALFRED H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.
SECOND EDITION .
Oloth Bound ,
103 pages. 61 Illustrations.
Price 1 /- net.

Post free 1/2.

Of all Agents for THB MODBL EN
GINBBR , or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.C.

When writing to Advertisers,
please do not forget to mention
« The Model Engineer.”

ELECTRICAL

8. d .
Electric Wiring, Fitting, switches, and Lamps By W.
6 0
PERRIN MAYCOCK , M.I.C.E. Postage 4d .
Electrical Influence Machines. Their Historical Development,
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction . By J.
4 6
GRAY, B.Sc. Postage 3d .
Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H. E. HADLEY.
2 6
Postage 3d.
Electro -Motors. How Made and How Used. A Handbook for
Amateurs and Practical Men. By S. R. BOTTONE. With 70
Illustrations. Third Edition . Revised and Enlarged . Postage 3d . 3 0
Electro - Plator's Handbook A Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Students. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged, and an
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d.
30
Bloctrical Instrument Maldng for Amateurs: Sixth Edi
. 3 6
tion. 71 illustrations. By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
Wireless Telegraphy and Hortzian Waves. By S. R.
.. 30
BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
The Dynamo: How Made and Used . By S. R. BOTTONE.
2 6
Postage 3d .
Electrical Experiments. With 144 illustrations. By G. E.
2 6
BONNEY . Second Edition. Postage 3d .
Practical Electrical Measurements. An Introductory Course
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers. By
E. H. CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer
ing, Sheffield Technical School.
With 56 illustrations.
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d .

B

SUBJECTS .

8. d .
Induction Coils. A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers .
By G. E. BONNEY. With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With for
those
illustrations.
Postage 3d .
Elementary Principles of Electric Lighting. By ALLAN A.
CAMPBELL SWINTON , Associate I.E.E. Third Edition , Eo
larged and Revised With 16 illustrations. Crown 8vo . Cloth .
1 6
Postage ad.
Wireless Telegraphy, Popularly explained by RICHARD KERR,
F.S.S., with Preface by W.H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S. Illustrated.
Postage ad . Paper is. Cloth.
1 6
Electric Light for Country Housos. A Practical Handbook
on the Erection and Running of Small Installations, with Par .
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working. By J. H. KNIGHT.
Postage ad .
How to Manage a Dynamo. By S. R. BOTTONE. Second
Edition . Revised and Enlarged . Illustrated . Post 8vo. Cloth ,
16
pocket size. Postage ad.
Dynamos and Electric Motors. How to Make and Run Them .
1 0
By Paul N.HASLUCK . Illustrated . Postage ad.
Dynamo Attendants and Their Dynamon. By ALFRED H.
1 0
GIBBINGS, A.I.E.E. Third Edition. Postage ad.
A Guide to Electric Lighting for Householders and
Amateurs Fully Illustrated . By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage ad . 1
Intensity Coils : How Made and Used By DYKR. Sixteenth
Edition . Postage ad .
1 0
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EXCHANGE .

Private A dvertiseinents are inserted in this
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
less, and id . per 3 trords after .
Trade Advertisements are inserted
column at the rate of 1s. for the first 12 words of
less, and id. per word after.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
User's name and address is charged for. 40
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
OF Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be received by first
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number.

Our Deposit System .
Notice. - As we cannot accept any responst
bility for the bona- fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
below
.
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor , whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way. The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, o
of the article having been returned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fec of
6d . for the sums of £ 1 and under, and is. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, lo cover postage, & c., must be re
milled at the sametime, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager , 26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London, E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 2s. Bd.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
o by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
# should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Trade.
“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 35. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Sale.-B. POUTEAU, 231A , Gray's Inn
Road , London
Please Note Change of Address. - New Sliding
Resistances, by Westinghouse (cost 455.), suitable
for motors, & c ., price 5s. 9d . Coils wound with
silk -covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
needle pivots, suitable for making galvanometers ,
& c. (cost 453. ), price 5s. gd . Odd Galvanometers,
in cases , 5s.6d. Polarized Relays, slightly de
fective (cost £ 3 ), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
£ 25 ), price £ 3. Quantity of odd Telephones and
Sounders, from 6s. 6d . ; also hundreds of useful
oddments, can be inspected by appointment.
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. — SAM
MIDDLETON , Faraday House, 179, Camden Grove
North , Peckham , S.E.
Aeronautical and Submarine Engineering,
special terms to experimenters. — THE SOUTH
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING Works, Blacklieath
Hill, Greenwich .
Cycles ! Cycles ! !-Frarnes, fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
BROS., 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889.

Twenty -three of Colo's Rellablo Handbooks,
bound in one volume cloth , 38. ed., carriage paid ,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding .-- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build
Small Furnace,” post free, 6d .
Pattern Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Blacksmithing.- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron ” (30 diagrams), post free , 6d.
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams post
free, 6d.
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
razor
to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 60,
66 Metal,
Pipe and Tube Bonding " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
" Témpering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d.
Wiped Joints in Load Water Pipes, " Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
“ Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
plates
and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d
.
“ Metal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
diagrams,
Surface finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Metal 6d.
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d.
“ How to Solder Gold , Silver, Aluminium , Brass,
& coa Brazbay " and How to Use it on Wood and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
" Electrie Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, 6d.
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d.
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood , Glass,
& c., Cement Recipes ; 6d .
“ Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d .
“ Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d .
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ; the law clearly explained : 6d .
" Čycle Brazing," 4d . ; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d. ; " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d.
Any Three Above Books, is. ; any six, is. 7d . ;
eight or more, 3d, each , all post free.
“ Cole's Compendium ” ; 32 pages of useful hints
and information on MechanicalMatters, 3d .
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester.
Australian Wholesale Agents
" Robertsons.'
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test a Lathe : giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force . - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materlals . - Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions, 6d . post free. -THE MORRIS COHEN CO., LTD .,
132. Kirkgate, Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished : list 2d .-- REYNOLDS Bros., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers. - King & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
for lists, free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
L.N.W. Railway Locomotives. - A Register, giving
the names and numbers of every engine now in use
on the London and North Western Railway ;
new and revised edition ; price 6d ., post- free 7d
Railway Catalogue and List of Books we want
free. - JUCKES, Book Merchants. Birmingham .
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work, etc., or
every description . Speciality : Motor cylinder
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear-cutting ;
Screw -cutting, English and Metric, any pitch ;
general milling, planing, etc.- GEORGE ADAMS,
144, High Holborn , London, W.C.
George Adams for all work needing special
accuracy , finish and prompt despatch . Plantmost
up - to-date and complete in the country,

iii.

Whitnoy's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value : bore from 173. 6d . ; bore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Wator Motors from 6s. 6d . : | h .-p .. 175. 6d . ;
ļh.-P., 30s. Castings, 35., 5., 9s. 6d. Cheapest
form of power for light work . --WHITNEY .
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran.
teed platinum , silver plated ; & in . to centre, Is. 9d.;
I in ., 2s. 3d. ; it ins., 28. 6d. ; it ins., 28. od . :
It ins., 3s. All othermaterials in stock . - WHITNEY.
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 27 ins.
inside, Is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, ed . ; negative, 7d. each ;
Grids, 5d . Terminals, 3d. Excellent value. WHITNEY.
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ios. 6d . ; only 3s. 3d ., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin, is. id., post
free. Every one tested . - WHITNEY .
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by 17 ins., IS. 2d.; 6 by it ins.,
IS. 8d . ; 7 by 2 ins ., 2s. 3d. ; 6 by at ins., 4s. 6d. ;
6 by 31 ins., 58. 3d. :6 by 4 ins., 55. 9d . 8 by 4 ins ,
79. dozen packed . - Whitney.
Battery Zines for above, 25., 38., 45., 6s. 9d.,
75. od., 8s. 9d., 105. 9d., 13s. 6d. dozen . Fuller
pattern , 7s. 9d., gs. 68. dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes.--WHITNEY .
Rails for Model Railways.- Correct section ,
28. 3d . dozen 16 - in . lengths. Very easy to make
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, i in., Is. 9d . ;
I} ins., 29. rod. dozen , post free. --WHITNEY.
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitney for New and Second-hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements .
Whitney, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
Road , London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchangedy Estab
lished over quarter of a century,
Re-plate Your Bicycle Handle.- Herbert's Re
liable Plating Solution, is . 3d., carriage paid ;
our Bicycle Plating Outfit, 25. 6d . complete.
-HERBERTS. (Dept. D ), Urmston , Lancashire.
Turning, Milling, Dividing, Fitting, Repairing
etc., undertaken by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
Co., Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road, London .
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Manufactures. - Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels, Turbines, Hy
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors,
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Motor lists, id. Complete Sets of Perfect Castings.
-PERCY PIT
Bosbury, Ledbury . Hereford
shire,
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices, post free id.- JAMES B. LIVESEY , North
gate, Blackburn .
Free. - Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-- W . Rich
FORD , Snow Hill. London .
Electric Novelties, Sundries, High -speed Engine
Castings : list, stamp. - CLAYTON & Co., Old
Dover Road, Blackheath , London .
Bicycle Motor Casting Sets, 61, complete with
drawings . Also 21 by 31 h.-p. Castings and
Finished Engines. - Tew , Boundary Road,
Walthamstow .
Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place, which gives protection to both pur.
chaser and seller.

For Sale .-- 24 h.-p. Cycle Motor and Silencer ;
new ; £6 tos.-A. Rowe, High Street, Hadlow ,
Tonbridge.
3 Model Sailing Yachts for Sale or Exchange,
about 4 ft. long ; would exchange good Books on
Model Yacht Building : stamp for reply.- HENRY
Victoria Street, Southwick ,
TUMELTY ,
Sunderland .

iv .
Pair of Motor Cycle Wheels, unused ; plated
motor, Westwood rims ; 28 by 2 motor tyres with
reinforced treads, 459 .; cost £6 , or will sell outer
covers separate, os. each ; approval.- BOOTH ,
Union Street, South Halifax.
Good t- plate Stand Camera for sale, cheap ;
stamp for particulars . - JAMES KNIGHT, 12
Orchard Street, Blandford, Dorset.
11 Minerva Motor Bicycle, Palmer tyres,Morrow
hub, Millennium stand and carrier, V -belt, exhaust
lift, removable mudguard ; condition perfect ;
tria ) given ; £ 17 175.-L. BADDELEY, Chingford .
Splendid Model Vertical Slide-valve Engine and
Boiler , plated, bronzed base ; accept tos.
LANGLEY, 26, Maybank Road , Birkenhead .
perfect, 4s. ( cost 18s .) ;
.. Now Glazier's Diamond,
Swan " Fountain Pen , 35. (cost 16s. 6d .) ; Car
4s.
6d
. (cost 178. 9d.). No
Plane,
penter's New
cards please. - H . Shaw , 41, Northam Road,
Southampton .
Lathe (Treadlo ), 4 -in . back -geared , 3 ft. 6 ins.,
machined cast-iron bed, compound slide-rest,
hand -rests, boring head , emery wheel attachment,
chucks, tools ; in good condition ; £ 9. -- H. C.
HAYDEN, 62, Hampshire Street, Buckland, Ports
mouth ,
Bench Lathe, 30 - in . gap-bed, 3-in . centres,
treadle , faceplate, bell, driver, drill chucks, emery
wheel, spindle , accessories ; 25-84 MODEL Exgi
NEERS ; 7 Vols. “ Engineer and Engineering,'
unbound ; exchange for good Microscope, or offers.
C.CONNELL , 2 , Eden Villas, Inchicore, Dublin .
Wanted. - Good complete back -geared Treadle
Lathe, between 3. and 5-in . centre, with chucks
and slide-rest, in exchange for complete half-plate
Stand Camera, lens fitted with Iris diaphragms and
Thornton -Pickard aluminium shutter ; nearly
new ; also Holmes' New Century Lathe, new ;
part cash if required . — DYSON, 66 , Carr Road ,
Nelson , Lanc.
Salo . - Horizontal Slide- valve Engine, in . by
i in ., parallel bar guides, 6s. 6d. ; Horizontal Os
cillating Engine and Boiler, 75. 6 .; Motor,
tripolar armature, 123. 60.-- JAMES Crichton ,
Blairhill Cottage, Coatbridge.
For Sale or Exchange, Piccolo , E flat, in first
class condition . What offers ?-- Apply , H.PEAKE ,
* New Works," near Horsehay.
For Sale.- MODEL ENGINEER , Nos. 13 to 45
(first twelve bound ), 75. 60.; t-plate Stand
Camera, complete with three double dark slides ,
R.R. lens, and roller blind shutter, 40s. ; new last
year ; also Adams, patent Steel Camera Stand, 8s. ;
Surface Plate , 10 ins. by 7 ins., 78. 6d. ; deposit
system .--F . SCORER, 47, Monks Road, Lincoln .
What offers ?-B. & M. Trembler Coil, one
Auto - Trembler, two Model E Carburettor with
throttle and regulator ; all brand new .--BUILDER ,
175, Oxford Street, Stepney, London .
Zonophone, good as new , concert sound box,
30 records, various sizes ; cost £9. What offers ?
--LAWRENCE, Linthorpe, Middlesbrough .
Bargain.-- Combined Battery Case ; Tool Chest
and Lubricating Oil Tank , with filler ; tap and
plated clips for fixing to motor cycle frame ; also ,
Circular Petrol Tank , with fittings, driving rim ,
plated jockey pulley and clip , ignition control
lever, exhaust lift, & c. ; all as new ; 18s. the lot.
HANBY PRyke, Broad Street, King's Lynn .
3 -in . Compound Slide-Rest ; square thread
screws, swivel ; good condition ; 208. Approval ;
deposit.--GEE, 194, Castle Hill, Hindley,
What Offers ? for Motor Tandem Cycle, gent
front, lady back ; also 10 h.-p. two-cylinder
Petrol Motor, horizontal; channel steelbar frame;
set of four very strong Motor Car Wheels for solid
bearings. Motor Tricycle Frame, with wheels
and tyres complete , and gear wheel on back axle.
Also one Float Feed Chamber (new ). Will take
Motor Bike in part exchange. No reasonable
offer refused .- BORDYCOAT, 38, Union Street,
Accrington, Lancashire.
Treadle Lathe, 34 centres, compound slide-rest,
chucks, & c. ; nearly new ; £ 4 155. Photo , stamp.
- DANERI, 40, Sloane Street, Brighton .
Wanted. --Drawings and Castings of loco or
compound vertical in exchange for engineer-made
Mill Engine; value, £3 ; 2 ins. bore, 4-in . stroke ; in
perfect order. - Below .
Launch Engine, Id by id ; link motion reversing
gear ; perfect order ; 355. - Below .
Bell Chuck ; 8 screws, 3-in . internal ; tapped
* Whitworth ; 1os . 6d . A bargain .-- BARKER , 44,
Norfolk Road, Seven Kings, Essex.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
Glass Silvering Process.Guaranteed genuine ;
sale , £ 1. Exchange Model Engines, Yachts ,
Electrical Goods, Cameras ; anything useful.
Genuine Electro-Silver Plating Process , Is. 3d. ;
stamp reply.-- H . FRASER , 7, Hayfield Street,
Glasgow
Gas Engine, 4-in . stroke, 2-in. bore ; complete
with two polished flywheels, 12} ins. diameter ;
good as new ; price £5 .-- Apply, T. I. MITCHELL,
care of Mitchell Bros., Manchester Road , Bradford .
Sale. - Boiler : Riveted single seam , 4-in. steel ;
twelve brass fire tubes, f in. ; size, 24 ins. by
rit ins. ; height of base, 3t ins. ; size of firebox ,
10 ins. by 10 ins. Fittings : Back -pressure valve,
5-16ths in . ; wheel valve, 4 in . ; weight safety
valve ; water gauge, 1 in . glass , 8 ins . long ;
pressure gauge, 2 ; ins. diameter (by Schaffer).
£ 3 ros. Engine : 27 bore by 4t stroke; flywheel,
12 ins. diameter, double rim ; 2 -tap lubricator
on cylinder ; base, 24 ins. long. ' £ 3. 46 the lot.
E. M.West, 39, The Terrace,Gravesend .
Horizontal Stoam Engine, 2 by 3 stroke ; 15-in.
flywheel ; good working order ; approval ; 355.—
HELM , Laverockbank Terrace, Edinburgh .
For Sale . - Model L. & N.W.Locomotive (“ King
Edward " ) ; 2t-in. gauge, reversing -gear, & c. ; 3
trucks, i van , 3 switches, and 40 ft. of rails.
Guaranteed . £ 3 35. - Below .
For Sale . - British Man -of-War ; 22 ins. long ;
6 -in. guns, turrets, & c ; clockwork starting gear ;
boats ; £ 1. - Below .
For Sale.-- Slide-valve Vertical Engine and
Boiler ; } in . by in. ; English make ; all taps and
pipes nutted. € 1. - J. ROTHWELL, Brentwood ,
Walkden ,Manchester .
Wanted .--- Screw - cutting Lathe, about 4 -in .
centres ; full particulars and lowest price. — LOMAS
225 , Nantwich Road, Crewe.

EASTER

HOLIDAYS

Kindly note that all Adver
tisements received after first
post on Wednesday morning,
the 30th of March , will be in
serted in

the issue for April

14th .

Sacrifice.--Horizontal Engine, 24 stroke it
bore ; 155. ; photo and particulars on application .
-Box 200, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29, Pop
pin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Sale. - Horizontal Steam Engine, 1 h.-p .;
screws and bolts throughout ; engineer-made; £ 1.
-Particulars stamp, THORP, 27, High Street,
Salisbury.
Exchange seventy MODEL ENGINEERS, with
cash , for Treadle Fret Saw ; or cash offers. - Par
ticulars, B. Evans, Foundry, Rhuddlan.
For Sale .---Magnificent Model Vertical Engine
(catalogued 335.) ; glass gauge, double -action
slide-valve cylinder ; silver-plated ; high speed ;
135.-G., 26 , Bawtree Road , New Cross , s.e.
Splendid Pathe Phonograph, with musical
Orpheus and intermediate attachment, horn ,
records, & c.; photo free ; £ 2 55. lowest. - WALSH,
Otley.
For Sale. - Gent's (nearly new ) Safety Bicycle ,
with free wheel, Bowden brake, nickel rims, pump,
lamp, and bell ; price £5. - Below .
Bargain . - Manchester type Dynamo, shunt
wound , 25 volts 5 amps., armature wants re
winding ; price 258. Also I b.h.-p. Horizontal
Slide-valve Steam Engine, engineer made, price
258., or will exchange both for Dynamo, 400 watts.
-R. T. PARKER, 28 , Milkwood Road , Herne Hill,
S. E.
Bargain. — Model Steamer , 34 ins. long ; double
acting engine ; tubular boiler ; 30s. Or exchange
for t-plate Hand Camera. - W . LEONARD , 45,
Brook Street, Stepney, London .
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Model G.N.R. Locomotive and Tender, 21 ins.
long, including 80 ft . of rails , mounted on 3 ft.
high trestles ; the whole nearly new ; £6 or offer.
ABERGELDIE, Grosvenor Villas, Victoria Road,
Alexandra Park, N.
Dynamo, 10 volts, perfect, new condition ;
price ros. 6d. - Below .
Spark Coil, 3-16ths, perfect, 4s. 6d . ; Geissler
Tube and Rotator, on marble stand, equal to nes ,
ros. 6d.-B. Rowles, Ethelbert Road, Margate.
Wanted. - 24 horse Motor Castings, inside fiy.
wheels ; exchange 2 -in . centre slide-rest Treadle
Lathe. Motor Cycle for sale, if horse, excellent
condition , £19.- Pool, 8, Cardiff Road, Newport,
Mon.
Doublo Cylindor Horizontal Slide Ive Engine ,
link motion , Whitworth stocks, dies, and taps,
-in , to f- in ., one disc crank, one * in . throw
eccentric, two it- in . pistons.- C . HILL, 4, Car
House Cottages, Rotherham .
Wanted . - Loose Head , 5-in . centre, with
sliding mandrel, & c . - A . PICKLES, 109, Turkey
Street, Keighley , Yorks .
Wanted. Small Accumulator Charging_Plant;
State full particulars to G.F. TURNER , 225 , Balfour
Road , Ilford .
For Sale. - Columbus Gauge, English and Metric,
in leather case, new , 55. ;Wykes' UniversalScrew .
cutting Gauge, with instructions, 3s. 6d, ; Chester
man's 33 ft. Steel Tape Measure , in leather case,
as new , 75. 6d. ; set of Stock and Dies (circular),
1,1, 1 in ., with taps, 4s. 6d . ; Genuine B.S.A. Free
Wheel, 9 by t, never used, 5s. ; letters only. H. R. H., 39, Bishops Road, Highgate.
For Sale ; quite new ; t-horse Oil Engine ;
splendid worker ; all fittings; £ 5 , or offer. 2-pint
Bichromate Cells, 5s . 4 Dry Cells, 75.; Shocking
Coil , 35 . Useful exchange entertained . Also
Gent's Sunbeam " Bicycle ; all accessories ; £ 3 ;
good condition .-- 24 , Marnock Road , Croiton
Park , S.E.
Salo.-- Gas Engine, it by 2 ins.; good condition ;
8s., or exchange anything useful. Wanted , Coil. Particulars, F. Tuck , 16, Leroy Road, Walsoken .
Not an Exhibition Model, but i h.-p. drive for
dynamo or lathe ; 3 ft. by 6 ins. ; steam ; £ 2 ros.
Geo. East, ro, Carlton Terrace,Glasgow .
For Sale. Good Chemical Balance ; weighs
50 grammes; in glass case, with complete set
ofweights ; (by Becker, Rotterdam ) —Below .
Also, 3 dozen 6 - oz. Glass -Stoppered Bottles.
Below .
Also, ş by 4 Imperial Folding Camera ; R.R.
Lens ; Junior Automatic shutter ; cost $ 2.
Offers to RUDDOCK , 3 , Markham Crescent, York .
Wanted, an Oil or Hot-air Engine ; cheap ;
approval. - Foster, Farlands, Great
must
Barr. be on
Magazine Hand Camera ; takes twelve t-plates
in sheaths ( two missing) ; rapid rectilinear lens ;
three apertures, focussing adjustment, time and
instantaneous adjustable shutter; cost { 2; sell
248. Or exchange ; Gramophone wanted . - F .
LAYCOCK , South Road , Lancaster .
Vertical Boller , 18 ins. by 9 ins. ; seven tubes,
steam gauge, mountings ; £2. Or exchange Loco .
--16, South Terrace, Chesterton , Cambridge.
Bicycle (child's ) for Sale ; Dunlop tyres ; good
order ; £ 2 5s., or nearest offer. Wanted a good
Phonograph . -9, Victoria Road, Rathgar, Dublin .
4 -in . Treadle Lathe, 3-ft. bed , compound slide
rest, circular saw , chucks, faceplate, large number
accessories ; what offers ? Seen by appointment.
-LEA, 42, Forburg Road, Upper Clapton .
For Sale.- “ Modern Machine-Shop Practice,"
in two vols ., by Joshua Rose , M.E. (J. S. Virtue
and Co., London ) ; new ; strongly bound ; not
soiled ; with 3,077 illustrations and 40 plates .
What offers ?-A . R., 3 , South View Villas, Elm
Road , New Malden , Surrey .
Witting (65) | Horse Motor ; drum armature ;
absolutely new ; 405. ; photo 2d , Electrical
Cabinet, with spark coil,vacuum tube, Leyden jar,
wire , & c. ; 18s. 6d . ; cost 30s. Linesman's De
tector ; quite new ; cost 355. Also quantity of
Sundries, Wire, Brasswork , & c. ; 20s. lot. Elec
trical Books— " Three-Phase Electric Driving,"
“ Induction Motors,"
Single -Phase Motors."
Also quantity of Machinery ; photos 38. ed . lot.
Carriage extra ; no cards.-SPARKES, 48, Yukon
Road, Balham .
Don't throw that half- finished Model on the
scrap-heap. Try an advertisement in this column,
if you wish to get rid of it.
(Continued on page vidi.
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Special

Subscription

£ 50

IN

Competition .

PRIZES .

that there are still many people who would becomeregular readers if the special features of the paper were
brought to their notice. Indeed , we know this to be the case from the frequent letters we receive from new
readers, who state that they have only just discovered that such a journal exists. As a personal intro
duction is undoubtedly the best method of making The MODEL ENGINEER better known, we wish to enlist the
services of our present readers to introduce the paper to those to whom its contents are likely to appeal, and , as
we do not wish these services to be given gratuitously, we have decided to offer the following prizes to those
readers who are the most successful in their efforts :
First Prize
value
£ 25
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the largest number of new subscribers ).
Second Prize
value
$ 10
( To be awarded to the roader obtaining the second largest number of new subscribers).
Third Prize
value
35
(To be awarded to the reader obtaining the third largest number of new subscribers).
Five extra Prizes of $ 1 each , and Ten extra Prizes of
108. each ,
to be awarded to those who comenext in order of number of new subscribers obtained .
CONSOLATION PRIZES. - A useful engineering book will be awarded to every competitor (other
than a prize -winner) who obtains not less than five new subscribers.
The above prizeswill be awarded under the following conditions,which must be carefully read and observed :
( 1) The prizes will be of the values stated , but will not be given in cash .
They will be given in the form of
lathes, tools, finished models, apparatus, or castings, or any of the goods advertised in THE MODEL
ENGINEER , and must be ordered through us from one or other of our advertisers. Subject to this con
dition, each prize -winner may exercise a free choice up to the value of his prize. This does not apply
to the books offered as consolation prizes, which will be given at our own discretion , and may vary in
value according to the success of each competitor's efforts.
(2 ) Each subscription collected by the competitors must be for a six-months' supply of the paper ( 26 copies,
45. 4d .). Subscriptions for a shorter period will not be counted . All subscriptions must be handed to
a local agent for the paper, together with the name and address of the subscriber to whom the copies are
to be supplied . The agent will give a receipt, which should be handed to the subscriber. On no
account should the subscription be sent to us. Subscriptions should be handed to the agent immediately
they are received , so that each new subscriber may at once commence to obtain his copies. For the assist
ance and convenience of competitors a parcel of printed subscription and receipt formswill be sent by
us, on application . We shall also be pleased to send, free and carriage paid , a parcel of assorted specimen
copies of the paper, to assist competitors in interesting new readers. All applications for these should
be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.
( 3) The competition will close on March , 31st; 1904, and each competitor must send us a report of his work
not later than April 7th . This report must give the competitor's name and address, a list of the names
and addresses of the new subscribers he has obtained , and the name and address of the agent to whom
he has handed the subscriptions. As it is expected that each competitor shall himself be a regular reader
of the paper, evidence of this must be furnished by cutting out and enclosing with the report the thirteen
successive competition coupons, which will appear in our issues from January 7th to March 31st inclusive.
All reports must be addressed to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER , and must be marked
" Subscription Competition " on the envelope. No reports should be sent in before March 31st.
(4 ) In the event of two or more competitors securing an equal number of new subscribers, the value of the
prize to which they may be entitled will be divided between them .
( 5 ) No newsagent, or other trade agent for the sale of THE MODEL ENGINEER, or anyone in the employ of
such agent, will be eligible to compete ; but a special prize of £ 5 (cash ) will be given to the agent
who receives the most subscriptions from competitors. In the event of a tie for this prize, the suin will
be divided between the agents concerned .
(6 ) Proper enquiries will be made as to the bona -fide character of the successful competitors' work, and the
awarding of the prizes will be carried out by the Manager of The MODEL ENGINEER , whose decision
must be accepted as final.

vi.
ARMSTRONG & Do., TWICKENHAM ,
Accumulator Makers and Manufacturers ,

VERTICAL SLIDE
MILLING
ATTACH
MENT and VICE, for
use in Lathe 3 to 6 in
Centres,

THE
Launch , Yacht, and small -power Marine
Engine Builders.
ARDWICK
ENGINEERING
Castings of Engines from a Model up to 100 Lh.p.
CO .
Drilling Machines, Chucks, Propellers, Stere
Tubes, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine Oil Motors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, od .

21/-,
VICE
6 - VOLT POCKET
TYPE , 9 hrs light,
either shape,
EBONITE , 8/6 .
TRANSPARENT CELLULOID , 9/-, All sent charged
Ready for Lighting. Acid -proof terminals. Non
spilling vents.

10/6

5 to 7 ins. Coatres,
Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANCHESTER .

27/6 ,
VICE
126 .
LEYLAND BARLOW & Co.
Throstienost Works, Trafford Road, Manchester,

Electric A.
larm Clocks,
terminals
and contacts
complete,4 ).
Best quality

Curved,
Trans.
parent
4.voit
4.VOLT
5.br. 5/ POCKET ACCUMULATORS.
g-hr. 77- Curved Ebonite, 5-br., 4/9
12-br.10 /
g-br., 6/6 ; 12-br., 9/6
Rectangular Celluloid, g -hr., 7/- ; 12.br. 11/
All sent charged ready for immediate lighting.
Postage, any above , 4d .extra . Accumulators, any
kind, cheaply charged and repaired . Obtain_im
mediately our large Electrical Catalogue and Tes.
timonials. 41. Grandest goods. Genuine bargains.
No rubbish at Armstrong's. Pick of the Ma ket
right away. ARMSTRONG'S IGNITION Accumu.
Titors for your MOTOR BIKE.
LATHES
PLAIN AND SCREW -CUTTING .
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
FACE & ANGLE PLATES.
Bright Mild and Tool Steel.
Lists, 2d. postage.
ENGINEERS'
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, STORES,
35 & 35a, Clerkenwell Rd., London , E.C.
The Franklin Gas Engine.
One-half Horse- Power.
worth $ 100 complete. We sell all
necessary Castings, Materials, and
Detail Drawings for $ 16'50 . For
real work - not a toy . 450 revo
lutions per minute . Upright or
horizental form . Finished parts
sold separately: Runs by Gas or
ose FRANKLIN Gasolene. For boys and men with
Model Shop a mechanical turn . Write for
circular.
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-131. West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.
SCALE MODEL CASTINGS
OF MODERN
STEAM ENGINES , & c., & c .
Catalogue (6th Edition), Price 3d .
Picture Post-card Price List, free.
Wm
STEVENSON
(late Brearley & Stevenson ), SHIPLEY YORKS.
CUSHMAN'S LEVER CHUCKS,
3- in ., 16s. 6d. ; 4 -in ., 195. ; 5-in ., 22s. Geared
Scroll Chucks, 3 -in ., 27s. ; 4-in., 83s.; 5 -in .,
895. Bd . Acme and Peerless Drill Chucks, 115. 8d.
each . Finished Slotted Faceplates, 5-in ., 3s. 3d. ;
6-in ., 8s. 6d . ; 8 -in ., 5s. Bd. ; 10-in ., 8s. 9d.
Straight Lathe Beds, planed and undercut, 30- in .,
12s. : 36 - in ., 16s. 6d .; 42-in ., 24s. Angie Plates ,
Surface Plates, Twist Drills. Slide-rest Tools, Gas
Engine Tubes, etc. List, stamp.
ARTHUR FIRTH, Engineer and Tool Maker ,
CLÉCKHEATON .
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SMITH'S
Electric Catalogue.
Owing to the great demand, this List is now
out of print. A New Edition is being prepared,
and will be sent shortly to all those who have
applied for it,
W.A.C.SMITH , Electare Instrument
53, DUNDAS ST., GLASGOW .

DYNAMOS
CASTINGS from
8 / - per Set.
Motors from 2/6 , complete.
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 100 .; Electric
Alarm Clock , 41 ; Shocking Coils, 3/- ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d .; Bell Sets, 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free , 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d .
Catalogue of Everything Eletcrical, 2d.,
post free .
The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFC . Co.,
152 , GREY MARE LANE , MANCHESTER .

When writing to Advertisers,
please do not forget to mention
" The Model Bngineer.”
The MORRIS COHEN CO ., Ltd.
VULCAN, WORKS,
ALFRED STREET, LEEDS
Manufacturers of every des.
cription of Small Screws,
Bolts , and Nuts, in Steel
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work , both
Standard Whitworth and
British Association Threads
91 Illustrated Catalogue B ,
post free , 1d.
AGENT IN MOST Towns.

ROUND
LOOK
your Workshop for Tools,Models ,
and Materials which you no longer
require. You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in our
“ Sale and Exchange " column .
Private rate , three words a penny.

A

B

C

OF
Electrical Ignition for
DYNAMO
Gas and Oil Engines .
SPECIALITIES:
Coils giving a flaming spark ,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accumu
lators , & c., specially suitable for

DESIGN

.

BY
MOTOR

CARS.
ALFRED

Every description of Electrical,
Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason
able rates. Write requirements .

H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.

SECOND EDITION ,
Oloth Bound .
103 pages . 61 Illustrations.
Price 1/ - net. Post free 1/2 .

F. O. BLAKE,
Electrical and Mechanical Enginer ,
STATION AVENUE,
GARDENS ,
KEW
LONDON .

Of all Agents for The MODBL EN .
GINBER , or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , B,C .
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ARCADE

Cut Faster .

Last

FILES .

Longer.

Cost no more .

TRADE
MARK

The makers of Arcade Files have the benefit of an

experience in

of Files of over Sixty Years, during which time they have succeeded

the manufacture
in

bringing the

quality of the Arcade Files up to a high degree of excellence .
Sample 4 in . Slim

Taper Saw File sent, post paid , for trial upon receipt of 2d . in Stamps .
Write

THE

for

Catalogue No. 141.

FAIRBANKS

Glasgow Office :
9. HOWARD ST.

COMPANY ,

78.80 , City Road , LONDON , E.C.

9.
' BRITANNIA
Safety Automatic OIL

Contractors to Admiralty,
War Office and India Office.

”

ENGINE .

NO LAMP.
NO OIL PUMP. NO AIR FAN .
NO IGNITION TUBE . NO AIR PUMP. NO GRAVITY FEED .
The Ideal Power for driving small Workshops ,
Electric Lighting, Pumping, etc.
BRITANNIA
The BRITANNIA

ENGINEERING

COLCHESTER ,

TECHNICAL

Co., Ltd.

ENG .

BOOKS

THE
LITTLE
3 ins. centres, 24 ins. bed .
Three hand -turning tools, and cen
tres all hardened, ready for use .

BEATALL
IS THE
FAVOURITE. 17/6

We have prepared a new 16 -page List of the
latest books on Engineering, Electricity,
Amateur Mechanics, and Woodworking .
This will be sent free to any address on
receipt of application, enclosing Stamp for
postage.
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &
Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.C.

F.MARSHALL & Co., Engineers,
WELLCROFT WORKS, MANOR LANE ,
SHIPLEY, YORKS.
NOTE. WE CAN SUPPLY a 4 -JAWED CHUCK and COMPOUND SLIDE
REST WITH THIS LATHE IF REQUIRED .
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Continued from page to .)
Wanted. — Motor Cycle or Tricycle, in exchange
for “ Hobbies' " Fretsaw and Lathe ; Gas Engine
h :-p . ; Dynamo, 14 volts_4 amps. ; 4 -volt Accu
mulator, and “ Globe Typewriter . (cost £ 3) ;
two Telegraph Receivers. - Full particulars, 469,
Abbeydale Road, Sheffield .
Treadle Latho ; complete ; 6-in . centre, 305.
Call or write, Lewis, 43, Grant Road, Clapham
Junction
.
Electric Cycle Lamp or Pocket Ammeter wanted
in exchange for Gamage's Leather (metal and
rubber lined ) spare Accumulator Case ; Peto and
Radford's Spark Gap , Densimeter, and brake
plug switch ; total value, 155. 6d . - SKINNER ,
Bromsgrove Road , Redditch .
Voltmeter, o to 10 , 45. 60.; Bench Vice , 2- in .
jaws, square thread, 5s . ; Stocks and Dies (small),
five sizes, 59. Wanted , Small Anvil. - H . PORTCH,
Bishop's Cannings, Devizes .
For Salo. - Gas Engine, about 1 h.-p. (Brook's
patent) ; also 10 -volt Dynamo, four lamps, one
switch , four holders , 20 ft. f -in . barrel, two pocket
Accumulators ; seen working any evening after 8 ;
£ 5 the lot. Edison's Phonograph wanted .
RUSDEN, 3 , Biscay Road , Hammersmith .
Sale.- Powerful Motor, will drive sewing ma
chine or will run as dynamo, giving 14 volts
2 amps ; cash only ; 308.-A. CLAYTON , junr.,
Moxon Street, High Barnet.
2 horse Motor Engine, partly finished, car
burettor, silencer, driving ring, & c.; £2, or near
offer. - KILLICK , Woodlands , Hungerford, Berks.
110-watt Charging Dynamo, new , £ 2 nos. ;
Square Trembler Coil, iss. ; Spray Carburettor
with throttle , 158.; complete 24 h.-p. Motor Set,
fit any cycle , £8 ; Main - Thilton Stand and Carrier ,
new , os.-F. MECKLENBURG , London Road,
Hounslow ,
Chuck (Cushman's ), new , geared scroll chuck ,
4 ins. ; weight, 6 lbs. ; two sets of jaws ; good as
new ; accept 3os. ; also eight straight-shank Drills
from to }, accept 75. 60. - FAIRFAX , Trenawin ,
Stockbridge, Chichester.
4-volt Ebonite Accumulator (cost 158. ), take 7s.
Electric Telegraph Battery, 8 -volt (cost £ !), take
Ios. ; Small Motor (cost zs.), take is. 3d.; two
large Electric Bells, 3s. the two. Above can be
seen any time, or exchange for Hot-Air Engine.
T. Davis, junr., Forest Road , Woodford Wells,
Essex .
Sale. - Steam Boiler (steel), riveted 1 ft. 6 ins.
diameter by i ft. 9 ins., fittings complete ; 2t- in .
Hand Force Pump. Working model Vertical
Engine, slide-valve, with copper boiler and
fittings, gas heater. - RAFAREL, Barnstaple.
Lathe, 3t. centre , 24 bed , with Whiton 37
chuck ; small Grindstone and a few Tools ; £ 2 ;
seen by appointment. - HIRD, 35, Gainford Street,
Barnsbury, N.
Destroyer Hull, 54 ins., funnels, and deck ;
complete ; 255.; also 72 Cycling," 28. 60.
MORGAN , 59, York Mansions, Battersea Park .
For Sale . - Vertical Steel Boiler, 6 ins. by 12 ins.,
with fittings ; Horizontal Engine, r-in . bore, 2-in .
stroke, 22s., or offers. - H . YIRRELL, 12, Billington
Road, Leighton Buzzard , Beds.
Lathe (Britannia Co.), 21-in . centre by 24 -in .
bed , treadle, 4-jaw independent chuck , lot of
tools (cost over £6 ) ; hardly used ; £ 3 ros. ; seen
after 7. - COLE, 17, Bartholomew Villas, Kentish
Town, N.W.
Sale or Exchange.-- Combination Air Gun and
Rook Rifle (cost 30s.), accept 123. - Particulars,
H.WALESBY , Bungay, Suffolk :
Bargains.-- Steel Plate , 17 ins. by 10 ins, wide,
39. ; four Gunmetal Steam Taps, lot 58.; 4 ft. of
flexible Steel Tubing , $ bore, 43. ; approval ,
particulars stamp. - W . LEWIS , 82, Golborne Road ,
North Kensington .
Sale. -Set Greenly Loco Castings (MODEL EN
GINEER, 1900 ) ; boiler materials, sheet steel for
tender, etc .; machine work nearly finished ; worth
£ 4 ; take 455., or offer. Must be sold . Great
bargain . - E . JENNINGS, The Crescent, Gateshead
Set of Forecarriage Fittings, including hubs ;
bargain ; £ 2 18s.60.--25,George Lane,Lewisham .
Motor Cycle, 21 h.-p., unfinished ; water-cooled
Chater-Lea, Dunlop tyres, 612. - 25 , George Lane,
Lewisham .
2 h.-p. Motor Engine, new , complete, £5 109.;
will fit any cycle ; worth double . - SHORTLAND ,
Portland Road, Rushden .
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Wimshurst Machine : 6- in . spark ; 358., carriage
paid , or best offer.--- Below .
Induction Col; t- in . spark ; needs new con .
denser ; 1os., carriage paid. - Below
Electric Cycle-Lamp and battery case ; new .
perfect ; 8s., carriage paid .-- Below .
" Hustler Motor, 38., carriagepaid ; particulars
of above from Moss, 4, Roxburgh Street, Dowan .
bill, Glasgow
Two Headstocks, 3f centres, 5 -speeds, cone, face
plate, catchplate , tee rest, chucks, treadle cranks,
steel shears ( 3 ft.), 20 tools ; 308.; working order,
50 MODEL BNGINEERS, 28. 6d . - MACLEOD , 12,
Fleming Street, Riccarton , Kilmarnock .
Sale. - Fine 410 Shot-Gun , 45$. ; also 6-volt AC
cumulator , and Cycle Lamp, ros. - DICK, Ash
more, Hamilton .
Horizontal S.-V. Bngine, Vertical Tubular Boiler,
with fittings. No. 1 Kapp Dynamo. i argain .
255. lot.-- 3, Cambridge Road , Southend .
Gas Engine, it by 3 ; good condition ; complete,
358.; approval.- A . PAYNL, Scalford Road, Melton
Mowbray,
Horizontal Steam Engino, It by 21 ; bored and
nearly finished , screws, & c. ; worthros. Piece
Shafting, 3 ft. 9 ins. long, 17-16ths diameter , 2
pulleys, & c ., 75. 6d . Offers en tertained .- W . MÁN
LEY, “ Exmoor," Torquay.
Bargaln . - Gas Engine, i-in . bore; Steam Engine,
t -in . bore ; 2 small Dynamos, and a good assort
ment of Brass, Copper, and Tools . suit amateur ;
30s., or offer ; particulars, stamp : seen after 6.
59 , Middle Lane, Hornsey.
Linosman's Detector testing set, with galvano
meter and cells ; complete , in polished mahogany
case ; as new : 335. - 16 , Pier Road, Erith .
Empire Dynamo, will light eight 6 -volt lamps ;
genuine ; with one lamp, gs. Screwplate, sia
sizes,
18. — DUGDALE, 5, Gill Street,Colae,
Lancscomplete,
.
Accurately inished Surface Plate ; 4 by 3, 38. gd
Knurling Tool, with seven wheels 2s.6d. Whit
worth Stocks and Dies ; 1, $, in ., good order,
45. 6d . Independent 4 - jaw Chuck ; 6 -in . diameter .
158. cash only.- ALBERT SMITH , Lime Grove,
Longeaton , Nottingham .
Bargain . - Electro Motor ; condition as new
(cost 305. ); price 165.-J. HOLMES, 50, Hartington
Street, Barrow -in -Firness.
Clearanco . - 21 in . Back-geared Treadle Lathe
compound slide-rest ; faceplate, Criver chuck,
tools (hy Bateman ) : cost 46 10s.; price £ 3. ros.
5-in . Gap-bed Treadle Lathe (minus treadle) ;
wants fitting together ; -eighs 3 cwt.; Sos. Stamp.
-WALLER, 55, Grove Road , Walthamstow .
Sale or Exchange.- Fine model Horizontal En.
gine, t by it , Martin's castings, 259.; also } in .
Micrometer, in case , 6s.; or would exchange for
reliable 44 in . Headstocks or planed Lathe Bed
(with treadle ).- H . OBERLE, 204, Oldham Road ,
Manchester.
Lathe (Britannia Co.'s ), 3 ins. centre, 30 ins.
planed gap bed, iron stand, with chucks,faceplates,
handrest, tees , £ 4 cos.; also small Bench Drilling
Machine, six drills, ios.6d.--G . SHORT, 5. Teville
Road , Worthing
Starrett's Screw -pitoh Gauge ; 22 Whitworth
pitches ; perfectly new ; 3s.; worth double.-- HOB
LEY, Ranelagh Road , Wellingborough .
Lady Back Tandom ; requires dressguard and
mudguards ; accept 66 ros., or exchange Back
geared Lathe or Gas Engine .- EDGE, Hutton
Street, Chorlton Road . Manchester.
Sale Only . — Model ENGINEERS, No. 12 to date ;
2 Motors , unfinished ; 4 Pole , and one completely
enclosed; no cards; particulars, stamp. - B ., Tram
wais, Taunton ,
A New t-h.-p . Horizontal Engine and Boiler
for Sale or exchange for Gent's Bicycle .
BURRELL, 25, Park Road, West Ham .
Dynamo for sale , about 120 c.p., fitted with
Walton's Laminated Armature, in working order,
£ 3:—W . G. Roberts , Aspinall Street, Prescot.
“ Kodak " Hand Camera (as new ), “ The Fal
con " ; cost 16s., accept 75. 6d . Also Pair House
Telephones : splendid instrument; cost 175., ac
cept 8s. Also splendid Dynamo (charging), 15
volt, 4 amps.; exchange f-in . Sparking Coil, or
offers. - S. LAXTON , Postmaster, Rippingale,
Bourne, Lincolnshire.
Bourdon Pressure Gauge to 80 pounds, 108.;
1000 -watt
os ; compl Electric
Light Plant, Accumulators , & c ., full particulars
seut, price £65. - HARRIS, Newtown , Liphook .
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For Sale .- 5 in . 4-jaw Chuck, reversible jaws,
steel screws : approval, deposit 255.-A. STORER,
Wood Street, Ripley, Derbyshire.
Voltmeters, one dead beat watch pattern to 6,
and one ordinary to 5 ; sale. - Letters , K., 2,
Spencer Park , S.W.
“ Model Engineers ” for sale from 1 to 32 ( 16
and 30 missing ) ; good condition. - Offers cash to
R. ALEXANDER, 11, Melbourne Place, Edinburgh.
Wanted. - 15 ' h.-p. (about) Horizontal S.V.
Engine, with or without pump ; state all particu
lars and lowest cash price. - WOODHOUSE, 271,
Roundhay Road , Leeds.
Wanted. - Cushman Chuck 4- to 6 - in .; Bowden
Back Brake, Brazing Lamp, Vice. - Full particu
lars (letters only), HENNESSY, 30 Albert Grove,
Southsea.
Dynamo, io volts, laminated armature, izs. 6d .
-Below .
Accumulator, 4 volts 32 amp.-hour, 175. 6d.
Below .
Pocket Accumulator, 4 -volt, 45., or exchange ;
stamp replies. - J . A. HINCHLIFFE, 3, Castlegate ,
Huddersfield .
For Sale. - Large White Swan , in glass case,
3 ft. 7 ins., 2 ft. 6 ins., 1 ft. 4 ins. ; price £ 3.- Mr.
HARRY COCKING , Barrow Haven , near Hull, Lin
colnshire .
For Sale . - Motor Car Accumulator, 4 volts
30 amps. ; perfect condition ; 255. or near offer ;
worth double. - A . IDLE , 157,Walworth Road , S.E.
Look Here !-- 2 h.-p. Motor Bicycle, rear belt
driven and spray carburettor ; guaranteed in run
ning order and good condition or money returned
willingly ;£ 10 ; too cheap for approval.--"MOTOR ,"
25, Christ Church Road, Doncaster.
Vertical Engine Castings and Forgings, 3 by
4 -in . stroke ; new and complete ; 155. (cost 335. ) ;
ports cast ; bargain ; stamp for reply .-- Evans,
30, High Street, Staines.
it h.-p. Horizontal Engine, with governors, in
good working order, 70s. ; also Manchester type
Dynamo, cogged ring armature, 65 volts 7 amps. at
1,800 revolutions per minute ; Voltmeter, reads
from 40 to 100 volts ; also six 16 c.-P., 55 volts ,
B.C. new Lamps, £ 5 ; by taking the lot, £ 8.
Thos. JACKSON Front Street, Stanhope, R.S.O.
Powerful Electro-Magnet, 58.; Locomotive,
35. 6d. ; overhead Shafting, loose and fast pulleys,
55. ; bargains ; particulars stamp. - SAVILLE , 9
Garden Street, Eccles, Lancs.
Companion Lathe Fretsaw , £1 ; Breechloading
Gun , £ 3 ; 380-bore Rifle, 42 ; -plate Camera, 6
slides, lens, shutter, stand and case , €4 ros. ;
mahogany Lantern , 9 ft. screen , portable stand,
acetylene Gas Generator, £4 Ios.--METCALFE , 21,
Exeter Sale
Street,
Salterhebble,
Halifax
. paper ; all
Numbers
of this
. - Eighty
For
clean ; must sell. What offers ? -BILLETT , St.
George's Road , Worthing .
New Launch Engine, f-in. bore , stroke : open
front, solid steel crank , link -reversing ; fitted with
nuts ; bargain , 2os. Particulars stamp; approval
deposit system -Cotton, 56 , Nightingale Road ,
Southsea.
£12 ; bargain , if Derby Motor Cycle ; all new
and up -to-date ; seen running any evening.
Specification and photo two stamps. Accept
Lathe part payment. - HARRIS, 4, Long's Terrace ,
Adam & Eve Mews, High Street, Kensington .
Sale. - 10 volt 3 amps. Motor ; drum armature ;
new ; 125. — Below .
Also, one pair of Wall Telephones ; new ; ros Apply , between 7 and 8 o'clock. - H.P ., 211, High
Street, Deptford .
Horizontal Steam Engine ; splendid bargain ;
cylinder, 4- in bore ; stroke, 4 ins.; heavily built
two pulleys ; £ 4 ; seen by appointment —BALL,
20 , Sandal Street,Stratford , E.
30 Vacuum Tubes, ed., Is., 2s, each ; I Rotator
135. 6d. ; 12 Small- cap Lamps, is, each ; Bayonet
holders for ditto , is. each ; 20 Dry Cells, is. and
IS. 3d . ; 24 Leclanche, is. each ; Électric Watch
stand, gold-plated, ios.
; I- in . Spark Coil with
commutator, 338.; 12 Bichromate Batteries ,
is . 3d . ; Tie-pin , 35. ; 6 Brass Pushes , Is. 4d . ; 12
Bells, is. 6d . ; 12 bundles Twin Bell Wire, iod.
each . All new . - SMITH, 449, High Street, Lincoln .
20 Pocket Flash Lamps, 6d. each ; 6 Electric
Bells, is. 60. ; Gaslighter, 4s. All new . - WYLES,
450 ,High Street, Lincoln .
Phonograph, with ten records, 155. ; nearly
new . - HILLER, Lane House, St. Peter's, Kent.
(Continued on page x.)
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BOOKS

STEAM

ON

ENGINEERING .

Boilers, Marine and Land : their Construction and
Strength . By T. W. TRAILL, M.I.C.B., F.E.R.N. For the Use of
Engineers, Surveyors, Boiler-makers, and Steam Users. Third
Edition, to which has been added many New Tables for Pressure, up
to 200 lbs . per square inch . Pocket" Size . Leather. Postage 3d .
12s. Bd .
12s. 6d.
Larger size for Office use . Cloth. Postage 4d. .
e
The Steam Turbin . By Robert M. Neilson , Wh. Ex.,
A.M.I.M.B. With 145 Illustrations. 8vo. Postage 4d.
10s. .
Steam Engine Theory and Practice. By W. RIPPER,
9s. Od .
With 438 Illustrations. 8vo. Postage 4d .
A Text-Book on Steam and Steam Engines. By
Prof. JAMIESON . For the Use of Students Preparing for Competitive
Examinations. With 600 pages . Over 200 Illustrations, 6 folding
Plates, and numerous Examination Papers. Thirteenth Edition .
8s. 6d .
Revised . Postage 4d.
Valves and Valve-gearing. By CHARLES HURST, Prac
tical Draughtsman . Including the Corliss Valve and Trip Gears.
Third Edition . Revised and Enlarged . With numerous Illustrations.
8s. 60 .
Postage 4d.
By
The Steam Bngine, and Gas and Oil Bngines. Post
JOHN PERRY, F.R.S. ' Illustrated . Third Impression . 8vo. 7s. Od .
age 4d .
Indicator Diagrams.“ By ' w . W. E. Pullen, wh.Sc.,
A.M.I.C.E., etc. A Treatise on the Use of the Indicator and its
Application to the Steam Engine. With over 260 Illustrations of
Indicators and Diagrams from Actual Practice. Postage 4d . 6s. Od .
The Steam Engine. By GEORGE C. V. HOLMES. With
63. Od .
212 Illustrations. Pop. 8vo. Postage 3d .
Stationary Engine Driving. By MICHAEL REYNOLDS,
A Practical Manual for Engineers in Charge of Stationary Engines.
With Plates and Woodcuts. Sixth Edition . 8vo . Cloth . Postage
4s. 6d .
3d .
Steam Boilers. By R.'D . MUNRO . Showing their Defects,
Management, and Construction . Fourth Edition. Fully Illustrated .
4s. Bd .
Postage 3d .
The Proportions and Movements of Slide-valves ..
43. od
By W.D.WANSBROUGH . Postage 3d .
Steam Engineering. By W. W. F. Pullen, Wh.Sc.,
M.I.M.B., A.M.I.C.B. A Treatise on Boilers , Steam , Gas and Oil
Engines, and Supplementary Machinery, with lastructions for Carry
ing out numerous experiments . 350 pages. 300 Illustrations.
4s. Od .
Postage sd.
Steam Engine.
Blementary Manual of Steam and the Ninth
Edition . Re
By Prof. JAMIESON . For First year Students.
vised . With Illustrations and Examination Papers . Postage 3d.
3s. d .
Injectors : Theory, Construction and Working . By
W F. Pullen, wh.Sc., A.M.I.C.B. Second Bdition Revised and
8s . ed .
Enlarged . Crown 8vo . Postage 3d .
Kitchen Boiler Bxplosions. By R. D. MUNRO . Show
ing Why they Occur, and How to Prevent their Occurrence . A Prac
tical Handbook based on Actual Experiments. Diagram and Colour
Ss. Od .
Plate. Postage 3d .
Steam . By W. RIPPER. With 185 Illustrations. Post
2s. Bd .
age 3d .
A Handbooſ for Steam Users. By M. Powis Bale ,
MI.M.E., A.M.I.C.E. Giving Rules for Engine Drivers and Boiler
Attendants, with Notes on Steam Engine and Boiler Management, and
2s, 6d .
Steam Boiler Bxplosions. Fcp. 8vo. Postage 3d.
The Working of Steam Boilers.
By EDWARD G
1s. Od .
HILLER. Postage 2d .
1s. 6 .
Cloth . Postage 3d .
The Care and Management of Stationary Bngines.
By C. HURST. A Practical Handbook for Men- in -Charge. Crown 8vo.
Cloth . Postage 3d .
1s. Od .

THE

BOOK

CASTINGS &
FOR

DEPARTMENT,

26-29 , Poppin's
Fleet St.,

Court,

LONDON , E.C.

IX .

ENGINE FITTINGS
AMATEURS.
List of Castings
and Engines in
ished from them .
Post free .
List of Engine Fit
tings, Scrows, & C.
(17 quarto pages).
Post free .
List of Rails,
Switch Points ,
Cross Rails , & c.
Post free
List of ships and
Ships' Fittings.
Post free

H.VILES
MHABAWSAESRTE

Turning, Boring, Serowoutting.
Wheel cutting In Brass up to
12 ing dlameter.
REPAIRS OF ALL KINDS .
ESTIMATES FREE ,

Full Catalogue, in
cluding above
lists, of Locomo
tives, Stationary
Engines , Clock
work and Steam
Boats, Magic Lan .
terns, & c . (100
pages, 400 illus
trations), 3d. post
free without cou .
pon , or 6d with
coupon .
H. WILES
36 & 38, Market Street,
MANCHESTER .

BOOKS on GAS & OIL ENGINES ,
and GAS FITTING .
THE GAS AND OIL ENGINE . By DUGALD CLERK,
M.I.C.E With 228 Illustrations . 8vo. Postage 5d. 155.
GAS ENGINE CONSTRUCTION . By PARSELL AND
WEED. A Practical Treatise describing in every detail
the Building of a Gas Engine. Cloth . Postage 5d . 145.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MODERN GAS AND
OIL ENGINES. By FRED . GROVER , A.M.Inst.C.E.
Third Edition Illustrated. With 372 pages. Postage
4d.
55.
ACETYLENE : The PRINCIPLES OF ITS GENE
RATION AND USE . By F. H. LEEDS, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
and W. J. ATKINSON BUTTERFIELD, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.
5s.
With Diagrams and Illustrations. Postage 4d . ...
GAS FITTING . By W.GRAFTON. With 143 Illustrations.
8vo . Postage 4d .
5s.
GAS AND PETROLEUM ENGINES. Adapted from
the French by H.DE GRAFFIGNY,by A.G.ELLIOTT, B.Sc.
A Useful and Elementary Treatise for Non - Technical
23. 6d.
Readers. With 52 Illustrations. Postage 3d.
PRACTICAL GAS FITTING . By PAULN .HASLUCK . With
I20 Illustrations, 160 pages. Cloth . Crown 8vo . Pos
2s.
tage 4d .
GAS ENGINES : THEIR ADVANTAGES, ACTION ,
AND APPLICATION . By W.A. TOOKEY. Hints to
Purchasers, Erectors, and Attendants. Postage itd . IS .
GAS AND OIL ENGINE MANAGEMENT. By M.
Powis BALE, M.I.M.E. A Handbook for Users. Being
Notes on Selection , Construction, and Working. Crown
8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d .
38. 60
The Book Dept., 26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St. , London , E.C.
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Lathe, 8 -in . Centre, with heavy flywheel and
strong frame: 18s. or offer. Also Headstocks .
Tee-rest, and Hand-wheel for 3t centres ; weight,
19 lbs. ; 58.-- H . ABBOTT, 66 , Queensbery Street,
Dumfries.
Sale. - Beam Engine ; rocking gear and
governors ; about th.-p. ; weighing about 4 cwt.
Bargain ; 425. - Care of DRAKE, 7, Bute Road ,
Croydon , Surrey.

The “ E. E. Co. " of Ivy Lane,
That is the Firm for you .
Impress the name upon your brain ,
And Write for Price Lists, too .
Marvel Telephone, 16s. ; Economic Motor, 25.
each ; Bell Pushes, soft wood , 3d . each, 2s. 3d.
dozen
Electrie Light Outfits, with full instructions, is.
each
each .; Shocking Coils, give powerful shock, is.
Special ! Special !!- Electric Bells , polished
wood case , 27 gong, reliable bell ; is, 6d . each .
Orders Executed by return ; no waiting ; illus
trated price lists of Electric Bells , Batteries,
Dynamos, & c., & c., and all Electrical Appliances,
post free, ad .
Economic Electric Co., 14, Ivy Lane, London ,
E.C. Telephone : 7767 Central.
Gas Engines ; h.-p. ; 655.-- HUNT, Engineer,
2, Elm Road, Leytonstone, Ě .
It's a Factl- " The Workman's Cycle Builder "
will show where to get first- class material and
how to build an up- to -date safety for £ 2 175.
HARRISON , below .
Send for the above book , which is sent for One
Shilling,post free . - Geo . HARRISON (M ), 45, Rupert
Street, Not ingham .
New Model Exhibition Gas Engines ; ! b.b. p .;
inverted vertical ; most economical and compact.
-Illust'ate : Circular from WHITEHEAD & Co.,
Gas Engi ers, Dukinfield .

USEFUL

:

Miscellaneous and Late .

Universal Gas Engine.- If you want reliable
Engines, then purchase the Universal. — Below .
Universal Gas Engines, s , t, t, & , 1, 1 , 2 , and
3 b.h.-P. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engines, from 1 to 40
b.h.-p. ; highest quality.-- Below .
Universal Oil Enginos ; run with ordinary
paraffin oil ; silent working ; efficient, reliable . —
Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine List fully illus
trated ; three stamps ; send at once. --Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine Castings ; our
prices are rockbottom ; lists three stamps. -Below .
UniversalGas Engine Castings, t b.h.-p., 175.6d.;
* b.h.-P., 198.; Ib.h.-P., 395. 60 ; 4 bh -p., 5os.
-Below
UniversalGas Engine Castings, 1 b.h.-P., 575 ,6d .;
It b.h.-P., £ 3 158. ; 2 b.h.-P., 64 55. ; quality unsur
passable. - Below .
Universal Oil Engine Castings, b.b.-P., 185.;
b.h.-p., 218.; } b.h.-P., 455. ; tb.h.-P., 555.
Below
.
Universal Catalogue, fully illustrated , three
stamps.
Universal Motor Co., St. James Road , Derby .
Motor Bicycles, with Minerva engines , it h.-P.,
£9 and £ 11 ; 14 h.-p., £ 10 and £ 12 ; with it F.N.
engine, £ 11 ; it Werner , £8 ; 2 h.-p. Rex, £ 12 .
A number of Castings for motor cycle engines ;
very cheap ; some machined . Many other things
very cheap. Write for list ; goods sent on ap
proval through “ M.E .," if carriage paid both
ways.-- TWENTIETH CENTURY MOTOR COMPANY.
LTD ., Padua Road , Penge, S.E.
• 3-Jaw Self -centreing Scroll Chucks; 2-in .; 8s. 6d .
-PINKNEY , Heanor, Nottingham .
8 -in . Compound Slide-rest Swivels for taper turn .
ing ; bargain ; 17. 6d. - Ross, 8 , Markhouse
Parade , Leyton, E.
Sale . - Cassell's “ Popular Educator ; bound.
Below .
“ English Mechanics, " bound . — Below .
Wanted. - Lathe Standards, Wheel, Crankshaft,
suiting 3t-in . lathe. - Below .
Model " Vie ” Injector. - Particulars, GOODWIN ,
125, Elgin Road , Ilford .

A Set Gas Engine Castings, 75. 60. ; La the Snap
ing Machine, 345.; Gas Engine, £ 2 55. ; Peto
Accumulator, 18s. 6d. ; Crompton Ampere Meter
to 50, 259.; Treadle Lathe and Tools , £210S .,
Edison Pocket Accumulator, 75. 6d.; Stuart
Engine and Goodhand Boiler ; new . Exchange
plain
Lathe ; or offers. — 2, Preston Cottages, New
Barnet.
What Ofers ? for solid gunmetal Eccentric
Chuck , tapped | Whitworth ; particulars stamp.
BUSWELL , 47, Bath Road ; Exeter.
Bargalns.-- 2-volt Model Motor , 45. ; Shocking
Coil, with regulating tube andBrownie
handles , 28. 6d.;
Nipper " Camera, 25. 6d . ; “
Camera,
38.; all in perfect order.-- AlF . BONNER , junr ,
103,Wentworth Street, London , E.
IMPORTANT, Notice of Removal.
THE MODEL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
have, owing to large increase of business, found it
necessary to remove to larger premises,where work
will be carried on , as hitherto, including Motor
and General Engineering.
Offices and Workshops : 1, PRINCES ROAD,
HOLLAND PÁRK AYENUE ,
Where all communications must be addressed .
Our Latest. - Castings of the G.W.R. Loco ; City
of Bath (the Daily Mail train ), to scale, will be
ready shortly .
DO YOU WANT A REALLY
SATISFACTORY BRUSH ?
that will stand hot glue, alcohol, turpentine , bena
zine, oil, or water, withoutshedding bristles.
Write WOODNUTT & Co.,
ST. HELENS I. W.,
for their List of Patent Rubber -bound Brushes.
The Brushes, though slightly inore expensive at
first cost, will pay their way in wear.
ONCE USÉD , ALWAYS USED .

BOOKS ON

ELECTRICAL SUBJECTS .
8, d.
8. d .
Induction Coils . A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers.
Blectric Wiring, Fitting, switches, and Lamps. By W.
6 0
By G. E. BONNEY . With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
PERRIN MAYCOCK , M.I.C.E. Postage 4d .
those wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With rot
Electrical Influence Machines. Their Historical Development,
30
illustrations. Postage 3d .
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction . By J.
GRAY, B.Sc. Postage 3d.
Elementary Principles
By
ALLAN
A.
Lighting.
of
Electric
En
.
Edition
Third
CAMPBELL SWINTON , Associate I.E.E.
Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H.E. HADLEY.
larged and Revised With 16 illustrations. Crown 8vo . Clotb .
2 6
Postage 3d .
Postage ad .
16
for
Electro-Motors. How Made and How Used. A Handbook
Amateurs and Practical Men By S. R. BOTTONE. Witb 70
Wireless Telegraphy. Popularly explained by RICHARD KERR,
Illustrations. Third Edition . Revised and Enlarged . Postage 3d . 30
F.S.S., with Preface by W.H.Preece, C.B., F.R.S. Illustrated .
Postage ad , Paper is . Cloth .
16
Blectro- Plater's Handbook A Practical Manual for Amateurs
Electric Light for Country Houses A Practical Handbook
and Students. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged, and an
3 0
on the Erection and Running of Small Installations, with Par.
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d .
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working . By J. H. KNIGHT.
Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs. Sixth Edi
10
Postage ad.
.. 3 6
tion . 71 illustrations. By S. R. BOTTONE . Postage 3d .
How
to Manage a Dynamo. By S. R. BOTTONE. Second
Wireless Telegraphy and Hertzian Waves. By S. R.
Edition . Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated. Post 8vo. Cloth ,
30
BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
pocket size: Postage ad.
1 0
The Dynamo : How Made and Used. By S. R BOTTONE.
Dynamos and Electric Motors. How to Make and Run Them .
2 6
Postage 3d .
1
By Paul N. HASLUCK. Illustrated. Postage ad.
Electrical Experiments. With 144 illustrations. By G. E.
Dynamo Attendants and Their Dynamos. By ALFRED H.
2 6
BONNEY, Second Edition. Postage 3d .
GIBBINGS, A.I.E.E. Third Edition . Postage ad .
Practical ElectricalMeasurements . An Introductory Course
A Guide to Electric Lighting for Householders and
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers. By
1 0
Amateurs. Fully Illustrated . By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage ad .
E. H.CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer.
ing, Sheffield Technical School. With 56 illustrations.
Intensity Coils : How Made and Used By DYER. Sixteenth
Edition . Postage ad .
1
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth . Postage 3d .
2 6
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Twenty -three of Colo's Reliable Handbooks,
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
bound in one volume cloth, 35. ed., carriage paid,
value : bore from 173. 6d . ; # bore from 259.
or separately as below .
distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Many
Private Advertiseinents
inserted in this
Water Motors from 6s. 6d. ; | h .-p .. 175, 5d . ;
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c .; How to Build
h.-P.,
308. Castings, 38., ss., 93. 6d . Cheapest
less, and id . per 3 trords after .
Small Furnace," post free , 6d .
form of power for light work . --WHITNEY
Trade Advertisements are inserted
this
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran
Pattern
Making."
How
to
Make
Patterns
and
column at the rate of is . for the first 12 words of
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d .
teed platinum , silver plated : & in. to centre, is. 9d .:
less, and id . per word after.
Blacksmithing.-- " How to Forge and Weld
I in ., 2s. 3d. ; ut ins., 2s. 6d. ; If ins., 25. 9d. •
Single letters or figures are charged as words
Iron (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
if ins., 3s . All other materials in stock. - WHITNEY.
and a compound word as two words. The adver
Metal Rivetting ' (Hot and Cold ), from
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 67 by 4 by 27 ins.
tíser's name and address is charged for.
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams post
inside, is . 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
free,
6d.
formed
, 4 by 4 ; positive , ed . negative, 7d. each ;
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," trom a Grids, 5d. i Terminals, 3d. Excellent value. WHITNEY .
OF Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager , razor to an axe, with diagrams; post free, 6d.
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.Č.
“ Metal Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cyclo
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ios. 6d . ; only 3s. 3d., post
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin, is. id., post
“ Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
free. Every one tested.-- WHITNEY .
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
Sheet Metal Working, " with Hand Tools ;
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
All Advertisements must be received by first
for feeding small boilers Prices from 30s. Many
.
6d
diagrams,
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue .
all beautifully finished .
patterns,
"
Wipod
Joints
In
Lead
Water
Pipes,"
Soldered
Advertisements received after this time will be Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ins., !s. 2d.; 6 by it ins.,
inserted in the following number.
“ Metal Serowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
IS. 8d. ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d . ; 6 by 2tins., 4s. Od . ;
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6 by 3t ins., 55. 3d. ;6 by 4 ins., 55.9d . 8 by 4 ins ,
78. dozen packed. - WhitNET .
6d .
" Motal Drilling, Dell Making and Using " ;
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 38., 43., os. 9d.,
Our Deposit System .
75. 9d., 8s. gd., 1os. ed., izs. 6d . dozen. Fuller
diagrams, 6d.
Metal Surface Finishing, " Filing, Polishing,
pattern, 79. 9d., 9s. 68. dozen. Also Cut Carbons
Notice . -As we cannot accept any responsi
Burnishing, Lacquering ; 6d.
in many sizes.- WHITNEY .
“ How to Solder Gold, Silver, Aluminium , Brass,
Rails for Model Railways. - Correct section ,
bility for the bona - fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
Brazing
"
:
3d.
28. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
Ca The Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
up. Hard lead flanged Wheels, i in ., is. 9d . ;
quainted
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
Itins., 25. rod . dozen , post free. - WHITNEY .
below
. , to adopt the Deposit System explained
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
We will receive from intending, purchases the Making Bells and Batteries
diagrams, 6d.
of use to you ? Exchange it at Whitney's for
something that you want.
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
Whitney for New and Second-hand Dynamos,
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its reccipt with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass, Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories etc.. etc.
names and addresses must be given . When the & c: Cement Recipes : 6d .
goods are sent on approval cach person to pay carriage
“ Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
Please state exact requirements .
One way. The deposit is reained by us until we
on a small Scale ; 6d .
Whitney, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar.
Road,
Gold
Without
Tools,"
Special
Bookbinding
"
are advised of the completion of the purchase, o
atus Bought, Sold and Exchanged. Estab
.
of the article having been returned and accepted . Lettering, & c. ; 6d
lished over quarter of a century.
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
In adduton to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
Re- plate Your Bicycle Handle with Herbert's Re
Designs " ; the law clearly explained : 6d.
6d. for the sum of £1 and under , and 18. for amounts
liable Plating Solution, Is. d ., carriage paid ;
" Čyelo Brazing," _ 4d.; Cycle Enamelling,"
in excess of £ 1, 60 cover postage, & c., must be re
our Gem Bicycle Plating Outit, 25. 6d. con plete.
milted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement 6d.; Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
Roadside," 6d.
-HERBERTS. (Dept. D ), Urmston, Lancashire.
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
Any Three Above Books, is. ; any six , is. 7d . ;
Turning, Milling, Dividing . Fitting, Repairing
etc.,
undertaken by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
eight or more, 3d. each, all post free .
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 23. 6d.
“ Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
Co., Roberts Mews, Hamnstead Road , London ,
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d.
by Postal Order of Registered Letler (Cheques
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury, Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices, post free id.- JAMES B. LIVESEY, North
Manchester
Australian Wholesale Agents :
caonot be accepted ).
Robertsons."
gate , Blackburn .
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
Free. -Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order , the construction of Lathes. X
and Address also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich .
# should be made payable to the Advertise of the
Points of a Good Lathe, both English
FORD , Snow Hill. London .
American , with a chapter on
goods.
Electric Novelties, Sundries, High -speed Engine
How to Test a Lathe ; giving a practical
in the case of exchanges, money in the value
Castings ; list, stamp. - CLAYTON & Co., Old
the article should be deposited by each party. We method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy ;
Dover Road , Blackheath , London .
canno. receive the articies themselves.
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
Madison, Woolrych St., Derby. List of motors,
foreign readers post free.
3 stamps ; also Gas and Oil Engines.- Below .
Trade.
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
2 - h. -p. Motors, Motors, Motors, Motors, Motors ,
on machinery is in force. --- DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
-A few sets of high-class 2-h .-p . Motor Castings,
machined , reduced to 199. - Below .
LTD., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
" Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V,
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. -Watches,
Motors, Motors, Motors, Motors, Motors. — 2
Vi, and VII, 35. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
b.-h.-p. Bicycle Motor Sets, halfmade, 195. ; really
and Nos. on Sale.-B. POUTEAU , 231A, Gray's Ing
tions 6d . post free. - THE MORRIS COHEN CO ., LTD
half price. Ask for our special list, 3 stamps.
132 Kirkgate, Leeds.
Below .
Road, London
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
Madison, Derby, for high -class, cheap, reliable
The “ E. E. Co." of Ivy Lane,
finished · list 2d. - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Motor Sets to suit all.-- Address above.
Send good : out far and wide.
Engines, Engines, Engines, Engines. - Below .
accessory
every
and
Nuts,
Whitworth
and
Bolts
Impress the name upon vour brain ,
model engineers. - KING & COMPANY , below .
Gas Engines, £ 3 to £8 and upwards.
tried . Motor, 25 .; torElectrical
these goodshave
Till you
Marvel
Telephone,
16s . ; Economic
Oil Engines, E3 to £ 9 and upwards. - Below .
Novelties and all sundries, Write
Bell Pushes, soft wood , 3d , each , 28. 3d , dozen . tor lists. free one stamp. KING & COMPANY,
Petrol Engines, £2 to £ 10 and upwards.-- Below .
Special ! Special!!- Electric Bells, polished Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge. Bristol.
Castings ofmany sizes always ready.
wood case, 2t gong, reliable bell ; 15. 6d. each .
L NW . Railway Locomotives. - A Register, giving
Practical Small Engines, from 18s. per set ; re
Orders Executed by return ; no waiting ; illus
the names and numbers of every engine now in use markable value._List, 3 stamps. - Below .
trated price lists of Electric Bells, Batteries, on the London and North Western Railway ;
Get Our “ B ” Engine for a present for your boy ;
etc., and all Electrical Appliances, post free, 2d .
new and revised edition ; price 6d., post- free 7d
you will notregret it. - MADISON,Woolrych Street,
Economie Electrie Co., 14, Ivy Lane, London , Railway Catalogue and List of Books we want Derby.
free. - JUCKES, Book Merchants. Birmingham .
To Parents.-- Baby Carriages are delivered free
E.C.
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Wanted , Turning, Boring, Milling Work, etc., or
from HAWKE's Carriage Works, Park Street, Wor
Manufactures. -Special lines and designs illus
every description . Speciality : Motor cylinder cester, at extremely low prices : send postcard for
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear-cutting ; newest list ; also parts supplied , such as tyres,
trated
thisMotors,
issue ; Pelton
look it up
immediately.
Water
Wheels,
Turbines, Hy. Screw -cutting, English and Metric, any pitch : wheels , springs, shafts, and hoods recovered.
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors, general milling, planing, etc. -GEORGE ADAMS,
Whitworth Scrowplate, , 3-16ths, t, with taps
and tapwrench , is. id . ; Modeller's Set, is. id.and Dynamos
requirements.
NewCastings.
Water
144.
High Holborn
London
W.C. needing special WILKINS,
59, Silvan Villas, Bowes Park , London .
all ,work
George
Adams ,for
of Perfect
lists, rd.; state
CompleteSets
Motor
Compound side-rests ; well made ; swivel, 25,
accuracy, finish and promptdespatch . Plant most
-PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury. Hereford
155. 6d . ; 3-in., 178. 6d . Lists ifd. - WILKINS.
up-to-date and complete in the country,
shire,

SALE AND

EXCHANGE .

.

IV .
The Model Engineer and Electrician .
Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Erchange heading
advertisements
these
rates
.
for
for
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
protection
the same place, which gives
to both pur.
chaser and seller.

:

Model G.N.R. Locomotive and Tender, 21 ins.
long, including 80 ft. of rails , mounted on 3 ft.
high trestles ; the whole nearly new ; £ 6 or offer . ABERGELDIE, Grosvenor Villas, Victoria Road ,
Alexandra Park , N.
Surplus Apparatus from Private Laboratory.£6 worth Electrical Apparatus (list), 12 ; 5 -cell
Accumulator (mahogany case), [2; Dial Telegraph ,
41 : Telephones , pair Hunningscombe transmitters,
with watch receivers, brand new , EI 125. 60. ;
Unicum Camera Shutter 155.; 5 by 4 Frena
Magazine, £ 1 ; 5 by 4 Roll Holder, 123. 60.; 5 ft.
Telescope, 3-in. object glass, case and tripod, £ 10 ;
Lathe, 3.in. iron stand, treadle, flywheel, slide
rest, back centre, faceplate , T-rest, two 3-jaw ,
square hole and centre chucks, £5 12s. 6d . ; 51-in .
Circular Saw (separate driving wheel), £ 1 ; Model
Train and large station , quite new ( cost €5 155.),
63 ; coloured Lantern Slides: 28 '97 Jubilee, 15
Naval Review , 8s.; 100 Boer War, 18s. 6d .
16 -bore Double-barrel Gun (by Tolley , Bond
Street ), as new , £ 8 ; 450 Revolver , 62 ios. ; 220
Rifle, 155. ; split-cane Fly Rod (by Hardy,
Pall Mall), hardly scratched, £ 3 nos. ; two other
Rods, tos. each ; 18 Golf Clubs and Carrier, £ I ;
Octavo Model Press, 55 lbs. type in 15 cases,
endless accessories, £4 ; apply lists and particulars.
-BOUWENS, Roughdown , Boxinoor.
For Salo. - Lathe, 31- in. centres, with faceplate,
driver-plate , fork-centre and ccrew faceplate ;
very strong , and almost new ; iron- faced oak
shears for bed.-J.WEBB, Bloxwich .
4 -Volt Bicycle Lamp (cost 255.), tos. 6d. Also
Acetylene Lamp (cost iis.) ; slightly tarnished ; 38 .
Electric Motor ; good condition ; 25.6d . Lot, 155
-MILES, Seafield Park , Fareham , Hampshire.
Exchange Anything, mechanical or electrical, to
value of 40s., t-plate Camera ; RR. lens, Iris
diaphragm , focussing, bulb , holds 12 plates.
KEBER, 73A, Strathleven
Road, Brixton .
Sale . Pair * Britannia 31 back - geared Head
stocks, as new , 75 . ; also V -Bed and 3- ft.
standards, 255. - Evans, 32 , Ringswood Road,
Acton Green .
Set of X -Ray Apparatus, consisting of 4 -in .
spark coil, with mechanical and mercury break ,
Cox's x-ray tube, 8-volt, Q type, E.P.S. accumu
lator, £ 10. Also Wireless Telegraph Receiver,
with Post Office relay, coherer, & c., 155. ; five
Vacuum Tubes , 5s. Microscope in mahogany
case, three objective lens, polarizer, con
denser, turn -table, live box, object glasses, and
number of slides , 62 IOS. ; or exchange. - SHAKES
PEARE, Bruce Street, Stirling.
Coventry Eagle “ Tow -Me " Coupling-Rod ;
telescopic ; invaluable for touring ; connects motor
cycle with ordinary cycle , or lady's machine to
gent's machine ; cost 30s . ; sell 178. 60. - SKINNER,
Bromsgrove Road , Redditch .
One | h.-p. Vertical Steam Engine and Pump, in
splendid condition , gos. ; one handy Bench
Shaper, 6- in . stroke, in good order, 503. - HARRI
SON , 160, Thornton Road, Bradford
Boiler " (Vertical), $ in . plate , 20 ins., by 9 ins.
diameter ; fittings complete ; £ 3. - Below .
Model Engine Parts, it- in . by 3-in . stroke ;
complete for fixing ; £ 1 55. - Below .
Dynamo, about 15 C.-P., good condition, nos. ;
cheap : two Small Cocks, 28. ; particulars, refer
ences ; offers .-- TURNER , Water Lane, Newport,
Salop.
Handsome Model Express Loco and Tender,
gunmetal wheels and frames , copper boiler, five
tubes, tested 60 lbs., regulator in cab, two taps,
Schaffer gauge, & c., fuel tank and tap in tender ;
perfect order and very powerful ; £6. - CLIFFORD,
36, Stockport Road , Levenshulme, Manchester.
La ly's Free Wheel Cycle, high -class machine,
gold lined , silver plated rims, rim brake, raised
handlebar ; in splendid order ; nearly new ; lamp,
bag, tools with it ; genuine bargain ; £ 4 175.;
will send for approval. — 60 , Newton Street, Bir
mingham .
Piir New Slide-valve Cylinders, 1-in . bore, 2 -in .
stroke, Bs. 60. - SMART, ro , Crofton Villas, New
Brompton .

Exchange ; offers ; two Non -magnetic Watches ,
one silver, cost 265. ; oxidized, 195. ; quite new .
-Below .
50 Violin Strings, assorted . Wanted , Books or
anything Electrical. - Below .
A Very Good Violin, with polished walnut case ;
8 guineas ; will exchange with cash for Screw
cutting Lathe. - Below .
Wanted. - Eight Ebonite Sheets, 18 by 20 ,
3-16 ths thick ; set of Whitworth Stocks, Dies ,
Taps, 3-32nds to ! ; set of Morse Drills ; cash ,
deposit. - J . Hicks, 99, Magpie Road, Norwich .
3 -Cell Bichromate Battery, all fit up , without
jars ; new ; 58.-- Below .
Pocket Moter and Case, watch pattern , 20 volts
10 amps. ;. new ; 155.--BURDIS, 43, Aidans Street,
Gateshead
Wanted. - 3 . to 31-in . Slide-rest, chucks, tools ,
etc. ; cheap ; also SmallAccumulator. – Particulars
to Dew , 242 High Street Kirkcaldy.
Wanted.--Two-cylinder Marine Engine, about
-in . bore ; exchange double -barrel Breech Load
ing Gun , good as new , cost £ 5. - Tare, Wilson
Street, West Hartlepool.
For Sale. - 6 - volt 35 amps. Accumulator, or
exchange for one 6 -volt 20 amps. ; purchaser in
Glasgow preferred . — JAMES CARTER , c/o Coghill,
36, Myrtle Street, Glasgow .
Cylinder, 2) ins. by 3t ins., machined, 75. 6d. ;
Horizontal Engine, nearly finished , 13-16ths in .
by if ins. ; 155. ; odd Parts for another ; offer or
exchange Stuart Engine Castings. - 53, Parker
Street, Colne , Lancs.
Bicycle (Gentleman's ), this year's make, free
wheels and two rim brakes, plated rims ; all im
provements ; only used few times ; will sell
64. gos. ; approval willingly ; bargain — 81, Brace
bridge Street, Birmingham .
1 h.-p. Electrobenze Engine, complete, tank,
carburettor, and coil, 42 ; Dynamo, about 18 volts
4 amps., 175. 6d. ; five 20-volt Lamps, fitted
holders with cord grip, shades, wire and ceiling,
roses, never used, 175. ; three Tumbler Switches ,
28. 6d . ; one Main Switch, 2s. 6d. ; z- in . Spark
Coil, new 6s. ; Rook Rifle , '22 bore, side lever ,
with extractor and cleaning-rod , ros. ; Express
No. 2 Hand Camera , 5s. - P. RICHARDS, Com
prigney , Truro .
Stanley Iron Smoothing Plane, i }, iron (cost
gs. 6d .), as new , 75. ; 31 ft. best Gut Band, 3-16ths
in . (cost 75. 6d.), unused , 55. 6d . ; three best
quality Whitworth Tajer Taps, t- in ., 5 ins. to
7 ins. long ( cost 75. 6d.), perfect, 5s. ; new best
quality Whitworth Stocks, Dies, and six Taps,
in ., in ., 1 in . (cost 18s. 6d ) for 145. 6d. ; Sur
face Plate, hand scraped, 54 ins. by 34 ins., 78.6d.;
Surface Plate, in mahogany case, hand scraped ,
3t ins. square , 55. 6d. ; Stee Sliding Caliper
Gauge, English and metric scales, measures 7 ins.
(cost ios.), as new , 5s.6d . ; Armstrong Tool.
holder , six musket steel tools and key, in case
(cost 12s. 6d.), for 7s. 60 . Wanted , MODEL EN .
GINEER, Nos. 1 to 29 inclusive ; also No. 42.
LINCOLN THOMPSON , Bishop Auckland .
Water Motor , about 1 h.-p., at 60 lbs.; " Work ,"
about 400 back numbers ; exchange for Kodak or
good make of Camera. Vertical Engine, Compound
Šlide-rest, 4-in . Chuck , or Model Loco wanted ;
offers.--HAWE, 85, John Street, Govan.
Wanted.-- Small Blacksmith's Anvil, i to i cwt.;
deposit system .-- State price to F. MANN , Hayes ,
Kent.
Edison Standard Phonograph for sale, with two
horns and stands ; complete ; price £2 nos. (cost
£ 4 1os.) ; exchange for Lathe Tools, Chucks ;
particulars stamp ; seen by appointment; new.
W.M. BRANSTON , 16 , Franconia Road, Clapham .
-plate Hand or Stand Camera, 12 plates,
« Primus
Beck lens, time or instantaneous
shutter ; £ 2 25. 6 .; on deposit system ; quite
new ; full particulars by post. - WILLIAMS,
Elfordleigh, Plympton , Devon.
“ Frena Hand Camera, holds 40 films ; good
as new (cost 5 guineas) ; accept 64 ; brass tele
scopic Stand , Canvas Camera Case ; case of three
Magnifiers , three Printing Frames ,several Develop
ing Dishes ; 308., or the lot for £5. Also, Griffin's
Enlarger (10 by 8), only used twice, 258. - WEBB,
Hill Avenue, Worcester :
5-in. Lathe Head and Tailstock ; two Hand
rests and to-in . Faceplate ; one new 3 -in . Lathe,
with portable bench treadle and flywheels ; the
lot 60s. or near offer --ADAMS. 12, Nevilledale,
Durham .
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Wanted. --About 5} -In . Strong Engineer's Foet
Lathe, gap -bed , second -hand , good working order
--S. Hewett, Suffolk Road , South Norwood
London .
S.E. & C.R. Loco, No. 735, complete set of
castings, cylinders bored and machined , wheck
turned , crank axle finished ; all work done bo
Model Manufacturing Co. ; sell cheap . - CHARLES
BURCH , Lowesmo r Bridge, Worcester.
On Sale. - Dynamo, 13 volts 3 amps., 12 C.-D.,
with laminated Siemens armature ; in splendid
working order ; bargain ; 165. ( cost zos. ). -FRED
Cook, Pendle View , Šabden , near Blackburn ,
One No. 3 British Modelling Co.'s Motor, rever.
sing switch , xylonite cased 4 -volt accumulator
cost ( 2 18s.; sell or exchange for Boiler and
Engine. -Particulars, LLOYD , Lowland Road ,
Runcorn
.
41 Barnos Screw -cutting Lathe, bench and tools,
£ 16 ros.; or would accept Gent's Cycle and £ 12
cash . - BIRD, 25, Blenheim Terrace, St. John's
Wood .
For Sale. - Vertical Slide-valve Steam Engine,
about it h.-p. ; large flywheel, engineer-made, in
perfect condition , 4os. - Full particulars from H.,
122, The Grove, Ealing , W.
Wanted.—Planed Iron Bed and Standards,
30 ins. long for 3-in . centre lathe.- Description
and lowest price to BENNETT , 16 Mildred Street,
Darlington ,
Wanted .---Volumes I and II Model ENGINEER ,
unbound preferred ;must be clean and complete. Lowest price to GROVES, Woodlands, Hexham .
Motor Cycle (Humber ), " Ixion " two -stroke
engine ; new condition ; ready for road ; thoroughly
genuine ; 15 guineas. - Write BROWN, 19, Rollins
Street, Old KentRoad .
“ Model Engineer," — Vols. VI and VII, with 35
other numbers, unbound ; good condition : best
cash offer. Also good Concertina, 3s. ---HOLLIDAY,
Arborfield , Berks.
Eighty- five " Metal Workers and * Model
Steamer Handbook What offers ? -- RUSTELL ,
10, Alexandra Terrace , Chalvey , Bucks .
Sale. - Castings of double-vertical open - front
type engine, 2 in . bore by 24 ins. stroke ; all lathe
work done ; would make up into handsomemodel.
What offers ?-R . KITCHINGMAN , 51, Foster
Street, Lincoln .
Wanted.-- Five or six h.-p. Oil Engine ; second
hand. - Price , particulars to L., 20, Warrington
Crescent, w .
For Sale. - Tandem (lady back ), free wheel;
cash £8 1os. Or exchange Cinematograph.
Apply , X , 37, Leytonstone Road , Stratford , É .
Wanted. --Cinematograph , cash , or exchange
Tandem (lady back ).- X , 37, Leytonstone Road
Stratford , E.
Sale . - Launch Engine (reversing ), it by z ins.
(cost (3 ), 355.; Dynamo, 6 volts , 9s.; Grindstone
14 ins., fine grit stone (cost ( I), 155. (unused ); two
Voltmeters, 145. Lot, 63. Bargain.-- Letters K.,
2, Spencer Park , S.W.
Wanted, 2 or 24 Minerva, or good make Engine,
Spray Carburettor, Exchange 1 , Minerva and
cash . - Holly Lodge, Grove Road, Brixton .
Wanted, 3 or 4 cell Bichromate Battery ; cheap
for cash .-- Box 201, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Splendid Racing Yacht. - Brass and Lead Fin Keel;
44-in . by 8- in . beam ; perfect order ; as new , 358.
ready for sailing.- Below .
Magnificent Vertical Slide-valve Launch Engine,
Link Motion ; 21 bore ; 3 ) stroke : nearly new ;
in perfect order, 365. - Stamp reply . TEED, Nene
View , Wisbech .
Marine Engine, half made ; surfaces planed ;
It- in . bore ; 2 -n stroke. 13s. Steel Boiler :
20 ins. high , 9. ins. diameter, thick, partly made:
ros. Finished Horizontal Engine ; new : If- in
bore, 24 stroke ; sos.- Particulars stamp. 38,
Peveril Street, Nottingham .
99 Numbers “ Model Engineer," 52 to date .
Exchange 21 stroke Slide valve Cylinder or good
small Vertical Engine. Offers esteemed.--MANTLE ,
Somerville Road , Penge.
Horizontal Engine (new ), 24 by 4 ; wants fiy
wheel; governors and small details ; accept (3.J BRUCE , Little Keithock, Brechin, Scotland.
8 -inch Ciroulai Saw and Spindle, 5s, 6d.; 0
doz . 1-15th Whitworth Square-lead Screws, ts.6d .;
pair 11-inch Hangers and 14-inch Eearings , 8s.
Geo. Fleer, 60, Livingstone Road, Hove, Sussex
(Continued on page vidl.)
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UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

60 , Brook Street, C.-on - M .,
MANCHESTER .

Reliable

Co.,
Established 1890 .
Contractors to H.M. Government.

should send 2 Stamps
Every Reader of the Model NGINEE
for our 44 -page Illustrated List. It contains illustrations and
particulars of

British

Manufacture.

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up
their own Models all various parts are listed .
ELECTRIC BELLS, TELEPHONES, INDICATORS,
COILS, etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List (44 pages), post free,
2 Stamps, before purchasing Electrical Goods.

The “ EMPIRE ” Dynamo.
price 128
OB will light ive 6-volt lamps
15 0
1 B will light Ivo 10- volt lamps
17 6
1 C has drum armature and will charge Accumulators

When Writing

to

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co.,
60. BROOK STREET, C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER

Advertisers

In this Journal, please mention THB MODBL BNGINBBR .

STEAM , CAS.

&

OIL

ENGINES , DYNAMOS

&

ELECTRO -MOTORS .

High
High -speed Launch
Cass Dy
Engines, for Boats,
namos.
from 12 to 20 ft. Com
These Dy
plete Sets of Castings
namos are
and Steel Forgir gs
of the
with full size Working
WAM G
“ Карр'type
Drawings. N.1 set,
and specially designed for Electric single, 24 x 3ins , 30/">
High -Speed Gas and
Light Installations,charging Accumu- No. 2 Set, do'able,
Oil Engines; Water-cooled
lators, Electro -plating, etc. They are at x 24 x 3 ins., 581
Cylinders,
large diam . Fly .
fitted with adjustable Rocker Brushes, No. 3 Set, compound,
wheels, Otto -cycle tube igni
extra long Bearings Oil Cups, etc., 2 x 34 x 3 ins., 70 /
tion, steady running, simple
and are the best small Dynamos pro- Above prices include
in construction , strong and
where real and constantwork pump.castings and reverse gear. Prices
reliable ; specially designed
iscurable,
required.
of
Finished
Engines,
larger
or
smaller,
see
"
De
Dion
”
Boughton
Type
Petrol
Motors
For
No.
carr.pd. | Catalogue, or on application .
forMoto Cars, Laun hes, River Boats,diving Lathes,driving
etc. . Dynamos,
1976/
1. To light Four 3C.- p Lamps, 25
Special Launch Boilers supplied. Dynamos, etc., Electric or tub: ignition , two Complete Sets of Cast
Four 5 C.-P.
Cycle or four Cycle; water-cooled Cylinders; out ings,Forgings,and full-size
Complete
47/6
Four 8 C.-P.
3.
or inside Balance Wheels. Speed up to 2000 revs. Working Drawings to con
70 - Sets of Cast
4.
Six 8 C. p .
Complete
Sets of Castings,Forgings, and full. struct th..p.Gas or Oil En.
ing8
110/,
with
Five
C.-P.
16
5.
sizeWorking Drawingsto constructNewlmproved gines, per set,86, carr. pd.;
155 /- Screws, Steel
Ten 16C..P .
2-cycle Marine Motor, 13 b.-P., 45/-, carr. paid ; 3-16thsh.-P., 14/6 ; h.-p.,
Nos. 1 and 2 have H armatures, all for Crankshaft,
24 h.-P., 55 /- 3 % b.-P., 65/-; 41 h..p ., 75/1, Prices 30 %, carr.paid .
othershavedrum armatures, Materials Piston ,and S.V.
oflarger sizes,and Finished Motors on application. For larger sizes , and Fin
with wire and full instructions for con.Rods ; Ports
structing samecan be supplied at: No. cored out, with heavy Flywheel, Bed ; Reversible Propellers, with shafting, etc., I ished Engines, see Cat2 .
logue ; or on application .
1, 9/6 ; No. 2, 18 :6 ; No. 3, 19/6 ; No. 4. Drawings, Instructions, etc., to construct supplie 1 to suit all sizes .
231- ; No. 5, 35/-;'No.6, 49/6 carr. pd. bigh-speed $. V. Horizontal Engines, as Working
Drawings
supplied
for
building
a
20-ft.Motor
Launch,5/6
per set.
and full-size
Forgings,
Castings,
of
Set
Engines.--Full
Car
Steam
Dynamos.
above
shown,suitable for running
Detailed Drawings of Engines for 2 and 4-seated Car, including reversing
No. 1 Set, 1-5th h.-p., to run No. 1 Kapp Dynamo, 13/6 carr. pd .; finishin , 38 /
17/6
2
gear ; 3 h .p. Set Twin Cylinders, 70/- 45 b.-P., 75/-;.6 h.-P., 80 /
48 /
99
9 2
2
20/
58 /
)
3
Flash Boilers, Car Frames, Wheels, and all Accessories supplied .
3
2
68/
22
6
See Catalogue for other Designs ofDynamos, Launch-type Steam Engines ;
4 )
32/6
781
Lamps, Wire , Fittings, etc., etc.
» 5 & 6
1
5
Sand Six Penny Stamps for our Large Ilustrated Catalogue - nearly 500 Illustrations of Model and Small Power Steam , Gas
and 01 Enginos ; Locomotive, Vertical, Horizontal Launch , and Paddle Engines ; Vertical, Horizontal, and Marine Boilers ; separate
Finished Parts Bngine and Boilor Fittings ; Castings all kinds ; Dynamos , Electro-Motors, etc., etc. Bolts, Nuts, Scrowe, Studs.
W. MACMILLAN

&

Co., Engineers and Modellers, Mar

Stroot , ALLOA , N.B.
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ARMSTRONG & Co., TWICKENBAM.
MANUFACTURING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

DO YOU WANT A REALLY
SATISFACTORY BRUSH ?
that will stand hot glue, alcohol, turpentine, ben
zine, oil, or water, without shedding bristles.
Write WOODNUTT & Co.,
ST. HELENS I. W.,
for their List of Patent Rubber-bound Brushes.
The Brushes, though slightly more expensive at
Electric
first cost, will pay their way in wear.
SpecialAlarm
ONCE USED , ALWAYS USED .
Line of Clock s.
D'uole Filament 2gin .
4 - volt Best qual
Powerful Cycle
transpa -ity only , & Reading Lanterns,hana.
The Franklin Model Shop
rent un-with ter. somely Nickel-Silvered , and
Experimental work for inven
break- minals and splendidly made. Norubbish .
tors ; anything in metal, from a
a blecontacts; Switch Connectors, Bracket &
single piece to a complete working
Pocket complete, Coat Clips any Voltage Lamp ;
model. Apparatus for colleges .
Accu m - 41- A mar- allcomplete,as shown, 1Mins.,
Exhibition models. Introduction
ulators, vel
4/11 ; 17 ins., 5/11 ; 2 % ins.,
Sent
samples of patented articles.
7/6 . Double Filament,2ins.,
Special tools for making metal
Fila
each
to
Switch
10/-.
charged ready for only
novelties. Inventions perfected .
lighting our Cycle ment ; very powerful; any
Ose
FRANKLIN
Drawings and designs worked out
inserted
Lamp
.
and Reading Lan- voltage
Model Shop from inventors' ideas. Send for
terns, as shown above, 5-hr. 5 / ; 9-hr. 7 » ; 12-hr. 10/
circular 14 .
Ourlarge Electrical Catalogue,4d. Norubbish at
PARSELL & WEED,
Armstrong's. We save you pounds. Accumulators
129-131, West 81st Street, New York , U.S.A.
charged and repaired cheaply and quickly .
The original Cocoa.
EVERYTHING

EPPS'S
( The most nutritious)

COCOA

FAIRBANKS'
BENCH
LEGS
BUILD I SOLID BENCH .
Write for Catalogue, post free.
The FAIRBANKS COMPANY
78-80, City Road, E.C., LONDON.

Improved Dynamos
Prices.
Lamps.
£ 36 0
To light 100 16 C.p.
£ 27 0
light 70 16 C.p.
£ 20 10
light 50 16 c.p.
£ 17 10
light 40 16 C.p.
£ 14 10
1 light 30 16 c.p.
£ 11 0
light 20 16 c.p.
£ 8 10
, light 12 16 C.p.
light 8 16 c.p.
£ 60
Smaller Dynamos from 20 /- upwards.
Arc Lamps, Electric Motors, Gas En .
gines, Oil Engines, Steam Engines, Tur
bines, Accumulators, Motor Cars , Cycles,
Electrical Accessories, etc.
Catalogue, Two Stamps.
This Advt. appears every four weeks.

ELECTRICAL ,

END OF SEASON SALE.
Write for Catalogue, enclosing Stamp.
TATLOCK ,
BAIRD
&
7, TEVIOT PLACE, EDINBURGH .

DYSON WALTON , ELECTRICAL
HBBDEN BRIDGE.

Electric
HOW

Best Quality English DRAWING INSTRU
MENTS at Reasonable Prices.
A

And still the best.

Batteries:

TO MAKE
AND USE

Practical Guide for
Electricians.

THEM .
Amateur

LON ,

ENGINES ( 4.p.), £ 7 108
OIL ENGINES . . £ 8 108.

GAS

Read the following Bxpert Opinions
The Engineer says: " A useful little book for
young electricians commencing to study this branch
of practical electricity ... The constructive de
tails should also prove of value to all wishing to
construct batteries."
Electricity says : " This is a capital little book,
replete with practical information concerning all
theordinary types of primary batteries. Su
ch an
The Photographic Dealer says :
Instructive and thoroughly reliable book .... is very
welcome, and is certain to prove popular .

WATER MOTORS (1.p. ) £ 8 108.
ELECTRIC MOTOR, £ 12 108.
For larger Sizes see Catalogues.
Dynamns, Bells, Portable Accumulators, Medical
Coils, Lamps, Electrical Novelties, etc.
PRICES & QUALITY UNEQUALLED .
All Goods Guaranteed. See Testimonials.
Three New Illustrated Catalogues : Electrical,
Mechanical, Novelties, id . stamp each ; the three ,
2d. stamps.

O. L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDGE .

W.H.HARLING ,Manufacturer ,
47 , Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.
ESTABLISHED 1851
WORKS : HACKNEY, E.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION .

Price 6d. net ; Post Free, 7d .
May be obtained from all Agents for THE MODEL
ENGINEER, or from
THE BOOK DEPARTMENT,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C.

DYNAMOS.
Castings,

DYNAMOS

30 watts, 3s. per

Set.

Complete Dynamos, 12s. 6d . each .

DYNAMO AND NOVELTY LISTS , post free , 1d .
CATALOGUE of EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL, post free, 2d.

Photographed from our
MACHINE .
No. 6

THE ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MANUFACTURING
CO.,
WILSON STREET. 152, Crey Mare Lane, Manchester.
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MILLING
If

they

CUTTERS

only knew
SPECIAL

Amateurs would never bother with ordinary
French Polish , but would use KITLENE LIGHT
NING FRENCH POLISH for AMATEURS.
It is an ordinary “ Best White Shellac” Polish , with sundry
additions which enable an Amateur to acquire the art without the
tedious apprenticeship neces ary with the ordinary medium .
Outfit, containing everything requisite, 25., postage, 3d.
RE-FILLS. - Polish , ed. ; Oil and Spirit, 7d. Postage on each, 3d .

Wardrobe Chambers,
Kitlene Syndicate. Ltd., LONDON , E.C.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN .

SMALL

SIZES.

End Slotting

78,

Mills.

in ., 1/- each.

14 in ., 1/3 each .
39;

31, $, join ., 1/6

#

i

in .,

1/9

each .

each .

15
in .,
GAS :

ACETYLENE
How

to Make

2 /- eaoh.

and Use

It .

Diso Slotting Cutters .
, } in. wide) All tapped
in . Whit.
1/6 each .
$ 17

in dia., },

PERCIVAL MARSHALL

&

1

This Book is a thoroughly practical guide to the construc
tion of various types ofsmallGenerators, with hints on fitting
up Pipes, Burners, and Purifiers.
The method of working a Gas Engine with Acetylene Gas
is also described.
The Book is fully illustrated, and will prove of value to all
interested in Acetylene Gas and its Uses.
Price 6d, nett, post free 7d , Of all Agents for The
MODEL ENGINEER, or from

is, s, i

I

14 in . dia., , , , , fin . wide,
hole , 3 / - each .

in

This size has ground teeth .

Co.

26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St., London , E.C.

Baoked -off
Width ,

Convex

Cutters ,

Bore ,

Diam .

Price.

infor if in . fin.(1 in. Whitw .) each.

4in .
fin .

Sorewed
3/
in.Whitw .) each.

cate

End and Face Mills .
Bore.
Width . Diam .
Price .
each .
in .
in .
3 /
ſ
Taper
4 /
Sorowe
d
I
fin.Whit.} 61
Screwed
6 /
118
hit.}

CASTINGS

Pare Finished.

All these cutters have ground teeth on end and face.

We have Hundreds of Patterns,
and TONS OF CASTINGS.

Send 6d. in Stamps, mentioning this paper, for
Send

for NEW
Catalogue
3 STAMPS TO COVER POSTAGE.

HUGHES, FAWCETT

&

HEBDEN
Co., BRIDGE

fully illustrated 96 pp. Price List to

GEORGE

ADAMS ,

144 , HICH HOLBORN , LONDON , W.C.
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viii.
Continued from page 1911
To Amatours and Others . " Holzapfel ” 5- in .
Lathe, with overhead , pattern 5 , with set of 25
metal and 30 wood chucks, including ellipse and
oval, ornamental and two metal slide-rests, saw
bench , tool bars, dıills , culting frames , & c., three
cabinets of two hundred hand and slide-rest tools,
a drilling machine (will drill 1- in . holes) and drills,
fitter's chest of drawers, with 5-in . parallel vice
and anvils, cabinet with several cwt. of tool
steel. mild steel, and brass rod and bar and plate ,
several cwt. of turning and fancy woods (seasoned
20 years ); cost over 300. The whole for sale, a
sacrifice, £75. - MACKENZIE SKUES, 5, Campden
Road , S. Croydon .
Sale . - 8-volt Dynamo, fitted (new ) ; Brush
Rocker Set; ModelGas Engine (needs slightrepair );
bargain £ 1. - 10 , Carnegie Street, Edinburgh .
In Exchange for Treadle Lathe - Electric Battery
(as new ), complete with 2 pads, brush , dry battery;
cost 255. ; in polished walnut cabinet, 5 ins. by
3 ) ins . by 3 ins. - ATKINSON , 32 , Blenheim Road,
Barnsley .
Amateur's Workshop Clearing. - Lathes, Lathe
heads , Verticals , Dril's, Reamers, & c. ; write for
list. - 17, Kelvinside Terrace South, Glasgow .
Vertical Copper Bojler, 45 by 5 ; Horizontal
Engine, bore, it stroke, 16s. - GAY, 12, Obelisk
Terrace, Warminster, Wilts .
Vertical Engine and Boiler, all fittings, about
1 h.-?: What offers ? Stamp reply. - Below .
Exchange Bench Lathe (24 slide-rest, T -rest,
four speeds) for Voltmeter reading to 50, ammeter
to 10 : no rubbish wanted . - Booth , Leverton ,
Boston .
Wanted .- Paddle Steamer's Hull, 3 ft. 6 ins.
or 4 Greenwich
ft. ; cheap ..-- Hopps, 8, Christchurch Street,
East
Three Machine Stands, with treadle, and 18-in .
flywheel (grooved for belt) ; complete and in good
condition ; suitable for driving small lathes ; take
6s.--MATTHEWS, Chapel Terrace, Stafford .
Holiday Camping.-- Novel, delightful, sociable,
economical ; magnificent new site overlooking the
Bay;
“ Camp Herald
free postage
to readers
send stamp), for
of MODEL ENGINEER” : (illustrated
M. E. CUNNINGHAM, Young Men's Holiday Camp,
Queen's Promenade, Douglas, Isle
"ofSwitzerland,”
Man .

8 h.-p. Oil or Petrol Motor, electric ignition ,
good working order ; Spark Coil, all accessories ;
complete ; £150 - KIDMAN , Hungerford
Fafnir Motor Cycle, 2 h -P ., surface carburettor ;
in good running order and reliable ; new Dunlop
2 in tyres ; bargain ; £ 15 or offer . - Flint, 107,
Houndsditch , E.C.
Dynamo (Undertype ), 13-volt ; weight, 14 lbs.,
159. Knapp Motor, with starting switch , 7s. 6d. ;
4-volt Celluloid Accumulator for motor bicycle,
125. 60. ; Dunlop Silencer for same, ios. ; all new
and perfect. - REDPATH , Balleymoney, Ireland .
Sale . - 1 -plate Hand Camera and complete out
fit ; only used a few times ; owner no time, only
reason for selling ; genuine bargain ; particulars
stamp; deposit; cost 30s., take 155.-W.MITCHELL
48, Camp Street , near Broughton ,Manchester.
Lathe, 6 -in . Back -geared, in exchange for
Joiner's Tools and cash to value £ 6. — Lea, 3,
Bromley Road, Tottenham .
Small Water Motor, Hand Force Pump, and 60
MODEL ENGINEERS, for 8s. 60.-W. PICKING , 5
in -3, Scotland Road , Liverpool.
Exchange French Telegraph Set, sheet ebonite,
18 by 8 , or sell is. 6d . - 149, Dunstans Road , East
Dulwich .
Lantern and Cinematograph combined, 4 -in.
condenser, 4-wick oil lamp, incandescent burner,
two dozen coloured slide (cozt £ 8) , sell 63 ros. ;
photo 6d. - Below .
Wh tworth Stocks, Dios, and Taps, I in., 5.16ths
in ., & in. : one Slide-rest, 3-in . centre, ros. lot ;
stamp for rep.y ; bargain -- H . DAINES, 346 , Cole
ridge Road , Attercliffe, Sheffield .
For Sale . - Useful Acetylene Gas Generator ;
cheap ; full particulars sent. - Box 202, MODEL
ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London .
Midland Rallway Loco , 2) gauge ; splendid model
and very powerful ; clockwork ; quite new ; 40s. ;
photo.-ORR, 10, Belgrave Place, Edinburgh
Exchange 3- in . Bench Lathe (treadle , etc.),
2-in .by 4-in. Vertical Engine Castings, and various
Tools, value € 3 , for Vertical Cutting Fretsaw
Machine ; or sell.-KNOWLES, 65, Bolsover Road ,
Firth Park , Sheffield .
Whitney's Tripolar Motor, 75. 6d . ; pair 3-in.
Lathe Heads and Hand -rest, 75. 60. - HOPKINS,
Inkerman Road , St. Albans.

Miscellaneous and Late .

New Model Exhibition Gas Engines ; t buh - p ;
inverted vertical; most economical and cornract
- Illustrater. Circular from WHITEHEAD & Co ,
Gas Engin ers, Dukinfield .
Great Bargains. — Avery's Tramcar Motor,
75. 6d. ; Electric Cycle Lamp, good lens, zs. 60 ;
Sensitive Galvanometer, 25. 6. ; nine MODEL
ENGINEER Handbooks, 25. , Electric Hand of
Cycle Lamp, without battery, 25. ; Model Electric
Fan, 2s. 6d.; Fretsaw Attachment for Companion
lathe, 3s. 6d . ; small Vice, is. 6d . ; 12 - ft. Fishish
rod , 35. ; miniature Model Yacht, 4s. 6d. Seoul
for particulars, id. stamp. - C. HUSKINSON , Fair
field , Sevenoaks.
For Sale. - Mitre Cutter, ros. ; Drill , 5s . ; Emery
Wheel and Spindle, nos. ; Stocks, Dies and Taps,
75.6d . ; Rifle (300 bore) , 155. ; Kodak , 5 by 4 , 2os.
2 b.h.-p. Motor Castings, cost £7 , sell £ 3 ; six
Carving Tools, 35. ; Fretwork Machine (wood ),
200 designs, 1 Ios. ; Revolver, 55. - COTTON ,
Abbey Villa, Miton , Staffs .
Copper Boiler, 14 by 7, no smokebox or fittings,
125. 60. ; Columbia Reproducer, ss.; Extracting
Pocket Pistol, 23. 64. ; Cole's Handbooks ( 201,
bound , one volume, 25. 6d . ; Sage's Complete
Course in Hypnotism ," best published , 21s.JOHN FORTUNE, Gardimus, Murrintown, Wexford .
1t Petrol Motor ; built for ordinary roadster ;
Minerva valves, steel gear, special silencer ; seen
running ; £455 .--- L. BADDELEY, Chingford .
Vertical Copper Boller, 17 by 7 ; central fiue
water space around firebox ; in good condition ;
20s.-P. BUCKLEY, Old Vicarage, Batley .
1-in. Å by 21 Gas Engine ; electric ignition ;
slight repairs : 20s., or nearest offer. - Address , 24
Russell Street , G.oucester .
Bargain . - Two Main Frames (loco “ Duna
lastair " ) ; steel-finished, with all holes bored , and
horn blocks fitted ; also buffer beams ; by first,
class engineer; 8s. - PEDDIE , Atholl Street, Perth .
Pair Headstocks, 41- in . centre, slide and tec
rest ; will exchange for Bench Lathe, or offers.
Percy ALEXANDER , 1, Beam Street, Barton Hill,
Bristol.

Every Model Engineer should get

IMPORTANT.
PRACTICAL

Notice

THE MODEL

of

Removal.

MANUFACTURING

in

LESSONS

METAL
(Second Edition )

TURNING .

By Percival Marshall, A.I.Mech.E.
Editor of THE MODEL ENGINEER .

QOMPANY
OONTENTS .
Have, owing to large increase of business, found
it necessary to remove to larger premises, where
work will be carried on , as hitherto , including
Motor and General Engineering .
Offices and Workshops

1 , PRINCES ROAD ,
HOLLAND

PARK

AVENUE ,
LONDON , W.,
Where all communications must be addressed .

Our Latest Castings of the G.W.R. Loco :
" City of Bath " (the Daily Mail train ), to 54 scale,
will be ready shortly .

Chapter 1.-- Tools and Tool Holders.
II. - Measuring Appliances.
III.-- Chucks and Mandrels.
IV . - How to Centre Work for the Lathe.
V. - Driving Work between Centres.
VI. — Turning Work between Centres.
VII. — Chuck and Faceplate Work .
VIII. - Drilling and Boring in the Lathe.
IX .--Screw Cutting .

The Chapter on Screw Cutting alone is worth the outlay
166 Pages, and 193 Illustrations.
Price 21. Post free, 28. 3d . Of all Agents for THE MODEL
ENGINEER, or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL
26-29 , Poppin's Court,

&

CO ,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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READERS .

NEW

As we frequently
already been dealt with

ix .

rooolvo
In

our

onqulrlos

relating

pagee, wo glve

pontents of some of our baok numbers , whloh

a

to

subjoots whloh

list below

are

still

in

havo

of the prinolpal
print.

As only

a limited number of coples are available, early applioation should be made.
The price of each issue is 2d . from all agents of " The Model Engineer ," or
3d ., post freo , from

Peroival Marshall

&

Co., 26

to

29 , Poppin's Court, Floot

Street, London . E.C.
April, 1900.
A Unique Locomotive Model.
Model Railways : (iv ) Mr. Henry Laa's Modal Midland Bagino and Rall
way. (Illustrated.]
The ro -rater Zebra , and How it is Being Built. [Illustrated . )
May , 1900 .
How to Mako a Model Quick - firing Gun . [ Illustrated .)
Igaition
Blectrical
to a Gas Engine. [Illustrated . ]
to
Fit
Hon
Where Bogineers are Trained : (ii) The Battersea Polytechnic . [Illustrated )
Model Railways : (iv) Mr. Henry Lea's Model Midland Bagine and Rail
way (continuod ).
Jano 1900
How to Make a Simple Bichromato Battery. (Illustrated .]
Twin -Screw Bngines for Model Torpedo Boat Destroyers. (Illustrated.)
Pipe Fitting on Model Locomotives.
How to Make a Model Quic -Firing Gun ( continued). ( Illustrated .)
A Continuous Adjustable Model Railway Track . [Illustrated. )
July, 1900 .
How to Make an Blectrical Alarum . (Illustrated .)
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gun ( coa tinued ). [Illustrated.)
Reversing Valves for Model Bagines. Illustrated.]
The Halford Gradient Railway (Illustrated .)
August, 1900 .
How to Make a Model Railway Carriage. (Illustratod.)
The Construction of Primary Batteries . [Illustrated .]
How to Make a Model Quick-Firing Gun ( continued ).
How to Make a Morse Telegraph Key and Sounder. (Illustrated .)

September . 1900 .
A Model Bogiover at the Paris Bxhibition . (Illustrated.)
How to Fiz Gus and 011 Bagines . [ Illustrated .]
How to Make Bxperimental Blectrical Apparatus. (Illustrated.)
How to Build a Rectifier for Single Phase alternating Currents.
October 1, 1900.
A Working Model Roversing Water Wheel. (Illustrated .)
The Horse Power of an Bagine.
Ao lateresting Steam Launch . [Illustrated .)
How to Build a Rectifier etc. (continued ). (Illustrated.]
How to Make a Model Quick -Piring Gun (continued).
How to Make Bxperimental Blectrical Apparatus (continued ).
October 15, 1900.
How to Make a Squaro Webbed Crank. (Illustrated .)
Improved Methods of Making Induction Coils.
The Ideal Motor Car.
4. Amateur's Blectric Light Plant. (Illustrated .).
How to Mako a Model Quick -Firing Gun ( continued ).
November 1, 1900.
Model Railways : ( V ) Mr. R. St. J. Willan's Model Railway. Tlustrated .)
How to Make a Model Quick- Piring Gun (contiaued ).
Design for a Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer. (Illustrated .]
My Wimsburst Machine, and How I Made It. (Illustrated .]
November 15 , 1900 .
Steam Port Areas and Piston Speeds of Model Locomotives .
The Construction of Primary Batteries ( continued). [ Illustrated. ]
How to Build and Braze Together a Model Loco Boiler . (Illustrated .)
How to Make Bxperimental Blectrical Apparatus (continued). [Illus.].
How to Make a Model Quick-Firing Gun (continued ).
December 1, 1900.
A Food -water Heater for Model Boilers . [Illustrated .]
How to Make a Simple Sensitive Galvanometer . [Illustrated .]
The Model Steamer , Turbina. [Illustrated .]
Desigo and complete Specification of a 2f- in . Gauge Model Locomotive

December 16 , 1900 .
High -Speed Telegraph of the Futuro . (Illustrated .).
How to Make a Model Quick -Firing Gan (continued ).
Design and Complete Specification for å af-in . Model Locomotive (20p .
tnued ). ( Illustrated .)
How to Make a Simple Tool Holder. (Illustrated .)
January 1, 1901.
Model Railways : (VI) Ms. H. Soper's Model Railway. ( Illustrated.)
How to Make a Model Drilling Machino . [Illustrated .)
A Useful Wiro Table for Amateur Blectricians.
A Model Single Phase Alternator. [ Illustrated .]
January 15 , 1901.
A f-te. Scale Model G.N.R. Locomotive. (Illustrated .;
Dynamo Ills and Remedies . (Illustrated.j
How to Make Bxperimental BlectricalApparatus (continued).
Hints on Designing Model Yachts. [Illustrated.
Past-Steaming Model Boilers. ( Illustrated .)

Illustrated.I

February 1, 1901.
A Homo-Mado Riveting Machine for Model Boiler Making. (Illustrated. ]
Dynamo Ills and Remedies ( continued ).
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Loco , “ Dunalastair
No. 3." [Illustrated .)
How to Make Experimental Blectrical Apparatus (continued). (Illustrated.]
February 15 , 1901
A Model Light Draught Saloon Passenger Steamer. (Illustrated.
How to Make Bxperimental Blectrical Apparatus (continued ). ( Illustrated .)
Desigo for a Model Road Loco . [ Illustrated .]
How to Use a Wimshurst Machino. [ Illustrated .)
A Two-Jaw Grip-Chuck and How to Make It. (Illustrated.)
A Simple Boring Machine for Model Cylinders. [ Illustrated.]

March 1 , 1901.
The Control of Blectric Lamps from Two or More Points. (Illustrated. ]
The Construction of a 4 -in . Spark Coil. [Illustrated .]
· Dunalastair No. 3 (continuod ). (Illustrated .]
How to Uso a Wimshurst Machine (continued ).
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Thom . [Illustratod.) Continued to
end of year.
March 15, 1901.
A Model Light Draught Saloon Passenger Steamer (continued ). [Illus.).
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated.]
Design for Model Railway Track . ( Illustrated. )
How to Use a Wimshurst Machine (continued ). ( Illustrated .]
How to Mako a Model Blectric Telegraph . (Illustrated .]
April 1, 1901
A Model Boiler for Steam Launch . ( Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continuod ). ( Illustrated. ]
How to Make a Model Electric Telegraph ( continued ). (Illustrated .)
Design for Model Railway Track (continued ). (Illustrated .)
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Locomotive, “ Duna
lastair No. 3 " (continued ). ( Illustratod .]
My Model Launch Engine. (Illustrated . ]
April 15 , 1901.
A Novelty in Locomotive Design . ( Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ( continued ). [Illustrated .]
The Construction of an Intercommunicating Tetepbone Set. (Illustrated .
How to Build a Cardboard Working Model Locomotive (cont.). ( Illustrated.j
The Model Screw Steamer, Black Prince. [ Illustrated .]
A Simple Wall Plug for Use in Connecting with Electric Bells. ( Illustrated.)
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May
A NeatModel Vertical Engine
. ( Illustrated
).
The Construction ofan Intercommunicating Telephone Set (cont). (Illust.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). ( Illustrated . ]
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Locomotive, “ Duna
lastair No. 3 " (continued ). (Illustrated.)

May 15 , 1901.
Stephenson's No. : Engine, " Billy ." (Illustrated . )
How to Make a Simple Electric Beam Engine (continued)... (Illustrated ]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated .).
A Small Accumulator Installation . How Made and How Worked . (Illast.)
Desi zn for a Model Horizontal Engine. ( Illustrated . ]
A Model Donkey Pump. (Illustrated . ]

September 1, 1901.
A Model Single-Barrel Torce Pamp. (Illustrated .)
An Inexpensive Model Slide-Valve Engine (continued ). ( Illustrated .]
How to Construct an Electric Night Light Set. ( Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated .
How to Build a Model, & c., “ Daralastair No. 3.".(continued.) ( Illustrated.'
Model Vertical Compound Engine. (Illustrated.)
September 15, 1901.
A Model Compound Corliss Engine, ( Illustrated .)
Some Primary Battery la encions.
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). ( Illustrated .]
How to Make a Simple Shocking Coil. [ Illustrated.)
Compound Engines for Model Marine Work . ( Illustrated . )

June 1, 1901.
Some Interesting Models. (Illustrated.]
Solenoids. (Illustrated.)
How to Make Electric Pendulums and Clocks. ( Illustrated.]
An Inexpensive Water Motor. [ Illustrated .}
Design for Signalling for a Model Railway Track . (Illustrated . ]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ( continued). ( Illustrated .]
How to Build a Model, & c ., " Dunalastair No.3" (continued ). ( Illustrated . )

October 1, 1901 .
Engineering Models at the Glasgow Exbibition. ( Illustrated . ]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued ). (Illustrated
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No.3" (continued ). (Illustrated.
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). ( Illustrated . ]
A Model Show Ground. ( Illustrated .)

June 15, 1901.
Feed Arrangement for Water Tube Boilers. (Illustrated.)
How to Make Electric Pendulums and Clocks (continued). ( Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated.)
The Construction of a Direct Current Fan Motor. ( Illustrated.)
Design for Signalling for a Model Railway Track (cortinued). (Illastrated.)
A New Lathe Overhead. [Illustrated. )

October 15 , 1901.
Engineering Models at the Glasgow Exhibition (continued ). ( Illustrated. I
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued ). (I lustrated.)
Model Hydraulic Press. ( Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ).
A M.del Electric Night Light. ( Illustrated .)
Propelung Macbinery for Twin -Screw Sieamers. ( Illustrated .)

July 1, 1901.
Simply -Constructed Driving Pulleys. ( Illustrated. )
A Model Hot Air Engine. (Illustrated.).
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No. 3 " (continued). (Illustrated.)
How to Make an Amateur's Prioting Press. (Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated .)
An Improved Battery for Amateurs.

November 1, 1901.
An Advocate of Small Scale Locomotives. ( Illustrated.)
A Model Self-Acting Lathe. ( Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (ccntinued). ( Illustrated .)
How to Make a Simple Transmitter. (Illustrated .)
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No.3 " (continued ) illustruen
How to Make Experimental Elec rical Apparatus (continued).
A Model Electric Torpedo Boat Destroyer. (Illustrated.?

July 15 , 1901.
A Model Electric Torpedo Boat Destroyer, Sunfish . (Illustrated.]
How to Make a Simple Slip Eccentric. (Illustrated. )
A Simple Bobbin Winder. ( Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). ( Illustrated.I
A Model Gravitation Railway . (Illustrated. ]
A Small Donkey Feed -Pamp. (Illustrated .)
How to Make an Amateur's Printing Press (continued ). (Illustrated.)
Shamrock 11 : How she was Designed.

November 15 , 1901.
A Simple Home-Made Lathe. ( Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated
Model Hydralic Press (continued ). ( Illustrated.)
Fittings for Model Yachts. _ [Illustrated.)
Polarity of Electrodes and Terminals.

August 1, 1901.
A Quick Steaming Boiler for a Model Steamer. (Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). ( Illus'rated.)
How to Build a Model, & c., “ Danalastair No. 3 " (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
A Very Simple Electro Motor. [ Illustrated .)
The Construction of “ Built-Up" Model Yachts . ( Illustrated. )
How to Make an Amateur's Printing Press (continued ). (Illustrated.)
Model Railways (VII) : A Model Clockwork Railway. (Illustrated.]

December 1 , 1901.
How to Make a Four-Jaw Chuck . (Illustrated .)
A Useful Switchboard for Amateur Electricians. [ Illustrated .)
An Enclosed Dynamo for Autocar Ignition . [ Illustra ed.)
How to Make a Volt and Ampere Meter. (Illustrated. ]
Design for a Model Traction Engine. ( Illustrated .]
How to Fit up a Twist-Drill Grinding Machina (Illustrated .)

August 15, 1901.
An Inexpensive Model Slide-Valve Launch Engine. ( Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated.)
Signals for Model Railways ( Illustrated. )
The Construction of “ Built-Up " Model Yachts (continued ). (Illustrated.)
How to Make a Relay. (Illustrated. ]

December 15 , 1901.
A Window Blind Worked by Hydraulic Power. [Illustrated.)
Locomotive. [thustrated.)
Miniat
Worki
Model
A
ure
ng
How to Build a X h..p . WaterMotor. [Illustrated.).
Design for a Model Electric Locomotive ( Illustrated . )
How to Increase the Efficiency of a Spark Coil. ( Illustrated .)
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AND

EXCHANGE.

inserted in this
Private Advertisements
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
loss, and id . per 3 trords after.
I rade Advertisements are inserted
this
column at the rate of is . for the first 12 words or
less, and id . per word after .
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words.
The adver
liser's name and address is charged for. AU
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Adtertisement Manager ,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be received by first
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number.

Our Deposit System .
Notice. - As we cannot accept any responsi.
bility for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted,
to adopt the Deposit System explained
below
.
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goodsway
are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one
: The deposit is reained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepled .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
8d for the sums of £1 and under , and 1s . for amounts
in excess of £1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mitted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged.
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 2s. 6d.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
# should be made payable to the Advertise of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party. We
cannot receive the articles themselves .
Trade,

" Model Engineer,10 new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 35. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Sale.-B. POUTEAU , 231A, Gray's Inn
Road , London
Please Note Change of Address.- New Sliding
Resistances, by Westinghouse (cost 453.), suitable
for motors, & c., price 5s. 9d. Coils wound with
silk -covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
needle pivots, suitable for making galvanometers,
& c. (cost 458.), price 5s. gd. Odd Galvanometers,
in cases , 5s. 6. Polarized Relays, slightly de
fective (cost £ 3 ), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
£ 25), price £ 3. Quantity of odd Telephones and
Sounders, from 6s. 6d. ; also hundreds of useful
oddments, can be inspected by appointment.
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. — SAN
MIDDLETON , Faraday House , 179, Camden Grove
North , Peckham , S.É.
Aeronautical and Submarine Engineering,
special terms to experimenters. -- THE SOUTH
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING WORKS, Blackheath
Hill, Greenwich .
Cycles ! Cycles ! !-- Frames , fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
BROS. 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889 .

Twenty -three of Colo's Reliable Handbooks,
bound in one volume, cloth , 35. ed ., carriage paid ,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes ” (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Blacksmithing. - " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free , 6d.
Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers , with diagrams post
free, 6d .
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools,” trom a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
“ Metal Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
" Témpering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d.
" Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ MetalScrewing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
“ Metal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d.
How to Solder Gold, Silver, Aluminium , Brass,
: 3d .How to Use it on Wood and
Brazing
& c./ The
Saw " and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells ,
Making Bells and Batteries " diagrams, 6d.
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
& c. Rubber
Cement RecipesMaking,"
; 6d.
Stamp
and Rubber Working
on a small Scale : 6d .
“ Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d .
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
“ Cycle Brazing," 4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d. ; " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d.
Any Three Above Books, is.; any six, is. 7d . ;
eight or nore, 3d. each , all post free .
“ Cole's Compendium ” ; 32 pages of usefulhints
and information on MechanicalMatters, 3d .
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester.
Australian Wholesale Agents
“ Robertsons.'
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes . X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test & Latho : giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force.-DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra.
tions, 6d . post free. - THE MORRIS COHEN CO., LTD .,
132, Kirkgate, Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes , Fans, rough or
finished : list 2d . - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
tor model engineers. - KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
tor lists , free one stamp. KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works , Stonebridge, Bristol.
Whitworth Sorowplato , t. 3-16ths, t, with taps
and tapwrench, is. id. ; Modeller's Set, is. id. WILKINS, 59, Silvan Villas, Bowes Park , London .
Compound Sudo-rests ; well made ; swivel, 2 } ,
158, 6d . ; 3 - in ., 175. 6d . Lists itd . - WILKINS.
Wanted, Turning, Boring, Milling Work , etc., or
every description. Speciality : Motor cylinder
boring ; Plain , spiral, and skew gear-cutting
Screw -cutting, Bnglish and Metric, any pitch :
general milling, planing, etc.-- GEORGE ADAMS,
144, High Holborn, London , W.C.
George Adams for all work needing special
accuracy, finish and prompt despatch . Plantmost
up-to -date and complete in the country.

..

SALE
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iii.
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellen !
value ; bore from 173. 6d . ; & bore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d . ; $ h .-p .. 175. 6d .
th.-P., 30s. Castings, 3s., ss., 9s. 6d. Cheapest
form of power for light work . - WHITNEY.
Contact Breakers for Induction Colls, guaran .
teed platinum , silver plated ; & in . to centre, is. 9d.:
I in ., 28. 3d . ; it ins., 28. 6d . ; If ins., 25. 9d . •
If ins., 3s . All other materials in stock. - WHITNEY
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 24 ins.
inside, is. 3d . each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed, 4 by 4 ; positive, gd . : negative, 7d . each :
Grids, 5d. ; Terininals, 3d . Excellent value . WHITNEY
Telephone Roceivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost nos . 6d . ; only 35. 3d., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id., post
free. Every one tested . - WHITNEY.
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ins., IS. 2d.; 6 by it ins..
IS. 8d. ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d . ; 6 by 21 ins., 4s. 6d. :
6 by 3t ins., 5s. 3d . ; 6 by 4 ins., 55. 9d. 8 by 4 ins
73. dozen packed . - WHITNEY .
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 35., 45., 6s. 9d.,
75. gd., 8s. ed., 1os. 9d., izs. 6d. dozen. Fuller
pattern , 7$. 9d ., gs. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes.- WHITNEY .
Rails for Model Railways.- Correct section ,
23. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, i in ., is. 9d . :
It ins., 25. rod . dozen , post free. - WHITNEY.
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitney for New and Second -hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories , etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitnoy, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
Road, London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar.
atus Bought, Sold and Exchanged . Estab
lished over quarter of a century .
Re-plate Your Blcycle Handle with Herbert's Re
liable Plating Solution, Is. 3d ., carriage paid ;
our Gem Bicycle Plating Outfit, 25. 6d. complete.
-HERBERT8, (Dept. D ), Urmston , Lancashire.
Turning, Milling, Dividing, Fitting, Repairing
etc., undertaken by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
Co., Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road, London .
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices , post free id.- JAMES B. LIVESEY, North
gate, Blackburn.
Free .-Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD , Snow Hill, London .
Plumbago Crucibles, 5d . ; Brassfounder's Sand,
cwt. bags,
is. 6d . (Instructions).- Geo. Wells,
Needham
Market.
To Parents.- Baby Carriages are delivered free
from HAWKE's Carriage Works, Park Street, Wore
cester, at extremely low prices ; send postcard for
newest list ; also parts supplied, such as tyres,
wheels , springs, shafts , and hoods recovered .
Universal Gas Engine.-- If you want reliable
Engines , then purchase the Universal. - Below .
Universal Gas Enginos, t, }, }, I, I, I , 2, and
3 b.h.-p.--Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Enginos, from 1 to 40
b.h.-p. ; highest quality. - Below .
Universal 011 Enginos ; run with ordinary
paraffin oil ; silent working ; efficient, reliable .--Below .
Universal Gas and 011 Engine List fully illus
trated ; three stamps ; send at once.- Below .
Universal Gas and oil Engine Castings ; our
prices are rockbottom ; lists three stamps. --Below .
Universal Gas Engine Castings, } b.b.-P., 175.6d .;
1 b.h.-P., 195. ; b.h.-p., 395. 6d ; & bh -p ., 50s.
-Below
UniversalGas Engine Castings, 1 b.h.-P., 575,6d .;
Il b.h.-D., £ 3 155. ; 2 b.h.-P., £ 4 58. ; quality unsur
passable.- Below .
Universal oil Engine Castings, $ 6.1.-P., 18s.;
1b.h.-p., 218.; Ib.h.-P., 455. ; 1b.h.-P., 555.
Below .
Universal Catalogue, fully illustrated , three
stamps.
Universal Motor Co., St. James Road , Derby.
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ARMSTRONG & CO., TWICKENHAM .
Makers of over 1000 sizes in
Portable , Ignition, and Pocket
Accumulators. All fitted with
acid -proof termirals and non
spilling vents. Illustrated Lists
and Testimonials , 4d . Special
line, own design , double fila
ment Cycle Lantern ; fitted with
6 volt 9 hr. curved two switches controlling each
filament. Beautifully nickel
rectangular , 8/6 , plated in 4, 6, and 8 volts, 10 or sent
charged.
each . Intensely power.
ful.

SMITH'S
EVERYTHING

Electric Catalogue .
Owing to the great demand, this List is now
out of print. A New Edition is being prepared,
and will be sent shortly to all those who have
applied for it.
W.A.C. SMITH , ElectricInstrument
53, DUNDAS ST., GLASGOW .

DYNAMOS

forWHEELCUTTING

!

T

The MORRIS COHEN CO ., Ltd.
VULCAN , WORKS,
ALFRED STREET, LEEDS
Manufacturers of every des
cription of Small Screws,
Bolts, and Nuts, in Steel
and Brass for Model and
Mechanical Work , both
Standard Whitworth and
British Association Threads

Mustrated Catalogue B ,
post free, 1d.
AGENT IN MOST TOWNS.

" ROYAL

93
AJAX "

4d.

25 /
LEYLAND BARLOW & Co.,
THROSTLENEST WORKS,
Trafford Road, MANCHESTER ,

Electrical
Specialities.

With VERTICAL SLIDE
MILLING ATTACHMENTS .
Invaluable for milling hexagon and square
articles in the lathe Accurate division
plates to cut up to 60 teeth . Can be fixed
at an argle for cutting bevel gears .
Size, 1 up to 60 tooth .

The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFG. Co.,
152, GREY MARE LANE MANCHESTER .

FULMEN WORKS ,
A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

Electrical Ignition

for

Gas and Oil Engines .
SPECIALITIES :
Coils giving a flaming spark ,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accamu
lators, & c., specially suitable for

ELECTRICAL

END OF SEASON SALB .
Write for Catalogue, enclosing Stamp.

BAIRD
&
TATLOCK,
7, TEVIOT PLACE , EDINBURGH.
THE
Launch , Yacht, and small -power Marine
Engine Builders.
ARDWICK
ENGINEERING
Castings of Engines from a Model ap to 100 Lb.p.
CO.
Drilling Machines. Chucks, Propellers, Stern
Tubes, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine OilMotors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, 6d .
Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK,
MANOHESTER .

The Franklin Dynamo.
50 Watts. 10 Volts, 5 Amperes.
3000 to 4000 revolutions. Sets
of material, finished parts com
plete :machines. For amateur con
struction – very efficient. Will
drive a dental engine, sewing ma
chine or small lathe; run as a
generator, will furnish current for
G FRANKLIN six 6 -candle lamps. Parts, $3-50,
Model Shop $6.00, $8.50 . Complete, $ 13.50.
Write for circular Key .
PARSELI. & WEED ,
129-131, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.
TO

ARMATURE LAMINATIONS.
OS S sizes
GS
All types
IN from 1 to 24 ins. diam .
AM ORand
T
N
S
DY MOT CA,
,
GI
FI NES
TT
I
CE NGS
LL
, S
etc
.

HEADS

EN

DIVIDING

ol

Carved ,
Trans
parent
4 -volt
5 -hr. light 5 - Postage any above
9-hr. 13 7/
4d.
12-hr,
10,
extra.

CASTINGS from
3 /- per Set .
Motors from 2/6 , complete.
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 103.; Electric
Alarm Clock , 41 ; Shocking Coils, 3 /- ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d .; Bell Sets , 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free, 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d .
Catalogue of Everything Eletcrical, 2d.,
post free.

Mustrated
Catalogue

Electric Alarm Clocks,
termin als
and contacts
complete, 4 Best quality .

1904.

INVENTORS .

Inventions developed and
placed on the market.
Patented articles
manufactured in quantities.

THORPE & SALTER ,
Engineers and Contractors ,
ESTABLISHED 1877,
235 , High Holborn , London ,
W.C.
Works : HOLLOWAY.
WORKSHOP ,
TOOL HOUSE ,
CYCLE HOUSE ,
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO , etc.,

Royal
Every description of Electrical,
Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason
able rates. Write requirements.
MOTORCYCLES .
2 ) h.-p.
38 Guineas.
Send for Free Price List.
The Silver Queen Cycle Co.Ld.
(L Dept. 18, Cray's Inn Road, LONDON .

F. C. BLAKE,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
STATION AVENUE,
KEW
GARDENS ,
LONDON .

Send
for

my
CATALOCUE
F. T. WALKER ,
Meersbrook ' Bank , SHEFFIELD .
When writing to Advertisers,
please do not forget to mention
The Model Engineer."
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COMPANY,
Established 1890.
60, Brook St., C.- on -M ., MANCHESTER . Contractors to H.M.Government.
Every Reader of the “ Model Engineer should send two Stamps for our 44 -page Illustrated List It contains
Illustrations and particulars of

,see
Qualities
List
.Other

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

No
connection
with any
other firm .

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

At lowest possible prices, and for those who prefer to make up their own Models all various parts are listed.
ELECTRIC BELLS, TELEPHONES, INDICATORS, COILS , etc., etc.
MONEY SAVED by sending for our List (44 pages), post freo, two Stamps, before purchasing ElectricalGoods.

The “ CLARION " Bell.
Loud -Ringing Electric Bell,
splendidly made, with
2 } Gong
1/3 each .
... 1/4
12
23
9
7
1/6
3

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC
Please note only Address

To have models

made to your own designs, draw
ings or instructions, send to, or call on,

A. COLE,
111, Olapham Park Rd ., London, S.W.
( Two Minutes from Clapham Common
Station ).

Foot

SUPPLY Co., 60, Brook Street ,
3
C -on - M ., MANCHESTER ,

LATBES
PLAIN AND SCREW -CUTTING.
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
PACE & ANGLE PLATES .
Bright Mild and Tool Steel.
Lists, 2d . postage.
ENGINEERS'
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, STORES,
35 & 35A, Clerkenwell Rd ., London , E.C.

Power

“ Star ”

Lathes

Are high grade screw -cutting engine lathes, 43
and 54 inch centres, made to supply the demand
for a foot power lathe containing the desirable
features of the best power lathes and equal to
any precision lathe for accuracy. A large
number are also used with countershaft for
light machine-shop and tool- room service .
Ask for Catalog " B ," giving detailed in
formation.

OW to PATENT an INVENTION
ADVICE GRATIS .
BOOK , giving full particulars as to Cost,
Forms, & c., FREE from
CASSELL & Co. Regd. Patent Agents,
Crown Chambers, 9, Kogent Street,
LONDON , W.
(Patents sold and placed upon the market.)

JASPER REDFERN , LTD.,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS .
Forgings in steel or iron . Castings in steel, iron ,
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High- class
Lathes from 30s. Electrical and Scientific Ap
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.
PROMPT

THE SENECA FALLS MFC . CO.,
(72)
560 Water Street,
Seneca Falls, N. Y., U. S. A.

SALES

are effected through an Advt. in
our Sale and Exchange Column.
Give it a trial.

Contractors to Admiralty ,
War Office and India Office.
"

BRITANNIA

Safety Automatic

OIL

”

ENGINE .

NO OIL PUMP. NO AIR FAN .
NO LAMP.
NO IGNITION TUBE . NO AIR PUMP. NO GRAVITY FEED .
The Ideal Power for driving small Workshops ,
Electric Lighting, Pumping , etc.

ny

BRITANNIA
The

BRITANNIA

ENGINEERING

COLCHESTER , ENG .

Co., Ltd.

lv.

For Sale.-- A pair of D.A. Oscillating Cylinders,
2 ins. by 1 in.; a complete Set of Castings of a
S.V. Engine, half finished , it ins. by 21 ins. ;
No. 1 Kapp Dynamo_and Lamp, ready for run
ning ; best offer . - B . TREWEEKS, Pembroke.
Model Horizontal Steam Engine, about 1 h.-p.,
in good working order ; accept £ 2 ; particulars on
application . Address , Mr. J. Weetman , Wren
Nest House, Glossop .
Wanted. --Gas or Oil Engine, about 1 h.-p.;
must be in good running condition .-- Price and
Particulars, Box_204 , MODEL ENGINEER , 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
1-5 h.-p. Dynamo or Motor, drum armature, all
parts machined ; oil cups, terminals ; requires wire
and armature ; described “ English Mechanic,"
1897 ; 16.-E. FIELD, Hartwood Road, South
port.
For Sale. - 42 Nos. Amateur Work ," 25 con .
secutive, published at 6d . each ; no reasonable
offer refused . - Jos. KILBURN , North Bondgate,
Bishop Auckland.
Dynamo, 10 volts 4 amps. ;has drum armature ;
good sound machine ; suitable for lighting or
charging accumulators ; 128. 6 .; guaranteed
per fect.--SUTCLIFFE, 30, Drake Street, Rochdale .
Pair of Trap Wheels, new : fitted with rubber
tyres ; 4 ft. 2 ins. over all (cost €6 ), accept 64.
BROWN, 35, Whittall Street, Birmingham .
Wanted.--- Launch Motor, complete working
model, water-cooled , paraffin or petrol ; two
stroke preferred. - Dickson , 37, Spring Gardens,
Edinburgh .
Wanted. - Small Water Motor, over 1-16 h.-P.,
at 60 lbs. pressure . - J. Dickson , 37, Spring Gar
dens, Edinburgh .
Motor, 11 h.-P., coil, five dry batteries. Cycle :
Gamage's Ilixur " Motor , has heavy fly
wheel, suitable for driving workshop or dynamo ;
exchange for 1 h.-p. Gas Engine, or would sell
Motor separate. What offers ?-- 8, Westminster
Parade, Bounces Road , Lower Edmonton ,
Sale or Partly Exchange,well-madeaccumulator,
about 6 amps. at 10 volts ; cheap ; particulars
stamp.-- " AMPERE ," 79, Euston Road , London .
Dynamo, 10 volts (shunt), laminated armature,
125. 6d., or exchange ; stamp for particulars.
J. A. HINCHLIFFE, 3, Castlegate, Huddersfield .
Exchange.-- Patent Child's Swing Garden Ham
mocks, for Electrical Books,Appliances ; anything
price 55. - JONES, 8, Ashby Street, Norwich .
Loco.-- Slide- valve Cylinders, 24 ins. long, with
tender (brass), reversing, water gauge, dome,
safety valve, & c., 4 -in . driving wheels, tubular
boiler ; £ 2 ios. ; cost £7. - S. Collins, Penryn
Lodge, King's Norton , Worcestershire.
Chassis for two-seated light car, almost com
plete,
Below . three speeds, and reverse , wire wheels.
Petrol Motor, 24 by 3t, air- cooled , wipe contact ;
new and can be seen running ; sell above together
or separate or exchange Tricycle (quad or trimo),
in thorough good condition . --- Below .
Carburettor, suit 2 h.-p. engine. Any of the
above can be inspected by appointment; stamp.
-FRASER, 77 , Heath Road, Clapham , S.W.
For Sale.---in . Sparking Coil ; absolutely new
and perfect ; cost 12s. 6d . What offers ? Cash
only.-H. MUNROE, 3, Highfields, Huddersfield .
Drilling Machine, three- jaw chuck, and 10 drills
to 5-16ths in ., 175.;massive Leg Vice, 4 -in . jaw ,
145. ; 45 numbers Model ENGINEER , 45. ; Hand
Camera , Chemicals, & c., 58. - Below .
Two Motor Cycle Outer Covers, never used , 255.;
near offers considered ; particulars stamp. - A . J.
BANKS, Park Nook , Kedleston , Derby.
“ Model Engineers " for sale from 1899, ninety
six numbers , 128. 6d . or offers.-- WILLIAM MILLEN,
25 , Apsley Street, Partick, Glasgow .
For Sale. - 6-in . Steam Dial, i- in . Wheel Valve,
one set of Water Gauges ; offers.-- A . Sisson ,
Eastwood, Notts.
Exchange.--- Vertical Steel Multitubular Boiler
(Goodhand), 10 ins. by 20 ins., all fittings, “ Vic ”
injector, and Vertical High-speed Engine,all piping
and connections.-- Below .
Two Dynamos (shunt), 10 volts 3 amps., and
12 volts ro amps. ; also Gunmetal Launch Engine
and Boiler, complete , and three 30 amp.-hour
Accumulators , for Motor Bike or one Gent's and
one Lady's Free Wheel Bike or cash offers. All
above as new and in perfect condition ; particulan
stamp -A. LIVERMORE, H.M.S. “ Andromache,"
Harwich .
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“ Electric Installations,” by Rankine Kennedy;
Lathe, 3.in , bench, back -geared, screw -cutting,
4 vols. ; 258. or offers. - WILLIAM WALLACE , co
and surfacing, gap-bed ; first-class tool ; cheap ; .
Wallace, General Buildings, Perth .
Stevenson's
Model Factory Engine, I by 1, with
Induction Coll, 10 -in . spark, in good condition ;
lagged boiler, 205.; MODEL ENGINEERS, 1903, 45.
best offer has it ; photo stamp ; will exchange for
Particulars, Mr. STAMP, Post Office , Monument
good Lathe.- J. N. HARVEY, The Grove, Kidder
Road , Birmingham .
minster,
4-1n . Back -geared Headstock, steel bushes, 71
Practically Unused. - Bench Drilling Machine,
faceplate , small chuck ; bargain ; 229. 6d . ; also
with six drills to f-in . ; £ 1 128. 6d. ; bargain ; best
Electric
for model boat, tripolar armature,
quality Whitworth Screwplate and Taps, i in., 75. 60.- Motor
Write G. LEE , 18, Somerset Road , Ed.
3-16ths in., 1 in ., 5-32nds in., 25. 3d .; new Swivel monton
.
jaw Machine Vice, opens 34 ins., 8s. 6d . (worth
6-in. Iron Lathe Head, hand- rest, and wood
188. 6d .). Wanted , 4 h.-p. Gas Engine, either
chuck, 6s. 6d . ; pair 28-in . Bicycle Wheels , wood
new or nearly new , and Small Anvil, for cash
for Goodrich tyre ; inch pitch ; perfect ;
rims,
deposit system .-- ALBERT SMITH , Lace Manufac
58. the two.- " Lynton," Morland Road , Croydon .
turer, 4 , Lime Villas, Longeaton , Nottingham .
Bargains. - Brass Horizontal Boiler, 12 by 3,
Gas Engine, 1 b.h..p ., unused (cost 415 ), take
Bassett-Lowke's cast turned ends, 7s.6d. ; an
£ 10 ; Horizontal Steam Engine, 1 h.-P., 23. - Pass,
other, 12 by 21, 7s. (tested 60 lbs. ) ; Torpedo Boat
138, Bedford Road , Birkenhead.
boiler, 12 $. ; Vertical Boiler, ten
Hull, 3 ft., with
Wanted, the first 140 numbers of the “ M.E."
tubes
, 6s. " ADVERTISER , 42, Luther Street, deposit
system .--Offers to J. TROUCHE, 4 , Rue
Brighton .
Toleysel, Saint Etienne, Loire , France.
Exchange for Lady's Free Wheel Cycle , large
Sale
Exchange.--Boiler and Engine, I h .-p .;
or
Ætna Brazing Lamp, Drilling Machine, large Leg
or will exchange for Boiler, 5 ft . by 2 ft. 6 ins.
Vice, Lathe (two chucks), Hack -saw , Electric
Haslam
FRANK
, Hollins, Whitefield , near Man
Bells, Zincs, several other things ; apply by letter
chester.
or personally.--HAGGER , 43 Frith Road , Leyton .
stone.
Wanted, a neat, small Launch Steering Wheel,
about 15 ins. ; whistle, bilge pump, safety -valve,
Graphoseope and Stereoscope combined, walnut,
gauge. - M ., 34,Langside Place, Glasgow .
5-in . lens, 159. 60. ; Negative Rack for 200 71 by
Bargains. - 30 -watt charging and lighting drum
5, and 200 or 31 sq., 35. 6d . ; large glass-bottomed
armature Dynamo, 18s.; Model Motor , 3 $. ;
Dish , 24 ins. by 19 ins., 5s. ; Burnisher, 6-in. bar
Brownie
“
" Camera , 25.; · Nipper " Camera ,
for gas, 4s. 60.; quantity glass-stoppered Bottles ;
IS . 6d . ; Shocking Coil, 2s.6d..-- ALFRED BONNER,
cheap .-- WARBURTON , Moira , Leicestershire.
Wentworth
jnr.,
103,
Street, London , E.
Wanted. - b.h.-p. Oil Engine ; must_be in
Bargain. - Treadle Lathe, 21- in. gap bed , 2
good working order and cheap for cash . - BLACK
order
good
ceritres
;
; 308.-- R . CHALMERS, 15,
WOOD, Station Cottage, Alva.
One Piece Solid Drawn Copper Tube, 12 by Stirling Street, Alva.
Steam
Engine,
Horizontal
it ins. by 21 ins.
3 3-16ths by $ ; nine pieces ditto , 6 5-16ths by
stroke ; in working order ; good bargain , 175, 6d.,
by 15 G.; one piece Sheet Copper, 154 by 66
offer.JAMES,
nearest
Hill Park , Peck
Rye
7,
or
by 19 G. ; two pieces 58 diameter by 19 G.; also
four odd pieces. All this lot for boiler-making . ham .
“ Globe " Typewriter (cost £3). Wanted , Lathe or
Set of 2 by 4 inverted Cylinder Engine Castings,
anything, useful. What offers ?—MAKIN, Newton
very strong, partly done ; pair very strong 41
Avenue, Longsight, Manchester .
Lathe Head Castings ; sell for cash or would
Wanted.-Model Loco (by Bassett-Lowke), 2 -in .
exchange for a good working Model Engine and
or
21-in . gauge ; cheap ; approval. - 16 , South
Boiler. - .MILLINGTON, Goldthorn Hill, Wolver
hampton
Terrace
, Chesterton , Cambridge.
For Sale.---Horizontal Stearn Engine, 2-in. bore,
Sale or Exchange . - 113 40 M.E." , clean , un
bound . What offers ? Boiler preferred . --Ad
3-in . stroke, lubricator, two drain cocks, parallel
dress, R. McDowall , 52 , Oakbank, Mid -Calder, guides ; 255. ; letters only.-F. ROBINSON , c/o Scott,
N.B.
British Museum , London , W.C.
Treadle Fret Machine (new Roger), tilting table,
A Vertical Steel Boller (by Macmillan ), 9 by 18
dust blower, drills, designs, directions, quite new
ins., on cast-iron foundation , nearly new ; also
155.), ros .; " Industrial Self Instructor," Vol.
(cost
259.,
price
stroke,
same,
2f
Vertical Engine for
V , 55. - 38, Peveril Street,Nottingham .
or would exchange for back -geared gap -bed Treadle
Battery,
Fishing-rod
centre
,
14 carbons, 9 zincs, with terminals, all
also
;
Lathe, about 4- in .
6 by 3 ; 14 Glass Blocks, 7 brass clamps , with ter
length 14 ft., new , price 7s. 60.-A. JURY, Offord
minals,
138. 60.– BAIRD , Westmont, Bearsden ,
Road, Sevenoaks.
Glasgow
1 -Plate Pocket or Stand Camera for sale ; in
Phonograph and ten records in gooi
sell
will
perfect order (cost $2 ios.), will accept fi 155.
condition 128. 6d. - SMITH, Fernley Cottage,
PAVEY , Oakley House, Adam Street, Burnham ,
B.
Som .
Hawley , nr. Dartford , Kent.
What offers 8 - Cash or exchange 50 back num
For Sale . - Turbine, as described in “ M.E."
bers ModeL ENGINEER , between January, 1899.
October 22nd ; also Boiler , internal flue, seven
and April, 1902. - ROBERT POWLEY, 41, Ropling
cross tubes, hard soldered , steam and water
ham Road , Southfields, Wandsworth .
gauges ; suit boat 3 ft. 6 ins, or 4 ft. ; also Benzo
“ Model Engineers," April, 1899, to March, 1904 ;
line Lamp, to suit above, 355.; Several small
clean , unbound . What offers ?-SHANKS, I, Sandy.
Steam Launches , cheap for cash.-W. B. NAYLOR ,
mount Street, Belfast .
Kesh , co . Fermanagh .
Model Marine Enging Cylinder ; double-acting,
Sale .--No. 1 Kapp Dynamo, new , 15$. ; Hori
zontal Engine and Boiler, 48.--Apply, THORP, 27, oscillating, it-in . stroke by 1-in . bore ; flywheel,
41 ins, ; pulley wheel ; connection for propeller,
High Street, Salisbury.
Wanted.-- Secondhand Good Galvanometer, in
rings to piston , oiler : 8f ins. by 64 ins. over all ;
weighs 5 lb.; engineer made ; 20s. cash . -WEST
perfect working order ; also Milliamperemeter .
HAROLD PICKERING, Chippenham , Wilts.
WOOD, 48, The Grove, Baling.
Copper Boller ; 9 by 5 ; Tos . Also Engine, 45
Gas Engine for sale, I h.-p., new ; must sell ;
Particulars free. -ROGERS, 38, Borough , London .
also Dynamo, cheap.- 6, Harley Street, Bow , E.
Right and Left-Hand Armstrong Toal-Hol 'er :
Exchange.-- Engine (11 by 2 ) and Boiler (9 by
20 ), tested to 100 lbs., with all fittings complete, number 7 ; sell for 5 $. each. - ALAN TODO), Preston
Lea, Belvedere.
value £7 , for h.-p. Oil Engine, or best offer.
Wanted.- Fletcher's Blowpipe and Bellows for
P. WARD , 166, Rockingham Street, Sheffield .
cycle brazing, --- Price , in good condition only, to
Great Bargains. - III, IV , V , VI, VII , MODEL
W : DIXON, 55, Pratt Street, N.W.
ENGINEER, Ios. 6d. ; Voltmeter to 15, Ámmeter
Small Traction Engine for sale for 14s., or ex
to 10, new , 308.; Voltmeter to 6, 75. ; 39-in.
change for Small Dynamo. - HESTER, 21, Émwell
Destroyer Huli, 68, 6d. ; Motor for same, 3s. 6d . ;
Street,Warminster, Wilts .
t-plate Stand Camera, los. 6d. ; 4-volt trans
* b. n . p. Engine ; new : unuser! ; cost £ 15 ;
parent 12-hour Cycle Accumulator, 75.; 4-cell
take £ ro . Horizontal Steam Engine, i h .-p.
Bichromate Battery, 5s. 60.; 8-cell Tray Battery,
138B, Bedford Road , Birkenhead.
Pass.
58. 6d . All above in splendid condition : particu
Loco ; all brass, 8s, 6d.; worth double. Two
lars stamp.- C. HUSKINSON , Fairfield , Sevenoaks.
Induction Coil, giving 3- in . to 31- in . spark, oscillating cylinders ; -in . bore : is. each ; Pint
Bicbromate Battery , 25. Loco Boiler, 35. Motor
nearly new , price only (3 ios., cost double ; also
28. 6d.-- 66, Beru Road, Poutypridda
4-cell Accumulator Battery for working same,
258. - REED , 34, Heath Street, Hampstead .
Continued on page vilt.)
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A few numbers
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The price is 2d., from all Agents
of “ The Model Engineer ," or 3d ., post

free , from

PERCIVAL

MARSHALL &

Co.,

26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
March 19, 1908
January 1, 1908.
A Model Dirigible Air Ship. [Illustrated .]
Coloured-plate Design for Model Horizontal Undertype Compound Engine
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making ( continued). ( Illustrated .]
and Boiler. Also Article on Construction of Same. (Illustrated .)
Screw Propellers for Model Steamers. ( Illustrated .]
How to Build a Three- phase Alternating Current Motor. [Illustrated.]
Designs for Model Steam Turbines. [Illustrated .]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making. [ Illustrated .)
to Graduate Small Voltmeters and Ammeters. ( Illustrated.]
How
How to Determine the Direction of Rotation of an Electro-Motor . (Illust. )
Design for a Model Compound Undertype Engine and Boiler (con.). (Illust .)
Sail Plans for Model Yachts. (Illustrated .]
Model Steam Yacht. [ Illustrated .)
Splendid
A
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves.
Milling in Small Lathes (continued ). [Illustrated .)
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use (con .). ( Illustrated.]
March 26 , 1908,
Milling in Small Lathes. [Illustrated .]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
January 8 , 1908.
(continued ). [ Illustrated .]
Yacht
Model
Steam
Splendid
A
A Working Model Colliery. [Illustrated.]
The Lubrication ofModel Engines and Small Machinery . [Illustrated.)
A Reciprocating Electro-Motor (Horizontal Type). [Illustrated .]
Compound Engines (continued ). [ Illustrated.]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use (con .). (Illustrated.]
How to Make an Electric Engraving Machine._ [ Illustrated.]
The Model Cruiser Harlech. [ Illustrated .]
The 750-watt Direct-Coupled High -Speed Engine and Dynamo Prize
Design for a Model Compound Undertype Engine and Boiler (con.). [Illus.]
Design
. [Illustrated .)
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ).
nts
Experime
on Electric Oscillations and Waves ( continued ). [Illustrated.]
ated.]
e.
Design for a Model Compound Launch Engin (Illustr
y
Aprill 2, 1908.
Januar 15 , 1903.
Screw Propellers for Model Steamers ( continued ). [Illustrated .]
A Portable Electric Lantern . [Illustrated . ]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use (con.). ( Illustrated .]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). (Illustrated .)
How to Make an Electric Engraving Machine ( continued ). [Illustrated .)
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). [ Illustrated .)
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves ( continued ). [Illustrated.)
A Neat Small-Power Horizontal Engine. [ Illustrated .)
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ).
How to Make a Model Steam Roller. [Illustrated .]
Model Railway Electric Signalling. [Illustrated.]
January 22 , 1908.
The Construction of a “ Wheatstone Bridge " and an Astatic Galvano
April 9, 1908.
meter. [ Illustrated .]
How to Make a Model Steam Roller (continued ). [Illustrated .]
Milling in Small Lathes (continued). [Illustrated.)
An Oil Spray Burner for Models. [Illustrated .]
A Model Steam Turbine. [Illustrated. ]
A Switchboard for Electric Railways. Illustratud .]
The Points of a Good Lathe.
A Good Battery for the Amateur. [Illustrated .)
Paper-Made Model Boats. [ Illustrated.)
ated .)
A Novel Model Launch Engine.
[Illustr
type Engine
Design
for a Model Compound Under
and Boiler ( con .). (Illust.)
January 29, 1908.
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves ( cont'nued ), (Illustrated .]
Designs for Model Steam Turbines (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making ( continued ).
April 16, 1908.
A Wooden Model Locomotive. (Illustrated .)
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). (Illustrated .)
Compound Enginee s.
A Good Battery for the Amateur ( continued ). [ Illustrated .]
The Motor Bicycl : Its Design , Construction , and Use (con .). Illustrated .]
Milling in Small Lathes ( continued ). [Illustrated .)
February 5, 1903.
An Ardent Model Maker . [Illustrated .)
A Model Post Office Railway Van . [ Illustrated .)
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ).
How to Make a Model Steam Roller ( continued ). [ Illustrated .)
Hints on Condenser Making. ( Illustrated .]
Original Designs for 750-watt Direct-Coupled High-Speed Steam Engine
A Convenient Reading - lamp for the Bedroom . [Illustrated . ]
and Dynamo (continued ). [ Illustrated. ]
Aprbl 28, 1908.
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). (Illustrated .]
A Model Launch Engine. (Illustrated .]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). [Illustrated.)
Design for a Model Compound Undertype Engine and Boiler (con .). [Illust.)
Sea -going Model Yachts. (Illustrated .]
A Clockwork “ Twopenny Tube " Engine. [ Illustrated .]
February 12 , 1903.
A Portable Electric Lantern . [Illustrated .)
ed.
[Illustrat
Boller. for
A Simple Designs
A Model " Brotherhood " Steam Engine. (Illustrated .]
750-watt ]Direct-Coupled High -Speed Steam Engine
Original
A
Well-Made Model Steam Yacht. (Illustrated .)
and Dynamo ( continued). [ Illustrated .]
Some Interesting Experiments with Steam Nozzles .
My Experiences in Model Locomotive Building. [Illustrated .)
Testing
a Pelton Wheel.
Compound Surface-Condensing Engines of s.s. Bolivar. ( Illustrated .]
Silver Solder, and How to Use It. [Illustrated .]
Milling in Small Lathes (continued). [Illustrated .]
April 30, 1903.
February 19 , 1903.
An Attractive Model Horizontal Engine with Link -Motion . ( Illustrated .]
ModelMaking for Beginners - XII, An Easily Made Electro-Motor ; XIII, A
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). ( Illustrated .!
Primary Cell. (Ilustrated .]
A Small Boring Machine. [Illustrated .]
Steering Gears for Model Yachts. (Illustrated .]
SteeringGear for Model Yachts. (Illustrated . ]
Compound Engines (continued ).
g Out Plates for Conical Boiler Work. ( Illustrated .]
Settin
A Model Railway. [ Illustrated.]
A Compact Steam Plant. ( Illustrated .]
d.)
Model Engineering in Russia. [ Illustrate
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves ( continued.)
A Model Flying Machine. (Illustrated .]
A Model Electric Tramway . [ Illustrated .]
February 26 , 1903 .
al Facts about Batteries .
ated.)
ued).
tions
Practic
(Illustr
c
(
contin
ments
Waves
and
Oscilla
Electri
on
Experi
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use (con .). (Illustrated .]
May 7, 1903.
A Model Quick -Firing Gun . [ Illustrated .)
Milling in Small Lathes (continued ). [Illustrated.]
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves ( continued ). ( Illustrated .)
A Small Easily-Made Transformer . [ Illustrated.]
A Model Electric Tramcar (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
A Model Screw Tug. [ Illustrated.]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making ( continued). (Illustrated .]
A Small Fan . [ Illustrated .]
March 5 , 1903 .
A Fast Steaming Model Boat. [ Illustrated .)
A Controller for Small Electric Motors. [Illustrated .]
Practical Facts about Batteries (continued ).
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). [Illustrated.]
A Useful Grinding Machine. [ Illustrated .]
Screws and Screwing Tackle for Model Engineers. [ Illustrated.]
The Use of Aluminium for Patterns.
Compound Engines ( continued).
The Use of Highly Superheated Steam .
A Design for a Model Steam Turbine (De Laval Type). [Illustrated.]
May 14, 1903.
Recent Experiments with Model Electric Railway Locomotives. [Illust.)
A
Model L. & Y. Railway Ten -Wheeler. [Illustrated .]
March 12 , 1903 .
raph
[
Illustrated .)
Photog
How
Model.
to
a
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). [Illustrated .]
The Amateur Electrician : What Shall he Make ? [Illustrated .)
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued). ( Illustrated .]
Safe Speeds for Flywheels .
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design , Construction , and Use ( con.). [Illustrated .]
Water Softening for Amateur Engineers . ( Illustrated .)
A Model Electric Man -o'-War. [Illustrated.)
Designs 1. r Model Steam Turbines (continued ). [Illustrated .
The Feed -Water for Model Boilers.
Model Hanu -Feed Arc Lamp for Optical Lantern Use. [Illustrated .)
An Evening in a Model Engineer's Workshop. (Illustrated.]
A Stock and Dies for ModelWork . (Tilustrated .]
The Measurement of Resistance . (Illustrated .)
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MOY'S

Acoumulator Makers and Manufacturers,

Patent Ellipsograph
A
For describing accurately any size
Ellipse up to 4 by 3 * ins.

Price
6. VOLT POCKET
TYPE, 9 brs. Light,
either shape,
EBONITE, 8/6.
TRANSPARENT CELLULUID , 97-, Al sent charged
Ready for Lighting. Acid -proof terminals. Non
spilling vents.

30 /
DYNAMO

Particulars on application .

W.M.MARLING ,
Manufacturer,

GAS

The Franklin Gas Engine.
One-half Horse -Power.
worth $ 100 complete. Wesell all
necessary Castings, Materials, and
Detail Drawings for $ 16'50. For
real work - not a toy . 450 tevo
lutions per minute. Upright or
horizental form . Finished parts
separately . Runs by Gas or
sold
BA FRANKLIN Gasolene. For boys
and men with
Model Shop a mechanical turn . Write for
circular .
PARSELL & WEED,
129-131, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.
DART UNIONS
Connect Pipes without Packing, so they can be die
connected at any time, with no trouble .
Write for Catalogue No. 101 .
THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
78-80 , City Rd ., London , E.C.
Glasgow Office : 9, HOWARD STREET.

C

OF

BY

47, Finsbury Pavement, London, B.O.
Established 1851. Works: Hackney , E.

Electric A
larm Clocks, Curved ,
terminals Trans.
and contacts parent
4.VOLT
complete ,4. 4.volt
Best quality 5-hr. 54• POCKET ACCUMULATORS.
g-br. 71. Curved Ebonite, 5-br., 1/9
9-br., 6/6 ; 12 -hr., 9/6
17-br.10/
Rectangular Celluloid , g -br., 7 /- ; 12.br. 117.
All sent charged ready for immediate lighting.
Postage, any above, 4d. extra . Accumulators, any
kind, cheaply charged and repaired. Obtain im .
mediately our large Electrical Catalogue and Tes .
timonials, 41. Grandest goods. Genuine bargains.
No rubbish at Armstrong's. Pick of the Ma ket
right away . ARMSTRONG'S IGNITION Accumu.
litors for your MOTOR BIKE

B

OIL

ENGINES ( ...),

ALFRED H. AVERY , A.I.E.E.
SECOND EDITION .
Oloth Boana
103 pages . 61 Illustrations,
Price 1/ - net. Post free 1/2 .

£ 7 108 .

ENGINES . . £ 8 108.

WATER MOTORS (1.p. ) £ 8 108.
ELECTRIC MOTOR , £ 12 108.
For larger Sizes see Catalogues.
Dynamos, Bolls, Portable Accumulators, Modloal
Colls, Lamps, Electrical Novelties, etc.
PRICES & QUALITY UNEQUALLBD.
AÐ Goods Guaranteed. See Testimonials.
Three New Illustrated Catalogues : Electrical,
Mechanical, Novelties , id. stamp each ; the three,
zd. stamps .

Of all Agents for THB MODBL EN .
GINEBR , or from
PBRCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , B.C.

ODWORK
O

,

L. FORD ,
Manufacturing
Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDGE
.
Ask

your grocer for

EPPS'S
( The most nutritious )

COCOA
And take no other.
We should be obliged if
Advertisers would
send
small remittances in
d.
stamps.

WOO
JOINTS :
How to Make and
Where to Use Them .
The making of Joints is often a stumbling block
to the successful completion of a structure, and is
looked upon as a difficulty not easily overcome.
The matter is not a serious one, bowever, if the
preper methods are adopted : and this book ,
written in a practical manner by a practical man ,
gives the necessary instructions for setting out and
making joints of every description .
If the instructions are carried out as given any
person who can use Tools should find no difficulty
in carrying out any job he undertakes in a work
manlike fashion .
137 Illustrations .
85 pages .
From all Agents for THE WOODWORKER , price
ed , net, or 7 %9d . post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court,
Fleet St., LONDON , E.C.

DYNAMOS .
Castings,

DYNAMOS

30 watts , 3s. per

Set.

Complete Dynamos, 12s. 6d . each ,
DYNAMO AND NOVELTY LISTS, post free, 1d .
CATALOGUE of EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL, post free, 2d .

Photographed from our
No. 6 MACHINE .

THE ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES
WILSON STREET.
152 , Crey Mare

MANUFACTURING CO.,
Lane, Manchester.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Not
Any Amateur can obtain BRILLIANT
RESULTS if he uses Kitlene Lightning
French Polish for Amateurs.
COMPLETE OUTFIT , containing all that is requisite,
in handsome red case, 28. ; postage 3d.
RE- FILLS. - Polish , 9d.; Oil and Spirit (combined ), 7d .
Postage on each. 31.
Why

MILLING
SPECIAL

CUTTERS

SMALL

End Slotting Mills .
78 ,

. i

in ., 1/- each .

14 in ., 13 each .
jg,

Po

e Chambers,
Kitlene Syndicate, Ltd.. Wardrob
LONDON , E.C.
Me tion THE MODEI. ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN .

} , ž.

in ., 1/6

NOVELTIES .

See 44-page Illustrated List, and NEW SUPPLE
MENT, post free, two Stamps. Lowest Prices.
Best Quality .
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO .,
Electric Bells, from 1/8. 60, Brook Street, C.-on - M .,MANCHESTER.

Diso Slotting Cutters .
} in dia ., }, - } in. wide) All tapped
1
1 in . Whit.
3
1/6 each .
I

*

LATEST

ELECTRICAL .

2 /- each .

ܝܛܝܝ

EVERYTHING

each.

each .

igin ., 1/9
on 72 in .;

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. ,
60 , Brook Street, C.-on-M ., Manohester,

SIZES .

ig in . dia., 5 , 6, 4, in fin . wide, 1 in
hole , 3 / - each .

• This size has ground teeth .
MOTORS .
Baoked -off Convex

TECHNICAL

Cutters .

Diam .

Bore.
Price.
Sorewed
13/
To forfin . fin . 1 in . Wnitw . ) each .
Width .

fin .

Screwed
3/
fin.{ 5 in .Whitw.S each .

End and Face Mills ,
Width Diam .
Bore.
Price .
each .
in .
in .
3 /
& Taper
4./

I

to

1904 Featherweight Motor Equipment, 2 h.p., to fit
your present Roadster, £ 10 10s. 12months' guarantee .
2 h.p.Components, £ 3 17s.6d. Castings & Drawings , 258.
Hercules 5 h.p. Twin Cylinder Motor, £ 14 . Castings
and Drawings, £ 3 18s.
Hercules Water-cooled Car Motors, 4 h.p., £ 12 ; 6 h.p.,
£ 16 105.; 12 h.p., £ 32 ; 24 h.p., £60.
Hercules Launch Motors from 72 h.p.
Hercules Renowned Gas and Oil Engines from 48 to
24 h.p. 12 months' guarantee .
Whatever you want in the Motor line we can supply you. Any
odd size Pistons, Piston -rings, Cylinders, Flywheels, Crank
cases,etc. Delivery at sharp notice. Interesting Catalogue, 4d .
Speciality - F . D.Werner's converted to rear -drive, and made
up to date, Spray Carburettor, etc. ; excellent results , £ 4 158.
Delivery back 3 davs. Several already done.
YOU KNOW MY PLACE
Whiston St. Engine Works,
DERBY .
HENRY BUTLER ,

AKO

HERCULES

*

.
BOOKS

Screwed
l in.Whit.} 61

* {}in whit.} 61

All these cutters have ground teeth on end and face.
We have prepared a new 16 -page List of the
latest books on Engineering, Electricity ,
Amateur Mechanics , and Woodworking.
This will be sent free to any address on
receipt of application , enclosing Stamp for
postage.
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.O.

Send 6d. in Stamps, mentioning this paper, for
fully illustrated 96 pp . Price List to

GEORGE

ADAMS,

144, HICH HOLBORN, LONDON , W.C
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Wanted , Model Boiler with fittings . Exchange
Zither Banjo, or sell, 30s. ; offers . - H . KENDALL,
West Road, Oakham .
Motor Cyele (Humber), Ixion, two- stroke engine;
new condition ; ready for road ; thoroughly genuine;
15 guineas. - Write BROWN, 19 , Rolliris Street,
Old Kent Road .
Twin -Cylinder Marine Engine ; 4-10. bore ; 4 -in .
stroke ; 265. (cost nearly double). Gunmetal
Force Pump ; z-in . ram , t-in . stroke ; 58., new .
8 - in . Circular Saw and Spindle for Lathe ; 6s. 6d .
-F. TAYLOR, 25, Effra Road, Wimbledon .
Slide-Rest, compound (new ), 3t- in . Exchange
for Small Dynam : or offers. - 53, Brompton
Road , Albert Road , Southsea .
For Sale, or Exchange for secondhand Cycle ,
Castings for 1-6th h.-p. Gas Engine ; almost ready
to erect ; turn ing and drilling almost completed . Write for particulars , P. DOUGHTY , 3 , Chatteris
S.E.
Road.Cycle
Kent
, NewFree
Road
Lady's
Wheel
; high-class machine ;
gold lined ; silver-plated rims; rim brakes on both
wheels ; raised handle bar ; in splendid order :
nearly new ; genuine bargain ; £ 4 173. Will send
on approval. - Victoria House , 60, Newton Street,
Birmingham
Gont.eman's Free Wheel Cyele this year'smake);
plated rims; leading make; two rim brakes : t in .
pitch chain ; Whitworth handle bars ; also all
accessories ; bargain , €4 175. Will send on
approval.- Victoria House, 60, Newton Street,
Birmingham .
Offers Wanted for bound volume , Nos. 1 to 9 ,
MODEL
I to 15 M.E.Handbooks
also 62 ENGINEER,
worth BooksNos.
on Hypnotism
; or exchange;
for h.-p.Gas or Oil Engine ; complete ; in run
ning order. - MCARTHUR, junr., Station Hotel,
Cupar.
Horizontal Steam Engino, cylinder 4 by st; in
ap
seen byStrat
splendid
two20,pulleys
; with
pointmentorder
; £4.
- BALL,
Sandal; Street,
ford .
Gas Engir e about it h.- R.; splendid condition,
modern type ; 67. - Write, BLAKENEY, Tankerville
Road, Strea tham .
H rizontal Steam Engine, it bore by 31 stroke,
11-in . flywheel, governors and lubricators comưlete
with iwo it laced belt pulleys ; engineer made ;
in working order ; sacrifice, sos., or nearest offer.
WM. PODMORE, The Brooklanis,Goldenhill, St.ffs.
For Sale . - Bargain (gentleman giving up).
Superior slide-valve Model Loco, 31 gauge, 141
long, reversing gear ; all fittings ; also tender , two
trucks, and 60 ft. of bent rails , 13 58. Table En
gine, it bore, 24 stroke ; splendidly made, with
10-in . heavy flywheel ; strong riveted copper
boiler,
whole
on mahogany
stand ; with
cost centre
£ 15, se flue£ ;5 .theAlso
well-made
Hori
zontal Engine, it bore, 24 stroke, with strong
riveted copper boiler and all fittings ; boiler 17 by
6 , with furnace and centre flue, £ 3 ; or £ 10 the lot.
Useful exchange entertained . - RICHE, 24, Clyde
Road
, Croydon
.
" Model
Engineer,"
from No. 42, and 58 Num .
bers of “ Harmsworth Magazine," for sale or ex
change for Model Gas Engine. - HAVELTINE, 7,
Spring Hill, Birmingham ,
Bicycle (gentleman's ), this year's make, free
wheel, rim brake, plated rims ; all improvements :
only used few times ; will sell £3 18s. Approval if
desired .--81, Bracebridge Street, Birmingham .
Sale . - Double cylinder Vertical Engine, 2 ins.
by 2 ins., £ 4 48. ; Overtype Dynamo, 2- in pulley,
405. (drum armature ), double crank , 2 stroke. Below .
3 h.-p. Launch Engine ; quite new ; link re
versing balanced crank, pump, & c.; cost £ 25,
accept £ 18 ; drive 30 ft. boat ; no use to me---room
wanted. --GEO. TATE, London Road , Ipswich.
Double Cylinder Launch Engine, 4 in . by 1 in . ;
perfect working order ; IIs. 6d. --Below .
High -Speed Horizontal S.-V., tin . by it ins.,
Engine ; bought at Steven's Model Dockyard a
few months back ; bargain , 265.-- Below .
Horizontal Steam Engine, If ins. by 2 ins.
cylinder and bearings ; plated ; perfect order,
16s, 60 , - Below .
Dynamo, 12 volts ; splendid order, 13$. ; also
a 30 -watt Dynamo, for charging or lighting ;
maker, Avery ; almost new ; and two accumulators.
Bar ain , 28s. Wanted , Traction Engine or Loco
motive, 1 in .or id in , scale , in good working order.
-C. ELLIOTT, 26A , Park Road North , Acton , W.

The Model Engineer and electrician
9 -h .-p . Steam Car Engine (3 cylinders ), piston
valves, enclosed crank cases, regulator, flash boiler
(copper ) ; works 300 lbs. ; lagged asbestos ; both
new August last. --Below .
Portable Forge ; cost 5os., 155. ; f-in , by it- in .
Launch Engine (aluminium finish ), 1os. ; 41-in .
high Force Pump, 3-in.stroke, 9s. - Below .
New Brass Cylinder, it ins, by 3 ins. (Mac
millans') ; never fixed ; cost 255. ; 1os., with lot
of fittings and bedplate ; two-guinea Camera, 115.;
new Voltmeter, 75. 6 .; other goods exchange.
Motor Cycle Wanted. WANNOP, Lesmahagow .
Lathe, new , Britannia, 31-in. centres, with
Cushman's 3 -jaw chuck and sundries, £ 2 ; also
horse Engine and Boiler, 355.-- 102, King Street ,
Egremont, Cheshire.
Amateur Photo
Exchange 140 numbers
grapher,". 45 Photogram ," and go " Photo
graphy," for anything . --STORES , 18, St. Aldate's ,
Oxford ,
Singer Motor Cycle, magneto ignition, Dunlop
tyres, 2 h..p. ; accept £17 ; exceptional offer
approval willingly .-- 217, Lozells Road, Hands
worth , near Birmingham ,
Very Fine Horizontal Engine, 2 by 4 , in perfect
order, engineer made, accept £ 3 ; 30-volt Dynamo
(by Avery), in perfect condition ; will take sos.;
or 5 the two . Beautiful Vertical High -speed
Engine, i in . by 1 in ., brand new , accept 385.
Full particulars, Scott, 80 , Eaton Road , Margate .
Gramophone, No. 6 , with 55 records ; cost
€ 12 tos . what offers ? -- G . M. THOMPSON , Front
Street, Framwellgate Moor, Durham .
Sale or Exchange. - 6 -way Indicator, 75. 60.;
Electric Bell, 39.; Vertical Steam Engine, t in . by
i in ., 5., 6 ins. Circular Saw , new , 3s 6d.; small
Motor, runs off 220 volts, 3s. 6d.- FRED SMITH,
Langton Pinxton , nr. Alfreton, Derbyshire. three
Students' Microscopo, perfectly new ;
powers ; 405. Case 50 Slides ; 35. Robinson's
Hot-air Engine, working order ; 255. Particulars,
stamp. - R . SUMMERLEIGH , Trull, Taunton .
Pattern Ignition Coil, cost 385. 6d. ;
takFuller's
e zos P. and R. Accumulat: r ; 208., cost 308.
40-amp. Car Accumulator ; 255. Byke Tank, £ 1.
Longuemare Carburettor, 305. Belt Rim , Is. 6d .
All new : unused . Offers. i Gas Engine, £3.
2, Preston Cottages, New Barnet.
W ntod. - MODEL ENGINEER, complete . Will
exchange (or sell) English Mechanic, from 1890 ,
complete, or 14 -in . Saw Spindle, Saws, a id Emiry
Wheel. -GRUNDY, Brentford , Middlesex .
For Sale - Vertical Engine, 2-in . bore, with ver
ticalsteel boiler , 2 ft. by i ft.; with usual fittings :
both nearly new ; on cast-iron base -KAY, Nut
hurst, Horsham .
Wanted Ve tical Slide, also Fac plate for 3 -in .
Lathe.--TURNBULL , 155, Helmsley Road, New
castle-on - Tyne.
Bench Lathe, 4f centres ; compound slide-rest ;
3 speed pullev ; 4ft. triangular bed, 63.- J. L.
HALL , Watts Lane, Studley.
ElectricalBooks for sale ; cheap ; send postcard
for list. – FRANCIS, 30, Church Row , BethnalGreen
Road, N.E.
Sale. - Horizontal Steam Engine, ?-in by it ins.
new ; rocking valve gear ; splendid make, 255. —
SOUTHERN , 3, Lister Street, Nuneaton .
Castings for a 205. Charging Dynamo, or Self
starting Motor ; field-magnets ready for wire ;
bargain , 35. 6d., carrige paid . - HADFIELD, 19 ,
Noble Street Bolton , Lancs.
Free Wheel Cycle (Gent.'s ), Bowden brake and
plated rims ; cost £ 12 last season ; 28 ins frame ;
will sell £5 ios. - Below .
For Sale. - Twenty-two numbers of the “ Trans
vaal War Book (slightly soiled ) ; will sell £ 1.
R. S. WILLIAMS, Bradley Road , Wrexham .
Gas Engine, new ; I h.-p. ; £ 3 1os. ; tag com
just right for accumulat [ charging. - H .
ÞESTELL,
Hayward' Heath , Sussex .
s
stard complete ; 308.
3-inch Treadle Lathe,
Undertype Motor , 2 armatures : I s . Water
Motor Es. 6d . i bore, i str ke, D.A.S.V. Launch
Engine 55- HEATH , 16. Kemerton Riad , Cam
berwe 1.; What offers ?
For Sale.- A pair of Lathe Headstocks. 4-inch
centres engineer made; complete with 3 speeds for
inch flat belt, handrest and catchplate , 22.6d ., or
exchange. What offers ? -- W . FARRER, 22, Pearl
Stieet, Sheffield .
Don't throw that half-finished Model on the
scrap -heap. Try an advertisement in this column,
if you wish to get rid of it.

April 14 , 19-4 .
One Clarkson's Patert Burner, with casing, pres.
sure tank , aud automajic valve , as used by the
L.C. Council Fire Brigade ; offers.- McDoxALD.
57 ,50 Holmes Road , Kentish Town, N.W.
Osmond Motor Bicycle Frame and Wheels
suitable for Clement-Garrard or light engine ;
quite new : bargain ; 63 155.-W. BECK , 113,
Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham .
Exhibition Show Stand. — “ Old Country House,
very attractive, suit photographer or palmist ;
complete ; takes to pieces in sections ; also cas:
to pack it in ; also curtains, signs,mats for sark
(cost { 20 ), accept £ 3 ros. ; no use to owner ; o
exchange good Phonograph and Records. - W .
BECK, 113, Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham .
Lathe, back-geared 4 t.6 ins, iron bed and legs
6 -in . centres, compound slide-rest, with overhead
motion ; accept £4 10s. ; bargain . - W . BECK , 113.
Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham .
Horizontal Steam Engine, on stand , 2 ) ins. bv
5 ins., mahogany lagged cylinder, with flywheel,
lubricators, & c . ; in working order ; can be seen ;
£ 3 or nearest offer. Enclosed type Steam Engine,
it-in. bore , f -in , stroke, piston valve, in running
order , 155. ; Vertical open front Marine Engine,
Ił-in . by 1-in . stroke, in good working order , 155.;
Copper return tube Boiler, nine tubes and corru
gated firebox, 45 ins. by 12 ins., with all fittings ;
tested 60 lbs. sq. in . hydraulic, 355. ; 45- in . Scree
cutting Lathe wanted. - H . NORRISH , 7 , Tudor
Road , Upper Norwood .
Miscellaneous and Late .
New Designs. - Dynamos, Motors, Horizontal
Launch and Marine Engines, Drilling Machines,
Cycle Motor, Castings, Forgings; Illustrated Cata
logue 3d . ; “ refunded first order ." - SCOTT HOMER ,
Cradley, Staffs.
Turning, Boring,Drilling. fitting, & c., gd . hour.
- CARTER , 74, Doddington Grove, S.E.
Universal Gas Engine.-- If you want reliable
Engines, then purchase the Universal. - Below .
Universal Gas Engines, t , t , , 1 , 1, 1 ) , 2 , and
3 b.b.-P. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engines, from 1 to 40
b.h.-p. ; highest quality .--- Below .
Universal Oil Enginos ; run with ordinary
paraffin oil ; silent working ; efficient, reliable . Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine List fully illus
trated ; three stamps ; send at once. --Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine Castings ; our
prices are rockbottom ; lists three stamps. --Below .
UniversalGas Engine Castings, t b.h.-P., 175. 6d.;
1- b.h.-p.,
Below 195. ; Ib.h.-P., 393. 6d ; tbh.p., Sos.
UniversalGas Engine Castings, I b.h.-p., 575.6d.;
If b.1.-P., 63 159 ; 2 b.h.-p., £ 4 58.; quality unsur
passable. - Below .'
Universal Oil Engine Castings, $.b.h .-P ., 18s.;
+ b,hộp., JIS.; } b.hp., 45s. ; ; b.hp, 555.
Below .
Universal Catalogue, fully illustrated , three
stamps.
Universal Motor Co., St. James Road , Derby .
Yo'i Require some of these Books.
“ Turners' and Fitters ' Companion ," is. Id.
Below .
“ The Workman's Cycle Builder," 19. - Below .
“ The Motor Bicycle," is. id. --Geo . HARRISON
45, Rupert Street (M ), Nottingham .
Work Wanted by T. NEWTON , Model and Er.
perimental Engineer , 200, Westgate Road , New
castle .
Twentieth Century Motor Co., Ltd., Padua Road ,
Penge, S.E. - The following Motor Bicycles have
been stolen from us, and attempts may be m de
to sell the parts of them : Two Rex Motor
Bicycles with inclined engines, about 2 -in . bore ;
Motor É.wya' ? with Minerva engine, about
27-16ths in . bore ; all are second -hand and have
surface carburettors. Send for our list of Motor
Cycles and parts for sale. Four Cycle Engines ,
24-in. bore, new , 355, each ; five Motor Bicycles,
from £ 8 to £ 11; two-cylinder 5 h.-p. air -cooled .
Decauville Engine, £8 ; ditto, new , £9. 6 h.-p.
water -cooled Engine, £ 8 ; 24 h..p Dion Engine,
water-cooled , £ 8 . Miny other things very cheap.
(Continued on page w.)
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TLE AND EXCHANGE.
Private Advertisements
inserted in this
calomn at the rate of 6d . 1or the first 18 words or
loss, and id . per 3 words after .
inserted
This
Trade Advertisements
column at the rate oj 1s. for the first 12 words or
less , and id . per word after.
Single letters or figures are charged_as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
liser's name and address is charged for.
A dvertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; ind sent to the Adrertisement Manager,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street , London, E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be received by first
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received altor this time will be
inserted in the following number.

Trade.
“ Model Enginoor," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 35. rod . each, trec. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Sale.-E. POUTEAU, 231A , Gray's lng
Road London
Please Note Change of Address.--New Sliding
Resistances, by Westinghouse (cost 455.), suitable
for motors , & c., price
gd. Coils wound with
silk - covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
needle pivots , suitable for making galvanometers,
& c. (cost 458.), price 5s. gd. Odd.Galvanometers ,
in cases, 5s.6d. Polarized Relays, slightly de
fective (cost [3), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
425), price £ 3. Quantity of odd Telephones and
Sounders, from 6s. 60. ; also hundreds of useful
oddments, can be inspected by appointment.
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. - SAN
MIDDLETON , Faraday House, 179, Camden Grove
North , Peckham , S.É.
Aeronautical and Submarine Engineering,
special terms to experimenters . THE SOUTH
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING WORKS, Blackheath
Hill , Greenwich .
Cycles ! Cycles ! ! -- Frames, fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied ; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
BROS. 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889.

:

Notice . -As we cannot accept any responst.
bility to the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted. 6 adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from intending, purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way . The deposit is relained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, of
of the article having been returned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
8d. for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s . for amounts
en excess of £ 1, Lo Cove postage, & c., must be re
mitted at the same time, and seni to the Advertisement
Manaza , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street ,
London, E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 2s.6d .
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order On Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee menisoned above should be sent in Stamps
on by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Ordet,
# should be made payable to the Advertise of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article showd be deposited by each party. We
cannot receive the articles themselves.

iii.

Whitnoy's Model Launob Engines are excellent
value ; bore from 178. 60. ; | bore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d. ; 1 b.-p., 175. 6d . :
b.-D., 305. Castings, 3s., ss., gs. 6d. Cheapest
form of power for light work.--WHITNEY.
Contact Breakers for Induction Colls, guaran .
teed platinum , silver plated ; f in . to centre, is. 9d.
i in ., 25. 3d . ; it ins., 28. 6d. ; if ins., 28. 9d .
if ins., 35. All other materials in stock . - WHITNEY
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by at ins.
inside, Is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, 9d. ; negative, 7d . each :
Grids,
WHITNEY5d.. ; Terminals , 3d . Excellent value.
Telephono Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ios. 6d . ; only 3s. 3d., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id ., post
tree. Every one tested . -WHITNEY .
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished.
Battery Carbons, 5 by If ins., 15. 2d.; 6 by it ins.,
IS. 8d. ; 7 by z ins., 28. 3d . ; 6 by 21 ins., 43. 6d. :
6 by 31 ins., 55. 3d. : 6 by 4 ins., ss. d . 8 by 4 ins ,
75. dozen packed. - WHITNET.
Battery Zines for above, 25., 38., 45., 6s. 9d.,
75. ed ., 8s. 9d., ros. 9d ., 13s. 6d. dozen . Fuller
pattern , 7s. 9d ., gs. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes. - WRITNEY.
Ralls for Model Railways.- Correct section ,
25. 3d . dozen 16 -in. lengths. Very easy to make
up. Hard lead fanged Wheels . i in ., is . 9d. :
1} ins., 28. rod . dozen, post free. - WHITNEY.
Why koop good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitnoy for Now and Socond -hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements .
Whitnoy, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
Road , London. Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar.
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchangeda Estab
lished over quarter of a century .
Turning. Miung. Dividing. Fitting, Repairin ?
etc., undertaken by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
Co., Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road , London .
Potrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices, post free id. - JAMES B. Livesey, North
gate, Blackburn .
Froo. - Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London.
Plumbago Crucibles, sd. , Brasstounder's Sand,
cwt. bags,
Is. 6d (lastructions).- Geo . WELLS
Needham
Market
To Parents.--Baby Carriages are delivered free
from Hawke's Carriage Works, Park Street, Wor
cester, at extremely low prices ; send postcard for
newest list ; also parts supplied , such as tyres,
wheels, springs, shafts, and hoods recovered .
Sond Us Particulars of the Tools or Machinery
you require, and we will quote you a Price that
wiil Surprise you .-- COLEMAN & Co., Southend .
:

Our Deposit System .

Twenty- three of Colo's Rollable Handbooks,
bound in one volume. cloth, 38. ed., carriage paid,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding.-- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c .: How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d.
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free , 6d.
Blacksmithing.-- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " ( 30 diagrams), post free, 6d.
Motal Rivetting " (Hot and cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers , with diagrams post
free. od .
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," trom a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
“ Motal, Pipo and Tubo Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
“ Tempering Stoel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
" Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Metal Scrowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
plates and Taps, Making Dies , Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
“ Motal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
* Metal Surface finishing ," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d .
How to Soldor Gold , silver, Aluminium , Brass,
& c. „Brazing
: 3d .How to Use it on Wood and
The Saw " and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Making Bells and Batteries " : diagrams, 6d .
" French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d.
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
; 6d.
RecipesMaking,"
Cement Stamp
& c. Rubber
and Rubber Working
“
on a small Scale ; 6d .
Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c . ; 6d .
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ;_the law clearly explained : 6d.
“ Cyclo Brazing," 4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d . : " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d .
Any Three Above Books, 18. ; any six, is. 7d. :
eight or more, 3d. each, all post tree.
Cole's Compondium " : 32 pages of useful hints
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d.
M. Colo, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester.
Australian Wholesale Agents :
Robertsons.'
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Tost & Lathe : giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent froe on receipt of penay stamp for postage :
foreign readers post free.
Not Sont to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force. - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery . Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions, 6d .post tree. - THE MORRIS COHEN Co., LTD.,
132. Kirkgate, Leeds.
Gas and Steam Enginos, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished : list ad . - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
tor_model engineers. - KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novoltios and all sundries. Write
tor lists, free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
Wator Motors, Polton Wheels. Turbines, Hy.
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors,
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Motor lists, id. Complete Sets of Perfect Castings.
-PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury. Hereford
sbire .
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Manufacturos. -Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately .
R. C. Allon , Forging Maker and Steel Merchant,
III, Vale Road , Sheffield .
Brass Castings.— Marine Engine (bored cylinder ,
I in . by i in. ), 75. 6d.; complete ; with principal
turning done, 155. - MODEL FOUNDRY, 72, Millbill
Road, Acton .

Private,
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Deposit System som
the same place, which gives protection to both pur.
chase and seller.

One Clarkson's Patent Burner, with casing, pres .
sure tank , and automatic valve, as used by the
L.C. Council Fire Brigade ; offers. - MCDONALD ,
57, Holmes Road , Kentish Town, N.W.
Induction Coil, 10 -in . spark, in good condition :
best offer has it ; photo stamp ; will exchange for
good Lathe. - J. N. HARVEY, The Grove, Kidder
minster .
Gas Engino, about 11 h .-9.; splendid_condition,
modern type ; £ 9. - Write, BLAKENKY, Tankerville
Road, Strea tham .
Induction Coil, giving 3 -in . to 3t-in . spark,
nearly new , price only 63 ios., cost double ; also
4 -cell Accumulator Battery for working same,
255. - REED , 34. Heath Street, Hampstead .
Salo .-- Powerful Medical Coil, 6s. (cost ios.).--ARTHUR ENTWISTLI, London House, Golborne ,
Lancs .
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What Oders - Cast-iron Cylinder Piston and
Rod , 5t- in , stroke 2 7-16ths-in . boro.-- HELLIER,
Beacon Ice , Falmouth .
For Salo.- Lathe, st-in . centre, 3 ft. 6 ins. wood
bed , iron faced , slow geared , slide-rest, chucks,
and emery wheels ; also polished Steel Engine
Crankshaft, 2-in , throw , 20 ins. long ; Vertical
Engine, 1 in. by , in ., wants valve rod . Wbat
offers ? -- RAMSELL, Norfolk Street, Lynn.
Camera wanted , focussing about t- plate, ta
exchange for Model Gas Engino and Dynamo,
Rearly finished, or powerful Shocking Coil. - 61,
Regent Street, Smethwick .
Wanted.-- A Second -hand Motor by a good
maker, for 20 ft. to 25 ft . Launch . - BEER, 19
Norman Street, Cardiff.
Lathe, 4- in. screw -cutting, 4 ft. 6 ins. bed , gap,
Compound slide-rest, hand -rest, steady rest, sur.
face plate ; everything complete ; condition new ;
£ 12 or offer . — 2, Park View , Springfield Road,
Chelmsford Essex .
Salo.--4 -ing Compound Slide-rest, £2 ; g- in .
4 -jaw Dog Chuck , 43 ; 15-in. Faceplate, £1.
KEAN , Bondgate Bridge, Ripon .
For Salo.-L. & S.W.R. model bogio Express
Engine, 24 gauge ; nearly new ; had steam in
twice ; perfect order . What offers ? — BICKER
STAFFE, 4, Warrenhurst Road, Fleetwood , Lancs .
Four 150 ampere-hour Glass Cell Accumulators,
in wood cases, with acid complete ; £ 2 os., or
sell singly, 155. each .-- PRINCE, 55, Gray Street,
Waterloo Road, S.E.
Wanted. - Pair Loco Wheels, 2
or 3- in .
diameter, inside cylinders ; also two pairs, it-in .
-BOULTON , Saffron Walden .
Bargain.Gent's up- to-date Bicycle for sale
Hyde free wheel, two rim brakes, nickel-plated
rims with outfit ; £5. - W . JACK, 45, Brook Street,
Stepney .
Salo .-- Nearly finished Castings, 1- in . bore, 2- in .
stroke ; Brearley & Stevenson Engine, with
governors and condenser ; splendid value ; 258.
WIMHURST, Gas Works, Spalding .
For Sale.--Gas Engine, new , b.h.-P., at-in.
bore, 3-in. stroke ; in complete working order ;
worth £ 14 ; no reasonable offer refused. - G . H.
RAMSAY, 2, Andover Terrace , Cheltenham .
Wanted to Exchange : No. 131 to present num :
ber Model ENGINEER, 33 to 42. - Electricity ,'
Electric Light for
756 to 786 “ Work
Amateurs " ; “ Electric Light for Country Houses" ;
New Century Phonograph and nine records , for
Model Engine or Loco.-B., 39, Frostoms Road ,
Working ton .
Acoumulators.- A 4 -volt 25 amp.-hour, ordi
nary size, celluloid case, new condition, 155. 6d. ;
two 4-volt, ebonite , pocket, new , 3s. 6d , each.
S., 85, Grove Road, Bow , London .
Exchange Novelty Dynamo, or 6 -volt Launch
Motor with propeller , for about 10-volt 6 amp.
Accumulator. - F . Thomas, 83, Mytton Street,
Hulme, Manchester.
Battery Motor or Dynamo, Manchester type,
improved shuttle armature, rocking brushes
bearings take up wear ; new condition ; 329.
C. N., 103, Gladstone Road, Watford .
Hall-plate Stand Camera and case (cost £ 5),
sell 355., or exchange good Phonograph ; pair
Cylinders, it by 21 128. ; ditto , 2 by 31, 185.;
Loco Frames, Cylinders, Axleboxes, for it-in .
scale, 155.---Sunnybank, Hampstead , London ,
For Sale.-- Small Slide-valve Launch Engine,
65. - T, BRADLEY, 157, Sunderland Road , Gates
head -on -Tyne.
Quart Bottle Bichroniate Battery ( cost 6s.),
take 35. ; Acetylene Cycle Lamp (cost 5s .), take
2s. 6d. --T. DAVIS, jun ., Woodtord Wells, Essex .
2 h.-p. Motor Bloycle ; complete ;machine good
order ; enamelling and plating good ; £ 15. – 61,
Coombe Road, Croydon .
11 h.-p. Motor Cycle ; running condition ;
A won tyres , nearly new ; seen by appointment;
£ 12. - S ., 71 , Osbaldeston Road, Stoke Newington .
Loco Boiler, 20 tubes , firebox, 155. ; Engine
Parts, 45.6d.; 100 Bird's Eggs, ios. - BERT
ROBINSON , 170, King's Road , Chelsea .
For Sale . - Loco Type Boiler for i-in . scale
engine ; bargain ; £ 3 Ios. What offers ?-CARTER
Jackson, Pinxton , Alfreton.
Lathe, 4- In. centres, 3 ft. 6 ins. bed, back -gear,
compound slide-rest, self-centring and 4 -jawed
chucks, T -rest, emery wheels, tools, & c . ; bargain ;
£ 10 or nearest offer.- 9, Westerdale Road , Green
wich

Dynamo, brand new (overtype), 50 volts
3 amps., drum armature, brush rocking gear,
mounted on slide rails ; all finished exceptwinding ,
magnets ; also it lbs. of No. 22 D.C.C. Wire and
holder ; 328. 6d . lot ; approval.— " ENGINEER,"
38, Bartlett Street, Caerphilly , Glam .
Cassell's “ Now Popular Educator," eight volumes
unsoiled , £ 1 1$. ; cost £2. — Below .
Cassell's “ Encyclopædia of Mochanics," four
volumes, 128. ( cost 245.) ; Pellett Carburettor, 68.,
Hunnings Telephone Transmitter, 28. 6d . ; Watch
Receiver, 28. 6d. ; Coil, 18. 6d. ; new.-A. FARE
BROTHER, 128 , Chorlton Road , Manchester.
Cycle Motor, 2 h.-p., practically finisbed ready
for running, with coil and carburrettor ; £3 ios ,
or exchange.-- ILSLEY, 64, Victoria Dwellings,
ClerkenwellRoad, E.C.
For Salo. One of the celebrated Serpentine
Model Yachts ; cedar built ; very fast and winner
of challenge cup ; perfect condition ; low price, £3.
-H . L., 109, Castle Street, Battersea .
For Sale.-- A fast Sailing 10 -rating Model
Yacht ; everything fit for racing ; price 305.
H.L.,
109, Castle Street, Battersea .
“ Frena Hand Camera, hold 40 films; good as
now ; cost five guineas ; brass telescopic stand,
canvas case, case of three
the printing
frames , several developingmagnifiers,
dishes . Also Griffins
Enlarger ; 10 by 8 ; used twice ; cost 255. The lot
for £4 108., or near offer. - WEBB, Kingshurst Hill
Avenue, Worcester .
Modol Ratchet Drill ; cost 508. ; accurately
made ; 78. 6d. Set six f -in . square Slide-rest,
Tools, 45. 60. - WALTER FIRTH , Whitcliffe, Clecke
heaton .
Exchango 10 MODEL ENGINEER (from No. 106
to date), quantity Engineer's Tools, cold Chisels,
Brass
& c., twoperfect)
Hammers, Gun
Monkey Wrenches, Gem
(all
" Air
Cylinders (bored ),
for small Boiler Fittings, Models, Lathe. Offers
entertained. - DARKER, Bdenderry, King's Co.,
Ireland .
Flywhool, 23 ins, diameter, bored it ins. ;
weighs about cwt. ; accept 58. - Reid , 40,Garnet
Street, Middlesbro'.
For Salo.- 8 -in . Induction Coil for w -Ray work ;
in case, with patent contact-breaker ; in good con
dition . - Apply, K. MURRAY, 12 , Astwood Road ,
South Kensington , S.W.
Gent's Cyclo for immediate sale, £ 5 109. ; cost
£ 18. - GIDNEY, 162 , Albert Road , Jarrow .
Wanted.Plate Stand Camera ; full particu
lars, sample of work, original cost ; lowest price for
cash . - HOWARD , 2, Wellfield Road, Cardiff.
Motor Car. No time to finish . Owner intend
ing to build 2-seated car , wishes to dispose of
strong tubular frame, body, springs, clips, steering
column and wheel, bonnet, dashboard, front
axle , four wheels, footsteps, starting lever, etc.
First offer £ 12 ios. buys the lot ; cost nearly £ 30 .
Photo and further particulars, 3d .-- HOWARD , 2,
Wellfield Road, Cardiff.
Latho, 6 - in . centre, 3 ft. 6 ins. bed, compound
slide-rest, five cutters, heavy flywheel ; £4. - T .
STRUGGLES, 54, Brunswick Street, C.-on - M ., Man
chester .
sell or Exchango. - Copper and Brass; tubes and
sheets ; state sizes required ; stamp for reply.
BAILEY, 34 , Mansfield Road, Aston , Birmingham .
Avery Dynamo, 15 volts 2 amps . ; suitable for
charging ; now ; perfect; approval ; 11.- SMART,
32, Cromwell Road, Bedford .
Salo .-- Armstrong's Pocket Accumulator, trans
parent unbreakable case, 4 -volt, 9 hours, with
Rower lamp ; complete ; Dearly new ; Ios., or
exchange.-WALKER , 10 , Littlegate , Oxford .
Phonograph , in polished oak case, with repro
ducer, and four gold moulded records ; 245.-R.
WINTERBOTHAM , Brookside, Calver, Sheffield .
120 -watt Lahmeyer Dynamo, patterns and
drawings ; also Gas or Petrol Engine repairs ;
209. ; bargain.-- 24 , Russell Street, Gloucester.
Marine Engine i-in. bore , pump, boiler (nearly
finished ) ; together or separately . Wanted
Moulded Records, good Reproducer, Bicycle Motor
Castings.S., 28, Wellesley, Road, Liverpool.
Wanted.-- A good Lathe in exchange for a first
class Gentleman's Cycle, free wheel, and two
brakes, Clincher tyres ; as good as new ; or sell
£6. - CHARLIE Tras, Huddersfield Road, Śkelman
thorpe , near Huddersfield .
Superlor Hand Planer , planes 141 ins. by 8f ins,
by 7 ins. ; self-acting in horizontal cut ; fine tool :
now ; £ 10 ros.- ). T. ANDREWS, Spalding .
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Salo.- Complete Model Railway , including
slide-valve loco, tender , four trucks, brake, three
signals, switch , 30 ft. rails (all by Bassett -Lowke),
21 gauge ; in good condition and working order ;
$ 2 ; bargian. -GEORGE, 29 , Achilles Street, New
Cross, S.E.
Wanted . - 15-2 h.-p. Motor Accessories, in
exchange Phonograph (cost 50s.), Records, rós.
Camera, 259. ; Telephones, 128. 2d . or cash.-F.
TAYLOR , 44 , Leven Street, Glasgow , S.S.
For Sale. - High- speed ' Horizontal Slide-valve
Engine, r-in . bore, it- in. stroke, parallel guides,
brass bed to ins. long , flywheel 6 ins. diameter ;
made entirely of brass and steel ; fitted through .
out with hexagonal steel nuts ; piston fitted with
rings ; a magnificent model ; new ; cost double ;
255. ; photo two penny stamps. - Below .
Vertical Tubular Boller, 15 ins. high , 8 ins.
diameter, internal firebox 7 ins. deep, fitted with
five i- in . steel tubes made of sheet steel, riveted !
throughout ; tested 50 lbs. sq . in .; no fittings ;
new ; £ 1 ; photo two penny stamps. - J . HALLAM,
Church Road , Broadstone, Dorset.
Wrought- Iron Shaft, if ins. diameter, 10 ft.
5 ins. long, in two pieces ( coupled ), 16S . Det;
no approval. - M . SMITH , 4, Gordon Street, Amble,
Northumberland .
For Sale . - A beautiful Mandoline, inlaid with
pearl ; a real beauty ; £2. - Below .
For Sale.- Nearly new Hot-air Engine ; very
large and powerful ; 308.; approval, deposit. - W .
ANDERSON , 25, Christ Church Road, Doncaster.
ou Engino, 1 h.-p. (by Madison , Derby), nearly
new ; complete with tank , pipes, and all sittings
£6.- W . H. DINSDALE, 2 , Hylton Road, Milk
field , Sunderland.
New Blcyclo, 26 frame ; will exchange for Treadle
Lathe, with compound 'slide-rest. - R . RICHARD
SON, 306, Whalley Range, Blackburn .
Hall-plate Lancaster Stand Camera with new
Iris " R.R. lens, shutter, two slides, and shoulder
bag ; will sell for 358., or exchange for t- in . Lathe
slide-rest,
woodturning
, and
Morse twisttools,
drills hand
deposit.
to value ; approval, tools
GRAFTON , 52, Denzil Avenue, Southampton .
For Salo .-Good Bench Drilling Machine, six
drills ; cost 18s. 6d., take 135.-E. WATKINSON,
Church Street, Westhoughton , Lancs.
Vertical Copper Bollor , 14 ins. by 7. ins. ; 13 fire
tubes ; working pressure, so lbs. ; all fittings, in
cluding steam and hand pumps. Also Horizontal
( 1 in .by 2 ins.) Slide- valve Engine. Photo , stamp.
-ILLINGWORTH , 26, Creswick Road , Acton , w .
Sale.-- Complete Attachment 31 h.-p. Cycle
Motor ; 24 by 4 - in .stroke OilEngine ; Lathe Head
stocks (4. ins. ).---Particulars , GARDINER , 2, Albert
Hill, Bishop Auckland .
Wil Exchange Phonograph and Records, worth
£ 7 , for Electric Light Plant.-- Below .
Large Electric Car ; suit cycle parades ; and
prize Wrexham Carnival last year ; sell € 4 , or ex
change anything.-- Hellin , 39, Hampden Road ,
Wrexham .
For Sale. - Brown Bros.' Spray. Carburettor ;
suction valve, exhaust chamber, and throttle , 1 -in .
outlet ; £ 1, cost 275. 6d . ; brand new . — ALLSOP ,
Dover Bottom , Holmfirth .
Sale. — 7 -stone Championship Belt of England ;
offers ; Gas, Oil, or Steam Engine. — 289, Odessa
Road, Forest Gate , E.
Kapp Dynamo, 20 volts, drum armature ; finely
finished ; must be sold ; £ 2, deposit system . –
ABELL, Hartshill, Atherstone, Warwickshire.
Loco. for Salo. - Bargain : M.R. Model, tender
and guard's van , double- action slide-valve cylin
ders, 2 ins. gauge, correctly painted and lined , with
rails making oval; 308. Full particulars, stamp.
-Below .
For Sale. — Magnificent Model Vertical Engine
(catalogued 33s.), glass gauge, double -action side
valve cylinder : silver-plated ; high-speed : 138.
-G . West, 26, Bawtree Road, New Cross, Lon
don , S.E.
Sale.--Plate -built Steamer ; bull 49 ins. long:
30s ., or offer. - BOTTOMLEY, 59 , Belmont Road,
fiford,
Wanted, " Ixion " or other Motor Set. Exchange
12 -bore (nearly new ) double-barrelGun , Case Tools,
100 3-inch Brass Cartridges ( filled ). - MUDIE ,
Stuart House , Ely .
A Small Hand or Power Vertical, in good order :
price 20s., or exchange.--- YOUNG, 55, Storie Street,
Paisley.
(Continued on page viil.)
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COMPANY
Established 1890.
60, Brook St., C.- on-M .,MANCHESTER . Contraetors to H.M. Government.
Every Reader of the " Model Engineer ” should send two Stamps for our 44-page Illustrated List and Supple
mønt. It contains Illustrations and particulars of

Other
Qualities
sList
., ee

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

Everything

SUPPLY

Electricalat Bottom

Prices

ELECTRIC BELLS
... from 1/3 each .
3d .
PUSHES
BELL WIRE
3d . per doz . yds.
ELECTRO -MOTORS
2/6 each .
LAMPS
8d .
09
96
DYNAMOS
1 /2d . per pair.
TERMINALS
MEDICAL COILS
3/3 each .
99
The " CLARION " Bell,
9
BATTERIES
8d .
Loud -Ringing Electric Bell,
POSTAGE EXTRA,
splendidly made, with
Our List is invaluable to all Interested in Electricity, and is the most complete issued.
24 Gong ... 113 each. UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60 , Brook Street,
1/41
23 99
Please note only Address
C -on - M ., MANCHESTER
o
1/6
3

" Doubles the capacity of
slide-rest."
“

44 and 51 in . centres. In
43,57, 6 and 7 in . centres. " Star
5 and 6 in centres.

X

Lathes

Foot and Power.
High-grade screw -cutting engine Lathes, with
forged crucible steel hollow spindles, phosphor
bronze bearings , gear-driven reversible feeds with
strong friction drive in apron, our patented spring
nuts which allow quick shifts of change gears, also
Draw -in Chuck, Gear -Cutting,Milling and Taper
Attachments it desired.
Suitable for electrical and repair work , model
makers, gunsmiths technical schools, and fine,
accurate machine-shop and tool-room service .
Ask for COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS.
THE SENECA FALLS MFG . CO .
Foot Lathes
560, Water Street ,
Power Lathes SENECA FALLS, N. Y., U.S.A. (78 )
Speed Latt es

VERTICAL
SLIDE
for MILLING , BORING ,
SLOT-DRILLING , etc.,
in Lathes, 3 to 5 ins.
Centres,

un

21/-,
5 to 7 ins. Centres,
27/6 ,
VICES, extra
10 / 6 & 12 /6

LEYLAND BARLOW & Co.
Tbrostlenest Works, Trafford Road, Maneboster.

-Rays

SIMPLY
A

Star "

EXPLAINED .

Handbook on

the Theory

Practice of Radiography .
(ILLUSTRATED .)
CONTENTS :
Historical and Explanatory .
Apparatus for the Production of Suitable Discharge.
Röntgen Ray Tubes.
Accessories.
Production of X -Rays.

176

and

From all Agents of " The Model Engineer," price 6d .,
or post free 72d . from

Co.,
&
PERCIVAL MARSHALL
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St. , LONDON, E.C.

Per

5- Month ,

The LATHE of the CENTURY.
Why delay ? You have no need to go on pottering without a lathe . Send
us 5 - with order, and the balance in three monthly payments of 5/-. and
we will send the above famous little Lathe. Others imitate, but 'tis only
imitation after all. None equals above. The price absolutely cuts them
out. We are the makers of Tools for Model Makers , and we stand first
We will send the above on approval. If, after the first payment, it is not
found value, we will return cash . Just send along four stamps for our list.
and have a good look through it . Wewill surprise you with the quality
and the low price. It comes per return.

S. HOLMES &

CO .,

Engineers,
BRADFORD .

iv .
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Dynamo, brand new (overtype), 50 volts
Salo. Complete Model Railway , including
slide-valve loco , tender, four trucks, brake, three
3 amps., drum armature, brush rocking gear,
mounted on slide rails ; all finished except winding.
signals, switch, 30 ft. rails (all by Bassett- Lowkel,
I. magnets ; also it lbs. of No. 22 D.C.C. Wire and
2t gauge ; in good condition and working order ;
holder ; 323. 6d. lot ; approval.- " ENGINEER,"
; bargian.GEORGE,
f2
29, Achilles Street, New
S.E.
Cross,
38, Bartlett Street, Caerphilly, Glam .
Cassell's “ Now Popular Educator," eightvolumes
Wanted
.
15-2
h
.-p
:
Motor Accessories, in
unsoiled , £ ! IS. ; cost £ 2. - Below .
exchange Phonograph ( cost 508.), Records, 165.;
Camera, 258. ; Telephones, 129. 2d . or cash.-F.
Cassell's “ Eneyclopædia of Mechanics," four
TAYLOR , 44, Leven Street, Glasgow , S.S.
volumes , 125. (cost 245.) ; Pellett Carburettor, 68.,
For Sale.- High -speed Horizontal Slide-valve
Hunnings Telephone Transmitter, 25. 6d . ; Watch
Engine,
i- in . bore, it-in. stroke, parallel guides,
Receiver , 2s. 6d. ; Coil, is. 6d. ; new.-A. FARE
brass bed 10 ins. long, flywheel 6 ins. diameter ;
BROTHER , 128 , Chorlton Road, Manchester ,
made
entirely
of brass and steel ; fitted througt
Cycle Motor, 2 h.-P., practically finisbed ready
out with hexagonal steel nuts ; piston fitted with
for running , with coil and carburrettor ; £ 3 ios.,
magnificent
rings
;
a
model ; new ; cost double ;
or exchange.-- ILSLEY, 64, Victoria Dwellings ,
Clerkenwell Road , E.C.
255. ; photo two penny stamps. - Below .
Vortical
Tubular
Boller
, 15 ins. high , 8 ins.
For Sale. - One of the celebrated Serpentine
diameter , internal firebox 7 ins, deep , fitted with
Model Yachts ; cedar built ; very fast and winner
five
i-in
.
steel
tubes
made
of sheet steel, riveted
of challenge cup ; perfect condition ; low price, £ 3 .
throughout ; tested 50 lbs. sq . in .; no fittings ;
-H . L., 109, Castle Street, Battersea .
For Sale.-- A fast Sailing 10-rating Model new ; £ 1 ; photo two penny stamps. - J. HALLAN ,
Church Road , Broadstone, Dorset.
Yacht ; everything fit for racing ; price 303.
Wrought- Iron Shaft, if ins. diameter, ro ft.
H. L., 109, Castle Street, Battersea.
5 ins. long, in two pieces (coupled ), 165. net ;
“ Frena ” Hand Camera, hold 40 films ; good as
,
stand
telescopic
no approval. - M . SMITH , 4 ,Gordon Street, Amble,
now ; cost five guineas ; brass
Northumberland
.
the printing
canvas case, case of three magnifiers,Also
For Salo . - A beautiful Mandoline, inlaid with
Griffins
frames , several developing dishes.
The
lot
255.
Enlarger ; 1o by 8 ; used twice ; cost
pearl ; a real beauty ; £ 2.-— Below .
For Sale. - Nearly new Hot-air Engine ; very
for £ 4 10s., or near offer. - WEBB, Kingshurst Hill
Avenue , Worcester .
large and powerful ; 308.; approval, deposit. - W .
Model Ratchet Drill ; cost 50s. ; accurately
ANDERSON, 25, Christ Church Road, Doncaster .
01l Engino, i h.-p. (by Madison , Derby ), nearly
made ; 78. 6d. Set six f-in . square Slide-rest,
new ; complete with tank , pipes , and all sittings ;
Tools, 48. 6d. - WALTER FIRTH, Whitcliffe, Cleck
heaton
.
46.-W. H. DINSDALE, 2 , Hylton Road , Milk
field, Sunderland .
Exchange " MODEL ENGINEER ( from No. 106
New Bicycle , 26 frame ; will exchange for Treadle
to date) , quantity Engineer's Tools , cold Chisels ,
Brass
Lathe,
with compound 'slide-rest. - R . RICHARD
Monkey Wrenches, Hammers, & c., two
( all perfect)
SON
, 306, Whalley Range, Blackburn .
Cylinders (bored ), " Gem " Air GunLathe.
Offers
for small Boiler Fittings, Models,
Hall-plate Lancastor Stand Camera with new
DARKER, Bdonderry, King's Co., " Iris " R.R.lens, shutter , two slides, and shoulder
entertained
Ireland, . bag ; will sell for 355., or exchange for t- in . Lathe
Flywhool, 23 ini. diameter, bored it ins. ;
slide- rest, tools, hand woodturning tools, and
Morse
twist drills to value ; approval, deposit.
weighs about cwt. ; accept 58. - REID , 40,Garnet
Street, Middlesbro'.
GRAFTON , 52, Denzil Avenue, Southampton.
For Salo.-Good Bench Drilling Machine, six
For Salo.--8 - in . Induction Coil for --Ray work ;
in case, with patent contact-breaker ; in good con
drills ; cost 18s. 6d., take 135.-E. WATKINSON ,
Church Street, Westhoughton , Lancs.
dition. - Apply, K. MURRAY, 12 , Astwood Road,
South Kensington , S.W.
Vertical Copper Boller, 14 ins. by 7 ins. ; 13 fire
Gent's Cycle for immediate sale, £5 nos. ; cost
tubes ; working pressure, so lbs. ; all fittings, in
€ 18. - GIDNEY, 162, Albert Road, Jarrow .
cluding steam and hand pumps. Also Horizontal
(1 in. by 2 ins.) Slide-valve Engine. Photo , stamp.
Wanted.-- 7 -Plate Stand Camera ; full particu
lars, sample of work, original cost ; lowest price for -ILLINGWORTH , 26, Creswick Road , Acton , w .
Sale . - Complete Attachment 31 h.-p. Cycle
cash . - HOWARD , 2, Wellfield Road, Cardiff.
Motor Car. No time to finish . Owner intend
Motor ; 21 by 4-in . stroke Oil Engine ; Lathe Head
ing to build 2-seated car , wishes to dispose of stocks (4.ins. ). - Particulars , GARDINER , 2, Albert
Hill, Bishop Auckland.
strong tubular frame, body, springs, clips, steering
column and wheel, bonnet, dashboard , front
Wil Exehange Phonograph and Records, worth
axle, four wheels, footsteps, starting lever, etc. £ 7, for Electric Light Plant. - Below .
Largo Electric Car ; suit cycle parades ; and
First offer £12 ios. buys the lot ; cost nearly £30.
prize Wrexham Carnival last year ; sell £ 4, or ex
Photo and further particulars, 3d. — HOWARD, 2 ,
Wellfield Road , Cardiff.
change anything. - HELLIN, 39, Hampden Road ,
Wrexham
.
Lathe, 6 -in . centre , 3 ft. 6 ins. bod , compound
For Sale. — Brown Bros.' Spray Carburettor ;
slide-rest, five cutters, heavy flywheel ; 64.-T.
suction valve, exhaust chamber, and throttle, i- in .
STRUGGLES, 54, Brunswick Street, C.-on-M ., Man
chester .
outlet ; £ 1, cost 275. 6d. ; brand new . - ALLSOP ,
Dover Bottom , Holmfirth .
Sell or Exchange.- Copper and Brass; tubes and
Sale. - 7 -stone Championship Belt of England ;
sheets ; state sizes required ; stamp for reply.
BAILEY , 34, Mansfield Road, Aston, Birmingham .
offers ;-Gas, Oil, or Steam Engine. — 289. Odessa
for
suitable
;
amps.
2
Avery Dynamo, 15 volts
Road, Forest Gate, E.
charging ; new ; perfect ; approval ; £ 1.- SMART,
Kapp Dynamo, 20 volts, drum armature ; finely
finished ; must be sold ; £ 2, deposit system.
32, Cromwell Road, Bedford .
ABELL , Hartshili, Atherstone, Warwickshire.
Salo.-- Armstrong's Pocket Accumulator, trans
Loco. for Salo. - Bargain : M.R. Model, tender
parent unbreakable case, 4-volt, 9 hours, with
and guard's van, double-action slide-valve cylin
flower lamp ; complete ; nearly new ; 1os., or
exchange .-WALKER , 10, Littlegate, Oxford .
ders, 2 ins. gauge, correctly painted and lined , with
rails making oval; 308. Full particulars , stamp.
Phonograph, in polished oak case , with repro
Below .
ducer , and four gold moulded records ; 245.-R.
For Sale. — Magnificent Model Vertical Engine
, Brookside, Calver, Sheffield .
WINTERBOTHAM
120-watt Lahmeyer Dynamo, patterns and
(catalogued 335.), glass gauge, double-action slide
valve cylinder : silver-plated ; bigh-speed : 13s.
drawings ; also Gas or Petrol Engine repairs ;
203. ; bargain .--24 , Russell Street, Gloucester .
-G . WEST, 26 , Bawtree Road, New Cross , Lon
don , S.E.
Marine) ; Engine
i-in . bore,separately
pump, boiler
(nearly
finished
together
. Wanted
or
Sale. - Plate-built Steamer ; hull 49 ins. long;
30s., or offer. - BOTTOMLEY, 59 , Belmont Road,
Moulded Records, good Reproducer, Bicycle Motor
.
Ilford
Castings.- S ., 28, Wellesley Road, Liverpool.
Wanted, “ Ixion or other Motor Set. Exchange
Wanted . - A good Lathe in exchange for a first
12-bore
(nearly new ) double-barrelGun , Case Tools
class Gentleman's Cycle, free wheel, and two
brakes , Clincher tyres ; as good as new ; or sell
100 3-inch Brass Cartridges ( filled ). - MUDIE ,
Stuart House, Ely .
£6.- CHARLIE TYAS, Huddersfield Road, Skelman
A Small Hand or Power Vertical, in good order
thorpe, near Huddersfield .
ner, planes 141 ins. by 8j ins,
Superior Hand
price 20s., or exchange.-- YOUNG, 55, Storie Street,
by 7 ins. ; self-acting in horizontal cut ; fine tool
Paisley.
now ; £ 10 ros.-J. T.ANDREWS, Spalding .
(Continued on page vitt.)
.

What Ofers 2 - Cast- iron Cylinder Piston and
Rod , 5t-in . stroke 2 7-16ths- in , boro.-- HELLIER,
Beacon Ice , Falmouth ,
For Salo .-- Lathe, st-in. centre, 3 ft. 6 ins. wood
bed , iron faced , slow geared, slide-rest, chucks,
and emery wheels ; also polished Steel Engine
Crankshaft, 2- in , throw , 20 ins. long ; Vertical
Engine, 1 in. by , in., wants valve rod . Wbat
offers ?-RAMSELL , Norfolk Street, Lynn .
Camera wanted , focussing about 3-plate, to
exchange for Model Gas Engine and Dynamo,
nearly finished , or powerful Shocking Coil. - 61,
Regent Street, Smethwick .
Wanted.- A Second-hand Motor by a good
maker , for 20 ft. to 25 ft. Launch .- BEER , 19
Norman Street, Cardiff .
Lathe, 4 -in . screw -cutting, 4 ft . 6 ins. bed, gap,
Compound slide-rest, hand-rest, steady rest, sur
face plate ; everything complete ; condition new ;
£ 12 or offer .-- 2 , Park View , Springfield Road,
Chelmsford Essex .
Salo. — 4-ing Compound Slide-rest, £ 2 ; goin.
4 -jaw Dog Chuck, 43 ; 15-in . Faceplate , 41.
KEAN , Bondgate Bridge, Ripon .
For Salo.-L. & S.W.R. model bogie Express
Engine, 21 gauge ; nearly new ; had steam in
twice ; perfect order . What offers ? — BICKER
STAFFE , 4 , Warrenhurst Road, Fleetwood , Lancs.
Four 160 amporo-hour Glass Cell Accumulators,
in wood cases, with acid complete ; £2 ros., or
sell singly, 155. each .- PRINCE, 55, Gray Street,
Waterloo Road, S.E.
Wanted. - Pair Loco Wheels , 2
or 3 -in .
diameter, inside cylinders ; also two pairs, 17- in .
-BOULTON , Saffron Walden .
Bargain .-Gent's up -to -date Bicycle for sale
Hyde free wheel, two rim brakes, nickel-plated
rimswith outfit ; £5. - W . JACK , 45 , Brook Street,
Stepney :
Salo.-- Nearly finished Castings, i-in . bore, 2- in .
stroke ; Brearley & Stevenson Engine, with
governors and condenser ; splendid value ; 255.
WIMHURST, Gas Works, Spalding .
For Sale. - Gas Engine, new , b.h.-P., 2t- in .
bore, 3 - in . stroke ; in complete working order ;
worth € 14 ; no reasonable offer refused . - G . H.
RAMSAY, 2, Andover Terrace , Cheltenham .
Wanted to Exchange : No. 131 to present num .
ber MODEL ENGINEER, 33 to 42 Electricity,"
756 to 786 “ Work
“ Electric Light for
Amateurs " ; “ Electric Light for Country Houses"";
New Century Phonograph and nine records, for
Model Engine or Loco.-B., 39, Frostoms Road ,
Workington .
Acoumulators. - A 4-volt 25 amp.-hour, ordi
nary size , celluloid case , new condition , 155. 6d. ;
two 4 -volt, ebonite, pocket, new , 38. 6d . each . S., 85, Grove Road , Bow , London.
Exchange Novelty Dynamo, or 6 -volt Launch
Motor with propeller, for about 10-volt 6 amp.
Accumulator. - F. THOMAS, 83, Mytton Street,
Hulme, Manchester .
Battery Motor or Dynamo, Manchester type,
improved shuttle armature, rocking brushes
bearings take up wear ; new condition ; 325.
C. N., 103, Gladstone Road , Watford .
Hall-plate Stand Camera and case (cost £ 5 ),
sell 355., or exchange good Phonograph ; pair
Cylinders , is by 24 125, ; ditto, 2 by 3+, 185.;
Loco Frames, Cylinders, Axleboxes, for it-in .
scale , 158. - Sunnybank , Hampstead , London .
For Sale. - Small Slide-valve Launch Engine ,
65. - T , BRADLEY, 157, Sunderland Road, Gates
head-on -Tyne.
Quart Bottle Bichroniate Battery (cost 65. ),
take 3s. ; Acetylene Cycle Lanp. (cost 5s.), take
25. 6d .-T. DAVIS , jun., Woodford Wells, Essex .
2 h.-p. Motor Bloycle ; complete ; machine good
order ; enamelling and plating good ; £ 15 . – 61,
Coombe Road , Croydon .
11 h.-p. Motor Cycle ; running condition ;
A won tyres, nearly new ; seen by appointment ;
£ 12. - S ., 71, Osbaldeston Road , Stoke Newington .
Loco Boiler, 20 tubes, firebox , 155.; Engine
Parts, 45.6d . ; 100 Bird's Eggs , ios . - BERT
ROBINSON , 170, King's Road , Chelsea .
For Sale. —Loco Type Boiler for 1-in . acale
engine ; bargain ; 3 ros. What offers ?—CARTER
JACKSON , Pinxton , Alfreton .
Lathe, 4- In . centres, 3 ft. 6 ins. bed, back -gear,
compound slide-rest, self-centring and 4 -jawed
chucks, T-rest, emery wheels, tools, & c. ; bargain ;
£ 10 or nearest offer .- 9, Westerdale Road, Green
wich
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COMPANY

Established 1990.
60, Brook St., C.-on-M .,MANCHESTER. Contractors to H.M. Governmont
Every Reader of the " Model Engineer " should send two Stamps for our 44-page Illustrated List and Supple
mønt. It contains Illustrations and particulars of
Everything

Electrical at Bottom

Prices

1

ELECTRIC BELLS
from 1/3 each .
PUSHES
3d .
BELL WIRE
3d . per doz. yds.
ELECTRO -MOTORS
2/6 each .
8d .
LAMPS
96
DYNAMOS
9)
TERMINALS
1 /2d . per pair.
3/3 each .
MEDICAL COILS
9)
The " CLARION " Bell,
8d .
BATTERIES
Loud-Ringing Electric Bell,
POSTAGE EXTRA.
1 splendidly made, with
Our List is invaluable to all interested in Electricty, and is the most completobuod.
UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60 , Brook Street,
24
Gong
...
18
each.
23
1/4 )
Please note only Address B
C -on - M ., MANCHESTER .
3
1/6

“ Doubles the capacity of
slide-rest.
“

VERTICAL
SLIDE
for MILLING, BORING,
SLOT- DRILLING , otor
in Lathes, 3 to 6 ins.
Centres,

21/-,
5 to 7 ing. Contrar,
27/6 ,
VICES, extra
10/6 & 12/6
LEYLAND BARLOW & Co.
Tbrostlonost Works, Trafford Road, Manoboster.

- Rays

SIMPLY
A

Lathes

Foot and Power.
High- grade screw -cutting engine Lathes, with
forged crucible steel hollow spindles, phosphor
bronze bearings, gear -driven reversible feeds with
strong friction drive in apron , our patented spring
nutswhich allow quick shifts of change gears, also
Draw - in Chuck , Gear-Cutting , Milling and Taper
Attachments it desired .
Suitable for electrical and repair work, model
makers, gunsmiths technical schools, and fine,
accurate machine-shop and tool-room service.
Ask for COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS.
THE SENECA FALLS MFG . CO .
Foot Lathes
360 , Water Street,
Power Lathes
SENECA FALLS, N. Y., U.S.A. (78)
Speed Lath es

45 aod şi in centres.
43,51, 6 and 7 in . centres.
5 and 6 in centres.

X

Star ”

EXPLAINED .

Handbook

on

the

Theory

Practice of Radiography .
(ILLUSTRATED .)
CONTENTS :
Historical and Explanatory.
Apparatus for the Production of Suitable Discharge.
Röntgen Ray Tubes.
Accessories.
Production of X - Rays.

17/6

and

From all Agents of " The Model Engineer," price 6d.,
or post free 77/2d . from

PERCIVAL MARSHALL
&
Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St, LONDON , E.C.

Per

5 /

Month .

The LATHE of the CENTURY .
Why delay ? You have no need to go on pottering without a lathe. Send
us 6/- with order, and the balance in three monthly payments of 5 /-. and
we will send the above famous little Lathe. Others imitate, but 'tis only
imitation after all , None equals above. The price absolutely cuts them
out. We are the makers of Tools for Model Makers, and we stand first
We will send the above on approval. If, after the first payment, it is not
found value, we will return cash . Just send along four stamps for our list
and have a good look through it. We will surprise you with the quality
and the low price. It comes per return .
S. HOLMES

&

CO .,

Engineers ,
BRADFORD .
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What Olors 8 - Cast- iron Cylinder Piston and
Rod , st-in . stroke 27-16ths-in. boro.-- HELLIER,
Beacon Ice , Falmouth .
For Sale. - Lathe, st-in . centre, 3 ft. 6 ins.wood
bed, iron faced , slow geared, siide- rest, chucks,
and emery wheels ; also polished Steel Engine
Crankshaft, 2- in , throw , 20 ins. long ; Vertical
Engine, 1 in . by : in ., wants valve rod. What
offers ? -- RAMSELL, Norfolk Street, Lyon .
Camera wanted , focussing about $-plate, in
exchange for Model Gas Engine and Dynamo,
nearly finished, or powerful Shocking Coil. - 61,
Regent Street, Smethwick .
Wanted .-- A Second -hand Motor by a good
maker , for 20 ft. to 25 ft. Launch . - BEER , 19
Norman Street, Cardiff.
Latho, 4-in . screw -cutting, 4 ft. 6 ins. bed , gap,
Compound slide-rest, hand-rest, steady rest, sur
face plate ; everything complete ; condition new ;
£12 or offer .- 2 , Park View , Springfield Road,
Chelmsford Essex
,
Sale.--4 -ing Compound Slide-rest, £2 ; g -in .
4 -jaw Dog Chuck , 63 ; 15-in. Faceplate, 61.KEAN , Bondgate Bridge, Ripon .
For Salo.-L. & S.W.R. model bogie Express
Engine, 26 gauge ; nearly new ; had steam in
twice ; perfect order . What offers ? — BICKER
STAFFE, 4, Warrenhurst Road, Fleetwood, Lancs.
Four 150 ampere -hour Glass Cell Accumulators,
in wood cases, with acid complete ; 62 ios., or
sell singly, 155. each . - PRINCE, 55, Gray Street,
Waterloo Road, S.E.
Wanted . - Pair Loco Wheels, 27. or 3- in .
diameter, inside cylinders ; also two pairs, 17-in .
-BOULTON , Saffron Walden.
Bargain .--- Gent's up -to-date Bicycle for sale
Hyde free wheel, two rim brakes, nickel-plated
rims with outfit ; £5. - W . JACK, 45, Brook Street,
Stepney .
Salo .-- Nearly finished Castings, l- in . bore, 2- in .
stroke ; Brearley & Stevenson Engine, with
governors and condenser ; splendid value ; 259.
WIMHURST ,Gas Works, Spalding .
For Sale. --Gas Engine, new , b.h.-p., at- in .
bore, 3-in. stroke ; in complete working order ;
worth £ 14 ; no reasonable offer refused. - G . H.
RAMSAY, 2 , Andover Terrace, Cheltenham .
Wantod to Exchange : No. 131 to present num :
ber MODEL ENGINEER, 33 to 42 • Electricity,'
Electric Light for
756 to 786 “ Work
Amateurs " ; " Electric Light for Country Houses " ;
New Century Phonograph and nine records, for
Model Engine or Loco .--- B ., 39, Frostoms Road ,
Working ton .
Acoumulators.- A 4- volt 25 amp.-hour, ordi
nary size , celluloid case, new condition, 155. 6d. ;
two 4 -volt, ebonite, pocket, new , 38. 6d . each.
S., 85, Grove Road , Bow , London .
Exchange Novelty Dynamo, or 6-volt Launch
Motor with propeller, for about 10-volt 6 amp.
Accumulator. - F . Thomas, 83, Mytton Street,
Hulme, Manchester.
Battery Motor, or Dynamo, Manchester type,
improved shuttle armature , rocking brushes
bearings take up wear ; new condition ; 329.
C. N., 103, Gladstone Road , Watford.
Hall-plate Stand Camera and case (cost 65),
sell 358., or exchange good Phonograph ; pair
Cylinders, it by 21 12s. ; ditto, 2 by 31, 185.;
Loco Frames, Cylinders, Axleboxes,' for it-in .
scale, 158.- Sunnybank , Hampstead, London .
For Sale.- Small Slide-valve Launch Engine,
65.-T. BRADLEY, 157, Sunderland Road , Gates
head -on- Tyne.
Quart Bottle Bichroniate Battery (cost 69.),
take 3s . ; Acetylene Cycle Lamp (cost 55.), take
25. 60. -T. DAVIS, jun ., Woodtord Wells , Essex.
2 h.-p. Motor Bioycle ; complete ; machine good
order ; enamelling and plating good ; £ 15. - 61,
Coombe Road, Croydon ..
14 h.-p. Motor Cycle ; running condition ;
A won tyres, nearly new ; seen by appointment ;
£ 12. - S ., 71, Osbaldeston Road, Stoke Newington .
Loco Boller, 20 tubes, firebox, 155. ; Engine
Parts, 48.6d . ; 100 Bird's Eggs, ios. - BERT
ROBINSON , 170, King's Road, Chelsea.
For Sale. - Loco Type Boiler for i-in . scale.
engine ; bargain ; £ 3 Ios. What offers ?-CARTER
JACKSON, Pinxton, Alfreton .
Lathe, 4 -In . centres, 3 ft. 6 ins. bed, back -gear,
compound slide-rest, self-centring and 4 -jawed
chucks, T -rest, emery wheels, tools, & c. ; bargain ;
£wich
10 or nearest offer.- 9, Westerdale Road, Green

Dynamo, brand new (overtype), 50 volts
3 amps., drum armature, brush rocking gear,
mounted on slide rails ; all finished exceptwinding.
}. magnets ; also it lbs. of No. 22 D.C.C.Wire and
holder ; 328. 6d . lot ; approval.-— " ENGINEER,”
38, Bartlett Street, Caerphilly, Glam .
Cassoll's “ Now Popular Edueator," eightvolumes
unsoiled , £ 1 Is. ; cost £2. - Below .
Cassell's “ Encyclopædia of Mechanics," four
volumes , 128. (cost 245.) ; Pellett Carburettor, 68.,
Hunnings Telephone Transmitter , 28, 6d. ; Watch
Receiver , 28. 6d . ; Coil, 19. 6d . ; new.-A. FARE
BROTHER , 128 , Chorlton Road , Manchester.
Cycle Motor, 2 h.-p., practically finisbed ready
for running, with coil and carburrettor ; £3 tos ,
of
exchange.-ILSLEY,
Clerkenwell
Road,
E.C. 64, Victoria Dwellings,
For Sale. - One of the celebrated Serpentine
Model Yachts ; cedar built ; very fast and winner
of challenge cup ; perfect condition ; low price, £ 3 .
-H . L., 109, Castle Street, Battersea .
For Sale --A fast Sailing 10 - rating Model
Yacht ; everything fit for racing ; price 30 $.H.L., 109, Castle Street, Battersea .
“ Frona " Hand Camera , hold 40 films ; good as
How ; cost five guineas ; brass telescopic stand,
canvas case, case of three magnifiers, the printing
frames , several developing dishes . Also Griffins
Enlarger ; 10 by 8 ; used twice ; cost 258. The lot
for £4 1os., or near offer.- WEBB, Kingshurst Hill
Avenue, Worcester.
Modol Ratehot Drill ; cost sos. ; accurately
made ; 78. 6d . Set six_f-in . square Slide-rest,
Tools, 4s. 60.- WALTER FIRTH , Whitcliffe , Clecko
heaton .
Exchango “ MODEL ENGINEER " (from No. 106
to date), quantity Engineer's Tools, cold Chisels,
Monkey Wrenches, Hammers, & c., two Brass
Cylinders (bored ), " Gem " Air Gun ( all perfect)
for small Boiler Fittings, Models, Lathe. Offers
entertained . - DARKER , Bdonderry, King's Co.,
Ireland.
Flywhool, 23 ins. diameter, bored a $ ins. ;
weighs about cwt. ; accept 58. - REID , 40 ,Garnet
Street, Middlesbro'.
For Salo .-- 8 -in . Induction Coil for --Ray work ;
in case , with patent contact-breaker ; in good con
dition . - Apply, K. MURRAY, 12, Astwood Road ,
South Kensington , S.W.
Gent's Cycle for immediate sale, £ 5 10 . ; cost
£ 18. - GIDNEY, 162, Albert Road, Jarrow .
Wanted.-- + -Plate Stand Camera ; full particu
lars, sample of work, original cost ; lowest price for
cash . - HOWARD , 2, Wellfield Road , Cardiff.
Motor Car. No time to finish . Owner intend
ing to build 2-seated car, wishes to dispose of
strong tubular frame, body, springs, clips, steering
column and wheel, bonnet, dashboard, front
axle , four wheels, footsteps, starting lever , etc.
First offer £ 12 ros. buys the lot ; cost nearly £30.
Photo and further particulars, 3d .-- HOWARD, 2 ,
Wellfield Road , Cardiff.
Latho , 6 - in . centre, 3 ft. 6 ins. bed , compound
slide-rest, five cutters, heavy flywheel ; 64.- T.
STRUGGLES, 54, Brunswick Street, C.-on -M ., Man
chester .
Sell or Exchange. - Copper and Brass; tubes and
sheets ; state sizes required ; stamp for reply.
BAILEY, 34, Mansfield Road, Aston, Birmingham .
Avery Dynamo, 15 volts 2 amps. ; suitable for
charging ; now ; perfect ; approval ; £ 1.- SMART,
32, Cromwell Road, Bedford .
Salo .-- Armstrong's Pocket Accumulator , trans
parent unbreakable case, 4-volt, 9 hours, with
flower lamp ; complete ; nearly new ; los., or
exchange.-WALKER , 10 , Littlegate , Oxford .
Phonograph, in polished oak case , with repro
ducer , and four gold moulded records ; 248.-R.
WINTERBOTHAM , Brookside, Calver, Sheffield .
120 -watt Lahmeyer Dynamo, patterns and
drawings ; also Gas or Petrol Engine repairs ;
203. ; bargain. - 24, Russell Street, Gloucester.
Marine Engine i-in. bore , pump, boiler (nearly
finished ) ; together or separately . Wanted
Moulded Records, good Reproducer, Bicycle Motor
Castings. - S ., 28, Wellesley Road, Liverpool.
Wanted. - A good Lathe in exchange for a first
class Gentleman's Cyclo, free wheel, and two
brakes, Clincher tyres ; as good as new ; or sell
£6. - CHARLIE TYAS, Huddersfield Road , Śkelman .
thorpe, near Huddersfield.
Superior Hand Planer , planes 141 ins. by 8f ins,
by 7 ins. ; self-acting in horizontal cut ; fine tool
new ; £ 10 tos.- ). T. ANDREWS, Spalding .
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Salo. Complete Model Railway, including
slide- valve loco, tender, four trucks, brake, three
signals, switch , 30 it. rails (all by Bassett-Lorke),
2 } gauge ; in good condition and working order ;
$ 2 ; bargian. - GEORGE, 29, Achilles Street, Nes
Cross, S.E.
Wanted. - 15-2 h.-p. Motor Accessories, in
exchange Phonograph (cost 50s.), Records, i6s.;
Camera, 258. ; Telephones , 128. 2d . or cash.-F.
TAYLOR , 44, Leven Street, Glasgow , S.S.
For Sale.-- High -speed Horizontal Slide-valve
Engine, i-in . bore, it-in . stroke, parallel guides,
brass bed to ins. long, flywheel 6 ins. diameter ;
made entirely of brass and steel ; fitted through
out with hexagonal steel nuts ; piston fitted with
rings ; a magnificent model ; new ; cost double ;
255. ; photo two penny stamps . - Below .
Vertical Tubular Boller , 15 ins. high , sins.
diameter, internal firebox 7 ins. deep , fitted with
five i-in . steel tubes made of sheet steel, riveted
throughout ; tested 50 lbs. sq . in .; no fittings ;
new ; £1 ; photo two penny stamps.- ) . HALLAN
Church Road , Broadstone, Dorset.
Wrought- Iron Shaft, if ins. diameter, io ft.
5 ins. long, in two pieces (coupled ), 16s . net;
no approval.- M . SMITH , 4 , Gordon Street, Amble,
Northumberland .
For Salo . - A beautiful Mandoline, inlaid with
pearl ; a real beauty ; £2.--- Below .
For Salo.-Nearly new Hot-air Engine ; very
large and powerful ; 308. ; approval, deposit. - W .
ANDERSON, 25, Christ Church Road , Doncaster .
oll Engino, 1 h.-p. (by Madison, Derby), nearly
now ; complete with tank , pipes , and all áttings ;
46.-W. Å . DINSDALE , 2, Hylton Road, Milk
bield, Sunderland .
New Bicyclo , 26 frame ; will exchange for Treadle
Lathe, with compound 'slide-rest. - R . RICHARD
SON , 306, Whalley Range, Blackburn .
Hall-plato Lancastor Stand Camera with new
" Iris " R.R.lens, shutter, two slides, and shoulder
bag ; will sell for 358., or exchange for t- in . Lathe
slide- rest, tools, hand woodturning tools , and
Morse twist drills to value ; approval, deposit.
GRAFTON , 52, Denzil Avenue, Southampton .
For Sale.--Good Bench Drilling Machine, six
drills ; cost 18s. 6d., take 138.-E. WATKINSON ,
Church Street, Westhoughton , Lancs.
Vertical Copper Boller, 14 ins. by 7 ins. ; 13 fire
tubes ; working pressure, so lbs. ; all fittings, in
cluding steam and hand pumps. Also Horizontal
( 1 in . by 2 ins.) Slide-valve Engine. Photo , stamp
-ILLINGWORTH , 26 , Creswick Road , Acton , w .
Sale. - Complete Attachment 31 h.-p. Cycle
Motor ; 2 } by 4 -in . stroke OilEngine ; Lathe Head
stocks (4 ins. ).- Particulars, GARDINER , 2, Albert
Hill, Bishop Auckland .
Wil Exchange Phonograph and Records, worth
€ 7 , for Electric Light Plant. - Below .
Large Electric Car ; suit cycle parades ; 2nd
prize Wrexham Carnival last year ; sell £ 4 , or ex.
change anything.-- HELLIN , 39, Hampden Road ,
Wrexham
.
For Sale.-Brown Bros.' Spray Carburettor ;
suction valve, exhaust chamber, and throttle , 1-in .
outlet ; £1 , cost 275. 6d . ; brand new .-- ALLSOP,
Dover Bottom , Holmfirth .
Sale. - 7-stone Championship Belt of England ;
offers ; Gas, Oil, or Steam Engine. — 289, Odessa
Road , Forest Gate, E.
Kapp Dynamo, 20 volts, drum armature ; finely
finished ; must be sold ; 62, deposit system . ABELL , Hartshill,Atherstone, Warwickshire.
Loco. lor Salo.-- Bargain : M.R. Model, tender
and guard's van , double-action slide-valve cylin
ders, 2 ins. gauge, correctly painted and lined , with
rails making oval: 305. Full particulars , stamp.
-Below .
For Sale. — Magnificent Model Vertical Bogine
(catalogued 338.), glass gauge, double-action side
valve cylinder : silver-plated ; high- speed : 13s.
-G . West, 26 , Bawtree Road, New Cross , Lon .
don , S.E.
Sale. - Plate-built Steamer ; hull 49 ins. long;
30s., or offer. - BOTTOMLEY, 59, Belmont Road,
Ilford .
Wanted , “ Ixion " or other Motor Set. Exchange
12-bore (nearly new ) double-barrelGun , Case Tools
MUDIE,
100 3-inch Brass Cartridges ( filled ).
Stuart House, Ely .
A Small Hand or Power Vertical, in good order
price 20s., or exchange.-- YOUNG, 55, Storie Street,
Paisley.
(Continued on page vllt.)
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sQualities
ee
.,Other
List

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

COMPANY,

Established 1890.
60, Brook St., C.-on-M .,MANCHESTER, Contractors to H.M.Government.
Every Reader of the “ Model Engineer ” should send two Stamps for our 44-page Illustrated List and Supple
ment. It contains Illustrations and particulars of
Everything

Electrical at Bottom

Prices

ELECTRIC BELLS
... from 1/3 each .
PUSHES
3d .
BELL WIRE
3d . per doz . yds.
ELECTRO -MOTORS
2/6 each .
8d .
LAMPS
12
96 9 )
DYNAMOS
TERMINALS
1 d . per pair.
3/3 each .
9
MEDICAL COILS
The " CLARION " Bell,
BATTERIES
8d .
Loud-Ringing Electric Bell,
POSTAGE EXTRA.
splendidly made, with
Our List is invaluable to all Interested in Electricity, and is the most complete issued.
24 Gong ... 1/3 each. UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., 60 , Brook Street,
1/4 )
24
Please note only Address
o
C -on - M ., MANCHESTER
1/6

" Doubles the capacity of
slide-rest."

“

Star ”

Lathes

Foot and Power.
High-grade screw -cutting engine Lathes , with
forged crucible steel hollow spindles , phosphor
bronze bearings, gear-driven reversible feeds with
strong friction drive in apron , our patented spring
nutswhich allow quick shifts of change gears, also
Draw -in Chuck, Gear-Cutting, Milling and Taper
Attachments it desired .
Suitable for clectrical and repair work , model
makers, gunsmiths technical schools, and fine,
accurate machine-shop and tool-room service.
Ask for comPLETE DESCRIPTIONS.
THE SENECA FALLS MFG . CO .
Foot Lathes
560, Water Street,
45 and 51 in . cen tres.
41,51, 6 and 7 in . centres. " Star' power Lathes
SENECA FALLS, N. Y., U.S.A. (78)
Speed Lath es
5 and 6 in centres.

VERTICAL
SLIDE
for MILLING, BORING,
SLOT-DRILLING , eto ,
in Lathes, 3 to 5 ins.
Centres,

21/-,
5 to 7 ins. Centres,
27/6 ,
VICES, extra

10/6

2

& 12/6

LEYLAND BARLOW & Co.
Tbrostlenest Works, Trafford Road , Manebester .

Ray
X- EXPLAINED
s.
SIMPLY
.
A Handbook on the Theory
and Practice of Radiography.
( ILLUSTRATED .)

CONTENTS :
Historical and Explanatory .
Apparatus for the Production of Suitable Discharge.
Röntgen Ray Tubes.
Accessories.
Production of X -Rays .
From all Agents of " The Model Engineer," price 6d.,
or post free 7 %2d . from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL
&
Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St., LONDON, E.C.

176
Per

5- Month .

The LATHE of the CENTURY.
Why delay ? You have no need to go on pottering without a lathe. Send
us 5 - with order, and the balance in three monthly payments of 5/-, and
we will send the above famous little Lathe. Others imitate, but 'tis only
imitation after all. None equals above. The price absolutely cuts them
out. We are the makers of Tools for Model Makers , and we stand first
Wewill send the above on approval. If, atter the first payment, it is not
found value, we will return cash. Just send along four stamps for our list.
and have a good look through it. Wewill surprise you with the quality
and the low price. It comes per return .

S

HOLMES &

CO .,

Engineers,
BRADFORD .

vi.

ARMSTRONG & Co., TWICKENHAM ,

Accumulator Makersand Manufacturara,
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MOY'S
Patent Ellipsograph
A
For describing accurately any size
Ellipse up to 4 by 3 * ins.

B

C

OF

Price 30 /
6.VOLT POCKET
TYPE, 9 brs. light,
either shape,
EBONITE, 876
TRANSPARENT CELLULUID, 91-, AI sent charged
Ready for Lighting. Acid -proof terminals. Non
spilling vents.

Particulars on application .

DYNAMO

W.M.
MARLING,
Manufacturer
,

DESIGN .
BY
ALFRED H. AVERY, A.J.E.E.

47, Finsbury Pavement, London , B.O.
Established 1851. Works: Hackney , E.
CAS ENGINES (...), £ 7 108 .
Electric A.
larm Clocks, Curved,
terminals Trans
and contacts parent
4.VOLT
complete ,4 /- 4.volt
Best quality 5.hr. 51. POCKET ACCUMULATORS.
g-br. 71. Curved Ebonite , 5 -br., 1/9
12-br. 107.
9 -hr.,6/6 ; 12-hr., 9/6
Rectangular Celluloid, g-br., 7/-; 12-hr. 11/
All sent charged ready for immediate lighting.
Postage, any above, 4d. extra. Accumulators, any
kind, cheaply charged and repaired. Obtain im .
mediately our large Electrical Catalogue and Tes.
timonials, 41. Grandest goods. Genuine bargains.
No rubbish at Armstrong's. Pick of the Market
right away. ARMSTRONG'S IGNITION Accumu.
litors for your MOTOR BIKE

The Franklin Gas Engine
One-half Horse -Power .
worth $ 100 complete . We sell all
necessary Castings, Materials, and
Detail Drawings for $ 16'50 . For
realwork - not a toy . 450 revo
lutions per minute. Upright or
horizental form . Finished parts
sold separately . Runs by Gas or
Oh FRANKLIN Gasolene. For boys and men with
Model Shop a mechanical turn . Write for
circular.
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-131, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.
DART UNIONS
Connect Pipes without Packing, so they can be dis
connected at any time, with no trouble .
Write for Catalogue No. 101.
THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY ,
78-80, City Rd., London , E.C.
Glasgow Office : 9 , HOWARD STREET.

OIL

ENGINES . . £ 8 108.

WATER MOTORS (...) £ 8 108.

SECOND EDITION .
Oloth Bouna
103 pages . 61 Hlustrations.
Price 1 /- net. Post free 1/2.

ELECTRIC MOTOR, £ 12 108.
For larger Sizes see Catalogues .
Dynamos, Bells, Portable Accumulators, Modloul
Coils, Lamps, Electrical Novelties, etc.
PRICES & QUALITY UNEQUALLED .
AB Goods Guaranteed. See Testimonials.
Three New Illustrated Catalogues : Electrical,
Mechanical, Novelties, id. stamp each ; the three,
2d . stamps.

Of all Agents for The MODEL EN
GINEBR , or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , B.C.

L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDGE .

DODWORK
WO

O ,

Ask

your grocer

for

EPPS'S
(The most nutritious)

COCOA
And take no other.
We should be obliged if
Advertisers would
send
small remittances in 7d.
stamps .

DYNAMOS .

JOINTS :
How to Make and
Where to Use Them .
The making of Joints is often a stumbling block
to the successful completion of a structure, and is
looked upon as a difficulty not easily overcome.
The matter is not a serious one, however, if the
proper methods are adopted ; and this book,
written in a practical manner by a practical man,
gives the necessary instructions for setting out and
making joints of every description .
If the instructions are carried out as given any
person who can use Tools should find no difficulty
in carrying out any job he undertakes in a work
manlike fashion .
137 Illustrations.
85 pages.
From all Agents for The WOODWORKER, prico
Bd . net, or 7 % d . post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co. ,
26-29 , Poppin's Court,
Fleet St., LONDON , E.C.

DYNAMOS

Castings, 30 watts, 3s. per

Set.

Complete Dynamos , 12s. 6d . each .

DYNAMO AND NOVELTY LISTS, post free, 1d .
CATALOGUE of EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL, post free, 2d .

THE
Photographed from our
No. 6
MACHINE .

ELECTRICAL

WILSON STREET.

SUNDRIES

152, Grey Mare

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

Lane, Manchester.
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MILLING
Why

Not

CUTTERS

?

SPECIAL
Any Amateur can obtain BRILLIANT
RESULTS if he uses Kitlene Lightning
French Polish for Amateurs.
COMPLETE OUTFIT, containing all that is requisite ,
in handsome red case, 2s. ; postage 3d .
RE-FILLS. - Polish, 9d .; Oil and Spirit (combined ), 7d.
Postage on each. 31.

SMALL

End Slotting Mills .
5
in ., 1/- each .
78, 3. 1

in ., 13 each.
Po, ka,

Kitlene Syndicate, Ltd., Wardrobe Chambers,
LONDON , e.c.
Metion THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

in., 1/6

.

in ., 1/9

LATEST

ELECTRICAL .

NOVELTIES .

4

HERCULES

18

Soe 44-page Illustrated List, and NEW SUPPLE
MENT, post free, two Stamps. Lowest Prices.
Best Quality .
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO .,
Electric Bells, from 1/3. 60, Brook Street, C.-on -M ., MANCHESTER .

Diso Slotting Cutters.
4 in dia., $, , fin , wide ) Alltapped
3
1 in . Whit.
16
3
1/6 each .
I 99
99
3:18

3
ij in . dia., } , 16 4 , ir fin . wide, 4 in
hole, 3 /- each .
• This size has ground teeth .

MOTORS .

1904 Featherweight Motor Equipment, 2 h.p., to fit
your present Roadster, £ 10 10s. 12 months' guarantee .
2 h.p. Components, £ 3 17s.6d. Castings & Drawings, 258.
Hercules 5 h.p. Twin Cylinder Motor, £ 14 . Castings
and Drawings, £ 3 18s .
Hercules Water-cooled Car Motors , 4 h.p., £ 12 ; 6 h.p.,
£ 16 10s.; 12 h.p., £32 ; 24 h.p., £60 .
Hercules Launch Motors from 72 h.p.
Hercules Renowned Gas and Oil Engines from 48 to
24 h.p. 12 months' guarantee .
Whatever you want in the Motor line we can supply you . Any
odd size Pistons, Piston -rings, Cylinders, Flywheels, Crank
cases, etc. Delivery at sharp notice. InterestingCatalogue,4d.
Speciality - F . D.Werner's converted to rear-drive,andmade
up to date, Spray Carburettor, etc. ; excellent results, £ 4 158.
Delivery back 3 days. Several already done.
YOU KNOW MY PLACE
Whiston 8t. Engine Works,
HENRY BUTLER ,
DERBY .

Baoked -off

Width .

Convex

Diam .

Cutters.
Bore.

Price,

1 3/
is,f or is in . fin .( Screwed
in . Wnitw . ) each .
in .

in .

Screwed
3
lier in .Whitw .) each .

End and Face Mills ,
Width Diam .
Bore .
Price .
in .
in .
each .
31
ſ
Taper
4 /
Screwed
in.Whit.} 61
3 Screwed
1 in.Whit.} 61
MIKS

EVERYTHING

each .

each .

2 /- each.

42 in .,
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO .,
60 , Brook Street, C.-on -M ., Manchester.

SIZES.

I

TECHNICAL

BOOKS .

All these cutters have ground teeth on end and face.
We have prepared a new 16 -page List of the
latest books on Engineering, Electricity ,
Amateur Mechanics, and Woodworking .
This will be sent free to any address on
receipt of application, enclosing Stamp for
postage.

Co.,
&
PERCIVAL MARSHALL
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.Q.

Send 6d. in Stamps, mentioning this paper, for
fully illustrated 96 pp. Price List to

GEORGE

ADAMS,

144 , HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C
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Wanted , Model Boiler with fittings. Exchange
Zither Banjo , or sell, 30s. ; offers. - H . KENDALL,
West Road , Oakham .
Motor Cyelo (Humber), Ixion, two- stroke engine;
new condition ; ready for road ; thoroughly genuine;
15 guineas. - Write . BROWN, 19, Rollins Street,
Old Kent Road .
Twin -Cylinder Marine Engine ; f- ia. bore ; f-in.
stroke ; 265. ( cost nearly double). Gunmetal
Force Purnp ; t- in . ram , t-in . stroke ; 59., new .
8 - in . Circular Saw and Spindle for Lathe ; 6s. 6d .
-F. TAYLOR , 25, Effra Road , Wimbledon .
Slide-Rest, compound
), 3t-in. Exchange
for Small Dynam : or(new
offers. - 53, Brompton
Road, Albert Road , Southsea .
For Sale, or Exchange for secondhand Cycle ,
Castings for 1-6th h.-P. Gas Engine ; almost ready
to erect ; turning and drilling almost completed.
Write for particulars, P. DOUGHTY, 3 , Chatteris
Road , New Kent Road, S.E.
Lady's Free Wheel Cycle ; high- class machine ;
gold lined ; silver-plated rims; rim brakes on both
wheels ; raised handle bar ; in splendid order :
nearly new ; genuine bargain ; £4 178. Will send
on approval.- Victoria House , 60, Newton Street,
Birmingham
Gent.oman's Free Wheel Cycle this year's make);
plated rims; leading make; two rim brakes: t in.
pitch chain ; Whitworth handle bars ; also all
accessories ; bargain , 64 175. Will send on
approval. - Victoria House, 60, Newton Street,
Birmingham .
Offers Wanted for bound volumes, Nos. 1 to 9,
MODEL ENGINEER, Nos. I to 15 M.É. Handbooks ;
also £2 worth Books on Hypnotism ; or exchange
for h.-P.Gas or Oil Engine ; complete ; in run
riing order. — MCARTHUR, junr., Station Hotel,
Cupar.
Horizontal Steam Eng no, cylinder 4 by 5t ; in
splendid order ; with two pulleys ; seen by ap
pointment ; £4.-- BALL, 20, Sandal Street, Strat
ford .
Gas Engire about it h .-n .; splendid_condition ,
modern type ; £ 7. - Write, BLAKENEY, Tankerville
Road , Strea tham .
H rizontal Steam Engine, if bore by 31 stroke,
11-in . flywheel, governors and lubricators comýleté
with 'wo ii faced belt pulleys ; engineer made ;
in working order ; sacrifice, sos., or nearest offer. WM. PODMORE, The Brooklanis ,Goldenhill, St.ffs.
For Sale. - Bargain (gentleman giving up ).
Superior slide-valve Model Loco, 31 gauge, 141
long , reversing gear ; all fittings ; also tender, two
trucks, and 60 ft. of bent rails, £ 3 58. Table En
gine, it bore, 2t stroke ; splendidly made, with
10-in. heavy flywheel ; strong riveted copper
boiler, with centre flue; the whole on mahogany
stand ; cost £ 15, sell Es. Also well-made Hori
zontal Engine, it bore, 24 stroke, with strong
riveted copper boiler and all fittings ; boiler 17 by
6 , with furnace and centre flue, £ 3 ; or £ 10 the lot.
Useful exchange entertained .-- RICHE, 24, Clyde
Road, Croydon .
** Model Engineer," from No. 42, and 58 Num .
bers of “ Harmsworth Magazine," for sale or ex
change for Model Gas Engine.--HAVELTINE, 7 ,
Spring Hill, Birmingham .
Bicycle (gentleman's ), this year's make, free
wheel, rim brake, plated rims ; all improvements ;
only used few times ; will sell £ 3 18s. Approval if
desired. - 81, Bracebridge Street, Birmingham .
Sale. - Double cylinder Vertical Engine, 2 ins.
by 2 ins., £4 45. ; Overtype Dynamo, 2-in . pulley,
405. (drum armature ), double crank , 21 stroke. -Below ,
3 h.-p. Launch Engine ; quite new ; link re
versing balanced crank, pump, & c.; cost £ 25,
accept £ 18 ; drive 30 ft. boat ; no use to me- room
wanted. - Geo . TATE, London Road, Ipswich.
Double Cylinder Launch Engine, & in . by 1 in . ;
perfect working order ; IIs. 6d . - Below .
High -Speed Horizontal S.-V., tin. by it ins.,
Engine ; bought at Steven's Model Dockyard a
few months back ; bargain , 265.-- Below ,
Horizontal Steam Engine, It ins. by 2 ins.
cylinder and bearings , plated ; perfect order,
16s.6d.- Below .
Dynamo, 12 volts ; splendid order, 139. ; also
a 30 -watt Dynamo, for charging or lighting ;
maker,Avery ; almost new ; and two accumulators .
Bar ;ain , 28s. Wanted , Traction Engine or Loco
motive, 1 in . or 11 in, scale, in good working order.
-C . ELLIOTT , 26A, Park Road North , Acton , W.
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9 -h .- p. Steam Car Engine (3 cylinders), piston
valves, enclosed crank cases, regulator, flash boiler
(copper) ; works 300 lbs. ; lagged asbestos ; both
new August last. - Below .
Portable Forge ; cost sos., 155. ; t-in . by it-in .
Launch Engine (aluminium finish ), nos. ; 41-in .
high Force Pump, 3-in . Stroke, 9s.-- Below ,
New Brass Cylinder, it ins, by 3 ins. (Mac
millans') ; never fixed ; cost 255. ; 10s., with lot
of fittings and bedplate ; two-guinea Camera, IIs. ;
new Voltmeter, 7s. 6d . ; other goods exchange.
Motor Cycle Wanted . - WANNOP, Lesmahagow .
Lathe, new , Britannia, 3t-in . centres, with
Cushman's 3-jaw chuck and sundries, [2 ; also
+ horse Engine and Boiler , 358. - 102, King Street,
Egremont, Cheshire.
Exchange 140 numbers
Amateur Photo
grapher," . 45 “ Photogram ," and 90 “ Photo
graphy," for anything .- STORES, 18, St. Aldate's,
Oxford
Singer Motor Cycle, magneto ignition , Dunlop
tyres, 2 h.-p:; accept £ 17 ; exceptional offer ;
approval willingly.--217, Lozells Road, Hands
worth , near Birmingham ,
Very Fine Horizontal Engine, 2 by 4, in perfect
order, engineer made, accept £ 3 ; 30 -volt Dynamo
(by Avery ), in perfect condition ; will take sos.
or £ 5 the two. Beautiful Vertical High -speed
Engine, 1 in . by 1 in ., brand new , accept 38s.
Full particulars, SCOTT, 80 , Eaton Road , Margate .
Gramophone, No. 6 , with 55 records ; cost
£ 12 mos. " what offers 2 - G . M. THOMPSON , Front
Street, Framwellgate Moor, Durham .
Sale or Exchange. - 6 -way Indicator, 75. 6d.;
Electric Bell, 38.; Vertical Steam Engine, 1 in . by
1 in ., 5s.. 6 ins. Circular Saw , new , 35 6d .; small
Motor , runs off 220 volts, 3s. 6d.-PRED SMITH,
Langton Pinxton,
nr. Alfreton, Derbyshire.
Students' Microscopo, perfectly new ; three
powers ;_409. Case 50 Slides ; 38. Robinson's
Hot-air Engine, working order ; 255. Particulars,
stamp:-R. SUMMERLEIGH , Trull, Taunton .
Fuller's Pattern Ignition Coil, cost 385. 6d . ;
take 305 . P. and R. Accumulator ; 205., cost 30s .
40- amp. Car Accumulator ; 255. Byke Tank , 61.
Longuemare Carburettor, 30s. Belt Rim , Is. 6d .
All new : unused . Offers.
Gas Engine, £ 3.
2 , WPreston
Barnet. complete. Will
nted . —Cottages,
MODEL New
ENGINEER,
exchange (or sell) English Mechanic, from_1890 ,
complete , or 14-in. Saw Spindle , Saws, a id Emery
Wheel.--GRUNDY, Brentford , Middlesex .
For Sale --- Vertical Engine , 2-in . bore, with ver
tical steel boiler, 2 ft. by 1 ft .; with usual fittings:
both nearly new ; on cast-iron base --KAY, Nut
hurst, Horsham .
Wanted Ve tical Slide, also Fac plate for 3-in.
Lathe.--TURNBULL, 155, Helmsley Road, New
castle-on - Tyne.
Bench Lathe, 43 centres ; compound slide- rest ;
3 speed pullev ; 4ft. triangular bed, £ 3. - J. L.
HALL, Watts Lane, Studley .
ElectricalBooks for sale ; cheap ; send postcard
for list. - FRANCIS, 30 , Church Row , BethnalGreen
Road, N.E.
Sale. --Horizontal Steam Engine , 1-in by ij ins.
new ; rocking valve gear ; splendid make, 25s. —
SOUTHERN, 3, Lister Street, Nuneaton .
Castings for a 205. Charging Dynamo, or Self
starting Motor ; field -magnets ready for wire ;
bargain , 35, 6d., carri ge paid . — HADFIELD , 19,
Noble Street Bolton , Lancs.
Free Wheel Cycle (Gent.'s), Bowden brake and
plated rims ; cost £ 12 last season ; 28 ins frame ;
will scii £5 tos. - Below .
For Sale . - Twenty-two numbers of the " Trans
vaal War Book " (slightly soiled ) ; will sell £1.
R. S. WILLIAMS, Bradley Road, Wrexham .
Gas Engine, new ; 1 h.-p. ; £3 tos. ; tag com .
right for accumulat r charging.-- H .
plete · just
PESTELL
, Hayward's Heath , Sussex .
3-inch ' Treadle Lathe , stacd complete ; 3os.
Undertype Motor, 2 armatures ; 15 $ . Water
Motor Ss. 6d . i bore , i str ke, D.A.S.V. Launch
Engine
55 - HEATH , 16 Kemerton R.ad, Cam .
berwe 1 ; What
offers ?
For Sale.- A pair of LatheHeadstocks. 4 -inch
centres engineer made; complete with 3 speeds for
inch flat belt, handrest and catchplate, 22 , 6d., or
exchange. What offers ?-W . FARRER, 22, Pearl
Street, Sheffield ,
Don't throw that half- finished Model on the
scrap-heap. Try an advertisement in this column,
if you wish to get rid of it.

April 14 , 1934.
One Clarkson's Patert Burner, with casing, pres.
sure tank, aud automatic valve, as used by the
L.C. Council Fire Brigade ; offers.-- MCDONALD,
57, Holmes Road , Kentish Town, N.W.
Osmond Motor Bicycle Frame and Wheels
suitable for Clement-Garrard or light engine ;
quite new ; bargain ;. 63 155.-W. BECK , 113 ,
Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham .
Exhibition Show Stand.— “ Old Country House, '
very attractive, suit photographer or palmist ;
complete ; takes to pieces in sections ; also cas:
to pack it in ; also curtains, signs, mats for same
(cost £ 20 ), accept £ 3 ros. ; no use to owner ; or
exchange good Phonograph and Records. - W .
Beck, 113, Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham .
Lathe, back -geared + t. 6 ins. iron bed and legs
6 - in . centres, compound slide-rest, with overhead
motion ; accept £4 10s. ; bargain . - W . BECK, 113 .
Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham .
Horizontal Steam Engine, on stand, 2 ) ins. by
5 ins., mahogany lagged cylinder, with flywheel,
lubricators , & c. ; in working order ; can be seen ;
£ 3 or nearest offer . Enclosed type Steam Engine,
it-in . bore, -in , stroke, piston valve, in running
order , 158. ; Vertical open front Marine Engine,
It-in . by r-in . stroke, in good working order, 155.;
Copper return tube Boiler, nine tubes and corru
gated firebox, 41 ins. by 12 ins., with all fittings ;
tested 60 lbs. sq. in .hydraulic , 355. ; 4 -in . Screw .
cutting Lathe wanted . - H . NORRISH , 7, Tudor
Road, Upper Norwood .
Miscellaneous and Late .
New Designs. - Dynamos, Motors, Horizontal
Launch and Marine Engines, Drilling Machines,
Cycle Motor, Castings, Forgings; Illustrated Cata
logue 3d . ; " refunded first order ." - Scorr HOMER,
Cradley, Staffs.
Turning, Boring, Drilling, fitting, & c., ed. bour.
-CARTER, 74, Doddington Grove, S.B.
Universal Gas Engine. - If you want reliable
Engines, then purchase the Universal. - Below .
Universal Gas Enginos, 1, , , I, I, I , 2, and
3 b.h.-p.- Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engines, from 1 to 40
b.h.-p. ; highest quality.--- Below .
Universal Oil Enginos ; run with ordinary
paraffin oil ; silent working ; efficient, reliable . Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine List fully illus
trated ; three stamps ; send at once. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine Castings ; our
prices are rockbottom ; lists three stamps.-Below .
UniversalGas Engine Castings, I b.h.-P., 175. 6d .;
b.h.-P., 195. ; b.h.-P., 395. 60 ; # bh -P ., 50s.
-Below
UniversalGas Engine Castings, 1 b.h.-P., 575,6d .;
If b.h.-p., £3 155 ; 2 b.h.-P., £ 4 55. ; quality unsur
passable.- Below ,
Universal Oil Engine Castings, b.h.-P., 18s.;
b.h.-p., 215.; 1b.h.-P., 45s. ; b.h.-P., 555.
Below .
Universal Catalogue, fully illustrated , three
stamps.
Universal Motor Co., St. James Road , Derby .
You Require some of these Books.
“ Turners' and Fitters' Companion," IS. d.
Below
“ The Workman's Cycle Builder," 19. Below .
“ The Motor Bicycle," is. id . - GEO. HARRISON
Rupert Street ( M ), Nottingham .
Work Wanted by T. NEWTON , Model and Ex
perimental Engineer, 200, Westgate Road , New
castle .
Twentieth Century Motor Co., Ltd., Padua Road ,
Penge, S.E. - The following Motor Bicycles have
been stolen from us, and attempts may be m de
to sell the parts of them : Two Rex Motor
Bicycles with inclined engines, about 21-in . bore ;
Motor Éiwyc'.. with Minerva engine, about
27-16ths in . bore ; all are second-hand and have
surface carburettors . Send for our list of Motor
Cycles and parts for sale. Four Cycle Engines,
24-in . bore, new , 358. each ; five Motor Bicycles,
from £8 to £11; two-cylinder 5 h.-p. air -cooled .
Decauville Engine, £ 8 ; ditto, new , 49. 6 h.-p.
water -cooled Engine, £ 8 ; 24 h .-p Dion Engine,
water -cooled, 48. Miny other things very cheap.
(Continued on page o.)
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SALE AND EXCHANGE .

Private Advertisements are inserted in this
calown as the rate of 6d. 107 the first 18 words of
loss, and id. per 3 irorus after.
· Trade Advertisements are inserted
this
vumn at the rate oj is. for the first 12 words or
ss, and id. per word after.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound Dord as two words. The adver.
liser's name and address is charged for.
A dvertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS .
All Advertisements must be received by Arst
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisemonts received alter this timo will be
inserted in the following number.

Our Deposit System .

Trade,
“ Model Enginoor, " new bound Vols. IV, V,
VI, and VII, 38. rod . each , tree. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Šale.-E. POUTEAU, 231A ,Gray's lag
Road London
Please Note Change of Address. — New Sliding
Resistances, by Westinghouse (cost 455.), suitable
for motors , & c., price 5s. ed . Coils wound with
silk -covered copper wire ; solenoid and balanced
needle pivots, suitable for making galvanometers,
& c. ( cost 45s.), price 5s. gd . Odd Galvanometers,
in cases, 5s. 6d. Polarized Relays, slightly de
fective (cost £3 ), price 5s. Morse Printer (cost
£ 25 ), price £ 3 . Quantity of odd Telephones and
Sounders, from 6s. 6d. ; also hundreds of useful
oddments , can be inspected by appointment.
Lists of special bargains, one stamp. - SAN
MIDDLETON , Faraday House, 179, Camden Grove
North , Peckham , S.É.
Aeronautical and Submarine Engineering,
special terms to experimenters. THE SOUTH
EAST LONDON ENGINEERING WORKS, Blackheath
Hill, Greenwich .
Cycles ! Cyclos ! |-Frames, fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied ; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
BROS. 48 , Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889.

Twonty -three of Colo's Rollablo Handbooks,
bound in one volume. cloth , 3s. 9d ., carriage paid ,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding.-- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass , Aluminium , Silver , & c.; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
Pattord Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free , 6d.
Blacksmithing .-- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d.
“ Motal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams' post
free. od .
Grinding and Setting Edge Tools, " from a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
“ Metal, Pipo and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
" Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d .
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
Wipod Joints in Load Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Metal Screwing, " with Stocks and Dies, Screw
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps : diagrams,
6d .
" Motal Drilling, Drib Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
Metal Surface Finishing, " Filing, Polishing.
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d .
How to Solder Gold, SÜver, Aluminium , Brass,
& c.,
Brazing
: 3d.How to Uso it on Wood and
Saw " and
d The
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
Bells
: Instructions for Fitting Bells,
“ Electrie
Making Bells and Batteries " : diagrams, 6d .
“ Fronch Polishing, Stalning, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d.
* Monding and Ropairing " Metal, Wood , Glass,
& c. Cement Recipes ; 6d.
Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on 60a small Scale ; 6d .
Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c . ; 6d.
Patents for Invontions, and Registration of
Designs " ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
“ Cycle Brazing," 4d.; " Cycle Enamelling,"
6d. : ** Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside,” 6d .
Any Three Above Books, is. ; any six, is. 7d. ;
eight or nore, 3d. cach, all post free.
" Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful biots
and intormation on Mechanical Matters, 3d.
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester
Australian Wholesale Agents :
“ Robertsons.'
X Book on the Latho ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Polnts of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Tost & Lathe : giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreiga readers post free.
Not sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force.-- DRUNMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions, 6d . post free . - THE MORRIS COHEN Co., LTD .
132. Kirkgate, Leeds.
Gas and Stoam Engines, Lathes , Fans, rough or
finished : list ad . - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley .
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
tor model engineers. - KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novolties and all sundries. Write
tor lists , tree one stamp. - KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels, Turbines, Hy.
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors,
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Motor lists, id. Complete Sets of Perfect Castings.
- PERCY BITKAN , Bosbury, Ledbury. Hereford
shire .
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Manufactures. - Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately .
R. C. Allen , Forging Maker and Steel Merchant,
III, Vale Road, Sheffield .
Brass Castings.--Marine Engine (bored cylinder,
1 in. by 1 in .), 78. 6d .; complete ; with principal
turning done, 155. - MODEL FOUNDRY, 72, Millhill
Road , Acton .

iii.

Whitnoy's Model Launch Eagnes are excellent
value : f bore from 178. 6d. ; bore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors trom 6s. 6d. ; 1 b.-P., 175. 6d. :
b.-D., 308. Castings, 3s., ss., 9s. 6d . Cheapest
form of power for light work . - WHITNEY .
Contact Breakors for Induction Colls, guaran
teed platinum , silver plated ; f in . to centre, is. 9d .
1 in ., 25. 3d . ; i} ins., 28. 6d . ; it ins., 28. 9d . materials in stock . - WHITNEY
it ins., 35. All other
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 67 by 4 by 24 ins.
inside, Is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, od . ; negative, 7d . each :
Grids, 5d. i Terminals, 3d. Excellent value.
WHITNEY .
Telephono Rocolvors, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost tos. 6d . ; only 3s. 3d ., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id .. post
tree. Every one tested. --WHITNEY ,
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, s by If ins., is. zd .; 6 by it ins.,
IS. 8d . ; 7 by 2 ins., 28. 3d . ; 6 by 24 ins., 43. 6d . :
6 by 31 ins., 55. 3d. : 6 by 4 ins., ss. d. 8 by 4 ins
75. dozen packed . - WHITNET.
Battery Zings for above, 29., 35., 48., 6s. ed .,
75. gd., 8s. 9d., ros. 9d ., 135. 6d . dozen. Fuller
pattern, 7s. gd ., 9s . 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes. - WHITNEY.
Ralls for Model Railways. - Correct section,
28. 3d . dozen 16- in . lengths. Very easy to make
Hard lead fanged Wheels, i in ., s. 9d . :
ins., 25. rod . dozen , post free.- WHITNEY.
Why koop good_apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY'S for
something that you want.
Whitnoy for Now and Second-hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitney, The Scientific Exchango, 117, City
Road, London. Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar.
atus Bought, Sold and Exchanged. Estab
lished over quarter of a century .
Turning. Mining. Dividing. Fitting, Repairing
etc., undertaken by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
Co., Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road , London .
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices, post free id . — JAMES B. LIVESEY, North
gate, Blackburn .
Froo.-Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
PORD , Snow Hill, London .
Plumbago Cruciblos , sd .; Brasgfounder's Sand,
cwt. bags,
Is. 6d ( lostructions).- Geo . WELLS
Needham
Market
To Parents.- Baby Carriages are delivered free
from HAWKE's Carriage Works, Park Street, Wor
cester, at extremely low prices ; send postcard for
newest list ; also parts supplied , such as tyres,
wheels, springs, shafts, and hoods recovered .
Sond Us Particulars of the Tools or Machinery
you require , and we will quote you a Price that
wiil Surprise you .-- COLEMAN & Co., Southend.
em

Notice. -As we cannot accept any responst.
bility to the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
" quainted, to adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way : The deposit is relained by us until wo
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fec of
Bd . for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £1, lo cover postage, & c., must be re
mitled at the sametime, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street ,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amount received in Deposu is 2s. Bd.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
or by Postał Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
payable to the Advertise of the
#should be
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value o
the article should be deposited by each party. Wo
cannot receive the articles themselves.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Enchange heading
101 rates for these advertisements.
Also note the deails of our Deposit System in
The same place, which gives protection to both pur.
chase and seller .
One Clarkson's Patont Burner, with casing, pres .
sure tank, aud automatic valve, as used by the
L.C. Council Fire Brigade ; offers.- McDOVALD,
57, Holmes Road , Kentish Town, N.W.
Induction Coll, 10 -in . spark , in good condition :
best offer has it ; photo stamp ; will exchange for
good Lathe. - J . N. HARVEY," The Grove, Kidder
minster .
Gas Engine, about it h .-R .; splendid_condition ,
modern type ; £ 9.- Write, BLAKENKY, Tankerville
Road, Strea tham .
Induction Coil, giving 3-in . to 3 -in . spark,
nearly new , price only 63 ios., cost double ; also
4-cell Accumulator Battery for working same,
255. - REED , 34. Heath Street, Hampstead .
Sale. - Powerful Medical Coil, 6s. (cost ros.).-ARTHUR ENTWISTLE, London House, Golborne,
Lancs.

iv.
What Offers 8 - Cast-iron Cylinder Piston and
Rod, 5t-in , stroke 2 7-16ths-in . boro.-- HELLIER ,
Beacon Ice , Falmouth ,
For Sale. - Lathe, stoin . centre, 3 ft. 6 ins. wood
bed, iron faced , slow geared, siide- rest, chucks,
and emery wheels ; also polished Steel Engine
Crankshaft, 2 -in , throw , 20 ins. long ; Vertical
Engine, 1 in . by 1 in., wants valve rod . Wbat
offers ? -RAMSELL , Norfolk Street, Lynn .
Camera wanted ; focussing about t-plate, to
exchange for Model
Gas Engine and Dynamo,
nearly finished, or powerful Shocking Coil. --61,
Regent Street, Smethwick .
Wanted.-- A Second-hand Motor by a good
maker, for 20 ft. to 25 ft. Launch . - BEER , 19
Norman Street, Cardiff.
Lathe, 4- in . screw -cutting, 4 ft. 6 ins. bed , gap,
Compound slide-rest, hand-rest, steady rest, sur
face plate ; everything complete ; condition new ;
£ 12 or offer .- 2, Park View , Springfield Road,
Chelmsford Essex .
Sale.--4-ing Compound Slide-rest, £ 2 ; g- in .
4-jaw Dog Chuck , £3 ; 15-in . Faceplate, £ 1.
KEAN , Bondgate Bridge, Ripon .
For Sale.-L. & S.W.R. model bogie Express
Engine, 21 gauge ; nearly new ; had steam in
twice ; perfect order . What offers ? — BICKER
STAFFE, 4, Warrenhurst Road, Fleetwood , Lancs.
Four 150 ampere-hour Glass Cell Accumulators,
in wood cases, with acid complete ; £ 2 ios., or
sell singly, 155. each. - PRINCE, 55, Gray Street,
Waterloo Road, S.E.
Wanted. - Pair Loco Wheels, 21- or 3- in .
diameter, inside cylinders ; also two pains, it-in .
--BOULTON, Saffron Walden .
Bargain. -Gent's up-to -date Bicycle for salo
Hyde free wheel, two rim brakes, nickel-plated
rimswith outfit ; £ 5. - W . JACK, 45, Brook Street,
Stepney.
Salo .-- Nearly finished Castings, i-in . bore , 2 -in .
stroke ; Brearley & Stevenson Engine, with
governors and condenser ; splendid value ; 258.
WIMHURST , Gas Works, Spalding.
For Sale .--Gas Engine, new , b.1.-P., 2t- in .
bore, 3-in , stroke ; in complete working order ;
worth £ 14 ; no reasonable offer refused.- G . H.
RAMSAY , 2, Andover Terrace, Cheltenham .
Wanted to Exchange : No. 131 to presentnum
ber MODEL ENGINEER, 33 to 42 " Electricity,
756 to 786 " Work
“ Electric Light for
Amateurs " ;“ Electric Light for Country Houses" ;
New Century Phonograph and nine records, for
Model Engine or Loco .-- B ., 39, Frostoms Road ,
Working ton .
Acoumulators. A 4 -volt 25 amp.-hour, ordi
nary size, celluloid case, new condition , 158. 6d . ;
two 4 -volt, ebonite, pocket, new , 3s. 6d. sach.
S., 85, Grove Road , Bow , London .
Exchange Novelty Dynamo, or 6 -volt Launch
Motor with propeller, for about 10 -volt 6 amp.
Accumulator. - F . Thomas, 83, Mytton Street,
Hulme, Manchester.
Battery Motor or Dynamo, Manchester type,
improved shuttle armature, rocking brushes
bearings take up wear ; new condition ; 325.
C. N., 103, Gladstone Road , Watford .
Hall-plate Stand Camera and case (cost £ s),
sell 355., or exchange good Phonograph ; pair
Cylinders , id by 21 12s. ; ditto, 2 by 31, 18s.;
Loco Frames, Cylinders, Axleboxes, for it-in .
scale, 158.-- Sunnybank, Hampstead, London .
For Sale. - Small Slide-valve Launch Engine,
63.-T. BRADLEY, 157, Sunderland Road, Gates
head-on -Tyne.
Quart Bottle Bichroniate Battery (cost 6s.),
take 3s. , Acetylene Cycle Lamp (cost 5s.), take
28. 6d.-T. DAVIS , jun., Woodford Wells , Essex.
2 h.-p. Motor Bicycle ; complete ; machine good
order ; enamelling and plating good ; £15. – 61,
Coombe Road , Croydon .
14 h.-p. Motor Cycle ; running condition ;
A won tyres, nearly new ; seen by appointment ;
£ 12. - S., 71, Osbaldeston Road, Stoke Newington .
Loco Boiler, 20 tubes, firebox , 155. ; Engine
Parts, 4s. 60. ; 100 Bird's Eggs, ios. - BERT
ROBINSON , 170 , King's Road , Chelsea .
For Sale. -Loco Type Boiler for i-in . scale
engine ; bargain ; £ 3 tos. What offers ?-CARTER
Jackson, Pinxton, Alfreton .
Lathe, 4 - In . centres, 3 ft. 6 ins. bed, back -gear ,
compound slide-rest, self-centring and 4-jawed
chucks, T -rest, emery wheels, tools , & c. ; bargain ;
£ 10 or nearest offer.- 9, Westerdale Road, Green
wich
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Dynamo, brand new (overtype), 50 volts
Salo. Complete Model Railway , including
3 amps., drum armature, brush rocking gear,
slide-valve loco, tender, four trucks, brake, three
mounted on slide rails ; all finished except winding,
signals, switch, 30 ft. rails (all by Bassett -Lowke).
J.magnets ; also it Ibs, of No. 22 D.C.C. Wire and
21 gauge ; in good condition and working order ;
holder ; 328. 6d. lot ; approval.— “ ENGINEER,”
f2 ; bargian. - GEORGE, 29, Achilles Street, New
38, Bartlett Street, Caerphilly, Glam .
Cross, S.E.
Cassell's “ Now Popular Educator," eight volumes
Wanted.-- It- 2 h.-p. Motor Accessories,
unsoiled , £ ! IS . ; cost £2. - Below .
exchange Phonograph ( cost 50s.), Records, i6s ;
Camera, 259.; Telephones, 128. 2d . or cash.-F.
Cassell's “ Enoyclopædia of Mechanics," four
TAYLOR , 44 , Leven Street, Glasgow , S.S.
volumes, 128. (cost 245.) ; Pellett Carburettor, 68.,
Hunnings Telephone Transmitter, 25. 6d.; Watch
For Sale .- High-speed Horizontal Slide-valve
Engine, i-in . bore, it- in . stroke, parallel guides,
Receiver, 28. 6d . ; Coil, 18. 6d . ; new.-A. FARE
brass bed 10 ins. long , Aywheel 6 ins. diameter ;
BROTHER, 128 , Chorlton Road, Manchester .
made entirely of brass and steel ; fitted through
Cycle Motor, 2 h.-P., practically finisbed ready
out with hexagonal steel nuts ; piston fitted with
for running, with coil and carburrettor ; £ 3 ios ,
rings ; a magnificent model ; new ; cost double ;
or exchange.-- ILSLEY, 64, Victoria Dwellings,
Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
255. ; photo two penny stamps. - Below .
Vertical Tubular Boller , 15 ins. high , s ins.
For Sale. One of the celebrated Serpentine
diameter , internal firebox 7 ins, deep , fitted with
Model Yachts ; cedar built ; very fast and winner
five
i-in . steel tubes made of sheet steel, riveted
,
£3
.
price
;
low
condition
of challenge cup ; perfect
throughout ; tested 50 lbs. sq. in .; no fittings ;
-H. L., 109, Castle Street, Battersea .
new
;
£ 1 ; photo two penny stamps. - J . HALLAM,
For Sale .-- A fast Sailing 10 -rating Model
Church Road , Broadstone, Dorset.
Yacht; everything fit for racing ; price 309.
Wrought
Iron Shaft, it ins. diameter, ro ft.
H. L., 109, Castle Street, Battersea .
Frena " Hand Camera, hold 40 films ; good as
5 ins. long, in two pieces (coupled ), 165. net;
approval.
no
- M . SMITH , 4, Gordon Street, Amble,
stand,
telescopic
brass
;
guineas
five
now ; cost
Northumberland .
canvas case, case of three magnifiers, the printing
For Salo . - A beautiful Mandoline, inlaid with
Griffins
Also
dishes.
developing
frames, several
Enlarger ; 10 by 8 ; used twice ; cost 258. The lot pearl ; a real beauty ; £ 2.-- Below .
For Salo . - Nearly new Hot-air Engine ; very
for £4 1os., or near offer. - WEBB, Kingshurst Hill
large and powerful ; 308.; approval, deposit. - W .
Avenue, Worcester.
Model Ratehot Drill ; cost 505. ; accurately
ANDERSON , 25, Christ Church Road , Doncaster.
Oil Engine, f h.-p. (by Madison , Derby ), nearly
made ; 78. 6d. Set six f- in . square Slide-rest,
new ; complete with tank, pipes, and ali áttings ;
Tools, 45. 60.- WALTER FIRTH , Whitcliffe, Cleck
heaton .
£6. - W . H. DINSDALE, 2, Hylton Road , Milk
10
Exchange MODEL ENGINEER ( from No. 106
field, Sunderland .
to date), quantity Engineer's Tools, cold Chisels ,
New Bleyelo, 26 frame;will exchange for Treadle
Lathe,
with compound slide-rest. - R . RICHARD
Monkey Wrenches, Hammers, & c., two Brass
Cylinders (bored ), Gem " Air Gun (all perfect)
SON, 306, Whalley Range, Blackburn.
Hall- plate Lancastor Stand Camera with new
for small Boiler Fittings, Models, Lathe. Offers
" Iris " R.R.lens, shutter, two slides, and shoulder
entertaine
Ireland, d . - DARKER, Bdonderry, King's Co., bag ; will sell for 359., or exchange for t -in . Lathe
Flywhool, 23 ins. diameter, bored it ins. ;
slide-rest, tools, hand woodturning tools , and
weighs about | cwt. ; accept 58. - REID , 40 ,Garnet Morse twist drills to value ; approval, deposit.
Street, Middlesbro'.
GRAFTON, 52, Denzil Avenue, Southampton .
For Salo. - 8 -in . Induction Coil for --Ray work ;
For Salo . --Good Bench Drilling Machine, sis
drills ; cost 18s. 6d., take 135.-E. WATKINSON ,
in case , with patent contact-breaker ; in good con
Church
Street, Westhoughton , Lancs.
dition.-- Apply, K. MURRAY, 12 , Astwood Road,
South Kensington , S.W.
Vertical Copper Bollor, 14 ins. by 7 ins. ; 13 fire
Gent's Cycle for immediate sale, £5 1os. ; cost
tubes ; working pressure , 50 lbs.; all fittings, in
cluding steam and hand pumps. Also Horizontal
£ 18. - GIDNEY , 162 , Albert Road, Jarrow .
( 1 in . by z ins.) Slide-valve Engine. Photo , stamp.
Wanted. ---Plate Stand Camera ; full particu
lars , sample of work , original cost ; lowest price for
-ILLINGWORTH , 26 , Creswick Road , Acton , w .
Sale. - Complete Attachment 31 h.-p. Cycle
cash. - HOWARD, 2, Wellfield Road , Cardiff.
Motor Car. - No time to finish . Owner intend
Motor ; 24 by 4- in . stroke Oil Engine ; Lathe Head
stocks (4 ins. ).- Particulars, GARDINER , 2 , Albert
ing to build 2-seated car, wishes to dispose of
Hill, Bishop Auckland .
strong tubular frame, body, springs, clips, steering
column and wheel, bonnet, dashboard , front
Win Exchange Phonograph and Records, worth
£ 7 , for Electric Light Plant. - Below .
axle , four wheels , footsteps, starting lever, etc.
Largo Electric Car ; suit cycle parades ; and
First offer £ 12 ros. buys the lot ; cost nearly £ 30 .
prize Wrexham Carnival last year ; sell £ 4 , or ex
Photo and further particulars, 3d .-- HOWARD , 2,
Wellfield Road , Cardiff.
change anything.--HELLIN , 39, Hampden Road ,
Latho , 6- in . centre, 3 ft. 6 ins. bod, compound Wrexham .
For Salo. - Brown Bros.' Spray Carburettor :
slide-rest, five cutters, heavy flywheel ; £4.- T.
STRUGGLES, 54, Brunswick Street, C.-on - M ., Man
suction valve, exhaust chamber , and throttle , 1- in .
chester
outlet ; 61, cost 278. 6d . ; brand new . - ALLSOP,
Dover Bottom , Holmfirth .
Sell or Exchange.-Copper and Brass ; tubes and
Sale. — 7 -stone Championship Belt of England ;
sheets ; state sizes required ; stamp for reply:
BAILEY , 34 , Mansfield Road, Aston , Birmingham .
offers ; Gas , Oil, or Steam Engine.--- 289, Odessa
Road , Forest Gate , E.
Avery Dynamo, 15 volts 2 amps. ; suitable for
charging ; now ; perfect ; approval ; £ 1. - SMART,
Kapp Dynamo, 20 volts, drum armature ; finely
finished ; must be sold ; £2, deposit system.
32, Cromwell Road, Bedford .
Abell, Hartshill, Atherstone, Warwickshire.
Salo .- Armstrong's Pocket Accumulator, trans
Loco. for Salo. — Bargain : M.R. Model, tender
parent unbreakable case, 4-volt, 9 hours, with
and guard's van, double-action slide-valve cylin .
Aower lamp , complete ; nearly new ; 108., or
exchange.-WALKER , 10, Littlega te , Oxford.
ders, 2 ins. gauge, correctly painted
and lined , with
rails making oval: 30s. Full particulars, stamp.
Phonograph , in polished oak case, with repro
ducer , and four gold moulded records ; 245.-R. -Below .
For Sale. - Magnificent Model Vertical Engine
Calver, Sheffield.
, Brookside,
WINTERBOTHAM
120-watt Lahmeyer
Dynamo, patterns and
(catalogued 335.), glass gauge, double -action slide
valve cylinder : silver-plated ; high-speed : 135 .
drawings ; also Gas or Petrol Engine repairs ;
-G .West, 26 , Bawtree Road, New Cross, Lon
208. ; bargain . - 24, Russell Street, Gloucester.
don , S.E.
Marine Engine i-in . bore, pump, boiler (nearly
finished ) ; together or separately. Wanted
Sale.--Plate -built Steamer ; hull 49 ins . long
Moulded Records, good Reproducer , Bicycle Motor 3os., or offer. - BOTTOMLEY, 59, Belmont Road ,
Ilford
.
Castings.- S ., 28, Wellesley, Road, Liverpool.
Wanted , " Ixion " or other Motor Set. Exchange
Wanted. - A good Lathe in exchange for a first
12-bore (nearly new ) double-barrelGun , Case Tools ,
class Gentleman's Cyclo, free wheel, and two
brakes, Clincher tyres ; as good as new ; or sell
100 3-inch Brass Cartridges (filled ). – MUDIE ,
Stuart House, Ely .
£6.- CHARLIE TYAS, Huddersfield Road, Skelman.
thorpe, near Huddersfield.
A Small Hand or Power Vertical, in good order :
Superior Hand Planer, planes 141 ins. by 84 ins,
price 20., or exchange. - Young, 55, Storie Street,
Paisley.
by 7 ins. ; self-acting in horizontal cut ; fine tool !
new ; £ 10 tos.-J. T. ANDREWS, Spalding .
(Continued on page viit.)
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Established 1890.
60, Brook St., C.-on-M ., MANCHESTER. Contractors to H.M. Governmont.
Evory Reader of the “ Model Engineer " should send two Stamps for our 44 page Illustrated List and Supple
mønt. It contains Wustrations and particulars of

Qualities
Other
.,see
List

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

Everything

SUPPLY

Electrical at Bottom

Prices

::

ELECTRIC BELLS
from 1/3 each .
3d . 99
PUSHES
BELL WIRE
3d . per doz. yds.
2/6 each .
ELECTRO -MOTORS
.
8d .
LAMPS
96
DYNAMOS
TERMINALS
12d . per pair.
MEDICAL COILS
3/3 each.
BATTERIES
8d .
POSTAGE EXTRA .
Our List is invaluable to all Interested in Electrielty, and is the most comploto lwned .

6

The “ CLARION " Bell.
Loud-Ringing Electric Bell,
splendidly made, with
21 Gong
18
23
1/4 each . UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60, Brook Street ,
C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER .
Please note only Address B
1/6
3
" Doubles the capacity of
slide-fest.
“

- Rays

SIMPLY
A
and

Lathes

VERTICAL
SLIDE
for MILLING, BORING,
SLOT-DRILLING , eto .
in Lathes, 8 to 5 ink.
Centros ,

Foot and Power.
High-grade screw -cutting engine Lathes, with
forged crucible steel bollow spindles, phosphor
bronze bearings, gear-driven reversible feeds with
strong friction drive in apron, our patented spring
nuts which allow quick shifts of change gears, also
Draw -in Chuck , Gear -Cutting , Milling and Taper
Attachments it desired .
Suitable for electrical and repair work , model
makers, gunsmiths technical schools, and fine,
accurate machine- shop and tool-room service.
Ask for COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS.
THE SENECA FALLS MFG . CO .
Foot Lathes
360 , Water Street,
Power Lathes
SENECA FALLS, N. Y., U.S.A. (78)
Speed Lattes

45 and şi in centres. It
45,51,6 and 7 in . centres.
5 and 6 in centres.

X

Star ”

21/-,
6 to 7 ins. Cootros,

27/6 ,
VICES, extra
10/6 & 12/6
LEYLAND BARLOW & CO.
Tbrostlonost Works, Trafford Road, Maneboster.

LT

EXPLAINED .

Handbook

on the Theory

Practice of Radiography.
(ILLUSTRATED .)

CONTENTS :
Historical and Explanatory.
Apparatus for the Production of Suitable Discharge .
Röntgen Ray Tubes.
Accessories.
Production of X - Rays.
From all Agents of " The Model Engineer,” price 6d .,
or post free 772d . from

Co.,
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St., LONDON, E.C.
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Per

5- Month .

The LATHE of the CENTURY.
Why delay ? You have no need to go on pottering without a lathe. Send
us 5 - with order, and the balance in three monthly payments of 5 /-, and
we will send the above famous little Lathe. Others imitate, but 'tis only
imitation after all. None equals above. The price absolutely cuts them
out. We are the makers of Tools for Model Makers, and we stand first
We will send the above on approval. If, after the first payment, it is not
found value, we will return cash . Just send along four stamps for our list
and have a good look through it. We will surprise you with the quality
and the low price. It comes per return .

S. HOLMES &

CO .,

Engineers,
BRADFORD .
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The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFC . Co.,
182, GREY MARE LANE, MANCHESTER .

of

Illustrated
Catalogue

4d.
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The Franklin Model Shop
Experimental work for inven
tors ; anything in metal, from a
single piece to a complete working
model. Apparatus for colleges.
Exhibition models. Introduction
samples of patented articles.
Special tools for making metal
novelties. Inventions perfected .
the FRANKLIN Drawings and designs worked out
Model Shop from inventors' ideas. Send for
circular 14
PARSEL ). & WEED ,
129-131. West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.

JASPER REDFERN ; LTD .,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS.
Forgings in steel or iron . Castings in steel, iron,
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High-class
Lathes from 80%. Electrical and Scientific Ap
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.
CASTINGS AND DRAWINGS .

DYNAMOS
CASTINGS from 8 /- per Set.
Motors from 2/6, complete.
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 10d.; Electric
Alarm Clock , 41. ; Shocking Coils, 31: ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d .; Bell Sets, 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free, 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, id.
Catalogue of Everything Eletcrical, 9d.
post free .

Electrical
Specialities.

Dcuble Filament 2lin .
Powerful Cycle and
Reading Lanterns, handsomely
Nickel-Silvered , & splendidly made.
No rubbish . Switch , Connectors,
Bracket and Coat Clips any Voltage
Lamp; all complete,as shown,rtins.,
4'11 ; it ins., 5/11 ; 24 ins., 7/8 .
Double Filament, 2f ins. only, 10/-.
Switch to each Filament ; very
powerful; includes anyvoltage lamp.
Electric Alarm Clocks.
Best quality only, with
terminals and contacts ;
complete, 4. A marvel.
Special Line
of 4 -volt trans
Armstrong's
superior Elec- parent unbreakable Pocket
tric Alarm Accumulators. Sent
Set, complete charged ready for lighting
as a bove, our Standard and Cycle
ready for use, and Reading Lanterns, as
7/6 .. Grand shown above ; s-hour, 5 / =;
value.
9 hour, 7/- ; 12-hour, 10/-.
Our large Electrical Catalogue, 4d . No rubbish
at Armstrong's. We save you pounds. Accumula
tors charged and repaired cheaply and quickly .

SMITH'S
Electric Catalogue .
Owing to the great demand, this List is now
out of print. A New Edition is belng prepared ,
and will be sent shortly to all those who have
applied for it.
W.A.C.SMITH, Electric Instrument
53, DUNDAS ST., GLASGOW .

DY

ARMSTRONG & Co., IWICKENHAM ,
MANUFACTURING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
Electric Standards, all Nickel-Si
vered , very handsome, fitted any
voltage lamp, complete as shown,
6/6, 9 ins. high ; includes lamp.
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STUART HIGH-SPEED

ENGINES.

* in . scale L.N.W.TANK ENGINE
( see M.E., July 23rd , 1903).
Acknowledged by Experts to be the most
efficient Working Model in existence.
Castings and Materials, with
Drawings, now ready.
Price List, id . Stamp.
DON'T FORGET - every Casting
is Guaranteed .
Complete Price List, 3d . Stamps.

-

vi.

STUART TURNER
Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames

THE
Lannah , Yacht, and small-power Marino
Engine Builders.
ENGINEERING
ARDWICK
Castingsof Engines from a Model ap to 100 Lb.pe
CO .
Drilling Machines, Chacks, Propellers, Stern
Tubos, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine Oil Motors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogus, 6d.
Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANOHESTER .

KS
A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE
FULMEN WOR
WELLS.

To have models
made to your own designs, draw .
ings or instructions, send to, or call on ,
A. COLE ,
111, Clapham Park Rd., London, S.W.
(Two Minutes from Clapham Common
Station )

TO

Sti
cke
uff
STUFFest
THE
TO STICK
MENDS Shoe Store . EVERYTHING
Na household
be without & Sold ina mendealenben
Brushshould
chaded
er
Sole Massturen
. with eachSTANLEYofTCAST
CO . LTD LONDON

Electrical Ignition for
Gas and Oil Engines
SPECIALITIES :
Ooils giving a flaming spark ,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accamu
lators, & c., specially suitable for

"

THE

MODEL

INVENTORS .

ENGINEER ”
MOTOR
Inventions developed and
placed on the market.
Patented articles

CARS.
READING

Every description of Electrical.
Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason
able rates. Write requirements.

CASES

AND
BINDING CASES

THORPE & SALTER ,
Engineers and Contractors,
ESTABLISHED 1877,

235 , High Holborn ,
Works : HOLLOWAY.

London ,
W.C.

F. C. BLAKE,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
STATION AVENUE ,
KEW

GARDENS ,
LONDON .

Price
1 - net.
Postage 3d .
PERCIVAL MARSH LL & Co.,
26-29, POPPIN'S COURT, FLEST STREET,
LONDON , E.C.

-

manufactured in quantities.
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Utility "

Ratchet

Chain

Drilling

Appliance .

This Appliance is a most convenient and useful tool, designed
especially for heavy work , and intended to be used in drilling all
forms of structural iron work , pipes, columns, etc. The drill may be
operated either by the ratchet or by the continuous rotary movement
of the handle .
The frame is made with notches, in which the chains
may be engaged at any required point. A ball thrust bearing is
provided to reduce frictional resistance .
It is apparent that this tool
has its uses in the machine shop, often available where the ordinary
drilling ratchet is employed , and being infinitely superior to it. All
Chuck
polished parts are nickel-plated .
Weight of tool is 6 % lbs.
is fitted to take 4

inch shank drill, or larger if desired .

Sent for Trial, Oarriage Paid, upon receipt of 338.
for Catalogue No. 146.

Glasgow Office :
9 , HOWARD

THE

ST .

COMPANY,

FAIRBANKS

78-80 ,

CITY

ROAD ,

Write

E.C., LONDON .

Every Model Engineer should got
PRACTICAL

LESSONS

METAL TURNING .
(Second Edition )
By Percival Marshall, A.I.Mech . E.
Editor of The Model ENGINEER .

THE

THE

GEM

GEM

in

OONTENTS .
Chapter 1.- Tools and Tool Holders.
II. - Measuring Appliances .
III. — Chucks and Mandrels .
IV . - How to CentreWork for the Lathe.
91
V. - Driving Work between Centres.
9
VI. - Turning Work between Centres.
VII. — Chuck and Faceplate Work .
VIII . - Drilling and Boring in the Lathe.
IX .-- Screw Cutting .
The Chapter on Screw Cutting alone is worth theoutlay
166 Pages, and 193 Illustrations.

Price 28. Post free, 28. 3d . Of all Agents for THE MODEL
ENGINEER, or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

Price 50 /
You know the value of a Twist Drill Grinder . You also
know that they have previously cost a lot of money . The
above we have designed, and we guarantee it to do its work
accurately. Grinds drills from $ downwards, and grinds
them correct. Without one of these, your drills are soon
scrap ; once break one, and to the wall it goes. Not so if
you are the fortunate possessor of our Gem . It is made
good as new in a few minutes. Ask any authority , and he
will soon tell you that a twist drill grinder in your shop is an
absolute necessity . If it is that you care to build themachine
yourself, we will sell you a set of clean sound castings com
plete for 12/6 ; they are honestly worth £ r. We can also
supply full set of working drawings for 2/6 extra. For this
small outlay you can combine pleasure with use, and build
up a thing which will save its cost in a short time. Send two
stamps for all particulars ; we will send per return . We can
deliver these castings from stock . No waiting .
S. HOLMES

&

Co., Engineers, BRADFORD .
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Continued from page 10.
For Salo.- it brake borse-power HorizontalGas
Engine, two flywheels (practically new ) with every
thing complete ; £20 ; worth doub.e ; seen by
appointment.-- YOUNG, 55. Storie Street, Paisley.
For Salo . - Fretwork Machine, with Lathe and
Tools ; bargain ; 2IS. Three Model Cannons,
cheap, 2 by 4. Cylinder Castings, 8s. Table or
Launch Engine, if bore ; needs slight repairs ;
12s.6d . - Particulars W. BLACKSHAW , 1, Congle
ton Road , Macclesfield.
For Sale , 2 ins. by 2 ins. “ Stuart " Vertical
Steam Engine with feed pump attached ; gives
h..p .with 50 lbs. steam pressure at 300 revs. por
minute ; well finished : 405. - J. KELLY, 17,
Dargle Road, Drumcondra, Dublin.
Shunt wound Dynamo, 12 volts
For Sale
6 amps.. condition new ; 405. cash .- HILL, 31,
Cromwell Terrace, Audley, Blackburn, Lancs.
Handsome Voltmeter, 8 v., switch , terminals,
mounted for charging ; 24 lbs. pure Zinc, 10
earthenware Battery Jars, 12 lbs. Sulphate Cop
per, 16 lbs. Chromic Acid ; only 20s. Also Lens,
Shutter, etc. (from 4 guinea Kodak ), 6s. 6d., bar
gain . - JONES, 2, Essex Mansions, Roundwood
Řoad , Willesden .
Wanted ; good Magneto Electric Machine : no
rubbish ; state lowest price with full particulars .
-Young , 55, Storie Street, Paisley.
Dynamo for charging or lighting, to value of
35., in exchange for beautiful Phonograph on
polished wood base : reproducer and recorder.
T. J. Duck, 38. Wightman Road, Harringay, N.
Sale. - Built-up Cruiser Hull ; good design ;
6ft. by 8-in . beam ; planked and canvassed ;
deck fitted ; little required to finish ; _accept
Ios. 6d., or exchange for r in bore Launch Engine.
-John Swan , Lockerbie.
Salo.---Horizontal Slide-Valve Engine ; ; bore ,
11 stroke ; or will exchange for Small Bench
PARKE , 6 , astle Street, Hapton .
Lathe.-- H
24 h.-p. Tricycle Motor and Carburettor ; " De
Dion " pattern ; complete, except coil ; unused ;
£8 ios., or offers. - A . G. 53. Mayfield Street,
Hull.
Tandom Cyclo ; complete except drass-guard
and mudgua.d . £7 ; or exchange for Gas
Engine or Lathe ; suit amateur ; would give
little cash besides for Screw -Cutter . - EDGE,
Hutton Street, Chorlton Road , Manchester .
For Salo. - Engine, 24 bore by 4t stroke, fly .
wheel 12 ins. diameter , double rim , two tap lubri
cator on cylinder, base 24 ins. long ; £3.- Below .
Accumulators, 2 volts (cost £ 1 each when new ) ;
have been used very little ; now offered at ros.
each .-- Apply, E. M. WEST, 39, The Terrace ,
Gravesend.
For Sale - h.-p. Oil Engine, in good working
order, £ 4 ; MODEL ENGINEERS, Vol. III to date .
What offers ?-PAGE, Aswell Street, Louth .
Boller Loco, strong, steel, 28 tubes t, 38 ins.
long, 8f diameter ; tested 160 ; all fittings ; in
jector ; used once ; cost £17 ; must sell ; £ 8 ios.
-Below .
Sinclair Comet Lamp, 250 C. p. for heating
boiler ; 50s.--Below .
Horizontal Steam Engine , 21 bore , 2 ; stroke ;
£ 4 ; engineer made ; seen after 7 p.m.--- Rench ,
66, Leswin Road, Stoke Newington, London .
Launch Boller, 3 ft. by z ft. 6 ins. ; 80 lbs.
working pressure ; £ 12. - C . S. Monson , Walpole ,
Wisbech .
Boller (vertical) ; } in . steel plate ; new ; 20 ins.
by 9 ins. diameter ; fittings complete ; £ 3 or
offers ; references. - TURNER, Water Lane , New .
port, Salop .
Splendii Racing Yacht, brass and lead fin keel,
44 ins. by 8 ins. beam ; as new , complete ; ready
for sailing 355. -- Below .
Vertical Slide-valve Link -motion Launch En
gine, 2 byvin Boord working order ; 355.
Cooking Range ( rortable or field kitchen ) ;
Tomkin's patent for campin : out, etc .; complete
with block - tin pots and pans ; quite new ; cost
63 58.; will sell bargain , £ 1. - Write or apply ,
217, Lozells Road , Handsworth , Staffs .
Sale.- Horizontal Steam Engine, 2 ins. bore,
3 ins. stroke ; lubricator, two drain cocks, parallel
guides ; 255. Letters onlr.-F. ROBINSON, clo
Scott, British Museum , London, W.C.
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Foolo Motor for 4 ft. 6 in . boat ; any revs. from
60 to 4000 ; new ; 14s. 60. - Below .
2, 4, 6, or 8 v. Battery, in neatcase, with switch
and connection -socket , os. 50 v . Cogged Arma
ture ; complete ; commutator, spindle, and bear
ings ; 75. Steel Boiler Shell, 13 ins. by 16 ins. ;
75. Steel Boiler Shell, ri } by 12, 6s. Paraffin
Blow - lamp, 5s. 6d. Or zos. the lot. Particulars ,
stamp. - MOORE , Wyvenhoe Cross, Essex.
For Sale.-5.in. ścrew Cutting Treadle Lathe,
5ft.Gap Bed , 4-in Self-cen treing Chuck, reversible
jaws ; usual Slide-rest and hand tools ; Milling
Apparatus for use on saddle ; overhead for power ;
in first-class condition "; $ 25. - CLARKSON , 14,
Pellow Lane, Halifax .
Handsomo Model Engino (brass) and Copper
Boiler, 18 ins. by 9 ins. ; in excellent working
or ler ; warranted genuine ; £ 15 ; worth double.
Can be seen by arrangement.-BRAIN , 32, Hamble
Street, Wandsworth Bridge Road, Fulham .
For Sale.- Edison Gem Phonograph, 30 ins.
spun brass born and steel telescopic stand ; also
six dozen good records ; best offer. - H . T. W.
Wood, 69, Bedford Road, Ilford: E.
52 Early Numbers MODEL ENGINEER, including
Volume IV , complete , 75. 6d . ; 7 " M.E." series,
IS. 9d .; 6 American Automobile Magazines, 35. ;
75 Autocars," Motor," & c ., 55.-R. C., 17,
Beulah Road , Thornton Heath .
Highnew
- speed
Dynamo
h.-p.; noEngine
worse
than
: £7.
Also Engino,
1-bi-p.21 Launch
(reversing) ; very compact ; £ 3, or near offer.
SANFORD,Gilmour Street, Thornaby.
- Fourminiature
Yachts,
with
in Bargains.
keels, new
, 38., 45., and Racing
ss. each
; Electro
Motor, with drum armature , 6s. 6d ., cost 178. 6d . ;
cylindrical
Boiler, mahogany
lagged,
no,
fittings, 5s. Launch
6d. ; Locomotive
Boiler, all
copper
riveted , ss. 60.; six “ Fuller " Batteries, Is. each ;
şs. the lot. Stamp reply. - E .MEERS, 3 ,Sion Hill,
Ramsgate.
For Sale or Exchange, 1 horse Engine, copper
boiler , fitted with donkey pump, all fittings ;
t- plate Stand Camera , all accessories ; 23 bound
volumes “ English Mechanic,” clean, good con
dition. - J . A. PARSONS, Bedwin Street, Salisbury.

Miscellaneous and Late .
Univorsal Gas Engine. If you want reliable
Bngines, then purchase the Universal.-- Below .
Universal Gas Enginos, t, t, t, , 1, 15, 2, and
3 b.h.-P. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Enginos, from 1 to 40
b.h.-p. ; highest quality . - Below .
Universal oll Enginos ; run with ordinary
paraffin oil ; silent working ; efficient, reliable.
Below .
Universal Gas and oil Engine List fully illus
trated ; three stamps ; send at once. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine Castings ; our
prices are rockbottom ; lists three stamps.-Below .
UniversalGas Engine Castings, 1 b.h.-P., 175. 6d.;
1- b.h.-P.,
Below 198. ; bh.-D., 398. 6d ; # 56 -p ., 5os.
UniversalGas Engine Castings, I b.h.-P., 575, 6d.;
Ifb.h.-P., 63 155. ; 2 b.h.-P., £ 4 59. ; quality unsur
passable. - Below .
Universal Oil Engine Castings, t b.h.-P., 185.;
b.h.-P., 218 , ; b.h.-P., 458.; tb.h.-p., 555.
Below .
Universal Catalogue, fully illustrated , three
stamps.
Universal Motor Co., St. James Road , Derby.
You Requlre some of these Books.
“ Turners' and Fitters' Companion," 18. Id .
Below .
" The Workman's Cycle Bullder,” 18. - Below .
" The Motor Bicycle," is. Id. - GEO . HARRISON
45, Rupert Street (M ), Nottingham .
Holiday Camping. - Novel, delightful, sociable ,
economical ; magnificent new site overlooking the
Bay; " Camp Herald" (illustrated ), free to readers
of MODEL ENGINEER ; send stamp for postage.
M. E. CUNNINGHAM , Young Men's Holiday Camp,
Queen's Promenade, Douglas , Isle
"of Switzerland,”
Man .
4-1n . Screw -cutting Foot Lathe ; complete ; £ 14 ;
seven days ' approval. - HALLS, Yarmouth .
8 -Jaw Sell-centrelng Scroll Chucks; 2-in .; 8s. 6d .
- PINKNEY, Heanor, Nottingham .

Twentieth Century Motor Co., Ltd., Padua Road ,
Penge, S.E. - Motor_Bicycle, with it h.op.
Minerva engine, 48 ; Eadie Motor Bicycle, with
It h.-p. Dion engine, £11 ; It h.-p. Pieper Motor
Bicycle , 3-speed , Benz car, £35 : 41 h.-p. Car, 455 ;
Faure Light Car Dion Engine, £ 25 ; it b.-p.
Engine, new , with valve lifter , £ 3 ios. ; 5 h.-P.
two-cylinder Decauville Engine, air-cooled , 47 ;
ditto, new , £ 9 ; 6 h.-p. water- cooled Engine, 27 ;
2t- in . by 31- in. two-cylinder Steam Engine
(horizontal), with reverse, £ 6 ; E.M. three-wheeler
Steam Engine, new , £ 4 ; 4- in . by 4t- in . Vertical
Steam Engine, £ 3 ; Simms' Magneto , 30s. ; 21
genuine Dion air-cooled Head, nos. ; Water Meter,
155. Many other things equally cheap ; write
list. Approval (except cars ) through M.E." forif
carriage paid both ways.
Hand Planer ; will plane 16 ins. by 7 ins. by
ş ins.; splendid tool.-A. BAKER , 53, Sandon
Štreet, New Basford, Nottingham .
f -in . Scale Model Loco and Tender (G.W.R.
single express, Lord of the Isles " ), 35 ins. long
over all, 31- in . gauge, 4l-in. single drivers ; inside
slide-valve, cylinders f-in . bore by i-in , stroke,
slip eccentric, reversing, tubular copper boiler,
firebox, 41 ins. by 24 ins. inside, boiler lagged with
asbestos and copper ; very fast and powerful
model ; worth 640 ; engineer made throughout ;
sell for 20 lowest ; take good Lathe part exchange:
model can be seen at 157, Southwark BridgeRoad ,
London, S.E. before 6 p.m.
“ Practical Lessons in Metal Turning." – AN
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 25. 3d .,
post tree , from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .. 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , B.C.
Britannia Co.'s Back -geared Berch Lathe, 3-in .
centre , 30-in . gap- bed, compound slide-rest, hand
rest and two tees, 3-in .Whiton 3-jaw self-centreing
scroll chuck, two sets jaws, partly finished inde
pendent 4- jaw chuck , with jaws and screw blanks,
5t ins. diameter, driver chuck and pin , plain drili
chuck , two taper square hole chucks, slotted face
plate, st ins. diameter ; three centres, ten wood
turning hand tools, ten slide-rest turning tools for
iron , one tool holder and five cutters, five small
boring bits, two faceplate dogs, two spanners, one
angle plate, 11 ins. by 31 ins. ; 25.in. heavy fily
wheel " (grooved ), and forged crankshaft, 3 ft.
3 ins. long ; little used ; as new ; bargain ; $ 7 ros.
or offer. - G . F. BRASS, 16 , Queen Street, Barnard
Castle, Durham .
Back Numbers. - In the advertisement pages
of recent issues will be found particulars of the
principal articles appearing in issues published
during the lastthree years. Copies can be obtained
from all agents for 'THE MODEL ENGINEER, price
2d. each ,or 3d . post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL
AND CO., 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, B.C.

CAN

YOU

IP NOT, SEND POR
" MACHINE DRAWING "
mare easy . It contains
over 200 Dotail Drawings
(Dimensionea ),
handsomely bound .
Post free, 2/9. Address:
Wallace C. Bontley ,
M.LME ,
HALIFAX , ENG .
Thousands in use.

LATHES
PLAIN AND SCREW - CUTTING .
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
PACE & ANGLE PLATES ,
Bright Mild and Tool Steel,
Lists, 2d . postage.
d. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, ENGINEERS'
85 & 35a, Clerkenwell Rd., London , E.C.

TO

NEW

.
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READERS .

We have in stock a few back numbers of each issue as below .
The
principal contents are given in the list.
Price 2d . each , from
all agents
for " The Model Engineer,” or 3d ., post free , from Percival Marshall & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , EC.
JULY 30, 1908.
MAY 21, 1908.
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers (continued ). (Illustrated .]
A ModelWater-tube Engine and Boiler. [Illustrated .]
The Materials of Model Engineering. [Illustrated. ]
How to Photograph a Model. [Illustrated.]
Experiments in Electric Oscillations and Waves . [Illustrated .]
Ball Bearings for Electric Motors.
A Useful Cycle Stand and Carrier. [Illustrated.]
A Model First-class Battleship . [Illustrated .]
A Paraffin Brazing Lamp. [Illustrated.]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued). [Illustrated .]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design , Construction and Use (con .). [Illustrated.]
A New l-in . Scale Model Tank Locomotive. [Illustrated . ]
Practical Facts about Batteries. [ Illustrated.]
Experiments in Electric Oscillations and Waves (cont.). " [ Illustrated .]
AUGUST 6, 1903.
A Novel Shocking Coil. [Illustrated .]
A Model Dynamo with Shuttle Armature. [Illustrated .]
MAY 28 , 1903.
A
New
1in
.
Scale
Model
Tank
Locomotive (continued ). [Illustrated.]
MyModel Undertype Engine. [Illustrated . ]
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
Model Hand -Feed Arc Lamp for Optical Lantern Use . (Illustrated .]
The Training of Engineers.
Design for Model Steam Turbines. [Illustrated.]
Thermopiles . [Illustrated .]
A Single-acting Piston Valve Model Launch Engine. (Illustrated .]
Workshop Fitments .
How to Make a Small Tesla Coil. [Illustrated. ]
A Vertical Stroke Fret Cutting Machine. [Illustrated .]
Milling in Small Lathes. [Illustrated.]
A Blue-Print Paper for Blue Lines on a White Ground .
A Cheap Drilling Machine. [Illustrated .]
AUGUST 18, 1903.
A Small Electro -Motor. [Illustrated . ]
An Exhibition of Models at Aberdeen . [Illustrated . ]
JUNE 4, 1903.
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers (continued ). [Illustrate 1.
A Design for a Model Steam Hammer. [ Illustrated.]
A Muzzle Loader with Revolving Carriage. [ Illustrated.]
A Model “ Front-coupled ” Locomotive. [ Illustrated.]
Experiments in Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued). [Illustrated .]
Design for an Accumulator Switch for Connecting in Series of Parallel.
Electric Ignition for Small Oil Engines. [ illustrated.]
[Illustrated .]
Some Experiments with an Induction Coil. [Illustrated. ]
AUGUST 20, 1903.
Compound Engines . [Illustrated.]
An Amateur's Motor Bicycle. [Illustrated. ]
How
to Make a Scribing Block. (Illustrated.]
A Model
Traction Engine. [ Illustrated .]
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers (continued). [Illustrated .]
Some Experiments with an Induction Coil (continued ). (Illustrated .]
How I Constructed a Cheap and Useful Voltmeter. [Illustrated. ]
Compound Engines (continued ). [Illustrated.]
How to Reverse an Electric Locomotive from the Switchboard. (Illus. ]
The Electric Lighting of a Private House. (Hustrated .]
Practical Facts about Batteries. [Illustrated .]
Lieut.-Col. Harvey's Model Electric Locomotive. [Illustrated .]
JUNE 11, 1903.
AUGUST 27, 1903.
A 100 -watt Manchester Dynamo. [Illustrated .]
A Working Model Threshing Machine and Straw Blevator. [ Illustrated . ]
Experimental Sound Boxes for the Gramaphone. [Illustrated .]
A Simplified " Bottle " Bichromate Battery. [ Illustrated.]
Model Submarine Torpedo Boat, Nautilus. [Illustrated .]
The Electric Lighting of a Private House ( continued ). [Illustrated . ]
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers.
A PowerfulHigh -speed Engine and Flash Boiler . [Illustrated.]
How to Build Boats for Speed. [ Illustrated.]
How the Priming of a Vertical Boiler was Remedied . [Illustrated .]
A Model Horizontal Engine. [ Illustrated.]
JUNE 18, 1903.
SEPTEMBER 3, 1903.
The Model Cargo Steamer , Esther. [Illustrated .]
A Model London & South -Western " Beattie " Tank Loco . [Illustrated .)
A Model Horizontal Engine Built from Solid Material. [Illustrated .]
A Simplified “ Bottle " Bichromate Battery (continued ). [Illustrated.]
Jet Apparatus. [ Illustrated .]
Hints on Designing Model Yachts under the Y.R.A. Rule. ( Illustrated .]
Data on the Design of Pelton Wheels. [Illustrated.]
The Electric Lighting of a Private House (continued ). [Illustrated .)
A Neat Home-made Shocking Coil. [Illustrated. ]
Designs for Model Steam Turbines - A Model Parsons Turbine. [Illus.]
A Model Engineer's Drilling Machine. [Illustrated.]
A Novel Flexible Coupling. ( Illustrated .]
Practical Facts about Batteries . [Illustrated .]
SEPTEMBER 10, 1903.
A Model Open Steam Launch . [Illustrated . 1
A Bazaar Shocking Coil. [ Illustrated.]
JUNE 25, 1908.
Alternator.
A
Model
Steam
[Illustrated .]
Model Diagonal Steam Engine. [Illustrated .]
Experiments in Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued). [Illustrated . ]
Jet Apparatus ( continued ). [Illustrated .]
Amperes
,
Volts,
and
Ohms.
[ Illustrated .]
A Model Engineer's Drilling Machine ( continued ). [Illustrated.]
Lieut.-Col. Harvey's Model Electric Locomotive (continued). [Illustrated .]
Practical Facts about Batteries (continued ). [ Illustrated.]
The
Electric
Lighting
of
a
Private
House ( continued ). [Illustrated. ]
Hints on Designing Model Yachts under Y.R.A. Rule ( cont.). [ Illustrated.]
SEPTEMBER 17, 1903.
Mr. T. Duddles' Model Traction Engine. [Illustrated .]
Two Small Cannon . [ Illustrated .)
JULY 2, 1903.
Some Experiments with an Induction Coil (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
Photographing the Oscillations of an Electric Spark. [Illustrated . ]
How to Form a Local Society ofModel Engineers .
Reversing Electric Locomotives from Switchboard. [Illustrated .]
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers (continued ). [Illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental and Electrical Apparatus. [Ilustrated . ]
A Design for a Model Compound Undertype Engine and Boiler (continued )
A Simple yet EfficientModel Vertical Boiler . [Illustrated . ]
[Itlustrated ).
The Electric Lighting of a Private House (continued ). ( Illustrate 1.1
An Amateur's Accumulator. [ Illustrated.]
SEPTEMBER 24, 1903.
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
The Model Steam Yacht, Viking. ( Illustrated .]
JULY 9, 1903.
The Production of a Black Colour on Brass .
A Miniature Shocking Coil. [ Illustrated .]
Making Outer Cells for Batteries. [Illustrated. ]
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers (continued ). [ Illustrated.]
A Novelty in Rotary Engines. [Illustrated .]
A Simple yet Efficient Model Vertical Boiler (continued ). [Illustrated.]
The Electric Lighting of a Private House (continued ). [ Illustratel.
Design for Model Steam Turbines. ( Illustrated .]
Model
Making for a Quarter of a century. [Illustrated.]
A Model Electric Tramcar. (Illustrated .]
Four
Simple Locomotives. [Illustrated .)
Experiments in Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued). [ Illustrated.]
OCTOBER 1, 1903.
Hand Turning Tools, and How to Use Them . [ Illustrated.]
My Model Horizontal Steam Engine. (Illustrated .]
JULY 16 , 1903.
A Test of a Superheater .
Astatic Galvanometer, to Read to Volts and Amperes. [ Illustrated .]
A Home-made Screw - feed Drilling Machine. [ Illustrated .]
Renovating “ Primus ” Oil Burners.
A Simple Water Motor for Beginners. [ Illustrated .]
The Properties and Applications of Selenium .
The Deliege Magneto Ignition for Petrol Engines. [Illustrated .]
Milling in Small Lathes (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
Model Making for a Quarter of a Century (continued ). (Illustrated .]
Compound Engines (continued ). [ Illustrated.]
Fuel for Small Boilers. ( Illustrated .]
OCTOBER 8, 1903.
A Novelty in Model Engine Crankshafts. [Illustrated.]
A Steam -Driven Zoetrope. [Illustrated .]
JULY 23, 1908 .
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design , Construction, and Use (cont.). [Illustrated .]
A Vertical Steam Engine and Water - tube Boiler. [ Illustrated.
The Electric Lighting of a Private House ( continued). (Illustrated.]
A Combined Switch and Adjustable Resistance (Illustrated .]
How to Make Vacuum Tubes. ( Illustrated .]
Notes on Blue-Printing of Tracings. [Illustrated .]
Four Simple Locomotives (continued ). [Illustrated .]
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers (continued ) . [ Illustrated .)
Hand Turning Tools . (Illustrated . ]
A New 4-in. Scale Model Tank Locomotive. [Illustrated.]
A New Power Hack -Saw .
A Small Centrifugal Pump. [ Illustrated.]
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NOTICE TO COIL MAKERS.
Buy your Wire at the lowest price :
No. 28 silk -covered Coppor, at 6s. 6d. por Ib.
45. 4 .
Cotton
Postage 4d. exưa.
Our Wire is of the highest gradeand conductlotty only
Send a penny stamps for our New Illustrated Book
let and Wire List. We are actual makers of
Dynamos. Motors, Accumulators Coils, etc.
WRITR AT ONCE .
68, Wellington Road,
Old Charlton, Kont.
BOWEN & ODERY,

1,000
SETS OF UNDERTYPE DYNAMO
CASTINGS,
Dynamos
2 amps,
18. 8d. perto make
set post
free. of 8 volts
Dynamos, 9s,each . With ALL Sets ordered during
April I will fit ready for winding Send for Lists
of other Dynamos.
ASHTON LUMB, Manufacturing
Electrician,
HEBDEN
BRIDGE
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USEFUL

Price Bd. not ; Post Free, 7d.
May be obtained from all Agents for THE MODA
ENGINEER , or from

THE BOOK DEPARTMENT,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.O.
LOOK
ROUND
yourWorkshop for Tools ,Models,
and Materials which you no longer
require. You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in oar
“ Sale and Exchange ” column.
Private rate, three words a penny.
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B

Amateur

Road the following Bxpert Opinions
The Engineet says : " A useful little book tor
young electricians commencing to study this branch
The constructive de.
of practical electricity .
tails should also prove of value to all wishing to
construct batteries . "
Electricity says : " This is a capital little book ,
replete with practical information concerning all
of primary batteries.
the ordinary typeshic
The Photograp
Dealer says : . . Such an
Instructive and thoroughly reliable book ... is very
welcome, and is certain to prove popular .

Journal please men

The

Practical Guide for
Electricians.

A

DESIGN .
BY
ALFRED H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.
SECOND EDITION .
Oloth Bound.
103 pages . 61 Ilustrations ,
Price 1/ - net. Post free 1/2.
Of all Agents for THB MODEL EN
GINBBR , or from
PBRCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , B.C.
We should be obliged if
Advertisers would
send
small remittances in
d.
stamps.

ELECTRICAL

SUBJECTS .

&
Induction Coils. A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers.
By G. E. BONNEY. With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
those wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With ior
30
illustrations. Postage 3d.
Principles of Electric Lighting. By ALLAN A.
Elementary
CAMPBELL SWINTON , Associate I.E.E. Third Edition . Ea
larged and Revised With 16 illustrations. Crown 8vo. Cloth .
Postage ad .
Wireless Telegraphy, Popularly explained by RICHARD KE ,
F.S.S., with Preface by W.H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S. Illustrated.
Postage 2d. Paper is. Cloth.
Electric Light for Country Houses A Practical Handbook
on the Erection and Running of Small Installations, with Par
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working. By J. H. KNIGHT .
Postage ad .
How to Manage a Dynamo. By S. R. BOTTONE. Second
Edition. Revised and Enlarged . Illustrated . Post 8vo . Cloth ,
pocket size. Postage 2d .
Dynamos and Electric Motors. How to Make and Run Them .
1
By Paul N. HASLUCK . Illustrated. Postage ad .
By ALIRD H.
Dynamo Attendants and Thoir Dynamo
10
GIBBINGS , A.I.E.E. Third Edition . Postage ad.
A Guide to Electric Lighting for Householders and
Amateurs. Fully Illustrated . By S. R.BOTTONE. Postage ad .
Intensity Coils : How Mado and Used By Dya . Sixteenth
10
Edition . Postage ad .

8. d .
Electric Wiring, Fitting, Switches, and Lamps By W. 60
PERRIN MAYCOCK , M.I.C.E. Postage 4d .
Electrical Induonco Machines. Their Historical Development,
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction . By J.
GRAY, B.Sc. Postage 3d .
Magnetism and Electricity for Beginnors. By H. E.HADLEY.
Postage 3d .
Electro
-Motors. How Made and How Used . A Handbook for
Amateurs and Practical Men . By S. R. BOTTONE. With 70
Illustrations. Third Edition . Revised and Enlarged . Postage 3d . 3
Koctro- Plater's Handbook A Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Students. Second Edition . Revised and Enlarged , and an
3 0
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d .
Kloctrical Instrument Making for Amateurs : Sixth Edi.
3 6
tion. 71 illustrations. By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
Wireless Telegraphy and Hortzian Waves. By S. R.
BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
Tho Dynamo: How Mado and Usod. By S. R BOTTONE.
Postage Bsporiments.
3d .
Bloctrical
With 144 illustrations. By G. E.
BONNEY . Second Edition . Postage 3d .
Practical Electrical Measuremonts. An Introductory Course
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers. By
E. H. CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer.
ing, Sheffield Technical School. With 56 illustrations.
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d.
Address all Orders for Books to
The

Book

Department,

“
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26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
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AND

EXCHANGE.

Private Advertisements
inserted
this
column at the rate of 6d . for the first 18 words of
loss ,and id . per 3 rrorisaler .
Irade Advertisements are inserted in this
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
less, and id. per word after.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
tiser's name and address ts charged for. AH
A dvertisements in this column must be prepaid,
and remittances should be made by Poslal Orders
of Slamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager ,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be received by Arst
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number .

Our Deposit System .
Notice. -As we cannot accept any responsi
blity for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from Intending, purchasers the
purchase moncy of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way : The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, og
of the article having been reurned and accepled.
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fec of
6d for the sums of £1 and under , and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mitted at the sametime, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged.
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 2s. Bd.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
u should be made payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articles themselves.

Trade.
“ Model Enginoor," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 39. rod . each, tree. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Šale.-E. POUTEAU, 231A ,Gray's Ing
Road , London
Turning. Milling, Dividing. Fitting, Repairing
etc., undertaken by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
Co., Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road , London .
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; listwith 450 illustrations and right
prices , post free id . - James B. Livesey, North
gate , Blackburn .
Plumbago Cruelblos , sd .; Brasstounder's Sand,
cwt. bags, is . 6d . (Instructions). --GEO . WELLS
Needham Market.
Send Us Particulars of the Tools or Machinery
you require, and we will quote you a Price that
wiil Surprise you.--COLEMAN & Co., Southend .
Model Racing Yachts designed and built ; half
models made.-R. P. KITCHINGMAN, 51, Foster
Street, Lincoln .
* Practical Lessons in Metal Turning. ' All
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 25. 3d .,
post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

Twenty -three of Colo's Rollable Handbooks,
bound in one volume cloth, 3s. 9d., carriage paid,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
Pattern Making.— “ How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free , 6d.
Blacksmithing.-- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron (30 diagrams), post free, 6d.
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams: post
free, 6d.
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
“ Metal, Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes , Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
“ Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d .
“ Shoot Metal Working," with Hand Tools :
diagrams, 6d .
“ Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
" Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw .
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps : diagrams,
6d .
" Metal Drilling, Dr Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
Metal Surfaco Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d .
“ How to Soldor Gold , silver, Aluminium , Brass,
& c., Tho
Brazing
: 3d .How to Use it on Wood and
Saw " and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells ,
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, ód .
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood , Glass ,
& c. Ceinent Recipes ; od.
“ Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on 64a small Scale ; 6d.
Bookbinding without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 60.
Patonts for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " : the law clearly explained : 6d .
* Cycle Brazing," 4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d . ; Pneumatic Tyre Repairing. Workshop or
Roadside," 6d .
Any Three Above Books, ts. ; any six, Is. 7d. :
eight or more, 3d . each, all post free.
Colo's Compendium " ; 32 pages of usefulhints
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d .
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester.
Australian Wholesale Agents :
“ Robertsons.'
Latho ; full of information on
the
on
X Book
the construction of Lathes . X
Lathe, both English and
Good
a
of
Points
American , with a chapter on
How to Testa Lathe ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy:
invaluable to lathe users .
Sont free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force.-DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials . - Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions,6d . post free. - TheMORRIS COHEN CO ., LTD .,
132. Kirkgate, Leeds.
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished : list 20. - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
tor model engineers. - RING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
tor lists, free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
Water Motors , Polton Wheels, Turbines, Hy
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors ,
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Motor lists, id. Complete Sets of Perfect Castings.
-PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury. Hereford
shire.
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Manufactures. - Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
Wanted Everyone to Know that the " Demos
2 h.-p. (66 by 70 ) Motor Castings are absolutely ,
perfect ; aluminium chambers, working drawings
( full-size), finished Engines and Motors complete.
-Demos MOTOR Co., 160 , Woods Lane, Derby .

iii.
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value : bore from 17s.6d : { bore from 255.
Maay distinct types. Approval with pleasure .
Wator Motors from 6s. 6d. : h .-p .. 173. od ..
1.-P., 30s. Castings, 35., ss., 93. 6d. Cheapest
form of power for light work. - WHITNEY.
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran
teed platinum , silver plated : A in . to centre, is. 9d.
i in ., 2s. 3d . i it ins., 25. 6d. ; it ins., 25. 9d . :
If ins., 3s. All other materials in stock . - WHITNEY.
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 21 ins.
inside, is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed, 4 by 4 ; positive, gd. : negative, 7d. each ;
Grids,
5d. Terminals, 3d. Excellent value.
WHITNEY.
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ios . 6d . ; only 3s. 3d., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is . id., post
free. Every one tested. - WHITNEY.
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ins., is. 2d .; 6 by it las.,
IS. 8d . ; 7 by 2 ins., as. 3d . ; 6 by 24 ins., 4s. 6d. ;
6 by 3 ins., 55. 3d . ; 6 by 4 ins., ss. d. 8 by 4 ins ,
78. dozen packed . - WHITNEY .
Battery Zincs for above, zs., 35., 43., 6s. 9d.,
75. 9d., 8s. gd., ros. 9d ., 135. 6d . dozen. Fuller
pattern , 78. 9d., gs. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes.-- WHITNEY .
Ralls for Model Railways. - Correct section ,
25. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
up. Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., is. 9d. :
it ins., 25. rod . dozen , post free. - WHITNEY.
Why keep good_apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitnoy for Now and Second -hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers , Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines , Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitney, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
Road , London. Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchanged . Estab
lished over quarter of a century .
Free. - Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London .

Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
101 rates for these advertisements .
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place, ithich gives protection in both dur.
chaser and seller.
One Clarkson's Patent Burner, with casing, pres
sure tank , aud automatic valve, as used by the
L.C. Council Fire Brigade ; offers. McDONALD ,
57, Holmes Road, Kentish Town, N.W.
High-speed Dynamo Engine, 24 h.-p. ; no worse
than new ; £7 . Also I -h .-p . Launch Engine
(reversing ) ; very compact ; £ 3 , or near offer.
SANFORD ,Gilmour Street, Thornaby .
11 h.-p. Motor Cycle ; running condition ;
A won tyres, nearly new ; seen by appointment ;
£ 12. - S., 71, Osbaldeston Road , Stoke Newington .
Bargains through Romoval. - Manchester Dy .
namo, 9 amps. 30 volts, £6 (cost £ 12 recently ) ;
Gas Engine, i horse -power, £ 5 ; three Single and
Two Double Bichromate Batteries , 78.6d. the lot ;
three Electric Light Standards with shades, 155.;
Ampere Meter, 10 amps., 125. 6d . ; Volt Meter ,
35 volts, 128. 6d . (both in brass cases ) ; Chemist's
Scales , in mahogany case, 308. ; unfinished Oil
Engine, i ft. by 2 ins., 75. 6d . (2 flywheels ) ;
Vertical Steam Engine, i ft. by 2 ins. complete,
ros. 6d . ; Munroe Camera , 155.; Guinea Pocket
Kodak , 5s. ; Galvanometer, in mahogany case ,
75. 6d . ; small Motor, 3s. 6d . ; powerful Shocking
Coil with 3 cells, nos. ; powerful Brazing Lamp,
£ 2 ; Vertical Blow -lamp, ios. ; Raised Bed for
Horizontal Engine, 15 ins. long, 5s. ; quantity of
20, 25 and 30 -volt Lamp shades ( fine quality ) and
Switches , 155. ; Steamer, 4 ft. long, copper boiler,
steam and water gauge, reversing engine, only £ 2 ;
two Iron Cylinders, 2 ) by 5 , bored and faced ,
75. 60.-A. JOHNS, 27, Clytha Square, Newport,
Mon ,

iv .
6 Lathe Iron Standards, planed Iron Bed ,
Chucks, and Tools , 355.-C. THOMERSON , 265,
Hackney Road , London .
Hydraulic Organ Blower, It bore by 12- in .
stroke, £?; exchange Camera. Also Motor Bi
cycle, it h.-p., in good order, £ 16 ; bargain. - H .
BROWN, 12 , Durham Avenue, Plymouth .
Bargains.-- .- p . Gas Engine, by Butler Bros..
complete with all fittings, perfect, 355. ; Shunt
Dynamo, 15 volts, 5 amps, 155.; Wireless Tele
graphic Set, by Bottone, cost [3 35. (new ), accept
£ 2 : ElectricMotor (Whitney's ),self-starting (new ),
6s. 6d . ; Ampere Meter, 10 amps., cost 21s ., accept
75. 6 .; Volt Meter, 8 volts, 5s. ; three Bottle
Bichromate Cells (new ), 55. ; Lathe, 3-in . centre,
planed bed, including several chucks, 255. ; Rook
Rifle (cost 218.), 125. ; Torch ( cost 12s . 6d.), 58.;
Set of Carving Tools complete, 1os. ; two Spark
Coils , I and I in ., 75. 6d . and 4s. 6d.; Gent's
Pneumatic Bicycle , 255. ; Brown Leather Motor
455. ; Field Glasses,
very
Suit, complete with Cap,Little
Nipper Camera,
powerful, 145.6d . ;
28. 6d . ; Air Gun , Cycle Lamps, several Volumes
MODEL
ENGINEER, "- English Mechanics,". .. Motor
Car Journal,"
Motoring Illustrated ." - Par.
ticulars,GREGSON, Solicitor, Kirkby Stephen .
Horizontal Slide- valve Engine, i in . by 2 ins. ;
brass vertical boiler, pressure gauge, all fittings ;
tested 60 lbs. ; exhaust up chimney ; force pump:
£4 ; by appointment. - WILKINS, 94, Greenwood
Road, Dalston , N.E.
Wanted to Buy, Magnalium Metal. - H . A.
BETHELL ,Maisonette , Fleet, Hants.
For Sale. - Electrical Apparatus hand dynamo,
l-in spark coil (best make), 18 -in . cylinder,
electricalmachine, Leyden jars, and a number of
other things. List and price sent on receipt of
id . stamp. - Below .
Wanted .--- Lightback -geared Treadle Lathe,3-in .
centres (about), gap -bed , compound slide-rest,
well made and in good condition ; also vertical
Boiler, tubular or central flue, about 12 ins. by
24 ins. ; working pressure 50 or 60 lbs.; fittings.
-S. SAVERY, Grammar School, Halstead , Essex.
For Sale. - Double CylinderMarine Engine, i by
1, nearly finished , 25 $. ; Vertical Engine, 21 by 16,
255. ; Vertical Tubular Boiler, 205. ; Marine En
gine, it by 1 (reversing ), 258. Cylinder, 24 stroke,
wanted .--MUGGERIDGE , 231, Halley Road ,Manor
Park , London , E.
For Sale. - -plate Stand Camera and Acces
sories , new , £ 2 5s., or offers ; stamp.- Apply, 2,
Playford Cottages, Alexandra Road, St. Albans,
Herts .
For Sale. - It h.-p. Vertical Engine, £5 ; 1 h.-p.
Launch , £4 1os. ; 1 h.-P. Horizontal, £5 ; another
£2, or £ 15 lot ; worth double. Also quantity of
new Twist Drills and Acetylene Lamps ; very use
ful to model makers ; cleared at any price.
Selina Villa Hullbridge Road Rayleigh .
Model Electric Car and 13 ft. Rails ; three-rail
system , 75. ; also 9-volt Dynamo (shunt) 6s.
E. P., 225A, Camberwell New Road, S.E.
5 h.-p. Horizontal Engino ; engineer made ;
new ; sell 255. ; worth £4. - BEAL, Albion Avenue,
Pretoria Street, Hull.
as wusut, li yoou coadiuvai, two ywheels
(cost 355.), price ios. 6d. ; a bargain . - K ., 30 ,
Gell Street, Sheffield .
Bargain . - Complete Set of 3 1.-p. Hercules 19
Motor Castings (partlymachined ) [ I 1os.-M. B.
43 Cranfield Road, Brockley, S.L..
Model Engine, t - in . bore, also boiler parts, 16s.;
several Boilers, Oscillating Cylinders and Model
Parts , suit amateur, 75. the lot ; one doz. Electric
Bell Bobbins, 3s. ; quantity of Taps and Dies, suit
amateur, 6s. the lot ; Vesuvius Blowlamp, 75. ;
Carpenter's Plough , 8s.; heavy Lathe Crank, 6s.;
several more tools cheap to clear. - SKINNER, 50,
Church Road, St. George, Bristol.
For Sale.--10-volt Dynamo, in good working
order, 125. 6.-G. Cook, 23, Denmark Street,
Bristol
27 Excelsior ; £30 or lower power or Motor
Trike part exchange.-- Provis, Four Posts,
Southampton.
Horizontal Steam Engine (slide-valve), #in . by
if ins : bright gunmetal flywheel, curved spokes ;
mounted on cast-iron box bedplate ; quite new ,
professionally made, 295. - Below .
10 6.p. Drum Armature Dynamo (made by
Avery ) ; cost £ 2 28. ; perfectly new , never used
take 30s. - CHADWICK , Ironmonger, Hamstead
Road , Birmingham .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
Small Lathe, back -geared , 4 ]-in . centre, 3 ft .
bed , slide-rest , T- rest , faceplate , counter shaft,
take £5.- Offers to C. FERGUSON Mills, Clones,
Ireland. (Photo sent.)
New Thirteen-Guinea Coventry Cycle , free wheel
plated rims, two powerful rim brakes, all acces
sories; £8. - SPARROW , 8 , Rock Terrace , Stamford .
For Sale. - Lancaster's Le " Merveilleux " t-plate
Stand Camera, tripod and dark slide ; good as
new ; only_125. - JOAN METHVEN, Whitehall,
Cardenden , Fife.
Wanted for Cash, 24-in . or 3- in . Lathe, with
slide-rest and self-centring chuck and few other
tools for samne for model work.-W. HURLOCK ,
junr., 66 , Walworth Road, London .
Drawing Instruments.-New complete Set, in
case ; cost 3 guineas only a few months ago ; very
little used; also T-square, 32 ins. long, Set Squares
and Drawing-board . What offers ?-Below .
“ Model Ěngineer,” Vols. II, III, IV , V, VI,
VII, VIII, and IX , unbound, clean . What offers ?
--Below .
Books.— " Electrical Engineering " (Sewell)
63. 6d . ; “ Arithmetic of Magnetism and Electri.
city (Poyser ), 38. 6d.; “ Telephone System of
tie British Post Office (Herbert), 38.; “ Tele
phone Handbook " (Poole ), 3$. ; Elementary
Mechanics " (Wormell ), 1s. - Below .
Detector Galvanometer, 5s. ; Shocking Coil, very
powerful, 6s. ; Microscope, in case complete, 308. ;
Opera Glasses, 5s. - Below .
Wanted.Sporting Rifle or Shot Gun ; must be
cheap ; would exchange for any ofabove.-- S ., 104,
Varna Road , Edgbaston , Birmingham .
For Salo. " Hobbies ” Companion Lathe Freto
saw Machine, in good condition (cost 358 ), will
tike 155. or any reasonable offer . - COMPANION,
64 , Waterloo Street, Lincoln .
Exchange Beam Engine, 2 by 4 , air-pump, con
denser, governors , for Lathe. - Full particulars ,
Moss, 38, Trafalgar Street, Ashton -under-Lyne.
Salo .- Splendid Humber Motor Bicycle (cost
£60 ) ; Hand Lathe, 30 by. 3t- in. centre ; Oil
Engine Castings, 31 by 6'ins., cylinder bored ,
turned , fitted ; well equipped Dark-room ;
Chemical Apparatus, 60 pieces, including 30
stoppered bottles ; Vertical Boiler, 7 by 14 ins. ;
above very cheap for cash . -Please write for par
ticulars, A. YORK , Fairford House, Fairford .
Two Dynamos (shunt), 10 volts 3 amps., and
12 volts 10 amps. ; also Gunmetal Launch Engine
and Boiler , complete, and three 30 amp.-hour
Accumulators , for Motor Bike or £12 cash . All
above as new and in perfect condition ; particulars
stamp -A
Horwich
. . LIVERMORE, H.M.S. " Andromache,'
8 -in. Lathe (Bench), treadle, T-rest, two face .
plates, one square and one drivirig chuck , six hand
turning metal tools , and 26 twist drills to $ in.,
£ 4, or near offer ; Treadle Fret Machine, ios. ;
Fretwork Model of Tower Bridge, 255.--Apply ,
D. CRABB, 168, Tiverton Road , Bournbrook , Bir
mingham .
Magnificent Model L.N.W.R. Locomotive, with
three trucks, 8-in . gauge, length 5 ft. 6 ins., burns
coal ; boiler tested 100 lbs. ; perfect order ; seen
appointment ; sacrifice any reasonable offer ; part
exchange.-- Letters, O., 3, Orchard Road , High
gate.
Motor Frame : complete set of lugs, tubes,
cranked stays ( cut), bracket spindle, cranks and
pedals, €2 ; or exchange Gent's Cycle. - A .
MALINS, 6 , Pelham Street, Hastings.
Bargain .-84 “ Hobbies," 106 “ Designs," 15
Specials, and one 1904 Catalogue ; Ios. lot.-G.W.
HIGHMOOR, York View , Pocklington .
Horizontal Slide-valve Engine, by it, with
vertical boiler, 9 by 4t; central flue, fittings, gas
ring, hand force pump, 20s.-W. Hopps , 8, Christ
church Street, East Greenwich .
Bell Centre Punch (Cushman's ), 14 ins. diameter,
IS. 6d . ; Starrett's Screw -pitch Gauge, 26 Whit
worth pitches, 3 $. ; both warranted perfect. - H .,
12A , Ranelagh Road, Wellingborough .
For Sale or Exchange.-- Slide-valve Steam
Engine ; boiler, fittings, fountain ; price 175. 6d.
Particulars stamp. - PERCIVAL WALSHAW , Flan
shaw , Wakefield .
Horizontal Steam Enginae,double cylinder (S.V.) ,
24 ins. by 3 ; ins. ; made by a practical engineer ;
stamp for particulars ; £ 4, or nearest offer. Also,
77 “ M.E." ; exchange for a good Medical Coil,
or sell them . - Offers, , Keeling Street, Wol
stanton , Stoke-on - Trent.
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24 Horse Motor Bicycle ; cost [ 46 : in first- class
condition ; fast racer ; vertical engine ; Michelin
tyres (almost new ), Longuemare carburettor , best
fittings throughout ; no use to me. Exchange
entertained , or would sell £ 18 , carriage paid .
Wanted small Water- cooled Launch Motor with
propeller complete.--MADAM CLOECKAERT, Markt,
Lokeren , Belgium .
“ Model Engineers," July 1st, 1901; to April 14th ,
1904, for sale.--Apply, to J. Tait Benwell Water
Works, Newcastle-on -Tyne.
Sale and Exchange. -Case of Stocks, Dies and
Taps (over 20 sets) for cycle repairing trade, £ 4 45.;
Compouad Slide-rest for 21-in . centre lathe, 1 55.;
all as new . - LARRAD, Horbury, Wakefield .
For Sale .-- MODEL ENGINEERS, Nos. 28 to 120 ;
in good condition . What offers ? --H . WILKIN
SON , 140, HolmeLane, Dudley Hill, Bradford .
Double Cylinder Horizontal Reversing Engine,
it ins. by 25 ins., sos ; also othe Engine Parts,
Whitworth Stocks, Dies and Taps it in ., 1 in . and
in .), ios. ; sell or exchange for Gas Engine or
Lathe. - HILL, 4, Car House, Rotherham .
Sale. - Banjo , five strings, plated , perfect, 258.,
or exchange for 4- in . Cushman Chuck ; must be
perfect. - DURRANT, 5, Bushey Road , Sutton ,
Sale. - t-in . scale Bogie Tank Loco ; inside
cylinder, by i in . ; four coupled drivers, 21 in .
diameter 3 -in . gauge ; £3 , or nearest offer . Ap
proval deposit : photo, stamp.
Also, Pair of Governors suitable for } h.-p.
steam engine, 8s.
Also, Water Gauge, Wheel Valve and Back
pressure Valve, suitable f-h .-p . boiler , 8s.; also,
Wheel and Fan for blowing house fire , 55.
THOMAS ASTIN , 43, Wood Cottages, Cornholme,
Todmorden .
Sale or Exchango, S.S. 31- in . Lathe, 3.ft. bed ,
gunmetal bearings, tee-rest, three centres and
master chuck , 20s. - Below .
Back -geared Bonch Lathe, 3 ins., # Whitworth
nose , 3 - ft. triangular iron bed , three centres and
finished 51 ins., 4 -slot chuck plate and tee-rest,
355. - Below .
Sale or Exchange. -42- in . Single- throw Lathe,
crankshaft, turned ends, 75. ; 25.in. round- faced
Flywheel (about 60 lbs. ), 3s. 7) -in . Gunmetal
4 -slut Chuck Plate (screwed ), 6 , 45. Wanted , 5 -in .
Slide- rest and 6 -in . Self-centreing Chuck . - W .
Ritchie , 2 , Gilsburn Place, Kilmarnock .
Model G.N. Loco, built of gunmetal castings,
2 -in . gauge, 26 ins. long, brass boiler, two tubes,
11-in . stroke, S.V. cylinders, reversing gear, 4-in .
driving wheels, bogie carriage and trailer.
Also , Corridor Dining Car, 12 ins. long on two
bogie carriage ; cost over £ 7 ; will take ( 3 155.
GREENHALGH, 32, Leinster Street, Farnworth ,
Bolton .
For Sa'e.-ModelL. & N.W.Locomotive ( " King
Bdward ” ) ; 24-in . giuge, reversing-gear, & c. ; ;
trucks, i van , 3 switches, and 40 ft . of rails.
Guaranteed . 6335 --Bulow .
For Sale. British Man-of-War ; 22 ins. long ,
6-in . guns, turrets, & c. ; clockwork starting gear ;
boats ; ( 1. - Below .
For Sale.--Slide- valve Vertical Engine and
Boiler : in . by in . ; English make ; all taps and
pipes nutted ; 11.-J. ROTHWELL, Brentwood ,
Walkden , Manchester.
Horizontal Model Steam Engine (by Stevens) :
18-in. copper boiler , fitted steam and water gauge ;
4 -volt Dynamo and Shafting (nearly new ), to be
sold ; a bargain . - Can be seen , by appointment
at 7 , Stationers' Hall Court, City, London .
Rare Book for Sale.- " Student's Guide to the
Locomotive Engine," with 71 beautiful copper
plate engravings of old locos, & c. ; cash Offers
please .-- 83, Strand Green , Chiswick.
Full Set Double Cylinder Launch Engine Cast:
ings, it bore, it stroke, 123. 6d. ; Breast Drill,
six drills, two speeds, 7s. 6d . (new ). Lot in ex
change for Drilling Machine ; approval deposit.John Dun , junr., Craig Park,Galashiels.
Steam Engine, 24- in . cylinder, link reversin ;
and pump, new boiler (200 lbs.), £ 16 ; or seu all
Motor, complete, £55.435 , Dorville Road, Hair
mersmith .
Bargain . -No. 3 Kapp Dynamo, 25 volts 4 amps.,
fitted , 18s . - THOMAS SEDDON , junr., St. Helen's
Road, Prescot.
Wanted, Lathe about 31- in . centres, back
geared, with compound slide-rest, for cash ,
Particulars, GOODWIN , Ivy Cottage, Alton , Staffs.
(Continuat , mage visi.)
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STEAM , CAS, &

OIL

ENGINES, DYNAMOS

&

ELECTRO -MOTORS.

High
High -speed Launch
Class Dy
Engines, for Boats,
namos.
irom 12 to 20 ft. Com
These Dy
plete Sets of Castings
namos are
and Steel Forgings,
of the
with full size Working
'Kapp'ıype
Drawings. No. 1 set,
ANI
and specially designed for Electric single, 23 x 3ins, 30/" ;
High -Speed Gas and
Light Installations, charging Accumu. No. 3 Set, double,
Ou Engines; Water-cooled
lators, Electro -plating, etc. They are 24 x 24 x 3 ins., 58/-;
large diam . Fly.
Cylinders,
fitted with adjustable Rocker Brushes, No. 3 Set, compound,
wheels, Otto-cycletube igni.
extra long Bearings Oil Cups, etc., 2 x 34 x 3 ins., 70 /
tion,
steady
running, simple
and are the best small Dynamos pro- Above prices include
in construction , strong and
curable , where realand constant work pump castings and reverse gear. Prices
reliable;
specially
designed
is required .
of Finished Engines, larger or smaller, see " De Dion ” Boughton Type Petrol Motors for driving Dynamos,
No.
carr. pd. Catalogue, or on application .
for
Motor
Cars,
Launches,
River
Boats,
driving
Lathes,
etc.
Special
Launch
Dynamos,
supplied.
etc., Electric or tabe ignition, two
1. To light Four 3C.-p Lamps, 19/6
Bollers
Complete Sets of Cast
25 /
Four 5 C.-P.
2.
Cycle or four Cycle; water-cooled Cylinders ; out ings, Forgings, and full-size
47/6
3.
Four 8 C.-P.
or inside Balance Wheels. Speed up to 2000 revs. Working Drawings to con
complete
70
Six 8c.-P.
110 /- Sets of Cast
CompleteSets ofCastings,Forgings, and full- struct b.-p. Gas or Oil En.
Five 16 C.-P.
5.
20
Ten 16 C. p.
size Working Drawingsto constructNewImproved gines, per set, 86, carr.pd.;
6.
155/-ings, with
2-cycle Marine Reversing Motor, 14 h.-P., 45/- 3:16tbsh.-P., 14/6 ; 1 h.-P.,
Nos. 1 and 2 have Harmatures, all Screws, Steel
othershave drum armatures. Materials for Crankshaft,
cart, paid (suit Boats up to us ft.) ; 24 h.p..,55/-130-, carr. paid.
(suit Boats up to 20 ft.); 3 % 6.-p.,65/-; 416..P ., For larger sizes, and Fin
with wire and full instructions for con- Piston,and S.V.
75/» (suit Boats 22 to 25ft.). Prices of larger ished Engines, see Cata
structing same can be supplied at: No. Rods ; Ports
logue ; or on application .
1, 9/6; No. 2, 13/6; No. 3, 19/6; No. 4, cored out, with heavy Flywheel, Bed ; sizes,and Finished Motors on application.
Propellers,with shafting, etc., supplied to suit the larger sizes.
Reversible
Instructions,
to
construct
etc.
.
Drawings,
pd
carr.
49/6
257- ;'No. 5, 35/-; No.6 ,
-high-speed S.V. Horizontal Engines, as Working Drawings supplied for building a 20 -ft.Motor Launch ,6/6 per set.
shown,suitable for running above Dynamos . Steam Car Engines.-- Full Set of Castings, Forgings, ard full-size
No 1 Set, 1-5th h.-p., to run No. 1 Kapp Dynamo, 13/6 carr. pd.; finishing, 38 /
Detailed Drawings of Engines for 2 and 4 -seated Car, including reversing
2
17/6
30
2
gear; 3h.p. Set Twin Cylinders, 70 /-; 45 h..p ., 75/- ; 6 h.-p., 80
48 /
20/
3
»
58
/
Flash Boilers, Car Frames, Wheels, and all Accessories supplied.
95
3 "
22/6
See Catalogue for other Designs of Dynamos, Launch-type Steam Engines ;
68 /
781. Lamps, Wire , Fittings, etc., etc.
5 & 6
32/6
5 1
Send Six Penny Stamps for our Large Illustrated Catalogue --nearly 500 Illustrations of Model and Small Power Steam , Gas
and oil Engines; Locomotive, Vertical, Horizontal, Launch , and Paddle Engines; Vertical, Horizontal, and Marine Boilers ; separate
Finished Parts Éngine and Boiler Fittings : Castings all kinds; Dynamos , Electro -Motors, etc., etc. Bolts , Nuts, Screws, Studs.
W.MACMILLAN &
NEW

Co.,

Engineers

and Modellers , Mar Street, ALLOA , N.B.

MADISON

World
the
in
House t
Cheapes

for,
ALL
CLASSES
MOTORS
OF
Etc.

ENGINES .
OIL
&
GAS
For Driving 6 -in . Lathes or Dynamo, 120 C.-P.
The Most Reliable and Economical Engine made.
Type " S."

TheModel Manufacturing Co.
53, ADDISON

ROAD

HOLLAND

NORTH ,
PARK , W.

EXPERT MODEL MAKERS .
MODELS MADE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ,

Speciality :Model Locomotives
the " Behr " Mono Rail, the principal
Builders
British Exhibit at the St. Louis Exbibition .

£8
Castings Supplied , £ 2 158. and
b.h..p.
£ 3 58
£ 9 108.
4b.h..p.
Hundreds of Testimonials received .
List, 3 stamps. 4 to 40 b..p .
(Guaranter giver .)
Perfect working ,
Engines have Two Flywheels , Steel Cranks, Bronze Bearings,
Sight- feed Oilers, and FULL INSTRUCTIONS for running.
SPECIALITY - 50 Volt Dynamos, run 8 8 C - p. lamps, complete
BEAUTIFUL MACHINES.
81 19s.
MAKERS OF THE
NOTBD MADISON MOTORS
£ 3 19s . 60 .
for Cycles. Comple: e Attachments .
Ready for builcing up.
2 b..p .Special Motor Castings, machined , 30s. Set, with full print.
9 , Woolryoh

Street Works, DERBY.

Send for our Illustrated List, 6 Stamps,
which will give you every information you will require.
Build your own Locomotive. Castings supplied , also full
size drawings, which , if you work to , you cannot go wrong .
OUR LATEST MODEL .
The City of Bath (G.W.R.), to 4 scale ; price, complete Set
Drawings and Castings for both Engine and Tender , £ 4 .
Any Sots of our Castings supplied on the Instalment principle.
(OUR ONLY ADDRESS AS ABOVE .)
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ARMSTRONG & CO., TWICKENHAM .
Makers of over 1000 sizes in Portable
Pocket and ICNITION ACCUMULATORS
Made in Trans
parentCelluloid
and Ebonite
Cases, for IGNI
TION ON MOTOR
CARB and BIKES.
Hundreds of sizes.
All Voltages and
Capacities. Every
Reader obtain im .
mediately our
large Electrial
CS
N
O
Catalogue of
R
T
S
ARM
Accumulators
Electrical
and
N
O
I
IGNIT
Goods.
Post ſree, 4
Best goods,
lowest prices.
Pick of themar
ket at Arm .
strongs'. Accumulators Charged and Repaired
(any kind) Cheaply and Qui:kly.
The original Cocoa .

EPPS'S
( The most nutritious)

COCOA
Ard still the best.
FAIRBANKS
WEIGHING
MACHINES .
ACCURATE .
DURABLE.
CONVENIENT.
Write for Catalogue No 157.
THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
78-80 . CITY ROAD, E.C., LONDON .
G asgow : 9, Howard St

Best Quality
DRAWING
INSTRUMENTS English
at Reasonable
Prices.

IZEN

TA

W.H.HARLING ,Manufacturer,
47, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.
ESTABLISHED 1851
WORKS : HACKNEY, L.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION .

Price 1/ - net.

Post free 1/2.

Of all Agents for THB MODEL EN .
GINEBR , or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Pleet Street,
LONDON , B.C.

MODEL

HARMONOGRAPHS || READING
For producing Energy Curves, described
and illustrated in MODEL ENGINEER for Jan.
21st and 28th , 1904.
Readers de siring to experimentwith these
interestin
Instrumen
g
ts, can be supplied as
under :
TWIN -ELLIPTIC TYPE,
Complete, ready for work 40 /
MECHANICAL TYPE,
£ 10 /10
Finished complete
Packing 3s , extra .
SETS OF PARTS SUPPLIED .
Fulmen Works,
A. H. AVERY,, TUNBRIDGE WELLS .

DYNAMOS

ALFRED H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.
SECOND EDITION .
Oloth Bound ,
103 pages . 61 Illustrations .

“ THE

ENGINEER ”

DESIGN .
BY

ELECTRIC MOTOR , £ 12 108.
For larger Sizes see Catalogues.
Dynamos, Bells, Portable Accumulators, Medical
Coils, Lamps, Electrical Novelties, ete.
PRICES & QUALITY UNEQUALLED.
AU Goods Guaranteed. See Testimonials.
Three New Illustrated Catalogues : Electrical,
Mechanical, Novelties, id . stamp each ; the three,
2d. stamps.

O. L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDOL .

DYNAMO

B
ВО
OF

GAS ENGINES (n . ), £ 7 108
OIL ENGINES . . £ 8 10s .
WATER MOTORS (np.) £ 8 10s.

The Franklin Dynamo.
50 Watts. 10 Volts, 5 Amperos.
3000 to 4000 revolutions. Sets
of material, finished parts com
plete machines. For amateur con
struction – very efficient. Will
drive a dental engine, sewing ma
chine or small lathe ; run as a
generator, will furnish current for
8 FRANKLIN six 6 -candle lamps Parts, $ 3.50,
Model Shop $6.00, $8.50 . Complete, $13.50 .
Write for circular Key .
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-181, West 81st Street, New York, U.S.A.

A
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CASTINGS from 8 / - per Set.
Motors from 2/6 , complete .
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 101.; Electric
Alarm Clock , 4 / ; Shocking Coils, 3. ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d.; Bell Sets , 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free, 2d .
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d.
Catalogue of Everything Eletcrical, 2d. ,
post free.
The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFC . Co.,
152, GREY MARE LANE , MANCHESTER .

BINDING

CASES
CASES

Price 1- net.
Postage 8d .
PBROIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29, POPPINS COURT, FLEET STREET,
LONDON, E.C.
NOTICE TO COIL MAKERS.
Buy your Wire at the lowest price :
No. 86 silk -covered Copper, at br. 6d. por Ib.
Cotton
46. Ad .
Postage 4d. extra
Our Wlre isof the highest grade and conductivity only.
Send a penny stamps for our New Illustrated Book
let and Wire List. We are actual makers of
Dynamos, Motors, Accumulators Coils, etc.
WRITE AT ONCE .
BOWEN & ODERY, 88, Wellington
RoadKont
Old Charlton,

DODWORK

WOO
JOINTS :
How to Make and
Where to Use Them .
The making of Joints is often a stumbling-block
to the successful completion of a structure , and is
looked upon as a difficulty pot easily overcome.
The matter is not a serious one, however, if the
preper methods are adopted ; and this book,
written in a practicalmanner by a practical man ,
gives the necessary instructions for setting out and
making joints of every description .
If the instructions are carried out as given any
person who can use Tools should find ao difficulty
in carrying out any job he undertakes in a work
manlike fashion .
85 pages .
137 Illustrations.
From all Agents for THE WOODWORKER , price
Bd . net, or7d. post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court,
Fleet St., LONDON , E.C.
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MILLING

If they

CUTTERS

only knew .
SPECIAL

Amateurs would never bother with ordinary
French Polish , but would use KITLENE LIGHT
NING FRENCH POLISH for AMATEURS.
It is an ordinary " Best White Shellac" Polish , with sundry
additions which enable an Ainateur to acquire the art without the
iedious apprenticeship neces ary with the ordinary medium .
Outfit, containing everything requisite, 28., post ge, 3d.
RE- FILLS . - Polish , ed . ; Oil and Spirit, 7d . Postage on each, 3d.

Wardrobe Chambers,
Kitlene Syndicate , Ltd., LONDON , E.C.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN

End

SMALL

Slotting Mills .

3

5
1/8 , 823

14 in ., 1/3
js, fa, 32,

NOVELTIES .

See 44-pago Illustrated List, and NEW SUPPLE
MENT, post fre, two Stamps. Lowest Prices.
Best Quality .
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO .,
Electrle Bells, from 1/8. 60, Brook Street, C.-on -M ., MANCHESTER,

WE

OFFER

A

sin ., 1/6

2 in .,

2 /- each .

Slotting Cutters.
} in dia., $, in 1 in. wide) All tapped
1 3
{ in . Whit.
13
17
is, g : TT
3
1/6 each .
I
9
§ , 18

11in .dia., 5, 1 , 4, Plin .wide, } in
hole, 3 / - each.
This size has ground teeth .

Baoked -off Convex Cutters ..
Diam .

Price .

Bore.

Sorewed
| 3/
16
to for it in. fin. 14 in. W iitw .) each.

in .

fin .

}

HAND

Screwed
13 5 in .Whitw . ) each.

doter
Ako

End and Face Mills .
Width Diam .
Bore .
Price.
each .
in .
in .
3
4 Taper
4 /
Screwed
I
in.Whit.
3 ( Screwed
$ { in.Whit.} 6

coler
Alco
to

you desire to enter a paying
profession, the profession of
to-day - we refer to
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING .
Why not leave the overcrowded and poorly paid trades,
where advancement is slow , and where the supply
is greater than the demand ? We can teach you in
your spare time, direct to your own home by correspon
dence, to become a competent Electrical or Mechanical
Engineer. What we have done for thousands all over
the world we can do for you. Our system has reached the acme of
success . Wedon't ask you to take our word for it, but to investi
gate our statements. You mav have seen our advertisementbefore,
and pot troubled to write us. Let us ask you to do so now .
TO -DAY IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY .
TO -MORROW THE OTHER FELLOW'S.
Write to-day for our Booklet, “ How to become an Electrical or
Mechanical Engineer." We send it free of cost. It tells the story
success.
of THE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF
CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION ,
488, TEMPLE CHAMBERS, TEMPLE AVENUE, LONDON.

each .

each.

Diso

Width .

HELPING

.

each

in , 1/9

Hoteo

LATEST

in ., 1/- each .

,

1 ,
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. ,
60, Brook Street, C.-on -M ., Manchester.
ELECTRICAL
EVERYTHING

SIZES .

All these cutters have ground teeth on end and face .

Send Bd. in Stamps, mentioning this paper, for
fully illustrated 96 pp Price List to

GEORGE

ADAMS,

When writing to Advertisers kindly men .
tion “ The Model Engineer ."

144 , HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON , W.C
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Continued from page to.)
Railway Magazines," 7-79 (unbound ), with
out coloured plates (good condition ) for MODEL
ENGINEERS 1-63, in similar condition . — TUCKER,
26, Picton Place, Newcastle-on - Tyne.
Wanted. - Pair Bicycle Tyres, complete, 28 by
If ins., wired ; also pair Pedals ; both must be in
good condition and cheap ; deposit. - MACKAY,
Melville Place, Bearsden , Glasgow .
Genuine Edison Crown Phonograph and 7 Re
cords, 2os. ; large Shocking Coil, 12s. ; pair 8-in .
Leyden Jars, complete, gs. Wanted , or $-Plate
Lizar's Challenge Camera. --WM. CASSIDY, High
Street, Stewarton, N.B.
Dynamo, compound wound, 50 amps. 100 volts,
with pulley and slide rails ; also Switch board, with
voltmeter and ammeter, together with 6 - h.- p .
Nom . Gas Engine and Belting, complete ; may be
seen at the Royal George Hotel, Bull Ring, Bir
mingham . For price, apply MITCHELLS AND
BUTLERS, LTD ., Cape Hill Brewery , Birmingham .
For Sale .-- Horizontal Engine, i h.-p., made
from castings, nearly finished ; also Brass Hori
zontal Boiler (5 by 12 ), one end soldered on ; £ 1 the
lot, or offers. - M . GAME, Wrotham Hill Park ,
Wrotham , Kent.
Splendid Brass Steam Model Locomotive, 20 ft.
of rails, switches and fittings ; cost 328. ; exchange
anything useful, small Lathe or Drilling Machine
preferred ; sell 255. - DUDLEY , 10 , Stafford Road ,
Oakengates .
For Sale.- A home-made Medical Coil ; 1 lb. of
36 s.sc. wire on secondary ; or exchange for
small Ammeter. 3–16ths spark coil, 25. 6d; Bell
Telephone Receiver, Is. 6d. ; Spark Discharger ,
Ball Joints, 25. - CARTER , care of Coghill, 36,
Myrtle Street ,Glasgow .
Telephones, two, wall pattern , carbon trans
mitters, watch receivers, induction coils and bells
(cost 22s. 6d . each ), accept nos. each . - Below .
Pocket Volt and Amp. Meter, 20 volts ro amps.,
in
158. - BURDIS, 43, Aidans Street, Gates
headcase,
.
For Sale. - Gas Engine, I h.-P., in good working
order, two 10-in . flywheels, gas-bag, tank and all
fittings ; complete ; price £ 4 or nearest offer : all
200 " Works," (200 “ Hobbies " and Designs, twelve
Handymans " ; complete ; £ 1 or nearest offer ;
apply by letter only. - Address, J. DALE, 17,
Nelson Street, Earlestown , Lancashire.
Exchange 96 MODEL ENGINEERS (up to present
date ) for a quarter-plate Hand Camera to carry
twelve plates.- Address , Jones, Princes ' Street,
Earlestown, Lancashire.
Wanted. - Vols . I, II, and III, MODEL ENGI
NEERS, bound or unbound ; must be complete ;
good price given . - T. HENDERSON , Homeleigh ,
Denbigh Gardens, Richmond, Surrey.
For Sale. - Bench La
new , suitable for
treadle , 3-in . centres, 26 - in . planed iron bed ,
three-speed cone, compound slide-rest, hand -rest
and T , drill rest, bell chuck , and catchplate.
365.- Photo and full particulars to H. WADE ,
Morton Banks, Keighley, Yorkshire .
Small Arc Lamp, suit room or workshop , 160
candle-power, 2 amps. at 100 voits , continuous
current; highly finished ; works perfectly ; quite
new ; length , 18 ins. ; complete with resistance
and 100 carbons ; £275. 6 .; worth £3 1os.
HUNT, 31, Westgate, Dewsbury.
Oil Engine, I h.-p. (by Madison , Derby ), nearly
new ; complete with tank , pipes, and all fittings ;
46.-W. H. DINSDALE , 2, Hylton Road, Milk
field , Sunderland .
For Sale. - Set of Bench Lathe Castings, 31-in .
centres, back-geared, partly finished ; cheap, £ 1 ;
" M.E." deposit system . - Box 205, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 to 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street
London , E.C.
Dynamo (Compound), 100 volts 10 amps., slide
rails, voltmeter reading to 120 volts , main switch
and cut-out : 100 Volt Lamps, Holders , Shades ,
Ceiling Roses, Switches, Cut-outs, & c.; equal to
new ; can be seen by appointment. - FRED
SMETHURST,
52, Ainsworth Road, Radcliffe, Man
chester .
For Sale, " Columbia " Phonograph, 18 Records,
2 -ft. Brass Trumpet ; lot cost 63 5s., new last
March ; or exchange for 3-h .-p: Oil Engine ;
letters only.-F. Pass, 36 ,Western Street, Bedford .
4 -h .-p. De Dion pattern Motor ; water- cooled
head ; brass tank , coil, 16.--44, Augustus Stree.
N.W.
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Motor Tricycle, 27 h.-p. M.M.C., water-cooled,
free engine, extra large three-compartment tank
with radiators, Dunlop tyres, wide mudguards ;
very fast and good hill-climber ; in good con
dition and perfect order ; bargain , £35. - I ,
Crownfield Road , Stratford , London .
Shocking Coll (new ), 48. ; Set Drawing Instru
ments (new ), 8s.; Zither Harp , TOS . - 5 , Wilson
Street, Plaistow , E.
Small Treadle Lathe for model work , price 18s.;
Wood Destroyer Hull, 34 ins. long, 4s. ; 14-in . Iron
Flywheel, 4s. ; Gent's Free Wheel Bicycle, £3 ros.
-Particulars, WillIAMSON , 142, Gordon Road ,
Ealing .
For Sale.- Vertical Boiler (by Goodhand ),
n by 24 ins., best f in. Weardale steel, tested to
100 .bs. ; best gunmetal fittings on wrought iron
stand ; also h.-p. Horizontal Slide-valve Engine,
engineer made, best gunmetal fittings ; a bargain ;
£ 6 the two , or nearest offer. - Apply after 6 to
30, Robinson Road, Cambridge Heath , London .
Dynamo for Sale, 50 volts 7 amps., laminated
cogged drum armature, splendid working con
dition ; £ 3 roc. - Letters for appointment to view ,
P., 18, Vancouver Road, Catford Hill, S.E.
E'ectric Tramcar wanted , about 2-in . gauge ;
also two Leyden Jars. - 0 . LANHAM , 59, Isledon
Road , Holloway.
To be Sold.- Vertical Steam Engine, 2} by 41
stroke ; also Boiler, all fittings, safety valve to
80 lbs.; perfect condition ; £ 5 Ios., not third ccst.
Also Boiler (wants slight repairs), all fittings; 255.
-2, Russell Road , Holloway.
For Sale . - One 10 -volt Dynamo ; one powerful
Shocking Coil ; one well-made Motor ; three
Leclanche Batteries ; one Telescope , opens 3 ft.;
355. the lot,
Walthams
towor. offers. - E . A. Tare , 5, Inion Road,
Wanted, Dynamo, 400-1000 watts : cheap , and
in good order ; deposit system ; no owner o : dcar
rubbish need apply. - A . STURCHY, The Wick
Branksome Park , Bournemouth .
Wanted, b.h.-p. Oil Engine, complete ; ex .
change No. 3 Gramophone and 43 Recor is (new ) ;
mutual approval.- BRAILSFORD , Wirksworth .
Three Machine Stands, with teadle, and 18-in .
flywheel (grooved for belt) ; complete and in good
condition ; suitable for driving small lathes ; take
68. - MATTHEWS, Chapel Terrace, Stafford .
Quick silver (mercury) ; 1 lb., 25. 6d . 2 lb.,
6d. ; post free.-G. S., 35, Finsbury Terrace,
45.
Swansea
.
6 in . Back - geared Troadle Lathe, slide-rest,
chucks ; 67 Small Drilling Machine, 63, or
near offer . --40 , Myddelton Street, Clerkenweli.
4f-in. Sliding. Surfacing and Screw -cutting Star"
Lathe; extra long bed , admit 36 ins. between
centres, cutter'bar, tools, chucks ; as new . - 75,
East Road, WestHam , E.
Sale . - MODEL ENGINEERS, 56 to 156 ; 360 Nos.
Work (between Jan., 1891, and Nov. 1901), 16s., or
exchange, wanted Parallel Vise, voltmeter to 35.
R.MONTGOMERY, Chevington Station , Acklington ,
Dynamo.- Thoroughly good machine ; has
drum armature, and all modern improvements ;
£ 2 58. or best offer ; guaranteed to give 50 volts
5 amps., or light ten 8 c.-p. lamps. - SUTCLIFFE ,
30 , Drake Street, Rochdale.
Wanted.- Juvenile Trailerand HorseshoeMagnet
g -in . Cash or exchange Electric Goods, rails 3-in .
gauge ; 4 -volt. Lamps ; Plate Camera, etc .-- 7,
High Street Leamington .
Vertical Steel Boiler ; tested 300 lbs. ; 2 ft. 2 ins.
high , 1 ft. 8 ins. dia . ; central flue, one cross
tube, several fittings ; price, £5. - E . BENNETT,
98, Palace Road , Tulse Hill.
Locomotive and Tender, in excellent going order,
25 ins. over all; 2 slide-valvez Spring buffers out
side fired ; accept 35s., including 30 ft. f- in . iron
rails (gauge, 21 ins.).- W . HURLOCK, Jun., 66 ,
Walworth Road , London
Lathe, 3 -in . centres, 24 -in , bed, compound slide
rest and tools ; 3-in . Cushman , 3-jaw self-cen treing
scroll chuck, T -rest, Morse twist drills, drilling and
turning tools, hand milling and turning tools, stocks
dies and taps,metal saw , files set; the lotalmost new ;
558., or nearest offer.--52, Homer Street, Hanley,
Staffs.
A Bargain . - A Pair of 31-in. Lathe Headstocks,
hand-rest, with two tees, faceplate , six iron and
brass chucks, three spindles, saw , buff wheel
grindstone ; only 15s. the lot. - GREGORY , 32,
Manor Road , Hadley, Salop .

April 28 , 1924
h..p . High -speed Launch Engine and Vertical
Tubular Boiler ; engineer-made, regardless of cost,
£ 9 Ios. --Below .
150 -watt Lahmeyer Dynamo, fitted ready for
winding ; workmanship guaranteed ; cash oflers.
-PERCY CRAVEN , 72, Shakespeare Street, Notting
ham .
Gas Enginc, it by 3 ; slightly out of order :
with gas bag : quick sale ; worth double ; 255.
A. PAYNE, Scalford Road, Meltor Mowbray .
Camera and complete outfit for sale ;_24 by 31:
“ Pilot." - A . MINSON , 12, King Street, Richmond,
Surrey.
Reversible Loco by Bassett-Lowke, it gauge,
with rails ; Whitworth screwplate, 7 holes, at tos.
6d. and 45. 6d.; good as new.-- Stamp reply,
Copus, Palmers Cross, Bramley, Surrey .
Exchange.-- Violin , Bow and Case, value 16s .
for Horizontal Engine · working order. - CHAPMAN ,
Bottesford South , Nottingham .
For Sale.- Nearly -finished 40 c.p. Overtype
Dynamo, 178. 6d. Also nearly - finished Horizon
tal Engine Cylinder, it by 21, 138. ; 30s. the lot ;
bargain. - S., Dean Bank , Wilmslow .
Sale.- Horizontal Steam Engine, I in . by Ijin.
(new ) ; splendid make; £ 1, worth 3. - SOUTHERN ,
3, Lister Street. Nuneaton .
Horizontal Engine (3 ins. by it ins.) and Boile
(18 ins. by 5 ins. ; all fittings complete ; in per
fect working order ; price, 62 ros.-S. J. C., 92,
Walworth Road, S.E.
Sale.- Pair of National 1 elephone Watch Re
ceivers, 28. each , 38. 6d . pair ; Pressure Gauge
21 ins. diameter , to 260 lbs., price 5s. ; three
miniature Racing Yachts, 3s. and 4s. each ; heavy
Brass Flywheel, 6f ins. diameter, price is. ; Bottle
Bichromate, without zinc, Is.-E.MEERS, 3, Sion
Hill, Ramsgate.
Dulcimer, three octaves, three strings to each
note, veneered and polished ; nearly new ; 18s.
(cost f1 ios. 6d .).- TAYLOR, Bridge Street, Stow .
market.
Wanted ; cheap for cash ; Bench Drilling
Machine, medium size for hand ; also Painter's
Blowlamp.-- Write S. CARMICHAEL , Spring Grove,
Isleworth .
Wanted . - Gent's Modern Cycle to carry 12
stone ; will give good English Lever Watch , and
model Loco , Tender and Rails. - DANKS, Meeting
Street, Netherton, Dudley.
Exchange h.-p. Engine for Pocket Accumu
lators ; anything. Violins for sale. I h.-P. Engine
and Boiler, ir by 22, [ 2 10s. - 8, Raglan Street,
Lowestoft.
For Sale. - Zither Harp and Tutor, as new , 55.;
Simplex Typewriter and Planchette, new , 3s. 6d .
-C ROBATHAN , Malvern .
Finished Slotted 5 -in . Faceplate , tapped
in .,
with four adjustable gripping dogs fitted on, and
small angleplate ; lot, 75. 6d . ; dogs separately,
38. 6d . set.-- ALBERT SMITH , 4 , Lime Grove, Long
eaton , Notts .
Exchange t-plate Hand Camera and complete
outfit, value [ 2, holds 12 plates, new last year, for
Model Boiler with fittings. - SYD . BIRD , 2 , Blenheim
Road , Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow .
Log Vice wanted ; equal new . - WELLS , Bat
and Ball," Sevenoaks.
Horizontal Engine, 2 -in . bore, 31 stroke ; fitted
with force pump ; lubricators and drain -cock ; £ 3,
carriage paid.-F. ATKINSON , 69, Partington
Street, Castleton, near Manchester.
Inverted Vertical Steam Engine, I h.-p. ; heavy
flywheel ; disc crank on massive iron bed plate ;
excellent
condition ; £ 1. - TUCK , 16 , Leroy Road ,
in
Wisbech .
4-Pole Motor, ring armature ; very powerful ;
built to drive phonograph , £ 1 ; exchange 2. slide
rest ; or offers. - O . READ , 26, Westwick Gardens,
W.
Haydon Cutter Bar (new ), case-hardened , three
tools, 5s. ; stamp particulars. Cook , III, Mag.
dalen Road , Norwich .
Bar Lathe, 2-in . centre chucks, & c., 155. ; small
Gas Forge, with bellows, 12s. 6d . ; 5-in. Vice on
massive iron bench , 255. ; Amateur Carpenter's
Bench (5 ft.), with screw , 155.-- H ., 169, Barry
Road, East Dulwich ,
Pair Motor Cycle Bartlett Covers, 28 ins. by
2 ins. ; unused , 225. 6d. ; singly, 14s. 6d . ; 10 feet
V Belting ; large, new , ros. 6d . ; Spray Carburet
tor, 123. 60. Genuine bargains. - NEWBIGGING ,
junr., Duns, N.B.
(Continued on page .)
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EXCHANGE .

Private 4 diartisements are insated in this
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
loss, and id . De 3 trords atterare. inserted
this
Trade Advertisements
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
less, and id. pe word after.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
tiser's name and address is charged for .
Adveriisements in this column must be prepaid ,
ang remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Managa ,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisemerts must be received by first
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number .
Our Deposit System .

Notice. As we cannot accept any responsi
bility for the bona - fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves , when
deal.ng with persons rith whom they are unac
quaintea , to adopt the Deposit System explained
beiow .
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised of sold
by our adverlisers, and will acknowledge its reccipt
to both the Depositor and the t'endor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way: The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, « Fee of
60. for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 15. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, lo cover postage, & c., must be re
inilled at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double jees are charged .
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 2s. Bd .
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot
acceptedabove
). should be sent in Stamps
The Feebementioned
on by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order ,
# should be made payable to the A dvertise of the
goods.
in the case o exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articles themselves.

Trade .
“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, aod VII, 35. rod. each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos , on Sale.-- E . POUTEAU, 331A,Gray's lno
Road , London
Turning, Milling, Dividing. Fitting, Repairing
etc., undertaken by the DENTAL ENGINEERING
Co., Roberts Mews, Hampstead Road, London .
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices , post free id. — JAMES B. LIVESEY, North
gate, Blackburn .
Send Us Particulars of the Tools or Machinery
you require, and we will quote you a Price that
wi.) Surprise you.-- COLEMAN & Co., Southend .
Assorted Electro -Magnets out of Telegraph
Apparatus, & c., in parcels of 7 lbs., 39. 6d ., carriage
paid ; Wire very useful for instrument making,
second-hand Galvanometers, 39. 6d . and 5s. 6d .
Tons of other apparatus ; list stamp. – SAM
MIDDLETON, Faraday House, 179, Camden Grove
North, Peckham , S.E.
Whitworth Serewplate Set, 1, 3-16, $, is. Id.,
Modeller's Set, is. Id.-- WILKINS, 59, Silvan Villas,
Bowes Park .
Compound slide-rests, 3-in ., 175. 6d. ; swivel
square thread steel screws, planed to fit ; list
ijd . - WILKINS, above.

iii.

Twonty -three of Colo's Reliable Handbooks,
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
bound in one volume, cloth, 38. 9d., carriage paid,
value ; $ bore from 178. 6d. ; bore from 255.
or separately as below .
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d . ; h .-p .. 178. 6d.
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build
| h.-P., 30s. Castings, 38., 9., 99. 6d . Cheapest
form of power for light work . - WHITNEY.
Small Furnace," post free, 6d .
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran
Pattern Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
teed platinum , silver plated ; fin . to centre, is.gd.
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d .
1
in ., 23. 3d.; it ins., 25. 6d. ; id ins., as. od .
Blacksmithing.- " How to Forge and Weld
If ins., 3s. All other materials in stock . - WHITNEY
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
Glass
Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 21 ins.
* Metal Rivetting " (Hot and cold ), from
inside, is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, ed . · negative, , d. each ;
free, 6d.
Grids, 5d . i Terminals, 3d. Excellent value.
" Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a WHITNEY.
razor to an axe, with diagrams , post free, 6d.
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ios. 6d. ; only 38. 3d., post
“ Metal, Pipo and Tube Bending " ; Cyclo
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id.. post
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
free . Everyone tested.-- WAITNEY .
“ Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
Hardening, 6d .
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
patterns,
all beautifully finished .
diagrams, 6d.
Battery Carbons, s by if ins., Is. 2d .; 6 by it ins.,
" Wiped Joints in Load Water Pipes," Soldered
IS. 8d . ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d . ; 6 by 21 ins., 43. 6d . :
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
6 by 31 ins., 5s. 3d. ;6 by 4 ins., 55. od 8 by 4 ins
“ Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
79. dozen packed .- WHITNEY.
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps : diagrams,
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 35., 45., 6s. ed.,
od .
75.
9d., 8s. gd., 1os. ed ., 13s. 6d . dozen. Fuller
" Motal Drbling, Drill Making and Using " ;
pattern , 75. 9d., 9s. 60. dozen. Also Cut Carbons
diagrams, 6d.
in many sizes. - WHITNEY .
* Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Rails for Model Railways. — Correct section ,
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d .
25. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
**
How
to
Solder
Gold,
Silver,
Aluminium
,
Brass,
up.
Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., is. 9d . :
surit Brazing " : 3d.
ins., 25. rod . dozen , post free. - WHITNEY.
The Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
Why
good apparatus that is no longer
Metal " , Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d . of use tokeep
Exchange it at WHITNEY'S for
you
" Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells , something that? you want.
Making Bells and Batteries " : diagrams, 6d .
Whitney for New and Second-hand Dynamos,
* French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
with Polish Recipes : 6d .
Machines , Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood , Glass,
Please state exact requirements.
& c. Ceinent Recipes : 6d .
Whitney , The Scientific Exchange, 117 , City
Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
Road , London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar.
on a small Scale : 6d .
atus Bought, Sold and Exchanged. Estab
“ Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
lished over quarter of a century.
Lettering, & c. ; 6d.
Engines, Gas or oil ; cheapest and best.
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of Madison
Co., 9 Woolrych Street, Derby.---Below .
Designs " ; the law clearly explained : 6d.
Engines,
gas or oil ; }, { to 40 h.-p. Get your
" Cycle Brazing," 4d.
Cycle Enamelling,"
3 Gas Engine ; nothing will suit better.(
our
Boy
6d . : " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing. Workshop or
Below
.
Roadside," 6d .
Motors ! Motors !! Motors !!! 21 h.-p., from
Any Threo Above Books, is. ; any six, 18. 7d. ;
£ 3 upwards. - Below .
eight or more , 3d. each , all post free.
Motors ! Motors !! Motors ! ! !---Attachments ,
“ Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
from £7 .-- Below .
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d .
Motors ! Motors ! ! Motors !!! - Complete Cast
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
ings, 21 h.-P., 195. List, three stamps. ---Above.
Australian Wholesale Agents :
Manchester.
Given Away !-Combined Electric Pocket Lamp
Robertsons."
and Magic Lantern , to introduce the quality of
X Book on the Latho ; full of information on
goods ; profusely illustrated list of Electrical
our
the construction of Lathes. X
and Mechanical Goods ; 11d . --Below .
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
10s. Perfect Portable Typewriters ; limited
£7
American, with a chapter on
; £ 3 3s. each . Gramophones, Zonophones ,
How to Test & Lathe : giving a practical number
ophones, Disc Records is. each ; Reso
Graph
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy:
nant Needles , 6d . 200, 2s. per 1000 ; wonderful,
invaluable to lathe users.
results ; cheapest house in the trade ; state
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ; requirements.-SUTER,
Electrician and Manu
foreign readers post free.
facturers' Agent, Wood Green , London , N.
Not sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force. - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials. - Watches ,
Private .
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
tions,6d . post free. - THEMORRIS COHEN Co., LTD .,
advertisements.
for
these
for
rates
132. Kirkgate , Leeds.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
The same place, which gives protection to both pur
finished ; list 2d. - REYNOLDS Bros., Barnsley.
and seller.
chaser
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
tor model engineers . - KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
Model G.N. Loco, built of gunmetal castings,
for lists, free one stamp. KING & COMPANY ,
2f-in . gauge, 26 ins. long, brass boiler, two tubes,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge. Bristol.
it-in. stroke, S.V. cylinders, reversing gear, 4 -in .
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels. Turbines, Hy
wheels, bogie carriage and trailer.
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors , driving
Also , Corridor Dining Car, 12 ins. long on two
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water bogie
carriage
cost over £7 ; will take 13 155. —
Motor lists, id. Complete Sets of Perfect Castings. GREENHALGH, ; 32,
Leinster Street, Farnworth ,
-PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury . Ledbury Hereford
Bolton
.
shire.
Wanted. - Vols. I, II, and III, MODEL ENGI
Cycles ! Cycles ! ! -Frames, fittings, wheels ;
NEERS, bound or unbound ; must be complete ;
all parts supplied ; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
good price given . - T. HENDERSON , Homeleigh ,
BROS.. 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
Denbigh Gardens, Richmond , Surrey.
lished 1889.
4 }-in .Sliding. Surfacing and Screw -cutting Star "
Free .-Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name Lathe;
extra long bed , admit 36 ins. between
and Address , also particulars of the best paying
centres, cutter bar, tools, chucks ; as new . - 75,
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
Road,
East
West Ham , E.
FORD , Snow Hill, London .

iv.
4h - p. De Dion pattern Motor ; water- cooled
head ; brass tank, coil, £ 16. – 44, Augustus Street
N.W.
Dulcimer, three octaves, three strings to each
note , veneered and polished ; nearly new ; 185.
( cost £ t ios. 6d.).— TAYLOR, Bridge Street, Stow .
market.
Three Machine Stands, with treadle , and 18 -in .
flywheel (grooved for belt) ; complete and in good
condition ; suitable for driving small lathes ; take
68. - MATTHEWS, Chapel Terrace, Stafford .
Auto Motor Tricycle, 21 h .-p.; Clipper 2t-in :
tyres ; complete , less crank cases for engine, coil
and accumulator ; accept for it £ 7 ios. Bargain .
-35, Whittall Street, Birmingham .
HumberMotor Bicycle ; Minerva engine, 1 h.-P.,
belt drive, Dunlop tyres, plated rims, two brakes ;
in perfect running order ; offer exceptional bar
gain, £ 12 nos. ; complete with accumulator, coil,
elc.-W. Shaw , 46, Loveday Street, Birmingham .
Sale. - Complete Set of Machined Castings for
14-h .-p . cycle motor : only requires fitting ; any
offer.--FRYER , 6 , Holly Street, Bury .
For Sale . - Steel Vertical Boiler, n11 by 24
(Macmillan ), water gauge,, safety-valve, wheel
steam valve ; burns coal ; tested to 100 lbs. ; £3.
Horizontal Engine, 2 by 4, 255. Lizar's Chal
lenge Camera Magazine ; B and L shutter ; cost
£ 5, take 63.-D. H. CAMPBELL, Commissioner
Street, Crieff.
Sale.--Horizontal Slide-valve Engine, cylinder
in . by i in ., 5s. 6d. ; Oscillating Engine and
Boiler, 75. ; worth treble . 4-volt Boat Motor, 10s.,
cost € 1 Shocking Coil and “ Obach " Dry Cell
little used, 38.- JAMES CRICHTON , Blairhill, Coat
bridge.
For Sale.-- High -speed Engine, it h..p . ; suitable
for driving dynamo, sos. ; alsó 4 -in . Cushman's
Scroll Chuck ; weighs 6 lbs . ; never been used
slightly soiled , 175. 60.-D. CAMERON , Truby
House, High Road , South Woodford .
Salo, or Exchange for anything to value,splendid
Shocking Coil, 6 ins.by 4 ins. (cost 8s. 6d. ), 5s. 6d.;
Marine Motor ( cost gs.), 5s. 6d. ; Bell and Push ,
gd . ; Sheet of Copper , 10 ) ins. by 30 ins. , make a
good hull, 28. od . ---WATSON , 32, Wellington
Street, Aberdeen .
Small Electric Motor ; Tripolar armature , 4 to 5
volts, 6s. ; cost gs. 6d. - MILLER , 44, Commercial
Road , Swindon ,Wilts .
For Sale. - t-plate Photographic Outfit, inciud .
ing camera, two D.D. slides, Busch Rapid Apanat
lens, Thornton -Pickard time and instantaneous
shutter and tripod , case and shoulder strap,
developing dishes one 20-16, one 18-14, two
dishes 7-5, one 10-8 . three t- plate frames , one
t-plate, lot of mounts, & c.; price £4 ios.-E.
ATHERTON , 11, Grove Park , Lorne, Harrogate.
Sale. — 30 -in . Gap-bed Bench Lathe, dozen
turning tools , new , never been used ; M.E." ,
No. 88 to date ; two Binding Cases, clean : the
lot 355., carriage paid.-F. Smith , 21, Hill Street ,
Colne, Lancs.
Bargains. - Bench Lathe , 3t-in . centre , bed
28 ins., 155. ; 3 ft. Boat Hull and Deck, nos. ;
and Sandow Developer, 6s. Also large Bichromate
Battery,_3 . : the lot 329., or exchange.----, A ,
Frogley Road , East Dulwich , S.E.
Exchange, 15 -volt Dynamo, shunt wound, 16 ,
segment commutator , for a good Air -Gun . - 13,
Windmill Road , Luton .
11 h.-p. Motor Bike, to sell quick ; £ 11 ios.
cash ; seen by appointment.- ). EDWARDS, 14 ,
Silwood Street, Rotherhitbe, S.E.
Model Engineer," Vols. 1, II, III, and IV ,
bound together ; ofters wanted . - F. Jones,
Borough Surveyor's Office , Stockport.
Camera , I-plate , Underwood's instanto , two
metal, twc cardboard slides, snapshot shutter ,
case cloth dishes , printing frame, 355. - PIERCY,
50. Fentiman Road , Clapham .
Bicycle, Dunlop tyres, Bowden brake, new
handle bar , bell and lamp ; £ 2 . — PIERCY , 50,
Fentiman Road , Clapham .
Stencil Plates, seven alphabets, one set of
figures, i to z ins. ; 58. - PIERCY, 50, Fentiman
Road , Clapham .
Sale orready
Exchange.--Nc.
finished
for running, 125.Kapp
6d. ; Dynamo,
Électric
Scarf Pin , 2s. ; Pocket Revolver, five chambers,
108. ; I•I-plate Portrait Lens (by Leboures, Paris ),
355., or exchange for Gas cr Oil Engine cı good
charging Dynamo. - E . ATHERTON , 11,Grove Park ,
Lorne, Harrogate .
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Phonograph (Koh - I-Noor ), quite new , and 12
Bargain .-- Horizontal Boiler , 18 ins. 8t, ins.
diameter , for sale ; internal firebox ; four brass
records, 205.; exchange Dynamo or Voltmeter.
BODDY , 66, Conbridge Road , Lowestoft.
cross tubes , with fittings, 30s. ; also t-plate Hand
Camera for sale , 15., cost [ 3.-W. LEONARD, 45,
For Sale. - Dynamo, 100 volts 8 amps., arma
Brook Street, Stepney, London .
ture cog drum type , lights fourteen 16 c. p. lamps ;
Fret-Saw Attachment, 2. centres ; sell os., or
good as new £6. - PROCTOR, 3, Downing Road,
exchange
for slide-rest for same.-T., 23, Beet
Bootle, Liverpool.
hoven
Street, Queen's Park , London .
First-class Harp , 47 strings, tone excels the
Mahogany
Patterns, core-boxes, 2- h .- p. cycle
violin ; sacrifice £2, or exchange for Dynamo,
motor complete ; splendidly made by professional
12 to 20-volt, and Water Motor or full light set .
patternmakers
; as new cost £ 3 ss.; sell (with
offers . - D . PEGGIE , Falkland , Fife.
drawing), 238. Approval, deposit ; particulars
For Sale. - Two Telephone Stations (one with
free.- PAULL, 64, Tenby Street, Cardiff.
bell, and other with watch receiver ), 249. two ;
London-made Lathe, 4 centre treadle (not
screw -cutting ), compound slide-rest, 3-in . Cush
6- signal Bell Indicator, 6s. ; 4-way Needle Valve
Lubricator, plated (list price, £2 ios.), 155. ; De
man chuck , two sets of jaws, two tees, throw
Dion Contact-breaker, two cams, ros. ; 12- in . Car
chuck, drill chuck ; three months' light wear ;
Steering Wheel, 78. Can be seen after 6 p.m.
£ ur, or nearest offer . A genuine bargain ; only
A.Watts, 2, Perkins Road, Ilford .
wants seeing. - T . Y., 2, St, Mark's Road, Hanwell.
Gas Engines. - One th.-p., two 12 -in . Aywheels,
For Salo. -Lizars Half-plate Camera, slide and
complete, with gas-bag and taok , 455. One
tripod , with good R.R. lens and Wynne's meter,
4 h.-p. (brand new ), very substantial, built for
325. 6d. ; approval. - FRANCIS JERVIE, Faskine
electric lighting , about i cwt , complete with gas
Lodge, Airdrie, N.B,
bag and tank, 67 108 Set of Castings and Forg
Gunmetal Keyless Stop Watch, in perfect going
ings for this, 428.; two 12 -in . heavy Gas Engine
order ; independent centre seconds with fly -back
Flyu heels at 3s. gd each .- Below .
action ; got for engine trials now complete 1 ;
Patterns for 3 h..p. Motor for loop frame,
owner no further use ; 505.-J.M. R., 11, Linnaeus
335. ; for 2 b.-p. attachment Cycle Motor, including
Street, Hull.
carburettor, cylinder, lever and tank patterns, 225 .;
Bargain. — 20 lbs. Dynamo Wire, sizes 24, 25,
for Bench Emery Grinder, run two 12-in . wh els,
and 30 D.C.C. on reels ; new ; sacrifice ; is. 4d. per
weight (finished machine), tcwt., 125. 6d ; for
Ib.- Below .
t-in., 1-in ., and it -in . Plummer Blocks, 25.-A.
Motor Cyclo (by Wheeler), 21 h.-p., wants tyres
BIRCH , Bancroft Lane, Mansfield , Notts .
and few parts missing, £6 ios.; Motor Cycle
t - plate Folding Camera, 3 dark slides, cos.
Guinea Pocket Kodak , 6s. Photos, id . stamp.
Frame, new , 255. Wanted , 400-watt Dynamo
Castings. - KEELER , 235, Queen's Road , Upton
MITCHELL, 25, Francis Street, Chapeltown Road ,
Leeds.
Park , Essex .
High-pressure Steam Cyander, 4 ins . diam ,
Exchange 2 h.-p. Boiler for gas engine not
st
ins.. stroke
e with piston
and
less than 1 b.h.-P. and Dynamo, or offers.
valve
Tanbridge,
Haywards
Sale.-; finished
BOALER,comple
GODFREY , New Barlboro ', Chesterfield .
Heath
.
Telephones (three ) with plugboards for inter
5 -in . Headstocks, T-rest 5 cast steel Circular
communication ; good instruments ; £ 1. - MEAVES,
Saws, 135. -- Particulars B., 149, John Street,
Dick Croft, Hoyland , Barnsley.
Workington .
Vertical Steel Riveted Bollor, 14 by 7, internal
Hull of Destroyer, length 5 ft. ; very fine model;
firebox, fittings, 205.-R. W. B., 37, Rose Brae,
complete with deck, funneis, engine hatches, pro
Mossley Hill, Liverpool.
pellers , etc. ; record boat . 305, Boiler for ditto ,
81-In. Back -geared Latho Hoad and Poppet ,
20 tubes, fittings : 10s.--HOAR, 15 , Hanover Park ,
Peckham .
three flat speeds ; perfect ; as new ; 308. - EVANS,
30, High Street, Staines.
Wanted, at once , to exchange new sh.p. Hori.
Motor Bicycle, it, new , belt driven , spare parts
zontal Steam Engine (value £ 5 1os.) for Gent's
and tools ; price £ 20.-- A . CHALK , 40 , Bridge Road ,
Freewheel Bike, good make.-A. J. Biggs. Chap .
ma islade, Westbury, Wilts.
Hammersmith , W.
4 h.-p. On Engine, with fittings for gas, oil
Sale. - Harp, quite new (cost 445.), £ 1, or nearest
oflers. - F . CASE, Woolston , Hants.
enclosed 15 gall. tank , Aywheel and pulley ; will
develop nearly 1 h.op:; £ 6 58 . Patterns for
Exceptiona! Bargains. - Must be disposed of :
owner going away 21-in . Britannia Lathe ; com
h.-p. Vertical Steam Engine, 5s. 6d ; a 1readle
pound slide-rest ; dozens of Tools and Accessories:
Motion, all iron , 58. 6d. ( cost 255.) ; also built
Mahogany Yacht, 5 ft. over all, with sails, ros. 6d.
foot-power Grindstone ; 45 h.-p. Engine and Boiler ,
must sell ; seen 7 o'clock . - E . HEIL , 352, Mile
etc. Many articles too numerous to mention ; siau;
End Road , London .
for particulars ; no cards ; no reasonable oftet
Dynamo for Sale, about 1 h.-P., volts, amperes refused —23, St.NicholasStreet, Ipswich .
Electric Bell, dry battery, so it. wire : push .
unknown ; must sell. Models, half finished ;
Patterns i h.-p. gas engine ; also 2-in . Horizontal 2s. 6d.; as new . - KENT, 53. Cockburn Street
Liverpool
Steam Engine. - 6. Harley Street, Bow .
Must Sel handsome large models : Steam Roller,
" Model Engineers," Vol. IX , 35. 6d .; “ Electric
ity in the Service of Man ," 17 parts, 75.; all on plate glass case , £ 9 Ios. Steam Crane, E2 ros.
Small
Engine, Boiler, and Dynamo, 358. Hand
Road,
Eastwell
Leeds
Villa,
clean. - A . MARSH,
Dynamo, £ 1. Proto, stamp. - WITHERS, 55.
Dewsbury .
Shenley
Road, Camberwell.
;
Companion Lathe and Fretsaw ; nearly new
248. ; a bargain. - H . EUSTON , 7, Myrtle Grove,
Dynamo.-About 12 light, 50 volts., 84 tos.
Photo
. stamp 8 E.P.S. Accumulators : 130 arnp.
Weaste, Manchester.
New Gas Engine Cylinder, water jacketed , 3-in . hours ; in good condition ; (4 IOS. A good Hand
bore , 6-in. stroke, piston fitted, 175. ; also new
Camera : { plate, tos. 60. cost 303.
Stand
Camera with good portrait lens , 258. cost 458.
Engineer's Parallel Vice , 4- in. jaw , 128. – J.
A fine | Plate ditto ; long extension : good lens,
WILKINSON, No. 5, Black Hill, near Keighley.
What Offers ? -- 20 ft. by 4 by 6 beam , clinker
Thornton-Pickard Shutter, Turntable , 2 double
built, varnished Mahogany Boat ; three pairs of dark s ides , case , & c., 65s.---SHEARER, 809 Old
Kent Road, London ,
oars ; gunmetal rowlocks ; small' lug sail.-- Box
M.E." Set, from vol. 2 to vol. 9, inclusive ( 8
No. 206, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
vols.) to date : absolutely new ; perfect condition.
Gas Engine, 1 h.-p. for sale , in good condition ;
Exchange for 1 h.-p. high-grade Gas or Oil Enziae.
13 ios., or near offer.-- Apply , MATTHIAS, 76 , or l'On tandem compound Steam Engine.-GEO .
Battersea Rise, S.W.
B. Low , 126 , Federal Street, Portland, Me., U.S.A
Electric Plant for Sale (no exchange), cornprising
Sale. - Collection twenty Locomotive Photo
graphs, all different ; various sizes, mostly whole
th -p. Gas Engins, tube ignition, water jacket
plate ; cost 255., take ics, --HOWLETT, 75, Ravens.
and large tank, 2 heavy 22-lb. Aywheels, with 3 - in .
bourne Street, St. John's, S.E.
rim 2+ bore, 6-in - stroke, 4 rings on piston , auto
-h.-p. Water Motor (by Baileys), 62, or near
inatic lubrication , gas-bag, and all connections .
cfier ; cost over £ 6.- Below .
in perfect running order ; cheap : € 3 103.,
Dynamo,
10
volts
;
laminated
armature,
128
,
6d
.
nearest
offer : cost double 18-volt Dynamo, drum
-Below .
with two 5 c * p . lamps and reflectors,
Powerful Medical Coll, in walnut case, 155.; armature,
quantity
a
of wire, and a belt ; 148. - Reis , 6,
also P.O. Needle Indicator. Stamp replies.
Shakespeare Road , Bedford.
Continued on page visi.)
) . A , HINCHLIFFE, 3, Castlegate, Huddersfield .
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CLEAR

TO

ROAD

SUCCESS

O

OO
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WE can assure you a clear road to success in life, if you will take the
trouble to write to us to-day, and let us tell you how to qualify
yourself to enter the finest, most up to date, and best paying profession of
to-day, namely , Electrical Engineering. We can train you in your spare
time, direct to your home, by correspondence, to become a competent
Electrical or Mechanical Engineer.
OUR

MANY

YEARS '

SUCCESSFUL

RECORD

proves that we can carry out what we state. We have
thousands of Students to -day, throughout the world ,
who endorse our statements, and who are holding
first-class positions, with first-class pay , through
our training
Let us convince you . If you write to-day, we will
send you, free of charge, our interesting book,

C

CO

CO

" HOW

TO

BECOME

AN

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEER .”

It tells you the story of success. We have courses in Elec
trical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electric Light
and Power, Electric Tramways, Motors, Dynamo Tenders'
Course, Telegraphy, Telephony, etc., etc.
Don't miss this opportunity of entering the pro
fession of Electricity. It is too good to lose. You
do not require to know anything ; we instruct
you , and give you the necessary knowledge
Remember, " to -day is your opportunity , to-morrow
the other follow's ." Write to us now — a post-card
will do.

THE

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEER

CORRESPONDENCE

INSTITUTE

OF

INSTRUCTION ,

488 , Temple Chambers , Temple Avenue, LONDON , E.C.
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SMITH'S

WORKSHOP ,
ENGINES ,

GAS
TOOL
CYCLE

HOUSE ,
OIL

HOUSE ,

PHOTOGRAPHIO STUDIO , etc.,
Send
for

ENGINES ,

DYNAMOS , MOTORS
COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS .
CASTINGS IN ALL METALS . Engino List, A
HOOKER & HARRIS ,Paragon Works,
Retreat Place, Backney ,
LONDON .

my
CATALOGUE

4d.

The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFG . Co.,
152, GREY MARE LANE MANCHESTER .

JO

CASTINGS from 3 / - per Set .
Motors from 2/6 , complete.
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 103.; Electric
Alarm Clock , 41 ; Shocking Coils, 3/- ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d.; Bell Sets, 3/9 ;
Électric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send tor our New List, post free, 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, 10 .
Catalogue of Every hing Eletcrical, 2d .,
post free.

Electrical
Specialities.

DYNAMOS

Illustrated
Catalogue

CASTINGS
And Drawings of Stuart High - speed
Engines , Model Locomotives,
and Loco Castings of various types. Loco Wheels
from it ins. to 8 ins. diam .
Every Casting guaranteed . Price List, 32.
STUART TURNER .
SHIPLAKE, HENLEY-ON - THAMES.

A UNIQUE OFFER .
send you
Wewill
of
on receipt
2/10 a handsome
Hand Camera, t- ; late
size, fitted with pow .
erful Lons, brilliant
View Finder, time or
instantaneous Shut
ter, and complete
with 3 Dry Plates,
Developing and Fix
ing Crystals, full directions, & c. Post free, only
2:10 . Everyone should go in for this fascinating
and useful hobby. Send on now ! Illustrated
List of Cameras and Accessories fre . Address :
The CITY STORES (Dept. A ), 14-16, Fann Street,
Aldersgato Street, LONDON, E.C.

ARMATURE LAMINATIONS.
All types and sizes from I to 34 ins. diam .

DY
N
MO AMO
TO S
R
, CAS S
TI
EN NG
, GIN S
FI ES
TT
IN
GS
CE
LL
S
,

F. T. WALKER ,
Meersbrook Bank, SHEFFIELD .

Electric Catalogue.
Owing to the great demand, this List is zov
out of print. A New Edition is being prepared ,
and will be sent shortly to all those who bave
applied for it.
Instrument
appliedfor
it.SMITH , -Eleetric
Manufacturer,
W.A.C.
58, DUNDAS ST., GLASGOW .

NOTICE TO COIL MAKERS.
Buy your Wire at the lowest price :
No. 86 Silk -covered Copper, at bs. 6d . per Ib.
43. 4d . 10
Cotton
Postage 4d. extra.
OurWire is of the highest grade and conductivity only .
Send 2 penny stamps for our New Illustrated Book .
let and Wire List. We are actual makers of
Dynamos, Motors, Accumulators Coils, etc
WRITE AT ONCE .
Road,
BOWEN & ODERY, 68, Wellington
Old Charlton.
Kent
LATHES
PLAIN AND SCREW -CUTTING .
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
FACE & ANGLE PLATES .
Bright Mild and Tool Steel.
Lists, 2d . postage.
ENGINEERS'
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS,
STORES,
85 & 35a, Clerkenwell Rd., London, B.C.

THB
Launch , Yacht, and small -powor Marino
Engine Builders.
ENGINEERING
ARDWICK
Castings of Engines from a Model up to 100 Lb.p. !
CO.
Drilling Machines, Chucks, Propellers, Stern
Tubos, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine OilMotors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, 6d .
Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANOHBSTER .

38

GUINEAS .

A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS,
To have models
made to your own designs, draw .
ings or instructions, send to , or call on,

Electrical Ignition for
A. COLE ,
111, Clapham Park Rd., London , S.W.
(Two Minutes from Clapham Common
Station ).

TO

INVENTORS .

Gas and Oil Engines .
SPECIALITIES:
Ooils giving a flaming spark ,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accama
lators, & c., specially suitable for

MOTOR
Inventions developed and
placed on the market.

CARS .

articles
manufactured in quantities .

Every description of Electrical,
Mechanical,and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason
able rates. Write requirements.

THORPE & SALTER ,
Engineers and Contractors,
ESTABLISHED 1877,
235, High Holborn , London ,
W.C.
Works : HOLLOWAY.

F. C. BLAKE ,
Electrical and Mechanical Gagineet ,
STATION AVENUE ,
KEW
GARDENS ,
LONDON .

Patented

“ ROYAL AJAX "
MOTORCYCLES .
Send for Free Price List.
24 h.-p.
The British Cycle Mfg.Co.(1901 Ld.
(L Dept.) 1 & 3, Berry St., LIVERPOOL.
The Franklin Gas Engine.
One-half Horse-Power .
worth $ 100 complete. Wesell all
necessary Castings, Materials, and
Detail Drawings for $ 16.50. For
real work - not a toy . 450 revo
lutions per minute. Upright or
horizontal form . Finished parts
sold separately . Runs by Gas or
She FRANKLIN Gasolene. For boys and men with
Model Shop a mechanical turn . Write for
circular
PARSELL & WEED,
129-131, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.
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Skinner

“ New

Model "

Drill

Chuck .

(PATENTED . )
Model '
New
Skinner
'HE
THE
Drill Chuck was placed on the mar
ket to meet a demand for a well-made
and accurate Drill Chuck which could be sold
SR

Dana18,91
Co.
Chuck
at a low price. It is specially adapted for all
light and rapid drilling, such as is done on
“ sensitive ” drills and hand lathes, and where
accuracy is required
This chuck is made
entirely of steel, and of such grades as is best
adapted to the different parts, all of which are
carefully constructed by skilled workmen with
the latest improved tools and machinery .

These Chucks will hold a FINE DRILL TRUE, thereby not only Drilling a Perfect Hole, but saves breaking
the drill. Ask your tool dealer to show you the SKINNER CHUCKS, and insist on having the genuine.

Glasgow

Office :

9 , HOWARD

The

ST.

THE
FAIRBANKS
COMPANY ,
78-80 , CITY ROAD , E.C., LONDON .

Watchit

and

Speed

Measuring

Indicator

Device.

HIS is just the thing to carry in your vest pocket.

It is nicely nickelled ,

T
and, besides being a surface speed indicator, you can

CRES

take measure

ments on irregular surfaces or curves by 1-16th of an inch .

Handsome in

appearance !

Accurate in use !!

You " Watchit," and it does the rest !!!

C. W. BURTON , GRIFFITHS
&
Co.,
FULL SIZE CUT.
CLASCOW DEPOT :
Ludgate Square, Ludgate Hill, London , E.C.
59, FINNIESTON ST .

PROMPT SALES ,
Ifyou have Tools or Workshop Appliances to dispose
oi and in doubt as to how to do it, try an Advertisement
in the SALE & EXCHANGE Column. Many advertisers
write us expressing surprise at the number of replies
they receive to their advertisements.

BACK

NUMBERS .

Have you looked through the sages of Back Numbers
that have appeared in recent issues ? You may find
somearticles dealing with the work you are now engaged
From all Agents of THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
upon
price 2d . each, or 3d. post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO . ,
26-29, Poppin's Court Fleet Street, London E.O.

viii

Continued from page iv .)
Sale (£ 7 10s. Bd.).— 31 h.-p. complete Motor
Cycle Attachment, cylinder-bored, piston fitted ,
flywheels turned and bored , accumulator , coil,
Petrol tank, carburettor, switch handles, etc.
Particulars, A.GARDINER, 2, Albert Hill, Bishop
Auckland .
Charging Dynamo, 25 volts. 5 amps., standards,
bracket, shades , lamps, wire, switches, cut- outs,
etc ; 65. Exchange for Engine and Boiler ; photo,
ouifit.---SMITH , 12 , Maritime Street, Bow , London .
Boller (Launch ), 11 ins. by 5 ins., best copper
riveted internal firebox , 158.-W., 4 , Wellesley
Road, Liverpool.
For Sale (or Exchange for Motor Bicycle) 5 by 4
Stand and Hand Camera: 6 D.D.slides: “ Unicum
shutter , leather case ; 3 dozen plates, not opened ;
4 china dishes, walking-stick tripod ; Hand
Camera to take 12 plates or 24 films. I-in. Spark
Coil and Accumulator, powerful military Airgun,
Watchmaker's Bolay Lathe and Accesories, and
Gert's B.S.A. Freewheel Bicycle ; 2 brakes, lamp,
cyclometer , etc ; all guaranteed perfect. - P . E.
WADSWORTH, 376, Kentish Town Road, N.W.
Set Swivel -jaw Vlce Castings ; accurately
machined ; opening 31 ins.; cost 8s. 6d .; sell 4s.
Square thread screw for same, (steel). 38.;
bargains. Set 4 face plate dogs. 35. 60.- ALBERT
SMITH, 4. LimeGrove, Longeaton , Notts
Dynamo ; 10 volt ; laminated armatur . 3
lamps. 12s. 6d. Vertical riveted Copper Boiler,
10 ins. by 4, with cross tubes and fittings, 235.
HORNBY, Wynyard Road , Hillsboro'. Sheffield.
Bargain.-- 2 Compound Engines, vertical ;
h.-F., L.-P. it by t stroke, 355. each . Joiner's
Tools, brace and five bits, 3$. 3 chisels and 3
gouges, 28. 60 . 2 spokeshaves, 2 bradawls, 3
screwdrivers, 28. Smoothing plane, 4 Spanners,
and plane iron , 35. MODEL ENGINEERS, from
January 15th , 1901, to present issue, 5s. -Stamp
reply, HUDSON , 36, Malta Street, Toxteth .
Liverpool.
For Sale. - Madison Co. I h.-P. Gas Engine ;
new ; with tank and connections, £ 5 ros. - Below .
Salo or Exchange. - Compound Marine Engine ;
h.-p., - ins , L.-P. 1 7-16ths-in . bore, i-in . stroke
beautiful model, 2os.; or exchange for Stocks and
Dies parallel Vice, or Lathe Tools to value ; both
approval— CANNELL, 4, Brooks Road , Bootle,
Liverpool.
For Sale.-— " Roger " Fretwork Machine; used
very little ; accept ros., cash.- Below .
Horizontal Engine, I in by z ins. ; all fittings ;
wants completing ; ros., cash.-Apply E. COOKE,
Cross - treet, Kettering .
Plated Clement-Garrard Motor Tank , with oil
compartment and pump. IIS. 5- in Bourdon Pres
sure Gauge, 200 lbs., 155. Particulars , stamp.Owev, ro, Waldeck Avenue, Bedford .
11 by & Horizontal Engine and Boller, 455. :
boiler fittings cost over £ 1 . 30 -watt Dynamo
(charging ), 2os. Great Central Loco , 2-in . gauge,
42 ft. rails, etc., 405.-S. BROOKS, Manor Road,
Barnet.
Splendid Vertical Engine, 1 by 1 in . stroke,
guides, flywheel, two grooves, round rim , steel
bedplate, engineer made (new ), working order ; £r .
--G . SCOTT,62, Eltham Road, Lee, S.B.
Horizontal Engine, it by 3 : bargain ; 22s., or
exchange for L.P. Locomotive ; about 400 , en .
gineering papers, including MODEL ENGINEERS,
75. 60.-WESTON , 9 , Ramsey Street, Oldham .
For Sale. — Bench Drill, ros. (cost £ 1 ) ; also finc
Model of Ramsgate Tugboat “ Aid ," 4 ft. long,
ready for engine; price € 2 ; also quantity “ Feil
de i's Magazines , “ Practical Engineer , and MODEL
ENGINEER , back nambers ; stamp reply . -- E.
MEERS, 3, Sion Hill, Ramsgate.
Sale.-Horizontal Steam Engine, 2 inz. bore,
3 ins.stroke, lubricators, two drain cocks, parallel
guides , 255., or nearest offer ; letters only.-F.
ROBINSON, CO Scott, British Museum , London ,
W.C.
Will Exchange th.-p. Gas or Oil Engine, 30 v .
6 a . Dynamo, Volt and Amp Meters, etc., for a
6 or 8- in . Spark Coil. - BROWN, 63, Cranfield Rd.,
Brockley.
Phonograph , the
Crown , with 4 Edison
records ; 245., or exchange for 2 -in . Slide-rest or
Cabinet Makers Tools. - R. WINTERBOTHAM ,
Brookside, Calver. Sheffield .
Wanted, 4 -ft. it in . Shafting, complete with
pulleys, and some 3-in . Belting , cheap. - F . PIKES
LEY, Woburn Sands.
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Portable Forge, with hood, 24- in , bellows ; new ;
cost £ 10 ; take £5 1os.; also good Anvil. Also
several Soldering Bits ( copper) and Smiths' Drills.
-Tom HARKER, Sho tley Bridge, Durham .
For Sale. - Horizontal Steam Engine ; splendid
bargain : cylinder, 4 by 5 } ; two pulleys. Seen
by appointment. -BALL, 20, Sandal Street, Strat
ford.
Sell or Exchange. — Marine Copper Boiler , 7 by
6 by 5 , with fittings ( a bargain ), 159.; or part ex
change,with cash , for larger one (working pressure
not less than o lbs.). - Particulars H.MACADAM,
45, Cowane Street, St'rling.
Wanted .-- Morse solid Parallel Rimers, each t,
3-16ths, 9-16ths, l, 13-16ths, f. 15-16ths; must be
in perfect condition : give price of each for cash .
-HADDOCK, 14, Geneva Road, Liverpool.
Sale. --4 -bulletKodak , 5 in . by 4 in . (cst £ 3). sell
£ 1 ; Pocket Kodak (cost £ 1), sell 1os. Wanted ,
Contact Breaker, about 3-in , spring.- JONES, 22,
Clarendon Road , Eccles .
Sale or Exchange. - MODEL BNGINEERS, from
numbet 40 to present date : 128., or offers.
R.McDOWALL. 52, Oakbank, Midcalder.
Edison Gom Phonograph: aluminium horn (new ) ;
cost 5os., sell cheap, or exchange for good Wireless
Telegraph Receivers and Ampère Meter measuring
30 amps.-H. S. CLARKE, 29, High Street, Chat
teris, Cambridge .
Electric Night-Light, gins. by 7 ins, by 4 ins.,with
3t-volt lamp, battery, handle to carry as lantern ,
and switch ; lights for 1 or 1 hour at a time, inter
mittently , 55. ; Frictional Electrical Machine,
ft. high and wide ; complete, except glass
cylinder with Leyden jar pith figures, chiming
bells and other apparatus thereof 5s.6d. ; nickel.
plated Electric Gas- lighter in case ; hardly used ,
28.6d. - POPE , 1 , Queen's Terrace, Exeter.
Poco Camera (t-plate ) hand or stand focussing
screen Biusch Rapid Aplanat R.R. lens Fo
" L'nicum " shutter 12 single slides leather case to
hold camera, and 6 slides ; price £ 4. - ILLING
WORTH , 26, Creswick Road , Acton , W.
Dynamo or Motor (series), roo volts 6 amps. ;
by Cutriss, Wallis ; as new ; price £5 ; photo
stamp. - ILLINGWORTH, 26, Creswick Road, Acton ,
W.
Vertical Copper Boller, 14 ins. by 7 ins. ; 13 fire
tubes;working pressure so lbs.; all fittings, includ
ing steam and hand pumps ; also Horizontal 1-in .by
2-in . Slide-valve Engine ; photo stamp. - ILLING
WORTH 26 Creswick Road Acton , W.
Excelsior Motor Bicycle , it h.-P., two brakes ,
complete with accumulator, coil ; guaranteed in
perfect running order ; all accessories ; exceptional
bargain ; £ 15 ; approval willingly. - J. LANCASTER
103, Heeley Road, Selly Oak , Worcs .
Lady and Gentleman desire to sell their Bicycles ,
free wheel, rim brakes , plated spokes and rims,
lamps, and accessories ; this year's build ; £ 4 173.
each
Oak . ; genuine bargain . — 103, Heeley Road , Selly
Remarkable Value. - Pitman's Hector Water
Motor , $ h.-P., good condition , 143. 6d . ; worth
double . - HALL , Electrician, Masham .
Vertical Steam Engine, to ins. by st ins., feed
pump, ball governors , flywheel 42 ins. by 4 ins. ;
£ 8 ; Circular Firebars, 15 ins. diameter, new ,
75. 60. ; Hall's Injector, nos. ; Horizontal Launch
Boiler , 130 brass tubes and all fittings ; complete ;
£ 18. - READING , Chad Road , Edgbaston , Bir
mingham .
1 h.-p. Water Motor, 12s. 6d . ; Avery No. 1
Tramcar Motor, 1os. ; eleven small flat Crucibles,
25. 60.-W.MANLEY, “ Exmoor," Torquay .
“ Werner " 2 h.-p.Motor Cycle ; Dunlop tyres,
Lincona belt ; complete , in perfect order ; lamp,
horn , and tools ; bargain , £ 16 1os. Approval.
bi, Bracebridge Street, Birmingham .
Salo, - High -Speed Vertical Steam Engine ;
2 ins. by 2 ins. ; reversing. Exchange for Loco
motive; offers.-- R . B.,4 ,Maryon Grove, Charlton ,
Kent.
“ Singer ". Motor Bicycle, 2 h .-P.; magneto igni
tion ; Dunlop tyres, spare tank , tools, etc. ;
splendid condition ; equal new ; bargain ; 15
guineas ; will send for approval. - Laundry, 217,
Lozells Road, Handsworth , Staffs .
What Offers ? -Complete Cylinder End for Madi
son I h - p. Oil Engine, ready for bolting on ;, also
Gem Air Gun (cost 185. 611.). -- Below ,
Wanted , f - in Spark Coil and Accumulator for
gas engine ignition. - BRIDGES, 25, Eaton Avenu ,
Liscard .
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Sca'e Model Loco, steel rails, 24 lengths (42 ins.);
correct design ; without sleepers ; ss. 60. - GOOD
WIN , 125. Elgin Road, Ilford .
Latho 8 -in . slide-rest, hand-rest, faceplate , 78s.
Vertical Engi reer-made Copper Boiler, 9 by s ins.,
with fittings, 40$. 4 -volt Engineer -made Dynamo,
as new , 205. Electric Brazing Fan , 5s. , “ Solar
Acetylene Lamp, 215, 3- foot Circular Iron Rail.
way, 2s . 60 : Exchange for good Locomotive,
Traction Engine, Stearn boat, or Large Copper
Boiler. - H ., 31. East Parade, Harrogate .
“ Model Engineers," 41 to 146 , inclusive; guaran
teed excellent condition ; ios., or nearest offer ;
mus be sold at once.-- HOLDEN (John Waugh ),
Sunbridge Chambers, Bradford.
Exchange.— " Columbia " A 1 Grapbophone ;
2 Reproducers, Recorder, Shaving Knife : for
Dyna ino ; value 64 ros.-J. BCCLESBURGH, 43,
Grant Road, Clapham Junction ,
For Sale. - Carcase of Manchester Dynamo,
ready for winding ; Siemens, armature built up
with stampings ; output about 300 ,watts ; 20s .
Or would exchange Flourescent Screen or X -Ray
Tube.-G. ROSEVEARE , Swinton, Rotherham .
Eiriy Morning Bedside Anomatic Tea-maker
Baseboard , comprising gas-ring, four electro-mag.
nets , clock , electric bell, switch, automatically
lights fire ,makes beverage, extinguishes fire, rings
bell (till stopped) : also Brace , several files ; 155.;
faultless working condition . - Below .
Two New 30 A H Cellulod Accumulators, in var
nished case : electric lamp, brass lampholder,
bracket and flexible , 178. 6d.; or jos., including
Tea -maker. Amateur going Canada.- VOLTA, 48,
Lavender Gardens, Clapham Common .
Frock Coat and Vest, 5 ft. 9 ins , medium build ,
nearly new ; Silk Hat, latest shape, new ; 355.
lot. - Address, and reason for selling, above.
For Sale - Vertical S v . Engine ; cost 25s.; will
acrept 125. 6d. Stamp particulars to. KENNEDY,
Ryhp . Near Sunderland .
For Sale. -Splendid Bazaar Shocking Coil ;
with indicator, mounted on brass Pillars , 205
Photo . lent. Pair vertical needle Telegraph
Instruments; perfect working order, 6s.-F. Scott,
Sutton Bridge. Wisbech , Lincs.
Motor Cycle, “ Noble ' 2 1904. Engine, in
perfect order ; built to owner's specification ; new
last January. A i Clincher Tyres , never been
punctured ; £ 20 cash . - CLIFFORD, 72,Westbourne
Grove, Bayswater, W.
Bench Lathe, 3-in. centre, back -geared , gap -bed ,
sliding saddle, slide-rest, face and catchplates ;
cheap , new . - Below .
Engino, t by i in ., Stevenson's factory model,
riveted boiler, lagged mahogany, 163.- MR.
STAMP, 75, Monument Road , Birmingham .
For Sale. - Volumes I to IX , MODEL ENGINEER ;
complete all but three numbers . What offers ?
H. FOWLER , 20 , Willoughby Road , Hampstead ,
For Sale . - 6- in . geared Bench Lathe, with
double crank ; £ . --Rowell, Wall Mill, Wall,
Northumberland .
Several Small Electric Motors, and qruntity of
Electrical and Photographic Accessories ; must be
sold . -GEE, 85 , Mill Street, Liverpool.
Motor Cycle (Humber ), Ixion two-stroke
engine ; new condition ; guaranteed perfect ;
£ 12 ios. - Write Brown, 19, Rollins Street, Old
Kent Road , London .
Engine, 1 by 2 , part finished ; also 31 Head
stock, 125.-W. ANDREWS, Caerphilly Road, Car
diff.
3-in . Compound Slide-rest, set of faceplate dogs,
5 -in . chuck . -STORER , Wood Street , Ripley
Derbyshire.
Wanted, 41 to 6- in . Lathe, backgeared ; suitable
for power, and all tools. - SPIERS, Bridge Street,
Banbury.
Hot-air Engine, it by it ; perfect ;with cooling
tank, Bush
12s. --. MARIN , 3, Woodstock Road, Shep
herd's
Bargain. -Stand Camera , +-plate Maniscus
lens, rotating tops , tripod ; one double dark slide,
305.-J. T. MAYES, I, Cangou Street, Leicester,
Self-centring Chuck, nearly new ; two sets of
jaws ; will take t- in . drill ; cost 255. ; will sell for
178 .-- T. STRUGGLES, 54, Brunswick Street, C.-on
M., Manchester.
High -speed Vertical Engine, 1 in . by r in . (new ),
engineer -made ; 130 -volt dynamo, perfect con
dition .---Particulars, Scorr, Eaton Road, Margate .
(Continued on page 1.)
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Other
Qualities
sList
., ee

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

ix.

SUPPLY

COMPANY ,

Established 1890.
60, Brook St., C.-on-M ., MANCHESTER . Contractors to H.M. Government.
Every Reader of the “ Model Engineer " should send two Stamps for our 44-page Wustrated List and Supple
mont. It contains Wustrations and particulars of
Everything

Electricalat Bottom

ELECTRIC BELLS
PUSHES
BELL WIRE
ELECTRO -MOTORS
LAMPS
DYNAMOS
TERMINALS

Prices

from

1/3 each .
3d .
3d . per doz. yds.
2/6 each.
8d .
9,6
172d . per pair.
MEDICAL COILS
3/3 each .
The “ CLARION " Bell.
BATTERIES
8d .
Loud-Ringing Electric Bell,
POSTAGE EXTRA.
Our List is lavaluable to al interosted in Electricity, and is the most comploto issued.
splendidly made, with
2 ! Gong 19 18 each. UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60 , Brook Street,
... 1/4 19
24
Please note only Address 1
C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER
1/6

LOOK
ROUND
your Workshop for Tools, Models,
and Materials which you no longer
require. You can tum these into
cash by advertising them in our
Sale and Exchange " column
Private rate , three words a penny.

JASPER REDFERN , LTD.,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS.
Forgings in stee! ci iron . Castings in steel, iroa ,
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High- class
Lathes from 80s. Electrical and Scientific Ape
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE, 4 STAMPS.

Stickeesty
lF
THE STUFF TO STICK
MENDS want
So ivory.Materiali
Clos San .Menn
should be veho . Solde01.in EVERYTHING
No household
once and he
everywhere
Brushed
dealenDortes
Tele Measlesteren
STANLEY PLAST CO , LTD . LONDON

“ The Best Milling Ma
chine Substitute."
A

“ Star" Lathe
Mounted on Oil- pan ,
Makes the finest kind of a Lathe for the
model-maker, gun-smith , electricaland repair
work , and fine accurate machine-shop tool
room and laboratory service,where precision ,
convenience and durability are essential.
Sizes : 4 $ 54, 6 and 7 in h centres.
We also make foot-power lathes.
Better investigate !
Send for Catalog " B."

THE SENECA FALLS MFG. CO .,
560, Water Street,
(85)
SENECA PALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.

VERTICAL
SLIDE
BOLTED TO LATHE
SLIDE - REST FOR
3 to 5 ins.
Centres,

21/-,
6 to 7 Ins. Contres,
27/6 ,
VICES, extra
10/6 & 12/6
LEYLAND BARLOW & CO.
Tbrostlenest Works, Trafford Road, Manchester.

Contractors to Admiralty ,
War Office and India Office.
"

BRITANNIA
Safety Automatic

NO
NO

OIL

'

ENGINE .

LAMP.
NO OIL PUMP. NO AIR FAN .
IGNITION TUBE . NO AIR PUMP. NO GRAVITY FEED .

The Ideal Power for driving small Workshops,
Electric Lighting , Pumping, etc.
The BRITANNIA

ENGINEERING

COLCHESTER , ENG .

Co., Ltd.

BRITANNIA
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(Continued from page viii.)
Wantod, engineer's set of 6- in . Ivory Scales, in
case.-J. DICKSON , 37 , Spring Gardens, Edin
burgh .
Wanted, Hot-air Engine, Robinson's t h .-p .J. Dickson, 37 , SpringGardens, Enidburgh .
Miscellaneous and Late .
Electro - plating Outfits. - Silver, from 5s., with
instructions ; also other metals. Everything for
Electro-plating supplied . Stamp for particulars.
-Works, II , Hatton Garden ; Jas. POWELL,
Electro-platers , & c.
Smith's Water Motor, 1 to ro h.-P., from tap ; also
Pumps, Rams, Oil Engines, Belting , etc. - Below .
Smith's Vapour Lamps, give 1,500 C.-P., for id.
-Works, Bridlington .
Bench Mltreing Machine for sale (new ), cuts
84 ins. long, 5 ins. high, obtuse and acute angles :
weight, 90 lbs.; £ 7, a bargain .- C . W. BURTON ,
GRIFFITHS & Co., Ludgate Square, Ludgate Hill,
London , E.C.
Bandsaw Machine for Wood wheels 20 ins.
diameter , for foot, hand, and power drive, with
saw and brazing outfit ; £ 9, complete. - C . W.
BURTON, GRIFFITHS & Co., Ludgate Square, Lud
gate Hill, London , R.C.
Twentieth Century Motor Co., Ltd., Padua Road,
Penge. S.E.--- Spark Gaps, in glass tubes, new ,
4d. each , 35. per dozen ; Silencers, 3 ins. diameter
by 6 ins., new , 5d . each , 4s. per dozen ; Switch
Handles, new , 3s. each, together with plain handle ;
24 h..p. float feed Spray Carburettor, 205. ; 5 h.-p.
two-cylinder air -cooled Decauville Engine, new ,
£ 9 . 4 ins. by 4 # ins. Vertical Steam Engine, £ 3 ;
three-speed Benz Car, 630 ; 41 h.-p. Car, 650 ;
Faure Light Car, with Dion engine, £ 25 ; it h.-p.
Minerva Motor Bicycle, £11 ; 14 h.-p. ř.N. Motor
Bicycle , £ 11 ; Many other things very cheap ;
send for list. Goods (except cars ) sent on
approval through “ M.E." or on receipt of cash
(not cheques ), if carriage paid both ways.

USEFUL

Universal Gas Engines. - If you want reliable
Engines, then purchase the " Universal." - Below .
Universal Gas Enginos, 1, 1 , 1, 1, 1, 1 , 2 , and
3 b.h.- p. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engines, from 1 to 40
b.h.-p. ; highest quality. - Below .
Universal Oil Enginos, run with ordinary
paraffin oil, silent working, efficient, reliable .
Below ,
Universal Gas and Oil Engine ; list fully illus
trated , three stamps ; don't hesitate. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine Castings ; prices
are rockbottom ; lists three stamps.- Below .
UniversalGas Engine Castings, I b.h..p., 178.od .;
1b.h.-P.,
-Below . 199. ; ; b.h.-P., 398. 6d. ; # b.h.-p., sos.
Universal Gas Engine Castings, I b.D.-P., 573.6d.;
If b.h.-p., £3 155. ; 2 b.h..p ., [ 4.98 ; quality un
surpassible - Below .
Unlvorsal oll Engino Castingi, i b.b.-p., 188. ;
b.h.-P.,
Below
. 218. ; } b.h.-P., 45 . ; b.h.-p., 555.
Universal Motor Co., St. James' Road , Derby
Catalogue fully illustrated , three stamps. - Above
Castings, Forgings for Dynamos ; Motors, Hori
zontal, launch , and Marine Engines , & c. Illus
trated List. Stamp. - Scort HOMER, Cradley,
Staffs .
Wanted . - Old or Nev Scale Model Locomotives
for a collection ; no toys. - LOWY, 89, Addison
Road, Kensington , London .
Accumulator Platos. - Amateurs can . burn
their own plates together by sending 25. 3d . for
one of Wright's Sets Lead Burning Materials ;
post paid ; full instructions. --WRIGHT, 92,Grenard
Road , Peckham .
" Phenix ” Motor Cycle, it h.-p. ; fastmachine,
splendid bill-climber ; Dunlop tyres, spare tank,
enamelled aluminium and lined ; all complete ;
stand and accessories ; genuine bargain , £ 17 Ios. ;
approval willingly. - Write , 60, Newton Street,
Birmingham .
Two Fine Blow - Lamps, lot interesting Old
Books ; want Small Lathe, or offers . -SMALL
WOOD , Mount Pleasant, Strangeways, Manchester ,

BOOKS ON
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Magneto Machino (Medical), give powerful shock ,
cost £3 , take { 1 Ios.. or nearest offer ; Gas Engine,
I h.-p., 63 105. 120-watt Dynamo, £ 155.; Cop
per riveted Boiler, 20 ins. by 9ins, Er ras.
ELECTRICITY," 18, Alexandra Street, Southend.
FOOT
POWER Lathes
TURRET
PLANERS, SHAPERS, AND
DRILL PRESSES.
CHUCKS, TOOLS, DOGS.
SHEPARD LATHE CO .,
A 181 W. 2nd Sty CINCINNATI, O., U S.A
Postage to United States, 2fd . oz.

are effected through an Advt. in
our Sale and Exchange Column.
Give it a trial.

Weshould be obliged if
Advertisers would
send
d.
small remittances in
stamps.

ELECTRICAL

SUBJECTS .

8. d .
Induction Colls. A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers .
By G. E. BONNKY. With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
those wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With sot
illustrations. Postage 3d.
Elementary Principles of Electric Lighting. By ALLAN A.
CAMPBELL SWINTON , Associate I.E.E. Third Edition .
larged and Revised With 26 illustrations. Crown 8vo . Cloth .
Postage ad .
Wireless Telegraphy . Popularly explained by RICHARD KERR,
F.S.S., with Preface by W.H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S. Illustrated
Postage ad . Paper is. Cloth.
Electric Light for Country Houses. A Practical Handbook
on the Erection and Running of Small Installations, with Par.
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working. By J. H. KNIGHT.
Postage ad.
How to Manage a Dynamo. By S. R. BOTTONE. Second
Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Ulustrated. Post 8vo. Cloth ,
pocket size. Postage ad .
Dynamos and Electric Motors How to Make and Run Them .
By PAUL N. HASLUCK. Illustrated. Postage ad.
Dynamo Attendants_and Their Dynamos. By FRANK
BRNADBENT, M.I.E.E. Four.b Edition . Postage ad...
A Guide to Electric Lighting for Householders and
Amateurs. Fully Illustrated . By S. R BOTTUNE. Postage ad .
Intensity Coils : Bow Mado and Used By DYER. Sixtecatba
Edition . Postage ad .

Aadress all Orders for Books to
The

Book

Department,

“

THE
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ENGINEER ,"

26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, LONDON , E.C.

1

8. d .
Electric Wiring, Fitting, Switches, and Lampe. By W.
6 0
PERRIN MAYCOCK , M.I.C.E. Postage 4d .
Electrical Influence Machinos. Their Historical Development,
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction . By J.
4 6
GRAY, B.Sc. Postage 3d .
Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners, By H. E.HADLEY .
2 6
Postage 3d.
Electro - Motors. How Mide and How Used . A Handbook for
Amateurs and Practical Men . By S. R. BOTTONE. With 70
Illustrations. Third Edition . Revised and Enlarged . Postage 3d . 30
Electro-Plater's Handbook A Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Students. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged, and an
3 0
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d.
Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs. Sixth Edi
..
3 6
tion . 71 illustrations. By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
Wireless Telegraphy and Hortzian Waves. By S. R.
..
3 0
BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
The Dynamo : How Made and Used. By S. R BOTTONE.
2 6
Postage 3d.
Electrical Experiments. With 144 illustrations. By G. E.
2 6
BONNEY . Second Edition . Postage 3d .
Practical Electrical Measurements . An Introductory Course
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers . By
E. H. CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer
ing, Sheffield Technical School. With 56 illustrations.
2 6
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d .
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SALE AND EXCHANGE .
inserted in this
Private Advertisements
column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words of
lass , and id. par 3 trords after.
this
Trade Advertisements are inserted
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words on
less, and id . per word after .
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver.
Itser's name and address is charged for.
AU
Advertisements in this column must be prepald,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Manager,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.Č.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS
All Advertisements must be received by first
post on the SATURDAY precoding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number.

Our Deposit System .
Notice .-As we cannot accept any responsta
bllity for the bona- fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac.
quainted, to adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from Intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the l'endor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way. The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, of
of the article having been returned and accepted.
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, & Fee of
Bd . for the sumsof £ 1 and under, and 1s . for amounts
in excess of £1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mitted at the same time, and senito the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 2s. Bd .
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
amount of the Deposú is sent by Money Order,
H should be mads payable to the Advertiser of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Trade.
" Model Engineer, ” new bound Vols. IV, V,
VI, and VII, 38. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Sale.-E. POUTEAU , 231A,Gray's Ino
Road, London
Free.- Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD , Snow Hill, London .
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices , post free id.— JAMES B. LIVESEY, North
gate , Blackburn .
Send Us Particulars of the Tools or Machinery
you require, and we will quote you a Price that
wi.) Surprise you .- COLEMAN & Co., Southend.
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels. Turbines , Hy.
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors,
and Dynamos ; state requirements . New Water
Motor lists, id . Complete Sets of Perfect Castings.
PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury . Hereford
shire,
Whitworth Screwplate Set, t, 3-16, H, 19. id.,
Modeller's Set, is . id .-WILKINS, 59, Silvan Villas,
Bowes Park .
Compound Slide-rests, 3-in., 179. 6d . ; swivel
square thread steel screws, planed to fit ; list
ifd .- WILKINS, above.

iii.

Twonty -three of Colo's Reliable Handbooks,
Smith's Water Motor, 1 to 10 h.-P., from tap ; also
bound in one volume cloth, 3s. 9d., carriage paid,
Pumps, Rams, Oil Engines, Belting, etc.- Below .
or separately as below .
Smith's Vapour Lamps, give 1,500 C.-P., for id .
-Works, Bridlington .
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass , Aluminium , Silver , & c .; How to Build
Small Furnace ," post free, 6d.
Private .
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Kindly sce under Sale and Exchange heading
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d.
for rates for these advertisemenis .
Blacksmithing.-- " How to Forge and Weld
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
Iron (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
the
same place, which gives protection to both pur
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
chase and seller .
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
free , 6d .
Sale. - 30 -in . Gap -bed Bench Lathe, dozen
turning tools, new , never been used ; 6 . M.E." ,
" Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
free,
6d
.
;
post
diagrams
No.
88 to date ; two Binding Cases , clean ; the
to
an
axe,
with
razor
60 Metal, Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
lot 35., carriage paid.-F. SMITH , 21, Hill Street,
Colne, Lancs .
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
“ M.E." Set, from vol. 2 to vol. 9, inclusive (8
“ Tempering Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
vols.) to date : absolutely new ; perfect condition .
Hardening, 6d.
Exchange
for ; h.-p. high-grade Gas cr Oil Engine,
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ; or l'On tandem
compound Steam Engine.- GEO .
diagrams,
6d .
66
B.
Low
,
126
, Federal Street, Portland , Me., U.S.A
Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Several
Small
Electric
Motors, and quantity of
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
Electrical and Photographic Accessories ;must be
“ Metal Sorowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
sold
.-GEE,
85,
Mill
Street,
Liverpool.
plates and Taps. Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
Sale.-- I h.-P. Engine, new , Marine Pattern ;
6d .
; £ 3, or nearest
running
seen
be
can
;
made
Engineer
Drilling,
“ Metal
Drill Making and Using " ;
offer ; Gent's Bicycle entertained.--47, Hall Bower,
diagrams, 6d.
Huddersfield .
" Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing, near
Motor Car. - No time to finish ; owner intending
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d .
to build 2 -seated Car wishes to dispose of : back
“ How to Solder Gold , silver, Aluminium , Brass, axle,
complete with two-speed gear, counter
Brazing " : 3d.
& c=2The
shaft and differential ; four complete wheels,
Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
including steering axles with ball bearings ; also
Metal
" ; Sharpening
and Settingfor; diagrams,
6d.
leather upholstered seat ; cost over £25 ; first offer
Bus: Instructions
Fitting Bells,
" Electric
(£ 12 ios.) buys the lot ; photos and further par
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, 6d.
ticulars threepence. - HOWARD , 2 , Wellfield Road ,
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
Cardiff .
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
Exchange. - Royal Hobbies ' Fretwork Machine,
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
good as new , for anything useful ; small Lathe or
& c. Cement Recipes ; 6d .
Drilling Machine preferred . - C . BURNETT, 44 , St.
Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
Paul's Road , Middlesbro '.
on a small Scale ; 6d .
For Sale. - 100 MODEL ENGINEERS ; accept
" Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
ros. 6d , or nearest offer.-- Apply , W.H. TONKIN ,
Lettering, & c . ; 6d .
4, Crompton Street, Stockton -on -Tees.
Patents for® Inventions, and Registration of
Exchange 41 Back -geared Lathe Slide-rest, for
Designs " ; the law clearly explained ; 6d.
Cycle Engine and Accessories.- J. W., 113, Park
" Cycle Brazing," 4d . ; Cycle Enamelling,"
Terrace, Leycett, near Newcastle-under-Lyme.
6d. ; " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Bargain . -Magic Lantern, dozen slides, screen
Roadside," 6d.
10 ft. sq . ; 255. - Particulars, HOULBROOK , Wood
Any Three Above Books, 1s. ; any six, 18. 7d. ;
side Farm , Wyke, Yorks.
eight or more , 3d. each, all post tree.
Black Prince Slide-valve Loco and L & N.W.R.
" Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
Corridor Coach (Bassett-Lowke's ), 2 gauge, for
and information on MechanicalMatters, 3d .
sale. - RICHFORD, Wells , Norfolk .
M. Colo, 194, Burton Road,
West Didsbury ,
Sale.- £6 ros . 6d . ; complete ; Motor Cycle
Manchester .
Australian Wholesale Agents : Attachment,
3 h.-p., accumulator (Peto and
" Robertsons."
Radio: d ), coil (Basse & Michel), petrol tank,
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on Carburettor,
Handle, etc. - Full Particu :
Switch
the construction of Lathes. X
lars, A.ROBSON , 30 , St. Jobn's Road , New Shildon ,
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
co , Durham .
American , with a chapter on
1 h.-p. Dynamo, nearly new ; can be seen by
How to Test a Lathe ; giving a practical
appointment: sunt-wound ; cost £ 14, will sell
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy ;
£6 ; a real bargain ; good maker . - H . A. B.,
for
invaluable to lathe users .
3, Radnor Street, Gorton , Manchester .
Sent froe on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
Sale
. - Vertical Steam Engine, 2 % bore, 5t
foreign readers post free.
stroke, 120 revs. per min., fitted with feed -pump ;
Not sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
also
good
Vertical Boiler , 160 lbs. pressure, six
on machinery is in force.-- DRUMMOND BROTHY'S,
tubes , and all fittings, Bourdon's steam gauge,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
water gauge, and three cocks, blow -off cock ,
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials . - Watches,
safety valve, and Hall's injector . - Apply B.
LESCHALLA , Highams, Windlesham , Surrey. Can
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions, 6d. post free. - THE MORRIS COHEN CO., LTD ., be seen by appointment only.
132, Kirkgate , Leeds.
Bench Lathe, 3- in , centres , 24-in. bed , new ,
163. ; also Rifle, 9s. ; Horizontal Steam Engine
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes , Fans, rough or
Castings, half finished, 4s. ; Electro-Motor, 35.;
finished : list 2d . - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Model Hull of Sailing Yacht, 4s. , lot 30s.-F. W.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
BLENKIN , Old Hall, Burstwick , Hull.
for model engineers. - KING & COMPANY, below .
Lathe Heads, 41- in ., heavy make (by Milnes,
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
Bradford ) ; asnew ; 456. - 17, Kelvinside Terrace ,
&
COMPANY,
KING
–
for lists, free one stamp.
Louth , Glasgow ,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
Launch Engine, it ins. by 2 ins., with gunmetal
Given Away ! -- Combined Electric Pocket Lamp
; 16s. or nearest Offer JAMES GEDDES,
and Magic Lantern , to introduce the quality of propeller
our goods ; profusely illustrated list of Electrical 97, Albany Street, Leith .
A New Model Midland Locomotive, 4 -in , scale ,
and Mechanical Goods ; itd .-- Below .
3-in. gauge ; in perfect condition ; owner going
£ 7 10s. Perfect Portable Typewriters ; limited
in for larger gauge ; can be seen by appointment
number ; £ 3 38. cach. Gramophones, Zonophones,
in the City. - Box No. 207, THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
Graph ophones, Disc Records, Is. each ; Reso
26–29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London .
nant Needles, 6d. 200, 25. per 1000 ; wonderful,
Lathe, 6- in . centres, iron standards and planed
results ; cheapest house in the trade ; state
V -bed, grooved wheels, slide-rest, hand-rest,
requirements.-Suter, Electrician and Manu
chucks, complete ; Overtype Dynamo, 10 volts
facturers' Agent, Wood Green , London , N.
3 amps., laminated cog drum armature, new ,
Model Racing Yachts designed and built ; half
TIS. ; £7 roś.-E. W., 21, Percival Street, Clerken
models made.-R. P. KITCHINGMAN, 51, Foster
wall,
Street, Lincoln .

iv.

For Disposal. - One complete set (as received )
of Butler's 27 h.-p. Petrol Motor Castings, piston
turned and cylinder-bored ; also , one Shunt
wound Dynamo, suitable for accumulator charging ;
wound for 14 volts 8 amperes ; slotted drum
armature ; commutator, mica insulated , and
mounted on a wrought iron sleeve ; complete ,with
the exception of brush gear, of neat and compact
design . What offers ? -LEACH , 5, Godley Hill,
Godley, near Manchester.
Powerful High - speed Electric Motor 4 -volt ,
LÓS. ; Starting Resistance, 25. ; powerful Marine
Telescope, 6 lenses, 12s. 6d.--HEMMING below .
Vol. II, “ Model Engineer," bound, Nos. 44 to
75, three missing ; 12 odd numbers, unbound ;
Offers. - HEMMING, 23, Lordship Lane, Wood
Green , N.
Wantod . - Cylinder Itin . bore 2-in , stroke or
thereabouts ; piston fitted with rings ; in thorough
working order ; state lowest cash price .--MILNER ,
Ivy& Arch, Anlaby Road , Newington, Hull.
Model Engineer " from No. 1 up to date; Vols.
I to IX borind in Publishers' cases ; perfect. Cash
offers.-- Below .
Loco Boiler -in . scale, 91 long, riveted fire
boxes , water tubes, complete ; new fittings by
Whitney : perfect condition ; a genuine bargain
at 359. - Below .
Set of Eight Iron Wheels, Axles, 24- in . gauge,
coupling rods and bearings, for inside cylinder
trailing bogie tank loco ; would suit above boiler ;
new ; 59. 60.-- Below .
Cylinder, fin . by i in ., guides, and complete
motion (by Whitney), to suit above ; new ; 8s. 6d .
cost double. - Below .
21- in. Gaugo Ralls (Lowke's), circle 26 pieces,
38.; straight, 20 pieces, 28. 60. - KERR , 81,
Comely Bank Avenue, Edinburgh .
Sale -- 7 -stone Championship Silver Belt of
England ; a £ 10 prize ; offers ; Bicycle.--289,
Odessa Road, Forest Gate, E.
Wanted. - Parts of Screw -cutting Lathe, 3 to
5-in. centre, cheap ; exchange 3. ft. Screw -cutting
Bed and cash for 2 ft. or 2 ft. 6 ins. gap-bed , con
pound Slide-rest for sale, cheap. - S . LIDDELL,
Highfield Road , Sutton , Surrey.
Horizontal Engine, 2 ins. by 41 ins. with feed
pump ;MODEL ENGINEER Simple Locomotive un
Anished (water- tube boiler Anished ), 155. Toy
Locomotive six wheels, 5s. Photos of above ady
Back Numbers MODEL ENGINEER id. each , plus
postage id . ; stamp, for reply.- 50, Loveday Road
Baling .
Pair Wall Telephones, with coils (as new ) ; cost
£ 2 ; 208.; Dynamo, 6 volt 3 amps., 8 -section
armature, 18s. 6d . ; Steam Engine, 2-in . bore,
3t- in . stroke, 158. ; -plate Camera Lens, 8- in .
focus, S.; Minerva Motor Bicycle, Chater -Lea
fittings, Dunlop tyres, £20 . All in good working
order. - W . TRIGG , 151, Battersea Rise, S.W.
Camera ( 26s.), Klito, with metal sheaths holding
12 plates and 24 films: sell 175. - WELLS, Ebury
Road , Nottingham .
51 Slide-rest, compound swivelling, for taper
turning ; splendid condition ; for sale, cheap, 50s.
-Woon , 23, Hillfield Park ,Muswell Hill.
Columbia Phonograph Recorder (A.T. type) ;
quite new ; cost 155., bargain us. 6d.-S.MILLARD ,
69, Sommerville Road , Bristol.
Horizontal Engine, 1 by 2 ; weight about 20 lbs. ;
fixed on iron plinth ; perfect condition ; runs
sewingmachine easily . Take 25 . 6d . No cards.
G.GRIFFITILS 2 Grove Villas, Grove Road, Barnes.
Wanted. - 5 - in . or 6 - in . back -geared Head , /-in .
nose, gut belt. - Below .
Sale . - Copper Vertical Boilar, five tubes, fittings,
31 ins. by 8 ins., 6s. 6d . ; Small Launch Boiler
and Lamp, 75. 6d . ; splendid Hand Force Pump,
1 - in . bɔre, 2t- in . stroke, new , ios. 60. - BAIN
BRIDGE , 2 , Mitford Terrace, Wick Lane, Bow , B.
Vertical Engine, 2-in . bore , it stroke, 255.
approval, deposit.- R . H. HILTON , Castle Eden
Colliery, co . Durham .
85 Hobb.os," 145 Designs, 5s. - Below .
“ Woodworker,' 4 vols., unbound, 4s. - PIERCY,
50 , Fentiman Road , Clapham .
Koda Camera ( Tealcon ), takes 3d pictures,
films, new , Iis. or exchange.---GLENNYS, 175,
Oxford Street, Stepney, London .
Large Two-speed Flywheel and Treadle , 6s.;
good Fretsaw Machine, 6s. 6d. ; together tos. 60.;
bargain .-- MORROW , 16, Took's Court, Holborn .
“ Haydon " Cutter Bar, case-hardened with
cutter ; P.O. 55. ; starnp . --COOK , III, Magdalen
Road, Norwich .
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£6 Ios. ; If Minerva , tank, carburettor, accu.
malator, coil, switch handles, lubrication , belt,
rim , girders to strengthen front of cycle , and wire,
etc. ; in good order , little used.-E. WOOD , Esq..
Cloncurry, Felixtowe.
“ Haydon " Bar Cutters, t- in . ; set of nine ;
hardened and tempered ; best quality ; 35. od.
J. SELF, Mount Pleasant, Norwich .
Horizontal Steam Engine, splendid order , I in .
by 2 ins. ; t6s. 6d. - Below .
12-volt Dynamo, good working order ; 135. 6d .
Below .
Launch Engino, 2 ins. by 24 ins., slide-valve
with propeller ; 16s.-C. ELLIOTT, 26A, Park Road
N. Acton , W.
Dynamo, 10 volts, 4 amps., highly finished
machine, drum armature, suitable for lighting or
charging ; 12s.6d . ; guaranteed perfect. -SUT.
CLIFFE , 30 , Drake Street, Rochdale.
Gas Engino, it by 3, gas-bag, slightly out of
order ; quick sale ; 25$. ; worth double . - A.
PAYNE , Scalford Road, Melton Mowbray .
Gas Engine, I h.-P., Otto cycle, water- cooled ,
tube ignition , now , £ 7 jos.-- SOAR , Grove Road ,
Bow .
Sale or Exchange.--Horizontal Steam Engine,
if by 2 ins., parallel guides, brass bedplate ;
stamp particulars ; offers . - H . KENDALL, West
Road, Oakham .
Bargain. --Model Gt. Northern Engine and
Tender ; perfect working order ; sacrifice ; Ios, or
exchange for Camera.-- TOMLIN , 13, Ripon Street,
Aylesbury.
Bargain . - Pair 28 by 2 Motor Cycle Wheels ,
new , 258. ; 21 h.-p.Motor Cycle, few parts missing,
sacrifice ; £6 ros. - Below .
Minerva Inlet Valve, zs. 9d ; pair Motor Cycle
Hubs, new , 6s. ; quantity of Dynamo Wire , new ,
on reels, 24 and 30. What offers ? Particulars ,
stamp.--KEELER, 235, Queen's Road , Upton Park ,
Essex .
For Salo . - Ladies' second-hand Bicycle ; in good
condition : very strong : 63 or nearest offer. - L.P.,
225A , Camberwell New Road , Camberwell .
Model Maker's Treadle Lathe, 3 } centre, 30 -in .
gap bed, faceplate, 3- jawed chuck, drill chuck ,
dozen turning tools ; quite new ;moving reason for
selling ; bargain , £4 , or offer. -ORR, 18, Grey
bound Mansions, Kensington, W.
Exchange Gent's 1903 Bicycle, with Hyde free
wheel and two_rim brakes, for a small back
geared Lathe. - Below .
Sale or Exchange, t-in . Spark Coil, small Shock
ing Coil, two powerful Electro-Magnets, I h.-p.
overtype Motor, two 4 -volt Accumulators, Volt
and amp. Meter , Westcott's Drill Chuck to 1 in .,
Bench Driller, two new sets 7-10th in Taps, Hand
Force Pump 1 in.-D., care of Mrs. Knee, Rod
borough , Stroud.
For Sale --A brand new Free Wheel Coaster
Hub : was purchased six months ago, can show
receipt ; will accept ros. or nearest offer ; stamp for
reply. - W . Lewis , 82, Golborne Road , North
Kensington .
For Salo. - Launch Engine, it bore , I stroke,
178.6d. ; also Horizontal Engine, i bore , it stroke,
ros. - HUTTON Downside, Downs Park Road ,
Clapton .
Horizontal Engine Castings, 18. 9d. : powerful
Launch Engine, 155. 6d ., complete ; postage 3d . :
particulars, stimp.-- Wilson , Albert House, St.
Peter's , Kent.
Lathe, 4 -in . centres, treadle, compound slide
rest, faceplates , chucks, tools, 3-speed cone, sos .
-E. Croxton , Banbury .
21 Noble Motor Cycle, automatic carburrettor,
trembler coil, Dunlop tyres ; £22 ros. ; seen after
7, or will show up to 15 miles. - IMESON , 156 ,
Victoria Street, London .
Exchange for a large Cylinder, not less than
6- in . bore, a two-cylinder high -speed Horizontal
Engine, 1f-in . bore, 3t- in . stroke, all steel, gun
metal wearing parts and intermediate chest,
regulator, lubricator, drain cocks, heavy flywheel
everything complete ; mounted on bedplate ; first.
class make ; or sell [2.- GRIST, 5, North Street,
Westminster.
Pair 1 by 2 C.L. Vertical Cylinder Castings;
cylinder bodies bored by maker, other parts un
touched , 5s. ; also Oxydised non -magnetic Lever
Watch , new , ros. 6d., or 158. the lot. – J. H.
HAIGH, Chelford , Cheshire .
(Continued on page villad
.

Exchange Gent's Free Wheel Cycle ; Phono
graph , 30 records : Wimshurst Machine, and £3
cash for Werner Front Driver, in good condition ,
in or near London . - H ., 25, Romilly Road ,
Finsbury Park , N ,
For Sale.--Small Bench Drilling Machine, in
good order, only 155. Photo sent. - FRANKS,
Woodhouse Grove, Keighley
Horizontal Engine, h -P , 2f by 31 stroke ; all
parts machined, cylinder lagged, piston rings, etc,
Also , “ Hibernia " Lathe, 3-in . centres, compound
slide-rest, two hand -rests, various chucks and
tools, two faceplates, turned steel crankshaft,
boiler shell and firebox riveted ; bargains ; prices
and photo, stamp - W . HODGE, 58 , Beaconsfield
Street, Bedford.
t-b.h.-p. Gas Engine, 358. ; Wimshurst Machine
and X -ray Tube, 259.; Induction Coil ( I- in .
spark ), 178. 6d. ; two small Motors and Sundries .
-Full particulars, 107, Crouch Hill, N.
Bargains. - Pocket Tool Pad , in leather case ;
9 tools and i walnut handle to fit ; new ; 78. ; par
ticulars free on application . Set of brass Mathe
matical Instruments (polished wood case) ; new ;
38.--H . BLAKE , 2, Acacia Villas, Ross, Hereford
shire,
For Sale. - Eastman's N2 Folding Pocket Ko
dak as new ; cost 3 guineas ; £ 1 155. Approval. Address , J. VEITCH, West End, Uphall, Linlith
gowshire, N.B.
Exchange. - Ross 1-Plate Camera, two slides,
shutter ; lens cost 65 159., for good Dynamo, Gas
Engine, or any Electrical Apparatus. Approval.
PATRICK , Barracks, Montrose.
For Sale . A small Steam Roller for 8s.-F.
TROLLOPE , “ Ship and Punch Bowl," Warminster,
Wilts .
Sale. - Hand Force Pump (Goodman's ) ; new ,
unused ; cost ros. 6d . ; photo . Sixty -one Model
ENGINEERS, 18 " Locomotive Magazines " ; per
fect and clean ; half-sovereign the lot. Bargain .
--GEORGE, 29 , Achilles Street,New Cross , S.E.
Parts of Horizontal Engino. - Flywheel, pulley
wheel, eccentric strap , crankshaft, bearings, cross
head, guides , connecting-rod , piston (these all
turned and finished ), cylinder covers are not
turned ; 128. 6d. the lot. For it -bore Cylinder. C. Bates, 15, Gloucester Crescent, Regent's Park .
Massive Highly- finished Brass Prime Conduc
tors, Collectors, and Discharging Balls, for 4- foot
plate Wimshurst Machine. Offers, cash or ex
change ; photograph , 2d . - PARKES, 2, Church
Street, Southport.
Good Bargains.-- 12-volt 40-amp. hour Accumu
lator (mahogany case), 3os. ; Dynamo, 200 watts,
205. ; Bell Battery Push , 35. ; Violin , 10s.
Particulars stamp.--RODDING , Bowbridge Road,
Newark , Notts.
slide -rest for 3-in . lathe (perfect ), £ 1 ; Drill
Chuck 1-32nd in . to 1 in ., 28. 68. (new ).--Below .
“ Model Engineers," Nos. 40 to 140 ; clean ; sell
or exchange any Tools.-- Below .
Note this.-- Mechanic has first-class Screw
cutting Foot Lathe and all Accessories ; low terms
for the use of same evenings and Saturday after
noons. A splendid chance for amateur to build
up small petrol motor, or steam engine, & c.;
instruction given . - Write, enclosing stamp, to
F , care of Charles Gurney, 33, Beaufoy Road,
Lavender Hill, S.W.
}-h .- p. Horizontal Gas Engine Castings, nearly
completed ; work done by engineer ; best cash
offer ; part exchange entertained . Stamp for
particulars. - SEAGRAVE, Watchmaker, & c., New
Basford, Nottingham
1 - h. -p . Vertical High -speed Engine (new ).- Full
particulars, Messrs. StarORD BROS., Engineers,
Tolworth , Surbiton .
f-in. Scale Loco Parts - Wheels (10 ), coupling
rods , cylinders and motion (Joy's valve gear) ;
engineer made ; 308.-W.McC . Wedmore, Henley
on - Thames.
Camera. -T-plate Hand and Stand Camera, with
double dark slides , view - finder, Thornton
Pickard instantaneous shutter, good lens, 255.
MCCALI, 21, Young Street, Edinburgh .
What offers ?-15 Electricity " ; Box Draw
Horizontal
ing Instruments ;. 30 " Chums "
Engine. Castings, į in. by i in ., or exchange for
small Charging Dynamo, about 10 volts : stamp
reply . - S. BEAFLE, Sandquav, Dartmouth .
Bargains. -- Spray Carburettor , Longuemare
pattern ; wants small repair ; 6s, 6d. ; also 4-volt
Pocket Accumulator, 48.--- 31, Crawthew Grove,
East Dulwich , S.E.
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May 1, 1901.
A NeatModel Vertical Engine. (Illustrated),
The Construction of an Intercommunicating Telephone Set foond
Hook ]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ( continued), (Ilustrated . )
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Locomotive, " Duna
lastair No 3" ( continued ). (Illustrated .)
May 15, 1901.
Stopbeason's No. 1 Engine, " Billy." (Illustrated.)
How to Make Simple Electric Beam Engine (continued )... (Illustrated ]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated .),
A SmallAccumulator Installation . HJw Made and How Warked . Ilmut.)
Design for a Model Horizontal Engine. ( Illustrated .)
A Model Donkey Pump. (Illustrated. ]

September 1, 1901.
A Model Single Barrel Torce Pamp. (Ilustratod.)
An Inexpensive Model Slide-Valve Kogine (continued ). (Illustrated.]
How to Construct an Electric Night Light Set. (Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated.
How to Build aModel, & c., “ Duvalastair No. 3." ( continued .) [Illustrated.]
Model Vertical Compound Eagine. (Illustrated .]
September 16 , 1901.
A Model Compound Corliss Engine. (Illustrated. )
Some Primary Battery In entions.
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated .]
How to Make a Simple Shocking Coil. ( Illustrated .)
Compound Engines for ModelMarine Work . (Illustrated.)

June 1, 1901.
Some Interesting Models. (Illustrated .)
Solenoids. [ Illustrated. )
How to Make Electric Pendalams and Clocks. (Illustrated . )
An Inexpensive Water Motor ( Illustrated.I
Design for Signalling for a Model Railway Track. (Illustrated . )
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). ( Illustrated . )
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No. 3 " (continued ). (Illustrated .)

October 1, 1901.
Engineering Models at the Glasgow Exhibition . [Illustrated.]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued)." (Illustracod .
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No.3" (continued). [ Illustrated
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustratod .)
A Model Show Ground (Illustrated.)

June 15, 1901.
Teed Arrangement for Water Tube Boilers. ( Illastrated.)
How to Make Electric Pendulums and Clocks ( continued ). (Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). ( Illustrated .)
The Construction of a Direct Current Fan Motor. ( Illustrated .)
Design for Signalling for a Model Railway Track (continued ). [Illustrated . )
A New Lathe Overhead. (Illustrated . )

October 16, 1901.
Engineering Models at the Glasgow Exhibition (continued ). (Ilustrated.l
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued ). ( I.lustrated .)
Model Hydraulic Press. (Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ).
A Model Electric Night Light. (Illustrated.)
Propelling Machinery for Twin -Screw Steamers. ( Illustrated. )

July 1 , 1901.
Simply .Constructed Driving Pulleys. (Illustrated . )
A Model Hot-Air Engine. (Illustrated.)
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No. 3 " (continued ). (Hlustrated.)
How to Make an Amateur's Printing Press. (Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued) (Illustrated al
An Improved Battery for Amateurs.

November 1 , 1901.
An Advocate of Small Scale Locomotives. (Illustrated. )
A Model Self-Acting Lathe. ( Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated. )
How to Make a Simple Transmitter. (Illustrated . )
How to Build a Model, & c., " Danalastair No. 3 " (continued). (Illustrator
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus continued )
A Model Electric Torpedo Boat Destroyer. (Illustrated.)

July 15 , 1901.
A Model Electric Torpedo Boat Destroyer, Sunfisk. (Illustrated.)
How to Make . Simple Slip Eccentric. (Illustrated.)
A Simple Bobbin Winder. [Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ( continued ). (Illustrated .)
A ModelGravitation Railway. (Illustrated. )
A Small Donkey Feed -Pamp. (Illustrated.I
How to Make an Amatear's Printing Press (coatinued ). (Illustrated .]
Shamrock II : How she was Designed.

November 15, 1901.
A Simple Home-Made Lathe. (Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated '
Model Hydralic Press ( continued). ( Illustrated. )
Fittings for Model Yachts. (Illustrated.)
Polarity of Blectrodes nad Terminale

August 1, 1901.
A Quick Steaming Boller for a Model Steamer : ( Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). [ Illustrated .)
How to Build a Model, & c., " Danalastair No. 3 " (continued ). (Illustrated .I
A Very Simple Electro Motor. (Illustrated .)
The Construction of “ Built Up Model Yachts. [Illustrated .).
How to Make an Amateur's Printing Press (continued). (Illustrated.)
Model Railways (VII) : A Model Clockwork Railway. (Illustrated .)

December 1, 1901.
How to Make Four.Jaw Chuck . (Illustrated.]
A Useful Switchboard for Amateur Electricians. ( Illustrated .)
An Enclosed Dynamo for Autocar Ignition. [ Illustrated.)
How to Make a Volt and Ampere Meter. ( Illustrated.)
Design for a Model Traction Engine ( Illustrated. ]
How to Fit ap Twiet-Driu Grinding Machine. (Illustrated.)

August 15 , 1901.
An Inexpensive Model Slide-Valve Launch Engine. [Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated . )
Sigaals for Modul Railways. (Illustrated . ]
Construction of " Built-Up " Model Yachts (continued). (Illustrated.)
How to Make a Relay. (Illustrated.)

Docember 15 , 1901.
A Window Blind Worked by Hydraulic Power. [Illustrators
A Miniature Working Model Locomotive... [ [Hustrated .)
How to Build a ...p. Water Motor. (Illustrated.),
Design for a Model Electric Locomotive. [ Illustrated .]
How to Increase the Efficiency of a Spark Coil. (Illustrated.}
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Patent Ellipsograph
For describing accurately any size
Ellipse up to 4 by 3 ; ins.

Price 30 /
Particulars on application .

W.H.HARLING ,
Manufacturer,
47, Finsbury Pavement, London, B.O.
Established 1851. Works: Hackney, E.
The “ Model Engineer " Loco .
Dylinders,Wheels , Bogie Castings,Boller Tubing ,
Sheet Steel. Sheet Brass,Screws, Bolts ,Nuts, & c.
Mr Greenly's Compound Undertype Engine.
Complete sets of Castings in Iron , Steel, and Gun
metal, and all Boiler Materials. Complete list, zfd .
See Editorial Notice, November 19th issue.
ALL ENQUIRIES 10. STAMP.
MACKENZIE , 17, Benson Avenue, East Ham , E.
GAS ENGINES ( 1.p. ), £ 7 108
OIL

ENGINES . .

£ 8 108.

WATER MOTORS (1.p.) £ 8 108.
ELECTRIC MOTOR , £ 12 108.
For larger Sizes see Catalogues .
Dynamos, Bells, Portable Accumulators, Medical
Colls, Lamps, Electrical Novelties, etc.
PRICES & QUALITY UNEQUALLED .
Al Goods Guaranteed. See Testimonials .
Three New Illustrated Catalogues : Electrical,
Mechanical, Novelties, id . stamp each ; the three,
2d . stamps .
O

,

L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDOX .
A

B
OF

C

DYNAMOS EPPS'S
OASTINGS from 8/ - per Set.
Motors from 2/6 , complete .
( The most nutritious)
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 101.; Electric
Alarm Clock , 4 / ; Shocking Coils, 31: ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d.; Bell Sets, 3/9 ;
COCOA
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free, 2d .
And take no other.
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d.
Catalogue of Everything Eletcrical, 2d .,
Model
post free.
Engineer

The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFG . Co.,
152,GREY MARB LANE,MANCHESTER.

HARMONOGRAPHS
For producing Energy Curves, described
and illustrated in MODEL ENGINEER for Jan.
21st and 28th , 1904.
Readers desiring to experiment with these
interesting Instruments, can be supplied as
under :
TWIN - ELLIPTIC TYPE
40 /
Complete, ready for work
MECHANICAL TYPE, £ 10 /10
Finished complete
Packing 88. extra .
SBTS OF PARTS SUPPLIED.
Fulmen Works,
A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

The Franklin Model Shop
Experimental work for inven .
tors ; anything in metal, from a
single piece to a complete working
model. Apparatus for colleges.
Exhibition models. Introduction
samples of patented articles.
Special tools
for making metal
novelties. Inventions perfected .
A FRANKLIN Drawings and designs worked out
Model Shop from inventors' ideas. Send for
circular 14
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-181, West 81st Street, New York, U.S.A.

FOOT & POWER
AND TURRET
LATHES

DESIGN .
BY
ALFRED H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.
SECOND EDITION .
Cloth Bound.
103 pages . 61 Illustrations.

Price 1/ - net.

Post free 1/2 .

Of all Agents for THB MODEL EN.
GINEER , or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON, E , C .
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PLANERS, SHAPERS, AND
DRILL PRESSES.
CHUCKS, 100LS, DOGS .
SHEPARD LATHE CO .
A 181 W. 2nd shun CINCINNATI, O., U.S.A.
Postage to United States, 2fd . oz.

ROUND
LOOK
your Workshop for Tools, Models,
and Materials which you no longer
require. You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in our
" Sale and Exchange " column.
Private rate , three words a penny.

Handbooks .

No. 1.- " SMALL ACCUMULA
TORS."
No. 2. - " THB SLIDB VALVE
SIMPLY BXPLAINBD .
No. 3.— " BLEOTRIO BBLLS AND
AL ARMS."
TBLRPHONBS
AND
No. 4.
MICROPHONES."
No. 5.- " BLBOTRIO BATTERIES."
No. 6.- " MODBL BOIL BR
MAKING."
No. 7. - MBTAL WORKING TOOLS
AND TABIR USBS .
No. 8.-- " SIMPLE BLBOTRICAL
WORKING MODBLS."
No. 9.— " SIMPLE MBORANICAL
WORKING MODBLS."
No. 10. — " SMALL DYNAMOS
AND MOTORS. "
No. 11.- " INDUCTION
COILS
FOR AMATEURS."
STEAMBR
No. 12.
“ MODBL
BUILDING ."
MACHINERY
No. 13.
FOR
MODEL
STEAMBRS. "
No. 14.- " SMALL ELECTRIC MO
TORS.”
No. 15.— " SIMPLE SCIENTIFIC
EXPBRIMENTS
BLEC
IN
TRICITY, MAGNETISM , HY
DRAULIÓS, & c."
No. 16 – " ACETYLENB GAS :
How to Make and Use It."
No. 17. - " THE LOCOMOTIVB :
Simply Bxplained .”
No. 18 — " SIMPLE EXPERI
MENTS IN STATIC ELEC
TRICITY . "
No. 19. -- “ X RAYS SIMPLY EX
PLAINED . "
Every book contains many Illustrations,
with useful hints on the making and use
of the various articles described .
Of all Agents or THE MODEL ENGI.
NEER, price 6d . each nett; or post free 7d.
from
tonPercival Marshall & Co.,
26-29 , POPPIN'S COURT, FLEET STREET ,
LONDON, E.C.
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WITHIN

Why

Not

YOUR

?

Any Amateur can obtain BRILLIANT
RESULTS if he uses Kitlene Lightning
French Polish for Amateurs .
COMPLETE OUTFIT, containing all that is requisite,
in handsome red case , 2s. ; postage 3d.
RE -FILL8 . – Polish , 9d. : Oil and Spirit (combined), 7d .
Postage on each . 3d.

A

Handy

Shop

,

Crinder

Very useful for light
work , such as dressing .
and shaping light cast
ings,
grinding
knives, etc.

Wardrobe Chambers,
Kitlene Syndicate, Ltd., LONDON, E.C.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN .

O

REACH .

HART'S

DA UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
60, Brook Street, C.-on -M ., Manchester ,

DETROIT

CORUNDUM
EVERYTHING

6 ins, diam ., * in . thick .
Improved working
parts renewed at
trifling

Price

The Model Manufacturing Co.

PARK ,

£

1

cost

5s.

With extended
Spindle for
carrying Buffing
Wheel, etc.

ROAD NORTH,

HOLLAND

WHEEL .

ELECTRICAL .

LATEST NOVELTIES .
Soo 44-page Illustrated List, and NEW SUPPLE
MENT, post frée, two Stamps. Lowest Prices ,
Best Quality.
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
Electric Bells, from 1/8. 60, Brook Street, C.-on-M ., MANCHESTER.

53, ADDISON

tools,

W.

£ 1

15s.

EXPERT MODEL MAKERS .

Packing Cases ,
1 /- extra .

MODELS MADE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION .

Speciality :Model Locomotives
Builders of the “ Behr ” Mono Rail, the principal
British Exhibit at the St. Louis Exhibition .
Send for our Illustrated List, 6 Stamps,
which will give you every information you will require.
Build your own Locomotive. Castings supplied, also full
size drawings, which , if you work to, you cannot go wrong.
OUR

LATEST MODEL.

The City of Bath (G.W.R.), to 54 scale ; price , complete Set
Drawings and Castings for both Engine and Tender , £ 4 .
Any Sets of our Castings supplied on the Instalment principle.

POLISHING

HEAD .

Height 6 ins.; with

Steel Spindle, 8 by
3/8 in .,with Universal
Chuck , for small
drills,
Price 6/6 .
Post free.
Other Sizes also stocked

Send 6d. in Stamps for fully illustrated Price List
of Cutters, Chucks Drills Gauges, Taps and Dies, and
other Model Engineers' requirements, to ..

(OUR ONLY ADDRESS AS ABOVE.)

GEORGE
When writing to Advertisers kindly men
tion " The Model Engineer ,"

ADAMS,

144, High Holborn , London .
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The Model Engineer and Electrician .

(Continued rom page id .).
For Sale . - Cycle Frame, requires enamelling,
with forks, wheels, chain cranks, & c. ; particulars ;
138. ; two Dunlop Tyres, 26 ins. and 28 ins., 23.
each ; Renold Block Chain , splendid condition ,
3s . 6d. ; exchange Records, also two “ Brownie
Cameras, Nos. 1 and 2 ; new ; offers. --St.
Michaels , Frankfort Avenue, Rathgar, Dublin .
Exchange.h.-p. Steam Engine, nearly
finished , 258. ; 1 in . by in . Engine and Boiler,
58. 6d. ; 20-volt 4 amps. Dynamo, 228. ; 12-volt
and 8 -volt Dynamos, tos. and 8s. ; 24 centre
Bench Lathe, 125. ; 12-plate Camera, 1-plate ,
128. : Magnesium Flash Lamp, 75. 60.; Hand
Drill, 4s. 6d.; Photograph Background, in two
colours , go ins. by 72 ins., 7s, 6d. ; 3-in . Electric
Bell, is. 9d . - Below .
Wanted. - Pocket Camera , Electrical Books, or
anything useful ; stamp for reply .-- Jas. BAILEY,
3 , Queen Street, Redcar.
Miscellaneous and Late .
Electro -plating Outfts. - Silver , from 58., with
instructions; also other metals. Everything for
Electro -plating supplied . Stamp for particulars.
-Works, IIA , Hatton Yard , Hatton Garden ;
Jas. POWELL, Electro-plater, & c.
Accumulator Plates.- Amateurs can " burn "
their own plates together by sending 29. 3d . for
one of Wright's Sets Lead Burning Materials ;
post paid ; full instructions.- WRIGHT, 92,Grenard
Road , Peckham .
Universal Gas Engines. - If you want reliable
Engines, then purchase the “ Universal." -- Below .
Universal Gas Engines, 5 , , 1,4, 1, 1 ), 2, and
3 b.h.-p. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Enginos, from 1 to 40
b.h.-p. ; highest quality. - Below .
Universal Oil Enginos, run with ordinary
paraffin oil, silent working, efficient, reliable .
Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine ; list fully illus
trated , three stamps ; don't hesitate. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oil Engine Castings ; prices
are rock bottom ; lists three stamps. --Below .
UniversalGas EngineCastings, I b.h..p ., 178. od.;
b.h.-p., 198. ; } b.h.-p., 39s . 6d . ; # 6.1.-P., 5os.
--Below ,
UniversalGas Engine Castings, I b.b.-P., 575,6d .,
If b.h.-P., £ 3 155. ; 2 b.h..p ., 64 58 ; quality un
surpassible —Below .
Universal Oil Engine Castings , b.h.-P., 18s.;
b.h.-p., 215. ; b.n.-p., 458.; b.h.-P., 555.
Below .
Universal Motor Co., St. James' Road, Derby
Catalogue tully illustrated , three stamps.---Above
3- Jaw Sell -centring Scroll Chucks, 2 -in . , 8s. 6d
- PINK : Heanor , Nottingham .
Flywheels, 5 ins. diameter, finished, in gun
metal, is . od . each.-G., 25, Lavender Gardens,
Battersea .
Wanted .-- Use of small Lathe with slide-rest
during evenings, near Camden Town . - Write for
particulars to TUCKER, 39, Camden Street, Cam
den Town.

Simple

May 12, 1904.

Four Steel Faceplate Dogs ; equals independent
Gas Engines, and 1 h.-P., Bench Drill, it- in .
Spindle , five Arc Lamps, from ios. to 4os. each ; chuck for ordinary work , suit 3 or 4 - in . lathe ; 59 ,
Schielle Blower for two fires : particulars stamp.
complete. --ALBERT SMITH, 4 , Lime Grove, Long
HARROP, 185, Rockingham Street, Sheffield .
eaton , Nottingham .
Twentieth Century Motor Company, Ltd., Padua
Sale. - Bench Lathe Compound- and T-Rests ,
Road, Penge, S.E. - Two Motor Bicycles at 11 Chucks, Tools, & c., £ 4 ; Pair of Slide-valve Cylin
each ; it h.-p. Petrol Engine (new ), 63 ros ; ders and Eccentrics, 6s. ; part finished Double
5 h.-p. Air -cooled 2- cylinder Decauville Engine cylinder Marine ; 4s. H. DUDLEY, 15, Salvin
(new ) £ 9 ; 6 h .- p : Water -cooled Engine, £ 7 ; Road , Putney.
Wanted , a scale model Traction Engine ; will
4 h.-p. Vertical high -speed Steam Engine (new )
£ 3 ; 3 h.-p. Stationary Steam Engine, £ 3 ; B and give in exchange it h.-p. Cycle Motor, complete
M Coil, zi ins. by 61 ins. by 3 ins., 148. ; 3-Speed with coil, accumulator, petrol tank, carburettor
at Flywheel, 155.; Flywheel
Benz car, and driving belt : also a Dynamo, 25 volts 3 amps.
155. ; Spoke-screwing Machine and Dies, 205. ; -K. H , 10, Tavistock Square, London , W.C.
Gas Engino, with gas bag and pipe, two 5- in.
Wheel-building Machine , I's. ; Acetylene Cycle
flywheels , 123. ; Lady's Bicycle, in good condition ,
Lamps (new ), 38.; Motor Cycle Oil Lamps, with
plates for numbers (new ), 3$. ; genuine F.N. 30s. ; Slide-valve Cylinder , 24 diameter, 2 ; stroke,
65.-J.. WOOLER, 131, Southfield Road , Acton
Carburettor, 208. ; 21 -h.-p. FloatFeed Carburettor Green
20$. ; Belt Punches (new ), is. 6d . ; Motor Cycle
Locomotive Model (unfinished), G.N.R.: built
Spring Seat Pillar, 5s, ; Machined Flywheels for
Petrol Engines, 64 ins. diameter (new ), 38 per from t Dunalastair castings by Model Manufac
pair ; new Silencers, 5d each ; new Spark Gaps, turning Company ; requires boiler, cylinder to
in glass tubes, 4d. each ; new Switch Handles , 38 . complete ; superior work, 555. ; bargain .- GOOD
per pair ; some Combustion Head Castings. WIN, 125, Elgin Road , Iford .
A Bargain . - Complete Set of Castings for hori
Cylinder Castings , & c., and many other things
very cheap. Write for our list . Goods (except zontal slide-valve engine, i in . by it in . cylinder ;
crosshead and connecting-rod finished ; piston
cars ) sent on approval through “ M.e." , or on
fitted with ring, 8s. 6d. - Below .
receipt of cash , if carriage paid both ways .
Launch Huli, 42 ins. long, 6- in . beam , 5 ins.
Diincultios Mastered for Model Engineers by
deep
; made from the solid block ; ros. 60. - Below
practical engineer ; quick , short answers, six
Horizontal Slide-valve Engine, 1 in . by it ins.
stamps. - T . JOHNSON, 147, Victoria Road , Sea
riston fitted with ring ; bed 10'ins. long; parallel
combe, Cheshire.
8 h.-p. Horizontal Steam Engine (new ) ; two guides ; photo two stamps ; new ; 185. 6d. ---Below .
Vertical Steam Bofler, riveted , to ins, high , 5 ins.
cylinders 2f-in. bore, 3f-in . stroke ; well lagged ;
link motion reversing, piston valves ; bedplate diameter ; waterway, firebox, and central flue ;
new
(without fittings), 155. ; suit above engine.
22 ins. by 16 ide. ; cost £ 25, take £6 . Also two
t-in . brass Feed Pump, five valves, silencer , it- in . J. HALLAM , Church Road , Broadstone , Dorset.
Blow Lamp, perfect order, 8s. ; also
Parafiin
Brampton chain ; offers requested ; Bicycle wanted .
Thompson Motor Drum Armature, with worm
-27, Ferris Road , East Dulwich .
gear,
6d.
8s.
; seen after 7.30 p.m.- CLIFFORD , 6A ,
If
bore,
2in.
stroke,
For Sale .- Launch Engine,
, Stoke Newington .
price 255. - Apply , 12, Baron's Court Road, W. Rectory Road
10- Volt Dynamo or Motor ; drum armature,
Kensington .
Powertul Horizontal Oscillating Engine, 1 in . by splendidly made, f1 ; Galvanometer or Linesman's
1os . ; 8-in . loose Headstock , 8s. ; MODEL
If ins. ; reversible , 6s. · small Water Motor, 28. 6d . Detector,
ENGINEERS, Nos . 21 to 71, 5s.6d. ; WOOD
-W . PICKING , 5 -in-?, Scotland Road , Liverpool.
I to 17, Is . 6d. ; 112 " Electricity," 55
Gas Engine (two flywheels ), belt, dynamo, cut WORKER,
Work, · The Motor," No. ! to date ; Elec
out lamps, switches, & c.; complete for lighting “tricit
y and Magnetism " by Silvanus Thompson ,
twelve 8 c.-p. lamps ; the whole in first-rate going 600 illustrations , ios. 6d., cost 318. All above
order ; low price for immediate sale. What cash
clean and post free .--Below .
offers ?-51, Maberley Road, Upper Norwood.
Dallmeyer Carte Portrait Lens, rack focussing ,
Wanted , Electric Light Plant, or Gent's Bike , with top ; perfect condition ; cost £6 ros. , sell or
in exchange for 2 h.-p. Motor Castings and Acces exchange for finished Cycle Motor ; particulars
sories .- Stamp and particulars to COOKE, Ivy . stamp. - 120 , Keighley Road, Colne.
dene, 120 , Peter's Avenue, Kettering .
Motor Bike, less engine, & c., Chater -Lea fittings,
plated rims, 2-in . Clipper Retiex tyres , belt rim ;
splendid condition ; seen any time ; cost £ 13 ;
writing to
When
best offer has it ; no exchange.-— Below .
if Petrol Motor Tank, coil, accumulator, com
this
Advertisers
in
offer has it ; no ex
best.--WHITTINGHAM
plete , fits above bike ;time
, 60 ,
change ; seen any
Chatsworth Road, Clapton .
Journal please men
For Sale. - Draper's Organette and 21 pieces of
Music , 12s ., or exchange.--37, Crawthew Grove,
East Dulwich .
Model
“ The
tion
Wanted , small Treadle Lathe, screw - cutting pre
ferred , and Accessories ; good condition essential,
cash. -GRAY , 25 , Drake Street, Barrow -in -Furness . Engineer ."

Mechanical

Working Models .
If you are as yet only a begitner in Model-making, this
book will be a very useful one for you.
It is practically a first course in Model-making , and gives
particulars of some simple, but interesting , working models,
which almost anyonewith a few tools at their disposal can make.
The Models will give satisfaction when completed, and,
though neither complicated nor difficult to make, serve as a
uelul introduction to the recessary skill in fitting required for
the production of more elaborate machines.
Price 6d. nett ; post free, 7d.
To be obtained from all Agents for The MODEL ENGINEER, O
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO .,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

We have prepared a new 16 -page List of the
latest books on Engineering, Electricity ,
Amateur Mechanics, and Woodworking.
This will be sent free to any address on
receipt of application , enclosing Stamp for
postage.
PERCIVAL MARSHALL

&

Co.,

26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.O.

May 12, 1904.
Lathes

The Model Engineer and Electrician ,
&

Lathework

Are Specially dealt with in Part 7
of

Metalworking
Edited by Paul N. HASLUOK .
This Part contains 64 double column
pages of matter, and upwards of 100
illustrations.

WORK .
All kinds of Mod ls made to customers' dimen
sions. Experimental work executed under most
strict confidence . Makers of Model Yachts, En
gines, and Boilers of all descriptions; Locomotives,
etc. Having no expensive show rooms, and up -to
date plant, enables us to give our cus-omers first
class workmanship at the lowest prices. -Note our
only address : A. J. MCDONALD & Co., Enginee's,
Electricians, etc., 55-57, Holmes Road ; No. 293,
Kentish Town Road, N.W. Nearest Stations :
Kentish Town (M.R.), and Kentish Town (N.L.R.)

ix .
AN

ENGINEERS'

LIBRARY
VOLUME

IV

Price, 6d. net ; post free, 72d.
OF

Consisting of 13 Vols. of Books on
the most praotical Engineering
subjects, for

THE

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited ,
LONDON ; and all Booksellers.
Universal Hack Saws
THE GLOBE BRAND .
Cut faster . Last longer. Cost no more .
Write for Catalogue. Post free.
THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
78-80, CITY ROAD, E.C., LONDON.

284 Pages .

Well Illustrated .

Cloth bound.

Containing

5 /- CASH DEPOSIT
And Ten further Monthly Payments
of 5 / - each .

TWELVE ISSUES, January
1st, 1901, to June 15th, 1901,

For full particulars of the above
unique offer, write to the -

3s. 6d. each ; post free , 3s. 10d.

PROMPT

SALES

are effected through an Advt. in

PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

our Sale and Exchange Column.
Give it a trial.

USEFUL

BOOKS

Co.,

Technical Publishing Co.,Ltd.,
287, Deansgate, Manchester,

26-29 , Poppin's Court,

and 359, STRAND ,

FLEET STREET, E.C.

ON

LONDON , W.C.

ELECTRICAL

s. d.
Electric Wiring , Fitting, switches, and Lamps. By W.
PERRIN MAYCOCK , M.I.C.E. Postage 4d .
6 0
Electrical Influence Machines. Their Historical Development,
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction . By J.
GRAY , B.Sc. Postage 3d.
4 6
Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H. E. HADLEY.
2
6
Postage 3d .
Electro-Motors. How Mide and How Used . A Handbook for
Amateurs and Practical Men . By S. R. BOTTONE. With 70
Illustrations. Third Edition. Revised and Enlarged . Postage 3d . 30
Electro -Plater's Handbook A Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Students. Second Edition . Revised and Enlarged , and an
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d.
3 0
Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs . Sixth Edi.
illustrations.
tion . 71
By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage 3d.
3 6
Wireless Telegraphy and Hortzian Waves. By S. R.
BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
3 0
The Dynamo: How Made and Used By S. R. BOTTONE.
2 6
Postage 3d .
Electrical Experiments . With 144 illustrations. By G. E.
BONNEY . Second Edition . Postage 3d.
2 6
Practical Electrical Measurements. An Introductory Course
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers. By
E. H. CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer
ing, Sheffield Technical School. With 56 illustrations.
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d.

SUBJECTS .

Induction Coils. A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers .
By G. E. BONNEY. With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
those wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With for
illustrations. Postage 3d.
Elementary Principles of Electric Lighting. By ALLAN A.
CAMPBELL SWINTON , Associate I.E.E. Third Edition . En .
larged and Revised With 16 illustrations. Crown 8vo . Cloth .
Postage ad .
KERR,
Wireless Telegraphy: Popularly explained by RICHARD
F.S.S., with Preface by W.H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S. Illustrated.
Postage ad . Paper is. Cloth .
Electric Light for Country Houses. A Practical Handbook
Par .
on the Erection and Running of Small Installations, with
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working . By J. H. KNIGHT.
Postage 2d.
How to Manage a Dynamo.. By S. R. BOTTONE. Second
Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated . Post 8vo. Cloth ,
..
pocket size. Postage ad .
Dynamos and Electric Motors. How to Make and Run Them .
By Paul N. HASLUCK . Illustrated . Postage ad
By FRANK
Dynamo Attendants and Their Dynamos
BROADBENT, M.I.E.E. Fourth Edition. Postage ad. ..
A Guide to Electric Lighting for Householders and
Amateurs. Fully Illustrated. By S. R. BOTTONE . Postage ad.
Intensity Coils : How Made and Used By DYER. Sixteenth
Edition . Postage ad .

Address all Orders for Books 10 %
The

Book

Department,

“

THE

MODEL

ENGINEER,”

26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street , LONDON , E.C.
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NUMBERS .

A few numbers of the
Early applloation for same should

issues mentioned below
be made.
The prioe is 2

are still in print.
d ., from all Agents

.

of " The Model Engineer," or 3d ., post free , from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
JULY 1, 1903
JANUARY 1, 1902.
A Model “ Willans" Central Valve Engine. (Illustated.)
The Model High Speed Steam Yacht Dorothy. [Illustrated.)
Two
Simple
Forms
of
Resistance.
. (Illustrated .]
Tools for Small Engineering Work.
How to Become an Electrical Engineer.
Two Useful Galvanometers, and How to Make Them . (Illustrated .)
How to Make a Lever Switch . (Illustrated .)
How to Demagnetise a Watch. [ Illustrated .]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design , Construction ,and Use (con.). (Illustrated. )
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S.R. Loco . [ Illustrated . ]
A Model First-Class Battleship , and How to Make It (con .). (Illustrated .
A Model Electric Locomotive. (Illustrated.]
JULY 15, 1902.
JANUARY 15 , 1902.
Two Model Steam Engines. (Illustrated. )
Hints on Building a Model Steam Pinnace. (Illustrated.)
Model Electric Railways on the “ Third Rail " System . ( Illustrated. ]
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S.R. Loco (continued). [Illustrated .)
How to Becomean Electrical Engineer (continued),
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
An Air Compressor for Driving Model Engines. (Illustrated . )
A Model Electric Locomotive (continued ). (Illustrated. ]
How to Set a Simple Slide-Valve. [Illustrated. )
A Model Electric Light and Power Plant. [Illustrated . ]
AUGUST 1, 1902.
How to Build a 1 h.-p.Water Motor. [Illustrated .]
A G.N.R. Locomotive Model, Built in America. [Illustrated . ]
How
to
Electrical
Become
Engineer (continued).
an
FEBRUARY 1, 1902 .
The Motor Bicycle: Its Design, Construction , and Use (con.). (Illustrated .)
An Easily Made Amateur's Bench Drill. [Illustrated.)
The Rating of Model Yachts. (Illustrated . )
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S.R. Locomotive (continued ). ( Illustrated .]
A New Departare in Wimshurst Machines.
M tor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ). (Illustrated .]
AUGUST 18, 1902.
A Sparking Dynamo for Gas Engine Service. [Illustrated.]
A Simple Model Steamer. (Illustrated.)
Tools for Small Engineering Work (continued).
Model Electric Railways on the Third Rail " System (con.). (Illustrated. )
FEBRUARY 15 , 1902.
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use ( con.). Illustrated. I
The Steam Turbine. (Illustrated.]
The First Locomotive ever Made in England . ( Illustrated. )
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued). [Illustrated .]
The Construction of an Electrical Indicator. Illustrated .]
A Model Electric River Launch . (Illustrated.j
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus. [Illustrated.]
Fittings for Model Yachts' Spars. ( Illustrated. ]
SEPTEMBER 1, 1902.
How to Make a Watch Screw Driver.
A Home-made Gramophone. (Illus-rated ]
Testing Small Engines and Boilers. (Illustrated. )
MARCH 1, 1902
The " Stuart" Compound Vertical Engine. ( Illostrated . )
How to Build a Model Steam Launch Hull. [Illustrated .]
Clockwork Model L.B. & S.C. Railway Locomotive. [Illustrated . )
The Steam Turbine ( continued). (Illustrated .]
Railway
Photograpby : Prize Competition Result. (Illustrated.]
Home-made Dry Cells : The Secrets of Success .
SEPTEMBER 15, 1902
A Simple Working Model Locomotive. [ Illustrated.).
SomeNotes on a Large Static Machine. (Illastrated. ]
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ).
Construction
of
an
"
Electrical
Indicator " (continued). ( Illustrated. )
MARCH 15 , 1902.
The Construction of " Dug Out" Model Yachts. ( Illustrated .]
A Model Traction Engine. [Illustrated. ]
A Useful Lathe Milling Appliance. ( Illustrated.]
The Hyde Park Model Steamer Explosion. [Illustrated .]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design Construction ,and Use (con .) (Illustrated. ]
The Construction of a Small Storage Cell. [ Illustrated. )
OCTOBER 1, 1902
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued ). [Illustrated .]
Small Power Water Motor. [ Illustrated . ]
A
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued). [ Illustrated.)
Marine
Engine.
Vertical
(Illustrated .)
Model
A
Engine and Boiler for a Fast Steam Launch. [Illustrated.]
The Construction of " Dug Out " Model Yachts (continged ) , (Illastrated . )
APRIL 1, 1902.
Construction
, and Use (con.). ( Illustrated. )
The Motor Bicycles Its Design,
Some Hints on Building a Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer. [Illustrated .]
A Model Electric Locomotive. [Illustrated. )
A Model Built-Up Horizontal Engine. Illustrated . ]
How to Make a Simple Voltmeter or Ammeter. [Illustrated. ]
Motor Cycles , and How to Construct Them (continued ) [Illustrated.]
How to Make Experimental ElectricalApparatus (continued ). ( Illustrated . ]
OCTOBER 16, 1902 .
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
An Invertible Electric Night-Light Set. [ Illustrated .)
A NeatModel Electric Launch . (Illustrated.)
Tramcar. (Illustrated . )
Electric
for
Model
Are
Trolley
APRIL 15, 1902.
The Running of Small Gas Engines .
How to Make a Powerful Bichromate Battery . [ Illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued).
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued). (Illustrated .]
A Visit to the Pitmaston Moor Green Model Railway. ( Illustrated. !
The Uses of Engineering Models. (Illustrated. ]
A 40 -ampère-hour Accumulator, and How to Make It. (Illustrated .]
Design for an Engine to Drive a Model Twin Screw Steamer. [Illustrated .]
NOVEMBER 1, 1902 .
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated .)
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use (con.) (Illustrated.]
MAY 1 , 1902.
How to Make a Spring Chuck . ( Illustrated |
The Model Screw Steamer Victoria. (Illustrated.]
Model Steam Travelling Crane. (Illustrated.]
The Construction of a 1-10th b.-p. Electro Motor. (Illustrated. )
Hints on Testing and Repairing Small Dynamos and Motors,
Hints for the Amateur Boiler Maker. [Illustrated.]
A Water-Regulating Resistance for a r-in , to z-in. Spark Coil ( Illastrated . ]
Mr. T. Smithie's Model Express Locomotive " Don . (Illustrated.]
The Uses of Engineering Models (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
Device for Winding Springs (Illustrated )
Design for a Miniature Model Yacht. [ Illustrated. ]
NOVEMBER 15 , 1902
A Model Clockwork Railway. (Illustrated.]
Some Notes on the Construction of a Model Electric Locomotive ( Illust. )
MAY 15 , 1902
The Motor Bicycle: Its Design, Construction , and Use (con.) (Illastrated. /
An Electro Motor and How to Make It. [Illustrated .)
A Lathe from Scrap." ( Illustrated. )
A New Design ofModel Tank Locomotive. ( Illustrated . ]
The Construction of a Demagnetiser. (Illustrated .)
How to Make Permanent and Electro Magnets. [Illustrated .]
A Gas Battery. -( Illustrated.]
Design for a Model Launch Engine. [Illustrated .
A
Novel Electric Clock. ( Illustrated.)
An Amateur's Compact Workshop. (Illustrated.]
DECEMBER 1, 1902
JUNE 1, 1902
A Cheap Model Locomotive. (Illustrated .)
A Model Torpedo-Boat Destroyer. ( Illustrated.)
An Acetylene Generator and Reservoir. [Illustrated .]
Automatic Electrical Alarm Clocks. (Illustrated .)
A New Design of Model Tank Locomotive (continued ). [Illustrated.]
Models Madewithout a Lathe : An Electro Motor. [Illustrated.]
Original Design for 750-watt Direct.Coupled High -Speed Steam Engine and
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction , and Use.
Dynamo. (Illustrated.).
How to Make Permanent and Electro Magnets (continued ). (Illustrated .)
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use (con.) (Illustrated .)
A Small Power Vertical Engine. (Illustrated . ]
DECEMBER 15 , 1902.
How to Mako a Power Fretsaw . (Illastrated . )
JUNE 15, 1902.
Model
Yachts
and
Y.R.A.
Rulea (Illustrated. )
A Model Travelling Steam Crane. ( Illustrated . ]
A Compact Model Electric Railway. (Illustrated.]
A Model First-class Battleship, and How to Make It. [Illustrated .)
Original
Design
for
750-watt
Direct-Coupled High -Speed Steam Engine and
How to Build a Model Four-pole Electro Motor. (Illustrated .]
Dynamo continued ) (Illustrated . I
The Model Twin -screw Steamer Duke of York . (illustrated.)
A
Multipolar
Dynamo
for
Direct
Driving . ( Illustrated .)
A Handy Vice. (Illustrated.)
A Year's Running of a Steam Car.
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AND

EXCHANGE .

Private Advertiseinents are insated in this
column at the rate of 6d. 101 the first 18 words of
less, and id. per 3 mordstsafter.
this
I rade Advertisemen
inserted
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
less, and id. per word after .
Single letters or figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
inser's name and address is charged for .
Advertisements in this column must be prepard ,
and remittances should be made by Postal
Orders
of Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS .
Ail Advertisements must be received by Arst
post on the SATURDAY procoding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number.
Our Deposit System .
Notico. - As we cannot accept any responsto
bility 101 tha bona- fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend whose who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainies , to adopt the Deposit System explained
belor
.
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Deposilor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way. The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and acccpled .
In adduion to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
6d for the sums of £ 1 and under , and 1s . for amounts
in excess of £ 1, lo cover postage, & c., must be re
mutted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29. Poppin's Court, Fleet Street ,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 2s . Bd .
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
04 by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order ,
# should be made payable to the Advertise of the
gouds.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value
the article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articles themselves .

Trade.
“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 3s. rod . each , tree. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Sale.-E. POUTEAU , 231A, Gray's lng
Road London
Free. -Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address , also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD , Snow Hill, London .
Petrol Enginos and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices, post free id.- JAMES B. LIVESEY, North
gate, Blackburn .
Send Us Particulars of the Tools or Machinery
you require , and we will quote you a Price that
wi.1 Surprise you .-- COLEMAN & Co., Southend .
Assortod Eloctro - Magnets out of Telegraph
Apparatus, & c., in parcels of 7 lbs., 38. 6d., carriage
paid ; Wire very useful for instrument making,
second -hand Galvanometers , 38. 6d . and 5s. 6d .
Tons of other apparatus ; list stamp. - SAM
MIDDLETON , Faraday House, 179, Camden Grove
North , Peckham , S.É.
Cyclos ! Cycles ! |-Frames , fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied ; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
BROS. 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lisbed 1889.

iii.

Twonty -three of Colo's Reliable Handbooks,
Whitney's Model Launch Enginos are excellent
value : bore from 178. 6d .; f boce from 255.
bound in one volume cloth , 38. ed ., carriage paid ,
or separately as below .
Masy distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d . ; b.-P., 173. 6d. :
.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass Founding.–
Brass , Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build
b.-D., 30s. Castings, 38., 5., 9s. 6d. Cheapest
form
of power for light work.- WHITNEY .
Small Furnace ," post free, 6d.
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
, silver plated : in . to centre, is. 9d .;
teed
platinum
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free , 6d .
1 in ., 2s. 3d.; it ins., 2s. 60.; if ins., 28. 9d. ;
Blacksmithing.-- " How to Forge and Weld
14 ins., 38. All other materials in stock. - WHITNEY.
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d.
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 21 ins.
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and cold ), trom
inside, is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams: post
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, ed . ; negative, 7d. each ;
free, 6d .
Grids, 5d . ; Terminals, 3d . Excellent value.
“ Grinding and Sotting Edge Tools," trom a WHITNEY .
Telephono Receivors, with Compound Magnets
razor to an axe, with diagrams'; post free, 6d .
in ebonite cases ; cost ros. 6d. ; only 3s. 3d ., post
“ Metal, Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
free . Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id ., post
Tubes, Gas , and Steam Piping ; 6d .
free. Every one tested. - WHITNEY.
“ Temporing Steel Tools," Annealing and Case
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
Hardening, 6d .
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
“ Sheet Motal Working," with Hand Tools ;
patterns, all beautifully finished .
diagrams, ad .
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ins., Is. 2d .;6 by it ins.,
" Wipe Joints in Load Water Plpos," Solderod
18. 8d . ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d. ; 6 by 2} ins., 45. 6d . :
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
6
31 ins., 58. 3d. ; 6 by 4 ins., 55. ed. 8 by 4 ins ,
by
“ Metal Scrowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw .
73. dozen packed . - WHITNEY.
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps : diagrams,
Battery
Zines for above, 25., 38., 45., 6s. 9d.,
6d .
75. 9d ., 8s. ed., ros. 9d ., 13s. 6d . dozen . Fuller
" Metal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
pattern
,
75.
od ., gs. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
diagrams, 6d .
in many sizes. - WHITNEY .
« Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Rails for Model Railways. - Correct section ,
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d .
28. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
“ How to Solder Gold , silver , Aluminium , Brass,
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., is . 9d. ;
& c. The
Brazing
"
:
3d.
1} ins., 2s. 1od . dozen, post free. - WHITNEY.
Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
Why keep good_ apparatus that is no longer
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
“ Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
something
that you want.
Making Bells and Batteries " : diagrams, 6d.
Whitnoylor Now and Second-hand Dynamos,
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ; Engines,
Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
with Polish Recipes : 60.
, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass, Machines
Please state exact requirements.
& c. Ceinent Recipes : od .
Whitney
, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
“ Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
Road, London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
on a small Scale : 6d .
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchanged. Estab
“ Bookbinding Without Special Tools," Gold
lished over quarter of a century.
Lettering, & c.; 6d .
Smith's Watør Motor, 1 to 10 h.-p., from tap ; also
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of Pumps,
Rams, Oil Engines, Belting, etc.- Below .
Designs ; the law clearly explained : 6d .
Smith's Vapour Lamps, give 1,500 C--Po, for id.
“ Cycle Brazing," 4d. : “ Cycle Enamelling,"
Bridlington.
-Works,
6d . ; * Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
The “ E. E. Co." of Ivy Lane,
Roadside," 6d.
goods
outlar and wide.
Send
Any Threo Above Books, is. ; any six, 1s. 7d. ;
Impress the name upon your brain ,
eight or more, 3d. each , all post free.
Till
you
these
goods have tried .
" Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hints
Marvel Telephone, 16s. ; Economic Motor, 25.;
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d .
Bell
Pushes,
soft
wood
, 3d. each , .2s. 3d. dozen .
M. Cole, 194,Australian
Burton Road,
West Didsbury ,
Special ! Special ! - Electric Bells, polished
Wholesale
Manchester.
Agents :
bell ; is . 6d. each .
reliable
gong,
2t
case,
wood
Robertsons.'
Orders Executed by return ; no waiting : illus
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
Bells, Batteries ,
of
Electric
lists
price
trated
the construction of Lathes. X
etc., and all Electrical Appliances , post free, 2d .
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
Economic Electric Co., 14 , Ivy Lane, London ,
American , with a chapter on
How to Testa Lathe : giving a practical E.C.
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels, Turbines , Hy .
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to la the users.
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors ,
Sent free on receipt ofpenny stamp for postage ; and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Motor
lists, id. Complete Sets of Perfect Castings.
foreign readers post free.
-PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury. Hereford
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
sbire.
on machinery is in force. - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .
Gas Engines, $ and 1 h.-P., Bench Drill, it-in
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials . - Watches,
Spindle , five Arc Lamps, from ros. to 4os. each ;
Schielle Blower for two fires : particulars stamp.
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
HARROP, 185, Rockingham Street, Shefheld .
tions, 6d. post free. - The MORRIS Cohen Co., LTD .,
132, Kirkgate, Leeds.
“ Model Engineer." - Wanted, Vol. I, bound or
unbound ; must be clean and perfect ; lowest
Gas and Steam Enginos, Lathes , Fans, rough or
price. - SMALL, Bookseller, 3 , Howard Street
finished ; list 20. - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Edinburgh .
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
The Boiler for the Workshop.- Bolsover Bros.'
tor model engineers. - KING & COMPANY, below .
design Flash Boiler . No water gauge to
latest
Writ
e
Electrical. Novelties and all sundries.
watch ; no danger of explosion ; steam raised to
for lists, free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY,
full working pressure in three minutes. Splendid
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge , Bristol.
Steamers ; develops 4 h.-P. complete with Paraffin
Givon Away !-- Combined Electric Pocket Lamp
Burner, £ 10. Contractors to the Admiralty.and Magic Lantern , to introduce the quality of Oil
BOLSOVER Bros., Ltd., Eaglescliffe , Co. Durham .
our goods ; profusely illustrated list of Electrical
Dry Cells, is. 9d . each , post free.- ELECTRON
and MechanicalGoods ; itd . - Below .
COMPANY, 33, Achilles Road , N.W.
£ 7 10s. Perfect Portable Typewriters ; limited
number ; 63 3s. each. Gramophones, Zonophones,
Electro -plating Outats. - Silver, from ss., with
instructions ; also other metals. Everything for
Graph ophones, Disc Records, Is. each ; Reso
supplied . Stamp for particula's.
nant Needles, 6d. 200, 25. per 1000 ; wonderful, Electro-plating
-Works, 11A, Hatton Yard Hatton Garden ,
results ; cheapest house in the trade ; state
London : Jas. POWELL, Electro-plater, & c.
requirements.-- SUTER , Electrician and Magu
facturers' Agent, Wood Green , London , N.
Armstrong's Accumulators and Electrical
Vulcanlsor for Cyclo Pneumatic Tyros ; perfect Manufactures.-- Special lines and designs illus.
trated this issue ; look it up immediately.
order ; £ 2 25. - WHATLEY , Barton Street, Bath .
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Continued from page to .)
For Salo . - Dynamo, about 24 C.-P. ; bargain
Ios. 6d.-W. Cutts, 20 , Oxford Street, Ripley,
Derby .
8-1t. 6 -in . Launch Hull ; pla te built ; shaft and
propeller ; fitted weight it lbs.; very fine
design. Also at centre lathe, back gear ; comp.
rest, wants slight repair ; maker, Holmes. Also
No. 2 Aetna blow -lamp ; almost new ; all going
cheap.-- W , BLANEY , 83, White Horse Street,
Stepney, E.
Wanted.--Small Water Gauge with Cocks ; also
Cycle Chain , fin. pitch by 3-16ths in . wide ; must
be nearly new and unstretched . Will exchange
Telephone Watch Receivers.- E . MEERS, 3, Sion
Hill, Ramsgate.
2 h.-p. Motor Cycle, condition as new ; F.N ;
carburettor, Lincona belt ; £ 16 . 21 h.-p. Simms
Motor Cycle Set, complete : £ 6 , or exchange for
Screw -cutting Lathe 'or Planing Machine. F.
MECKLENBURG , London Road, Hounslow .
Salo .— Vertical Boiler, 12 by 6 , water space
round firebox, 6 by 5 ; blow -off and test taps ; all
rivoted ; 173. 6d . ; letters only -F. ROBINSON , C/O
Scott , British Museu n , London , W.C.
For Salo - t-in. Britannia Co.'s Slido-rest ( al
Most new ); 3- in . Cushman Chuck ,with 2 sets Jaws;
set 2 -in . Bench Lathe Castings ; small Stock and
Dies with taps ; Sciew -plate with taps.---Offers to
B ," 11, Clyde Road . Harlesden ,N.W.
Sale. - Bike Motor, ifth -p ., compression perfect,
take sos. quick sale ; also Combined Lathe and
Fretsaw , 208.; 4 -volt Celluloid Accumulator, 8s.
ALBERT, Jeweller, Woodford Groen , Essex .
Advertiser Giving up Workshop.-- 4-in . back
geared Lathe (overhead ), 65 ros.; heavy Gear
cutting Machine, completo, £ 10 ; 41-in . Cushman
Chuck , with backplate , 28s.; large Smith's pear
shaped Bellows, 18s.; Sledge-hammers , Pulleys ,
Shafting, Drills, Taps, one gross assorted Files
(new ), and sundries ; state requirements ; stamp
for reply .--- BRACE , 6 , Ladywell Road , Lewisham ,
London .
1 h.-p. New Gas Engine (bag complete) ; guar .
anteed first-class worker, £ 3 Ios.-H. PESTELL,
Haywards Heath , Sussex .
Bench Lathe, high -class, 3-in. centre back
geared gap-bed , sliding saddle, slide-rest ; cheap.
Mr. STAMP, 75, Monument Road , Birmingham .
Will Give o to go Voltmeter for Developer,
Spring Dumbells , or Revolver.- " MOTOR ," 25,
Church Terrace , Heavitree.
For Sale, a lot of small Whitworth , Gas, and
Square-thread Taps ; one doz. new Files, Ratchet
Brace, three Surface Plates (machined ) ; MODEL
ENGINEERS for 1902 and 3 ; all cheap.-- EDWARDS,
1, Cundy Street, Walkley, Sheffield .
Wanted, Hot-air Engine, Robinson's 5t-in.
working cylinder. - J . DICKSON, 37 , Spring Gar
dens, Edinburgh.
Locomotive, unfinished , scale model, 4t- in .
gauge, 555. ; also Steel Rails and Chairs, 88.
GOODWIN , 125, Elgin Road, Ilford .
Exchange 2 h.-p. Boiler for Gas Engine and
Dynamo, or exchange Boiler and Cycle for Motor
Cycle. - GODFREY, New Baslboro', Chesterfield .
For Sale, good it h.-p. Gas Engine; tank ,
silencer, and all fittings; in splendid running order ,
£ 15 ; or would exchange for Screw -cutting Lathe
or smaller power Gas Engine ; would take Tools or
Models part payment.-- G . DANN , 2, Hillgrove
Street , Stokes Croft, Bristol.
For Sale. - Castings for 30 C -p . Model Man
chester Dynamo, two coils of wire for winding
same ; 4 -volt Accumulator, in good working con
dition ; two reels of fine Cotton and Silk -covereri
copper Wi'e; small Quantity oi Electric Bell Wire ,
& c. ; price, 155. the lot (cost over double ).
DAVIES, 44, Dane Street, Nottingham .
For Sale. - First two years unbound numbers of
" The Young Engineer," latterly known as " The
Engineering World ; cost ios., offered at 45. ; also
number of copies of THE MODEL ENGINEER AND
ELECTRICIAN ; particulars and price on receipt of
postcard.-- DAVIES , 44, Dane Street, Nottingham .
Sale or Exchange.
h.-p. Oil Engine, perfect
condition , two heavy flywheels, fitted with tube
ignition , piping, lamp, wheel and needle valves ;
also Electrical Ignition , with coil, plug , and
2-4-volt accumulators, dynamo, lamps, holders ,
shades nd wire ; £ 10. Wanted 1 to it hurse
Gas or Oil Engine in good condition .- FREEMAN,
40, Spencer Street, St. Alba's.

£16 for Unfnished Steam Car in working order ,
new copper tubes , boiler, pair splendid reversing
engines, all fittings, two speeds, free engines,
wheel steering, wood wheels, strong angle iron
framing , rough body on to carry two back two
front ; will pull 20 cwt. ; suitable for light dray.442, Stanifort'i Road, Attercliffe , Sheffield .
15 b.-P. Steam Car Engine and Flash Boiler
and Pump ; works 300 lbs.; never fixed ; piston
valves ; compact (cost [ 60 ) ; £ 25 ; offers.
WANNOP , Lesmahagow .
For Sale ; Cheap:-Gas Engine, complete, it by
21 ; one Loco and one Launch Boiler , riveted
by i cylinder, connecting-rod and eccentric , and
small Shocking Coil ; particulars stamp. - G.
WESTLAKE , 48, Camberwell New Road, London ,
S.E.
Very Powerful 4 -volt Motor, ring armature .
Tylor's “ Tit-Bit " Camera, cost 30s. Quantity of
Phonograph Records and Blanks. Small Dynamo,
etc. - Below .
Wanted, or t-plate Camera ( stand ), Phono
graph , or offers.- O . READ , 26, Westwick Gardens,
London , W.
Salo or Exchango. - 800 -watt Dynamo, 63 tos .
Want Accumulator Coil Carburettor, Tank Oil
Pump, Belt, 26 ins. by z ins. Tyres.- 41, Prospect
Street, Caversham , Oxon .
Drilling Machine ( Nurse & Co.), weighs 80 lbs. ;
cost6os., sell 358., or exchange for Tools.- H.C .
ALLDRIDGE, 68 , Clonmel Road , Fulham .
Wanted.-- Canoe oc light Skiff, etc., river use ;
cheap for cash. - DARNELL, 19. Park Avenue,
Prince's Avenue, Hull.
Two Gent's Cycles, 505. and 6os., 65 the two ;
Hot-air Engine, 2 ; . ; Model Cutter Yacht 2 ft.,
5 . ; smaller hull, zs.; 7 by 5 Kodak Album , cloth
gilt, hold 48 ; offers. — VENNING, 75, Lady
Řoad, N.W.
Exchange.- Horizontal Steam Engine (less boller )
It- in . bore, 3 -in . stroke, and part cash, for a Model
Loco . - CAWLEY, Broomfield Road, Coventry.
Small Quantity of Useful Motor Accessories ;
no us: to owner ; cheap.--BUILDER, 175, Oxford
Street, Stepney, London .
Sale.- 10-volt, 7-amp. Dynamo ; perfect con
dition ; £2. Copper Riveted Boiler, 13 ins. by 7;
£ 1, with lamp.-W.B. ALLEN , Bversholt, Shoot
up-Hill, Brondesbury .
Crypto Dynamo for Sale ; 30 volts, 5 amps. ;
ch rging ; nearly new ; splendid condition ;
£ 4 ios. ; approval ; deposit (M.E. systern ).-STRUGNELL,Walton , Aylesbury.
Telephones. - One pair, nearly new , complete ;
cost £ 4 ; 3os. Six Ring Magnet Receivers , wall
bracket and induction coil for same, ros. Twist
Drills , one set bo, new , IOS. Cushman Chuck,
4 ins., second-hand, 6s. - Henty, 69, Offord Road ,
Barnsbury, London , N.
For Salo.-- " Pecto " No. 1 Folding Camera,
t-plate (never used), three double dark slides, 215.
Young Australian Parrot, in handsome cage , good
talker and whistler, 158. 6d . Also Banjo, nearly
new , 5 , 6 , or 7 strings, brass hoop, inlaid mahogany
finger-board, bargain , 12s. 6d.; or lot, 455.60.-C.
SCOTNEY, Jun., Sawtry, Peterborough ,
Foot Motor lor Lathe, 55.6d .; Sewing Machine
Stand, 35. 6d .; would exchange for Rifle. - Chew ,
49, Hulton St.,Manchester, S.W.
Loco . and Tender ; L.S.W.R. castings ; t-in .
scale ; wheels , frames, cylinden , axles, spring
buffer's , etc.; finished : 2t- in , gauge ; over 90
parts , 258.; barg in .-- Below .
Also, English Mechanicnumbers from Jan. Ist
1901, to July 1902 ; 83 nu nbers ; 10 parts
Electricity to Man , 15 numbers. MODEL ENGINEER,
last issue; ; coloured plate ; accept 8s.-W. HUR
LOCK , Jnr., 66, Walworth Road, London ,
For Sale or Exchange, I b . p .Gas Engine; com
plete ; sos , cos: 65. Wanted , Dynamo, 20
volts., or high speed Steam Engine. - H . SMITH ,
Callis Cottage . Cold -overton Road , Oakham .
2-In . Sell-CentringChuck ; perfect (rder ; nearly
now ; sell 8s.; cash only.-- SMITH , 20 , Cla cham
Street , Radford , Notting am .
Sale. - Bench Lathe, 3 ins. centro, 30 ins. bed,
Lospoods;
ndon . what offers2-5, Chisen balo Road, Bow ,
“ Model Engineer," Nos. 10 to 156 ; " English
Mechanic," Nos . 1,790 to 2,040, and 60 earlier.
Below .
American Locomotive, splendid blue print, 1 size ;
offers or exchange Tools ; particulars, stamp.
DAVISON , 182, Marylebone Road, London .
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Portmanteau, black, 18 las. long, hardly soiled ,
$s. Shocking Coil, Primary and Secondary, 21 .
(cost 4s. 6d.). Electric Bell, dry battery , 30 feet
wire , push complete : 25. 60.- KENT, 53, Cock
burn Street, Liverpool.
Sale or Exchange.--Splendid Clockwork Engine
and Carriages . Also Horizontal Engine and
Boiler ; 5 ins. by 10 ins. ; £iss . (cost over £ 3 ).
W. H.GIBBS, West Leigh, Loughborough .
Exchange. - 140 MODEL ENGINEERS (in good con
dition) for Hand or Stand Camera , or Cash.-J.
SMITH , CO McKeon, 12 , Blderslie Street, Glasgow .
Vory Cheap .- 12 volt 40 amp. hour Accumulator,
358.; 4 ins. centre Lathe, tos.6d.; Violin , ros.;
Phonograph, to records, ros. 6d. - RODDING , Box
bridge Road , Newark , Notts.
Hall horse- power Gas Engine, in new condition :
Otto Cycle, tube ignition, water cooled ; cheap. Particulars, SOAR, 85,Grove Road, Bow
Exchango tplate Stand Camera Lancaster's
Lens), waterproof case, tripod ; Brr.wnie Camera
and Finder : was ing tank and rack, scales , dishes,
squeezee , for 80 120 watt Dynamo, or offer ; par.
ticulars, stamp ; seen hy anpointment. - WOODALL,
52, Oldse.d Road, Stoke Newington .
Lady's Cycle, plated rims, good condition , 955.;
whole-plate Camera, RR. lens, 2 slides, T.P.
shutter turntable, stand , case, 855.; t-plate
Camera Outfit (suit beginner ), 358. : 2 small Bench
Drilling Machines, 358.; small Screwpla'es and
Dies, Soldering Lamp, small Foot Bellows, Anneal
ing Furnace by Fletcher , set of Telephone Instru
ments, 21- in . bore Horizontal Engine Cash offers
requested , or exchange Screw -cutting Lathe or
Motor Cycle.--75, East Road,West Ham , B.
Miscellaneous and Late .
Twontieth Century Motor Co., Ltd., Padua
Road, Penge, S.E.- Several Roubeau Spray
Carburettors , 55., 6s., and 75. each , some new ;
A.G. Spray Carburettor , 6s. ; 24 h.-p. Float- feed
Spray Carburettor, 208.; Back Axle for light
Voiturette , ball bearings , two large phosphor
bronze gear wheels, differential, two brake drums
and hubs (new ), 30 $. ; three Front Axles for light
voiturettes, 258., 15., 1os. ; Steering Column for
light car (new ), 308. ; Small Radiator, 6s. ; two
chamber Silencers, 24-in . diameter by 5t ins.,
Is. 6d. ; Phosphor -bronze Tricycle Gear Wheels ,
new , 102 and ioo teeth , 78. each ; Foot Pump for
motor tyres, 6s. Many other things very cheap.
Write for our list or call at our Works. Our
goods (except cars) can be sent on approval
through " M.E." if carriage paid both ways. Re
pairs to engines, cars, and motor cycles, & c. ;
engine', & c., built to orde .
Three Best B -oks cent for Is. Id. each , post
fre : “ The Motor Bicycle,". “ The Workman's
Cycle Builder," and " Fitters' and Turners' Con
panion," from Geo . HARRISON (M ) 45, Rupert
Street, Nottingham .
Exchange.- Vertical Slide-valve Steam Engine,
1 h.-p., for small Lathe. - H . Shaw , 8 , Albion
Place, Northampton .
Black Red Game Bantams, three hens and cock ,
splendid birds ; exchange Fretwork Machine ,
anything Mechanical, Electrical, or Books, or
sell. - DEIGHTON , Park View , Barnsley.
Finished 6 -in . Slotted Faceplate, with angleplate
attached , tapped
in .,, 4s . 3d . ; Bench Drill ,
admits 12-in., drills to t in ., 278. 6 .; Massive
buffing and grinding Headstock , 12- in . centres
(cost over £ 3 1os.), good condition , 175. 6d.;
portable Treadle Motion , 18-in . belt, sell 255.
( cost £2 2s.) ; never used ; photo sent. — ALBERT
SMITH , 4, LimeGrove, Longeaton , Notts .
Whole-plate Camera , with two dark slides and
stand (cost £ 10 ) ; sell £ 3 or nearest offer.--Smith ,
408A , Stoney Stanton Road , Coventry .
Bargains.---32 C.-P. Shunt Dynamo, drum
armature, splendid for lighting or charging, 2os.
Electric Motor and Ventilating Fan , tos. ; power
ful Boat Motor, 75. ; plated Gramaphone, com
plete , 12s. ; seveni assorted Records, 48.; the lot
50s.--GLENDINNING , Kirkinner Place, Bridge-of
Weir.
Practical Lessons in Metal Turning. ' - All
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
ald being well w th
outlay. Price 2s. 3d .
post free , from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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List
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Other

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

60, Brook St., C.-on-M., MANCHESTER .

COMPANY,
Established 1890.
Contractors to H.M.Governmont.

two Stamps for our 44- page Wustrated List and Supple
send of
" should
Engineerand
the " Model
RoaderIt ofcontains
Everymont.
partioulars
Illustrations
Everything Electrical at Bottom
Prices
ELECTRIC BELLS
...
from 1/3 each .
...
PUSHES
3d .
BELL WIRE
3d. per doz. yds.
ELECTRO -MOTORS
2/6 each .
LAMPS
8d .
DYNAMOS
9 6
TERMINALS
1 %2d . per pair.
...
3/3 each .
MEDICAL COILS
The “ CLARION " Bell.
...
8d .
BATTERIES
)
POSTAGE EXTRA .
Loud -Ringing Electric Bell,
splendidly made, with
Our List is invaluable to al Interested in Electrielty, and is the most comploto issued.
24 Gong ... 113 each . UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60 , Brook Street,
... 14 )
23
Please note only Address
C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER .
o
1/6

Foot

JASPER REDFERN , LTD .,
SHEFFIELD ,
FOR
MODEL ENGINES & FITTINGS .
Forgings in steel or iron. Castings in steel, iron ,
or brass, to customers' own patterns. High-class
Lathes from 30s. Electrical and Scientific Ap
paratus, etc.
CATALOGUE, POST FREE , 4 STAMPS.

Power
“

Star "

Lathes

Are high grade screw -cutting engine la.hes , 41
and 51 inch centres,made to supply the demand
for a foot power lathe containing the desirable
features of the best power lathes and equal to
any precision lathe for accuracy . A large
number , are also used with countershaft for
light machine-shop and tool-room service.
Ask for Catalog " B," giving uetailed in
formation .

LATEES
PLAIN AND SCREW -CUTTING .
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
PACE & ANGLE PLATES .
Bright Mild and Tool Steel.
Lists, 2d. postage.
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, ENGINEER'S
35 & 35A , Clerkenwell Rd.,London , E.C.

THE SENECA FALLS MFG . CO.,
560 Water Street
(72)
Soneca Falls, N. Y., U. S. A.

THE

SMALLEST ON
N1%

The No. 144 Inside Micrometer, here shown,will takemeasurements
by 1000ths of an inch . from 1 % Ins. to 12 ins., and by having extra
5 -in . rods, larger measurements can be taken .
It is well male, nicely finished, and guaranteed accurate.
Can be had in Morocco case if desired ,

.IN
1/2

.
TIN

Suvera
TCHOUPS WE

EARTH .

I.2N

C.W.Burton,Griffiths& Co.

,
5IN

LUDGATE

GLASGOW

SQUARE ,

LUDGATE

HILL ,

DEPOT :

59 , FINNIESTON

STREET .

LONDON , E.C.

.
x
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THE

" OSTER ”

PATENT

ENGINEERS '

STOCKS

AND

ENGLISH (WHITWORTH

THREAD ).

FOR

THREADING

BOLTS

THE Stocks are made of the highest grade of material, and the Dies of the
best special tool steel.
The Dies and Guides are self-centring, and are operated by cams, each
independent of the other.
One set ofGuides adjusts each tool to all sizes it will work, insuring a
perfect centre of the work to the Dies , and a thread in true alignment to pipe
or rod.
The Setting Device is a Fulcrum Clamp, quickly and easily set, and
released WITHOUT RUNNING BACK OVER THE FINISHED THREADS.
The Dies are adjustable to variations in nuts, and are easily removed and
sharpened on a grindstone, without drawing the temper . They make a full
and finished thread at one cut, and when set are as rigid as solid dies .
A Patent Stop or Gauge regulates the size ; by means of this Gauge
accurate duplicate threads can always be cut. No other make of tools has
this essential feature .

THE

Glasgow Office :
9 , HOWARD

for

Catalogue

No.

109 ,

DIES .
AND

RODS.

THE LATEST AND BEST
THE OSTER PATENT
ADJUSTABLE DIE STOCKS
NO TURNING BACK OVER THREADS
NO "SKILL REQUIRED .

PERFECT THREADS AT ONE CUT AS STRAIGHT
AND UNIF ORMAS CAN BE MADE ON A LATHE
Ask your Tool Dealer for ' OSTER '
Stocks and Dies, and insist on
having the genuine.

The " OSTER " Tools CUT the Thread , they do not bruise it out.

Write

1904 .

post

FAIRBANKS

free.

COMPANY ,

ST.
78-80 , CITY

Advertisers

in

this

Journal please men
6 The
tion
Model

ROAD , LONDON ,

MODEL LOCOMOTIVES
made to scalo and painted in their real colours .
NOW READY.
G.W.R. Record
Record Breaker, " City of Bath ," with
G.W.R.
tapered boiler. L.S.W.R. 398, latest 6 -ft. coup led ,
double bogie tender . M.R. 2789. 4 -coupled, 6-ft.
9 in .wheels, bogie tender. Caledon ian Ry.No. 50,
" Sir James Thompson."
Al above models are 4s. 6d . oach, or 7s . 9d. per
palr, painted, etc., post free. Write
47, Birkbeck
8. STAPLEY , Mansions, Hornsey, London, N.

E.C.

StickeesITIF
THE STUFF TO STICK
O
MENDS ...Co se Me , EVERYTHING
bores
de
Sodetal
should
.
whou
be
No household
Brush codedwheach of dealerserywhere
Sala Mas lauren
STANLEY TEAST & CO LTD LONDON

Engineer ."
HERCULES MOTORS .
1904 Featherweight Motor Equipment, 2 h.p., to fit
your present Roadster, £ 10 10s. 12 months' guarantee .
2h.p. Components, £ 3 178. 6d . Castings & Drawings, 258.
Hercules 5 h.p. Twin Cylinder Motor, £ 14 . Castings
and Drawings, £ 3 18s.
Hercules Water- cooled Car Motors, 4 h.p., 212 ; 6 h.p.,
동
£ 16 10s. ; 12 h.p., £ 32 ; 24 h.p., £60.
문
176
Hercules Launch Motors from 14 h.p.
Hercules Renowned Gas and Oil Engines from 7 to
READ THESE -VALUE FOR MONEY
24 h.p. 12 inonths' guarantee.
Whatever you want in the Motor line we can supply you . Any
We receive Testimonials daily . Not one asked for. Our goods recom .
men ! themselves. “ Sir, I settle my little order for Lathe with thanks.
odd size Pistons, Pislon-rings, Cylinders, Flywheels, Crank
I find it alri ht. and hope to place an order with you for a higher class tool
cases,etc. Delivery atsharp notice. InterestingCatalogue, 4d.
before long.-G. P., Walsall." " Dear Sirs , - Ihave received the Lathe just
Speciality - F.D. Werner's converted to rear-drive, and made
before the holidays, and am very well pleased with it.-W. E. C., High
Wycombe.” “ Dear Sirs, -I_have .eceived the 175. 6d . Lathe, and am
up to date, Spray Carburettor, etc. ; excellent results, £ 4 15s.
highly pleased with it.-P. F.C., Molesey ." “ Dear Sirs, -Your Lathe
Delivery back 3 days. Several already done.
which you sentme some time ago is now in good working order, and I must
YOU KNOW MY PLACE
say I am very well pleased with it.-J. B., London .' We cou.d fill the
whole issue with such . Common sense must tell you that the above Lathe is
HENRY BUTLER , WhistonSareeWorks,
the best value obtainable in England. Just send for Katalog, 4 stamps, and
learn all about it. Wewill announce winner of grinder competition shortly
When dealing with strangers, protect yourself
by using our DÉPOSIT SYSTEM
Engineers,
S. HOLMES & CO .,
BRADFORD .
Full particulars on page iii.

--

--
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Twenty-thru of Colo's Reliable Handbooks,
bound in one volume. cloth , 35. ed ., carriage paid ,
or separately as below .
Private Advertisements
insated in this
Bras Founding.-- " How to Mould and Cast
cmhamn at the rate of 6d. 1or the first 18 words or
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build
loss, and id. per 3 words after .
Small Furnace," post free , 6d .
Trade Advertisements 06 inserted 10 this
Pattern Waking.- " How to Make Patterns and
column at its rate of is. for the first 12 words or
Car Boxes ( diagrams), post free, 6d.
less, and id. par word after .
Blacksmithing.-- " How to Forge and Weld
Single laiers or figuras are charged as words
Irod " (30 diagrams), post froe , 6d .
and a compound won as too words. The adver .
sisar's name and address
charged for. AD
" Total Rivottlog " (Hot and cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams ; post
Advertisements in this column must be propala,
free, 6d .
and remittanch should be made by Posted Orders
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
o Stamps ; and sent to the Adrertisement Managa ,
26-29, Poppin's Cowl, Fleet Street, London , B.C.
razor to an aic, with diagrams ; post free, 6d.
" Xotal, Pipo and Tube Bonding " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
“ Tomporing Stool Toola," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
All Advertisements must be received by Arst
" Shoot Kotal Working," with Hand Tools ;
post on tho SATURDAY proceding date of 1sodo.
diagrams, 6d .
Advertisements received alter this time will be
Wiped Joints in Load Water Piper," Soldered
inserted in the following number .
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Motal Sorowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw .
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
Our Deposit System .
“ Metal Drilling, Dr Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d .
Notico . - As wc cannot accept any responsko
Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
bility for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d.
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
“
How to Solder Gold, silver, Aluminium , Brass,
dealing with persons with whom they are unac-.
& c , Brazing " ; 3d.
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
The Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
below .
" ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
We will receive from intending purchasers the Metal
"
Eloetrie
Bolls : Instructions for Fitting Bells ,
purchase money of any article advertised of sold
Making Bells and Batteries " diagrams, 6d .
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its recipe
" French Polishing, Stalning, Varnishing " ;
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
Polish Recipes ; 6d.
names and addresses must be given . When the with** Monding
and Repairing " Motal, Wood, Glans ,
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
&
c.
Cernent
Recipes ; 6d.
one way. The deposh ts relained by us until we
"
Rubber
Stamp
Making." and Rubber Working
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
on a small Scale ; 6d .
of the article having been returned and accepled .
" Bookbinding Without Special Tools," Gold
In additon to the amount of the Deposti, a Fee of
Lettering, & c. ; 6d .
Bd . for the sumsof £ 1 and under, and 18. for amounts
Patents for Invontions, and Registration of
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
Designs
" ; the law clearly 10explained ; 6d .
mitted al the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
" Cyclo Brazing," _ 4d. ; Cycle Bnamelling,"
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Stred , 60. ; * Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop of
London, E.C. In cases of persons not resident
Roadside," 6d .
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
Any Thro. Abovo Books, it ; any siz, 18. 7d . ;
The minimum amount received in Dopostt is 21. 61.
eight or more , 3d. each, all post free.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent the
“ Cole's Compendium " ; 32 pages of useful hinta
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Chequos
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d.
cannot be accepted).
M. Colo, 194, Burton Road,
West Didsbury,
The Fee mentioned above should be soms in Stamps Manchestor .
Australian Wholesale Agents :
a by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
^ Robertsons."
amount of the Deposu 18 sent by Money Order,
X Book on tho Latho ; full of information on
should be made payable to the Advertise of the
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Latho, both English and
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of American , with a chapter on
the article should be deposited by each party. W.
How to Tost a Latho ; giving a practical
cannot receive the artichas themselves.
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
Invaluable to latho users.
Sont free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post freo.
Trade.
Not Sont to " Amorioa whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in forco. - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, ocar Guildford .
“ Model Enginoor," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 38. rod . sach , tree. All back Volumos
Gas and Stoam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
and Nos. on Sale.-B. POUTEAU , 231A , Gray's lao
finished ; list zd. - REYNOLDS BROS., Barasloy.
Road London
Whitworth
Bolts and Note, and every accessory
Free.-- Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Namo
for model engineers. - Kino & COMPANY , below .
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W.Rich
for lists, free one stamp. KING & COMPANY,
FORD, Snow Hill, London .
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Givon Away 1 - Combined Electric Pocket Lamp
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
and Magic Lantern , to introduce the quality of
prices, post free id. — JANES B. LIVESEY, North
our goods ; profusely illustrated list of Electrical
gate, Blackburn .
and Mechanical Goods ; Ifd. - Below .
Gas Engines and Motors. - Below ,
67 10s. Perfect Portable Typewriters ; limited
Gas Engines from £8 109. - Below .
number ; £ 3 35. each. Gramophones, Zonophones,
Motors, 24 b P E11 58 ; 3 h . , £ 12 109 ; Graph
ophones, Disc Records, Is. each ; Reso
4b -P , 414 59 —Below
nant Needles , 60 , 200 , 23. per 1000 ; wonderful,
Comploto Søt of Parts required to build a motor
; cheapest house in the trade ; state
results
cycle, 24 h •R , £23 - Below
Electrician and Mann
Complete Motor Cycles from £32. - WHITEHEAD , requirements.--SUTER,
facturers ' Agent, Wood Green , London , N.
& Co , Dukin field,
Motor Cycles (less engines ), 410 198. ; 31. Ba .
Wator Motors, Polton Whools , Turbines , Hy.
gines, £ 11 158.6d . ; list.-A. GARDINER , 2 , Albert
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors ,
Hill, Bishop Auckland .
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Patterns mado to
Amateurs . - Castings
Motor lists, id. Complete Sets of Perfect Castings.
machined, screwcutting, & c. GILBERT HORN , 25,
-PERCY PITMAN , Bösbury, Ledbury . Hereford
Lavender Gardons, Battersea,
shire,
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE .

Whitnog's Model Landoh Lagings are excellent
value ; f bore from 173. 60.; bore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 65. 6d. ; b . p . 175, 6d . :
* b.-P., 308. Castings, gs., ss., 24. 6d . Cheapest
form of power for light work :-WHITNEY.
Contact Breaker for Induction Colls, guaran .
teod platinum , silver plated ; f in . to centre, is.gd .:
1 in ., 25. 3d .; it ins., 25. 6d. ; it ins., 28. od. :
it ins., 3s. All othermaterials in stock. - WHITNEY.
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by atins.
inside, 18. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, gd . ; negative, 7d. each ;
Grids, 5d. ; Terminals, 3d. Bxcellent value.
WHITNEY.
Tolophono Receivors, with Compound Magnets
in obonite cases ; cost 1os. 6d . ; only 38. 3d., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is, id ., post
free . Every one tested .- WHITNEY,
Whitnoy's Model Donkoy Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 3os. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished.
Battery Carbons, 5 by it ins., is . ad .; 6 by it ins.,
18. 8d . ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d . ; 6 by ał ins., 48. 6d. ;
6 by 31 ins., 55. 3d . ;6 by 4 ins., 55. od . 8 by 4 ins .
78. dozen packed .- Whitney.
Battery Zings for above, 28., 35., 48., 6s. 9d.,
79. 9d ., 8s. gd., 109. od ., 13s. 6d . dozen . Fuller
pattern, 79. gd ., gs. 68. dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes . - WHITNEY.
Ralls for Model Railways --- Correct section,
as. 3d . dozen 16- in . lengths. Very easy to make
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., is. gd . :
i ins., 25. rod. dozen , post free.- WHITNEY.
Why koop good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitnoy for Now and second-hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers , Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitnoy, The Solontido Exchange, 117, City
Road, London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchanged. Estab
lished over quarter of a century.
Troadlo Lathos, 41- in . centres , 3 -ft. beds, at ox
ceptional price of 66 58. each ; Drilling Machines
from 83. each ; full particulars, with illustra
tions, senton receiptof postcard. - COLEMAN & Co.,
Engineers, Southend .
Model Racing Yachts designed and built ; half
models made.-R. P. KITCHINGMAN, 51, Foster
Street, Lincoln .
Thres Best Books sont for Is. id. each , post
free : “ The Motor Bicycle," “ The Workman's
Cycle Builder," and “ Fitters' and Turners' Com
panion ," from Geo. HARRISON (M ) 45, Rupert
Stroot, Nottingham .

Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the detalls of our Depost System in
the same place, which glues protection lo both pur.
chaser and seller.
Humbor 24 h.-p. Motor Bicyclo ; special ; ex
cellent condition , silent, reliable ; spare parts ,
tools, carrier ; cost £60, accept £35. - A . YORK ,
Fairford ,
I H.P.B. Vertical 0ll Engine for launch work or
otherwise (not finished ); cost €9. 108. ; to be sold ,
even if for 11.-E. N.MORRIS,"University College,
Gower Street, London .
Horizontal Engine z by 4 ; (engineer-made),
boiler 1-16th steel plate , water gauge, & c . ; £ 4.
Below .
Largo Boam Engine, af by 5, €3.- Below .
Oyolo, free wheel, rinn brake , aluminium wheels ,
431 Botos stapp exchange lot for Motor Cyclo!
Wantod, " Gem " Grinder , or attachments, for
3 -in . latho, in exchange for 50-ogg " Success
Incubator ; cost $ 3 158. What offers to above
value ? Aldo 50 MODEL ENGINEERS for sale.
SOAR , 47, Milkwood Road , Herne Hill.
Vol . II to IX inclusive MODEL ENGINEER, clean ,
108., or 29. 6d . per volume soparately . - GIVEN ,
Market Street, Galashiels.
Double acting Wing pump ; for lifting and force
ing, for it-in . pipes ; 6 gallons of water raisod per
minute ; gun -metal working parts ; cost fa res.;
tako ros. - FAIRFIELD , Drury Lane, Sallhuil.

The Modol Enginoor und Electrician .
Wanted Patr tathe Heads atid Rest about 4-in .
centre. Send particulars and price to A. J. T.,
342, Mile End Road, London , E.
Eloctric Motor, !t , nearly finished ; thoroughly
genuine ; Ygo volts, 70$. ; armature on appro.
VINCENT, 45, Vartrey Road , Stamford HIU, N.
Milling. Attachment (Croker- Barnos pattern ),
with draw spindle, & c , for sale - Apply , I LW ,
care of Model Manufacturing Company, 53 ,Addison
Road North , Notting Hill
Water Motor, I h..p. (by Whitney ), nearly new ,
158 , or nearest offer. - B . HAWKINS, Burnbank ,
Hamilton , N.B.
Wanted, small Treadle Lathe (screw - cutting
preferred ) ; exchange Lady's second-hand Bike
and cash.- YOUNG , II, Lily Lane, Bamfurlong ,
near Wigan .
Professional will sell his concert Zither, Banjo
and Case cost £6 69.) ; accept sos. ; approval
Gramaphone. - CLARK ,
or exchange
willingly,
.
Dundee good
16 , Isla Street,
Gas Engine Wanted ; t-horse horizontal electric
motor for sale ; continuous current ; 9 amp.;
100 volts., practically new.-W. PAGE, 144, High
bury Hill, London .
Perfectly now Benoh Lathe :. 3 -in . centres ;
30-in . bed ; undercut ; chucks and faceplato inter
changeable ; enginee . -made : sell 38s., or exchange
h.-p. gas enzine.-Particulars stamp,
for
BURTON , 22, Houghton Street, Earlestown,
Lancashire .
Microscope ; 18 ins. high, with rackwork focus.
sing and mechanical stage ; thre : powers
condenser , dozen mounted specimens; box of
glasses for mounting, and odd specimens, & c.
About 64 lbs. weight : in mahogany cabinet ; 45$ .
-S. P. SMITHIN , Sheriff s Lench , Eyesham .
For Salo.-- 130 MODEL_ENGINEERS and 45
Motors , or exchange.- BURNS, Co-operative
Buildings, Newbiggin .
" Star " Lathe . 12- in . Swing , with gear-cutting
and milling attachment ; in perfect order, and
true to two thousandth of an inch . Also a few
extra fittings ; cost 80 : price £50.- May be seen
and tested at, DICKSEE, 7, Duke Street, St.
Jamss's, London."
horse Horisontal Eng no ; 27 by 31
Now
double crank ; engine r built ; splendid model ;
£ 4, or exchange 2 horse Hercules Motor ; finished,
or 3 parts ; well modo ; or goot + hors: Gas
Engine. - Aprly, L. Parker, 4 , Longpool, Kendal.
Single Coil Fleld Magnet and tri-polar armature
(' y Whitney) ; both wound ; and two copper
brushes, 5s. or exchange for Strong Cylin er Slide
Valve, i-in . stroke ; of same value. - Write A.
COLEMAN, 341 ,Green Lanes, Finsbury Park .
For Sale. - 10 line Telephone Annunciator and
plug board ; first class condition ; sos.; photo. if
required
I am . . - JAGGER, 210, Frederick St eet, Old
Sale. - Three 30-amp Accumulators, polished
mahogany cases, ebonite lined. with straps for
çafrying, 255.; also 4 - cell Bichromate Battery,
liſtig zincs, 5s. ; Photo Burnishing Machine, 2-in .
solid steel rollers, 78. 6d . - Be'ow .
Wanted :-Good Bench Driller to 1 in.-L. GRAY
HAM , Chisholm Road , Richmond, Surrey,
Sale. - " Hobbies Companion Lathe, Screw
centre, spur centre, 2 rests, carrier, 8 turning tools,
screw - plate (18 sizes), set stocks. dies, 8 tass (6
sizes) ; 3- in . Vice (vertical), Callipers, Dividers,
Metal Shears, brace extra Chucks, 8 Twist Drills .
Must sell; cash ž6s. Gas Engine , 1 in , by z ins.,
Þith bag, 125. Guinea Kodak , 6s. - Gunr. TYLER,
42 Battery, Bradford .
Com olete Set of J. H.'s Large Locomotive
Castings. Also Small Horizontal Set , as bought
from him ; untouched . Cash offers , only.
SIMPşox, Avon Lodge, Richmond Road, Kingston ,
Surrey.
Bargal1. — Model Yacht, 44 inş. by 8 beam ;
brass and lead fin keel racer ; ,newly-built, and
fitted up ready for sailing ; 30s. - TEED, Nene
View . Wisbech.
Spendid 6 - n. Induction Cofl: comp'ete ; wib
heavy platinums, constanser, etc.; in grand con
cition ; built for X -Rav work ; cost $25 ; will
take £ 6 cash . Also magnifient focu i tube to use
with above wil penetrate any part of the body ;
509. cash . Also new 8 -volt Portable Accumulator
for working oil ; in polished box with strap, £ 3.
Cash wanted tobuy car.--Box 208, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London, E.c.

Torpedo Boat Destroyot , 4 ft. of iris. ; twin
screw , four funnels, water-tube boiler, two hp.
cylinder engine ; speed four knots ; £ 5 ; approval,
deposit.-- EDEN, Hampton House , Ware Road ,
Hertford .
Single Cylinder
by 21)copper
Model boiler,
Engine ;steam
loco
motive,
tubular, (1riveted
injector, hand-pump, water tank , spirit reservoir ,
gas tubing and burner ; spare parts ; first-class
workmanship throughout ; equal to new ; cost
£ 21, will sell for less than hall. Seen by appoint
ment. - M .,, 1, Rowlant Mansions, Balham .
Rover Cycle , in first-class condition ; Dualop
tyres free wheel Bowden brake, lamp, bel, tool .
Uwner buying car ; accept £ 4 cas 1. Also Lady's
Cycle in good condition, with lamp bisket; acc pt
62 cash.- Pox 211, THE MODEL ENGINEER 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
For Sale.-- Nearly new splendid Model Vertical
Hot-air Engine, 17 ins. high , 203. ; approval, de
posit. - W . ANDERSON , 25 , Christ Church Road ,
Doncaster .
Wanted , small Treadle Lathe, about 3-ft. bed.
good condition , tools, & c. ; si de-rest unnecessary.
-Send price and full description to MEEK , Middle
boro Road , Coventry.
Bargain . - Copper Vertical Boiler , 10 ins. by
4 ins., firebox 41 ins. by 3 ins. ; fanged ready for
riveting pound rivets tin . ; new 3t- in . water
gauge , lever safety valve (adjustable ), 60 lbs
pressure gauge, two whistle taps, & c. ; 21$. lot,
or offer .- Particulars, J. DENMAN , Northallerton.
Motor Cycle (F.D. Werner ) for sale ; Chincher
tyres
Below, . good engine ; wants accumulator ; £6.
G.N.R. Clockwork Loco, 17 -in . gauge ; six
and points ; good running order ; 1.
trucks, lines,
-Below
.
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Dynamo, Crypto , laminated amature , 35 volts
amps., at 3,000 revolutions, 308.; Lizar's t-plate
Camera, magazine, R.R. lens, B. & L. shutter
cost 45), accept 63 : Horizontal Engine , a bit
bras, paralle? guides, lubricator, 258A1 “ Little
Giant Screwplate, perfect order, 275. - D.
CAMPBELL . Comers House, Cr eff.
Exchange MODEL ENGINEERS funsoiled ), Nos .
11 to 159 , and about 150 Quinbers of " Work "
aleo Hairdresser's Clipping Machine. Wanted ,
Model Engine or cash . Ofers.-- DOUG TY , Sea
ford , Sussex.
Bargain.--Gaulois Phonograph , with Rex pre
ducer , Pathe Recorder, 12-in . aluminium Hom ,
with 4 good records ; will accept 63, (cost nearly
£6 ) ; all in good order. - PARKS, 17, Church Street,
Middlesbrough
.
Completo Sot of Machined Castings for it h..p.
Cycle Motor ; any offers. Below .
Wantod , Motor Cycle Frame, with hubs, cranks ,
& c., with or without wheels, for cash . - 1200 ,
Keighley Road , Colne.
Gonuine B.S.A. Road Racer, drop frame, Clincher
tyres,wide handles, £6 (cost Eur ninemonths ago );
or would exchange for out-of-order Motor Bike.
H. SUTCLIFFE, 4, Oakfield Road , West Croydon .
The First Sender of £ ! will obtain the following
Bargains.-- About 360 back numbers of “ Work
and a quantity of Model Parts suitable for model
engineers.-- " ENGINEER ,' 78, Cuthbert Street,
Hebburn -on - Tyne.
b.h.-p. Gas Engine (City ) and
To be sold .
550-watt Dynamo (Maunsell & Mercer), working ;
25 guineas (cost double) ; sell separately ; only
wants seeing.-- THOMPSON , Herbalist, Bacup .
Locomotivo (G.N.R.), 4f-in . gauge, Scale Model,
unfinished , by Model Manufacturing , 555. ; 20
Steel Rails, chairs, 8s. ---GOODWIN , 125 , Elgin
Road , Ilford .

Horizontal Engine, 31 ins. by 5 ins., complete
except crosshead and eccentric ; 30s.-- Below .
Miscellaneous and Late.
Double -cylindor Launch Engine, 1 in . by it ins.,
half- finished , 6s. --Below .
Marine Boiler, 4 ins. by 4 ins., 45. ; Launch Ep
Dry Cells, 18. 9d . each , post free. - ELECTRON
gine Castings, in . by 4 in ., 18. 6d. ; Loco Boiler, COMPANY,
33, Achilles Road , N.W.
IS . ; lot small Cocks, 3d . each ; lot Loco Wheels
3-Jaw Sell -contring Scroll Chucks, 2-in ., 8s, 6d .
and parts . - Send for particulars. - M . BEAVAN,
- PINKNEY , Heanor, Nottingham ,
Denebrow , Jesmond , Newcastle-on -Tyne.
Smith's Water Motor, 1 to 10 h.-P., from tap : also
Dynamo (by Universal Company ), 100 candle .
Pumps, Rams, Oil Engines ,'Belting , etc. - Below .
power ; cost £ 5 ios , accept £ 2 nos. - PROUD , West
Smith's Vapour Lamps, give 1,500 C.-P., for id .
Swalwell.
View House,
Bridlington .
Pair of G.P.O. Polarized Relay with outside : -Works,
8j
Engines, 411 155. 6d. ; Motor Cycle Frames,
adjustment ; cost £ 12 IOS. each ; accept Sos. less engines
, 410 198. ; list - A , GARDINER , 2 ,
Also pair ofMorse Inkers ; accept 50s. each ; all in
Albert Hill, Bishop Auckland .
perfect condition . Also parıly finished 14-In .
Wanted, Bicycle Motor Castings ; exchange
Induction Coil with heavy platinums ; accept £ 6
Marine Engine, 30-watt Dynamo, t-plate Camera.
cash . All above specially suitale for wire.ess
Jnr., 1, Ibrox Place, Govan,
installation .-- Box 209. THE MODEL ENGINEEK . GARDNER,
Sale or Exchange. - 5 -in . Centre Latħe, 3 ft.
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , B.C.
6 ins. bed , treadle, & c., 308.-- Hill, 4, Car House,
Two Gent's Cycles, 50s, and 6os., Es the two ;
Rotherham .
Hot-air Engine, 2 ;8.; Model Cutter Yacht, 2 ft.,
Minerva Motor Cycle, M.O.I.V., good condition ,
55.; smaller hull, 2s.; 7 by 5 Kodak Album , cloth
little use ; in perfect order ; it should not be
had
gilt, bold 48 ; offers . VENNING, 75, Lady missed
; a bargain ; £20 or offers. - Full particu
Margaret Road , N.W.
lars
,
J. W. DEWHURST, 52, North End Road , West
Gonuine Bargain for Sale.--- Two-cylinder Hori
Kensington.
zontal Steam Engine, in full working order,
For Sale. - I- in . Spark Coil with commutator ;
described in M.E. March ioth ; highest offer up
in good working order ; bargain ; 20s.-- " ELEC
to £ 15 ; worth double ; must be sold.-T. W. TRICITY,"
59, Alany Road , Chorlton -cum -Hardy.
RAYNE, Eastbourne, Ambleside Road , Willesden .
(Twin -Screw ), 3 ft. 6 ins. double engine,
Lathe, 31-in . centres , T-rest ; 155. or offer ; highSteamor
pressure,
tested 75 lbs. ; very fast ;
seen after 7 o'clock . - A ., 45, Crewys Road , coal or oil fire.-boiler
Below .
Brayards Road , Peckham .
Lathe
Bench
,
2
centre,
slide-rest, back-centre ,
Exceptional Bargains.h.-p . compound Hori
T-rest, treadle attachment; also Double Engine,
zontal Stearn Engine, £ 3 ; Steam Boi er, working
+-in
.
and
f-in
.
bore
by
i-in
., link motion (re
pressure 60 lbs., tested to 100 lbs ., with pressure
; splendid model ; Horizontal Engine ,
gauge, water gauge, and all necessary fittings versing)
1-in
.
bore,
2in
.
stroke
;
offers
; can be seen after
44 Gas Engine, h.-P., quite riew , with water
7 by appointment.-- " COBRA ," 25 , Rush Hin
tank , gas-bag , etc., £ 8 ; the lot for £ 14 cash , or
Road
,
Lavender
Hill,
S.W.
would exchange for Motor Cycle ; seen at any
* Practical Lessons in Metal Turning." - All
time by appointment.-- HOLT, 2, Longfellow
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
Road , Croydon.
tion in this book , the chapter on Screw Cutting
Sale.- Model L. & S.W.R., 2 -in. gauge (loco
being well worth the outlay. Price 2s. 3d.,
by Bassett-Lowke), runs fairly well but needs alone
post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29
overhauling, two trucks and guard's van ; good
Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street, London , B.C.
as new ; over 30 pieces straight and curved rails ,
crossing and three sets points ; £ 2 55. lot.- Below .
Also, Collection of thirty-four 6 by 4 Photos
of Locos and Trains, mostly modern types, all
We should be obliged if
different ; in good condition ; accept 8s. 6d.-L.
Wright, Odiham , Hants.
Advertisers would
send
8-in . Bench Lathe ; complete with trcadle and
small remittances in
d.
flywheel, 24-10 . bed, chucks ; in perfect condition ;
ac ept 63 cash .--B( x 210, Tus MODEL ENGINEER,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
stamps.
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STEAM , CAS, &

OIL

ENGINES, DYNAMOS

&

ELECTRO -MOTORS.

High
High-speed Launch
O ass Dy
Engines, for Boats,
namos
rom 12 to 20 ft . Com .
These Dy
plete Sets of Castings
pamos are
and
Steel For i gs.
of the
with full size Working
WAMISHT
'Kapp' ype
Drawings.
set,
3ins, 30/-;
and specially designed for Electric single,24 x N.1
Light Installations ,charging Accumu- No.2 Set, double,
la ors, Electro -plating, etc. They are 24 x 24 x 3 ins., 581-;
fitted with adjustable Rocker Brushes, No. 3 Set, compound,
extra long Bearings Oil Cups, etc., 21 x 34 x 3 ins., 70/
and are the best small Dynamos pro- Above prices include
curable, where real and constant work pump castings and reverse gear. Prices
is required .
of Finished Engines, larger or smaller, see
No.
carr.pd. Catalogue, or on application
,
19/6 Special Launch Boilers supplied.
1. To light Four 3C.-p Lamps, 25.
Four 5C.-P.
3.
C.-P.
Four 8
476
Six 8 C.-P.
Complete
70
Five 16 C.-P.
110/Sets
5.
of Cast
6.
Ten 16 C.-P. 19 155/- fings, with
Screws, Steel
Nos. 1 and 2 have H armatures,
othersbave drum armatures, Mater als for Crankshaft,
with wire and full instructio - s for con- Piston,and S.V.
strueting same can be supplied at: No.Rods; Ports
1, 9,6 ; No. 2, 13 6 ; No. 3, 19/6 ; No. 4 cored out, with heavy Flywheel, Bed ;
Drawings, Instructions, etc ; to construct
25/- ; No. 5, 35/-; No. 6, 49/6 carr.pd. nigh-speed
S V. Horizontal Engines, as
sbown,suitable for running aboveDynamos.
No. 1 Set, 1-5th b.-p., to run No. 1 Kapp Dynamo, 13/6 carr. pd.; finishing, 38 /
2
2
17/6
48 /
58 /
3
20/
» 3
22 6
68
32/65
5
1 5& 6
"
78 '

High -Speed Gas and
Oil Engines; Water-cooled
Cylinders, large diam . Fly .
wheels, Otto cycle tube igni.
tion , steady running, simple
in construction, strong and
reliable ; specially designed
" De Dion " Boughton Type PetrolMotors for driving Dynamos,
for Motor Cars, Laun.hes, River Boats, driving Lathes, etc.
Dynamos, etc., Electric or tube ignition, two Complete Sets of Cast
Cycle or four Cycle; water -cooled Cylinders; out ings, Forgings, and full-size
or ins de Balance Wheels. Speed up to 2000 revs. Working Drawings to con
Complete Sets of Castings,Forgings,and full- structth..p.Gas or Oil En.
sizeWorking Drawingsto construct NewImproved gines, per set, 8.6, arr.pd.:
2-cycle Marine Reversing Motor, 12 b.-D., 45/ , 3:16thsh..p., 19/6 ; } b..p .,
carr, Boats
paid (suit Boats up to 15 ft.) ; 2th.p., 55/ 30 , carr. paid ,
(suit
up to 20 ft.); 346.p., 65 /-; 4+ 6.-P., For larger sizes , and Fin .
75/- (suit Boats 22 to 25 ft.). Prices of larger ished Engines, see Cata .
logue , or on application .
shed Motors on application.
Fin
and
sizes,
Reversible Propellers, with shafting, etc., supplied to suit the larger sizes
Working Drawings suppled for building a 20-ft.Motor Launch, 5/6 per set.
Steam Car Engines .-- Full Set of Castings, Forgings, and full-size
Detailed Drawings of Engines for 2 and 4 -seated Car, including reversing
gear ; 3 h -p. Set Twin Cylinders, 70/- 45 b. p., 75/- ; 6 -p., 80 /
Flash Boilers, Car Frames, Wheels and all Accessories supplied .
See Catalogue for other Designs of Dynamos , Launch -type Steam Engines
Lamps, Wire , Fittings, etc., etc.
Send Six Penny Stamps for our Large Illustrated Catalogue -nearly 500 Illustrations of Model and Small Power Steam , Gas
and Oil Engines; Locomotive, Vertical, Horizontal Launch, and Paddle Engines; Vertical, Horizontal, and Marine Boilers; separate
Finished Parts Engine and Boiler Fittings: Castings all kinds; Dynamos, Electro-Motors, etc., etc. Bolts , Nuts, Screws, studs.
W. MACMILLAN &

Co., Engineers

and Modellers , Mar Street, ALLOA , N.B.
NEW

MADISON

World
the
in
House
Cheapest

for
ALL
CLASSE
OF
MOTOR
S,
Etc.

GAS
OIL ENGINES .
&
For Driving 6 - in . Lathes or Dynamo, 120 C.• p .
The Most Rollablo and Economioal Engine made,
Type " 8."

BARGAINS
IN

MODELS
Send a Postcard for our
STOCKTAKINC CLEARANCE LIST.

BASSETT -LOWKE

&

Co.

Central Works,
NORTHAMPTON .

Castings Supplied , £ 2 158, and
£8
b.h..p .
£ 9 108.
£ 3 58.
34 b.h..p.
List, 3 stamps. Yo co 40 h.op
Hundreds of Testimonials received .
Perfect working,
(Guarantee given .)
Engines have Two Flywheels, Steel Cranks, Bronze Bearings,
Sight-feed Oilers,and FULL INSTRUCTIONS for running.
SPECIALITY -50 Volt Dynamos , cun 88.c.-p. lamps, complete
BEAUTIFUL MACHINES.
$ 1 198.
MAKERS OF THE
NOTED MADISON MOTORS
£ 3 19s. 6d .
for Cycles. Complete Attachments .
Ready for building up.
2 b.-p. Special Motor Castings, nachined , 30s . Set,with full print.

9 , Woolrych

Street Works, DERBY.
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WORK .
All kinds of Models made to customers' dimen
sions. Experimental work executed under most
strict confidence. Makers of Model Yachts, Bn .
gines, and Boilers of all descriptions; Locomotives,
stc. Having no expensive show rooms, and up- to
date plant, enables us to give our customers first
class workmanship at the lowest prices. - Note our
only address : A. J. MODONALD & Co., Enginoors,
Eloctricians, etc., 55-57, Holmos Road ; No. 293,
Kentish Town Road, N.W. Nearest Stations :
Kentish Town (M.R.), and Kentish Town (N.L.R.)

DYNAMOS
OASTINGS from 8 / - per Set.
Motors from 2/6 , complete.
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 10d. ; Electric
Alarm Clock , 44.; Shocking Coils, 31- ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d.; Bell Sets , 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free, 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, ld.
Catalogue of Everything Eletcrical, 2d.,
post free.

GAS ENGINES ( 1.28.), £ 7 108,
OIL ENGINES . . £ 8 108.

FOOT & POWER
AND TURRET
LATHES

WATER MOTORS (

PLANERS, SHAPERS, AND
DRILL PRESSES.
CHUCKS, TOOLS, DOCS.
SHEPARD LATHE CO .,
A 181 W. and St, CINCINNATI, O., U.S.A.
Postage to United States, afd . oz.

Tho Tapor Saw Fl. bus a alman clear-cut corner
that will last. Samplo, by post, for trial, 8d .

2 ) £ 8 10s.
ELECTRIC MOTOR , £ 12 10s.
For larger Sizes see Catalogues.
Dynamos, Bells, Portable Accumulators, Medical
Coils, Lamps, Electrical Novelties, ote .
PRICES & QUALITY UNEQUALLED .
Al Goods Guaranteed. Seo Testimonlals.
Three New Illustrated Catalogues : Electrical,
Mochanical, Novelties , id. stamp each ; the three,
zd. stamps.
L. FORD ,
Manufacturing
Blectrical Bogineer,
STALYBRIDOĚ
.
The original Cocoa .

THE

FAIRBANKS

COMPANY,

78-80, City Rd., London, E.C.
EPPS'S
( The most nutritious)

The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFC . Co.,
162, QREY MARE LANE , MANCHESTER .

The Franklin Gas Engine.
One-half Horse- Power,
worth $ 100 complete . We sell all
necessary Castings,Materials, and
Detail Drawings for $ 16'50. For
real work - not a toy . 450 revo
lutions per minute. Upright or
horizontal form . Finished parts
sold separately. Runs by Gas or
She FRANKLIN Gasolene. For boys and men with
Model Shop a mechanical turn. Write for
circular.
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-181, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.
ВС
OF

DYNAMO

HARMONOGRAPHS
For producing Energy Ourvas, described
and fllustrated in MODEL BNGINEER for Jaa
21st and 28th , 1904 .
Readers desiring to experiment with these
interesting Instruments , can be supplied us
under :
TWIN -ELLIPTIC TYPE, 40 /
Complete, ready for work
MECHANICAL TYPE, £ 10 /10
Finished complete
Packing 38. Extra.
BETS OF PARTS SUPPLIED .

A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
AVOID DELAY
by addressing all communications
or
Advertisements
respecting
Deposits to The Advertisement
Manager, " The Model Engineer,
26 to 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St.,
London , E.O., and NOT to the
Editor or the Publishers .

COCOA
And still the best.

Improved Dynamos
Prices
Lamps.
To light 100 16 Copo
light 70 76 cp.
» light so c.p.
£ 20 10
£ 17 10
light 40 76 cp
kl 10
» light 30
£ 11 0
► light 70 16 c.p.
$ 8 10
1 light 18 36 c.p.
£ 6 0
» ligbt 8 16 c.p.
Smaller Dyramos from 20%- upwards.
Arc Lampe, Bloctric Motors, Gas En .
sinos, Oil Enginos, Stoam Bngines, Tur
binos, Accumulators , Motor Cars, Cycles,
Electrical Accossorios, oto .
Catalogue, Two Stamps.
This Advt. appears every four weeks.
ELECTRICAL
DYSON WALTON,
ENGINEER
HBBDEN BRIDGE .

DESIGN .

Best Quality English DRAWING INSTRU.
MENTS at Reasonablo Prices.

BY
ALFRED H. AVERY, A.J.E.E.
SECOND EDITION
Cloth Bound.
103 pages . 61 Illustrations.
Price 1 /- net.

IV

ModelEngineer

Post free 1/2 .

284 Pages .

Of all Agents for THB MODBL EN
GINBBR , or from
PBRCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , B.O.
PROMPT

VOLUME
OF THE

Well Illustrated .

Containing
Cloth bound
ISSUES , January
TWELVE
1st, 1901, to June 15th , 1901,
38. 6d. each ; post free, 3s. 10d.

SALES

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
are effected through an Advt. in
our Sale and Exchange Column.
Give it a trial.

W.H.HARLING , Manufacturer,
47, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.
ESTABLISHED 1851
WORKS : HACKNEY, E.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION ,

26-29 , Poppin's Court ,
FLEET STREET, E.C.
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WITHIN

If they only knew .
Amateurs would never bother with ordinary
French Polish , but would use KITLENE LIGHT.
NING FRENCH POLISH for AMATEURS.
It is an ordinary “ Best White Sh llac" Polish , with sundry
additions which enable an Amateur to acquire the art without the
tedious anprenticeship necessary with the ordinary medium .
Outfit, containing everything requisite, 2s., post. ge, 3d.
RE -FILL8. - Polish, ed. ; Oil and Spirit, 7d. Postage on each, 3d.

A

YOUR

Handy Shop

Grinder

Very useful for light
work, such as dressing .
and shaping light cast
ings, grinding
knives, etc.

Kitlene Syndicate, Ltd.,
:) Wardrobe chambers,
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN.

HART'S

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIO SUPPLY CO. ,
60, Brook Street, C.-on - M ., Manchester.
EVERYTHING

REACH .

DETROIT

CORUNDUM

6 ins. diam .,

trifting cost

The ModelManufacturing Co.
ROAD

PARK , W.

£ 1

EXPERT MODEL MAKERS .

Send for our Hlustrated List, 6 Stamps,
which will give you every information you will require.
Build your own Locomotive. Castings supplied, also full
size drawings, which , if you work to , you cannot go wrong.
OUR LATEST MODEL
The City of Bath (G.W.R.), to % scale ; price, complete Set
Drawings and Castings for both Engine and Tender, £ 4 .
Any Sets of our Castings supplied on the Instalment principle.

1

5s.

15s.

Packing Cases,
1/- extra .

MODELS MADE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION .

Builders of the “ Behr " Mono Rail, the principal
British Exhibit at the St. Louis Exhibition .

£

With extended
Spindle for
carrying Buffing
Wheel, etc.

NORTH ,

Speciality: Model Locomotives

in , thick.

Improved working
parts renewed at

Price

HOLLAND

WHEEL

ELECTRICAL .

LATEST NOVELTIES .
Seo 44 -pago Illustrated List, and NEW SUPPLE .
MENT, post freo, two Stamps. Lowest Prices.
Best Quality.
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO .,
Electrie Bells, from 1/8 . 60, Brook Stroot, C.-on-M ., MANCHESTER ,

53, ADDISON

tools,

POLISHING

HEAD ,

Height 6 ins.; with

Steel Spindle, 8 by
38 in ., with Universal
Chuck , for small
drills,
Price 6/6 .
Post free.
Other Sizes also stocked
Send 6d. in Stamps for fally illustrated Price List
of Cutters, Chucks Drills Gauges, Taps and Dies,and
other Model Engineers ' requirements , to ..

(OUR ONLY ADDRESS AS ABOVE.)

GEORGE

ADAMS ,

When writing to Advertisers kindly men
tion " The Model Engineer."

144, High Holborn , London .
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TO

already been
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READERS .

NEW
As we

limited
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frequently
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ooplos

Issue ls

aro

onquiries

relating

pagos, wo glve
numbers, which

a

to

subjoota

list below

are

still

In

avallable , early applloation

2d . from

3d ., post fros, from Peroival Marshall
Street, London , E.C.
May 1, 1901.
A NeatModel Vertical Engine. ( Illustrated ).
The Constraction of an latercommanicating Telephone Set coatl (Ilhuse. )
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ontinued ) (Illustrated .)
How to Build a Model Caledonian Railway Express Locomotive, " Dana
lastair No. 3 " ( coationed ) (Illustrated .)

May 16 , 1901.
Stephenson's No.: Engloa, " Billy.“ (Illustrated. ),
How to Make a Simple Electric Beam Engine (continued )... (Illustrated )
Motor Cycles and How to Constract Them (continued ). (Illustrated . )
A Small Accumulator Installation . How Made and How Worked tillast.)
Design for a Model Horisontal Engine. (Illustratod. )
A Model Donkey Pump Illustrated.)

whiloh

havo

of the prinolpal
print.
should

As

only

be made.

all agents of " The Model Engineer ,”
&

Co., 26

to

29 , Poppin's

Court,

or

Fleet

September 1, 1901.
A Model Single-Barrel Porce Pamp. (Illustrated .]
An loexpensive Model Slide-Valve Engine (continued). (Illustrated . )
How to Construct an Electric Night-Light Set (IHustrated . )
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued) . ( Illustrated.
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dutalastair No. 3." (continued .) (Illasiraled.)
Model Vertical Compound Engine. (Illustrated.)
September 16, 1901.
A Model Compound Corliss Engine. (Illustrated .)
Some Primary Battery lo entions.
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated .]
How to Make a Simple Shocking Coil. ( Illustrated .)
Compound Enginus for Model Marine Work . (Illustrated .I

Juno 1, 1901.
Some Interesting Models. (Illustrated.)
Solenoids. [ Illustrated.)
How to Make Electric Pendulums and Clocks. (Ilustratod .)
An ! nexpeosive Water Motor ( Illustrated.}
Design for Signalling for a Model Railway Track. (Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). ( Illustrated.)
How to Build , Model, dit , " Dupalastair No. 3 " (continued). (Illustrated .)

October 1, 1901.
Engineering Models at theGlasgow Exhibition . [ astrated .)
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued ). [ Illustracod .]
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No.3 (continued ). Illustrated. ]
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ) (Illustrated .)
A Model Sbow Ground. (Illustrated . )

Juno 16, 1901.
Teed Amningument for Water Tube Boilers. (Illastrated .)
and Clocks ( continued).... (Illustrated.)
Pendulams
Electric
to
Make
How
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them ( continued ). (Illustrated.)
The Construction of a Direct Current Fan Motoc. (Illustrated.).
Design for Signalling for a Model Railway Truck (continued ) (Ulastrated .)
A New Lathe Overboada (IVlustrated . )

Octobor 16, 1901.
Englacertaç Models at the Glasgow Exhibition (continued ). (Illustrated /
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued). (Illustrated )
Model Hydraulic Press. (Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued).
A Model Electric Night Light. (Illustrated .)
Propelling Machinery for Trie -Screw Steamerh (Illustrated )

July 1, 1901.
Simply- Constructed Driving Pulleys. Illustrated )
A Model Hot-Air Engine. (Illustrated.).
How to Build a Model, & c., " Dunalastair No. 3 (continued ) (Illustratedal
How to Make an Amateur's Printing Press. (Illastrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued) (Illustrated )
An Improved Battery for Amatean .
July 18 , 1901.
A Model Electric Torpedo Bout Destroyer, Sunfisk (Illustrated.)
How to Make a Simple Slip Eccentric. [Illustrated.)
A Simple Bobbin Winder. (Illustrated .)
Mtor Cycles and How to Construct Them (condoved) (Illastrated .)
A MudelGravitation Railway. (Illustrated .)
A Small Donkey Feed-Pump. (Illustrated .)
How to Make an Amateur's Printing Press (contioned ) (Illustrated.I
Shamrock II : How she was Designed .

November 1, 1901.
Ad Advocate of Small Scale Locomotives. (Illustrated )
A Model Self-Acting Lathe. (Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Constract Them (continued ). (Illustratod .)
How to Make a Simple Transmitter. (Ilustrated .)
How to
to Make
Build Experimental
Model, & c., "Electrical
Dunglastair
No.3" (contanad
How
Apparatus
continued) (Illastrused ,
A Modal Electric Torpedo Boat Destroyer. (Illustrated . )
November 18 , 1901 .
A Stmple Home-Made Lathe. (Illustrated.)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ) (Instrated. )
Model Hydralic Press ( continuod). (Illustrated.)
Pittings for Model Yachts. _ (Illustrated .)
Polarity of Blectrodu med Terminala

August 1 , 1901.
A Quick Steaming Boller for a Model Steamer. (Mastrated .)
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ) , ( Illustrated .)
How to Build a Model, & c., " Danalastair No 3" ( coatinued). (Illustrated .]
A Very Simple Electro Motor. [Illustrated .).
The Construction of " Bailt-Up : Model Yachts. (Ilustruted .)
How to Make an Amateur's Printing Press (continued ). (Illustrated. )
Model Railways (VII) : A Model Clockwork Railway . (Iliustrated .]

Docomber 1, 1901.
Low to Make a four- Jaw Chuck . [Illustrated.)
A Useful Switchboard for Amateur Élec ricians. ( Illustrated.I
An Enclosed Dynamo for Autocar Ignition. [ Illustrated. )
How to Make a Volt and Ampére Meer . [Illustrated. )
Design for a Model Traction Engine. [Illustrated . )
How to Fit up a Twist-Drill Grinding Machine (illustrated.)

August 16 , 1901.
An Inexpensive Medel Slide-Valve Launch Engine. (Illustrated . )
Motor Cycles and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated.)
Signals for Model Railway Mastrated.
The Construction of " Built Up " Model Yachts (coadated . (Illustrated .)
How to Make a Relay. (Illustrated . ]

Docember 15 , 1901.
A Window Blind Worked by Hydraulic Power. ( Illustratedal
A Miniature Working Model Locomotive. (Thustrated .)
How to Build a K b.-p. Water Motor. [Illustrated. )
Design for a Model Electric Locomotive. [ Illustrated .Í
How to Increase the Efficiency of a Spark Coil. ( Illustrated.I
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CONTENTS . Chapter I. - Introduction ; Choice of Scale and Gauge.
Chapter II. - Locomotive Types. Chapter III. - Principles of Design.
Chapter IV .-- Boiler Design . Chapter V. - Frames, Bogies, Buffers, Axle
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CONTENTS :
Chapter 1.-- The Discovery of Radium , its Extraction .

Chapter II. - The Radium

Emanation .

Chapter III. - Physical Effects , Electrical and Magnetic.
Chapter IV . - Physical Effects (con
tinued ).
Chapter V. Chemical Effects.
Chapter VI. - Actions on Animal Life and Living
Tissues.

Chapter VII. - Other Radio - Active Elements.

Appendix - Experimental Apparatus.
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Simple Guide to the Patenting of Inventions and
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column at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
less, and id.Advertisements
Der 3 words after.
inserted
1 rade
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
less, and id. per word after.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver.
tser's name and address is charged for.
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Advertisements in this column must be prepaid,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS .
All Advertisements must be received by first
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number.

Our Deposit System .

Trade .
“ Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 38. rod. each , free . All back Volumes
and Nos. on Šale.-B. POUTEAU, 231A,Gray's Inn
Road , London
Free.-Pocket Rubbor Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rice
FORD , Snow Hill, London .
Gas and Steam Enginos, Lathes, Fans, rough or
finished : list ad. - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers. - KING & COMPANY , below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
for lists, free one stamp. - KING & COMPANY ,
Western Electrical Works , Stonebridge, Bristol.
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both Boglish and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test a Lathe ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy ;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not Sont to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force . - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .

..

Notice. - As we cannot accept any responsta
bllity for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
deaUng with persons with whom they are unac
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised of sold
by our advertisers , and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addressas must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way . The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, of
of the article having been reurned and accepled .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fe of
Bd . for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 18. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c ., must bort
mitted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Strea ,
London , E.C. In cases of persons nos resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amount received in Depostt és 20. Bl
The amount of the Deposh must be sent sither
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Slamps
on by Postal Order as a separate amount. If the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order,
should be made payable to the Advertise of the
goods.
In the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by cach party. Wo
cannot receive this articles
themselves.

Twenty -three of Colo's Rellable Handbooks,
bound in one volume cloth , 31. od., carriage paid ,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; How to Build
Small Furnace," post free, 6d.
Pattern Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Blacksmithing.- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
free, 6d.
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d.
" Metal, Pipe and Tube Bonding " ; Cycle
Tubes , Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
" Tempering Steel Tools,” Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d .
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d.
Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
" Metal Screwing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw .
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
“ Metal Drbling, Drill Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d.
" Motal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d.
“ How to Soldor Gold , Silver , Aluminium , Brass,
& c. „ Brazing " : 3d .
Tho Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Eloctric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, 6d.
* French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
“ Mending and Røpairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
Cement Recipes ; 6d .
Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale : 6d.
“ Bookbinding Without Spocial Tool ," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d .
Patonts for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ;_the law clearly explained ; 6d .
" cycle Brazing," 4d . ; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d.; Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d .
Any Threo Above Books, is. ; any six , 18. 7d . ;
eight or more, 3d. each, all post free.
" Cole's Compondlum " ; 32 pages of useful hints
and information on Mechanical Matters, 3d.
M. Colo, 194, Burton Road,
West Didsbury,
Manchester. Australian Wholesale Agents :
* Robertsons."
Universal Gas Engines. If you want reliable
Engines, then purchase the " Universal." — Below .
Universal Gas Enginos, t, t, d, t, 1, if, 2 , and
3 b.h.- p. - Below .
Universal Gas and Oll Engines, from 1 to 40
b.h.-p. ; highest quality . - Below .
Universal Oil Enginos, run with ordinary
paraffin oil, silent working, efficient, reliable.
Below .
Unſversal Gas and Oll Enging ; list fully illus
trated , three stamps ; don't hesitate. - Below .
Universal Gas and On Engino Castings ; prices
are rockbottom ; lists three stamps. - Below .
UniversalGas Engine Castings, fb.b.-D., 175.6d.;
b.h.-P., 198.; } b.b.-p., 398. 6d . ; # 6.1.-P., 5os.
-Below .
UniversalGas Engine Castings, I b.b.-P.,573.6d.,
If b.h.-P., £ 3 155. ; 2 b.h.-p., 64 58 ; quality un
surpassible - Below .
Universal Oll Engino Castings, b.b.-P., 185.;
į b.h.-P., 215. ; $ 6.1.-P., 455. ; b.h.-p., 558.
Below .
Universal Motor Co., St. James' Road , Derby
Catalogue fully illustrated , three stamps. - Abovo
Given Away ! --Combined Electric Pocket Lamp
and Magic Lantern , to introduce the quality of
our goods ; profusely illustrated list of Blectrical
and MechanicalGoods ; 1 d. - Below .
£ 7 10s. Perfect Portable Typewriters ; limited
number ; £3 36. each . Gramophones , Zonophones,
Graph ophones, Disc Records, 18. each ; Reso
nant Needles , 6d. 200, 25. per 1000 ; wonderful,
results ; cheapest house in the trade ; state
requirements. - SUTER, Electrician and Manu
facturers'
Agent, Accumulators
Wood Green , London
Armstrong's
and , N.
Electrioal
Manufactures.-- Special lines and designs illus
trated this issue ; look it up immediately .

iii.
Whitnoy's Modal Launch Engines are excellent
value ; I bore from 178. 6d . ; tbore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d.; I h.-p. 175. 6d. ;
b.-P., 308. Castings, 3., 5., 98. 6d . Cheapest
form of power for light work .- WHITNEY .
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran
teed platinum , silver plated ; 1 in . to centre, Is. 9d .;
I in ., 25. 3d. ; it ins., 29. 6d . ; If ins., 25. gd .;
i ins., 3s. Allother materials in stock .--- WHITNEY.
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by at ins.
inside, 18. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, ed . ; negative , 7d. each ;
Grids, 5d. ; Terminals, 3d. Excellent value.
WHITNEY.
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ros . 6d . ; only 3s. 3d., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , rs. id ., post
free . Every one tested. - WHITNEY.
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by it ins., is. 2d.; 6 by it ins.,
IS. 8d . ; 7 by 2 ins., 2s. 3d. ; 6 by at ins., 48. 6d. ;
6 by 31 ins., 55. 3d . ;6 by 4 ins., 55. gd . 8 by 4 ins ,
78. dozen packed. - WHITNEY.
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 35., 45., 6s. 9d.,
75. ed., 8s. gd., 105 9d., 138. 6d. dozen . Fuller
pattern, 78. 9d., 93. 6d. dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes.- WHITNEY .
Rails for Model Railways.--- Correct section ,
25. 3d . dozen 16 -in . lengths. Very easy to make
up. Hard lead fanged Wheels, i in ., is. 9d . ;
1 ins., 25. rod . dozen , post free. - WHITNEY.
Why keep good_apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY'S for
something that you want.
Whitnoy for Now and Second-hand Dynamos,
Engines , Boilers, Telephones, Coils , Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitnoy, The Scientifie Exchango, 117, City
Road, London. Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold, and Exchanged . Estab
ished over quarter of a century .
Treadlo Lathos, 4t-in . centres, 3-ft. beds, at ox.
ceptional price of £6 5s. each ; Drilling Machines
from 8s. each ; full particulars , with illustra
tions, sent on receiptofpostcard. - COLEMAN & Co.,
Engineers, Southend .
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices, post free rd .-- JAMES B. Livesey, North
gate, Blackburn .
Water Motors, Pelton Wheels, Turbines , Hy
draulic Rams, Centrifugal Pumps, Electric Motors,
and Dynamos ; state requirements. New Water
Motor lists, id . Complete Sets of Perfect Castings.
-PERCY PITMAN , Bosbury, Ledbury. Hereford
shire.
Assorted Electro-Magnots out of Telegraph
Apparatus, & c ., in parcels of 7 lbs ., 38. 6d ., carriage
paid ; Wire very useful for instrument making,
second-hand Galvanometers , 35. 6d . and 59. 6d .
Tons of other apparatus ; list stamp. — SAM
MIDDLETON , Faraday House, 179, Camden Grove
North , Peckham , S.É.
Cyelos ! Cycles ! !-Frames, fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied ; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
BROS., 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889.
£ 2,610 Worth of Cycles, Fittings, and Acces
sories ; state requirements ; we have everything.
ACCURATE CYCLE Co., 72, Stafford Street, Bir
mingham .
Unglazed Sheet Collulold, 35. 60. lb .; various
sizes. Ignition Batteries (ebonite cells ): 4 volts
50 amps.; 50s.; other sizes in celluloid in stock .
--HORNER & Sons, Mitre Square, Aldgate, B.C.
Private.
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements
.
Also note the deails of our Depost System in
the same place, which gives protection to both pure
chaser and seller .
" Star " Lathe, 12-in . Swing, with gear-cutting
and milling attachment ; in perfect order, and
true to two thousandth of an inch . Also a few
estra fittings ; cost 80 ; price £ 50 .--May be seen
and tested at, DICKSEE, 7. Duke Street, St.
James's, London.
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Glass Balls, 26 thousand, i in . to z ins., solid ,
Wanted. - Old or New Scale Model Locomotives
clear glass, cheap. - 6, Harley Street, Bow , E.
for a collection ; no toys. - Lowy, 8. Addison
Engineering Journals for the last ten years,
Road , Kensington , London .
cheap . - 6 , H irley Street, Bow , E.
Wanted .- Small Dynamo, in exchange for
Gas
Engine Patterns, t h.-P., cheap ; also 2- in .
Differential Galvanometer ; cost £ 3 ; splendid
condition. - JOHNSON , 19, Cobden Street,Leicester . model Horizontal Steam Cylinder and Pump (half
Wanted to Exchange Tyler's Pocket Tit Bit "
finished ) ; must sell ; MODEL ENGINEERS, 1901,
complete, several 1900. What offers ?-6, Harley
Camera ( cost 289. 60.), with three slides, for Whit
Street, Bow , E.
worth Stocks and Dies over | in . or Reamers to
Primus Burner and Pump (new ), 75. 6 .;
value, or sell 215.-C.F.CLIFTON , 122,Wellingboro '
double Launch Englao, i by t, almost finished,
Road , Rushden .
6d . Vertical Copper Boiler, r1 by 5, fireb )
t-plate Stand Camera and Accessories, fine R.R. 58.
Gaugo, 35 lbs. (new ), 33. Offers
lans, three slides, case, & c.; cost over 3 ; accept 69.; Pressure
invited. - G . DON , P.O. Buildings, Biggar, Lanark
25%. ; condition perfect.--Below .
shire.
“ Model Engineers,” I and II, unbound, 79. 6d.
Sot 4 -Steel Facoplato Do :8, 58. (listed 16s.) ; 3-11.
Vol. II , bound, 35.-R. M.WHITE, Abbey House ,
Bell Chuck , tapped fin., 55. (listed nos. 6d.) ; two
Sherborne, Dorset.
6 -in . highly -finished slotted Faceplates, one
Lathe Wanted, 3 to 4- in ., wood turning ; must
(tapped ) # in ., other 4 in ., 35. 6d. cach (listed
be cheap. - R . CAUDWELL. Blewbury , Didcot, 8s.
6d .) ; photos, stamp. - ALBERT SMITH , Lime
Berks.
Longeaton , Nottingham .
Grove,
2 h.-p. Cycle Motor, good condition ; complete ;
Torpedo Boat Destroyer Hull, length 60 ins.
can be seen working ; £3 158. ; bargain.-HARPER'S
prize
; price 255. ; worth double ; all fit
winner
STORES, Manor Park, B.
tings included ; approval. - H ., 15, Hanover Park ,
Dynamo, two lamps, two switches and wire ;
.
Peckham
London
,
never been used ; 243. Horizontal Engine for sale ,
" Electrical Review
Back Numbers.-- Electricity
," “ Elec
2- in . bore, 4-in. stroko ; bargain ; 30s.-A.JAMES,
g,
"
"
,';" * WoodworkinTh
Engineer,
trical
26 , Arthur Street, Heolfac'ı, Ystrad , Glam .
Amateur Photographer," * e
For Sale. - Complete 8} ft. circle, and 13 ft. “ Art ."Bible,"
“
With
Flag
Pretoria
.'
What
offers
?
-Motor
,"
straight Rails and Switch , 21 gauge ; also Signal
Buffer Stop and Goods Truck (by Bassett-Lowke), MELROSE, Seabrook , Hythe, Kent.
;
255.
or
treadle,
no
wheel
Lathe,
44
Iron
Centre
and C.R. Loco and Tender ; £1 the lot. - Low ,
set 2 h.-p.Motor Castings, piston fitted with rings,
Bridport House , Rugby.
ros.
Vice,
Leg
125.;
large
c.,
&
,
bored
cylinder
Wanted. - Model Express Locomotive, S.E.R. or
S.W.R. type ; must be in good working order ; SHEED , 81, Gauden Road , Clapham .
Drawing Instru .ents for sale , now ,, extra
24-in. or 3-in . gauge ; internally fired preferred ;
quality ( cost £3 ), take 61 168. ; also good Galo
exchange first-class Road Racer . - TOWNSHEND ,
vanometer,
38.-S., 104, Varna Road , Bdgbaston,
13, Tranmere
Road, Earlsfield .
Camera (265.), Klito ," with metal sheaths
Birmingham .
Engine, good working order, if-in .
Horizontal
holding 12 plates and 24 films ; sell 178. - WELLS, bore, 2 - in . stroke,
223. 60. - Below .
Ebury Road, Nottingham .
for Horizontal Compound Bngine,
Castings
Lot
Gas Engino, it by 3, gas bag ; worth double,
Dynamo, ris. 60. - Bolow .
-volt
10
alio
73. 6d. ;
208.; slightly out of order. - A . PAYNE, Scalford
Accumulator, mahogany case , 10 plates , 4 ins.
Road , Melton Mowbray.
by 3t ins., 93. 6d., or exchange ; stamp, particulars .
Accumulator for Salo, 4 volta , 32 amps., in per
-J. HINCHLITFL , 3 , Castlegate, Huddersfield .
fect condition, 198., or nearest offer.-Below .
For Salo . - One Great Northern Carriage and
Zither, 6 bar, for sale ; porfect order ; in box
guard's van ; scalo models ; quite new ;
one
with tuning key, only 98. - Below .
pair ; 2-in . gauge ;
Recorder (Edison ) new ; cost 215. , sell ros, 6d . ; approval, deposit ; 4os. the
also 8 ft. scale Model Track , 55. - STEWARD ,
about 50 Records at 8d. each . List sent if stamp
is enclosed .-- BRANSTON , 16 , Franconia Road, Northolme, Broadlands Road , Highgate, Lon .
don , N.
Clapham .
Stuart- Turner's High -spood Engine, 2 - in . bore,
For Sale, Pathe Phonograph and Records ; cost
nearly completed ; also it -in . bore Brass Hori
roos ., sell 8os . ; or exchange Gas Engine in working
zontal ditto ; good t -plate Hand Camera . What
order .--- W . A. TOWNSON, 26 , Charles Street
offers 1 - B . BUTLER , SO , Gowan Avenue, Fulham .
Colne, Lancashire.
Bargains. - 12-volt 40 amp.-hour Accumulator,
High Resistance Reflecting Galvanomotor Scale ,
259. ; Violin and Bow , ros. 6d. ; Phonograph , 1o
compass
Griffin
by
,
Galvanometer
4-in.
Tangent
box , 2 Leyden jars, voltmeter, £2 10s. - ALLEN , records, 1os. 6d. ; particulars stamp. - RODDING ,
Bowbridge Road, Nowark , Notts.
Marlborough Villa , Watford .
Stand Camora, t- plate , good condition , two
Morso Sounder and Key Model, 4 ins. by 4 ins.,
double
dark slides , tripod legs, shutter, bag , & c . ;
stamp.
particulars
55.
;,
stand,
mahogany
DANIELL , Engineer, 61, Martin's Road, Bromley, will exchange for Slide-valve Loco, or sell for 16s. ;
stamp. reply: -- A . F. FoxALL, 39, Park Road ,
Kent.
Flexiblo Royal Enfield (spring frame) Cycle ; Loughborough, Leicestershire.
Dynamo, light six 10-volt lamps, 158., or ex
Dunlops, Brook's tools , & c. ; new August last ;
change ; offers. - JOHN PERRY, 114, Albert Road,
cost $20 ; £11, or nearest. Voltmeter (brass), 6s.
North Woolwich , Bssar .
New Test Lamp, as. Set 22 by 21 Wire Wheels
Ammotor, 15 to 75 ampt , two-way switch ,
and Tyres complete (never used ), £ 3 1os., for
splendid (by Woodhouse & Rawson ) 400-watt
light car . - WANNOP, Lesmahagow .
Dynamo
Patterns, arc lamp, resistance 3 ohms,
14 Petrol Motor, almost now , good condition ,
li ied vice foc heavy wires, armature stampings ;
£ 5.--MILES, Seafield College, Fareham , Hamp
Link
Leather
Bet, 29 ft. 6 ins. ; Colling Roses,
shire.
Horizontal Stoam Engino, it- in . bore, 3 -in . Switches,Cut-outs, Lampholders, & c. Wanted ,
Clarionette, Oboe, Bassoon , Cello , Bass, or offers.
stroke ; engineer-made, with two flywhcols. Also
-52, Ainsworth Road , Radcliffo, Manchester.
No. 4 Kapp Dynamo completo, only wants arma
Wanted at Once .-Powerful “ O " (17 - in . )
ture to be wound; with 8-part commutator ; £ 3
the two.-F. IRVING, 26 , First Avenue, Mortlake. gauge Steam or Clockwork Locomotive ; must be
porfect.
--Price and particulars to FELLOWS, 7 ,
For Sale, Steel Vertical Boiler, int by 24,
Susans Road , Eastbourne.
fittings (Goodhand ) ; burns coal, tested to 100
Horizontal Engine, 31 ins. by 5 ins., double
lbs. ; nearly new , 12.-F. BOLL, Osmaston, Asb
wobbed steel crankshaft, no crosshead or eccentric ,
bourne, Derby.
30s. - Below .
Wanted , small Hand Drilling Machine to drill
A B C t-plate Hand Camora (by Spiers and
up to 1 in .; exchange Phonograph (cost 308.).
Pond
) ; takes splendid photos ; 128. —Below .
.G . D., 27, Lamb's Conduit Street, W.C.
Goysor (Bwart's), large size, all copper, with
14 h.-p. Motor Set, complete with engine, tank, burner
; practically now ; 308.; approval, deposit .
carburettor, coil accumulator, & c., with cycle
-M . BEAVAN , Donobrow , Jesmond, Newcastle
ready for fitting up , £7 108. SCAMMELL, 8, Free
on Wantod,
- Tyne. Vertical Boiler, contro duo, to work
mantle Street, East Street, S.B.
Motor Cycle, £ 12 ios. (Humber), Izion two
engine with cylinder 2 ins. by 1 in. ; chcap. - F .
stroke engine ; perfect running order. - Write,
DALTON, Middleton Cheney Roctory , Banbury .
BROWN, 19 , Rollins Street, Old Kent Road .
34 “ Model Enginoors, " Vol. III completo, 9.
high
Salo.---Castings in iron for cylinders
Vol. IV , 10 Vol. V , cheap. What offers ?-- BROOK .
speed Vertical Engine, if ins. by 21 ins.by I. ins;
FIELD, 184, Campbell Buildings, Westminster
also two Columns for same. What offers ? Road .
GRAHAM , Drigg, Holmrook , Cumberland .
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Bargain. - 30 -in . Model Yacht ; tin keel, sails
complete ; 16s., or offers.-- McDOWELL , 65, Abbey
Road , Barrow -in -Furness .
Solld silver celebrated Waltham Lever ; good
timist ; noreasonable offer refused. - F . J. BOSHER,
30 , Lawrence Hill, Bristol.
Sale. - Cheap Vertical Engine and Boiler, ;
h.-P.; splendid order, all fittings. Also Vertical
Engine it ns. by 2 ins. ; Bench Drilling Machine
up t f in. - GRIMES, 81, Hove Avenue, Waltham .
stow .
Exchange for small Bench Lathe, or offers , 21
of “ The Engineer," 1899, 12 of “ The Engineer,**
1897, 39 of " The Autocar,” 1901 and 1902,
* Elec
race, 2223, Russell
-Bennett
Berlin Gordon1900.
giving
- HENRY,
trical Engineers,"
.
Hendon
Road , West
Wanted, Hot-air Engine, Robinson's st - in .
working cylinder . - J. Dickson , 37, Spring Gar
dens, Edinburgh .
h.-P. Gas Engine, tank and gas bag, 58s.;
I h.-p. Oil Engine, water tank , carburettor, coi
and spark plug, £3 ; three Bottle Bichromato
Batteries (new ), 58.-P. WARD, 166 , Rockingham
Street, Sheffield.
For Sale , Model Electric Launch ; bargain ;
must be sold.-C., 5, Carnaby Street, W.
Wanted.-- Small Gas Engine in exchange for
Cycle Fitting Frames or Accessories ; everything
in cycles good. -ACCURATE CYCLE Co., 72 , Stafford
Street, Birmingham .
Genuine B.S.A. Road Racer, drop frame, Clincher
tyres, wide handles , £6 (cost [ 1 nine months ago );
or would exchange for out-of-order Motor Bike.
H. SUTCLIFFE , 4 , Oakfield Road ,West Croydon .
Maycock's " Electric Wiring Detail Book , also
“ Induction Motors ,". 38. 6d . ; ten MODEL EXGI
NEERS, sundry " Engineering," Ebokall's book on
" Electric Workshop Driving," few Electrical
sundries , 48. 6d . lot ; three Tumbler switches , two
Lampholders , odd wire and brasswork , 25. 6d.
lot ; ten -cell Battery, insulators, ebonite, mica ,
brass work, 79. 60. ; carriage extra ; exchange. 48, Yukon Roa 1, Balham .
Bargaln. - Marine Boiler for sale , 9 ins. long ,
6 ) high by 5t, internal firebox with tubes and
Attings ; 308. - Below .
4-Plate Hand Camora, cost $3 : will exchange
for English Lever Watch. - W . LEONARD , 45.
Brook Stroot, Stepney .
Sale. - It h.-p. Motor (Universal), unused, 70s. ;
Blectric Motor, works sowing machine , speed
lever, 2-speed pulley, 163. ; Hot-air Engine
(vertical), used twice only, 128. ; large Motor
Biko Gas Lamp, reflector 41 diameter, 18s. ; Silver
King of Road Lamp, perfect condition , ss.;
another, 2s. 6d. ; case of Leclanché Batteries, 8s.
- Particulars, E. Wood, Cloncurry, Felixstowe,
Suffolk .
Splendid Mahogany Cycle Motor Patterns, core
boxes , 24 -in . bore , 3-in , stroke ; made pattern
maker : 183. 60. - PAULL, 64, Tenby Street,
Cardiff
Charging Dynamo, 10 volts 3 amps., nearly
new , 61 ; Slide- rest, suit 6 -in . lathe, ros. ; Launch
Engine, it bore, splondid model, £ 2 ros. - WILSON ,
Glen View , Two Waters, Boxmoor, Herts.
500 -Watt Dynamo sot of Machined Parts ,
$2 175. 60. ( cost €5) ; Winchester Repeater, per
fect, 28s. 6d . ; Motor Accumulator, 16s. (cost
30s., new ) ; Thermo Generator, 6 volts 3 ampa ,
13 i 5 -in . Foot Lathe, £2 55.; all Nos. Modei,
ENGINEER ; 2-volt 60 amp.. Accumulator, 16s .
Stuart Engine and Boiler, £ 7 ; offers ; exchange ;
approval, deposit. - HOWARD, Preston Cottage ,
New Barnet.
Must Sell Immediately .-- Horizontal Engine,
(4 ins.), 2-in. bore, 2- in . stroke, with copper boiler,
six tubes, all fittings, $4 ; one armature built
Horizontal Engine, with governors and heavy
flywheel, th.-p.,61.-H.HAMMOND, London Road,
Burgess Hill
Radlum . - A few Spinthariscopes for sale ; these
instruments are very good and show the scintilla
tions very well ; price 7s. 6d , each . -LEONARD
Levy , 60 , Priory Road , West Ha npstead, N.W.
Vortical Copper Boller, 17 tubes, with horizontal
engine, it by 3 ins., reversing, 359, ; fittings cost
over £ t ; Great Central Loco, 2-in . gauge, raik ,
etc., almost as now , 256. i 30-watt Dynamo
(charging), 15 . ; 4 -bottle Bichromates, ss.; three
c -fluid ditto, 45.-S. BROOKS, Manor Road ,
Barnet.
(Continued on page vlil.)
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ANOTHER
of the latest !

361

This is the SAWYER TOOL Co.'s No. 93 Angle Indicator,
made from steel plate, and is invaluable for transferring
angles up to 90 degrees. The edges are also ground to 45 de
grees and 90 degrees, which makes it useful as a square or
a mitre .

o
olo zlogl 00 00
SAWYER TOOL MFRCO.
FITCHBURG NASSUSA

We keep all these kinds of Tools in Stock.
and see us, or write :
C. W. Burton

GLASGOW

59 ,

!

DEPOT :

FINNIESTON

Come

Griffiths & Co.,

LUDGATE SQUARE , LUDGATE HILL,

STREET .

Everything

ELECTRIC

E.C.

COMPANY
Established 1890.
60, Brook St., C.- on -M .,MANCHESTER. Contractors to H.M. Government.
" should send two Stampa for our 44-page Illustrated List and Supple
the “ Model Engineerand
Every Reader ofcontains
partieulars of
Illustrations
mont. It

.,see
List
Other
Qualities

UNIVERSAL

LONDON ,

SUPPLY

Electricalat Bottom

Prices

ELECTRIC BELLS
from 1/3 each .
PUSHES
...
3d . ,
BELL WIRE
99
3d. per doz. yds.
ELECTRO -MOTORS
2/6 each .
8d . ,
LAMPS
DYNAMOS
96 99
1 d . per pair .
TERMINALS
MEDICAL COILS
3/3 each .
The “ CLARION ” Bell.
BATTERIES
8d . ,
POSTAGE EXTRA .
Loud -Ringing Electric Bell,
splendidly made, with
Our List is invaluable to all interested in Electricity, and is the most complete issued.
2 Gong ... 14
1/3 each. UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60 , Brook Street,
2%
Please note only Address
o
C -on - M , MANCHESTER
3
1/6

NOTICE TO COIL MAKERS.
Buy your Wire at the lowest price :
No. 86 silk -covered Copper, at 5s. 6d. per Ib .
Cotton
4s. 4d.
Postage 4d. extra.
Our Wlre is of the highest gradeand conductivity only .
Send 2 penny stamps for our New Illustrated Book
let and Wire List. We are actual makers of
Dynamos, Motors, Accumulators, Coils, etc.
WRITE AT ONCE.
Road,
BOWEN & ODERY, 68, Wellington
Old Charlton, Kent.

PROMPT SALES
are effected through an Advt. in
our Sale and Exchange Column.
Give it a trial.

“

Star ”

Lathes
Foot and Power.
High- grade screw -cutting engine Lathes, with
forged crucible steel hollow spindles, phosphor
bronze bearings, gear-driven reversible feedswith
strong friction drive in apron, our patented spring
nuts which allow quick shifts of change gears, also
Draw -in Chuck, Gear-Cutting,Milling and Taper
Attachments it desired .
Suitable for electrical and repair work , model
makers, gunsmiths, technical schools, and fine,
accurate machine-shop and tool-room service.
Ask for COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS.
THE SENECA FALLS MFG . CO .
Foot Lathes
560, Water Street,
41 and 5 ]| n . centres. fic
44,51,6 and in . centres. 'Star PowerLathes
SENECA
FALLS, N Y., U.S.A. (78)
Speed Lathes
5 and 6 in centres .
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FOOT
POWER
TURRET

Lathes

PLANERS, SHAPERS, AND
DRILL PRESSES.
CHUCKS, TOOLS, DOCS.

SHEPARD LATHE CO .,
A 121 W. 2nd St., CINCINNATI, O., U.S.A ,
Postage to United States, 27d. oz.

4d.

ARMATURE LAMINATIONS.
S
All types and sizes
NG from 1 to 24 ins. diam .
TI
S
,
CA
N
MO AMO
TO S
RS
,
EN
GI
FI NES
TT
I
CE NGS
LI
, S

CUSHMAN'S LEVER CHUCKS,
z-in ., 16s. 6d .; 4-in ., 19s.: 5-in ., 22s. Geared
Scroll Chucks, 3- in ., 27. ; 4-in., 88s.; 5-in.,
39s. 6d. Finished Slotted Faceplates, 5 - in ., 3s. 3d.;
6 -in ., 8s. 6d. ; 7 -in ., 4. 6d. ; 8-in ., 5s.6d.
10 -in ., 8s 9d. Straight Lathe Beds, planed and
undercut, 30-in., 12s. : 36- in ., 16s. Bd. Strong Gap
Lathe Beds ( finished ), 30-in., 26s . : 36- in ., 295.
Sets ofMorse S.S. Twist Drills , on stands, 1-16tb
to in . by 64ths, 17s. 6d . ; by 32nds, 9s. Surface
and Angle Plates, Slide-rest Tools, etc. New List,
fd. stamp ; large Illustrated List, three stamps.
ÅRTHUR FIRTH , Tool Maker, CLECKHEATON .
WORK .
All kinds of Models made to customers' dimen
sions. Experimental work executed under most
strict confidence. Makers of Model Yachts, En
gines , and Boilers of all descriptions; Locomotives,
etc. Having no expensive show cooms, and up -to
date plant, enables us to give our customers first
class workmanship at the lowest prices. —Note our
only address : A. J. MeDONALD & Co., Engineers,
Electricians, etc., 55-57, Holmes Road ; No. 293,
Kentish Town Road, N.W. Nearest Stations :
Kentish Town (M.R.), and Kentish Town (N.L.R.)

JO

LATHES
PLAIN AND SCREW -CUTTING
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
FACE & ANGLE PLATES.
Bright Mild and Tool Steel.
Lists, 2d . postage.
ENGINEER's
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, STORES ,
85 & 85A, Clerkenwell Rd.,London , E.C.

THE
Launch , Yacht, and small-power Marine
Engino Builders.
ENGINEERING
ARDWICK
Castings of Engines from a Model ap to 100 Lh.p.
CO .
Drilling Machines, Chucks, Propellers, Stern
Tubes, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marine Oil Motors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, bl.
Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANCHESTER .

Electrical
Specialities.

Curved ,
Electric A. Trans
larm Clocks, parent
terminals 4 -volt
contacts 5-hr. light 5/- Postage 4dany above
and
complete
.
, 4 • 9 -hr.
7/
extra .
Best quality . 12-hr, ► 10 /
HORIZONTAL ACCUMULATORS, low and narrow
design for driving
Model Electric Boats,
Tramcars, & e ., made
in Ebonite and Cellu
loid Cases . Vast num
ber of sizes and capa
cities . Pick of the
market, right away at ARMSTRONGS'. Obtain
Catalogue immediately, 4d . Saves you pounds.

The Franklin Dynamo.
50 Watts. 10 Volts , 5 Amperos.
3000 to 4000 revolutions. Sets
of material, finished parts com
plete machines. For amateur con
struction - very efficient. Will
drive a dental engine, sewing ma.
chine or small lathe ; run as a
generator, will furnish current for
BA FRANKLIN six 6 -candle lamps. Parts, $ 3.50,
Model Shop $ 6.00 , $8.50. Complete, $ 13.50 .
Write for circular Key .
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-181, West 31st Street, Now York , U.S.A.

Illustrated
Catalogue

ARMSTRONG & CO., TWICKENHAM .
Makers of over 1000 sizes in
Portable, Ignition , and Pocket
Accumulators , Au fitted with
acid -proof termicals and non
spilling vents. Illustrated Lists
and Testimonials, 4d. Special
line, own design , double fila .
ment Cycle Lantern , fitted with
two switches controlling each
6 volt 9h , curved filament. Beautifully nickel
of rectangular, 8/6, plated in 4,6, and 8 volts, 10/
sent charged .
each . Intensely power
ful.

DYNAMOS
CASTINGS from 8 /- per Set.
Motors from 2/6 , complete.
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 101.; Electric
Alarm Clock , 41 ; Shocking Coils, 31- ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d.; Bell Se's, 39 ;
Electric Light Sets, 26.
Send for our New List, post free, 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d.
Catalogue of Everything Eletrical, 2d.,
post free.

The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFC . Go.
152, GREY MARE LANE ,MANCHESTER .
SMITH'S
Electric Catalogue .
Owing to the great demand, this List is now
out of print. A New Edition is being prepared,
and will be sent shortly to all those who have
applied for it.
Instrument
W.A.C. SMITH , Electric
- manufacturer ,
53, DUNDAS ST., GLASGOW .
CASTINGS
And Drawings of Stuart High - speed
Engines, Model Locomotives,
and Loco Castings of various types. Loco Wheels
from it ins. to 8 ins. diam .
Every Casting guaranteed . Price List, 3d.
STUART TURNER
SHIPLAKE, HENLEY-ON -THAMES.
WORKSHOP,
TOOL

HOUSE ,

DY

vi.

FULMEN WORKS,
A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

CYCLE

HOUSE ,

PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO , etc.,
Send
for
my
CATALOGUE

Electrical Ignition for
Gas and Oil Engines .
SPECIALITIES:
Coils giving a flaming spark ,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accuma
lators, & c. , specially suitable for

MOTOR

F. T. WALKER ,
Meersbrook Bank, SHEFFIELD
" ROYAL

AJAX ”

CARS.

Every description of Electrical,
Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracyand at reason
able rates. Write requirements,
F. C. BLAKE,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
STATION AVENUE ,
KEW
GARDENS,
LONDON .

MOTORCYCLES.
38 Guineas.
21 h.-p.
Send for Free Price List.
The Silver Queen Cycle Co.Ld.
(L Dept.) 18, Cray's Inn Road ,LONDON .
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ins. Centres,

2

BROS .' NEW
ft . 6

Boring , and

DESIGN

ins. Bed , Self-Acting

Screw -Cutting

Sliding,

Lathe .

This Lathe has been specially designed for the use of Model Makers, and has the advantages of a
Tool designed for the class of work it will be called upon to perform .
In May 19th issue we showed a photo of the new design Self - Acting Boring Carriage, in action ,
boring a 234 h.-p. Motor Cylinder. We show below ANOTHER GOOD FEATURE : --

Photo of 31 s.s. Lathe, taken from above, showing the Headstock set over for turning small taper work from
the bar, passing through Hollow Mandrel. This will be found very useful when making very small steam
or water cock plugs, etc.
Although this Lathe is of Special Design , and of the VERY

FINEST Workmanship and

Accuracy , and is Sel! Acting and Screw -Cutting, the price (owing to the methods of manufacture
being up -to -date ) is kept down to a price that, up to now , has had to be paid for a common pattern Plain Lathe.
Price of Lathe, complete with

Standards and Treadle, £ 13

10s.; or as Bench

Lathe, £ 10 10s.; less 5 % cash discount; or £ 1 10s. with order, and £ l per month .
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS TO
DRUMMOND

BROTHERS ,

Ltd., RYDE'S

HILL

nr.

GUILDFORD .

viii.

(Continued from page iv .)
For Salo, price £8.- Locomotive Eoiler and Piro
Box, tubes ; length over all, 22 Ins.; diamoter,
6 ins. ; length of firebos, ? ins. ; width , 6 ins. “
height, 1a ins. ; approval, deposit. - W . H. Dur.
KIN , Manor Road , Edgbaston.
Wanted. - TWO Leyden Jars, 12 to 18 ins. high ;
platinum : secondary wiro ; vacuum tubes.
GRATIS, Seaton Avenue, Plymouth .
Set on Motor Castings, cylindor tored , st- in .
piston, fitted aluminium chamber ; i fow parts
machined ; 7os. the lot.-G. STRACHAN, 25, Gray
Street, Shettlestoi, Glasgow .
8 h.: Noble ; quite now i spray ,, trombler,
unscratched Palmer's, £24; letters only.-L. , 2 ,
Spencer Park , S.W.
Exchango. — Whittaker's Electrical Englacers'
Pocket Book ; quite new ; for electrical books
suitablo for a Leginner.- P. PERRY , 25, Abbots.
bury Road, Waymouth .
Bxchange lovely White Cotton Garden Ham .
mock for Blectrical Literature, valuo 58. - JONIS,
7 , Johnson Street, Unthank Road , Norwich .
Bargains. - Pair 6 ins. Hollow ' Mandrel Latbe
Heads (fast and loose pulleys), Tee Rest 258.; two
6 ins. Circular Saws, on spindles, 28. 6d . each ;
quantity Drills, Taps, Screwplate, Sundry Tools,
los.; new Contact Breaker, for at motor (cost
8s. 6d.), sell 3s. 6d. Stamp reply . - WALLER, 55,
Grove Road, Walthamstow .
Wanted. --Small Lathe , about 3 ft. bed , slide
rest, chucks, tools, etc., cheap . Particulars, and
lowest cash price. - ALEX, 15. Iveley Road, Clap
ham , London.
Sale.-- MODEL BNGINEER, 28 to 119 inclusive ;
IOS., or best offer. Also Quarter-Plate Hand
Camera, takes 12 plates or 24 films; nearly new ;
three magnifiers , time and instantaneous shutter ;
cost 198. 6d. ; take 138.-- BUXTON , 74, Meredith
Street, Crewe
Hot-Akr Engine ; t ha- p.; in thorough working
order ; 308. STEVENS, 10, Coopers Lane, Ley
ton , B.
Gonuino Bargains. - Two stroke Cycle Bngine ;
£3. Peto and Radford Armoured Accumulator ;
volt ; 155. Tank , with wick carburettor, space
Mudguards ; 45. Write for particulars.-- " MOTOR
IST," 78, Sceptre Street, Newcastle-on -Tyne.
Air Gun for sale ; very little used (cost ios.) ; sell
at 65. - Apply, BLANKS, 206, Westgato Road ,
Newcastle.
Watch or Clockmakers's I athe (practically new ) ;
2t- in . centres ; fitted with Cushman self-centering
chuck, compound slide-rest, T -rest, faceplate with
adjustable dogs ; splendid littlo machine ; can
work to 1-1000th inch ; ideal lathe for model work ;
65 ; worth double . Genuine De Dion Coil; perfect;
IOS.-- H . DRAGE, Southbury Road , Enfield .
Locomotive (G.N.R.), scale model; unfinished ;
41- in . gange ; wants boiler ; 555.-- Below .
Rails and Chairs ; quantity ; 8s. - GOODWIN , 125,
Blgin Road, Ilford .
Wanted Lathe : treadle or bench , with treadle
attachment ; 3-in. slide-rest. - F . FIELDEN, 124,
Heathleigh, Halifax.
Ch'oride Storage Colls ; a Battery of 53, 21
Plates, 210 hours capacity ; for disposalowing to
supply now being taken from Public Main. Cheap
to an immediate purchaser. Also an entire plant
if desired . - E . C. TEEDHAM , LTD ., High Street,
Dudley.
Wanted , 1904 pattern 2 b.b.-p Featherweight
Motor and Accessories (" Universal " preferred ), in
exchange for Gent's Road Racer and cash . Send
full particulars. - R . M. WHITE , Abbey House,
She bo ne, Dorset.
For Sale. -Heavy Model Vertical Side-valve
Engine, 2-in . l ore, 3t-in. stroke ; 17.in. turned
flywheel ; particulars, write ; 505.; bargain ; or
exchange for suitable Steam Model Loco or pair
t-in . bore Reversing Horizontal Engines : no rub
bish required , WARD , Dick Croít, Hoyland ,
Barnsley.
Large Model Racing Yacht, nearly new , fully
rigged , in fine condition ; 30s.-F. R. MAXTED, 3,
Vicarage Road , Strood , Kent.
For Sale or Exchange. - Two Model Mahogany.
built Yachts , complete (prize winners).- W . Hick
MAN , South Road , Poole , Dorset.
Bargain . - Splendi 27 in . Launch Hull, with
propeller, 6s., or offers. Wanted , good small
Charging Dynamo.-- " ELECTRIC," 4 , Avonmouth
Street, Newington, SB.
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Prossure G 308 $ ; 3 ins. diameter ; 120 lbs. ;
cost 248. ; best offer, or exchange for Tools to
value.- H . ECCLES, Wooburn Green , Bucks.
Bonch Lathe : 3.in. centre ; 24-in. bed ; three
speed pulloy ; T rest ; 109.-G. Scort, 62, Bltham
Road , Lee, S.E.
84 Ins. contre , 8 ft. bod, Standard Treadlo Latho,
compound slide-rest, T-rests, with number of tools,
£45 .; 24 in , Bench Vice , 45.; in . G.M. Water
Gauges, screwed 1 in , gas. – R., 46, Ferndale
Avenue, Whips Cross, Walthamstow .
Charcoal Plato, 1 bare thick , 7 by 2 ft., 58. ,
two good T -rests , is. 6d. each , or exchange. - H .
GRIST, 5, North Street, Westminster.
Phonographs, with 12 records, 158. ; 2 h.-p.
Cycle Motor, engineer's finish ; £4 fos. ; new ;
stamp for reply.-- HILLIER, Lane House, St.
Peter's Kent.
For Sale, cheap ; a pair of Lathe Heads and
3 - speed wheel, in rough , 5-in. centre. - A . JEF.
FERIES, Islwyn Street, Abercarn, Mon.
Gas Engine for sale as illustrated in MODEL
ENGINEER , May 19th ; £ 3.- GATENBY , Thorne
Road , Huddersfield .
Sale.--plate Stand Camera , with all acces
sories ; perfect condition ; £ 3 ros. - BRIDSON , 12 ,
Osborne Grove, Doug'as, Isle of Man .
Vortical Steel Boiler, 10 by 21, centre flue,
internal firebox 4 -plate, closely riveted thr ugh
out, Schaffer gauge, water glass, safety valve
steam and odd cocks ; 60 lbs. working pressure ;
almost new ; 50s. - LEWIS GRIST, 5, North Street,
Westminster ,
For Sale. - Three Ignition Accumulators, volts
14 amps., in good condition ; also Steam 2 Loco
motive, 18 ins. long , one cylinder, very strong ;
also Model Yacht, 19 ins. long, 5 ins. beam , 6 ins.
depth , mast and sails ; complete. What offers ?
-E . Ġ . LAKE,Woodbine, Hanwell,W.
18-in Double Heavy Flywhool Stand and Treadle
69. ; t -in . Spark Coil, 25. 60.- " ELECTRIC," 76 ,
Took's Court, Holborn .
Electric Engraving Machino, complete , with
pedestal, spring, and needles ; perfect working
order ; 128. 60 .-- HOBLEY, Ranelagh Road ,
Wellingborough.
27 Bloyolo Motor, F.N. carburettor, good con
dition , £5 ; also Eisman Magneto and Coil, almost
new , perfect, (cost £6 ), sacrifice €4 ; lot £ 8 or
nearest offer .- MILES, Seafield College, Fareham ,
Hampshire.
8 h.-p. Alr -cooled Engine ; very little used .
What offers ?-61, Newman Street, W.
Treadle Latho, screw -cutting, slide-rest, 1of Ing.
by a ins., heavy flywheel, three speeds, change
wheels, faceplates, chucks, and tools ; lot £5.
Below .
Two 9-in. Circular Saws and Spindle, ros. ;
26-in. heavy Flywheel and Crank Spindle for same,
all pivot bearings, 10 . ; 8-in . brace, 19. ; 10 -in .
ditto, with Universal chuck , 28. 6d . ; Treadle
movement of Fret Machine, with two emery
wheels, 3s. ; or 259. lot. - WILFRED TEE , Buck .
hurst Hill.
Gent's Roadster Cyclo for sale, 26 - in ., free wheel,
two brakes , good condition ; 13 1os. or offer.
Below .
Foot Latho, st centre, slido and teo-rest (no
back centre ), strong wooden frame and bed ; good
condition ; offers or exchange for Vertical Boiler
and Fittings, about 2 ft. by 1 ft.-- SANDERS, 8 ,
Atley Road, Bow , London .
Sale or Exchange.---Horizontal Steam Engine,
21-in . bore, 31-in . stroke ;, very, compact, in
thorough order ; engineer made ; a bargain at 309.
Also i -plate Camera , new condition , Achromatic
rapid rectilinear lens, iris diaphragm , three double
dark slides, tripod case dishes, and all accessories ,
cheap at £ 1. - Couche's RESTAURANT, St. John
Street, Hythe, Hants.
For sale.Set of Parts for 1- in . by 1f- in .
horizontal slide-valve engine (nearly finished ) ,
piston fitted with ring, 78. 6d . ; 110 yds. double
cotton -covered Wire for dynamo winding, 28.
powerful Shocking Coil, with regulating tube and
two batteries, 5s . ; Launch Hull, 42 ins. long, 6 -in .
beam , 5 ins. deep, 79. 60.; Loco Crankshaft (new ),
7 scale for inside cylinders , it-in . stroke, 59. ;
pair Loco Driving Wheels, 3. ins., Is. 6d.; two
Electric Bells, is. each ; " Midget " Electric Bell ,
with
3t ins. long , is. 3d. ; 20-volt Lamp complete,
shade and cord grip holder (new ), Is.6d. Particu
lars id . stamp. - J. HALLAM, Church Road ,
Broadstone, Dorset,

Miscellaneous and Late .
Mechanio with own workshop desires Employ .
ment ; inventions and patents worked , models
made or repaired . - S ., 13, Gillies Street, Kentish
Town , London , N.W.
Turning, Fitting, and Pattern -making. — W.
Watson , 1 , St. Giles's Croft, Beverley.
Horizontal Engine Castings, Is. 9d. ; powerful
Launch Engine, 155. 6d ., complete ; postage 3d . ;
particulars, stamp. - WILSON , Albert House , St.
Peter's, Kent.
Bargain . - Several Traction Ce ls, 90 am hotars,
scarcely used , 175. 6d. each , 6t ins. by 4 fins.
Exchanging for lar er. - Apply B. H. LAWTON , 11,
Tiinit Square E.C.
Coppor Logo Boller, 3 ins. diameter, rol ins.
long, internal firebox, riveted, 28s. ; six tubes, no
fittings ; Hand Pump, t-in . bore , 2t-in , stroke,
Ios. 6d. ; Horizontal Pump, 5.16th -in . bore, 4 -in .
stroke, 6s. 6d. ; four Bogie Wheels, 2 3-16th ins.,
brass, 29. 60.; " Ajax " Motor, 53. ; ail perfectly
new ; Camera, 31 ins. by 2 } ins., six plates , with
accessories, 63. - BAINBRIDGE, 2, Mitford Terrace ,
Wick Lane, Bow , E.
For Sale.h.-p. HorizontalGas Engine (War
sop's), 2 heavy flywheels, runs on gas petrol
benzoline, or acetylene, £ 4 1os. ; one Carron slow
Combustion Stove, 12 ins. diameter by 30 ins.
high , with flue piping, 255. ; one 25-volt s -amp.
Overtype Dynamo (new ), 8 -section armature,
rocking brush gear, 358. ; one Avery's T3 Tram .
car Motor wound for 25-volt circuit , with 60
tooth worm wheel and worm on countershaft,
£ 2 ; one Foot Treadle , with pulley and flywheel,
ios. ;one 3 -in , amateur's Treadle Lathe on stand ,
with chucks, etc. (Britannia Tool Company's
make), 63 ; one small Induction Coil , 2s. 6d . ;
one 7mm . six-chamber Silver -plated self-cocking
Revolver,78.6d. ;one table ModelS.V.Engine and
Boiler , 78. 6d. ; one piece Brass Tube, 5 ins. dia
meter by et ins. long by 1 in . thick, 58. Further
particulars, stamp.-- JOHN SMITH , 3, Hale Lane
Failsworth , Manchester.
Model Marine sudo- valvo Engino and Boiler
(Vertical), engineer made ; -worth € 2, sell £ I ;
powerful Shocking Coil and 4 -cell" Bichromate
Battery, adjustable in mahogany case, ; worth
258., sell ros. ; all in splendid working order .
SYD BIRD, 2, Blenheim Road, Black Horse Lane,
Walthamstow .
Exchange. - Holmes No. 1 Lathe for bench
drilling or planing muchine.-- DTSON , 66 , Cart
Road , Nelson , Lancs .
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READ THESE -VALUE FOR MONEY
We receivo Testimonials daily . Not one asked for. Our goods recom .
mend themselves. “ Sir, I settle my little order for Lathe with thanks.
I find it alright, and hope to place an order with you for a highºr class tool
before long.-G. P., Walsall." " Dear Sirs,-I have received theLathe just
before the holidays, and am very well pleased with it.-W. E. C., High
Wycombe.” “ Dear Sirs, —I. have received the 175. 60. Lathe , and am
highly pleased with it.-P. F.C., Molesey." “ Dear Sirs,—Your Lathe
which you sentme some time ago is now in good working order, and I must
say I am very well pleased with it.-J.B., London." We cou'd fill the
whole issue with such . Common sense must tell you that the above Lathe is
the best value obtainable in England. Just send for Katalog, 4 stamps, and
learn all about it. Wewill announce winner of grinder competition shortly.

If you desire to enter a paying
profession , the profession of
to -day - me refer to
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING .
Why not leave the overcrowded and poorly paid trades ,
where advancement is slow , and where the supply
is greater than the demand ? We can teach you in
your spare time, direct to yourown home, by correspon
dence, to become a competent Electrical or Mechanical
Engineer. What we have done for thousands all over
the world we can do for you. Our system has reached the acme of
success. We don't ask you to take our word for it, but to investi
gate our statements. You may have seen our advertisement before,
and not troubled to write us. Let us ask you to do so now .
TO -DAY IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY.
TO -MORROW THE OTHER FELLOW'S .
Write to -day for our Booklet, “ How to become an Blectrical or
Mechanical Engineer.” We send it free of cost. It tells the story
of success.
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF
CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION ,
488, TEMPLE CHAMBERS, TEMPLE AVENUE, LONDON.

S. HOLMES
BACK

&

CO .,

Engineers,
BRADFORD .

NUMBERS .

Have you looked through the pages of Back Numbers
that have appeared in recent issues? You may find
some articles dealing with the work you are now engaged
upon . . From all Agents of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
price 2d . each , or 8d. post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court Fleet Street, London, E.O.

The latest

Book

on Model Engineering.

THE MODEL
LOCOMOTIVE

THE
ITS

LOCOMOTIVE :

MODEL
DESIGN

AND

CONSTRUCTION .

A PRACTICAL MANUAL on the Building of Miniature RAILWAY ENGINES.
By HENRY GREENLY.
276

6 /
NET

6:
A

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO

pages, 370 Illustrations, and NINE large Folding
Plates of working drawings .

CONTENTS. - Chapter I. - Introduction ; Choice of Scale and Gauge.
Chapter II. - Locomotive Types. Chapter_III. - Principles of Design .
Chapter IV . — Boiler Design . Chapter V.- Frames, Bogies, Buffers, Axle
boxes. Chapter VI. - Wheels, Springs, Cranked Axles. Chapter VII.
Cylinders and Valves. Chapter VIII. – Valve Gearing. Chapter IX.
Motion Details. Chapter X. - Boiler Construction . Chapter XI. - Boiler
Mountings and Fittings. Chapter XII. — Cabs, Tanks, Tenders, Pumps,
Injectors, Fuel, Firing Arrangements and Testing Apparatus. Appendix.
Designs for Miniature Locomotives.
THE ONLY BOOK DBALING EXCLUSIVELY WITH THB SUBJBOT .

The Wustrations are for the most part dimensioned scale drawings, and photographs of finished
of model and small power locomotives are included .

From

all Booksellers.

PERCIVAL

MARSHALL &

Bound in Cloth.

portions

Price 6s. net ; Post free , 6s. 4d.

Co., 26-29, Poppin's

Court, Fleet St., LONDON , E.C.

June 3, 1904.
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The 'Fairbanks

PORTABLE

OIL

ENGINE

Among the many economical features which our
Engines embody, if properly installed and cared
for, the following are worthy of note :
They are self-contained, and require but uttle
space .
They will supply power for any purpose.
They cost much long to run than a stoam engine
There is no chimney to build and no boiler.
No fires to make, and no waiting to get up stoam .
Ne waste of fuel.
No danger from fire.
No danger of explosion .
No license and to inspection .
Thoy aro always ready for work .
They can be started or stopped almost instantly.
Exponse bogins only when engines are started , and
onds when they are stopped .
WRITE

FOR

THE

CATALOGUE

No.

180 .

FAIRBANKS

Glasgow

COMPANY ,

Office :

9 , HOWARD
78-80 ,

The

CITY

Universal

ROAD ,

Motor

LONDON ,

Cycle

ST.

E.C.

Fittings .

and

AS SUPPLIBD TO MANY OF ENGLAND'S LEADING MANUFACTURERS.
Below is our Offer for the Season .
COMPONENT SETS.
CASTINGS.
Comprising full Sets Castings,
with drawings, machined as speci.
our
for
Castings,
Sets
Complete
fied
. Also ONE best quality igni.
latest pattern Motors as Illustra.
tinn Coil, Accumulator, with cello
tion . With cylinders accurately
case, spray carburettor, switch
loid
bored , pistons accurately fitted to
same, aad iywheels tumed, bored ,
handles , driving rim , petrol tank ,
in plug, belt, pipes, levens,
niti
ig
and polished , including full size
rods, and set of wires for connec
working drawings
tions.
it b.h.-p. 81 5s. Od.
11 b.h.-p. £ 312s. 6d.

2

81 9s. 6d.
2

2
3

2

£ 3 15s. 60.

21

£ 3 19s. 60.

3

£ 4 12s. 6d.

33

£ 419s. Ed.

$ 1 15s. 6d.
£ 1 17s. 6d.

»

31

9s. 6d.

M

32

Por set.

Per set.

Complete Motor Cycle , 2 b.h.-p., as
Complete Attachment Guaranteed
Illustrated , £ 18 10s.
to fit your Roadster Cycle , £ 8 10s.
These Attachments are quite completo in every respect, and finished ready to clip upon cycle.
Everything above described is of the very finest quality, and we guarantee these Sets to build up into a neat, reliable,and efficient motor attachment
NOTE. - Ali crank chambers are of Aluminium , and every Casting and Fitting is guaranteed perfect, or REPLACED FREE OF CHARGE.
Notice. — Wehave only one address

THE

UNIVERSAL

MOTOR

James Rd ,
COMPANY, St.DERBY
,

June 9 ,, 1994 .
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SALE AND EXCHANGE .

Private Advertisements are inserted in this
column at the rate of 60. for the first 18 words or
loss, and id . per 3 trords after .
Irade Advertisements ard inserted
this
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words of
less, and id . per word after .
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The adver
tiser's name and address is charged for.
Advertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
ang remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager ,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be received by Arst
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number.
Our Deposit System .

Notice . - As we cannot accept any responsto
bility for the bona- fides of Aavertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted , to adopt the Deposit System explained
below
.
We will recelve from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor , whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goodsway
are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one
The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion
the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and accepled.
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
6d for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mitted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amouni received in Deposit is 2s. Bd.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Depost is sent by Money Order,
# should be made payable to the Advertise of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articles themselves .
Trade .
" Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 35. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Šale.-E. POUTEAU , 231A, Gray's Ino
Road , London
Froe - Poekot Rubber Stamp of your Namo
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London .
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
foished : list 2d. -REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers.- KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
tor lists. free one stamp. – KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Lathe, both English and
American , with a chapter on . How to Test & Lathe ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.'
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage :
foreign readers post free.
Not sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force. -DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford.

Twenty -three of Colo's Reliable Handbooks,
bound in one volume cloth , 38. 9d., carriage paid,
of separately as below .
Brass Founding.-- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; post free, 6d .
Pattern Making.— “ How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes (diagrams), post free, 6d.
Blacksmithing.-- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
" Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
free, 6d.
" Grinding and Setting Edge Tools,” trom a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
" Metal, Pipe and Tubo Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
“ Tempering Steel Tools,” Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d .
" Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools
diagrams, 6d .
“ Wipod Joints in Lead Wator Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Metal Sorowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
plates and Taps, aking Dies , Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
" Metal Drilling, Dr Making and Using " ;
diagrams,
Metal 6d.
Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
· Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d.
“ How to Solder Gold , silver, Aluminium , Brass,
: 3d.
& c., Brazing " and
How to Use it on Wood and
The Saw
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
Bells
Electric
: Instructions for Fitting Bells,
“
Making Bells and Batteries " : diagrams, 6d.
“ French Polishing, Stalning, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 60 ,
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
& c. Ceinent Recipes ; 6d.
* Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d.
Bookbinding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d.
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ; 6d.
“ Cycle Brazing,"_ 4d. ; " Cycle Enamelling,"
6d . ; Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d .
Any Three Above Books, rs.; any six , is. 7d. ;
eight or more, 3d. each , all post tree.
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester.
Australian Wholesale Agents :
" Robertsons.
Treadle Lathes, 41-in . centres , 3 -ft. beds, at ex
ceptional price of £6 55. each ; Drilling Machines
from 8s. each ; full particulars , with illustra
tions,sent on receipt of postcard. --COLEMAN & Co.,
Engineers, Southend.
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices, post free id. - JAMES B. LIVESEY, North
gate, Blackburn .
Ung azed Sheet Celluloid, 5s. 6d . Ib.; various
sizes. Ignition Battries (ebonite cells) : 4 volts
50 m s.; 50s. ; other sizes in c lluloid in stock .
-HORNER & SON , Mitre Square, Aldgate,
B.C
Given Away !-Combined Electric Pocket Lamp
and Magic Lantern , to introduce the quality of
our goods ; profusely illustrated list of Electrical
and Mechanical Goods ; 1 } d .---- Below .
£ 7 10s . Perfect Portable Typewriters ; limited
number ; £ 3 3s. each . Gramophones , Zonophones,
Graph ophones, Disc Records, Is, each ; Reso
nant Needles , 6d. 200, 2s . per 1000 ; wonderful,
results ; cheapest house in the trade ; state
requirements. -SUTER, Electrician and Manu
facturers' Agent, Wood Green , London , N.
Turning, Fitting, and Pattern-making . - W.
WATSON , 1, St. Giles's Croft, Beverley.
Smith's Water Motor, 5 to 10 h.-P., from tap ; also
Pumps, Rams, Oil Engines , Belting , etc.- Below .
Smith's Vapour Lamps, give 1,500 C.-P., for id .
-Works, Bridlington.
Model Racing Yachts designed and built ; half
models made.-R. P. KITCHINGMAN , 51, Foster
Street, Lincoln .
Three Best Books sent for is. id. each , post
free : “ The Motor Bicycle,". The Workman's
Cycle Builder ," and " ters'
ur
panion ," from Geo. HARRISON (M ), 45, Rupert
Street, Nottingham .

i ,
Plumbago Crucibles 6d. ; Brassfounders' Sand,
1 cwt. bags, is. 6d. ; Melting Furnaces , 12s. gd :
(instructions).- GEO. WELLS, Needham Market.
Private .
Kindly set under Sada and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
the same place, which gives protection to both Dut
chaser and seller .
Columbla Graphophono, five records ( ebonite),
recorder and reproducer, carrying case, aluminium
horn , 30s. ; carriage paid , approval. Whitney
Mo or (reversing), nos. ; suitable for car ; or
nearest offer. - Box 212, THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
Stuart-Turner's High -speed Engine,_2-in . bore ,
Dearly completed ; also it-in . bore Brass Hori
zontal ditto ; good t-plate Hand Camera. What
offers ?-E. BUTLER , 30 , Gowan Avenue, Fulham .
Solid Silver celebrated Waltham Lever ; good
timist ; noreasonable offer refused. - F . J. BOSHER ,
30, Lawrence Hill, Bristol.
For Sale, pr.ce £8.- Locomotive oiler and Fire
Boz , 31 tubes ; length over all, 22 ins. : diameter,
6 ins. ; length of firebox, 7 ius.: width , 6 ins. ;
heigh ', 12 ins.; approval, deposit. - W . H. Dey
KIN , Manor Road , Bdgbaston .
2 h.-p. Vortical sudo-valve Steam Engine, 37-in.
bore, 5- in . stroke, reversing lever, eccentrics,
lubricators , lagged cylinder ; suit boat ; photo ,
stamp ; £ 5 IOS. - MALLOUS, 61, Epirus Road ,
Fulham .
For Sale , MODEL ENGINEERS, & c.; also pair
41 Headstocks and Tools ; stamp list. - BATEMAN ,
Garden Road , Knutsford .
-Plate Hand Camera ; holds 12 plates , in good
working order, complete with air - tight developer
bottles ; £ 2. - 13, Barn's Road , High Shields.
Best Oier in Cash accepted for Overtype
Dynamo, finished except winding field -magnets ,
armature wound to give 50 volts 3 amps ., has
brush rocking gear, and mounted on slide rails ;
will sell it as it is or will wind it to any
specification. - Apply, “ ENGINEER ," 38, Bartlett
Street, Caerphilly , Glam .
Wanted, Electric Cycle or Car, any condition ;
must be cheap ; or Motor Cycle, good running
order.-- KIDMAN , Hungerford .
Dynamo or Motor, nearly finished , 1,000 watts,
150 volts ; thoroughly genuine ; armature, on
appro ; bargain . - VINCENT, 45 , Varty Road ,
Stamford Hill, N.
Bargain. -Several Traction Cells, go amp. hours,
scarcely u ed , 175. 6d. each, 61 ins. by 4 t ins.
Exchanging for larger,-Apply B. H.LAWTON , 12,
Trinity Square, e.č.
Copper Boiler, D shape, strong, et ins. by
61 ins., by 67 ins., nos. ; also mild steel double
Crankshaft , it- in , stroke ; particulars stamp.
R.
, 21, Durham Street, Stockton -on
TeesPICKERING
.
Vertical Steel Boiler, riveted , 30ins. by 12,
tested to roo lbs. ; all fittings (by Goodhand) .-Below .
Horizontal Steam Engine,
stroke, it bore,
with force pump (by Warsop ).- Below .
. Back -geared
Lathe Gap-Bed , slide- rest ,
tools.Below
few21-in
.
5 ft. f -in . Shafting, three Plummer Blocks, two
Pulleys ; the above all good substantial articles ,
and brand new ; only used few times. What
offers ? -- Particulars to The WORKS, Assenden ,
Henley on - Thames.
Wanted, 41-5- in . Screw - cutting Lathe, gap
bed (Milnes preferred ), good and accurate , no
shop-worn tool wanted . - ROBERTS, 42, S. John's
Street, Oxford .
1-Horse Massive Horizontal Engine, with pump,
vertical steel boiler, riveted , t-in . plates, all fittings
and connections ; thorough working order ; bar
gain , £ 4. - Below .
22-in. Circular Saw , spindle, pulley, and brass
bearings complete , on rough wood table , £1 ;
Countershaft on large iron standards, with pulleys
and belting, ros. - Particulars, BARNETT, Meadow
Bank , South Road , Taunton , Somerset.
Salo. - 4 ft. Boat Motor, tripolar armature,
98. 6d. ( cost £1 ) ; It -in . stroke oscillating Engine
and Vertical Boiler, 75. 6d . cost treble ) ; wanted
a back Bowden Brake for cycle ; exchange or cash .
JAMES CRICHTON , Blairhill Cottage, Coatbridge.
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Salo. - Columbia Graphophone, with Brevet',
reproducer and recorder, 10-in. trumpet and six
records ; cost £ s 5s., take £2 23 . Water Motor,
161 wheel, 24 cups, massive bedplato ; wants
nozzle , 30s. Horizontal Brass Boiler , 2f ins. by
6 ins., water and steam gauges , & c., 128. Small
Shocking Coil, 49. 6d.; Lancaster Marvelaux !
plate Camera, two double dark slides, stand, 125.
t-plate Hand Camera, 12 sheaths, 108. - BUNNU?,
a, Wentworth Place , Newcastle-on -Tyno.
Saw Bench ; (troadle) ; all iron ; 24-in . top ,
29-in . whee', 9 -in . saw ; powerful machine ; band
to saw spindle ; £6 63. - 14 ,Gujldford Road, South
Lambeth .
Smal Latho, 4 speeds, compound slide- rest, 3
S & WS, one 5- in ., 2 emery wheels, mil er. on
spindles ; tool rost, saw platform 'se'f-centre ng
chuck , 2 sets jaws, face-plate, dogs, etc.; good
condition ; £ 4 155.-W. R. GRAY, Wongaloo,
St. Andrew's Square, Surbiton .
Double Cylinder Launch Engino t by 1, revert
ing, £ 2 . Vertical Brass Boiler, 12 by 6 , 16 tubes,
£ 2. Force pump, 5s. Hull of old man o'war,
3 feet long, nearly 100 port holes, £2.- Particulars ,
ASHDOWN, Caradoc, Cyprus Road . Finchley.
Celodonian Expross, (“ Martin's f.in. scale), a
carriages, chairs, £ 10 tos., or part exchange ;work
ing drawings of same. tos.-M., 32, Peckham Park
Road , S.E
Two 10 - in . Ratchet Bracos, 010 , now , 8s. 6d .
each ; 3 2 Accumulator Grids, 24 by 31, lot 35. od .
MODEL ENGINEER , Jan. 1901 to Feb. 1903 ; four
missing ; offers. - A . ASHTON , 103, Barber Road ,
Sheffield .
Sale. - Winchester Rifle , 1901 model, good con .
dition, 148 ; Launch, 33 ins., fast, $8.; and Boat
Motor, 59.-E. V. B., 15, Warrington Road,
Newcastle-on - Tyne.
24 horso - power Cycle Motor, in good condition,
€4 ; F.N. Spray Carburettor for the same, 156. ;
-J. N. HARVEY , The Grove, Kidderminster .
No Reasonable Offer Refused for the following :
Heavy 4- in . jaw Leg Vice ; double cylinder Cast
ing, 41 by 3, bored , faced , & c.; two Motor Cycle
Outer Covers, 28 by 2 ; Clincher Rims, unused ;
particulars stamp. - BANKS, Park Hook, Kedleston,
Derby.
For Sale .- One pair Lathe Heads, 4-in . centres ,
complete with slotted catch plate , rests, & c., 258.;
also small Buffing Machine, 7-in pedestal, com
plete with six buffers various sizes, 8s. 60.-F.
JUDSON , 239, Fell Lane, Keighley, Yorks.
Dynamo, 8 volts 2 amps., 78. 6d.: short over
head Shafting and Pulleys, 75. 6d . ; six good dry
Batteries, 38.; 6 - in . Grinding S one, iron trough ,
38. 6d ; small Lathe Flywheel and Crank, 58.;
particulars, stamp.-- SAVILLE , 9, Garden Street ,
Eccles, Lancashire .
Now Launch Engine ; cylinder 2t by 33 ; lubri
cators , stop-valve, reversing , £2_155. --WILLIAMS,
4 , Spencer Street, Stantonbury, Bucks.
For Sale . Several Sets of Brass Horizontal
Steam Engine Castings, with governors, rods, and
shafts ; cylinders bored 1 in ., it- in . stroke, 75. 6d .
- Particulars, H. WADE , Morton Banks, near
Keighley, Yorks.
Bargain . - 31-in. centre, back -geared Foot
Lathe, 3- ft. gap-bed , with compound slide-rest,
eccentric hand -rest, 3-in . Cushman_geared scroli
chuck . - C . JACOB , Avenue Road , Beckenham .
Wantod , at in , or 3 - in . gauge Loco . -State price
and particulars to S. THOMPSTONE, Nelson Street ,
Broughton , Manchester.
A Bargain.-- h.-P. Gas Engine, £ 5 (cost
£ 8 109. last Decornber) ; Dynamo, 25 volt 7 ampt.,
£ 2 (cost € 7) ; both in splendid condition ; can be
Seen.-W. ALLEN , Eversholt, Shoot-up-Hill,
Brondesbury.
Splendid Gramophono, 36 recordo ; cout £ 10 ;
what offers ? Exchange for good Cyclo Motor .
LAWRENCE,Malvern House , Linthorpo,Middlesbro.
Salo or Exchango.-- Two sota Motor Cyclo Cast
ings, 24 h.-p. ;. Gas Engino, 2 h.-P., completo ;
Motor Body and fow Parta. Any offer. Wantod ,
Motor Cycle or Parts. - 107, Bolton Road , W.,
Ramsbottom .
Latho, 5 -in , contre, s ft 6-in . bed, troadle, & c.;
sell or exchange for Gas Engine, Drilling Machino,
or any useful Tools. - HILL, 4, Car House, Rother
ham .
Wantod , MODEL ENGINEER Loco Castingt, or
if at moderate price ; state work
machined
partly
33, Broomfield Road , Heaton Moor,
done.--A.,
Stockport

Bargain.--plate Stand Camera (Lancaster
lens),waterproof case , tripod , Brownie Camera and
Finder , washing tank and rack , dishes , frames,
scales (glass pans) ; 259., or nearest offer ; seen by
appointment.- WOODALL , 52, Oldfield Road ,
Stoke Newington .
Salo or Exchange. — Gas Engine ( h -p .) com
plete ; Charging Dynamo, 10 volts 6 araps. ;
Switch Board , with volt and ampere meter . Hand
Planer wanted . - J . C., 14 , Auckland Hill, West
Norwood .
Warranted Accurate 8-in . Centre Lathe, with
gap-bed , back -gear and all tools , including com
pound slide-rest, 12 -in . chuck, 9 small chucks
Exchange 2-horse Gas Engine complcte. - CHEROX,
107, Canterbury Road , New Cross.
Gont's Coventry Free Wheol Bicycle (this year's
make), plated rims two rim brakes on back and
front rims asmudguards, lamp and tools ; genui
bargain , 64 158.; will send for approval.
FLETCHER, 195, Cooksey Road , Small Heath ,
Birmingham .
Carrior Tricycle (tradesman's), fitted with box
on front ; latest pattern , light and easy running ;
makers , " Reigate & Mason " ; cost £ 14 ; in prac
tically new condition ; will seli, bargain , £ 4 158.
Apply, W. Beck , Fruiterer, 113, Steelhouse Lane,
Birmingham .
Motor Bicycle, 24 h.-P., Clincher motor tyres;
Chater-Lea pattern , extended head frame, ac
cumulator, trembler coil, Longuema e carburettor ;
almost new ; fast, powerful machine ; offer great
bargain , £ 19 IOS. Also Coventry “ Eagle "
Trailer, £3 155.-- Write or apply , D., 30 , Potter
Street, Birmingham .
Motor Towing-Rod, 205.; Saddle , sos. 6d.;
Lucas's Acetyphote, 8s. 6d . ; Ignition Coll, 155.;
Horizontal Steam Engine, 258.; Dynamo (want
adjusting ), ros. 6d . ; Phonograph Records, 4s. 60.;
Electric Torch , 35. 9d. ; MODEL ENGINEERS,
doz ; Depth Gauge, Squares, Cen re Punches
58. 6d . ; letters only . - Geo. FRITZ, Harborne.
Exchango, Ver ical Engine, I bore and boiler
parts ; Carpenter's Plough , Tyzack's 28 - in . Rip
Saw , and a good Loco Boiler and Frame for gen
safety bicycle (in good condition ).- SKINNER
Ironmonger, 87, Church Road, St.George, Bristol
2 h.-p. Motor Cycle, Electric ignition , Clincher
tyres ; complete with accumulator , coil, & c . ; will
sell for £10 ; no use for owner , having taken it for
debt. - Write , Victoria House , 60 , Newton Street,
Birmingham .
18 by g -in . Stoel Bollor and Fittings ; cost 958 ,
new , sos. ; Incanto Gas Generator (cost £ 3 155.),
62 10s. ; Model Boat, 308. ; Model
Loco ,155.(worth
double) ; also slide-valve Horizontal Engine
(worth (20 ), £ 5.- Selina Villa , Rayleigh .
Complete Set of Machined Castings for it h.-p.
cycle motor, 355., carriage paid. - 120, Keighley
Road , Colne, Lancs.
Wanted, Olors of Carving Tools for MODEL
ENGINEER from first to date , 7 Vols ., bound ;
Educator,". 6 Vols., bound ; Vol. 1
20" Cassell's
Pitman's Shorthand Weekly " ; " Cassiers
for 1903 ; odd numbers of " Railway Magazine."
-B., 64, King Street, Earlestown, Lancs.
Wide Anglo Lons (Stereoscopic Co.'s ), Black
Band " aluminium , t-plate ; grand order :
£2 199. 6d . approval ; £ 1 198. 6d . without.-NEWBIGGING, junr., Duns, N.B.
Pair Cyolo Wheels, as new , bighest grado
Eadie coaster ; accept 25 $. ; not half value
plated . - NEWBIGGING, junr., Duns.
Sale.-- Pair Cycle Wheels, 28 by it, jointless
hollow rims, beaded covers ; new , but soiled . Ex
change for larger Section Wheels, Gas Engine, ou
Motor Castings, Cycle Parts, or anything useful ;
sell cheap . - J . C., 13, Henrietta Street, Deptford.
Bollor (Horizontal), 9 by 3 ins. ; good fittings,
atmospheric burner : exchange for 1 -in . Induction
Coil, or 128. ; nearest offer. - Wood, Cranleigh
School, Surrey.
* Model Engineer " Vol. I to VI, unbound ; less
No, 2, 138 ; 11, UI, 91. - NOAKES, Fraser Road ,
Souths- a .
Sale.- Horisontal Steam Bngine, i by it in .
stroko ; now ; . complete ; Sr ; worth $ 3.
SOUTHERN , 3 Lister Street, Nuneaton .
Ho. Compound slide Rest ; square thrrad steel
screws ; swivel; s-in. dog chuck ; perfect condi
tion ; r8s. eacb ; approval.- A . STORER , Wood
Stroot, Ripley, Derbyshire
(Continuti on part of
.

I b.d.-P. Oll Engine, horizontal, new , £8.- H .
PESTİLL,Gower Road, Haywards Heath .
Exchange Dynamo, 25 volts 20 amps. for strong
Shocking Coil or Modical Outfit. - TOM WALKER,
6, Gleave Street, West Gorton , Manchester.
Gont's Road Racor, 28 -in . frame, Chater-Lea
fittings, new departure frec-wheel, 65 - WEBB, 14 ,
George Street, Staines.
Horizontal Engine, 1 by 2, 71. 6d. wants re
pairing ) ; Lathe Flywheel, 36 ins., five speeds,
jos. 6d. ; s-plate Lens, 131. 6d. ; Stand, 5s. 6d.
High-speed Engine Castings, part finished , 75. 6d.
-EVANS, 388, High Road, Chiswick.
*-n. Scale Loco, boiler, wheels, motion com
plete ; boiler has Belpaire firebox , tested 100 lbs. ;
owner no time to finish ; £ 5 the lot ; materials for
boiler alone cost more.-W. McC ., Wedmore ,
Henley -on - Thames.
Phonograph, £6 68.; Columbia Machine, con
dition as new , splendid speaker, trumpet case ,
& c., £ 2. - E . MANION , 126 , Borneo Street,Walsall.
· I willsell the following cheap for cash. - Splendid
Phonograph and 15 records, 10s.; Orph us Auto
Harp (cost 455.), will sell 255. ; 550 copies of
“ Work ," 80 copies of Model ENGINEER, “ Elec
tricity in the Service of Man ," 28. 6d . ; Oil Tank
of galvanised steel, will carry 20 gallons, 5$. ;
170 Fretwork Patterns, 58.; no reasonable offer
refused , or would exchange for anything useful.
Geo. JONES, 1, Surrey Street, Millom , Cumber.
land.
Drawing Instruments, in case, complete, nos. ;
cost 5os. “ Primus " Burner, 28. ; about 10 lbs.
of Scrap Brass and Gunmetal Castings, & c., od.
per lb., post free. - 50, Stowell Street, Hyde Road ,
Manchester.
Sale.-- Four 2-volt 20 amps. Accumulators,
open type, ebonite cases ( Thompson's, Green
wich , make), in mahogany stained box ; splendid
condition and very little used ; £ 1 the lot ; also
three 8 -volt Lamps, with silvered shades, bayonet
holders (see Armstrong's advertisement), 2s. each .
-HAMER , Triangle, Halifax .
" Railway Magazines," first 13 volumes , bound
perfect. What offers ? Loco and rails , 78.60.
172 , Widdrington Road , Coventry.
Wanted. - Bench Lathe, about 31 in . centres ,
30-10. bed ; must be in good condition and cheap.
-J. T. REYNOLDS, 100 , Northgate,Gloucester.
For Salo .- Pair of Wall Telephones ; 168. or
offer.- F . W. BREEN , 106 , Wilmslow Road ,
Withington , Manchester.
Dynamo, upright, undertype, 8 volts 5 amps.
cogged laminated drum armature , compound
wound; excellent working order ( cost £ 1 ) ; accept
108. - HENDRIE, 9 , Merchiston Grove, Edinburgh .
Model Engineers," 110 numbers , 128.; “ Elec
tricity in Service of Man ," 18 parts, 6s. ; Cassell's
“ Popular Educator
( complete ), 8s.; also
Whitely Exerciser ,3s.6d.-P.WILSON , 8, Rowfant
Road , Balham .
Model Yacht, fin keel, three sails ; length ,
56 ins. ; sacrifice 358.-ALCOCK , 54, Ferguson
Street, Attercliffe, Sheffield .
Gas Engino, 1 b.h.-P., new , unused (cost £ 15),
Engine, 1 h.-p.,
take £ 8 ios. ; Horizontal Steam
£ 2 ros. - Pass, 138B, Bedford Road , Birkenhead.
“ Model Engineers," 83 to 162, 45. 60. - READ ,
30, James Street, Gillingham .
Gas Engine, 3-in. bore, 4 -in . stroke, finished
but ignition ; already cost £ 3 ; take 30s, or offer.
--Louis KERSHAW , Machinist, Briggate, Brig
house.
Salo or Exchango. - American Fan Forge ; cost
£$ 1os. only six months ago ; oxchange Stewart's
high -speed No. 1 or No. 2 Vertical Engine for
driving dynamo direct. --Apply, W.HEBDEN , SI,
Sheen Lane, Mortlake.
For Sale. - Vertical Stool Boilor, 18ins. height,
9 ins. diametor, centro flue (by Goodhand ), with
fittings ; accopt 309. - Bolow .
Also , scale Model Steam Hammer, double
standards, overy part machined , enginoer mado;
in splendid working ordor ; bargain , £ 3 ; photo
and particulars , stamp.---W . BLACKSHAW , 1,
Congleton Road , Maccles sold .
Bovel Cutters.--Twoatins. diameter , f in , thick
two same diamotor, in. thick ; all 35' ; one
31 ins. diameter , f in ., 45° ; all in , boro, Quite
now , never been used ; offert.- W.M . BEAR, Hall.
sham , Sussex .
Steam Engino, 1 h.-p., horizontal ; good workor,
price 285. - WILLIAN LORD, No. 13, Bankfield
Stroot , Stacksteads, near Manchestor.
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ELECTRIC

Dept. M. 60 , BROOK ST.,
SUPPLY COMPANY ,
C.- on -M .,MANCHESTER
Contractors to LL.M. Government
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UNIVERSAL

PUSH

The " Clarion ” Bell Set, com
plete with Dry or Leclanché
3/6
Battery, ready for easy fixing,

Please note only

HERCULES MOTORS .
1904 Featherweight Motor Equipment, 2 h.p., to fit
your present Roadster, £ 10 10s. 12 months' guarantee.
2 h.p.Components , £ 3 17s.6d. Castings & Drawings, 258.
Heroules 5 h.p. Twin Cylinder Motor, £ 14 . Castings
and Drawings, £ 3 18s.
Hercules Water-cooled Car Motors , 4 h.p., £ 12 ; 6 h.p.,
£ 16 10s. ; 12 h.p., £ 32 ; 24 h.p., £60.
Heroules Launch Motors from 72 h.p.
Hercules Renowned Gas and Oil Engines from 3 to
24 h.p. 12 months' guarantee .
Whatever you wantin the Motor line we can supply you , Any
odd size Pistons, Pislon -rings, Cylinders, Flywheels, Crank
cases, etc. Delivery at sharp notice. Interesting Catalogue, 4d.
Speciality - F . D. Werner's converted to rear-drive, and made
up to date , Spray Carburettor, etc. ; excellent results , £ 4 158.
Delivery back 3 days. Several already done.
YOU KNOW MY PLACE
Whiston St. Engino Works ,
DERBY.
HENRY BUTLER ,

VOLUME

TheModelEngineer
644 pages. Well Illustrated .
Cloth Bound, containing Twenty-seven issues, July 2nd
to December 31st, 1903, 6s.6d. each ; post free, 68. 11d .
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

Mechanical

A Simple Guide to the Patenting of Inventions and
the Registration of Trade Marks and Designs.
ILLUSTRATED WITH PLANS AND SKETCHES,
The author assumes that the reader has no idea as to what
to do, or how to find the nec ssary information, to enable
him to protect an invention , and he has endeavoured to
explain all in a simple way .
From all Agents for " TheModel Engineer," price Bd., or 7jd. post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, LONDON , E.C.

Drawing

SIMPLY EXPLAINED .
An

SIMPLY EXPLAINED .

IX

OF

When writing to Advertisers, please do not forget
The Model Engineer."
to mention

PATENTS

Address

ELECTRIC SUPPLY,
Established 1890.
(Dept M ) 60, BROOK ST.,
0.-on - M ., MANCHESTER .

Elementary Handbook on
Draughtsmanship .

Engineering

The writer of this book deals with the use and care
of Drawing Instruments, and gives instructions as to
“ Reading ” and Setting -out Drawings ; also many
examples of lettering, inking.in ,and finishing Drawings.
From all Agents of " The Model Engineer," price Bd., or post froe 7d., from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street LONDON, B.C.
PROMPT

SALES .

If you have Tools or Workshop Appliances to dispose
of and in doubt as to how to do it, try an Advertisement
in the Sale & EXCHANGE Column. Many advertisers
write us expressing surprise at the number of replies
they receive to their advertisements.
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MOY'S

Patent Ellipsograph
For describing accurately any size
Ellipse up to 4 by 372 ins.
Price 30 /
Particulars on application .

W.M.MARLING ,
Manufacturer ,
47 ,Finsbury Pavement, London , B.O.
Established 1851. Works: Hackney, E.

The Franklin Model Shop
Experimental work for inven
tors ; anything in metal, from a
single piece to a complete working
model. Apparatus for colleges.
Exhibition models. Introduction
samples of patented articles.
Special tools for making metal
novelties . Inventions perfected .
Bte FRANKLIN Drawings and designs worked out
Model Shop from inventors' ideas. Send for
circular 14 .
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-181, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.

HOLROYD'S

DYNAMOS
CASTINGS from
8 /- per Set.
Motors from 2/6 , complete .

ROUND SPLIT DIES
ARE ADJUSTABLE
Write tur Catalogue No. 150.
THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
78-80, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C ..

Alarm Clock , 41. Shocking Coils, 3 .
Bichromate Batteries, 7d .; Bell Sets, 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free, 2d.
Dynamo Every.hing
and NoveltyEletcrical
List, 1d. 2d.,
Catalogue
,
of
post free .

GAS

The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFG . Co.,
152 , GREY MARE LANE MANCHESTER ,

OIL

ENGINES (1 +2 ), £ 7 108
ENGINES . . £ 8 108.

WATER MOTORS ( ...) £ 8 10s.
HARMONOGRAPHS
For producing Energy Curves, described
and illustrated in MODEL ENGINEER for Jan.
21st and 28th , 1904,
Readers de siring to experiment with these
interesting Instruments, can be supplied as
under :
TWIN -ELLIPTIC TYPE
Complete, ready for work 40'
MECHANICAL TYPE ,
£ 10 /10
Finished complete
Packing 3s . extra.
SETS OF PARTS SUPPLIED .

ELECTRIC MOTOR, £ 12 10s.
For larger Sizes see Catalogues.
Dynamos, Bells, Portable Accumulators, Modload
Coils, Lamps, Electrical Novelties, ote .
PRICES & QUALITY UNEQUALLED.
AB Goods Guaranteed. See Testimonials.
Three New Illustrated Catalogues : Electrical,
Mechanical, Novelties , id. stamp each ; the three ,
2d . stamps.
O. L. FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDOĚ .

THE GEM TEIST DRILL Coste 50
GRINDER ,
Have you written us for particulars of above?
If not, you have missed something. Twist DE
can be ground and made again practically see
Grinders are expensive. We have now made e
purchase easy. One for 50/-. Or, if you cæe ta
build yourself, full Set of Castings, with Working
Drawings, for 14/6 . Basy to build , and bei
finished , cost saved in a short time. Two stam :
for leaflet, per return . - S. HOLMBS & CO ., t ngh
neers, BRADFORD .
“ The Best Milling Me
chine Substitute."
A
VERTICAL
SLIDE
BOLTED TO LATHE
SLIDE - REST FOR
8 to 5 ins.
Centres,
6 to 7 Ins.
Contros ," } 27/6
extra
Whoal-outting
Attachment,
for home with 25 /
this Latho

LEYLAND BARLOW & Co
Tbrostienost Works, Trafford Road , Manchester.

1,000
SETS OF UNDERTYPE DYNAMO
CASTINCS, to make Dynamos of 8 Folts
2 amps, 1s. 6d. per set , post free. With ALL
Sets ordered during June I will at ready for
winding. Send for Lists. All kinds of Dynamos
taken in exchange for larger.
ASHTON LUMB, Manufacturing Electrician,
HEBDEN BRIDGE

Electric
HOW

A
THE

LATHE

THAT

A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

MADE

OUR NAME.
What's in a name? Well, a name at times sig
signifies
a great deal. When you see " Our Spedla ," you
know thatour famouz 175.61. Lathe is meant. This
little toolhas made model making easy. You can
do work on it. It is not a toy, but a well-made
and accurate machine. It is the essential tool in
thousands of workshops to-day. We have testi
monials by the hundred .
THE LITTLE SAMPSON
Is another name, and it explains itself. Our 27
in . centre, 30- in . gap-bed Back -geared Lathe, is a
tool to marvel at. Fitted with cut gear - not
cast. A lathe thatmakes its owner proud. He
can work with it. Its price is just half the cost
of imitators ; 50s.
SEND FOR KATALOG ,
Four Stamps. Something to read. Something
useful. We supply all and every tool you are
likely to require. We accept easy terms, we want
you to write, say what you can do, and we will do
our best. Become the possessor of something
which will be of use to you , as well as a pleasure.
Katalog per return .
S HOLMES & Co., Engineers ,
BRADFORD .

PLANING MACHINES, and Small Tools,
CASTINGS , BRICHT STEEL SHAFTING ; & o .
Catalogue, Three Stams.

F

&

H. SHAW & BROTHER ,
WATERSIDE, HEB . EN BRIDGE .

FOOT & POWER

AND TURRET
LATHES
PLANERS, SHAPERS, AND
DRILL PRESSES.
CHUCKS, 100LS , DOGS.
SHEPARD LATHE CO .
A 181 W. 2nd St., CINCINNATI, O., U.S.A.
Postage to United States, 24d . oz.

Batteries:

TO MAKE
AND USE

Practical Guide for
Electricians.

THEM
Amateus

Read the following Bxpert Opinions
Tko Engineer says : " A useful little book lar
young electricians commencing to study this brasch
The constructive de
of practical electricity .
tails should also prove of value to all wishing to
construct batteries. "
Electricity says : " This is a capital little book.
replete with practical information concerning
the ordinary types of primary batteries.
Such
Theo Photograrhic Dealer says :
instructive and inoroughly reliable book
. is very
welcome, and is certain to prove popular..."
Price 6d. net ; Post Free, 7d.
May be obtained from all Agents for THE MODL
ENGINBER, or from
THE BOOK DEPARTMENT

26-29, Poppin's Court , Fleet Street
London , E.C.
PROMPT

SALES

are effected through an Adyt. in
our Sale and Exchange Colunır :
Give it a trial.
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Why Not ?
Any Amateur can obtain BRILLIANT
RESULTS if he uses Kitlene Lightning
French Polish for Amateurs .
COMPLETE OUTFIT, containing all that is requisite,
in handsome red case , 2s . ; postage 3d.
RE -FILLS .-- Polish , ed . ; Oil and Spirit (combined ), 7d .
Postage on each. 3 '.

SPANNERS.

Steel.

Forged

Drop

Hardened

and

Calibrated .

LONDON
, E.C.
Kitlene Syndicate , Ltd., WECOND
E.c.
ON,
Mention The MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN .
SINGLE
USEFUL

ENDED .
5
inch .
pos
ਲ
1,
4d . 4d . 5d . 6d . 7d .

BOOKS .

To fit Bolts
FIRST BOOK OF BLEOTRICITY AND MAG
NETISM . By W. PERRIN MAYCOCK , M.I.E.E. 127
Illustrations. Price 2s. 6d . ; post free 2s. 9d .
GAS ENGINES : Their Advantages, Action , and Applica
tion . By W.A. TOOKEY. Price is. ; post free is . I £ d .
OIL ENGINES : Their Selection , Erection , and Correc
tion . By W.A. TOOKEY. Price is . ; post free is. Ifd .
THE BXOBLSIOR MOTOR BICYCLB : Its Mechanism ,
and How to Manage It. By R. J.MECREDY. Price is .;
A

Price, each
..
To fit Bolts
Price, each

inch .

1

1,
8d . 11d .

1/2

1/4

Postage, up to 72 -in ., 3d . ; $ and t-in ., 4d . ; z-in ., 5d.;
I-in ., 6d.

post free is . Id .
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO.,
26-29 Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , B.O.
BOOKS on GAS & OIL

ENGINES ,

To fit Bolts

Price, each

{ xt
5d ,

To fit Bolts
Price, each

fx
8d .

To fit Bolts

**

Price, each
Postage, up to

{ x
Kx
6d .
7 d .

x ,
9d.

K

,
7 d .

1x
11d .

***,
1/4

X1,

1/7

2

$ x 1, 3d.;

} x , 4d . ;

x *, 5d.;

;

and GAS FITTING .
THE GAS AND OIL ENGINE . By DUGALD CLERK ,
M.I.C. With 228 Ulustrations . 8vo. Postage 5d. 155.
GAS ENGINE CONSTRUCTION . By PARSELL AND
WEED. 4 Practical Treatise describing in every detail
the Building oi a jas Engine. Cloth . Postage 5d. 145.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MODERN GAS AND
OIL ENGINES . By FRED . GROVER, A.M.Inst.C.E.
Third Edition . Ulustrated. With 372 pages. Postage
55.
4d . LENE
: THE PRINCIPLES OF ITS GENE
ACETY
RATION AND USE . By F.H. LEEDS, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
and W.J. ATKINSON BUTTERFIELD , M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.
With Diagrams and Illustrations. Postage 4d .'...
5s.
GAS FITTING . By W.GRAFTON . With 143 Illustrations.
5s.
...
8vo. Postage 4d . ...
ETROLEUM ENGINES. Adapted from
GAS AND
the French by H.DE GRAFFIGNY ,by A.G.ELLIOTT, B.Sc.
A Useful and Elementary Treatise for Non -Technical
2s. 6d.
Readers . With 52 Illustrations. Postage 3d .
PRACTICAL GAS FITTING . By PAULN .HASLUCK . With
120 Illustrations, 100 pages. Cloth . Crown 8vo . Pos
2s
tage
4d INË
.
GAS ENG
S : THEIR ADVANTAGES , ACTION ,
AND APPLICATION . By W.A. TOOKEY. Hints to
Purchasers , Erectors, und Altendants. Postage i } d . Is .
GAS AND OIL ENGINE MANAGEMENT. By M.
Powis BALE, M.I.M.E. A Handbook for Users. Being
Notes on Selection , Construction , and Working. Crown
- 38. od
8vo . Cloth . Postage 3d .
The Book Dept., 26-29, Poppin's Court,Fleet St., London , E.C.

ENDED

DOUBLE

6d. ; Š x 1, 7d .

Send 6d . in

Stamps for

illustrated

Price List of Tools , Chucks , Drills ,
Gauges, Taps, Dies , etc., to

GEORGE

144,

High

ADAMS,

Holborn ,

LONDON , W.C.
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Continued from page iv .)
Miscellaneous and Late.
Wanted, in E change for Rankin Kennedy's
" Electrical Installation," 5 vols., in half leather,
Patterns made for Amiteurs. - Castings
cost £ 3 25. 6d., also quantity of Electrical Appa
ratus, Telephones, Bells, Motor Coils, for Petrol machined, screwcut ing, & c . - GILBERT HORN, 25,
Engine or Motor Cycle Parts . - KRATT, 115 , Finlay
Lavender Gardens, Battersea.
Drive, Dennistown, Glasgow .
3- Jaw Self-centring Scroll Chucks, 2-in ., 8s. 6d .
5-1n . Spark Coll (new ), 8 -cell Lichromate tat
-PINKNEY, Heanor,Nottingham .
tery, and small Tesla coil ; bargain . - 51, Derring
Motors, Cycles, - Build your own ; complete
ton Street, Crewe.
guaranteed Free Wheel Sets from £ 5 18. 60.
Splendid Double - cylinder Vertical Engine, u
HILLABY , New Road , Driffield .
h .-p.; cost £8, sell £4. Particulars stamp ; quite
Working Drawings and Tracings prepared ;
new.-G. TATE , London Road, Ipswich .
Machinery of all descriptions designed . - W ,
14 Motor, wants repairing ; £ 1. Brass Pump, POWELL, Engineer, 358, Main Road , Darnall.
bore ; with accentric ; 69. 6d. Fishing Rod ,
Twentieth Century Motor Co., Ltd., Padua
Square Basket, and Tackle ; 123. (cost zos.). Par
Road , Penge, S.E. - Motor Bicycle, £ 8 ; It h.-p.
ticulars, stamp. - 19 , Oliver Street, Grimsby.
Minerva Motor Bicycle , £ 10 ; it Minerva Motor
Bicycle , £ 12 ; 24 h.-p. De Dion Motor Tricycle ,
" Werner " 2 k.-p. Motor Cycle ; Dunlop Tyres,
Lincona belt ; complete, in perfect order ; lamp,
£ 12 ; Light Car wi h Dion engine, £22 ; three
horn , and tools ; bargain ; £ 14 109. ; approval.
speed Benz Car, £ 25 ; 41 h.-p. Car, not painted or
Davis, 81, Bracebridge Street, Birmingham .
uphols ered , £40 ; it h.-p. Petrol Engine, new ,
Dr.wing Board, in good condition , fully 54 ins. £ 3 Ios.; two-cylinder air -cooled Decauville
Engine, new , £ 9 ; Roubeau Spray Carburetor,
by 324 ins., made of 7 in .; soft yollow pine, on
59. ; light front Axles for Motor Cars , 179., 128.,
two well-seasoned oak battens, allowing for expan
6s. ; light Voiturette Frame with front and back
slon . What cash offers. - F . LUPTON , 5 , Winder
springs fitted , steps, tube for steering pillar, and
mere Street, Gateshead .
front axle , new , £2 ; 24 -in . machined Cylinders,
For Sale. - Set Marine Bagine Castings ; cylin
new , 5s. each ; Head Casting, 28. 6d. ; 3-speed
der 2 ins. by 2 ins., in best cast iron ; very clean
Lathe Fywheel, 20 ins. diameter, 155. ; 2; float
gast; 6s. Pair Field Magnets for overtype dyna.
feed Spray Carburettor, 175. Many other hings
mo, 6 ins. by 24 ins. ; IS. 3d pair ; approval ;
very cheap ; write for list. Goods, except cars,
particulars, stamp. - M . BEAVAN , Denebrow , Jeg
and tricycles, sent on approval through M.E.
mond Park , W., Newcastle -on-Tyne.
or on receipt of cash (not cheques). Repairs ;
Camping-out Parties or Church Lads' Brigades .
engines built to order.
For Sale , Cooking Range or Field Kitchen , port
Write to Whitehead & Co., Engineers , Dukin
able ( Tomkin's patent), complete with pots and
field , for particulars of the finest Gas Engine on
pans ; very compact (cost £ 3 155.) ; accept £ !;
the
Market.
quite new.-LANCASTER , 103, Healey Road , Selly
Castings, Forgings, for Motors, Dynamos,
Oak .
Engines , & c . ; list ( twelve illustrations) free.
Excelsior Motor Bicyolo, il h .-p.: iwo brakes,
Scott HOMER, Cradley, Staffs.
complete with accumulator, coil ; in perfect run
5 -in. Centre, 5 ft. Gap-bed, Screw -cutting Lathe,
ning order ; all accessories ; exceptional bargain ;
in splendid condition ; a great bargain for cash ;
£ 15 ; approval willingly. - J. LANCASTER , 103, also
horse Gas Engine, cheap. – Park & Co.,
Heeley Road , Selly Oak , Worcs.
Victoria Road , Keighley.
Lady and Gentleman desire to sell their Bicycles ,
Launch Engine, small single-cylinder ; best
freewheels, rim brakes, plated spokes and rims,
London make in gunmetal and s'eel ; 'highly |
lamps and accessorie ; ; this year's build ; £ 4 175.
finished ; particulars and pho o, two stamps.
each ; genuine bargain . — 103, Heeley Road, Selly
TAYLOR, 93, Rosebery Avenue, London , E.C.
Oak Worcs .
Bargains in Electrical Goods, Books, & c.; ama
Convertible Tandem , Ea lie fittings, Palmer tyras,
teur giving up . Exchange small Lathe with slide
two rim brakes; perfectly sound running order ; rest to value. - Particulars , BULLIVANT, 21 Union
£ 4 ios.-H. E. WALKER, Corner House, Wey
Street , Pimlico , London.
bidge .
Charging Dynamo for sale ; laminated cog
Back Numbers.- In the advertisement pages
drum armature, single-coil field-magnet, brush
of recent issues will be found particulars of the rocking gear, 10 volts 3 amps. ; nearly new ; 155.
principal articles appearing in issues published
or nearest offer. - A. BONNER, junr., 103, Went
during the last three years. Copies can be obtained
wor h Street, London , E.
from all agents for The MODEL ENGINEER, price
Sale.- Horizontal Engine, 2- in . bore, with
2d . each ,or 3d . post free, from PER VAL MARSHALL
pump ; also Vertical Ditto , 2-in . bore, with steel
AND CO., 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street , E.C. boiler and fittings ; all first- class condition ; engi
Beck's Frena No. 00 Camera , in solid leather neer made.-H. KAY, Nuthurst, Horsham .
case , and set of Magnifiers ; in perfect order ;
Exchange or Sell. - Mahogany Biunial Lime
£2 158.- Miss M. WALKER , Corner House, Wey
light Lantern ; three
bags, pressure boards,
screen and frame, £6 . gas
“ Globe " Road Racer, as
bridge.
t - plate Hand Camera ( cost {2 ), take £ 1 ; new , free wheel, rim brake, £ 4 Ios. Newtonian
Stand Camera, 155. ; Accessories, 7s.6d . ; ex 64-in . Telescope, altazimuth stand , slow motion ,
£ 3 ros. Edison Gem Phonograph and 18 records,
change. — MEIKLE, 10, Percy Terrace, Newcastle
on - Tyne.
£ 2 109. Pitman's Water Motor and Lahmayer
Sale or Exchange. - Vertical Engine, high
30-watt Dynamo, on combined base, £3. Cutris
speed , 1 in . by 1 in. boiler (copper),water- tube, four-pole Electric Motor, 258. Wanted , 2 h.-p.
Motor
Cycle, in tair condition . - WRIGLEY, Stan
pump, & c., £ 3 or exchange good Small Locomotive,
or + b.h.-p. Gas Engine. - TILEY , 14 , Alma Road , ley Road , Wakefield .
Westham , Weymouth .
For Sale. - Pair Vertical Engines and Boiler
For Sale or Exchange, a Graves' English Lever Cylinders, :-in . bore, 7- in . stroke ; fitted through
Watch ; nearly new . What offers ?-Apply, E. out with studs, nuts and bolts ; marine pattern ;
WILKINSON , 7, Loder Street, Peckham , London.
boiler 48 ins. diameter, 81 ins. high , fitted with
London South Western, 3-in. gauge (Bassett
Lowke) ; in perfect working order ; sale or ex
main steam ' valve, test cocks,water gauge bowo
change. What offers ?-Apply by letter, R.HALL, off cock , and feed pump ; a genuine model, engi.
72 , Bedford Hill, Balham , London .
neer made. Particulars, stamp; can be seen work .
For Sale. - Two bound volumes of " Locomotives ing any evening after 6.30, by appointment ;
and Railways ," years 1901 and 1902, art paper , deposit, approval. - B ., 34 , Donald Road,Upton
bound in dar -blue cloth , containing 300 illus Park , Essex
trations of old and modern locomotives ; the two
Finished Slide-valve Cylinder, It ins. by 24 ins.,
8s. 6d . ; carriage paid to any address ; condition
perfect. -- ROBERT Uxon , 178 , George Lane, by i in ., 78. 6d. ; Ver ical Hand Boiler Feeding
Woodley, Stockport,
Pump,fin . by 2 ins., 103. All warranted new.
* Practical Lessons in Metal Turning .' – All
BAINBRIDGE , 2, Mi ford Terrace , Wick Lane, Bow ,
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
E.
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
New Vertical Multitubular Boiler (by “ Noy " ) ,
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 25. 3d.,
28 ins. diameter, 4 ft, high ; fitted complete, 80 lbs.
working pressure. Offers.-- LONES, Prince's End,
post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29,
Staffordshire.
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.

Tune 9 , 1994
Motor Car Bolle with ito holes ; £ 10 . One
b.-p. Bngine; reversing gear ; £ 7. - GAMBLE, Hum
berstone Road, Leicester.

We should be obliged if
Advertisers would
send
small remittances in
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Engineers .

RECORDS of TRANSACTIONS

Vol. I.-- 1884-1891. 58. 6d ., post free.
Steam Engine Economy. By_Prof. A. B. W.KENNEDY, LL.D., F.R.S.
Rolation of Chemistry to Engineering. By Prof. H. E. Arn
STRONG , F.R.S.
An Engineer's Bducation . By the late Sir W. ANDERSON , K.C.B.,
F.R.S
The Use of Theory. By Prof. W.CAWTHORNE UNWIN , F.R.S.
Mechanical Engineoring in Blectrical Industries. By Prof. J.
PERRY, F.R.S.
Electro-Magnetic Mechanisms. By Prof. S. P. THOMPSON , F.R.S.
Hanufacture of Iron By HENRY ŚMETHURST.
Each part,except the Orst, 18. 8d., post froo.

Vol. II. - 1891-1892.

58. 6d . post free.

Presidential Address. By Sir E. J. REED, K.C.B , F.R S.
Bngineering Practice in the cleveland and North East Coast
Districts By SIDNEY H. WELLS.
The Blectro Metallurgy of Coppor. By Geo. C. V. HOLMES.
The Gas Engine. By ERNEST WALKER.
A Direct Acting Steam Pump. By TRANK W PAGE.
Suspension Bridges. By HERBERT G. DEMPSTER.
Shipbuilding at Black wall and District. By JOHN TAYLOL
Summor Meeting, 1807 - Cheshire and Lancashire.
Eneb part, as abovo, 18. 8d .. post 1.00 .
Vol. III. - 1892-1893 .

58. 7d. , post free .

Presidential Address : “ Cost of Electric Supply." By the late Deco
JOHN HOPKINSON , F.R.S.
Water Tube Stoam Boilers. By HARRY FRASER.
Small Power Electric Motors. By D. T. HEAP and A. C HEAN
Peed Water Heaters. By W. H. DE RITTER.
Expansion Curves. By W. J. TENNANT.
Sanitary Engineering of Dwellings. By R.W. NEWMAN.
Gold Mining Machinery . By A. H. BROMLEY.
Summor Mooting, 1893 — Wilts, Devon, asd Cornwall.
Each part, as ab ve, is. 8d., post free.

Vol. IV . - 1893-1894. 55. 7d., post free.
Presidential Addross. By Sir JOHN WOLFE BARRY, K.C.B., F.R.S.
Plant for Coal Gas Manufacture. By SAMUEL CUTLER, Japr.
Boilor Incrustations and Deposits. By Prof. VIVIAN W. LEWE ,
F.I.C
Construction and Working of Electro Motors. By A. H. DYKE
Bollors for Locomotivo Bogines By G. FRANK BURTT, L.B.& S.C.Ry.
Lubricants : se, Testing and An ysis. By W. T. SEYMOUR .
The Industries of Devon and Cornwall . By FRANCIS R. TAYLOR.
Marine Engine Ropairs. By FRED. W. Dunn .
Summer Meeting, 1894 Cardiff and District.
Each part, as above, 18. 8d., post true.

Vol. V., 55. 7d ., post free .

Boilers, Marino and Land : their Оonstruction and
Strength . By T. W. TRAILL, M.I.C.E., F.B.R.N. For the Use of
Engineers, Surveyors, Boiler-makers, and Steam Users Third
Edition, to which has been added many New Tables for Pressure , up
to 200 lbs. per square inch . Pocket Size. Leather. Postage 3d.
12s. Bd .
12s. 6d .
Larger size for Offico uso . Cloth . Postage 4d...
The Steam Turbine. By ROBERT M. Neilson , Wh. Ex.,
A.M.I.M.E. With 145 Illustrations. 8vo . Postage 4d .
10s. Bd .
Steam Engine Theory and Practice . By W. RIPPER,
9s. Od .
With 438 Illustrations. 8vo . Postage 4d.
A Text-Book on Steam and Steam Ëngines. By
Prof. JAMIESON . For the Use of Students Preparing for Competitive
Bxaminations. With 600 pages. Over 200 Illustrations, 6 folding
Plates, and numerous Examination Papers. Thirteenth Edition .
8s. Bd .
Revised. Postage 4d .
Valves and Valve-gearing . By CHARLES HURST, Prac
tical Draughtsman.
Including the Corliss Valve and Trip Gears.
Third Edition . Revised and Enlarged . With numerous Illustrations.
8s. 6d .
Postage 4d.
The Steam Bngine, and Gas and Oil Bngines. By
JOHN PERRY, F.R.S. Illustrated . Third Impression . 8vo. Post
7s. Bd .
age 4d .
Indicator Diagrams.“ By' w . W. F. Pullen," Wh.Sc.,
A.M.I.C.E., etc. A Treatise on the Use of the Indicator and its
Application to the Steam Engine. With over 260 Illustrations of
Indicators and Diagrams from Actual Practice. Postage 4d . 6s . Od .
The Steam Engine. By GEORGE C. V. HOLMES. With
68. Od .
212 Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo. Postage 3d .
Stationary Engine Driving . By Michael REYNOLDS,
A Practical Manual for Engineers in Charge of Stationary Engines .
With Plates and Woodcuts. Sixth Edition . 8vo. Cloth . Postage
4s. Bd .
3d.
Steam Boilers. By R.D.MUNRO . Showing their Defects,
Management, and Construction . Fourth Edizion . Fully Illustrated .
4s. Bd .
Postage 3d.
The Proportions and Movements of glide- valves.
4s. Bd .
By W.D.WANSBROUGH . Postage 3d .
Steam Engineering. By W. W. F. Pullen," wh.Sc.,
M.I.M.B., A.M.I.C.B. A Treatise on Boilers, Steam , Gas and Oil
Engines, and Supplementary Machinery, with Instructions for Carry
ing out numerous experiments. 350 pages . 300 Illustrations.
4s. Od .
Postage sd .
BlementaryAMIESON
Manual
Steam
the Ninth
SteamEdition
Engine.
. ForofFirst
year and
Students.
. Re
By Prof.
vised . With Illustrations and Bxamination Papers. Postage 3d .
3s. 8d .
Injectors
: Theory,
and
Working.
By
W F. PULLEN,
Wb.Sc.,Construction
A.M.I.C.B. Second
Bdition
. Revised and
3s. 60 .
Enlarged . Crown 8vo. Postage 3d .
Kitchen Boiler Bxplosions. By R. D. MÜNRO: Show
ing Why they Occur, and How to Prevent their Occurrence. A Prac
tical Handbook based on Actual Experiments. Diagram and Colour
3s. Od .
Plate. Postage 3d.
Steam . By W. RIPPER . With 185 Tillustrations. Post
2s.
6d.
tage 3d .
A Handbook for steam Users. By M." Powis Bale,
M.J.M.B., A.M.I.C.B. Giving Rules for Engine Drivers and Boiler
Attendants, with Notes on Steam Engine and Boiler Management, and
2s. 68.
Steam Boiler Bxplosions. Fcp . 8vo . Postage 3d .
The Working of Steam Boilers.
By EDWARD G.
HILLER. Postage zd .
1s. Od .
Cloth . Postage 3d .
::
1s. 60 .
ement of Stationary Bngines.
and A Manag
TheByOare
Practical Handbook for Men -in -Charge. Crowa 8vo.
C. HURST.
1s. Od .
Cloth . Postage 3d .

Vols. VI. to XIL ,

los. Tod . each , post free .
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HANDBOOKS AT

SERIES

POPULAR

PRICES .

No. 1. - Small Accumulators : How Made and Used.-- Giving full instructions for making,
charging, and using small accumulators. 41 Illustrations. Seveoth Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 2. - The Slide Valve : Simply Explained .-- This is specially written for young Engineers
and Apprentices. 36 Illustrations. Fifth Edition . Price 6d . Post Free, 7d.
No. 3.-- Electrio Bells and Alarms.- A practical handbook describing fully the various types of
electric bells and alarms, and giving complete instructions for fitting same. 51 Illustrations. Seventh Edition . Price 6d .
Post Free, 7d.
No. 4. - Telephones and Microphones : How to Make and Use Them .-- Containing
full instructions and drawings for making and fixing. 29 Illustrations. Fifth Edition . Price 6d. Post Free , 7d.
No. 5. - Electric Batteries : How to Make and Use Them . - A practical handbook on
the construction and uses of primary batteries. Fully Illustrated. Sixth Edition. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 6.- Model Boiler Making . --Contains full instructions for designing and making Model
Stationary , Marine, and Locomotive Boilers. Fully Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Price 6d. Post Free, 7 % d .
No. 7. - Metal Working Tools and Their U808 . - A handbook for young engineers and appren
Fully Illustrated . Second Edition . Price 6d . Post Free , 7d.
No. 8 .--Simple Electrical Working Models : How to Make and Use Them.
A practical handbook for electrical amateurs and students. 43 Illustrations. Third Edition. Price 6d. Post Fiee, 7d .
No. 9. — Simple Mechanical Working Models : How to Make and Use Them.
A practical handbook for all interested in working models. Fully Illustrated . Second Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 10.Small Dynamos and Motors. - Contains full instructions for making various types, with
particulars of windings for different outputs. Fully Illustrated . Third Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 11.-- Induction Coils
for Amateurs : How to Make and Use Them.
Fully Illustrated. Second Edition . Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 12.-- Model Steamer Building .-- A practical handbook on the building of model steamer
hulls and fittings. Fully Illustrated. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 13. — Machinery for Model Steamers . - A handbook on the design and construction of
engines and boilers formodel steamers, the use of liquid fuel, etc. Fully Illustrated. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 14 .--Small Electric Motors : How to Make and Use Them . - Fully Illustrated .

tices.

Price 6d. Post Free , 7d .
No. 15. — Simple Soientific Experiments in Electricity, Magnetism , Hydraulics ,
etc. - Fully Illustrated. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 16 -Acetylene Gas : How to Make and Use It . - 34 Illustrations. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .

Explained . - Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 17. - The Locomotive Simply
No. 18.— Simple Experiments in Static Electricity.- A series of instructive and enter
taining electrical experiments for students and amateurs. Price 6d. Post Free, 7d .
No. 19. - X -Rays Simply Explained. - A handbook on theory and practice of Radiography.
Price 6d. Post Free , 7d.
No. 20.— Patents Simply Explained .- Price 6d. Post Free, 7d.
No. 21. - Mechanical Drawing Simply Explalned .-- An elementary handbook on engineer
ing draughtsmanship for students and amateurs. Price 6d . Post Free, 7d .
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AND

EXCHANGE .

Private Advertisements are inserted in this
olumn at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
KSS , and id . per 3 mords after .
Í rade Advertisements
inserted
this
olumn at the rate of is. for the first 12 words of
ESS, and id . per word after.
Single letters of higuras are charged as words
ind a compound word as two words. The adver
eser's name and address is charged for .
4 dvertisements in this column must be prepaid ,
ind remittances should be made by Postal Orders
Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager ,
16-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C.
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be recelved by Arst
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue.
Advertisements received alter this time will be
inserted in the following number.

Our Deposit System .
Notice. -As we cannot accept any responsto
bility for the bona - fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac.
quainied, to adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from Intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised of sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are senton approval each person to pay carriage
one way The deposit is retained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase , or
of the article having been returned and accepled.
In addition to the amount of the Deposti, a Fe of
6d for the sums of £ 1 and under, and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mitled at the sametime, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged.
The minimum amount received in Depost ts 2s. 64.
The amount of the Depost must be sent either
by Postal Order of Registered Later (Chequos
cannot be accepted ).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Deposit is sent by Money Order ,
should be made payable to the Advertiser of this
goods.
In the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party . W
cannot receive the articles themselves.

Trade .
* Model Engineer," new bound Vola IV , V ,
VI, and VII, 33. rod. each, free. All back Volumes
and Nos . on Sale.-B. POUTEAU , 231A,Gray's lan
Road , London
Free.-- Pockot Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London .
Gas and Steam Engines , Lathes , Fans, rough or
finished : list ad . - REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers. - KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries . Writo
for lists , free one stamp. KING & COMPANY ,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Latho, both English and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test & Lathe ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy ;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not Sont to Amorica whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force . - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .

Twonty -three of Cole's Rellablo Handbooks,
bound in one volume cloth, 38. ed., carriage paid,
or separately as below .
Brass Founding.- “ How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; post free , 6d .
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes ” (diagrams), post free, 6d.
Blacksmithing.- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
“ Metal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams : post
free, 6d.
Grinding and Setting Edge Tools,” trom a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d.
" Metal, Pipe and Tube Bending " ; Cycle
Tubes, Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d.
" Tempering Steel Tools,” Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
“ Sheet Metal Working," with Hand Tools
diagrams, 6d.
" Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Metal Serowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw .
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps : diagrams,
6d .
“ Metal Drilling, Drill Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d.
* Metal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering : 6d.
“ How to Solder Gold , Silver, Aluminium , Brass,
& c., Brazing " : 3d.
The Saw and How to Use it on Wood and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.:
" Electric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams,
6d.
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
“ Mending and Ropairing " Metal, Wood, Glass,
& c. Cement Recipes ; 6d.
“ Rubber Stamp Making,” and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d .
" Bookbinding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d.
Patents for Invontions, and Registration of
Designs " ; 6d .
" Cycle Brazing," 4d. ; " Cycle Enamelling,"
6d. ; Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d .
Any Threo Above Books, 18. ; any six, 15. 7d . :
eight or more, 3d. each, all post tree.
M. Colo, 194,Australian
Burton Road,
West Didsbury
Manchester.
Wholesale
Agents ,:
“ Robertsons."
Treadle Lathes, 41-in . centres , 3-ft. beds, at ex
ceptional price of £6 58. each ; Drilling Machines
from 8s. each ; full particulars , with illustra
tions, sent on receiptof postcard.-- COLEMAN & Co.,
Engineers, Southend .
Petrol Engines and Fittings for Cycles and
Motor Cycles ; list with 450 illustrations and right
prices, post free id . - JAMES B. LIVESEY, North
gate , Blackburn .
Unglazed Shoet Cellulold, 59. 6d. Ib .; various
sizes. Ignition Batteries (ebonite cells) ; 4 volts
50 amps.; 50s. ; other sizes in celluloid in stock .
-HORNER & Sons, Mitre Square, Aldgate,
B.C.
Plumbago Cruciblos 6d. ; Brassfounders' Sand
cwt. bags, Is. 6d. ; Melting Furnaces , 128. od .
(instructions).-GEO . WELLS, Needham Market.
Assorted Electro-Magnets out of Telegraph
Apparatus, & c., in parcels of 7 lbs., 38. 6d., carriage
paid ; Wire very useful for instrument making,
second -hand Galvanometers, 38. 6d . and 58. 6d.
Tons of other apparatus ; list stamp. Sax
MIDDLETON , Faraday House, 179, Camden Grove
North, Peckham , S.E.
Cycles ! Cycles ! !-Frames, fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied ; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
BROS..
lished 1889.
“ Practical Lessons in Motal Turning." - All
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa.
tion in this book, the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 28. 3d .,
post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
Throo Best Books sent for is . Id each , post
free : “ The Motor Bicycle ," “ The Workman's
Cycle Builder ," and " Fitters' and Turners' Com
panion," from Geo. HARRISON (M ), 45, Rupert
Street , Nottingham .

iii .
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value ; bore from 178. 6d.; bore from 255.
Many distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d.; I b.-P., 17. 6d . :
h.-P., 305. .Castings, 3s., 5., 93. 6d . Cheapest
form of power for light work . - WHITNEY.
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran..
teed platinum , silver plated ; in . to centre, is. 9d.;
i in ., 25. 3d . ; it ins., 25. 6d . ; If ins., 28. od.
ins., 3s. All othermaterials in stock . - WHITNEY ,
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 24 ins.
inside, is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates formed , 4 by 4 ; positive, ed. : negative, 7d. each :
3d. Excellent value. Grids,
WHITNEY5d.. 1 Terminals,
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost ros. 6d . ; only 3s . 3d., post
free. Magnets , with wound bobbin , is. id ., post
free. Every one tested. - WHITNET.
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by it ins., Is. 2d.; 6 by it ins.,
IS. 8d. ; 7 by z ins., 25. 3d.; 6 by zų ins., 48. 6d . ;
6 by 3t ins., 55. 3d . : 6 by 4 ins., 55.9d. 8 by 4 ins ,
78. dozen packed . - WHITNEY .
Battery Zincs for above, zs., 38., 45., 6s. 9d.,
75. ed ., 85, 9d ., 1os. 9d ., 13s. 6d. dozen . Fuller
pattern , 75. gd ., gs. 68. dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes. - WHITNEY .
Rails for Model Railways. - Correct section ,
25. 3d . dozen 16-in . lengths. Very easy to make
up . Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., Is. 9d . :
It ins., 25. rod. dozen , post free.- WHITNEY.
Why keep good apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitney for Now and Second-hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines, Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitnoy, The Scientific Exchange, 117, City
Road , London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appare
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchanged . Estab
ished over quarter of a century .
Turping, Fitting, and Pattern-making. — W.
WATSON , 1, St. Giles's Croft, Beverley.
Writo now for Catalogue, 3 stamps. — Below .
Expross Motor Castings, Dynamos. - Below .
Otto Gas Engino Works, 9, Woolrych Street,
Derby - Below .
Gas Enginos, I and i workshop type ; good
design ; modern Otto principle, 1 upwards ; prices
from 2 158.; complete.--Below .
ou Inginos ; set of castings and forgings for :
and I h .-P .; low prices ; clean and true castings.
-Below .
Oil and Gas Enginos, Dynamos, Cycle Motors.
Speciality , }, b.b.-P .; 4 and 5 h.-P.; wellarranged
to use gas or oil. The very best. We lead , others
follow . Our motto Value.-- Below .
Roadstor Bleyclo, Bagines, Castings and finished ;
best Aluminium Engines, 24 h .-p.; prices from
£ 4 145.; tested. - Below .
Roadster Blcyclos, Enginos, 24 h.op.; complete
attachments, £ 7 158.; the very latest featherweight
type. - Below .
Cyclo Motor fitted to your own bicycle ; from £ 9.
Set of Castings the latest machined ; 21, 3 and 4
b .-p . - See 3 list above.
Private ,
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the details of our Depost System in
the same place, which gives protection to both pur.
chaser and seller .
Bargain. Several Traction Cells, go amp. hours ,
scarcely used, 175. 6d. each , 61 ins. by 4 I ins.
Bxchanging for larger. - Apply E.H. LAWTON , 12 ,
Trinity Square, E.C.
Salo.-Columbia Graphophone, with Brevet
reproducer and recorder, ro -in . trumpet and six
records ; cost £5 5s., take £2 2s. Water Motor,
16 } wheel, 24. cups, massive bedplate ; wants
nozzle, 3os. Horizontal Brass Boiler, 24' ins. by
6 ins., water and steam gauges, & c., 129. Small
Shocking Coil, 45. 60.; Lancaster Marvelaux :
plate Camera , two double dark slides, stand, 129.
t-plate Hand Camera, 12 sheaths, ios.-BUNNUP,
2, Wentworth Place, Newcastle-on - Tyne,
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Model Marno Bollor ; reversible S.V. Engine ;
working order ; engineer made ; sacrifice 158. —
GRIST, 5 , North Street, Westminster..
Engino and Water Tube Bollor , Vertical Revers
ing Engine, Hand Force Pump, Feed Water
Heater and Dynamo on stand . Exchange Gas
Engine, or sell [2.-F.WRIGHT, 44, Alma Road,
London, S.B.
Bargains. - Partly turned Castings ; Headstock
with 2 T rests, ros. ; Field Magnets, Bearings, and
Brushrockers for 100 volt Dynamo, 45.; Saloon
Rifle, 3s.; Album ,with a 6 years' Collection of 900
valuable Stamps - no duplicates ; and 23 Foreign
Coins, 18s.-H.GAMBELL, 7 , St. Mildred's Terrace ,
Westzate-on Sea .
First Class Walnut Lantern ; first quality : com
plete ; quite new cost 8 guineas ; 45.-H. S.
CLARKE , 29 , High Street, Chatteris, Cambs.
“ Model Engineer " vols. II to IX ; (8 vols. ) :
cloth bound ; accept 225. the set ; worth 345 :.
books alone cost 21S. Also 40 Hobbies Fretwork
Designs, including one of Eddystone Lighthouse ;
Is. 6d . -ALFD.GEORGE, Y.M.C.A., Plymouth .
Osmond Tandem Bicycle ; -in. pitch ; roller
chains ; rat-trap pedals ; 80 gear, with
accessories ; cost 36 guineas nett ; accept £ 8 Ios.,
or exchinge for finished Motor Attachment : 21
h.-p.-F. KINNINGS, 6 , Radnor Place, Plymouth .
14- It. Centreboard Gig , complete , with sail, scull
cushions, matting. etc.; lying at Kew ; would
convert to small motor launch ; £ 10 . To be seen
at any time. Reason for selling, owner going in
for larger craft. - Box 213, THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
26-27, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E.C
For Sale. -- Beautiful Model horizontal slide
valve Steam Engine, 4- in , by it-io. (brand new );
cost £ 2 nos. ; accopt £ 1. - 37, Crawthew Grove,
East Dulwich , S.E.
Motor Tricycle, 24 h.-p. M.M.C. water- cooled ,
free engine, radiators, Dunlop tyres, in splendid
condition and perfect order ; bargain , £ 35, or er
change Screw -cutting Lathe or Motor Bike and
cash.-H. P. 1, Crownfield Road, Stratford,
London .
For Sale, Double -cylinder Horizontal Engine,
complete except flywheel. 3f by st ins. stroke.
A.GRAY, Scremerston Station .
Large Chest, with drawers (new ), 12s . Book
Case cew ), 18s. 6d . B.S.A. Tyres, Tubes (new ),
60s . Approval. -- 289, Odessa Road , Forest
Gate . B.
Cyclo Motor, 2 h .-p : (Universal); £ 2 185. (almost
new ) ; also Dynamo(wants armature re -winding)
about 30 volts 6 amps. ; £ 1.- 131, Sussex Road,
Southport.
Now Lathe ; self-acting, sliding, screw -cutt'ng ;
massive pattern ; 5-in centre, 5- ft. gap- bed fitted
slip -piece, set of wheels, plates, 10- in . chuck :
powerful treadle motion ; cheap:-PARKER. IA ,
Felix Street, Hackney Road , Cambridge Heath .
Bench Lathe ; first class ; 3-in . centres ; back
geared, gap -bed, slide- rest, sliding sad ile.-J.
STAMP , 75, Monument Road , Birmingham .
For Sale.- MODEL ENGINEERS irom November
ist, 1902, to present date, complete , with 3 hand
books , Nos. 9, 10 , 11 ; accept os., or nearest
offer. - R . GOLLOP, 3, Plais Street, Taunton .
Sewing Machine Treadle, 13 in. double heavy
flywheel ; drive dinamo, drills , etc. ; 69.-M.
16, Took's Court, Holborn .
Sale. - Racing Hull, 4 ft. by 1 ; clipper built ;
prize winner ; lead keel ; or exchange for Moda
Engine. - HODGSON , Lorne Villas, Workington .
Exebange for 6 lbs. No. 23, 4 lbs. No. 20 D.C.C.
and 1 lb. No. 36 S.C.C., or accept 7. 6d .
“ BLECTRIC," 43, Stephendale Road , Fulham .
Wanted,old quarter -plate Bellows Camera, with .
out lens.--- Lowest price to SELFE, Spencer Road ,
Coity , Bridgend.
Marino Engine; slide-valve, it- in . bore, l-in.
slot-link (new ) ; 278.; suit T.B.D. Also twin
cylinder Marine Engine, t in . by 4 in . ; 255.;
excellent condition approval. - F . TAYLOR , 25,
Effra Road , Wimbledon .
Bargains.-- 'Two Columbia penny-in -slotGrapho
phones, oak cabinets, bent glass fronts ; present
price 64 45. ,sell 62 ios. each ; both £ 4 155. Large
collapsible Horn (in case), with partitions bold.
ing 24 records ; fine tone, i6 ins, by 22 ; carrying
crane complete ; cost £ 2, sell £ 1 ; stamp reply..
COPPINS, 23, Upper Orchard Street, Brixton .
(Continued in page viii.)

:

Bargain . - 37- in . centre , back-geared Foo
Brass Finisher's Lathe, 4 -in . centres, 3 ft. bed ,
Lathe, 3-ft. gap -bed , with compound slide-restt 3- in . Cushman chuck , two sets of jaws, throw
eccentric band-rest, 3 -in . Cushman_geared scroll chuck , drill chuck, tee- rest, two tees, slide-rest
chuck. - C . JACOB , Avenue Road , Beckenham .
(new ) ; room wanted ; cost £ 18 , take £ 9 , or
New Vertical Multitubular Boller (by “ Noy " ) , nearest offer.-- See at 2 , St. Mark's Road , Han
28 ins. diameter, 4 ft. high; fitted complete, 80 lbs. well, Midd esex . No agents .
working pressure. Offers . - LONES, Prince's End ,
Exchange splendid tin . Spark Coil, complete ,
Staffordshire.
condenser concealed in base, new , perfect, for
Motor ar Bcller, with 110 holes ; £ 10. One
Benetf
ink's 1902 No. 1 " Lightning " t-plate Hand
b.-p. Engine ; reversing gear ; £ 7. - GAMBLE, Hum
Camera , in perfect condition ; stamp, further par
berstone Road , Leicester.
ticular
s. - GROUT, Hemnall Street, Epping, Essex.
Solld Silver celebrated Waltham Lever ; good
Wanted. — Wimshurst IO to 16 -in . plates ;
timist ; no reasonable offer refused. - F . J. BOSHER ,
secondary
wire , vacuum tubes , Leyden jars.
30, Lawrence Hill, Bristol.
GRAVES, Leigh Holt, Crapstone, Devon.
I or sale or Exchange.- Hand Planing Machine ;
12 Electric Bells, 18. 4d. each ; 14 Dry Cells ,
nearly new ; will plane 14 ins. by 6 by 6. (cost
IS. Id . and is. 4d . ; 20 Leclanche, rid. ; 25 Wood
£ 9 ) ; will take £4. - MARRIOTT, Lord Street, Bury.
Pushes , 3d, and 5d. ; 330 yards 20-gauge Insu
Wanted, 45-in. or 5 -in . Compound Slide-rest ;
lated Wire, ios. 6d. ; 40.6.c. Lamps, 100 volts ,
cheap for cash.-S., Central Laundry, St.Georgo's
6d. each. Al new . - FLAMWELL, 38, Church Walk ,
Street, Cheltenham .
Worksop .
Set of Motor Cycle Engine Castings, 2 h.-p. cylin
Exchange Offers Wanted.- Polarised Ammeter
der, combustion chamber, piston , and connecting
Pitkin (reading to sixty ) ; Kodak , ordinary B ,
rod ; Clement Garrad pattern ; 68. - BAILEY , 45,
taking length film 24, lantern size ; Folding
Brierley Street, Bury .
Bargain . - t-plate Camera (Midge 1904) and all Pocket Camera , three double slides, taking half
t- plate size .-SAUNDERS, 26, Devonport Road ,
accessories ; new ; £ i ca h , or offers ; approval.
Hammersmith , Londyn .
A. WALKER , Butcher , Dartford .
Handsomoly Finished Vortical Baging, it by 21 ;
£ 1. - Portable Forge and small Anvil.--Mr. H.J.
listed about #s ; cash offers. Particulars, stamp.
HEAFORD , 34, Lambeth Square, London .
.
Sale. - Frena oo Camera ; 40 films ; also Army -FRICKER, JUNR , High St., Brentford,Middlesex
Must Sell.-M.E., from April,'or, to date; Wall
Bugle ; both good cond tion.- Offers to W.
Telephone ; Gas Engine, 1 by 2 ; Draughtsman's
CANNELL; 98, St. Heliers Road, South Shore,
Drawing Instruments ; al o Engineer's Tools. No
Blackpool.
decent offer refused . Stamp, particulars.-- DYSON ,
For Sale . - Vertical Boiler ; steel ; 6 ins. by 12
ins. fittings. Also Horizontal Slide-valve Engine ; 65, Thornton Road , Huddersfield.
Gas Engino , drives 80 C -p . dynamo (new ); sale ,
1 in by 2 in. : bargain ; £ 2, or exchange Lathe.---illness ; £ 3 15.- Particulars HENRY, 58, Lytham
F. Laws, 18, Fullerton Road , Wandsworth , S.W.
Bargain.- Horizontal Engine and Vertical Street, Salford, Manchester.
1-Plato Camera, carries 12 plates, bargain 75.6d .
Boiler ; engine, 21 by 31 : parallel guides; pump,
- Below .
governors, throttle valve ; steel boiler, 17 by 30 ;
Motor and Chuck for 3 ft. boat, 7s. 6d. (only
one cross tube , copper uptake ; all fittings ; 'work
price of castings).— Below ,
ing pressure 60 lbs.; £8 ios. - ARNOLD, 16 , All
Fletcher's Injector Gas Furnaco, with foot
Saints Street, Lynn .
crucibles, tubing , complete ; used twice ;
bellows,
Boller, copper ; riveted ; 10 ins. by 5 ins.;
— Below .
328. 6d . cost $3 ros.
internal firebox , 8s . 61.-W., 4, Wellesley Road,
Hull
of
H.M.S. 6 Majesti . " cut from solid ;
Liverpool.
Bargains.— “ S. Holmes " No. 3 Treadle Lathe ; 42 ins. long, with ram ; see M.E., June 15, 1902 ;
178. 6d . All approval or deposit system . - J .
3-in . centres, 30 -in . gap bed , 3 speeds, with i doz.
KEMP, JUNR., 56 , Cookson Street, Blackpool.
Hand-turning Tools, i Slotted Face Plate , 1 small
Revolver, five chambers, 320 calibre, all parts
Drill Chuck , set of nine Morse Twist Drills, All
blued ; very accurate ; equal to new , splendid
absolutely new ; never been used ; £ 2.55. Also a
value
; 158.; cost much more. Or exchange for
addressed
stamped
Particulars,
35.
Vice,
Bench
good ai Gun ; approval, deposit.- A . Smith,
envelope. - Below .
Jackfield
, Shropshire.
Accumulator, 4 volt, 40 amps., with lamp;
“ Model Engineers for sale ; half-price. - F . W.
ready charged ; 125. Another 4 volt, 20 amps.,
HILTON , 27, Sunbury Avenue, Jesmond,Newcastle
68.-G. SEARS. 87, Swaton Road , Bow .
For Sale.-- Spoke- screwing machine and dies ;
on - Tyne.
cost IOS.; t ke 6s.; apply after 6 p.m .-- F .
Vertical Engine, 2-in . bore, if stroke, 258.;
approval, deposit. - R . H. Hilton, Castle Eden
BURTON , 105, Richmond Road, Barnsbury,
London .
Colliery, co. Durham .
Sale.--- 3 in . 3- ft. Straight Bed Back geared
Electric Motor, i to b ,-p:; wanted in perfect
Lathe; not complete ; £9. 24 back -geared 2 ft.
condition . - THOMPSON, Holland Street, Parade,
Bed ; both new ; £ 4. Planing Machine, 24 by
Birmingham .
14 by 9.-- Howe, Engineer, Fakenham , Norfolk .
Ofers Hor. Engine, 1 by st : ditto fitings 'I by
Sale .-- 2 b.h.-p. Motor Attachment; ready
it ; Launch castings, t by it.- Apply , Alex. forForbuilding
up ; new ; by Madison Co.;
Gordon, 2, Ramsay Place, Portobello, Edinburgh.
Sole. - Steel Vertical Boil.r, 2 ft. 6 by i ft. 6 ;
advertised at £ 3 198. 6d .; sell for 62 155. ; carr.
paid ; to clear. - COOKE, Ivydene, St. Peter's
internal firebox ; all fittings including injector and
firebars ; working pressure 80 lbs. sq . in .; suit Avenue, Kettering.
Sale.-- Horizontal Gas Engine ; 1 in . by z ins. ;
launch ; price, £ 8 f.o.r. - Below ,
in good order ; 225. Novelty Dynamo; almost
Copper Vertical Boller ; internal firebox ; two
new ; 58. Also Motor with 8-section laminated
crosstubes ; all fittings ; forced draught ; burns
drum armature, 55.-W. JAMES, North Bank,
coal ; working pressure, 80 lbs. sq. in.; splendid
Totteridge Lane, N.
steamer ; price £5 ; worth £ 10. - W . BATON, 25,
Frenchwood Street, Preston .
Double Cylinder Launch Engine, it by 11
about ; only requires putting together ; genuine
Bargain. - MODEL ENGINEERS, Hobbies, Photo
bargain
; £ i. Pair oscillating cylinders 75. 6d.
graphic and Electrical Apparatus ; stamp for list.
Pair ditto ready for boat, 5s.; in . by i in
--P. ELMES, c/o Cooper , Midgate, Peterborough .
Vertical Steam En zine, whistle, starting lever, Whitney Model Donkey Pump, I by $ ; new
faultless
last;
governors, safety valve, water gauge, etc. Also
30s. Fretsaw Machine, Hobbies,
Water Wheel and Saw , to work with the above ; month ; moving, reason for selling ; tos,; money
refunded if not as stated ; too cheap for
228. - HENRY WALKER, Unstone, Sheffield .
approval.- ORR , 18, Greyhound Mansions, West
Front Drive Werner, spray, new belt; splendid
order ; no coil or accumulator ; £ 7. - Sunny Bank, Kensington.
What Offers ? 4 ft. Yacht; good condition ;
Hampstead , London .
For Sale. - Electric Twin - screw Working Model ; immediate disposal. Also Model Boiler, Fittings.
- " YACHT," 46, Hawkstone Road, Rotherhithe.
length, 3 ft. 8ins.; depth , 6 ins.; width , 8 ins.;
Bargains.
Pint Bottle Bichromate Batteries ;
to be seen any time after 6 a.m., at 27 , Khyber
2s. each ; nearly now ; cost 8s. 50 Hobbies
Road, Falcon Road, near Clapham Junction ;
Fretwork Designs, 38.B.S.A. size Free-wheel ;
price £ 4 : a bargain .
-in . pitch, 18 teeth : nearly new ; 3$. ; cost
Bargain.- h.-p. Steam Bngine, with feed
8s. 6d .; 16 Carbons, 7 ins. by 2 ins., with terminal
pump, so tack numbers MODEL ENGINEER, and
top
; ad. each ; or 28. the lot ; cost 4d. each.-L.
Toy Loc motive ; £ ! the lot ; stamp for reply.
SMITH , 7, Coppermill Lane, Walthamstow , Essex.
50 , Loveday Road, Ealing.
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.Other
List
Qualities
,see

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

COMPANY
Established 1890.
Contractors to H.M. Governmont

60, Brook St., C.- on -M .,MANCHESTER.
Every Roador of tho " Model Engineer " should sond two Stamps for our 44-page Illustrated List and Supple
mont. It contains Illustrations and partloulars of

Everything

Electrical at Bottom

Prices

... from 1/3 each .
ELECTRIC BELLS
...
3d .
PUSHES
...
BELL WIRE
3d . per doz. yds.
ELECTRO -MOTORS
RS
2/6 each ,
8d . "
LAMPS
62
DYNAMOS
99 96
99
17d . per pair.
TERMINALS
MEDICAL COILS
3/3 each .
The “ CLARION ” Bell.
BATTERIES
8d .
POSTAGE EXTRA .
Loud -Ringing Electric Bell,
splendidly made, with
Our Listis lovaluable to al Interested in Electricity, and is the most completo issuod .
2 } Gong ... 1/3 each. UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., 60 , Brook Street,
... 1/4 99
21
C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER .
Please note only Address
3
1/6

ROUND
LOOK
your Workshop for Tools, Models,
and Materials which you no longer
require. You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in our
“ Sale and Exchange " column.
Private rate, three words a penny.

A

“ Star”

Lathe

Mounted on Oil- pan ,
Makes the finest kind of a Lathe for the
model-maker, gun-smith ,electrical and repair
work, and fine accurate machine-shop, tool
room and laboratory service,where precision,
convenience and durability are essential
Sizes : 41 54, 6 and 7 in h centres.
We also make foot-power lathes.
Better investigate!
Send for Catalog " B."

AVOID DELAY
by addressing all communications
or
respecting
Advertisements
Deposits to The Advertisement
Manager, " The Model Engineer,"
26 to 29 ,' Poppin's Court, Fleet St.,
London , E.O., and NOT to the
Editor or the Publishers.

THE SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
560, Water Street,
(85)
SENECA PALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.

THE

ne

Acetyle

Gas :
LOCOMOTIVE :
SIMPLY

How

to Make

and

Use

This Book is a thoroughly practical guide to the construc
tion of various types of smallGenerators, with hints on fitting
up Pipes, Burners, and Purifiers.
The method of working a Gas Engine with AcetyleneGas
is also described .
The Book is fully illustrated , and will prove of value to all
interested in Acetylene Gas and its Uses.
Price 6d , nett, post free 7d . Of all Agents for The
MODEL ENGINEER, or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

EXPLAINED ,

It.

Co.

26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St., London , E.C.

This is a first introduction to the study of the Locomotive,
and while dealing with thoroughly up -to -date practice, is
written in the simplest and clearest style possible . It is
fully illustrated with scale drawings of locomotive details
aud also contains a number of photographs of representative
types ofmodern engines. Every model locomotive builder,
as well as every apprentice and railway enthusiast, will find
this book both instructive and interesting.
Price 6d.; post free 7d .
Of all Agents for The Model ENGINEER, or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL
&
Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.C.
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ARMATURE LAMINATIONS.
GS from 1 to 24 ins. diam .
All types and
sizes
RS TIN
O
S
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,
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EN

OUTFITS

By JAMES POWELL
(ITA, Hatton Yard , Hatton Garden , London ),
Are Practical, Profitable, and Instructive Appa
rati. Simple and last a long time. Silver from
Bs.; postage 6d. Oiher metals to order,
Please see Editorial Notice of
above on page 575 .

S

ELECTRO-PLATING

DYNAMOS
OASTINGS from 8 /- per Set .
Motors from 2/6 , complete.
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 100.; Electric
Alarm Clock, 4 / ; Shocking Coils, 3 / - ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d.; Bell Se's , 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free , 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d.
Catalogue of Everything Eletrical, 2d. ,
post free.
The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFG . Co. ,
162 , GREY MARE LANE , MANCHESTER .

BEST
MOTOR

Bennett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK ,
MANOHESTER .
Electrical
Specialities.

:

CUSHMAN'S LEYER CHUCKS,
3-in., 18s. Bd. ; 4 -in ., 19s. ; 5-in., 22s. Geared
Scroll Chucks, 3-in ., 27.i 4-in., 88s.; 5-in.,
39s. 6d . Pioished Slotted Faceplates, 5-in., 8s.8d.;
6 -in., 8s. Bd . ; 7-in ., 4s. Bd . ; 8-in., 5s. Bd.;
10-in., 8s 9d. Straight Lathe Beds, planed and
undercut, 30-in., 12s. : 36-in ., 16s. 6d . Strong Gap
Lathe Beds (finished ), 30 -in ., 263. ; 36 -in ., 29s.
Sets ofMorse S.S. Twist Drills, on stands, 1-16tb
to 1 in . by 64ths, 17s. Ed . ; by 320ds, Gs. Surface
and Angle Plates, Slide-rest Tools, etc. New List,
d . starp ; large Illustrated List, three stamps.
ARTHUR FIRTH , Tool Maker, CLECKHEATON.

THB
Lennon , Yacht, and small-power Harino
Bagino Builders .
ENGINEERING
ARDWICK
Castings of Engines from a Model up to too lb.p.
CO.
Drilling Machines, Chucks, Propellers, Stern
Tubes, etc. Motor Car Engines- Oil, Petrol, or
Steam ; Marina Oll Motors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, od .

MO

LATHES
PLAIN AND SCREW -CUTTING .
VICES & DRILLING MACHINES
PACE & ANGLE PLATES.
Bright Mild and Tool Stoel.
Lists, 2d . postage.
J. CHRISTOPHER & SONS, ENGIN
EER'S
STORES,
35 & 35A,Clerkenwell Rd .,London , E.C.

The Franklin Gas Engine.
One-half Horse -Power.
worth $ 100 complete. We sell all
necessary Castings , Materials , and
Detail Drawings for $ 16'50. For
real work - not a toy . 450 revo
minute . Upright or
lutions per
horizontal form . Finished parts
sold separately . Runs by Gas or
& FRANKLIN Gasolene. For boys and men with
Model Shop a mechanical turn . Write for
circular .
PARSELL & WEBD ,
189-181, West 81st Street, New York , U.S.A.

Illustrated
Catalogue

SMITH'S
Electric Catalogue .
Owing to the great demand, this List is now
out of print. A New Edition is being prepared ,
and will be sent shortly to all those who have
applied for it.
Instrument
manufacturer
W.A.C. SMITH , Electric
,
53, DUNDAS ST., GLASGOW .

Lathes

OIL

Sent out to handy
tins, which are is
cluded portable
in the prices.
1/
1 quart ...
1/10
I gal.
3/
1 gal.

HOOKER & HARRIS, Paragon Works,
Rotreat Place, Backney ,
LONDON .
The Model Engineer Loco ,1904
All Castings and Materials for this fine Model.
List of parts, & c., id . slamp.
Mr. Qroonly's Compound Undertype Engine, 1903
Complete setsofCastings, Materials & Boiler parts.
List of pasts, 2d . stamps.
Bolle s, Locos and Mode' Engines of a 1 ki: d built.
AU Engines , id stamp.
MACKENZIE, 17 , Benson Avenue, East Ham , L

FULMEN WORKS,
A. H. AVERY, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

PLANERS, SHAPERS, AND
DRILL PR SSES.
CHUCKS, TOOLS , DOGS.

A

B

C

Electrical Ignition for

SHEPARD LATHE CO .,
A 181 W.2nd St., CINCINNATI, O., U.S.A ,
Postage to United States, 2fd. | 02 .
NOTICE TO COIL MAKERS.
Buy your Wire at the lowest price :
No. 86 silk -eovored Coppor, at 5.6d. por lb.
45. 41.
Cotton
Postage d.exta.
Our Wire isof the highest grade and conductfotty only ,
Send 2 penny stamps for our New Illustrated Book :
let and Wire List. We are actual makers of
Dynamos, Motors, Accumulators , Coils, etc.
WRITE AT ONCE .
68, Wellington Road,
BOWEN & ODERY,
Old Charlton , Kent.
I MAKE MODELS
Ani do all kinds of Experimental Work to Cus
tomors Dimensions and, under most striot conf
dence, construct Model Yachts, Engines and Bollers,
Locomotives , Electrical an other apparatus : have
an Up-tc -date Plant, and no expensive show
rooms, which enables me to give first-class work at
lowest prices. Only address_A. J. McDONALD ,
65-57. Holmos Rd. Kentish Town, LONDON, N.W.
Nearest Stations: – Kentish Town M.R., and
Kentish Town N.L.R.

OF

Gas and Oil Engines.
SPECIALITIES :
Coils giving a flaming spark ,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accumu
lators, & c., specially suitable for
MOTOR

CARS.

Every description of Electrical,
Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason
able rates. Write requirements.

F. O. BLAKE,
Electrical and Mechanical Engimas ,
STATION AVENUE ,
KEW

GARDENS ,
LONDON

DYNAMO

DESIGN .
BY
ALFRED

H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.

SECOND EDITION .
Oloth Bound.
103 pagos . 61 Nlustrations.
Price 1 / - net. Post free 1/2.

Of all Agents for THB MODEL EN
GINBBR , or from
PBROIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
86-89, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , B.C.

-

--
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The Model Engineer and Electrician .

NOT HAVE

A

SCREW

-CUTTING

LATHE ?

Much can be done on a plain back -geared Lathe, fitted with a slide-rest. BUT ! use a modern design
Self-acting and Screw -cutting Lathe, and compare the two for usefulness.
Self-Acting Sliding, Boring , and Screw -Cutting
WE MAKE a
Lathe

AT

THE

PRICE

OF

A

PLAIN

LATHE .

New Design 372 in . centre, 2 ft. 6 in . Gap Bed , Back -geared , Screw -cutting Lathe.
We have already on this page, in previous issues, shown this tool. Boring a 3 in . bore Motor Cylinder, with
Self acting Boring Arrangement, also the tool showing other Special Features.

Portion of Lathe, showing cutting left-hand square thread on If steel shaft, eight threads per inch .
(Lathe cuts all Whitworth threads, from 60 to 4 , also gas and line threads.)
We have gone " all out” on small Screw -cutting and Self-acting Lathes, and make them our Speciality, and
have installed modern Special Machinery for their manufacture.
WE INVITE comparison of the prices of our FULLY Equipped Lathes against mere
plain Lathes of other makers.
Price of 3 % in. S.S. Lathe, complete with Treadle, £ 13 10s.; or as Bench
Lathe, £ 10 10s.; less 5 % discount for cash ; or £ 1 10s,with order, and £ l per month .
Our prices are cut so low entirely owing to highly modern methods of production , and nothing in the Lathe
is not perfect and of the very best quality, finish , and accuracy.
We send all Tools out on Ten days' trial and approval. We can afford to do this, knowing that the Tools
are right.
Send Post -CARD for FULL PARTICULARS .
DRUMMOND

BROTHERS,

Ltd., RYDE'S

HILL,

nr.

GUILDFORD .
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Miscellaneous and Late.

Humber Chaln -driven Motor Cyclo, 21 h.-p.,
Dunlop tyres, plated rims; in first- class condition ;
splendid machine ; accept £ 20 ; cost 645 , genuine
bargain . - K . KNIGHT, 217, Lozells Road , Hands
worth , Staffs.
Four- quart Bichromate Batteries new zincs,
7. ins. by 3 ins. by t. ; arrangement for lifting
elements (cost 62), accept 28s.--- DOWNIE , Stan
hope, Durham .
Sale or Exchange.-- Dynamo and Water Motor'
145.; 10-watt Simplex Dynamo, 12 ;; good Motor,
ring armature, ros. 6d . ; three small Motors , ros. ;
good Magneto Dynamo, 6s. ; Influence Machine,
78. 6d. ; two P.O. Needle Instruments, 78. ; good
Galv norneter, 45. ; Batteries, Coils , Books , Wire,
etc. Wanted small Lathe Hand Drill Tools.
BULLIVANT, 21, Union Street, Pimlico , London.

Electr'o Bell Sets, 43. 63. each , including bell,
dry battery, push , 30 yards wire , staples, screws,
etc. 75. each , i cuding best quality bell, two
No. 2 Leclanche batteries, push, 30 yards wire,
staples, screws, etc. Instructions for fixing en .
closed if required , Carriage paid on two or more
deposit. - J. J. COLLINGRIDGE, 19,
lots. Approval,
Tiido : Road Reding ,
Lathe Head Castings ; 31- in . centres ; 55. per
set.-W. POWELL, 358, Main Road, Damall.
T entieth Century Motor Co., Ltd., Padua Road,
Penge , S.E. 6 h.op. Water Cooled Engine, £ 6.
24 inz. by 3) ins., two Cylinder Steam Engine
with reverse, £4 . E.M. Three Wheeler Steam
Engine ; new ; £ 4 Aluminium Crank Chamber
Casting , 87 ins. diam ., 158. Red Lamp, for inotor
car,Chamber
new ; 78. Silencers
Acetylenenew
Cicle Lamp, newSinle
, 25.
2
,
; IS . 6d .
writing
When
to
Chamber Silencers : new ; 5d. Spark Gaps ; new :
4d. Many other things, very cheap. Write for
this
our list. Approval, (except cars ), through M.E., Advertisers in
if carriage paid both ways. Engines etc., built to
rder ; repairs.
Exchange Horizontal Engine, 1 horse, 509.
Journal please men
Concerc_Flute, 355. ; 586 numbers “ Work ”
526 " English Mechanics." Wanted , Lathe,
Bicycle , Polyphon , Models.---- 35, Grasmere Street,
“ The
Model
tion
Liverpool.
For Sale or Exchange.--Model Engine, Boiler,
and Dynamo ; Boiler , copper, 12 by 5t, five tubes
Engineer."
, all fittings, hand force pump, engine on brass
bedplate by it, cylinder lagged , engineer made
Dynamo (Siemens), 5 volts 3 amps. ; the whole
mounted on stand ; for a “ Primus ” Lamp, fuel
or gas ; accept £3 ios., or exchange - h.-p. Gas
or Oil Engine ; complete ; photo , two stamps.
VOLUME
IV
S. LAXTON , Postmaster, Rippingale, Bourne.
2 h.-p. Motor Cycle. complete, fitted on strong
roadster ; in good condition ; £ 10 or offer.- ).
OF THE
WOOLER , 131, Southfield Road , Acton Green .
Bargains. - Vertical Steam Engine (new ), 2 ins.
by 3t ins., 255.; also Ixion -Humber Motor Bike,
in splendid order, £ 11 IOS. - BROWN, 79, Kender
Street,New Cross, London , S.E.
Back Numbers. - In the advertisement pages
of recent issues will be found particulars of the Model Engineer
principal articles appearing in issues published
during the last three years. Copies can be obtained
284 Pages. Well Illustrated.
from all agents for THE MODEL ENGINEER , price
2d , each,or 3d . post free , from PERCIVAL MARSHALL
Containing
Cloth bound .
AND CO., 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street , E.C.
Gas Engine as appeared in first Vol. of MODEL
TWEL
ISSUE
January
VE
S,
ENGINEER ; b.h.-p. 455. ; Vols. II, III, IV , V ,
VI, V'I MODEL ENGINEER unbound ; Ios. the
1901,
1st,
June
15th
to
, 1901,
lot ; " Electricity in the Service of Man " bound .
45.; Bottone's " Radiography," . 28 ; Bottone's
3s.6d.
each
;
post
free,
3s.
10d.
Electrical Instrument Making," 28 3d. ; “ Ele
mentary Lessons in Electricity “ ( Thompson's ),
25. 6d . ; Vol. II of “ Hobbies," bound , is . 9d.
all post
Wash
. paid.-- 143. Mandeville Crescent, Enfield
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
Lathe, back -geared (Piercey & Co., makers),
compound slide-rest, iron bed and legs , complete
26-29 , Poppin's Court,
with overhead motion ; bargain ; £ * 1os. ; nearly
new ; powerful lathe.- B ., 35, Whittal Street,
FLEET STREET , E.C.
Birmingham .

:

Continued from page lv .)
Four Steel Dogs for making faceplate into inde
pendent chuck , 58. 6d.; new Swivel -jaw Machine
Vice , square- thread steel screw (listed 229. 6d.) ,
8s. 6d . ; planed 3 - in . Angle-plate , Is.---ALBERT
SMITH , 4 , LimeGrove, Longeaton , Nottingham .
For Sale.-135 MODEL ENGINEERS, 48 “ Motor
Cycling " ; good condition ; exchange anything
electrical.-- Below .
Cycle Trembler Coil, perfect order ; Columbia
Graphone Type, QQ, with hand case ; large re .
producer and recorder, with doz. records and
| doz. blanks ; offers. - Below .
Also One Roubeau Carburettor ; will accept 58.
--Apply , R. BURNS, Co-operative Buildings ,
Newbiggin -by -Sea .
Sale.-- Two Accumulators, in celluloid cases,
plates 4 by 2 ; 4-volt Lamp, brass Holder , and
Push ; also 40 MODEL ENGINEERS ; 123. 60. the lot
--HUNT, 96, Netherwood Road , West Kensington ,
W.
Ormonde Motor Cycle, 2 h -p Kelecom engine ;
belt driven , Clincher motor tyres ; fast machine,
in excellent condition ; complete, lamp, horn ,
tools ; offer ; exceptional bargain , £ 17 ; approval
willingly --J PAYNE, Bootmaker , 134 , Soho Hill,
Handsworth , near Birmingham
Locomotive, scale model G
( NR ), unfinished ,
model manufacturing , 41-in gange (wants boiler,
cylinder ); 555. - GOODWIN , 125, Elgin Road, Ilford.
For Sale. -Model Engine Construction , 4s . ;
also 80 to 123 of “ The Motor," 2s. 60.-H. DUD
LEY, 15, Salvin Road , Putney ,
Torpedo Boat Destroyer, 40 ins. long, 5 ins.
beam , complete ; pine hull and fitt ngs, enamelled
and finished ; ready for engines, 188. 6d. : photo
Tit-Bit ) Camera and Accessories,
stamp ;
8s. 6d .-- H ., 147, St. John's Road , Waterloo ,
Liverpool.
Two Pairs of Stocks, Taps and Dies (Whitworth ),
1, 1 , 1, , 7-16, † ; Iron Pipe Dies, }, }, # , 1.-W.
P. PARR, Lancaster.
Gramophone, side-wind concert sound box , 7 - in .
table, plated horn ; runs any size record ; as new ,
265.-- COLLING , 23, Chanctonbury Road, Hove,
Sussex .
“ Model Engineer," Vol. III (bound ), 2s. ; all
Qumbers from 40 to 129, 75. ; first 48 numbers of
“ The Woodworker ," 38.-W.P.PARR , Lancaster.
Clockmaker's Bench Lathe, 5 head -pieces , 18
chucks, 12 -in . bed, 258. ; cost treble ; suitable for
modelmaking . - MORTON, Bedlinog, Glam .
24-in . Cycle Frame (nearly new ), with 48-tooth
chain , wheel cranks, handles , saddle, pedals. - J .
PHILLIPS, Burley Ringwood .
Horizontal Slide -valve Engine, it-in bore, 2-in
stroke, governors ; good working order, 178 6d.,
or near offer.- Below .
Dynamo, io volts (new ), ios. 60.-J.A.HINCH
LIFFE , 3, Castlegate, Huddersfield .
They MustGo. - Oscillating Engine, by 1 ; 60
MODEL ENGINEERS and severalHandbooks; 65. the
lot.-W. PICKING , 5-in -3, Scotland Road , Liver
pool.
For Sale.- “ Model Engineers ” for 1899-1900
1901 (in one book ), 1902 unbound ; no reasonable
offer for the lot refused -F LUKE , care of Mrs.
ANDREW , 85, John Knox Street,Glasgow

PATENTS
SIMPLY EXPLAINED .
A Simple Guide to the Patenting of Inventions and
the Registration of Trade Marks and Designs.
ILLUSTRATED WITH PLANS AND SKETCHES.
The author assumes that the reader has no idea as to what
to do, or how to find the necessary information , to enable
him to protect an invention , and he has endeavoured to
explain all in a simple way .
From all Agents for " The Model Engineer," prico 6d ., or 71d. post free , from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street. LONDON , E.O.

VOLUME

IX

OF

TheModel Engineer
644 pages. Well Illustrated.
Cloth Bound, containing Twenty -seven issues, July 2nd
to December 31st, 1903, 6s.6d. each ; post free , 6s. 11d .

PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

Co.,

6-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

June 16 , 1904 .
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The Model Engineer and Electrician ,

HAVE
HAVE

?

our

New

Metallic

RELVAPENTEUNIOR

YOU

Price

List

of

HAD

Steel

?

?

?

LUEKIN RULEOG.
SAGINA
W.MICH

and

Tapes ?

We carry a large Stock

of these,

which we are offering at greatly reduced
prices.

W
INA
20SAG

LE
AU CO
MICH .

Send a post- card

for full

particu

lars.

CENTRE SPRING STOP POCKET TAPE

NEW DESIGN WINDING TAPE.
C. W. BURTON , GRIFFITHS

CLASGOW DEPOT :
59, FINNIESTON ST.

WE

Co.,

&

Ludgate Square, Ludgate Hill, London , E.C.

OFFER

A

ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

FOR

AMATEURS .

HELPINGS
HAND

If you desire to enter a paying
profession, the profession of
to-day - we refer to
ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING .
Why not leave the overcrowded and poorly paid trades ,
where advancement is slow , and where the supply
is greater than the demand ? We can teach you in
your spare time, direct to your own home, by correspon
dence, to become a competent Electrical or Mechanical
Engineer What we have done for thousands all over
the world we can do for you . Our system has reached the acme of
success . We don't ask you to take our word for it, but to investi
gate out statements. You mayhave seen our advertisement before,
and not troubled to write us. Let us ask you to do so now .
TO -DAY IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY.
TO -MORROW THE OTHER FELLOW'S .
Write to-day for our Booklet, " How to become an Electrical or
Mechanical Engineer." We send it free of cost. It tells the story
of THE
success.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF
CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION ,
488, TEMPLE CHAMBERS, TEMPLE AVENUE, LONDON.

BACK

NUMBERS .

Have you looked through the pages of Back Numbers
that have appeared in recent issues ? You may find
some articles dealing with the work you are now engaged
upon . From all Agents of THE MODEL ENGINEBR,
price 2d . each , or 8d. post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO . ,
28-29, Poppin's Court , Fleet Street, London, B.O.

A Practical Guide to the Installation of
Electric Light on a small scale , describing the Con
struction of Lamps, Lamp Holders, Switches , Batteries,
and their connections. There is also a chapter describing
all the essentials necessary in laying down a small power
system of lighting.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED .
From all Agents for " The Model Engineer," price 6d., or 7d . post free,from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, B.O.

Simple

STATIC

Experiments

in

ELECTRICITY.

A Series of Instructive and
Entertaining ELECTRICAL
EXPERIMENTS for Students
and Amateurs .

There are some 68 Experiments, describing the pro
duction of Electricity and its effects , & c ., almost every
Experiment having an illustration of the apparatus
required
From all Agents for THE MODEL ENGINEER, price 6d .,
or 7d . post free, from

Co.,
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON , E.C.

-
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Pipe

Cutting

and

Threading

Machines .

THE Makers of these Machines have succeeded in pro
threading and cutting pipe, that not only does its
work BETTER than any other Machine in the Market,
These Machines embrace a
but does it QUICKER .
number of new aniu uesirable features in the
arrangement of the dies or chasers. The slot by which
the dies are operated, instead of being in the middle of
the Die, is at the back or outer end, giving greater
strength and more direct application of pressure,
holding the dies up to the work more firmly, and yet
allowing the dies to be instantly removed , so
they can be sharpened on a grindstone as easily as a
common turning tool to a lathe.
The increasing demand in this country for pipe for
various purposes, and especially for pipe joined with
screwed ends, has made a field for a really superior
Pipe Threading Machine.
Write for Catalogue, and List of Users.

THE

FAIRBANKS

COMPANY,

78-80, CITY ROAD,

Glasgow Office :
9 , HOWARD STREET.

1

LONDON , E.C.

The
LISTS 31 .

Universal Motor
Cycle
and
Fittings .
AS SUPPLIBD TO MANY OF ENGLAND'S LEADING MANUPACTURERS.
LISTS 3d.
Below is our Offer for the Season
COMPONENT SETS ,
CASTINGS.
Comprising full Sets Castings.
with drawings , machined as speci
Complete Sets Castings, for our
fied . Also ONE best quality igai
Latest pattern Motors as Illustre
tion Coil, Accumulator , with cellu
tion . With cylinders accurately
loid case , spray carburettor, switch
bored . pistons accurately fitted to
handles. driving rim , petrol tank,
same, and flywheels tumed, bored ,
and polished , including full sino
ignition plug, belt, pipes, lovers ,
rods, and set of wires for conneo
working drawings.
tions.
it b.h.-p. $ 1 5s. Od.
11 b.h.-p. £ 3 12s. 6d.
$ 1 9s. 6d.
2
2
£ 3 15s, 6d .
2}

$ 1 15s. 6d.

3
3]

£ 1 17s.6d.

21

$ 3 19s. od.

3

£ 4 12s. 6d.

31

£ 419s. Bd.

32 9s. 6d.
Por set.

Per set.

Complete AttachmentGuaranteed
e Motor
Cycle
CompletIllustrated
, £ 18
10s. : b.b.-D., as
to fit your Roadster Cycle , $ 8 10s.
These Attachments are quite complete in every respect, and finished ready to clip upon cyclo
Everything above described is of the very finest quality, and we guarantee these Sets to build up into 2 neat, reliable, and efficientmotor attachmeat
NOTE.-Ali crank chambers are of Aluminium , and every Casting and Fitting is guaranteed perfect, or REPLACED FREE OF CHARGE.
Notice. - We have only one address

THE UNIVERSAL

MOTOR

James Rd.
COMPANY,
9 St.DERBY

June 23, 1904.
SALE

The Model Enginoor and Blectrician .

AND

EXCHANGE .

Private Advertisements are inserted in this
plumn at the rate of 6d . for the first 18 words or
Ass, and id. per 3 words after .
Trade Advertisements
inserted in this
olumn at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
SS, and id. per word alter.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The aduer
iser's name and address is charged for . AN
A dvertisements in this column must be prepald ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
of Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager ,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E
IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be received by Arst
post on the SATURDAY preceding date of issue .
Advertisements received alter this time will be
inserted in the following number.
Our Deposit System .
Notice .-As we cannot accept any responst
bility for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac.
quainted, to adopt the Deposit System explained
below .
We will receive from intending purchasers the
purchase money of any article advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge its receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose full
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way. The deposit is reained by us until we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, or
of the article having been returned and acccpled .
In addition to the amount of the Deposti, a Fu of
6d . for the sums of £ 1 and under , and 1s . for amounts
in excess of £ 1, to cover postage, & c., must be re
mitted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London , E.C. In cases of persons not resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amount received in Deposit is 2s. Bd.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order of Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted ) .
The Fec mentioned above should be sent in Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11 the
amount of the Depost is sent by Money Order ,
# should be made payable to the Advertise of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party . We
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Trade.

" Model Engineer," new bound Vols. IV , V,
VI, and VII, 38. rod. each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Šale.-B. POUTEAD, 231A,Gray's Ino
Road, London
Free. - Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
PORD, Snow Hill, London .
Gas and Steam Engines, Lathes, Fans, rough or
unished : list 2d . — REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Whitworth Bolts and Nuts, and every accessory
for model engineers. - KING & COMPANY, below .
Electrical Novelties and all sundries. Write
for lists, free one stamp. KING & COMPANY,
Western Electrical Works, Stonebridge, Bristol.
X Book on the Latho ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of a Good Latho, both Bnglish and
American, with a chapter on
How to Tost a Lathe ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to lathe users.
Sent froe on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not sent to Amorica whilst prohibitive duty
machinery is in force. - DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
* TD ., Rydes Hill, near Guildford.

Twenty -three of Cole's Rellablo Handbooks,
bound in one volume, cloth , 38. ed., carriage paid,
of separately as below .
Brass Founding.-- " How to Moulds and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.; post tree , 6d.
Pattorn Making.-- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes " (diagrams), post free, 6d.
Blacksmithing. " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " ( 30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
“ Metal Rivetting ” . (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams ; post
free, 6d .
“ Grinding and Sotting Edge Tools," from a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
“ Metal, Pipo and Tube Bending " ; Cyclo
Tubes , Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
“ Temporing Stoel Tools," Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d .
" Shoot Motal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
“ Wiped Joints in Lead Water Pipes," Soldered
Gasco Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d.
Metal Sorowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
" Motal Drilling, Dr Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d.
Motal Surlace Finishing," Filing. Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering ; 6d.
“ How to Solder Gold, silver, Aluminium , Brass,
& c. Brezina" inal How to Use it on Wood and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d.
“ Electric Bolls : Instructions for Fitting Bells,
Making Bells and Batteries " ; diagrams, od.
“ Frosch Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with Polish Recipes ; 6d .
“ Mending and Repairing " Metal, Wood , Glass,
& c. Cement Recipes ; 6d.
“ Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d .
“ Book binding Without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d.
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ; 6d .
“ Cycle Brazing," 4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
60. ; Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d.
Any Three Above Books, 19. ; any six , Is. 7d. ;
eight or more, 3d. each , all post free.
M. Cole, 194, Burton Road, West Didsbury,
Manchester.
0 Robertsons." Australian Wholesale Agents :
Treadle Lathes, 41- in . centres, 3 -ft. beds, at ex
ceptional price of £6 5s, each ; Drilling Machines
from 8s. each ; full particulars , with illustra
tions, sent on receipt of postcard . --COLEMAN & Co.,
Engineers , Southend .
Several Hand Force Pumps, I in .by 2 ins., gs . 6d
each.Below .
Splendid Launch Engine, gunmetal, -in . bore,
l-in . stroke, 235.- BAINBRIDGE, 2, Mitford Terrace,
Wick Lane, Bow , E.
The Amateur's Pump ; made from gas fittings ;
simple, effective ; detailed drawing, 3 stamps. LOUIS KERSHAW , 20, Briggate, Brighouse.
Plumbago Crucibles 6d.; Brasstounders' Sand
cwt. bags, Is . 6d . ; Melting Furnaces , 125. od .
(instructions).-- Geo. WELLS, Needham Market.
Smith's Water Motor, 1 to 10 h.-p., from tap ; also
Pumps, Rams, Oil Engines , Belting, etc. - Below .
Smith's Vapour Lamps, give 1,500 C.-p., for id .
-Works, Bridlington .
Cy.inders bored, Cranks turned, for model
engines, etc. : small repairs doné. - K1MPTON,
138, Walworth Road , S.E.
Accumulator Sets complete for making up 5.
amp. accumulator, post free, 38.; see Editorial
comment in “ M.E.," May 26th . - SMITH , 90,
Camden Street, N.W.
“ Practical Lessons in Motal Turning." - All
Mechanics and Amateurs can find useful informa
tion in this book , the chapter on Screw Cutting
alone being well worth the outlay. Price 2s. 3d.,
post free, from PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , B.C.
À Manual of Mochanical Drawing. Phillip D.
Johnston . Contains 69 full-page plates of draw .
ings, and is a very useful book for anyone
studying workshop drawing. Price, 8s. 9d., post
free.-PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 36-29, Poppin's
Court, Floet Street, London , B.C.

iii.
Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value ; f bore from 178. 6d . ; bore from 25%.
Maay distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d.; 1 bi-p., 17. 6d. ;
t h.-p., 30s. Castings, 35., 5., 9s. 6d. Cheapest
form of power for light work
. - WHITNEY
Coils,. guaran .
Contaet Breakers for Induction
teed platinum , silver plated ; 1 in. to centre, is. 9d .;
1 in ., 25. 3d. ; it ins., 28. 6d. ; 1 ins., 25. d. :
I ins., 3s. All othermaterials in stock. - WHITNEY .
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 24 ins.
inside , Is. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed, 4 by 4 ; positive, gd . : negative, 7d. each ;
Grids, 5d. ; Terminals, 3d. Excellent value.
WHITNEY .
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
in ebonite cases ; cost tos. 6d. ; only 3s. 3d ., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin, is. id., post
free. Every one tested.- WHITNEY.
Whitney's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished ,
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ins., Is. 2d.; 6 by it ins.,
IS . 8d. ; 7 by 2 ins., 28. 3d. ; 6 by 21 ins., 45. 6d . ;
6 by 3. ins., 55. 3d . ; 6 by 4 ins., 55. ed. 8 by 4 ins ,
75. dozen packed . - WHITNEY.
Battery Zincs for above, 25., 35., 48., 65.9d .,
75. gd., 8s. gd., 1os. ed., 13s. 6d. dozen . Fuller
pattern , 75. 9d., gs. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes. - WHITNEY.
Ralls for Model Railways. - Correct section ,
25. 3d . dozen 16 - in . lengths. Very easy to make
up. Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., Is. gd . ;
it ins., 28. rod. dozen , post free. - WHITNEY.
Why koop good_apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at WHITNEY's for
something that you want.
Whitnoy for New and Second -hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines , Microscopic Accessories , etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitney, The Scientific Exchango, 117, City
Road , London . Telephone : Bank 5361. Appar.
atus Bought, Sold , and Exchangedo Estab
lished over quarter of a century.

Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements .
Also note the details of our Deposit System in
gives protection to both pur.
the same place, which
chaser and seller .
Now Lathe ; self acting, sliding, screw - cutting ;
massive pattern ; 5 -in centre, 5 -ft gap-ked fitted
slip -piece, set of wheels, plates, 10-in. chuck :
powerful treadle motion ; cheap:-PARKER. IA ,
Felix Street, Hackney Road , Cambridge Heath .
14 - It Centroboard ĞIg, complete,with sail, sculls,
cushions, matting. etc.; lying at Kew ; would
convert to smalt motor launch ; £ 10 . To be seen
at any time. Reason for selling, owner going in
for larger craft. - Box 213, THE MODEL ENGINEER,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , B.C.
For Sale - Electric Twin screw Working Model ;
length , 3 ft. 8ins.; depth , 6 ins. ; width , 8 ins.;
to be seen any time after 6 a.m., at 27 , Khyber
Road , Falcon Road, near Clapham J unction ;
price £4 : a bargain .
Now Vertical Multitubular Boller (by “ Noy " ),
28 ins. diameter, 4 ft. high ; fitted complete, 80 lbs.
working pressure. Offers.-- LONES, Prince's End ,
Staffordshire.
12 Electric Bells, IS . 4d. each ; 14 Dry Cells,
15. Id . and is. 4d . ; 20 Leclanche, rid. ; 25 Wood
Pushes , 3d. and 5d. ; 330 yards 20 -gauge Insu .
lated Wire , nos . 6d. ; 40 b.c. Lamps, 100 volts ,
6d . each . All new . - PLAMWELL, 38, Church Walk ,
Worksop.
First Class Walnut Lantern ; first quality ; com
ple te ; quite new : cost 8 guineas £ 5. - H . S.
CLARKE, 29, High Street, Chatteris, Cambs.
Magnificent Model L.N.W.R. Locomotive, with
three trucks, 8- in . gauge , length 5 ft. 6 ins. ; burns
coal ; boiler tested 100 lbs.; perfect order ; seen
appointment ; sacrifice any reasonable offer ;
part exchange.-- Letters, O., 3, Orchard Road ,
Highgate.
Exchange. --Small two-seated Car, 5 h:.p.
(registered ) for a four carriage with 4 h.-p. engine.
-T. GREEN, 4, Ravensbury Villas, Mitcham ,
Surrey .

iv.
Genuine Bargain. " Universal,” it completº
Motor Bicycle Set ; nearly finished '; tank , accumu.
lator
Oxford; .555. - LAMBOURNE, 1o , Woodstock Road ,
For Sale.--- Camera , 1 plate ; first class condi
tion , with tripod ; 2 D.D. slides and canvas bag ;
price £ 2--a bargain . - Apply, 3, Grove Park Lano,
Harrogate.
Wanted at once .-- Accumulators, 6 volts 15
amps. or more ;must be perfect.---MAC, 6 House ,
18 Court, Burlington Street, Liverpool.
Heavy, 5-1n . Single-geared Lathe, four speeds,
2 ft. 2 between centres, heavy compound slide
rest ; good condition ; price £6 ros. — EATON ,
Betworth , Exmouth .
Sale.- Horizontal Slide-valve Steam Engine,
It by 2, on cast- iron bed ; splendid model ;
fi 23. 60. - WATSON , 4 , Humber Avenue, Rugby
Street, Hull.
Two Brown Sharpe Shank Cutters, 1 in . diameter,
right and left, overhead goar ; offers. - C ., 49,
Norwood Terrace, Halifax .
For Salo .-- Motor Cycle , 3t h.-P., in excellent
running condition ; owner continually away at
sea, hence of no use.- Particulars on application
to S. G., junr., No. 2, Richmond Terrace, Ulver
ston .
Vertical Copper Boller, partly finished , 15 ins.
by 71, nine tubes ; also Ritter Road Skates ;
exchange Cycle Motor Set for Roadster Bicycle.
Particulars, ADAMS, Queenswood , Keresley,
Coventry.
Steam Indicator, Richards' patent, Elliott's
make ; in perfect condition ; £ 5 or offer ; cost
£20.
Kent.- ELLISON , 13, Frindsbury Road , Strood ,
For Salo. - Workshop Articles ; cheap ; send
stamp for particulars to ALLAN STEEL , 22, North
Street , Dalry, Ayrshire.
For Sale. --Brass Baritone Instrument (by Willis
and Son, London ) ; cost £ 4 155. ; slightly dented ;
been very little used . What offer ? Approval.
Thomas, 66 , Regent Street, Loughborough .
Dynamos.- Wonderful chance to buy at low
prices ; 400-watt Manchester, ready for running,
58s.; also carcas : for same Machine, ready for
winding, 38s.; both by Donkin , London ; taken
for debt. - BUTTERFIELD, Victoria Road, Stech
ford , Birmingham .
6 -in . Back -geared Lathe, 6 ft. gap -bed , self-act
surfacing and sliding , 14 -in . four-jaw chuck , 12 -in .
faceplate, driver chuck , counter shaft, fast loose
pulleys ; seen by appointment; no reasonable
offer refused. - DUNNING , 93, Thorpe Road ,
Melton Mowbray.
Bargains. — Dynamo, 12 volts 3 amps., 8s . 6d.;
4-volt Motor, 38. 6d. ; particulan stamp. - S.
BEABLE, Sandquay, Dartmouth .
“ Engineering," March 20th , 'o3, to March 25th ,
'04 , for sale . What offers
?_WINSTANLEY, 48
Upper Park Road , Haverstock Hill, N.W.
For Sale . - McInno's Steam Indicator , 250 revo
lutions, teak case, all accessories, extra springs ;
new ; cost £ 6 188., accept £ 3.- V ., 69, Erminé
Road, Lewisham .
For Sale . — Motor Cycle , at Calvert engine, V
belt, Michelin's spray ; want little attention ; £ 10 .
--V.,69, Ermine Road, Lowisham .
Bargain . Over 90 MODEL ENGINEERS, in good
condition , 8s.; six new Hand -Turning Tools, box
handles cost 8s. 6d ., sell 5s. ; or 128. 6d , the two .
-T. PALMER , 59, Judge Street,Watford .
Electrical Testing and other Instruments ; also
lot sundry Apparatus ; large Searchlight Lamp,
several Fans, Telephones, & c. ; cash or exchange ;
want Lady's good Cycle.- Offers, letters only , 0.,
3 , Orchard Road, Highgate.
Two Steam Locos, it -in . gauge (by Bassett
Lowke), also four trucks and two carriages ; also
a number of 1.ft. lengths of t- in . iron rail, price
rd. per ft . ; will sell lot for 259.- Below .
Lady wishes to dispose of her Cycle ; good con
dition : makers, Alldays & Onions ; £ 4. - G .
Scott, 62, Eltham Road, Lee , S.E.
Exchange No. IA Folding Kodak Camera for
Bench Lathe. - SAUNDES, 28, Dundas Road ,
Peckham , S.E.
Genuine Peto & Radford Accumulator, ebonite
case, 4 volts, 40 amps. ; almost new ; fully charged ;
155. or offers ; Electric Bell Sets, 45. - SMITH , 15,
Avenue Road , Acton .
Sale. - MODEL ENGINEERS, Vol. III (bound ) to
IX ., 120 numbers ; clean ; offers.- E . FITZGERALD ,
13, Princes Street, Cork ,
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Gent's " Swift " free-wheel ; two brakes ; ex
cellent condition ; £5 ; or part exchange for Motor
Cycle. Also for sale, 10 -volt Dynamo, cheap for
cash.-N. G., Wongalee, Sorbiton.
Wanted, small Printing Press, type ; exchango
Rifle , Cycle Frame, Electric Cycle Lamp, small
alternating Dynamo, Lathe Castings.-- HOLMES,
Seymour Street, Plymouth .
Heavy Non -slipping Bands for motor cyclo
tyres, 3s. 6d. each , post free ; cost double.
PHILLIPS, Silver Street. Dursley :
Electric Flat Iron for sale (new ) ; cost 339.,
accept 215., for 100-volt circuit ; or would exchange
for Oil or Steam Engine to drive dynamo 25 volts
3 amps.- “ IRON ," 89, La dell's Road , East Dul
wich .
Powerful Parafin Brašng Lamp, nearly new ;,
burns two hours full pressure ; ios. ; or will ex
change.- MCILROY , 35, Trelawney Road , Ply
mouth .
Set 2 h.-p. Cycle Motor Castings (partly finished ),
aluminium crank cases , mechanically worked
valves, £ 2 ; particulars free. — Below .
Now 5-in . Cushman amateur lever Chuck , 228. ;
Set of small Dynamo Patterns, 38. 6d.; all ap
proval, deposit. - WALTER FIRTH , Whitcliffe ,
Cleckheaton .
Wanted, Vertical or Horizontal Copper Boiler ,
40 lbs. pressure, with fittings. - B ., 50, Camden
Hill, Upper Norwood , London .
For Sale. - Holmes' Bench Lathe on machine
stand ; 4 -speed wooden pulley, heavy flywheel,
small faceplate, two wood -turning tools ; £ 1.
Also , Horizontal Copper riveted Boiler, 8 by 4t ;
nine water -tubes, eight fire-tubes back of firebox ,
two cock water gauges , safety valve ; wants
smokebox ; 118.-J. ABRAHAM , 20 , Beatrice Road ,
Southsea .
High -speed Horizontal Engine, 3 ins. by if ins,
I h.-p. ; gunmetal bearings and oil- cups through
out ; perfect working order, and scarcely used ;
must sell, leaving district ; £ 4, or nearest offer.
Also
Vertical Steel Bollor, 24 ins. by ut ins., for
abovo ; central fue, with all best fittings, includ
ing steam pressure gauge and necessary steam
piping to engine ; tested 100 lbs. ; quite new ;
23 158. ; send stamp photo engine and boiler. - R .
TALLIS, Ebbw Vale ,Mon.
Wanted. - Working Model Tobacco Cutter,
guillotine principle preferred , suitable for $ horse
engine.-- Apply, DUNCAN , 226 , King Street, Aber
deen .
24- in. Back -geared Bench Lathe, 30-in. gap-bed .
gear wheels (machine cut), compound slide-rest.
tee-rest, tools , spanners (new ), 64 ; Set partly
machined twin cylinder piston valve Engine
Casting in gunmetal, 15%. 6d. Grand bargains
F. FOWLER , 4, Brentwood Terrace, Torquay.
Schooner (built), 5 -ft. hull, 11-in. beam ;
carriage complete, 5os., or offers. — 24, Arthur
Read , Stoke Newington .
“ Model Engineers," Vols. II to IX , unbound ;
what offers ?-W ., 150, Brewery Road, Plumstead ,
Kent.
Petrol Motor, at- in . bore, 3-in. stroke, needing
slight repairs ; 138.-W. ALEXANDER, 103, Caris
brooke Road, Liverpool.
Dynamo, Kapp type ; quite new , never been
run ; output 4 amps. 25 volts , for lighting or
charging ; getting one larger ; cost sos. What
offers ?--A . C. THROWER , Alton .
For Sale.- Horizontal Engine, f bore, 14 stroke,
IOS.-- TROLLOPE , “ Ship and Punch Bowl,” War.
minster , Wilts.
Sell or Exchange.--Horizontal Engine, 21 by
dynamo or
41 ; working order ; for medical coil,KENW
ORTHY,
anything useful.- Apply, FRED
Little Bank, Millbrook , Stalybridge.
7 - in . Back - gear Lathe, saddle, compound slide
rest, 5 ft. bed ; £5 ; good as new . - 44, Kingsley
Street, Lavender Hill, London.
Gramophone, complete, with 14 -in , nickel horn ,
with nickel elbow ; takes 7 or 10- in . records; strong
motor , new last week, with 20 records of bands
& c.; cost £ 5 ; take £ 3 ; getting concert one.-A.
C. THROWER, Alton .
Back-geared Lathe, 3t centres, full particulars
on application ; price £4 ios. ; also Planed Gap
bed, 1os. 60. - EVANS, 32, Kingswood Road, Acton .
Model Gas Engine, 15-16ths bore, 24 stroke,
155. ; 4 -volt Dynamo, 63. ; Boat Motor and Pro
peller , 58. ; 4- volt Accumulator, 21. 60. - NALDER,
3, Trebovier Road , Earl's Court.
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Salo and Exchange.- Horizontal Steam Engine,
2-in . bore , 4 -in . stroke, 308.; particulars , photoOr,
id.; exchange for 4-plate Stand Camera
t- plateHand and Outfit. - J . HALL, 3 , Brady
Street, Pallion , Sunderland.
Cassell's Technical Educator " for sale, in
splendid condition , unbound , los .---WM. DOWNEY ,
198, Knights Hill Road ,West Norwood.
Lot of Model Making Tools and Materials ,
Electric Bell, Camera, lot 12s., or exchange with
little cash good Hand Camera.-- 18 , Upper
Warwick Street, Liverpool.
Bargains. - Cassell's " Cyclopædia ofMechanics,"
the four 6s. volumes (unsoiled ), 12s. ; pair San
dow's Developers, with extra springs, 5s.; pair
Winston's adjustable ball bearing Roller Skates,
nearly new , 75. 6 .; cost 255.; first reasonable
offer 'accepted. - DowSett, 25, Hartington Road ,
South Lambeth ,
High Grade Beeston Humber Bicycle ; splendid
condition (cost € 23), sell £ 8. - Below .
Table Fan Motor, complete (by General Electric
Co.), 80 volts, suit shop or smoking room , & c.;
£ 2. - Below .
Welsh Harp Zithor, new , with books, £ i ; cost
455.; Sandow's Doveloper, 68.; Self-Massage
Chain , 48.-- HACK, Dieudonna, Herbert Rrai,
Southsea.
Slides, 115, 31-in ., coloured , Foreign and
Scottish views ; also Comic ; good condition :
offers.---LILLIA, II, Harrison Road , Edinburgh . or
Wanted . Second-hand Wooden Steamer
Yacht Hull, about 4 ft . long, 7 ins. beam , 6 ins.
deep ; with or without deck ; must be cheap.
Below .
Sale. - Vay handsome Steam Yacht Hull, 52
ins. long , 4t ins. beam , 4 ins. deep : too narrow
for owner ; price 158., or would exchange for above.
particulars and photo stamp. - E.MEERS, 3 , Sion
Hül, Ramsgate.
Látho , flat rim flywheel and crank, 4s. ; short
Overhead Shafting, three pulleys, 6s.; five good
Leclanché and Dry Batteries , gd , each ; Electric
Bell, 4-in , gong, 35. ; powerful Medical Coil and
Battery, 12s. 6d. ; particulars stamp. – SAVILLE,
9, Garden Street, Eccles, Lancashire.
“ Course on Hypnotism and Personal Mag .
notism " (cost 255.), Apollo's“ Physical Culture ,
accept 145., or good Medical Battery, in case. POWELL, 113, Harvist Road, Queen's Park ,
London .
Motor, Hamilton , 3t b.-P., for sale ; quite new ,
never been run ; £12 cash.-C. B. CUMBERLAND ,
Ferndale , Perry Barr, Birmingham
Wantod , Driving Wheel for lathe, about go lbs.
-342, Mile End Road, E
h.-p. High -speed Vertical Engino (new )-For
particulars, apply, STANFORD BROS., Engineers,
Tolworth , Surbiton .
Sale or Exchange . - Charging Dynamo, 155. ;
Dynamo, no armature , 8s.; Copper Boiler, ali
fittings, 1os. ; Force Pump, 45. 60. - BALDWIN , 21,
St. Marks Street, Leeds.
Salo.-- 14-volt Accumulator, in case, 75. - H , P.,
211, High Street, Deptford , London .
Launch Engine ; beautifulmodel, with cylinder
9-16th bore by 9-16th -stroke ; best London made,
highly finished , with steel shaft and connecting.
rod ; photo and particulars two stamps. - TAYLOR ,
93, Rosebery Avenue, London , E.C.
Torpedo Boat Destroyer, 5 ft. long , complete
except engine and boiler , 179 6d. , also Cargo
Boat, length 3 ft., with small copper boiler, 155.;
only requires engine ; approval.-- HOAR , 15,
Hanover Park , Peckham .
For Sale . - 3. h.-p. Boiler, in good condition ,
with steam and water gauge and safety-valve and
other fittings complete, £ 3 Ios. ; Horizontal
Steam Engine, with pump and governors, in good
working order , $3 ; Dynamo, 30 volts z amps.,
with holders and shades and so ft. of wire com
plete, £ 3 ; Trailer, in splendid going order, with
28-in. wheels , with tyres nearly new , 63 10 .;
Motor Cycle, 24 h.-p., with Chater -Lea frame and
fittings ; tyres as good as new and new belt ;
everything complete for riding : £18 or nearest
offer. Particulars stamp.- W . PACKWOOD , 80 ,
Newton Road, Rushden ,Northants .
Ten 20 -Ampere- Hour Accumulators, glass cells,
seven plates per cell, 4 by 4 ins. ; perfect condi
tion ; 28. 8d . each
; carriage forward .-- T. A.
ROBINSON , Preston Tower , North Shields.
(Continued on page viii.)
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PUSH
( STAPLES
BATTERY
Clarion " Bell Set, com
The
plete with Dry or Leclanché
Battery, ready for easy fixing,

UNIVERSAL

Please note only

SELF - ACTING

ELECTRIC SUPPLY,
Established 1890.
(Dept M ) 60 , BROOK ST.,
C.-on - M ., MANCHESTER.

Address

HAND

SHAPING

For all Classes

MACHINE
of Metal Work .

Stroke to 6 inches. Self-Acting Traverse ,
8 inches. Will Slot Shafts to 2 inches
diameter. Any Depth under the Tool.
Rack Driven . Swivel Tool-Box and Table.
Price

£ 6

15s.

Od .

Vices, Tools, extra .
Unsolicited . - A Diesinker using the tool for steel writes: “ Shaper is
giving every satisfaction ."
LEYLAND BARLOW & Co., Sole Makers, Trafford Rd ., MANCHESTER
When

Writing to Advertisers
In this Journal, please mention THB MODBL ENGINBBR .

ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

FOR

PATENTS
SIMPLY EXPLAINED
A Simple Guide to the Patenting of Inventions and
the Registration of Trade Marks and Designs.
ILLUSTRATED WITH PLANS AND SKETCHES.
3
The author assumes that the reader has no idea as to what
to do , or how to find the necessary information, to enable
him to protect an invention , and he has endeavoured to
explain all in a simple way.
From all Agents for " Tho Model Enginoor," prico 6d ., or 718 post free, from
?
PBROIVAL MARSHALL & Co:
26-29, Poppin's Court, Pleet Street, LONDON , E.O.

AMATEURS .
A Practical Guide to the Installation of
Electric Light on a small scale, describing the Con
struction of Lamps, Lamp Holders, Switches, Batteries ,
and their connections. There is also a chapter describing
all the essentials necessary in laying down a small power
system of lighting.
FULLY , ILLUSTRATED .

: From all Agents for " The Model Englacer," price 6d., or 7d. post froo, from
PEROIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street , London , E.O.
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Best Quality English DRAWING INSTRU
TIENTS at Reasonable Prices.

W.H.HARLING , Manufacturer,
47, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.
ESTABLISHED 1851
WORKS : HACKNEY , E.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION .
Improved Dynamos
Prices.
Lamps.
£ 36 0
To light 100 16 C.p.
£ 27 0
light 70 16 C.p.
£ 20 10
, light 50 16 c. p.
£ 17 10
light
40
is
£ 14 10
,, ligbt 30 16 c.p.
£
11 0
,, ligbt 20 16 C.p.
€ 8 10
, ligbt 12 26 C.p.
6 0
£
, light 8 16 c.p.
Smaller Dynamos from 20 /- upwards.
Arc Lamps, Electric Motors, Gas En
ginos, Oil Inginos, Steam Engines, Tur
bines, Accumulators, Motor Cars, Ogalos,
Electrical Accessories, etc.
Catalogue, Two Stamps.
This Advt. appears every four weeks.
ELECTRICAL
DYSON WALTON , ENGINEER
AEBDEN BRIDGE .
NOTICE !
We are the MAKERS

throughout of
Gas and Oil Engines,
Dynamos, etc.
COME AND SEE THEM .
Repairs of all kinds promptly executed.

The Franklin Dynamo.
50 Watts. 10 Volts, 5 Amparos.
3000 to 4000 revolutions. Sets
of material, finished parts com
con
amateur Will
machines.
plete
- veryForefficient.
struction
drive a dental engine, sewing ma
chine or small lathe ; run as a
generator, will furnish current for
BA FRANKLIN six 6 -candle lamps Parts, $ 3.50 ,
ModelShop $6.00, $ 8.50 . Complete, $ 13.50.
Write for circular Key.
PARSELL & WEED,
129-131, West 81st Street, New York , U.S.A.

DYNAMOS
CASTINGS from 8 /- per Set.
Motors from 2/6 , complete.
Electric Bells, 1/6 ; Lamps, 103.; Electric
Alarm Clock, 41.; Shocking Coils, 31. ;
Bichromate Batteries, 7d .; Bell Sets, 3/9 ;
Electric Light Sets, 2/6 .
Send for our New List, post free, 2d.
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d.
Catalogue of Everything Eletcrical, 2d .,
post free .

The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFC . Co.,
162, GREY MARB LANE MANCHESTER.

HARMONOGRAPHS
For producing Energy Curves , described
and illustrated in MODEL ENGINEER for Jan.
21st and 28th , 1904.
Readers de siring to experiment with these
interesting Instruments, can be supplied as
under :
TWIN -ELLIPTIC TYPE,
Complete , ready for work 40 /
MECHANICAL TYPE, £ 10 /10
Finished complete
Packing 3s. extra .
SETS OF PARTS SUPPLIED.

A. H. AVERY , TUNBRIDGE WĚLLS.

FOOT & POWER

HOOKER & HARRIS , Paragon Works,
Retreat Place, Hackney ,
LONDON .

AD TURRET

GAS ENGINES (L' ), £ 7 108
OIL ENGINES . . £ 8 108.

PLANERS, SHAPERS, AND
DRILL PRESSES.
CHUCKS, TOOLS, DOGS.

WATER MOTORS (1.p.) £ 8 108.

SHEPARD LATHE CO.,
A 18 W. and St, CINCINNATI, O., U.S.A.
Postage to United States, 24d . oz.

ELECTRIC MOTOR , £ 12 10s.
For larger Sizes see Catalogues.
Dynamos, Bells . Portable Accumulators, Medical
Colls, Lamps. Electrical Novelties, etc.
PRICES & QUALITY UNEQUALLED .
All Goods Guaranteed. See Testimonials .
Three New Illustrated Catalogues : Electrical,
Mechanical, Novelties, id . stampeach ; the three ,
zd . stamps .
O. L.

FORD ,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer,
STALYBRIDGE ,

LATHES

I MAKE MODELS
And do all kinds of Exporlmontal Work to Cus
tomors' Dimensions, and , under most strict cond
donce , construct Model Yachts, Engines and Bollers,
Locomotives, Electrical and other apparatus ; have
an Up-to -date Plant, and no expeasive show
rooms, which enables me to give first-class work at
lowest prices. Only address - A. J. MODONALD ,
55-57, Holmes Rd., Koatish Town, LONDON , N.W.
Nearest Stations : - Kentish owe M.R., and
Kentish Town N.L.R.
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Model

Engineer

Handbooks
No. 1. — “ SMALL AOJUMULA .
TORS."
No. 2 - " THB SLIDB VALVE
SIMPLY BXLAINBD . "
No. .- " BLBOTRIO BBLLS AND
ALARMS."
No. 4. - " TBLBPHONBS
AND
MICROPHONES.
95
No. 5.- " BLBOTRIO BATTERIES ."
No. 6. - " MODBL BOIL BR
MAKING ."
No. 7. - METAL WORKING TOOLS
AND THBIR USBS .
No. 8.- " SIMPLE ELBOTRIOAL
WORKING MODELS.'
No. 9.— “ SIMPLE MROHANICAL
WORKING MODELS."
No. 10. — “ SMALL DYNAMOS
AND MOTORS. "
COILS
No. 11.- " INDUCTION
FOR AMATEURS."
STEAMBR
No. 12 .
“ MODBL
BUILDING .”
No. 13 . - - " MACHINERY
FOR
MODEL STEAMBRS. "
No. 14.— “ SMALL BLEOTRIC MO
TORS ."
No. 15.— " SIMPLB SOIENTIFIC
BLEC
EXPBRIMENTS
IN
TRICITY, MAGNETISM , HY
DRAULIOS, & c."

No.

16. - " ACETYLENE GAS :
How to Make and Use It."

17. - " THE LOQOMOTIVE:
Simply Bxplained.'
No. 18 — " SIMPLE EXPERI
MENTS IN STATIO ELEO .
TRICITY. "
No. 19.- " X RAYS SIMPLY EX
PLAINED ."
No. 20.- PATENTS Simply Bro
plained .
No. 21. - MECHANICAL DRAW
ING Simply Explained
No. 22.- " ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Fully
FOR AMATEURS."
Illustrated .
No.

Every book containsmany Illustrations,
with useful hints on the making and use
of the various articles described .
Of all Agents or The MODBI. ENGI.
NEER, price 6d. each nett; or post free 7d .
from
Percival Marshall & Co.,
28-89, POPPINS COURT, FLEET STREET,
LONDON, E.C.
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If they

only knew .

Amateurs would never bother with ordinary
French Polish , but would use KITLENE LIGHT.
NING FRENCH POLISH for AMATEURS.
It is an ordinary " Best White Shellac. Polish , with sundry
additions which enable an Amateur to acquire the art without the
tedious apprenticeship necessary with the ordinary medium ,
Outfit , containing everything requisite, 2s., postage, 3d .
RE-FILLS .--- Polish , 9d.; Oiland Spirit, 7d. Postage on each , 3d.

SPANNERS.

Steel.

Drop Forged

Hardened

Calibrated .

and

Wardrobe Chambers,
Kitlene Syndicate , Ltd., LONDON , E.C.
Mention THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN .

SINGLE
To fit Bolts

ENDED .

5
16

...

3
87

inch .

fo

8d . 11d .

.

1,

Price, each

I

1/2

1/4

Postage, up to 72 -in., 3d. ; $ and t-in ., 4d . ;
1- in ., 6d .

DOUBLE
To fit Bolts

Price , each
SPECIAL

7d .

4d . 4d . 5d . 6d.

Prioe , each
To fit Bolts

inch .

-in ., 5d.;

ENDED .

**
,
5d . 6d.

7d .

Auto
7d .

OFFER .
To fit Bolts

Till August 31st we will allow a
Special Discount of 20 % off all
Rough and Part-finished Castings illustrated in
our New Catalogue, for Cash with Order.
NEW CATALOGUE, 3d , to cover Postage.
HEBDEN

Price, each

8d .

9d .

1/7

Š x1,
2/

To fit Bolts

Price, each

11d .

Postage, up to fx }, 3d.; } * , 4d . ;
6d.; } x 1, 7d .
x

1/4

$ x , 5d.;

12 Lengths Bright Steel Rods, 12 ins. long, I tot by 1• 16th , 11- car. pd .

A

Manual of Mechanical
Send 6d. in

Drawing .
By PHILIP

Stamps for
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( Continued from page to.)
Sale. - Two small Electric Motors, three Dry
Cells , one Set of Castings , double -cylinder Launch
Bngine, 4 in . by If ins., and Copper Boiler 7 ins.
by 4 ins., with fittings and small engine for same ;
also 40 " American Machinists." --Apply, " QUERY,"
410, Stoney Stanton Road , Coventry,
Cycle Saddle . - Brook's B17 Racing ; never used ;
cost 78. 6d., take 4s. 60. - CUMINE, 28 , Simpson
Street , Newcastle-on - Tyne.
For Sale . — Model Table Engine (compound ),
cylinders it ins. by 24 ins. by 3 ins. stroke, fitted
with stop-valve, governor, and throttle valve,
boiler feed pump, tank , and return pipes , lubrica
tors to cylinders and bearings, cylinders lagged
with asbestos and blue iron ; all working parts
bright, standing on mahogany base , with tank
inside ; engineer made ; splendid model ; can be
seen at any time, or running by appointment
any evening after seven ; weight about 50 lbs.";
worth £ 7 ; state offers. - ROBINSON , 51, Manor
Road , Leyton , Essex.
Set Vertical Engine Castings, 2_ins. by 2 ins.;
43. 6d. ; particulars stamp. - M . BEAVAN, De e
brow , Jesmond Park , Newcastle-on- Tyne.
Horizontal Engine, it ins. by 21 ins. (by British
Modelling Co.), lubricators, & c.; splendid con
dition ; 303. ; another, 1 in . by 2 ins., 203. - Below .
Phonograph, in oak case, recorder, reproducer,
large aluminium trumpet, 30 latest selected records
in box ; 2 58. or nearest offer ; approval, deposit.
-Below .
Exchange, complete, Silver-plating Outfit, for
Ratchet Brace and few Bits ; sell 58. - West, 25,
Willis Road , Gosport, Hants.
Marine Engine, t-in . by r-in . stroko, working
order, 129. ; Horizontal, 4- in . by it-in., 129.
Particulars, GARDNER , 1, Ibrox Place, Glasgow .
Sale or Exchange. h.-p.Gas Engine, 179. 6d . ;
one Launch and one Loco Boiler, 6s. each.-WEST
LAKE, 48 , Camberwell New Road , London .
Gas Engine, full, thorough order , very little
used, £ 5 ros ; cannot use it as neighbours object.
R. CREDLAND, 185, Great Cheetham Street, near
Broughton , Manchester

USEFUL

Miscellaneous and Late.
Second -hand Lathe, two high -class outfits ;
excellent tools.- EDWARD HINES, Norwich .
Now Tool Grinder, the " Matchless " ; price
305.- EDWARD HINES,Griffin Works, Norwich .
Patterns made for Amateurs. - Castings ma
chined , screwcutting, & c.--GILBERT HORN , 25 ,
Lavender Gardens , Battersea .
New Exhibition Model Gas Engines, Inverted
Vertical, 1 h.-P., £ 8 ios'; h.-P., £ 10 ros. ; 1 h .-p ..
£ 12 1os. Most economical and compact. De
scriptive illustration free. - WHITEHEAD & Co.,
Gas Engineers, Dukinfield.
3 - Jaw Self- centring Scroll Chucks, 2 -in ., 8s. 60.
- PINKNEY, Heanor, Nottingham .
Three Best Books.- " The Motor Manual,"
IS. 2d . ; “ The Workman's Cycle Builder," 18. id . ;
and " The Fitter's and Turner's Companion ,"
IS. Id. post free , from Geo. HARRISON (M ), 45,
Rupert Street, Nottingham .
Twentieth Century Motor Co., Ltd , Padua Road,
Penge, S.B. - 3 h.-p. Longuemare Carburettor,
new , 229. ; 24 h.-p. Float Feed-spray Carburettor,
173 41 h -p. Water- cooled Engine, £ 7 ; Air
cooled 5 h.-P. Decauville Engine, new , £9 ; small
Car Body, 103. ; Light live Back Axle, with
differential P.B. gear wheel, ball-bearings, brake
drums, and wheels for pneumatic tyres (no tyres) ;
suit body above, £ 2. Two-speed and free engine
Gear, suit body above, 308.; light Front Axle, with
steering arms and wheels for pneumatic tyres
(no tyres ), suit body above, 30s; I h.-p. Minerva
Motor Bicycle, £ 11 ; light 2-speed Car with Dion
engine, £22 ; 3 -speed Lathe Flywheel, 20 ins.
diameter, 128.; Motor Cycle Switch Handles;
new , Is. 6d. per pair. Many other things very
cheap. Write for list. Approval through M.E."
if carriage paid both ways.
Sale. – High -speed enclosed Marine Engine,
I by 1, piston valve, 158.; complete Stern -tube,
Shaft, and 3-in. Propeller , 25.; Steel Boiler Shell,
12 ins. by 12 ins., 48. 60.; particulars stamp.
MOORE , Wyvenhoé Cross , Basex.

BOOKS

ON

Dynamo (drum ), shunt wound , 10 volts 2 amps ,
125. ; 4 -volt Transparent Accumulator, 45.
Motor , 20 -watt, drum , 55.; smaller Motor,
28. 6d . ; Vertical Slide-valve Engine, if bore by
it stroke, 8s.; Steamer Hull, 3 ft., by 6 ins. by
6. ins., 58. ; smaller one, 28. 60.; Bo ler (copper ).
riveted, 9 ins. by 5, 8s., or exchange for Smali
Bench Lathe and Tools. - A . EMERSON , 33.
Hughson Street, Liverpool.
Lathe. - Small Bench Lathe for model work ,
back -gear, slide-rest ; a bargain ; 358, ; also
several Blectric Replacement Indicators, best
quality , now , gd. each (cost 23. 6.) ; others,
second-hand, 8d . each ; perfect. A Battery ,
Motor, and some electric, & c ., Apparatus for sale,
cheap , send stamp for particulars. - G . H., 22,
Carholme Road, Catford, S.E.
Wanted. - Small back -geared Lathe in exchange
for complete Photographic Outfit, t - plate, by
Lancaster. - J . PHILLIPS , Burley , Ringwood.
For Sale, cash . - Lancaster's Le Merveilleux
Stand Camera , no shutter , accessories, including
one tank , two racks, four printing frames, one
background (new ), 8 ft. by 6 ft., mounts , & c . , a
bargain ; 3os. ; no offers. - W . H. SPALL , Railway
Terrace, Framlingham , Suffolk .
It h.-p. PetrolMotor, crank cut from solid steel,
outside flywheel, steel gear wheels ; also tank with
surface carburettor and accumulator cupboard ;
very little used ; 13.-S. BADDELEY, Whitehall,
Chingford .
AVOID

by addressing all communications
respecting
Advertisements
or
Deposits to The Advertisement
Manager, " The Model Engineer,
26 to 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St.,
London , E.O., and NOT to the
Editor or the Publishers.

ELECTRICAL
8 , da

Electric Wiring, Fitting, Switches, and Lampe. By W.
PERRIN MAYCOCK, M.I.C.E. Postage 4d .
Blectrical Influence Machines. Their Historical Development,
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction . By J.
GRAY, B.Sc. Postage 3d .
Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners... By H.E. HADLEY.
Postage 3d.
Electro -Motors. How Made and How Used . A Handbook
for
Amateurs and Practical Men . By S. R. BOTTONE . With 70
Illustrations. Third Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Postage 3d.
Electro -Plator's Handbook . A Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Students. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged, and an
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d .
Blectrical Instrument Making for Amateurs. Sixth Edi.
tion. 71 illustrations. By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
Wirologs Telegraphy and Hortadan Waves. By S. R.
BOTTONE. Postage 3d ,
Tho Dynamo : How Made and Used By S. R. BOTTONE
Postage 3d.
Bloctrical Byperiments. With 144 illustrations. By G. E.
BONNEY. Second Edition. Postage 3d .
Practical Electrical Measurements. An Introductory Course
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers. By
E. H. CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer.
ing, Sheffield Technical School. With 56 illustrations.
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth . Postage 3d .

DELAY

SUBJECTS .

8. d
Induction Colls. A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers.
By G. E. BONNEY. With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
those wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With for
illustrations. Postage 3d.
3 0
Elementary Principles of Electric Lighting. By ALLAN A.
CAMPBELL SWINTON , Associate I.E.E. Third Edition . ER
larged and Revised With 16 illustrations. Crown 8vo. Cloth .
Postage ad .
Wireless Telography, Popularly explained by RICHARD KERR,
F.S.S., with Preface by W. H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S. Illustrated.
Postage ad . Paper is. Cloth .
Electric Light for Country Houses, A Practical Handbook
on the Erection and Running of. Small Installations, with Par.
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working. By J. H. KNIGHT.
Postage ad.
How to Manago a Diynamo. By S. R. BOTTONE. Second
Edition. Revised and Enlarged . Illustrated . Post 8vo. Cloth,
pocket size. Postage ad .
Dynamon and Electro Motore How to Make and Run Them .
1
By Paul N. Haslock. Illustrated . Postage ad
Dynamo Attendants and Thoir Dynamos. By FRANK
BROADBENT, M.I.E.E. Fourth Edition. Postage ud...
A Quido to Electric Lighting for Householders and
Amatours. Fully Illustrated. By S. R. BOTTONB. Postage ad. 10
Intensity Colls : How Mado and Used By Din
Slxtocata
Edition." Postage ad.
1
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JULY 1, 1902
JANUARY 1, 1902.
A Model “ Willans " Central Valve Engine. (Illustiated .)
The Modal High-Speed Steam Yacht Dorothy. [Illustrated.]
Two Simple Forms of Resistance. . (Illustrated.)
Tools for Small Engineering Work.
How to Become an Electrical Engineer.
Two Useful Galvanometers, and How to Make Them . (Illustrated .I
How to Make a Lever Switch. (Illustrated .)
How to Demagnetise a Watch . [Illustrated .]
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S.R. Loco. ( Illustrated . ]
The Motos Bicycle : Ius Design, Construction,and Use (con .). (Illustrated .)
A Model Electric Locomotive. [ Illustrated.)
A Model First-Class Battleship, and How to Make It (con.) (Illustrated .
JULY 15, 1902
JANUARY 15, 1902.
Two Model Steam Engines. (Illustrated.)
Lints on Building a Model Steam Pinnace. [Illustrated.)
Model Electric Railway on the " Third Rall " System . (Illustrated .)
in Inch Scale Model L.T. & S.R. Loco (continued). (Illustrated .)
How to Become an Electrical Eogineer ( continued ).
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated .]
An Air Compressor for Driving Model Ragines. ( Illustrated .]
A Model Electric Locomotive (continued). (Illustrated.]
How to Set a Simple Slide- Valve . [ Illustrated . )
A Model Electric Light and Power Plant. ( Illustrated. ]
AUGUST 1, 1902.
How to Build a 1 k.-p.Water Motor. (Illustrated .]
A G.N.R. Locomotive Model, Built in America . [Illustrated . )
How to Become an Electrical Engineer (continued ).
FEBRUARY 1, 1902 .
The Motor Bicycle: Its Design, Construction, and Ure (con.d (Illustrated .)
An Easily Made Amateur's Bench Drill. ( Illustrated .]
The Rating of Vodel Yachts. (Illustrated.)
An Inch Scale Model L.T. & S. R. Locomotive (continued ). ( Illustrated .]
New Departare in Wimshurst Machines.
A
Mator Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated.)
AUGUST 16 , IM .
A Sparking Dynamo for Gas Engine Service. ( Illustrated .]
A Simple Model Steaner. (Illustrated.)
Tools for Small Engineering Work (continued ).
Model Electric Rallways on the " Third Rail " System (con .) (Illustrated. )
FEBRUARY 16 , 1902 .
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Use (ca.). (Illustrated.]
The Steam Turbine. [ Illustrated . ]
The First Locomotive over Made in England . [ Illustrated . )
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued). [Illustrated .)
The
Construction of an Electrical Indicator. Illustrated .)
How to Make Experimental ElectricalApparatus. ( Illustrated .)
A Model Electric River Launch . (Illustrated.]
Fittings for Model Yachts' Spars. (Illustrated.)
SEPTEMBER 1, 1902 .
How to Make a Watch Screw Driver.
A Home-made Gramophone. (Illustrated. ]
MARCH 1, 1902
Testing Small Engines and Boilers. (Illustrated. )
The " Stuart " Compound Vertical Engine. (Illustrated . )
How to Build a Model Steam Launch Hull. [Illustrated .)
Clockwork Model L.B. & S.C. Railway Locomotive . (Illustrated . ]
The Steam Turbine (continued ). [Illustrated .)
Railway Photograpby : Prize Competition Result. (Illustrated . ]
Home-made Dry Cells : The Secrets of Success.
SEPTEMBER U. 100
Simple Working Model Locomotive. [Illustrated .]
Some Notes on a Large Static Machine. ( Illustrated. )
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued).
Construction
of
"
an
Electrical
Indicator " (continued). ( Illustrated .)
MARCH 15, 1902.
The Construction of “ Dug Out " Model Yachts. ( Illustrated .]
A Model Traction Engine. (Illustrated.]
Useful
Lathe
Milling
Appliance.
A
(Illustrated.)
The Hyde Part Model Steamer Explosion . (Illustrated.)
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction, and Ure (con.) . (Illustrated.]
The Construction of a Small Storage Cell. [ Illastrated .)
OOTOBER 1, 1902
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued). (Illustrated.]
A Small Power Water Motor. [ Illustrated .)
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued ). [Illustrated .]
A Model Vertical Marine Engine. (Illustrated.)
Engine and Boller for a Fast Steam Launch . (Illustrated .]
The Construction of " Dug Out " Model Yachts (continued ) , (Illustrated . ]
APRIL 1, 1902.
The Motor Bicyclar Its Design , Construction , and Use ( com .). ( Illustrated. )
A Model Electric Locomotive. (Illustrated . )
Some Hints on Building a Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer. [Illustrated. )
How to Make a Simple Voltmeter or Ammeter. [Illustrated.]
A Model Built-Up Horizontal Engine. ( Illustrated .]
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued) ( Illustrated .)
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus(continued ). (Illustrated .]
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued ). (Illustrated.]
OOTOBER 1 , 1908.
An Invertible Electric Night-Light Set. [Illustrated . ]
A Neat Modal Electric Launch . (Illustrated .)
Trolley
App
for
Medel
Llectric
Tramcar. (Illustrated .]
APRIL 15 , 1902.
The Running of SmallGas Engines.
How to Make a Powerful Bichromate Battery . (Illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental Electrical Apparatus (continued).
A Simple Working Model Locomotive (continued). [Illustrated.)
A Visit to the Pitmaston Moor Green Model Railway. (Illustrated . I
The Uses of Engineering Models. [ Illustrated . ]
A 40 ampere-bour Accumulator, and How to Make It. (Illustrated.]
Design for an Engine to Drive a Model Twin Screw Steamer. [Illustrated .)
NOVEMBER 1 1902.
Motor Cycles, and How to Construct Them (continued). (Illustrated. )
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design , Construction , and Use (con.) (Illustrated.)
MAY 1, 1902.
Hor to Make a Spring Chuck .' ( Illustrated í
Model Steam Travelling Crane. (Illustrated. ]
Che Model Screw Steamer Victoria. (Illustrated . )
The Construction of a 1-10th b.-p. Electro Motor. ( Illustrated . ]
Hints on Testing and Repairing Small Dynamos and Motors,
A Water .Regulating Resistance for a 1-in. to z-in . Spark Coil [Illustrated . ).
Hints for the Amateur Boiler Maker. [illustrated . )
Mr. T. Smithie's Model Express Locomotiva " Don." (Illustrated. ]
The Uses of Engineering Models (continued ). (Illustrated .)
Device for Winding Springs ( Illustrated )
Sesign for a Miniature Model Yacht. [Illustrated .]
NOVEMBER 15, 1902.
A Model Clockwork Railway . (Illustrated .]
Some Notes on the Construction of a Model Electric Locomotive (Illust.
MAY 15 , 1902.
The Motor Bicycle: Its Design, Construction, and Use (con.) (Illustrated .)
An Electro Motor and How to Make It. (Illustrated.)
Lathe from " Scrap.” (Illustrated.)
A New Design of Model Tank Locomotive. (Illustrated. ]
The Construction of a Demagnetiser. (Illustrated . )
How to Make Permanent and Electro Magnets. [Illustrated.]
A
Gama
Battery. (Illustrated.)
Design for a Model Launch Engine. (Illustrated .]
A Novel Hectric Clock. (Illustrated.)
As Amateur's Compact Workshop . (Illustrated .)
DECEMBER 1 , 1904
JUNE 1, 1902
A Cheap Model Locomotive. ( Illustrated .)
An Acetylane Generator and Reservoir. [ Illustrated .]
A Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer. (Illustrated. )
Automatic Electrical Alarm Clocks ( Illustrated . )
A New Design ofModel Tank Locomotive (continued ). [Illustrated )
Models Made without a Lathe : An Electro Motor. [ illustrated.]
Original Design for 750-watt Direct-Coupled High-Speed Steau Laging and
Dynamo. (INustrated.)
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design , Construction, and Use.
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction,and Use (con.) (Illustrated.)
How to Make Permanent and Electro Magnets (continued). [Illustrated )
A Small Power Vertical Engine. [Illustrated .]
DECEMBER 15 , 1902.
How to Make a Power Tretsaw . (Illustrated .]
JUNE 15, 1902
Model
Yachts
and
Y.R.A
Rules. (Illustrated . )
A Model Travelling Steam Crane. [ Illustrated. ]
A Compact Model Electric Railway. (Illustrated.]
A Model First-class Battleship, and How to Make It. Illustrated.]
Original
Design
for
750-watt
Direct-Coupled Higa-Speed Steam Engine and
How to Build a Model Four-pole Electro Motor. [Illustrated .]
Dynamo (continued ). ( Illustrated .)
The Model Twin-screw Steamer Duke of York . [illustrated.]
Driving. (Illustrated.)
Direct
for
A Multipolar Dynamo
A Handy Vice. [Illustrated.]
A Year's Running of a Steam Car.
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JULY 20 , 1808
MAY 21, 1908.
A Model Water- tube Engine and Boiler . [Illustrated.)
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers (continued ). [Illustrated )
The Materials of Model Bngineering. [Illustratod.)
How to Photograph a Model. [Illustrated .]
Experiments in Electric Oscillations and Waves. (Illustrated .]
Ball Bearings for Electric Motors .
A Model First-class Battloship . (Illustrated. )
A Useful Cycle Stand and Carrier . [Illustrated . ]
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued). [Illustrated.]
A Paraffin Brazing Lamp. [Illustrated . ]
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design, Construction and U. (con.). (Illustrated .]
A New 4 -in . Scale Model Tank Locomotive. (Illustrated .]
Practical Facts about Batteries . (Illustrated.]
Experiments in Electric Oscillations and Waves (cont.). (Illustrated. ]
AUGUST 6 , 1908.
A Novel Shocking Coil. [Illustrated .]
A Model Dynamo with Shuttle Armature. [Illustrated . )
MAY 28, 1901
A
New
f-in
.
Scale
Model
Tank
Locomotive (continued ). [Illustrated.]
My Model Undertype Engine. [Illustrated.]
Draughtsmanship_for Model Bagineers (continued). [Illustrated . ]
Model Hand-Feed Arc Lamp for Optical Lantern Un . (Hlustrated .]
Training
Engineers.
The
of
Design for Model Steam Turbines . [Illustrated.]
Thermopiles. (Illustrated .)
A Single-acting Piston Valve Model Launch Engine. [Illustrated .]
Workshop Fitments.
How to Make a Small Tesla Coil. [Illustrated. ]
A Vertical Stroke Fret Cutting Machine. [ Illustrated.]
Milling in Small Lathes . [Illustrated . ]
A Blue-Print Paper for Blue Lines on a White Ground.
A Cheap Drilling Machine. [ Illustrated .]
AUGUST 18, 1903 .
A Small Electro -Motor. [Illustrated ,]
An Bxhibition of Modals at Aberdeen . [ Illustrated.]
JUNE 4, 1908.
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers ( continued ). [Illustrated . ]
A Design for a Model Steam Hammer . (Illustrated.)
A Muzzle Loader with Revolving Carriage. [Illustrated.]
Experiments in Electric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). (Illustrated .)
A Model " Front-coupled " Locomotive. (Illustrated .]
Design for an Accumulator Switch for Connecting in Series of Parallel.
Electric Ignition for Small Oil Engines. [Illustrated.)
[Illustrated .]
Some Beperiments with an Induction Coil. (Illustrated.]
AUGUST 20, 1903.
Compound Engines. [Illustrated . ]
An Amateur's Motor Bicycle . ( Illustrated. )
How to Make a Scribing Block. [Illustrated .)
A Model Traction Engine. [Illustrated .]
Draughtsmanship for Model Bngineers (continued ). (Illustrated .]
How I Constructed a Cheap and Useful Voltmeter. [Illustrated .]
Some Experiments with an Induction Coil (continued ). (Illustrated )
How to Reverse an Electric Locomotive from the Switchboard . [Illus.)
Compound Engines (continued ). (Illustrated. I
The Electric Lighting of a Private House. ( Illustrated.)
Practical Facts about Batteries. [ Illustrated .]
Lieut.-Col. Harvey's Modol Electric Locomotive. [ Illustrated. )
JUNE 11, 1908.
AUGUST 27, 1908.
[Illustrated. ]
Dynamo.
A 100-watt Manchester
A Working Model Threshing Machine and Straw Blevator . (Illustrated )
Experimental
Sound Boxes
for the Gramaphone.
[Illustrated .]
Bichromate Battery. [ Illustrated.)
"
"
Bottle
A
Simplified
Model Submarine Torpedo Boat, Nautilus. [ Illustrated.)
The Electric Lighting of a Private House (continued). (Illustrated .)
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers.
A Powerful High -speed Engine and Flash Boiler. (Illustrated .]
How to Build Boats for Speed. [Illustrated .]
How the Priming of a Vertical Boiler was Remedied . [Illustrated .]
A Model Horizontal Engine. (Illustrated .]
JUNE 18, 1908.
SEPTEMBER 3, 1908.
The Model Cargo Steamer , Esther . [Illustrated .)
A Model Horizontal Engine Built from Solid Material. [Illustrated .]
A Model London & South -Western “ Beattie " Tank Loco . [Illustrated .)
Jet Apparatus. [Illustrated. ]
A Simplified " Bottle " Bichromate Battery (continued). [Illustrated . ]
Hints on Designing Model Yachts under the Y.R.A. Rule. (Ilustrated .]
Data on the Design of Pelton Wheels. [Illustrated. ]
The Electric Lighting of a Private House (continued). [Illustrated . )
A Neat Home-made Shocking Coil. [Illustrated. ]
A Model Engineer's Drilling Machine. [Illustrated. ]
Designs for Model Stearn Turbines -A Model Parsons Turbino. [ Illus ]
A Novel Flexible Coupling. (Illustrated .]
Practical Facts about Batteries. [Illustrated.]
SEPTEMBER 10, 1903.
A Model Open Steam Launch. [Illustrated .1
A Bazaar Shocking Coil. [ Illustrated .]
JUNE 26, 1903.
Steam Alternator. [ Illustrated . ]
AM
Model Diagonal Steam Bngine. [Illustrated.]
Bxperiments in Blectric Oscillations and Waves (continued ). (Illustrated .]
Jet Apparatus (continued ). [Illustrated .]
Amperes, Volts, and Ohms. [Illustrated .]
A Model Engineer's Drilling Machine (continued ). [Illustrated .]
Lieut.- Col. Harvey's Model Electric Locomotive (continued ). [Illustrated )
Practical Facts about Batteries (continued).
(Illustrated .]
The Electric Lighting of a Private House (continued). [Illustrated .]
Hints on Designing Model Yachts under Y.R.A. Rule (cont.). [Illustrated
SEPTEMBER 17, 1903.
Two Small Cannon. ( Illustrated. )
Mr. T.Duddles' Model Traction Engine. (Illustrated.]
JULY 2, 1903.
Some Experiments with an Induction Coil (continued ). [Illustrated .]
How to form a Local Society of Model Engineers .
Photographing the Oscillations of an Electric Spark . [Illustrated.)
Reversing Electric Locomotives from Switchboard . [Illustrated .]
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers (continued). [illustrated .]
How to Make Experimental and Electrical Apparatus. [Illustrated .]
A Design for a Model Compound Undertype Engine and Boiler ( continued
[ Illustrated ).
A Simple yet Efficient Model Vertical Boiler. [Illustrated .]
The Electric Lighting of a Private House (continued). (Illustrated .]
An Amateur's Accumulator . [Illustrated .]
SEPTEMBER 24, 1908
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making (continued ). [Illustrated .]
The Model Steam Yacht, Viking. (Illustrated. ]
JULY 9, 1908.
The Production of a Black Colour on Brass .
A Miniature Shocking Coil. [Illustrated .]
Making Outer Cells for Batteries. [Illustrated.]
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers ( continued ). [Illustrated . ]
A Novelty in Rotary Engines. [Illustrated.)
A Simple yet Efficient Model Vertical Boiler (continued). [Illustrated.]
The Blectric Lighting of a Private House (continued ). [Illustrated . ]
Design for Model Steam Turbines. [Illustrated.]
Model
Making for a Quarter of a Century. ( Illustrated .]
A Model Electric Tramcar. [Illustrated .]
Four Simple Locomotives. (Illustrated .)
Experiments in ElectricOscillations and Waves (continued ). [Illustrated
OCTOBER 1, 1908.
Hand Turning Tools, and How to Use Them . (Illustrated.]
My Model Horizontal Steam Bngine. (Illustrated .]
JULY 16, 1908
A Test of a Superheater.
A Horne-made Scrow -feed Drilling Machine (Illustrated .]
Astatic Galvanometer, to Read to Volts and Amperes. [Illustrated .)
Renovating " Primus " Oil Burners.
A Simple Water Motor for Beginners. [Illustrated. ]
The Properties and Applications of Selenium .
The Deliege Magneto Ignition for Patrol Bngines . [Illustrated .)
Milling in Small Lathes (continued ). [Illustrated.]
Model Making for a Quarter of a Cantury (continued ). (Illustrated .
Fuel for Small Boilers. [Illustrated.]
Compound Engines (continued ). [ Illustrated .]
OCTOBER & 1901.
A Novelty in Model Bngine Crankshafts. [Illustrated .]
JULY 28 , 1908.
A Steam -Driven Zoetrope. (Illustrated .
The Motor Bicycle : Its Design,Construction ,and Use (cont.). (Illustrated
A Vertical Steam Engine and Water- tube Boiler . [Illustrated. ]
A Combined Switch and Adjustable Resistano [ illustrated.]
The Electric Lighting of a Private House (continued). [Illustrated . )
How to Make Vacuum Tubes. [Illustrated .]
Notes on Blue-Printing of Tracings. ( Illustrated .
Pour Simple Locomotives (continued ). (Illustrated. ]
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers ( oontingad ) . (Illustrated .]
Hand Turning Tools . [Illustratod.)
A New -in . Scale Model Tank Locomotive. [Illustrated.]
A Now Power Hack -Saw .
A Small Centrifugal Pump. [Illustrated. ]
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SALE AND

Tho Model Enginoor and Bloctriclan .
EXCHANGE .

Private Advertisements
inserted in White
calumn at the rate of 6d. for the first 18 words or
lass , and id. de 3mords after.
Trade Advertisements aro Inserled
column at the rate of is. for the first 12 words or
lass, and id. De word after.
Single letters of figures are charged as words
and a compound word as two words. The aduer
tiser's name and address is charged for . AD
Advertisements in this column must be prepala ,
and remittances should be made by Postal Orders
or Stamps ; and sent to the Advertisement Manager,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.
All Advertisements must be received by first
post on the SATURDAY proceding date of issue.
Advertisements received after this time will be
inserted in the following number .
Our Deposit System .
Notico. - As we cannot accept any responst
bility for the bona fides of Advertisers, we recom
mend those who desire to protect themselves, when
dealing with persons with whom they are unac
quainted , to adopt tho Depost System explained
below .
We will receive from Intending, purchasers the
purchase money of any artide advertised or sold
by our advertisers, and will acknowledge is receipt
to both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose ful!
names and addresses must be given . When the
goods are sent on approval each person to pay carriage
one way. The deposit is rdained by us wmill we
are advised of the completion of the purchase, of
of the article having been durned and accepted .
In addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fes of
Bd. for the sums of £ 1 and unda , and 1s. for amounts
in excess of £ 1 , to cova postage, & c., must be 76
mitted at the same time, and sent to the Advertisement
Manager, _26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
London, E.C. In cases of persons nos resident
within the United Kingdom , double fees are charged .
The minimum amount received in Deposti ts 23.8d.
The amount of the Deposit must be sent either
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques
cannot be accepted).
The Fee mentioned above should be sent In Stamps
or by Postal Order as a separate amount. 11, the
amount of the Deposit is 'sent by Money Order ,
# should be made payable to the Advertisar of the
goods.
in the case of exchanges, money to the value of
the article should be deposited by each party .
cannot receive the articles themselves.
Trade.

" Modol Engineer," new bound Vols. IV, V,
VI, and VII, 35. rod . each , free. All back Volumes
and Nos. on Sale.-B. POUTEAU, 231A, Gray's lon
Road London
Freo. - Pocket Rubber Stamp of your Name
and Address ; also particulars of the best paying
Agency going for whole or spare time.-W. Rich
FORD, Snow Hill, London.
Gas and Steam Enginos , Lathes , Fans, rough or
finished : list ad.- REYNOLDS BROS., Barnsley.
Treadle Lathes , 4t- in . centres, 3-ft. beds , at on
ceptional price of £6 5s. each ; Drilling Machines
from 8s. each ; full particulars, with illustra
tions, senton receipt of postcard.--- COLEMAN & Co.,
Engineers, Southend.
X Book on the Lathe ; full of information on
the construction of Lathes. X
Points of & Good Lathe, both Bnglish and
American , with a chapter on
How to Test a Lathe ; giving a practical
method of testing a lathe throughout for accuracy;
invaluable to la the users.
Sent free on receipt of penny stamp for postage ;
foreign readers post free.
Not Sent to America whilst prohibitive duty
on machinery is in force .-- DRUMMOND BROTHERS,
LTD., Rydes Hill, near Guildford .

Twonty -three of Colo's Rellable Handbooks,
bound in one volume, cloth , 39. 9d., carriage paid ,
of separately as below .
Brass Founding.- " How to Mould and Cast
Brass, Aluminium , Silver, & c.: post free, 6d .
Pattern Making.- " How to Make Patterns and
Core Boxes ” (diagrams), post free, 6d .
Blacksmithing.- " How to Forge and Weld
Iron " (30 diagrams), post free, 6d .
“ Motal Rivetting " (Hot and Cold ), from
jewellery to steam boilers, with diagrams: post
free, 6d.
“ Grinding and Setting Edge Tools," from a
razor to an axe, with diagrams ; post free, 6d .
“ Metal, Pipe and Tube Bonding " ; Cycle
Tubes , Gas, and Steam Piping ; 6d .
“ Temporing Steel Tools, " Annealing and Case
Hardening, 6d.
" Shoot Metal Working," with Hand Tools ;
diagrams, 6d .
Wiped Joints in Load Water Pipes," Soldered
Gas Pipe Joints ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Metal Sorowing," with Stocks and Dies, Screw
plates and Taps, Making Dies, Taps ; diagrams,
6d .
" Motal Drilling, Dr Making and Using " ;
diagrams, 6d.
Motal Surface Finishing," Filing, Polishing,
Burnishing, Lacquering ; 6d.
“ How to Solder Gold , slver, Aluminium , Brass,
& c., The
Brazing
: 3d .How to Uso
saw " and
it on Wood and
Metal " ; Sharpening and Setting ; diagrams, 6d .
“ Eloctric Bells : Instructions for Fitting Bells ,
Making Bells and Batteries ; diagrams, bd .
“ French Polishing, Staining, Varnishing " ;
with* Kending
Polish Recipes
; 6d. " Metal, Wood, Glass,
and Repairing
& c. Cement Recipes ; 6d.
" Rubber Stamp Making," and Rubber Working
on a small Scale ; 6d .
Book binding without Special Tools," Gold
Lettering, & c. ; 6d.
Patents for Inventions, and Registration of
Designs " ;_6d.
" cycle Brazing,"_ 4d. ; Cycle Enamelling,"
6d . ; " Pneumatic Tyre Repairing, Workshop or
Roadside," 6d .
Any Throo Above Books, 18. ; any six , Is. 7d. :
eight or more, 3d. each , all post free.
M. Cole, 194 , Burton
West Didsbury,
Manchester . Australian Road,
Wholesale Agents
" Robertsons."
Throm Best Books.- " The Motor Manual,"
18. 2d. ; “ TheWorkman's Cycle Builder ,” is. id ;
and “ The Fitter's and Turner's Companion ,'
IS. id . post free, from Geo. HARRISON (M ), 45,
RupertStreet , Nottingham .
New Exhibition Model Gas Engines, Inverted
Vertical, i h.-P., £ 8 ros ; 5.-P., f10 nos. ; 1 h .-p ..
£ 12 TOS. Most economical and compact. De
scriptive illustration free. - WHITEHEAD & Co.,
Gas Engineers, Dukinfield .
Plumbago Crucibles 6d . ; Brassfounders' Sand
Icwt. bags, Is. 60. ; Melting Furnaces, 123. gd .
(instructions).- GEO . WELLS, Needham Market.
Assorted Electro -Magnets out of Telegraph
Apparatus, & c., in parcels of 7 lbs., 39. 6d ., carriage
paid ; Wire very useful for instrument making,
second -hand Galvanometers, 35. 6d . and 5s.6d .
Tons of other apparatus ; list stamp. — SAM
MIDDLETON , Faraday House, 179 , Camden Grove
North , Peckham , S.B.
Cyclos ! Cyclos | |-Frames, fittings, wheels ;
all parts supplied ; write for catalogue. - DIMMACK
BROS. 48, Dudley Street, Birmingham . Estab
lished 1889.
Second-hand Latho, two high -class outfits ;
excellent tools . - EDWARD HINES, Norwich .
New Tool. Grinder, the “ Matchless i price
3os. - EDWARD HINES, Griffin Works, Norwich .
Electrical Catalogues ! --KING & Co., Western
Electrical Works, Colston Avenue, Bristol. Sec
tions free, two stamps each ; all profusely illus
trated. Électric Novelties and Bells, Telephones ,
Medical Apparatus, Wimshurst Machines, Whit
worth Nuts, Bolts , and Screws.
A Manual of Mechanioal Drawing. Phillip D.
Johnston , Contains 69 full-page plates of draw
ings, and is a very useful book for anyone
studying workshop drawing. Prico , 8s. 9d., post
free.-PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., 26-29, Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street, London, Bc.

Whitney's Model Launch Engines are excellent
value ; bore from 173. 6d . ; i bore from 255.
Maay distinct types. Approval with pleasure.
Water Motors from 6s. 6d . ; h.-p. 175. 6d. :
h.-P., 30s. Castings, 38., ss., 93. 6d. Cheapest
form of power for light work . - WHITNEY.
Contact Breakers for Induction Coils, guaran
teed platinum , silver plated ; & in . to centre, is. 9d.;
i in ., 28. 3d. ; it ins., 25. 6d. ; it ins., 25. 9d. :
| ins., 38. ll other materials in stock. - WHITNEY .
Glass Cells for Accumulators, 64 by 4 by 24 ins.
inside, 13. 3d. each (packed ). Accumulator Plates
formed, 4 by 4 ; positive, 9d. : negative, 7d. each ;
Grids, 5d. ; Terminals, 3d. Excellent value.
WHITNEY .
Telephone Receivers, with Compound Magnets
ip ebonite cases ; cost ros. 6d . ; only 33. 3d., post
free. Magnets, with wound bobbin , is. id., post
free. Every one tested. - WHITNEY.
Whitnoy's Model Donkey Pumps are unequalled
for feeding small boilers. Prices from 30s. Many
patterns, all beautifully finished .
Battery Carbons, 5 by 14 ins., 13. 2d.; 6 by itins ,
18. 8d. ; 7 by 2 ins., 25. 3d. ; 6 by 2ļ ins., 4s. 6d . ;
6 by 31 ins., 58. 3d . : 6 by 4 ins., 55. 9d . : 8 by 4 ins ,
79. dozen packed. - WHITNEY.
Battery Zincs for above, 29., 3., 45., 6s. od.,
78. ed ., 8s. ed., ros. gd ., 139. 6d . dozen . Fuller
pattern , 79. gd ., gs. 6d . dozen . Also Cut Carbons
in many sizes. WHITNEY .
Ralls for Model Rallways. - Correct section ,
25. 3d. dozen 16 - in . lengths. Very easy to make
Hard lead flanged Wheels, 1 in ., is . 9d. :
Why keep good_apparatus that is no longer
of use to you ? Exchange it at Whitnny's for
something that you want.
Whitnoy for Now and Socond -hand Dynamos,
Engines, Boilers, Telephones, Coils, Wimshurst
Machines , Microscopic Accessories, etc., etc.
Please state exact requirements.
Whitney , The Sciontino Exchange, 117, City
Road , London . Telephone :
5361. Appar
atus Bought, Sold and Exchanged . Estab
lished over quarter of a century.
Madison Gas Engino, Oil Engines, Motors ,
Castings. - Below .
Gas Engines. - World renowned , cheapest, and
most reliable Engine extant ; } h.-P., E7 ros.
Below .
011 Enginos, for pumping, churning , sawing ,
electric light, and all power purposes where gas
cannot be used ; 1 h.-P., £9 ros.--Below .
Electric Motors and Dynamos for lighting and
power ; all sizes ; cheapest and best value in the
world . - Below .
Motors ! Motors !! Motors !! 1–309., 308., 30s.
Complete Bicycle Engines supplied from 4 .Below .
Motors ! Motors ! ! Motors !!!-- Complete Cast
ings from 30s., machined .--- Below .
Engines, 3. 4, 6 , 8, and 10 h.-p. Gas, Oil, and
Petrol Engines for stationary work or otherwise .
see our List, three stamps. - Below .
Motor Attachments.-- Below .
Motor Components . — Below .
Motor Castings.-- Below .
Small Power Gas and Oil Bugines. - 9 , Woolrych
Street Works, Derby.
Watch and Clock Tools and Materials . - Watches,
Clocks, and Jewellery. Catalogue, 2000 illustra
tions, 6d . post free. - THE MORRIS COHEN Co., Ltd.,
132. Kirkgate , Leeds.
Are you Underpald P - The Motor Industry is in
urgent need of capable Drivers, Mechanics, and
Improvers ; larg wages obtained by suitable
men , Full instructions (theoretical and practical)
in the mechanism and driving of Motor Cars can
only be obtained from THE MOTOR HOUSE , 366–
368, Euston Road , London , N.W., who have the
largest School Works, & c., in Great Britain .
Always 50 cars for pupils to familiarise themselves
with at the Works. Pupils are carefully coached
at moderate inclusive terms by Professors of
Engineering and Certificates granted to proficient
pupils are recognised by all owners of motor
vehicles as well as by the trade. For full par
ticulars call or write.
“ Turning Lathes," by Rev. J. Lukin. - A few
copies of the 5th edition of this well known work ,
recognised as the best book on the Lathe for
Amateurs and Apprentices, for sale , slightly soiled ;
price. Is. 9d . each , post free. - BRITANNIA ENGI
NEERING CO., LTD ., Colchesteg.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
Private .
Kindly see under Sale and Exchange heading
for rates for these advertisements.
Also note the deails of our Depost System in
the same place, which gives protection to both pur.
chaser and seller.
“ Model Engineers," Vols. II to IX , unbound ;
what offers ?-W ., 150, Brewery Road , Plumstead ,
Kent.
To Loco Builders.-- Pair Loco Outside Cylinders,
I by (new ), 145. ; Frames for Atlantic Loco,
7s.6d. į two pairs 3-in. Driving Wheels, 78. ;
Bogie , complete, 4s. 6d. ; Smokebox, front and
door, ed.-W. SHORT, Crossgates, Leeds.
“ New Kingdom " Motor Engine, 21 h.-p., for
standard frame ; parts interchangeable ; detach
able valve-box ; £ 5 cash . - BURKITT, 561, Newton
Street, Birmingham .
Boy's Cycle (new ) ; jointless plated rims, Dun
lop Licensed tyres , free-wheel and brake ; maker,
Lloyd & Co., Birmingham ; £ 3 55. - ATKINSON , 72,
Stafford Street, Birmingham .
Wanted, Pressure Gauge to 60 lbs., dial not
exceeding 1.5 ins.- DALTON , Middleton Cheney
Rectory, Banbury.
Wanted.-- Chimney (second -hand ) in good con
dition , 8 ins diameter, 12 ft. long.--- Below .
For Sale.- 90 ft. Wire Rope, 6 -strand , it cir
cumference ; offers taken ; load about three tons.
-NAISMITH , 61, Anderson Street , Partick , Glas
gow ,
Wanted.- t hop. Gas or Oil Engine and
Dynamo ; would give in exchange i h..p . Steam
Engine, value £4 ios. 1-12 h.-p. Electric Motor
and Starting Switch, £ 3 ; t- plate Camera (all
accessories ), £ 2 ios. ; or would accept Oxygen
Generator. - J . A. PARSONS, Bedwin Street, Salis
bury.
Sale. - 41 centre 7 -ft. bed , Bench Lathe, with
6- in . faceplate and Tee-rest, complete, £ 2 or
nearest offer ; it - in . Expanding Reamer , 23. i
new Plumber's Brace, 25. ; Stock and Dies to
I in ., 38. 6d. ; Swedish Blowlamp, complete,
75. 6.- H GAMBELL, 7, St Mildred's Terrace,
Westgate- on -Sea .
Model Twin-Screw Steamer Yacht (“ Queen
Alexandra " ), length 8 ft., beam 1 ft., depth i ft.
51 ins. ; double engines, high and low pressure,
marine boiler and force pump, all complete ; on
sale ; made by SAMUEL MASCOLL, 201, Fouthill
Road, Birkdale , Liverpool.
£ 8 6s.-- 5 by 4 folding Hand or Stand Camera ;
new condition , beautifully finished ; bargain ;
475. 6d. only. - PERCY SLATER, Sawtry, Peter
borough
Bargain .- Lathe Headstock , 41 centre, and
Driving Wheel for sale , 128. ; also Steam Gauge,
work to 45 lbs., 55.-W. LEONARD , 45, Brook
Street, Stepney.
Copper Boller, 12 ins. high , 6 ins. diameter,
complete with vertical engine; slide-valve, it-in .
by f - in . ; only used twice ; new ; must sell ; 148.
---Mr. W. BROAD , Electrician, 239 , Dartmouth
Street, Birmingham .
For Sale or Exchange for a Motor Cycle, 4h-in .
centre Lathe Chucks, back centre , two T-rests,
Road Racing Bicycle , nearly new , and Fretwork
Machine, or sell separate. - SIMS, 4 , Victoria Road ,
Charlton , London ,
* Vic " Injector, perfect condition , almost new ,
128.60, -THOMPSON, 21, South Road, Sinethwick .
3-in. Compound Slide- rest (swivel), new , 158. or
nearest offer. - Below
.
Bench Lathe, adjustable brass bearings and self
centreing chuck , £1 ; Magneto Machine, complete
all but wire, 9-in . magnet, in 4 by 11 mahogany
box , 68.- Below .
-in . Spark Coil, with commutator , 12$. ; 7 by
4 cylinder Electrical Machine, 48 ; MODEL ENGI
NEER from September, id. each . A. D., 52,
Cranworth Road , Worthing .
Vertieal Engine, 1-in , bore, 1.in.stroke, mounted
on polished mahogany block , beautifully made,
and fitted with reversing gear ; engine in steel
and gunmetal, all finished bright ; made by
martue engineer ; brand new ; £ 3 only .---Below .
Horizontal Engine, 1- in . bore, it-in . stroke,
gunmetal flywheel (curved spokes ), box bedplate
quite new ; professionally made, £ 1 ; Gunmetal
Cylinder, f-in. bore, it-in . stroke, best make,
quite new , 45. 9d. - CHADWICK , Ironmonger , Ham
stead Road , Birmingham .
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For Sale . - First three volumes Holzapfet
S.E. Loco (Bassett & Lowke), 21 gauge , 30
circular track (cost € 5 ), accept sos. : approval.
Tuming, in good condition : price 9s. of near
Below .
offer. - J. R., 32, Offley Road , Brixton , S.W.
Exhibition Horizontal Engine, 3 by 2 , fitted
14 Gas Engine, " Ideal " (by Hardy & Padmore)
Worcester), new cylindercover fitted recently ; pump, governors, etc. ; exceptional bargain ;
splendid running order ; £ 16 ; deposit.-— Below .
cost over ( 20 ; accept £5. ; photo . - Below .
14 ft. Steam Dingy, new boiler, in perfect order ;
Also, Dynamo, shunt, 110 volts 20 amps, (by
owner leaving river ; £ 20. - Particulars, 16 , South
Edison & Swan ) ; £20 ; rea on for selling owing
Terrace, Chesterton, Cambridge.
to removal ; deposit. --Box 214, THE MODEL
“ Model Engineers," Vols. Il to IX inclusive,
ENGINEER , 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
unbound, cash offers ; & Whitney Marine Engine,
London , E.C.
with
reversing gear , requires few screws and adjust
Bargain.-- Fine Model Yacht, about 3 ft. long ;
7s. ; Vertical Brass and Copper Boiler , six
accept IOS.-T. EDWARD, 45, Brook Street , ment,
tubes, 14 by 4 , requires little riveting or soldering,
Stepney, London .
75. ; Medical Coil, regulator handle , powerful
Boller, 4 h.-p. ; seamless drawn steel, 21 ins. current, 6s ; 70 issues The Motor," containing
diameter, with drawn bottom riveted in by
valuable articles ; offers ; will separate ; " Metal
machinery ; tested to 400 lbs. ; same as Cremorne
Turning," by Editor ; offers.-- MORRIS , 46 ,
Motor Company charge £8 18s. 6d., but their
Feering Street, Newport, Mon.
bottom is not riveted in ; will accept £ 2 ros., or
Horizontal Engine ; two cylinders, 2- in . bore,
near offer . Also Mahogany Yacht, with sails , 3-in,
stroke, on massive bedplate 22 by 14 ; -in .
5 ft. overall ; accept 12s. Also Torpedo Hull,
bolts throughout bearing, Aywheel and pulley
4 ft. 6 ins. long, with seamless copper multitubular wheel, oil-cups on motion bars, brass bearings,
boiler and steam drum , 30s. Seen 7.30 evening.–
rods, crossheads, & c.; engineer made ;
spare
cost over
E. HEIL , 352, Mile End Road , E.
£ 15. What offers ?-- JOHNSON , 16 ,
Commercial Street, Darlington .
Wanted.-- Small Vacuum Pump ; good con
For Sale. - One pair Long-distance Telephones,
dition.-Messrs. BIRD Bros., Duxford, Cambridge.
For Sale. - Castings, Wire, & c., for 20 candle G.P.O. pattern ; new , never been used ; double
pole bell receivers , Hunning's cone transmitters ;
power dynamo ; part fitted ; cost 155., accept 10 $.
cost £5, will sacrifice 355. the pair ; money wanted .
- " Rosedene,"' Trafalgar Road, Kettering.
-WATSON, 56, Lincoln Road, Newtown, Leeds.
For Sale . - The two Model Yachts described in
Wanted. Strong Lathe ( treadle or power),
The MODEL ENGINEER of the 23rd inst. ; also
41-in. to 6 -in . centres, back gear, gap -bed 4 to
another Set of Engines , same as in the steamer,
ft. long, compound slide-rest, tools, & c.; in
5
but without reversing gear ; offers ; can be seen
good order. - ATTENBOROUGH, Long Eaton .
between 8 and 6 at Messrs. MCDONALD & Co.,
18-carat
Solid Gold Signet Ring, weight 6 dwts.,
Road, Kentish Town ,
Model
308. (cost 525. ).- Below .
N.W. Makers, 57, Holmes
Gent's
14-carat
Gold Lover ; perfect timekeeper ,
Bargains.-- I h.-p. Vertical Steam Engine, new
nearly new , 35 $. (cost 65 ).- Below .
255. ; t h.-p. Gas Engine, unfinished , ios.
Engineer,"
“
Model
beginning to date ; clean ;
BROWN, 19 , Rollins Street, Old Kent Road ,
offers, approval.- JONES, 2, Kincraig Street,
Cardiff.
For Sale. - Large Shocking Coil, with indicator
dial ; also 2-pint Bichromate Batteries, 25$. :
21 h.-p. Cycle Motor, in good order, £ 4 ; also
nearly 80 MODEL ENGINEERS, Ios. ; six Zincs,
F.N. Spray Carburettor, suitable for the above,
28. 6d. ; Electric Bell, 25. ; accept 355. lot.
155.-J. N. HARVEY , The Grove," Kiddermin
ster .
HARRY BUTLER , 9, Reginald Road, Bexhill.
Set Minerva Motor Castings, 21 h.-P., complete ,
Locomotive Bollor for sale, 3-32nd-in . and
£ 1 ; Electric Motor, with accumulator ( cost 385.),
in , copper , iron smokebox and door, mountings
16s. ; Vertical Marine Engine, lever for reversing
incomplete ; total heating surface 650 sq. ins.,
(cost ( 2 ios. ), suit 5 ft. boat, 175. ; Copper Anchor,
grate area 35 sq . ins., length overall 2 ft . 3 ins.;
suitable large boat, 25. 6d. ; box good Tools, 155. price 5os. Photograph on application . - C . H.
BROWN,
52A, Crooms Hill, Greenwich .
(from engineer shop) ; Accumulators, new (cost
38s.), only £ 1 each ; bargain . Automatic Slot
Camera (i-plate), Lancaster instantograph ,
Machine (men box a round for penny), 355. :
two double dark slides, extra lens with stops,
also large double Sweetmeat Machine, works
printing frame, carrying bag, stands ; 61 ; lowest.
worth cash , 8s.; Mauser pattern Rifle , new , 8s.; B. Woods, 23, Bird Street, Preston , Lancashire.
Model Hull, 3 it. (cost [ 2 55.), Screw Steamer ,
No. 2 Knapp. Type Dynamo (finished ), 78. ;
bargain , 255. ; Concert Flute, eight keys, sound ,
small Thompson's Motor, 35. - COOPER , 70 , Rail
way Grove, New Cross, S.E.
3s. 6d. - Particulars, 126 , King's Cross Road,
Horizontal Engine, i by 2 ; splendid working
London .
Dynamo, 30 vol. 7 amp., just the thing for cell
order ; sell 255. ; a bargain ; or exchange for good
or accumulator charging or lighting six 16- C.-p .
Dynamo. - Particulars, H.MACADAM , Lower Bridge
lamps : 2 10s. - Below .
Street, Stirling.
Gas Engine (horizontal) , 4 h.-p. Barker ; nearly
Motor, if 6.-p., water -cooled ; Coil, five dry
new ; two flywheels, 400 revolutions ; suitable for
batteries, test lamp, 40s. - WESTMINSTER LAUN
DRY, Bounces Road, Lower Edmonton .
driving above dynamo and gap-bed lathe; £ 7, 10S.;
Sale.-- Splendid Horizontal Slide-valve Engine,
a bargain. - J . Ř . T., Market Hill, Maldon , Essex,
# bore, it stroke, excellent finish ; 17.; approval.
Exchange for Marine Boiler (43 ins. diameter )
-G . STEBBING , Moat Street, Rugby.
and lamp, or good Field Glasses , a t-in . by it-in.
Electro-Motor, 2 -in , cog armature, 4 -part cor
Horizontal Engine of excellent design . -- Below .
Phonograph ; alu mutator, brush rocker, 35. ; Water Motor, 45.;
Exchange Edison " Gem
Telephone Receiver, 28. od .-Below .
minium trumpet and 16 records ; condition as
new : for good :-plate Stand Camera or small
Cassell's “ Popular Science," complete ; offers
two Relays, 25., 35. ; Accumulator Case, thre :
Model Loco.-S., 109, Kensington Avenue, East
Ham .
cells , 25. - 124, Windham Road , Bournemouth .
M.R.Loco, scale , Brake Van (both by Bassett
3-in . Bench Lathe (nearly gew ), bell chuca,
rests, & c.; sell any price ; genuine - Particul rs,
Lowke) ; cost 15, jos. ; large quantity brass rail
Billett, Oakleigh , St. George's Road , Worthing . and points ; Photogram ," Vols. I to VII ;
Very Cheap. - 12-volt 40 amps. Accumulator , Crystal Palace Aviary Cage, brass and mahogany ;
offers. - LAMB , Braeside, Blenheim Road , St.
good order ; take 205. ; Bench Lathe, 8s. 6d. ;
Albans.
Violin , nos. ; particulars stamp. - RODDING , Bow
4 -in . Centro Lathe, slide -rest, chucks, drills,
bridge Road , Newark , Notts,
tools, £ 4 10s. ; three-wheel Car , less body, cheap :
Bargain .-- Double cylinder Horizontal Engine,
cylinders i-in . by 2-in.; complete except bed and 7t-in . new Ratchet Brace (Sorby's ), 6s. 6d . ;
Whitworth's Stocks and Dies and Taps , hardly
slides ; los. or exchange. - W . HINCHLIFFE , 21,
used, $ in ., 1 in ., 7-16ths, # , ros.-B., 9, Cath
Bradford Road North , Huddersfield .
Model Racing Yacht for sale ; length, 3 ft. ; cart Street, Kentish Town.
Sale. - Britannia Company's Treadle Lathe, 4 - in .
beam , 9 ins. ; weight 12 lbs., aluminium keel
centre , 3 ft. 6 - in . gap-bed , back -geared, hand and
cutter rig , polished spars ; very fast boat ; sos.
lowest.---F . E. LAGAN , 18 , Vale Top Avenue, slide-rests, faceplate, self- centreing chuck , two
sets jaws, turning and boring tools, and a number
Church Lane, Moston , Lanca.
of accessories ; cost over £20 , and in perfect con
English Mechanic," 12 vols., IS. each ; MODEL
ENGINEERS, Vols. VI, VII , VIII, and IX , 28. dition . — Price and particulars, E, IRVING, Clifton
Terrace, Penrith .
each (unbound) ; of exchange.-- SAVILLE, 9,
Continued on page viit.)
Gooden Street, Eccles, Lancashire.
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Establshod 1890
(Dept M ) 60, BROOK ST.
O.-on - M ., MANCHESTER .

PUSH

STAPLES

BATTERY

The " Clarion " Bell Set, com
plete with Dry or Leclanché
3/6
Battery, ready for easy fixing,

Please note only Address

Contractors to Admiralty ,
War Office and India Office.

BRITANNIA

“

Safety Automatic
NO LAMP
NO IGNITION

OIL

NO OIL PUMP.
TUBE. NO AIR PUMP.

ENGINE

NO AIR FAN .
NO GRAVITY FEED .

SEL
The Ideal Power for driving small Workshops,
Electric Lighting, Pumping, etc.
BRITANNIA
The BRITANNIA

ENGINEERING

COLCHESTER ,

Co., Ltd.

ENG .

THE
A
MANAGEMENT of ENGINEERING
WORKSHOPS .

A

COURSE OF SIX LECTURES
DELIVERED BY

ARTHUR H. BARKER , Wh.Sc., B.A., BSc ,
Before “ The Junior Institution of Engineers.”

These Lectures are of interest to all in charge of
Works, or Departments in Works, as they deal with
the various accounts required , and details of various
forms and books are given , also Diagrams for working
out prices of goods.
Price

3 /- nett ; Post

free, 3/3 .

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO. ,
26-29 , Poppin's Court , Fleet Street, London , E.O.

Manual of Mechanical

Drawing.
By PHILIP D. JOHNSTON .
This is a useful and practical work , giving clear and
precise instructions, with 69 full-page plates of drawings .
Anyone carefully working through the lessons and
examples should have no difficulty in reading any work
shop drawing within the range of ordinary practice.
Price , 8s . 9d. Post Free .

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, LONDON , E.C.
BACK

NUMBERS .

Have you looked through the pages of Back Numbers
that have appeared in recent issues? You may find
somearticles dealing with the work you are now engaged
upon . From all Agents of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
price 2d . each , or 3d. post free, from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO . ,
26-29, Poppin's Court Fleet Street, London E.O.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

SMITH'S
Electric Catalogue.
Owing to the great demand, this list is now
out of priat. A New Edition is being prepared,
and will be sent shortly to all those who have
applied for it.
Instrumont
manufacturer
W.A.C. SMITH , Electric
,
53, DUNDAS ST., GLASGOW .

NOTICE TO COIL MAKERS .
Buy your Wire at the lowest price :
No. 88 silk -covored Coppor, at 5s. Ed. por Ib
Cotton
45. 4d. 29
Postage ad. esta.
Owr Wire isof the highest grade and conductivity only .
Send
2 pepay
our are
New actual
Illustrated
Bookof
let and
Wire stamps
List. forWe
makers
Dynamos, Motors, Accumulators Coils, etc.
WRITE AT ONCE .
BOWEN & ODERY, 88, Wellington
Roadkont.
Old Charlton,
NOTICE

!

We are the MAKERS

throughout of
and
Oil Engines ,
Dynamos, etc.
COME AND SEE THEM .
Repairs of all kinds promptly executed.
Gas

HOOKER & HARRIS, Paragon Works,
Retreat Place , Baoknoy ,
LONDON .

The Franklin Model Shop
Bxperimental work for inven .
tors ; anything in metal, from a
single piece to a completeworking
model. Apparatus for colleges.
Exhibition models. Introduction
samples of patented articles.
Special tools for making metal
novelties. Inventions perfected .
She FRANKLIN Drawings and designs worked out
Model Shop from inventors' ideas. Send for
circular 14 .
PARSELL & WEED ,
129-131, West 31st Street, New York, U.S.A.

June 30, 1004

I MAKE MODELS
And do all kinds of Experimental Work to Cus
tomors' Dimensions, and, under most strict conf
donce , constructModol Yachts, Fngines and Bollers,
Locomotives, Electrical and other apparatus : have
an Up-to-date Plant, and no expensive show
rooms, which enables me to give first-class work at
lowest prices. Only address --A. J. McDONALD,
55-57, Holmos Rd., Kontish Town, LONDON , N.W.
Nearest Stations : - Kentisb Town M.R., and
Kentisb Town N.L.R.

FOOT
POWER
TURRET

DYNAMOS

CASTINGS from 3 / - per Set .
Enclosed 4 -Pole Motors, 7/6 per Set.
500 BELL SETS .
Boll, Battery , Push , Staples, 18 yards Twin
Wire ; mounted ready for hanging; pack
od in box ONLY 3/6 por seta
Dynamo and Novelty List, 1d.
Catalogue of Everything
post free. Electrical, 31.,

Lathe

PLANERS, SHAPERS, AND
DRILL PR SSES.
CHUCKS, TOOLS, DOCS.
SHEPARD LATHE CO .,
A 121 W.2nd St., CINCINNATI, O., U.S.A ,
Postage to United States, 2 d. oz.

VOLUME
OF

IV

THE

The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES MFG . Co.,
162, GREY MARB LANE, MANCHESTER .

THE
Laanoh , Yacht, and small -power Marino
Engine Builders.
ARDWICK
ENGINEERING
The Model Engineer Loco , 1904 .
Castings of Engines from a Model up to 100 lib.p.
All Castings and Materials for this fine Model.
List of parts, & c ., id . stamp.
Mr. Qroonly's Compound Undertypo Engine, 1903
CO.
Complete sets of Castings, Materials & Boiler parts.
Drilling Machines, Chacks, Propellers, Stern
List of parts, 2d. slamps.
Tubes, etc. Motor Car Engines - Oil, Petrol, or
Bollors, Looos and Model Engnes of all kinds bullt. Steam ; Marine Oil Motors, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue, od .
AU Engines, id. stamp.
MAOKENZIE , 17 , Bonson Avenue, East Ham , E
Bonnett Street Iron Works, ARDWICK,
By A.H. Goldingham .
NOW READY.
MANOHESTER .
Price 68. 6d. not.
Including
DESIGN , CONSTRUCTION ,
OIL
BRECTING , TESTING, Ir .
Electrical Ignition for
ST ALLING, RUNNING , AND
ENGINES
REPAIRING , ETC.
and Edition , Greatly Enlarged.
Gas and Oil Engines
B.& F.N.SPON ,Ltd. 125,strand ,London, Eng.
SPECIALITIES :
Ooils giving a flaming spark ,
Ignition Plugs, Portable Accuma
ROUND
LOOK
lators, & c. , specially suitable for
your Workshop for Tools, Models,
and Materials which you no longer
CARS .
MOTOR
require . You can turn these into
cash by advertising them in our
Every description of Electrical.
" Sale and Exchange ” column.
Private rate, three words a penny. Mechanical, and Experimental work
executed with accuracy and at reason .
able rates. Write requirements.
AVOID DELAY
by addressing all communications
F. C. BLAKE,
Advertisements
respecting
or
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
Doposits to The Advertisement
Manager, " The Model Bngineer,
STATION AVENUE ,
26 to 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet St.,
London , B.0 ., and NOT to the
GARDENS ,
KEW
Bditor or tho Publishers.
LONDON .

ModelEngineer
284 Pages.

Well Illustrated .

Containing
Cloth bound .
TWELVE
ISSUES, January
1st , 1901, to June 15tb, 190i,
3s. 6d. each ; post free, 3s. 10d.
PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

Co.,

26-29 , Poppin's Court,
FLEET STREET, E.C.

A

B
OF

C

DYNAMO

DESIGN .

BY
ALFRED H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.

SECOND EDITION .
Oloth Bound
103 pages . 61 Illustrations.

Price 1 /- net.

Post free 1/2 .

Of all Agents for The MODBL EN .
GINBBR, or from
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co.,
26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,
LONDON, E.C.
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ANOTHER

GOOD

POINT !

... We have been illustrating several useful features on this page of our ...

New Design Self-acting, Boring , Sliding

&

Screw -cutting

Lathe.

We show below the Tool cutting a LEFT HAND INTERIOR square thread to fit shaft shown being cut in June 16th issue.

HAVE YOU EVER had a Mandrel Cone jam up when doing such a job ? If you have done many such iobs on common
pattern Lathes, you have met with this troublesome accident, no stay from back centre being possible.
THIS CANNOT HAPPEN ON OUR LATHES. The Lathe has throughout been designed carefully for the work .
it has to do, instead of being the usual copy of an antediluvian design .
PERFECT WORKMANSHIP will make even a badly designed tool “ a good toɔl" ; but you DO NOT PAY ANY
EXTRA FOR MODERN AND HIGH-CLASS DESIGN . Why not have it ? The workmanship is just as perfect as possible ,
AND THE PRICE COMES OUT LOWER !
Lathe -33% Ins. Centrés, Back Geared , Self-acting, and Sorew -cutting ; complete with Tool Steel Contres, Driving Chuck , Pace
Plate, Hand Rest, and Travelling Steady, and Change wheel, cut from Solid, with standards and Treadle, £ 13 10s.; as Bench
Lathé, £ 10 10s. ; less 5 per cent. for Cash or Easy Terms of £ 1 108. with order, and £1 per month .

WRITE FOR LISTS :
DRUMMOND

BROTHERS ,
RYDES

LTD .,
HILL ,

near

GUILDFORD .

viii.

1 -Plate Lancaster's Brass-bound Instantograph :
double dark slide ; time, instantaneous : Iris
shutter , Iris diaphragm , tripod ; grand condition :
genuine bargain ; cost 50s., cash 30s. : stamp
reply.- Below
- Plate.Hand Camera , Achromatic lens ; time,
instantaneous ; rebound shutter , brilliant view
finder, four double dark slides ; focussing screen :
bargain , gs., cost treble . - Below .
Pair 28 -in . Re-enamelled Dunlop Wheels, gear
Wheels, cranks and pedals, handle-bar, seat ,
pillar, two tyres, tyre break (Bluemel's), trans
parent celluloid gear case ; lot 185. ; bargain.
ELAM , Littleport Street , Lynn .
Working Drawings of Avery's No. 1 Tramcar
Motor, wanted cheap. - ELAM , Littleport Street,
King's Lynn .
Horizontal Engine (second -hand ) Model, 25
bore, 5-in . stroke, sale, cheap .- TRANTER, , Tony.
pandy.
Penny -in -tho-Slot Electric Machine, in pieces ;
requires few repairs ; sale , cheap.-- TRANTÉR,
Tonypandy.
Ratchet Brace for sale ; a bargain .- TRANTER ,
Tonypandy.
• Work," from commencement; “ Hobbies and
Frework Designs," sale , cheap. — TRANTER, Tony
pandy .
Gas Engine for sale, very cheap ; been driving
chaft-cutter ; very good condition . — TRANTER ,
Tonypandy.
Marine 3- cylindered Model Engine Castings and
Forgings H.-P. cylinder, it -in . bore , L.-P. cylin .
ders 27 -in . bore ; most of the work done ; sold
cheap . - TRANTER , Tonypandy.
Two Sets Dynamo Castings, & c.,
k.w. and
20 C.-P. ; parts finished ; sale , cheap. — TRANTER ,
Tonypandy.
50-0 .-p . Dynamo ; only wants commutator ;
sale cheap.-- TRANTER, Tonypandy.
All above Goods are here to be disposed of very
cheap.-- Address, TRANTER , Tonypandy, Glamor
gan .
For Sale. - Complete Model Railway 2 -in .
gauge, consisting of three locos. (by Bassett
Lowke), quantity of rolling stock, rails, points,
and crossings ; can be seen any evening byappoint
ment ; price £4 10s.-N., St. Kilda, Kingsley
Avenue, West Ealing.
Double -acting Wing Pump for lifting and forc
ing for it-in . pipes ; six gallons of water raised
per minute ; gunmetal working parts ; in splendid
order ; 1os. -T. FAIRFIELD , Drury Lane, Solihull.

Horizontal Steam Engine, 3t by it, 10- in . fly .
wheel, cast bed , 258. ; photo ; exchange good
t-plate Hand Camera .- ALLSOP ,Woodsetton , near
Dudley.
Lathe, treadle, st ft. bed, 6 -in . centre ; good
order ;130 $. ; bargain . - W . WHITE, Owen Street,
Atherstone, Warwickshire .
Salo . — Dynamo Castings and Wireless Arma
ture, 35 volts 5 amps. 145. 5d . i also to Ca- P
Dynamo, 8s . 6d. : i-plate Lancaster Camera , tos.
-H. WHEELER, 27, Barford Road, Birmingham .
Avery's 80 watt. Lighting and Charging Dynamo
good as new : 245.- Below .
Beautiful Model Horizontal Slide-valve Steam
Engine, f-in . by it-in . (by Stevens) : cost 62 158 ,
take 248. - Below .
Dynamo, 12 volts, splendid order, 138. 50 ,
Below .
Horizontal Stoam Engine, slide-valve, it- in by
2-in ., good order , 16s, 6d. Below .
Vertical Steel Bollor, tested to roo per sq . o .,
7 ins. by 14 ins. ; burns coal ; maker, Goodhand ;
325.-C. Elliott, 26A, Park Road, Acton , W.
A
GOOD OYCLE
At a FAIR price is chearer than a poor Cycle at
ANY price. Buy the best and avoid cisks.
'CENTAURS, COVENTRY CHALLENGE,
'HUMBERS ,'.
*PREMIERS '
" ROV ERS
Their names
'SWIFTS, SINGERS. & c.
guarantee their quality .
FROM

8 /
MONTHLY .

WITHIN
YOUR
REACH

R¢

A High -grade COVENTRY CYCLB for
on approval. 2 Years' Warranty. Write for Lists
(free ). EDWARD O'BRIEN , Ltd. (Dpt. 171
World's Largest Cycle Dealers, COYENTRY.
THE LATHE

Miscellaneous and Late.
Twentieth Century Motor Car Co., Ltd., Padua
Road, Penge, s.B.- Automotor Vciturette (live),
enclosed back axle, with differential brake, hubs,
and ball bearings (new ), £3 ; Front Axles without
steering arms, 178., 125., 6 $. ; ditto with steering
armsand wheels (no tyres), 303. ; light Voiturette
Frame with springs and front axle (new ), 62 ;
Tricycle Pinions (Dew ), from 1s . eacı; 2 Chamber
Silences (new ), is. 6d. Spaik Gaps i í glass tubes,
28. per dor. (new ) ; A.V. Radiator, i75.; B.M.
three-wheeler Steam Engine (new ), 64 ; it h.-p.
Minerva Motor Bicycle , £ 11 ; light Car with Dion
Engine, £ 22 ; Benz Car with Crypto , £25 . Many
other things very cheap . Send post- card for list.
Goods sent on approval through M.E. if carriage
paid both ways.
Model and Experimontal Work wanted by T.
NEWTON, 28, Forsyth Road, West Jesmond,
Newcastle.
X -Rays, complete outfit, Wimshurst machine,
four pairs 18 -in . glass plates, mahogany frame,
well made, focus tube and screen , also vacuum
tubes , rotator, & c. ; £ 16 : no reasonable offer
refused . --Below .
Electro Motor, Manchester type , 16 cogged
ring armature, If ins, diameter ; exhibition model;
IOS.-- Below
Primary Batterlos, double fluid bichromate, set
of three , 6 volts if amps. for 20 hours continu
ously ; only been charged twice ; 123.-— Below .
Lathe, back-geared , 2t- in . centre, 24- in . gap
bed , compound swivelling slide-rest, stand and
treadle motion , Cushman and bell chucks, face
plate, numerous tools ; £4. - Below .
Above may be seen by appointment. - For
particulars apply , R. BROOKMAN , Medcalf Road ,
Enfield Lock .

THAT

MADE

COSTS

US

YOU

17/6
Our Famous No 1 Special. The Lathe that others
imitate but never equal. At least at this price .
It is a Lathe that can be introduced into any
workshop with per tect confidence.

IT STANDS OUT
As the Cheapest Amateur Tool on the Market, and
has me with universa approval. We are pre
pared to supply a easy te ms. 5s. with order,
montaly. We charge as. 5d. extra for
and
booki5s.
ig .
ABSOLUTELY AHEAD
Ot all competitors. We solicit your favour. Send
Four Stamps for our Illustrated Katalog per
return .

S. HOLMES & Co., Engineers ,
BRADFORD .

When writing to Advertisers,
please do not forget to mention
" The Model Engineer.”

1

Continued from page iv .)
Motor, Hamilton , 31 h.-P., for sale ; quite new ,
never been run ; £ 12 cash.-C. B. CUMBERLAND ,
Ferndale, Per y Barr, Birmingham .
5 - in . Independent Reversible 4 -jaw Chuck , 3 -in .
compound slide-rest, swivel,square thread screws;
perfect condition ;. cheap. - A . STORER, Wood
Street, Ripley, Derbyshire.
Immediate Disposal, cheap. - Contents of Ama
teur's Workshop -small gas engine, lathes, drilling
machine, vice , loose tools, & c. ; addressed envelope
for particulars. - EDGE , Hutton Street, Chorlton
Road , Manchester.
Salo . - Horizontal Engine, it by 25 ; bedplate
faced and polished , 17 by 7'; lubricator ; splendid
model, cheap ; £2 tos. or offers. - Ellis , Barlow
Terrace, Torquay,
Gas Engine. b.h.-P., 42.; Pocket Voltmeter,
reading to 6 volts (in case ), 125. 60.; 5 Vols .
“ Electrical Installations " (Rankin Kennedy's),
315. (cost 458.) ; 18 -in . Plate Wimshurst, 6 - in .
spark , 278.; Vols. II, III MODEL ENGINEER ,
35. 9d . ; “ Modern Gas and Oil Engines " (Grover's ),
25. 9d. Wanted in exchange about 300-Watt
Dynamo, shunt-wound ; one partly finished
would do. - 143. Mandeville Crescent, Enfield
Wash .
Accumulator Grids. - 3 by 4 , 28. doz. ; post
free . Induction Coil, giving almost t-in . spark ;
what offers.- ROBERTSON, 27, Wallfield Crescent,
Aberdeen .
6 h.-p. Unfinisised Car (Wolseley principle ),
purchased from gentleman builder, tubular frame,
Renolds chain (central drive), Longuemare car
burretor, Carpentier trembler coil, 30 A.H
accumulator, copper water, petrol, and oil tanks,
bonnet, grappler on front, Dunlops on back ,
two-seated body ; wants upholstering ; only wants
radiators for trial'; £ 36 ; rear driven if h.-p. Cycle
Spray Carburretor, trembler coil, 15 A.H. Accu
mulator, Dunlop's “ Ecco " puncture proof bands,
handle bar control, £ 13 ; i h.-p. Crossley Gas
Engine, thoroughly overhauled , complete with
tank fluctuation and pipes, £ 12 ; 9-in . centre
back -geared Lathe, 8 ft. bed , compound slide-rest,
13 cwt., £ 8 : 6 in . ditto. with 5 ft . bed , 7 cwt., [8.
-WRAY, Virginia Street,
Southport.
Bargains. Two Resistances and Switches,
58. 6d.; Electric Chimes, 6s. 6d. ; Bichromate
Batteries, 58.; Microphone, 35. ; Sandow's De
velopers , 75. 6d. ; Punching Ball, 8s. 6d. ; Billiard
Set, 155. ; stamp , particulars. -CROUCH , 107,
Greenhead Street, Glasgow .
Free.--MODEL ENGINEERS, Vols. VI- X , 100
copies, on payment of cost of advertisement and
cartage. - I, Oaklands Grove, Shepherd's Bush ,
London , W.
4- in . Back -geared Screw -cutting Lathe Head
stock and Poppet-head Castings, complete, includ
ing cone pulley, back-gear wheels ,mandrel bridge,
reversing quadrant, cunmetal bushes, with draw
ing of mandrels, pulley , & c. ; 175. 60. - HARVEY ,
3, Sycamore Villas, New Malden , Surrey.
Horizontal Engine, 37-in . bore , 6 -in . stroke,
about it h .- p : ; wants lubricator and drain cocks ;
splendid condition ; to clear sharp , sos. - COOKE,
27, Bartholomew Street, Leicester.
Dynamo (Cryptó make), 30 volts 5 amps.,
shunt wound ; nearly new ; £ 4 ; approval.
STRUGNELL, Walton , Aylesbury .
Finished 5-in . Slotted Faceplate , threaded $ in .,
35. : Bell Chuck , 3- in ., tapped
in ., 35. 6d. ;
machined 3-in . Angleplate, is. ; set four Faceplate
Dogs, 5s. ; photo free. --ALBERT SMITH , Lime
Grove, Longeaten , Notts.
Phono, genuine Pathe speaker , large horn
(new ), 24 records ; 30s. cash.-J. WELBURN , 32,
Wesley Street , Ossett, Yorkshire.
“ Model Engineer," Vols. I to VIII, bound in
publishers' covers, and unbound copies up to
date ; complete and in perfect order ; 265.- KERR,
32, Comely Bank Avenue, Edinburgh .
Dynamo, Lahmeyer type, shunt, laminated cog
drum , new , 10 volts 3 amps. ; 20$. ; deposit
system . - J. W. THORNES, 4, Rink Street, Dews
bury
3 h.-p. Noble Motor, Palmer tyres , unscratched ,
spray, trembler, £19 or nearest offer. - L ., 2,
Spencer Park , S.W.
Galvo, with cells in case , 308. (worth £ 4 ) ; Morse
Key and Sounder , 128. 6d . (worth 205.) ; S.B.C.
Lamps, 6d. cach , 4s. 6d, doz. ; Holders 55. doz. ;
six s-in . Vacuum Tubes , 35.-G., 154, Ledsam
Street, Birmingham

Tune 30 , 1904
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OFTEN

STA
TOOLNDARE
Co.
ATHO
LMASS

YOU

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

WANT

to hold two pieces of work while you
operate on them . How do you do it ?
Let us send you prices of our
Clamps. They are just the thing !

C.W. Burton, Griffiths

LUDGATE

FF
GLASGOW WAREHOUSE :
59,

FINNIESTON

SQUARE, LUDGATE HILL,

STREET.

Universal

The

Motor

& Co.

LONDON ,
Cycle

and

E.C.

Fittings.

LISTS 3d .
AS SUPPLIBD TO MANY OF ENGLAND'S LEADING MANUFACTURERS.
Below is our Offer for the Season .
COMPONENT SETS .
Mont et
CASTINGS.
Comprising full Sets Castings .
Complete Sets Castings, for our
with drawings, machined as speci
latest pattern Motors as Illustra,
fied. Also ONE best quality igni
tion Coil, Accumulator, with cellu
tion . With
Cored,
pistonscylinders
accuratelyaccurately
fitted to
loid case, spray carburettor , switch
same, and flywheels turned, bored ,
tank,,
petrol lovers
, sim ,pipes,
handles
ignition diving
plug, belt,
and polished, including full size
rods, and set of wires for connec
workdag drawings.
tions.
if b.b.-p. £ 1 6s. Od.
1
b.h.-p. £ 3 12s 6d.
2
31 9s. 6d.
$ 3 15s. 6d.
$
1
15s.
6d.
27
£ 3 19s. 6d.
91
$ 1 17s.6d.
3
84 12s. 60.
3
82 9s. 6d.
99
3.
31
£ 4 19s. 6d.
LISTS 3d .

Per set.

Per set.

Complete Attachment Guaranteed
Complete Motor Cycle , a b.h.-p., as
Illustrated, 618 10s.
to fit your Roadster Cycle , £ 8 10s.
These Attachmeuts are quite comrlete in every respect, and finished ready to clip upon cycle.
Everything above described is of the very finest quality,and we guarantee these Sets to build up into a neat, reliable,and efficient motor attachment.
NOTE . — Al crank chambers are of Aluminium , and every Casting and Fitting is guaranteed
perfect, or REPLACED FREE OF CHARGE.
Notice . - We have only one address

St. James Rd .,
DERBY.
PROMPT

SALES .

If you have Tools or Workshop Appliances to dispose of and in doubt as to
EXCHANGE Column.
how to do it, try an Advertisement in the SALE

When

writing

Advertisers

in

to

this

Journal please men
For particulars of charges and details of our Deposit System see under heading
SALE & EXCHANGE page iji,
expressing their surprise at the number
We have many letters from Adverti
of replies received to Advertisements.
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THE MODEL
LOCOMOTIVE

THE

MODEL

ITS DESIGN AND

LOCOMOTIVE :
CONSTRUCTION .

A PRACTICAL MANUAL on the Building of Miniature RAILWAY ENGINES .
By HENRY GREENLY .

39

276

pages, 370 Illustrations, and NINE large Folding
Plates of working drawings.

2

6 /
NET

01

60

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO

CONTENTS.- Chapter I. - Introduction ; Choice of Scale and Gauge :
Chapter II. - Locomotive Types. Chapter III. — Principles of Design .
Chapter IV . — Boiler Design . Chapter V.– Frames, Bogies, Buffers, Axle
boxes. Chapter VI. - Wheels, Springs, Cranked Axles. Chapter VII.
Cylinders and Valves. Chapter VIII. – Valve Gearing. Chapter IX.
Motion Details. Chapter X. - Boiler Construction . Chapter XI. - Boiler
Mountings and Fittings. Chapter XII. - Cabs, Tanks, Tenders, Pumps,
Injectors, Fuel, Firing Arrangements and Testing Apparatus. Appendix .
Designs for Miniature Locomotives.
THE ONLY BOOK DBALING EXCLUSIVELY WITH THE SUBJBOT.

The Illustrations are for the most part dimensioned scale drawings, and photographs of finished
of model and small power locomotives are included.

From

all Booksellers.

PERCIVAL MARSHALL &

USEFUL

BOOKS

Bound in

Cloth.

portions

Price 6s. net ; Post free , 6s. 4d.

Co., 26-29 , Poppin's Court, Fleet St., LONDON , E.C.

ON

& loctric Wiring, Fitting, Switches, and Lampe. By W.
PERRIN MAYCOCK , M.I.C.E. Postage 4d.
Electrical Influence Machines . Their Historical Development,
their Modern Forms, and their Practical Construction . ' By J.
GRAY, B.Sc. Postage 3d.
Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H. E. HADLET.
Postage 3d .
Blectro -Motors. How Made and How Used. A Handbook for
Amateurs and Practical Men.By S. R. BOTTONE. Witb 70
Illustrations. Third Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Postage 3d,
Electro- Plater's Handbook A Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Students. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged, and an
Appendix on Electrotyping by C. E. BONNEY. Postage 3d . 00
Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs: Sixth Edi
..
tion. 71 illustrations. By S. R. BOTTONE. Postage 3d .
Wiroloss Telegraphy and Hortzian Waves By S. R.
BOTTONE. Postage 3d.
The Dynamo: How Made and Ugod. By S. R. BOTTONE.
Postage 3d .
Electrical Baperiments. With 144 illustrations. By G. L.
BONNEY. Second Edition . Postage 3d .
Practical Electrical Measurements. An Introductory Course
in Practical Physics for Students and Young Engineers. By
E. H. CRAPPER, Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineer.
ing , Sheffield Technical School. With 56 illustrations.
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth . Postage 3d .

ELECTRICAL

8. d
6 0
4 6
26
30
3 0

30

? 6

26

SUBJECTS .

8. d .
Induction Coils. A Practical Manual for Amateur Coil Makers.
By G. E. BONNEY. With a new Chapter on Radiography, for
those wishing to experiment with Roentgen's X -rays. With for
illustrations. Postage 3d.
Elementary Principles of Electric Lighting. By ALLAN A.
CAMPBELL SWINTON, Associate I.E.E. Third Edition . En.
larged and Revised With 16 illustrations. Crowa 8vo. Cloth.
Postage ad .
Wireless Telegraphy, Popularly explained by RICHARD KERR,
F.S.S., with Preface by W.H. Preece , C.B., F.R.S. Illustrated.
Postage ad. Paper is. Cloth .
Electric Light for Country Housos. A Practical Handbook
on the Erection and Running of Small Installations, with Par.
ticulars of the cost of Plant and Working. By J. H. KNIGHT.
..
Postage ad .
How to Manage & Dynamo. By S. R. BOTTONE. Second
Edition. Revised and Enlarged . Illustrated . Post 8vo . Cloth,
pocket size. Postage ad.
Dynamos and Electric Motors How to Make and Run Them .
By Paul N. HASLOCK. Illustrated. Postage ad
Dynamo Attendants and Their Dynamos. By FRANK
BROADBENT, M.I.E.E. Fourth Edition. Postage ad . ..
A Guide to Electric Lighting for Householders and
Amateurs. Fully Illustrated. By S.R. BOTTONB. Postage ad.
Intensity Colls : How Mado and Used By DYER. Sixteenth
Edition. Postage ad .
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